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AMERICAN BROADCASTING

General
ADVERTISING
TV not hurting

new
other media, ‘N. Y. Times’ re-

ports, 2 :7

top agencies in 1952, 2:7, 9:8
162 most important markets, 3 :2
‘Sponsor’ estimates 1955 network show costs, 3 :7
TV hits newspapers, movies, radio, 5 :1
McCann-Erickson estimates media volume, 5:1
crime programs ineffective, says Weiss & Geller,
5:6
Publishers Information Bureau figures on net17:6, 22:12,
billings, 5:7, 10:6, 14:8,
26:16, 31:14, 35:16, 40:14, 44:12, 48:12
decision, 6:7
TV leads in newspaper lineage, 7 :10
PIB lists top media in 1952, 8 :8

work

FCC Grand Rapids-Muskegon
FTC

checks commercials, 9 :6
study of TV’s effects, in ’Journalism Quarterly,’
9:11

TV
TV

cost-per-1000 drops, 10

:7

termed “underpriced,” 11 :8
agencies doing less program production, 14
agencies complain of costs, 15 :5
PIB analysis of 4 media in 1952, 18:7
officers, 18:9, 38:8
attention paid to commercials, 18:9

TV

effectiveness,
assails “medical” commercials, 28:6
‘Printers’ Ink’ survey, 28 :7
trends, according to 'Sponsor,’ 33 :3
biggest sales aid, 36 :6
druggists say
advertisers, 37 :12
top 20
convention, 39 :2
color at

AMA

financial

setup,

7 :12

executive changes, 8:10, 23:6
$2,000,000 earmarked for technical facilities,
8:14
time sales, 11:8
financial reports, 13:15, 16:15, 29:11, 43:13,
45 :14
forms ABC Syndication div., 29 :6
camera stolen in Los Angeles, 45 :15

ANTENNAS, TRANSMITTING

— see

Equipment,

Telecasting

ANTITRUST
GE

licenses renewed, 1:11
‘Kansas City Star’ indicted, 2 :6
Govt, drops color-FM probe, 4 :8
suit against National Football League, 5 :8, 6 :10,
7:9, 9:9, 10:9, 11:14
FTC charges NEDA with conspiracy, 16:13,
18:12, 26:15, 32:10, 50:10
Waterloo, sues KXEL, 28:6
GE light bulb decision, 40 :11

KWWL,

GE judgment

:9

on

electrical

equipment, 41

:10

variable condenser judgment, 41:10

APPLICATIONS & CPs FOR NEW TV STATIONS (see also UHF)
FCC proposes more accurate rules, 2 :12

AAAA

Westinghouse calculates

CO. (ABC)

1952 billings, 1 :12
Sen. Tobey questions merger, 2:1, 3:11
merger with UPT finally approved, 7 :5

25:8

list of uncontested channels, 4:1
station-application total limited to
Denver Ch. 7 initial decision, 6 :2,
hearing rules amended, 6 :4

5 :2
12 :3

5,

Macon joint-AM grant, 7 :4
shared-time, 7:3, 8:3, 11:2, 38:3, 39:4
appeal in Muskegon-Grand Rapids case, 9 :9
“trustee corporation,” 9:14, 35:10, 38:2
“strike” applications, 10 :4, 25 :3, 28 :4, 50 :4
"protest” decisions, 13 :5, 14 :5, 15 :2, 27 :12
first final decision, 21:3
speedup procedures, 21:5
advertising and cutoff rule, 27:2, 33:12
attorneys criticize
entry into TV, 28:6
processing priorities revised, 29:1, 34:3, 43:2
Hearst litigates Milwaukee Ch. 10, 29:12
Interim TV Corp., 35:10, 38:2
Bartley dissents on “deals” for CPs, 36:2
Westinghouse asks exception to priority, 36:4
“shoestring” CP, 38:9
insurance company ownership questioned, 42:6
decisions not discriminating against media, 47 :3
multiple ownership decisions, 48:1, 50:5, 52:1

AM

ASCAP —See Music Agencies
BOOSTERS & SATELLITES
proposed for Elkins,

W.

Va., 9:7, 24:8

British, 9:12, 18:6

Howard-Yale, Palm Springs, Cal., 13:16
Rep. Sutton urges commercialization, 17 :9
WSM, Lawrenceburg, Tenn., 18:5

Emporium, 20:12
Hawaiian requests denied by FCC, 22 :6
Rep. Bush favors satellites, 34:8
Sylvania,

rhombics for long distance, 35:12, 51:5
Sylvania petitions for satellite approval, 38:4

WSM-TV petition, 45:8
Jerrold tests, 45:8, 50:6

TV

TV

ANA

ANA

39 :7
total advertising in 1953, 41 :8
networks dislike spot placements, 44 :6
survey of 1954 budgets, 45:15
"Blab-Off” commercial eliminator, 49 :7
survey of “overcommercialization,”
‘Sponsor’
50:4
Schwerin warns against stressing color, 52:14
officers,

Supplements and Special Reports Published During 1953
References are to Issues of Television Digest with articles pertaining to documents

ANA

ALLOCATIONS

(see also

FCC adamant on
channel

UHF)

“one-year rule,”

5 :5

shifts, 6 :2, 48 :5

WSAZ-TV asks lift of 1000-ft. limit, 12:12
FCC rescinds Ch. 4 from Fayetteville. W. Va.,
22:6
KXLY-TV requests higher power ceiling, 25 :5,
32 :12
court upholds FCC allocations authority, 32 :6
Radio Propagation Advisory Committee, 33:11
Cullum study of high antennas, 36:5
separation changes proposed, 38:16, 52:4
how new stations affect coverage, 40 :3
revised U.S. -Canadian agreement, 45:15
(Standard) Broadcasting (see also specific
networks and Advertising)
number of stations, 1:5, 27:1
Nielsen set count, 4 :4
operator rules amended, 5:5, 10:8, 14:10
ABC stations on single-rate basis, 5 :6

Directories

Semi-Annual TV Factbooks of Jan. 15 and July 15;
with weekly Addenda reporting current FCC
grants, applications, new stations on air, etc.
Annual AM-FM Directory of Jan. 1; with weekly
Addenda reporting current FCC decisions, applications, etc.
Listings of all AM-FM stations by
states and frequencies, all applications by states
and frequencies, call letter lists, etc. (Includes
other North American stations.)

Numbered Supplements

NTSC Color Field Test Specifications.
Technical details of signal to
be tested preparatory to submission to

No. 75-A: Revised

AM

first

WJR

Guam

station, 9 :9
financial reports, 10:13, 17:14, 29:6, 43:13

John Crosby comments on network future, 15

FCC AM-FM

financial report, 18:14
networks’ set estimate. 26:11
joint ownership with TV stations, 27:1
attorneys criticize
ownership of TV, 28:6
FCC analysis of AM-FM-TV ownership, 28 :6
Emerson promoting Conelrad in sets, 32 :9
Sarnoff evaluates future, 38 :6
Sales

AM

WMGM, New York,
KJR, Seattle, 3:11
WELL New Haven,

2:6
11:6

KTHT, Houston, 12:10
KABC, San Antonio, 25:1,
KSOX, Harlingen, 25:1

WMMN,

26:16, 34:12

Fairmont, 26:16
WINS. New York, 32:6, 52:14
WJJD, Chicago, 32:6
KGW. Portland, 36:12, 43:14
WWNC, Asheville, 46:12
WGAR, Cleveland, 50:12
KRMG, Tulsa, 52:7

:7

FCC.

(

Vol. 9:7).

Special Supplements and Reports

System TV Network Facilities. Existing and
planned coaxial and microwave circuits, as of
Jan. 1, 1953, submitted by AT&T during theatre-

Bell

TV

hearings.

(Vol.

9:4).

Television Sets-in-Use & Other Data. Substitute
tables for TV Factbook No. 16, bringing figures
up to date. (Vol. 9:7).

New

Stations in Operation and CPs.
Directories
of all stations operating, plus all grantees,
revised periodically. (Vol. 9:11, 24, 37, 48).

First 312 Markets of the United States. Tabulation of eets-in-use, households, percentage of
“saturation, ’’
etc.,
prepared by
J.
Walter
Thompson and ‘Television Digest.’

Address by David Sarnoff at NARTB Convention.
Full text of address analyzing status of TV-radio
and prospects for future, Los Angeles, April 29,
1953.

(Vol. 9:18).

—

TV Stations Practices & Prospects.
Salient portions of transcript of panel discusduring
convention, Los Angeles,
April 30, 1953. (Vol. 9:19).

Small Market
sion

NARTB

1

Status and Evolution of Color Television. Address
by Dr. W. R. G. Baker, chairman of NTSC,
before convention of National Assn, of Electrical Distributors, Chicago, May 25, 1953. (Vol.
9:22).
Priorities for Processing TV Applications
Full text of FCC report and order changing
procedures, with illustrative table of cities.
(Vol. 9:29).
Final NTSC Color Transmission Standards. Complete text of signal specifications submitted to
FCC after field tests of specifications previously
proposed (Supplement No. 75-A). (Vol. 9:30).
What’s on the Mind of the Business Man. Reprint
of article by W. M. Kiplinger, in Oct. 18 ‘New
York Times’ Sunday Magazine. (Vol. 9:43).
Solving the Problems of TV-Radio Interference.
Address by FCC Comr. George E. Sterling,
before Radio Fall Meeting of RETMA,
of Canada and IRE, Toronto, Ont., Oct. 26, 1953.
How Dept. Stores Use TV. Reprint of article by
Robert H. Cole, asst, professor of marketing,
of Illinois, from November, 1953, issue of
‘Stores,’ official publication of National Retail

New

RTMA

U

Dry Goods Assn.
Final Color Television Decision. Full text of FCC
report and order approving compatible system
indorsed by industry, including appendix describing operation of system and full text of
amended FCC technical standards. (Vol. 9:51).

Bound Copies Available
Complete sets of the 1953 Television
Digest Newsletters, along with the
two 1953 TV Factbooks, Addenda and
all Supplements can be permanently
bound between embossed hard covers
and be made available on order at $25
per volume.

CENSUS, TV RECEIVER
J.

"world’s largest” planned for Vancouver, B. C.,

Walter Thompson estimates saturation,

3:2,

14:1

NBC

Research,

10:14,

5:12,

14:14,

18:14

29:6,

35:16, 41:12, 51:14

CBS

NBC

county-by-county, 21:10
county-by-county, 28:12

COLOR
says compatible color not ready,

Westinghouse 42-tube

new held
Lawrence

set,

1 :9

1 :9

test specifications, 4:9, 7:14
tri-color tube, 4:9

Senate-House demand investigations,
House hearing, 12:1, 13:1, 14:3

11:4

Telechrome signal generators, 13:11

RCA

demonstrations. 16:1, 21:1

camera tube, 16:1
Lawrence demonstrations, 16:2
CBS
Sen. Johnson praises compatible system, 16:4
tape recordings held feasible, 17 :14
Bell Labs test color perception, 18:10
DuMont not satisfied, proposes 3-D, 19 :1
Siragusa says tube not ready, 19:1
FCC attituue relaxes, 20:12
Sterling wants home tryout of set, 21 :1
Dr. Baker’s status report, 22:1
holds NBC affiliates, 22:3
NBC affiliates sign color clauses, 22:5, 23:16,
25:14
Philco estimates prices and timing, 24:9
RCA-NBC petition FCC for new system, 26:1
RCA demonstrates to Senators, 26:2
color set costs estimated by RCA, 26 :3
station equipment, 26:10, 27:6, 28:11, 31:5
NBC network tests, 29:8
NTSC petitions FCC, 30:1
I CC proposes adoption of NTSC standards, 32:1
asks tax relief on color sets, 32:8
Sightmaster conversion plan, 33:10
Sanabria opposes NTSC standards, 34:8
RCA-NBC promotion, 34:12
Emerson predicts set prices, 35:13
Griffin proposes line-sequential system, 35:16
Wickes Engineering & Construction, 36:4
AT&T plans, 36:4, 52:1
Wixon opposes NTSC standards, 36:8
comments filed with FCC, 37 :1
Dr. Baker estimates growth, 37 :9
no hurried decision, says Comr. Webster, 38:10
convention, 39:1
at Chicago
prospects for tubes, 39:10, 46:7
new CBS tube, camera, 41:1, 48:9
NTSC demonstration for FCC, 42:1
dealers fear impact on trade, 43:10
RCA seminar for engineers, 44:4
Magnavox ads, 44:11
DuMont sees slow expansion, 44:11
RCA-NBC coast-to-coast show, 45:1
Lawrence tube licensees, 45:12, 50:8
critics’ comment on “Carmen,” 46:16
WKY-TV ad anticipating color, 45:16
Hoffman analysis, 46:9
Motorola publicity, 46:11
networks equipped for color, 47:1, 49:3, 50:3,
52:1
projection receiver*, 48:4
Tarzian surveys employes as set prospects, 48:11
CBS programming plans, 50:3
Hazeltine techniques for Lawrence tube, 50:9
FCC final approval, 51:1
Telechrome suggests test pattern to FCC, 61:10
manufacturers’ predictions for 1954, 51:11
GE receiving tube tailored for color, 52:7
dispute over contributions and patents, 52:11
Schwerin warns against too much emphasis in
commercials, 52:14
President gets RCA set, 52:14
tri-color

RETMA

ANA

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Sen.

Bush resigns from board,

(CBS)

1 :7

Stanton heads Ford social study group, 6:6
$25,000,000 credit with Prudential & Metropoli-

Agronsky heads TV-radio galleries,
Tobey says he's friend of TV, 3:11

3:7

Streibert heads U. S. information Agency, 31

Bricker

heads

Senate

Commerce

bill

on

telecommunications

policy,

32:11

EDUCATIONAL TV
New York

commission hearings, 1:7, 2:6, 4:5
experiments during janitor strike,

Baltimore
2:6

WOI-TV psychology course, 3:6
WTLV, New Brunswick, closed-circuit

tests, 5:6

Connecticut CPs await funds, 6:5
Comr. Hennock says costs not high, 8:8

New York
9:2,

commission rejects 10-station plan,

10:13

New

Jersey commission favors project, 11
theatre-TV programs for students, 11:13

:13

CBS-TV

series, 12:8
extension of June 2 deadline urged, 13:9
Senate hearing, 14:9, 16:8, 17:7
Houston, starts, 19:2, 22:6, 24:6
Milwaukee Ch. 10 fight, 20:4, 21:9
President endorses $400,000 for D. C., 20:4

KUHT,

Ford Foundation expenditures, 23:9, 49:8
JCET thanks NARTB, 23:15

NARDA

seeks $200,000 for educational TV, 27 :9
Sen. Tobey defends educational channels, 28:12
discussed at governors’ conference, 32:6
New Orleans reservation retained, 35:16
WOI-TV remains commercial, 37:5
NCCET sees 27 stations in 1954, 40:8
Yale closed-circuit system, 43:11, 46:5

EQUIPMENT, TELECASTING
Antennas

& marking,

tower lighting

WOR-TV
FCC

moving

specifies

2:12, 9:14, 11:14
Bldg., 8:14
for tilted beam, 11:14
28:3, 32:4, 33:4, 36:12, 47:6,

to

Empire State

ERP

highest stations,
61:6, 52:14
GE vhf helical, 38:9
plane accidents, 33:12, 38:16, 49:14
two toppled by high winds, 50 :7
legal action aimed at removing WOR-TV tower,
52:8

Cameras

"cons” at NARTB convention, 18:3
Multi-Con image iconoscope, 22 :8
Dage demonstration tour, 29:12
Marconi unit with 80-in. focal length, 29:12

RCA

Dage

film vidicon, 40:6, 42:12
film vidicon, 46:5, 48:6

Transmitters (see also UHF)
renting klystrons, 3:5
vhf amplifier shipments, 6:1
GE 5-kw & 250-watt uhf tubes, 12:11
Gates production, 13:10

GE

GE “one-man”

financial reports, 12:11, 19:9, 32:11, 45:14

Stanton says CBS income from network
manufacturing about equal, 13:14

and

13:14

“raids” on NBC affiliates, 20:1, 21:1, 42:3
Hollywood TV City, 20:7
maniac stabs cameraman, 27 :12
‘Fortune’ article on CBS vs. NBC, 29:6
predicts network growth, costs, 39:1
Stanton resigns from fraternity, 46:12
Stanton on future rates, 47:12

COMMUNITY ANTENNA SYSTEMS
WSM-TV booster tests, 3:3, 15:6

station. 17:9, 18:4

spurious emission regulation, 24:8

GPL-Continental tieup, 28:4, 37:5
Willy Motors enters field, 30:7, 39:14
GE 25-kw vhf tetrode, 48:6
Miscellaneous

daytime lighting, 1:11
home-built, 5:4
hits 316-kw, 6:1, 7:14, 13:7
9:12, 12:12, 18:10, 48:6
tests from Mt. Washington, 11:14
DuMont kine-recorder, 13:16
DuMont film scanner, 14:10
Raytheon microwave gear, 15:8
studio Zoomar, 15:8, 33:11
Teleprompter, 15:12, 49:13

genesis of San Bernardino system, 3:10
growth of systems, volume of business, 4:3,
23:4, 28:3
new projects, 5:8, 8:10, 21:9 28:7, 31:8, 38:11,
40:5, 43:12, 50:6
microwave-fed systems, 7:10, 31:8, 45:8, 47:6
Pottsville system largest, 9:7
Malarkey urges clean practices, 10:8
annual meeting, 19:5, 23:4, 24:8
fight in Asheville, N. C., 19:10, 20:12
local originations, 23:4, 28:7
excise taxes, 23 :4
FCC analysis, 23:5

‘Editor & Publisher’ article, 25:13
FCC questions Belknap microwave idea, 26:11
AT&T asks FCC for microwave, 31:8, 46:8, 47:5
analysis of costs, revenues, 40:4
ruling on jurisdiction, 40:5
Jerrold 5-channel equipment, 42:10

tri-dimensional,

meaning

of power, 17 :9
British film technique, 17:14
convention, 18:3
scanners at
styroflex cable, 26:10

NARTB

new

RCA

mobile unit, 31

:8

Bureau of Standards frequency measurement,
35:15
"obstacle-gain” vhf transmission, 37 :8

RCA
RCA

"Monitran,” 38:11
portable microwave, 43:14
Eye-Cue Sales prompter, 48 :8
more remote pickup channels assigned, 49:6

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
(FCC)
budget, 2:12, 14:9, 17:5, 21:3, 30:3, 50:12
speculation over new members, 4 :4
Communications Bar Assn, officers, 6:12
changes hearing hours, 7:14
appeal in Muskegon-Grand Rapids case, 9:9
Doerfer appointed, 12:1, 13:16, 14:5, 16:5
FCC attitude evaluated, 14:5
ideas on network regulation, 14:9
Hyde named chairman, 17:4
Cottone resigns, 19:5
mock hearing conference, 25:14, 26:7

2

3-year TV licenses, 30:4, 33:12, 34:7
studying network -uhf relations, 31:1, 33:1, 34:6
new examiners, 33:12, 48:12
Baker appointed general counsel, 34:12
Doerfer favors local regulation, 38:10, 43:14
Lee gets recess appointment, 41:1, 52:14
license fees, 45:16
revenue-expense reports, 46:5
mfrs. want mobile frequencies, 47:12, 50:6
Barr heads TV-AM-FM divs., 48:5
new attorneys and engineers, 49:6, 51:6
employes' backgrounds given to Congress, 52:8

TV—See Movies & TV Film
FINANCIAL ACTIVITY, GENERAL
Manufacturing

:6

Committee,

31 :14

Wolverton

Examiner Irion writes pageant, 26:7
Comr. Walker retires, 27:12

FILM,

McFarland becomes lobbyist, 17 :13
McCarthy bill on program transcripts, 24:6
bill to study international TV, 29:12, 30:6
Sen. Tobey dies, 30:12

WHAS-TV

educational series, 12:8

NLRB

CONGRESS

KVOS-TV

tan, 11:10

officers’ salaries,

:5

Interstate Commerce committees, 3:12
McCarthy opposes Madison applicant, 3:12, 4:12
proposals to televise sessions, 4:5
Senate-House recording facility, 4 :5
House quizzes FCC, 8:9, 11:6
Tobey’s CBS-Radio program, 10 :7
bill to compensate W. L. Gleeson, 11:9
permanent station licenses proposed, 13:16
educational TV hearing, 14:9, 16:8, 17:7

Nielsen, 44:12, 46:12

CBS

47

'Tele-Tech' estimates electronics volume, 1:11
Television-Electronics Fund, 3:11, 9:13, 23:14,
49:13, 52:13
experts forecast general business, 12:9
doubled appliance sales seen in 10 years, 13:14
earnings & dividends of 37 electronics mfrs.,
16:14
'Wall St. Journal’ compares TV mfrs. with
others, 16:14, 20:10, 45:14
Radio & Television Inc. considers diversification, 20:9
TV-radio ahead of other industries, ‘New York
Times’ survey, 23:14
FTC-SEC report on wholesale-retail profits, 23:14
National Credit Office report on industry, 23:14
BLS reports wage trends, 23:14
'New York Times’ survey of manufacturers,
25:13, 39:13
Elgin seeks electronics affiliation, 32:11
Dun & Bradstreet study of failures, 33:10
“Big 4” summary, sales-profits, 33:11
top producers estimated, 39:12
Sprague estimates $5 billion 1953 output, 52:13
Telecasting (see also Advertising)

WMBR

financial report, 1:6, 3:7

Bankers Trust plans station loans, 1:7

KONA

public stock offer, 2:12
Crosley financial report, 4:12
FCC dollars-per-set breakdown, 4:12
’Broadcasting' estimates 1952 time sales, 5:7
FCC Grand Rapids-Muskegon decision, 6:7
KFMB-TV &
operations, 9:14
FCC report on 1952, 12:12
WOI-TV audit, 12:12
assets of
listed with FCC, 12:12
FCC network -station statistics, 13:4, 31:4, 41:12
small market symposium, 19:1, 20:5
stations discontinue, 26:4, 34:2
"pedigree” of TV station ownership, 27:1
analysis of Meredith Pub. Co., 28:6
rate trends, per Factbook No. 17, 29:12
WOOD-TV &
profit, 31:6
Edward Lamb buys C. L. Bryant Co., 33:11
CBS predicts network growth, 30:1
1953 billings estimated, 33:3, 52:5
“Dub” Rogers on small markets, 42:7
earnings of WHEN, Syracuse, 42:12
estimates revenue per set, 42:12
Doherty warns of poor planning, 43:1
Storer stock offer, 47 :12
WJPB-TV operations, 50:2

KFMB

WPTZ

NARTB

WOOD

NARTB

FINANCIAL REPORTS —see

individual manufac-

turers and networks

FOREIGN TV
international transmission, 3:10
Brazil sees TV as colonization aid, 5:8
8:13
Italy. 9:12, 18:12, 20:12
Russia. 10:14, 46:6, 49:14
State Dept, views, 20:11
Belgium, 20:11, 45:7
digest of Factbook No. 17 directory, 29:6
Japan, 30:4, 35:15, 37:11
Venezuela, 37:8
Philippines, 39:7
Portugal, 45:7
DuMont’s Marx on set makers, 47:10
Britain
tube sizes, 8:12, 40:12

Commerce Dept, roundup,

commercial TV, 10:7, 42:11, 46:12, 48:12, 51:14
TV endangering Welsh language, 11:14
sales tax reduced, 18:12

12-channel tuner, 20:11

Jack Gould's evaluation, 27:7

BBC

financial report, 37 :12

tax evaders, 40:13

Canada
U. S. network programs, 1:6
new-station schedule, 7:14, 9:9, 24:5, 47:3
drops fees on TV-radio sets, 8:13, 17:7
private applications, 10:12, 14:14,
38:16, 40:13
broadcasters criticize Govt., 11:9
CARTB officers, 11:9
sponsorships, 35 :7
CBC financial report, 38:8

19:10,

23:16,

Cuba

CMQ
2%
new
set

microwave, 4:10
luxury tax. 8:12
stations, 8:14, 13:16, 20:5

smuggling, 24

:7

CMA-TV & CMUR-TV

ownership, 52:7

Mexico
San Diego originations for XETV,
48:7

TV

"notifications,” 17:9
XEQ-TV in Cortez Pass, 24:8

4:12,

10:7,

FM

(Frequency Modulation)

BROADCASTING

number

of stations, 1 :5
special services, 5 :8
multiplex, 12:7, 15:13
era over, 11:14, 21:10
transit

warns of spectrum

demands,

IMPACT ON

(see also

Surveys)
TV vs. telephone in average home, 3 :12
Cardinal Spellman calls TV aid to religion, 9:8

programs gauged by water pressure, 9:9
more TVs than bathtubs, 9:11, 29:12

TV admen

charged with “cultural corruption,”

11:8

Oregon bans TV on auto dashboard, 13 :9
watch-size TV-telephone visualized, 15:15
widow wills $12,000 to wrestling announcer.
16:16
malocclusion in children, 18 :14
cameras withdrawn when suicide threatened,
19:10
librarians say TV doesn’t harm children, 24:14
bus operator complains of TV inroads, 25 :7
judge enjoins TV hater, 25:14
“televisio” added to Latin, 27:12
librarian finds TV stimulates reading, 28:12
osteopaths see harm in TV, 32:12
more tubes than light bulbs, 36:12
watching wrestling termed good for old folks,
36:12
firemen favor TV over cards and checkers, 39 :14
influence on furniture, 40:12
nightclub audiences shrink, 40:14
possum hunting suffers, 42:12
judge uses ‘Dragnet’ recording, 47 :12
son imitates father’s mattress-cutting commermercial, 48:4
image persists on receiver, 50:10
sheriff buys sets for jail, 52:14

INDUSTRIAL TV
at Beauty Show, 8:14
closed-circuit setup in U. S. clinical center, 11:14
simple cameras shown at IRE convention, 13:11
used in New York Savings Bank, 13:11
RCA “TV-Eye,” 20:11
color, 40:12
physician series on KDYL-TV, 45:15
new bage camera, 47 :5

INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS (IRE)
officers, 2:11, 46:10
convention, 5:11, 13:10
awards, 47 :11

LABOR—see Unions
MERCHANDISING

uhf at Chicago marts, 2:2
Western Auto volume 25% TV-radio-appliances,
2:11

NARDA

officers, 3:9

fair practices

Civil Defense seeks $5 radio, 3:10, 8:13
small business, 6:9, 10:12, 11:13

price controls

LIFE, TV’s

campaign

in Springfield, Mo., 4:10

Freimann says no markets “saturated,” 5:10
contests for trips, 6:10
price controls off, 8:11
NRDGA report on TV in dept, stores, 8:12
bynamic-New York bankruptcy, 8:12
Philadelphia sales, 8:12
Halpin sees more 2-set homes, 9:11
possibility of credit restrictions 3quelehed, 12:10
President doesn't object to standby controls,
12:10, 14:12
impact of color on trade, 13:12, 17:10, 33:8,
43:10, 45:12
estimated cost of color sets, 13:13
Bontig reports buyers’ market, 22:9
Mart "Hall of Fame,” 14:12
value of appliance sales surpasses autos, 15:11
Howard Frazier on saturation, 15:13
with conspiracy, 16:13,
FTC charges
18:12, 2b:15, 32:10
Siragusa prods trade to sell harder, 19:7
trade-in percentages, 19:9
Sylvania merchandising concept, 23:12
Sanabria newspaper ad, 23:12
farm market, 24:12
convention, 27 :8
considers auto franchise pattern, 28:10
convention, 29:9
FRB survey, 30:8
Irving Sarnoff compares TV and refrigerators,
31:12
Muntz and BBB tangle in Dallas, 32:9
TV-radio dealer starts and failures, 35:13
Washington market analyzed in ‘Star,’ 36:10
FTC trade practices rules, 37:10, 41:10
NEDA convention, 38:14
Admiral favors premiums, 39:12
market created by new stations, 40:10
Magnavox color ads, 44:11
N. J. law against trans-shipping, 48:11
preparation for marts, 49:11
FTC ruling on use of “free,” 49:11
TV-radio-appliances lead in dealer mortality,
49:12
FTC-industry meetings, 50:10
Modesto dealer shows reception from 9 stations,
60:11
NARDA predicts 1954 sales, 51:12
price cuts, 52:9

NEDA

NARDA
NARDA

NAMM

MILITARY PROCUREMENT—see
MILITARY, USE OF TV BY

Mobilization

tactical use, 31:13

stations for morale

&

lists “5 major accomplishments,” 38:16
Doherty warns of poor TV planning, 43:1

3:8, 6:9, 7:13

38:10, 44:12

HOME

WAR

staff changes, 1:11, 3:10, 5:11

Sprague nominated as Air Force undersecretary,

pioneers dropping, 23:16

Webster

NPA

tax -aided expansion, 1:11

FM

Comr.

MOBILIZATION &

entertainment, 52:7

off,

Anti-Trust

features to stations,

1 :7,

2 :7

MPAA’s

Joyce O’Hara dies, 2:7
barred from Zukor dinner, 3:6
‘Variety” says majors’ grosses stabilized, 3:12
Coyne calls TV “villain,” movies “poverty in-

TV

dustry,” 4:11
three-dimensional film, 6 :6,
TV permitted at Academy

7 :9

Award

presentations,

6:7, 10:8

Loews sues KTTV on film use, 6:12
control reverts to Hughes, 7 :10
features based on TV programs, 9:8
Warner Bros, split, 9:13
‘TV Swinging to Film And Vice Versa,’ 10:1
TV effect on newsreels, 10:8
New York film industry half of Hollywood’s,
10:8
Ed Sullivan-movie tieup, 11:10
A plans TV show, 12:12
SMPTE convention, 14:10
Republic’s Yates favors TV, 15:6
3-D color film process, 15:13
Skouras plans oldies release, 16:7
tax relief asked, TV cited, 17 :14
American Assn, of Film Producers formed, 18:6
UPT salaries, 18:10
Vitapix formed by stations, 19:5, 52:7
Rembusch attacks FCC on “oldies,” 20 :12
considers acquiring TV interests, 20:12
ABC-MPAA deal with major producers, 25:7
Johnston sees rosy future, 26:11
new TV film makers, 37 :8
SMPTE officers, 41:8
TV becoming principal Hollywood industry, 42:7
TV film makers folding, 45:10
Times’ Pryor weighs TV impact, 46:1
prospects for opening vaults to TV, 49:13
Eagle Lion studios for TV film exclusively, 51:14
‘Billboard’ estimates $50,000,000 worth of TV
film in 1953, 51:14

RKO

—

MPA

RKO

Financial Reports
National Theatres, 7:13
Loew’s, 18:13

Paramount, 27 :11
Universal, 27:11
Official Films, 42:11

TV
Closed-Circuit TV
Theatre

3:7

Co.,

Wolfson urges more enthusiasm, 18:10
Cappel, MacDonald
business users, 26:7

&

Co., 23:8

Box Office TV Inc., 28:4, 34:11, 43:14, 48:8
Marciano-La Starza fight, 32:12, 34:11, 39:14
Lee Hat color session, 40 :6
exhibitors resolve to apply to FCC, 45 :8
football series, 46:5

FCC Hearing
Western Union proposal,

3:4, 6:6

FCC

ultimatum, 8 questions, 5 :8, 7 :8
can supply 10 me, AT&T says, 6:6
movie groups offer “compromise,” 9:9

hookup

costs, 25:13

FCC rules theatre TV common
MUSIC AGENCIES

carrier, 26 :6

NARTB negotiating committee, 20:12, 52:7
ASCAP $150,000,000 suit, 46:5
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM (MBS)
General Tire financial reports, 8:10, 43:13
executive realignment, 12:8
carrying TV sound tracks, 25:7
new option-time plan, 36:5

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RADIO & TELEVISION BROADCASTERS (NARTB)
code board studies, 3:6, 37:12, 46:12, 50:5
labor advisory committee, 6:4

TV

names 4 vice presidents, 6:6
seeks sets-in-use setup, 6:12, 7:14, 25:14, 40:14,
41:12
engineering conference agenda, 9:12
Doherty predicts TV income, 16:16
Los Angeles convention, 18:1
board, 18:6
A. Prose Walker engineering director, 23:6 26:7
report on educational programs, 36:8

3

WNBT

NBC

NATIONAL PRODUCTION AUTHORITY

—

see

Mobilization

NETWORKS,

Coaxial -Microwave

Facilities

map, 4:1
Canada connected, 4:6
Cuban microwave, 4:10

circuit

New

York-Philadelphia L-3 in use, 9:7

transatlantic telephone cable, 49:9

NEW

STATIONS ON AIR
WKAB-TV, Mobile, Ala., 1:1
WBRE-TV, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
KTSM-TV,
KOPO-TV,

MOVIES & TV FILM
sells

“raids,” 21:1, 22:3, 42:3
KPTV, 21 :2
Beville on color and vhf vs. uhf, 25:8
integration policy dropped, 29:6
White resigns, 30:5, 37:5
rates, 32:7
presidents, 36:12
‘Fortune’ on
"electronic spot buying,” 39:9
affiliates meeting, 47 :7
Weaver pres., Sarnoff exec, v.p., 49:14, 60:6

2-year affiliation with

NPA

Republic

CO. (NBC)
Frank White president, 1:12
Weaver assigned to planning, 3:11

CBS

8:11, 15:11

Sarnoff committee report on manpower, 8:13
station construction, 8:14
top contractors, 10:12, 27:11
reorganization of defense agencies, 14:12
speculation over Korean peace, 15:9
Cotton says U. S. not yet ready with electronics,
17:13
guided missiles, 18:10
Commerce Dept, electronics div. urged, 23:13
business services agency, 24:13
post-attack program for production, 26:15
President abolishes telecommunications job, 26:15
abolished, 26:15, 27:11
effects of Korean truce, 31:13
Quarles named Asst. Defense Secy., 31:13
Porter heads communications in ODM, 34 :6,
40:12
BDSA formed, 40:13
details of “Nike” disclosed, 51:13

MONOPOLY—see

NATIONAL BROADCASTING

1:1

El Paso, Tex., 1:1
Tucson, Ariz., 3:1

WALA-TV, Mobile, Ala.,
WKBN-TV, Youngstown,

3:1
O., 3:1

KXLY-TV, Spokane, Wash.,
WJTV, Jackson, Miss., 4:2
WABI-TV, Bangor, Me., 4:2
WEEK-TV, Peoria, HI., 5:3
WLVA-TV, Lynchburg, Va„
WFMJ-TV, Youngstown, O.,

WHUM-TV,
KOLN-TV,

4:2

6:3
7:5

Reading, Pa., 7:5
Lincoln, Neb., 7:5

WKNB-TV, New Britain, Conn.,
WROV-TV, Roanoke. Va., 8:2
KTNT-TV, Tacoma, Wash., 9:1
WFBG-TV, Altoona, Pa., 9:1
KWFT-TV, Wichita Falls, Tex.,

WWLP,

7 :5

9:1

Springfield, Mass., 10:2

WHYN-TV, Holyoke, Mass., 10:2
WBAY-TV, Green Bay, Wis., 11:3
KVTV, Sioux City, la., 11:3
KGNC-TV, Amarillo, Tex., 11:3
KGUL-TV, Galveston, Tex., 11:3
KSWO-TV, Lawton, Okla., 11:4
KTTS-TV, Springfield, Mo., 12:2
KDZA-TV, Pueblo, Colo., 12:2
KFDX-TV, Wichita Falls, Tex., 13:6
WICC-TV, Bridgeport, Conn., 14:2
KFDA-TV, Amarillo, Tex., 14:2

WLOK-TV, Lima, O., 14:2
WHP-TV, Harrisburg, Pa., 14:2
WPAG-TV, Ann Arbor, Mich., 14:2
WKST-TV, New Castle, Pa., 15:1
KCJB-TV, Minot, N.

KRTV,

D., 15:1
Little Rock, Ark., 15:2

WKNX-TV,
WFTL-TV,
WEEU-TV,

Saginaw, Mich., 15:2
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., 15:2
Reading, Pa., 15:2

WTVO, Rockford,
WAFB-TV, Baton

111., 15:2
Rouge, La., 16:6
Ariz., 17:3
Montgomery, Ala., 17:3
Bethlehem, Pa., 17:3

KTYL-TV, Mesa,

WCOV-TV,
WLEV-TV,
WCOS-TV, Columbia, S. C., 17:4
WLBC-TV, Muncie, Ind., 18:4
KUHT, Houston, Tex., 19:2
WFAM-TV, Lafayette, Ind., 19:3

KCBD-TV, Lubbock, Tex., 19:3
KELO-TV, Sioux Falls, S. D., 20:3
KVEC-TV, San Luis Obispo, Cal., 20:3
WHIZ-TV, Zanesville, O., 20:3
W SUN-TV, St. Petersburg, Fla., 21:3
WBKZ-TV, Battle Creek, Mich., 21:3

KV OS-TV,

Bellingham, Wash., 21:3

KFOR-TV, Lincoln, Neb., 22:3
KMJ-TV, Fresno, Cal., 22:3
WD AY-TV, Fargo, N. D„ 22:3

WFTV,
WTVE,

Duluth, Minn., 23:1
Elmira, N. Y., 23:1
Mo., 23:1

KCTY, Kansas City,
WGBI-TV, Scranton,

Pa., 24:3
Akron, O., 24:3
Charleston, S. C., 25:2
Roswell, N. M., 25:2
WTPA, Harrisburg, Pa., 25:2
KTXL-TV, San Angelo, Tex., 26:4
KTVH, Hutchinson, Kan., 26:4
KFXD-TV, Nampa, Ida., 26:4
KCSJ-TV, Pueblo, Colo., 26:4
WROM-TV, Rome, Ga., 26:4
WGLV, Easton, Pa., 27:2
WKOW-TV, Madison, Wis., 27:2
KIMA-TV, Yakima, Wash., 27:2
WOSH-TV, Oshkosh, Wis., 27:2
WISE-TV, Asheville, N. C., 28:3
WNAO-TV. Raleigh, N. C., 28:3
WMTV, Madison, Wis., 28:3
KLAS-TV, Las Vegas, Nev., 28:3
KIDO-TV, Boise, Ida., 28:3
WGVL, Greenville, S. C., 29:1
WKJF-TV, Pittsburgh, Pa., 29:1
KROC-TV, Rochester, Minn., 29:1
KSFA-TV, Ft. Smith, Ark., 29:1
KEYT, Santa Barbara, Cal., 30:4
WETV, Macon, Ga., 31:3
KMMT, Austin, Minn., 31:3
KBES-TV, Medford, Ore., 31:3

WAKR-TV,
WCSC-TV,
KSWS-TV,

KMBC-TV & WHB-TV,

Kansas

City, Mo., 32:2

KMO-TV, Tacoma, Wash., 32:2
KUSC-TV, Los Angeles, Cal., 32:2

WTYP,

Decatur.

32:3
WTVI, Belleville, 111., 33:1
WILS-TV, Lansing, Mich., 33:2
KXLF-TV, Butte, Mont., 33:2
KFAZ, Monroe, La., 33:2
WVEC-TV, Hampton-Norfolk, Va., 34:1
REDD, Wichita, Kans., 34:1
KCMC-TV, Texarkana, Tex., 34:1
111.,

KSBW-TV & KMBY-TV,
Buffalo, N.

34:1

KAFY-TV,

Bakersfield. Cal., 34:2
Peoria, 111., 34:2

WTCN-TV & WMIN-TV, Minneapolis,
35 :2
WPMT, Portland, Me., 36:2
WDAK-TV, Columbus, Ga., 35:2
KHQA-TV, Hannibal, Mo., 35 :2
WGEM-TV, Quincy. 111., 35:3

Minn.,

WICA-TV, Ashtabula, O., 35:3
KETX, Tyler, Tex., 35:3
KRBC-TV, Abilene, Tex., 35:3
KOPR-TV, Butte, Mont., 35:3
KHSL-TV, Chico, Cal., 35:3

WIRK-TV, W. Palm

Beach, Fla., 36:2

Ga., 36:2
Pa., 36:2

WIGS,

Springfield.

WKNA-TV,

111.,

Charleston,

Moch says 25,000 more servicemen needed, 2:10
Lang discusses TV servicing problems, 3:9
serviceman convicted of cheating, 8:12
Roper survey of public’s attitude, 29:11
rhombic repeaters, 35:12, 51:5
annual bill estimated at $250,000,000, 42:10
GE survey of servicemen, 52:12

W

IMPACT ON

RECEIVER PRODUCTION
44:1

on 1952 by RETMA, 5:9
making receiving antennas, 9:9
compared with auto production, 9:11, 45:13
final report

KWKH

RETMA
(see

also

Surveys)
Cleveland TV-newspaper battle over crime programs, 3:6
Wyman blames TV for newspapers’ loss, 5:1
Biggers see little danger from TV, 18:7
‘Collier’s’ goes bi-weekly, blames TV, 19:10

ownership of TV stations, 27 :1
New York strike, 49:8, 50:12
PATENTS (see also Anti-Trust)
litigation, 24:13

of courts,

47:11
dispute over color, 52:11

Va., 38:2
KGBS-TV, Harlingen, Tex., 38:2
KFEQ-TV, St. Joseph, Mo., 38:2
KVOA-TV, Tucson, Ariz., 39:3
WOKY-TV, Milwaukee, Wis., 39:3
WMT-TV, Cedar Rapids, la., 39:3
WROL-TV, Knoxville, Tenn., 39:4
KGGM-TV, Albuquerque, N. M., 39:4
WJBF-TV, Augusta, Ga., 39:4
KRDO-TV, Colorado Springs, Colo., 39:4
KJEO, Fresno, Cal., 39:4
KCCC-TV, Sacramento, Cal., 40:1
KYTV, Springfield, Mo., 40:1
WECT, Elmira, N. Y„ 40:1
WSJS-TV, Winston-Salem. N. C., 40:1
KOIN-TV, Portland, Ore., 40:1
KOAT-TV, Albuquerque, N. M., 40:2
WHBQ-TV, Memphis, Tenn., 40:2
KZTV, Reno, Nev., 40:2
KNOE-TV, Monroe, La., 40:2
KERO-TV, Bakersfield, Cal., 40:2
WTOK-TV, Meridian, Miss., 40:2
KIEM-TV, Eureka, Cal., 41:5
WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg, Va., 41:5
KIVA, Yuma, Ariz., 41:5
WACH, Newport News, Va., 41:5
WTAP, Parkersburg, W. Va., 41:6
WIFE. Dayton, O., 41:6
WTSK, Knoxville, Tenn., 41:6
KOOL-TV & KOY-TV, Phoenix, Ariz., 42:4
WPFA-TV, Pensacola. Fla., 42:4
KCRI-TV, Cedar Rapids, la., 42:4
WARD-TV, Johnstown, Pa., 42:6
WROW-TV. Albany, N. Y„ 42:6
KNUZ-TV, Houston, Tex., 42:5
WLBR-TV, Lebanon, Pa., 42:6
WIS-TV, Columbia. S. C., 43:2
WTRF-TV, Wheeling. W. Va.. 43:3
WJMR-TV, New Orleans, La., 43:3
WTOV-TV, Norfolk, Va„ 43:3
KSTM-TV, St. Louis, Mo., 43:3
KANG-TV, Waco, Tex., 43:3
KFIA, Anchorage, Alaska, 43:3
KOOK-TV, Billings, Mont., 43:4
WHEC-TV & WVET-TV, Rochester, N. Y., 44:2
KLZ-TV, Denver, Colo., 44:2
WTAC-TV, Flint. Mich., 44:3
KTVQ, Oklahoma City, Okla., 44:3
WJHL-TV, Johnson City, Tenn., 44:3
KCEN-TV, Temple, Tex., 44:3
KLPR-TV, Oklahoma City, Okla., 46:4
KACY, Festus, Mo., 45 :4
KQTV, Ft. Dodge, la., 45:4
KTAG-TV, Lake Charles, La., 45:4
WIBW-TV, Topeka, Kan., 46:2
WCIA, Champaign, 111., 46:2
WRBL-TV, Columbus, Ga., 46:2
WFIE, Evansville, Ind., 46:2
WNOW-TV, York, Pa., 46:2
KTVE, Longview, Tex., 46:2
KOMO-TV, Seattle, Wash., 47:2
WWOR-TV, Worcester, Mass., 47:2
KCOK-TV, Tulare, Cal., 47:3
KGTV, Des Moines, la., 47:3
KWWL-TV, Waterloo, la.. 47:3
WKJG-TV, Ft. Wayne, Ind., 47:3
KBOI, Meridian, Ida., 47:3
WSIX-TV, Nashville, Tenn., 48:3
WITV, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., 48:3
WLAM-TV, Lewiston, Me., 48:3
KTVA, Anchorage, Alaska, 48:3
WCSH-TV, Portland, Me., 49:6

campaign expenditures, 1:12
CBS's Paley asks shorter campaigns, 3:12
Miami U survey favors short campaigns, 9:9
Ingle leaves Republican committee, 20:6
Eisenhower-cabinet telecast, 23:8
demagogue on TV feared by Canham, 24:14
ex-Sen. McFarland buys 40% of applicant, 28:12

PREDICTIONS
all facets of industry in 1953, 1:2, 51:11
station & receiver growth, 1:10, 2:9, 4:7, 25:12,
51:11
telecasting income, 15:14, 16:16, 33:3
receiving tube sales, 17:12, 25:12
business generally, 35:12, 51:11
TV-appliances by 1960, 38:14

PRICE CONTROLS

—see

Activity

Kaufman

episode, 1:6, 2:7
Coronation, 2:7, 19:10, 23:8, 24:14, 25:6
Inauguration coverage, 4:4
Administration TV-radio “open door,” 4:5
birth of son to Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz, 4 :5
NBC’s Robert Sarnoff sees film comprising 70%
of TV fare in 5 years, 5:6
S.

CBS & NBC

cooperate on

Ed Sullivan program,

5:6

court holds giveaways legal, 6:12, 42:12
Voice of Democracy, 8:10
built-in TV facilities for public halls urged, 9:9
A-bomb blast, 11:9, 12:12
"road companies,” 14:10
'TV Guide,’ 14:14
Teleprompter, 15:12, 49:13
cost of programs, by ‘Television Magazine,’
17:8

WAAM,

Baltimore,

underwrites African expe-

dition, 25:6
Lucille Ball "red” charge, 38:16
telephoto service, 40:5
Murrow’s “Case for Milo Radulovich,” 43:7, 48:8
Godfrey fires La Rosa & Bleyer, 43:7, 44:8
"satellites,” 45:8, 50:12
unions say telethons out, 45:10
New England uhf network, 49:5
gratuities attacked, 49 :7
banks back program production, 49:14
“Aware Inc.” formed, 51:5
President's news conference taped, 50:7

UP

WPIX

Awards
’Look’ magazine, 1:7, 51:6
‘Radio Daily,’ 2:12

Emmy,

6:4

George Polk Memorial, 11:13
Alfred I. duPont, 13:6

Sigma Delta

‘Variety,’ 18:7
of Radio

& TV Arts &

SALES, TV STATION

WTVN,

Columbus,

3:7, 9:14

KFMB-TV, San Diego, 5:3, 9:14, 23:3
WPTZ, Philadelphia, 8:1, 12:12, 22:12
KONA, Honolulu, 11:1, 23:2
Seattle,

25%,

11:1

WBRC-TV, Birmingham, 13:3, 21:10
KDYL-TV, Salt Lake City, 14:4, 26:16

WAFM-TV, Birmingham,
WALA-TV, Mobile, 23:3

15:1, 17:7, 24:14

KOLN-TV, Lincoln, 30:3, 34:12
KRTV, Little Rock, 30:3
KDZA-TV, Pueblo, 31:1, 47:12
WABI-TV, Bangor, 31:1
KRBC-TV, Abilene, 35:6, 38:8
stations in negotiation stage, 35:6, 48:12
KCMO-TV, Kansas City, 40:14, 41:12, 46:12
WSUN-TV, St. Petersburg, 41:12

KPIX, San Francisco, 45:15

KLAC-TV, Los Angeles, 46:12, 49:6, 52:14
KFSD-TV, San Diego, 46:12
KFDA-TV, Amarillo, 46:12
KXLY-TV, Spokane, 49:6
KAFY-TV, Bakersfield, 50:12
SATELLITES See Boosters & Satellites
SERVICING & SERVICEMEN—see Receiver

—

Installation

SMPTE—see
SPORTS

Movies

Baseball
major league
Sen. Johnson
24:14,

25:7,

TV
bill

schedules,

5:6,

banning TV,

33:12

12:7, 19:6, 22:8,

28:12

Boxing
1952 TV-radio income, 1:7, 23:8
Green calls TV “threat," 18:7
WOV defies Marciano-La Starza blackout, 38:16
Football

NCAA controls voted, 2:12
NCAA plan, 18:7
GM sponsoring NCAA schedule, 20:6, 25:7
dissents from NCAA plan, 21:5, 22:13, 39:14
Tatum blames TV and traffic, 45:16
court NFL decision, 46:3

—

see

Mobilization
Sciences, 20:7

RADIO-ELECTRONICS-TELEVISION MFRS.
ASSN. (RETMA)
spurious radiation, 1:10, 2:11, 3:10, 40:5, 43:12,
44:1

realignment, 3:10

Zbar named chief service instructor, 4:10
1952 TV-radio production report. 5:9
broadening scope, 6:8, 14:12, 17:12, 46:11
McDaniel elected temporary president, 25:10

4

E. Pearson Television Inc. formed, 3:7
‘Billboard’ reports billings, 16:16
station ownership by reps, 23:4, 29:12
Katz forms Station Films Inc., 25 :6
number of TV stations per rep, 27:5
SRA asks FCC to halt network “encroachment,”
30:6
Raymer takes over Taylor, 48:7

bowls’ TV take, 52:14
STATION CONSTRUCTION CONTROLS

Dr. Lee deForest, 35:16
Christopher, 42:6
Sylvania, 49:8
‘McCall’s Magazine,’ 52:8

staff

John

Bert Bell wants more TV, 52:8

Chi, 15:7

Ohio State Institute, 16:16
Peabody, 17 :7

Academy

REPRESENTATIVES, TV STATION

KING-TV,

Mobilization

— see Financial

PROGRAMS AND PRODUCTION
George

7-year cumulative shipments, 11:12
DuMont adjacent-channel filter, 13:11
printed circuits planned for TVs, 13:14, 50:10
set distribution, by Market Research, 15:11
vacations, 18:11, 20:9
top producers, 20:8, 39:12
parts show, 21:8
GE automatic production technique, 23:13
manufacturers in Factbook No. 17, 28:8
RCA printed-circuit IF amplifier, 29:11
AEPEM officers, 31:13
Census reports 1952 volume, 32:10
coin-operated, 34:10
high-fidelity pushed, 35:11
“Project Tinkertoy,” 38:15
receiving tube prices up, 39:11
inventories, 42:9, 45:11
officers, 46:11
manufacturers’ predictions for 1954, 51:11, 52:12
trade-marked words, 52:11

NEMA

POLITICS

PROFITS, TV STATION

individual

spurious radiation, 1:10, 2:11, 3:10, 40:5, 43:12

Armstrong grants $50,000 for study

38:1

also

(see

manufacturers)

Westinghouse releases 200 patents, 34:11

38:2

W.

committee chairmen, 38:13
west coast office, 39:12

Pittsburg, Kan., 50:2
AIM-TV, Anderson, S. C., 50:2
KOMU-TV, Columbia, Mo., 51:4
WRTV, Asbury Park, N. J., 51:5
KATV. Pine Bluff, Ark., 51:5
WDAN-TV, Danville. 111., 51:5
WEAU-TV, Eau Claire, Wis., 51:5
KID-TV, Idaho Falls, Ida., 51:5
WJHP-TV, Jacksonville. Fla., 51:5
KOA-TV, Denver, Colo., 52:4
KSLA, Shreveport, La., 52:4
WFBC-TV, Greenville, N. C„ 52:5
WLBT, Jackson, Miss., 52:5
KTVU, Stockton, Cal., 52:5
KMID-TV, Midland, Tex., 52:5

TV’s

boards, 37:10

RECEIVER INSTALLATION & SERVICING

KOAM-TV,

GE-RCA

Ky., 37 :3
Diego, Cal., 37:3
Kansas City, Mo., 37:3
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., 37:4
Louisville, Ky., 37:4

KFSD-TV, San

KCMO-TV,
WILK-TV,
WKLO-TV,
WTOB-TV, Winston-Salem, N. C.,
WREX-TV, Rockford, 111., 38:2

RETMA,

Neenah, Wis., 50:1

NEWSPAPERS,

WCAN-TV, Milwaukee, Wis., 36:1
WBES-TV, Buffalo, N. Y„ 36:2
WATR-TV, Waterbury, Conn., 36:2
WCHA-TV, Chambersburg, Pa., 36:2
WNOK-TV, Columbia, S. C., 36:2
WTAO-TV, Cambridge, Mass., 36:2

WMAZ-TV, Macon,
WENS, Pittsburgh,
WEHT, Henderson,

new

failures, 25:12, 48:11
set servicing booklet, 25:12
changes name to
31:11
hi-fi standards, 36:10, 47:10

KFYR-TV, Bismarck, N. D., 50:1
WAYS-TV, Charlotte, N. C., 50:2
WSIL-TV, Harrisburg, 111., 50:2

Scranton, Pa., 34:1

WTVH-TV,

Cadillac, Mich., 50:1
WSTV-TV, Steubenville, O., 50:1

WNAM-TV,

Salinas-Monterey, Cal.,

Y„

manufacturer

WWTV,

34:1

WBUF-TV,

WTVU,

WJDM, Panama City, Fla., 49:5
WBLN, Bloomington, 111., 49:5
WRAY-TV, Princeton, Ind., 49:5
KWTV, Oklahoma City, Okla., 50:1

SUBSCRIBER-VISION—see
SUBSCRIPTION TV

Subscription

TV

Advertest survey of N. Y. public, 8:13
booster, 13:16
deprecated by Sarnoff, 18:1, 19:6

Howard-Yale

Leonard Goldenson dubious, 21:5
worth a try, says Jack Gould, 25:13
opposed by ‘Motion Picture Herald,’ 28:7

Hinshaw

bill

to

make

service

common

carrier,

31:9, 41:11

uhf grantees petition,

32:3

43:8, 48:8

Comr. Webster’s views, 38:10

37:8,

38:10,

41:11,

Home

(sec also

Life,

TV

26:16, 43:13,

45:4, 49:1, 52:14

tell

NPA,

Armour tape playback head, 17 :12
RCA’s Sacks sees $200,000,000 year,

26:15

business booming, phono makers

6:10

officers, 7 :10

Wisconsin set levy, 1:12
excess profits, 23:14, 25:13, 50:12, 52:13
movie admission, 30:12
color set exemption asked, 32:8
TV set evaluation in Denver, 40:14

TELEMETER—see Subscription TV
TELEVISION FUND —see Financial

Activity,

General

Movies

TRANSISTORS
hearing aids, 1:11, 2:11, 3:10, 4:10
Bell Labs production rate, 4:10
substitute for germanium, 4:10
Clevite buys control of Transistor Products, 6:11
Shockley awarded prize, 8:13
in

Hydro-Aire announces production, 9:11
‘Fortune’ article, 11:13

CBS-Hytron production, 11:13, 16:15
IRE convention “glamour baby,” 13:11
Zenith reports failures, 16:16

Westinghouse & DuMont production, 17

RCA
RCA

Philco “surface-barrier,” 49:12

TRANSIT FM —see Frequency Modulation
TRANSMITTERS —see Equipment, Telecasting
TUBES, TV PICTURE (see also individual manufacturers & Color)
predicts shortage, 2:10

phosphors $3,000,000 annual business, 2:11
24-in. for fall-winter, 11:11, 14:11, 22:9

:12

technique, 17:13

(special report)

Wilkes-Barre-Scranton, 7:1
South Bend, 9:3

National Union reports brighter gun, 26:15
GE transparent, 28:11
high demand for aluminized tubes, 29:10

Youngstown, 10:4
Roanoke, 12:3, 26:4
Reading, 15:3
roundup, 17:2, 39:5

(Ultra High Frequency) (see also
individual manufacturers)
Receivers
survey of supply & demand, 1 :8
Howard Sams tests, 3:12, 13:10
Waters Conley Co. plans production, 6:5
NARDA urges members to put uhf across, 7 :12
Hooper survey of Atlantic City, 9:7
tuner trends, 10:11, 21:7, 23:12
new antenna makers, 10:11
sales, 21:7, 34:9, 45:6
estimate of set & converter output, 27 :4, 38 :5,
45:6, 50:9
vhf reception of uhf suggested, 33:7
first uhf booster, 40:11
installment plan for conversions, 51:13
Stations
FCC’s Allen discusses allocation plan, 4:11
problems of WFPG-TV, Atlantic City, 5:5
summary of experience to date, 8 :4, 17 :2, 39 :5
WHUM-TV start with high power, 8:5
interference problems, 8:5
WHYU-TV proposes “marker” signal, 8:6, 23:12,
28:5, 35:10
RCA’s Taylor on coverage, 14:10
booklet by KCTY, Kansas City, 19:8
DX reception, 23:16, 25:8, 27:12, 40:5

American Research Bureau

commercial availability, 20:11
425-mc unit, 28:9

UHF TV

Case Studies
Atlantic City & York, 6

internal magnetic focus, 13:10

UHF

TAXES

33:1,
34:6, 38:1, 51:4
promotion booklet, 35:5
replace vhf with uhf in St. Louis, FCC asked,
42:8, 44:12
Assn., 43:7, 48:8, 52:8
ABC’s “P’s & Q's of V’s & U’s,” 43:8
FCC rejects channel switch applications, 44:12
Doerfer’s analysis, 47:6
WBES-TV, Buffalo, quits, 51:3
FCC defends vhf-uhf intermixture, 52 :3

NBC

bent-neck, 31:13
RCA reorganization, 44:11

Soundscriber 24-48 hour unit, 33:11
roundup in ‘N. Y. Times,’ 42:10
“best year,” says ‘Wall St. Journal,’ 49:12

new GE production

assistance, 43:13, 44:11

16-in. history cited in color petition, 26:10

tape material, 5:12

THEATER TV—see

BDSA

:9

Roanoke, quits, 26:4, 29:3
Comr. Sterling comments on uhf, 26:11
FCC studying network-uhf relations, 31:1,

test equipment, 43:13
Minneapolis-Honey well power unit, 45:15

GE

improved kines, 2:4

RIAA

31

WROV-TV,

CBS-Columbia

RCA’s Thees

TAPE RECORDINGS & RECORDS
TV tape recording, 1:4, 13:16, 18:5,

31:13

32:11

Fink evaluates progress, 37:11

TV’s Impact on)

study of TV-radio vs. magazines, 25:6
Woodbury College, 25:13
Mounteer, set sales, 30:8
Watkins,
Boni,
Federal Reserve Board, 30 :8
37:12
Videotown,
Advertest, summer viewing, 39:14
Market Research, set distribution, 46:10

MMM

first 5 years,

visualized,
first use in
GE all-welded units, 36:15

'Life’

new

Labs evaluates

Bell

Telemeter
Palm Springs inauguration, 45:8, 49:7

SURVEYS

Comr. Hyde on vhf-uhf competition, 24 :3
promotion of WVEC-TV, Norfolk, 25:1, 29:7,

Sylvania tetrode and pentodes, 30:11

Subscriber-Vision
public demonstrations, 23:15, 28:7
Western Union tieup seen, 24:7

studies,

24:1,

28:1,

41:4

Pittsburgh, 43

:4

Transmitting Equipment
directional antennas, 8 :14, 46 :6, 47 :6
KFEL-TV offers experimental equipment, 9:7
GE 5-kw & 250-watt tubes, 12:11
Eimac & Varian high-powered tubes, 13:10, 24:4
DuMont antenna, 13:10
Tarzian plans production, 22:8, 44:6
Continental Electronics plans, 24:4
Stanford U tests 30-kw klystrons, 34:8
Eimac 15-kw klystron, 35:10

RCA tetrode, 36:12, 44:6,
RCA magnetron, 40 :13
UNIONS & GUILDS

52:8

TV

Doherty urges legislation re music on

film,

13:16

CIO plans

$1,000,000 on public relations, 23:9
IUE-GE contract, 25:11
strike at WDAF-TV, 25:14
IUE Washington conference, 33:9
strike, 34:11, 35:8, 37:4, 40:6
collections from TV film, 35:16
ASCAP royalties, 35:16
DuMont-IUE contract, 41:11
actor suspended for insulting sponsor, 50:4
Supreme Court upholds firing of technicians,
50:6

WOR-TV

AFM

WAGE CONTROLS —see

Mobilization

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANDISERS
ALLEN

ADMIRAL CORP.
Palo Alto laboratories, 2:11
dollar volume, 4:7
old markets most important, says Siragusa, 4:7
export subsidiaries, 5:10
“Peter Pan” promotion tieup, 5:10
new sets, 5:10, 23:10
optional continuous uhf tuner, 6:9
price increases, 6:10

ad expenditures,

7 :10
18:13,
12:11, 15:12, 17:14,
financial reports,
33:11, 44:8
officer stock options, 14:13
favors premium selling 39:12
Siragusa sees little export market in Europe,

48:11

AEROVOX CORP., 5:11, 10:13
AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORP.. 14:13,
AMERICAN TELEVISION INC., 9:11
ARVIN INDUSTRIES

INC.,

14:13,

23:14

26:14,

35:16,

Crosley

BELMONT—see
BENDIX

CORP..

DIV.,

AVIATION

BENDIX

2:10, 26:14

BRUNSWICK

DIV.,

RADIO

& TELEVISION

CANADIAN MARCONI CO., LTD.,
CAPEHART-FARNSWORTH CORP.

32:11

INC., 2:10, 25:11

expansion, 8:13
color tube, 41:1, 42:3, 47:10

CO. INC.,

CLEVITE CORP., 9:13,
COLLINS RADIO CO.,
CORNELL-DUBILIER,

40:12

merger

Webster-Chicago,

with

4:11,

5:11, 6:11
price increases, 7:12
new sets, 27:10
air conditioners, 36:11
“Autobrader” for printed circuits, 39:13
$700 color sets, 40:6
Washington laboratory, 51:13

CO. (IT&T),

6:11,

CO.

36:8

(GE)

Sahloff says company will double production, 3:9
50 fellowships at Union College, 6:9
internal magnetic focus picture tube, 13:10
strike, 15:11, 23:7-12, 24:12
financial reports, 17:14
new sets, 26:14
light bulb anti-trust decision, 40:11
consent judgment on electrical equipment, 41:10
wants “rightful share” of TV market, 43:13
robot factory control, 45:15

42:11

expansion, 12:10
9:13,

20:10,

anti-trust

judgment on condensers, 41:10

GENERAL PRECISION EQUIPMENT CORP.
DIV.,

AVCO MFG. CORP.

financial reports, 7:13, 16:12, 20:10, 27:11, 39:13

new sets, 25:11
Avco buys Moffats Ltd., Toronto, 28:11
Avco consolidates Crosley-Bendix distribution,
30:10
portable clock-radio-phono combination, 35:14
reorganization, 36:8
takes Lawrence color tube license, 45:12

DELCO (GENERAL MOTORS),

10:12

tieup with Pye Ltd., 3:10
financial reports, 14:13, 36:15, 45:14
directors, 18:13

HALLICR AFTERS
new

financial reports, 12:11, 29:11, 47:11

6

fight over Plamondon, 11:10, 13:14, 14:13, 15:13,
16:14, 18:13
financial reports, 24:13, 38:15, 51:8

INTERNATIONAL

RESISTANCE

CO.,

13:15,

24:13, 32:11, 51:8

INTERNATIONAL

TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CORP.— (see Capehart-Farnsworth)
CIRCUIT BREAKER CO., 20:10, 39:13
JACKSON INDUSTRIES INC., 12:10, 13:15, 18:12,

JEWEL RADIO CORP., 48:11
KAYE-HALBERT CORP.
industrial TV, 4:10
financial reports, 19:9

MAGNAVOX
new

&

Control, 40:11

CO.

sets, 2:10,

26:14

Freimann says no markets “saturated,” 6:10
financial reports, 5:11, 17:14, 22:11, 31:9, 40:12,

43:13

Freimann questions

hi-fi

claims, 26 :14, 29

:9

ads on color, 44:11

MAJESTIC RADIO & TELEVISION CORP.,

MALLORY &

P. R.
47:11

MOTOROLA

2:10

CO., 7:13, 10:13, 13:15, 43:13,

INC.

new sets, 2:10, 27:10
communications-electronics subsidiary, 2:11
2-lb. “Handie Micro-Talkie,” 4:10
financial

reports, 6:11,

14:13,

16:15,

19:9,

31:9,

44:8

describes challenges to engineers, 40:13
featured in 'Wall St. Journal,’ 45:13
color publicity, 46:11
MUNTZ TV INC., 10 :13, 25:13, 50:9

CO.

financial reports, 13:15

INDIANA STEEL PRODUCTS CO.

Holsten analyzes Buffalo potential, 25:8
views on color, 40 :6

sets, 2:10, 32:10

HARVEY-WELLS ELECTRONICS INC.,
HAZELTINE ELECTRONICS CORP.

new sets, 28:10
eastern distribution, 35:14
views on color, 46 :9

buys Pacific Instruments
LEAR INC., 16:15

financial reports, 3:11, 20:10, 24:13, 29:11, 40:12,

13:16, 44:8
3:11,

CO., 8:10, 20:10,

financial reports, 12:11, 16:15, 30:11, 41:11, 50:11
Kansas City plant, 18:12

22:10, 24:11

16:15, 20:10, 23:14

FEDERAL TELEPHONE & RADIO
GABRIEL

Loughren awarded Sarnoff medal for color work,

HOFFMAN RADIO CORP.

I-T-E

GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORP.

18:13, 20:10

16:12, 45:14

31:9

CROSLEY

financial reports, 3:11, 9:13, 17:14, 22:11, 35:15,

GENERAL ELECTRIC

new sets, 2:10, 26:14, 32:10
IT&T financial reports, 15:13, 24:13, 39:13
IT&T absorbing domestic subsidiaries, 22:10

CLAROSTAT MFG.

EITEL-McCULLOUGH INC., 13:10
EMERSON RADIO & PHONOGRAPH CO.

45:15

INC., 20:9

CBS-COLUMBIA
CBS-HYTRON

INC.

40:6

ERIE RESISTOR CORP.,

Raytheon

RADIO

LABORATORIES

financial reports, 13:15, 15:12, 19:9, 28:11, 43:13,
51:8, 52:13
“Du-mitter” shipments, 14:10
film scanner, 14:10, 19:10
handling Motorola microwave, 16:13
new CR tube plant, 20:11
new sets, 25:11, 34:10, 50:10
equipping Statler hotels, 31:12
transmitter div. staff realigned, 38:15, 40:12

proposed

45:14

AVCO —see

B. DuMONT
expansion, 10:13

47:10

MUTER

CO., 15:12, 17:14, 31:9, 43:13

NATIONAL ELECTRONICS MFG.
16:13

CO.,

2:10,

NATIONAL UNION RADIO

CORP.,

6:11, 15:12,

18:13, 31:9, 35:15

OAK MFG.

OLYMPIC RADIO & TELEVISION

transmitter, 46:11
“electronic home of future,” 46:11
building new Camden headquarters, 51:13
shifting from J. Walter Thompson, 52:7
Receivers
uhf, 2:2
new sets, 23:10

INC.

sets, 2:10, 26:14
Schoenen retires, 14:10

financial reports, 15:12, 18:13, 39:13, 46:14

PACIFIC

:12

MERCURY TELEVISION CORP.

closed-circuit

TV

RAYTHEON MFG.

meeting, 1:10

expansion, 4:10
new sets, 26:14
fire, 37:10

PACIFIC

VOGUE RADIO & TELEVISION

CO.,

12:10

PACKARD-BELL

CO.

financial reports, 6:11, 18:13, 31:9, 38:16, 43:13,

50:11
stock registration, 13:15, 16:15
CORP., 2:10

PHILCO CORP.
new

sets, 1:10, 23:10
expansion, 2:10, 15:11
plant in Israel, 2:11
ad budget, 8:12

financial reports, 1:7, 14:13, 24:13, 30:11, 32:11,
38:15, 40:12, 61:8
new sets, 2:10, 31:12
expansion, 6:11
technical programs for public, 11:12

ultrasonic machine tool, 30:11
memory tube, 31:12
salaries, 33:10
radar for small craft, 40:13

ucts Inc.), 14:13, 35:15

Sr. dies, 8:12, 11:13
financial reports, 10:13, 31:9, 32:11, 47:11
first Quarter sales rate, 13:14
flying-spot scanner, 16:15
officer holdings, remuneration, 20:10

James M. Skinner

SPARKS-WITHINGTON

CO. (Sparton)

sets, 2:10, 34:10
financial reports, 6:11, 17:14, 34:11, 36:8, 49:13

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CO., 13:16
STANDARD COIL PRODUCTS INC.

CO., 46:11

PYE LTD., 3:10, 35:15
RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA (RCA)

26:14

new

washing machines & dryers, 50:10

Spain, 2:10
loans, 3:11, 16:15
Sarnoff & Folsom stock options, 8:10, 42:11
payments to suppliers in 1952, 9:11
financial reports, 9:13, 19:9, 30:11, 43:13, 51:8
backs musical comedy, 12:12
TV tape recording, 13:16, 45:4, 49:1
TV technical clinic, 14:10
Sarnoff NARTB address, 18:1
rumored buying Kelvinator, 22:10

remuneration, 23:14
Thias Research Div. formed, 42:10
officers’

38:14

16:14, 18:13
financial reports, 15:12, 34:11, 45:14

WELLS-GARDNER & CO., 14:13
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP.
42-tube color set, 1:9
new sets, 1:10, 28:10

price cuts, 46:8
changes name of broadcasting subsidiary, 51:14

CORP.,

CORP.,

2:10,

14:13,

18:13,

sets, 28:10

6

financial reports, 4:11, 7:13, 12:11, 18:13, 24:12,
34:11, 45:14
officers salaries, 13:15

CO.
17:14,

9:13,

12:10, 15:12, 18:13, 23:14,

39:13, 49:13

ZENITH RADIO CORP.

45:14

new

45:14

VARIAN ASSOCIATES, 1:10, 13:10
VIDEO PRODUCTS CORP. (Sheraton),
WEBSTER-CHICAGO CORP.

18:13, 45:14

STROMBERG CARLSON
reports,

TELE-TONE RADIO CORP., 4:10
TRAD TELEVISION CORP., 3:9
TRANSVISION INC., 39:11, 41:11
TRAV-LER RADIO CORP., 13:15, 16:15, 32:11
TUNG-SOL ELECTRIC CO., 19:9, 26:11, 32:11,

WILCOX-GAY CORP.,

50-kw vhf transmitter, 14:10, 49:9
new camera, 17:14

financial

idea, 23:12
estimates position in industry, 27:11
new sets, 28:10
5,000,000th picture tube, 33:10
Mitchell discusses executive training, 40:11
FTC adverse ruling on tube sales, 52:10

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT

color decoder, 45:12

STANDARD ELECTRONICS CORP.

STEWART WARNER

merchandising

estimated production, 43:12

financial reports, 14:13, 17:14, 24:13, 34:11, 47:11
also

CO.

financial reports, 1:7, 13:15, 18:13, 30:11, 43:13
tubes stolen, 6:10
expansion, 8:13
stock increase, 15:13

financial reports, 9:13, 18:13

82-ehannel tuner ready, 9:10
(see

part owner of Electronic Control Systems Inc.,
35:15

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS

proposed merger with Emerson, 4:11, 5:11, 6:11,

SIGHTMASTER CORP., 25:13, 38:15
SONORA RADIO & TELEVISION CORP.,

convention, 24:12
uhf film, 31:12

Color)
factory in

CO.

REEVES SOUNDCRAFT CORP., 15:12, 39:13
REGAL ELECTRONICS CORP., 62:12
SCOTT RADIO LABORATORIES, 32:11
SENTINEL RADIO CORP., 2:10, 27:11
SHELDON ELECTRIC CO. (Allied Electric Prod-

PATHE TELEVISION

PLAMONDON MAGNETICS

mw

1.2
Jolliffe sees

new

buys Electrona Corp., 17

'Fortune' article on CBS vs. NBC, 29:6
Zworykin shows electronic-controlled car, 30 'll

Navy

CO., 13:15, 25:13

27:11, 31:9,

44:8

Teco Inc., 20:10
defends strips, 26:15
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January
But 1953 Looks Better, page

No.

1

3,

1953

Early UHF Starters & Other Upcoming Stations, page 5
Washington Post & WMBR Profit-&-Loss Reports, page 6
Year's Output & Sales About 6,000,000, page 8
UHF Set Demand Good, Supply Improving, page 8
Frank White Succeeds McConnell as NBC President, page 10

1

1

Tape-Recorded TV Pictures Coming Up Fast, page 4
FCC's One-a-Day Pace Brings 6 More CPs, page 4
AM Stations Up to 2516 at End of Year, page 5
(For Early Reports

9:

MI

3 More on Air, UHF Shipments Speeded, page

1952

5,

on UHF Reception and Receiver Demand

in

New-Station Areas, see pp. 8-9)

MF

MORE OH AIR,
SHIPMENTS SPEEDED: Two new uhf stations and one vhf went on air
At same time, RCA disclosed shipments of
this week, or just before New Year's Day.
to Youngstown grantees WKBN-TV (Channel 27)
2 more 1-kw uhf transmitters Dec. 31
and WFMJ-TV (Ch. 73), either or both of which will go on the air any day now.
Biggest uhf transmitter maker RCA disclosed that it will also ship a transmitter to WJTV, Jackson, Miss . (Ch. 25), which is otherwise all set up to go and may
Then, shipments go to WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge (Ch. 28) and
turn on power Jan. 12-15.
WROV-TV, Roanoke (Ch. 27), latter now informing us on-the-air date is Jan. 20.
3

—
,

Eight uhf transmitters per month are promised next few months by RCA and
this may be increased to 10 before mid-year
"We'll catch up with orders for sure,"
said spokesman, "and we'll be ahead of receivers." He quickly explained he didn't
mean receiver production, but rather ability to convert vhf, install uhf antennas.
This week's first starter was WKAB-TV, Mobile (Ch. 48), which became 15th
post-freeze station (5th uhf) to go on air when it began operation Dec. 29 at 5:30.
It thus beat still-delayed vhf WALA-TV, Mobile (Ch. 10) by possibly week or more.
City is first where uhf & vhf were slated to get practically equal start.
Wilkes-Barre s WBRE-TV (Ch. 28) began test patterns Dec. 30 at 11:58 p.m.
started commercial service at noon New Year's Day.
It's using own microwave setup
to pick up either WNBT from New York or WPTZ from Philadelphia for network relays.
El Paso's KTSM-TV (Ch. 9) got first equipment tests on air Dec. 31, went on
with test patterns next few days, was slated to begin programming Sun., Jan. 4, at
2:15 p.m., will continue on daily schedule of 5:30-11 p.m. thenceforth. It's city's
second vhf, KROD-TV (Ch. 4) having started Dec. 4.
And from hard-pressing KXLY-TV
Spokane (Ch. 4), its Christmas Day start having been delayed (Vol. 8:52), came word
at week's end that mid-January start is now likely.
latest reports in our continuing survey of upcoming stations, see p. 5.]
[ For
.

'

,

WAS GOOD BUT 1953 LOOKS BETTER: This time last year taking inventory and making our perennial forecasts for TV's New Year, we underestimated 2 basic factors

1952

,

:

Against NPA forecast of output of 5,500,000 TVs and industry consensus
due to defense restrictions, we settled on an in-between guesstimate
Actual 1952 output and sales ran slightly over 6,000,000 (see p. 8).
We
forecast final freeze decision by March 1 (it came April 14) and we
(2)
We thought only
figured on first new-station grants by June 1 (they came July 11).
of
would
be
authorized
by
end
1952.
Actually,
the
FCC authorized
25-50 new stations
175 up to Dec. 31, 1952 and actually, 17 new stations were on the air at year's end
to bring total now operating to exactly 125 (plus 2 in Canada, 1 on Mexican border).
so here
Otherwise our predictions stood up pretty well (see Vol. 7:52)
we go again, quite confident our 1953 forecasts, if they err at all, are on the same
(1)

of 4,500,000,
of 4,000,000.

;

—

,

COPYRIGHT 1053 BY RADIO NEWS BUREAU

2

conservative side.
L ooking into 1955 prospects
this is an amalgam and summary of
the best thinking of Television Digest's editorial staff, as we pridefully begin
our 9th volume in the 8th year of publication since Vol. 1:1 of Sept. 1, 1945:
,

#

5}C

%

£

STATIONS ON AIR & CPs
Some 75-100 more stations will start telecasting,
bringing total on air to 200-225. About 150-200 more CPs will be granted, mostly uhf
or small-city vhf.
Relatively few grants will be made as result of hearings. Few
stations will operate at maximum powers during first quarter, but many Channel 2-6
stations will reach 100 kw by end of year and a few Channel 7-15 stations will hit
516 kw
Most uhf will run 15-25 kw, a handful up to 250-300 kw, none at 1000 kw.
:

.

—

TELECASTING BUSINESS
If TV network billings are an index
as they always
have been in radio
the business of telecasting accounted for considerably more
than S300.000.000 in time sales alone during 1952 (vs. FCC-reported $235,700,000 in
and all signs point to substantially more in 1953
Network time sales totaled
1951)
about $160,000,000 in 1952. Old rule-of-thumb in radio was to double network figure
Applying it to TV, we get $320,000,000 which looks
to account for whole industry.
With more stations on the air this year, 1955 figure could go as
like fair figure.
high as $500,000,000 And that doesn't include expenditures on talent & production.
Some 6,000,000 TVs having been produced and sold
SET OUTPUT & TRADE TRENDS
during 1952, not less than that' number and probably as many as 7,500,000 (or better
than 1950's record 7,355,000) could be made and marketed this year. That would mean
present 21,000,000 sets-in-use would swell to well over 27,000,000 With many sets
near end of their 8)4-year obsolescence span (Vol. 8:47), with half the sets-in-use
still 16-in. or under, with 17-in. sets now cheaper than old 7, 10, 12 & 16-in., and
with 21-in. enjoying huge demand, the replacement market in "saturated" areas (now
Still-unsold homes in TV areas, plus
67.7% of U.S. population) looks very goo d.
new markets being opened up by new stations and by higher powers for old stations,
add up to continued good business for TV trade.

—

:

.

,

,

.

:

.
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a record $486,000,000 in time sales, accordRADIO Enjoyed excellent 1952
This
compares with FCC-calculated $450,400,000
ing to NARTB president H.E. Fellows.
in 1951. This, too, in face of considerably reduced network time sales (Vol. 8:52).
Year's production of 9,200,000 radios brought total to 106,000,000 in use in 98% of
U.S. homes, which impels Mr. Fellows to predict "even higher gross revenues in 1953."
but we do think something has got to "give " as TV continues inroads
We don't know
And it's hard to believe all 2516 AM and 648
on audience and advertising budgets.
which is not
FM stations can continue to exist and prosper under present pressures
to deprecate radio's value as "the most economical advertising medium yet devised,"
Not only more TV competition but lowered radio network and
as Mr. Fellows puts it.
station time rates seem to point to smaller aggregate revenue prospects for 1953.
:

—

—

*

*

*

*

Getting down to some of the important specifics
That's the larger picture
these are the prospects
fields,
related
and
telecasting
in the
The FCC New chairman to replace Walker, new member to replace Merrill, both
presumably businessmen or men of experience possibly one or 2 additional members
Current generally cooperative attitude toward industry to conbefore year is out.
possibly Comr. Hyde.
tinue, very much subject to the influence of new chairman
Commissioners will work harder than ever before, trying to rush final decisions in
Comr. Hennock's
TV hearings and conduct major rule-making hearings at same time.
influence on wane; unpredictable, a Democrat, even educators pay her little heed now.
Congress Several investigations of FCC may be launched, but won't amount to
GOP probers likely to lose enthusiasm for embarrassing Commission
much in long run
Sen. McCarthy's announced probe into "favoritism" in
headed by "good" Republican.
granting of licenses will produce little besides headlines. Rep. Wolverton's fervor
for investigation into color decision may dissipate entirely, now that CBS system is
Sen. Tobey as head
defunct and FCC is quite willing to approve compatible system.
of powerful Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, always unpredictable, to oscillate between impassioned attacks on "monopoly" and unaccountable silences. Slowness
of TV hearings and final decisions, because of insufficient examiners and staff,
.

:

:

;

—

:

.

,
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Wraps will come off televising of Conwill impel Congress to give FCC more funds
gressional hearings.
Film: Trend to filmed IV programs will accelerate as f ilm-vs.-live controversy rages fiercely as ever. While it's inevitable that major film producers will
some day release their written-off backlog of old feature pictures to TV, 1953 may
see trickle rather than flood of "new oldies ", with most big studios still holding
back under exhibitor pressure. But TV's impact on theatregoing and on total of film
houses will be felt more than ever, and lure of ready cash from increasing number
of TV stations will be hard for either big or little producers to resist.
National Collegiate Athletic Assn, to continue tight restrictions
Sports
football
TV — but not so severe as in 1952 in face of pressures from
on college
public and telecasters. Justice Dept, anti-trust suit against National Pro Football
League, whether successful or not, will add to pressures to force some modification
of TV "controls". Clamor for TV restrictions will increase in other sports, notably
boxing and baseball, but no overall "control" plans are likely.
Theatre TV Commission will be tough to convince that special frequencies
Decision probable in latter half of year.
should be set aside for this new medium.
Meanwhile, closed-circuit theatre-TV shows will continue to be few and far between
such as vaudeville and drama.
Boxing
though new program material will be tested
card.
of
biggest
drawing
Number
equipped
theatres
will continue to be
may increase
from today's 100-plus to nearly 175.
Pay-as-You-Look TV Full-scale FCC hearing on principle of pay vs. free TV
likely (Vol. 8:52), ramifications to drag it out but final decision by end of year
There's 50-50 chance the FCC will favor principle, but probably won't
conceivable.
But so many complications will develop that
favor any one system over another.
actual start of system in 1953 is extremely unlikely.
Majority of new stations will be brought
Coaxial & Microwave Facilities
but speedy expansion of networks, quick acceptwithin reach of network service
ance of new outlets by advertisers, seem unlikely on account of high cost of TV time.
Rapid increase in number of circuits enabling many more multiple-station markets to
get several fulltime network services.
Community Antennas, Boost e rs & Satellites
Community systems will continue
rapid expansion, but some will drop out as new stations take the air and as powers
FCC will approve use of microwaves to bring signals to very remote comincrease.
munities. Proponents of boosters and satellites may ask FCC for hearing to establish such outlets on regular basis, but no final decision likely in 1953.
Educational TV Ten or 12 stations should be on air by end of 1953; 80-90
more applications likely.
Best on-the-air prospects are in Los Angeles, St. Louis,
Houston, Boston, Pittsburgh, Atlanta, Detroit, San Francisco, Philadelphia, New
Brunswick, N.J., Manhattan, Kan. About 30 stations will get Ford Foundation grants
Color
Compatible system will be approve d by FCC after brief hearings.
NPA
will lift ban on the production of home color sets.
But few, if any, sets will be
offered to public in 1953.
Mass production unlikely to come until 1954.
.

:

-
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:
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*

*

Among miscellaneous other subjects we predict quick FCC approval of longdelayed ABC-United Paramount Theatres merger following Jan. 5 oral argument. If the
Commission wants more time to think over other phases of so-called Paramount case,
such as Paramount-DuMont control issue, merger issue will be severed and granted.
When Congressional critics are made familiar with facts of merger, they will drop
their much-publicized "opposition" reported in press.
TV receivers' most popular size will continue to be 21-in
with 24-in. to
be up-&-coming by end of year and some 27-in. on market early.
Printed circuits
will appear in some TV sets. Transistors will reach the mass-production stage, some
possibly being incorporated into TV sets by end of year. Barring all-out war, there
will be no important materials shortages with most NPA controls removed by mid-year.
Price controls will be out the window from April 30.
,

.

,

,

Military electronics production will climb to "plateau" in second or third
quarter, remain there for rest of year at dollar value of $3 billion or more.

4

TAPE-RECORDED TV PICTURES CGMIIxG UP FAST: Progress in magnetic tape recordings of
TV pictures as demonstrated this week in Hollywood by Bing Crosby Enterprises, unquestionably rates the adjective "astonishing".
When system was first demonstrated over year ago (Vol.7:46), engineers conceded that the crooner's organization had achieved remarkable feat in being able to
produce recognisable pictures.
But here's how New York Times' reporter describes
this w eek's demonstration:
"
Those who a little more than a year ago saw the company's initial attempt
to tape-record TV off the air expressed amazement over the quality [of current pictures].
In the first stages of the experiment images were barely discernible. [In
today's showing] the lighting was bright and the images came through with a minimum
of distortion, but they had a persistent grainy quality that covered the screen.
It was like looking at a worn print of a motion picture."
Though network engineers are pleased with development they point to tremendous strides already made in improvement of kinescope recordings.
They agree that
film recordings still have a wey to go but confess they don't know whether ideal
method of future will be film, tape or something else.
Further demonstrations will be held in May said Frank Healey, head of
By then, he said, refinements would produce picture
Crosby's electronic division.
telecasts.
Commercial
production of equipment is expected by Januequal to live
Though recorder will sell for $50-$60,000 Healey pointed out that 15ary, 1954.
min. tape show would cost only §80, compared with up to §600 for 15-min. kine.
Additional advantages of tape, according to Healey: (1) Simultaneous recording of picture and sound which can be played back instantaneously.
(2) Re-use of
through simple electronic "erasure".
tape, just as with audio tape
Tape is 1-in. wide, but ]£-in. tape is planned running speed wasn't given.
Mr. Healey said color TV can be recorded as well as black-&-white.
Development was
under direction of Crosby's chief engineer John T. Mullin, was achieved in collaboration with Ampex Electric Corp and Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co
Crosby plans to
license manufacture of equipment to Ampex, which makes sound recording equipment,
and units probably will be leased to stations and studios.
,

r

,

,

,

—
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FCC's ONE-ABAY PACE BRINGS 6 MORE CPs: FCC rounded out the year with neat 175 CPs
This means the remarkable rate of one-a-day
having granted 6 this week (2 vhf).
Vhf grants total 48 uhf 127
since processing of applications began July 1.
Commission picked 3 grants from Group A priority list, reaching down to the
The 3 Group B grants ranged from 8th city to 176th. Comr. George Ster159th city.
ling is particularly pleased with this week's batch, since it includes first CP in
his native state of Maine.
While hitting smaller and smaller cities in Group A, Commission is finding
fewer and fewer applications. At current rate, FCC may soon race clear to end of
Group A, then work back and forth over entire list, granting uncontested applicaIn Group B, end of list may soon be reached, too, but
tions wherever they crop up.
most channels are contested.
for different reason
WABI, No. 5; Altoona, Pa ., WFBG, No. 10.
Bangor, Me
Uhf
Week's vhf CPs
No.
Lakeland,
Ozark
TV
Corp.,
Fla
WONN,
Festus,
Mo
No.
14;
.,
grants went to
16;
.,
New London, Conn ., WNLC, No. 26; Harrisburg, Pa ., Harrisburg Broadcasters, No. 71.
,

.

—
:

.

,

:

Festus is by far the smallest town (pop. 5199) to get CP so far. But its
transmitter site is only about 20 miles from downtown St. Louis. Principals are
accountant John T. McKenna, TV film producer Carl G. Mclntire, ex-Congressman Raymond W. Karst, who is gen. counsel of Economic Stabilisation Agency, and flying
Harrisburg grantee is owned by Donald E. Newhouse,
school operator George Menos.
son of newspaper chain operator S.I. Newhouse.
*

*

*

*

WWSW's famed court appeal which sought to force FCC to put Channel 4 into
Pittsburgh and which was rendered moot by allocation of the channel to nearby
Attorney Paul Segal issued statement pointing out
was finally dropped
Irwin, Pa.
public
interest
that Pittsburgh Mayor Lawrence then asked chanthat appeal aroused
,

,

,

.

;

s
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nel be assigned to Irwin; that 3 applicants have filed for Channel 11 and 3 for
Channel 4, promising "a fair and orderly hearing without excessive delays" that
Irwin station "will be able to render some measure of service" to Pittsburgh.
Another celebrated case moved ahead a notch when Commission set Feb. 2 as
date for comparative hearing for Channel 8 between WGAL-TV, Lancaster, and WLAN,
Latter contends it has equal right to the channel, to which WGAL-TV shifted Dec. 31.
WGAL-TV reports shift was completed at 9:45 p.m., in a blinding blizzard, and that
increase from 1 to 7.2 kw has improved coverage greatly.
;

AN

STATIONS UP TO 2516 AT END OF YEAR: An increase of 106 in total radio stations
authorized by FCC is surprising end-of-year fact disclosed by 1955 AM-FM Directory
which l ogs all North American radio stations and which goes to our full-service subIt shows that the oft-predicted mortality of AM outlets
scribers in about a week.
simply hasn't happened. And there were only 6 fewer FMs as of Dec. 31, 1952.
Actual figures are these : Total AM stations authorized at end of 1952 was
2516 of which 2577 were licensed and on air and 159 were CPs.
On same 1951 date
total was 2410 (2506 licensed, 104 CPs). AM total was 2551 at end of 1950 224 6, end
of 1949; 2151
end of 1948; 1961 end of 1947; 1579 end of 1946; 1056 end of 1945.
FM grantees totaled 648 of which 612 were on the air. Year earlier, total
During the year, 56 FM licenses and 5 CPs were dropped .
was 654, with 640 on air.
At year's end only 8 applications for new FM stations were listed.
Our 1955 AM-FM Directory (cost per extra copy, $7.50) also lists all appli cations for new AM stations pending as of Dec. 31. They totaled 232 as against 290
year before. Applications for new AM facilities for existing stations were down
to 159 from 172 year earlier.
Dropped during 1952 were 11 AM licenses, 12 CPs.
Canada's radio stations increased to 190 from 173 during the year, Mexico
to 315 from 298, Cuba's to 106 from 104
all logged in the Directory.
,

,

;

,

,

,

,

,
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starters in more Pennsylvania communiassured in more reports received this week
from grantees in the course of our continuing survey of
ties are

upcoming new stations. December starters in York (Vol.
8:52) and Wilkes-Barre (see p. 1) undoubtedly will spur
others to hasten debuts, especially in light of favorable
reports on uhf receptivity over their rolling terrains. Following are reports received this week from uhf grantees:
WLEV-TV, Bethlehem, Pa. (Ch. 61) is shooting for
Feb. 15 start, may be a bit later, according to Clair R.
McCollough, who got grant for third Steinman station Oct.
29. He’s replacing low-power experimental uhf KG2XAZ
with new plant. Robert Meeker Associates will be rep.
Other Steinman stations are the pioneer WGAL-TV, Lancaster, and WDEL-TV, Wilmington, and in Bethlehem area
it operates
station WEST, Easton.
WEEK-TV, Easton, Pa. (Ch. 57) has ordered DuMont
equipment, will start in matter of days on tower and building foundations atop nearby Gaffney Hill (1775-ft. above
sea level), hopes weather will enable it to complete construction and get station on air before April 1, reports
publisher J. L. Stackhouse, Easton Daily Express, grantee.
WEEU-TV, Reading, Pa. (Ch. 33), whose gen. mgr.
Thomas E. Martin first gave out that it would begin in
mid-1953 (Vol. 8:38), then said May 15 (Vol. 8:46), now
is reported expecting to start in latter February with
interim GE equipment and with full power in May. That’s
what consultant Mike Hanna told recent meeting of Read-

AM

ing Rotary Club.

WSUN-TV, St. Petersburg, Fla. (Ch. 38) has ordered
RCA equipment, tower is up, transmitter building combegins studio construction shortly, reports mgr.
May 1 is still on-air target date.
Weed & Co. will be national sales rep.
WFAM-TV, Lafayette, Ind. (Ch. 59) ordered its RCA
equipment last summer, is waiting for favorable weather
to begin building transmitter and studio house, expects to
be in operation on or about May 1, reports president O. E.
pleted,

George D. Robinson.

Wm.

Richardson.

G.

Rambeau

will be national sales rep.

WTVM,

Muskegon, Mich. (Ch. 35), granted Leonard
A. Versluis, former owner of WLAV-TV, Grand Rapids
(now WOOD-TV), hasn’t ordered equipment yet, is still
in early planning stages, but Mr. Versluis reports he
thinks he can get it on the air by next Sept. 15.
*

*

*

*

Vhf grantees are fewer (only 48 of the 175 to date)
and there aren’t many new reports from them. Our report last week from DuMont, stating that it had shipped
transmitter to KGKL-TV, San Angelo, Tex. (Ch. 3) apparently was erroneous, for mgr. Lewis 0. Seibert Jr. writes
under Dec. 26 date to say that equipment has not been
ordered and construction plans not finalized. Station therefore should be removed from list of Jan.-Feb. on-the-air
prospects.
KTXL-TV, also San Angelo (Ch. 8) has reported March starting date, though it too had not yet
ordered equipment.

WFBG-TV, Altoona, Pa. (Ch. 10), granted last week,
looks like an early starter, its GE transmitter and antenna and GPL projection equipment all on order and due
for speedy delivery, probably within week, according to
mgr. Jack M. Snyder. It’s using old FM plant, so that
building is all ready and tower practically ready. On-theair target date is “Feb. 15 or sooner.” H-R Representatives will be national sales rep.

WABI-TV, Bangor, Me. (Ch. 5) was another quick
vhf starter promised this week. RCA equipment has been
ordered, and mgr. Murray Carpenter said station should
go on the air Feb. 1. Hollingbery will be rep. Mr. Carpenter is equal owner with ex-Gov. H. A. Hildreth, and
they also have applied for Ch. 13 in Portland.
KIDO-TV, Boise, Ida. (Ch. 7) has ordered RCA transmitter & studio equipment and tower from Allison Steel
Co., Phoenix, has completed building plans, aims to get on
air

by June

1,

reports v.p. Walter E. Wagstaff.

will be national sales rep.

Blair

TV
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Telecasting Notes: Sensitivity of the TV medium
by summary dropping of playwright George

il-

lustrated

S.

Kaufman from

panel of Lucky Strike’s This Is Show
Busmess, Sun. 7:30-8 on CBS-TV, simply because he
quipped during the pre-Xmas program: “Let’s make this
one program on which no one sings Silent Night.” Result
was several hundred letters and phone calls in protest.
Kaufman’s explanation was that he did not wittingly intend any anti-religious remark; he said, “I was merely
speaking out against the use and over-use of this Christmas carol in connection with the sale of commercial prodTin Pan Alley, sore beset by Red drives and
ucts”
fearful of the offcolor quip ever since it began to lean on
radio and TV for income, isn’t happy about Kaufman dismissal Garry Moore even observing, during his own
CBS-TV show, that “it’s a shame that responsible people
in the TV industry have given in to such foolish presRev. Truman B. Douglass, chairman of Broadsure”
casting & Film Commission of National Council of
Churches, wrote CBS chairman Paley to object, too, stating: “The real sacrilege is the merciless repetition of
Silent Night and similar Christian hymns by crooners,
He
hillbillies, dance bands and other musical barbarians.”
.

.

.

—

.

.

.

“begin its reform movement by scrutinizing
some of these rather than by firing a distinguished playwright who was undoubtedly expressing the sentiments of
many persons of religious sensitiveness and discriminating
Religious husband-&-wife team, TV’s first, is
taste”
Rev. Dr. Norman Vincent Peale, minister of Marble Col-

suggested

.

.

CBS

.

Jack Werner, chief of

Personal Notes:

FCC Common

Carrier Bureau, resigns as of Jan. 6 to join Washington
law firm of Freedman & Levy; he supervised staff work
in TV network facilities, theatre TV and like matters in
Earl Minderman,
addition to telephone and telegraph
asst, to FCC Chairman Walker and his predecessor Wayne
Coy, and the man credited with ghosting their speeches,
.

.

.

has resigned to be field liaison officer of the National Citizens Committee for Educational TV headed by Robert R.
Mullen, with Milton S. Eisenhower, president of Penn
State, and Marion B. Folsom, new Undersecretary of the
Andrew Ring, veteran
Treasury, as honorary chairmen
Washington consulting engineer, has taken Howard Head
and Stephen Kershner into partnership, renamed firm A. D.
Peter G. Levathes, ex-TV chief
Ring & Associates
and sales manager of 20th Century-Fox’s Movietone News,
to join Young & Rubicam as v.p. on special assignments,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

3-year term as director of Federal Reserve Bank, BirTerrell W. Kirksev, ex-DuMont transmitter
mingham
div. field man in southwest, onetime asst, chief engineer
.

KBTV. now WFAA-TV, Dallas, named chief engiJerry Leighton, exKDUB-TV, Lubbock, Tex.
York, as
WSBA-TV,
new
joins
Huntington,
WSAZ-TV,
Mike Shapiro. ex-WFAA-TV, Dallas,
production mgr.
named commercial mgr., KDUB-TV, Lubbock, Tex.
of old

neer of

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

John B. Hughes, commentator, named news director, WORCharles E. Denney Jr., ex-NBC account
TV, New York
.

.

.

executive (no relation to the exec v.p.), joins Paramount
Television Productions, assigned first to make study of

George McGovern, NBC sales,
Los Angeles market
joins Wm. Esty Co. as research director, succeeding Adolph
Max E. Buck, exToiga, now with Lennen & Mitchell
Kings Super Markets adv. mgr., named director of adv.,
merchandising & sales promotion, WNBT & WNBC, New
Warren Boorom named director of sales promoYork
tion, WTOP & WTOP-TV, Washington, succeeding HayBernard
wood Meeks, now with WMAL & WMAL-TV
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WTVR

2 noon and 2 evening announcements asked
viewers to vote, with 4826 letters for 2 games, 460 against
Opera has a future on TV, says NBC music director
Samuel Chotzinoff in New York Times interview Dec. 28;
annual NBC-TV series, he asserts, has created vast new
audience for opera, which he predicted in next decade will
be as natural to U. S. life as movies
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and its Toronto & Montreal stations have
reached rate agreement with NBC & CBS, whereby U. S.
networks will pipe sponsored programs to them
“Look,
Folks! I’m on TV!” titles article in January Changing
Times (Kiplinger) telling laymen how to prepare for a
Petry issues January report titled
TV appearance
Cost of Reaching Families Through Spot TV
CBS
distributed $100 savings bonds to 92 employes qualifying
for its 20-year club.
differential;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

& timebuyer in TV-radio
Ryan, resigns to join N. Y. office of
Fuller & Smith & Ross in similar capacity
Marshall
Grant, ex-Ruthrauff & Ryan, joins new Gross-Krasne ProArche Mayers, president of Unity
ductions, Hollywood
TV Corp., elected president, National Television Film
H. H. Holtshouser to manage CBSCouncil, New York
TV spot sales office in Memphis, H. W. Maier Jr. to manage
G. Rasmussen, business mgr.
dept, of Ruthrauff

&

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

new separation of functions
CarH. Marts named gen. mgr. of midwest operations,
General Teleradio Inc., with George Jeneson, midwest mgr.,
& WOR-TV, now also midwest sales mgr. of KHJ-TV.

radio spot sales, in

.

.

.

roll

WOR

H
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.

.

.

.

.
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WAGGING DOG

statements

filed

application for

FCC

WMBR-TV,
Net

is

indicated

in

profit-&-loss

support Washington Post Co.’s
permission to purchase
&

to

WMBR

Jacksonville, for $2,470,000 (Vol. 8:51).

profit of the

newspaper company, controlled by

the Eugene Meyer family, was only $54,500 in 1951, the
application shows, but for 1952 it will be “in excess of
$200,000.” Washington Post acquired 55% control (with

CBS 45%)

of

WTOP & WTOP-TV

in

August 1950.

The

TV

property is known to be a big earner, so presumably
accounts for all or most of the newspaper company’s earnings, if it doesn’t actually make up the newspaper’s losses.
Alongside radio, the dominance of TV revenues and
earnings in a joint operation is pointedly illustrated by
fact that WMBR-TV enjoyed sales of $954,591 in 1951
TV
while WMBR’s AM-FM revenues totaled $383,225.
expenses were $346,422, AM-FM expenses $325,335. Combined net operating profit was $282,833, profit after taxes
$96,066.

In 9

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

Eugene
reporting to Anthony Geoghegan, media v.p.
Katz has succeeded father, now chairman, as president of
Thad
the Katz Agency, biggest of the TV rep firms.
Holt, president of WAPI & WAFM-TV, appointed for
.

New York, and Mrs. Ruth Peale, appearing on What’s Your Trouble? on WCBS-TV, New York,
Sat. 3:45-4 p.m. 26-week series was produced by Broadcasting & Film Commission of National Council of
Churches of Christ
CBS-TV to conduct all-day workshop in its Grand Central studio Jan. 29 to instruct ministers and lay associates how they can make maximum use
of TV facilities
WPIX has discontinued Sun. a.m. telecasts from N. Y. churches, plans studio religious program
Sun. afternoons titled Television Chapel
Richmond’s
left it to audience to decide whether it wanted only
New Year’s Day Cotton Bowl game, to which it was committed, or also Rose Bowl game, back-to-back due to time

legiate Church,

months

to Sept. 30. 1952,

WMBR-TV

sales

were

AM-FM sales $286,261. TV expenses were $327,
AM-FM expenses $192,284. Net operating profit on

$650,073,
595,

combined operations was $332,387 (more than for whole of
1951) and profit after taxes was $104,527.
Of total selling price, $1,259,700 will go to Ed Norton, $444,600 to Frank M. King, $765,700 to Glenn Marlatter staying on as gen. mgr.
shall Jr.

—

?
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ORE TV SPORTS

“controls” are in prospect

—

—this

time in boxing despite fact that its 1952 combined
TV-radio income and boxoffice exceeded 1951’s. Authori-

Ring Magazine estimates boxTV-radio income at $4,800,000 and gate receipts
at $4,600,000, compared with 1951 TV-radio income of
Despite in$2,000,000 and gate receipts of $5,100,000.
creased revenue, National Boxing Assn, executive committee, at Jan. 10-11 meeting, will call on state boxing
commissions to insist on TV “blackouts” in areas where
NBA president George A. Barton says
fights are staged.
TV’s “terrific impact on boxing is the most classic example
tative prizefight publication
ing’s 1352

in all sports

history of killing the goose that laid the

golden eggs” and NBA commissioner Abe J. Greene adds
that “TV has cut its own supply lines” because public
no longer attends fights at small clubs. Ring Magazine
publisher Nat Fleischer, in year-end sports roundup, is
also worried over fate of small clubs, calls for “a more
intelligent and realistic evaluation of the hazards of TV,”
and concludes that “TV has taken over boxing, making
it another puppet show, with the TV industry pulling the
strings and boxing dancing to a none too lively or enthusiastic tune.”
-

College football

by

U

TV

restrictions will face bitter bat-

and Notre Dame, at
Jan. 5-10 convention of National Collegiate Athletic Assn,
tle,

led again

of Pennsylvania

Washington, but NCAA’s TV committee has demonit has enough backing to push through
another “control” plan.
Organized baseball hasn’t any
plans for TV “controls,” but this week established 6-man
“exploratory” committee to study plan of Sen. Johnson
(D-Col.), Western League president, to distribute funds
from baseball’s pooled TV-radio income to minor league
clubs “hurt” by major league telecasts (Vol. 8:50).
in

strated in past that

Spotlight on educational TV will shift to Buffalo next
first of 3 important hearings is held there Jan. 6
to consider proposed 10-station educational network of

week as

State Board of Regents, which holds non-commercial uhf
CPs for WGTV, New York (Channel 25); WRTV, Albany
(No. 17); W'QTV, Binghamton (No. 46); WTVF, Buffalo
(No. 23); WROH, Rochester (No. 21); WHTV, Syracuse

(No. 43). Main purpose of hearings, which will also be
held Jan. 14 in New York & Jan. 21 in Albany, will be to
find ways of raising $4,000,000 merely for construction of
stations.
It’s safe bet other grantees in same no-funds

New Jersey Dept, of Education (uhf Channel
Brunswick), and applicants who must depend on
legislative appropriations, will watch N. Y. hearings
closely for possible financial formula. Hearings were called
by N. Y. State Temporary Commission on Educational TV,
appointed by Gov. Dewey and headed by Douglas M.
Moffat, prominent N. Y. attorney. Commission must make
recommendations for educational TV to upcoming session
of legislature.
Other members: Bernard Duffy, BBDO
president; Michael R. Hanna, general manager of Cornell
U’s WCHU; Dr. Paul F. Lazarsfeld, Columbia U; Clarence
U. Carruth, N. Y. attorney; Mrs. J. W. Kideney, Buffalo.
boat, such as
19,

New

WGN

Talent strike against
& WGN-TV, Chicago (Vol.
ended Dec. 30 when management and AFTRA
reached agreement to boost basic weekly wage of staff
announcers from $135 to $150, with extra fees for TV; to
place news staff out of union jurisdiction; to adopt severance and retroactive pay plans, but no check-off or revisions in stations’ sick leave policy.

8:52),

Senator Prescott Bush (R-Conn.), elected in November
McMahon, has resigned as director of
CBS but is retaining his partnership in Brown Brothers,
Harriman & Co. It’s rumored he may be replaced by Philip
Graham, publisher, Washington Post (WTOP).

to succeed late Sen.

Financial & Trade Notes:
ment Industry Div., 16 Wall

Bankers Trust

New

St.,

Co.’s

Amuse-

York, so far as

we

can learn, has as yet made no loans for construction of TV
stations, although article by Herbert Golden in its house
organ, Pyramid, states that it intends to do so (Vol. 8:52).
But it has loaned some $12,000,000 in the past to the film
industry with satisfying results and currently is financing the Dragnet and new Hopalong Cassidy series. This
week, too, Western Television Corp. announced it has con-

—

cluded $1,525,000 loan for acquisition of films for TV
which it distributes through Motion Pictures for Television Inc., claiming to do the largest volume of business
in film in

TV

field.

Mr. Golden, onetime Variety staffman, stated in his
article: “Permits for some 1500 or more additional transmitting outlets are eventually to be issued by the FCC.
The cost of each of them will average better than $500,000,
and BTCO aims to help get them afloat.” With regard to
film loans, article stated:

“BTCO now has evolved a 3-cornered policy for feature films which is about as foolproof as you can get in a
business that’s definitely not foolproof. The policy is: (1)
No loan of more than 50% of production cost will be
made. (2) No loan beyond $500,000 will be granted on a
No

single-picture loans will be made. The last
in with a pro-

film.

(3)

point

means that a producer must come

gram

They are
of at least 2 and preferably 3 pictures.
cross-collateralized so that in the event one film proves a

dud, there’s some assurance of success for the producer
via profits on the others.”
*

*

*

*

Sylvania expects to show 13% gain in net sales for
more in 1953, says year-end statement by president Don G. Mitchell, reporting 1952 sales at about $230,000,000 vs. previous all-time high of $202,800,000 in 1951
and $162,000,000 in 1950. Plant capacity limited sales in
some product lines, he stated, but manufacturing and related storage space were increased in 1952 by some 4,000,000 sq. ft. Defense business was 30% of total in 1952 as
against 20% in 1951. With current backlog of defense
orders totaling about $85,000,000, it may go up several
percentage points this year. Electronics Division enjoyed
40% sales increase in 1952.
1952, even

Raytheon’s sales for 6 months ended Nov. 30 totaled
on 2,170,942
(83<f:
same 1951 period,
sales were $45,348,000, earnings $718,000 (55<) on 1,736,753 shares) after $1,060,000 taxes. Inventories at end of
1952 period totaled $52,300,000 vs. $38,000,000 for 1951
period. Backlog of govt, orders is about $200,000,000.
$78,787,000, net earnings $1,913,000
shares) after taxes of $4,450,000. For

a

Look Magazine’s annual TV award for best variety
show in 1952 was won for second straight year by NBCTV’s Your Show of Shows, whose producer, Max Liebman,
was designated year’s best producer & director. Other
awards: comedy, I Love Lucy (CBS-TV) drama, Robert
;

Montgomery Presents (NBC-TV)
conventions

(all

networks)

;

;

public affairs, political

panel,

What’s

My

Line

(CBS-TV); m.c.,
John Daly (CBS-TV)
educational, Zoo Parade (NBCTV) news, See It Now (CBS-TV) children’s show,
Kukla, Fran & Ollie (NBC-TV).

(CBS-TV);

sports, Pabst boxing bouts
;

;

;

Block of 119 feature films was acquired from Republic
Pictures jointly by KTTV and KLAC-TV, Los Angeles, for
price reputed to be around $350,000. Pictures included the
104 recently sold to WCBS-TV, New York (Vol. 8:51-52),
plus 15 old John Wayne westerns. Both stations will show
all the pictures.
Station officials explained purchase was
made jointly because of high cost of big package.

YEAR'S OUTPUT & SALES ABOUT 6,000,000: TV production figures for 2 more weeks of 1952
remain to be compiled by RTMA statisticians
but the 5,900,000-plus cumulative
total to Dec. 19 leads them to predict, quite safely, not less than 6,000,000 total
production for year and to estimate factory value at $1,051,700,000
That means retail sales of TVs ran just about 6,000,000, for advance indications are that factory, distributor and dealer stocks at end of year won't be up
from what they were at same time year before, indeed may be down somewhat.
It's a far cry from guesstimates averaging 4.500,000 made by industry sales
chiefs about this time last year (Vol. 7:52).
It's an excellent showing, too, when
you note that factory inventories totaled 150,104 as of Dec. 19 (last date for which
figure is available) and that's about same as for that time last year.
Figure went
up from 93,297 week before, due to usual seasonal accumulation of New Year's models.
Neither factory inventory figure nor last distributor and retail inventories
are regarded out of line.
RTMA's last distributor inventories showed 468,341 units
at end of November, dealer inventories 803,327.
On Nov. 28, factory inventories
were 91,688.
Thus end-of-November overall trade pipelines were about 1,560.000
Very likely this was considerably reduced in December.
not considered excessive.
Preliminary radio output estimate is 9,200,000 factory value §213,256,000.

—

.

—

,

*

*

#

*

Reported output of TVs for week ended Dec. 19 was 170,717 (6636 private
Factory inventories went up to 150,104
label), down from 203,680 week preceding.
from 90,297. Radio output was 256,021 (91,741 private), down from 269,640. Radio
inventory was 171,683, down from 178,824. Week's radios were 88,965 home receivers,
38,960 portables, 53,202 clock, 74,894 auto.

UHF SET DEMAND

GOOD,

SUPPLY IMPROVING: Uhf receiver and converter market "arrived "

—

but the stork didn't bring it.
with the infant 1953
With 6 uhf stations now on air with new ones expected virtually every week,
with most manufacturers turning out uhf sets and/or converters in quantity, and with
uhf now takes its place as "a member of the family."
the public buying them
Atlantic City, York & Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
Reports on the new uhf markets
Stations haven't been on the air long
are still fragmentary.
South Bend, Mobile
Some reports from the new areas have
enough to gauge receiver sales or coverage.
been wildly optimistic, others quite gloomy. And fact that all 5 of the new uhf
stations came on air during holiday season adds to confusion.
RCA, which built 4 of the 5 new transmitters in use, plans to wait several
weeks to let equipment "shake down " before making field measurements. But engineer
J.P. Taylor, who headed RCA's survey team in Portland (Vol. 8:46) says he's "agreeably surprised" by first reports, and adds: "Everything we've heard so far has convinced us it's better than the engineers have predicted."
,

—

—

—

*

*

*

*

To get preliminary sizeup of uhf acceptance in some of the new areas, we
made spot check by telephone of distributors, dealers and others in 3 cities.
We got the most enthusiastic reports from York whose WSBA-TV (Channel 43)
went on air Dec. 22 and whose transmitter has been at full 1-kw power ever since.
Nearly every major manufacturer now has vhf-uhf sets and converters pouring into
and they're selling fast, according to all reports.
the area
There have been spot shortages of uhf receiving equipment since WSBA-TV went
Wait for instalon air, but real bottleneck apparently is shortage of servicemen.
In addition to opening of uhf station, another faclation is said to be 2-5 weeks.
tor which may contribute to heavy demand in York is power increase of Lancaster's
vhf WGAL-TV (23 mi. distant) from 1 to 7.2-kw (see p. 5).
,

—

8

9

No figures are available on number of uhf sets and converters sold in York,
which was about 50% saturated with vhf sets before WSBA-TV went on air (Vol. 8:44).
But parts distributor Leo Hochberger (York Radio & Refrigeration) estimates more
than 10,000 homes in area are now equipped for uhf with about 1000 being added each
Making big dent in York market alongside merchandise by TV set manufacturers
week.
,

are converters made by Mallory, Regency and Sutco (Sutton Electronics).
York TV reception was described as "excellent " by Washington consulting engineer Robin Compton, who helped set up the installation. He reported surprisingly
good reception in Hanover (18 air miles) and Harrisburg (22 mi.). He said he found
no blind spots or nulls "that weren't worked out by using proper antennas, properly
placed." He added that built-in antennas worked well in many close-in locations.
Most viewers in new uhf areas who had vhf sets before coming of uhf are disIn
covering that they need new antennas and transmission line to get new station.
many cases, uhf antenna must be mounted on another mast on different part of roof.
Dealers claim good results with both all-channel antennas and uhf-only types in the
new uhf cities. Ladder, tubular and Anaconda uhf line are being used for lead-ins.
Availability of antennas and transmission line doesn't appear to pose problem now.
New Atlantic City station WFPG-TV (Channel 46), plagued by transmitter
From Atlantic
troubles, finally went to its full 1-kw transmitter power Dec. 30.
City, like York, came reports of converter shortages and number of converted sets
First reports of "dumping" (if you can call it
in area has been estimated at 5000.
that) of converters came from Atlantic City and York, which readily absorbed units
originally shipped to Reading in belief WHUM-TV would be on air first.
By way of contrast no rush to buy converters or uhf sets is reported in
South Bend, Ind . where WSBT-TV (Channel 34) began test programming Dec. 22. Philco
distributor G.E. McMenamin (Radio Distributing Co.) says post-Christmas sales have
but certainly no panic." He estimates about
above expectations
been "very good
3000 converters and uhf sets in area which receives fringe pictures from Chicago and
some 18,000 of South Bend area's 55,000
is about 50% saturated with vhf sets
homes have TV, according to local electric company.
"
We get quite a few 'lookers' in the stores ," says Mr. McMenamin, "but we
don't expect the market to really open up until Feb. 1 when the station begins full
programming." WSBT-TV now telecasts 2 hours daily of films, news, weather reports.
Motorola distributor F.E. Miholich (Femco Distributing Co.) also attributed
"no surge in buying" since station went on air to fact that WSBT-TV hasn't yet begun
full-time programming. He said uhf sales were quite good before telecasts began,
thought "things should really start rolling by Feb. 1." He reports good pictures
as far as 40-55 miles from the transmitter.
,

,

,

—
—

—

*

*

*

*

Some dealers and distributors in new uhf areas are irke d with quality of
One distributor gave us this advice:
signals during early tests.
"
Tell those guys [telecasters] not to go on the air until they're really
There shouldn't be any race to see who gets going first, because when a
ready.
station goes on the air without enough power and before all the bugs are taken out,
it gives uhf a bad name, it gives the telecasters a bad name and it makes it awfully
tough for the dealers and distributors."
Compatible color still isn’t ready, CBS says in yearend statement which urges that industry and Govt, hurry
up and choose an acceptable system whether field sequenand put it to use in 1953. Network
tial or compatible
says it believes compatible system to be “extremely desirable” and that it “genuinely hopes” industry will be
successful in perfecting one. Says CBS: “The manufacturing industry, broadcasters and the FCC owe the public
the obligation of promptly considering whether it still remains true, as CBS believes on the basis of information

—

—

currently available to it, that the present field sequential
system is the only practical, workable and inexpensive
color system or whether this approved system is to be re-

placed by a compatible system which must be equally
workable and inexpensive.”

practical,

set, using NTSC standdescribed by Kenneth E. Farr in January Electronics Magazine which devotes front cover to set and the
pictures it produces.

Westinghouse’s 42-tube color

ards,

is

Chicago’s annual Audio Fair will be combined with
1953 International Sight & Sound Exposition, to be held
in Palmer House, Sept. 1-3.

Admiral has issued 12-p. brochure for
TV-radio dealers, titled
Money.
to pass along to

its distributors

How

to

Make

—

:

10 Topics

&

Trends

oi

TV

Trade:

Industry’s

most de-

termined effort yet to reduce spurious radiations begins
with Jan. 9 all-industry conference in New York’s Biltmore
Hotel, called by RTMA engineering dept, director Dr. W.
R. G. Baker. FCC recently came to JTAC (which is sponsored by RTMA and IRE) with plea that it get to bottom
of the vexatious problem (Vol. 8:50) and JTAC agreed to
take on job. FCC’s complaint is that industry just isn’t
doing enough generally and that failure to adopt uniform
IF in uhf receivers threatens to undermine whole uhf allocation plan. Dr. Baker wrote Commission that RTMA will
do everything in its power to ameliorate spurious radiations, said that all organizations are invited to conference,

whether

RTMA

members

Commissioners and

or not.

staff

are also invited.
*

*

*

*

RCA

president Frank B. Folsom, usually given to
underestimating, says he thinks 6,250,000 new TVs will be
sold in 1953 which, added to defense production, means the
“going rate” of the TV-radio industry, now estimated at
$5 billion, will approach $6 billion in latter part of year.
He forecasts 150-200 new TV stations on air this year,
bringing some 5,000,000 more families within range of TV
program service. “America’s overwhelming acceptance of
TV,” says his year-end statement, “is shown by the fact
that in the last 6 years the public’s investment in TV receivers alone amounts to more than $9 billion [involving]
the manufacture and distribution of approximately 23,000,000 TV sets, of which nearly 21,000,000 are in use today.”

Westinghouse introduces 1953 line of 17 new receivers
at distributor meetings beginning Jan. 7: Table models
17-in.

mahogany

$260, $290

&

plastic

$200

&

$330, blonde $330.

$230; 21-in. mahogany
Consoles (all 21-in.)

mahogany open-face $300, $370 &
$410; mahogany half-door 380, oak

—

$390, blonde

400;

$390

mahogany

&

full-

P

HILCO

sticks to old prices, with only a

few

variations,

in restyled line

introduced to some 10,000 dealers via
54 local distributor-sponsored “conventions” conducted on
closed

TV

PST.

from Philadelphia and

circuit

New

York, Dec.

West Coast groups viewed it 3-4 p.m.
Consensus was the idea was great one for introduc-

29, 6-7 p.m.

EST.

tion of merchandise

and intimate talks by Philco execuand highlight was announcement that another giant
Atlantic City convention is planned in June all expenses
to be paid by Philco to dealers earning requisite “points.”
Whereas June, 1950 convention brought 5000 dealers to
tives,

—

made this time for 7500.
Line comprises 37 models, most renumbered, all providing for optional all-channel uhf tuner capable of bringing in any of the 70 new uhf channels. The line (all prices
rounded out)
Table Models: 17-in. walnut $200, dark plum $230,
blonde $250, honey maple $290, mahogany finish $280 &
$300; 21-in. mahogany finish $300 & $260, blonde $290,
mahogany $290 & $340. All but first 3 have built-in aerials.
Consoles (all open face with built-in aerials) 17-in.
honey maple $320, mahogany veneer $300, blonde oak
$320, walnut veneer $280, mahogany veneer $340; 21-in.
honey maple $340, blonde oak $430, mahogany veneer
$340, walnut veneer $330, mahogany veneer $350, $370,
$390 & $430, blonde oak $340.
Consoles (full door) 21-in. honey maple $460 & $500,
mahogany veneer $430, $450 & $480. Console (half door)
21-in. mahogany veneer $400.
Combinations (all with
& 3-speed) 17-in. full
door mahogany veneer $480 & $470; 21-in. full door mahogany veneer $600, solid mahogany and veneers (AM-FM)
$775; 21-in. half-door mahogany veneer $500.
that city, preparations are being

:

:

:

AM

Top

:

mahogany

of line is 27-in. solid

full-door console

at $750.

Big radio

line

has cabinet models at $180

&
&

$230,

door $400 & $450, blonde oak $420 & $470. Top of line is
carryover mahogany combination at $570. All sets have
built-in antennas for vhf & uhf and “100-mile plus” tuners
for distant reception. New line of 20 radios will be introduced at same time.

table models ranging fi’om radio-phono at $110

Tightening of raw materials in 1953 is foreseen by
Majestic chairman Leonard Ashbach, yet he anticipates
50% increase in TV-radio production with addition of new
5-story plant his firm is occupying next week at 79 Washington St., Brooklyn, just opposite main plant. Majestic
plants in Brooklyn and Charlotte, Mich, (home of parent
Wilcox-Gay Corp.) are presently producing 800 TV sets
daily, he said, and by end of next year should be turning
out 1200 a day. During 1952, Majestic added 40 distributors, expects to add 150 more in 1953.

Distributor Notes: Motorola names Jones Television
Co., Sioux City; Presque Isle Electric Co., Erie, succeeding Pennsylvania Sales Co.; Fargo Glass & Paint Co.,
Emerson appoints Turner
Fargo, replacing Nash-Finch
Distributing Co., Springfield, Mo., replacing Mayflower

Dan D. Halpin, gen. sales mgr., DuMont receiver div.,
foresees potential 1953 retail volume of over $1.5 billion
from sales in multiple-set & replacement markets. He
said over 4,000,000 homes have sets at least 3 years old,
many under 12-in.; over third of receivers in N. Y. meet
Americans will always want larger
that description.
screens and better cabinets, he said, adding: “There is no
such thing as saturation. Call it penertation if you will.”

NARDA will inaugurate monthly survey in February
on sales, inventories, merchandise availability & credit
Reconditions among cross-section of member dealers.
sults will be published by NARDA on 25th of each month.
Survey committee chairman is Tom Carmichael, of Burns
&

Carmichael, Seattle.

Motorola’s 30-model line of TVs, 10 of them 17-in. and
20 of them 21-in., was introduced to distributors at regional meetings this week, and at same time adv. mgr.
Ellis L. Redden announced 1953 advertising has been

budgeted at $12,000,000.

$225
with harmonic reproducer) down to $28; clock
radios in 15 models priced from $75 down to $30; portables
from $100 down to $40.
(latter

Supply

.

.

.

Distributing Co.; Philadelphia distributor, Emerson Radio
Capeof Pennsylvania, establishes Scranton branch
hart N. Y. distributor, IT&T Distributing Corp., appoints
Ben Z. Kaplan adv. & sales promotion mgr.; he’s ex.

Motorola-New York adv. mgr.

.

.

.

.

.

Admiral names Berebeth

DuMont appoints Frank Edwards Co.,
Corp., Honolulu
HalliSan Francisco, replacing Thomson-Diggs Co. .
CBSerafters names Edwin Flato Co., Corpus Christi
.

.

.

.

.

Columbia appoints E. G. Hendrix
Pacific Mercury names Grauman

Games

Inc.,

Co.,

Co.,

.

.

.

San Antonio
Denver;

.

.

.

Service

Honolulu.

Mercury conducted closed-circuit TV meetings,
originating in ABC-TV Los Angeles studios, for its distributors in western cities, including radiocast to HonoBeauty of this type of “convention,” according to
lulu.
sales v.p. Elliot Peikoff, is that it can be conducted more
Pacific

often than actual meetings. It will probably be repeated
in second quarter 1953, he stated.

Varian Associates is moving main business offices to
newly completed building in Palo Alto but retaining manufacturing facilities at San Carlos, Cal. Electronic sales
in fiscal year ended Sept. 30 totaled $3,861,000 compared
with $1,766,000 preceding year, and president Russell H.
Varian reports backlog of $3,000,000 in unfilled orders.
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ti'onics in

left

Statistical sizeup of TV-radio-elec1952 by Dr. 0. H. Caldwell in January issue of
Tele-Tech: “Annual bill” for TV-radio came to $5.5 billion,
including $850,000,000 in broadcasters’ time sales, $140,-

000,000 in talent costs, $450,000,000 in electricity & batoperate TV-radio receivers, $2.36 billion retail
cost of TVs sold during year, $500,000,000 for radios at
retail, $250,000,000 for phonograph records, $992,360,000
for TV-radio repairs and parts.
teries to

These are Dr. Caldwell’s estimates of annual payroll
industries for 1952: manufacturers
$700,000,000, TV-radio distributors & dealers $650,000,000,
TV-radio stations (including talent) $500,000,000, commercial communication stations $80,000,000. Among other
statistics for 1952, Tele-Tech estimates TV stations used
656.000. 000 ft. of motion picture film, costing about $32,500.000, TV-radio stations used 900,000,000 ft. of magnetic sound recording tape at $2,000,000 and 3,500,000
“electronic -TV”

of

transcription discs at $10,500,000.
*

*

W.

Cotton, on loan from Philco since June
Electronics Div. to
return to post of asst, to president Wm. Balderston. At
request of defense mobilizer Henry H. Fowler, he’ll remain
at helm of DPA’s top-level Electronics Production Board

Richards

16, resigns Jan. 9 as director of

NPA

on part-time basis during transition between administrations.
Indicative of the importance which mobilization
authorities attach to Electronics Production Board, its
“staff” has been doubled at time when other mobilization
bodies are being emasculated by economy firings (Vol.
8:52).

Added

to staff of

EPB

this

week

as asst, to chair-

man was Robert Van Valkenburgh, formerly of DPA
Office of Program & Requirements and ex-electronics
branch, Military Security Board, High Commission for
Germany. Other member of EPB staff is Justin R. Sypher,
board secy. & asst, to chairman. Since NPA is now in state
of suspended animation pending change-over to GOP administration, it’s not anticipated that new director will be
chosen from industry. Electronics Div. deputy director
Donald S. Parris will assume director’s duties. J. Bernard
Joseph, chief of division’s broadcast & communications
equipment section, who was scheduled to leave Jan. 5, has
been granted extension through Jan. 31.

is

Mobilization-induced expansion of electronics industry
rapidly being transformed from “target” figures on

paper to actual brick and steel and production machinery,
according to NPA sources. Of $287,500,000 in govt, taxaided expansion and direct loans granted to electronics
industry as of Dec. 1, some $210, 000, 000-worth, or 73%,
is now “in place”
actually built or installed. Of the $287,500,000, facilities for production of end equipment now “in
place” account for $105,000,000 or 36.6%, tubes $71,450,000
or 24.9%, components $33,240,000 or 11.6%.
Total expansion goal for electronics industry is $396,000,000.

—

consumer product available
to general public was announced Dec. 29 by Sonotone Corp.,
whose transistorized hearing aid is now on sale. Device
First use of transistor in

uses one transistor plus 2 “micro-miniature” tubes, retails
for $229.50, or $24.50 above price of regular model. President Irving I. Schachtel said new hearing aid gives “double the power of any comparable instrument at half the
operating cost.” He added that tiny B battery costing

than $1 will last more than 6 months, compared with
Saving on A bat330 hours in old-style instrument.
teries was estimated at 50%.
Mr. Schachtel said Sonotone is now largest producer of cathode ray guns for TV
less

picture tubes.

Edwin E.
and
asst,

ton,

is

Potter, GE’s

succeeded by

Warde

Washington

v.p., has retired
E. Stringham, his executive

and ex-district mgr. for GE Supply Co. in Washingwill hold title of commercial v.p. of parent firm.

who

Marvin Hobbs, ex-Munitions Board,
become engineering v.p., Harvey-

1 to

Wells Electronics, Southbridge, Mass.

.

.

Ernest Searing

.

Weyl

elected chairman, Charles

president, International
H. Scott Killgore, ex-Collins Radio,

Resistance Co.
has joined Emerson Radio as sales director of govt, contracts; Henry Giese joins Emerson as traffic mgr.
E.
Robert Glauber resigns as Admiral Eastern branches mgr.
to become Olympic branch operations v.p. & president of
its N. Y. distributor, Olympic Appliances Inc.
Antony
Wright, engineering v.p., Capehart consumer products div.,
promoted to v.p., commercial products div.
Raymond V.
Buivid promoted to GE radio sales mgr.; Thomas J. Nicholson to parts sales mgr.
William Helfrecht promoted to
sales mgr., Jewel Radio, succeeding Milton Benjamin, resigned to organize own factory sales organization, New
York-New England Distributor Sales Co.
Mac Markowitz, Emerson Radio, elected president of the Purchasing
Agents of the Radio & TV Industry
Harold J. McCormick, GE contact man with its ad agency, Maxon Inc.,
named N. Y. district sales mgr. for receiver dept.
Kenneth L. Ross named Westinghouse central N. Y. district TV-radio sales mgr. in Rochester
Arthur J. Hammer named RCA Victor Dallas mgr., replacing James W.
Cooke, retired
Francis E. Blake, former attorney for
Atomic Energy Commission, appointed asst, mgr., Stromberg-Carlson patent dept.
Edward A. Kaegi, factory
mgr. of General Motors’ Delco radio div., named gen. mgr.
of GM’s Detroit transmission div.
Reuel O. Launey
named mgr., Dominic Leone asst. mgr. of new Clarostat
Chicago plant
Lynal H. Wilson, ex-Kokomo, Ind. consulting engineer, named gen. mgr. Argos Products Co.
Inc., Genoa, 111. (cabinets)
W. Walter Jablon appointed
sales v.p., David Bogen Co. ... A. John Platt promoted to
mgr. of theatre equipment sales, RCA engineering products dept., succeeding Marty Bennett, promoted to regional
management staff
Gaius Wike named sales mgr., Utah
Radio Products Co., succeeding Fred Tower, promoted to
v.p. of Caswell-Runyan Div. (cabinets)
Kjell Gaarder,
ex-Webster-Chicago, named chief of V-M Corp. development & production engineering
Robert C. Tait, Stromberg-Carlson president, designated chairman of board of
Buffalo branch, Federal Reserve Bank.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

*

*

Raytheon Jan.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

FCC
GE

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

“cloud” of ancient anti-trust violations
of licenses for
and WGY, Schenectady. Renewals had been held
up since Oct. 27, 1949 for AM, since Jan. 25, 1950 for TV,
pending FCC’s determination of just how “tainted” GE
was. In similar situation, Westinghouse had its stations
renewed April 19, 1952.

from

lifted

this

week by granting renewal

WRGB

WFAA,
tension of

Commission for 30-day exof high-intensity daytime tower light-

Dallas, has asked

its tests

ing (Vol. 8:45) “because of the widespread interest.” Present authority for the tests expires Jan. 6.
J. Graves McDonald, husband of singer Marguerite
Piazza and former Philco distributor in Memphis, died Dec.
31 in Biltmore Hotel, New York, at age of 40. He married
the singer in 1950, having met her while she was appearing in an operetta in Memphis. He retired from appliance
business to become her manager. They have an infant son.

Admiral Luke McNamee,

81, chairman of board of
since retiring in 1951, died at Newport
naval hospital Dec. 30. He was president of Naval War

Mackay Radio

College when he retired from
president of Mackay.

Navy

in

1934 and became

Leland A. Wooten, 52, director of Bell Labs chemical
physics dept, and holder of patents on electron tube materials, died at Williamsburg, Va. Dec. 29 while returning
from visit to his parents in Statesville, N. C.
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RANK
F
NBC

H. WHITE, 53, ex-CBS treasurer and former
president of Mutual Broadcasting System, who joined
about 6 months ago as v.p. & gen. mgr. of its TVradio networks, this week succeeded Joseph H. McConnell
as president of NBC and member of its board. The 47year-old “Joe” McConnell resigned to become president of
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., succeeding Edward H. Little,

who

will become chairman.
The change was one of several approved Jan. 2 by
parent RCA board, which elected Admiral Lewis L.
Strauss, USN ret., ex-member of Atomic Energy Commission, as director of both RCA & NBC, filling vacancy created by recent resignation of NBC chairman Niles Trammell (Vol. 8:50).
McConnell, onetime RCA Victor gen.
counsel, succeeded Trammell as NBC president in Oct. 1949.
Emanuel Sacks, RCA staff v.p., becomes gen. mgr. of
RCA Victor Record Dept., succeeding P. A. Barkmeier.
promoted to v.p. & director of all RCA Victor regional
offices.
Frank White, incidentally, was formerly president
of the CBS subsidiary, Columbia Records Inc., equivalent

assumed by Sacks.
At NBC, Sylvester (Pat) Weaver, becomes vice chairman of the board under Chairman David Sarnoff, at same

to job being

time continuing as v.p. in charge of TV-radio networks.
John K. Herbert, network sales v.p., is moved up to “v.p.
in charge of networks and sales.” He becomes, in effect,
second in command with sales as his main concern, while
Weaver has autonomy over programs and the creative side.
Via closed circuit Jan. 2, “Joe” McConnell told NBC
affiliates of his decision to enter a new industrial field
without announcing actual job he’s taking. It’s understood
new post will pay more, mean less strain than the combination of industry-advertising-show business represented
by NBC. He’s off next week for a cruise to Bermuda with
R. S. Reynolds Jr., head of Reynolds Metals Co., close personal friend, while his ex-chief, RCA president Frank
Folsom, flies to California for week’s vacation.
*

*

*

*

Carleton D. Smith, NBC v.p. and director of o-&-m
station operations, has returned to Washington to manage
network’s
& WNBW. He succeeds Eugene Juster,
assigned to public affairs dept, in New York. One of first
“presidential announcers,” Smith rose to be manager of

WRC

as director of TV and
His return to Washington as a v.p. is in recognition of the growing scope of
operations there, as v.p. Frank M. (Scoop) Russell pays
more and more attention to RCA matters.

WRC, was

transferred to

became station relations

Approval of

New York
chief.

ABC-UPT merger was

urged by another

voice this week, on eve of Jan. 5 oral argument before
FCC, when Alf Landon wrote to Commission stating “it

that if the merger is not approved, it may
reduce competition instead of maintaining it.” The exgovernor of Kansas and onetime GOP presidential candi-

seems to

date,

me

whose

station holdings include

ABC

affiliate

WREN,

Topeka, said he was writing only because Senators Tobey
and Langer had voiced opposition to merger (Vol. 8:49-50).
He ventured that neither Senator had read a line of the
hearing record and admitted he hadn’t either. “The answer to the monopoly issue,” he said, “lies in the regulaLandon said
tion by the Commission of the networks.”
last
that when he was considering purchase of
summer he was advised that ABC was “pretty sick” and a
poor affiliation unless merger were approved.

WREN

ABC

reports estimated gross billings of $34,391,316
network time in 1952, and estimated
gross of $17,697,140 from TV network time. This compares
with $33,242,182 & $18,297,589, respectively, in 1951.

from

sale of radio

Wisconsin legislature, looking for new revenue
it proposal to tax sellers of TV
$5 per set, owners $1 per set.

New

sources, will have before

B EST GUIDE

TV-radio spending by political parties
campaign, as adduced thus far, is
the $6,062,378.05 figure announced this week by Senate
Subcommittee on Privileges & Elections after its survey of
all stations.
Figure includes preemption costs but not
production costs for individual programs, which subcommittee counsel Paul Cotter said ran “pretty high” in some
cases, and may add $300,000-$500,000 to total.
TV expenditures were $2,951,328.52, radio $3,111,049.53.
Republicans shelled out $1,643,909.61 for TV and
$1,803,825.82 for radio, Democrats $1,303,916.91 for TV
and $1,269,660.28 for radio. Remainder was split among 12
minor parties.
Survey results impressed subcommittee members with
need for higher legal limits on campaign expenditures.
Subcommittee chairman Sen. Hennings (D-Mo.) said that
“the total figure of approximately $6,000,000 was undoubtedly somewhat less than the popular conception of
the costs for television and radio campaigning,” but he
added that “it nevertheless forcefully stresses the need
for a revised uniform election law, which would establish
realistic limitations consistent with the high cost of present-day campaigning.”
to

in recent election

Special House Committee to Investigate Campaign
Expenses was similarly impressed, and in report filed Jan.
3 devoted much space to discussing TV’s high cost and
recommended that campaign spending limits be raised
“substantially,” particularly since increasing

TV

number

of

higher, not lower, TV costs for
political campaigning in future. It flatly rejected suggestions of some witnesses that Federal Govt, subsidize some
campaign costs, including TV expenditures.
stations will

mean

Only 4 applications for new TV stations were filed
FCC this week, bringing to 757 total pending as of
Jan. 3 (294 of them uhf).
Applications were for Pine
Bluff, Ark., Channel 7, by Burnett Estes, Dallas contractor; Meridian, Idaho, Ch. 2, by KDSH, Boise, and group
including Earl Glade, onetime mgr. of KSL, Salt Lake City,
recently mayor of that city, and a bishop of the Mormon
Church; Durham, N. C., Ch. 46, by WTOB, Winston-Salem;
Richmond, Va., Ch. 29, by same WTOB group (who also
amended their Winston-Salem application to ask for uhf
[For
Ch. 26 there instead of previously sought Ch. 12).
further details about these applications, see TV Addenda
15-Y herewith; for listings of all 1952 post-freeze applications, grants, etc., see TV Factbook No. 16, due Jan. 15.]
with

Issues in Lancaster hearing for Channel 8 between

WGAL-TV

and

WLAN

financial qualifications

—

(see p. 5)
(Vol. 8:38).

include:
(2)

(1)

WLAN’s

Multiple owner-

ship balancing 3 stations owned by Steinman interests
against WLAN’s possible one.
(3) Overlap between operation of Steinman’s WDEL-TV, Wilmington, and WLEVTV, Bethlehem (CP), at presently authorized powers and
heights, with WGAL-TV’s proposed operation at 316 kw.
Comr. Sterling again voted against hearing (Vol. 8:38),
pointing out that Commission is responsible for shifting
WGAL-TV from Channel 4 to 8 and for overlap caused by
power-height increases authorized in new standards. Comr.
Merrill concurred in ordering hearing, would have gone
further and investigated overlap which would result if all
3 Steinman stations operated -with maximum facilities.

Only stations without live network service as of Jan.
are those in Albuquerque, Lubbock, El Paso, Spokane,
All others are
South Bend, Colorado Springs, Mobile.
served either by AT&T or their own private relays. Length
1

must wait for service depends upon when
networks order connections from AT&T (and whether
they want them “expedited”) and physical difficulties involved.
South Bend and El Paso are among simplest to
connect, should be hooked up soon.
of time stations
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HEW INDEX, TV FACTBOOK & MAP, AM-FM LOG: During next week or so subscribers to our
various services will be provided with carefully-edited basic documents designed to
enable them to maintain their own ready reference files.
First, there's the Index to
contents of our 1952 Newsletters Supplements, Special Reports, etc., sent herewith
to all subscribers. It is compiled to make it easy for you to look up major events,
trends, facts, dates, etc., as chronicled in Television Digest during the last year.
Use of the 1952 Index presupposes, of course, that you have maintained your
file of Newsletters and other Reports (Vol. 8:l-to-52).
We're now preparing bound
volumes for those who ordered them in advance (at $25 per copy), and we strongly
urge that you have your own files bound locally if facilities are available.
The semi-annual TV Factbook (No. 16) goes into mails week of Jan. 19, and
with each copy will go our 1953 TV Map
We've had a new map built to our specifications, showing all TV cities plus all AT&T and private network facilities
both
existing and proposed. It includes all cities over 10,000 pop ., except in most congested areas, and those communities under 10,000 with applications or CPs. In addition, communities peculiar to the TV allocation plan
Warner
such as Irwin, Pa.
Robins, Ga.
Old Hickory, Term., etc.
are clearly indicated.
You'll be able to keep map up to date if you desire, by simply noting new
stations on air, network routes, etc., as reported.
Each subscriber to our full TV
services gets Factbook with map; extra Factbooks with maps are $3, extra maps $1.
Our 1955 AM-FM Directory logs all U.S., Canadian, Mexican, Cuban and other
North American radio stations now authorized
by states & cities and separately by
frequencies as well as all U.S. applications pending as of Jan. 1, 1953.
It goes
into the mails Jan. 17 to full TV-AM-FM subscribers.
Extra copies are $7.50.
Both the TV Factbook which features a Directory of TV Stations on air or
expected to be in operation during January & February, plus a 48-page Blue Section
listing all post-freeze grants and applications, and the AM-FM Directory will start
new series of Weekly Addenda reporting station applications, grants, changes, etc.,
designed to permit you to have up-to-the-minute logs available at all times.
,
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SEN. TOBEY TRIES TO STALL ABC-UPT MERGER: Senate hearing on ABC-UPT merger is in the
works, apparently
but approval of merger is still expected.
In fact, report was
that Commission met Jan. 6, after oral argument on case, voted to adopt examiner
Leo Resnick's initial decision (Vol. 8:46), with Comr. Hennock dissenting and Comr.
Webster planning to issue separate statement.
It's Sen. Charles Tobe y (R-N.H.), standing almost alone in his opposition,
who wants the investigation. He fired another hot telegram at Commission this week,
warning that his Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee (he'll be chairman) will
conduct hearing on matter of movie-TV tieups in a few weeks, that it will consider
merits of ABC-UPT merger and whether legislation is needed to prevent such mergers.
Despite vehemence of Sen. Tobey who dropped in and heard a few minutes of

—

,
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the argument, many of Tobey's Senatorial colleagues, including some very influential ones, see nothing but good resulting from merger.
But some delay appears inevitable
Even if Tobey doesn't faze Commission,
it will take time, though perhaps no more than couple weeks, for dissents and/or
separate opinions to be written. FCC practice is to hold decisions until dissents
can be issued simultaneously.
.

Oral argument was largely summary of the exhaustive hearing which consumed
Only Miss Hennock had many questions about the merger, reflecting
an entire year.
is
in as serious financial straits as it said it is. She seemed even
doubt that ABC
more dubious about Paramount Pictures Corp. -DuMont control question, seemed convinced former controls latter
contrary to examiner's findings.
Comr. Webster was much concerned over the "transfer" issue
This involved
splitup of old Paramount Pictures Inc. into United Paramount Theatres and Paramount
Pictures Corp., and transfer of stations to the two new organizations. Paramount
claims transfers were "involuntary," didn't require FCC approval. Webster made it
clear he thinks Paramount should have sought Commission approval first.

—

.

TRADE BUOYED BY UHF RECEIVER DEMAND:

"
Uhf is hot 1" That's unanimous verdict of the
and
small,
we met at this week's Chicago marts.
distributors,
large
set makers and
Thanks to hefty promotion jobs by manufacturers & telecasters, uhf already
and even in some vhf areas where uhf stations aren't
has found public acceptance
"You can't sell a set in Conyet on air, customers are insisting on built-in uhf.
necticut unless it has uhf ," sales official of a medium-sized manufacturer told us
despite fact there are no uhf stations on air in that state yet.
Biggest problem in the new uhf areas manufacturers and distributors agreed,
is getting enough sets to satisfy the demand . In areas where new stations are operating on full power, where all the "bugs" have been taken out, local distributors
were full of praise for quality of pictures
A look at the sets displayed in Chicago reveals manufacturers are now taking
Gone are the awkward makeshifts of the early Portland days.
uhf in their stride.
New vhf -uhf sets are neat as a pin, and every brand has its own ingenious approach
Many set makers are now using tuning arrangements
to simplified tuning controls .
entirely different from the ones they offered when uhf first "popped" in September.

—

—
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limited-channel (strips
Controversy still rages over uhf tuning methods
Principal
selling-point
continuous.
used
by proponents of
and "matchboxes") vs.
uhf
stations
being
"as easy to tune as vhf."
strips and matchboxes is simplicity
Manufacturers who use continuous tuning stress fact sets will get all channels.
RCA came out this week with what it considers a compromise between these 2
approaches. Its new turret tuner offered as "optional equipment" ($50) for new RCA
sets, as well as some older models, will accommodate 16 channel "inserts " in any
Tuner operates on fundamental of oscillator frequency,
combination of vhf and uhf.
front of cabinet without removing chassis.
from
installed
be
and inserts may
New tuner will be shipped to distributors equipped with 12 vhf inserts. The
dealers and distributors will be supplied with uhf inserts for all local stations
If more than 4 uhf channels are receivable in any area, RCA will trade uhf inserts
Company says tuners and inserts
for customer's vhf inserts on even-Steven basis.
are now in production. RCA also continues to turn out external converters in three
l-&-2-channel matchboxes and continuous type.
different models
Trend to all-channel tuning appears to be underway. Many manufacturers have
switched from strips to continuous tuners or are offering customer choice of the 2
Admiral is expected to unveil set with continuous uhf tuning soon. And
systems.
but when it will be introduced
Zenith is known to have continuous tuner in works
isn't known, and company is still plugging its strips as vigorously as ever.
DuMont, Capehart and CBS-Columbia are among those which have concentrated on
Hallicraf ters now stresses
strips so far but plan to offer continuous tuning soon
fall.
with
strips
last
On other hand,
all-channel tuning, although it started out

—
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Stewart-Warner which offers both strips and continuous tuner, says its sales so far
favor the strips. Emerson which indicated last fall it would also have continuous
tuner early this year (Vol. 8:42), is still offering strips only.
notably Arvin Crosley
Those which had all-channel tuning from the first
are still using it as their big selling-point.
Fhilco Raytheon Sylvania
,

,

,

—
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11 CPs INCLUDE UHF FOR CHICAGO & HOUSTON: Year's first batch of TV grants totaled
11 (2 vhf ) as FCC continued granting applications as fast as staff can process them .
Week's
Included was first uhf to Chicago plus more uhf for Houston & Pittsburgh .
50 vhf, 136 uhf.
crop brings total post-freeze new station authorizations to 186
,

—

Commission worked back over both Groups A & B to glean most of the grants,
to 183rd.
advancing only 2 cities in Group B
Chicago uhf grant went to Republican Congressman Richard W. Hoffman owner
of 250-w radio station WHFC in Cicero area and publisher of 4 neighborhood newsHe got Channel No. 26, first granted out of the 5 uhf allocated city.
papers.
While Cornell U which operates commercial radio station WHCU, Ithaca, got
Ch. 20 for commercial operation, educational CP for Ch. 14 in Ithaca went to Univerits 7th grant.
Other uhf grants went to :
sity of the State of New York
Stockton, Cal
KSTN, No. 36; Atlantic City, N.J ., Matta Enterprises, No. 52
Pittsburgh, Pa ., WKJF-FM, No. 53 (third)
Houston, Tex ., the UHF
(second for city)
Television Co., No. 23, and KNUZ No. 39 (second & third, first having been educaWKOW, No. 27.
tional grant for Channel 8) Madison, Wis
Lester L. Cox and Springfield NewsThe vhf grants went to Springfield, Mo
papers Inc. (KGBX) No. 3; and Hutchinson, Kan ., Hutchinson TV Inc., No. 12. Springfield grant was close, barely squeaked through. By 4-3 vote, FCC granted CP with
condition 19.6% stockholder Lester L. Cox drop his 1% interest and directorship in
Comrs. Webster, Hennock &
KWTO, Springfield, removing that vestige of "duopoly".
Merrill wanted "further inquiry". Cox is son of Lester E. Cox who owns 49% of KWTO
and has interests in KCMO, Kansas City and KOAM, Pittsburg, Kan.
The elder Cox is
also a curator of U of Missouri, itself a TV applicant for Columbia.
Part owners
of Hutchinson grantee are John P. & Sidney F. Harris, who have interests in KBUR,
Burlington, Iowa, and KFBI, Wichita.
Houston's UHF Television Co. comprises oilme n R.L. Wheelock, W.L. Pickens &
H.H. Coffield, original stockholders (who later withdrew) in KPHO-TV, Phoenix, Ariz.
They sold KEYL to Storer interests in 1951 (Vol. 7:30,41)
and in KEYL, San Antonio.
applicants
for TV in Dallas, Corpus Christi and New Orleans.
and are now also
Madison situation is particularly interesting. Both WKOW and WISC had been
applicants for Channel 27; two others were competing for city's sole vhf channel.
No. 3.
WISC has court appeal pending, seeking to force FCC to make No. 3 non-comRecently, the Channel 3 contestants merged into single application, premercial.
sumably could have been granted. But WISC then amended to No. 3, tying up that
channel but leaving WKOW free for grant.
see TV Addenda 16-A herewith; for complete data on
r For further details
these and all other applications, see TV Factbook No. 16 to be published Jan. 19.]
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STARTERS NOW MAKING HASTE MORE SLOWLY: New-station grantees seem less inclined
not only because deliveries of transmitnow to hasten day of getting on the air
ters and associated equipment have been slow, particularly uhf, but because they're
hearing that some of the quick starter s have run into technical troubles
"Bugs"
usually are cleared up in time, but advice of the equipment makers and consulting
engineers alike continues to be, " Better to be slower and surer ."
To the 17 newcomers going on air up to Jan. 1 none was added up to Jan. 10
but at least 4 more will be added week of Jan. 12
3 uhf, one vhf.
Youngstown's
WJTV, Jackson, Miss
WKBN -TV (Ch. 27) and WFMJ-TV (Ch. 73)
(Ch. 25) and Tucson's
vhf KOPO-TV (Ch. 13) look like the next.

—

.

—

;

,
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WKBN-TV started picture patterns without sound Jan. 6 at 5:27 a.m., but only
sporadically; filterplexer arrives next week for full tests. WFMJ-TV also with RCA
Both should be carrying sight-&-sound tests
equipment, also awaits filterplexer.
,

- 4 -

before another week has passed, commercials by Jan. 20. WJTV got its transmitter
this week, was poised for tests Jan. 10 or 11, commercial debut Jan. 15.
Both built-in uhf sets and converters are selling like the proverbial hot
cakes in Youngstown area, reports WFMJ-TV's Len Nassman. Vhf fringe reception from
Cleveland (65 mi.) & Pittsburgh (67 mi.) is poor, so local service, especially network, is eagerly awaited.
Microwave relays from Cleveland will bring in network programs starting with inauguration in Washington Jan. 20. Nassman estimates 20,000 TVs
will be equipped to bring in uhf by time both stations go on air.
Cowboy star Gene Autry’s KOPO-TV, Tucson managed by veteran radio broadcaster E.S. (Mitty) Mittendorf, began testing DuMont equipment this week, but regular daily schedule of 6-7 hours of test patterns start Jan. 15 will continue to
Feb. 1, which is still commercial debut date.
RCA and GE uhf and vhf shipments this week and in next few weeks (detailed
on p. 8, along with other reports on upcoming new stations) augur several more new
"
Imminent" vhf starters are still KXLY-TV, Spokane
starters before end of month.
and WALA-TV, Mobile and uhf WEEK-TV, Peoria should get going by end of month.
,

,

,

,

,
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*

*
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One that came up this week was
There may be a few more surprise starters
Dec.
Granted
its
RCA
WABI-TV, Bangor, Me
(Ch. 5).
equipment arrived Jan. 9 and
31,
antenna was due to be in place Jan. 13. Film camera is on hand. Housing atop Copeland Hill, 5.5 mi. from center of town, will be completed in 2 weeks.
So Jan. 51
has been set as starting date for what it claims will be first post-freeze station
Manager is Murray Carpenter, half owner with ex-Gov. Horace Hilin New England.
Network is CBS-TV national rep is Hollingbery.
dreth, now president of Bucknell U.
.

.

;

ENGINEERS BREATHING 'LIFE' INTO KINES: Kinescope recordings approaching the quality
result of long, painstaking research and developof live shows are now a reality
ment by the 4 TV networks and equipment firms.
Long the bane of the televiewer TV recordings
under certain controlled
are now considered "acceptable " in same sense as radio transcriptions.
conditions
Tremendous strides in improvement of kine quality have been made in past year
and
nobody doubts future advancements will further narrow the gap between live shows,
TV films and filmed "TV transcriptions" to point of virtual imperceptibility.
The startling advances being made in development of magnetic tape and other
non-film TV recording techniques (Vol. 9:1) haven't deterred the industry's engineers from pushing vast improvements in film transcriptions. Most of them feel
but the immediate need
kines some day will be obsoleted by all-electronic system
for better reproduction is so pressing that improvement of film recording techniques
And it's still going ahead full steam.
is anything but a lost cause.
Principal beneficiaries of steady improvement in kines are stations, present
and future, without network interconnections, for whom TV recordings and films are
principal fare. Also looking on with extreme interest are stations in the Far West,
which get most of top evening network shows via "transcribed" re-runs, as in radio.
The quite spectacular progress of the kine has come about by unspectacular
engineers gradually chipping away at shortcomings of TV transcriptions and
means
improving contrast, resolution, sound, uniformity . Network and equipment engineers
constantly redesigning both recording and
are attacking problem from both ends
playback equipment. Unfortunately, playback equipment in most TV stations today is
inadequate to bring out best in today's improved kines. DuMont s 16mm flying spot
scanner (Vol. 8:14,41) and other innovations in film-showing equipment, when they
come on the market, should go long way toward remedying situation.
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Quality of new kines was demonstrate d quite graphically last month, when
strike of technicians in Detroit forced cancellation of 2 NBC-TV Dinah Shore shows
which were due to originate from WWJ-TV. Network substituted 35mm kines of same
shows, recorded and played back with new "electronic recording" equipment and techniques, still in developmental stage. Result:
"When we substitute a film for a live show, our switchboard usually lights

up like a Christmas tree," said NBC production v.p. Fred Wile.
"But we didn't get
a single call after the first show, and after the second there was only one
from
a man who wanted to know whether it was live or filmed."

—

NBC's "electronic recording" system has been developed over several years
by improving kine recording and playback equipment all along the line. NBC and the
other networks have found 35mm gives best results for network re-runs, and can be
reduced to 16mm for playing by individual stations without noticeable loss of qualNBC has used 35mm "electronic recording" for West Coast re-runs of some shows
ity.
for about year. What network's experimentation has proved so far, says Mr. Wile,
warily, is: "Under certain controlled conditions you can get a very good result."
CBS, too, has co m pletely redesigned recording and playback equipment in New
York and Hollywood studios. Results have been good enough to prompt engineering
"Under ideal conditions, a large percentage of viewers
v.p. Wm. Lodge to opine
difference
between a TV recording and a live program."
the
wouldn't know
:

*

*

*

*

—

previously developed for
Among CBS's innovations is use of "crispener "
In use for the last 3 months, it sharpens
in its recording equipment.
color TV
demarcation between blacks and whites, increasing apparent resolution. Playback
again in Mr. Lodge's own
equipment has been completely redesigned, to point that
difference
now
can't
tell
the
person
between
average
a good film, made
"the
words
live
performance."
and
a
especially for TV,
"
Tremendous improvement ", is how research director Thomas T. Goldsmith describes new transcription units being installed in DuMont Network's new studios in
These new recorders use 7-in. monitor tubes with special blue phosphors
New York.
Built-in oscilloscope shows video waveform at all times, takto improve contrast.
out of monitoring TV recordings and making possible greater
guesswork
of
ing much
according to Dr. Goldsmith.
reproduction,
uniformity in
On playback end, DuMont is hurrying toward volume output of its flying spot
scanner, and plans to show production model at Los Angeles NARTB convention April
28-May 1. Dr. Goldsmith says combination of new recording equipment and film scanner should produce transcriptions "approaching the quality of live studio fare."
Ma.jor improvements in recording techniques have stemmed from "the ability to
New
exercise more constant product control," says ABC engineering v.p. Frank Marx
35mm kines now being used by ABC, in both negative and positive form, are "vast improvement for network showing," he says. He believes most important improvement in
TV film reproduction will be commercial production of 16mm flying spot scanner.

—
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Personal Notes:

John

J.

KPHO & KPHO-TV,

terest in

lishing Co., is

moving back

his time to acquiring

TV

who

Mullins,

recently sold in-

Phoenix, to Meredith Puband plans to devote

to Tulsa

stations

.

.

Walter

.

J. Stiles,

con-

new KOPO-TV,

sulting engineer, now chief engineer of
Tucson, Ariz., plans also to continue consulting practice
William F. Brooks, ex-NBC v.p., elected exec, v.p.,
Allied Public Relations Associates Inc., 1625 I St. NW,
Henry T. Hede promoted to administrative
Washington
Warren Morasst, to ABC v.p.-treas. Nicholas Priaulx
ton, ex-WOR, Crosley, Branham and Katz, joins ABC-TV
Edward Kletter has resigned as DuMont
sales dept.
sales promotion director to set up own ad agency, handling
Serutan account; joining him as v.p. is Norman Livingston,
ex-WOR sales chief, recently with Roy S. Durstine Inc.
William Fall succeeds Hugh L. Kibbey as program
.
director, WFBM-TV, Indianapolis
Lester Dana succeeds Robert Evans as program director, WSPD-TV,
Toledo
A1 Schrott, mgr. of WJAC-TV, Johnstown,
elected treasurer of Johnstown Tribune Publishing Co.,
parent company; he continues as WJAC-TV mgr.
Art
Nevins named film director of WLWT, Cincinnati, succeeding Russ Landers, now film director of KECA-TV, Los
Angeles
Herb Bachman. ex-ABC-TV & Headley-Reed,
succeeds Frank Schiro as director of sales promotion &
.
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BC EXECUTIVE

realignments underline determina-

tion to get back to “two-fisted, hard-selling era of
Niles Trammell [and] points up unspoken belief of the

top brass at

RCA

that the time for expensive experimenta-

and the period of shrewd operations geared
for bigger net returns is definitely here.”
Thus does
Joseph Csida, editor of Billboard and onetime RCA executive, who usually knows the score with respect to that
company better than most, size up recent shakeup that
brought Frank H. White in as president to succeed Joseph
H. McConnell, resigned (Vol. 9:1). White was chosen
over 3 others considered (v.p.’s Pat Weaver, Ed Madden,
Joe Heffernan) as “the most experienced and perhaps most
tion is past,

coldly practical in all facets of the business,” says Csida.
Gen. Sarnoff, as chairman of both
& NBC, “will

RCA

Variety, while RCA
president Frank Folsom “will similarly channel greater
direct supervision over RCA Victor operations.”
Variety
reveals McConnell’s NBC salary was $140,000 plus car and

more

directly operate

NBC,” says

town apartment, says he quit not only for more money
and stock consideration but also “his wife’s desire to keep
him more in one location rather than having the peripatetic duties of a constantly moving super salesman.”

.

KPIX, San Francisco.

WOR

Henry B. Lockwood, 53, mgr. of
studios and a noted radio amateur, died Jan.

3.

recording

2

6

NTI-TRUST

A

indictment against
turned by Federal grand jury
paper and its
& WDAF-TV
Act in “dissemination of news and

Kansas City Star,

re-

accuses newsof violating Sherman
advertising in metropolitan Kansas City.” Justice Dept, is filing suit against
newspaper and its president Roy A. Roberts and treasurer Emil A. Sees to enjoin continuation of alleged viola„

Jan.

6,

WDAF

and

tions

is

requesting court, under Communications Act

E DUCATIONAL

TV

York State Jan.

advanced another step

in

New

6 following fox'ceful presentation of

board of x-egents plan for 10-station U of State of New
York netwox-k in first of 3 hearings called by N. Y. State
Tempox-ax-y Commission on Educational TV (Vol. 9:1). At
conclusion of Buffalo hearing, one Commission member-,
who declined use of his name, said he was favorably impressed with plan and believed that went for other mem-

of 1934, to revoke station licenses.

bers as well.

Pressed by regime of outgoing Attorney General McGranery, charges drew immediate retort from Roberts,
one of earliest Eisenhower supportex-s, implying political
motives, published in big ads in Washington and New York
newspapers. Political aspects were fui'ther emphasized in
Senate speech Jan. 9 by Sen. Carlson (R-Kan.), who called
suit a “vindictive” and “punitive” move by Px-esident Truman because of newspaper’s anti-corruption campaign.
Meanwhile, newspaper entered innocence pleas to all
charges Jan. 9, got 60 days to file motions attacking the

Hearing was max-ked by surprising accord as one witness after another implored Commission to urge speedy

indictments.

Among

was

accusations

allegation that “special dis-

counts for advei'tising in defendants’ newspapers have been
offered to those who have advei'tised on defendants’ radio
station and that advertisers not using defendants’ newspapers have been denied access to the Star’s TV station.”
Regarding TV-radio properties, Roberts states:

“The Government seeks

to

have the Star divest

itself

of both its radio and television stations although Congress
has repeatedly x-efused to pass legislation conferring such
powers. The Star went on the air for the first time in

1922, among the first 5 radio stations in the United States,
long before there was even a station in New York foxWe pioneered in this field because we felt it
instance.
e took a
was an opportunity to serve our community.
We were one of the first 5
financial beating for years.
stations that constituted the original NBC network, being
the westernmost outpost at the time. The Government on
radio complains of a rate practice prevailing in years only
Not until now
1933 to 1937, long since abandoned.
weeks before the end of the Truman Administration has
any governmental agency challenged our conduct of radio.

W

—

“The Government seeks
of its television station,

tunity

was open to any
when we

television field

to

have the Star divest

WDAF-TV.

—

itself

The same oppor-

other applicants to go into the
The facts are losses then

The joint project of NBC-TV and Life Magawhich will invest $100,000 and lend several researchers, shows originally were to be confined to owned-&operated stations but have spread to affiliates, which are
cities.

zine,

pro-rating production costs. City-by-city series, available
for local sponsorship, will be presented each Wed. 10:30-11
presents Life in
p.m., beginning Jan. 14, when
Cleveland, followed by Life in Washington from

WNBK

WNBW.

TV-radio broadcasts of Congressional hearings would
specifically be permitted under x-esolution (H.Res. 21) introduced by Rep. Patrick J. Hillings (R-Gal.); Chaix-man
Velde (R-Ill.) already has announced he’ll permit teleties

some hearings

Committee.

nel, Buffalo U chancellor, said: “WBEN-TV has cooperated generously and effectively with educational institutions in the presentation of educational programs.
We

propose to continue this collaboration and cooperation
after the educational non-commercial station has been
established,”
Cooperation of WBEN-TV was also cited
by Dr. Benjamin C. Willis, Buffalo supt. of schools, and
Dr. Harvey M. Rice, president, Buffalo State Teachers
College.

Only opposition came from Charles A. Suchan, x-epresenting Tonawanda Business & Civic Assn., who said he
favored educational TV but was opposed to spending tax
money for it at present. Further opposition is expected
at New York City heax-ing Jan. 14 and at Albany Jan. 21.
Other educational TV developments this week: (1)
Massachusetts Gov. Herter urged legislatux-e to grant
8100,000 for study of statewide educational TV netwox-k
in advance of appropriations for other state functions.
(2) Walter W. Finke, Minneapolis industrialist and civic
leader, appointed chaix-man, Minnesota Committee on Educational TV.
(3) North Carolina Gov. Umstead said in
inaugural address Jan. 8 he would appoint educational

TV

commission shox-tly, probably to be headed by North
Carolina U president Gordon Gray. (4) State educational
meetings scheduled Jan. 12 in Richmond & Baton Rouge.

of his

a

AM

Independent
station WMGM, New York, owned
by Loew’s Inc. and operating with 50 kw on 1050 kc, nxay
be sold to

its

manager Bertram Lebhar

Jr. for $2,000,-

payable $500,000 down and $150,000 per year for
next 10 years. Loew’s, parent of big MGM, Hollywood
producer, thus would sever last ties with radio ownership.
Though it made several passes at TV acquisitions, notably
of Los Axxgeies KLAC-TV, it has never been identified
with TV opex-ations.
was formex-ly known as
WHN, was managed for many years by ex-FCC secretary
Herbert Petty, has reputation of being big earner-. Trade
stories of impendiixg sale evidently were premature, and
deal hasn’t yet been closed, for Loew’s issued statement
Jan. 9 saying Lebhar has “indicated interest” in buying
but no definite px-oposition is before boax-d yet.
000,

WMGM

h

“Operations Americana” will be title of new weekly
coast-to-coast NBC-TV series of 30-min. locally-originated
programs to show progress being made in various Ameri-

vising of

Board of Regents this week received CP, its
seventh, for uhf Channel 14 in Ithaca (see p. 3 & TV
Addenda 16-A herewith; for other grants, see Vol. 8:44).
Answering charges that proposed network would compete with commex-cial stations, Dr. T. Raymond McConcants.

did.

being suffered by television were so terrific, everyone hesiThe Star believed Kansas City
tated to take the risk.
was entitled to television service and chose to pioneer this
new service as it had in radio, and expected to take terrific
losses. Fortunately, it turned out the other way. Goodness
knows, the outgoing Administration certainly wouldn’t
have given the Star any preference or favors on a license
if there had been anybody else ready to take the risk.”

can

$4,000,000 appx-opriation from legislature to put px'ogram
June 2, when FCC may consider making
unused reserved channels available to commercial appliinto effect before

House Un-American

Activi-

Preview of mass education via TV was afforded this
in Baltimore, where strike of janitors closed 107

week

public schools for 3 days.

TV

WAAM, WBAL-TV & WMAR-

donated free time to teachers selected by board of
education to give regular classroom instructioix to some
80,000 pupils, who reported to school each mox-ning to get
TV “progx-am schedules” of their classes and turn in homework from previous day’s telecasts. Limited number withall

out access to set were invited to form studio audience.
Experiment was pronounced success by supt. of schools

William H. Lemmel.

ieSecasisng N@i6S:

Heavy

buying by new-station
grantees, many before they hit the air, is reported by the
film syndicators, with result that starting stations generally can operate full evening hours even if they’re noninterconnected. Most will go on full-day schedules much
earlier than their predecessors could
Timebuying on
new stations is reported good generally with national
reps doing thriving business.
Murray Carpenter’s new
WABI-TV, Bangor, Me. (C’n. 5), due on air Jan. 31, is case
in point; first post-freeze outlet in New England, it’s getting plenty of advance billings from Boston as well as from
TV distributors-dealers and other local sponsors
Republic’s determination to market its old films to TV, despite
protests from exhibitors, again demonstrated this week by
film

.

.

.

—

.

.

third deal involving big block of feature pictures

time 156 sold to
of 119 to KTTV

.

—this

KRON-TV, San Francisco, following sale
& KTLA, Los Angeles (Vol. 9:1) and 104

WCBS-TV, New York

(Vol. 8:51-52)
Tempest over
Kaufman’s allegedly irreverent remark about
overdoing Silent Night on TV-radio (Vol. 9:1) during
holiday season abated quickly and CBS, showing unusual
spunk for ever-fearful networks, is letting him resume his
place on This Is Show Business panel as of Jan. 24, when
it moves to Sat. 9-9:30; Lucky Strike is dropping Sun.
to

George

.

.

.

S.

—

7:30-8 sponsorship. CBS said letters supporting Kaufman
Blame for Kaufman
exceeded those criticizing him
incident is placed on sponsor in Jan. 7 editorial in Washington Post, partner with CBS in ownership of WTOPTV, which says “sponsor ordered that Mr. Kaufman be
cast into the outer darkness” and states CBS “severed”
sponsor’s contract. “Sponsor control of program content
.

“One
J.

Nagle,

.

.

of the greatest surprises of 1952,” writes James
New York Times business expert, “was the al-

most negligible effect of TV as an advertising medium on
the revenues and circulations of printed media. All such
types of media showed gains [and] a number of new pubNetwork radio showed a
lications even entered the field.
The
decline, but spot and local radio held their volume.
answer seemed to lie in the fact that TV sponsors were
using mostly new money, rather than cutting into their
budgets for other media. "Whether this trend will continue this year when 75 new stations are expected to be
The high cost of programs rebuilt is problematical.
Magazine Advertising
mains TV’s biggest headache.”
Bureau also observes that network TV budgets are largely
“extra money” and notes rising number of dropouts among
TV advertisers. MAB estimates advertising revenues of
magazines at $550,000,000 in 1952 vs. $511,000,000 in 1951.
Thirty top agencies in TV-radio billings aggregated
$448,900,000, of which $266,000,000 went to TV, $182,900,000 to radio, according to Broadcasting Magazine sur-

vey published Jan. 5. Details on each agency, including
accounts and TV-radio’s percentum of each agency’s overall billings (ranging up to 60%) are published.
Top 10 (in
millions)

:

BBDO,

$26.5

TV &

$13.5

radio;

Young &

&

$12; Benton & Bowles, $19.5 & $10.5;
Biow, $19.5 & $10.5; Wm. Esty, $18 & $10; J. Walter
Thompson, $13.5 & $13.5; Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, $8.5

Rubicam, $24

&

$17.5; McCann-Erickson, $16.3 & $8.7; Foote, Cone
Belding, $10 & $10; Leo Burnett, $9 & $9.

&

NBC

Both CBS &
will show radio billings, not yet released, considerably lower for 1952 than for 1951.
But
both

ABC & MBS are up, latter claiming best gain in
MBS reports 1952 radio time sales totaled $21,004,up 17% from $17,900,958 in 1951. ABC has reported

radio.

976,

1952 radio billings of $34,391,316 vs. $33,242,181 in 1951.
B
Joyce O’Hara, 59, executive v.p. of Motion Picture
Assn, of America, long associated with its president Eric
Johnston, died of heart attack in his New York hotel Jan. 9.

has been the blight of radio,” newspaper asserts. “If TV
is to be spared this blight, the broadcasters will have to
regain an authority over programs which they never should
have relinquished”
Coronation films may be shown on
U. S. networks as early as 7 :30 p.m. Coronation Day, June
2, as result of trans-Atlantic air race between ABC, CBS
& NBC, each of which has chartered special plane in effort
to be first with the films; DuMont’s plans incomplete, but
spokesmen said it would be in the race, too
Pooled networks will carry both sections of Inaugural Ball from
Washington on sustaining basis night of Jan. 20; committee insisted telecasts not be sponsored, but before-&-after
plugs will give just about same impact
Toronto’s
CBLT has reduced base hourly rate from $1600 to $750,
1-min. from $320 to $225, 20-sec. from $240 to $150, 8-sec.
from $120 to $75; Montreal’s CBFT has reduced hour from
$750 to $375, 1-min. from $150 to $100, 20-sec. from $112.50
to $75, 8-sec. from $56.25 to $37.50. Both CBC stations are
now affiliated with all U. S. networks
First U. S. commercial show going to CBC stations, via kines pending
completion of microwave relays, is Studio One, sponsored
by Canadian Westinghouse, at same Mon. 10-11 p.m. time
as on CBS-TV
Promoting uhf, new WKNX-TV, Saginaw, Mich. (Ch. 57), due on air in March, will run closed
circuits at local TV Exposition Jan. 13-16, will give door
prizes of receivers and antennas
Required reading for
commercial staffs: “How to get the most out of farm
radio and TV” in Dec. 29 Sponsor Magazine comprehensive survey with case examples
First birthday of NBCTV’s Today, 7-9 a.m. weekday show, is Jan. 14 and it’s
carried in 40 cities.
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HsfwOi k Accounts: Ford Motor Co. will sponsor oneshow June 15 simultaneously on NBC-TV and
CBS-TV to mark 50th anniversary. Program will be reshot 2-hour

corded and adapted for radio, but format and other details aren’t definite yet
Ainana Refrigeration Inc.
.

.

.

(home freezers) buys 4:15-4:30 segment of Kate Smith

Show on NBV-TV,

starting Feb. 19, Thu. 4-5 p.m., thru
Marshall
General Electric will substitute
filmed drama series on CBS-TV, starting Feb. 1, during
8- week transcontinental tour of Fred Waring Show, Sun.
9- 9:30 p.m., but latter will originate 2 live programs from
Los Angeles and Kansas City while on tour
General
Foods Corp. (Maxwell House Coffee & Gaines Dog Food)
buys Red Buttons Show to replace Life with Luigi cn
CBS-TV, starting Jan. 5, Mon. 9:30-10 p.m., thru Benton
& Bowles
Eastco Inc. (Clearasil) buys one-shot 5-min.
segment Jan. 19 of There's One in Every Family on CBSTV, Mon. -Sat. 11-11:30 a.m., thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
Jay Jackson as of Jan. 2 became m.c. of Twenty Questions, sponsored by Curads & Clorets on DuMont, Fri. 1010:30 p.m., replacing Bill Slater
Sweets Co. of America

&

Maury, Lee

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Inc. (Tootsie Rolls)

.

.

.

.

expands Tootsie Hippodrome from 15-

min. to half-hour, starting Feb. 1, on ABC-TV, Sun. noon12:30 p.m.; agency is Moselle & Eisen
Early morning
news show Today on NBC-TV, weekdays 7-9 a.m., enters
its second year Jan. 14 with these new sponsors added this
week: Kleenex, thru Foote, Cone & Belding; Buick, thru
Kudner; C. H. Masland & Sons (rugs & carpets), thru
Anderson & Cairns; Willvs-Overland, thru Canady, Ewell
& Thurber; International Silver Co., thru Young & Rubicam; Avco (Bendix Home Appliances Div.), thru Earle
Ludgin; Anson Inc. (jewelry), thru Grey Adv.; Jerclaydon
Inc. (Glamorene rug cleaner), thru Ruthrauff & Ryan.
.

.

.

a

NARTB

membership

aimed at raising memberover present 107 TV stations, 1033 AM, 368 FM,
4 TV and 2 radio networks, started Jan. 5 and will run until
Feb. 28, through committees in 17 district under super-

ship

drive,

28%

vision of station relations director

Wm.

T. Stubblefield.

8
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HIPMENTS

of transmitters provide fairly reliable
guides to possibility of getting on air and this week

—

Faust-Larry Israel (ex-WDTV) group;

WTVQ

the Ronald

Woodyard group.

recapitulate what several more major manufacturers have reported as they step up production tempo.
Taking uhf first, RCA shipped its seventh 1-kw trans-

WTVU, Scranton, Pa. (Ch. 73), expects to have GE
transmitter in operation by March 1, has appointed Donald Cooke Inc. as national rep.

mitter Jan. 8 to WJTV, Jackson, Miss. (Ch. 25) and indicated next will go, probably next week, to WAFB-TV,

equipment

we can

Baton Rouge (Ch. 28) and WROV-TV, Roanoke (Ch. 27).
Beyond that it won’t make any commitments yet, except
to stick by prediction of 7 or 8 per month output shortly.
ships second 100-watt job to WEEK-TV, Peoria
(Ch. 43), on Jan. 13, to be followed by 12-kw amplifier in
April. Then follows 12-kw to WHUM-TV, Reading (Ch.
that, GE
61) about Jan. 15-20, first of that power. After
(Ch.
Mass.
Springfield,
WWLP,
to
12-kw
second
will ship

GE

Rest of schedule calls for:
Holyoke, Mass. (Ch. 55), 100-watt early
WGBIin February, followed by 12-kw amplifier March 6;
WAFB-TV,
to
week,
next
probably
cated next will go,
Reading (Ch. 33), 100-watt in mid-March, followed by
12-kw end of May; WPAG-TV, Ann Arbor, Mich. (Ch. 20),
61), Feb. 17.

WHYN-TV,

100-watt mid-February, followed by 1-kw in mid-summer;
KBMT, Beaumont, Tex. (Ch. 31), 100-watt in mid-Febru100ary, 12-kw later; WOSH-TV, Oshkosh, Wis. (Ch. 48),
watt in April; WILK-TV, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. (Ch. 34),
10012-kw end of April; WTVS, Gadsden, Ala. (Ch. 21),
May.
watt in April; KPIK, Los Angeles (Ch. 22), 12-kw in
Already delivered by RCA are these vhf transmitters
soon to go into operation:

WALA-TV,

KXLY-TV, Spokane (Ch. 4),
WABI-TV, Bangor, Me. (Ch.

Mobile, (Ch. 10);

About to be
S. D. (Ch. 11).
5); KELO-TV, Sioux Falls,
and KVOA(Ch.
Falls
Wichita
3)
delivered are KFDX-TV,
(Ch.
4).
Tucson
TV,
Tex.
GE’s vhf deliveries include KFDA-TV, Amarillo,
Altoona, Pa. (Ch.
(Ch. 10), shipped Dec. 29; WFBG-TV,
City, la. (Ch. 9), due
10), shipped Jan. 6; KVTV, Sioux
Jan, 26; KGUL,
Jan. 16; KTNT-TV, Tacoma (Ch. 11), due

Galveston (Ch. 11), due Feb. 13.
Latest DuMont and Federal shipments were reported
on p. 7, Vol 8:52.
*

*

*

*

In our continuing survey of upcoming new stations,
vhf—besides
this week’s crop of reports include only 3
KELO-TV, Sioux Falls, S. D.
those reported on p. 3.
Feb. 1
(Ch. 11), said it won’t make previously promised
appointment
date, but won’t be long thereafter, announced
of O. L. Taylor as national sales representative.
KNOE-TV, Monroe, La. (Ch. 8), will order equipment
owner.
next week, reports ex-Lt. Gov. James A. Noe,
H-R
is April 1.
target
and
Jan.
begins
10,
Construction
Representatives Inc. will be national rep.
KUHT, Houston (Ch. 8), U. of Houston’s non-comnow
mercial educational outlet, has its Federal equipment,
April
has target date of April 20, may test on or before
Houston Independent School District, originally co1.
for
grantee, will use and defray costs of allotted time
local public school telecasts.
*

*

*

*

the uhf grantees, long-delayed WHUM-TV,
Reading, Pa. (Ch. 61), first due to get 12-kw GE transnow
mitter in about 2 weeks, with its 1000-ft. tower up,
the
reports: “Now that the waveguide problem is solved,

Among

transmitter and antenna which have been under test at
GE plant in Syracuse will be shipped to the WHUM-TV
transmitter site in the very near future.” Waveguide’s
Station ought to
installation will require about 7 days.
get on air by Feb. 1.
Both Pittsburgh uhf grantees now indicate mid-sum(Ch. 16) reporting it
mer as their target dates—

WENS

July or August,
expects to be ready
having previously said August.
in

WENS

WTVQ
is

(Ch. 47)

the Donovan

WNLC-TV, New

London, Conn.

(Ch.

26),

reports

will be ordered within next 2 weeks, construc-

tion plans completed within 6 weeks, target July.
national sales rep has yet been selected.

No

KHTV, Baton Rouge, La. (Ch. 40), hopes for late fall
starting date, according to John E. English, partner, who
is

an attorney

in Erie, Pa.

and also has interest

in

TV

application for Erie.

KAFY-TV,

Bakersfield, Cal. (Ch. 29), begins construc-

week of new home for TV plant, hopes to get
by latter March or early April, reports manager

tion next

on air

Naum Healy. Forjoe & Co. will be national sales rep.
KTVW, Wichita Falls, Tex. (Ch. 22), using RCA equipment throughout, now has May target, reports W. Erie
president, White’s Auto Stores, grantee.
Call
(changed from requested KWTV) were issued by
FCC this week. Paul N. Goode is acting mgr., William
D. Buford development engineer.

White,
letters

*

*

*

*

WITV, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. (Ch. 17), one of earliest
grantees (July 30, 1952), has ordered DuMont 5-kw transmitter, is negotiating for higher tower than the 548-ft.
granted by FCC and so hasn’t fixed starting time yet.
This week, is was announced that Comdr. Mortimer W.
Loewi, asst, to Allen B. DuMont, has bought 25% interest in WITV as an investment, in partnership with L. C.
Judd, local realtor; George W. English, chairman of local
First National Bank; E. J. Richardson, builder. Comdr.
Loewi and son Bob recently acquired 10-acre tract in
Hallandale, between Miami and Ft. Lauderdale, for restaurant and cottage resort named “Out of This World”
which opened Jan.

3.

WTVO, Rockford, 111. (Ch. 39), being built by the
brothers Elmer & Harry Balaban, of the noted Chicago
theatre family, in partnership with the Dubinsky theatre
family of Rockford, completes new transmitter house on
Meridian Rd., 2 mi. west of city, on Jan. 16, begins erection of 650-ft. Ideco tower in February, gets its RCA
transmitter Feb. 1, is contemplating interim antenna so
as to start operating in February, even before big tower
It will be in full
is up, reports president Harry Balaban.
oper-ation by March, he stated. Weed & Co. will be national rep.
55

First 100-watt uhf transmitter in use— and GE’s first
uhf transmitter is producing good results for WKAB-TV,
Mobile (Channel 48), judging from early reports. Al-

—

though station still is using temporary transmission line
and GE hasn’t yet begun field tests, there have been reports of good reception on built-in antennas in city and
satisfactory signals as far as 40 miles or more from transStation went on air Dec. 29 (Vol. 9:1), is schedmitter.

uled to go to high power in spring with 12-kw amplifier.

To avert shortage of TV receiving and auto radio
antennas, NPA this week removed the 2 products from its
Electronics Div. director Richlist of civilian type items.
ards W. Cotton said this action should pave way for larger
rations of

aluminum

rials allotments are

antenna makers, since their mateno longer tied to the amount they

to

used during base period (last half 1949 or

first

half 1950).

In Battle Creek call letter fight, WBCK-TV is protesting to FCC the assignment of WBKZ-TV to Booth Radio &
WBCK-TV claims
there.
Television which has no
confusion over call letters “will create a situation at variance with the principles of fair competition.”

AM

"

CHICAGO MARTS SHOW TV TREND IS UP: Look for moderate price increases concentration
and, above all, a banner business year ahead which
on 21-in production and sales
might see as many as 7,500,000 TV receivers sold.
Those were the major conclusions we gathered from close observation of the
bustling winter furniture marts in Chicago this week, traditional time for TV manufacturers to show new wares along with those of other makers of household goods.
No alternative to another wave of price boosts
slightly higher than those
of last fall, was frankly foreseen by Dan D. Halpin DuMont gen. sales mgr., so long
Sales executives of other firms
as production and labor costs continue to mount.
were quick to echo Halpin' s prognosis, but none wanted to be quoted and none seemed
willing to be the first to make a major price break. Caution reigned at first marts
since OPS lifted price ceilings on TV-radio receivers (Vol. 8:35).
Relatively few brand-new lines were shown most set makers preferring merely
Many are rendering lip
to "sweeten" last summer's lines with a few new models.
service, at least, to the one-line-a-year policy which seems to be gaining foothold.
detailed reports on new models & prices see Topics & Trends, p. 10.]
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There was plenty of activity in the TV booths, but all motion wasn't selling
by any means. Actual buying was at minimum most places, since order-taking usually
comes at company conventions and in hotel suites.
As usual, sales officials spent
considerable time in booths of competitors
checking prices, styling, etc.
But optimism prevailed no matter where you went
and everybody joined in
the industry's perennial guessing game about how many sets would be made and sold in
Most optimistic was Hallicraf ters Wm. J. Halligan, forecasting 7,500,000
1953.
In
public statements. Motorola's Bob Galvin and Westinghouse s Tod Sloan said 6,500,000
to 7,000,000; GE's W.R.G. Baker 6,500,000 to possibly "equal to 1950's" 7,325,000;
Philco's Wm. Balderston 6,500,000; Dr. Allen B. DuMont 6,000,000-6,500,000; RCA's
Joe Elliott
6,250,000; Andrea's Frank A.D. Andrea 6, 000, 000 International Resistance Co.'s Harry A. Ehle at least 6,000,000.
At Philco's Boca Raton convention President Balderston said his company's
doubled plant capacity gives it "an opportunity to sell more than 1,000,000 TV sets
DuMont's Halpin spoke of 300% increase in TV volume first half 1953 over
in 1953."
CBS-Columbia announced $8,000,000 worth of orders on books for
same period 1952.
So it went everywhere, with a common refrain among jubilant manufirst 3 months.
facturers that they were " out of inventory
Only some unforeseen contingency such as worsening of Korean situation or
more hullabaloo over color, could upset their calculations, they said.
That 1953 will be year of the 21-in
almost to exclusion of other sizes,
save 17-in. for price and 27-in. for exploitation
also seems evident from reports
of the tubemakers and opinion of the sales folk. Latter are convinced 21-in. is the
ideal size for those buying first sets as well as for replacements.
Heydey of 21in. could well extend through 1954, despite hopes for 24-in. (Vol. 8:49).

—
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Statistical year ended Jan. 2 with 6,092.128 TVs and 9,558,011 radios produced, according to preliminary RTMA figures.
TV factory inventories as of Jan. 2
were put at 104,809 radio inventories 190,269
both quite low. Radio output for
year: 3,721,712 home sets, 1,448,213 portables, 1,754,309 clock, 2,635,277 auto.

—

,

Figures are subject to adjustments and final official counts will shortly
For the record, it showed 90,608 TVs (5153 private label)
be made known by RTMA.
produced week ended Dec. 26, and 93,009 (4750 private) week ended Jan. 2.
,
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TV

Trade: Some new models,
models, some restyling of furniture

Trends

of

re-

—

finements of old
rather that full new lines dominated TV offerings at
Chicago’s Furniture and Merchandise Marts this week. As
we looked over the 1953 lines, as exhibited at the marts
and in hotel suites, the conclusion was inescapable that
“new lines” was a misnomer for all but a few companies.
Practically none had full complements of new models, replacing old; if anything really was new, it was the pro-

—

vision for converting to uhf (see story, p. 2).
Nearest to full new lines seemed to be those of

RCA

and Philco, as already reported (Vol. 8:50-51 & 9:1), and
even these had quite a few carryovers. Also, this week,
Hallicrafters, Bendix and Stewart-Warner claimed brand
new lines rather than merely a few new models.
Admiral seized occasion in Chicago shows to point
with pride, in page ad in Jan. 7 Retailing Daily, to its oneline-per-year policy, advocated so strongly last year by
NARDA. It invited comparisons of “so-called ‘new’ TV
lines” with its 13 basic models introduced last August (Vol.
Admiral convention in Chicago’s Conrad Hilton
8:33).
Hotel, Jan. 22-24, will be devoted mainly to white goods,
will

add only one

mahogany

21-in.

table model, tentatively

priced at $230.
*

*

*

*

Tables— 17-in. brown leatherplastic $250
ette $200 & $250; 20-in. mahogany & blonde
mahogany
open-face
21-in.
Consoles—
$300.
brown
& $310,
$330 & $390, blonde $350 & $410, full-door mahogany $400
& $460; 27-in. open-face mahogany $595, blonde $625.

new

Hallicrafters’

line:

—

new line: Tables 17-in. mahogany $200 &
mahogany $260 & $300, blonde $310. Consoles
-17-in. mahogany $280; 21-in. open-face mahogany $290
& $380, blonde $390, half-door mahogany $420, blonde
27-in. full$440, full-door mahogany $450, blonde $470;
21-in.
Combinations
$750.
blonde
&
door mahogany
mahogany & blonde $595.
Stewart-Warner’s new line: 21-in. tables leatherette
$370;
$200 & $230, mahogany $280 & $350, blonde $300 &
&
$390
$370,
mahogany
$330,
consoles
21-in. open-face
27-in. open-face mahogany con$440;
$390
&
blonde
$420,
Bendix’s

$250; 21-in.

—

—

sole $500.
*

*

*

console $700.

CBS-Columbia’s 5 new models: Tables, 17-in. mahogany & ebony $190, 21-in. $220; consoles, 21-in. half-door

mahogany

$400, full-door $460; 27-in. open-face

mahogany

$680.

Crosley’s

new model:

21-in. full-door

mahogany

con-

models: 21-in. full-door mahogany

Magnavox’s 2 new
console $435, French provincial $445; half -door mahogany,
oak & walnut $495 & $575.

new models:

21-in. open-face

mahogany

console $320, limed oak $330; full-door mahogany $370,
limed oak $390, silver-fox $400; mahogany combination
$520, limed oak $530.

new models:

mahogany

table $280;

console $300

&

17-in.

21-in.

mahogany

table $230;

open-face

mahogany

$320, blonde $320.
:

Raytheon’s new model: 17-in. black leatherette table

brown & maroon

new models: 17-in. mahogany table $230,
mahogany console $340, blonde

$350.

Sparton’s 3 new models: 21-in. mahogany table $390,
blonde $400; 21-in. open-face mahogany console $440,
blonde $450; full-door mahogany console $460.
*

*

*

*

Serious shortage of picture tubes in 1953 was forecast
this week by L. S. Thees, gen. sales mgr., RCA tube dept.
Anticipated manufacture of 6,250,000 new TV sets plus
renewal demand for 3,750,000 CR tubes will place severe
strain on production facilities, he said. “The shortage will
be even more serious,” he added, “unless the usual pracis

abandoned

summer months

production during the

tice of curtailing

in favor of a steady, full-production load,

scheduled on a 12-month basis.” He predicted that after
midyear, demand will surge far beyond tube industry’s
ability to produce. He estimated more than 70% of 1953’s
TV sets will use tubes 20-in. or larger. “Aside from the
fact that the production cycle is longer for these large
tubes,” he stated, “the industry’s existing manufacturing
facilities are not yet geared to produce these types in
quantities required to meet the demand.”
Distributor Notes: Admiral appoints Robert I. Howard
& gen. mgr. of its N. Y. distributor; Don Jacobs gen.
sales mgr.; Gay B. New operations mgr.; Jack Somber
TV-radio supervisor . . . DuMont names Midwest-Timv.p.

merman

Des Moines
CBS-Columbia appoints
Supply Co., Middletown, N. Y.
Emerson
distributor, Emerson-Long Island Inc., announces resignation of Richard B. Dreazen as sales mgr.
Raytheon appoints Contractors Heating & Supply Co., Denver
Motorola distributor, Motorola-New York Inc., names Milt
Allenson adv. & sales promotion mgr.
Co.,

.

.

.

Certified

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

daily as

new

TV

servicemen

is

stations go on air, says

.

.

growing more acute
Frank J. Moch, presi-

& Electronic Service
Assns. Industry’s 55,000 qualified servicemen, he warns,
are nearly 25,000 short of national demand. He is urging Veterans Administration to establish training courses
to build up adequate labor pool.
dent, National Alliance of Television

New

is being offered by RCA Service
mast and new low-loss transmission line, for
installed.
Uhf-only antennas range from bow tie

vhf-uhf antenna

Co., including

$24.95,
at $29.95 installed to corner reflector at $42.50; vhf-uhf
is $7.95.

Granco Products Inc. is new company organized to
manufacture and distribute uhf converter’s and uhf measuring instruments, with offices and 10,000-sq. ft. plant at
36-17 20th Ave.,

RCA

Long Island

City, N. Y.

plans factory in Spain to produce phonographs,

TV sets, arrangements having been
completed this week with Gabriel Soria, president of Industria Electronica S.A., whereby RCA will put up half
of $500,000 for 322,000-sq.

National Electronics Mfg. Co. (Natalie Kalmus) 21fullin. open-face mahogany console $360, limed oak $370,
door limed oak combination $700.

$200,

Sentinel’s 3

21-in. $270; 21-in. open-face

records and eventually

Motorola’s 3
21-in.

Pathe’s 3 new models: 21-in. mahogany table $280;
open-face mahogany console $350; full-door mahogany &
blonde $400.

indoor antenna

sole $390, blonde $400.

Majestic’s 3

%

Shortage of

*

Capehart-Farnsworth’s 4 new models: 21-in. mahogany
mahogany console
table $270, blonde $280; 21-in. half -door
27-in. full-door
$430, full-door French provincial $475;

mahogany

new models: 17-in. mahogany table $200,
$250; 17-in. open-face mahogany console $250 &
doors $350, full-door $370; 17-in. full-door mahog$300,
any combination $400, 21-in. $460.
Olympic’s 7

21-in.

$220.

ft.

Madrid plant

to be

com-

pleted by mid-1953.

Philco

is

building

new

$4,000,000 plant at Connersville,

by 50%, double home
have 340,000-sq. ft., will employ 3000

Ind., to increase refrigerator capacity

freezer output;
at capacity.

it

will

Trade Personals:

Dempster McIntosh,

since 1943 presi-

dent of Philco International, has resigned to open own export office at 149 Broadway, New York; he continues with
Philco as consultant. Successor will be Sydney Capell, v.p.
& general manager of Philco’s Canadian operations for
Donald S. Parris named acting dilast 17 years
rector, NPA Electronics Div., effective Jan. 10, succeeding
Richards W. Cotton, who returns to post of asst, to
Philco president Wm. Balderston but retains chairmanship
W. W. Watts
of NPA Electronics Production Board
Jr., RCA engineering products v.p., sails with Mrs. Watts
Jan. 23 on Queen Mary for 6 weeks’ business trip in
Europe
Gerald W. Davis, ex-Bureau of Standards and
Raytheon, leaves NPA Electronics Div. Jan. 15 to join
Signal Corps engineering & technical div., Washington,
Robert E. Cassatt, onetime sales
as electronics engineer
promotion mgr., GE receiver div., recently FeddersQuigan adv. mgr., named sales mgr. of Fedders refrigeration appliances div., succeeding Frank Mitchell, resigned
Robert L. Anderson, ex-ABC central div. research
.
mgr., named mgr. of Admiral’s newly formed market &
research dept.; Joseph R. Gransee named asst, to adv. diBernard Hecht, Little Silver,
rector Seymour Mintz
N. J., ex-RCA and International Resistance, has become
management consultant specializing in quality control
Frank Loring, ex-Hallicrafters mgr. of distributor relations, named DuMont north central regional mgr., Chicago
Howard C. Handwerg, ex-Motorola auto radio merchandising mgr., named asst. gen. sales mgr., Ampro
E. G. Denham resigns as Capehart-Farnsworth
Corp.
Washington sales mgr., replaced by James D. Walker,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Roger F. Long promoted to
mgr.
equipment tube sales, central region, ChiR. Edwin Gray, Dallas district mgr. for Stromcago
berg-Carlson, placed in charge of new sales office for
Leonard A.
sound div., serving 8 southern states
Rooney named Raytheon communication equipment sales
Eugene C. White appointed to new position of
mgr.
Fred Favor resigns
industrial specialist, GE tube dept.
Fred A. Mann
as DuMont asst, sales promotion mgr.
resigns as sales mgr. National Electronics Mfg. Co. (NatWm. Tozer named national service
alie Kalmus TV)
mgr., Martin Hodsoll field service mgr., Canadian Admiral
J. Kneeland Nunan elected sales v.p., Consolidated Engineering Corp., Pasadena, and executive v.p. of its subWm. Marsh designated
sidiary CEC Instruments Inc.

ex-New York
sales mgr.,
.

.

sales

.

.

.

GE

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Blair Foulds, commercial engineering director, pro-

moted

spurious

was launched when

radiation

problem

all-industry meeting,

by RTMA in New York’s Biltmore Hotel Jan. 9,
heard this statement by Dr. W. R. G. Baker, director of
engineering dept.:
“Manufacturing costs may be increased as spurious
radiation is reduced, but this industry has a job to do and
we will do it to the best of our ability.”
These three “Task Committees,” with their chairmen,
were formed: Receivers, J. A. Chittick, RCA; transmitcalled

GE;

coordination, Donald G. Fink,
to develop necessary technical
data and to set timetables for reducing radiation. Third
ters,

J.

Philco.

E. Keister,

Job of

first

two

is

coordinate work of the other two with JTAC, IRE and
FCC, and disseminate information.
Steady progress in reducing spurious radiations was
is to

RTMA

reported by chairmen of various
committees, but
Dr. Baker stated that “a complete solution to the problems
has not yet been achieved.”

a

to v.p. of General Precision Lab.

Another peak-level year is foreseen for the electrical
manufacturing industry, matching or exceeding its $12
billion volume of 1951 & 1952, according to year-end report
by W. J. Donald, managing director, and A. J. Nesti, chief
statistician, of the National Electrical Manufacturers
Assn. Devoted largely to heavy duty apparatus, report
show's electrical appliances, which dropped from factory
value of $4 billion in 1950 to $3.3 billion in 1951 and $3
billion in 1952, are

Hearing aid manufacturers have been quick to capitalize on commercial production of transistors, announced
by Raytheon early last month (Vol. 8:49). Hard on heels
of last week’s disclosure that Sonotone is now selling hearing aid with one transistor and 2 tubes (Vol. 9:1) comes
announcement of completely transistorized hearing aid by
Maico Co. It uses 3 transistors, no tubes, substitutes tiny
25-30tf “energy capsule” (life, 75 hours) for both “A” and
“B” batteries. Maico president Leland A. Watson estimates efficiency of hearing aid has been boosted 100 times
by transistors, complete unit weighing 2% oz. He said
Maico will be able to turn out “several thousand hearing
aids monthly within 6 months.” It’s as yet unpriced, but
will cost “well above $200,” says Mr. Watson.

Admiral revealed existence of own research laboratory
at Palo Alto, Cal., near Stanford U. in cryptic announce-

ment

this week, said it has “more than 20 engineers working on various phases of color TV and other electronics
developments.” Director is Robert M. Jones, ex-Admiral
chief engineer. On further inquiry, Admiral says nothing
more, except that lab has been in secret operation over
2 years with Jones in charge. Also this week Arvin reported it has color TV generator in operation at Columbus,

Ind. plant, testing color receivers, one having 49 tubes.

IRE board

.

RCA

Service Co. district representative for leases of
Teleprompter in N. Y., headquartering at 155 E. 24th St.
as

.

(Vol. 9:1)

.

.

.

b

.

.

.

.

LL-OUT ATTACK on

A

expected to rise to $3.5 billion in 1953.

Picture tube phosphors have become $3,000,000-a-year
enterprise in past 6 years as TV screen sizes grow larger,
reports Dec. 27 Chemical Week. Article reports that TV
industry uses 15-20,000 pounds of phosphors per month at
$15 a pound, that requirements of color are likely to bring
even further expansion.

officers

appointed, at Jan. 7 meeting, these 1953

and directors: Haraden Pratt, telecommunications

advisor to the President, reappointed secretary (10th
year); W. R. G. Baker, GE v.p., treasurer (3rd year);
Alfred N. Goldsmith, consulting engineer, editor, post he
has held since founding of IRE in 1912; directors, Ralph
D. Bennett, U. S. Naval Ordnance Lab; Wm. R. Hewlett,

Hewlett-Packard Co.; Arthur V. Loughren, Hazeltine.
Furniture industry, which is closely allied with TVshow record sales volume of about
$3.4 billion for 1952, as against $3.35 billion in 1951, said
Gen. Lawrence H. Whiting, president of American Furniture Mart. He reports retail stores ran about 5% ahead
in annual sales volume in 1952 (spurted to 10% in December) and that wholesalers ran even with 1952.
radio, will probably

Motorola Communications & Electronics Inc. is name
new wholly owned subsidiary formed to distribute products made by Motorola’s communications & electronics
of

div.
No changes in present field sales personnel are contemplated, said president Paul Galvin.

Cinema Engineering

Co.,

Burbank, Cal. manufacturer

has purchased Eaton O’Neill Co.
plant in Terre Haute, Ind., will occupy it next summer for
record manufacturing.

of electronics and motion picture equipment, has broken
ground for new 18,000-sq. ft. plant at 1100 Chestnut St.

TV-radio-appliances comprised 25% of Western Auto
Supply Co.’s 1952 sales volume of $170,000,000.

20,000-sq. ft. plant of

Columbia Records

Inc.

Philco radios and refrigerators

run

is

Amron

now being made

in

Ltd., Herzlia, Israel;

500 radios per month, to be increased to 1500.

new
first

12 -
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OLLEGE FOOTBALL TV

“controls” in 1953 were approved, as expected, by National Collegiate Athletic
Assn, at Washington convention this week by 172-13 vote
but determined opposition by U of Pennsylvania, Notre
Dame and DuMont Network may force slight modifications
from 1952’s strict limitations.

—

NCAA’s TV committee

didn’t

make

detailed recom-

mendations for convention adoption. Instead, it advised
that new committee be established for 1953 to hold hearings and devise football TV program.
But it’s almost
assured that next fall’s program will follow closely along
lines of last fall’s
one network game per week and no
team appearing more than once on TV. Only modification
may be provision for some regional football telecasts to
supplement network “game-of-the-week.”
Convention didn’t even consider U of Pennsylvania’s
proposal that each college be permitted to make its own
TV arrangements and contribute one-third of TV receipts
to fund for aid to colleges considered “hurt” by telecasts

—

(Vol. 8:46).

Most delegates placidly accepted TV committee recommendations, but possibility of private or govt, anti-trust
action against NCAA still exists. TV committee chairman
Robert Hall of Yale advised membership to watch results
of govt.’s anti-trust suit against National Professional
Football League, and DuMont Network gen. mgr. Chris
J. Witting released statement that “court action may be
a product of persistence in thwarting the public interest.”
Subscription TV was aired briefly before delegates,
who heard Telemeter’s Paul McNamara, Skiatron’s James
Landis and Phonevision’s Ted Leitzell describe each system. TV committee’s report noted that subscription TV
“will be of vast importance in the future.”

More accurate technical rules are sought by FCC in
proposed rule-making covering TV stations issued this
week as Doc. 10370 (Notice 53-14) and Doc. 10369 (Notice
53-13).
First ties down method of determining height
above average terrain, specifying that the 8 radials must
start with true north and describing how radials over
bodies of water or foreign territory are to be treated.
Second proposal seeks to get more consistency into conversion of powers from “dbk” to kilowatts and would
make mandatory a special showing on coverage for unusual terrain conditions. Several other changes, mostly
minor, are included. Also issued was a final “blue pencil”
order making minor editorial changes in definitions, etc.
and FM changes are included in week’s proVarious
Comments on proposed changes will be accepted
posals.
until Feb. 9. Copies of documents may be obtained from
Commission, or we’ll get them for you.

AM

Located 359 miles from Ft. Worth, 392 from El Paso,
Lubbock’s KDUB-TV (Ch. 13), which went on air Nov. 13,
boasted 12,252 sets-in-use within 60-mi. service range (pop.
Befoi’e
317,700) as of Jan. 1, according to new survey.
station got on air, local dealers had sold 3500 sets; they’re
now selling 1000 per week, survey shows. NBC-TV Research “census,” showing low Dec. 1 figure (Vol. 9:1),
apparently was due to failure of San Antonio, Amarillo
and other major distributors, non-local, to report movement of sets into Lubbock.

Power increases for 5 New York stations were granted
week by FCC which also granted boosts to 6 others
The New York sta(see TV Addenda 16-A herewith).

this

tions are

WJZ-TV, WCBS-TV, WNBT, WPIX, WOR-TV

—and WOR-TV hiked

to 88 kw immediately, using amplihas been testing.
and
haven’t yet
requested increases. From San Francisco, KPIX reports
it expects to achieve 100 kw with new GE 35-kw amplifier
“within the next few weeks.”
fier it

WABD

WATV

WMBD

Peoria’s
Inc., if proposed new ownership that
includes mgr. Charles C. Caley and WKZO-TV operator
John E. Fetzer is approved by FCC, will supersede TV
application of Peoria Broadcasting Co., present

WMBD

Channel No.

This is most noteworthy of
week’s 8 TV applications, because
once held CP
for vhf Channel 8 but gave it up. Of week’s applications,
6 are for vhf, 2 for uhf, bringing total pending ot 747 (280
uhf). Other vhf applications came from St. Louis, No. 11,
by Koplar family, hotel owners; Hattiesburg, Miss., No. 9,
by group headed by Dorsey Newman, Birmingham; Salt
Lake City, No. 2, by Salt Lake Tribune Publishing Co.
(KALL) Salt Lake City, No. 2, by Frank Carman & Grant
Wrathall; Ogden, Utah, No. 9, by KVOG. Uhf applications were for Miami, No. 33, by Sherwood Gordon, local
businessman, et al.; Corona, Cal., Ch. 52, by
(Arthur Croghan). [For further details about these applications, see TV Addenda 16-A herewith; for complete
listing of all post-freeze applications, grants, etc., see
TV Factbook No. 16, due off presses Jan. 19.]
licensee, for

8.

WMBD

;

KOWL

Honolulu TV station KONA (Radio Honolulu Ltd.),
which went on air Dec. 17, 1952 as 11th post-freeze station,
offering for public sale 30,000 shares of Class “A” nonvoting common stock at $10 par, through A. H. Rice &
Co. Ltd., 227 S. King St., Honolulu. Purpose of issue, as
explained in prospectus dated Jan. 2, is “to pay for construction costs, purchase of equipment, engineering fees,
and to provide working capital.” Prospectus lists station’s
capitalization at $422,820, including the $300,000 from sale
of current offering.
Total assets are listed as $672,918,
Company expects to show net operatliabilities $219,615.
ing income of $39,500 before taxes after first full year of
operations, on basis of anticipated $315,000 in time sales
and expenses and depreciation totaling $260,000. Present
plant represents investment of $77,420 in cash, about $350,000 in credit, says prospectus. President is Walter H.
is

Dillingham, real estate broker.

FCC

seeks $8,000,000 for fiscal 1954, or $1,591,540

more than was appropriated for it last year, in budget sent
to Congress this week by President Truman.
Figures

mean much, of
own

course, since President Eisenhower
budget, possibly by April. The increase, budget says, is to handle workload of processing TV
applications and to strengthen radio-monitoring and enLast year, Commission received
forcement activities.
extra $300,000 for TV processing, largely through efforts
of Sen. Johnson (D-Colo.), chairman of Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee. Commission’s argument for
more funds is as good as ever, since its augmented corps
of examiners and TV staff are still too small. As situation stands, many applications face several years’ wait before their hearings can be scheduled.
don’t

will compile his

TV-radio editors of the country, polled by Radio
Daily, picked this telecasting
ported Jan. 7: man of year,

“Who’s

Who

of ’52,” re-

Bishop Sheen, DuMont;
woman, Lucille Ball, CBS; dramatic show, Robert Montgomery Presents, NBC; comedy show, 7 Love Lucy, CBS;
variety, Show of Shows, NBC; musical, Fred Waring,
CBS; commentator, John Cameron Swayze, NBC; documentary, Victory at Sea, NBC; quiz, What’s My Line?,
CBS; sportscaster, Mel Allen, NBC; children’s, Kukla,
Fran & Ollie; song hit, Wish You Were Here, ASCAP.

FCC’s unpopular proposal for marking and lighting of
guy wires of high TV towers (Vol. 8:46,50-51) seemed
headed for scrapheap this week as CAA deputy administrator F. B. Lee added his objection to those of TV-radio
industries.
Mr. Lee urged deletion of guy
wire clauses from proposed new standax-ds for tower light-

and tower

ing and marking because specifications “have never been
fully tested in the field.”
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No. 16— BIGGEST & BEST: It s with pride we feel is pardonable that we
send you, who are subscribers to our full TV services, your copies of the 16th edition of our semi-annual TV Factbook whose 268 pages, carrying advertising for first
It's just
time, make it by far the most ambitious single job we've yet undertaken.
direcbasic
twice the size of last July's edition, and in it you will find all the
tories of preceding editions, brought up-to-date, plus such new data as a listing
of all post-freeze new stations authorized to Jan. 3, 1953, showing which are on
the air and when the rest expect to start new TV-radio set & percent-of-household
estimates; directories of community TV projects and theatre-TV installations, allocation tables with priority lists revised to date, etc.
TV Factbook No. 16 also tabulates all 748 applications pending as of Jan. 3
this 48-p. section to be kept current with our weekly Addenda or "Blue Sheets".
Main Directory of TV Stations shows personnel, facilities and rates of the 125 U.
the 2 Canadian and one Mexican border stations on the air Jan. 3, plus the 19 others
due to begin operating in January & February, along with rate cards of networks and
data on all Mexican, Cuban and South American TV stations.
A 34x22-in. wall map in color goes with each Factbook.
It's entirely new,
and shows present TV cities, all U.S. cities with more than 10,000 population, routes
of all actual and projected coaxial-microwave network interconnections.
subscribers are urged to place orders now for their copies
[ Newsletter-only
of the Factbook, at $3 each; extra maps are available at $1 each.]
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3 MORE GO ON AIR-U.S. TOTAL NOW 128: Year's first new stations to begin operating
KOPO-TV, Tucson (Ch. 13)
WALA-TV, Mobile (Ch. 10)
WKBN-TV, Youngstown (Channel 27)
So these can be added to your log of stations now in commercial operation
making
128 in the U.S., plus 2 in Canada, one on the Mexican border.
First of Youngstown's 2 uhf outlets (rival WFMJ-TV on Ch. 73 is due to start
momentarily, too), WKBN-TV tested its first picture transmission Jan. 6, added sound
Jan. 11 and began commercial programming with newscast that day at 4:15 and kine of
"Omnibus". It's now operating 5:30-9:30 p.m. daily with programs, 11-12 & 2-5:30 on
Next week, it expects to have AT&T relay ready for CBS networking.
test patterns.
Gene Autry's KOPO-TV first of 2 vhf in that thriving Arizona town (other,
KVOA-TV on Ch. 4, due very soon), began test patterns "at the 13th second of the
13th minute of the 13th hour on Jan. 13 on Channel 13," according to telegram from
Its commercial debut date is still Feb. 1.
technical chief Walter Stiles.
Bill Pape's WALA-TV, Mobile where uhf WKAB-TV (Ch. 28) got started Dec. 29,
started after-midnight tests Jan. 10, continued that way several days, then plunged
right into commercial schedules Jan. 14 at 6 p.m. It's now operating Mon.-Fri. 5-11
p.m.. Sat. & Sun. noon-11 p.m. It's to be basic NBC-TV, gets kines also from others.
reports on upcoming new stations & transmitter deliveries, see p. 5.]
[ For
:
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CPs INCLUDE 7 VHF, 3 BIG-CITY UHF:
FCC's TV "construction permit machine " is truly
in high gear
rolling out 11 more grants this week.
This makes 40 in last 4 weeks
alone, 197 since end of freeze .
Surprisingly, 7 of this week's group are vhf the
explanation is that they came mostly from wide-open West where vhf is relatively
plentiful.
Big-city uhf grants included CPs for Louisville, St. Louis, Dallas.
11

—

;

The vhf grants : Boise
Ida
KGEM, No. 9 (second to city); Rochester, Minn .,
KROC, No. 10; Columbia, Mo ., U of Missouri, No. 8; Billings Mont .
Rudman-Hayut in TV
Co., No. 8; Butte, Mont ., KOPR, No. 4; Great Falls, Mont ., KFBB, No. 5; Fargo N.D .
WDAY, No. 6.
The uhf grants
Salinas, Cal ., Salinas-Monterey TV Co., No. 28;
Louisville Ky. , WLOU, No. 41 (second)
St. Louis, Mo
Broadcast House Inc., No.
UHF Television Co., No. 23.
36; Dallas Tex
.

,

,

,

,

,
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;

,

.
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Several multiple applicants did nicely in this week's grants. Engineer
Grant Wrathall is 16.75% owner of Butte grantee, 50% partner in Salinas organization.
Oilman M.B. Rudman holds CPs for Galveston as well as half of Billings grantee.
Dallas organization comprises oilmen R.L. Wheelock, W.L. Pickens & H.H. Coffield
who received Houston CP just last week (Vol. 9:2). All these principals have additional applications pending (see pp. 105-152, TV Factbook 16).
U of Missouri once argued for partial commercialization of educational channels during allocations hearing. After FCC turned that idea down, university asked
for commercial channel, got it this week after KMMO withdrew competing application.
Others are Cornell and
It's the third educational institution with commercial CP.
Michigan State. A curator of U of Missouri is Lester E. Cox, who holds interests
in TV applicants KCMO, Kansas City, and KOAM, Pittsburg, Kan.
,

BIGGEST MARKETS & THE MOST TVs: Just 8 of "The 162 Most Important Markets
have as many as 9 out of 10 of their homes equipped with TV sets
of the U. S
but
it's an exceptional major market without considerably more than 50% "saturation".
That's one of the striking facts adduced from report bearing above title
and prepared by big J. Walter Thompson Co ad agency, as released for first time in
our TV Factbook No. 16 of Jan. 15, 1953, just off the presses.
These "most important markets ," as delineated by JWT researchers headed by
Carroll Hudders, who compiled the report under direction of media v.p. George Dibert,
do not purport to be TV station service areas, which generally enjoy considerably
wider coverage radius. But the value of the tabulation becomes readily apparent to
TV station operators, timebuyers and receiver manufacturers because it shows
(1) Estimated number of households in each of the 162 markets as of Jan. 1,
1953; (2) estimated number of TV receiver s same date; (3) ratio of TV receivers to
households; (4) percentage of U.S. total TVs represented in each market.

THE

162

—

11

.

.

:

Only 76 markets had TV stations in operation as of Jan. 1, but 73 are included among the 8 "A ", 35 "B ", 72 "C " & 47 "D" markets that comprise the 162 total.
They repreThese 162 embrace 17,418,060 TV homes representing 65.8% saturation
sent 82.9% of all the TV homes in the U.S.
Here's the TV score for the 8 "A" markets in their order of rank: New York
3,341,525 TVs in 3,950,412 households, or 84.6% saturation of all households in the
counties designated; Chicago 1,360,778 TVs in 1,687,628 homes (80.6%); Los Angeles
1,197,895 TVs in 1,578,216 homes (75.9%) Philadelphia 945,318 TVs in 1,070,992
homes (88.3%) Detroit 609,026 TVs in 888,275 homes (68.6%) Boston 654,522 TVs in
San Francisco-Oakland 396,075 TVs in 774,680 homes (51.1%)
821,778 homes (79.6%)
Pittsburgh 461,138 TVs in 638,865 homes (72.2%).
.

,

,

,

,

,
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;

,

;

,
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;

;
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So goes the tabulation down to the 162nd market . These top 8, however, represent an average of 78.4% of homes with TVs, constitute 42.6% of all 21,000,000 TV
sets estimated to be in use in the United States as of Jan. 1, 1953.
*

10th,

*

*

*

In the "90% saturation" bracket are these 8 markets, according to ranking:
Cleveland 40th, Rochester 42nd, Dayton 44th, Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton
;

;

;

;

3

Oddly, neither the
47th, Toledo 73rd, Wilmington 75th, Reading 84th, Trenton .
Allentown area, Reading nor Trenton has a station of its own as yet, so their televiewing is to other cities. Allentown & Reading figures seem inordinately high.
There are some markets pushing 90% so closely as to be worth note: New York
Philadelphia
88.3%; and 12th ranking Baltimore 86 5% 14th, Buffalo 85.4%
84.6%;
15th, Cincinnati 85.4% 31st, Indianapolis 88.6% 55rd, New Haven-Waterbury 86.3%
35th, Albany-Troy-Schenectady 86.4% 37th, Columbus 84.9% 50th, Omaha 88.5% 53rd,
Syracuse 87.1% 55th, Richmond 84.2% 90th, York 88% 128th, Atlantic City 82.1% .
;

;

;

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

For detailed breakdowns for all 162 markets, including definitions of areas
covered by the study, see pp. 262-266 of TV Factbook No. 16.

WSM -TV's BOOSTER

TESTS ENCOURAGING: Enthusiastic first report on, booster TV station
experiments filed with FCC this week by John H. (Jack) DeWitt, president of WSM- TV,
looking to "clusters of
Nashville, is bound to encourage more such experiments
satellites" that might widen coverage range of "parent" stations. By same token,
success could very well increase apprehension of community antenna system operators.
WSM-TV was granted CP July 15, 1952 for experimental 5-10 watt booster to
67 miles away operating on Channel 4, same as
be located at Lawrenceburg, Tenn.
On Oct. 17, station was ready to go, but it
"parent" WSM-TV (Vol. 7:50; 8:29,50).
wasn't until Jan. 1 of this year that full-scale tests during daytime were possible.
Conclusions ? "Without question," report says, "the booster does the expected job of providing a good signal to all the residents of the town. Within the
city of Lawrenceburg, a highly acceptable picture can be received using the built-in
antenna, which comes as a part of most sets, or the simple 'rabbit ears' antennas.
"
It is felt that apparatus development is reasonably complete.
The system
is
remarkably
satisfactorily
and
stable...
It
is
felt
operating
that
this system
is
can be used as a prototype for similar installations in other locations where the
terrain may be the same or quite different in character."
DeWitt doesn't claim that more study isn't needed. He's asking for a 90-day
such as matter of reception in fringe
extension to look into many more problems
area of the booster, where signal level from WSM-TV and booster are equal.
,

—

,

,

—

Principal development problem was antennas -- receiving and transmitting.
Theory of booster is to minimize co-channel interference between WSM-TV and booster
by having latter emit vertically polarized waves. DeWitt found there is very little
experience of others to go on in designing antennas with both high f ront-to-back
ratios and "pure" polarization characteristics.
WSM-TV 's signal varying as much as 20 db at
Another problem is fading
This also adds to problem of reception in booster's fringe area.
that distance.

—

*

*

*

*

DeWitt's analysis of community antennas and satellites is particularly interesting. Though some community systems "are undoubtedly giving satisfactory service," he says, there's a connection fee of $100 or more plus the monthly charge.
Furthermore, maintenance of system "is comparable with maintenance of a good telephone system." And there are unresolved problems of program copyright and ownership.
Satellites appear quite attractive report says, except that they require
although this drawback applies only to towns large
additional spectrum space
enough to support their own TV stations.
Several advantages of boosters are listed, including: (1) Require no additional spectrum space.
(2) Eliminate elaborate and hazardous receiving antennas.
(4) Produce negligible amount of inter(3) Low installation and operation costs.
ference.
(5) Retain program responsibility in FCC licensees' hands.
Comparing costs report says that there are 275 sets in Lawrenceburg, each
If each home in to wn had a set, inof which uses antenna costing at least $100.
vestment in antennas would total at least $175,000.
In WSM-TV 's original application, cost of booster was estimated at $5288, and operation was to be unattended.

—

,
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BATTLE SHAPING UP

IN THEATRE-TV HEARING: Offer of partnership with theatre-TV folk
by Western Union should be one of most interesting angles of theatre-TV hearing,
scheduled to resume Jan. 26
and possibly destined to drag well into springtime.
Hearing shapes up as battle between AT&T
which will argue that common
carriers can do best job of providing wideband theatre-TV service
and the Motion
Picture Assn & National Exhibitors Theatre TV Committee which want special microwave frequencies exclusively allocated for transmission of programs to theatres.
Standing on sidelines
but ready to jump into the fray if anyone steps on
their toes
will be the 4 TV networks NARTB and the various industrial radio
services in fields such as petroleum, aeronautics, motor transport. Principal interest of these groups is to make sure theatre folk don't cast eyes at any frequencies now assigned to them or potentially useful to them.
That's how theatre-TV hearings loo k on basis of advance summaries of testimony and exhibits filed with FCC this week, and pre-hearing conference Jan. 16.
Western Union's role in hearing is significant. A pioneer in development
and use of microwaves, company is smarting under its complete freeze-out from TV
upheld last October by FCC's 3-2 decision refusing
networking at hands of AT&T
WU permission to interconnect with AT&T's facilities (Vol. 8:42). Handicapped by
lack of finances, WU looks to tieup with theatre-TV interests as good way to get
Its statements in hearing will make clear that as
into potentially vast n ew field.
and that no matter how
a common carrier it is in no way bound to AT&T's views
FCC rules in theatre-TV case, theatre folk and Western Union can get together.
Arrangements would be "economically attractive " to both parties, according
to testimony prepared by Western Union v.p. H. P. Corwith who gives these alternatives: (1) If FCC rules common carriers should provide theatre-TV service, WU could
supply facilities on long-term use basis.
(2) If FCC rules frequencies should be
allocated outside common carrier band, "the theatre-TV interests probably could set
up a limited common carrier to supply such service and Western Union could enter into
an agreement to build and operate the system."
(3) If FCC decides to license special frequencies to theatre-TV, WU could build and operate system for theatre folk.
Western Union petitioned Commission Jan. 16 to include in hearing the question of interconnection between common carriers supplying theatre-TV service.
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AT&T's top engineering and legal talent will be at hearing to dispute the
charges by theatre interests that common carriers can't accommodate wideband (10-mc)
transmission, that they'd be too expensive and that AT&T's other commitments make
construction of new facilities too indefinite . AT&T will describe "tests to determine suitability of existing Bell System facilities to provide 10-mc. transmission,"
and will assert that its facilities can meet all requirements specified by theatreTV engineers at technical phase of hearings last November (Vol. 8:43-44).
A s to cost of system AT&T's preliminary estimate for New York-Washington
intercity link to provide 3 simultaneous programs to 9 cities is $4,400,000 for conTheatre-TV proponents will present
struction, $1,050,000 annually for operation.
figure
for
roughly
their
comparable intercity system
and
cost
data
of
volumes
3
annual
operation.
construction,
000-$771
000
for
$733
is $3,326,000
RCA's Dr. George Beers is expected
Q uestion of bandwidth may come up again
to argue that 10-mc band isn't needed, that 8-mc can provide necessary resolution.
,
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Imposing array of "name" witnesses will be presented by theatre folk to outline necessity and uses for theatre TV, including Metropolitan Opera manager Rudolph
Bing theatrical producers Gilbert Miller and S. M. Chartok MPAA president Eric
Johnston Collier's sports editor Tom Meany 20th Century-Fox's Spyros Skouras
Hearing is likely to be quite lengthy although direct testimony probably
more than 15 hearing days. Amount of time spent in cross-examination
consume
won't
and question of how many days a week the Commission can devote to
and rebuttal
But at pre-hearing conv/ill determine how long it will last.
en banc proceeding
down
prepared
to
settle
for long siege.
ference it was evident all parties are
,

,

.
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,
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PEEDIER

augur early starts
few more new stations and the word from
that, by beginning of February, it expects to

deliver uhf transmitters at rate of 2-a-month.

Produc-

mgr. of George P. Hollingbery Co. and the operators of
KONG, Visalia; KMOR, Oroville; KYNO, Fresno. Reports
LaRue: Aug. 15-Sept. 1 starting date, though no equipment yet ordered, no construction plans yet, no rep se-

tion and delivery of uhf transmitters

much a

lected.

S
RCA now

deliveries of transmitters

—

of quite a
is

isn’t

so

problem now, said an RCA spokesman, as obtaining tubes,
filterplexers, antennas and crystals.
Delays will be in
such components henceforth, rather than transmitters.
Following close upon last week’s delivery to WJTV,
Jackson, Miss. (Ch. 25), RCA schedule calls for deliveries
next week to WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge (Ch. 28) and
WROV-TV, Roanoke (Ch. 27), both of which have indicated they also will be on air by Feb. 1. Next in line for
RCA uhf deliveries are WKNB-TV, New Britain, Conn.
(Ch. 30); WHP-TV, Harrisburg, Pa. (Ch. 55); WNBH-TV,
New Bedford, Mass. (Ch. 28) all 3 probably during week
of Jan. 26.
GE’s delivery to WEEK-TV, Peoria (Ch. 43) went
this week as scheduled, and rest of its uhf deliveries are
still scheduled as reported in this space in Vol. 9:1.
On the vhf side, DuMont l’eports transmitters shipped
to WLVA-TV, Lynchburg, Va. (Ch. 13); KOLN-TV, Lincoln, Neb. (Ch. 12); KDZA-TV, Pueblo, Colo. (Ch. 3)—
so that they should be starting very soon.
Latest word from Spokane’s KXLY-TV (Ch. 4) is
that its RCA plant will turn on juice inauguration day,
Jan. 20, while WABI-TV, Bangor (Ch. 5) is still poised
for Jan. 31. Next RCA 2-kw shipments go before end of

—

month

this

to

Pueblo (Ch. 5);

KVOA-TV, Tucson (Ch. 4); KCSJ-TV,
WBAY-TV, Green Bay, W’is. (Ch. 2).
*

*

*

Atlantic City’s second uhf, Ch. 52 granted to Matta
Enterprises, which operates WLOA, Braddock, Pa., applicant for TV in that town (near Pittsburgh) and for station in Akron,

is still

“in a state of flux” but partner

Wm.

Matta thinks RCA should have equipment delivered by
early summer. No call letters or rep have yet been chosen.
G.

Ross K. Prescott, Dallas counsel for the Wheelockwhich last week got CP for
Houston (Ch. 23) and this week got same channel for
Dallas, advises that bids for Houston uhf installation are
Pickens-Coffield oilmen group,

now being taken, plans now being
start is “summer 1953.”

formulated, target for

Hutchinson (Kan.) grantee of Ch.

12, authorized Jan.

7 (Vol. 9:2), has indicated to local dealers that station will

get going by July 1 and that it expects to provide coverage
of 75-100 miles, taking in such towns as Wichita, Great

Bend, Newton & Pratt. Hutchinson is about 60 mi. from
Wichita, whose channels are in contest, and new station
will very likely be first in Kansas.

WHFC-TV, Chicago (Ch. 26), that city’s first uhf
grant, hasn’t ordered equipment yet, says Rep. Richard W.
Hoffman (R-Ill.), owner. He didn’t expect grant so soon,
he told us, and -was “caught unawares” and he wants to
study some already-operating uhf stations before going
ahead with his plans.

From CP

H

holders themselves, these were this week’s
replies in our continuing survey of upcoming new stations:
KSTV will be call letters sought for new Ch. 36 station in Stockton, Cal., authorized Jan. 7 to owners of

12-kw uhf klystrons, rather than sell
them as part of transmitter. This arrangement, long expected, was officially announced this week. Rental will be

KTSN

on hourly basis, will include stand-by tubes.

who

there,

Personal Holes:

Jules Herbuveaux,

WNBQ & WMAQ

integrated

TV

operations diChicago, promoted to asst. gen. mgr. of

WNBQ,

rector of

Knox LaRue, San Francisco

include

under

NBC

Chicago

v.p.

Harry C. Kopf; George Heinemann named director of programs for both TV & radio stations, Homer Heck mgr. of
production staffs, Wm. Bray news director, John Whally
Don
operations director, John Wehrheim controller
Kellett, exec. asst, to Roger Clipp, gen. mgr. of WFIL &
WFIL-TV, and a U of Pennsylvania 9-letter man, has
resigned to become pres. & gen. mgr. of new Baltimore
Robert Stahl, ace Variety reColts pro football team
porter, resigns to join staff of new TV fan magazine being
projected by Philadelphia Inquirer’s Walter Annenberg
Kingdom S. Tyler named mgr., Harold
(WFIL-TV)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

W agenen
T

W. Van

.

.

asst, mgr.,

CBS

building construction

John
under operations v.p. Frank Faulkner
Stewart named TV sales mgr. in New York, George W.
Clarke Inc., station reps; no list of stations yet announced.
Wm. R. Wyatt, ex-Forjoe, Chicago, is newly named eastRobert Clark, ex-mgr. of NBC-TV technical
ern v.p.
operations, Hollywood, named director of engineering,
KONA, Honolulu; Craig Maudsley, ex-Dancer-FitzgeraldSheridan D.
Sample, to be director of national sales
Reid, ex-KSL-TV, named production mgr., KGMB-TV,
Joseph Goodfellow, ex-NBC spot sales,
Honolulu
named director of sales, WRC & WNBW, Washington,
James
under newly-named mgr. Carleton D. Smith
Fletcher named national sales mgr. of new WABI-TV,
Bangor, Me., Elmer C. Snow named supervisor of transPhil Williams resigns Jan. 31 as asst. TV
mitting plant
director, 20th Century-Fox, to join Ziv TV Productions
John Clement, ex-WTAR-TV, Norfolk, joins new
WROV-TV, Roanoke (due on air Jan. 31) as local program
director . Robert A. Forrest promoted to program mgr.,
dept.,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

GE

WCAU-TV, Philadelphia
& props, WHBF-TV, Rock

Joe Grear named mgr. of films
Eugene S. Ragle, exprogram director, WLWC, Columbus, named to same position at KPTV, Portland, replaced by Walter Jacobs
Bob Finnegan, sportscaster, named asst, to John T. Madi.

.

.

.

Island

.

.

.

.

gan,

ABC-TV

&

news

director of

Dunn named managing

.

events; John

special

Star News

editor, All

.

Theodore
Kupferman, of NBC legal dept., offers second series of
lectures by Copyright Institute starting Jan. 19 at U. S.
Customhouse in New York
Ralph Judge, sales mgr. of
Stovin Co., Canadian station reps, elected 1953 president
of Canadian Radio Representatives Assn.
Wm. G.
White named asst, mgr., TV-radio media, Cunningham &
Walsh
Ransom P. Dunnell, ex-TV-radio production
mgr., Cunningham & Walsh, joins Ward Wheelock Co.,
N. Y., in same capacity
Paul C. Phillips, ex-N. W.
.

.

.

R.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Ayer, New York, named TV-radio director, Factor-Breyer
Inc., Los Angeles
Nat Wolff, TV-radio production mgr.,
succeeds Everard W. Meade, v.p. & TV-radio director,
.

.

.

Young & Rubicam, as

March

of

reside in Charlottesville, Va.

and lecturing

TV, named

.

.

.

Robert

15;

Meade

is

retiring to

and devote time to writing

S. Kieve,

ex-cop ywriter for CBS-

Emmett

J. Hughes, administraEisenhower
John A. Thomas, exBBDO, named TV-radio director and T. L. Paynter, exErwin Wasey, named TV-radio production mgr., New York
office of Ewell & Thurber, Toledo agency
Lem Jones
succeeds Peter G. Levathes, now Young & Rubicam, as TV
director of 20th Century-Fox, N. Y.

special asst, to

tive asst, to Gen.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

wiil rent its

is

Annual dinner of Federal Communications Bar Assn,
Washington’s Mayflower Hotel, prin-

set for Feb. 6 in

cipal speaker not yet chosen.

Telecasting Notes:

some short-sighted pubprogram
listings, so the sometimes fat-headed movie moguls in
Hollywood balk at letting TV cameras into their sacred
precincts. Such a rift occurred last week when Hollywood
Variety Club and Paramount Pictures refused 3 local TV
Just

as

lishers, in early radio days, refused to carry radio

stations permission to televise 80th birthday dinner for
movie pioneer Adolph Zukor .
Mr. Zukor himself, quite
.

.

warn movie people they’d better
TV, asserting: “TV is a form of entertainment; that makes it our own business and the sooner
Another blowup
we get at our business the better”
looms in request this week of Theatre Network TV to put
annual Academy Awards presentations, due March 19, on
theatre screens; telecasting of big Hollywood affair to
home sets has been banned, although it will be carried on
Quality’s same, live or film, Hollywood
radio as usual
Ad Club was told Jan. 6 by A1 Simon, president of Simon
Productions, who predicted 75% of TV shows will be on
Own film production subsidiary is
film by end of 1953
acquired by Crosley stations with purchase this week of
Bert Johnston Productions Inc., Deer Park, 0., for undis“Civil
closed sum; G. Carlton Hill continues as head
war” of TV-radio vs. newspapers erupted last week when
Cleveland News owned by same interests as Plain Dealer
(WHK) and 40% owner of WKBN-TV, Youngstown, and
applicant for uhf Ch. 19 in Cleveland, published daily
front-page box score of “killings” on Cleveland TV-radio

aptly, used occasion to

join forces with

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Station Accounts: “Electricity for Better Living” will
be theme of big promotional campaign to be undertaken
this year by 84 power companies, with resultant heavy
local advertising which includes TV-radio, as planned by
Teamsters Joint Council No. 43
Bozell & Jacobs Inc.
buys 13-week series on WJBK-TV, Detroit, titled Kee-p
’Em Rolling, Sun. 2-2 :30 p.m., in which union is cooperating with national and state trucking associations in presenting story of trucking with speakers, live variety talent,
film, thru Joe Schneiders Associates, packager acting also
General Petroleum Corp. has renewed for
as agency .
another year its blanket contract for automatic sponsorship of all unscheduled special events telecasts on KTTV,
Playskool Mfg. Co. (Lincoln logs) starts
Los Angeles
national building contest for children Jan. 24 on WCAU.

.

.

.

.

.

TV, Philadelphia, Sat. 10:30-11 a.m., thru Friend, Reiss,
Benrus Watch Co., besides sponMcGlone Adv., N. Y.
soring part of NBC-TV Show of Shows, is expanding use
Gimbels Dept.
of TV-radio spots, thru Cecil & Presbrey
Store’s The Handyman and Philadelphia Electric Co.’s TV
Kitchen, claimed by WPTZ as TV’s oldest sponsored
night time and daytime programs, having started in 1947,
have renewed again, latter show thru A1 Paul Lefton Co.
Imposing list of new announcement and participation
sponsors reported this week by WCBS-TV, New York:
American Home Foods (G. Washington Coffee) and Standard Brands (Royal Pudding), thru Ted Bates; Eastco Inc.
(Clearasil), thru Ruthrauff & Ryan; Sun Oil Co., Chase
National Bank and Helena Rubinstein Inc. (toilet goods),
thru Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather; Lever Bros.
(Chlorodent), thru J. Walter Thompson; Sergitube Products Corp. (bandages), thru A. Lewis King; American
Home Products (Burnett’s puddings), thru Grey Adv.;
Among
Seeman Bros. (Nylast), thru Wm. Weintraub
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

tinguished Public Service Awards from Navy Dept, this
week for Richard Rodgers, who composed music; Henry
Salomon Jr., producer; Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC v.p. in
charge
Newsphotos via facsimile, shot by TV camera
right off the machine as they emerge, give NBC-TV’s
Today program swifter service by eliminating wait for
darkroom development
Credit course in psychology
being offered over WOI-TV, Iowa State College station;
enrollment already over 100, mostly housewives, for
classes at 2:30-3 p.m. every Mon., Wed., Fri., with students mailing in “homework” and coming to Ames for
Feb. 7 mid-semester exam and March 21 final .
New
.
KNUZ-TV, Houston (Ch. 39) has named Forjoe as national rep.
KMTV, Omaha, raises Class A hour rate
Feb. 1 from $450 to $550, min. from $90 to $110; reduces
Class C hour rate from $300 to $192.50, min. from $60 to
$38.50 and Class D hour from $200 to $154, min. from $40
KPTV, Portland, has new rate card effective
to $30.80
Feb. 1, raising Class A hour from $250 to $350, min. from
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

$50 to $75.

& detergents), thru
Pittsburgh; Relaxacizor Sales Inc. (reducing machines), thru Wm. Warren, Jackson & Delaney,
N. Y.; Fedders-Quigan Corp. (air conditioners), thru
BBD&O, Buffalo; Mystik Adhesive Products (Mystik
tape), thru J. Walter Thompson, Chicago (formerly hanAutomotive Liqui-Moly
dled by Geo. H. Hartman Co.)
(auto lubricant), thru Friend, Reiss, McGlone Adv., N. Y.;
Certina Watches, div. of Illinois Watch Co., thru Frank
Brodsky Agency, Chicago; Gyro Skid-Control Co., thru
San Francisco; Climalene Co. (soaps

W.

S. Hill Co.,

;

McNeill

&

McCleery, Hollywood.

Study of TV commercials by NARTB’s Code Review
Board will examine station & network practices to determine how closely they comply with TV Code recommendations.
Board authorized study this week during 2-day
Washington session at which it also: (1) Advised stations

.

.

.

.

(Turns), thru

to determine their religious broadcasting policies “in light

of local conditions,” with governing factor to be “freedom

.

.

.

other advertisers reported using or preparing to use TV:
Jackson & Perkins Co. (flower growers), thru Maxwell
Sackheim & Co., N. Y.; Cott Beverage Corp. (dietetic beverages), thru Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone, N. Y.; Lewis
Co.

.

.

.

Howe

stations each preceding day. Stations hit back with criticism of News’ page 1 emphasis on crime, declaring on day
box was omitted News bannerline read “Storekeeper Murdered in Shop on Lorain Avenue”
Same criticism of
crime in children’s TV shows, in 5-article series in Chicago
Daily News last week, resulted in investigation by City
Council, to begin week of Jan. 26
Smash -hit Victory at
Sea film series, Sun. 3-3:30 p.m. on NBC-TV, won Dis-

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample

Inc.,

N. Y.; Tidy House Products Co. (groceries), thru Buchanan-Thomas Co., Omaha; Bennett Labs Inc. (TV filter),
thru Harrington-Richards Div., Fletcher D. Richards

Inc.,

of access to microphone and camera.” (2) Noted diminution of “pitchman-type” commercials and advised against

“excessive repetition” of such programs.
(3) Authorized
TV Code director Edward Bronson to produce standard
formula for checking programs and commercials against
Code provisions. Board meets again in April to prepare
report for April 28-May 1 NARTB convention in Los

Angeles.

DuMont ended

1952 with record gross billings of $10,-

up 35.6% from 1951’s $7,761,506. Breakdown of
types of advertisers shows that food advertising led with
$2,756,901, followed by drugs $2,073,547, beverages $992,614, appliances $905,134, tobacco $903,810. Top 10 sponsors were General Foods, Drug Store TV Productions,
Larus & Bro., Curtis Publishing Co., Wine Corp. of America, Serutan, American Chicle, Mennen, Admiral, Inter531,839,

national Shoe Corp.
m

William L. Foss, 60, head of Washington consulting
engineering firm bearing his name, died Jan. 11 of a heart
attack at his home. Native of Portland, Me., he was first
associated with the Rines radio stations, was an Army
electronic specialist during war.

7

SHEETS
TV
B ALANCE

and profit-&-loss statements of
and radio stations are usually carefully guarded

property, seldom opened to public gaze despite natural
curiosity and the eagerness of competitors and new-station
This week, such figures
enterprisers to glimpse them.
were disclosed at FCC in connection with application for

purchase of Jacksonville’s WMBR, WMBR-FM & WMBRTV by Washington Post Co. (WTOP & WTOP-TV) for
$2,470,000 (Vol. 8:51 & 9:1). Previously reported figures
file

shows that current assets of licensee Florida

Broadcasting Co., as of Sept. 30, 1952, totaled $1,031,205,
including TV equipment valued at $223,163,
at $85,992,
at $30,758, less $188,847 reserve for depreciation.
Assets also listed $252,138 in deferred charges, including
$143,180 construction charges on new building, $72,432 TV
camera and audio equipment, $29,909 repairs of old building. Current liabilities totaled $406,213, surplus $358,991,

AM

FM

net worth $624,991.
During 1951 calendar year, WMBR-TV enjoyed sales
of $571,365, representing $218,936 from national accounts,
$150,750 local, $83,859 CBS, $55,279 NBC, $23,960 ABC,
$34,692 production & talent, plus other small items. The
AM-FM stations grossed $383,225, including $129,594 from
national, $129,212 local, $92,986 CBS, $23,789 production

&

talent.

TV

335

LAMB,

Columbus, and

Toledo attorney who founded

WICU,

Erie, this

week

WTVN,

closed deal to

sell
(Ch. 6) to Radio Cincinnati Inc., owned by the
Taft interests which publish the Cincinnati Times-Star,
founded and operate WKRC-TV, own WKRC, own 20%
of WBIR, Knoxville, and apparently have ambitions to expand their TV-radio operations. Consideration was approximately $1,500,000 cash, payable on FCC approval for
which application will shortly be filed.
began commercial operation Sept. 30, 1949,
recently moved into own modern TV Centre, is reputed to
be a substantial earner. Studio & transmitter plants as
well as license are to be transferred, with Lamb retained
as consultant for 10 years. He retains his Erie TV station.
He also owns Erie
station WIKK and WHOO, Orlando, Fla., and is publisher of the Erie Dispatch-Herald.
He holds CP for WMAC-TV, Massillon, O., Ch. 23 uhf
outlet due to go into operation in spring, and is applicant
for TV stations in Toledo & Portsmouth, O., and Orlando,

WTVN

didn’t quite tell the full story.

FCC

EDWARD
WTVN

operating expenses ran $346,422,

AM-FM

$325,-

— so that net operating profit on the combined $954,591

TV-radio stations, after $671,757 combined
expenses and other charges, amounted to $283,019. Provision of $186,952 for income taxes left net profit of
sales of the

$96,066.

upward trend in TV revenues,
statement for 9 months ended Sept. 30, 1952,
showed TV revenues of $650,073 (more than for whole
year 1951), AM-FM revenues of $286,261, or total of $936,334.
In TV, largest slices came from national $237,685,

AM

Fla.

President of Radio Cincinnati Inc. is Hulbert Taft Si'.,
publisher of the newspaper; executive v.p. is Hulbert Taft
Jr., who runs the TV-radio properties; secy, is David Taft.
Robert A. Taft Jr., son of the Senator, is general counsel.
The Robert Tafts are cousins of the Hulbert Tafts, and
the Senator is a trustee and small stockholder in the parent newspaper company. R. C. Crisler, Cincinnati, was
broker in the sale transaction.
Note:
sale deal is 19th involving the 108
“pioneer” or pre-freeze TV stations, nearly all running
well into 7 figures. (For complete list of TV station sales
& transfers, 1949-52, see p. 93, TV Factbook No. 16.)

WTVN

Illustrating the fast

the

P&L

local $177,938,

production

&

CBS

$104,789,

NBC

$49,329,

talent $50,964, political $8907.
to $103,527, national $72,886,

amounted

local

production

ABC

$14,069,

In

AM-FM,

CBS

$55,515,

&

talent $20,802, political $19,456.
Operating expenses in the 9 months were $327,595 for

trative

AM-FM,

$84,067 for general & adminis$603,947.
Net operating profit before
$332,577, after taxes $104,527.

TV, $192,284 for

—totaling

was
Net income of Washington Post Co. for 1951 was
given as $54,500, and net income for 1952 was estimated
taxes

—

exclusive of equity of company in
the undistributed earnings of
Inc. (45% owned by
CBS) whose figures were not revealed.
in excess of $200,000

WTOP

Large-scale

TV

network costs by 1955

may run from

$2,500,000 to $3,000,000 for average sponsor’s 39-week contract, says Jan. 12 Sponsor Magazine, which surveyed

major ad agencies, NBC-TV and CBS-TV. It also concludes: (1) TV homes will total 23,500,000 in 164 largest
markets by December, 1953 and 26,900,000 by December,
1955.
(2) Networks will “level off” at 125-150 stations in
3-4 years and will assume ad agencies’ burden of building
big TV shows.
(3) Network time costs will rise, but
“costs-vs.-circulation figures will drop.”
(4) TV’s effect
on other media will become more pronounced, nighttime
radio will be reduced to “complementary” media role,
magazines will be hit harder than newspapers, and TV
will inherit great deal of budget money heretofore earmarked for other media.
Walter Annenberg’s Triangle Publications Inc. has
purchased TV Guide, pocket-size New York program
weekly, will change name and make it national publication
with regional editions. Same firm published Radio Guide
from 1931 to 1943, is parent company of Philadelphia
Inquirer

(WFIL & WFIL-TV).

New theatre-TV programming and production firm,
Closed-Circuit Television Co., has been formed in New
York by Harold Azine, ex-Civil Defense Administration
TV-radio chief, who pioneered off-hour use of theatre TV
for training of civil defense workers (Vol. 7:36,39; 8:25).
Mr. Azine said company will concentrate on off-hour commercial presentations rather than evening boxoffice attractions, “although the latter are also a possibility.”
firm, with office at 20 E.

52nd

St., is

New

fourth to announce

entry into theatre-TV production and distribution field,
though only Theatre Network TV Inc. (Nathan L. Halpern) has actually staged any productions to date. Others
are Teleconference Inc., New York (Stanley Baar) and
Theatre Television Authority, Sacramento, Cal. (Kenneth
E. Wright).

John E. Pearson Television Inc. has been organized
by the well-known radio rep, with employes owning 40%
of stock and with offices in New York, Chicago, Minneapolis, Dallas, Los Angeles, San Francisco.
First active
station is new WFPG-TV, Atlantic City, and it will also
handle these CP holders when they go on air: KCBD-TV,
Lubbock, Tex.; WHIZ-TV, Zanesville, O.; WOSH-TV,
Oshkosh, Wis.; KGKL-TV, San Angelo, Tex.; KFSA-TV,
Ft. Smith, Ark.;

WOUC, Chattanooga, Tenn.
RCA reports amplifiers

Power increases:

already
shipped to KSTP-TV and WCCO-TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Next are to WNAC-TV, Boston, Jan. 20, and WJAR-TV,
Providence, end of month. WHEN, Syracuse, expects to
reach 190 kw by March 1; KING-TV, Seattle, says it will
achieve 100 kw this summer; WHBF-TV, Rock Island,
plans hike to 100 kw by Aug.-Sept.

Martin Agronsky, ABC, elected president and chairof executive committee of the Congressional TV-radio
galleries, succeeding Hollis Seavey, MBS.
Other officers:
Richard Harkness, NBC, v.p.; Wm. Costello, CBS, secy.;
Joseph F. McCaffrey, MBS, ti’eas. On executive committee, in addition, are Julian Goodman, NBC-TV; George J.
Marder, UP radio; Ann Corrick, Crosley.

man

Trade Report
January

17,

1953

'BOB' SPRAGUE, AIR FORCE UNDERSECRETARY: The electronics industry
which supplies
anywhere from 10% to 50% of the materiel going into military aircraft cost, gets a
welcome break
its biggest in the Eisenhower Administration thus far
with the
appointment of Robert C. Sprague as Undersecretary of the Air Force succeeding Roswell L. Gilpatric. Nomination hasn't been announced, pending routine FBI clearance,
Sprague having accepted after conference last week with Gen.
but it's definite
Eisenhower and having already resigned as president of Sprague Electric Co.
His brother Julian sales v.p., will head the company he founded in 1926,
now one of the biggest and most successful electronics components producers, largely
capacitors. On new job, he serves with Secretary of the Air Force Harold E. Talbott.
In his 55rd year
"Bob" Sprague, native of New York, graduate of Hotchkiss
Annapolis
(1921-A
(1918),
), Naval Post-Graduate School (1922), post graduate of MIT
one
the
of
top figures in TV-radio-electronics manufacture. He started
(1923-24), is
He was elected
out to be a naval architect, helped design the carrier Lexington.
RTMA president in June 1950, serving until April 1951 when he became chairman.
,

—

—

,

—

,

,

"parts peddlers ", as the components folk are sometimes
called by the more glamorous set makers, rise so high in RTMA echelons. But Sprague's
personality, diplomacy and knowledge won universal respect
especially in Washington, where he spearheaded RTMA's successful fight in Congress for fairer tax rates
for new industry, and where he guided the industry's relations with the defense
establishment and fought FCCs ill-starred color rules to a standstill. He and RCA
president Frank Folsom set up the top level Joint Electronics Industry Committee.
It isn't often that

—

1953 STARTS WITH HIGH TV-RADIO OUTPUT: First production week of 1953 (ending Jan. 9)
saw TV output jump to 155,892 units (12,443 private label) from slightly over 90,000
in each of last 2 weeks of 1952 (Vol.9:2). That this betokens flying start
is indicated by comparison with equivalent first week of 1952, when only 69,198 output
was recorded. It wasn't until mid-August, in fact, that any week got up to 150,000.
Factory TV inventory on Jan. 9 was 124,685 as against 104,809 on Jan. 2.
Radio also fared well in week ending Jan. 9, going up to 209,057 (85,907
private label) from 97,741 the week preceding. Factory inventory was 223,569, up
from 190,267. Week's radios: 75,724 home, 20,094 portable, 43,130 clock, 70,109 auto.
Booming TV retail trade in latter 1952 is documented in RTMA report just out
that shows 803,327 TVs sold in November compared with 847,219 in October, 875,290
in September, 700,490 in June- July- August (first months RTMA began own figures).
RTMA estimates retail sales thus totaled 5,095,220 for first 11 months of 1952.
Retail radio set sales in November, excluding auto radios, totaled 486,800
vs. 580,077 in October, bringing total for 11 months to 5,363,859.
,

,

,

TRADE GOOD-BUT DEALERS VOICE CONCERN: Business

—

is fine
all right
but the men
Though their optimism is
who sell TVs, radios & appliances say it isn't all gravy.
at highest pitch since the 1950 TV boom, these are some of the worries they voiced
at this week's NARDA convention in Chicago:
especially where one
(1) Conflicting information about uhf in some areas
or two rival manufacturers are dominant and are advertising exclusive claims of
"only my uhf equipment will work."
(2) Lack of servicing data from set manufacturers when they introduce new
Dealers complained they can't sell new sets, particularly uhf, unless
TV lines.
and they can't service 'em without information.
they are equipped to service them
perennial
headache for retailers. Mort Farr outmarkups
a
Shrinking
(3)
going president, warned lower profits will mean "the largest threat to economic
security" dealers will face in coming year.
Joe Marty Jr., Admiral's electronics gen. mgr. , speaking for manufacturers
,

—

—

,

,

- 8 -

on panel, tried to assure retailers that uhf presents no special sales or service
Said Marty: "All types of uhf reception
problem s can be sold exactly like vhf.
There should be no hesitancy in selling uhf. The uhf picture is free from
operate.
noise and is sharper than the vhf picture."
Some retailers in new uhf areas had
Dealers weren't entirely convinced
harsh words for grantees who sacrificed picture quality in haste to get on the air.
They complained bitterly of being made scapegoats, forcing them to antagonize prospects by demonstrating pictures without sound, or sound without pictures.
Closer liaison with manufacturers retailers agreed, would solve many of the
problems. Accordingly, board of directors decided to establish committee of dealers
to meet with set makers and distributors periodically during the year to thrash out
Other actions of board, approved by convention:
problems of mutual interest.
,

.

,

Resolved to fight for repeal of 10% excise tax on TV sets.
(2) Officially thanked Admiral, Arvin, DuMont, GE, Motorola & StrombergCarlson for adhering to one-line-a-vear policy which NARDA pushed and still urges.
(3) Urged uniform 90-day warranty on all parts & tubes from manufacturers.
(1)

,

It was a businesslike, fruitful convention marked more by maturity of judgment than by petty gripes. As one observer remarked: "We dealers seem to be growing up.
We used to talk about all sorts of silly local problems that could be hanThat's past. We've come to realize
dled without coming all the way to Chicago.
-we've
got to be big to stay in it."
business
and
that TV is a big league

&

Trends

TV

ge

will virtually
double its TV production this year over 1952, expects to
increase combined TV-radio sales about 35 e/o over last
year, will spend more than $9,000,000 through its receiver
dept, and its distributors to promote these wares via TV,

Topics

radio,

of

Trade:

magazine and newspaper advertising.

ceiver dept. mgr. Willard H. Sahloff this

week

Thus

re-

indicated

GE’s determination to become one of the top-ranking producers and sellers of TVs.
It’s one of the oft-remarked commentaries in the
trade that neither GE nor Westinghouse, despite their
eminent trade names and pioneering positions in radio,
has ever been able to come anywhere near the Big Four
(Admiral, Motorola, Philco, RCA) in unit output or dollar
volume in TV although in radio GE has always held a
top position, having pioneered clock radios.
It claims
that one-third of all clock radios sold are GE.
While GE enjoyed big TV-radio sales in early part of
1952, said Mr. Sahloff, the summer dip caused year’s total

—

some 12(4%. At end of year, GE distributors had
than 2 weeks supply of TVs, about one week of radios,
and factory had no inventory at all, he reported. This
year should be good for the whole industry, he said, because of (1) generally low inventory positions; (2) fact
that “about 110 new markets will open”; (3) tremendous
replacement market being created by larger and more
adequate screen sizes; (4) improved quality of telecasts.
to slip
less

*

New NARDA

*

*

officers, elected

*

at Chicago convention

week: president, Wallace Johnston, Wallace Johnston
Appliances, Memphis, succeeding Mort Farr; v.p.’s, Harry
B. Price Jr., Price’s Inc., Norfolk, Phil S. Urner, Umer’s
Appliance Center, Bakersfield, Cal., and Vergal Bourland,
Bourland Appliances, Fort Worth; secy., Victor P. Joerndt,
T
Appliance Television Center, Kenosha,
is.; treas., Ken
Stucky, Stucky Bros., Fort Wayne.
this

Distributor Notes: Admiral Newark appoints Samuel
Schwartzstein sales mgr., Harold Bretton appliance field
supervisor
Golden State Appliance Distributing Co.
(Admiral), Los Angeles, names Darrell Peron sales mgr.
DuMont names Samuel Brechner mgr. of N. Y. factory
branch .
Emerson Radio of Florida Inc. opens Tampa
branch
Sentinel appoints North Coast Electric, Portland, Ore.; Massachusetts Gas & Electric Light Supply Co.,
Motorola appoints Allegheny Home Appliance
Boston
Co., Huntington, W. Va., replacing Jones-Cornett Electric
Emerson names Savage & Son Inc., Denver;
Co.
Young’s Wholesale Furniture & Appliance, Wichita; Roa.

.

.

handy form

Mart, late-closing insert in monthly
Television Retailing (Caldwell-Clements Inc.)
of particular value to dealers and distributors. Supplements started
with January issue.
in

in

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

noke Electronic Supply Co.
Servicemen will have to learn a lot in next few years
keep up with TV developments, J. M. Lang, gen. mgr.
of GE tube dept., told session of servicemen in Harrisburg, Pa., Jan. 18. He spoke to Federation of Radio Servicemen’s Assns. of Pennsylvania after accepting award for
GE’s “initiative in providing a public relations program
in behalf of the independent TV technicians throughout
the country.” Lang referred to 3 areas of development:
He estimated that 700 new stations will go on
(1) Uhf.
air in next 5 years; of these, 350 will be uhf.
(2) Color.
This “new animal,” he said, “involves changes far more
basic than the tx-ansition from vhf to uhf.”
(3) Transistors.
These will become standard components in TV,
bringing their special problems.
to

TV servicing seminar, limited to 50 experienced servicemen, will be held weeks of Jan. 25 & Feb. 8 at Iowa
State College, Ames, owner of WOI-TV.
Seminar will
follow lectures on basic electronic principles and circuitry
and informal discussions on customer relations & business
practices.

RTMA

W

Latest list prices of TVs, clock radios and phono records, along with those of various appliances, are tabulated

.

to

OPS

abandoned plans

this

week for formal

petition

for decontrol of TV-radio-phonograph parts in

view of agency’s probable death by April 30 but

will con-

tinue its informal requests for relief from recontrol order
(Vol. 8:42,48).

Fire destroyed part of Trad TV’s concrete factory at

Asbury Park, N.
damage.

J.,

July 16, causing $500,000 estimated

10
Trade Personals:

Walter

Scott,

to v.p. in charge of manufacturing,

works mgr., promoted
consumer product div.,

Motorola Inc.; John Silver named v.p. in charge of operaDr. Allen B.
communications & electronics div.
DuMont to be honor guest of Radio-TV- Appliance div. for
State of Israel Bonds, headed by Emerson’s Ben Abrams,
at dinner in New York’s Savoy-Plaza Jan. 22
. William
Harrison named mgr. of distributor operations, Phileo;
he’s succeeded at New York branch by Stuart Plante
Glenn Catlin, ex-Zenith Radio counsel, named executive
assistant & counsel of National Electronics Distributors
Assn.
J. F. Waters, ex-GE Supply Co., named asst,
Ted Nemes appointed
adv. director, Hoffman Radio
sales mgr. of Admiral’s new air conditioning div.
George Cohen named Emerson asst, sales director
Walter P. Chase appointed Olympic Los Angeles sales
Valdemar Bertelsen named Crosley sales financmgr.
Frank R. McMillan, ex-asst. sales
ing representative
mgr. of International Resistance Co. radio div., appointed
mgr. of new Chicago sales office at 4013 N. Milwaukee
Ave.; Robert Butler, ex-merchandise div., named asst. mgr.
Walter E. Peek, ex-Mallory, joins Centralab as sales
.
H. L. Kunz,
mgr., mechanical electronics products
tions,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

gen. mgr. of capacitor div., promoted to v.p., Sangamo
Electric Co.; Wm. W. Taylor named sales mgr., succeedRobert L. Shaw, ex-Allied
ing John G. Twist, resigned
Stores, named Sylvania TV-radio district sales mgr. for
Fred Schick, ex-product design dept.,
Mo., Kan., Tenn.
named head of govt, coordination dept., DuMont receiver
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

resigned to join Johns Hopkins labs
& Co., named Crosley mgr. of
TV-radio advertising & sales promotion.

ing

Tom

DPA had not yet approved it. Meanwhile,
Electronics Div. is now processing second quarter
applications for materials and is allotting TV-radio manufacturers 70% of base period quarterly use. Any extra

NPA

Bills,

.

.

.

John G. Weaver, ex-Swift

Genesis of community antenna system in San Berwas frustration of Richard J. Filanc, official
of Mark B. Shaw funeral directors, whose reception of Los
Angeles stations was blocked by Little Mountain. As reported by Lester Gilbert in Jan. 13 Retailing Daily, Mr.
Filanc organized local group, contracted with Hoffman
Radio Co. to install 7-channel Jerrold system. Some 2000
homes are located in blanked-out area. Service is to begin
this week at cost of $150 for initial connection, $5 monthly.
nardino, Cal.

Mr. Filanc’s San Bernardino Community TV
System Inc. is to pay Hoffman and Jerrold about $35,000
Approximately 100
thirty days after service starts.

Antenna

homes are

to be connected initially.

RTMA realigned Washington staff this week by promoting Peter H. Cousins, information director, to special
asst, to executive v.p. James D. Secrest and staff asst, to
technical products div. chairman Carlyle W. Miller. Tyler
Nourse, asst, information chief, becomes editorial director
in charge of RTMA publications, and Herbert Francis
Hoge Jr. is appointed asst, to Mr. Nourse. Changes were
made following resignation of Ralph M. Haarlander.
Portable radio costing under $5 to receive emergency
information in air raid alerts or bombing attack if regular
power fails is planned by Civil Defense Administration,

which this week wrote manufacturers for suggestions.
Brig. Gen. Gordon A. Blake, vice commander, Wright
Air Development Center, named deputy director of Air
Force communications

&

supplemental allocation.

steel will be distributed as

NPA
Room

Electronics Div.

is

scheduled to

319, Pension Bldg., 5th

& G

move

Jan. 22 to

NW,

Washington,
across street from present location in General Accounting
Office Bidg. Two other industry divisions
Motion Picture
& Photographic Products, and Scientific & Technical
Equipment have been consolidated into new Motion Picture, Scientific & Photographic Products Div., under director Nathan D. Golden, formerly director of Motion Picture
Div. and Commerce Dept, motion picture chief. J. Bernard Joseph of Electronics Div., who was scheduled to
leave agency this week, will remain and has been placed
in charge of electron tubes in components section.
Defense Mobilizer Henry H. Fowler resigns as of Jan. 20.
Sts.

—

—

*

*

*

*

.

Ralph E. Niedringhaus, Sylvania sales mgr. in
.
Cleveland since 1947, elected president of Sylvania Electric
(Canada) Ltd.; Wm. B. O’Keefe, manufacturing v.p.; W.
Ray RobinBenton Harris, treas.; Guy Therien, secy.
Electronics;
Jerrold
of
mgr.
gen.
named
ex-Philco,
son,
Caywood Cooley becomes engineering asst., Zolman GarGeorge
field, executive asst, to president Milton Shapp
S. Kariotis promoted to sales mgr., southern California
branch, Sprague Electric Co., Culver City, Cal., succeeddiv.

NPA

week’s end

.

.

.

.

Electronics Reports: Hefty steel bonus for manufacturers of civilian goods in second quarter is favored by
NPA, and probably will go through. Additional steel
would bring allotments to 90% of amount used in average
quarter of base period (first half 1950 or last half 1949).
filed for increase with DPA, its superior, but at

electronics.

TV

on the Way” titles article in Jan.
27 Look Magazine by Albert J. Forman, asst, editor of
Tele-Tech, plugging “Narcom” system of microwave &
vhf relays spanning North Atlantic via island chain connecting Baffin Island, Greenland, Iceland & British Isles
(Vol. 8:21). Story says scientists feel system can be set
up within next 4-5 years “all that’s needed is the cash:
between $50,000,000 and $100,000,000 the cost of one
large ocean liner.”

“Transocean

Is

—

—

Limits on spurious radiations of TV transmitters,
in proposal advanced by FCC
(Vol. 8:48),
shouldn’t be effective until a year after formal adoption,
RTMA told Commission this week. It said it has no objection to proposal but pointed out that manufacturing
cycle for necessary filters runs up to 12 months and that
in interim “manufacturers wall make every effort to remedy any actual cases of interference which may arise.”
specified

Expanded research-development agreement between
General Precision Laboratory and Britain’s Pye Ltd., announced this week, covers principally TV cameras but also
applies to theatre and industrial TV.

Among

projects

is

miniature camera built around new tube developed by Pye.
GPL and Pye have been working together for 3 years.
Elimination of noise in aircraft electronic equipment
subject to 459-page Air Force study, Design Techniques
for Interference-Free Operation of Airborne Electronic
Equipment (PB 11051), now available for $11.50 from
Office of Technical Services, Commerce Dept., Washington.
is

Norman H. Moore,
San Carlos,

Cal.,

Electronics

Mfrs.

elected

v.p.;

Don

chief engineer, Litton Industries,

elected 1953 president of

Assn.;
Larson,

West Coast

Ed

Grigsby, Altec-Lansing,
Hoffman Radio, secy.; Myrl

Stearns, Varian Associates, treas.

Add transistorized hearing aids: E. A. Myers & Sons,
Pittsburgh, this week announced device using 3 transistors,
no tubes, following introduction of transistorized aids by
Sonotone (Vol. 9:1) and Maico (Vol. 9:2).
Joseph T. Thwaites, 51, mgr. of electronic research &
development, Canadian Westinghouse, and widely known
for his work in radar, radio and industrial electronics, died
Jan. 16 of heart attack while en route from Montreal to

Hamilton.

Financial

&

Trade

Among

ICoSes:

officers’

and direc-

reported by SEC for Nov. 11-Dec.
10: Frank H. Sparks sold 3C0 Arvin, holds 7350; Amory
Houghton sold 62,304 Corning Glass, holds 725,400 personally and through trusts; Arthur A. Houghton Jr. sold
79,428 Corning Glass, holds 854,768 personally and through
trusts; C. C. Lowry bought 100 Gabriel, holds 100; James
T. Buckley sold 500 Philco, holds 19,094; Meade Brunet
bought 100 RCA, holds 400; Emanuel Sacks bought 100
RCA, holds 200; S. K. Ensinger bought 750 Remington
Rand, holds 1522; Beman Gedel bought 250 Remington
Rand, holds 515; Leslie R. Groves bought 525 Remington
Rand, sold 525, holds 530; H. C. Landsiedel bought 500
Remington Rand, holds 500; Harry Landsiedel bought 2000
Remington Rand, holds 8483 personally and through joint
tenancy; Albert H. Rumble exercised option to buy 1250
Remington Rand, holds 2878; A. R. Rumble bought 1500
Remington Rand, holds 4319.
tors’ stock transactions

Emerson’s sales of $57,664,200 for fiscal year ended
were second highest in company’s history
net income went down to $2,362,555 ($1.17 a share).
fiscal 1951, sales were $55,797,963, net income $3,592,In report to stockholders, president Benja($1.85).
Abrams said Emerson has “practically no inventory”

Oct. 31, 1952

but

For
397

min

TV

sets, is allocating current production to distributors.
predicted that “the industry is levelling toward a constant replacement market of 5,000,000 receivers annually.”
He hailed proposed merger with Webster-Chicago (Vol.
8:51), to be acted upon by stockholders of both companies
at separate meetings Feb. 4, as advantageous to both companies. Emerson’s backlog of military orders was given
as $50,000,000.

of

He

Cornell-Dubilier sales for fiscal year ended Sept. 30,
1952 hit all-time high of $35,496,041 and net income was

This compares with $33,082,683 sales, $1,649,163 net income ($3.58) for fiscal 1951
(Vol. 8:1). In annual report, president Octave Blake said
sales for first 2 months of fiscal 1953 are running at rate
of approximately $42,000,000 a year.
$1,539,831 ($3.15 a share).

sold $25,000,000 of
promissory notes, due
1977, to New York Life Insurance Co. and another
investor, bringing borrowings to $30,000,000; most is ear1,

marked for working

capital, especially financing of

de-

fense business.

General Instrument Corp. reports net profit of $685,866 ($1.13 a share) on sales of $20,560,000 for 9 months
ended Nov. 30, 1952, compared to net loss of $1,097,434
on sales of $13,129,000 same 1951 period.
Television-Electronics
of Jan. 1

was

$25,174,189,

Fund reports

asset position as

up some $14,000,000 from Jan.

1,

1952.

“Forward planning”

NBC

tion to

wouldn’t participate in case.
rna J° r ity decision upholding Examiner
7' ex
Resnick’s report is understood to have
been drafted and approved by FCC members this week and copy
turned over
to Comr. Hennock so that she
may write her expected
dissent.
Unless Tobey shows more zeal than his
initial
outburst presaged, he may not get around
to hearing if
one is conducted at all, before FCC
majority approves
meigei. He has scheduled several other
hearings, hasn’t
set date for ABC-UPT probe despite
his statement to FCC
that he’d hold hearings in 2 weeks.
New chief counsel of
Senate committee, its first in many
years, is Robert D.
*'

i

He comes from Banking & Currency Comwas formerly member of Tobey’s office staff.
Tobey is understood to nurse an aversion
to the
Plollywood film people, confusing them
with exhibitors;
he has said he has nothing against ABC,
indeed wants it
L’Heureux.
mittee,

to prosper.

Outgoing chairman of Sen. Tobey’s committee,
Sen.
Johnson (D-Colo.) is known to favor the
merger, but he
said: “It’s my long-standing policy
not to interfere with
any action while it’s before a court or a

board.” Few
the case or
have an opinion on it. Of those reached, only
Sen. Hunt
(D-Wyo.) showed real interest, saying: “I’d like
to know
more about it, and I’ve spoken to the FCC about it.
TV is
raising the devil with attendance in some
states; I know
it is in mine.
I’d like to be more fully informed
before I
make a public statement.”
other

members appear

3%%

RCA

May

ENATOR TOBEY

is pretty much alone in his opposiABC-United Paramount Theatres merger (Vol.
9:2), judging from reaction we got from our
interviews
this week with available members of
his Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee. Nor is he likely to
get any
help from Justice Dept., whose outgoing
Attorney General
McGranery on Jan. 7 offered his belated opinion
that
merger has monopolistic aspects. Commission turned
McGranery down Jan. 12, telling him case is closed
and reminding him that Justice Dept, long ago informed
FCC it

S

v.p. Sylvester (Pat)

chairman of
Samoff, resulting

NBC

will

occupy main attention of

Weaver

in his

new

capacity as

under chairman David
from reshuffling caused by Frank
White’s accession to president as successor to Joe Mcvice

board,

Connell (Vol. 9:1-2). Relinquishing operational activity
as he left for vacation this week, he circularized memo
which stated in part: “A tremendous planning job still
lies ahead.
[Our] plant problems, the final place of film,
the coming of color, the extension of our network, the increased station competition, the need already for new
programming forms and for development projects to create
writing, acting and entertaining of high calibre and fresh
vitality
everywhere one looks one sees the need for basic
forward planning. And this is just as true in radio as in
TV.” Concentrating on policies, plans and developments,
Weaver reports to White, who has final authority, thus setting at rest conjectures about who’s now NBC “boss man.”

—

to

know much about

B

Enthusiastic friend of TV is Sen. Charles
Tobey
(R-N. H.), new chairman of Interstate & Foreign

Com-

merce Committee, who achieved national prominence
as
explosive Bible-quoting member of Kefauver
Committee
during 1951 televised crime hearings.
Meeting with
NARTB’s TV Code Review Board this week, he described

TV as “one of the greatest miracles of all time,” and
added, “Television is in its infancy still.
Frankly, I
\\ouldn t be without it in my home.” Although
he warned
against “the tendency toward too much advertising,”
Sen.
Tobey reiterated, “I want you fellows to feel that I am
jour fiiend here in Congress. I have a keen interest
in
television and think it is doing a great deal for
the American people and can do more.” Earlier in week, he said
that his committee should investigate New York-New
Jersey waterfront and that hearings should be televised. “It
is only a little more elaborate reporting,”
he said, “and I
think the people have the right to see their government
working.”
Sale of 43.5% interest in KJR, Seattle TV applicant,
by Ralph E. Stolkin, Edward G. Burke Jr. and Sherrill C.
Corwin to Theodore R. Gamble, has been approved by FCC.
Transfer gives theatreman Gamble 87% ownership of station.
Messrs. Stolkin, Burke and Corwin also recently
sold their 43.5% interest in Portland applicant KOIN in
which Mr. Gamble holds 43.5% (Vol. 8:47,50-51). Each
of the 3 still owns 15% of KXOB, Stockton, Cal. TV applicant, and 10% of WMAY-TV Inc., Springfield, 111. applicant. In addition, Mr. Corwin owns 24% of Mid-Conti-

nent Television

Inc.,

applicant for Wichita.

12

M

T.

WASHINGTON,

FM

pioneer

N. H.,

operations,

Yankee Network’s

site of

now abandoned, would

be

transmitter location for Channel 8 operation proposed in
application filed this week by Portland group headed by
ex-Gov. Plorace Hildreth of Maine, now president of
Bucknell U and 50% owner of WABI & new WABI-TV,
Bangor, Me. Principals include John Guider, retired Washington attorney, who owns WMOU, Berlin, N. H., and the

operators of various other radio stations in Maine & New
Application is for Poland, Me., and requests
channel allocated to Lewiston.
Application was one of 13 filed this week as quest for
new TV stations continues to fill FCC hopper, bringing
Other vhf
to 738 total now pending (462 vhf, 276 uhf).
Burnet
by
Ark.,
Ch.
Smith,
5,
Fort
from
were
applications
Estes, Dallas contractor; Miami, Fla., Ch. 10, by David
Haber, WFEC; Boston, Ch. 5, by 21 business & professional men; Las Vegas, Nev., Ch. 13, and Reno, Nev., Ch.
both by H. L. Cravens, of Brownwood, Tex.; Provo,

Hampshire.

4,

Utah, Ch.

11,

by KCSU.

applications were for Boston, Ch. 44, by Jack
Wrather, oil heir and an owner of KOTV, Tulsa; Medford,
Mass., Ch. 44, by WHIL; Trenton, N. J., Ch. 41, by WTTM,
now owned by Farm Bureau Mutual Automobile Insur-

Uhf

ance Co.; Sharon, Pa., Ch. 39, by Leonard J. Shafitz,
Reynolds Metals Co. film chief; Beloit, Wis., Ch. 57, by
Sidney H. Bliss, WCLO -Janesville Gazette.
[For further details about these applications, see TV
Addenda 16-B herewith; for complete listing of all postfreeze applications, grants, hearings ordered, etc., see TV

Factbook No. 16 and Addenda

to date.]

TV-radio legislation will pass through hands of these
& Foreign Commerce Committee membeis in
named this week: Senate Republicans
Congress,
83rd
Tobey, N. H., chairman; Capehart, Ind.; Bricker, 0.;
Schoeppel, Kan.; Butler, Md.; Cooper, Ky.; Griswold,
Neb.; Potter, Mich. Senate Democrats Johnson, Colo.;
Magnuson, Wash.; Johnson, Tex.; Hunt, Wyo. Pastore,
RepubliR. I.; Monroney, Okla.; Smathers, Fla. House
O’Hara,
Cal.;
Hinshaw,
chairman;
cans— Wolverton, N. J.,
Minn.; Hale, Me.; Dolliver, la.; Heselton, Mass.; Bennett,
Mich.; Hoffman, 111.; Beamer, Ind.; Springer, 111.; Bush,
Carrigg, Pa.; Warburton, Del.;
Schenck, 0.;
Pa.;
Derounian, N. Y.; Pelly, Wash.; Younger, Cal. House

—

;

—

Crosser, 0.; Priest, Tenn.; Harris, Aik.,
Rogers, Fla.; Klein, N. Y.; Stanley, Va.; Granahan, Pa.;
Carlyle, N. C.; Williams, Miss.; Mack, 111.; Thornberry,
Tex.; Heller, N. Y.; Roberts, Ala.; Moulder, Mo.

Sen. McCarthy’s first action on TV applications,
addition to his previous blanket request for information
on grants, renewals & transfers, was Jan. 8 letter to FCC
Chairman Walker concerning Badger Television Inc., apin

Channel 3 in Madison in competition with
owner of applicant is Capital Times, whose
Part
WISC.
publisher is William Evjue, city editor Cedric Paikei
with both of whom McCarthy has had long-standing feud.
“that
“I would like to bring evidence,” McCarthy wrote,
Mr.
either
have
to
interest
public
the
against
it would be
Evjue or Mr. Parker exercising any control over a TV
plicant for

station.”
it

would

TV

He

asked

if

Commission

is

HERE

and

—

good surprisingly
That’s first enthusiastic reaction from 4-man team making engineering tests in
South Bend for Howard W. Sams & Co. Inc., publishers of
technical manuals and servicing data. Using mobile truck
with variable height antenna and receivers and test equipment of various makes, crew found pictures from WSBTTV (Ch. 34) clear and distinct, comparable to vhf. Team
will spend 2 weeks making exhaustive measurements from
Station began getting network service Jan. 16,
all angles.
had been transmitting test pattern 1-5 p.m., film 7-9.
IS

good

to stay

—no question about

it’s

it.”

In Bridgeport, former home of RCA’s experimental
uhf station, folks are sold on uhf, according to survey by
Forman Market Research for Ch. 43 grantee WICC-TV,
due on air within next few weeks. Despite fact that
Bridgeport receives pictures from New York’s 7 stations
and New Haven’s one, survey shows 22% of those interviewed are prepared to convert their sets to uhf “immediately,” another 26% when station goes on air, and foresees figure of 75% within year.
Survey showed 70% of
Bridgeport residents already own TVs, but also indicated:
(1) 91% of Bridgeport residents had heard about coming
TV station. (2) 91.5% knew “who is putting this new
TV station on the air.” (3) 81.6% thought Bridgeport
should have locally owned & operated station.

People would sooner drop telephone than TV, in opinion of Jackson Martindell, president of American Institute
of Management.
Testifying before District of Columbia

Commission

Utilities

in

support of phone company’s peti-

tion for rate increase, he asserted that phone companies
would suffer more than other utilities during depression

Interstate

Democrats

"T THF

interested and

when

like the information.

and other modern media make desirable changing

time of national political conventions to about Sept. 1 and
shortening future presidential campaigns, said CBS chairman Wm. S. Paley in Jan. 18 address titled “TV and the
Presidential Campaign” before Philadelphia’s Poor Richard Club, which bestowed upon him its annual Gold
Achievement Medal for “contribution to the strength of
the nation through his service to government.”

and that they’re harmed more by inflation. Elaborating
on his TV vs. telephone thesis, he said: “Why, home appliances have solved the servant problem, and TV sets are

was discussing
paid her $200 a
month for someone to take care of the children, she would
throw the TV set out the window but not before.” As if
to underscore this point, Admiral electronics gen. mgr.,
Joe Marty Jr., told St. Louis Admiral dealers Jan. 15 that
there are more TVs than telephones in Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Boston, Cleveland, Baltimore and St. Louis. He
added that TVs generally exceed phones in metropolitan
areas where stations have been on air 5 years or more.

today’s nursemaids.
this

with

my

Just the other day,

daughter and she said

I

if I

—

TV

“horse opera,” originating at WCAU-TV,
CBS-TV about Feb. 2, Mon.-Fri.
3:30-4 p.m., slated to be one of TV’s biggest production
Titled Action in the Afternoon, program will
efforts.
utilize area surrounding WCAU-TV for city block in
mythical “Huberle, Mont.” and will use one of largest
production crews on TV, headed by WCAU-TV v.p.
Charles Vanda and staff of Hollywood & New York script
writers. Cast of 11 players and score of supporting actors
will work under any weather condition to simulate MonSponsorship details haven’t yet been ditana climate.

Live

Philadelphia, starts on

vulged.

Grosses of the 7 major film producers have “stabibut moviemakers still face
problem of sagging profits. Show business journal reports
majors’ “1952 profit tally will be fortunate to reach $25,000,000,” compared with 1951 figure of $31,000,000 and allGrosses for first 9
time high of $125,000,000 in 1946.
months of 1952 totaled $551,000,000 against $526,000,000
for same 1951 period. Variety notes all major producers

lized,” notes Jan. 7 Variety,

except

Warner

phase of

Bros, and RKO are now active in some
production of TV films, ownership of

TV—either

stations or

manufacture of

TV

equipment.

Station Representatives Assn, has mailed second edition of its Spot Radio Estimator to advertisers & agencies.
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USEFUL DIAGRAM OF AT&T's TV CIRCUITS: Diagram

enof AT&T's TV network circuits
closed herewith as a Special Supplement to all subscribers, is a handy guide for
determining cities now served by networks and for figuring number of networks which
,

can serve stations in each city simultaneously.
Diagram was prepared by AT&T as an exhibit for theatre-TV hearing which will
resume Jan. 26, includes both present and proposed circuits direction of transmisIt is up to date as of Jan. 1,
sion, distinguishes between coaxial and microwave.
changes.
indicate
status
as
it
can be used as a worksheet to
Diagram is a natural adjunct to our basic 52x22-in. wall map of TV stations
Additional
and network facilities which is included with our Jan. 15 TV Factbook.
copies of the basic map, which also shows privately owned TV network facilities, are
available at $1 each or 500 in quantities of 10 or more.
,

ROSTER OF APPLICATIONS TREE' FOR GRANTS:

Exactly 150 applications for new stations
are "in the clear " for immediate grants
as soon as FCC can reach them under its
priority schedule. And as of today, there are 705 TV stations in sight adding up
channels applied for and occupied (by stations actually in operation or granted).
These significant figures were derived from comprehensive analysis of the
733 applications pending
as digested in our TV Factbook No. 16 and Addenda
the
Our analysis,
first such breakdown of applications and grants, to our knowledge.
made continually over 8-week period to reveal week-to-week trends, also shows:

—

,

—

—

The 130 uncontested applications break down to 44 vhf
86 uhf
They include
The " f ree-f or-grant "
non-commercial educational applications, 4 of them for vhf.
applications cover 115 communities listed on next page for your convenience.
These figures change day-to-day week-to-week, of course, with new grants,
new applications, and the amendment and dismissal of old ones. Some channels on the
list will no longer be "free" by time Commission gets to them; other cities will be
And some grants may
added to list as applications are filed for "virgin" channels.
be delayed or forestalled by questions as to applicants' qualifications.
The number of "free" applications is being whittled down at rate of 5 a week
on the average, though Commission has been averaging 10 CPs weekl y. If applications
and grants continue at current rate, FCC should work its way through backlog of uncontested applications in about 6 months and be in position to grant non-competitive
applications as fast as they come in, regardless of priority status.
Of the total 705 potential TV stations now in works, 386 will be vhf and
Allocation plan provides for some 2060 channels.
319 uhf.
Applications for contested channels
those which will have to go to hear,

9

,

,

—

COPYRIGHT 1953 BY RADIO NEWS BUREAU

.

;

2

—

ing unless all but one party drop out
172 are vhf, 86 uhf.

total 598

vying for 258 channels of which

,

Some 1555 channels are "going begging " -- that is, there are no applications
for them at this stage of the game. Most are in smaller communities and 1130 are
uhf, 225 vhf.
This figure isn't particularly significant, in view of fact that FCC
could have assigned far more channels in many areas but didn't anticipate any demand
for them.
Stations on air or granted to date total 517 (including 108 pre-freeze),
of which 170 are vhf, 147 uhf.
These are the channels currently uncontested and therefore free for granting
(listing is state-by-state; educational channels indicated by asterisks):
,

Decatur, Ala.

23

Phoenix, Ariz.

3

Pine Bluff, Ark

7

Atlanta, Ga,
Douglas, Ga.

Macon, Ga.

Rome, Ga.
Chico, Cal.

12

.

Corona, Cal.

Delano (Wasco), Cal

— 5233

Eureka, Cal.
Riverside,

3

Cal.

San Bernardino, Cal.
San Diego, Cal.
San Francisco-Oakland,
Q*

r»ai

San Luis Obispo,

90

Cal.„._

Tulare, Cal.

Yuba

City, Cal.

40
30
21
44
6
27
52

Col.

5

71*
24*
63*

Bridgeport, Conn.
Hartford, Conn.

Norwich, Conn.
Dover, Del.

6

26*

Fort Myers, Fla.
Jacksonville, Fla.

11
30,

Mlnneapolis-St. Paul

17

28
56

la.

Pittsburg, Kan.

7

Fort Dodge,

.

Oklahoma

West

Mo

Klamath

....9*,

Plains, Mo.

30,

Butte, Mont.
Havre, Mont.
Missoula, Mont.

Chambersburg, Pa
Lewistown, Pa.
9
Lock
Haven, Pa.
13
Sharon, Pa.

Minden, La.

30
26

Keene, N. H.

45

Albuquerque, N. M.
Clovis, N. M.
Roswell, N. M.

13
12
8

Portland, Me.

53

Annapolis (Odenton) Md.

14

15

Texarkana, Tex.

25

Charlottesville,

13,

20
2
5

46

6

38
32
39

Aiken,

S. C.
Anderson, S. C.
Greenwood, S. C.

Johnson

..

20
20

_
_

_

32
9

20
2
35

46
6
6
19
19

.

City,

Va.
Harrisonburg, Va.
Marion, Va.

_..

Norfolk-PortsmouthNewport News, Va.

15, 33

64
3

50

24

64
24

Orleans, La

48

Sherman, Tex.
Temple, Tex.

47

Falls, Ore.

Lexington, Ky.
Maysville, Ky.

New

13, 42,

McAllen, Tex.
Midland, Tex
San Antonio, Tex.

19,

Medford, Ore.
Salem, Ore.

42
20

El Paso, Tex.
Fort Worth, Tex.
Longview, Tex.
Lufkin, Tex.

City,

Okla.

7

Memphis, Tenn._

Tyler, Tex.
Victoria, Tex.

McAlester, Okla.

9

47
31

Hannibal, Mo.
St. Louis,

...

10, 13

Eugene, Ore.
36
21

111

36
9
27
55
26

Ashtabula, O.

la. -Rock

Davenport,

36
2*

Miami, Fla

Minot, N. D.

Columbus, Miss.
Gulfport, Miss
Hattiesburg, Miss
Jackson, Miss.
McComb, Miss.

20
22
20

111.

40

Washington, D. C.

Charlotte, N. C.
Greenville, N. C.
Hendersonville, N.
Mount Airy, N. C.

74

11

Chicago, 111.
Harrisburg, 111
Springfield,

18

25*

C
Benton Harbor, Mich,.... 42
24
Coldwater, Mich
Winston-Salem, N. C.
Lansing, Mich.
54

2
8

3,

Nampa, Ida
Twin Falls, Ida.

Island,

Grand Junction,

Ida

Falls,

Elmira, N. Y.
Utica-Rome, N. Y.

16
50, 56

North Adams, Mass

37
16

Caldwell, Ida.

Md.

Boston, Mass.

9
6

Thomasvllle, Ga.
Valdosta, Ga.
Waycross, Ga.

Idaho

Salisbury,

36
32
47

13,

Tenn

Walla Walla, Wash.
Wenatchee, Wash.

5

55

Wheeling, W. Va.Steubenville, O.

51

Wls

54
53
21

Marinette, Wis.

..

Milwaukee, Wls

10*.

11

Honolulu, Hawaii

Beloit,

SEVERAL TESTING, OTHERS GETTING READY:

57
11
39

13

Three more new stations are on air testing
and there should be quite a few other starters during February
Even Tijuana's
XETV (Channel 6), on border near San Diego, is reported about ready to get going, so
that the count now totals 151 U.S
2 Canadian, 2 Mexican border stations operating.
This week's starte rs, all as yet on test patterns only: KXLY-TV, Spokane
(Ch. 4), which began last week end with test patterns from Mt. Spokane, reported
quite successful by mgr. Norman Hawkins, and which plans commercial operation from
(Ch. 25), which began tests Jan. 20, goes commercial
Feb. 1; WTVJ, Jackson, Miss
momentarily; WABI-TV, Bangor, Me . (Ch. 5), slated for first tests this Sunday, Jan.
25, and definitely going commercial next Saturday, Jan. 51.
For all practical purposes these 5 can now be regarded as on the air
the
Bangor debut indeed,
Jackson and Bangor outlets opening up brand new TV markets.
is something of a saga: Granted Dec. 51, mgr. Murray Carpenter and co-owner ex-Gov.
Hildreth, president of Bucknell U, pushed it along so speedily that the ebullient
Mr. Carpenter was able to wire us Friday that everything is running ahead of schedule and that: "They said we couldn't build for our estimated costs, but we've done
it. They said we couldn't build in 4 weeks, but we've done it. They said we couldn't
Now just watch us."
build in the Maine winter, but we've done it.
,

—

.

.

,

.

—

,

,

$

*

*

*

Due to turn on juice any time now also, are WFMJ-TV, Youngstown (Ch. 75),
WLVA-TV, Lynchburg, Va
(Ch. 15)
KDZA-TV, Pueblo (Ch. 5)
WROV-TV, Roanoke (Ch. 27)
the last-named advising us that its schedule now calls for test patterns starting Feb. 2 and for regular operation starting Feb. 8.
GE has shipped to both WEEK-TV, Peoria (Ch. 45) and WHUM-TV, Reading (Ch. 61)
and those plants are far enough along to get them on air very soon . Also, before
end of February, we're promised these other starters: WICC-TV, Bridgeport (Ch. 45);
(Ch. 12)
WFBG-TV, Alt o ona
KOLN-TV, Lincoln, Neb
(Ch. 61)
WWLP Springfield, Mass
WLEV-TV,
Bethlehem.
Pa
(Ch.
and maybe
51)
WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge (Ch. 28)
(Ch. 10)
a few others, on which no reports have yet been obtained.
details about all aforementioned starters, see Station Directory, TV
[ For
No.
Factbook
16; for news about transmitter shipments & upcoming stations, see p. 6.]
,

.

;

—

—

.

,

;

.

;

;

;

.

;
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FCC granted that
DOZEN MORE CPs GRANTED, TOTAL NOW 209: Add 12 CPs to your list
many more this week, bringing total post-freeze new-station authorizations to 209,
That's almost twice as many as pre-freeze stations
62 vhf
of which 147 are uhf
In 5 weeks, holidays and all. Commission approved
and they're still coming fast.
They aren't all uhf, by any means; 5 of this week's were vhf.
52 CPs.
N.M
St. Cloud, Minn ., WJON, No. 7; Santa Fe
The vhf grants went to
Bellingham
Greer & Greer, No. 2; Wichita Falls, Tex ., KWFT, No. 6 (third for city)
Wash
KVOS, No. 12; Cheyenne, Wyo ., KFBC, No. 5.
Northampton, Mass ., WACE, Chicopee, No. 36; Kansas City
Uhf CPs went to
WJTN, No. 58; Kingston, N.Y ., WKNY, No.
Empire Coil Co., No. 25; Jamestown, N.Y
Greenville Television Co., No. 23;
WLEC, No. 42; Greenville
S.
66; Sandusky, 0
No. 33 (2nd for city).
Bartell Television Corp.
Madison, Wis
Kansas City grant to Herbert Mayer's Empire Coil Co. is another milestone
It's his 4th station
in Mr. Mayer's remarkable history of station acquisition.
KPTV, Portland both
vhf
WXEL,
Cleveland
and
uhf
His
other
holdings
are
3rd uhf.
dropped
Louis
application
this week.
He
St.
on air, and CP for uhf KDEN, Denver.
Among the grantees without local AMs Greer & Greer operate theatres in New
Greenville grantee is big
Mexico and Colorado, are TV applicants for Albuquerque.
partnership of businessmen; largest share (15%) is held by realtor R.M. Caine; a 5%
owner is Burnet R. Maybank Jr., attorney, son of Sen. Maybank (D-S.C.).
further details about grantees see TV Addenda 16-C herewith for com[ For
plete data on these and all other applications, see TV Factbook No. 16.]
.
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There has been much talk about
shakedowns and "strike" applications ever
since freeze ended — referring to those filing competing applications in hopes of
being bought off in cash or stock.
FCC is well aware of the charges, but hasn't Commission and others have spotted several very suspicious
nailed anyone yet.
applications, but it takes time to develop a solid case against them.
In only a few cases have rival applicants formally told Commission of their
suspicions.
FCC hasn't yet gone into charges
openly, at least.
But it has indicated it would welcome iron-clad proof in order to make a "horrible example"
but such proof is manifestly hard to get.
11
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NO LETUP IN COMMUNITY ANTENNA GROWTH: Guessing about future of community antenna
systems remains a popular game
but all the conjecture doesn't seem to slow down
their growth one whit.
Despite end of freeze advent of n ew stations, increases in station powerheight, experiments with boosters and satellites (Vol. 9:3)
our new directory of
systems on pp. 239-241 of TV Factbook 16 shows that in 6 months the total of operating systems has grown from 94 to 149 while number planned went from 16 to 26.
Total homes served by these systems is extremely difficult to calculate,
but estimates run about 75-85,000.
Assuming only 70,000, the money involved is
Assuming only $125 each, initial connection charges total
quite respectable sum.
$8,750,000. Receivers would run about twice that
or $17,500,000.
At $3.50 for
monthly service fee, yearly intake would be about $3,000,000.
This is small potatoes compared with aggregate of entire TV industry
but
it means very nice businesses for successful system operators.
Not all are in clover
by any means, but potential is excellent in many communities.
In the opinion of
Martin F. Malarkey Jr
president of National Community TV Assn.
only about half
the operators are currently in black
But the losers, he says, generally have no
one to blame but themselves.
As in any industry, systems have their share of plain
poor businessmen and shoddy operators.
The hills and valleys of Pennsylvania still account for largest group of
systems
53.
West Virginia is next with 23.
Califo r nia has 18.
Noteworthy is
advent of the multiple owner. William Gentry, of Concord, Cal., has 5.
Dominic
Vitelli, Brockton, Pa., has 3.
W. Howes Mead, Lexington, Ky.
has 1 with 2 planned.
Among biggest proje cts are those operating & planned by Jerrold Electronics
Corp., major producer of community equipment.
Backed by J.H. Whitney & Co., the big
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—
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investment house, it aims for 6000 subscribers in Williamsport, Fa
It has started
in Ventnor, N. J., Atlantic City suburb, working with Butcher & Sherrerd, Philadelphia investors. And, with Whitney, it will shortly enter Fairmont, Clarksburg,
Morgantown and Parkersburg, W. Va. Jerrold reports 2 more systems in operation with
its equipment
Walton, N.Y. and Harlan, Ky.
Things to watch for from now on besides number of systems and homes served,
are impact of TV station growth, conversion to add uhf, beginnings of subscription
TV
a la Telemeter in Palm Springs, Cal., due to start soon.
Jerrold announced its subscription-TV intentions this week, said it would
reveal its system when FCC sets matter for hearing. President Milton Shapp claims
he has something simpler than any system offered to date, because it will be confined to wired systems. He's convinced community systems are "naturals" for fee-TV.
.

—

,

—

Personal Holes:

George M. Burbach, for 40 years with
Louis Post-Dispatch, director of its radio station KSD
and founder of its KSD-TV, was presented with an oil
portrait of himself at Jan. 15 reception at which the
St.

Pulitzers acted as hosts; portrait will hang in the studios
Wm. H. Fineshriber Jr., MBS executive v.p., resigns
.
.

.

MBS

president Frank H.
NBC post
James D. Shouse, Avco director and Crosley Broadcasting
Co. chairman, elected president of Cincinnati Chamber of
Commerce
James C. Cole, veteran radio mgr., onetime
with WEBC, Duluth, appointed mgr. of new WFTV, Duluth (Ch. 38), tentatively slated to start Feb. 15 (Vol. 8:49)
and one of the 3 uhf grants to Herbert Scheftel interests
(Telenews theatres), others being in Little Rock and
Harold P. See promoted from TV director
Sioux City
to station mgr., KRON-TV, San Francisco, under Charles
Thierot, gen. mgr. and asst, publisher of parent Chronicle
P. A. (Bud) Sugg elected to board of Oklahoma Publishing Co. (Daily Oklahoman) whose
& WKY-TV
Robert F. Lewine, ex-TV-radio director,
he manages
Hirshon-Garfield, joining ABC-TV as eastern program
as of

March

.

.

.

.

.

1

to join

now NBC

White,

former

president, in an executive

.

.

.

.

WKY

.

director

mgr. of

.

.

.

.

.

Bun Clapperton, ex-KPOA, named local sales
Don Stewart shifted to DuHonolulu

KONA,

.

Mont transmitter

.

.

following merger of network’s

sales,

& teletranscription depts. now headed by
Robert Woolf, with Merriman Holtz Jr. as supervisor of
Mrs. Doris Corwith, NBC supervisor
film syndication
of public affairs and president of American Women in
Radio & TV, sailed Jan. 24 on hospital ship U.S.S. Haven
for 2-week tour of western Pacific as guest of Navy, reCraig Ramsey named asst,
turning in Mars seaplane
film syndication

.

.

.

.

to

KFEL-TV program

.

.

Duncan Ross,

director

Wm.

Andrew named KFEL-TV commercial production
both going to Denver from NBC-TV, New York
.

G.

.

Greg-

ory T. Lincoln, ex-WPIX, joins Crosley New York sales
Frederick N. Polangin, exoffice handling TV accounts
Hutchins Adv. (Philco account), named to N. Y. staff of
Fuller & Smith & Ross as supervisor of TV-radio div. of
Arnold Johnson resigns as NBC
Westinghouse account
.

.

.

.

.

.

Chicago TV-radio service mgr. to become radio facilities
mgr., Needham, Louis & Brorby; he’s succeeded by Thomas
Lauer
Mrs. Donna Quigley, ex-Frank Best & Co. and
Reuben H. Donnelley Corp., joins Cayton Inc. as asst. TV
Kenneth W. Miller, FCC engineer in Conelrad
director
group, chosen as engineering asst, by Comr. Robert BartNed Hullinger, ABC westley, first such aide selected
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ern

div. station relations

.

he was

GOP

Congressman. To the electronics industry,
non grata because of the part he
played in the color imbroglio, his sparking of long-drawn-

he’s definitely persona

out anti-trust probe involving still-undecided ABC-UPT
merger, his opposition to majority’s method for early lifting of 4-year TV freeze. He himself says he’d take job
only if drafted, and the publicity isn’t doing his nicelybuilding law practice any harm.
Speculation about Republican successors to Chairman
Walker and Comr. Merrill continues meanwhile but nobody really knows answers, not even President Eisenhower’s wartime aide Harry C. Butcher, who called on him
shortly before inauguration and who himself is definitely
not slated for any part of the new Administration. It’s
apparent Gen. Eisenhower hasn’t taken up matter yet.
All that’s known is that strong bi-partisan and industry sentiment favors promotion of the capable and knowledgeable Comr. Hyde (Idaho Republican) to chairmanship; that Indianapolis-Phoenix publisher Eugene Pulliam
has been working hard for Charles Garland, gen. mgr. of
Gene Autry’s KOOL, Phoenix, and onetime mayor of Des
Plaines, 111.; that there’s considerable support and opposition to candidacy of Lewis Allen Weiss, ex-Don Lee president and MBS chairman; that dozens of other names have
been advanced and publicized, including radio & telephone
people, lame duck politicians, even newsmen making for
guessing game that has given trade press plenty of copy.

—

—

Mc-

director,
.

FCC

.

.

.

X-COMR. JONES’

chances of becoming chairman of
are regarded virtually nil, despite considerable
publicity in recent weeks.
Close inquiries indicate he
couldn’t get own Ohio delegation in Congress to suppbrt
him, despite his acknowledged ability and popularity when

E

.

mgr., transferred to station rela-

tions dept., N. Y.

Douglas Coulter, 52, NBC-TV executive producer, onetime CBS program v.p. and ex-N. W. Ayer radio v.p., died
of a heart attack at his home in Scarsdale, N. Y., Jan. 21.
He was credited with introducing the first radio variety
and mystery shows, and with handling debuts of Will Rogers, Eddie Cantor, Jack Benny, Joe Cook, Mills Brothers.

First coast-to-coast inauguration telecasts, viewed by
estimated 70,000,000 over 118 stations (out of the 128 on
air) won unanimous acclaim of TV-radio critics. Audience
,

was augmented by

TV

installations in

many

of nation’s

classrooms as well as state legislatures and public places
Inauguration was free attraction on
all over country.
theatre-TV screens in Cleveland, Cincinnati and IndianThe 4 TV networks 'used total of more than 50
apolis.
cameras, staffs totaling some 600. Most fascinating innovations were the mobile transmitters of ABC, CBS & NBC,
mounted in autos which cruised along parade route. New

18-lb.

—NBC’s

handand ABC’s
“Peek-A-View,” also using vidicon, made by Dage

portable cameras were unveiled, too
held job using RCA vidicon industrial

TV

8-lb.

tube,

ABC’s coverage was sponElectronics Co. (Vol. 8:50).
sored by Willys, CBS’s by Packard, NBC’s by General
Motors, DuMont’s on local cooperative basis.
Of the 43,849,460 radio homes in U. S. (some 98% of
44% have 2 or more radios, says A. C. Neilsen Co.
As of June 1, 1952 there were 70,175,670 radio sets and
all),

17,706,930

TVs

in operation in U. S.

22,630,820 families

owned one

or

homes.

more auto

In addition,
radios.

—
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Telecasting Notes: “Open door” to TV-radio as well as
press is official policy of new Administration another
milestone in growing acceptance of TV as news medium.
Some newspapermen were miffed (as they were when
radio first loomed as a “competitor”) when President
Eisenhower’s press secretary James C. Hagerty announced
Jan. 21 that live TV-radio will be permitted to participate
in some of President’s new conferences for first time, probably once a month. Exact form of TV-radio “conferences”
hasn’t yet been worked out, but in apparent recognition of

—

TV’s role
told

campaign, Mr. Hagerty

in presidential election

newsmen: “We are

which we

in a

new

and use”

will take

.

new medium

Dim view

of televised

was taken by New York

presidential press conferences

Times Jan. 23

.

.

era with a

in editorial saying such telecasts

would be

“a vaudeville act” and expressing hope “President Eisenhower will not take this risk”; but Times TV-radio editor
Jack Gould, in same issue, enthusiastically called proposal
“the thoroughly American way [to give] millions an opportunity” to see Govt, in action
TV-radio broadcasting of
hearings before standing Congressional committees at discretion of chairman or by majority vote of committee is
provided by bill to be introduced Jan. 26 by Rep. Javits
(R-N. Y.) which also provides for code to safeguard rights
of witnesses; bill is similar to one he introduced in last
Congress, where it was pigeonholed by Rules Committee
.

.

.

“Look at Those Congressmen Ham It Up”
by James R. Aswell, on Robert Coar’s joint
Senate-House recording facilities, non-profit and self-supporting setup on Capitol Hill which makes radio transcrip(Vol. 7:18)

.

.

.

titles article,

TV films for legislators to

send back to their
local stations, due Feb. 13 in Saturday Evening Post
Tommy Manyille, as guest on Socony’s Broadway Stanza
tions or shoots

.

Station Accounts:

.

.

So-called “chain lightning” merchan-

WNBC & WNBT

5000 drug stores,
represented by New York State Pharmaceutical Assn., as
sponsors of weekly half-hour Favorite Story, starring Ronald Colman. Plan was used previously with 1500 supermarkets and 2000 independent grocers and includes TVradio spots to promote neighborhood stores.
Pharmaceutical Assn., in turn, will provide members with pointof-sale displays of other products advertised on
&
Chesterfield and Hamm Brewing Co., each taking half of all games, will repeat sponsorship next season
of all home games of Chicago Cubs and White Sox on
WGN-TV, with reported $100,000 paid each club for rights
National Brewing Co. (National Bohemian) to sponsor
.
24 home, 14 road games of Washington Senators on WTTG,
through Kenyon & Eckhardt; it’s 7th season on WTTG
for club
Broil-Kwik Co. (infra-red broilers) buys night
stanza of Mono-Drama Theatre on WABD, New York,
Mon.-thru-Fri. 11:15-11:30 p.m., thru Zlowe Co.; afternoon stanza is 2:45-3. Unique new show stars lone actor
who recreates a living portrait without aid of props or
Helen Pessl Inc. (Little Lady
supporting players
Toiletries) stars Ireene Wicker in Little Lady Story Time
on WJZ-TV, N. Y., starting Feb. 1, Sun. 11:30-12 noon, thru
I. S. Grass Noodle Co. (Mrs. Grass’
Keystone Adv. .
soup mixes) using TV on Ohio stations WNBK, WLWT,
&
and Chicago stations
WLWD,
to back up big midwest newspaper ad schedule, thru Phil
Among other advertisers reGordon Agency, Chicago
ported using or preparing to use TV: Avis Rent-A-Car
System, thru Ruse & Urban, Detroit; Indiana Bell Telephone Co., thru J. Walter Thompson, Chicago; Rolls Razor
Inc. (Rolls razor & accessories), thru Anderson & Cairns
Inc., N. Y.; Flagstaff Foods (food products), thru Weiss &
dising plan of

ties in

WNBC

WNBT

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WBKB

WLWC

.

.

WNBQ

.

Geller, N. Y.; Hills Bros. Coffee Inc. (Red Can coffee),
thru N. W. Ayer & Son, San Francisco; Calcinator Sales
Co. (incinerators), thru Christopher-Williams & Bridges.

on WPIX, New York, conducted by Rialto columnist Hy
Gardner, was cited as example of “below-the-belt TV” by
no less an authority than Variety, which lambastes the
“fi’ee-for-all on the Manville matrimonial sprees” as “one
of the prize misdemeanors of the year” coming just when
newspapers and Congressional watchdogs are increasingly
alerting themselves to abuses.
This one, said Variety,
reached “a level of bad taste that must have floored the
Mobiloil boys into immobility”
Birth of son to Lucille
Ball and husband Desi Arnaz Jan. 19, with its attendant
heavy newspaper publicity, resulted in all-time high Trendex rating of 68.8 (approximately 44,000,000 viewers) for
their filmed I Love Lucy program same night on CBS-TV
Ford Foundation, having gotten Omnibus off to good
start on CBS-TV, with 5 sponsors now making it selfsupporting, soon to get proposal for children’s TV show
from its TV-Radio Workshop chief Robert Saudek
Live-wire WAAM, Baltimore, already offering Income Tax
Clinic at 9:15 p.m. each Tuesday until fateful March 15
a “natural” for TV-radio ... 95 stations and all 4 net-

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

works now subscribe

to

.

.

NARTB-TV

flash its symbol, including 3 of

Code and regularly
Washington’s 4, which are

under constant gaze of FCC members, staff & families;
sole holdout
and it sticks in NARTB craw—is Washington Post’s WTOP-TV, due to an old personal gripe of mgr.
John S. Hayes
John E. Pearson TV named rep of new
KSFA-TV, Ft. Smith, Ark. (Ch. 22), due on air May 1,
reports Weldon Stamps, gen. mgr.
KONA, Honolulu,

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

new

A

rate card, retroactive to Dec. 16, reduces Class
hour
rate from $225 to $150, 1-min. from $45 to $30 . .
New
A\TVU, Scranton, Pa., due on air in March, has appointed
.

Bolling as national rep.

N

EW YORK

State Board of Regents’ ambitious plan
for 10-station educational TV network is rated only
50-50 chance of winning approval in toto despite over-

—

whelming support at 4 hearings before N. Y. State Temporary Commission on Educational TV, which ended Jan.
22 in Albany. That’s opinion we get from newsmen who
covered hearings and who are also wise to political maneuvering in State House.
Chief obstacle to full endorsement appears to be
cost, estimated to involve outlay of $3,850,000-$4,500,000 in
tax funds for construction alone. Best guess is that econ-

omy-minded Commission members, some reputed to be luketo educational TV, will urge legislature to approve
modest program as a trial, reserving right to expand network if it proves successful.
Educational TV gets chance to show its wares before
15,000 school officials at convention of American Assn, of

warm

School Administrators in Atlantic City, Feb. 14-20. New
Jersey Dept, of Education’s TV research center at Rutgers
U plans to show series of typical educational programs.
Joint Committee for Educational TV will provide lawyers
and engineers to answer questions of educators.
Other educational developments this week: (1) NARDA
convention in Chicago set up regional committees to seek
support for educational TV. (2) Chicago board of education submitted budget request of $150,000 for construction
of TV studio in Manley Trade School. (3) American Council on Education, 1785 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Washington, published A Television Policy for Education (285 pp.,
$3.50) based on addresses at TV Programs Institute at
Penn State College last spring.
(4) Ten Philadelphia
groups formed Delaware Valley Television Corp., nonprofit organization to press for educational TV station.
(5) Massachusetts Special Commission on Educational TV
called public hearing in Boston Jan. 26 to consider its recommendations for state network. (6) U of Minnesota Board
of Regents approved state network plan to cost $5,000,000.
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WO-A-WEEK, not 2-a-month as we erroneously reported last week, is anticipated RCA schedule of uhf
transmitter deliveries starting possibly in February.
Meanwhile, next week’s shipments go to WAFB-TV, Baton
Rouge (Channel 28) and to WROV-TV, Roanoke (Ch. 27).
First February uhf deliveries are scheduled for WKNBTV, New

Britain, Conn. (Ch. 30)

;

WHP-TV,

Harrisburg

(Ch. 55); WNBH-TV, New Bedford, Mass. (Ch. 28);
WAKR-TV, Akron (Ch. 49) WKST-TV, New Castle, Pa.
(Ch. 45); WTVO, Rockford, 111. (Ch. 39).
GE also is stepping up its uhf deliveries and has con;

This week it shipped 100Peoria (Ch. 43) and 12-kw
to WHUM-TV, Reading (Ch. 61), both now shooting for
Feb. 1 start. In February, it ships to WWLP, SpringWHYN-TV, Holyoke, Mass (Ch.
field, Mass. (Ch. 61)
Arbor, Mich. (Ch. 20); KBMT,
Ann
WPAG-TV,
55);
Beaumont, Tex. (Ch. 31) WLOK-TV, Lima, 0. (Ch. 73).
GE’s March uhf shipments include WGBI-TV, Scransiderably increased
watt transmitter to

orders.

its

WEEK-TV,

;

;

WEEU-TV, Reading (Ch. 33); WOSH-TV,
Oshkosh, Wis. (Ch. 48). In April or May, 12-kw job goes
Other May shipments
to KPIK, Los Angeles (Ch. 22).
KRTV, Little
are to WILK-TV, Wilkes-Barre (Ch. 34)
Rock (Ch. 17). June: WUTV, Youngstown. (Ch. 21);
KIMA-TV, Yakima, Wash. (Ch. 29). July: KTVA, Austin, Tex. (Ch. 24); WPFA, Pensacola, Fla. (Ch. 15);
KTAG, Lake Charles, La. (Ch. 25). August: WTVT,
Chattanooga (Ch. 43) WCOC-TV, Meridian, Miss. (Ch.
ton (Ch. 22);

;

;

30).
*

*

*
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Replies were rather numerous this week in our continuing survey of upcoming new stations, though some
were quite indefinite. Here’s what uhf grantees reported:
Denver isn’t likely to get uhf before end of summer,
according to latest dope on KIRV (Ch. 20) and

KDEN

(Ch. 26). Former’s prime mover, Sam Sigman, is quoted
in trade reports as stating difficulty in getting equipment
Latter grantee, Empire
is causing delays until August.
Coil Co., has postponed until spring because of site prob-

Meanwhile, Denver’s Rocky Mountain Electrical
League reports 1952 set sales totaled 115,299, plus estimated 2000 brought in from elsewhere remarkable record
when it’s recalled that first vhf TV began there last July
lems.

—

second Oct. 2.
St. Louis trade reports indicate that KTSL group
headed by Wm. Ware (Ch. 36) aims for April 1-15 start,
though Mr. Ware himself says it will be week or so before
definite information about plans can be announced. Also
from Columbia, Mo., it’s reported that new U of Missouri
18,

commercial outlet on Ch. 8 won’t be ready for at least 6
months.
WICC-TV, Bridgeport, Conn. (Ch. 43), last promised
for Jan. 15 with first Federal uhf transmitter, now looks
to “third week in February” for its start, reports mgr.
Philip Merryman. It might have made January date, except for delays in 435-ft. tower, he states.
WKOW-TV, Madison, Wis. (Ch. 27) has ordered RCA
equipment, breaks ground for new plant Feb. 1, expects to
get started June 1, has appointed Headley-Reed, according
to gen. mgr. Michael Henry.
WISE-TV, Asheville, N. C. (Ch. 62) and WCOG-TV,
Greensboro, N. C. (Ch. 57) are to be pushed to completion,
reports Harold H. Thoms, holding both CPs. RCA transmitter and DuMont cameras & film equipment have been
ordered for WISE-TV, which he expects to get going by
May 30. DuMont 5-kw transmitter has been ordered for
WCOG-TV, which is due to start Aug. 15, he stated.
New station in Salinas, Cal. (Ch. 28), granted Jan. 14
to S. A. Cisler Jr. and Grant Wrathall, hasn’t yet ordered
equipment but is aiming for summer of 1953 start, according to Mr. Cisler.

Among

vhf grantees, there’s more definite informatarget dates. These are digests of this

tion, at least as to

week’s reports:

From Springfield, Mo., J. Gordon Wardell, manager
of Springfield Television Inc. (Ch. 3), reports construction
new building to start in 2 weeks, RCA equipment ordered, July 1 expected on-air date, call letters and national
rep not yet selected. President is Lester L. Cox, son of

of

Lester E. Cox (KWTO, Springfield). Major stockholder
is Springfield Newspapers Inc. (KGBX). The elder Cox
has relinquished his previous interest in Springfield Television Inc. while the younger has given up his single share
in

KWTO.

WBAY-TV, Green Bay, Wis. (Ch. 2) reports that construction of studios in Columbus Club Bldg, will be completed shortly, that RCA has delivered 2 studio camera
and associated equipment, that transmitter and ST microwave link are yet to come. Present
plans call for tests to begin about March 1, regular programming 7 hours daily starting March 15. Weed & Co.
will be rep.
WDAY-TV, Fargo, N. D. (Ch. 6) has had RCA equipment on order since June 1951, reports president Earl
Reineke. Though construction plans haven’t jelled yet, it
hopes to begin interim operation by May 1. National rep
hasn’t been chosen, though Free & Peters is radio rep.
KZTV, Reno, Nev. (Ch. 8) hasn’t ordered equipment
yet or begun construction, yet president Kenyon Brown
guesses it might get on the air by June 1.
He’s 50%
owner, other half being owned by Fort Smith (Ark.) publisher Donald W. Reynolds.
KVTV, Sioux City, la. (Ch. 9) has ordered GE transmitter, RCA studio equipment, Graybar lighting equipment, has started erection of tower, studios and transmitters, now reports it will go on air no later than April 1,
possibly earlier. Katz will be rep. Management is headed
by Robert R. Tincher, mgr. of WNAX, Yankton, S. D., also
owned by Cowles publishing interests.
chains, film chain

KROC-TV,

Rochester, Minn. (Ch. 10) has ordered
equipment, but hasn’t yet begun construction, accordIts target date is May 1.
ing to Gordon P. Gentling.
Rep will be Robert Meeker.
KELO-TV, Sioux Falls, S. D. (Ch. 11) has RCA equipment on hand, much of plant completed, will have test
patterns by March 1, start commercial telecasting April 1,
says mgr. Evans Nord. O. L. Taylor will be national rep.
KCBD-TV, Lubbock, Tex. (Ch. 11) expects to be on
the air by March 30, according to latest report from president Joe H. Bryant, thus giving that community second
vhf outlet KDUB-TV having begun Ch. 13 operation last
Nov. 13. RCA equipment has been ordered, to be delivered
this month.
Studio building is about completed. John E.

RCA

—

Pearson will be rep.
KTNT-TV, Tacoma, Wash. (Ch. 11) has ordered GE
equipment, already received and being installed, with
studio and tower completed but it won’t estimate starting date. Weed has been signed as national sales rep.
Rival KMO-TV (Ch. 13), being built by Carl Haymond,

—

previously reported May, 1953 as target (Vol. 8:51).
First network service to Canada went into effect this
week when 2-section 66-mi. microwave link began operating from Buffalo to Toronto across Lake Ontario, with
intermediate relay at Fonthill, Ont. CBS-TV beamed first

program, Studio One, shortly after connection. Extension to Montreal is due in Spring. Also interconnected
live

this

week were Youngstown’s

WFMJ-TV & WKBN-TV.

shipped 20-kw amplifier to WPIX, New York, Jan.
is due to hike power to nearly 100 kw
shortly, operating from Empire State Bldg.

GE

22,

and station

1

LEASEES STILL THINKING & TALKING

BEG: They' re licking their chops in the industry
of
over prospects
another big production and sales year
anticipated by just about
everyone on the manufacturing side of TV-radio, big and little.
High expectations

~

are based not only on continuing high demand for their product but on the new Administration's obvious friendliness to business.
That the electronics boys got
quite a kicking around by the preceding regime, is all too well known (see p. 8).
Hopes are so high that, as if in response to Philco's hint of 1,000,000 TV
output this year (Vol. 9:2), Admiral is on record as indicating it too will turn out
And RCA boasting that it can't meet current demand, takes traditional
1,000,000.
position that "we won't be outproduced or outsold by anybody."
Whether all this turns out to be tall tal k, fact remains that the industry
is flourishing to the point where Motorola's Robert W. Galvin could tell the Chicago
Society of Investment Analysts this week that 1955 should be good profit year maybe
10% before taxes on consumer goods, 8%-10% on govt, contracts, higher on commercial
products
enhanced by good prospect of end of excess profits tax July 1.
Unlike DuMont's Dan Halpin who anticipates higher prices ahead (Vol. 9:1),
Galvin takes position that production costs are now leveling off and said, "We don't
anticipate more price increases."
In fact, in long run, he thinks "the electronics
industry will offer lower priced products through technical improvements, such as
applications of transistors, coupled with plated circuitry."
Components makers face good future too, said Galvin, thanks to expanding TV
and other operations, and he foresaw for this year " no basic material shortages ."
,

,

—

,

,

The uptrend was reflected by Admiral's Ross Siragusa at his "white goods"
convention in Chicago this week. Admiral's 1952 sales, he said, were second highest
in its history, exceeded only by 1950's $230,000,000.
This year it's prepared to
turn out $225,000,000 worth of products exclusive of defense and export.
Production plans embrace doubling sales of home appliances, especially now that Admiral
is also in the home freezer and air conditioner fields.
TV hit annual rate of 7,000,000 output during last 4 months of 1952, said
Siragusa, yet inventories did not pile up.
The " old markets are still best he
assured his distributors.
Though as many as 100 new stations may be expected this
year, he cautioned against "tendency to overemphasize this factor."
"
The 67 markets existing prior to the lifting of the freeze ," said Siragusa,
will
"still
account for the great share of sales. Our studies indicate that a maximum of 1,500,000 sets will be sold in new markets in 1953.
"
On that basis
the industry will have a ratio of at least 5 sets to sell
in the 67 pre-freeze markets for each one to be sold in new markets
You may find
that ratio surprising, but it is not out of line with the facts.
For example, more
sets were sold in New York in October alone than in Denver in the first 3% months
after telecasts were started there.
October sales in Chicago almost equalled the
months
sales
total
in
Denver."
3V2
,

,

,

,

.

*

*

*

*

Perhaps symptomatic of the times, smaller manufacturers are no less optimistic than the Big 4, as indicated in reports in these columns during recent weeks
many of them quite intent on getting bigger
News release from Raytheon this
week quotes sales chief Wm. J. Helt as saying he expects to increase TV sales by 500%
this year over last, will add 15 more distributors to the 26 appointed last year so
as to acquire nation-wide distribution.
Raytheon statement is one of many
Retailing Daily's Martin Rosenbloom,
surveying field Jan. 23, lists CBS-Columbia as expecting to hike output from 122,000

—

.

.
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last year to 225,000 this year; Olympic from 75,000 to 100,000; GE, to go up 100%;
Emerson up 80%; Crosley up 60%
among others.
,

,

—

,

*

*

*

*

Production climbed again second week of New Year (ending Jan. 16), RTMA reporting 175,548 TV units turned out (7007 private label) as against 155,892 in week
preceding.
Top 1952 week was 205,957 last Oct. 51 (Vol. 8:45) and it's expected
this will be reached and perhaps exceeded soon as things are now going.
Factory
inventories remained steady at 127,464 as of Jan. 16, up only about 5000 from Jan. 9.
Radio output went up too
to 255,072 (115,278 private) from 209,057 week
preceding.
Factory inventories went to 240,126 from 225,569. Week's radios were:
90,892 home sets, 21,148 portables, 42,767 clock, 100,265 auto
latter figure a
record high, presumably due to new car models now being introduced.

—

,

—

GOVT. DROPS COLQR-FM ANTITRUST PROBE: Dept. of Justice's grand jury investigation
of the TV-radio-electronics industry, regarded by many (and with good reason) as a
spite-provoked "fishing expedition," fell flat on its face this week
propelled
to that ignominious posture by the outgoing Administration itself!

—

It wheezed to a fitting climax when Attorney General McGranery, on last day
in office Jan. 19, abandoned the much-publicized anti-trust inquiry into color, FM
and patents, ending a period of harassment costly to both industry and taxpayer.

Like other crackdown efforts of the old FCC regime, which was quite rightfully suspected of sparking this one too, it proved to be a magnificent bust
.

T

•5*

^

T

Probe started about year ago with RTMA and 18 companies required to produce
exhaustive files under sweeping subpoena duces tecum that threw respondents into a
dither of resentment and forced them to engage high power defense counsel (Vol. 8:9
Accent on color lent to belief, confirmed by fact FCC helped all along,
et seq).
formally and informally, that the proceeding stemmed from FCC pique over the industry's virtually unanimous refusal to accept its color edict.
No one expected criminal indictments ever would result, but cost and bother
were enormous, to say nothing of unfairness, especially at a time when the industry
was worried about slumped TV market, aggravated by the then still-unlif ted freeze,
and when industry leaders were intensely preoccupied with mounting defense demands.
The case aroused deep-seated resentment against the Truman Administration
against
at all industry levels, just as did the adoption of incompatible color
the overwhelming advice of manufacturers, scientists and sellers alike.
"
Most of the persons to whom subpoenas were directed have complied substan"The Department study of the docutially with them," said McGranery 's statement.
removal
of whatever restraints may exist
mentary material submitted suggests that
subject
of civil litigation than of
in the industry should more properly be the
The study thus far made of the documents has not disclosed
criminal prosecution.
the use of force, strong arm tactics or activities of a similar punitive nature."
The press release adds that the Attorney General "emphasized that the investigation itself was not terminated and would continue, and that he had simply withIt was always the industry's position
drawn authority to use criminal process."
non-existent
"conspiracy" against color or for
for
indicted
that it would never be
belong in civil courts.
problems
properly
patent
that
"failure to push FM," and
,

—

t

*

*

*

It's doubted now that civil actio n is more than an empty threat, mentioned
particularly since RCA patent pool is in litigation in
merely for " face saving "
As we observed, when probe was first projected, "While
Zenith).
(with
courts
civil
criminal indictments, it's regarded more probable that
mean
might
action
grand jury
especially against RCA patent pool" (Vol. 8:9).
aim
the
be
may
civil action
RCA was main target from start although RTMA and these other companies were
served: Admiral, CBS-Columbia, Crosley, DuMont, Emerson, GE, Hazeltine, IT&T (Capehart-Farnsworth, Federal, et al). Motorola, Philco, Pilot, Raytheon, Sylvania, WestFor some inexplicable reason, several top industry entities were
inghouse. Zenith.
not served, though they had taken same strong position vis-a-vis color others did.

—

—

,

1
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Sweeping nature of subpoena flabbergasted most (for text, see Supplement
No. 77).
RCA had toughest time complying because of its complex patent-licensing
agreements, and it lost in drawn-out court effort to quash or modify the "dragnet"
subpoena demanding data going back to 1934 (Vol. 8:43).
Probe obviously ran out of steam after anti-trust chief H. Graham Morison
resigned June 30 (Vol. 8:25), although dept, attorneys Malcolm A. Hoffmann & Marcus
Both are career men, who expect to stay
A. Hollabaugh dutifully pressed the case.
They may be transferred, however
and
on their jobs, protected by civil service.
at FCC its sideline " patent investigation " that has been running nearly a decade is
expected to get short shrift under the new leadership due soon.

—

OMPATIBLE COLOR

progress is unmistakable, even
though development has been far more time-consuming than experts predicted. But there’s abundant evi-

Kodachrome and Ektaclirome slides were shown. Pictures
were generated by flying-spot scanner.
Color fidelity was excellent as good as any we’ve

dence that time

seen.

C

—

being well spent in both field testing of
system and perfection of transmitters and receivers.
New field testing specifications were chosen unanimously last week by National Television System CommitThese are to
tee, after a year of experience with old set.
be tested as long as necessary, perhaps 3-4 months, whereupon final standards will be chosen. New specifications
have following principal differences from old:
(1) Color subcarrier frequency of 3.579545 me, instead of 3.898125 me. New frequency is almost, but not
quite, same as original frequency pi’oposed for system.
Change was made to improve color performance, simplify
is

receiver construction.

Adoption of orange-cyan-wideband (OCW) prinand abandonment of color phase alternation (CPA).

(2)

ciple

CPA was

originally proposed as technique for eliminating
was found to produce flicker at high

color fringing, but

OCW

seems answer to both fringing
brightness levels.
and flicker problems. System as now constituted produces
large color areas of picture in all 3 primary colors, the
very fine detail in black-&-white, medium-sized detail in
orange and cyan. It all takes advantage of fact that eye
can’t perceive color in smaller details.
Full specifications will be sent to NTSC members
shortly, and field testing will get underway almost immediately.
RCA, for one, expects to have new specs on aii;
Others expected to transmit are
in New York next week.

DuMont, GE,

Philco, Stromberg-Carlson.
*

*

When and how system

*

*

will be presented for

FCC

ap-

Speaking to AIEE group in
proval remains unknown.
New York this week, NTSC vice chairman David Smith,
Philco, said NTSC would probably “act as a sort of consultant” to FCC. Interestingly, there are some at Commission who hope that color becomes no big issue for year

Reason is that they fear it could depress growth of
2.
uhf which is regarded as much more important than color.
Discussing color synchronizing signal, Philco’s Donald
Fink told AIEE that “ghost has finally been laid to rest”
concerning the problem. He recalled FCC’s conceim over
accuracy of one 11-millionth of a second required by comActually, he said, present black-&-white
patible system.
has even more stringent requirements yet millions of receivers comply with them. In compatible color, he went on,
there is one specification requiring accuracy of one 250millionth of a second, but that accuracy has already been
achieved without exorbitant receiver cost.
or

*

We

*

*

*

took a look at Lawrence tri-color tube this week,
found it performed very well under conditions presented.
It’s in operation almost daily at New York headquarters
of Paramount Pictures, 50% owner of Chromatic TV Labs,
the tube’s developer.
System employed is closed-circuit field-sequential, 405
lines, 144 fields, but with 8-mc video bandwidth, and only

—

Brightness was good, 30-50 ft.-lamberts. Resolution was satisfactory, as it should be with 8-mc video bandwidth. Breakup and flicker were negligible, though hum
was quite annoying and is proving extremely difficult to

Black-&-white reproduction was acceptable.
One shortcoming was the rather coarse line structure,

eliminate.

due in part to 405 lines (instead of 525), in part to fact
tube has twice as many red phosphor lines as it has blue
This causes certain colors to render coarser
or green.
pictures.

Picture is 18xl2-in., housed in 20-in. circular metalconed one-gun tube. Deflection is 70 degrees and tube is
only 19-in. long, same as black-&-white.
Face of color
plate has 900 strips of phosphors, each .015-in. wide.
Back of it is wire grid structure with 450 wires.
*

*

*

*

Chromatic’s Richard Hodgson and Robert Dressier
have many improvements in mind.
They say they’ve
tested NTSC system on tube at Oakland, Cal. plant, will
set up NTSC system in New York in a few months.

Narrower phosphor

(.01-in.) and larger tube
Production is quite simple, developers claim.
Phosphors are merely “squeegeed” on,
and wire grid is automatically wound in about 2 minutes.
Present tubes have operated 1000 hours or more, and life
is said to be comparable with black -&-white tubes.
Live pickups, as well as 35mm color film chain, are
planned for New York setup. Hodgson and Dressier say
NTSC color presents no problems, though 3-gun tube may
turn out to be preferable to 1-gun.
A camera tube operating on same principle is “being
considered,” Hodgson says, though it obviously offers only
small market as compared with receiving tubes.
Tubes are being sold to manufacturers at $500 each,
and production is about 25 weekly. Biggest part of cost,
Hodgson claims, “is still the envelope, as in black-&-white.”
He feels that tube can ultimately sell for no more than
twice price of black-&-white, and says Chromatic has no
plans for going into mass- production of receivers itself,
though it may produce a luxury set. It will license others.
Chromatic principals naturally feel they’ll give other
color tube makers a run for their money.
“RCA,” they
say, “throws away about 85% of the light, using that mask
with holes in it. We use 85% of the light. Furthermore,
our tube isn’t nearly so critical. The beam is about onefifth the width of the phosphor strips and works as long as
Some tubes may be made with
it hits the strip any place.”
vertical phosphor strips, as first models were.
Hodgson is quite happy with NTSC’s work, says its
system is good enough, “though there are other ways of
doing it.” Chromatic is member of NTSC, is going along
with its current conclusions. He indicated that his developmental work is handicapped by FCC’s limitations on
compatible color transmissions during daytime. Commission still permits only few minutes weekly.

(27-in.) are in the works.

lines
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Trends

TV

Trade:

Drive to head off unwas launched in
Springfield, Mo. (pop. 75,549) this week with slogan, “If
you don’t know your TV set, be sure you know your
dealer!” Using Portland and Denver experiences to build
on, Better Business Bureau of Springfield, where KTTSTV (Ch. 10) is aiming for April start (Vol. 8:46), called
meeting of city’s newspaper, radio stations, distributors &
dealers to get community-wide campaign started. Result
was one of most ambitious ethics programs yet undertaken
by prospective new market.
Meeting produced 2 major results: (1) Trade signed
firm pledge to abide by rigid set of advertising rules, including mandatory information on make & model, charges
for extras, performance claims, trial offers, tube sizes,
prices, description of woods, color adaptability, guarantees
& warranties, service offers. (2) Participants agreed to
pay their proportionate shai'e of educational program on
TV reception, to be carried to public via all ad media.
For its part, BBB will “call a spade a spade,” said
mgr. Leo Busch. “We will call the unscrupulous businessmen ‘gypos,’ which is what they are. We will point out
what happened in Denver when gypos and opportunists
flooded the market with used, obsolete and off-brand sets.”
of

fair trade practices before they develop

*

*

#

*

Tele-tone Radio Corp. assets fetched total of $144,896
in trustee in bankruptcy sale last week, trustee Paul H.
Hudson disposing of 2000 chassis, 1000 tuners, 10,000
speakers, 15,000 cabinets, 5000 picture tubes, 5000 circuit
tubes, among other items. He rejected bid of $16,750 for
13,000 cabinets as inadequate. Meanwhile, Newark court
is still studying amendments to plans of reorganization
proposed by Pacific Mercury and by California Eastern

Airways, rival bidders (Vol. 8:41,47,49).

Kaye-Halbert enters industrial TV field with new
“Cyclops” camera, to be custom-built to users’ specifications by the Culver City, Cal. TV set manufacturer.
Camera is size of 16mm motion picture camera, uses 16mm
Controls are located on monitor unit which may
lenses.
be placed as far as 500 ft. from camera.
Radio transmitter weighing less than 2 lbs., Motorola’s
“Handie Micro-Talkie,” is now being mass-produced.
Priced at $110, unit has optimum range of 5 miles, operating in 152-174-mc band with power output of 20-40 milliSuggested users: policemen, firemen, materials
watts.
handlers, watchmen.
November excise tax collections on TVs, radios,
phonos were $12,332,956, compared with $12,732,216 in
Nov. 1951. On refrigerators, air conditioners, etc. Govt,
collected $3,274,024 in Nov. vs. $5,185,582 in Nov. 1951.
Pacific Mercury, which makes TVs for Sears Roebuck,
enlarging Van Nuys, Cal. plant by 125,000 sq. ft., and will
employ 400-500 more workers when completed in July;
also plans plant in Alabama.

RTMA
New

service committee appoints Paul B. Zbar of
York, ex-director of American Radio Institute, as

chief instructor of industry’s training course for servicemen at N. Y. Trade School, to begin about March 1.
*

*

*

*

Distributor Notes: Zenith appoints W. W. Cone gen.
mgr. of New Jersey distributing div.; he’s ex-MotorolaMotorola Detroit appoints Jack Potter
New York v.p.
Federal Distributing Co. (Sylvania), Des
sales mgr.
Crosley AtMoines, names Peter Prescott sales mgr.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

lanta

names Charles

.

O. Lilley operations mgr., replacing

GE Supply Co., Cincinnati, names
L. E. Perez, resigned
DuMont apHarold O. Parry sales promotion mgr.
CBS-Columbia
points Bernard Distributing Co., Peoria
Hoffman Radio
appoints Horrocks-Ibbotsen Co., Utica
appoints Graybar, Boise, Ida.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Electronics Reports: “The transistor age has arrived.”
With these words, Raytheon president Charles F. Adams
Jr. signaled first all-out “transistorization” of a consumer
product industry. At New York press conference Jan. 23,
he revealed Raytheon has “started to ship tens of thousands of transistors monthly to more than 15 hearing aid
manufacturers” (Vol. 9:1-3). Raytheon’s germanium junction transistor type CK722 is particularly adapted to hearing aids using 3 transistors in lieu of tubes, he said. Receiving tube v.p. Norman B. Krim said the transistors cut
battery replacement costs up to 97%, provide greater gain
and power, cut distortion and eliminate microphonics. And
judging by “transistor hearing aid” advertisements which
have blossomed in the newspapers virtually overnight,
the magical transistor will give ad waiters 97% more

power without changing
While hearing aid is
use of transistor,

it is,

batteries.
first

big mass-production civilian

of course, infinitesimal measure of

new wonder baby. Motorola v.p.
Robert W. Galvin, addressing Chicago Investment Analysts
potential of electronics’

Society

Forum

Jan. 21, predicted use of transistors in conbring about a second industrial revolution,” which he said will be comparable in impact to the
development of the steam engine.
Bell Labs v.p. J. W. McRae, addressing same meeting,
trol devices “will

foresaw this year’s “development of important types of
transistors and perfection of production techniques for
them.” He said Bell Labs has licensed about 35 firms to
make transistors, and some 40,000 have been produced so
far.
Monthly production totals about 30,000, of which
20,000 are made by Western Electric, currently costing
$5-$14 each.
*

*

*

*

Synthetic material to replace expensive germanium in
transistors is announced as new development by BrownAlien Chemical Inc., New York. Besides being cheaper,
“certain developed forms of this material,” said president
John 0. Ekbom, “may solve existing transistor problems
of unreliability arising from the use of germanium and
silicones.”
He added that Standard Piezo Co., BrownAlien subsidiary, is now setting up production facilities for
“devices using this new material [which] we plan to market this year.”
National Bureau of Standards this week revealed it
has developed transistor-powered crystal oscillator that
is “small, portable, dependable and accurate over long
periods of time.” Entire circuit, including power supply,
fits into metal tube less than 2-in. in diameter and 7-in.
Bureau hailed development as paving way for inlong.
expensive and compact laboratory frequency standard,
heretofore unavailable.

Cuban microwave networking was inaugurated Jan. 2
when Circuito CMQ sent Havana baseball games 170 miles
Channel 5 station in Santa Clara, via 7-hop Philco
system installed by CMQ’s.own technicians. Transmission
of all Havana programs to Santa Clara and Ch. 9 station
in Matanzas began Jan. 20. Plans are to add 12 more hops
and 330 miles to reach Channel 2 station in Santiago de
Cuba. Cost of first 7 hops is estimated at $480,000, other
Reporting on start of networking, CMQ
12 at $700,000.
director Goar Mestre says: “The quality of the sound and
the image was excellent and the commotion that it has
caused in the Interior has exceeded anything we imagined.”
He reports Cuba has more than 100,000 sets. CMQ’s second Havana station, CMBF-TV (Ch. 7), is due to start
first week in February. Within 3-4 months, he says, Havana will have 5 stations, making total of 10 for country
of about 5,000,000 people.
to its

.

.

Marion E. Bond, 49, chief engineer of Motorola’s 2-way
radio development, died Jan. 19 in Chicago.
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11 Financial & Trade Notes: Battle over proposed merger
Webster-Chicago with Emerson Radio (Vol. 8:51)
shaped up this week as 2 opposing factions sought proxies
to be voted at Feb. 4 meeting of Webster-Chicago stockholders. In letter to shareholders, Martin C. Remer, president of Chicago investment firm of Remer, Mitchell &
Reitzel Inc., said: “Webster is so good a company that
you are not justified in accepting three-quarters of a share
of

Emerson for one share of Webster. [It is] true that
will show a loss for the year ending Dec. 31, 1952

of

Webster

But

of possibly $300,000.

this loss

seems to be due largely

to the substantial increase in Webster’s business [which]

necessitated the acquisition of additional manufacturing
facilities.”

Mr. Remer estimated his firm, its employes and clients
hold about 50,000 shares of Webster-Chicago stock. Proposed merger must be approved by holders of two-thirds
of Webster’s outstanding stock, or 300,000 shares. In letter asking stockholders’ approval of merger, WebsterChicago president R. F. Blash said company’s directors
consider terms “fair and equitable” and that “as stockholders of Emerson you will be owners of a portion of a
much more diversified company which is now one of the
leaders in the radio & TV field.” Stockholdings of the 6
directors of Webster were listed as 47,582 shares, including 30,000 owned by Mr. Blash.
*

*

*

*

Dividends: Standard Coil Products, 25tf payable Feb.
15 to stockholders of record Feb. 5; Sparks-Withington,
Feb.
15tf Feb. 16 to holders Feb. 2; Servomechanisms, 10
<}

16 to holders Feb. 2; American Phenolic, 25<? Jan. 30 to
payable Feb. 27 to holders
holders Jan. 16; Sentinel, 7
Feb. 16; P. R. Mallory Co., 35tf March 10 to holders Feb. 20;
Weston Electrical Instrument, 50tf March 10 to holders
Feb. 27; Tung-Sol, 25<f March 2 to holders Feb. 16.

Sylvania has registered with SEC issue of $20,000,000
fund debentures, due in 1978, and 550,000 shares
of new common stock to be offered publicly in February
through syndicate headed by Paine, Webber, Jackson &
Curtis. Money will be used to pay off $15,000,000 of bank
loans, finance expansion and increase working capital.
in sinking

Trade Personals:

Paul Dye, Admiral mgr. of distribupromoted to gen. sales mgr. under v.p. Wallace Johnson
Herman S. Sacks resigns as adv. mgr., Bendix
TV-radio div., to become gen. mgr. of Music House, Buffalo
Dr. Russell R. Law, RCA researcher at Princeton and
Harrison, joins Hytron (CBS) as technical asst, to v.p.
Charles F. Stromeyer
Edward P. Atcherley named
midwest sales mgr., Sylvania distributor tube sales, headquartering at 3450 W. Division St., Chicago. Mgr. Harold
H. Rainier also announced Robert L. McNelis to succeed
tion,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Atcherley as central district sales mgr., Chicago, Justin
McCarthy as metropolitan sales mgr., New York, R. C.
Hoffman as mideast sales mgr., Pittsburgh; Wm. O. Spink
named asst, central district sales mgr., equipment tube
sales
Walter Lefebre, ex-district mgr., promoted by
Sylvania to director of new TV market development
Eugene Vigneron named controller, Sylvania TV-radio div.,
Buffalo, succeeding Leon C. Guest Jr., transferred to N. Y.
James Summers, ex-Ampro, named adv. mgr., Simpson
Electi-ic Co., succeeded at Ampro by Robert Saichek
J.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Norde

joins

Hammerlund Mfg.

.

.

Co. as chief receiver

engineer
Wm. M. Scott, ex-controller of Admiral-New
York, elected president of Pennsylvania Exchange Bank,
Henry Fogel, ex-mgr. of commerNew York City
cial products, Radio Receptor Co., appointed president,
John M. Price, district mgr.,
Granco Products Inc.
Allen-Bradley Co., elected president of Chicago Electric
Harold P. Gilpin proAssn., succeeding Harry Alter
moted to gen. sales mgr., Sylvania radio & TV picture tube
div., headquartering in N. Y.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

HILOSOPHY
by FCC chief

behind uhf allocation plan was outlined
engineer Edward Allen in speech before

meeting of American Institute of Electrical Engineers in
New York’s Hotel Statler Jan. 20.
Three factors governed co-channel and adjacent-channel uhf spacing 15 miles less than vhf, he said: (1) Uhf
isn’t expected to serve as large an area.
(2) Greater
directivity of uhf receiving antennas is likely to reduce
interference.
(3) Smaller spacing would somewhat offset
the restrictions on channel assignments imposed by uhf
“taboos” regarding spacing oscillator radiation, image,

—

intermodulation, etc.
Allen pointed out that 12 vhf channels have about 600
assignments to cities, whereas 70 uhf have only about 1400.
The taboo spacings, he said, are partially responsible for
relatively smaller number of uhf assignments. A study of
Zone I (northeast U. S.) showed that if the taboos were
ignored from now on, and only co-channel and adjacentchannel spacings observed, about 20% more uhf assignments could be made. Improvement in receiver performance, said Allen, is worth “real effort” so that taboos may
be forgotten and more channels assigned to cities that need

them.

Commission set 1000 kw as maximum uhf power beit seemed attainable in next few years, not because
it would render uhf comparable with vhf in coverage. At
least 5000 kw in uhf is needed to compare with 100 kw in
vhf Channels 2-6, Allen stated.
Effects of height on uhf transmission, one of biggest
technical unknowns, was discussed by RCA’s D. V/. Peterson and Jess Epstein. Their paper was based on experiments with antennas at various heights on WOR-TV tower.
cause

Results, in general terms, are those previously reported
(Vol. 8:40)
:

Height doesn’t mean much in rough terrain.
(2) Height means even more than theory indicates in
built up areas with smoother terrain.
Extremely important result of tests is that techniques
were derived for giving much more accurate prediction of
coverage for projected stations. FCC has been looking for
that kind of data, and, when satisfied with their validity,
presumably will incorporate new factors in its rules.
RCA’s Dana Pratt described uhf transmitters, antennas, transmission lines, costs, etc. Noteworthy is manufacturers’ success in maintaining frequency stability, for
offset carrier operation, within limits that FCC (and some
industry experts) once thought were almost impossible to
achieve.
Manufacture of necessary crystals, Pratt said,
takes 3 weeks, compared with 4-5 days for previous crys(1)

tals.

Cost of uhf transmitting plan giving 200 kw ERP is
about $200,000, he said, with studio costs starting at mini-

mum

of $35,000.

Fine technical status report on uhf

is

January Pro-

ceedings of the IRE, devoted entirely to uhf, including 30
papers on transmitters, tubes, receivers, transmission lines,
antennas, relays, propagation, instruments.

.

.
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Theatre business
“villain”

is

TV.

is

a “poverty industry”

—and

Thus Robert W. Coyne, executive

the

director

of National Council of Motion Picture Organizations, representing some 14,000 theatres, candidly admitted what he

had for long time refused to concede, when he spoke Jan.
19 before some 50 Rhode Island theatre owners in Providence. He said TV was prime factor in decline in theatre
attendance, second factor being the

20% amusement

tax

which he thought this Congress might reduce.
Zenith Radio enjoyed its largest sales in history in
1952, looks forward to 1953 as very good year also, said
sales v.p. Henry C. Bonfig this week.
For 9 months to
Sept. 30, Zenith sales were $82,500,000 vs. $75,100,000 in
same 1951 period and $110,000,000 in all 1951.
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IGGEST REVENUE

sources among Crosley Broadcasting Corp. properties are its combined TV stations
Cincinnati;
Columbus;
Day-

B
—WLWT,

-

WLWD,

WLWC,

However, 50-kw

ton.

AM

station

WLW,

Cincinnati, con-

tinues to be the biggest single earner, reputed one of top
in all radio and unmatched as yet by any of the TV stations.

This is brought to light in profit-&-loss statement filed
with FCC by the Avco subsidiary to show its ability to take
over and operate Atlanta’s
under $1,500,000 purchase deal now pending FCC approval (Vol. 8:51).
All the Crosley station operations combined grossed
$8,342,979 in the 11 months ended last Oct. 31 (fiscal year
ends Nov. 30), of which the TV stations combined repre-

WLTV

WLW

sented $4,436,013,
$3,052,156, WINS (New York)
$733,879, remainder inter-company sales of time & talent.
Operating profit on the combined properties (not
broken down in report to FCC) amounted to $1,793,055
after $4,634,272 direct expenses, $498,596 commercial operating expenses, $1,417,055 selling, service, general &
administrative expenses. Operating profit thus was 21.49%
of net sales. After provision of $980,000 for Federal income tax, 11-month profit on all the properties was $800,956 or 9.6% of net sales.
With combined sales running close to $800,000 a
month, the Crosley Broadcasting Corp. dollar volume for
whole of its fiscal year ran well over $9,000,000, net profit
probably around $900,000. Last report on parent Avco
Corp. showed its gross was $220,000,000 for 9 months ended

Aug.

31, net profit $7,600,000

No FCC

decision on

(Vol. 8:39).

ABC-UPT merger

—

yet and no
date for Senate hearing on subject.
That’s status this
week as majority of Commission waits for Comr. Hennock
to write her dissent before considering merger again. Sen.
still says his hearing will come “within a few
weeks.”
Will Commission render its decision before?
Guessing is that it will, possibly next week. Sen. Tobey
introduced a bill this week (S. 538), putting into words
what he wants. It would require FCC to refuse station
licenses to those found guilty of monopolizing entertainment business. But bill permits Commission to exempt
those who haven’t violated anti-trust laws controlling any
form of entertainment in 5 years preceding their application for license and have “no probability” of practicing

Tobey

Curiously, bill would seem
no deterrent to approval of merger, because UPT,
since formation as splitoff of old Paramount, has never
been charged with violating anti-trust laws.
restrictions in broadcasting.

TWELVE APPLICATIONS for new stations

filed

with

FCC

this week, 7 for uhf, included one for Durham,
N. C. (Cnannel 46) by T. E. Allen & Sons Inc., in which
Ambassador to Yugoslavia George V. Allen and his wife

are

chief stockholders.
Week’s ocher uhf applications
were for Miami (Ch. 33), by group headed by Nathaniel
Klein, part owner of WINZ, Hollywood, Fla.; Miami Beach
(Ch. 27), by Robert W. Rounsaville, owner of
and
other radio stations and holder of CP for Louisville; Tarpon Springs, Fla. (Clearwater’s Ch. 32), by WBOY; Portland, Me. (Ch. 53), by Frank S. Hoy, WLAM, Lewiston,
Me.; Columbus, Miss. (Ch. 28), by Birney lines Jr., WCBI;
Gulfport, Miss. (Ch. 56), by WGCM. Vhf applications were
for Pine Bluff, Ark. (Ch. 7), by Dallas contractor Gaylord
Shaw; Austin, Minn. (Ch. 6), by owners of KBOK, Owatonna, and KATE, Albert Lea; Las Vegas, Nev. (Ch. 8),
by Herman M. Greenspun, publisher, Las Vegas Sun;
Minot, N. D. (Ch. 13), by John Boler, KCBJ; St. Louis,
Mo. (Ch. 9, educational), by local commission headed by
Chancellor Arthur H. Compton, of Washington U. Total
applications now on file: 733, of which 460 are for vhf, 273

WMBM

[For further details about these applications, see
16-C herewith; for complete listings of all
post-freeze applications, grants, hearings ordered, etc.,
see TV Factbook No. 16 with Addenda to date.]
uhf.

TV Addenda

Hassle over potential TV revenues in Tampa-St.
Petersbuz g Channel 8 hearing this week finally brought
FCC economist H. H. Goldin to stand to testify on basis
-

Commission’s confidential station revenue files.
He
supplied novel breakdown in terms of dollars-per-set, according to number of stations per market. In 1951, he
of

said, median revenue per set for all stations was $6.28. In
one-station markets, it was $9.82, 2-station $7, 3-station
$4.38, 4-station $3, 7-station $1.75.
In 1950, respective
figures were $5.90, $10.13, $7, $5.25, $3.60, $1.60
not radi-

—

In markets of 250,000-500,000 pop. in
1951, he reported, median w as $ll-per-set in one-station
markets, $7 in 2-station. Previous year, figures were $10
and $5.50 for same markets. In 1951, average station’s
revenue in one-station markets was $496,000 for less than
50,000 receivers, $648,000 for 50-75,000, $952,000 for over
75,000.
Goldin plans to derive similar statistics based on
number of families, retail sales, etc.
cally

different.

-

to be

San Diego originations for upcoming XETV, Tijuana
(Ch. 6), just across border, are proposed in application to
FCC this week seeking authority to transmit via micro-

Theatre-TV hearing, which resumes Jan. 26, will get
only 2 days a week of FCC’s time, may run into night sesCommission, obviously irked at prospect of longsions.
drawn-out hearings, is anxious to wring as much water
out of testimony as possible. To this end, FCC general

wave filed by Alvin G. Flanagan, ex-program director
of San Diego’s KFMB-TV, more recently ABC-TV western program mgr., now an independent packager at 1250
Catalina Blvd., San Diego. Application aroused tempers
of KFMB-TV and counsel for pending San Diego applicants, who indicated they will file strenuous protests. They
object that such operation of XETV, owned by Azcarraga-

counsel Ben Cottone called conference of attorneys Jan.
23, got promise to reduce direct testimony to writing
wherever possible as well as pledge from theatre-TV proponents and AT&T that each would try to squeeze its engineering and accounting testimony into 2 days. Aim of conference was to reduce hearing to total of 16-18 days, or
8-9 weeks, since sessions will be held only on Mondays and
Tuesdays. Commission could conceivably take action to
shorten proceeding further when hearing reconvenes next
National Exhibitors Theatre TV Committee and
week.
Motion Picture Assn, are scheduled to conclude their engineering and accounting testimony next w eek, and AT&T
Meanwhile,
&
is expected to testify Feb. 2-3.
r

MPAA

NETTC

week petitioned

FCC

grant Western
Union’s request that question of interconnection between
common carriers be included in hearing (Vol. 9:3).
this

to

Licensed TV sets in Britain totaled 1,732,882 at end of
October, 1952, up 77,436 for month.

—

O’Farrill interests (latter also owner of successful XELDTV, Matamoros, across border from Brownsville, Tex.),
would mean Mexican-licensed station is not subject to FCC
regulation yet would compete directly with American outlets, existing or projected.
Plan is for XETV to install
and own studio equipment at 4231 Park Blvd., San Diego,
lease it to Flanagan, pay him on per-program basis, his
programs not to exceed 30% of XETV schedule.

FCC told Sen. McCarthy it welcomed any information
he has bearing on qualifications of Badger TV Inc., applicant for Channel 3 in Madison, Wis. Sen. McCarthy had
told Commission he had information showing that president Wm. Evjue, publisher of Capital Times, and city
editor Cedric Parker are unfit applicants (Vol. 9:3). Commission suggested he supply information immediately,
noted that Parker isn’t a stockholder and that channel is
contested by WISC, Madison.
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Billings for Dec.

'GIVE' AS TV GAINS: Here's no less a personage than the presHerbert G. Wyman admitting
ident of the Newspaper Advertising Executives Assn.
Here also is the head
that newspaper lineage is losing to other media, notably TV.
ruefully
of the National Council of Motion Picture Organizations, Robert W. Coyne
calling the theatre business a "poverty" industry and blaming TV (Voi. 9:4).
And now we see network radio billings once the broadcasters' bellwether,
dropping gradually but markedly each year for last 4 years while TV billings go u p
by leaps and bounds (see story and PIB tables, p. 7).
The movie story is an old one reflected in each quarterly and annual profit
The newspaper spokesman should
and loss statement of the producers and exhibitors.
know whereof he speaks, for Mr. Wyman is adv. mgr. of big Pittsburgh Post-Gazette.
He told his annual Chicago convention this week:
"
It is our sincere belief that far too many potential newspaper schedules
are being lost because of the emotional infatuation of district sales staffs & local
It's tough to take, too, "at the very time
dealers for TV, radio and magazines ."
when skyrocketing operations costs have us gasping for breath."
So it's idle to say that TV's impact isn't being felt by other media
even
though the extent and whys & wherefores are still subject of research and argument.
not only the newspaper &
They're quite rightfully worried at all events
movie people but the radio broadcasters.
The newspaper folk long active in radio
and among the pioneers in TV, were urged by Stuart M. Chambers adv. mgr. of the St.
Louis Post-Dispatch (KSD & KSD-TV) to exert more intensive selling at local levels.
The movie folk are casting about for new methods of boosting boxoffice and are seeking to get into the TV swim
The radio people not only are getting into TV but are
promoting like blazes to show radio is cheaper and more effective than other media.

NEWSPAPERSMOVIES-RADIO
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*
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*

The fabulous pace of TV's increasing dollar volume is indicated in PIB figWith more stations, this volume is bound to go up more.
ures for the last 4 years.
We know already, from official FCC records, that total TV revenues rose from $500,000 in 1946 (only 10 stations) to $1,900,000 in 1947 (15 stations), $8,700,000 in
1948 (50), $34,300,000 in 1949 (98), $105,900,000 in 1950 (107), $235,700,000 in 1951
[For breakdowns, with revenues & expenses, see p. 13, TV Factbook No. 16.]
(108).
We know from FCC figures also that total radio revenues were $322,600,000
(1025 stations), $363,700,000 in 1947 (1464), $407,000,000 in 1948 (1824),
$413,800,000 in 1949 (2021), $444,500,000 in 1950 (2229), $450,400,000, 1951 (2266).
FCC figures for 1952 won't be available for some months
but meanwhile the
trade journal, Broadcasting comes up with an estimate of $288,826,000 for net time
sales for entire TV industry in 1952 and $464,439,000 for the entire radi o broadIn a word, both gained
TV substantially more than radio.
casting industry.
If we accept the McCann-Erickson projections for Printers' Ink (see p. 7),
in 1946

—

,

—
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,
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TV's 1952 gain is even more impressive.
Among all media, says this report, TV had
highest gains.
Its $580,100,000 volume (time plus talent) was up 49.4% from 1951,
comparing with $722,700,000 for radio (time & talent), $614,100,000 for magazines,
$2,458,500,000 for newspapers.
Fact is that TV's remarkable growth is predicated on mere 108 stations as of
end of freeze in mid-1952, only 17 added thereafter to Jan. 1, and only 4 networks,
none of them fulltime in same sense as radio networks.
Radio's slowed-down pace is
predicated on 2500-odd AM stations (to say nothing of 600-odd FM see Vol.9:l) plus
Three of the networks date back to late '20s.
4 fulltime national networks.
Like it or not radio appears to be near maximum dollar potential, while TV
There are many authorities in both TV and radio who are convinced
has only begun.
that radio, too, will have to "give " by way of lower revenues, fewer stations, maybe
But somehow, just as the railroads had to adjust
even fewer networks, as TV grows
to the motor car and to air transportation, just as newspapers had to adjust to
and find its proper level.
radio competition, radio is bound to adjust to change
details on TV-radio revenue estimates for 1952, see p. 7.]
[ For more
;

,

.

—

CPs INCLUDE 4 VHF,

MAKE TOTAL

Eight more commercial CPs (4 vhf, 4 uhf) plus
Connecticut educational grants were approved by FCC this week
bringing total
Commission reached 202nd city in Group A 190th in Group B
since freeze to 220.
John A. Barnett, No. 8; Johnson City, Tenn
Roswell N.M
The vhf CPs
WJHL, No. 11; Memphis, Tenn ., WHBQ, No. 13; Temple, Tex ., KTEM, No. 6.
KVFD, No. 21; Salem, Ore
Fort Dodge
la
The uhf grants
Lawrence A.
Jacob A. Newborn Jr., No. 19; Charlottesville, Va
Harvey, No. 24; Tyler, Tex
Connecticut State Board of Education received CPs for No. 71 in
WCHV, No. 64.
Bridgeport, No. 24 in Hartford, No. 63 in Norwich.
those for which only one
Our tabulation of "clear" channels (Vol.9:4)
dwindled from 128 to 120 because FCC granted 11 CPs
application has been filed
We've found 2 discrepanand several competing applications were filed this week.
Channel 20 in Springfield, 111., and Channel 64 in
cies in last week's tabulation.
Lexington, Ky. had 2 applications each rather than one.
ready for FCC approval if otherwise
The 120 uncontested applications
break down to 42 vhf (4 educational) and 78 uhf (2 educational), and
qualified
Contested channels number 264 (173 vhf, 91 uhf).
are located in 106 cities.
11
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Oilman John A. Barnett, Roswell, N.M. CP-holder, is
Sidelights on grantees
new to radio, as is Salem, Ore. grantee Lawrence A. Harvey, Los Angeles attorney
Mr. Harvey is also applicant for Los Angeles and San Francisco.
and manufacturer.
Tyler, Tex. permittee Jacob A. Newborn owns no AMs but holds TV grant for WTVS,
Gadsden, Ala., 10% of KBMT, Beaumont, Tex., is applicant for Minden and Alexandria,
Temple, Tex. publisher Frank W. Mayborn (KTEM-Temple Telegram) holds interest
La.
in WMAK, Nashville, Tenn., TV applicant.
Memphis grant to Harding College (WHBQ,) is commercial
the school choosvhf
getting
without
choice
channel
and
it
opposition.
for
Connecticut
ing to try
that
category
to
14.
educational grants bring total in
further details about grantees see TV Addenda 16-D herewith; for com[ For
plete data on these and all other applications, see TV Factbook No. 16.]
:

—

,

*

*

*

*

Commission set precedent this week b}' telling the Storer Broadcasting Co
Wheeling or Miami.
(George Storer) to choose which application it wants to pursue
WJBK-TV, Detroit; WSPD-TV, Toledo; WAGA-TV, Atlanta; KEYL,
Storer owns 4 stations
and is permitted only one more under FCC rules.
San Antonio
Acting on petition of WSTV Steubenville, 0., competing with Storer for Ch.
Commission said it couldn't allow organizations to file
9 in Wheeling-Steubenville
unlimited number of applications because they'd " flood this Co mmission's processing
line and its hearing docket [and] delay the processing of applications which could
Several other multiple appliotherwise be granted." Storer has 30 days to choose.
cants are in similar situation, presumably will also have to make choice.

—

—

—

,

,

.
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PEORIA'S WEEK-TV TESTS, 2 DUE IN VA.: Test patterns of WEEK-TV, Peoria, 111
on uhf
and report at deadline from general mgr.
Ch. 43, got under way evening of Jan. 29
It's too early for field reports.
Fred Mueller notes: "All is well."
Station got
GE's second 100-watt unit with 12-kw due for April delivery. First GE unit went to
First 12-kw, already deWKAB-TV, Mobile (Ch. 48) which began operating Dec. 29.
livered, is now being installed at WHUM-TV, Reading (Ch. 61), due on air shortly.
.

—

,

,

You can add WEEK-TV to roster of new stations now operating, making 24 post And Virginia's new vhf & uhf may be testing by the time you
freeze 132 in all
read these lines: WLVA-TV, Lynchburg (Ch. 13) and WROV-TV, Roanoke (Ch. 27).
.

,

WLVA-TV president Edward A. Allen veteran broadcaster, has proceeded slowly
and cautiously with long-delivered DuMont installation, making no undue promises he
has scheduled first tests Feb. 2 commercial operation Feb. 8 with CBS affiliation.
WROV-TV got its RCA transmitter & filterplexer this week, but was beaten to
the gun locally by vhf WSLS-TV (Ch. 10), which began Dec. 11; location of Roanoke
seems to insure area will be good vhf -uhf transmission & reception testing ground
RCA this week also shipped uhf transmitter to WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge (Ch.28),
which should also start quite soon. Week of Feb. 2 it ships to WKNB-TV, New Britain
(Ch. 30), whose construction is so far along it could start in matter of days.
Also on the momentarily expected list we can look for word any time now of
(Ch. 3)
KOLN-TV, Lincoln, Neb
starts of new vhf stations KDZA-TV, Pueblo, Colo
(Ch. 10) -- among those known to have transmitters
WFBG-TV, Altoona, Pa
(Ch. 12)
Also due momentarily is WFMJ-TV, Youngstown (Ch. 73)
in process of installation.
and there will be others later in February and even more during March.
on other upcoming stations
see p. 4.]
[ For reports
,

;

,

.

,

.

.

;

.

;
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PAID FOR SAN DIEGO OUTLETS: Old-line TV properties are coming higher and
judging from terms of this week's deal for purchase of San Diego's KFMB-TV
higher
with KFMB by Wrather-Alvarez Broadcasting Co., co-owned by Jack D. Wrather oil heir
from Texas, and Mrs. Helen Maria Alvarez founder in 1949 (at the age of 25) of
KOTV, Tulsa, which she still manages and which they also own jointly.
Transfer papers will shortly be filed with FCC for approval, expected to be
without
hitch in light of its quick approval this week of $2,470,000 sale of
granted
WMBR-TV & WMBR, Jacksonville to Washington Post (Vol. 8:51 & 9:1) and of $1,500,000
sale of WLTV Atlanta, to Crosley (Vol. 8:51).
$3,150,000

—

,

,

,

,

San Diego stations were purchased from John A. Kennedy interests, who bought
them in April 1951 for $925,000 from Jack 0. Gross, who founded the TV station in
May 1949 (Vol. 6:46 & 7:17). Deal involves $3,000,000 cash exclusive of net quick
assets, plus $150,000 consultant fees to Mr. Kennedy payable over 5 years.
,

Buyers acquire plant that includes 5-story downtown building former home of
Mr. Kennedy's defunct San Diego Journal, which was remodeled into a TV-radio center.
Also included is 6%-acre transmitter site in La Jolla and 25 acres in Grantville.
Cal.
San Diego real estate alone is said to be valued at more than $1,000,000.
,

Kennedy is reported retiring but his manager Howard Chernoff regarded as
one of the ablest young men in the business, has been asked to remain
This is Kennedy's last TV-radio property; he sold his 3 West Virginia stations several years
ago, and more recently sold his 48% interest in WSAZ-TV, Huntington.
The man who
sold him the KFMB stations, Mr. Gross, is now applicant for uhf in Sacramento.
,

.

*

*

*

*

The Wrather-Alvarez partnership began with the oilman's purchase, with his
mother, of half interest in Tulsa's KOTV last May in a $2,000,000 deal by which Mrs.
Alvarez acquired 50% ownership.
Highly successful, station KOTV had been sought by
many buyers, notably Time Inc. Together, Mr. Wrather, who lives in Hollywood and is
husband of film star Bonita Granville, and Mrs. Alvarez are currently applicants
for stations in Little Rock (Ch. 11) and Corpus Christi (Ch. 10).
Mrs. Alvarez on
her own is applicant for uhf in Sacramento as is Mr. Wrather in Boston
Se veral other deals involving existing stations are said to be cooking, with
This one was handled by Blackburn-Hamilton Co.
same principals.
Note Considering population, price for San Diego outlets is highest ever
,

:

.

—

—
4

but they're reputed to be big earners and city has only one more vhf channel allocated (plus 5 uhf).
The 1-kw AM outlet recently won CBS affiliation, in lieu of
Nearby Tijuana however, has 2 vhf channels
ABC, largely on basis of TV ownership.
XETV's Ch. 6 and still-ungranted Ch. 12.
assigned by agreement with Mexico
deal is exceeded only by the $4,500,000 plus other conIn actual dollars
siderations paid for WOR & WOR-TV and the proposed $6,000,000 to be paid by CBS for
WBKB, Chicago
if ABC-UPT merger goes through. Even the present KHJ-TV, Los Angeles
(formerly KFI-TV) was acquired by CBS for $2,500,000.
list of all TV station sale deals to date see p. 93, TV Factbook No.
f For
about fabulous career of Mrs. Alvarez see Vol.8:19.]
For
story
16.
,

—

,

,

,

,
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IRST TO BUILD own composite equipment since liftis the new KVOS-TV, Bellingham,
Wash. (Channel 12), owned by Rogan Jones and granted
Jan. 22. He reports equipment already on hand, adding:

F

ing of the freeze

“We

built

it

—flying spot scanner, iconoscope, station moni-

sync generator, power supply and transmitter. We
He expects to get it
did buy the projection machine.”
on air in 2-4 months, with “first rate of under $100 per
night-time hour.” Writes Jones, who has quite a record
in the broadcasting industry as something of a firebrand:
“Composite equipment has been necessary in order for
us- to know what we are sure will be the lowest capital
investment in the industry. It’s a matter of public record
that we told the Commission $22,000 would cover everyWe’re close enough to completion to know that
thing.
figure will not be exceeded. It is our hope that we will
provide the industry with an example of what low investment, low cost of operation can produce for high quality
TV operation. We will have our own facilities for rebroadcasting from Seattle and hope to do business on that
basis with all networks as well as on the usual kine and
tor,

film basis.”
He

He

H*

*

upcoming new stations
yielded very little new data on vhf plans, beyond previous
These were the vhf reports:
reports in these columns.

Our continuing survey

of

KWFT-TV, Wichita Falls, Tex. (Ch. 6), although
granted only last week, looks like it will be first on air of
the 3 authorized in that community. KWFT mgr. Kenyon
Brown says GE equipment has been ordered, is already
on hand, and old FM tower (495-ft.) and transmitter
March 1 is definite
quai’ters are immediately available.
starting date, and Blair TV will be rep. Mi*. Brown, who
also has interests in new KRTV, Little Rock (Ch. 17) and
KZTV, Reno (Ch. 8) is 50% partner in this pi'oject with
Other Wichita
the Rowley Theatre family of Dallas.
Falls grantees are Darrald A. Cannan’s KFDX-TV (Ch. 3),
granted Dec. 17, which hasn’t yet reported plans, and W.
Erie White’s KTVW (Ch. 22) which has pi*omised May
debut (Vol. 8:2).

U
14

is

of Missouri’s commercial grant (Ch. 8) of last Jan.
in preliminary stages of development” but

“still

hope is to have plant completed “within the year,” repoi'ts
Equipment hasn’t
president Frederick A. Middlebush.
yet been ordered, nor have call letters been assigned.
Plan is to use station as student workshop, carry educational
programs, join networks for selected shows.
“Through the addition of this new facility,” says official
statement, “the U of Missouri will now take its place in
the field of radio and TV education in a manner similar
to that enjoyed by its School of Journalism in the field of
press communication.”
Note: New WPIX 20-kw amplifier shipped last week
was erroneously reported as GE’s, should have been RCA;
it

means 100 kw

tower.

RCA

ERP

for that station from

Empire State

has also shipped amplifier unit to

Washington, for power hike.

WNBW,

WB AY-TV,

Green Bay, Wis. (Ch. 2) got its 2-kw
transmitter this week, still plans to begin tests
March 1. Network news releases (usually quite unreliable
on starting dates) this week stated KFEQ-TV, St. Joseph,
Mo. (Ch. 2) will affiliate with CBS-TV April 1, as will
WHP-TV, Harrisburg, Pa. (Ch. 55) March 15 and WCOVTV, Montgomery, Ala. (Ch. 20) March 1. ABC-TV reports KFOR-TV, Lincoln, Neb. (Ch. 10), KFDA-TV, Ama-

RCA

rillo

(Ch. 10) and

WILK-TV, Wilkes-Barre

(Ch. 34) join-

April 1. NBC-TV reports Feb. 1 for WFBG-TV,
Altoona, Pa. (Ch. 10); March 15 for WLEV-TV, Bethlehem, Pa. (Ch. 51). DuMont reports WFBG-TV, Altoona,
Feb. 1; KVTV, Sioux City, la. (Ch. 9) March 29.
ing

it

*

*

From

*

*

uhf grantees, the word is still largely that they
intend to get going next summer, fall or winter depending on equipment availability. This was the week’s crop
of repox-ts on uhf CPs:
KCTY, Kansas City (Ch. 25), first uhf awarded that
area, will begin building as soon as winter weather subsides, probably in latter March, and should be able to
get on the air by July, repoi'ts Herbert Mayer, whose
Empire Coil Co. is grantee. Equipment has been ordered
from RCA, except for a Ben Adler master control, similar
to those he built for Mayer’s WXEL, Cleveland, and
KPTV, Portland, Ore.
Bartell Television Corp.’s uhf in Madison, Wis. (Ch.
33) has ordered RCA equipment, aims for June 1 start
but no other details are yet available from owners Gerald
A. Bartell, Earl W. Fessler, Lee & David Beznor, who
operate string of radio stations in area. Rival uhf grantee
WKOW-TV (Ch. 27) also reported RCA equipment and
June as expected starting time (Vol. 9:4).
KRTV, Little Rock, Ark. (Ch. 17), though it has
ordered GE equipment, won’t get on air before early April,
according to latest advices from management (publisher
Donald W. Reynolds, theatreman E. H. Rowley and broadcaster Kenyon Brown).
It had earlier promised Feb. 1
or

March

—

1

(Vol. 8:42).

WIRK-TV, West Palm

Beach, Fla. (Ch. 21) has
equipment, hasn’t started construction yet, but expects to be able to get on air by next June,
according to president Joseph S. Field Jr.
WACE-TV, Northampton, Mass. (Ch. 36), according
to president John Begley, will be RCA-equipped throughout.
Construction plans are under way, and it’s hoped to
get started in late 1953 or early 1954.
WLEC-TV, Sandusky, O. (Ch. 42) hasn’t ordered
equipment yet or set building plans, reports mgr. Jay E.
Wagner Jr., but it thinks it can get on the air by next
ordered

Dec.

RCA & GE

1.

Four more

TV

hearings are expected to be scheduled
Chattanooga, Tenn.; Mobile, Ala.;
Portsmouth, O.; Lebanon, Pa. They’re next cities on Group
A & B priority lists with competing applications. Examiners likely to be available for these cases are Leo
Resnick, Fanney N. Litvin, H. Gifford Irion, Wm. G. Butts.
shortly

—probably

in

5

OME UHF “PROBLEMS”

were brought to light this
on the whole, reports from the new uhf
areas continue to be extremely good. RCA Service Co.,
which made field measurements in York, South Bend and
Atlantic City found propagation in those areas following
very good.
closely on the Portland pattern (Vol. 8:46)
RCA’s John P. Taylor, explaining results, said he had no
data on percentage of population covered as he did for
Portland. He added that his propagation findings which
are closely in line with FCC’s predictions apply only as
far as horizon, or 30-35 mi., since no measurements were
made beyond that.
Representatives of most major set manufacturers and
local distributors met in Atlantic City Jan. 29 with president Fred Weber of WFPG-TV, Channel 46 outlet there,
to thrash out problems in sales and installation of uhf
converters and receivers. Number of reasons were given
for sales difficulties, principal one being that public was
never fully informed that outside antennas would be required in most locations. Other problems faced by stanow
tion: (1) Transmitter difficulties in the early days
(2) Competition from the 3 Philasaid to be cleared up.
delphia vhf stations. (3) Tendency of some residents to
blame new station for week-long blackout of Philadelphia
stations due to tropospheric disturbance, which occurred
when WFPG-TV first went on air.
Good example of cooperative effort between set manufacturers and TV station was 3-day “TV Show” at U of
Notre Dame’s big Navy Drill Hall, sponsored by South
Bend Tribune last weekend to mark beginning of full-time
telecasting by its WSBT-TV (Ch. 34). Some 30,000 people traipsed through hall, observed 26 entertainment acts

Personal Holes: E. V. Huggins, recently Asst. Secretary of the Air Force and onetime executive v.p. of Westinghouse International, elected Westinghouse v.p., corporate affairs, and president of Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.; Joseph E. Baudino, WRS gen. mgr. since the
death of Walter Evans, elected executive v.p. in charge of
all operations, reporting to Mr. Huggins
Harold C.
Burke, ex-TV-radio director of Hearst Radio Inc., who
managed its
& WBAL-TV, Baltimore, to be coordinating director of Walter Reade Theatres’ new WCEE,
Asbury Park, N. J. (Ch. 58), last reported due to start
Edward Larkin to manage CBS-TV spot
in latter 1953
sales in Los Angeles and George E. (Buck) Hurst to manage radio sales there, in new division of functions
Dean Milbum named Free & Peters Fort Worth mgr., replacing Joseph W. Evans, resigned
Joseph F. Timlin,
ex-N. Y. office mgr., elected v.p. for TV-radio, Branham
Co.; Monroe H. Long vice chairman, Eugene F. Corcoran
president, in reorganization of Chicago headquarters
Harold Froelich, ex-Adam Young reps, to be sales mgr. of
new WTVO, Rockford, 111. (Ch. 39), due on air in latter
Elzey M. Roberts Jr. elected presiFeb. or early March
dent of KXOK, St. Louis, applicant for Ch. 4, succeeding
his father, now chairman
Charles B. Seward promoted
to film director, WFMY-TV, Greensboro
John S. Allen,
sales mgr., elected v.p. and member of board of WTVJ,
Miami; John Shay, operations mgr., onetime
techClayton Bond Jr.
nical director, also elected to board
promoted to TV sales representative, 20th Century-Fox,
succeeding Phil Williams, resigned to join Ziv
Zangwill
Golobe named executive v.p., Forjoe & Co.

on special closed-circuit show from Drill Hall stage, and
crowded around exhibits of 200 uhf sets at 43 booths
manned by local TV and accessory dealers. To commemorate occasion, Tribune Jan. 25 put out 44-page TV supplement studded with TV and antenna ads. Station begins
full network telecasting Feb. 1.
From WBRE-TV, Wilkes-Barre’s Channel 28 station
which began commercial operation New Year’s Day, comes
report that local dealers were completely “sold out” of uhf
converters and sets during first 3 weeks of telecasting, in
spite of “marvelous job” by manufacturers and distributors of keeping them supplied with receiving equipment.
Station mgr. David Baltimore said reports from nearby
Scranton and Carbondale were “excellent” despite hilly
He said station is now carrying “nearly solid
terrain.
commercial schedule at night” mostly NBC, some CBS.

MABC-TV, WABC-AM & WABC-FM are new call
ABC’s New York stations, changed from WJZTV-AM-FM, authorized by FCC this week. ABC hasn’t

S

week

—but

—

—

—

—

—

FCC

remains adamant on its “one-year rule” prochanges in allocation plan until June 2, 1953,
though minority comprising Comrs. Hyde and Merrill now
feels rule should be waived in exceptional cases. Commission this week denied petition of WHBC and WCMW, Canton, O., which requested that another channel be added to
city’s single uhf, rejecting stations’ argument that Canton
is being denied quick TV service while WHBC and
engage in long, costly and unnecessary hearing. Comr.
Hyde dissented, said assignments of more channels now
would “conduce to the use of channels where they are
needed and at the same time tend to facilitate action upon
applications.” Comr. Merrill agreed with Hyde on basic
policy, though he didn’t feel that petition of WHBC and
should be approved. Comr. Sterling buttressed
majority opinion with separate statement, saying waiver
of one-year rule would “open the door to a flood of petitions for rule making which would seriously impede the
hibiting

WMCW

WCMW

processing of

New

TV

applications.”

book on test equipment construction and operaBasic Electronic Test Instruments by Rufus P.
Turner, just published by Rinehart (254 pp.).

tion is

.

.

.

WBAL
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WRGB

.

.

.

.

.

.

letters for

yet set date to start using new call letters, but they’re
expected to go into effect soon, accompanied by customary
promotional fanfare.
DuMont, operating TV station

WABD, New

York, had objected to new ABC identification,
claiming confusing similarity. ABC told FCC there was
no confusion when CBS was using original
call
years ago, and Commission rejected DuMont opposition.

WABC

Frank Stanton, CBS president, elected chairman of
set up by Ford Foundation for advanced study
social relations and human behavior.
Onetime Ohio

new board
in

State U psychology instructor, Stanton heads board including Paul Buck, provost, Harvard; F. F. Hill, provost,

U of California; Robert K.
Merton, chairman, dept, of psychology, Columbia U; Prof.
Robert R. Sears, Harvard; Alan T. Waterman, National
Science Foundation; Theodore Yntema, financial v.p., Ford
Cornell; Clark Kerr, chancellor,

Motor Co.
FCC amended operator requirement rules this week to
permit remote control of AM & FM transmitters with less
than 10

kw

changes.

power, in response to

Under amendments,

NARTB

petition for

effective in 30 days, holders

of restricted radiotelephone operator permits will be allowed to stand regular transmitter watches at
&
stations employing non-directional antennas, provided one

AM

FM

operator is a full-time employe of each staAbout 2000 comments on proposed changes were
received by FCC from networks, radio stations, unions,
first-class

tion.

trade schools,

FCC’s

etc.

report to Congress on applications not
acted upon, required by McFarland Act passed last year,
was 101-page document containing reports on every type
of application FCC handles not merely TV,
& FM.
TV applications are categorized indicating whether in
hearing, passed over because they’re competitive and manpower for hearings isn’t available, not yet reached on
priority lists, etc. Status is as of Dec. 31, 1952.
first

—

—

AM

—
6
Telecasting Notes: TV “crime” doesn’t pay, according
V eiss & Geller ad agency president Edward K. Weiss,
who told Chicago TV Council that commercials are twothirds less effective on “crime” programs than on “noncrime” although mystery shows, when effective at all,
are more likely to sell such things as TV sets & cars than
foods & beverages; he cited Wine Corp. of America’s improved sales after switching from crime to quiz show
TV film production by ad agencies is on increase; Wm.
Esty Co. now plans to distribute filmed Man Against Crime
program in markets where it’s not now shown, and Young
& Rubicam aims to add filmed programs to its current production of filmed commercials
Filmed programs may
constitute about 70% of TV fare in 5 years, said NBC
to

—

.

.

.

TV

film v.p. Robt. Sarnoff to

.

.

.

Assn, of Philadelphia; NBC’s

film syndication plan, he said, will supply local stations

—

with network-quality programs for local sponsorship including re-runs of such shows as Dragnet
Ex-Vice
President Barkley’s weekly commentaries on current
events on NBC-TV Sun. 5:30-5:45 p.m. starting Feb. 1
was joint idea of packager Louis Cowan and NBC-TV news
chief Wm. McAndrew; titled Meet the Veep, program
(which Variety says is paying Mr. Barkley $2500 per
week) will shortly have sponsor “in keeping .with dignity
of the office,” has veteran Washington commentator Earl
Godwin as Barkley’s conversational partner
“Commit.

.

.

tee of 9” telecasters, set

.

.

.

answer current criticism of
TV, being formed by NARTB; it will include network
members, will undertake public relations program
Simulcast 10 p.m. News daily on WOAI & WOAI-TV, San
Antonio, variously sponsored by Joske’s dept, store, Lone
Star Beer and Farm & Home Savings & Loan Assn., believed to be first such sponsored show in TV
Ft. Worth’s
famed rodeo, keyed from WBAP-TV, was to be carried
3 full hours, 3-6 p.m. Jan. 31 on NBC-TV
N. Y. Yankees
up

to

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Station Accounts: Local sponsor bankrolling own series
of variety films, each 15-min. production costing reported
$7000-$8000, is Chock Full O’Nuts, N. Y. restaurant chain,
which will place them on WNBT in March; films are openended, so they can be sold in other cities, by which method
sponsor hopes to regain outlay and possibly even make
profit.
Stars are Don Cornell and Jean Martin, latter the
B. G. Phillips &
wife of sponsor company’s president
Co., Wall St. investment brokerage house, buys Tue. 6:306:45 stanza of Walter Raney’s Headline News Edition,
sponsored Wed.-Thu.-Fri. by S. C. Johnson & Son, on
WABD, New York, thru Hirshon-Garfield Inc. ... In
Utica, N. Y., over WKTV, Philipson & Co., local investment firm, buys Tue. 6:55-7 p.m., during which partner Ben
Philipson gives laymen’s explanation of investment theory,
Hoffman Radio, seeking to
placed thru Farquhar & Co.
widen distribution in new TV markets, is doubling ad
budget, is sponsoring Abbott & Costello films in 11 markets, will place them in new ones as they open up, thru
Procter & Gamble,
Foote, Cone & Belding, Los Angeles
for Joy, liquid detergent, buys 8 weekly partic. in WCBSTV’s Ea,rly Shoiv, 5 weekly in Late Show, films, for 52
N. Y. Herald Tribune buys Sat.
weeks, thru Biow Co.
5-min. Charles Collingwood segment of 6 o’Clock Report on
United
WCBS-TV, New York, thru Donahue & Coe
Cigar Stores buys 2 half hours weekly of Dinner Date on
Elgin Watch Co. will use
WOR-TV, thru Product Adv.
TV spots to back up newspaper-magazine campaign and
local jeweler advertising in announcing 3 new watch lines,
Schweppes
March 2- April 5, thru Young & Rubicam
Ltd. (British beverage), which has U. S. distribution tieup
Among
with Pepsi-Cola, plans TV-radio campaign
other advertisers reported using or preparing to use TV:
Norwegian Canning Industry (sardines), thru McCannErickson, N. Y.; Noxzema (skin cream), thru Sullivan,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

have 13 road games on TV (WPIX) for first time this
season, in addition to 66 home games, sponsor not yet an-

will

nounced
stations

&

.

.

.

ABC reports
WENR, WXYZ) go on

Trend of times:

(WJZ,

own radio
single-rate basis,

3 of its

1, with KECA & KGO following
Class A rate is $720 an hour, 8 a.m.
to 10:30 p.m.
Feb. 1 rate increases: WNBW, Washington, Class A hour from $650 to $725 (B from $475 to $500,
C from $300 to $325); WFAA-TV, Dallas, hour from $500
to $650, min. $100 to $130; WNBF-TV, Binghamton, hour
from $400 to $500, min. $80 to $100; KMTV, Omaha, hour
from 450 to $550, min. $90 to $110; KPTV, Portland, hour
from $250 to $350, min. $50 to $75
Gill-Perna Inc. new
firm name of Gill-Keefe & Perna as of Feb. 2, Helen Gill
continuing as president, John J. Perna Jr. as executive v.p.;
only TV station on list as yet is upcoming WKNX-TV,
Saginaw, Mich. (Ch. 57)
Adam Young TV named rep
for new WFTV, Duluth (Ch. 38), due on air in mid-Feb.

day

night, as of Feb.

suit shortly;

new WJZ
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Blair-TV

.

now

.

.

.

.

representing DuMont’s

WTTG, Wash-

ington.

Will-wonders-never-cease dept.:

on a

CBS program, and NBC

RCA

will lend

plugged
one of its

will be

CBS

most

cherished program properties for the occasion.
will be Ed Sullivan’s Toast of the Town, Feb.
it will pay tribute to phono record industry
including RCA Victor. Program property will be Amahl

Program
15, when

& the Night Visitors,
TV opera, originally

widely acclaimed Gian-Carlo Menotti
commissioned by NBC for performance on Christmas Eve, 1951, which has become established
as a modern “classic.”
Kirk Browning, NBC opera

Mr. Menotti and much of the original
opera cast in trek to CBS, to make sure that the 8minute segment of the 45-minute opera is presented in
accordance with NBC policy.
specialist, will join

NBC

& Bayles, N. Y.; Bell Brand Foods Ltd.
(potato chips), thru McCann-Erickson, Los Angeles; Van
Camp Sea Food Co. (Chicken of the Sea tuna), thru
Brisacher, Wheeler, San Francisco; Girard’s Inc. (salad
dressing), thru Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco;
Stauffer, Colwell

Lewal Industries Inc. (Instant-Dip silver cleaner), thru
Lawrence C. Gumbinner, N. Y.; A.P.W. Products Co.
(paper products), thru Hilton & Riggio, N. Y.; Comet Rice
Mills (Comet rice), thru Tracy-Locke, Dallas.

E DUCATIONAL TV

is ideal way of solving nationwide
teacher shortage problem by providing instruction for
2 or 3 times as many students with far fewer teachers.
That was major conclusion of annual report submitted this
week by Dr. Henry Chauncey, president of non-profit Educational Testing Service of Princeton, N. J., which conducts tests for students for draft deferment. Noting shortage of estimated 52,000 teachers, Dr. Chauncey declared
that proper educational TV programming would enable
teachers to serve as counselors.
Other educational TV developments this week: (1)
Grantee WTLV, New Brunswick, N. J. (Ch. 19), not ready
yet to go on air, began 2-week experiment of closed-circuit
telecasts to 4 high schools in area.
(2) FCC Chairman

Walker wrote American

Civil Liberties Union that .Commission will accept “evidence of interest” by prospective
educational applicant as sufficient reason to extend filing

deadline beyond June 2. (3) N. Y. State Temporary Commission on Educational TV was granted 2-week extension
of deadline to Feb. 25 for filing its recommendation to legislature on proposed 10-station network (Vol. 9:1, 3-4).
(4) NARTB president Harold Fellows told U of Georgia
students at Georgia TV-Radio Institute that 1000 TV stations will require 40,000 employes, urged them to prepare
now for careers in TV.

7

Network Accounts: Lack of third sponsor for costly
All-Star Revue on NBC-TV, Sat. 8-9 p.m., means that program will be dropped in April, with time segment offered
for 2 half-hour sponsorships instead. Pet Milk Co. and
Johnson & Johnson (Band Aids) are current sponsors, but
NBC-TV hasn’t found another to help carry show’s estimated $70,000 weekly cost. It’s planned to continue Your
Show of Shows, Sat. 9-10:80 p.m., with participating sponsorships, despite rumors that program may be cut down or
Plans for Coca-Cola Co. to sponsor Rosemary
Clooney in one half-hour portion of time to be vacated by
All-Star Revue were dropped when Paramount Pictures
Corp. refused to permit her to do regular weekly show;
Coca-Cola, instead, is considering musical program, with
Dick Haymes and Giselle McKenzie, on CBS-TV, Sat. 9dropped.

was assigned last
concentrate on NBC-TV’s early-morning news

9:30 p.m.

.

.

7-9 a.m.; regular sales force conalso . General Mills (Kix cereal)
.

will sponsor Fri. portion of

.

Ding Dong School, starting

on NBC-TV, Mon.-Fri. 10-10:30 a.m., thru
Tatham-Laird; Scott Paper Co., starting Feb. 5, scheduled to sponsor Thu. 10-10 :i5 a.m. portion, thru J. Walter
Revlon Products Corp. (cosmetics) buys
Thompson
Tue. portion of Jane Froman’s TJ-S.A. Canteen, staiting
Wm.
Feb. 10, on CBS-TV, Tue. & Thu. 7:45-8 p.m., thru
portion
Thu.
sponsors
Electric
General
Weintraub;
H.
Thor Corp. (washing machines) reported
(Vol. 8:52)
a Flash, starting March 12, on ABC-TV,
as
Quick
buying
Hurst & MacDonald
alt. Thu. 10:30-11 p.m., thru Henri;
joins co-op
windows)
(storm
Corp.
Bronze
General
sponsorship of American Forum of the Air on NBC-TV,
Miller
starting March 15, Sun. 2:30-3 p.m., thru Wildrick &
Bristol-Myers Co. (Ipana toothpaste) will sponsor Time
9:30-10 p.m.,
to Smile, starting Feb. 8, on CBS-TV, Sun.
each
alternating Ken Murray Show and Alan Young Show
Bymart-Tintair Inc.
week, thru Young & Rubicam
6,

.

.

.

.

.

LL-TIME HIGH

A

.

.

.

.

.

NBC-TV,

Fri.

work radio

billings.

[These

PIB emphasizes, do not represent

figures,

actual dollar revenues (see footnote below) but are based
on one-time rates. However, the trade generally accepts
them as reliable index for comparisons and trends, albeit
they’re inflated by as much as 40% of actual dollar revenues.]

Year ended with NBC-TV’s $83,242,573 placing

$70,501,000 local.
to $135,614,000 network, $82,711,000 spot,
to $101,111,Its 1951 estimate of $217,046,000 broke down
Its 1952
local.
$57,701,000
spot,
000 network, $58,234,000
<1,radio estimate of $464,439,000 is broken down to $99,0
$124,network,
regional
$11,107,000
000 national network,

414,000 spot, $229,847,000 local.

Advertising volume went up 11% in 1952 to all-time
high of $7,219,600,000, reports Printers’ Ink on basis of
McCann-Erickson research dept, statistics. National advertising (57.1% of total) accounted for $4,120,900,000, up
10% ; local advertising (42.9%) $3,098,700,000, up 12.3%.
All major media showed gains, with TV greatest, the

down thus: newspapers $2,458,500,000,
up 8.9%; radio $722,700,000 (time & talent), up 1.5%;
magazines $614,100,000, up 7%; direct mail $1,011,400,000,
up 9.5%; TV $680,100,000 (time & talent), up 49.4%.

figures breaking

it

well

second with $69,058,548, ABC-TV third
All
with $18,353,003, DuMont fourth with $10,140,656.
save ABC-TV improved their revenues very substantially
over 1951. Complete PIB tables follow:

CBS-TV

in lead,

NETWORK TELEVISION t
Dec.

.

Jan. -Dec.

1952

1,211,316

$ 83,242,573
69,058,548
18,353,003
10,140,656

$ 59,171,452
42,470,844
18,585,911
7,761,506

$17,462,216

$14,247,061

$180,794,780

$127,989,713

.

7,830,806
7,088,506
1,331 ,388

Total

Jan. -Dec.

1951

.$

CBS
ARC
DuMont

Dec.
$ 6,592,673
4,736,368
1,980,145
937,875

1952

NRC

1951

NETWORK RADIO t
CBS

.

NBC
ABC

.

__

MBS

.

.

.

...

Total

$ 5,717,800
4,370,265
2,856,714
1,980,316

$ 5,278,508
4,343,307
3,300,219
1,697,014

$ 59,511,209
47,927,115
35,023,033
20,992,105

$ 68,784,773
54,324,017
33,708,846
17,900,958

$14,925,095

$14,619,048

$163,453,462

$174,718,594

NETWORK TELEVISION—January-December
ABC

1952

Jan.
Feb.

CBS

„. $ 2,020,461

.

March

_

April

TV revenues at $235,700,000, radio at $450,400,000.
Though Broadcasting's “time sales” and FCC’s “revenues”
gauge of
are different things, each set, taken by itself, is a
TV-radio relationship. Commission’s official 1952 figures
won’t be out for several months. Broadcasting estimates
down
that the $288,826,000 TV times sales for 1952 break

December

billings of $17,462,218 in

$127,989,713 in 1951, $40,778,885 in 1950, $12,294,513 in
1949.
It compares, also, with $163,453,462 gross volume
of network radio in 1952, which is down from $174,718,594
The
in 1951, $183,358,922 in 1950, $187,800,329 in 1949.
December TV figure compares with $14,925,095 for net-

May _
Estimate of 1952 TV-radio time sales by Broadcasting
Magazine, the authoritative radio trade journal, places TV
after
at $288,826,000, radio at $464,439,000—both figures
estimagazine
year,
Last
all discounts and commissions.
mated 1951 TV time sales at $217,046,000, radio at $485,placed 1951
492,606. FCC’s official report later last year

see Television Digest, Vol. 3:52)

brought total network TV gross time charges to
$180,794,780 for all 1952, according to Publishers Information Bureau’s monthly report. Year’s total compares with

.

hair coloring) buys Wed. 11:25-11:30 a.m.
(Tintair
Feb. 4,
portion of There's One in Every Family, starting
&
Ruthrauff
thru
a.m.,
11-11:30
Mon.-Fri.
on CBS-TV,
Simoniz Co. buys Big Story, starting Feb. 6, on
Ryan
9-9:30 p.m., alternating with Pall Mall.

Billings

„

home

.

November reports

(For

Special 3-man sales unit

.

week to
show Today, weekdays
tinues to work for show

March

Network TV-Radio

December 1952 and January-December 1952

June
July
Aug.

......

Sept.
Oct.

Nov.
Dec.

2,148,467
2,065,052
1,699,760
1,504,043
1,279,985
1,082,751*
1,166,169
1,203,917
1,453,811
1,396,999*
1,331,588

Total $18,353,003

DuMont

NBC

$69,058,548

ABC

Jan.
Feb.

March
April

May
June
July

Aug.
Sept.
Oct.

Nov.
Dec.

CBS

$10,140,656

*

MBS

9 3,301,479 $ 5,161,397 * 1,699,282
3,177,970
4,788,507
1,600,399
_ 3,355,715
5,154,077
1,826,527
__ 3,244,146
4,943,400
1,681,924
3,323,092
4,963,794
1,821,571
3,001,314
4,629,254
1,632,977
2,372,710*
3,920,643*
1,339,276
2,281,852
4,028,081*
1,325,059
2,533,785
4,846,978*
1,607,485
2,914,322*
5,851,106*
2,304,804
2,659,934*
5,506,172*
2,172,485
2,856,714
5,717,800
1,980,316

Total $35,023,033

Total

717,148 $ 7,259,307 $15,071,559
$ 5,074,643 $
5,103,043
748,544
6,813,549
14,813,603
5,643,123
760,593
7,320,358
15,789,126
5,641,831
738,926
6,946,751
15,027,268
5,602,634
775,063
6,822,982
14,704,722
5,385,820
749,497
5,794,534
13,209,836
4,916,245*
799,074*
5,963,550*
12,761,620*
5,190,934*
845,780
5,618,643
12,821,526*
5,860,751*
809,475
6,769,228
14,643,371*
6,896,206*
958,674
8,076,848
17,385,539*
6,654,812*
1,026,566
8,026,017* 17,104,394*
7,088,506
1,211,316
7,830,806
17,462,216
$83,242,573 $180,794,780

NETWORK RADIO —January-December
1952

1952 t

$59,511,209

Revised as of Jan.

$20,992,105

1952 f

NBC

Total

$ 4,357,353 $14,519,511
3,994,018
13,560,894
4,184,074
14,520,393
4,078,593
13,948,063
3,861,882
13,970,339
3,708,014
12,971,559
3,621,810*
11,254,439*
3,338,843
10,973,835*
12,889,963*
3,901,715
15,441,801*
4,371,569
4,138,979* 14,477,570*
4,370,265
14,925,095
$47,927,115 $163,453,462

26, 1953.

all TV and radio networks (except MBS)
Include July national political convention programs sponsored by
Admiral, Phllco & Westinghouse.
Note: These figures do not represent actual revenues to the networks, which do not divulge their actual net dollar incomes.
They're complied by PIB on basis of one-time network rates, or
before frequency or cash discounts. Therefore, In terms of dollars
actually paid to networks they may be Inflated by as much as 40%.
Figures are accepted by networks themselves, however, and by the
Industry generally, as satisfactory Index of comparisons & trends.
t

Cumulative totals for

CBS

Inc.,

New

York, changes phone number as of

Feb. 2 to Plaza 1-2345.

- 8 -

F CC ISSUED ULTIMATUM

to theatre-TV proponents

Jan. 30 to clear up “apparent inconsistencies in the
record” so that Commission can decide “whether to proceed
further with this hearing.” After 2 days of hearings during which commissioners expressed considerable irritation

with length of testimony on theatre-TV transmission costs,
FCC issued “Notice of Revised Procedure” asking theatreTV attorneys to answer 8 questions at conclusion of direct
testimony on engineering and costs.
First four questions seek clarification of requests for
theatre-TV frequencies in common carrier and industrial
bands. Commission also asked: (1) Whether evidence will
be introduced to show who would apply for theatre-TV
frequencies.
(2) Whether figures will be given “to make
it possible to determine the magnitude of ultimate cost
(3) How much time
of admission to a theatre patron.”
(4)
theatres would use TV “on a day-by-day basis.”

provide programs of
of programs that cannot reasonably

Whether “theatre-TV
only live events, i.e.,
be placed on film.”

service will

Theatre-TV spokesmen said questions could all be answered readily, and that if Commission is confused, “the
confusion is self-created.” They blamed confusion on fact
that engineering and cost testimony are being presented
in advance of lay testimony intended to prove necessity
for theatre-TV service. As to frequencies, “w’e have repeatedly made it clear that we want an exclusive allocation for theatre TV.”
Commission is devoting Mondays & Tuesdays to en
banc hearing, with night sessions also scheduled on those
days, beginning next week. Theatre-TV proponents wound
up their direct engineering and cost testimony Jan. 27,
and AT&T is scheduled to testify Feb. 2 & 3.

Most of this week’s session was devoted to explanation
of 331 pages of cost figures by Manfred K. Toeppen, president of Toeppen Co., Beverly Hills, Cal., consulting engineers, who prepared study for theatre-TV interests. Hearing was marked by repeated clashes between

FCC

general

Pro football TV anti-trust suit opened Jan. 26 in Philadelphia Federal District Court, and at end of week’s 4 days
of sessions very thoroughly covered by the press, Govt, had
won several important points. Govt, contends that each
individual team in National Football League should have
right to decide -whether it -will televise own games. NFL
is defending League rules which ban televising of pro
games to stations within 75-mi. radius of any League game.
Govt.’s most significant victory this week came when Judge
Allan K. Grim, hearing case without jury, ruled that the
“open televising” of football games is
“one of the fundamental problems of this case.” Ruling
met strenuous objections of NFL attorneys who claimed
real issue is whether anyone who Wants to buy TV or radio
rights to games has been harmed by League’s restrictions.
NFL is expected to move for dismissal of suit next week on
grounds interstate commerce is not affected. Govt, attorneys already have announced they consider National Collegiate Athletic Assn, restrictions on college football telecasts similar to those practiced by NFL, and that a ruling
against NFL would pave way for action against NCAA.

public’s right to the

Extra pay for TV showing of films made for theatre
presentation is asked by Screen Writers Guild in new contract proposal presented to Assn, of Motion Picture Producers. Writers would share in producers’ income from
TV on basis of complex formula based on percentage of
production costs attributed to story material.
Justice Dept, set deadline of Feb. 19 this

week for

answers to its 16mm anti-trust suit against 12 major film
producers and distributors to compel them to release their
films to

TV

(Vol. 8:30-32).

—

counsel Benedict Cottone and theatre-TV attorneys Vincent B. Welch for Motion Picture Assn, and Marcus Cohn
for National Exhibitors Theatre TV Committee.
Sample cost estimates presented by Mr. Toeppen for
9-city theatre-TV system, including New York-Washington inter-city trunk, program source link and intra-city
microwave distribution: One-program system (single network) with 233 theatres total capital investment, $11,171,300; average investment per theatre, $47,946; per

—

theatre seat, $41.53. Six-program system, 1398 theatres
total investment, $58,272,500; average investment per
network, $9,721,100; per theatre, $41,683; per seat, $36.56.

—

Operating costs for the one-program system, on basis
of 6 hours daily operation, 5-year amortization, would be

$3,487,800 a year, or $41.01 per day per theatre or 3%tf
If 6-program system is used, each system or

per seat.

network would cost $2,662,500 a year for operation- and
amortization, or $31.31 per day per theatre or 2%<f a seat.
Estimates cover transmission costs only, and don’t include
projection equipment or programming.
Cost figures sparked first clash between the principal
hearing protagonists
AT&T and theatre-TV backers.
Theatre folk maintain FCC should make special frequency
allocation for theatre TV, and one of their arguments is
that common carrier service would be too costly. AT&T
gen. counsel Ernest D. North arose to say that AT&T
would present its own cost estimates later, and pointed out
that transmission costs are but a small pai't of the costs
of broadcasting.
Commission’s job, he said, is not to
decide who can provide cheaper service, but what is in

—

the public interest.
Challenging MPAA-NETTC cost estimates, Mr. North
said they were “based upon engineering assumptions with
respect to services that nobody has ever furnished.”

AT&T’s

figures, he added, will be “based primarily upon
our actually known costs with respect to existing equipment and estimates of costs with respect to such portions
of the service as are new.”

Community antenna
built

for Clarksburg,

by Whitney- Jerrold group

W.

Va., being

was authorized
by city council in face of hysterical opposition from city’s
newspapers, Exponent and Telegram, both owned by 76year-old Cecil B. Highland. Feb. 2 Time Magazine reports
(Vol. 9:4),

that “one of publisher Highland’s oldest and bitterest
fights is against radio. He bans ail program listings, even
censors ads that mention radio or have anything to do with

He ran

stories with such headlines as “Danger to
Property Could Come from Cable,” said that “cash
would be used to replace” children burned up by cable.
City council voted unanimously to permit the installation.
it.”

Life,

Transmit FM, functional music and other specialized
uses of
appear likely to be subject of FCC hearing
sooner or later. Commission at one time raised questions
about legality of such sei*vices but later renewed licenses

FM

Now, with some newT members on
of stations involved.
Commission, feeling is that hearing should be held to determine precise legal status of special services and whether
FCC rules or Communications Act should be changed.
Proposals for subscription TV may get involved in proceedings, since some at Commission believe it presents
similar legal questions.

and a second
Sao Paulo, more than in any other
South American country [see TV Factbook No. 16], proposes to utilize TV to promote colonization of undeveloped
areas, install stations to provide settlers with education
and entertainment, reports Pan American Union. Plan
is to set up microwave relay system piping progi-ams to
the remote areas.
Brazil, with one station in Rio de Janerio

now

building, plus 2 in

with Electronics
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On basis of average factory value per set of
1952 OUTPUT 6,096,279 TVs AT $2 BILLION:
$171.95 TV production of 6,096,279 units during 1952 meant factory billings of
up nicely from the 5,384,798 units worth $956,986,300 in
roundly $1.05 billion
1951 but not too near the 1950 record of 7,463,800 at $1.35 billion.
Radio production last year also announced this week by RTMA, was 9,711, 256
units, which at average of $25.18 at factory meant approximately $225,000,000 value,
comparing with 12,627,362 in 1951 at factory value of $315,000,000 and 14,589,900
in 1950 valued at $375,000,000.
it's conservative to add 50% as markup between wholesaler,
At retail level
dealer and customer. Add also cost of installations, antennas, accessories & service, and it's reasonable assumption that the TV trade easily amounted to $2 billion
it's fair to guess, ran a good $400,000,000 all told
last year; radio trade
RTMA's final tabulation of TV & Radio output, released this week, indicates
cumulative production to end of last year of just about 23,100,000 sets. And as of
Jan. 2, 1953, end of the 1952 statistical year, factory inventory total was 104,809.
(For breakdowns of TV-radio figures before 1952, see pp. 235-7, TV Factbook No. 16.)
,

—

,

,

.

,

t

*p

'*p

Below is RTMA table of 1952 TV-Radio production by months with breakdown of
It's noteworthy that December statistical month (6 weeks) showed
radios by types.
921,086 TV sets produced and 1,325,158 radios, which compare with December 1951 (5
RTMA also points out that year's
weeks) totals of 467,108 TVs and 868,100 radios.
The RTMA tables:
TVs with FM totaled 94,185, radios with FM 409,678.
,

1952 Production

Total TV

January
February
March (5 wks)
April.
May
June 5 wks
July
August

404,932
409,337
510,561
322,878
309,375
361,152
198,921
397,769
Sept. (5 wks)
755,665
724,117
October
November
780,486
921,086
Dec. (6 wks)
TOTAL
6,096,279
(

)

.

1952 Radio Production by Types

Total Radio
632,455
759,453
975,892
847,946
748,344
874,253
441,736
543,802
865,654
772,346
924,195
325,158
1*
9, 711,236

Home Sets
288,724
312,705
357,689
286,164
288,927
297,669
203,868
235,728
324,786
314,459
389,853
452,556
3, 753,128

Portables

Clock

68,433
72,866
99,720
110,529
128,351
205,186
81,353
105,006
126,666
113,552
153,503
194,837
1 ,460,002

80,151
106,103
175,169
176,003
115,588
124,489
61,295
108,753
183,496
180,841
185,639
271,507
1, 769,036

Auto

195,147
267,779
343,314
275,250
215,478
246,909
95,220
94,315
230,706
163,494
195,200
406,258
2,729,070

*

Third 1953 week' s TV output jumped to 190,649 units (8153 private label) as
of Jan. 23 vs. 173,348 Jan. 16 and 155,892 Jan. 9
so it looks like year is get—
Factory inventories total e d 156,955 up from 127,464 the
ting off to flying start .
preceding week (Jan. 16) and 124,685 at end of first week (Jan. 9).

—

,

—

Radio output also went up
to 282,741 units (144,252 private label) week
ended Jan. 23 from 255,072 the preceding week, 209,057 at end of first 1953 week.
Factory inventories went down to 225,976 from 240,126.
Auto radios hit new peak of
Others: home sets, 94,844; portables, 18,127; clock, 39,775.
129,995 in week.

RTMA midwinter conference, with 23 committees
meeting, will be held Feb. 3-5 at New York’s Roosevelt
Hotel. Board meets at 9:30 a.m. final day.

National Assn, of Music Merchants annual convenand trade show will be held July 13-16 in Chicago’s
Palmer House. Last year’s exhibitors, who have priority
on their spaces, should mail applications by April 1 to
headquarters, 28 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago; new
applications are due by July 11.
tion

Uhf
tional

will be main topic at annual convention of NaElectronic Distributors Assn., Sept. 14-16, in St.

Louis’

Chase Hotel.
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Topics
Trends of TV Trade: There’s no such thing
as a “saturated market,” in opinion of Magnavox president Frank Freimann, who asserts: “Sales potential this
year is greater than in 1952, even with due recognition of
the markets which reached a relatively big percentage of

The history

saturation.

of the radio industry has

shown

that there is no point of actual saturation. This is also true
of TV. Technological improvements make the new product
so desirable as to make obsolete the millions of small-picture sets sold a few years ago.”
TV price trend is upward, in

Tfsds Personals:

Co., succeeding brother Robert C.
Sprague, slated to become Undersecretary of the Air
Force (Vol. 9:3); Ernest L. Ward, mfg. v.p., becomes executive v.p.
Monte Cohen, executive v.p. of General
Instrument Co., elected president, succeeding Abraham
Blumenkrantz, now chairman
Joseph N. Benjamin, exworks mgr., elected Pilot Radio v.p.
Jerry Hart, exPilot Radio sales mgr., named sales & adv. specialist for
North Atlantic district, York Corp.
Ray Donaldson,
recently resigned as RTMA house attorney, appointed
counsel of Senate Banking Committee
Dr. Cledo
Brunetti, associate director of Stanford Research Institute and former chief of Bureau of Standards’ engineering
electronics section, joins research dept, of General Mills’
mechanical div.
Sheldon F. Myers, with Westinghouse
35 years in merchandising & promotion capacities, named
adv. & sales promotion mgr., TV-radio div., Sunbury, Pa.,
to be assisted by Harold S. Boxer, ex-Freed-Eisemann Co.,
N. Y.
Dr. Harold Pender, ex-dean of U of Pennsylvania’s Moore School of Electrical Engineering, founder of
International Resistance Co. and member of its board,
.

more for making chassis.
But the public has its greatest spending power since
1947 and has a new “feeling of confidence created by the

of

new Federal Administration,” as well as greater stability
within the industry itself, he said. Buyers will be more
quality conscious this year, especially in the- partially saturated metropolitan markets. “The trade-in buyers, the
second set buyers and the late comers will be more interested in quality than in price. A high percentage of the
families who have been stand-offish about TV are in the
high income groups. The trade-in buyers and second set
buyers will want bigger pictures and better performing
sets.”

.

.

.

.

.

*

*

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

named Eminent Member

of Eta

of engineering accomplishments

Kappa Nu

in recognition

and leadership

David
chairman, on Jan. 29 received annual engineering & science award of Drexel Institute’s Federation
Gen. Wm. N. Porter, USA ret.,
of Engineering Societies
wartime chief of Chemical Warfare Service, elected director of Ultrasonic Corp., Cambridge, Mass.
Newland F.
Smith, ex-Philco & RCA, named TV mgr., Gray Research
Sarnoff,

.

.

.

RCA

.

.

.

.

.

.

Jay Greengard named gen. mgr. Waldom Electronics
Chicago (picture tube cones), succeeding late Jerome
Don Smith named Crosley air-conditioning sales
Prince
T. R.
mgr., succeeding Ted Nemes, now with Admiral
Mathews resigns as Stromberg-Carlson TV-radio distributor mgr.
.

*

.

.

Freimann’s opinion,
wherefore he seems to agree with DuMont’s Dan Halpin
(Vol. 9:2) and disagree with Motorola’s Robert Galvin
(Vol. 9:4).
Many companies have already raised their
prices, he said, and high manufacturing costs are maintaining the trend.
Major TV components, such as picture
tubes, went up in January, and Magnavox has been paying
24% more for optical filters since Jan. 15, to say nothing

*

Julian K. Sprague elected president

Sprague Electric

of

.

.

Inc.,

Admiral Corp. has set up 2 export subsidiaries to take
over operations of present international div., both under
presidency of James R. Oberly, asst. secy. & asst. gen.
counsel of the company, with international div. mgr.
George Kende as v.p. New companies are Admiral International Corp. and Admiral Corporation Interamericana,
latter handling sales in western hemisphere outside U. S.
& Canada. Firm now sells its products in more than 30
countries, TVs in about a dozen, and president Ross Siragusa foresees substantial increases as more TV services

.

.

.

.

.

Merchandising Notes: Clever promotion finds Admiral
its multi-million dollar advertising campaign to
showing of Walt Disney’s full-length cartoon movie, Peter
Pan, due for premiere in February in New York, Washing-

tying

ton

&

Chicago.

Pan comic books

are introduced abroad.

.

At that

time, dealers will distribute Peter

to patrons in theatre lobbies

—which

will

TVs with factory
value of $64,677,682 sold during 1952, when Dominion’s
first stations, Montreal’s CBFT & Toronto’s CBLT, went
on air. Sales showed substantial jump over 1951, when
only 40,615 TVs valued at $21,237,442 were sold (Vol. 8:5).

display Admiral products. As picture is distributed nationally, dealers will give away toy TV studios featuring
Peter Pan characters to children who bring their parents
into stores for Admiral demonstrations. In addition, Derby
Foods Inc. (Peter Pan peanut butter) will have displays in

Toronto-Hamilton area took 41% of 1952 sales, Montreal
26%, Windsor 14%, Niagara Peninsula 12%, remaining
7% going to other areas. Cumulative set sales from start
of count totaled 224,811 worth $102,191,707.

20,000 grocery stores calling attention to Admiral promoHonolulu, with 2 vhf stations, should have TV
tion
sets in 84 out of every 100 of its 61,900 homes by end of
1955, GE marketing mgr. Ernest H. Vogel told staff of
W. A. Ramsey Co., distributors, while on visit there Jan.

RTMA

Canadian

reports

*

*

146,373

*

*

Distributor Notes: Admiral Distributors Inc., Los Angeles div., is new name of now factory-owned branch (formerly Golden State Appliance Distributing Co.) ... DuSales, Tucson; N. Y. factory branch
Mont appoints G &

W

Wandres resigns
Hardware Co. (Motorola), Chattanooga,
sales mgr. Charles T.

.

.

Moore-Handley

.

to open Knoxville

.

.

.

Zenith
.

.

.

.

.

.

Emerson names

appoints B. T. Crump Co., Roanoke
Kaye-Halbert
Central Valley Distributors, Fresno, Cal.
Joseph
names Delmar Distributing Co., Youngstown
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Washington-Baltimore Philco distribution company of that name, appointed chairman of TVradio committee, National Assn, of Electrical Distributors.
Magnavox bringing out 21-in. table model in $250

M. Zamoiski,

v.p. of

bracket sometime in April.

.

.

He compared Honolulu to Syracuse, with about same
population, noted that Syracuse area jumped from 9 sets
per 100 at start of TV in 1949 to 84 at end of 1952, and
28.

Magnavox has
forecast 72,000 set sales in Honolulu
doubled production capacity since Sept., anticipating record market, and has launched biggest ad campaign in its
Sparton, seekhistory, says president Frank Freimann
.

.

.

New

Jersey appoints Louis K. Ross opSylvania appoints Gough Industries, Los
erations mgr.
Angeles; Remco Inc. (Sylvania), Chicago, opens South
CBS-Columbia
Bend branch (William Vanni, mgr.)

branch

.

.

.

.

ing more national recognition, using 13 full-page color ads
in Life Magazine every fourth week starting March 30.

Arturo Mancini, Westinghouse TV-appliance sales
agent in Milan and president of Italy’s new Commission
for Electronic Material Imports, due in New York in February on buying trip; Milan dispatches say commission
hopes to double 1952 TV import quota from last year’s 5000.

Admiral has added 21-in. mahogany plastic table
model at $270 as only new item in its 1953 line released
last August (Vol. 8:33). Model is first to incorporate new
252-sq.-in. spherical tube.

11
Electronics Reports: Highest steel allotments since start
program 2 years ago are now going
out from NPA to manufacturers of TV-radios and other
consumer goods. DPA this week put stamp of approval on
increase in second-quarter carbon steel ration to 90% from
originally planned 70% of average quarterly use during
base period (first half 1950 or last half 1949). Alloy steel
Copper
is being distributed at 100% of base period rate.
and aluminum rations will remain at their low first-quarter
levels
50% & 55%, respectively. During first quarter,
steel was rationed at about 50% of base period usage, and
is considered biggest material bottleneck in TV-radio production by some manufacturers. In second quarter, copper wire and aluminum are expected to produce biggest
headaches.
of materials allocation

—

*

NPA

*

*

*

Electronics Div. staff changes, announced this

week by acting director Donald S. Parris: Eric D. Bovet
named acting deputy director, supervising program & requirements branch and CMP section; E. MacDonald Nyhen
named acting chief, products branch; Samuel Bryan acting
components section. R. D. Parker, veteran of 20
years with AT&T, including 13 years at Bell Laboratories,
resigned this week as chief of products branch to set up
own practice as consulting engineer, specializing in communications and electronics, at 3606 Chesapeake St. NW,
chief,

Washington.

&

Financial
Trade Notes: Electronics industry “has
acquired financial muscle,” and is now entering “a second
phase of major growth,” said Motorola president Paul V.
Galvin in announcing his company’s 1952 sales topped
$166,000,000, increase of 23% over 1951. “In 10 years,”
he said, “the industry has outgrown its knee pants; our
next phase is one in which many of the electronic applications we know now to be attainable become realities.”
Last year was Motorola’s second biggest year, he
added, biggest having been 1950 when sales hit $177,000,000. For 1953, he foresaw increase of about 35% to $225,000,000. Fourth quarter 1952 sales were $59,000,000, largest single quarter in firm’s history.
Mr. Galvin predicted industry would produce 6,500,0007,000,000 TVs in 1953, tempered his optimism with warning
lest current high demand become “heady wine that confuses TV manufacturers to a point of overproduction.”
He urged industry’s planners to gear their “short-haul
projections” to all factors involved in expansion of TV
including rate of transmitter construction,
sales potential
lag between hoped-for and actual on-air dates of new stations, seasonal factors and “intensified competition for
consumer dollars among a host of non-electronic products
also desired and needed in the home.”

—

^

^

^

^

“Battle of the proxies” continued this

week

in pro-

Emerson-Webster-Chicago merger (Vol. 8:51 &
Letter to Webster-Chicago stockholders from John
9:4).
F. Bolger, president of Chicago investment firm of
Shillinglaw, Bolger & Co., urged approval of merger plan.
That it would be “a good deal,” he said, is proved by recent
action of Webster-Chicago stock which rose from 714
bid to high of 1014 after announcement of merger proposal. then declined as low as 9% when opposition to
merger developed. Leader of opposition is Martin C.
Remer, president of Remer, Mitchell & Reitzell, Inc.,
Chicago investment firm. Stockholders of both companies
will vote on proposal Feb. 4.
posed

Map of microwave facilities, both TV and industrial,
included with February Tele-Tech Magazine (CaldwellClements Co., 480 Lexington Ave., N. Y.). Map depicts
only those more than 50 miles long, but table of microwave
licensees includes those under 50 miles. Magazine reports
1747 stations and repeaters authorized as of end of 1952,
with 60% now in operation over 40,000 route miles. Of
1606 stations in the 60 systems more than 50 miles long,
886 are for petroleum industry, 309 common carrier, 245
is

power industry.
IRE’s convention in New York’s Grand Central Palace,
Waldorf-Astoria and Belmont Plaza, March 23-26, includes
heavy schedule of sessions on uhf transmitters & receivers,
color, propagation, station construction and operation.
Transistors rate special attention this year with least a
score of papers devoted to them. Major address will be
given by RCA chairman David Sarnoff at March 25 annual

—

stockholders have voted to double
common shares to 1,000,000 and to
eliminate pre-emption rights of all stockholders.
This
move, said president Octave Blake, will pave way for
further acquisitions and possible stock dividends. “I have
a company in mind right now that we would like to acCornell-Dubilier

number

of authorized

banquet.

quire,” he said.

National Union Radio Corp. on Jan. 30 discontinued
manufacturing operations in Newark plant, 1181 McCarter
Highway. Some 850 employes scheduled to be laid off
were told plant was being closed because company suffered “hundreds of thousands of dollars in manufacturing
losses in 1952.”
Manufacturing activities are now consolidated in Hatboro, Pa. plant, but receiving tube shipments will continue from Newark for some time.

Packard-Bell sales set new record of $10,479,294 for
quarter ended Dec. 31.
Net earnings for quarter were
$577,949 (98d a share) after Federal tax provision of
In comparable 1951 quarter, sales were $6,$1,008,000.
024,900, net earnings $428,671 (73(0 after $461,700 for
Federal taxes.

New Raytheon picture tube plant, to be built in Quincy,
Mass., is scheduled for completion next summer. Employing 350 workers, 100,000-sq. ft. facility will bring to about
1,000,000-sq. ft. the amount of space Raytheon devotes to
production of TV picture tubes, according to president
Charles F. Adams.

Aerovox

new

plant in Monrovia, Cal., scheduled for completion in early summer.
will build

Magnavox sales for quarter ended Dec. 31, 1952, increased to .$14,790,154 from $10,691,871 in same 1951 quarter.
Net earnings after taxes were $908,197 ($1.16 on
each of 758,680 shares) for 1952 quarter vs. $567,428 1 77
on 726,172 shares) in 1951 period. For 6 months ended
Dee. 31, sales were $26,126,251, net earnings $1,546,024
1$2.02 a share) vs. sales of $15,702,911, net earnings of
$587,795 (79C on 726,172 shares) in last half of 1951.

Dividends: Zenith, 50c payable March 31 to stockholders of record March 10; Aircraft Radio, 10d Feb. 16 to
holders Feb. 5; Stewart-Warner, 35c March 7 to holders
Feb. 13; Westinghouse. 50C March 4 to holders Feb. 9;
Cornell-Dubilier, 30d March 26 to holders March 6;Avoo,
15( payable

March 20

to holders Feb. 27.

Edwin A. (Nick) Nicholas, 59, director of IT&T patent
contract dept, and president of Farnsworth Television &
Radio Corp. from 1938 until sold to IT&T in 1949, died in
Fort Wayne Jan. 27 after a 4-month illness. He began his
career as messenger for United Wireless, in 1924 joined
RCA, was Radiola div. v.p. and then RCA Victor sales v.p.

when he resigned

in 1938 to

head Farnsworth.

Dr. Emil E. Mayer, 68, onetime engineering v.p. of GE
of Germany, who fled Hitler and became president of old
Wilcox-Gay Corp., serving until it was sold to Leonard
Ashbacker, died of a heart ailment Jan. 30 at his home
in

New

Rochelle, N. Y.
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TV

of

As

Seis-in-Use

of January

1,

by

KPTV
F AITH

Cities

Estimates are sets within .1 Mv/m contours (60 ml.),
excluding overlaps, as established by NBC Research.

U

RGENT NEED

of an all-industry statistical service,

reporting sets-in-use by areas either monthly or
quarterly, is pointed up by Jan. 1, 1953 monthly report of
NBC Research, first and only organization to offer such
NBC frankly states that it’s
regular “census” service.
going to report henceforth only on markets of its own
affiliates, hence omits new TV cities like Lubbock, Tex.;
York, Pa.; Colorado Springs, Colo.; Honolulu, Hawaii. It
lumps them under “all others” for total of only 8700 sets,
in arriving at grand total as of New Year of 21,234,100
sets-in-use. That figure is 794,700 gain over Dec. 1, 1952
(Vol. 8:52). Included in count for first time are new TV
areas of Atlantic City, El Paso, Mobile, Jackson, Miss.,
-

Wilkes-Barre.
figures are adjustments, based on RTMA producshipment figures, reports from the areas, etc.
They’ve been subject to controversy for some years, will
become increasingly so as old and new stations object to
area allocations. NBC explains that it does not purport to

NBC

tion

&

provide figures for the entire industry, only for its own
and its clients’ uses; points out, rightly, that if all claims
of all stations were accepted the total would reach far
beyond actual production of TVs since the industry started.

Hugh M. Beville Jr., who undertook
TV’s early days because no one else would,
has repeatedly stated he would gladly join with other networks and with NARTB, RTMA, AAAA & ANA to support long-needed independent census-taking service.
Meanwhile, Television Digest, in absence of any other
acceptable monthly figures, and without assuming responwill continue
sibility for the accuracy of the NBC figures,
Its

research chief,

this service in

NBC

reports until such time as the industry
a new and more inclusive service.
furnish
gets together to
to reprint the

No.
No.
Stations Sets
Area
Interconnected Cities
Ames (Des
122.000
1
Moines)
270.000
Atlanta
f
5,000
Atlantic City

Jw)
i

Austin
Baltimore

jj

i

Binghamton
Birmingham
Bloomington

A
Mai
.

—
Columbus —
Buffalo
Charlotte

Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland

(Dallas
(Fort Worth..-..

Davenport-

Rock Island
Dayton
Denver
Detroit
Erie

2

—

239.000

1

2
4
2
jj
2
3(c)

1(d)

MinneapolisSt. Paul
Mobile

169,000
216,000
85,000
773,000
105,000
200,000

1

Huntington..
Indianapolis

1(a)

Jackson. Miss
Jacksonville

1

1

& Bloomington
1(f)

1
Johnstown
1(d)
Kalamazoo
s)
see Grand Rapids)
1
Kansas City. —

105,000
221,000
132,000
362,000
2,000
95,100
184,000

(

1

264,000
183,000
108,000

Lansing
Los Angeles

1

7

Louisville

2
1

1,375,000
178,000
180,000
131,000

332,000
17,000
96,200
347,000
150,000
3,290,000
152,000
141,000
165,000
1.181,000
51,900
550,000
53,000
270,000
157,000
39,800
170,000
81,000
118,000
130,000
538,000
250,000
224,000

2

New Haven
New Orleans
New York

7

i

i

i

City

Omaha

Philadelphia

...

i

...

Phoenix

2
3
1

Pittsburgh
Portland
Providence

1
...

Kf)
1

Richmond
Roanoke

1

Rochester

1

1

Salt Lake City...
San Antonio
San Diego
San Francisco -

.

.

2
2
1

3

Schenectady

1

Seattle

1

South Bend
Louis
Syracuse
Toledo
Tulsa
Utica

1(f)

13,000

480,000
180,000
1
223,000
1
88,700
1
81.000
4
Washington
425,000
Wilkes-Barre
17,000
1(f)
1
Wilmington
128,000
Non-Interconnected Cities
1
19,200
Albuquerque
1

....

2

Brownsville

(Matamoros,
Mexico)

El Paso

Spokane
All

1(e)
2
T

*

Grand Total

11,100
11,700
14,500
8,701)
;l, 234,

100

Bloomington separately 220,000. Indianapolis separately 311,000.
b) Does not include estimated 106,000 sets in Canadian area
reached by Buffalo station.
a)

i

1

398,000

2
i

Others*
Lancaster

1

Nashville

St.
1

Houston

Memphis
Miami

....

Norfolk
1,002,000

1(b) 328,000
198,000
1
1,360,000
4
365,000
3
711,000
3
jj
251,000
3

1

Grand Rapids
& Kalamazoo
Greensboro

2

—

Milwaukee

Oklahoma

.

(see Indianapolis)

Boston

18,200
453.000
95,000
146.000

No.
No.
Area
Stations Sets
Interconnected Cities (Cont'd)

(Ch. 27), is indicated in another application

week by Empire

Coil Co.’s Herbert Mayer, asking for Channel 26 in Indianapolis. Last week, he secured
grant of Ch. 25 in Kansas City (Vol. 9:4), and he also holds
CP for Ch. 26 in Denver. His first station was vhf WXEL,
Cleveland (Ch. 9), which he still operates, and he recently
dropped application for Ch. 30 in St. Louis.
filed this

1953

IN UHF, which he pioneered with Portland’s

Another educational institution preferring to seek
commercial channel filed this week, Georgia Tech, which
operates WGST, asking for Ch. 36 in Atlanta.
Week’s
other uhf applications were for El Centro, Cal., Ch. 16,
filed by Wm. Ross, trustee for ex-Gleeson AM stations;
San Jose, Ch. 48, by John A. Vietor Jr., builder, also applicant for San Diego; Jacksonville, Fla., Ch. 30, by Duval
TV Broadcasters Inc. (theatres & radio); Jacksonville,
Fla., Ch. 36, by Gulfport Bcstg. Co.; Bloomington, 111., Ch.
15, by Cecil W. Roberts, of Farmington, Mo., owner of
string of radio stations; Ottumwa, la., Ch. 15, group
headed by vault manufacturer Roy L. Phillipe; Sharon,
Pa., Ch. 39, by Sharon Herald- WPIC; Camden, S. C., Ch.
14, by owners of WACA.
Week’s vhf applications were for Pocatello, Ida., Ch. 6
by Tribune-Journal Co.-KJRL; Pocatello, Ch. 10, by
KWIK; Hattiesburg, Miss., Ch. 9, by WHSY Sedalia, Mo.,
Ch. 6, by KDRO; Puget Sound, Wash., Ch. 7, by KVI,
;

Seattle.

These 10 uhf and 5 vhf brought to 735 total applicanow pending, 275 of them for uhf. [For further details about these applications, see TV Addenda 16-D herewith; for complete listings of all post-freeze applications,
grants, new stations, hearings, etc., see TV Factbook No.
16 with Addenda to date.]
tions

no decision on ABC-UPT merger, though it’s
“imminent.” FCC discussed draft of Conir. Hennock’s
dissent but majority is bent on approving merger.
On
Still

still

Paramount-DuMont

control issue,

Commission

is

currently

with majority favoring decision holding Paramount doesn’t control DuMont. There’s still no date for
Sen. Tobey’s promised hearing on TV-movie relationship
by his Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee.
split 4-3

New

audio magnetic tape material, said to have twice

the output of current types and an improved signal-to-

was announced this week by Minnesota Mining
Mfg. Co. which calls development “first major advance
magnetic tape since the adoption of red oxide as tape

noise ratio,

&
in

material.’’

Big buildup for NARTB convention at Biltmore Hotel,
Los Angeles, April 28-May 1, began this week with
brochure urging members to “Hit the Trail in the NARTB
Gold Rush of ’53.” Pre-registrations and hotel reservations start Feb. 20.

not include estimated 48,000 sets in Canadian area
reached by Detroit stations.
(d) Grand Rapids separately 153.000. Kalamazoo separately 169,000.
Estimated 2500 additional sets in
(e) Estimate for Texas area.
Mexican area of Matamoros station.
(c)

Does

(t)

Uhf

sets.

Markets not listed here but having stations as of Jan. 1. 1953
are Lubbock, Tex.; York, Fa.; Colorado Springs, Colo.; Honolulu.
Set estimates for stations may be added together for network purposes. Where coverage areas overlap, the sets have been divided
between the stations involved. Therefore, the estimate for each
station is an unduplicated figure. Stations with overlapping coverage have total TV Installations higher than the unduplicated
local purposes, anyone
network figures shown here. For spot
Interested in total number of sets reached by an individual station should consult the station or its representative.
Note: TV sets sold in Canada totaled 224,811 up to Dec. 31. 1952.
according to Canadian RTMA (see p. 10). Since nearly a!! o! these
sets are in border areas, they add appreciably to audiences or
stations in nearby U. S. cities. The CRTMA area count as of last
Dec. 31: Windsor 51,278, Toronto-Hamilton 89,484, Niagara Peninsula 31,593, Montreal 38,263, other areas 14,193. In addition. Cuban
sources claim 70,000 sets-in-use in Havana, 20,000 in rest of Cuba.
(*)
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WHAS-TV UP TO

316 kw; STATUS OF OTHERS: An imaginative engineer, backed to the hilt
by imaginative management this week is demonstrating how to make the most of telecasting equipment. Case in point is the achievement of 316 kw on Channel 11 by first
ever to go to that power
Louisville's WHAS-TV now country's most powerful.
WHAS-TV will begin radiating the maximum allowed on Channels 7-13 by FCC at
Saturday, Feb. 7, when it also shifts from Channel 9 to 11
6 p.m.
"
We are first because of Orrin Towner ," says station director Victor Sholis.
Starting in 1948, veteran chief engineer
It's quite a saga, as Sholis relates it.
It was blueTowner began working with GE toward development of a 12-bay antenna .
printed in July 1949, placed in operation March 1950. When FCC permitted interim
power hikes, WHAS-TV went to 50 kw, highest then allowed, in August 1951.
On transmitter end
Towner worked with GE to squeeze 28 kw out of an ampli fier rated at 20 kw
Amplifier was delivered Jan. 16.
Transmitter-antenna combination, plus big 6%-in. transmission line, produces the 316 kw.
What does increase mean to coverage ? With height 495-ft. above average terrain, Grade A radius goes from 24 to 55 mi .. Grade B from 43 to 52, and .2 mv/m is
pushed from 54 to 63 mi. A .1 mv/m contour map shows signal reaching north to Rushville, Ind.
south to Glasgow, Ind.
east to Paris, Ky.
west to Jasper, Ind.
"
Signal-Day" program Feb. 7 was to start with film showing early construction of WHAS-TV, then 40 minutes of reports from viewers monitoring the change.
Satisfactory reception of Channel 11 in lieu of No. 9 is expected by Towner.
"Trimmer adjustments will of course make it easier to tune to Channel 11," he said,
"and should eventually be made, but will not require a serviceman's call on the date
of the change. Older sets will probably require contact cleaning and circuit alignment in order to properly receive Channel 11."
,

—

.

.

,

,

.

,

,

*

,

*

*

*

GE is proud of this "first ", naturally, though it points out that Towner is
working on amplifier's safety factor when he drives it at 28 kw instead of 20 kw.
GE still rates it at 20 kw.
Whether other stations will soon duplicate WHAS-TV' s feat probably depends
Several will be in position to do so.
on Towner's experience.
Following stations
WKRC-TV & WCPO-TV Cincinnati; WNBF-TV Binghamton;
now have 12-bay GE antennas
WHEN Syracuse. WHEN gets its 20-kw GE amplifier this month; WKRC-TV has 20-kw RCA
unit WCPO-TV is due to get its GE amplifier in May.
:

,

,

,

;

Due for 12-bay GE antennas in February are WFBG-TV Altoona; KGUL-TV Galall new stations.
WKTV Utica, is scheduled for March.
veston; KFDA-TV Amarillo
:

,

,

—

,

,

#

*

*

*

WHAS-TV 's channel shift sparks 2 others in area.
WCPO-TV Cincinnati, will
move from Ch. 7 to Ch. 9 about March 1, and WHIO-TV Dayton, will switch from Ch. 13
,

,
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to Ch. 7 right after. Another series in area will start about April 1 when WAVE-TV
Louisville, moves from Ch. 5 to Ch. 3. About same date, WLWD, Dayton will shift
from Ch. 5 to Ch. 2. WLWT Cincinnati, shifts from Ch. 4 to Ch. 5 by May 1, then
WLWC Columbus, goes from Ch. 3 to Ch. 4 by June 1. WNBK, Cleveland, is moving into
new plant sometime this summer, won't shift from Ch. 4 to Ch. 3 until then.
Therefore, WLWC and WNBK will be operating co-channel on Ch. 4 for short period, will
probably have to adjust powers for interim operation.
,

,

,

,

*

*

*

*

Power hikes frequently accompany channel shifts
Of the 7 shifted to date,
WSAZ-TV Huntington; WJAC-TV Johnstown;
WGAL-TV Lancaster; WMCT, Memphis. WKRC-TV Cincinnati, has moved from Ch. 11 to
Ch. 12 at same power, will boost output to more than 200 kw
perhaps close to full
316 kw
when WHIO-TV Dayton, vacates adjacent Ch. 13. WDTV Pittsburgh, has
switched from Ch. 3 to Ch. 2, presumably will boost power in May.
In addition to the foregoing 7 stations, 23 are required to shift by FCC's
allocation plan. All 30 are listed on p. 96 of TV Eactbook No. 16
Shifts are not without their headaches even when accompanied by hefty power
hikes.
In some areas, station managers were shocked to learn that some receivers
In fringe areas, critical high-gain
didn't even contain coils for the new channels
one-channel yagi antennas sometimes perform very poorly even if the shift is slight.
Other times, fringe viewers are suddenly confronted with co-channel or adjacentchannel interference to their slight but hitherto "clear channel" signals.
.

4 besides WHAS-TV have increased power

;

,

,
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For report on Channel 2-6 power hikes to full 100 kw, plus list of all vhf
amplifiers in operation or being shipped, see page 4.]
f

RADIO CRITERIA APPLIED IN DENVER CASE: There were no startling precedents in first
FCC Examiner
so-called "initial decision" rendered in a post-freeze TV hearing
James Cunningham's report this week on Denver's Ch. 7 favoring KLZ group over the
Wolfberg theatre group. Report runs 60 mimeo pages, bears official label FCC 53D-1 .
Final decision by Commission itsel f isn't likely for 2 months or more, since
Wolfberg has 20 days to file exceptions and will present oral argument about a month
Then there's always possibility of appeal to courts after final decision.
later.
"
Here's where we came in ," is general reaction of lawyers in and out of FCC,
In
meaning that Cunningham selected winner on basis of criteria long used in AM
this case, he gave KLZ the nod because of stockholders' longer local residence and
somewhat larger percentage of local ownership its "higher integration of ownership
in management ," its long and brilliant experience in AM its more intense preparation for TV through training of personnel and observation of TV stations, its diliplus the more extensive record of pargence in arranging for CBS-TV affiliation
ticipation in civic affairs on part of KLZ principals.
Wolfberg's principal objection to decision will undoubtedly be that Cunningham gave no weight to theory of "diversification in the ownership of media of mass
[For officers,
communications," i.e., that KLZ shouldn't operate both AM and TV.
stockholders and counsel of the 2 applicants, see p. 110, TV Factbook No. 16.]
While FCC has denied newspapers' applications when contested by non-newsCunningham said, "it does not appear from a review of its deciapplicants,
paper
cases involving applications for TV facilities, that the Comcompetitive
sions in
apply a similar policy [to AM],
fit
to
mission has seen
"
The record of the proceeding herein is devoid of evidence which would indicate either that a radio licensee is disqualified to hold a TV license and to furnish both radio and TV service to the same community, or that the radio ownership
and operation of an applicant for TV facilities are factors which, in the public
interest, should require that it yield in favor of its [non-radio] competitor."
he added, it would have made
If FCC had considered this element important
it an issue in the hearing and he would have had contestants present evidence on it.
speed up hearings Commission this week amended hearing pro[ Attempting to
For details, see page 4.]
to cooperate.
attorneys
cedures, urged

—
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THE UHF MARKETS: ATLANTIC CITY & YORK: How are the uhf telecasters making out ?
is public reacting to problems of conversion and uhf antenna installations?

How

What

are manufacturers, distributors, dealers doing to promote uhf at local level?
Having reported on Portland's KPTV (Vol. 8:38-40) and York's WSBA-TV (Vol.
2 of the
this
week we visited Atlantic City (WFPG-TV) and revisited York
8:44),
"oldest" uhf markets
as part of our continuing survey of the new "upstairs" IV.
9 are uhf (see list on p. 5).
Of the 25 stations going on air since freeze
To get a line on their problems, their pitfalls, their potentialities, we talked to
telecasters, distributors, dealers and laymen and observed pictures in both cities.
Atlantic City and York have much in common : Each has one uhf station on the
Both have been on the air 6 weeks were second and
air, each has CP for a second.
Both have RCA 1-kw transmitters
third uhf in the country (after Portland's KPTV).
radiate about 20 kw, are owned by local AM stations and have competition from vhf
Both communities have vhf penetration roughly in neighstations in nearby cities.
borhood of 50%. But there the similarity ends.

—

—

,
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*

Even in a fast buck town there are no fast bucks to be made out of uhf.
Perhaps that is the lesson of uhf's first 6 weeks in Atlantic City
6 off-season
winter weeks in the seashore playground whose main industry is the summer vacation.
"
Atlantic City's Own TV Station ," Fred Weber's WFPG-TV (Ch. 46), made debut
late in December into a community of some 42, 000 permanent homes, ranked as nation's
128th market by J. Walter Thompson Co. (see TV Factbook No. 16).
For years, Atlanhave
reached
out
with
tic City residents
boosters and stacked conical antennas on
high masts to pick up Philadelphia's 3 TV stations
though hardly to the extent
of 82% saturation reported in J. Walter Thompson's TV homes study.
TV picture from Philadelphia is extremely variable
occasionally is blacked
out for days on end due to seaside tropospheric conditions, often is quite snowy.
Since set owners must choose between high and low-band antennas, very few receive
good pictures from all 3 Philadelphia stations (Channels 3, 6 & 10).
Uhf station is building an audience but it's a slow and painful process.
NBC's set census credits the area with 5000 uhf receivers as of Jan. 1 (Vol. 9:5).
While most uhf set owners are pleased with picture from new station, it certainly
mainly due to this unhappy combination of circumstances:
hasn't set town afire
(1) Overpromotion before station went on air.
(2) Public's misunderstanding
of uhf.
even open hostility
between trade and station.
(3) Poor relations
(4) Poor signals during first days of telecasting.
(5) Weakness of signal in downtown business section compared to residential and suburban areas.
(6) Limited num ber of network shows due to difficulty in persuading sponsors to add new station.
,

—

—
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Ballyhoo by station and merchandisers in advance of debut stressed clear
picture, neglected to mention need for special antenna
"No outdoor antenna needed
in most cases" appeared prominently in advertisements.
Most TV store windows displayed large placard with replica of WFPG-TV' s test pattern and the words: "Watch
for this test pattern on your screen Dec. 15."
Came the dawn of last Dec. 21 and station went on air
with the usual early
transmitter difficulties. The public swarmed to TV stores where dealers hitched up
the rabbit ears, got little or no picture because of lack of outside antennas.
Public was embittered
TV set sales slumped
both uhf and vhf.
Dealers
blamed station said it wasn't "putting out".
Station blamed dealers and servicemen, said they weren't demonstrating or installing uhf properly.
And just about
everybody blamed set manufacturers for "not telling us we'd need antennas."
RCA sped crews to city took measurements, found propagation "every bit as
good as Portland, York, Wilkes-Barre and the other uhf areas." Engineers did find
city's business section was in " low signal area ", but even there signal level ranged
from 7800 to 16,000 uv/m with 30-ft. antenna
considerably above the 2000 uv/m
.

—
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—
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—

needed for snow-free pictures and FCC's 5000 uv/m for Grade A coverage.
Very few stores in city were set up to give uhf demonstrations of those
using outside antennas, many had poor installations. Distributors began calling
meetings of their dealers to discuss ways to boost sales.
We attended meeting this week called by big Philadelphia RCA distributor
Raymond Rosen Co., and attended by 95 tradespeople & servicemen from 21 of Atlantic
City's 22 RCA dealers. High brass from RCA receiver, transmitter and service depts.
were there to explain uhf in general and WFPG-TV in particular.
Theme of the meeting was: " You can't sell it unless you can show it ."
Distributor offered to pay
all but $20 of cost of complete RCA Service Co. antenna installation for each store.
Some retailers are now displaying excellent uhf pictures these are the ones
who are making the sales
Those who display no pictures or poor pictures are same
ones who insist the TV market was "shot to hell" by new station.
Everyone agrees
there's no market now for vhf-only sets; those who buy choose vhf-uhf sets.
who handles one of the "big 5" brands and a
One of largest local dealers
complained bitterl y that he couldn't get the manufacturers to come
smaller brand
to Atlantic City and tell him what was wrong with his antenna installation, or even
"They were here with their publicity crews before the station
advise him by mail.
went on the air, though," he mourned.
Public is gradually becoming aware that the cost of uhf conversion generally
converter plus antenna
although there are some few residencomes to about $75
tial sections where indoor or existing vhf antennas are pulling in fine picture.
Affiliated with CBS & NBC via microwave relay, WFPG-TV is now carrying about
It goes on air at 1 p.m.
18 hours of network programs weekly, fills in with films.
In response to dealer demands, it hopes
with test pattern, begins programming at 5
to begin patterns at 9 a.m as soon as extra transmitter operator can be rounded up.
Station as yet has no camera hopes to have mobile unit by summer.
when Atlantic City comes to life again and
It's also looking to summer
for big spurt in audience
Both trade and stavacationers' money starts flowing
tion have learned you can't sell uhf on "buyer beware" basis, and that both groups
must work together to promote and prove local uhf TV.
:
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but station-dealer relationships and
York's uhf has its problem s, too
Distributors and dealers we visited
sales of sets & converters aren't among them.
there all agreed sets are selling briskly, and that uhf has given business a boost
Trading area is ranked as nation's 90th market, with nearly 62,000 homes.
City alone, exclusive of surrounding countryside, and nearby towns, is estimated to
City is 23 mi.
have some 18,000 TV sets, of which some 7000 are equipped for uhf
from Lancaster, whose WGAL-TV sends out NBC & CBS programs on Channel 8.
Programming is biggest difficulty faced by Louis Appel's WSBA-TV (Ch. 43).
Most York residents have high praise for York station's clear picture and Lancaster
station's program s. WSBA-TV, an ABC affiliate, is on with programs 5-midnight weekSays program director Thomas J. Maloney:
days, goes on air before noon Sat. & Sun.
"
Our entire operation was predicated on a film and network program schedule,
originally. We've had to change that format somewhat and now we're going after loWe've discovered that we have to make our bread & butter in York
cal programming.
not New York. But it's pretty tough for a town like this to depend on local shows."
Like all other ABC-TV affiliates WSBA-TV is fervently hoping for approval
counting on infusion of UPT capital to raise level of ABC proof ABC-UPT merger
gramming and sponsorship to point where it can compete with NBC & CBS affiliates.
.

.
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*
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Dealers showed good, clear pictures using outside antennas. They said allbut some said they could have
channel sets and continuous tuners dominated market
Local Sylvania distributor,
sold strips equally well if enough were available.
Careva Co., said January was record sales month for area.
inasmuch as the Lancaster
Installation was tremendous problem at first
York
time
station went on air,
about
same
as
to
8
Channel
4
station shifted from
Channel
antennas
new
8
as well as the
to
install
servicemen
causing heavy drain on
channel
shift
aided
York's
uhf staLancaster's
Consensus was that
uhf equipment.
same
time
new vhf.
antennas
at
as
install
uhf
tion because servicemen were able to
,

—
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- 3 10 CPs INCLUDE 2 VHF, 8 UHF— TOTAL 230: Nine AM stations and one appliance dealer
comprise this week’s batch of TV grantee s (2 vhf, 8 uhf) as total CPs since freeze
mounted to 230. FCC skipped ahead 12 cities in Group A to 214th city advanced only
Week also produced first initial hearing decione step in Group B to 191st city.
sion since freeze, wherein examiner James Cunningham proposed to award Denver's KLZ
group Channel 7, favoring it over Wolfberg theatre interests (see p. 2).
The vhf CPs : Billings, Mon t., KOOK, No. 2 (2nd for city); Texarkana, Tex
KCMC No. 6. Uhf grantees : Lansing, Mich ., WILS, No. 54 (2nd for city); Clayton
Winston-Salem, N.C ., WTOB, No. 26;
Mo., KFUO, No. 30 (4th uhf in St. Louis area)
East Texas Television Co., No. 32;
WICA, No. 15; Longview, Tex
Ashtabula, 0
WHYU, No. 33; Milwaukee WCAN, No. 25.
Hampton, Va
WVEC, No. 15; Newport News, Va
There are now 112 uncontested applications on file with Commission, eligible
decrease of 8 since our compifor grants without hearing if otherwise qualified
vhf
are
educational),
73 uhf (9 educational) and
Of these, 39
lation last week.
(4
There
are
contested
channels
171 vhf, 91 uhf.
262
they're located in 103 cities.
Sole non-AM grantee is Arlington J. Henry, LongSidelights on CP-holders
Winston-Salem grantee is also applicant for Durham and
view, Tex. radio dealer.
Richmond.
Lou Poller part owner of Milwaukee CP, is applicant for uhf in Philadelphia. Two of the grantees are identified with newspapers : WICA, Ashtabula StarClayton, Mo . grantee,
Beacon (Rowley); KCMC, Texarkana Gazette & News (Palmer).
Synod,
is
third
Church-Missouri
identified
with Church groups
owned by Lutheran
Salt
Lake
City,
holds
interest in KGMB-TV, Honolulu.
Mormon Church controls KSL-TV,
about grantees see TV Addenda 16-E herewith; for com[ For further details
plete data on these and all other applications, see TV Factbook No. 16.]
,
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ONE MORE VHF STARTS, OTHERS NEARING: Grantees seem to be making haste more slowly
They're thus
whether by design or necessity, in getting new stations on the air
heeding the repeated advice of engineers and station equipment manufacturers, duly
reported in these columns, and perhaps will profit by the experience of others. For
the TV " gold rush" doesn't always pan out certainly not immediately, simply because
most pre-freeze "pioneers" and a few post-freeze operators have hit pay dirt.
Careful planning and engineering close cooperation with trade, no undue
the utter necessity for these basic
promises to the public about easy reception
approaches is the lesson to be learned from sometimes sad experiences of others.
That they're learning was indicated this week when only one new station
WLVA-TV, Lynchburg, Va
(Ch. 13).
It took plenty of time to ingot on the air
stall DuMont plant, set first test pattern schedules far ahead to Feb. 2 (which it
kept) and planned commercial debut Feb. 8 (which it can make).
It's 8th of this year 25th post-freeze to get under way.
It can be added
to your on-the-air list now, as can Tijuana's XETV (Ch. 6), which Federal reports
began first tests this week and which is designed to cover San Diego area
,
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Next uhf are proceeding carefully too.
They should be WFMJ-TV, Youngstown
WROV-TV,
Roanoke
(Ch.
both
and
RCA
installations.
(Ch. 73)
They should get
23),
going within a week. WFMJ-TV ran dummy-load power up to 1 kw this week, found some
bugs, won't put signal out until absolutely sure, then plans basic NBC-TV program
It will feed off Winona, 0. leg of the Pittsburghservice 3 p. m. -midnight daily.
Cleveland microwave relay, and is down on network's "must" list for advertisers.
Youngstown's WKBN-TV (Ch.27), which began Jan. 11, is meanwhile putting out
excellent signal, thus giving city healthy start in uhf
Roanoke's WROV-TV is all set the moment RCA field engineer gives final okay,
should start anytime next week. It will be ABC-TV outlet, plans heavy kine and film
schedule.
"We're making no rash promises " says mgr. Frank E. Koehler, but whole
trade looks on Roanoke area as significant proving ground for dual vhf-uhf operaWSLS-TV (Ch. 10) having begun operation there last Dec. 10 (Vol.8:48).
tion
,

.

,

—

*

*

*

*

Where else ? Reading's long-promised WHUM-TV (Ch. 61) may get going Monday,
Feb. 10, with GE's first 12 kw . It's uhf s first high power and its coverage will be
'

- 4 -

This week, RCA shipped uhf to New Britain's WKNB-TV
watched intently by everybody.
will ship to Harrisburg’s WHP-TV (Ch. 55) and
week
next
and
(Ch. 30) per schedule,
Transmitter has been shipped but antenna and
(Ch.
55).
Pa
to WKST-TV, New Castle,
Rouge's WAFB-TV (Ch. 28).
Baton
holding
up
filterplexer have been
(Ch. 4)
On the vhf side RCA equipment is on hand at KVOA-TV, Tucson, Ariz
KTTS-TV, Springfield, Mo . (Ch. 10)
KSCJ-TV, Pueblo
(Ch. 7)
KSWO-TV, Lawton, Okla
KELO-TV, Sioux Falls, S.D
(Ch. 11).
The
(Ch. 2)
WBAY-TV, Green Bay, Wis
(Ch. 5)
await
5-kw
transmitter,
antenna
due
in
latter
February.
CBS
old
bought
owners
Pueblo
Green Bay has interim 2 kw, gets full power unit in April. KELO-TV has had transmitter long time, is waiting for 12-section antenna.
GE shipments of both vhf & uhf actual and planned, remain unchanged from
those reported in recent issues, except for shipment last week of transmitter to
KWF T-TV, Wichita Falls (Ch. 6), due on air March 1, and for scheduled Feb. 13 shipOf DuMont deliveries already made, KOLN-TV,
ment to KGUL-TV, Galveston (Ch. 11).
Lincoln, Neb. (Ch. 12) and KDZA-TV, Pueblo (Ch. 3) are due to start any time now.
further reports on transmitters and on upcoming new stations, see
f For
digests of latest data in our continuing survey, p. 5.]
.
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ULL POWER
nels 2-6,

is

permitted on Chanat this stage of
than the full ol6-kw reached on

of lOO kw,

maximum

much simpler

equipment production

—

to achieve

—

Channel 11 this week by WHAS-TV, Louisville (see p. 1).
GE’s first low-band 35-kw amplifier is operating at
KHQ-TV, Spokane, giving it full power. WCBS-TV, New
York, has next one, should radiate 42-kw very shortly;
129042 is maximum permitted from Empire State Bldg.,
CBS’s KNXT, Los Angeles,
ft. above average terrain.
Also due to
should get its 35-kw amplifier next week.

KPRC-TV,
scheduled
deliveries
March
Dallas.
KRLD-TV,
Houston;
April
are WSYR-TV, Syracuse; KPIX, San Francisco.
Miami.
WTVJ,
Jacksonville;
WMBR-TV,
is date for:

get GE’s low-band amplifiers this month are:

RCA

has done

terrific

job of amplifier production.

Following is status of its deliveries; Now in operation—
2 5-kw Channel 2-6 units at WSAZ-TV, Huntington; WJACTV, Johnstown; WMCT, Memphis; KSTP-TV, St. Paul-,
KXLY-TV, Spokane; 20-kw high-band unit at WKRC-TV,
Due to go on air this week or next 25-kw
Cincinnati.
low -band unit at WCCO-TV, Minneapolis; 20-kw highband at WJAR-TV, Providence, and WNAC-TV, Boston;
25-kw high-band at WPIX, New York.
RCA will soon ship 25-kw Channel 2-6 amplifiers to
following, expects them to be operating by end of March:
WBZ-TV, Boston; KRON-TV, San Francisco; WDAF-TV,

—

WBTV, Charlotte; WOWSan Antonio; KSD-TV,
WOAI-TV,
Omaha;
KMTV,
TV &
NBC’s WNBQ, Chicago, and KNBH, Los
St. Louis.

H
—

EARING PROCEDURES

were amended this week by
FCC, which is appalled at the delays literally years
which face applicants further down priority lists.
“Cutoff date” of 20 days was changed to 30 days,
which means that an applicant must file at least 30 days

—

before hearing begins in order to join hearing.

Hearings will start with a conference designed to
eliminate all questions about which there is no argument.

From now on, Commission won’t include, as issues in
hearings, the legal, technical and financial qualifications of
contestants if its staff finds they meet minimum qualifica-

—

an applicant thinks his opponent isn’t so qualup to him to persuade Commission to include ques-

If

tions.

ified, it’s

tions concerning such qualifications as part of the hearing.

at FCC Bar Assn,
spend 5 days examining
the financial qualifications of a man with $10,000,000.”
Commission’s aim, he said, is to limit hearing to “true
areas of conflict,” notably: (1) Background and experience
of applicants.
(2) Proposals regarding management and

As Comr. Rosel Hyde explained

luncheon Feb.

operation.

(3)

6, “It’s

absurd

to

Programming.

Hyde gave lawyers good-natured

scolding, urged

them

not to “burden the record with trivia, minutiae, useless and
repetitious material.”

New
tailed in

procedures are effective immediately, are dePublic Notice 53-118, Mimeo. 85760.

FCC

Kansas City; WSB-TV, Atlanta;

now have their 25-kw amplifiers, and WNBW,
Due shortly are
Washington, will get its next week.
shipments to WNBT, New York, and WNBK, Cleveland.
RCA rated its first high-band amplifiers at 20-kw,
but its latest at 25 kw. Some of the 20-kw units still at
factory may be reworked to provide 25 kw.
DuMont’s first 25-kw Channel 2-6 amplifier goes to
Pittsburgh, in May. DuMont’s WABD, New
WDTV,
its
York, and WTTG, Washington, are next. Also at top
of its list are WHBF-TV, Rock Island, and WFMY-TV,
Greensboro. DuMont’s first 50-kw Channel 7-13 amplifier
will probably be delivered to WATV, Newark, in SeptemNext week incidentally, DuMont may announce first
ber.
Angeles,

schedule of 5-kw uhf transmitter shipments.
Federal is building 25-kw units for all vhf channels,
Standard Electronics’
won’t ship first for 3-4 months.
first 20-kw high -band amplifier is now in use at WOR-TV,
New York, and 5 more are due to be delivered by April.
It plans to show a 40-kw vhf unit at NARTB convention
in Los Angeles April 28-May
uhf transmitter in June.

1,

and

will ship first

1-kw

New TV labor advisory committee named by NARTB:
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV, chairman; Joseph McDonald, NBC; Frank Falknor, CBS; Donald McGannon, DuMont; Mort Weinbach, ABC; Donald Thornburgh, WCAUTV; Leslie Johnson, WHBF-TV; Edward Wheeler, WWJTV; Philip Lasky, KPIX; Richard A. Moore, KTTV. New
TV Information Committee named: Harold E. Fellows,
NARTB president, chairman; Richard A. Borel, WBNSTV, Columbus; Howard Chernoff, KFMB-TV, San Diego;
Jack Harris, KPRC-TV, Houston; Henry W. Slavick,
WMCT, Memphis; Charles Vanda, WCAU-TV, Philadelphia; John W. Pacey, ABC-TV; David J. Jacobson, CBSTV Gerald Lyons, DuMont; Edward D. Madden, NBC-TV.
;

Academy of Television Arts & Sciences, Hollywood,
week announced annual “Emmy” program award winpersonality,
ners: situation comedy, I Love Lucy (CBS)

this

;

public affairs, See It Now
(DuMont)
(CBS) variety, Your Show of Shows (NBC) mystery,
drama, Robert Montgomery Presents
Dragnet (NBC)
(NBC); panel quiz, What's My Line? (CBS); children’s
Time for Beany (DuMont); actor, Thomas Mitchell; ac-

Sheen

Bishop

;

;

;

;

tress,

Helen Hayes; comedian, Jimmy Durante.
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CA TRANSMITTER

plant in Camden, N. J., as we
toured it this week, revealed vhf & uhf transmitters
and antennas of all sizes in all stages of production. It
was readily apparent that 1-kw uhf and 2-kw vhf transmitters are in good rate of production. The first comA
pleted 10-kw vhf was undergoing exhaustive tests.

R

50-kw Channel 7-13 amplifier was well underway.
cials didn’t disclose

who

Nor would they predict

Offi-

are getting latter 2 units, or when.
availability of

10-kw uhf amplifiers.

Many 25-kw Channel 2-6 amplifiers have been shipped
and many more were under construction (see p. 4). We
were told that the Ch. 7-13 amplifier, previously rated
at 20-kw has been rerated at 25-kw.
In nearby field, vhf & uhf antennas were being fabriIncluded were a 28-gain uhf antenna for highest
cated.
channels and a 12-bay Ch. 7-13 antenna. RCA engineers
say they’ve been considering 12-bay antennas for Chs. 2-3
and 4-6. A Ch. 2-3 unit sounds like a mighty formidable
Only one tower erecstructure 220-ft. long, 40 tons.
tion company in the country has said it would tackle job

—

of erecting one.
^

^

^

Our continuing survey of upcoming new stations this
week yielded these reports on vhf grantees preparing to
go on the

air:

KSWO-TV, Lawton,

Okla. (Ch. 7)

is

unusual case of

which actually expects to beat own promise of

station

starting date.

Originally set for April

1

(Vol.

8:52),

mgr. Paul Goode now predicts on-air date of already-de-

RCA

plant as March 1. Construction of $350,000
TV Center 4 mi. each of city has begun, and it’s expected
to cover Ft. Sill, Altus, Anadarko, Chickasha, Duncan,
livered

Waurika, Temple, Walters, Frederick and rest of cluster
of nearby communities. O. L. Taylor is rep.
Tacoma’s first station apparently will be News-Trib-

KTNT-TV (Ch. 11), giving Seattle area its second
outlet. GE equipment has been delivered, test patterns

nnc’s

vhf

are presently scheduled for Feb. 20, commercial programWeed
1, reports president Frank S. Baker.
TV will be national rep.

ming March

Altoona’s WFBG-TV (Ch. 10) has its GE transmitter,
but has encountered delay in getting antenna, which now
So it may
looks like it will be available about Feb. 15.
take until March 1 before it gets going from tower atop
Wopsononock Mt., just outside Altoona. H-R RepresentaIt starts with interim low
tives Inc. is national rep.
power, goes to 316-kw about May 1.
Colorado Spring’s lagging TV set sales are attributed,
in dispatch to Retailing Daily, to 6-day operating schedule
of KKTV (Ch. 11), which began operations Dec. 7 but is
off air Saturdays, as well as to technical problems presented by local mountainous terrain.
Dealers are reported eagerly awaiting second station, KRDO-TV (Ch.
13), which has ordered RCA equipment and is due to begin in April. Dispatch said set-buying rush lasted about
10 days after station started, then fell off. Two stations
will perk up interest, dealers feel.

KFBC-TV, Cheyenne, Wyo.
week ago, says
on late

fall

it’s

(Ch. 5), granted only
too early to give details, but figures

in

our

WILK-TV, Wilkes-Barre,

(WBRE-TV

Pa. (Ch. 34), second uhf outon Ch. 28 having started Dec.

now reports it won’t make anticipated February
debut (Vol. 8:43) but looks forward to starting in latter
April. Delay is necessitated by slowed GE shipment and
changing of design of filterplexer, tower and other com30),

ponents.

Salem, Ore. uhf grantee Lawrence A. Harvey (Ch.
quoted in reports from that city as stating $295,000
will be spent on station, which is expected to be ready
by mid-summer. No other details. Mr. Harvey is son of
Leo Harvey, president of Harvey Machine Co., Torrance,
Cal. (aluminum & brass products).
“Late summer” is word now on KTVA, Austin, Tex.
(Ch. 24), granted oilman Tom Potter, of Dallas, last
August.
GE equipment is expected in July. Austin’s
KTBC-TV (Ch. 7) began operating last Thanksgiving Day.
CP is also outstanding for KCTV, Austin (Ch. 18),
granted Texas oilman Charles Henry Coffield last July
11; he hasn’t yet indicated construction or starting plans.
WNOW-TV, York, Pa. (Ch. 49) now reports April 1
as target date, with DuMont equipment. Hollingbery has
been named national rep.
York already has first uhf,
24)

is

WSBA-TV

(Ch. 43), which began operating Dec. 22 (Vol.

8:51-52).

Target of “fall of 1953” is only information yet forthcoming from last week’s grantee Charles Barham, Charlottesville,

station

Va. (Ch. 64),

WCHV

who with

his wife operates

AM

there.

KFDX-TV,

Wichita Falls, Tex. (Ch. 3), third grantee
bought old transmitter of WBEN-TV, Buffalo
be shipped this month. Prime mover Darrold A.’

there, has

due to

Cannan hasn’t reported starting plans

KWFT-TV

(Ch. 6)

yet, though rival
has been promised for March 1 by

president Kenyon Brown.

Educational TV grantee Connecticut State Board of
Education, awarded CPs for Ch. 24 in Hartford, 71 in
Bridgeport, 63 in Norwich by FCC last week (Vol. 9:5 &

TV Addenda

16-D),

awaiting action of the current state
can give real consideration to equipment quotations already supplied. “If the legislature acts
now,” reports Joseph T. Nerden, consultant on audio-visual
education and chairman. Commissioner’s Advisory Committee on Educational TV, “and the money is made available with the beginning of the fiscal year July 1, 1953 [we
should] be able to be on the air approximately 8 months
later.
This would mean that about the latter part of February, 1954 would be the earliest time we would have a
legislature before

is

it

live broadcast.”

The 9 uhf stations now on air, in order in which
they went on air (see Special Report)
KPTV, Portland,
Ch. 27; WFPG-TV, Atlantic City, Ch. 46; WSBA-TV, York,
Ch. 43; WSBT-TV, South Bend, Ch. 34; WKAB-TV, Mobile,
Ch. 48; WBRE-TV, Wilkes-Barre, Ch. 28; WKBN-TV,
;

WEEK-TV,

#

From uhf grantees came these reports this week
continuing survey of upcoming new stations:
that city

will be national rep.

Ch. 27; WJTV,
Peoria, Ch. 43.

Youngstown,

debut.
J*«

let in

Jacob A. Newborn Jr., who has promised his WTVS,
Gadsden, Ala. (Ch. 21) by April and who has interest in
KBMT, Beaumont, Tex. (Ch. 31), promised in May, now
reports his Tyler, Tex. station (Ch. 19), no call letters
assigned yet, should get started in latter April or early
May. GE equipment is designated for all 3 stations.
KQTV, Fort Dodge, la. (Ch. 21) hasn’t ordered equipment yet, but starts construction on April 10, will have
750-ft. tower and aims to start Oct. 1, reports Edward
Breen, whose KFVD got grant week ago. John Pearson

Jackson,

Miss.,

Ch.

25;

Uhf channels in 17 communities would be changed by
proposed rule-making initiated by Commission this week
to correct substandard spacings.
Changes, listed in TV
Addenda 16-E herewith, require no channel switches by
any operating station, CP or applicant. Proposal is contained in

FCC

Public Notice 53-139, Doc. 10404.

Waters Conley Co., Rochester, Minn., plans to begin
manufacture of uhf converters about March 1, has leased
Valencia Ballroom, north of Rochester, for plant space.

T

HEATRE-TV

service can

by

provided

be

common

Commission’s decision on frequencies for theatre

less of

— using

TV, he added, “we are going to cooperate 100% [with
theatre-TV interests] any way we can.” In response to
questioning, he said
and theatre interests have cooperated on plans for TV systems “all through the past
3 or 4 years,” and that
supplied much of the data

10-mc video bandwidth specified by
theatre industry with a saving in spectrum space, money,
manpower and materials. So AT&T attorney Ernest D.
North told FCC at theatre-TV hearing this week, as telephone company had its “day in court” to testify on engiHe added that excluneering and accounting aspects.
sive allocations of frequencies to theatre industry would
remove theatre-TV service from public regulation on rates,
discrimination among customers, etc., which apply to comcarriers

—

WU

WU

for theatre-TV proponents’ cost figures (Vol. 9:5).
said
embarked in 1947 on program to pi-ovide

WU

He
new

presented cost estimates for various phases of theatreTV system.
Alliance between Western Union and theatre-TV proponents (Vol. 9:3) was explored by Commission when
WU’s J. Z. Millar took stand. From engineering viewpoint, he said,
opposes idea of placing theatre TV
outside common carrier band, “but this is a new field, and
it is something we would like to have a part in.”
Regard-

transmission equipment for wideband theatre TV, is designing system around Sperry Corp. klystron tube.
Consulting engineer A. Earl Cullum, Dallas, representing American Petroleum Institute, argued that there
are no basic engineering reasons why theatre-TV service
must utilize lower microwave frequencies now allocated
to petroleum industry and other industrial radio services.
He suggested theatre-TV experimental work be directed
toward frequencies not now occupied.
RCA’s Dr. George L. Beers opposed theatre-TV proponents’ choice of 10-mc video bandwith, said RCA equipment can accommodate 8-mc signal “which we feel is adequate” to achieve same picture quality as 35mm films.
One of the 3 attorneys for theatre-TV interests, former
FCC chairman James L. Fly who represented Motion Picture Assn., has severed his connections with the group.
Continuing as attorneys are Vincent B. Welch for MPAA
and Marcus Cohn for National Exhibitors Theatre Committee. Hearings will reconvene Feb. 9 when theatre-TV
attorneys will answer Commission’s requests for clarification of “apparent inconsistencies” in their case (Vol. 9:5),
after which FCC will decide whether to continue hearing.

Personal Notes:

ex-WREX, named program

mon

carriers.

AT&T

engineering staff mgr. Frank Cowan said presmicrowave relay system used for TV networking
could transmit 10-mc signal with some modification. He
described 10-mc tests conducted during last year’s demonstration of Eidophor color TV at 20th Century-Fox’s New
York office. A 440-mi. microwave loop between New York
and Boston was equipped to accommodate 10-mc, and color
pictures were transmitted from New York origination
point to Eidophor equipment in New York via Boston.
Very little difference was noted between picture piped
directly from New York and that sent via Boston. He also
ent

WU

Willard E. Wallbridge, station mgr. of
March 1 becomes executive v.p. &
gen. mgr. of WJIM Inc., Lansing, Mich., operating WJIM
& WJIM-TV, owner Harold Gross planning to take less
active part in management as he supervises $750,000 expansion program, including new $400,000 building and
1000-ft. tower for 100-kw transmitter; Howard Finch
named v.p. in charge of TV programs & production
Ralph B. Hunter, ex-NBC & WOR-TV, joins WWJ-TV,
Roger Clipp,
Detroit, as program & production mgr.

WWJ-TV,

Detroit, on

.

.

.

.

.

.

WFIL & WFIL-TV,

Philadelphia, detailed by
Triangle Publications Inc. (Walter Annenberg) to be
business mgr. of new national TV fan magazine; firm has
already purchased local fan papers TV Guide of New York
Louis Stone
and TV Digest of Philadelphia as nucleus .

gen. mgr. of

.

.

business mgr., CBS-TV program dept., succeeding
Henry White, resigned to return to independent production
Fred Ruegg goes from San Francisco CBS office to
New York March 1 as asst, director of labor relations,
succeeded at KCBS by Pete Worth ... .1. E. Hayes, techni-

now
.

.

.

cal supervisor of

tions,

Canadian Broadcasting Corp.’s

TV

sta-

director of upcoming new
Duluth (Ch. 38) under mgr. James C. Cole
Thomas J. Maloney, ex-Telenews consultant, now program
director, WSBA-TV, York, replacing Wm. Lilling, resigned
Jan King, formerly with Texas stations, named gen.
mgr. of new WTVU, Scranton, I^a. (Ch. 73), due on air in
March
Michael Nidorf, ex-partner in General Artists

WFTV,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

known

Corp., well

talent agent, appointed v.p. of Official
Burt Balaban, program-production director,
Paramount TV Productions, resigns Feb. 15 to become
president of Princess Pictures Inc., TV film producer
Sylvan Taplinger, ex-Kenyon & Eckhardt, named TV-radio
Lloyd Durant, ex-Compton
director, Hirshon-Garfield
Adv., joins Biow as TV creative supervisor; Arthur Napoleon, head of Biow’s TV commercial production dept.,
Winslow H. Case retransferring to Hollywood office
signs as v.p. & creative director, Campbell-Ewald, to become v.p. of Cunningham & Walsh in charge of TV-radio
Lewis S. Wechsler,
and copy for Chesterfield account
ex-Young & Rubicam, named TV-radio director, Emil Mo-

Films Inc.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

gul Co.

named CBC

now CBC
neer; W.

chief engineer, succeeding J. A. Ouimet,
gen. mgr.; W. A. Nichols named asst, chief engi.
G. Richardson, asst, director of engineering
.

Harold G. Cowgill, attorney

in firm of Segal,

Smith

.

& Hen-

who resigned to return to his home town to become
gen. mgr. of new WTVP, Decatur, 111. (Ch. 17), due on air
in July, has left Washington and is now supervising conJames L. Hollis, ex-Collins
struction of the station
nessey,

.

.

.

Radio chief of high power, high frequency transmitter development, has joined E. C. Page & Associates, Washington

AFM

Local
Phil Fischer, v.p. of
consulting engineers
47, Hollywood, placed in charge of TV-movie relations,
Edwin ( ahn, recently
succeeding late Justin Gillette
Pacific mgr. for Boyar cosmetics, named Los Angeles mgr.,
Helen K. Mobberley, formerly
Avery-Knodel rep firm
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

NARTB

created 4 vice presidencies by action of board
week’s Florida meetings: Robert K. Richards, now
administrative v.p.; Richard P. Doherty, v.p. for employeemployer relations; Ralph W. Hardy, v.p. for govt, relations; Thad H. Brown, v.p. & gen. counsel in charge of TV
Richards,
Three-year contracts were given
affairs.
in this

Doherty and Hardy, as well as secy.-treas. C. E. Arney
Other staff posts remain unchanged, except that dept,
rectors are now to be called “managers.”

Jr.
di-

Riding tri-dimensional movie wave, Henry Donovan,
Productions, Hollywood, says he
plans series of 13 tri-dimensional TV films in color to be
viewed on home receivers through special glasses.
of

Telemount-Mntual

.

with Washington stations, promoted from sales mgr. to
Jack Logan regen. mgr., Forjoe & Co., national reps
signs as mgr. of operations, WMAL, Washington, to devote
Robert W. Potter,
fulltime to his Telestar Productions
.

.

.

.

.

.

FCC Comr. George Sterling elected president of Old
Old Timer’s Club, national organization of those who have
been amateurs more than 40 years; with call of W3DF,
he has been a “ham” since 1908.

7
Telecasting Notes: By far the majority of TV stations
on the air (95 out of 133), plus all 4 networks, now subscribe to the NARTB Code, entitling them to flash on their

NARTB

screens the

Seal of

Good Program
_

Feb.

8,

slightly

As

Practice.

the seal will
different,

of

look

embrac-

ing not only the words
“Television Code Board”
but also the Washington
P.O. address of NARTB, so
that televiewers can know
ENTERTAINMENT
exactly where to write. By
INFORMATION
showing address, code reEDUCATION
view board chairman John
Fetzer says, “the board
NARTB-TV CODE SEAL
hopes that viewers will be
encouraged to comment more freely and frequently on TV
programming”
TV success led to
contract this
week for Lucille Ball & Desi Arnaz, whose 1 Love Lucy
(CBS-TV) is top-ranking TV show, who will be paid
$250,000 this summer for acting in technicolor film titled
The Long Long Trailer, relating adventures of couple on
cross country tour in auto trailer; when she was
contract player a few years ago, Miss Ball’s salary was
Bernard Prokter, who owns The Big Story,
$50,000
sponsored by Pall Mall and Simoniz on NBC-TV, in HollyAvood to produce feature film by that name for release to
Film moguls abruptly reversed stubborn poltheatres
icy against TV (Vol. 9:3) and this week awarded TV rights
to annual Academy Award presentations March 19 to
NBC-TV for $100,000; commercial sponsor of big Hollywood affair hasn’t yet been announced, but left out in cold
was Nate Halpern’s Theatre Network TV which had been

GOOD,
'

.

.

MGM

.

MGM

.

.

.

.

.

.

Long-sought Bing Crosby TV shoAv
under General Electric sponsorship
on CBS-TV, with Young & Rubicam aiming for first shoAv
in May. Format hasn’t been made knoAvn yet, but program
Avill be filmed by Bing Crosby Enterprises for once-amonth showing at time still undetermined. GE noAV sponsors Fred Waring Shoiv on CBS-TV, Sun. 9:30-10 p.m.,
which may be moved or dropped to make room for Crosby
Wine Corp. of America (Mogen David wine)
program
starts variety program, Bill Cullen Show, Feb. 12 on CBSTV, Thu. 11:15-11:30 a.m., thru Weiss & Geller, filling,
half of time period noAV occupied by There’s One in Every
Studebaker Corp. buys
Family, Avhich reverts to 15-min.
partic. sponsorship of All-Star Revue for Feb. 28, March 7
& 14, on NBC-TV, Sat. 8-9 p.m., thru Roche, Williams &
Philip Morris & Co. Ltd. Inc. (Dunhill cigaCleary
rettes) will move My Hero on NBC-TV, Sat. 7 :30-8 p.m., to
Sat. 8-8:30 p.m. Avhen hour-long All-Star Revue is dropped
Pet Milk Co., noAV participating sponin April (Vol. 9:5)
sor of All-Star Revue, will take over 8:30-9 p.m. period,

Network Accounts:

will finally materialize

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

(Duz) buys Tue., Wed.

Carry Moore

&

.

.

Procter

&

Gamble Co.

Fri. 1:30-1:45 p.m. portions of

Slioiv, starting

CBS-TV, Mon.-

Feb. 10, on

Compton Adv.,

time segOther sponsors: Motor Products Corp.

Fri. 1:30-2 p.m., thru

ments of program.

.

to

fill

all

(deep freezes); Pillsbury Mills Inc. (Duff’s baking mixes
Ballard biscuits), C. H. Masland & Sons (rugs & carpets), Kellogg Co. (Gro-Pup dog food), Best Foods Inc.
(Rit & Shinola), Stokely-Van Camp Inc. (food products)
NBC-TV’s Today, Aveekdays 7-9 a.m., seems assured
of successful year’s operation already, Avith almost $1,500,000 worth of billings already set for 1953 including $250,000 in neAv business sold in January alone; latest advertisers are John Morrell & Co. (Red Heart dog food), starting March 6, thru N. W. Ayer & Son; Trailer Coach Mfrs.

&

.

.

.

.

.

,

Assn., starting first Aveek in April, thru J. Walter

Thomp-

.

.

.

Hollywood

.

.

.

Farm programs

—

TV

\'ia

aren’t vogue to

WLWT

extent they’ve been on radio but Cincinnati’s
is
starting one titled Forecast, Mon.-thru-Sat., 6:45 a.m.,
slanted to interest city as Avell as farm folk, with intervieAvs Avith farmers and suggestions to houseAvives on best
buys of AA'eek; 15-min. shoAv immediately precedes NBCTV’s Today, Avill be piped also to
&
Good public service: U. S. Health Service’s A Drop in the
Bucket, special film informing local communities about
fluorinated public drinking Avater; Dynamic Films Inc.’s
High Tower, produced for Women’s League for Israel and
filmed in that country, available for screenings from that
organization, 1860 Broadway, N. Y.
National Council
of Churches of Christ in U.S.A., Avhose Frontiers of Faith
program cost $60,000, is doubling its TV program, plans
to spend $70,000 on The Pastor Calls as one of projects
Credit course in art appreciation has been started by U of

WLWC

.

.

WLWD

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Utah OA er ICSL-TV, Salt Lake City; class is called The
World of Paintings, is offered Sun. 1-1:30 p.m.
Honolulu, omitted from NBC-TV’s Jan. 1 sets-in-use count
(Vol. 9:5), noAV has 7000 in homes and about as many in
hands of dealers, with Better Business Bureau saying
r

.

they’re selling at rate of 100 per day, reports

.

.

KGMB-TV’s

Richard Evans
Hollingbery appointed rep for new
KEYT, Santa Barbara, Cal. (Ch. 3), organized by Harry
Butcher, Colin Selph, et al., and due on air next May-June.
C.

.

.

.

son; Liberty Mutual Fire Insurance Co. and Polaroid Land
Co., starting mid-Feb., thru BBDO; By mart Inc.
(Tintair home hair coloring), starting Feb. 4, thru Ruth-

Camera

& Ryan;

Nash-Kelvinator Corp. (Nash Motors Div.),
4, thru Geyer Adv.; Food Specialties Inc.
(Appian Way pizza pie), starting Feb. 13, thru Chambers
& Wiswell
And “communicator” Dave GarroAvay has
signed year’s contract at reported $2500 a week
Admiral Corp. buys Golden Gloves Boxing Tournament on
DuMont, Chicago finals March 7, inter-city bouts with
N. Y. March 26, bouts Avith European champions June 16.
rauff

starting

March
.

.

.

.

.

.

but hasn’t selected program yet

negotiating for theatre-TV rights'.
Hollywood is being
turned topsy-turvy, as hundreds of “little people,” scrambling to cash in on “TV gold rush” by becoming TV film
producers, have started old-time abandoned movie lots
humming, writes LoAvell S. Hawley in Feb. 7 Saturday
Evening Post article, “Look What TV’s Doing to Hollywood”
Kling Studios reported dickering for not-muchused Charlie Chaplin film studio on Sunset & LaBrea,

.

.

TV vs. AM came up in novel decision
FCC this Aveek in acting on protest of AM
WGRD, Grand Rapids, against granting CP for

Economics of
rendered by
station

in Muskegon to Leonard A. Versluis Avho ovens WLAV
Grand Rapids. WGRD contended that Versluis’ OAvnership of AM in Grand Rapids and TV in Muskegon (which
Avill seiwe Grand Rapids) AA'ould deal it economic injury
because Versluis could offer advertisers both TV and AM.

TV
in

WGRD

cited case of Sanders
FCC Avherein courts held
that an
station is a “party in interest” if it’s affected
economically by another AM. Commission denied

AM

WGRD

and AM are tAvo
different services.
“It is clear,” Commission said, “that
other advertising or entertainment media such as newspapers, magazines, local moA ie houses, or skating rinks,
Furthermore,
do not fall Avith in the Sanders doctrine.”
the hearing

it

requested, saying that

TV

r

FCC said, it has assigned over 2000 TV channels throughout nation and it is hardly in the public interest to entertain complaints of economic injury from
stations in
Commission also pointed out that
areas served by TV.

AM

AM

stations have increased their reA'enues in TV
markets. Comr, Hennock dissented, saying that difference
didn’t affect the case.
between TV and

many

AM

Trade Hepori
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WOULD BROADEN RTMA's ELECTRONICS

SCOPE: Revampi ng of RTMA and change of name to the
Electronics Manufacturers Assn ." is getting serious consideration
though a good
many among top echelons of the big TV-radio trade association, particularly the long
dominant receiver manufacturers, have yet to be persuaded.
Fact that sales of electronics equipment to armed forces have exceeded TVradio during last 3 years, dollar-wise, notwithstanding huge growth of TV industry,
has led to proposal that will be considered by committee instructed to study idea
and report to next meetings of RTMA board in Los Angeles, April 15-17.
Board "accepted in principle " proposals for complete reorganization and expansion at New York meeting Feb. 6, with view to reorienting toward expanding miliT hese were main proposals in report by
tary and industrial electronics fields.
RTMA director E. K. Foster, Bendix, and C. B. Thornton, Hughes Aircraft Co.
(1) Change name of organization to reflect coverage of entire electronics
field. (2) Set up division to serve manufacturers of advanced electronics products.
(3) Develop technical standards and contract specifications for advanced electronics
in military and commercial fields.
Executive committee of RTMA technical products div was ordered to come up
It's headed by ex-president Robert C. Sprague and
with concrete recommendations.
includes Max Balcom Sylvania W.R.G. Baker GE Fred Lack Western Electric; Arie
Liberman Talk-A-Phone Leslie F. Muter Muter Co. and Messrs. Foster & Thornton.
Ex-officio members are president A.D. Plamondon Jr and gen. counsel Glen McDaniel
Full membership would have to approve amendments to by-laws for any such
sweeping reorganization.
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Record January production of 718,378 TV units
and it v/as generally reported excellent month for retail sales, too
gets the
industry off to flying 1955 start and lends force to RTMA estimate of 7,000,000 TVs
for this year in letter to NPA Feb. 6 asking for 2,110,000 lbs. of alnico 5 magnet
material for speaker industry, up nearly 350,000 lbs. from 1952 allotment.
RTMA said increase is needed to cover not only 7,000,000 TVs but 12, 000.000
radios & 1,500,000 phonographs plus speakers for replacements, intercoms, public
address systems, etc. RTMA said its figures are "based on the actual usage during
1952 and the most conservative estimates during 1953 [and] represent the consensus
But NPA sees no letup in cobalt and nickel shortage s, and
of the set industry. "
warned magnet makers they'll have to "stretch" an inadequate supply (see p. 11).
The 1952 production was 6,096,279 TVs, 9,711,236 radios, 1,000,000 phonos.
FacRetail sales during 1952 are estimated at 6,144,990 TVs and 6,878,547 radios.
of
radios
end
of
1952
were
of
TVs
at
104,809,
190,269.
Distributor
inventories
tory
inventories were 404,315 TVs and 571,275 radios. No figures on dealer inventories.
SIGNS POINT TO CONTINUING BIG OUTPUT:

—

—

,

si.
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End of wholesale-retail price controls on TV-radio parts came Feb. 6.
officials say they understand President Eisenhower will exempt manufacturers also
with another order in week or two, in line with his State-of-the-Union message callTV-radios have already been decontrolled.
ing for orderly decontrol of prices.
But t his news is tempered by the prospect that some form of consumer credit
The aucontrol akin to Regulation W killed in last Congress, might be revived.
thoritative Wall St. Journal reporter George Cruikshank wrote Feb. 6 that some of
the President's closest advisers are urgin g him to seek consumer credit controls to
fight inflation and that matter was discussed in last week's meetings with Sen. Capeand Rep. Wolcott (R-Mich.), chairmen of respective banking committees.
hart (R-Ind.
Early meeting with Federal Reserve Board chairman Wm. McChesney Martin is
reported planned by President. Martin is said to be concerned over mounting install ,

)

8

9

ment debt estimated by FRB now at $100 average for every man, woman and child. It's
known he frowns on practice, widespread in the TV-appliance and other industries,
of small down payments and unlimited time to pay balance.
,

#

*

*

*

Predictions of more TV price increases bore fruit this week when 8 Admiral
models were hiked $10 to $60 (see Topics & Trends). And all through the trade it
was said February consumer selling was down from January though that's seasonal.
At San Francisco's Western Furniture Mart this week, however, TV business was brisk
with dealers reported showing preference for name, quality and prestige over price
and with 21-in. models dominating, as at Chicago marts last month (Vol. 9:2).
RTMA's fourth January week ended Jan. 30, saw production jump to 198,489
(11,359 private label) from 190,649 the preceding week; it was 4th straight week of
upward output. Factory inventories dropped to 155,456 from 156,958. Whole month's
TV output of 718,378 (preliminary) compares with 404,933 in January 1952, 650,700
in January 1951 and 438,700 in January 1950.
Radios also got off to good January start totaling 1,029,951 output at end
of month, compared with slightly less than 600,000 in January 1952. In Jan. 30 week
283,081 radios were produced (140,784 private) and factory inventories were 257,200.
Week's radios were 90,378 home sets, 22,533 portables, 53,196 clock, 116,974 auto.
,

—

,

,

Trade Personals: Wallace C. Johnson, Admiral sales
names following regional mgrs. in realignment of

v.p.,

territories:

William H. Neil,

St.

Louis; Charles F. Gill,

ex-Capehart-Famsworth Washington, to Kansas City;
Ralph C. Routsong Jr., ex-Admiral Washington sales mgr.,
to Louisville
Adm. Walter A. Buck, RCA Victor exec,
v.p., off on 2-month business & vacation trip to California
Ernest A. Marx, director of DuMont interand Hawaii
national div., left Feb. 4 on 6-week trip to survey TVWm. A.
electronics in 6 Latin American countries
Damerel promoted from asst, to president Jerome E.
Respess to v.p., LaPointe Electronics Inc. (name changed
from LaPointe Plascomold Corp.), succeeded by Milby M.
Henry A. Crossland, ex-PhilaHancock, ex-gen. mgr.
delphia mgr. of GE electronics div., appointed special prodC. R. Bower, exucts sales mgr., GE receiver div.
Emerson Denver mgr., named Sylvania TV-radio div. sales
mgr. there; Robert K. Burbridge, ex-sales mgr. of Bi-State
Distributing Corp., Omaha, named Cleveland sales mgr.
T. R. Mathews, ex-Stromberg-Carlson distributor mgr.,
named Raytheon eastern sales mgr. for TV-radio
Ralph J. Mowry, district mgr., GE major appliance div.,
elected president of Electric Institute of Washington
Elbridge Titcomb, DuMont Dallas service mgr., promoted
Robert V. Aiman named
to regional sales mgr. there
.
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.
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Hallicrafters Pittsburgh district mgr., replacing Charles
Rexford, resigned . . . John Thuet, ex-Allied Appliance Co.,
. MalBoston, named Sylvania Philadelphia sales mgr.
colm Ross, ex-Majestic, Emerson & Sylvania, named purchasing director, Pacific Mercury TV Mfg. Co., will reside
George Halsted, ex-Cadillac Motors,
in Van Nuys, Cal.
appointed to Motorola’s newly created post of field training
Phil G. Kerr,
mgr. under sales training mgr. Kip Anger
ex-St. Louis regional sales mgr., appointed asst. mgr. of
branches of Admiral Corp.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

GE

awarding 50 fellowships for science study at Union
from 13 states and the
District of Columbia for 6-week program, June 28-Aug. 7;
College, Schenectady, to teachers

deadline for applications (to the college) is Feb. 15. RCA
this week awarded $800 scholarship for current academic
year to 18 students majoring in science and engineering,
including one woman science major at Wellesley.

John H. Bose re-elected president of Radio Club of
America for 1953; others re-elected: Ralph R. Batcher,
v.p.; Joseph Stantley, treas.; Frank H. Shepard Jr., corresponding secy.; Frtmk A. Gunther* recording secy.

Robert C. Sprague’s nomination as Undersecretary of
the Air Force (Vol. 9:3) may not be sent to Senate, despite
desire of President Eisenhower and Secretary of the Air
Force Harold Talbott to have him on their defense team.
Reason is attitude of many Senators that such high level
officials must divest themselves of stockholdings in companies doing business with the Govt. Ex-RTMA president

“Bob” Sprague has resigned from big electronic components company he founded and headed until his brother’s
election as president last week, but there’s little disposinow in the Administration to risk another Senatorial

tion

hassle over stockholdings such as Secretary of Defense
Wilson and the Army, Navy and Air Force Secretaries had
to go through before they were confirmed.
Sprague, 53,

graduate of Annapolis and
tric Co. holdings

MIT and

regarded as ideally

big Sprague Elecand has promised he would have no part

suited for the job,

is

reluctant to

sell his

govt, contracts; moreover, his firm’s dealings with
Govt, are largely indirect, as vendor of parts to defense
contracts. If nomination is dropped, it’s presumed he will
in

return to his company.

Small business is doing all right for itself in defense
orders, in opinion of Raytheon’s E. F. Leathern, who notes
that companies with fewer than 500 employes received
52% of Raytheon’s $57,000,000 subcontracting business
and 81% of orders they were capable of handling during
first 9 months of 1952.
Mr. Leathern, asst, to president
Charles F. Adams Jr., used occasion of a formal report
this week to Air Force Small Business Subcontracting
Program Committee to cite his company’s policies as indicative of those followed by other large concerns, taking
issue with reported belief and periodic complaints of small
businesses that they were left out in cold in defense subcontracting.

Admiral will offer continuous uhf tuner as optional
equipment on new sets for $50 extra, while continuing to
promote strips as best approach to uhf reception in most

New tuner won’t be shipped for month or so, will
be plugged for use in areas “where 4 or more uhf stations
may be licensed.”
areas.

Steve Hannagan, 53, one of country’s top press agents,
included Admii’al Corp. among clients, died Feb. 4
in his hotel room in Nairobi, Kenya Colony, after heart
attack. He was on air tour of Near East and Africa for

who

Coca-Cola Export Co.

- 10 -

&

Trends of TV Trade: Boom in phonograph
Topics
industry is really rolling, with normal Christmas upswing
for players & records spilling through January, usually a
slow month. So great is demand for players that industry
spokesmen this week told NPA officials number of manufacturers is expected to double this year, with boom likely
to continue through 1953, although they frankly were at
a loss to explain extraordinary rush. Meeting in New

York

last

week end

RTMA,

representing

Phonograph Industry Committee,
Record Industry Assn, of America &

of

Phonograph Mfrs. Assn., produced plans for city-by-city
survey of consumer purchases of tape recorders & phonographs, scheduled tentatively to begin in Buffalo in September.
As manifestation of boom, Feb. 7 Billboard, long a
barometer of record industry, reported December & January record sales were highest ever, depleting dealer in-

demands on manufacturers for
Victor’s Jan. sales were up
20% over Jan. 1952; Columbia’s Dec. sales up 15% over
Dec. 1951, Capitol up 40% same month.

ventories and resulting in

more and more

RCA

discs.

*

*

*

*

Picture tube sales for 1952 totaled 6,120,292 valued at
$139,208,649,

up nicely from 4,434,126 worth $106,150,834

RO FOOTBALL’S TV

policy took heavy beating from
parade of Govt, witnesses this week as Justice Dept,
ended its direct case in anti-trust suit against National
Football League in Federal District Court in Philadelphia.
Govt, attorneys bolstered their case with RTMA set-production statistics, minutes of NFL club-owners’ meetings,
and TV-i'adio station officials, who charged that TV-radio
restrictions angered the public and damaged their busi-

P

nesses.

Govt,

is

attempting to show that club-owners con-

team
Judge Allan K.

spire to restrict individual TV-radio rights of each
in violation of

Sherman

anti-trust act.

Grim continued

to overrule objections of defense attorneys,
are expected to base their own case on grounds that
TV-radio restrictions are “reasonable” necessity to preserve their business and that public isn’t entitled to “free
football.”
Meanwhile, despite Govt, promises that it will
sue college football if current suit is successful, National
Collegiate Athletic Assn, proceeded with plans to name
TV committee this week end to draw up “controlled” TV
program again for 1953 season.
In first 2 weeks of NFL trial, these witnesses appeared: James W. Seiler, American Research Bureau;
Hugh Beville, NBC research; C. M. Weld, Rand-McNally;
Martin Codel, Television Digest J. Frank Beatty, Broadcasting Magazine Sol Schildhause, FCC Renewal Branch;
Clair McCollough, WGAL-TV, Lancaster; Elmer Gibbons,
KVON, Napa, Cal.; Herbert Stewart, ex-WICU, Erie;
Charles Mallory, KSJO, San Jose, Cal.; Wm. F. E. Long,

who

;

but considerably below 1950 record of 7,473,614 at
$198,737,428, reports RTMA in year-end roundup this week.
The 1952 total for first time represents sales of all manufacturers, not only RTMA members. Trend to larger tube
sizes is reflected in compilation showing 98% were 16-in.
or larger compared to 95% in 1951 and 72% in 1950. For

in 1951

December, sales were 852,501 worth $20,394,042, down
slightly from 876,712 valued at $21,472,381 in November.
Receiving tube sales for 1952 totaled 368,519,243 worth
$259,116,089 compared to 375,643,697 in 1951 and 382,960,-

Of 1952 sales, 222,743,526 went for new
599 in 1950.
sets, 82,768,037 replacement, 18,004,841 govt., 13,563,907
export.

Demand for TV & auto antennas this year will be 50%
above 1952, and will result in disappearance of industry’s
traditional

summer slump.

Thus representatives of 10

antenna manufacturers, at NPA industry advisory committee meeting this week in Washington, described anticipated upsurge in their business as result of demand
arising from: (1) new TV stations and channel shifts of
existing ones; (2) biggest market for replacement TV
antennas to date;

(3)

higher levels of auto production

(75% of new cars are radio-equipped at factory). Manuinadequate allotments of copper and
facturers told
aluminum, together with difficulties in placing mill orders,
may keep them from satisfying 1953’s heavy consumer

NPA

demand.

Admiral raised prices on eight 21 -in. models by $10 to
$60 this week. Keeping leader 17-in. models unchanged,
lists on mahogany plastic console went up from $270 to
$280; blonde $300 to $330; open-face walnut $310 to $340.
mahogany $340 to $370, maple $350 to $360; half-door ma-

hogany $320

to $350;

to $370; blonde

mahogany upright combination $360

laydown combination $470 to $510; mahog-

to $490 (with cylindrical tube $490 to
$530 to $590).

any laydown $450
$530

&

;

RTMA;

WDOK, Cleveland; David Klein,
Gordon McLendon, former owner of de-

Robert Pierce,

The Pulse

Inc.;

funct Liberty Bcstg. Co., now v.p. of KLIF, Dallas, KLES,
Houston, and KLEP, El Paso; Lee K. Beznor, WOKY,
Milwaukee; Don Wirth, Neenah, Wis.; Carl Gretz, Gretz

Brewing

Co.

Distributor Notes: Admiral consolidates its 7 factory
distributorships into 2 corporations: Admiral Distributors

New York (combines N. Y. & Chicago operations)
and Admiral Distributors Inc. (in charge of Boston, Milwaukee, San Francisco, Los Angeles, San Diego); elects
Earl Erickson v.p. & gen. mgr. of its Chicago div., Michael
J. Nicolin v.p. & gen. mgr. of San Diego div.
RCA
Victor Distributing Co., Detroit, names Walter Ruthenberg
appliance mgr.; Southern Wholesalers Inc. (RCA), Washington, names Ralph M. Lane gen. sales mgr., replaced as
TV-radio sales mgr. by Frank Levine
DuMont Dallas
factory branch sales mgr. Robert Cheshire resigns
Raytheon names Goyer Supply Co., Greenville, Miss.; TriMotorola Chicago
State Distributors, Spokane, Wash.
opens Rockford branch.
Inc.,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

TV dealer trips to Europe look like they’re becoming
commonplace. Following lead of Westinghouse (Vol. 8:52),
Admiral and GE this week announced sales contest trips
to Europe, including stopovers in London during coronaAll-expense 11-day trips to London, Pai-is
tion June 2.
and Nice, flying from New York May 24, will go to first 49
Admiral dealers who buy 75 TV-radio-phonograph combinations in February. Winners unable to make trip will
each receive $1500 savings bond. In addition, Admiral
said it will finance vacation trips to Virgin Islands in June
number

of dealers

who exceed

sales quotas, but

Hijacked load of Sylvania TV & radio tubes, stolen
Feb. 3 when truck was held up in front of warehouse on
West 26th St., New York, comprised unmarked goods
which Sylvania officials fear may quickly be disposed on
market with little chance of tracing them to thieves. Ship-

for limited

ment was

Wells-Gardner, specializing in private label TV production, next week opens own store at 715 Michigan Ave.,
South Bend, Ind., second in planned expansion into own
First was in Saginaw,
direct-to-consumer distribution.
Mich. All will be within 300 miles of Chicago.

fully insured.

Federal Trade Commission hearing on complaint Sylvania in 1949 sold radio tubes to Philco for 7-9tf less than
to own distributors (Vol. 6:2,8:46) resumes Feb. 9 in

Washington.

didn’t disclose details.

GE

pay expenses for 2 TVwives for week in Europe beginning
will

radio dealers and their
May 27 as top prizes in 8-week sales contest starting

March

2.
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Electronics Reports: Future of materials controls under
belief is widely held
will be rescinded in
line with President Eisenhower’s policy of retaining only
those controls necessary to defense program. Controlled
Materials Plan itself may be superseded by program
merely giving defense production priority on materials in

new Administration is in doubt, but
that many of NPA’s control orders

place of current policy of rationing materials to all users
military, defense and civilian. As alternative, CMP could
be “open-ended,” permitting users to purchase materials
orders have been placed.
on open market after all
orders slated to be abandoned is color TV
Among
Announcement of new materials control
order M-90.

CMP

NPA

policy is expected very soon.

Lifting of price controls on copper is expected to ease
shortage considerably, but at expense of higher prices.
Coming into copper mai’ket then will be: (1) scrap copper,
which has been held back in anticipation of end of conDPA this
trols, and (2) higher priced foreign copper.
week increased second-quarter aluminum allotments for
manufacturers of TV-radio and other consumer goods from
55% to 60% of average quarterly base period use, and
further increases may be granted in view of increased

aluminum imports from Canada and improvement in
Northwest power situation.
President Eisenhower this week abolished the Defense Production Administration (DPA), whose functions
will be absorbed by reorganized Office of Defense Mobilization (ODM) under acting director Arthur S. Flemming.
revamped, and such DPA bodies
as Electronics Production Board (Richards W. Cotton,
chairman) are expected to lose their semi-independent
status and come under new programs & planning branch of
ODM. As for NPA now nominally under Commerce

ODM

will be completely

—

—

expected to be consolidated more fully into
Commerce, its industry divisions being integrated into
Office of Foreign & Domestic Commerce. Some of its functions related directly to defense program may be transferred to ODM. In the transfer, many DPA & NPA employes probably will be dropped.
Dept.

it’s

*

*

*

*

There’s been no letup in shortages of nickel and cobalt
NPA officials made this clear at 2
is any in sight.
industry advisory committee meetings in last 2 weeks.
Nickel and cobalt are vital metals in magnets used in loud-

—nor

speakers and TV focusing devices. Permanent magnet industry advisory committee was told this week there is “no
justification for any optimism about increasing cobalt and
nickel supplies in the near future,” and that no appre-

change

ciable

metals

is

in

NPA’s method

in view.

of allotting these scarce

Both military and

civilian

demands

for magnets will be considerably greater in 1953 than
Some 80% of cobalt supply now goes to
said.
1952,
plans
military production, particularly jet engines.
to launch conservation program, aimed at reduction in
size of speaker magnets, standardization of magnet sizes

NPA

NPA

and salvage and reclamation of discarded magnets. Loudspeaker manufacturers last week told NPA they had no
significant materials problems and no acute labor problems, but anticipate increased demand for TV & phonograph loudspeakers this year.
*

*

*

*

Canadian Aviation Electronics Ltd., Montreal, already
exclusive licensee for manufacture of DuMont TVs in
Canada, named sole sales rep for TV transmitting and
associated equipment in anticipation of TV expansion in
Dominion.
Capitol Records merged this week with Cetra-Soria,
American recording firm dealing almost exclusively in
Italian opera records, under agreement providing for distribution of one another’s records here and in Italy.

&

Financial
Trade Holes: Merger of Emerson and
Webster-Chicago (Vol. 8:51 & 9:4,5) has been abandoned
explained by Emerson president Benjamin Abrams as
due to “opposition and dissension which makes the transaction no longer attractive to Emerson.” Both companies
held stockholder meetings Feb. 4 to consider merger
Emerson in New York, Webster in Chicago but tally of
proxy votes was never announced. Emerson board reported to stockholders it had “exercised the right to abandon the merger [in view of] opposition on the part of some
of the Webster-Chicago stockholders, as well as apparently
sharp dissension within the Webster-Chicago Co.” Opposition was spearheaded by Martin C. Remer, president of
Chicago investment firm of Remer, Mitchell & Reitzel Inc.,
who charged Webster was being sold too cheaply.
“Webster-Chicago will continue as a corporate entity
as in the past,” Webster president R. F. Blash told stockholders.
He said no changes are contemplated in firm’s
board or active management. He estimated company’s
December earnings at $240,000, partly recouping net loss

—

—

months of 1952. On basis of unproxy count, proponents of merger were short about

of $367,052 for first 11
official

20.000 shares of the 300,000 (out of 450,000 shares outstanding) necessary to carry the merger, Mr. Blash said.
At Emerson meeting, Mr. Abrams predicted industry
sell 7,500,000 TVs and 10,000,000 radios in 1953, and
forecast over-all industry billings at record $5 billion. He
said Emerson’s earnings are currently running at 2%

would

times rate in same period last year. Replying to a stockholder, he said Emerson “continued to rank fifth or sixth”
in TV field, but had lost ground in radio since advent of
TV. He forecast Emerson’s 1953 production as 500,000
TVs, 1,000,000 radios, in addition to military order backlog
of more than $50,000,000. He predicted FCC approval of
compatible color system, and said Emerson “plans to produce color TV receivers on a limited scale starting in the
early part of 1954.”
*

*

*

*

Sparks-Withington reports net income of $454,341
(49$ a share) on sales of $15,122,298 for 6 months ended
Dec. 31, compared with $199,033 (21$) on sales of $10,302,051 same 1951 period. President John J. Smith attributes
increase to greater TV sales, defense work, and improved
sales of Canadian subsidiary, Spai'ton of Canada Ltd., and
predicts that entire TV industry sales volume will be
6.500.000 in 1953.

Company

plans to expand its TV-radio
will launch 12-month ad

warehousing system and
campaign in March.
div.

LaPointe Plascomold reports net income of $52,991
(16$ a share on 320,000 shares) on sales of $3,348,214 for
year ended Oct. 31, compared with $77,137 (34$ on 230,000
shares) on sales of $2,333,061 for 1951. Company, which
formally changed its name to LaPointe Electronics Inc. at
annual stockholders meeting, also reports record estimated
earnings before taxes of about $100,000 on sales of more
than $1,000,000 for first 2 months of 1953 fiscal year.
Dividends: Magnavox, 37%$ payable March 16 to
stockholders of record Feb. 25; Indiana Steel Products,
25$ March 10 to holders Feb. 20; International Resistance
Co., 5$ March 5 to holders Feb. 10; General Precision
Equipment Corp., 25$ March 15 to holders Feb. 25; Baltimore Radio Show (WFBR), 10$ March 1 to holders Feb. 16.
a

Clevite Corp., Cleveland, has bought majority stock
interest in Transistor Products Inc., Boston firm

formed

in

March 1952 to develop and manufacture transistors and
germanium diodes. Dr. Roland B. Holt, former director of
Harvard’s

Nuclear

Research

Laboratory,

is

president.

Brush Electronics Co., another of the Clevite companies,
also engaged in transistor research.

is
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ETS-IN-USE FIGURES, compiled monthly by NBC

Research and subject of constant controversy, plus
other statistics for measuring audiences, etc., may be developed soon by independent researchers supported by
NARTB and other industry interests. At least first step
toward that goal, which NBC research chief Hugh M.
Beville has repeatedly said his company would gladly support (Vol. 9:5), was taken at Feb. 5 meeting of NARTBTV board in Belleair, Fla.
Dr. Franklin R. Cawl, ex-U of Pennsylvania professor,
now president of Market Research Council and v.p. <?f
American Marketing Assn., appeared before board to
outline proposal for comprehensive measurements of TV
“circulation.” Committee was appointed to “consult with
appropriate individuals in the TV industry” meaning,
presumably, the networks, RTMA, possibly also AAAA
and ANA, all of whom have stake in accurate figures.
NARTB committee comprises Campbell Arnoux,
WTAR-TV, chairman; Clair McCollough, WGAL-TV &
WDEL-TV; Kenneth Carter, WAAM. Said TV board
chairman Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV “One of the most
challenging problems facing the TV medium today, and
those who use its facilities to sell merchandise and service,
is the selection of a uniform system for mteasuring circulation. Dr. Cawl has presented to us a formula for such
measurement which deserves the serious reflection of all of
those who are in TV broadcasting and all of those who
use it as an advertising medium.”
In other actions, the TV board approved budget of
$734,302, which includes radio board needs; approved new
members to bring TV total to 117 stations, 4 networks;
allocated $3000 to All-Industry TV Tax Committee; approved “staggered” terms for 5-member TV Code Review
Board. Next meeting of TV & Radio boards will be held
in Washington June 17-19.
b
Two new NBC vice presidents under new regime of
president Frank H. White were authorized by board Feb.
6
William H. Fineshriber Jr. named v.p. & gen. mgr. of
the networks and David C. Adams promoted from director
Both reto special projects to v.p. for administration.
port to John K. Herbert, v.p. in charge of networks and

—

:

—

Fineshriber, 44, recently resigned as executive v.p.
of Mutual Broadcasting System and of General Teleradio
Inc. (W'OR & WOR-TV), was right hand man at MBS
sales.

when White was that network’s president. Adams, 40,
came to NBC from FCC in December, 1947 as asst. gen.
counsel under ex-FCC chairman Charles R. Denny, who
first joined NBC as general counsel, now is v.p. in charge
of owned-&-operated stations, public relations and staff
Fineshriber has had 20 years of network
engineering.

ABC-UPT merger decision is understood to have been
reached by FCC at final meetings this week, with official
release due momentarily. While Comr. Hennock alone is
said to oppose United Paramount’s absorption of ABC, it’s
not certain whether majority will also approve sale of
UPT’s WBKB, Chicago, to CBS for $6,000,000 as part of
merger agreement, and whether majority will rule Paramount Pictures Corp. doesn’t control DuMont. Backscene,
there has been considerable activity on part of principals,
particularly on
Capitol
Hill
where Senator Tobey
(R-N. H.), chairman of powerful Interstate Commerce
Committee, has been quiet lately about his announced plans
to hold hearings but is known to have been consulted by
Comr. Hennock. He has referred to her as a “great” public servant, despite Senate Judiciary Committee’s failure
last year to approve her nomination for Federal district
judgeship in New York after long closed hearings. Also
extremely active against merger have been representatives
of DuMont, opposing it on grounds it means eventual movie
control of TV networks, and Zenith Radio, an applicant for
Channel 2 in Chicago, to which
is supposed to shift.
Though Senate committee chairmen, whether Democratic
or Republican, have traditionally been held in “fear” by
FCC, majority of Tobey ’s committee and many other Senators familiar with pi-oject are understood to favor the
merger. Pending decision not only has ABC-UPT people
on tenterhooks but is eagerly awaited by all ABC affiliates
and employes convinced there’s nothing wrong with their
financially rocky and poor third-ranking network (both TV
& radio) that money, know-how and programs cannot cure.

WBKB

—

Five uhf applications and one for vhf, along with 6
dismissals of pending applications, this week brought total
now awaiting FCC action to 727, of which 272 are for
uhf. Only vhf was that for Channel 10 in Columbia, S. C.,
filed by group headed by WIS mgr. Richard Shafto; it
supersedes old application with
principals, including part

new one with some new
local WMSC who is

owner of

The uhf applications were for El
Centro, Cal., Ch. 16, by Hollywood producer Sidney A.
Franklin Jr., who is also an electrical engineer; Des
Moines, la., Ch. 17, by Duluth-Superior group operating
and other stations; Chester, 111., Ch. 59, by owners
of KSGM, Ste. Genevieve, Mo.; Princeton, 111., Ch. 52, by
Indianapolis, Ch. 26, by
M. R. Lankford (WRAY)
WBAT, Marion, Ind., first opposition to Empire Coil Co.
application filed last week (see TV Addenda 16-D). [For
further- details about foregoing applications, see TV Addenda 16-E herewith; for complete listings of all postfreeze applications, grants, new stations, hearings, etc.,
selling that station.

WEBC

;

see

TV

Factboolc No. 16 with

Addenda

to date.]

eral

TV-radio giveaway programs are legal, 3-member
Federal statutory court ruled in 2-1 decision in New York
Feb. 6, upsetting FCC’s 1949 ruling that such shows were
Suit was brought by
lotteries (Vol. 4:32,34 & 5:34-39).
ABC and joined by CBS & NBC. Federal courts had enjoined FCC from enforcing ruling until legality had been
In majority opinion, Judge Vincent L. Leibell
decided.
wrote that giveaway is not lottery so long as participant
in show does not have to contribute to “pot” from which
Court upheld FCC on its refusal to
prizes are awarded.
renew license of station broadcasting (1) information on
lottery, or (2) contests where participants are required to
provide money or anything of value. Judge Charles E.
Clark dissented, charging decision will “promote more confusion than it allays.”

were made exclusively for its use (MGM).
$500,000 damages and injunction to prevent
other defendants from using cartoons.

president; Vincent B.
Welch, 1st v.p.; Percy H. Russell Jr., 2nd v.p.; Everett D.
Johnston, secy.; Robert M. Booth Jr., treas.; Wm. J. Dempsey & Stephen Fletcher, executive committee; Arthur W.
Scharfeld (retiring pres.), delegate to American Bar Assn.

experience; Adams played leading role in recent revision
of radio rates and in integration of TV-radio operations.

President & Mrs. White were in his home town of Washington Feb. 6 for reception by Mr. & Mrs. F. M. Russell,
preliminary to Radio Correspondents Assn, dinner.
Sidney N. Strotz, ex-NBC v.p., heads group involved
in $4,000,000 purchase of Coca-Cola bottling works in
Pittsburgh and other Pennsylvania communities; he plans
to move there from Los Angeles. Among stockholders are
Niles Trammell, ex-NBC president, and attorney Thomas
p. Johnson, secy, of Pittsburgh Pirates and 45.5% owner
(Ch. 16), due to start next fall.
of

WENS

Loew’s Inc. filed suit this week in Los Angeles FedCourt against Los Angeles Times’ KTTV, Paramount
Television Productions Inc., Cornell Films and HarmanIsing Pictures, charging latter firm with copyright infringement and breach of contract in distributing to TV
package producers 18 animated cartoons Loew’s contends
Suit asks

KTTV

and

New

officers

of Federal

elected Feb. 6: Fred

Communications Bar Assn.,

W. Albertson,
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New TV

Reports on Upcoming

The UHF Markets: Wilkes-Barre-Seranton, page 1
17 CPs Granted, Second Largest Group, page 3
Macon Grant Spurring AM Combinations, page 4
4 More Stations on Air
Total Now 137, page 5
Merger Approval Puts Backbone Into ABC, page 5

Stations,

page 7

Does Decontrol Signal More Price Hikes? page TI
Tabulation of 1952 Set Shipments to States, page 12
Sprague Not Taking Air Force Job, page 13
Color Speculation Prompted by New Field Tests, page 14

—

(for

TELEPHONE STERLING 3-1755

a

Complete Text of Revised NTSC Color field Test Specifications, See Supplement No, 75-A Herewith)

REVISED SETS-IN-USE & MARKET FIGURES: We are sending you herewith, as a substitute
for the table and explanatory notes on pp. 260-261 of TV Factbook No. 16 a revised
table which not only brings the sets-in-use figures up to date as of Jan. 1, 1953
but also corrects erroneous market figures appearing opposite some of the cities.
We urge you to paste this Special Report over Factbook p. 260 and use it in lieu of
the tables in the Factbook.
Errors were partly of our making, partly NBC's, due to
the inadvertent dropping of digits
and in several instances they did real injustice to certain markets, which have quite justifiably registered complaints. Rather
than publish an Errata Notice, we felt we could render better service by simply repeating the department with all corrections ready-made. Extra copies of this Special
Report are available to all subscribers and all Factbook purchasers on request.
,

—

THE UHF MARKETS: WILKES-BARRE-SCR ANTON:

Wilkes-Barre is a TV boom town . Sparked by
an engineering father-&-son team of veteran broadcasters, in 6 short weeks uhf has
proved itself in this heavily populated northeastern Pennsylvania coal mining area.
Bow-tie antennas have changed skyline of Wilkes-Barre and neighboring areas
that was first thing we noticed in our visit there this week
part of our continuing survey of the new uhf markets.
We heard the word "terrific " used again and again to describe trade as we
talked to distributors and dealers
and there are real shortages of top-brand receivers.
Servicemen show signs of battle fatigue, but their children are wearing
new shoes.
Citizens are staying home evenings, watching clear network pictures
and Wilkes-Barre already has 2 local TV program magazines.

—

—

,

*

*

*

*

Capitalizing on early TV start is Louis G. Baltimore who founded WBRE (AM)
way back in 1924. His son, David M. Baltimore, recently acquired WSCR, Scranton,
manages both AMs as well as WBRE- TV (Ch. 28) & WBRE-FM. An early enthusiast in TV
as he was in radio, the elder Baltimore built his first TV receiver in 1931, picked
up pictures from New York using neon light and whirling disc setup.
Faith in uhf is foundation-stone of new WBRE-TV
Said young (32), energetic
David Baltimore, an MIT graduate: "Dad and I staked everything we have
and a good
deal of what we expect to make in the future
on this new TV station. We wouldn't
have done it if we didn't believe firmly in the future of uhf."
For Wilkes-Barre, it's uhf or nothing
as far as local stations are concerned.
No vhf channels have been allocated within 50 mi . Wilkes-Barre is assigned
2 uhf channels; Scranton, 16 air mi. away, gets 3; Hazleton, 20 mi., one.
Within
50-mi. radius there are 12 uhf allocations, for which FCC has already issued 8 CPs.
The other 4 are contested by competing applicants, will have to go to hearing.
Wilkes-Barre-Hazleton area is listed by J. Walter Thompson as nation's 48th
market, with 107,893 households. Scranton is 74th with 71,678.
Before WBRE-TV went
,

.

—

—
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2 on air, TV fans willing to invest money to get picture had 2 choices:
(1) WNBF-TV,
Binghamton, 60 mi. from Wilkes-Barre and 50 mi. from Scranton.
(2) Community antenna projects in Wilkes-Barre and Hazleton.
*

*

*

*

New station has had its share of problems including the usual early transmitter difficulties. But now, says David Baltimore, " our biggest problem is in New
York City not Wilkes-Barre." Stumbling block has been convincing sponsors that uhf
will do the job. Apparently there's been some success in that field, since nighttime schedule is now crammed nearly solid with network programs and spots.
Station is NBC-TV affiliate fills in gaps with CBS-TV programming for time
being. Local sponsorships have been " only fair ," with merchants hesitant because of
production costs, and waiting for their competition to take initial plunge. Program
hours currently are 5:30-11 p.m.
Sundays 1-11. Afternoon programming is scheduled
to begin next week, morning schedules by next fall.
Signal is sprayed down on city and surrounding sections from 400-ft. tower
atop 2100-ft. Wyoming Mountain just southeast of center of town.
Self-supporting
tower was "built for FM, but with TV in mind," said David Baltimore. "It would cost
us 3 times as much if we had to build it today." Antenna is 1220 ft above average
terrain, radiates 18.5 kw using RCA 1-kw transmitter.
Station has hopes of getting
RCA's first amplifier, so it can go to higher power this summer. Privately-owned
relay brings network programs from New York and Philadelphia.
Programs are piped to mountain-top transmitter from downtown TV-AM studios.
TV studio facilities consist of 20x30-ft. converted radio studio, spacious control
Station owns 2 cameras and film chain, has some local shows.
room and workroom.
,

,

,

,

.

*

*

*

*

Coverage is just about what we anticipated before we went on the air," says
David Baltimore. Because of the mountainous terrain, some fairly close-in areas are
in shadow have difficulty pulling in signal. Eastern outskirts of Wilkes-Barre, on
slope of mountain, are in virtual null area, but aren't heavily populated. Pictures
are clear and snow-free in Scranton and Hazleton (20 mi.), and good reception is
reported in Berwick (23 mi.), Carbondale (30 mi.) and Bloomsburg (40 mi.).
Station's relations with local community antenna Television Service Co. of
"The cable"
as it is known to local
Wyoming Valley, haven't been too cordial.
offers 3 simultaneous programs from Philadelphia and Binghamton. For a
residents
while it picked up WBRE-TV's local programs, converted them to vhf and fed them to
"Since they
"We put a stop to that," said Mr. Baltimore.
homes of subscribers.
only
the
local
shows
network
programs
they
had us in
our
up
picking
weren't
ourselves."
competition with
How about TV set circulation ? Station is claiming close to 40,000 uhf sets
NBC's set census gave Wilkes-Barre credit for 17,000 uhf sets as of
in its area.
Station is now canvassing the 40 distributors which serve area.
Jan. 1 (Vol. 9:5).
listed sales of 13,000 uhf sets
"not all big ones, either"
First 6 to reply
J. Walter Thompson survey credits Wilkes-Barre area
and converters as of Feb. 1.
with 18,000 vhf sets, Scranton area with 21,500 (see TV Factbook No. 16).
"

,

.

—

—

—

—

—

—

*

*

#

*

There's no doubt TV sales are booming in Wilkes-Barre, Scranton and neigh"There never was anything like this around here," distributors
boring communities.
In Wilkes-Barre, nearly all dealers are showing good pictures
and dealers agreed.
Distributors
some with indoor antennas even built-ins are working in some cases.
aren't
getting nearly enough sets to
for some of the biggest makes complained they
satisfy their dealers' demand.
One middle-sized dealer who purchases
Boom shows no signs of leveling off
"Every
week I get 57 sets and sell 57
told
us:
distributor
Philadelphia
sets from
new
TV
stores are cropping up and TV
Portland,
and
of
Denver
Reminiscent
sets."
supply
stores.
jewelry
and
auto
added
by
being
departments are
"
But Wilkes-Barre is no "happy dumping ground for off-brand merchandise. We
saw no sets of doubtful pedigree, indeed very few outside of big brand-name bracket.
,

;

.

{
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And there were no "bargains " to be had, no vhf-only sets . Market for external converters has simmered down to trickle, compared to frantic pace shortly before and
after station went on air. Most of the sets that we saw in stores had built-in allchannel tuning, although strip-tuned sets are said to be selling well now, too.
Shortage of strips plagued dealers and distributors for some time, but the
supply now is said to be adequate. Most new Admiral sets are equipped not only for
WBRE-TV's Ch. 28, but also for WILK-TV, due on air late in April on Ch. 34, and for
RCA sets have inserts
WHUM-TV, Reading Ch. 61 station which went on air this week.
for these stations and for W1VU, Scranton Ch. 73 outlet due on air next month.
Noticeably absent from market are plug-in "matchbox converters and 1-&-2channel uhf adaptors. Plug-ins haven't gone over because they limit set to 2 or 3
and area is certain of 5 or 6 uhf stations in near future.
The sets
uhf channels
which have met acceptance are those which will readily pick up at least 4 uhf channels possibly that's why off-brand makes haven't shown up. One serviceman told us:
"It would make our job a lot easier if they eliminated the vhf tuner."
Radiation problem has reared its head in area, and long-time TV fans who put
up high antennas to bring in WNBF-TV, Binghamton (Ch. 12) are cussing their neighHarmonics from some converters interfere with Ch. 12
bors' all-channel converters.
picture.
One manufacturer is reported to have withdrawn its all-channel converter
from market in the area because of interference complaints.
Good strong TV picture is being seen for first time by residents of WilkesBarre, Hazleton, Bloomsburg and Berwick, but farther north in Scranton and Carbondale, WBRE-TV is bringing second good picture into many homes where fair-to-good vhf
picture comes in from Binghamton. Even in Scranton and Carbondale though, sales
of uhf sets and converters have been going to town, in spite of duplication of network programs on both stations.
11

—

;

,

17 CPs GRANTED, SECOND LARGEST GROUP: Continuing phenomenal rate of issuing CPs
FCC
granted 17 more this week (6 vhf, 11 uhf)
a burst of activity exceeded only by
initial batch of 18 post-freeze CPs awarded July 11 (Vol. 8:28). Included this week
was precedent-setting uhf grant to Macon Television Co., owned (45% each) by WBML &
WNEX
first "joint AM" grant in history (see story, p. 4).
Our prediction of last year
that Commission would "average 10 grants or
hit it right on the nose.
more a week" (Vol. 8:40)
Exactly 110 grants have been
awarded in the last 10 weeks alone more than the entire number of stations (108)
authorized and built from end of World War II to mid-1952, some 7 years.
FCC's speed in granting uncontested applications is in striking contrast to
painfully slow process of eking out CPs via the hearing route.
It took 4 months
merely to get preliminary decision on Denver's Channel 7 (Vol. 9:6), and at least a
couple more months will pass before even that decision is final.
Small wonder, then, that competing applicants are exploring mergers and
everything else they can think of to eliminate hearings.
This week, there was even
a shared-time proposal offered to Commission by two contestants for Channel 8 in
Salinas-Monterey, Cal.
[For details, see TV Addenda 16-F herewith.]
Small wonder,
too, that uhf channels are becoming more attractive in cities where vhf channels
are contested, even where vhf stations are now in operation.
Commission bit quite a chunk out of its priority lists and out of its backlog of "grantable" applications.
It moved 22 cities in Group A to 236th city, and
Uncontested applications presumably free to be
5 places in Group B to 196th city.
granted, were reduced from 112 to 103 (38 vhf, 65 uhf), located in 98 cities.
The
total number of contested channels dropped by 3 to 259 (169 vhf, 90 uhf).
,

—

—

—

—

,

,
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This week's vhf CPs
Eureka, Cal .. KIEM, No. 3; Rome, Ga
WROM, No. 9;
Minot, N.D ., KCJB, No. 13 & Rudman Television Co., No. 10; Columbia, S.C ., WIS, No.
10 (3rd for city); Midland, Tex ., Permian Basin Television Co., No. 2.
The uhf CPs Macon, Ga ., WBML & WNEX, No. 47; Portland, Me ., Portland Telecasting Corp., No. 53; Gulfport, Miss .. WGCM, No. 56; St. Louis, Mo .. WIL, No. 42
Oklahoma City, Okla
(5th uhf in area)
KLPR, No. 19 & Oklahoma County Television
:

.

:

;

.

.

,

- 4 & Broadcasting Co., No. 25; Eugene, Ore .. W. Gordon Allen, No. 20 Dallas, Tex ..
KLIF, No. 29 (2nd for city)
Parkersburg, W.Va . West Virginia Enterprises Inc.,
No. 15; Wheeling, W.Va ., Polan Industries, No. 51; Beloit, Wis ., WGEZ, No. 57.
;

,

;

Sidelights on grantees
Wm. B. Smullin, owner of KIEM, Eureka, holds 50% of
Medford, Ore. TV application. WIS was granted CP in Columbia on condition several
stockholders drop ownership in WMSC, Columbia president is G. Richard Shafto, TV
director Charles Batson, onetime director of NAB's TV activities.
John W. Boler,
president of KCJB, Minot, recently withdrew application for Fargo
Oilman M. B.
Rudman, the other Minot grantee, holds CP for KTVR, Galveston, Tex., 50% of CP for
Billings, Mont., has applications pending for Fargo and Bismarck. Midland CP-holder
comprises theatremen J. Howard Hodge & Henry S. Griff ing principals hold interest
in Oklahoma City & Lubbock applications.
Portland, Me. organization is owned by principals of WLAM, Lewiston, also a
TV applicant.
Channel 25 grantee in Oklahoma City has the same ownership as KWCO,
Chickasha. W. Gordon Allen, Eugene, Ore., holds interest in Salem TV application,
owns varying percentages of AMs in Salem, Lebanon, Redmond, Cottage Grove
all in
Oregon.
Dallas grantee is headed by Barton R. & Gordon B. McLendon, who ran the
Liberty Broadcasting System.
West Virginia Enterprises Parkersburg, comprises the Baer family, owners
of TV applicant WTBO, Cumberland, Md.
Polan Industries, Wheeling, holds CPs for
WPTV, Ashland, Ky. and WUTV, Youngstown, is applicant for Roanoke and Terre Haute.
further details about grantees see TV Addenda 16-F herewith; for comf For
plete data on these and all other applications, see TV Factbook No. 16.]
:

;

.

;

—

,
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MACON GRANT SPURRING AM COMBINATIONS: FCC's approval

of the "joint AM" application
granting them uhf CP this week, is certain to have farbeing Commission's first approval of anything involving
reaching ramifications
joint ownership of a third broadcasting operation by 2 stations in same city.
Decision is certain to precipitate similar combinations, though Commission
made it clear that decision isn't to be regarded as carte blanche for any or all
joint TV proposals by AM stations.
Application of Macon Television Co originally specified that each station
would own 50%, and Commission sent it a "McFarland letter" doubting grant would be
in public interest and stating that hearing would be necessary (Vol.8:49). Stations
each would own 45% and an "umpire " with ownership in
returned with new proposal
neither, realtor W. A. Fickling, would hold balance of power with 10%.
Commission's reasons for approval were that hearing would be avoided and
uhf would be brought to Macon quickly, and that they were satisfied with stations'
plans to maintain competition between AMs while completely divorcing TV from AM.

of WBML & WNEX, Macon,

Ga.

—

,

.

—

*

*

*

*

Comrs. Sterling and Merrill issued concurring opinions both emphasizing
Said Sterling
"I should not
action isn't to be regarded as wide-open-door policy.
want my decision [considered] a bellwether. .. I shall decide each case on its individual merits." Merrill wrote "My action is based on the facts peculiar to this
situation and should not be construed as a general policy of endorsing all proposed
'marriages'." He would have preferred adding another channel to Macon.
Former argued that another uhf channel
Comrs. Hyde and Webster dissented
can be added now (though FCC majority recently disagreed with him). He also proposed a second way of giving Macon uhf service quickly, if neither party wants to
give the CP to " community-minded persons who would provide service
sell his AM
on an interim basis pending the resolution of hearing contests." This idea has been
broached by industry people before, is considered workable in some cases.
Comr. Webster would have held hearing to learn more about future operations.
"It would appear to be too much," he said, "to expect complete arms-length AM competition from parties whose right hands are clasped in the friendship of a joint TV
operation." Comr. Hennock didn't participate in voting.
,

:

:

.

—

5
4 MORE STATIONS ON AIR-TOTAL NOW 137: There are now 137 TV stations on the air in
Add to your list this week's WFMJ-TV, Youngstown (Channel 73) ;
the United States.
WKNB-TV, New Britain
KOLN-TV, Lincoln, Neb . (Ch. 12)
WHUM-TV, Reading (Ch. 61)
stations
to 29.
total
post-freeze
bring
new
starters
These 4
(Ch. 30).
Youngstown became first city to have 2 uhf stations in operation when the
Vindicator's WFMJ-TV turned on test pattern Feb. 9. City's other station is WKBN-TV
WFMJ-TV, affiliated
(Ch. 27), CBS affiliate which got started Jan. 6 (Vol. 9:3).
with NBC, will continue tests for while, hasn't announced when programs will start.
First high-powered uhf statio n, Humboldt Greig's WHUM-TV (CBS), began tests
Slated to be showcase for GE
at 12:12 a.m. Feb. 10, after long series of delays.
12-kw transmitter, station put out 60-kw signal at first from 1000-ft. antenna tower
atop Blue Mountain, 22 mi. north of Reading, gradually souped up power during week
GE engineers said
until it was radiating between 200 & 250 of its assigned 260 kw .
field strength appeared to be "at least as good as predictions based on FCC curves,"
but were still working to improve picture transmission.
Sole vhf to take air this week was KOLN-TV in Nebraska's capital city and
second TV station in that state. Test pattern came on at 3 p.m. Feb. 10 from DuMont
Station is operating on full assigned power of 26.9 kw.
transmitter.
;

;

New Britain's WKNB-TV is the first post-freeze station in Connecticut, will
Good
also serve Hartford, 8 mi. away, and should put signal into New Haven 30 mi.
on
of
basis
test pattern transmissions
coverage of Connecticut Valley was reported
Station planned to
which began just before midnight Feb. 11 at 20-kw visual power .
begin CBS-TV network schedule by week's end.
Roanoke's WROV-TV (Ch. 27) didn't get started this week, although all the
necessary equipment is on hand. Station hopes to begin tests early next week.
reports on upcoming new stations, see p. 7.]
[ For
,

MERGER APPROVAL PUTS RACKBONE INTO ABC: Psycholog ical lift

of the ABC-UPT merger
which was consummated an hour after FCC announced approval 3:30 p.m. Feb. 9, is more
significant than any immediate increase in business that ABC may expect.
It may
that Paramount Pictures
take more time to see effects of FCC's other major ruling
controls DuMont
a reversal of examiner Leo Resnick's original opinion.
,

—

—

Decision stiffened ABC's sagging morale not merely of headquarters but of
who confidently expect infusion of UPT capentire family of TV and AM affiliates
ital and showmanship to render them rugged competitors of NBC and CBS .
[For indication of capital available to new American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc.
(AB-PT), see Financial & Trade section for pro forma balance sheet.]
In Feb. 10 "meet the new bosses" session via closed circuit radio hookup,
ABC employes in New York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco & Los Angeles heard from
new hierarchy headed by president Leonard H. Goldenson. All TV & AM affiliates were
connected for similar meeting same day.
,

—

,

*

*

*

*

A few hesitant sponsors were tipped into the "sold" column almost immediately, said Robert Kintner, president of ABC div. of AB-PT, but the "basic improvement" will come this fall and afterward.
Programming and sales staff is being bolstered right away, he said, and
plans for construction of new plant in San Francisco where ABC now rents, were to
be put into effect as soon as possible.
Among the many benefits flowing from merger Kintner visualized distinct
boon to uhf
because uhf stations in markets with one or 2 vhf stations are particularly dependent on strong programming fare.
,

,

—

*

*

*

4c

Approval of merger had been expected of course, but ruling that Paramount
controls DuMont came as mild surprise even though close vote was predicted. Specifically, here's what was done Feb. 9 under provisions of FCC's decision:
(1) ABC and United Paramount Theatres merge d into new AB-PT which acquired
New York, WJZ-TV-AM-FM (changing to WABC-TV-AM-FM March 1)
ABC's owned stations
,

—

;

6

Chicago, WBKB (Ch. 7, changed from WENR-TV Feb. 12), WENR & WENR-FM Detroit, WXYZTV-AM-FM; San Francisco, KGO-TV-AM-FM Los Angeles, KECA-TV-AM-FM. AB-PT acquired
UPT's 50% of WSMB & WSMB-FM, New Orleans. AB-PT owns, wholly or partially, UPT's
710 theatres in 40 states.
Stock transfer was as follows ABC stockholders acquired, for each share of
ABC stock, $7.50 in common stock of AB-PT measured at $19 a share and $7.20 of preferred stock measured at its par value of $20. ABC chairman Edward J. Noble formerly 53.38% owner of ABC, controls 9.72% of AB-PT common and 55% preferred
is
thus largest single stockholder.
It
paying $6,000,000.
(2) CBS acquired WBKB, Chicago (Ch. 4) from UPT
changed call letters to WBBM-TV Feb. 12.
Station was ordered shifted to Channel 2,
and Zenith's claims to the channel were denied.
and status of those 2 organiza(3) Paramount was ruled to control DuMont
Since DuMont owns 3 TV stations. Paramount one, an additions remains unchanged.
tional station can be acquired by one of them.
;

;

:

,

—

,

,

*

*

*

Vote was 5-2 for merger .
Comr. Webster felt action on merger should be
withheld pending further hearing into qualifications of UPT officers from an antitrust standpoint.
Comr. Hennopk held the same reservation, in addition to opinion
In fact, she questioned wisdom of TV
that TV-movie tieups just aren't any good
ownership by AM stations, newspapers or theatres.
Vote was 4-3 granting sale of WBKB to CBS and denying Zenith a comparative
hearing for Channel 2 with either UPT's subsidiary Balaban & Katz or CBS. Dissenters were Comrs. Walker, Webster & Hennock. On Feb. 11, Zenith petitioned Commission
to withhold authorization of actual sale until it had time to ask for reconsideration of decision. Next day. Commission denied the petition but said sale wouldn't
prejudice Zenith's rights to request reconsideration. At Zenith's request, however.
Zenith may take deCommission is holding up shift of station from Channel 4 to 2.
cision to court, but it's impossible to tell what luck it will have there.
Vote was 5-2 on ruling that Paramount controls DuMont Comrs. Hyde and Sterling dissenting. Comrs. Webster and Hennock were particularly worked up about Paramount, asserting that it had so flouted FCC's rules that it didn't deserve to be a
Comr.
licensee at all and should be forced to divest itself of ownership in DuMont
Merrill wanted further hearing into Paramount's qualifications. All 3 felt Commission erred seriously in cutting off consideration of Paramount's anti-trust activities more than 3 years old.
.

,

.

*

*

*

*

The 256 pages of decisions and dissents show that commissioners put a lot of
thought into case, should be read in full if details are important to you. Documents are Mimeo. 86351 & 86352, may be obtained from Commission. Key statements on
merger are as follows:
"
One possible adverse argument is that the merged company could dominate
However, ABC combined with UPT would still be
the field by virtue of its size.
dwarfed by the RCA and the organizations now enjoying network supremacy are too
strong to warrant any fear that the competition to be afforded by AB-PT, while formidable, would place it in a dominant position."
"
Another possible adverse argument is that UPT is entering into a merger
with ABC in order to suppress ABC and thereby cripple TV. The obvious answer to this
is that pursuing such a course would have only a relatively minor adverse effect on
TV, would cripple UPT financially and produce a minute increase in attendance at
UPT's own theatres."
"
The methods by which large amounts of capital can be attracted to a nondiversified and somewhat speculative enterprise are limited, particularly where the
enterprise, in 9 years of operation, has never paid a dividend."
"
In our opinion the merger will not only fail substantially to lessen competition but will promote competition."
"
It has been suggested that the Commission's decision on the merger will
This argument ignores
eventually permit motion picture industry to take over TV
,

,

,

.

7

the fact that the operation of TV stations is conducted pursuant to a statutorylicensing plan. No transfer of a license may be made without Commission consent.
This consent is also required for the renewal of a license. Both require determinations as to the public interest.
The fear of domination of TV by motion picture
interests, therefore, is unwarranted in view of the Commission's continuing supervision of the growth of TV."
*

*

*

*

Decision accelerated speculation nevertheless, that other TV-movie mergers
or purchases would now develop, but expectation is that any such moves would be
to see how ABC-UPT merger works out and to permit FCC
withheld for year or two
There's speculation, too, that Paramount
to recover from its recent "labor pains".
and DuMont will forget their differences and throw heavy resources into all-out
competition; the reverse is also bandied about
that DuMont will finally buy out
Paramount's 25% and each will go its own way. There's rumor, in fact, that such
a deal was almost reached last year.
,

—

—

ROMISES OF QUICK starts are fewer and farther
between these days, as CP grantees come to realize that
getting on the air entails delays in delivery of auxiliary
equipment, as well as transmitters, in addition to host of
unforeseen details. Illustrative of delays are reports this
week from WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge (Ch. 28), first promised for January and with RCA transmitter now on hand,
that it looks like 30 days more are needed before Emsco
tower is ready; from WWLP, Springfield, Mass. (Ch. 61),
also promised for January, that it will make March 7
start if GE can deliver 12-kw unit on Feb. 20 promised
date; from WLBC-TV, Muncie, Ind. (Ch. 49), first promised by March 1, that it will be mid-summer before it gets
started; from WFTV, Duluth (Ch. 38), expected Feb. 15,

P

take until May 15.
So you can discount by one month for sure, and more
often than not by several months, the expected starting
dates of new stations as reported by principals in our
continuing survey. Rarely does one meet a specific target
that

it

may

date, despite best of intentions.

Speaking of equipment, incidentally, Rogan Jones, of
(Ch. 12), Bellingham, Wash., reports that our

WTOB-TV, Winston-Salem (Ch. 26), expects RCA
equipment in June, plans quick remodeling job of radio
facilities to accomodate TV, hopes to get on air by July
15— though president James W. Coan says candidly: “Perhaps Sept. 1 is more realistic, based on the extent of error
in the predictions of stations now going on the air.”
National rep not yet selected.

From Portland, Ore. comes word that Channel 53 station (call letters not yet assigned), granted to
Portland
Telecasting Corp., expects to test by August, go commercial in September.

President Frank S. Hoy, principal
owner of WLAM, Lewiston, reports RCA equipment and
Truscon tower have been ordered, to be installed at Columbia Hotel.

WTPA, Harrisburg, Pa. (Ch. 71) has ordered RCA
equipment, and mgr. David Bennett reports construction
begins Feb. 16 and station should get on air about June
15. No rep has yet been selected. It’s city’s
second uhf—
WHP-TV having indicated it proposes to begin on or before April 1. WTPA owner Donald E. Newhouse,
son of
newspaper publisher

Sam Newhouse,

is

still

serving in

KVOS-TV

Army.

typographical error made supermen out of his staff by
quoting him as saying they built all equipment for $22,000
instead of $82,000, the correct figure. He also says he expects to operate at a profit first month on air.

WENS, Pittsburgh (Ch. 16) has ordered GE 12-kw
transmitter, will shortly announce construction plans,
hopes
to go on air by August, reports managing partner
Larry
Israel, ex-WDTV executive who with A.
Donovan Faust
is being backed by chief stockholder
and attorney Thomas
P. Johnson, owner of the Pittsburgh
Pirates,

*

*

*

*

This week’s crop of reports from grantees was predominantly uhf, and this is what they told us:
KICU, Salinas, Cal. (Ch. 28) should get started in
August or September, reports partner S. A. Cisler Jr.,
former Louisville broadcaster who is partner in this venture with Grant R. Wrathall, consulting engineer and station owner.
No equipment has been purchased yet, nor
personnel selected. Bolling will be rep.
WILS-TV, Lansing, Mich. (Ch. 54) has ordered equipment from RCA due for July delivery, which means it
should get on air in late August or September, reports
Win. A. Pomeroy, president. Transmitter will be located
atop Olds Tower Bldg. No sales rep yet.
WBUF, Buffalo (Ch. 17), which has changed corporate
name to WBUF-TV Inc., reports DuMont equipment or-

Henry Oliver Rea,

steel

and oilman.

and by
Petry will be national

rep.

WVEC-TV, Hampton, Va. (Ch. 15) has ordered GE
equipment, begins construction March 1, will go on
air
Aug. 1 if plans don’t go awry. Rambeau will be rep. In
area, WHYU-TV, Newport News (Ch.
33) reports
hasn’t ordered equipment yet or made plans for
construction, but should get on air in 6-8 months,
meaning be-

same
it

tween next August-October.

WBTM-TV,

Danville, Va. (Ch. 24)

is

already clearing

ground for new TV-radio offices and studios, expects
to
be ready with RCA equipment by October, reports
president L. N. Dibrell.
Holingberry was selected as national rep.

approximate starting date.
Downtown
building has been acquired, soon to be remodeled.
H-R

WCAN-TV, Milwaukee (Ch. 25), is aiming for July,
manager Alex Rosenman reports, and O. L. Taylor has

Representatives will be national rep.
Buffalo’s WBES-TV (Ch. 59), call letters changed
from WDDG, has set Oct. 1 as target date to start with
GE equipment in Hotel Lafayette. Secretary Vincent
Gaughan says date was set ahead far enough so that “we
can go about our plans in a purposely methodical fashion.”
Bolling Co. is rep.

been chosen as rep.

dered,

May

15

*

WJON-TV,

St.

*

*

*

Cloud, Minn.

(Ch. 7) hasn’t ordered
equipment yet but hopes to be on air early in the fall, reports president Max H. Lavine, who owns the local ABC
outlet

(Wis.)

WJON

and
Telegram
.

is

also adv. director of the Superior

—
8

went to N. Y. as v.p. of General Teleradio Inc., named
Mutual v.p. and director, will concentrate on network and

Personal Notes: Edward L. Norton, chairman and chief
owner of WAPI & WAFM-TV, Birmingham, also president of Coosa River Newsprint Co. and onetime governor
of Federal Resex-ve Board, named chairman of committee
of 100 Birmingham business leaders seeking new economic
enterprises for the community
Morton H. Wilner,
Washington TV-x-adio attorney, x-ecommended to President Eisenhower for District of Columbia commissionership by Sen. Duff (R-Pa.); he’s native of D. C., is former
.

U

of Pennsylvania

.

.

Sam Brightman

Warren F. Warner, ex-program director,
Columbus, joins
in same capacity, replacing Gene Ragle
Harry K. Travis, program director, WKZO-TV, Kalamazoo, appointed gen. mgr. of new
WBKZ-TV, Battle Creek (Ch. 64), due on air in May
.

.

in

economy move

.

.

Ruddick C.

.

.

WLWC

.

.

.

.

.

.

HEATRE-TV HEARING was put “on ice’’ for at least
weeks while FCC decides whether continuation

2

“would serve any useful purpose.” Attorneys Vincent B.
Welch for Motion Picture Assn, and Marcus Cohn for National Exhibitors Theatre TV Committee spent this week’s
single hearing day Feb. 9 answering 8 clarifying quesunder
tions posed by Commission 2 weeks ago (Vol. 9:5)
continual grilling by commissioners and FCC general

—

Ben Cottone.

.

.

Dody

director,
*

named

Sinclair, ex-production mgr.,

WJAR-TV,

Providence

.

.

.

carriers to cooperate: (1) in ironing out

WU

live,

except where necessity required delayed

casts of special events.

(4)

Theati'e

TV

tele-

would supple-

ment, not replace, x-egular film fare.
(5) Neither advertising nor feature films would be transmitted to theatres
via

TV.

.

Harold M. Wheelahan

1

.

.

.

H. Klein, ex-opex ations mgr., KLAC-TV, Los Angeles,
now productions director, Fennell agency, L. A.
William H. Shriver Jr., ex-radio director-, National Council of Catholic Men, joins TV-radio staff of Van Sant,
Dugdale & Co., Baltimore
Bernard Lubar, ex-asst.
director, ixow heads TV-radio continuity dept., Ruthi-auff
Don Blauhut, ex-Peck Adv., heads TV-x-adio
& Ryan
dept., Raymond Spector Co.
-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Raymond Knight, 54, who created about 100 TV &
radio shows in 25 years as writer, producer & director,
most of them with NBC, died of a stomach ailment Feb.
Columbus Hospital, New York. Former ABC production mgr., he directed Ed Wynn and Alan Young radio
shows, was chief writer for Bob and Ray show (NBC) at
time of death.
13 at

How do TV stations arrive at their
Question frequently asked by upcoming new

Telecasting Notes:
time i*ates?

station operators, as well as by advertisers

and agencies,
seems to merit answer, “By guess and by God.” In a
word, at the outset of TV at least, they were fixed arbitrarily, bearing no relation to audience or potential audience.
Then, as TV clicked, the managers began to figure
out per-set formulas, thinking in terms of radio’s costper-1000
Consult the digests of rate cards in our
TV Factbook No. 10 and the sets-in-use figures in our
Special Report herewith, and you will see that at most of
the new stations, and even at soixxe of the old-established
ones, there’s no scientific basis for most x-ates; that some of
the very big city stations are probably too low, some of the
smaller ones undoubtedly too high
Atlantic City’s
WFPG-TV, with base §150 an hour rate, claims lowest
x-ate in TV;
upcoming KVOS-TV, Bellingham, Wash.,
promises “first x-ate of under $100 per night-time hour”
.

.

.

frequency conflicts; (2) “in matter of interconnection”;
(3) in installing equipment which wouldn’t degrade wideband theatre-TV signal.
Asked by Comr. Sterling to explain Western Union’s
role in theatre-TV plans, Mr. Welch explained that theatre
to build, operate
intex-ests have been negotiating with
and maintain private theatx-e-TV transmission system
but not as a common carrier competing with AT&T to
supply service to theatres. “We have gone to quite an extent on negotiations in that direction,” he said.
Comrs. Walker & Hennock expressed concern that
theatre TV would deprive home viewers of special events,
but Mr. Cohn assured commission that theatres intend to
take nothing away from home TV screens. In response to
questions, Mr. Cohn said: (1) Within 2 years, theatres
(2) He
could offer 1-2 hours of TV programming daily.
could not give names of parties intending to apply for
theatre-TV licenses.
(3) All theatre-TV programming

would be

.

public relations

as gen. mgr. of WSMB, New Orleans,
which he has headed for 24 years, to devote time to own
interests, including KSYL, Alexandria, La.
Milton

March

resigns

.

Mr. Welch reitex-ated that exclusive allocation of frequencies for theatre TV was best way to assure availability and quality of service, but added that special
theatre-TV common carrier, operating under present common carrier allocation, would be “feasible” if FCC ordered

common

.

.

.

existing

.

.

.

counsel

.

.

WTVN,

.

Lawrence, NBC director of promotion, planning & development, has resigned, and~m new lineup Jacob Evans, director of adv. & promotion, and Robert W. McFadyen, director of development, x-epoi-t to admin, sales mgr. Walter D.
Scott, while research chief Hugh M. Beville reports to network v.p. John K. Herbert
Herbert V. Akerberg, v.p. in
charge of station relations for CBS-TV & radio, to concentrate exclusively on TV, radio v.p. not yet named
Charles A. Henderson, fresh from promotion of prizewinning Victory at Sea, named publicity director, NBCTV film div.; Jay Smolin, ex-WNBT adv. dix-ector, named
adv. & promotion supervisor for film sales
J. Glen
Taylor, ex-General Tix-e Washington repi-esentative, who

T

.

.

director

fx-onx

.

tor

.

.

.

.

.

grid star
Paul Bergquist has
partnership of Gillett & Bergquist, Washington consulting engineex-s, and Richard J. Graim, exJansky & Bailey and recently in Signal Corps, has been
naixxed an associate with Glenn D. Gillett & Associates,
new name of firm
Kenneth D. Fry loses lob of Dernoci-atic TV-radio director as pax-ty’s national committee
consolidates its infoi-nxation setup under publicity direc-

withdrawn

on General Telex-adio’s stations
Charles R. Abry,
eastern sales mgr., promoted to ABC-TV national sales
mgr.
Marie McWilliams promoted to ABC personnel

.

.

TV film production is now a $l,000,000-per-week
business employing 40 U of Hollywood film colony’s labor
force, and may some day outdistance basic movie industx-v,
writes Lee Zhito in February U. S. A. Magazine, published
by the National Assn of Manufactui-ers; average 30-nxin.
TV film costs $20,000, he says, and most producers sell
first-run rights at a less but recoup deficits on subseqxxent
.

.

.

Moviegoers want newsreels in theatres despite
runs
TV newscasts, which consistently beat theatre showings
by days and weeks, according to sui'vey conducted in Philadelphia for Paramount by Sindlinger Co.; 86% favored
continuing newsreels
WOW-TV, Omaha, due to go to
100 kw within week, also has successful farm show which
it carries 3 days weekly at 12:30 p.nx.
it’s sponsored by
Staley Milling Co., handled by Mai Hansen, farm sex-vice
director.
Says mgr. Frank Fogarty: “Fax-m TV is very
much a reality with us”
Adam Young naixxed national
rep for new XETV, Tijuana, now testing on Ch. 6; he
replaces Petry, originally announced. Adam Young also is
U. S. rep for XHTV, Mexico City, XELD-TV, Matamoros.
.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.
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Technical Details of Signal to Be Tested During Forthcoming Months
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Changes Based on Field Tests Conducted with Earlier Specifications Announced Nov.
And Published by Television Digest as Supplement No. 75 on Dec. 1, 1951

TEST SPECIFICATIONS— GROUP
The image

(2)

The aspect

and 3 emits

ratio of the

image

is

peak amplitude

(

+ 2.5

of the carrier envelope.

per

The

white (luminance) level is not more than 15 per cent
than 10 per cent of the peak carrier amplitude.

less

The

(4)

horizontal

and

vertical synchronizing pulses are

those specified in Section 3.682 of Subpart

FCC

E

of Part 3 of the

Rules Governing Radio Broadcast Services

(as

amended

April 11, 1952; effective June 2, 1952), modified to provide the
color synchronizing signal described in Specification 21 (Group
II of these specifications).

An

(5)

increase in initial light intensity corresponds to a

decrease in the

amplitude

of the carrier

envelope (negative

modulation).

The

width of 6 me.
is used
for the picture signal in accordance with the FCC Rules cited
(6)

television channel occupies a total

Vestigial-sideband amplitude-modulation transmission

in Specification 4,

above.

The sound transmission

is by frequency modulation,
25 kilocycles, and with preemphasis in accordance with a 75-microsecond time constant.
The frequency of the unmodulated sound carrier is 4.5 me ±
1000 cycles above the frequency of the main picture carrier

(7)

with

maximum

deviation

±

actually in use at the transmitter.
(8)

The

(9)

The power

by

— Ey)

+

sin cot

+ fE^-Ey)

radiated signals are horizontally polarized.

nificance

Em

:

the total video voltage, corresponding to the scanning
of a particular picture element, applied to the modulator of the
picture transmitter.

E y is the gamma-corrected voltage of the monochrome
(black-and-white) portion of the color picture signal, corresponding to the given picture element.
E r E g and E B are the gamma-corrected voltages corresponding to the red, green, and blue signals intended for the
color picture tube, during the scanning of the given picture
,

,

element.

E q and Ej are the two gamma-corrected orthogonal components of the chrominance signal corresponding respectively
to the narrow-band and wide-band axes.
(11)
co is 27t times the frequency of the chrominance sub-carrier.
The phase reference of this frequency is the color synchronizing
signal (See Specification 21 below) which corresponds to amplitude modulation of a continuous sine wave of the form
sin(cot+180°) where t is the time.
The portion of each expression between brackets represents
the chrominance subcarrier signal which carries the chrominance information.
It is recommended that field-test receivers incorporate a
reserve of 10 db gain in the chrominance channel over the gain
required by the above expressions.

of the aural-signal transmitter is

not

less

The primary colors referred to by E R E G and E B
have the following chromaticities in the CIE system of speci-

than 50 per cent nor more than 70 per cent of the peak power

fication

Red (R)

TEST SPECIFICATIONS— GROUP

,

:

of the visual-signal transmitter.

The

cot

is

,

(10)

cos

1

In these expressions the symbols have the following siglevel is fixed at 75 per cent

maximum
nor

E m = Ey

4 units horizontally

vertically.

of the

cent)

signal can be represented

is

The blanking

(3)

1951

Notes: For color-difference frequencies below 500 kc, the

I

scanned at uniform velocities from left to
right and from top to bottom with 525 lines per frame and
nominally 60 fields per second, interlaced 2-to-l.
(1)

26,

Green (G)
Blue (B)

II

X

y

0.67
0.21
0.14

0.33
0.71
0.08

color picture signal has the following composition
(12)

E m =E;+ Eq

sin(a)t+33°)-|-E I cos (cot

33°)

where

The

color signal

Gamma

,

The phase

of the color burst

is

sin (wt

+ 180°)

so proportioned that

when the

is such that the desired pictorial
on a display device having a transfer
gradient (gamma exponent) of 2.75. The equipment used
shall be capable of an overall transfer gradient of unity with
a display device having a transfer gradient of 2.75. The voltages E y E r E Gi E b Eq, and Ej in the expression of Specification 10, above, refer to the gamma-corrected signals.

(13)

correction

result shall be obtained

Eq =0.41 (e;-e;)+o .48 (e;-e;)
E;=-0.27 (E b — y )+0.74 (E;-E;)
Ey=0.30 Er+0.59 Eq+0.11 E b

is

chrominance subcarrier vanishes, the ehromaticity reproduced
corresponds to Uluminant C (x = 0.310, y =0.316).

,

,

The color subcarrier frequency is 3.579545 me ±
(14)
0.0003% with a maximum rate of change not to exceed 1/10
cycle per second per second.

The

horizontal scanning frequency

is 2/455 times the
This corresponds nominally to
15,750 cycles per second (the actual value is 15,734.264 ±0.047
cycles per second).

(15)

color

subcarrier frequency.

The bandwidth

(16)

monochrome

assigned to the

signal

accordance with the FCC standard for black-andwhite transmissions, as noted in Specification 6 above.

Ey

is

in

The bandwith assigned prior to modulation to the
(17)
color-difference signals Eq and Ej is given by Table I.
Table

I

Q-channel bandwidth
at 400 kc less than 2
at 500 kc less than 6

at 600 kc at least 6

db down
db down
db down
Fig.

I-channel bandwidth
at 1.3

at 3.6

me
me

1.— Revised

less

NTSC

than 2 db down

at least 20 db

down

Notes:

Ey, E^, Eq, Eg, Eq and Ej are all matched to each
(18)
other in time to within ±0.05 microseconds. This is a tentative tolerance to be established definitely later.

(1)

The radiated signal envelope shall correspond to the
modulating signal of the above figure, as modified by
the transmission characteristics of specification
ber

The overall transmission bandwidth assigned to the
(19)
modulated chrominance subcarrier shall extend to at least 1.5
me below the chrominance subcarrier frequency and to at
least 0.6 me above the chrominance subcarrier frequency, at
an attenuation of 2 db.

(2)

num-

6.

The burst frequency

shall be the frequency specified
chrominance subcarrier. The tolerance on the
frequency shall be ±0.0003% with a maximum rate
of change of frequency not to exceed 1/10 cycle per

for the

second per second.

A sinewave, introduced at those terminals of the trans-

(20)

mitter which are normally fed the color picture signal, shall
produce a radiated signal having an envelope time delay,

me, of zero microseconds up to a frequency of
me; and then linearly decreasing to 4.3 me so as to be equal
to —0.26 microseconds at 3.579545 me.
The tolerance on all
these delays shall be ±0.05 microseconds relative to the delay
at 0.1 me.

(

3)

(

4)

2.5

The

(21)

color synchronizing signal

is

(

6)

(

7)

1.

(22)

The

field

strength measured at any frequency beyond

the peak carrier level.

horizontal scanning frequency shall be

times

Burst follows each horizontal pulse, but is omitted
following the equalizing pulses and during the broad
vertical pulses.

(5)

that specified in

the limits of the assigned channel shall be at least 60 db below

The

the burst frequency.

relative to 0.1

Figure

Specifications for Field Test of

Compatible Color Television

Vertical blanking 0.07 to 0.08V.

The dimensions

specified for the burst determine the
times of starting and stopping the burst, but not its
phase.

Dimension “P” represents the peak-to-peak excursion
the luminance signal, but does not include the
chrominance signal.
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CBS-Columbia Inc.— Leopold M. Kay.
Chromatic Television Laboratories Richard Hodgson.
Color Television Inc. Robert J. Stahl.
Crosley Div., Avco— Lewis M. Clement.

—

—

—

—

Allen B. DuMont Laboratories Dr. Allen B. DuMont.
Electronics Magazine— W. W. MacDonald.
Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp. D. D. Israel.

—

Silver.

Hallicrafters Co.— Harold J. Adler.
Hazeltine Electronics Corp. A. V. Loughren.
Hogan Laboratories Inc.—J. V. L. Hogan.

—

Magnavox Corp.

Organizations and Representatives

— Martin

—

John A. Rankin.
Motorola Inc. Dr. Daniel E. Noble.
Philco Corp. D. B. Smith.
Radio Corp. of America Dr. Elmer Engstrom.
Raytheon Television & Radio Corp. Hugh Christian.
Sentinel Radio Corp. W. J. Schnell.
Sylvania Electric Products Dr. R. M. Bowie.
Tele King Corp. Jerome Bresson.
Tele-Tech Magazine Dr. A. F. Murray.
Tele-tone Radio Corp. M. L. Levy.
Westinghouse Electric Corp. Ralph M. Harmon.

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

WMAR-TV,

—

—

Baltimore, Md.— E. K. Jett.
Zenith Radio Corp. Joe Spindler.

—
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IRST EDUCATIONAL TV station on air seems to boil
down to race between KUHT, Houston (Ch. 8) and
KUSC-TV, Los Angeles (Ch. 28), with both now aiming
W. W. Kemmerer, president of U of
for April starts.

F

Houston, joint CP-holder with Houston Independent
School District, told us this week station still hopes to get
on air by April 2 “if the equipment is delivered in time.”
KUHT has ordered its equipment from Federal, plans to
install it temporarily in existing radio facility.
Preliminary programming plans call for operation
from 5-9 p.m. during first few months as an “exploratory
period,” Mr. Kemmerer writes, adding he hopes to start
courses in history, humanities and biology on TV in term
beginning in September. “This will tend to improve our
regular instruction, and if our regular instruction is good
for the old and young students who now come to the
campus, it would be equally good also for those who do
not come to the campus.”
Mr. Kemmerer adds he hopes commercial stations will
participate in opening celebration as a good-will gesture
“for what would be the first educational station on the

KUHT management is largely in hands of John C.
Schwarzwalder, chairman of U of Houston TV-radio dept.
He holds degrees from Ohio State and Michigan, is author
of book We Caught Spies, based on experiences as Army
counter-intelligence major.
U of Southern California’s KUSC-TV awaits only its
DuMont uhf transmitter to go on air. Financed with
$500,000 grant from Allan Hancock Foundation, it plans
In
dry-run program tests in March on full-day basis.
addition to strictly educational telecasts, it plans to include
“community service” programs covering news, health and
air.”

child care.

Other educational TV developments this week: (1)
According to telecaster Edward Lamb, it would be “an
almost traitorous violation of our obligations to future

TV

channels reserved for educational use
WICU, Erie (Ch.
12), upcoming WMAC-TV, Massillon (Ch. 23) and TV
applicant in Toledo & Portsmouth, O. and Orlando, Fla.,
spoke to American College Public Relations Directors convention in Hanover, N. H. (2) St. Louis Educational TV
Commission, applicant for Channel 9 there, ordered $144,000 worth of equipment from RCA, minimum needed for
quick start.
(3) Opposition to proposed Massachusetts
educational network came from State Sen. George Evans,
chairman of legislative committee on education, who called
it “another way of needlessly spending taxpayers’ money.”
generations”

if

were defaulted.

SPORTS LIVE with TV? That’s crux of controversy brought to head this week by Judge Allan
K. Grim in Govt.’s anti-trust suit against National Professional Football League in Federal District Court, Philadelphia. Judge Grim denied NFL motion to dismiss suit,
but before recessing to Feb. 24, he asked Justice Dept,
atty. W. Perry Epes whether Govt, cares if TV kills pro
Judge Grim expressed
football and Epes replied “No.”
“concern” with lack of evidence showing whether pro
sports and TV can live together. TV industry observers
at trial, including NARTB and networks, feel that Govt,
should stress that there’s no conclusive evidence that TV
injures sports attendance. Justice Dept, has consistently
said its only objection to TV restrictions is “conspiracy”
of team owners in violation of anti-trust laws.
Both sides have indicated they’ll appeal decision if
they lose. Since decision on appeal probably won’t come
in time to affect 1953 sports programs, National Collegiate
Athletic Assn.’s TV committee is taking steps to implement its own football TV “controls” voted by NCAA convention in January (Vol. 9:2). Executive director Walter
Byers will call meeting within 2 weeks to name 1953 TV

draw up fall TV program.
Organized baseball’s hassle over “co-existence” with
TV forced DuMont temporarily to suspend plans for “TV
game-of-the-week” on national hookup, similar to radio’s
“game-of-the-day.” DuMont wanted to televise 18 major
league and 8 minor league games, but after blast by Sen.
Johnson (D-Col.), Western League president, to New York
Baseball Writers Assn, that such telecasts would ruin
minor leagues, DuMont officials said they’ll “reexamine”
entire picture before deciding whether to go ahead. Again,
in Feb. 13 statement, Sen. Johnson said that Congress
wouldn’t permit baseball leaders to “destroy” minor
leagues by national telecasts of major league games. But
his office told us that no bill is in works.
director and

Mr. Lamb, owner of

Swing to 3-dimensional films by leading motion picture
producers may hasten release to TV of major studio’s
backlog of features, many industry observers believe. As
stated by Billboard’s Sam Chase Feb. 7: “Should the bulk
of new Hollywood production be in 3-D, as now seems more
and more

C AN

likely, distributors of

TV

films anticipate that

a considerable quantity of feature film now resting in the
libraries of major studios may suddenly be shaken loose
It is felt that
for video airing before the end of 1953.
the impact of the new technique will be so strong on theatre box offices that the standard film product, even shown
for free via TV, will not be considered a competitive
threat.” Threat of obsolescence of present-day 2-dimension films by new 3-dimension processes prompted statement by Columbia Pictures v.p.-treas. Abe Schneider that
stockholders will be informed before any films are released to TV. His statement was in response to question
from stockholder, and he also indicated Columbia is eyeing
subscription TV as far more lucrative vehicle than commercial TV for played-out features. He added that Columbia’s TV film subsidiary is “making a little money.”
While it is “not lucrative,” it’s gaining valuable experience in TV field, he said.

Sponsors aren’t rushing to add new
markets to their network program lineups, says Feb.
Advertising Age, which polled ad agency executives

Network Accounts:

TV
9

who

said, generally, that sponsors lack specific information
about new markets and that some new markets are priced
Extensive protoo high for their limited sets-in-use
motion campaign will build up to sponsorship by RCA
.

Victor Div. of

March

Academy Award

.

.

NBC-TV

presentations of

Thu. 10:30-11:30 p.m.
Spot announcements,
newspaper ads and “plugs” on other RCA Victor programs will back up first telecast of big Hollywood affair
Presentafor which NBC-TV paid $100,000 (Vol. 9:6).
tion ceremonies were moved up to 7:30 p.m. Pacific time
because of eastern time differential
CBS-TV chai’ges
NBC-TV with “show-stealing,” according to Feb. 11
Variety which says that Strike It Rich, sponsored by
Colgate on CBS-TV, Mon.-Fri. 11:30 a.m.-noon, is being
lured to NBC-TV by offer of 5-times-a-week sponsorship
at cost of 3 times weekly, which would save Colgate
River Brand Rice Mills Inc. (River
$1,000,000 annually
Brand & Columbia rice) buys Wed. 3:30-3:40 p.m. portion of Paul Dixon Show, starting Feb. 11, on DuMont,
Mon-Fri. 3-4 p.m., thru Donahue & Coe
Helene Curtis
Industries Inc. (Spray net & Helene Curtis shampoo)
will sponsor Down You Go, starting March 13, on DuMont, alt. Fri. 10:30-11 p.m., thru Ruthrauff & Ryan;
Carter Products Inc. is alternate sponsor
Charles
Antell Inc. (hair preparation products and reducing &
vitamin pills) starts What’s Your Bid? Feb. 14 on ABCTV, Sat. 7:30-8 p.m., thru Television Adv. Assoc. .
Melville Shoe Co. (Thom McAn Shoes) buys cooperative
sponsorship of ABC Fights, starting Feb. 17, on WJZTV, Tue. 9-10 :30 p.m., thru Anderson & Cairns, offered
for cooperative sponsorship on all ABC-TV affiliates.
19,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Station Accounts: “Added advertising coin from the
filmeries” is on tap for 1953, reports Variety, pointing to
fact annual board meeting of Theatre Owners of America
ended with another recommendation that distributors use
medium as “perfect channel for getting into the home and
reaching potential filmgoers.” Said that journal: “Film
sales managers, at informal powwow with TOA, told the
exhibs that the filmeries were now in a trial-&-error period
of video selling, but promised that companies would carefully study methods of selling via video. Present deterrent
to greater use of TV is the high cost factor involved, especially in nationwide saturation campaigns [and] distribs
have found exhibs reluctant to contribute financially to
Balaban & Katz, operatlocal cooperative campaigns”
ing Chicago chain of theatres and owning WBKB, sponsoring Family Movie Quiz on that station to hypo interest in movies; those who register at theatres are eligible
to be phoned and asked what’s playing at their favorite
theatre that night, with daily prize of fully paid “night
Fund-raising Mardi Gras, for beneout,” dinner and all
fit of Junior League of New York, one night only Feb. 17,
Tue. 11:15 p.m.-12:15 a.m., will have these sponsors on
& WNBT: American Express Co., American Viscose Corp., Chesterfield, Leigh Foods Iric. (Flamingo
orange juice), Lipton Tea, Philco, Lever Bros. (ShadowWave home permanent), Wm. Skinner & Sons (Skinner
satin), Springmaid Co. (fabrics), Trans- World Airlines,
WestgateI. A. Wyner Co. (Sag-No-Mor wool jersey)
Sun Harbor Co. (Breast o’ Chicken Tuna) has purchased
new Guild Films Inc. Liberace series for 26 weeks for
Chicago, Detroit, Baltimore, Buffalo, New Orleans, Houston, and Pui’ex Corp. (bleach, drain opener) has taken it
.

.

.

.

.

.

WNBC

.

.

.

for San Diego, both thru Foote, Cone & Belding
Carpet
Institute backing “Carpet Fashion Bazaar” in April-May
(instead of one of those usual “Weeks”) in which more
than 12,000 specialty, furniture and dept, stores will join,
.

.

.

using TV along with newspapers in local campaigns
supported by heavy national space
Gorton-Pew Fisheries Co. using heavy TV-radio spot campaign (TV exclusively in the South) to exploit pre-Lenten market,
thru Ingalls-Miniter Co., Boston
Southwestern Bell
Telephone Co. sponsoring It Seems Like Yesterday, 15-min.
films of bygone events and people, weekly on WBAP-TV,
Ft. Worth
Among other advertisers reported using or
preparing to use TV Lucas Products Corp. (HX antiseptic disinfectant), thru Beeson-Reichert, Toledo; ReeSeal Co. (Ree-Seal lids), thru Rockett Lauritzen Agency,
Los Angeles; Skira Inc. (book publishers), thru Waterston
& Fried, N. Y.; Utility Appliance Corp. (gas ranges,
heaters), thru Calkins & Holden, Carlock, McClinton &
Smith, Los Angeles; S. C. Johnson & Sons (Jubilee kitchen
cleaning emulsion), thru Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago; Cremo Mfg. Co. (marshmallow topping), thru Gresh
& Kramer, Philadelphia; W. F. Schrafft & Sons Corp.
(Schrafft’s candies), thru Badger & Browning & Hersey,
N. Y.; Consolidated Sewing Machine & Supply Co. (Viking
Zig-Zag machines), thru Olian & Bronner, Chicago; M. &
R. Dietetic Laboratories Inc. (Pream powdered cream),
thru Ralph Jones Co., Cincinnati; Becker-Coulter Co.
(Tipon Flow Brush, nail lacquer), thru Lynn-Fieldhouse,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; Endust Corp. (dusting aid), thru St.
Georges & Keyes, N. Y. Hassenfield Bros. (Mr. Potato
Head, plastic toy), thru Bo Bernstein & Co., Providence;
Drake Bakeries Inc., thru Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

;

Ambitious community antenna project to serve Caswas announced this week by group of Caspar
businessmen. Construction has already begun on $500,000
system which would pick up Denver TV programs at Cheyenne, microwave them to Caspar and distribute them by
FCC approval would be required for microwave.
cable.
Heading new company, Community TV Systems of Wyoming, is Bill Daniels, Caspar insurance man. Others in
enterprise, all Caspar residents, are oilmen Earl Lyle &
Hal Barnes and attorney W. J. Wehrl, director of Caspar

Ownership of RKO Pictures Inc. will go back to board
chairman Howard Hughes, who gains over $1,000,000 in
Syndicate headed by Ralph Stolkin, which
the process.
bought controlling stock from Mr. Hughes and ex-RKO
president Ned Depinet last year for more than $7,000,000
(Vol. 8:38-43), chose to default on payments to Mr.
Hughes & Mr. Depinet, losing $1,125,000 down payment
and some $60,000 interest. Mr. Stolkin and members of
his group have interests in several AM stations and TV

National Bank. Denver consulting engineer T. G. Morrissey is chief engineer. Service is expected to begin Sept. 1,
and sponsors have set goal of 6000 subscribers out of
Caspar’s 8000 homes and 1000 business establishments.
William T. Lane elected president of Broadcasting
simultaneously with
Inc., licensee of WLTV, Atlanta,
formal acquisition this week of the Georgia company by
Crosley Broadcasting Corp. following $1,500,000 purchase
deal approved by FCC (Vol. 8:51). He continues as general manager, will supervise $1,000,000 expansion program
now being planned, including 316-kw. Avco v.p. and Crosof
ley chairman James D. Shouse becomes chairman
comexecutive
of
chairman
Dunville
Robert
WLTV board,

KOIN,

par, Wyo.,

mittee.

Record Industry Assn, of America elected Howard
RCA Victor, and Emanuel Goldstein, of Simon &
Shuster, new directors at annual meeting in N. Y. Feb. 11.
Relected were James C. Conkling, Columbia; Irving Green,
Mercury; Milton Rackmil, Decca; Dario Soria, Raxor;

Letts,

Glenn Wallichs, Capitol.

—

Of interest to TV industry from station operators
owners is new edition of Code for Protection
Against Lightning, National Bureau of Standards Handbook 46, just published and available for 40<? from Govt.
Printing Office, Washington.

to

set

—

TV set licenses in Britain increased by 80,908 during
November, bringing total to 1,813,790 at end of month
(about total of Los Angeles & San Francisco).

applications,

recently

Portland, and

holdings

sold

KJR,

in

TV

applicants

Seattle (Vol. 8:45).

Advertising of TV sets led all appliances in newspaper
during 1952, totaling 3,635,529 column inches for
local, 650,301 national, reports Advertising Checking Bureau, Chicago, on basis of survey of 49 major cities.
Nevertheless, these were 18.5% and 42.7% respectively
below 1951 linage, largest percentage drop for any category. Dealer ads for radios totaled 375,456 column inches
linage,

local, 58,799 national, also

down 19.4% and 12%

respec-

Biggest gain was for home freezers, up 57.5% and
Refrigerators ran 2,424,483
electric dryers, up 37.6%.
inches, down 31.7% and second only to TVs.
tively.

Dealers are up in arms over bill introduced recently in
Wisconsin Legislature requiring them to guarantee new
TV set purchasers 6 months of free service, including
both parts and labor. NARDA immediately protested and
asked RTMA to assist it in proposing amendments which
were requested by chairman of legislature’s state affairs
committee. Others who protested to committee were National Electronics Distributors Assn, and Milwaukee Better Business Bureau.

Admiral spent $69,000,000 to advertise all its products
from 1946 through 1952, of which $40,000,000 nearly
60% went for newspaper space, reports v.p. Seymour
Mintz. National magazines got second largest share, TV
third.
This year’s budget is record $20,000,000, of which

—

—

bulk will go to newspapers.

DOES DECONTROL SIGNAL MORE PRICE HIKES? New round of price increases on TV receivers
and question before the house is what effect
looks like it's already under way
Administration's policy of decontrol will have on an industry price structure forcing itself upward anyway.
It was Emerson's turn to boost prices this week (see Topics & Trends, p. 12)
following lead of Admiral. Who'll be next? DuMont's Dan Halpin isn't saying yes
although he was one of first to
or no about his company's plans to jack up prices
call turn on current increases elsewhere. A Philco spokesman was equally noncommittal about plans; Philco raised prices on 8 models only last September (Vol.8:38).
H. Leslie Hoffman
president of Hoffman Radio, told distributors meeting this week
that "slightly higher prices" are definitely on the way.
Only RCA said flatly it wouldn't raise prices spokesman telling us RCA is
satisfied with current prices and definitely has no plans to increase them, regardless of what other manufacturers might do.
But price increases on TV-radio parts are definitely in the works, in opinion of Leslie F. Muter, big Chicago components manufacturer.
He told panel discussion of New York Society of Security Analysts that he foresees 5-10% increase in
prices of resistors, yokes and transformers as soon as order decontrolling parts is
extended to manufacturers, expected in week or two
Last week's decontrol order
affected only TV-radio replacement parts at wholesale and retail levels.

—

—

,

,

.

*

*

*

But manufacturers were agreed on one thing

*

business is just fine, thanks.
We're embarrassed ," said C. P. Baxter, asst. mgr. of RCA home instrument
dept., when we asked him about business.
Embarrassed? "Yes, we're embarrassed because we haven't been able to gear our production to meet demand.
That should give
you a pretty good idea of how business is. Our uhf business is particularly good .
That goes for sets, converters, the whole works. The demand has exceeded our plans."
"
Excellent, still on allocation " was the way Philco described its business,
and Halpin was scarcely less enthusiastic about DuMont's volume.
DuMont, incidentally, announced this week its January picture tube production set record
Crosley v.p. Leonard F. Cramer was also bullish about 1953 prospects, telling dealers' meeting in St. Charles, 111. that Crosley plans 60% boost in TV 90%
gain in radio business this year. Forecasting industry-wide production and sales
of 6,500,000 new sets, Mr. Cramer said only a bottleneck in CR tube output could
slow industry's pace, adding it takes twice as long to build 21-in. tube as 17-in.
TV production keeps barreling along reaching’ 173,927 (8524 private label
week ended Feb. 6, down slightly from 198,489 the preceding week, but still strong
enough to raise year's five-week total to nearly 900,000
Factory inventories went
up a bit to 136,798 from 133,436 week ended Jan. 30.
Radio experienced its fifth straight week of rising production, reaching
296,972 (151,585 private), up from 283,081 preceding week for five-week total of
I, 326,923 (preliminary).
Factory inventories were 259,954 down from 257,200.
Week's radios: 99,150 home sets, 16,559 portables, 53,199 clock, 128,064 autos.
:

"

.

,

,

)

.

,

Decontrol of servicing prices charged by TV-radio tech-

was urged

week by

NARDA

telegram to
Price Administrator Freehill. Action was urged to counteract tendency of “a small, unscrupulous element in the
service industry to charge prohibitive prices for parts,
some of which were not absolutely needed for the service job, under the pretext of offering service apparently
free of charge for prolonged periods of time.”

nicians

this

in

Midwest Radio & Television Corp., 909 Broadway,
Cincinnati, specializing in mail orders, has been sold to
company called Ten-O-Nine Traction Bldg. Corp., headed
by Spencer W. Cunningham, head of local brokerage office
& Co. Sellers were Edmund F. & Alfred G.
Hoffman. Purchasing corporation includes Donald Dodt,
William Savage Jr., Walter L. Tarr, Thomas M. Talley,
Gilbert A. Davis and Mrs. Nettie C. Wolff.
of Prescott

11 -

:
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Trends

TV

of

Trade:

“Let’s put uhf

NARDA

across!”

9 edition of its

gives its members this advice in Feb.
newsletter. Citing case of Atlantic City’s

WFPG-TV

(Vol. 9:6), editorial says

ception

dealei’s’

problem of uhf reheadache as well as broadcaster’s.
“It’s our job to go to the customer and sell him on the
pride of receiving all the TV service within reach of his
set,” sa3^s editorial, “not a half-sale of a strip or a converter, but a full-sale involving the necessary antenna
changes to give really good uhf reception.”
NARDA

makes

is

this plea for cooperation:

“It’s something we owe to those broadcasters who
bring uhf to our communities, to our brand names whose
standing influences our own, to the position of our businesses in our communities and our industry, and, most
important, to our customers.”
That dealers are determined to display uhf to best
advantage is indicated by report that virtually all 22 RCA
dealers in Atlantic City area have signed up with Phila-

E VERY

STATE IN NATION, even those without TV,
shared in 6,174,505 sets sold to dealers last year, according to RTMA’s cumulative state-by-state and countyby-county x-eport released this week.
This represented
substantial hike over 5,095,563 sets shipped in 1951 but
still somewhat under record 7,068,000 in 1950.
Total compai’es with 1952 production of 6,096,279 and
with year-end factory inventories of 104,809, distributor
inventories of 404,315 (Vol. 9:6).
The
state figures (county-by-county tables

RTMA
State

Colorado
Connecticut,

Delaware

On

refrigerators, air conditioners, etc., Govt,

December

Novem-

vs. $3,274,024 in

ber and $3,149,785 in Dec. 1951. Collections for 6 months
ended Dec. 31 totaled $40,537,086 vs. $28,278,127 same 1951
period.

Emerson

raised prices on four 21-in. consoles by $20
Like Admiral, which raised pi’ices on
8 models last week (Vol. 9:6), Emerson kept low end of

Florida

unchanged. New lists: mahogany $300 to $330, blonde
$320 to $350; slide-door mahogany $330 to $350, blonde
$350 to $370; full-door mahogany $380 to $400; full-door
combination $450 to $480.

New York Better Business Bureau has endorsed bill
by State Sen. John Bennet and Assemblyman Malcolm
Wilson, making it unlawful for dealers to possess TV set
or other appliance from which manufacturer’s serial number has been removed or defaced.

Trads Personals: william p. Maginnis, with rca 21
years before joining Federal (IT&T) in 1951, elected v.p.
& chief engineer in charge of telephone, radio & vacuum
tube engineering . Charles F. Moor, Canadian Admiral
production engineer, loaned to Dept, of National Defense
Lee
to be production program chief, electronics div.
Ballengee, ex-Chicago office mgr., named asst, sales mgr.,
General Instrument Corp., replaced by Benjamin V. K.
French, ex-field engineer of subsidiary F. W. Sickles div.
Paul H. Frye, ex-Raytheon research & engineering
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

appointed gen. mgr. of newly-formed special
div., succeeded by Robertson Gannaway, chief
Charles Roberts, Fada adv. mgr.,
.
technical engineer
resigns to become president of American Food Club Corp.,
Rear Adm. Timothy J. O’Brien (ret.)
Clifton, N. J. .
George Krygier appointed adelected Skiatron v.p.
.
M. L. Myers apministrative engineer, CBS-Columbia
pointed Sparton asst. gen. sales mgr.
director,

products

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Georgia
Idaho
.

Indiana
Iowa

.

Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana

.

Maine
Maryland

...

Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota ...
Mississippi

Missouri

Montana

from

State

Total

Nebraska

75,311
25,141
16,394
577,186
98,216
128,876
19,756
60,989
97,232
109,508
1,452
348,412
220,355
106,571
38,916
83,254
65,048
11,022
109,389
244,688
262,525
88,608
24,460
161,736
193

Nevada
New Hampshire

New Jersey
New Mexico
New Vork

North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio ... _

...

.

Oklahoma

Oregon
Pennsylvania

Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota

.

.

52,862
111
22,706
242,364
9^425
736,956
122,685

338
462,010
101,056
44’413
531,021
371508
30,781
1,574
77,596
290,941
38,554
7,311
112,652
111,379
68,656
95,361
2,507

Tennessee
Texas

Utah
Vermont
...

.

Virginia

Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

Wyoming

GRAND TOTAL

6,174,505

Note: Similar figures covering the 9,740,397 radios sold to dealers
year (when production was 9,711,236 units, with factory Inventories of 190,269 and distributor inventories of 571,275) were

also compiled

by RTMA.

q

Financial & Trade Holes:
American BroadcastingParamount Theatres Inc., as the new T V-radio-theatre
merger authorized by FCC is corporately known, will be
conducted on a decentralized basis through subsidiary
operating companies, says Feb. 9 letter to United Paramount Theatres Inc. stockholders from president Leonard
H. Goldenson. ABC will be organized as a self-contained
unit within the merged companies.

“We

to $30 this week.
line

Columbia

District of

December excise tax collections on TVs, radios &
phonos were $18,635,076, compared with $12,332,956 in
November and $13,723,553 in Dec. 1951. Internal Revenue
Bureau report also shows collections of $67,554,618 for
6 months ended Dec. 31, compared with $51,319,932 same
1951 period.

...

California

last

collected $7,018,765 in

Total
_

Arizona
Arkansas

Illinois

state-by

available

on request)

Alabama

delphia distributor Raymond Rosen Co. for special RCA
Service Co. antenna installations in their stores.
Rosen
firm offered to pay all but $20 of cost of each installation,
will follow installations with newspaper adyertising campaign sti’essing store demonstrations.
Nation’s first
televised training program for TV servicemen is scheduled 7-8 p.m. Feb. 16 on WFPG-TV, when Raytheon will
let public look in on its uhf lectui'es and demonstrations.

RTMA

believe,” letter states, “that the addition of

presents the

company and

ABC

stockholders with a splendid
opportunity for growth. While continuing in our efforts
to present the best theatre entertainment available, we
plan a number of steps to strengthen the ABC operation.
its

This

we

will, of course, take time. But in our march forward,
shall do our best to build a strong, public-nxinded and

profitable

company serving the

best interests of the public,

our stockholders, employes and associates in the theatre
and broadcasting fields.”

UPT stock continues unchanged. On Feb. 11, AB-PT
secretary Robert H. O’Brien inforixxed ABC stockholders
that certificates for shares of the merged company are
ready for exchange; for each share of ABC common, they
are entitled to 36/100ths of a share of the 5% preferred
and 15/38ths of a share of common of AB-PT. Meanwhile, ABC common was suspended from dealings by the
N. Y. Stock Exchange, which now lists AB-PT Inc. The
5% cumulative preferred $20 par value of AB-PT has also
been admitted to the list.

To establish financial qualifications of AB-PT, a pro
forma consolidated balance sheet as of Sept. 30, 1951 was
submitted to FCC during hearings. It showed assets of
$152,084,955, comprising current assets of $52,945,902 (including $34,607,668 cash) ; investments of $3,624,892; fixed
assets of $80,177,357; intangibles $8,756,620; other assets
of $3,479,877; and prepaid expenses and deferred chax-ges
of $3,100,307. This balance sheet also showed total current liabilities of $21,143,633; long terixx liabilities of $50,869,675; capital surplus of $33,301,771; earned surplus of

$18,031,522.

13 Electronics Reports: Govt, will junk Controlled Materials Plan June 30, and in meantime CMP will operate on
“open end” basis. Feb. 13 announcement by acting defense
mobilizer Arthur Flemming, means just this: Second quarter CMP allotments of steel, copper & aluminum which
have already been worked out by NPA will be honored.
But, effective immediately, mills may accept orders without restriction after they have taken care of all CMP allotments. “Open-ending” of CMP should have little effect
on metal supplies before May, since “lead time” for ordering most types of steel, copper & aluminum is 45 days.
This means users won’t be able to get quantities of these
products above their quotas before April at earliest.
End of CMP June 30 won’t mean scuttling of all materials controls.
There will be no more allotments to
civilian industries
they’ll be permitted to use all the
metals they can latch onto. But some sort of priority
system will be worked out to assure that military, atomic
and defense supporting industries get first crack at steel,
copper & aluminum, as well as such scarce alloying metals

—

—

—

as nickel and cobalt.

Copper scrap prices were decontrolled Feb.

move

11,

and

expected eventually to help relieve shortage. Scrap
prices immediately jumped 4 4 a pound, but there were few
takers since refined copper made from that raw material
is still under ceilings.
Aluminum supply, too, is expected
to increase materially following agreement this week with
Canada on substantial increase in imports.
is

*

*

*

*

Electronics Production Board, top-level coordinating
agency for all electronics programs, has been abolished,

but most of

functions are expected to be assumed by
up in ODM’s production div., headed by
James A. Williams, ex-chief of DPA’s production office.
Details of
reorganization haven’t been announced.
Richards W. Cotton, Philco, was chairman of EPB and
electronics branch, at least temporarily.
may head

new body

its

to be set

ODM

ODM

Avco president Victor Emanuel
for Crosley

credits rise in

demand

TV &

radio sets following end of freeze with
boosting parent corporation’s sales to $326,585,641 for
fiscal year ended Nov. 30, highest in company history,
14% above 1951 sales of $286,598,113 (Vol. 8:6). Profits

1952 were $11,028,927 ($1.20 on 8,890,824 shares)
to $10,089,214 ($1.10 on 8,819,385 shares) preceding year. Backlog of defense orders reached record
$350,000,000 at end of year. Although statement, as customary, gave no breakdown to indicate sales and profit of
Crosley’s TV-radio manufacturing & broadcasting divisions, latter indicated in connection with FCC application
to buy Atlanta’s
that its dollar volume for fiscal
year ran over $9,000,000, net profit around $900,000.
in fiscal

compared

WLTV

Zenith sales set all-time record of $137,462,000 in
McDonald Jr. in interim financial report.
This compares with $110,022,780 in 1951 and
In final quarter of 1952, volume
$134,012,595 in 1950.
totaled $54,899,000, some 33.5% above any previous quai’ter in Zenith’s history. Sales in January 1953 were highest for any month to date, said Cmdr. McDonald, who
explained “Although it was anticipated that sales demand
for TV receivers would continue strong after the year end
in the new market areas, [the] company is also experiencing strong demands from mature TV markets, such as
New York and Chicago.”
1952, says president E. F.

OBERT

C. SPRAGUE isn’t taking job of Undersecretary of the Air Force, as offered (Vol. 9:3, 6), because he can’t see his way clear to divesting himself of
his interest in Sprague Electric Co., big components manufacturer, which he founded and headed until Gen. Eisenhower asked him to join his defense team. Presumably,
he’ll return to Sprague, but in meantime the loss of services of one of the ablest men in the electronics industry,

R

ex-RTMA president, because
of a Senatorial “fetish” over stockholdings, is pointing up
a real problem in Govt. The problem was very aptly set
an Annapolis graduate and

forth in an editorial in the Washington Post Feb. 12, which
stated

“The case of Robert C. Sprague raises a question as
whether the strip-before-you-enter formula applied to
public servants has been carried too far. Mr. Sprague was
asked to become Undersecretary of the Air Force more
than a month ago in part because of his wide experience
in electronics.
He did not seek the office. After he had
resigned as president and director of the Sprague Electric
Co. of North Adams, Mass., and spent a month preparing
to take over the new assignment, Secretaries Wilson and
Talbott decided against his nomination because Mr.
Sprague refused to sell his stock in the company that he
to

—

Was

that decision necessary in the public interest,
merely a wooden application of a fixed rule?
“There are many indications that Mr. Sprague would
have been an excellent Undersecretary of the Air Force.
The only question raised was whether his continued ownership of a family enterprise would have been incompatible
with his public duty. In the first place, only .7 of 1 per
cent of the company’s business is with the Air Force, and,
as the items in question can be readily obtained elsewhere,
built.

or

was

it

the company voted last month not to enter into any contract with the Air Force while its owner held office in
that service. In addition, Mr. Sprague agreed to disqual-

become necessary for the Air
Force to deal with his company. The general counsel of
the Air Force reported that the proposed arrangement
fully met the requirements of the law.
“It is important to note also that the safeguards suggested by Mr. Sprague also satisfied both Republican and
Democratic leaders of the Senate Armed Forces Committee.
So far as we can determine, no opposition whatever
ify himself if it should ever

developed in the committee.
Opposition was confined to
the Pentagon. Apparently Secretaries Wilson and Talbott
rejected Mr. Sprague because he had not done what they
had been required to do under different circumstances.
“We think there is a clear distinction between Mr.
Wilson’s holdings in General Motors, an immense supplier
of defense equipment, and Mr. Sprague’s stock in a family
enterprise not essential to defense. That distinction should
have been recognized at the Pentagon.
Now that the
principle of official divorcement from interests that might
sway decisions in the defense establishment has been firmly
established, it should not be used arbitrarily to deprive the
Government of talented executives where no real conflict
of interest exists. Aside from the injustice done in this
case, a rigid adherence to the precedent would place many
able executives beyond the reach of Government service.
There is surely a rule of reason here as elsewhere.”

:

R. Mallory

&

Co. reports 1952 consolidated net
income of $1,897,773 ($3.12 a share) vs. $1,923,314 ($3.16)
P.

Distributor

Notes:

Mid-Atlantic

National Theatres reports net income of $544,697 (20<)
a share on 2,769,486 shares) for quarter ended Dec. 27,

compared with $373,948

(14?*)

same 1951

period.

(Ad-

Raytheon appoints Tri-State
Sylvania names ECCO, Louisville; E & R Distributors, Butte
Hoffman Radio names
Siebert & Willis, Wichita; E. M. Kemp Co. (Hoffman),
Sacramento, opens Reno branch (Gene Hall, mgr.)
Distributors (Motorola)
Distributors, Spokane
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

in 1951.

Appliances

miral), Washington, appoints Lee Perlmutter sales promotion mgr., replacing Morton Funger, now treas. of Samson

.

.

.

CBS-Columbia names Crenshaw Co., Memphis
Mercury names Horn & Cox, Los Angeles.

.

.

.

.

.

Pacific

,
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OLOR SPECULATION

rises again,

with release this

week of NTSC’s recently adopted revised

field

test

—

published herewith in full text
specifications (Vol. 9:4)
as Supplement No. 75-A, going to all subscribers.
Rumors that RCA will go to FCC in March or April
and request approval of compatible system are met by RCA
officials with statement that “we are always considering
to the Commission.”
R. G. Baker (GE), chairman of NTSC, said
He considers the March-April
is news to him.

when the system should be brought
Dr.
the

W.

rumor

date too early. “I’ve been saying that it would take a
minimum of 4 months to field test the new specifications,”
he stated. “Why, several of the companies won’t be able
to get on the air with them until March 1. I know we can’t.
“I’m quite confident that we have the right standards
now but you never know until they’ve been fully field
I have no idea whether this talk about RCA is
tested.
RCA hasn’t said anything to me about it. They’ve
right.
cooperated 100% with NTSC. We’ve had no decision about

—

FCC

or when.”
say they’re not through field testing new
specifications, but they do point out that they’ve tested
many of the new features before, and that they’re now on
air in New York with the final specifications. RCA is now
remodeling Colonial Theatre there to equip it primarily
for color, though monochrome originations continue to be

who’s going to

RCA

officials

made from
All in

go to

FCC

the theatre.
all, it’s

on

its

considei-ed distinct possibility

own

if

RCA

Schedule filed with applications asks alternating
operation on channel, with each station on air 3 different
periods daily. Bing Crosby is v.p. & 24% owner of KMBY.
Week’s applications included 3 by radio stations:
KWK, St. Louis (St. Louis Globe-Democrat) seeking Ch.
12 in Cape Girardeau, Mo.; KYNO, Fresno, Cal., Ch. 47;
WHBL, Sheboygan, Wis. (Sheboygan Press), Ch. 59.
Others filed this week were for Panama City, Ch. 7, by
construction & concrete firm operator J. D. Manly; Rapid
City, S. D., Ch. 7, by owners of CP-holder KELO-TV,
Sioux Falls Joseph L. Floyd, N. L. Bentson & Edmund
R. Ruben; Norfolk, Va., Ch. 10, by jewelry & real estate
dealer Dudley Cooper and advertising man Irving M.
Kipnes; Marion, Ind., Ch. 29, by Marion Chronicle and
Leader-Tribune.
State of Oklahoma filed week’s sole
educational application, for Ch. 13, Oklahoma City.

—

These 5 vhf and 3 uhf brought total number of applinow pending to 716, of which 263 are for uhf.
[For further details about these applications, see TV
Addenda 16-F herewith; for complete listings of all post-

cations

new stations, hearings,
book No. 16 with Addenda to date.]

freeze grants,

etc.,

see

TV

Fact-

will

Canada’s next TV station, 50-kw Channel 4 Ottawa
won’t meet June target date, writes CBC engineer-

outlet,

Dr. Baker says following will be transmitting new
RCA-NBC, via WNBT, New York; DuMont, experimental uhf station KE2XDR (708-714 me),
New York; GE, experimental vhf KE2XHX, Syracuse;
Philco, WPTZ, Philadelphia; Zenith, experimental vhf
KS2XBS, Chicago (if channel isn’t occupied by CBS as
after ABC-UPT merger).
result of purchase of
specifications:

WBKB

TV’s own “Audit Bureau of Circulation,” serving the
industry as the standard just as ABC serves newspapers, is
firm goal of NARTB in its “circulation” project (Vol. 9:6).
But NARTB officials say that achievement is bound to
take time, perhaps as much as a year, before techniques
Dr. Frederick R.
are perfected and “sold” to stations.
Cawl, whose proposed formula to measure sets-in-use and
other “census” data is still secret, is now revising it according to instructions from TV board. Board members
are enthusiastic about proposal, but most stations don’t
know details, so haven’t expressed opinions. The committee named to work with Dr. Cawl (Vol. 9:6) will meet
periodically to discuss mechanics of putting system into
effect and garnering the overwhelming station support

make

—

ai*ea.

rest of industry isn’t ready to do

so in relatively near future.

considered necessary to

HARED-TIME

use of TV channel is asked by 2 California radio stations in amended applications filed
with FCC this week first such request ever made.
Amendments cover applications of KMBY, Monterey, and
KSBW, Salinas, both seeking Ch. 8 in Salinas-Monterey

S

it

effective.

phone calls by TV on Sunday is illegal in
Baltimore, Judge Herman M. Moser ruled this week, fining
3 advertisers who had contended that city law shouldn’t
apply to TV and newspapers even if it bans “Sunday
Judge Moser said that even though calls were
sales.”
limited to making appointments, they were used to make
Soliciting

sales eventually.

ing dir. Gordon W. Olive. Difficulties in getting city and
Federal District approval for antenna site have forced
postponement, and Mr. Olive now estimates Ottawa station “will not be ready for operation before next fall.”
CBC has ordered 5-kw transmitter and 12-bay antenna
from British Marconi, plans 500-ft. tower. Next on schedule will be 50-kw Winnipeg station, also on Ch. 4, for
which 10-kw transmitter and 6-bay antenna have been
ordered from RCA. CBC is now asking bids for transmitter and antenna for Vancouver station (channel not
yet announced), expected to radiate 100 kw. Only other
station now being planned is in Halifax on Ch. 3.

FCC

will be

asked everything Congressmen can think

when it comes up before House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee Feb. 19 & 20 as part of Commitof

tee’s routine questioning of all govt, agencies

jurisdiction.

It’s

presumed committee

—

within

its

will inquire into all

current subjects ABC-UPT merger, color, educational TV,
“strike” applications and TV processing in general, programming, “joint AM” applications, theatre TV, subscripNew chairman, Rep. Wolverton (R-N. J.),
tion TV, etc.
said immediately after November elections that he was
particularly interested in questioning Commission about
its color decision.

Hike from 50 to 316 kw by WHAS-TV, Louisville, last
week (Vol. 9:6) has produced “highly gratifying results,”
according to station director Victor Sholis and engineering director Orrin Towner.
Station reached about 250
kw Feb. 6, but several faulty transmission line joints prevented achievement of full 316 kw until couple days later.
Viewer reports are pouring in, Sholis says, and he’s particularly pleased that there are so few complaints caused

Joseph II. McConnell’s election as president of Colgate-Palmolive-Peet was made “official” this week, Edward
Whereas McConnell’s
J. Little moving up to chairman.
salary as NBC president was $140,000, his C-P-P salary
will be $125,000 plus stock and bonuses that can add up to
another $125,000, according to Variety.

take

Pioneer TV-radio agency, Biow Co., now handling
$50,000,000 in billings with staff of 420, becomes 25%
owned by employes in moves this week which also make
founder-president Milton H. Biow chairman of board as
executive v.p. F. Kenneth Beirn moves up to president.

Signs of the times: “Beginning Feb. 16, 1953, and until further notice, the opening hour for hearings before the
Commission and the hearing examiners will be 9:00 o’clock,
By direction of the Commission. T. J. Slowie,
a.m.
Secretary.” FCC Public Notice, Mimeo. 86448, Feb. 12.

shift from Channel 9 to 11. Asked if he’d recommend
that other stations achieve 316 kw by running 20-kw amplifier at 28 kw, as he did, Towner said he would “if they

by

all

the proper safeguards.”

—

Special Report

February 14
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Factbook No. 16

TELEVISION SETS-IN-USE
With Radios, Families and Other Market Data — See
NBC

Tabulations by

Editor’s

Note Opposite Page

Research Dept. Covering All Counties Receiving Standard

TV

Signal

For latest sets-in-use figures, consult monthly tabulations published regularly in Television Digest
Figures reproduced with special permission of NBC and Sales Management Magazine

EDITOR’S NOTE: The

(one-tenth millivolt) or better. This level of signal intenwas selected by NBC after thorough study of receiver
distribution and technical reception and after consultation
with telecasters and receiver manufacturers. The one-tenth
millivolt contour as drawn from engineering measurements
may be visualized as approximately a 60-mile circle, with
variations according to terrain and other physical variables.
Any county falling entirely within the one-tenth

following figures are the latest
They do not
purport to be up-to-the-minute. They do not reflect the
power increases and improved antenna performance permitted by the FCC since July 25, 1951, and are here offered
only as a quickly convenient yardstick with the suggestion that individual station market and coverage data be
obtained from the stations directly. Sets-in-use count is
latest by NBC Research before going to press (for latest
monthly estimates consult current weekly Television Digest
toward end of each month) radio set count in NBC Research’s revised estimate as of May 1, 1952. Total families,
population, retail sales, food sales, automotive sales, drug
sales, effective buying income figures are based on Sales
available

—

in fact, only ones of their kind.

sity

—

millivolt contour of each

county which

Management Magazine’s “Survey of Buying Power.”
The uniform standard of signal strength is 0.1 mv/m

TV
Sets-in-Use
(Jan. 1. 1953)

,

•Albuquerque
Ames (Des Moines)
Atlanta
Atlantic City
Austin
Baltimore
.

.

-

Binghamton
Birmingham
Bloomington
Boston

.

1952
Total

Homes

in

1,

1952)

1951

Population
(Jan.

1,

1952)

186,100

any

1951
Retail Sales
171,608,000 $

1951

Automotive

Food Sales

Sales

1951
Effective

1951
Sales

Drug

Buying Income

122,000

47,520
210,780

49,800
211,700

686,000

745,616,000

144,836,000

151,003,000

18,870,000

1,026,267,000

270,000

422,070

431,600

1,598,300

1,324,931,000

282,691,000

1,735,086,000

43,900

143,400

214,205,000

54,490,000

262,437,000
23,030,000

41,623,000

43,230

6,661,000

255,871,000

18,200

77,850

79,500

288,100

269,700,000

60,426,000

66,483,000

10,114,000

367,929,000

453,000

474,600

1,695,800

1,696,026,000

446,674,000

239,054,000

66,592,000

2,435,789,000

95,000

460,400
138,850

141,600

487,900

506,568,000

125,070,000

93,130,000

10,750,000

619,987,000

146,000

260,780

993,700

697,468,000

182,893,000

132,365,000

18,756,000

1,031,343,000

517,700

415,914,000

98,789,000

80,884,000

11,984,000

607,402,000

3,970,100

4,229,109,000

1,192,116,000

663,906,000

128,714,000

6,385,332,000

19,200

5,0003:$

$

36,683,000

$

29,509,000

$

6,892,000

$

260,858,000

161,610

265,200
156,400

1.002,000

1,105,740

1,121,100

11,100

72,850
354,870

77,500

323,600

233,290,000

65,763,000

45,559,000

6,638,000

316,938,000

357,600

1,257,100

1,423,657,000

359,130,000

257,146,000

36,368,000

1,804,827,000

220,000$
.

Radio Homes
TV Areas

(May

station is included, and

within the contour is included
only if 50% or more of its families are within said contour.
If two or more stations deliver a qualifying signal to a
county, that county is credited to the station with the
strongest measured signal. In a small number of counties
where this procedure is not practicable, data for each
county is divided. Thus, overlap has been eliminated.

;

w
,
Market

NBC

lies partially

•Brownsville, Tex.-

Matamoros, Mexico
Buffalo

328,000

Charlotte
Chicago.

Cincinnati.
Cleveland

Columbus

...

Worth

Dallas-Fort
Davenport-

Rock Island
Dayton

198,000

374,960

381,800

1,498,700

1,080,938,000

256,000,000

225,509,000

29,164,000

1,428.027.000

1,360,000

1,730,900

1,750,700

6,893,200

6,890,371,000

1,502,607,000

1,009,653,000

11,182,365,000

365,000

416,380

426,100

1,399,600

1,345,378,000

350,641,000

223,557,000

204,798,000
39,300,000

711,000

815,030

824,300

2,806,800

3,105,192,000

805,318,000

536,022,000

91,382,000

4,915,046,000

251,000

337,950

343,600

1,164,700

1,110,770,000

252,866,000

205,475,000

30,603,000

1,724,224,000

239,000

405,220

409,500

1,332,600

1,619,281,000

321,074,000

312,265,000

51,930,000

2,056,436,000

169,000

216,000

181,150
276,720

85,000

773,000

2,234,060,000

182,800

604,400

648,562,000

135,673,000

128,217,000

15,417,000

961,301,000

947,800

954,164,000

223,233,000

173,996,000

29,560,000

1,483,987,000

261,400

280,800
264,900

864,000

1,013,119,000

207,855,000

194,008,000

40,253,000

1,301,549,000

935,930

947,600

3,395,500

4,129,527,000

945,070,000

951,926,000

163,258,000

6,035,461,000

•El Paso
11,700
50,520
Erie
105,000
153,990
Fort Worth-Dallas (see Dallas-Ft. Worth)
Grand Rapids_
153,000$
183,830
Greensboro
105,000
228,070
Houston
221,000
333,160
Huntington
132,000
203,190
Indianapolis
311,000$
374,050

51,500

209,400

206,496,000

44,556,000

41,632,000

7,483,000

269,205,000

165,800

523,900

678,969,000

146,838,000

107,885,000

12,266,000

768,934,000

187,000

633,600

705,846,000

181,215,000

122,888,000

26,914,000

885,531,000

232,300

893,500

703,146,000

149,934,000

133,816,000

20,113,000

1,069,795,000
1,892,380,000

Denver
Detroit

.

.

.

Jackson
Jacksonville.

.

2,000$$
95,100

••

338,200

1,133,600

1,279,013,000

305,541,000

252,203,000

39,840,000

207,300

769,500

529,746,000

135,129,000

103,073,000

14,190,000

846,471,000

379,000

1,235,000
**

1,306,839,000
**

283,489,000
**

258,589,000
**

49,618,000

2,079,664,000
**

**

**

117,990

121,500

429,800

409,856,000

104,415,000

87,879,000

15,378,000

508,040.000

1,040,167,000

296,008,000

193,098,000

21,865,000

1,443,068,000

Johnstown
Kalamazoo
Kansas City

184,000

329,930

337,700

1,219,500

169,000$
264,000

191,720

196,600

656,500

713,408,000

179,661,000

135,927,000

25,456,000

966,943,000

455,820

462,700

1,451,300

1,611,121,000

315,837,000

296,920,000

75,719,000

2,230,400,000

Lancaster

183,000

206,650

211,900

734,000

755,288.000

169,964,000

136,443,000

17,414,000

1,204,513,000

Lansing
Los Angeles

108,000

215,320

218,900

845,409,000

210,327,000

187,028,000

28,119,000

1,199,372,000

1,376,000

1,664,360

1,695,900

6.748,284,000

1,371,665,000

1,049,141,000

202,116,000

9,071,376,000

178,000

245,990

251,400

758,200
6,142,400
903,500

763,892,000

179,386,000

154,258,000

29,222,000

1,195,966,000

Louisville.

_

(over)

TV
Market

Radio Homes
in TV Areas

Sets-in-Use
(Jan. 1, 1953)

(May

***

•Lubbock

1,

1951
Retail Sales

1952)

1951

Automotive

Food Sales

Sales

1951
Sales

Drug

1951
Effective

Buying Income

65,970

66,800

233,700

297,521,000

56,039,000

75,946,000

10,702,000

325,662,000

1,024,200

838,546,000

172,215,000

182,027,000

22,995,000

1,028,226,000

131,000

198,660

398,000

409,680

332,000
17,000

457,170
00

272,500
202,200
411,500
460,100

96,200

249,840

666,103,000

1,783,700

1,984,355,000

150,000

505,830
275,180

255,500
612,900
280,500

929,100

347,000

991,800

801,646,000

181,489,000

103,565,000

31,229,000

1,188,662,000

3,290,000

4,190,930

4,239,900

14.316,000

16,256,111,000

4,606,751,000

1,806,320,000

405,631,000

26,793,521,000

152,000

224,680

863,300

660,007,000

164,127,000

121,036,000

21,025,000

1,022,528,000

141,000

237,200
223,170
1,327,960

231,700
241,400
224,400

789,600
741,600

726,203,000

148,659,000

169,330,000

27,233,000

960,201,000

843,325,000

162,821,000

167,014,000

25,475,000

1,218,453,000

1,343,000

4,742,200

4,964,941,000

1,243,718,000

716,821,000

123,736,000

8,021,956,000

Minneapolis-St. PauL
•Mobile
Nashville

__

Norfolk

—

Oklahoma City

1951

Population
(Jan.

260,300

.

New Haven
New Orleans
New York

1952
Total

Homes

1952)

180,000

Memphis
Miami
Milwaukee

1,

Omaha

165,000
1,181,000

Philadelphia

110,780
767,190

51,900

Phoenix

**

Pittsburgh
Portland.
Providence

550,000

Richmond.

157,000

154,450

39,800

305,510

260,210

53,000ft
270,000

399,110

638,300

818,418,000

165,331,000

132,279,000

40.187,000

902,281,000

1,412,100

1,574,407,000

367,187,000

269,984,000

40,408,000

2,407,257,000

1,575,700
**

1,713,046,000
**

351,907,000
**

294,168,000
00

49,799,000
00

2.419,273,000
00

149,780,000

146,558,000

624,390,000

315,341,000

19,179,000
62,300,000

3,128,889,000

918,213,000

117,100

404,400

429,681,000

94,423,000

81,242,000

14,944,000

534,202,000

776,500
261,600

2,746,900

2,839,491,000

787,312,000

460,498,000

75,202,000

4.311,607,000

797,500

940,594,000

215,815,000

182,945,000

20,794,000

1,383,316,000

406,000
160,500
314,600

1,398,600

1,332,733,000

374,670,000

201,824,000

44,754,000

2,045,843,000

613,100

502,812,000

113,250,000

78,277,000

17,219,000

803,166,000

1,262,300

793,206,000

180,541,000

151,766,000

23,667,000

1,188,788,000

203,330
170,000
205,000
Rochester
Rock Island-Davenport (see Davenport-Rock Island)

694,500

738,455,000

182,430,000

134,439,000

20,030,000

1,105,835,000

Lake City.
San Antonio
San Diego
San Francisco

503,520,000

Roanoke

81,000

90,770

91,600

319,700

340,783,000

74,387,000

65,592,000

11,236,000

118,000

170,200

174,100

654,600

606,947,000

137,561,000

111,734,000

19,051,000

877,543,000

130,000

182,490

187,000

605,358,000

145,424,000

113,974,000

19,606,000

1,004,186,000

538,000

967,330
327,310

986,800

690,500
3,121,800

3,507,757,000

873,692,000

573,908,000

100,155,000

5,565,035,000

1,107,400

1,283,487,000

327,042,000

213,580,000

26,111,000

1,527,457,000

1,369,800
**

1,359,514,000
**

326,788,000
00

235,007,000
**

38,858,000
00

2,473,850,000

Salt

Schenectady
Seattle.

.

250,000
224,000

—

South Bend~_
Louis
Syracuse ....
Toledo
Tulsa
.

.

_

.

..

_

375,500

377,101,000

79,954,000

76,501,000

11,254,000

569,774,000

480,000

685,810

1,988,000

1,959,232,000

484,702,000

337,973,000

62,374,000

3,084,534,000

180,000

215,570

804,288,000

205,292,000

137,319,000

19,904,000

1,037,279,000

223,000

313,780

760,800
1,062,600
695,100

1,130,806,000

272,163,000

227,811,000

31,217,000

1,636,782,000

507,610,000

113,358,000

118,892,000

17.730,000

726,396,000

407,000

433,653,000

115,317,000

67,149,000
342,294,000
*#

9,014,000

638,441,000

86,020,000
**

3,041,077,000
*•

88,700

178,930

81,000

115,070

696,000
218,400
317,400
182,800
117,400

425,000

479,710
**

490,900
**

1,780,600
00

2,016,314,000
**

458,494,000

142,420
**

145,200

622,900
00

609,860,000
**

128,160,000

92,243,000
00

13,783,000
00

828,965,000
00

29,178,200

29,644,500

101,363,200

$106,185,964,000 $26,099,052,000

$17,651,271,000

$3,197,162,000

$160,924,461,000

43,849,460

44,719,400

154,926,600

$151,234,526,000 $36,442,643,000

$26,800,331,000

$4,444,109,000

$220,441,068,000

17,000ft

TOTAL
U.S.A.

128,000

_

All Others

8,700

21,234,100

.

—

Total——

% of U.S.A
*

Non-interconnected

Bloomington &

*

67.9

cities,

** Figures unavailable.
local survey showed 12,252
t

•*

116,300

Wilkes-Barre

Wilmington

**

115,050

Utica..

Washington

429,830
**

13,000+f
14,500

•Spokane
St.

332,600
434,100

***

67.7

as of Jan.

1,

1,

70.2

*

71.6

65.9

71.9

73.0

1953.

KDUB-TV went on

on Jan.

66.9

**

air Nov. 13, 1952;

NBC

Research does not

offer total since station is non-aSBliated,

but

1953.

Indianapolis, taking into account overlap, are together accredited with aggregate of 362,000 sets-in-use (see Television

Digest, Vol. 9:5, p. 12).
i

Grand Rapids & Kalamazoo, taking

Digest, Vol. 9:5, p. 12).
if Uhf receivers.

into account overlap, are together accredited with aggregate of 200,000 sets-in-use (see Television

Note: Markets not listed here but having new stations as of Jan. 1. 1953 are York, Pa.; Colorado Springs, Colo., and Honolulu.
Note: An additional 224,811 TV sets were sold in Canada up to Dec. 31, 1952, mostly in areas within range of U. S. telecasting stations
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WESTINGHOUSE PAYS

$8,500,000 FOR WPTZ: By_ all odds the biggest single TV station deal
in history was this week's purchase of Philco's pioneer WPTZ, Philadelphia (C h. 3)
for $8, 500, 000 cash by Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc., TV-radio broadcasting subsidiary of big Westinghouse Electric Corp. As a commentary on the high values of TV
properties now, as contrasted with AM, it's noteworthy that this one station fetched
more than did NBC's whole Blue Network (now ABC) which sold in 1941 for $8,000,000
Recent ABC-UFT merger involved about $25,000,000 for network with 5 TV, 5 AM stations.
Deal culminated intense efforts of several eager buyers to acquire station,
including CBS which just week ago paid $6,000,000 for Chicago's WBKB (now WBBM-TV)
That was highest previously paid for one station.
coincident with ABC-UPT. merger.
Westinghouse is paying the piper because it, too, had guessed wrong about
the future of TV when, scant 5-6 years ago, channels could be had for the asking and
But it did found WBZ-TV, Boston (Ch. 4) in 1948, which soon developed
it held back.
into a highly profitable property.
.

WPTZ has been good earne r in last 3-4 years, grossing more than $4,000,000
in 1952 and netting nearly half that amount. It had reputation within Philco family
of returning best percentage profit of any division of the company in recent years,
WPTZ will be turned over lock-stock-&-barrel to the Westinghouse subsidiary,
now headed by parent company's new v.p. E.V. Huggins recently Assistant Secretary
FCC approval
of the Air Force, with veteran radioman Joe Baudino as executive v.p.
is usually routine, though magnitude of deal may cause closer scrutiny than usual.
,

*

*

*

*

Philco accepted Westinghouse offer rather than others because Westinghouse
"Philco-Westinghouse Radio
radio station KYW has long shared Philadelphia quarters
and there has been long-standing agreement that each
& TV Center") with WPTZ
would give other first refusal in event of decision to sell either station.
Big price is more apparent than real taking into account Philco's record of
having poured $5,900,000 into station since it was founded in 1952 as experimental
W3XE.
It began commercial operation in 1941, went through lean war & deficit years
It is reputed to be second oldest station in
until it turned profit corner in 1950
the country, was founded mainly as a developmental project for telecasting & receiving apparatus, working in close collaboration with RCA Victor, across the river in
Philco executive v.p. James Carmine says its experiments were responsible
Camden.
to large degree for 525-line picture standards used today.
On site of its present 552-ft. tower in the heights of suburban Wyndmoor,
famed TV inventor Philo Farnsworth was put to work by Philco in laboratory provided
him in 1931 to probe some of his video theories.
including, if he
Present management and staff will be taken over intact
elects to stay, manager Ernest B. Loveman, 25-year Philco veteran, company's onetime
adv. mgr., who has run the station since 1946, won many distinctions and prizes for
,

(

—

,

.

,

,
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it, sold show to Gimbel Store called "Handy Man" that's reputed to be TV's oldest
commercial program still on air. It was earliest to carry regular college football.
Mr. Carmine said Philco was constrained to sell
though present and prospective profits well justified retaining station, because it prefers to "concentrate
in its principal fields of research and development of TV receiving sets, radios and
major appliances." Only other TV-radio set makers still operating TV stations are
RCA 5 (thru NBC)
CBS-Columbia Inc ., 3 plus minority in 2 others (CBS)
Crosley 4;
DuMont 3 GE and Stromberg-Carlso n, one each. All are known to be profitable properties certainly all are tightly held by parent companies against offers to buy.
,

,

;

,

,

;

;

;

Westinghouse will drop its uhf application for Philadelphia, has already
It's pursuing competitive vhf applications in Pittsburgh and
done so for Ft. Wayne
Portland, Ore
latter currently in FCC hearing.
It operates AMs in all of those
cities.
It's understood to have made fruitless efforts, as have others, to buy DuMont's WDTV, Pittsburgh, home of its pioneer KDKA.
WPTZ sale deal is third announced so far this year, and more are known to be
in the making. Edward Lamb recently sold his WTVN. Columbus (Ch. 6) to Taft family's
Radio Cincinnati Inc. (WKRC-TV) for $1,500,000 (Vol. 9:3).
John Kennedy interests
sold KFMB-TV, San Diego (Ch.8) with KFMB to Alvarez-Wrather group for $3,150,000
(Vol. 9:5).
FCC only few weeks ago approved sale of WMBR-TV & WMBR, Jacksonville
to Washington Post (WTOP-TV) for $2,470,000 (Vol. 8:51 & 9:1,5); also sale of WLTV
Atlanta to Crosley for $1,500,000 (Vol. 8:51 & 9:5).
There have been quite a few other deals since TV properties began to be
"desirable" in 1949; all are listed on p. 93 of our TV Factbook No. 16.
.

.

,

,

,

,

ROANOKE'S WROV-TV IS 30th POST-FREEZE: Next few weeks could see quite a few more new
judging from equipment deliveries as
stations take to the air both vhf and uhf
own
authority,
however, we won't predict any of
On our
well as grantee forecasts.
shown
there's
many a slip and almost invariably
them for sure, since experience has
it takes longer to get going than the principals are wont to predict.
(Ch. 27), which began to
This week's only starter was WROV-TV, Roanoke, Va
Manager Frank
test Feb. 15, is continuing with patterns on the air 2-8 p.m. daily.
"
picture excellent " and " reception outstanding " and
E. Koehler happily reports
tells of some homes getting signals even on inside aerials.
WROV-TV thus becomes year's 15th station to go into operation (8 of them
It's particularly important because Roanoke
uhf) and the 30th post freeze (14 uhf).
now offers another proving ground for new vhf & uhf operation in the same community,
its WSLS-TV (Ch. 10) having started operating last Dec. 11 (Vol. 8:48).
Lots of early-March starters have been reported in these columns previously,
Only definite notice of another
and we'll give you dope as soon as it's definite.
week
came
from
Jack
Snyder, WFBG-TV, Altoona, Pa
this
imminent new starter received
(Ch. 10), who got GE 5-kw equipment delivery this week, had everything in good order
at week's end, said he expects to get on air Feb. 22 with 75-kw ERP from 86-ft. 12That puts
bay antenna atop an 89-ft. tower on Wopey Mt., 5 mi. northwest of city.
NBC hookup is planned.
it 990 ft. above average terrain, promising good coverage.
Securing STAs this wee k for imminent starts were these vhf grantees: KFDX-TV
both Wichita Falls (Ch. 3 & 6, respectively) KTNT-TV, Tacoma (Ch. 11).
KWFT-TV,
and
,

—

.

.

;

More and more CP ho l ders seem to be taking more seriously the advice of the
equipment makers, let alone their engineering consultants, to " make haste slowly
Fear is that precipitate starts with inadequate equipment, know-how and power may
discourage TV buying, especially conversions to uhf.
learning all isn't gold that glitters as laws of economics
Some CP holders
For example,
make themselves felt, are even hesitating about constructing at all.
town
now
(under 50, 000 pop.
we had a letter this week from a uhf grantee in a small
being served by a vhf station. Name is withheld for obvious reasons, but he wrote:
"
The directors and myse lf have decided to hold off indefinitely on erecting
At present, we can't see the economic soundness in a market of this
station.
a TV
at
the start, business would have to come almost entirely from netExcept
size.
.

,

)

3

works and national accounts, which we believe would be limited for this market."
We’d call that an understatement knowing the market. So it won't be at all
surprising to see quite a few of the 250-odd present CP holders, to say nothing of
others to come, default by failing to construc t in areas which cannot support TV.
,

Mere fact that FCC has allocated channe ls, sometimes to crossroads villages
far removed from centers of population, or that it has granted CPs, is no sesame to
Economic factors, compounded by competitive, are still all-important.
TV riches
.

reports in our survey of upcoming new stations
f For latest
equipment deliveries by the major manufacturers, see pp. 6-7.]

,

with summary of

F CC again emphasised, its willingness to go al ong
8 CPs, INCLUDING FIRST SHARED-TINE:
with applicants who want to build stations no w rather than get bogged down in interby granting without delay its first shared-time TV applications,
minable hearings
just filed for Channel 8 by Salinas and Monterey, Cal applicants (Vol. 9:7).
Last
week, Commission granted its first "joint AM" application, in Macon, Ga. (Vol. 9:7).
The shared-time grants, which will count as 2 stations with separate licenses, were among 8 granted this week (4 vhf, 4 uhf), bringing total to 255.
KMBY, No. 8 (shared);
The vhf CP s Mesa, Ariz ., KTYL, No. 12; Monterey, Cal
2nd
grant
in
city;
Hannibal,
No.
(shared),
Mo ., KHMO, No. 7.
KSBW,
8
Salinas. Cal .,
Wichita, Kan ., C.W.C. Co., No. 16; New Orleans, La ., WJMR,
T he uhf grants
KRIO, No. 20.
No. 61; North Adams, Mass ., WBRK, No. 74; McAllen, Tex

—

,

:

.

,

:

.

,

The Mesa, Ariz. grantee immediately reported its KTYL-TV has ordered 5-kw
DuMont transmitter with all studio equipment, and hopes to be on air by April 15 . It
Dwight Harkins, theatreman, part
proposes to serve Phoenix only 12 mi. westward.
owner, served as attorney-engineer in filing FCC application, said it cost only $30.
,

KMBY and KSBW v/ill use same transmitter but each will have own studios in
Transmitter will be on Baldy
respective cities, each operating 42% hours weekly.
Peak, about 9 mi. from Salinas, with height of 2630 ft. above average terrain.
One
of KMBY owners (24%) is Bing Crosb y, who also owns 47.6% of KXLY-TV, Spokane.
It's the prospect of long bitter hearings that prompts these coalitions, for
AM history discloses an inevitable trend to dissolution of shared-time arrangements
one usually buying out the other. Economics of TV and availability of additional
channels will determine whether history will repeat itself in TV.
This week's sole non-AM grantee Wichita's C.W.C. Co., is headed by Missouri
theatreman Stanley H. Durwood.

—

,

*

*

*

*

Spurred by Macon joint-AM grant, Tulsa's KRMG (Sen. Kerr) and KVOO (oilman
Skelly) combined forces in similar setup for C h. 2, only to be jumped by 2 new
competitors: Oil Capital TV Corp. headed by contractor & oilman Laurence F. Rooney
and auto dealer Fred Jones who owns KFMJ, Tulsa; Fryer TV Co. (name changed from UHF
Television Co.) which amended from Ch. 23 to Ch. 2. KRMG & KVOO own 50% each, to
be reduced to 47%% each on grant of CP, 2%% going to Tulsa U, 2%% to Oklahoma A&M.
Experience of KRMG & KVOO parallels that of Miami's WIOD & WQAM, which precipitated flock of competitors when they joined in Ch. 7 application with Niles
Trammell, ex-NBC chairman, as "umpire" holding 15% (Vol. 8:50).
T here were 2 more moves to eliminat e hear i ngs this week, but neither of them
dropped its application for Ch. 3
involved 2 AMs in same city. WSOY, Decatur 11 1.
in Urbana, acquired 20% of Midv/est TV Inc., Champaign (WDWS). In Durham N.C ., Winston-Salem Bcstg. Co. (WTOB, Winston-Salem) joined Ch. 46 applicant T. E. Allen &
Sons, acquired 50% ownership, dropped competing application.
All these combinatio ns, plus new applications, actually increased total unreversing pattern of
contested applications on file to 105 from last week's 103
average 8-a-week decrease in "free for grant" applications.
further details about grantee s and applicants, see TV Addenda 16-G heref For
complete
data on these and all other applications, see TV Factbook No. 16.]
for
with;
W.G.

,

,

,

,

—
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*
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Commission skipped through 27 cities i n ts Group A priority list to 263rd
city, went no further in Group B though it picked up a couple grants by backtracking
.i

3

4
in latter group. Commission may well drive clear to end of both groups in couple of
months. It is now down to cities under 20,000 pop in Group A, and we count only 40
uncontested applications between 263rd city and end of list. There are only 17 more
cities in Group B virtually all loaded with contested applications.
When Commission reaches end of both lists it will roam back-Sc-f orth over
its files, knocking off CPs whenever uncontested applications pop up.
Meanwhile,
hearings will grind away and contestants with lower priority will bide their time,
waiting for their hearings to be scheduled.
,

,

,

*

*

*

*

Next batch of hearings will probably be scheduled in 4-8 weeks, to start in
April-June
Commission has just sent out "McFarland letters" to 43 competing applicants in following 13 cities:
Allentown Ch. 39 & 67; Spokane Ch. 2; Fort Wayne Ch. 69; Ho nolulu Ch. 2
Ch. 4
Chattanooga Ch. 3 & 12 Portsmouth, 0
San. Juan, P.R
& 4
Ch. 30
Mobile
Evansville Ch. 7 & 62 Akron Ch. 61 Shreveport Ch.
Lebanon, Pa
Ch. 15
Ch. 5
Ch. 14 & 20. [For each channel's applicants, see TV Addenda 16-G.]
& 12; Worcester
Though FCC's 15 examiners have completed few of current hearings, Commission
is "stacking" more hearings on them to make better use of their time. Most hearings
have so many legal fits and starts that examiners can handle up to 3 simultaneously,
Denver has had the only initial decision so far, and next initial ones (probably
for Flint and Sacramento) are expected by May 1.
.

,

;

.
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UHF PROBLEMS' ECONOMIC, NOT TECHNICAL: Uhf TV has proven itself engineering-wise
beyond shadow of doubt. A baker's dozen of uhf stations now on air bears testimony
to the accuracy of FCC's predictions of field intensity and coverage.
Let there be
uhf is neither "experimental” nor tentative in any way.
no mistake about it
Uncertainties over uhf performance have focused attention on "bugs" in early
although same troubles on new vhf stations often go virtually
transmissions
uhf
for
uhf
receivers and converters there's not one on the market that
As
unnoticed.
and their sales are limited only by industry's capacity to
doesn't do the j ob
produce. Antennas and lead-in have been developed for every type of uhf situation.
Success of individual uhf stations thus narrows down to matter of economics
In communities
battle for audience, network affiliation and sponsor acceptance.
already within range of good vhf signals, this means persuading public to convert
In areas beyond range of good vhf
building
existing sets to receive new stations.
But
in
cases,
sponsors
many
and
breeze.
agencies
been
a
continue
to
audience has
even when it's only signal available to large area.
l ook down their noses at uhf

—

—

,

—

—

,

,

#
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York and
Our detailed personal surveys of the individual new uhf markets
are intended to focus
Atlantic City (Vol.9:6) and Wilkes-Barre- Sc rant on (Vol.9:7)
attention on the problems and pitfalls, as well as successes, of the uhf pioneers.
There will be more such visits, more such reports. We intend to keep them as objecWe'll talk with local distributors,
tive, as free from puffery, as the first ones.
well
as
the
telecasters.
viewers
as
plain
just
and
dealers
Most uhf stations' troubl es to date have been caused by excessive zeal
over-eagerness to get on air with test pattern, then with programs over-eagerness
over-eagerness of public for perof distributors and dealers to make early sales
fect pictures and top-notch programming from first.
But this understandable ard or hasn't given uhf a "black eye " as many feared.
Good uhf channels are still being snapped up and contested by the eager applicants.
and this figure
Already, possibly 200,000 families are enjoying uhf programs
would be larger if manufacturers could turn out sets and converters faster.
Receiver and converter production is stil l far behind demand even though
With new uhf stations going on air virtumanufacturers continue to step up output
ally every week, no letup is in sight although most big manufacturers believe they
P. R. Mallory &
can increase production capacity enough to m eet demand by summer
converters,
it
uhf
tuners
and
says
has increased
of
producers
Co., one of biggest
down
hasn't
cut
backlog
at all.
months,
but
few
production fivefold in last

—

—

;

;

—
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Attention of industry was focused this week on world’s first high-powered
uhf transmitter, GE's 12-kw installation at WHUM-TV, Reading which went on air last
First reports necessarily are sketchy and incomplete, but those making tests
week.
in area picked up good signals at several distant points.
Station hit its full 260-kw ERP this week, but for most part its power was
Its antenna, 1784 ft. above average
kept at lower levels during adjustment period.
terrain on mountain 22 mi. north of city, commands big line-of-sight area although
First test patterns were said to be noisy but by
some of terrain is quite rugged.
week's end GE engineers had replaced some damaged parts, removing sound bars which
They called picture "not perfect, but pretty close."
had been leaking into video.
Crews from GE, RCA, Philco and others are touring the eastern Pennsylvania
Good pictures have been reported
area taking measurements of new station's signal.
in Harrisburg (35 mi.) using vhf antennas, Watsontown (50 mi.) and Williamsport
Pictures were also received in Philadelphia (70 mi.). However, it
(about 68 mi.).
will be some time before complete and definitive measurements are available, particularly to determine effects of "shadowing" behind the many hills in area.
Elated by test pattern results WHUM-TV owner Humboldt Greig plans to start
programming "very soon, possibly Sunday" (Feb. 22). He'll begin, he says, with
heavy commercial schedule from CBS-TV.
,

,

,

,

*

*

*

*

Uhf can give service with very low as well as very high power, reports from
GE-equipped stations indicate. Washington engineer Andrew Inglis who just
other
2
completed survey of Peoria's WEEK-TV (Ch. 43, with 100-watts interim transmitter
found 90% of city could receive snow-free picture using good outdoor anpower)
tenna. Transmitter is 6 mi. from center of town across Illinois River, some 550-ft.
Station hopes to get 12-kw amplifier by April.
above average terrain.
Only other station now using 100-w transmitter, WKAB-TV, Mobile (Ch. 48),
handicapped by temporary transmission line, is feeding only fraction of its 100-w to
Nevertheless, GE reports "surprisingly good picture" 7-8 mi from transantenna.
mitter, and pictures have been seen in Biloxi and Pensacola both more than 50 mi.
away. There have been complaints about signal strength in downtown Mobile, and high
gain antennas are said to be required in most locations.
Public has responded quickly to uhf in Jackson, Miss ., where WJTV (Ch. 25)
Response has been so good, says gen. mgr. Jack Rossiter,
is state's only station.
that station now begins programming at 10 a.m after only one month on the air.
He
reports coverage "far exceeds the 40-mi. range we expected" from RCA 1-kw transmitPhilco distributor there reportedly is guaranter over flat Mississippi terrain.
Closest vhf stations are in
teeing 55-mi. reception with 12-element yagi antenna.
New Orleans (200 mi.) and Memphis (197 mi.).
,

,

,

.

,

.

*

*

*

*

Problems of interference inevitably crop up when so many new stations go on
discussed in last week's survey of WilkesOne of most persistent complaints
Earre market (Vol.9:7), came from some residents of that area who claimed they no
longer could get picture from Binghamton's WNBF-TV on Ch. 12.
FCC sent laboratory
div. chief Edward Chapin and Buffalo field engineer Paul A. Holloway to investigate.
air.

,

They found 2 major sources of interference, both easily correctable:

Vhf sets with 21-mc
(1) Converters which feed into vhf sets through Ch. 5 .
IF use oscillator frequency of 103 me for Ch. 5; second harmonic, 206 me, is right
in Ch. 12.
Solution : feed converter through Ch. 6 instead of Ch. 5.

Many people in area use boosters to get Ch. 12. When they switch sets
load is removed from booster, which becomes "a fine little
Solution turn off booster when tuning to local station.
Many interference problems can be eliminated through proper education of
dealers, servicemen and public, FCC chief engineer Edward Allen believes.
Station
engineers would do well to analyze their local situa ti o ns, and be prepared to harness all possible means of publicity to prevent such problems before station goes
on the air
Advent of new stations both vhf & uhf, as well as channel shifts of
(2)

to local uhf station,
Ch. 12 transmitter."

.

:

,

6

existing stations, are raising many new interference problems which can be minimized
if communities are alerted to them in advance.
*

*

*

*

Novel plan to aid servicemen in making uhf installations before station goes
on air has been advanced by Newport News (Va.
grantee WHYU (Ch. 33).
Station's
gen. mgr., engineer Frederic F. Clair, plans to use readily available war surplus
50-w CW transmitter tuned to audio portion of his channel frequency, feed it through
He figures this inexpensive scheme will
his TV antenna at or near permanent site.
provide servicemen with sort of "super signal generator," permit orderly alignment
of uhf sets and antenna orientation long before station itself goes on air.
who expressed interest but asked
Mr. Clair brought plan to FCC engineers
him to sound out TV receiver makers on its potential usefulness. Broadcast Bureau
chief Curt Plummer said such a signal might be helpful in indicating receptivity of
We broached idea to several industry
TV sets and predicting general coverage area.
engineers, who were mildly interested but pointed out such a test signal would not
help predict ghosts or type of antenna required for any specific location.
)

,

SECOND 12-kw uhf transmitter went out this
week to WWLP, Springfield, Mass. (Ch. 61). With
orders on hand for 40 such units, GE states it’s “all sold
out” for the year. First 12-kw went to Reading’s WHUM-

G

TV

(Ch. 61),

week

first

in

now operating, and another will be delivered
March to WHYN-TV, Holyoke (Ch. 55).

GE’s next 100-watt uhf shipments go

in

week or

so to

Arbor, Mich. (Ch. 20); KMBT, Beaumont,
Tex. (Ch. 31); WLOK-TV, Lima, 0. (Ch. 73). All will
Said transmitter sales
get higher power units later.
chief Frank Barnes, “We’ll continue to ship the 100watters as long as they ask for them.”
RCA this week shipped uhf transmitter to WKST-TV,
New Castle, Pa. (Ch. 45); and next week it sends similar
equipment to WAKR-TV, Akron (Ch. 49); WTVO, Rock-

WPAG-TV, Ann

ford,

111.

(Ch. 39);

WCOV-TV, Montgomery,

—others

Ala.

(Ch.

having been
WKNB-TV, New Britain (Ch. 30), now on air, and WHPTV, Harrisburg (Ch. 55), due shortly. RCA thus failed
to make expected 2-a-week this month, but figures on
8-a-month starting in March.
Federal’s first uhf went out this week to WICC-TV,
Bridgeport (Ch. 43); it will be 1 kw at start, goes to
April shipments are still scheduled for
10 kw later.
WETV, Raleigh (Ch. 28) and WTVU, Scranton (Ch. 73).
DuMont’s first customer for promised 5-kw klystronpowered unit will shortly be announced, says Herbert E.
Taylor, mgr. of TV transmitter div.
20).

That makes

*

6

for

*

February

*

*

Interim 2-kw vhf transmitters have just been shipped
by RCA to KGNC-TV, Amarillo (Ch. 4) and KCBD-TV,
Lubbock (Ch. 11), and one goes out week of Feb. 23 to
KFOR-TV, Lincoln, Neb. (Ch. 10). These are in addition
to the several previously reported and now on location,
namely: KSWO-TV, Lawton, Okla. (Ch. 7); KTTS-TV,
Springfield, Mo. (Ch. 10); KFDX-TV. Wichita Falls (Ch.
AY-TV,
3); KELO-TV, Sioux Falls, S. D. (Ch. 11);
Green Bay, Wis. (Ch. 2); KCSJ-TV, Pueblo, Colo. (Ch. 5).
Latest GE vhf to be shipped went Feb. 13 to KGULTV, Galveston, Tex. (Ch. 11). Other GE vhf deliveries
have been made to KFDA-TV, Amarillo (Ch. 10); KWFTTV, Wichita Falls (Ch. 6); WFBG-TV, Altoona, Pa. (Ch.
10); KVTV, Sioux City, la. (Ch. 9); KTNT-TV, Tacoma,

WB

Wash. (Ch.

11).

DuMont has sold and already shipped 500-watt plant
to KCBJ-TV, Minot, N. D. (Ch. 13), grantee, whose president John W. Boler is reported planning to get it going
by

In our continuing survey of upcoming

E’s

May

187-ft.

1

or sooner, depending on weather, from temporary
He already has complete studio equip-

tower.

ment, with camera chain.

new

stations,

these are digests of reports received from uhf grantees

week:

this

WSJL,

Bridgeport, Conn. (Ch. 49), granted last Aug.
but apparently making no move as yet to build, will come
under new control if FCC grants permission to grantee
Harry L. Liftig, metal supplies manufacturer, to take in
new stockholders and know-how. It’s reported the following
have entered into tentative deal to acquire control: Lewis
F. Blumberg, ex-TV chief of Universal-International,
headed by his father; Matthew Fox, president of Motion
Pictures for TV and a trustee of United Artists; Basil
Estreich, ex-Dept. of Justice attorney now associated with
Fox. Plan is for Estreich to be mgr., Blumberg production chief.
Repeated efforts since last August to get information on TV plans from Mr. Liftig have remained unanswered.

WTVI,

Belleville,

mitter, located only

make

111.

6%

(Ch. 54), whose Federal trans-

mi.

from downtown

St.

Louis will

for all practical purposes a St. Louis station, is
subject of interesting article in Feb. 14 Business Week,
it

which recounts how 3 St. Louis radio advertising and production men thought up plan, got backers, propose to
get started May 1, signed this week to become primary
DuMont affiliate. Similarly aiming to cover St. Louis
via uhf are KACY, Festus, Mo. (Ch. 14), starting plans
unannounced, and recent Ch. 30 grantee in Clayton, Mo.
(KFUO), and grantee’s in St. Louis proper WIL (Ch. 42)
& KSTL (Ch. 36).

WPFA-TV, Pensacola, Fla. (Ch. 15) plans 1-kw transmitter and estimates on-the-air date as June 1, according
to report from grantees, who are partners Charles W.
Lamar Jr. & T. E. Gibbens, of Baton Rouge, who also
hold CP for WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge (Ch. 28), which they
reported last week should get started by mid-March (Vol.
9:7).
Same grantees also hold CP for KTAG. Lake
Charles, La. (Ch. 25), for which the same equipment will
be used and which also is due on air in June.
Both
Pensacola and Lake Charles outlets will be represented
by Adam Young Television Inc. and base rate for each
station will be $150 per hour.

WFTL-TV,

Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. (Ch. 23) will use
equipment, has completed construction to point where
on-air time should be April 1-15, reports Noran E. Kersta,
onetime NBC-TV mgr., now a consultant, who is reported
planning to manage the station. He has acquired part
interest in grant made in June 1952 to Gore Publishing
Co. ( Fort Lauderdale News).
Weed will be rep.
WAKR-TV, Akron (Ch. 49), with RCA equipment
about to be delivered, this week completed purchase of

RCA

7
Copley Theatre, will start immediately to convert it
TV Center, adding second story, first floor
to be used for big auditorium-type studio seating 250
Antenna will be atop downtown
with 60 x 70-ft. stage.
Station should be ready by
First National Tower Bldg.
spring, states S. Bernard Berk, 55% owner ( Akron
Beacon-Journal, 45%)- Weed & Co. will be rep.
WMAC-TV, Massillon, O. (Ch. 23), first planned for
early February, then for spring, now reports equipment
deliveries promised in June and plans to go on air in early
local

into a $500,000

summer. Owner Edward Lamb (WICU, Erie) this week
named James Bushman as Massillon-Canton representatives with offices in First National

name operating engineers

will

WLOK-TV,

Bank

Bldg., Canton,

GE

on site or building plans, but tentative plans
completion sometime next Sept., reports chief engineer E. W. Fliegel. It’s first TV outlet to be signed by
rep George W. Clark Inc.
KFAZ, Monroe, La. (Ch. 43) has ordered Federal
equipment, is now constructing plant, is planning June 1
start, reports Delta Television Inc. president Howard E.
call for

Head-

an industrial communications consultant.

ley-Reed will be national rep.
C. (Ch. 23) has tentatively
plans to go on air with network
and film by July 1, hasn’t yet chosen rep. New in TVradio fields, licensee company will shortly announce manbecause “GVL” is the
ager, obtained call Tetters
S.

ordered

WGVL

aircraft call for Greenville.

WTVQ, Pittsburgh (Ch. 47) has ordered GE equipment, is now making construction plans, expects to get station on air in August, reports Ronald B. Woodyard, partner. Mr. Woodyard, who operates WONE, Dayton, which
CP

holds

TV

for

Personal Notes:

WIFE, Dayton

station

Wm.

also

(Ch. 22)

A. Schudt Jr. takes over station

as v.p. of CBS Radio, after naming of
Herbert V. Akerberg to CBS-TV station relations
H. Leslie Atlass, CBS Chicago v.p., now running
relations

v.p.
.

.

.

WBBMnamed ABC v.p.

(formerly WBKB) as John Mitchell is
charge of Chicago div., including WBKB (changed from
WENR-TV); Ken Craig is Atlass’ exec, asst.; E. H. Shomo,
Wm. Ryan
asst. gen. mgr.; George Arkedis, sales mgr.
now program director of WBBM-TV; John Alexander,
exec, producer; Joe Novy, chief engineer
all staying over
from WBKB
George Klayer promoted from staff of
CBS-TV, New York, to network’s western sales mgr.,

TV
in

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

Chicago, following George Arkedis’
Edwin S. Friendly Jr. resigns as
.

.

.

WPMT

equip-

decision

WGVL, Greenville,
RCA equipment,

FM

*

*

Lima, O. (Ch. 73) has ordered

is

Griffith,

both stations.
WENS, Pittsburgh (Ch. 16), besides ordering GE
12-kw equipment as reported last week (Vol. 9:7), this
tower of WCAE, along with 2week bought 250-ft.
story transmitter building and 5% acres of ground. Plan
Late August or
is to add 250-ft. more to tower height.
early fall is now target date.
will be call letters of new Ch. 53 station in
Portland, Me., being installed by owners of WLAM, Lewiston, Me., planning to test by Aug. 15 (Vol. 9:7). EverettMcKinney will be national rep.

shortly.

aiming for March 15 start, reports gen. mgr.
H-R Television Inc. will be rep.
R. O. Runnerstrom.
WNAM-TV, Neenah, Wis. (Ch. 42) has ordered RCA
1-kw transmitter and an RCA antenna, hasn’t yet reached

ment,

reports that station, originally promised for July, has been
forward to August. Headley-Reed will be rep for

set-

move

ABC

to

WBBM-TV

sales director to

*

*

Reports from vhf grantees included:

KFDX-TV, Wichita

Falls, Tex. (Ch. 3) has ordered
transmitter with 6-bay superturnstile and 500ft. Emsco tower, has already begun construction, thinks
there’s good chance to make April 1 target date, reports
gen. sales mgr. Mott M. Johnson. Rival KWFT-TV (Ch.
(Ch.
6) has been promised for March 1, and uhf
22) for next May so that community should get competitive service very soon. O. L. Taylor will be KFDX-TV rep.
KGUL-TV, Galveston, Tex. (Ch. 11), due on air in
late March, has been designated by CBS-TV as its Galveston-Houston area affiliate, and the station, for which 235kw GE equipment has been ordered, will be represented
nationally by CBS-TV Spot Sales.
Grantee Gulf Television Co. includes among stockholders Paul Taft, president; Ballinger Mills, v.p.; V. W. McLeod, secy.-treas.;
and includes among its stockholders film actor James
Stewart.
First station to report buying Gates transmitter, with
RCA antenna and GPL chains and video gear, is grantee
WROM, Rome, Ga. (Ch. 9), whose mgr. Ed McKay says
call letters haven’t yet been selected.
Target date is July
15, with June 1 deliveries of equipment promised. Mr. McKay says station will throw signal into Chattanooga,
Gadsden and suburbs of Atlanta.

10-kw

RCA

KTVW

—

Arden E. Swisher has resigned as gen. mgr. of KOIL,
Omaha, to become gen. sales mgr. of May Broadcasting
Co., operating KMTV, Omaha, and radio KMA, Shenandoah, la.
Paul Bergquist, ex-Gillett & Berquist, Washington consulting engineers, becomes Washington area
.

.

.

field representative, RCA engineering products
Wayne
Kearl promoted to asst. mgr. in charge of sales for Hawaiian Bcstg. Co.’s KGMB & KGMB-TV, Honolulu, and
KHBC, Hilo, under v.p. C. Richard Evans
Frank Fitch
succeeds R. W. Clark as chief engineer of KONA, Honolulu; asst, chiefs are Nevin Fahs and Young O. Kang
Tony Azzato resigns as film director of WPIX, New York,
to go into TV film consulting work; he’s succeeded by
Carol Levine
James M. Connors, CBS-TV director of
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

oldtime radio editor of Cleveland
Press, for last 8 years in Hollywood publicity work, including directorship of Paramount studio advertising &
publicity, appointed CBS-TV west coast director of publicity & exploitation; Pat McDermott promoted to mgr.
Don DeGroot, station mgr. of
of press information
WWJ, Detroit, promoted to asst. gen. mgr.,
&

production control for operations, promoted to business
Herbert Tyson, ex-Schwerin, joins
mgr., CBS-TV News
Carl TillDuMont Network as asst, research director
manns, ex-Hooper radio sales chief, appointed sales research & promotion mgr., Paul H. Raymer Co., station
reps, succeeding Mark Finley, now Boston Post promotion
Harold Hackett, veteran
v.p., resigning as
mgr.
Frank Dennis, ex-Ruthrauff & Ryan, to
of March 1
Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield Inc. as v.p. in charge
Henry White, ex-CBS-TV
of TV-radio commercials

WWJ-TV

business mgr.,

TV program

package firm of Barry & Enright Productions, new name being Barry, Enright & Friendly
Don L. Kearney named asst. ABC-TV national sales mgr.

join

.

.

.

Norman

.

.

.

Siegel,

.

.

.

WWJ

sales

.

.

mgr. of

.

Ewart M.

WEEU-TV,

Blain,

ex-CBS-TV

sales,

Reading (Ch. 33), due

named

in latter

Wm. S. Baskerville named comMarch or early April
mercial mgr., WFMY-TV, Greensboro, succeeding Virgil
Evans, who becomes gen. mgr. of WCOG, Greensboro,
.

whose

WCOG-TV

is

.

.

due on air

in

August

(Vol. 9:4)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

cials,
.

.

.

named
Bud Lane named
Ruthrauff

film div.,

.

.

.

executive in

Biow TV-radio dept.
TV film commer-

exec, producer of

& Ryan;

he continues as

Kaufman promoted

Julian

Phoenix

.

MCA

.

.

.

.

TV

to asst, mgr.,

art director

KPHO-TV,

H. Weller Keever named sales mgr., NBC
Chicago, succeeding Richard G. Cahill, resigned.
.

.
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Telecasting Notes: President Eisenhower’s first press
conference this week wasn’t telecast or broadcast, though
NBC president Frank White tried to get permission. But
White House press secretary James Hagerty is working
with TV-radio newsmen on formula for using TV “more
than it was used before,” to quote him
Networks and
Hagerty will meet next week. Networks hope to be able
to televise weekly news conferences on regular basis.
But they’re still awaiting President’s wishes
Fact that
Mr. Eisenhower made clear at Feb. 17 conference that he
doesn’t intend to let newsmen run the conference won’t
tolerate “prosecuting attorney” attitudes taken by some
reporters has created some fears he may try to “run the
show” when it’s on the air, either by using it for prepared
speeches or to answer only pre-arranged questions. Feeling is this would lose spontaneity value; also, since President traditionally cannot be quoted direct, question arises
whether televising of the actual conferences won’t require
lifting of that rule
NBC-TV on Feb. 18 started live
telecasts of Sen. McCarthy’s subcommittee investigating
govt, operations as part of its Ask
ashington program,
11-11:30 a.m., then continued it till noon, planning to
keep on this basis “as long as hearings are interesting”
Fewer
shows before large N. Y. audiences, plus
increased originations from Hollywood, is trend underlined
by decision of CBS to give up lease on Avon Theatre, ABC
Filin commeron the Vanderbilt, MBS on the Longacre
cial strike by Screen Actors Guild was settled this week
when Film Producers Assn, of New York and big ad
agencies agreed to contract providing for minimum pay.

.

.

.

.

.

—

—

.

.

.

W

.

.

.

AM

.

C

(INSTRUCTION

of

TV

.

.

station isn’t as expensive as

some might think; it can be done for as little as
$85,000. So said FCC Comr. Hennock in speech read for
her to American Assn, of School Administrators convention in Atlantic City this week by FCC economist Irwin
Fine. She urged them to get started as soon as possible
with minimum equipment, work up to more elaborate setup.
She gave breakdown of 233 CPs granted through Feb.
13 to show 75 anticipate construction costs under $200,000,
another 31 between $200,000-$250,000, with 3 grantees as
low as $85,000. She said operating expenses for a modest
educational station could be under $100,000 a year.
More than 13,000 delegates visited TV booth at Convention Hall to look at closed-circuit educational programming by upcoming non-commercial WTLV, New Brunswick, N. J. (Gh. 19). According to Ralph Steetle, exec,
director of Joint Committee on Educational TV, educators
were impressed by simplicity of TV cameras and left convention with far more enthusiasm for medium.
Other educational TV developments this week: (1) Atlanta board of education filed application for uhf Ch. 30.
(2) Ford Foundation offered $100,000 grant to any Washington, D. C. applicant it feels is truly representative of
all interested parties in city, hinted D. C. board of education, sole applicant for uhf Ch. 26, didn’t fit that descrip-

ment
for

of $70 per actor per film and sliding scale formula
extra payment to actors for re-use of advertising

films; 3-month strike is due to end March 2 after ratification of pact by SAG membership
BBC will donate
films of Queen Elizabeth’s coronation June 2, despite con.

tention of

them;

.

.

some pro-Labor newspapers that

it

should

sell

networks have 2 hours of 35mm
kines, edited down from 6% hours total, to be flown to New
York within 2 hours after closing of ceremonies
Another ABC-Radio affiliate pegs night rates at daytime
it

will let U. S.

.

.

.

ABC’s owned-&-managed AMs recently (Vol.
Baltimore, whose base onetime rate will
henceforth be $200 per hour from 9 a.m. to 11 p.m., runs
levels, as did

9:5);

it’s

WFBR,

$125 an hour 11 p.m. to 9 a.m.
Previously, KXOK, St.
Louis, did same thing
ABC-TV buys Pride of the Family, MCA series to star dance comic Paul Hartman, at
cost of $18,000 per film; will show pilot films to sponsors
& agencies in April
Ed Murrow has new show in the
works, to be titled Person to Person
“Talking back”
to experts will be privilege of TV audience when U of
Rochester presents civic officials on weekly series Your
Money on
Fri. 7:15-7:30 p.m., starting Feb.
27 audience will telephone questions and gripes on munici.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WHAM-TV

;

pal affairs and hear replies by officials ... U of San
Francisco law students plead moot cases on You Are the
Jury on KRON-TV alt. Sun. 1:30-2:30 p.m.; audience
acts as jury, mails in verdicts . “Storer House” name of
.

.

new

5-story N. Y. headquarters of Storer Broadcasting
Co., 118 E. 57th St.; upper floors include living quarters
for visiting staff.

FCC’s 2 GOP commissionerships should be coming
through from White House any day now, along with
President’s designation of chairman. There’s nothing official yet, except that Comr. Rosel Hyde, strongly backed
for chairmanship, particularly by many diverse elements

was called to White House for conference
week with one of President Eisenhower’s top aides,

of the industry,
this

lending to belief he has inside track on job. Candidates
for vacancies to be left by Comrs. Walker & Merrill are
numerous, but at this writing the greatest steam seems to
be behind these: Charles Garland, gen. mgr. of Gene
Autry’s KOOL, Phoenix, being urged by Indiana-Arizona
publisher-broadcaster E. F. Pulliam, member of Republican National Committee; Paul Marshall, 41-year-old at’34, Yale Law ’36, member of Maryland
prominent in state & county GOP politics, an
ex-OPS counsel and Taft aide, Navy veteran, son of Asst.
Attorney General under President Hoover; Richard B.
Hull, founder-manager of Iowa State College’s pioneer
WOI-TV, persona grata to both commercial & educational
interests, strongly endorsed by powerful midwest political influences; ex-Rep. Albert M. Cole (R-Kan.), defeated

torney,

Amherst

legislature,

GOP

councils.
Who will get the
guessing game until President
Eisenhower actually submits the nominations.

for reelection, high in

jobs, though, is still sheer

—

(3) Dr. Milton Eisenhower’s National Citizens Committee for Educational TV, backed by Ford Foundation, to
publish semi-monthly newsletter, to be edited by Ann
Resor, daughter of noted adman Stanley Resor. (4) N. Y.
Chamber of Commerce education committee urged state’s
Temporary Commission on Educational TV to postpone its
report, due Feb. 25, on proposal for 10-station educational

$59,511,209; NBC-Radio, $47,927,115; ABC-Radio, $35,023,033; Time, $32,664,222; This Week, $22,744,447; Better

network (Vol. 9:1-2).

Homes & Gardens,

tion.

(5) Citizens committee headed by
Minneapolis-Honeywell’s Walter Finke, asked Minnesota
legislature for $2,115,000 to build and operate educational
network, with stations in Minneapolis, Duluth & Marshall.
(6) Bill to appropriate $1,600,000 to CP-holder Connecticut
board of education for uhf stations in Bridgeport (Ch. 71),
Hartford (Ch.24) & Norwich (Ch. 63) ran into opposition
of influential state Rep. Simon S. Cohen, who said there
were “grave doubts” state should be in educational TV.

Ten top media of 1952, according to Publishers Information Bureau’s gross figures, stood in this order:
Life,

$96,897,749;

NBC-TV,

$83,242,573; Saturday Eve-

ning Post, $75,331,623; CBS-TV, $69,058,548; CBS-Radio.

Next 10: MBS, $20,992,$21,981,648.
105; Look, $20,910,897; Ladies’ Home Journal, $19,196,887;

ABC-TV, $18,353,003; Good House$14,721,280; Newsweek, $14,489,209; McCall's,
$12,697,512;
Business
Week, $12,282,682; American

Collier’s, $18,852,827;

keeping,

Weekly, $11,633,885.

Power increases: KRON-TV, San Francisco, reports
jump from 14.5 kw to 100 kw Feb. 14; WBZ-TV, Boston,
was to go from 26.5 kw to 100 kw over this week end.
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UIZ OF FCC by House

Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee Feb. 20 provided excellent clues to
what’s on mind of both FCC and Congressmen, plus
worries of latter’s broadcaster-constituents and their attorneys.
Chairman Walker was on stand all day, but
House members had many more questions to go and hearing was recessed to unspecified date. Only Comrs. Hyde
and Hennock were absent. Here are highlights:
(1) Networks: Advent of new TV stations, particularly uhf, seems to have placed networking questions very
high in agenda. Rep. Schenck (R-O.) was quite concerned
about one-station cities, wanted to make sure new stations
Rep. Harris (D-Ark.) wanted
got network affiliations.
to know FCC policy when 2 stations with overlapping
coverage and same ownership affiliate with one network.
He also asked whether other commissioners agree with
Rep.
Walker’s view that networks should be licensed.
O’Hara (R-Minn.) asked whether Commission is doing
all it can to speed coaxial-microwave facilities to new

O

-

stations.

Walker had no clearcut answers to the policy quesCommission is anxious to review whole subject
light of TV growth.
In fact, he said FCC’s budget

tions, said
in

specifies request for

funds to hire

staff to

conduct

full-

scale investigation.
(2) TV ownership by newspapers, theatres, AMs:
Prodded by Rep. Springer (R-Ill.), an energetic and in-

feels that Commismedia out of TV, Walker said that
he’s against giving TV to newspapers when they’re contested by applicants equally qualified; that Commission

sistent cross-examiner

who apparently

sion should keep other

doesn’t discriminate against theatre interests; that “it’s
operator should be permitted to
only justice that an
go into TV and not be put out of a business he pioneered.”

AM

(3) TV application processing: Walker felt Commission could use “a couple dozen” examiners instead of

Station Accounts: General Baking Co., thru BBDO, has
in 23 markets the new Hopalong Cassidy TV film
series being syndicated by NBC film programs div., reConti Castile Soap has
ports sales mgr. John B. Cron.
bought Lilli Palmer Show for KING-TV, Seattle, thru
Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce, and Haffenreffer Brewing Co. has taken Douglas Fairbanks Presents for Boston,
Bangor, Springfield, New Britain, thru Humphrey, Alley
Interstate Bakeries, largest single sponsor
& Richards
of Ziv’s Cisco Kid, has renewed it for third year in 16
midwest & western markets; it’s now carried in 73 markets. Latest to buy Adolph Menjou’s Favorite Story from
Ziv is Weidemann Breweries, for Cincinnati, Dayton &
Columbus, and Maison Blanche dept, store, New Orleans,
Beacon Wax Co. (floor
making total of 68 markets
wax) buys one-quarter sponsorship of WOR-TV’s Broadway TV Theatre, 5-a-week 7:30-9 p.m. “repeat play”
series; now sold out, other sponsors are Piel’s Beer,
Among other adverMennen Co., General Tire
Colgatetisers reported using or preparing to use TV
Palrnolive-Peet Co. (Lustre Creme home permanent), thru
Lennen & Newell, N. Y.; Nash-Kelvinator Corp., Nash
Motors Div. (autos), thru Geyer Inc., N. Y.; General Foods
Corp. (Sugar Krinkles cereal), thru Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y.; Air Line Products (food products), thru Harry
B. Cohen Adv. Co., N. Y.; El A1 Israel National Airlines,
thru Altman-Stoller Adv., N. Y.; Calgon Inc. (water softener), thru Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, Pittsburgh; BB
Pen Co. (BB-Rol-Rite pen), thru Roy S. Durstine, Los
Angeles; C. H. Bloss Co. (Ephed-Relief cold remedy), thru
Co-ordinated Adv. Corp., Chicago; Malverne Packing Corp.
(Malpac food-freezer plan), thru Jerry Rosen-William
Hunt Agency, N. Y.; River Brand Rice Mills Inc. (rice),
thru Donahue & Coe Inc., N. Y.; Garfield Williamson Co.
(Wonderlawn grass seed), thru Lawrence Kane Inc., N. Y.

renewed

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

present 13, plumped hard for more funds to expand
“wealth-producing” TV, pointed to 20% decrease in staff
coincident with doubled workload. TV hearing status is
“gloomy,” he said. “We must look forward to a hearing
load which will last for years.”
Nevertheless, he took
pride in the 255 CPs granted to date.
He revealed that Commission is on trail of one particularly suspicious applicant believed to have filed to
block a bona fide applicant.
Congressmen wondered

whether they could help with legislation requiring applicants to post bond. Walker said he’d give it some thought.
Several questioners insisted Commission should explore possibility of charging fees, as House Appropriations Committee has frequently suggested. Walker promised to discuss matter but said, with a grin, “Please see
that

we

get the

money

bring in.”
is still experimental,” Walker
vigorously denied it is, told how Portland friends of his
write about the “splendid” pictures they get from KPTV.
Many other subjects were touched upon, but most
have been answered before by Walker or FCC, in one
way or another. Walker reiterated status of educational
reservations, explained how TV priorities work, repeated
his dislike of theatre TV’s practice of wooing choice events
from home TV. “But I don’t see what we can do about
it,” he said.
“It’s the promoter’s business.”
Only real trouble FCC is having with McFarland Act
at the moment, Walker said, is with “protest” section
309(c). He said language isn’t clear on who is permitted
to protest a grant and that 15 days are much too few for
Commission to get responses to protests and to act on
them. FCC will ask Congress to extend period to 30 days.
Session was well attended, with up to 18 committee
members on hand. Chairman Wolverton (R-N. J.) is
saving his questions for next meeting, says he’ll take
(4)

Uhf: Asked

v/e

“uhf

if

1-2 hours.

Network Accounts:

TV’s tremendous selling power so

pleased Philip Morris & Co. Ltd. Inc. that it signed $8,000,000 “no option” contract with Lucille Ball & Desi Arnaz
to sponsor I Love Lucy on CBS-TV for next 2% years,
Mon. 9-9:30 p.m., thru Biow. Sponsor credits TV with
sales success of its new king-size cigarettes, introduced on
Jan. 26 program to audience of about 44,000,000 following
heavy publicity surrounding birth of son to Lucille Ball
preceding week (Vol. 9:4) ... Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.
ended rumors of program-shifting this week by moving
The Big Payoff from NBC-TV to CBS-TV, starting March
30, Mon.-Fri. 3-3:30 p.m., thru Wm. Esty; company sponsors only Mon.-Wed.-Fri. portions, with Tue.-Thu. portions on sustaining. Decision was made after reports that
Colgate might, instead, shift Strike It Rich from CBS-TV,
Mon.-Fri. 11:30 a.m.-noon, to NBC-TV (Vol. 9:7). Both
programs represent TV investment of several million dollars and Colgate will save reported $1,000,000 annually in
discounts by sponsoring both on same network
Liggett
& Myers Tobacco Co. (Chesterfields), now alt. -week sponsor of Stork Club, will sponsor program every week, starting April 4, on CBS-TV, Sat. 7-7:30 p.m., thru Cunning.

ham & Walsh

.

.

.

Columbia Records

Inc.

.

.

buys twenty

5-min. portions for 2 weeks of There’s One in Every Family, starting Feb. 23, on CBS-TV, Mon.-Fri. 11-11:30 a.m.,
thru McCann-Erickson
Gillette to sponsor Marciano.

.

.

Walcott heavyweight championship fight April 10 on NBCTV, Fri. 10 p.m. to closing, for reported $300,000.
b
Hollis M. Seavev, director of Mutual’s Washington
operations, appointed director of Clear Channel Broadcasting Service, succeeding Ward M. Quaal, now with
Crosley.
Harvard graduate, 37, ex-program director of
KOCY-TV, Oklahoma City, he was recent president of
Radio Correspondents Assn.

10 -

&

Financial
resulting

Trade Notes:

First

from ABC-UPT merger

management changes
into new American

Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc. (Vol. 9:7), as announced formally this week by president Leonard K.
Goldenson, elevate Robert H. O’Brien from UPT secy.treas. to financial v.p. & secy, of parent AB-PT, with the
added job of executive v.p. of the ABC div. He has already moved into ABC offices, where he is working with
Robert Kintner, now president of the ABC div.
Robert M. Weitman, ex-UPT v.p., becomes ABC v.p.
in charge of programs & talent.
Earl Hudson, president
of subsidiary United Detroit Theatres, goes to Hollywood
as v.p. in charge of ABC western div. John Mitchell, mgr.
of WBKB, Chicago, becomes v.p., reporting to Slocum
Chapin, v.p. in charge of network’s owned TV stations.
John H. Norton Jr., ABC central div. v.p., Chicago, continues to supervise ABC-TV and Radio networks and AM
station WENR, and Wm. Phillipson is named gen. mgr. of
TV-radio operations, western div., under v.p. Earl Hudson.

Simon

Siegel,

ex-UPT

comptroller,

is

now AB-PT

Brown, now comptroller & asst, treas.; Edith
Schaffer, asst. secy.
Foregoing are first major moves
among numerous reassignments and appointments to be
made, involving concomitant changes in theatre operations.
At radio station WSMB, New Orleans, half owned by
AB-PT subsidiary in partnership with Maison Blanche
dept, store, Jack O’Meallie has succeeded Harold Wheelahan as mgr.
treas.; J. L.

*

*

*

*

Among officers’ and directors’ stock transactions reported by SEC for Dec. 11-Jan. 10: James D. Shouse
bought 700 Avco, holds 6050; Edgar M. Batchelder sold
1000 CBS “A”, holds 10,450; Bruce A. Coffin sold 2000
CBS “A”, holds 11,383; Lloyd H. Coffin sold 2000 CBS
“A”, holds 11,250; Max Abrams bought 1500 Emerson
(Aug. & Dec.), holds 155,140 personally and through
foundations & trusts; Thomas B. McCabe bought 100 GE,
holds 200; Ruby M. Ballard sold 500 Muntz TV, holds 600;
T. E. Courtney sold 350 Muntz TV, holds 40,000; Percy L.
Schoenen exercised right to buy 350 Olympic (Oct.), holds
5500; James O. Burke sold 100,000 Standard Coil, holds
238,910 personally and through Tripp Bldg. Corp.; Robert
E. Peterson sold 50,000 Standard Coil, holds 139,955; Glen
E. Swanson sold 100,000 Standard Coil, holds 303,160.
In motion picture and allied fields these transactions
were reported: Abraham Montague acquired 10,250 Columbia from distribution (Oct.), holds 10,250; Peter Colefax bought 1000 National Theatres (Nov.), holds 1000;
Elmer C. Rhoden bought 8000 National Theatres, holds
18,925 personally and through holding companies; David
J. Greene bought 4200 RICO, holds 67,750 personally and
through trust, partnership & family; Jack L. Warner
bought 17,100 Warner Bros., holds 413,848 personally and
through trust.
•

*

*

*

RCA

and Emerson Radio have applied to N. Y. Stock
Exchange to list added shares of capital stock upon official notice of exercise of stock options held by executives.
RCA directors in 1950 granted Chairman Sarnoff an op-

buy 100,000 shares at $17.75 a share, President
Folsom 50,000 at same price, which was market as of
Nov. 2, 1950 closing (it’s 25-26 now) options are exerEmerson
cisable in whole or part up to Nov. 3, 1955.
tion to

;

directors in 1951 approved stock option plan for officers
and employes holding less than 10% of capital stock, in-

volving 100,000 shares and exercisable up to Feb. 15, 1957.

By

far the finest public service contribution of the

—

joint

broadcasters-manufacturers the annual Voice of
Democracy Contest came off with a bang again this week,
with 4 high school students as co-equal winners of $500
cash awards, plaques, trips to Washington and historic
environs, visits with President Eisenhower and V.P. Nixon,

—

At Washington luncheon Feb. 18, awards were presented by Senator Margaret Chase Smith (R-Me.) in
presence of Supreme Court Justices Clark and Minton and
other notables.
In addition,
contributed TV reetc.

RTMA

ceivers to each of the 4 youngsters (out of more than
1,000,000 participants) whose essays on “I Speak for
Democracy” were adjudged best; plus a Philco set to U. S.
Commissioner of Education McGrath for his cooperation.

Managed by NARTB’s Robert K. Richards and RTMA’s
James Secrest, the contest is also sponsored by U. S. Junior
Chamber of Commerce, has attracted an increasing number
of entrants each of its 6 years. Winners, who read excerpts
of their 5 min. scripts, were Robert Davis, Maui, Hawaii,

who got
Marino,

a

Westinghouse

Frank Lammadee, San
J. Walsh, WashingStromberg-Carlson Adelaide Nacamu, Peekskill,

Cal.,

ton, D. C.,

Packard-Bell;

set;

Thomas
;

N.

Y., Sylvania.

More community antenna systems in Rocky Mountain
area are in the works, in addition to major project for
Casper, Wyo. (Vol. 9:7).
A $100,000 project to serve
Tiinidad, Colo, has been promoted by Cal Perley,
owner
of KCRT there, backed by Denver capital. First
service
will come from KKTV, Colorado Springs, via
pickup tower
on 7500-ft. Signal Mountain, 3-mi. north of Trinidad.
Some
1000 subscribers are expected initially, with ultimate
of
2-3000 visualized. Service from KDZA-TV &

KCSJ-TV,

Pueblo, will probably be added later. Promoters
of the
Casper project expected to attract 3-6000 subscribers.

Phone company
signals.

will supply microwave bringing Denver
Target date for start is Sept. 1. Casper group

also plans projects for other

Wyoming towns.
ing engineer on Trinidad and Casper systems
Morrissey, Denver.

Consultis

T.

G.

General Tire’s TV-radio profits rose in
1952, while
earnings from company’s other operations declined
despite
record sales. Financial statement for year ended
Nov. 30,
1952 shows subsidiary General Teleradio (WOR &

TV,

New

York;

WOR-

KHJ & KHJ-TV,

Los Angeles; WNAC &
'WNAC-TV, Boston, and Yankee & Don Lee networks),
made profit of $949,342, compared with $773,827 for fiscal’
1951.
Excluding TV-radio operations, company reported
for fiscal 1952 net sales of $185,914,247, profit of
$6,147,918
($4.76 a share) vs. 1951 sales of $170,771,521, profit of
$7,016,640 ($5.46).

Dividends: Philco, 40<? payable March 12 to stockholders of record Feb. 27; Hazeltine, 25<? March 16 to
holders March 2; Oak Mfg., 35^ March 16 to holders March

March 16 to holders March
vision Electronics Fund, 12<# Feb. 28 to holders
I-T-E Circuit Breaker, 56% <f March 5 to holders
CBS, 40tf March 6 to holders Feb. 20; Sprague
2; Erie Resistor, 20«(

March
50^ March

40<*

15;

Feb. 27; Loew’s, 20^

31; Capitol Records, 10?

1

Standard Radio “A”

March

Electric,

14 to holders Feb. 27; Hammond Instrument,
10 to holders Feb. 25; Clevite Corp., 50c March

9 to holders

March

9; Tele-

Feb. 18;
Feb. 20;

&

March 13

April

“B,”

10tf

1

to holders

to holders

March

April 10 to holders

20.

International Resistance Co. reports net income of
(44 } a share on 1,325,163 shares) on total income of $11,989,681 for 1952, compared with $754,675

Gabriel Co. reports 1952 sales of $17,888,893, some
$2,000,000 greater than $15,795,488 in 1951, but net profit
dropped to $13,927 (21V a share) from last year’s $591,992

(57<t) on $13,194,514 in 1951.
Sales for 1953 so far are
reported running 20% ahead of last year.

$417,120 in 1951.

$577,877

1

($8.74).

Federal income taxes were $7200 in 1952 and

CONTROLS ALL OFF, TV's ECONOMY 'FREE': No more price controls whatever — and the
TV-radio industry which has been plenty vocal about needless govt, interference
and red tape and direction from Washington, etc. etc., finds itself on its own for
-

,

first time since OPS issued its first order in January, 1951.
TV-radio is first major industry entirely deco n trolled
from parts all the
OPS completed the process on Peb. 18 by lifting ceilings off
way to end product.
(1) TV-radio parts at the manufacturers’ level, and (2) service charges for repair
Price controls on TV-radio sets
and installation of receivers and other equipment.
last
August (Vol.8:35), were reimposed for parts in
and parts had been suspended
October (Vol.8:42), finally decontrolled at wholesale & retail Peb. 6 (Vol.9:6).
Lid is also scheduled to be lifted off all appliances & audio equipment within week.
It’s now up to trade happily back at self-regulation and "free economy,"
to hold price line and arrest the already-manifested tendency to boost prices
For
concerted price increases as President Eisenhower made clear at his Feb. 17 press
He warned both business and
conference, could bring controls back with a wallop.
labor not to gouge or do anything unreasonable that might create an economic emergency and force return of price controls.
President Eisenhower said sternly, he wouldn't hesitate to ask Congress
for new controls, though he'd be bitterly disappointed if this became necessary.
Purely as practical matter it's expected this highly competitive industry
This week, Motorola president
will bend every effort to maintain price structure.
Paul Galvin wrote all parts makers that "no increases will be allowed this year on
any of Motorola's lines of radio and TV products." Letter obviously was intended
It was
to head off rising demands of some parts people for price boosts (Vol.9:7).
written 4 days before President's statement, 5 days before OPS order.
There's also still threat of reimposition of consumer credit controls, a la
Regulation W, if President heeds Federal Reserve's apparent inclinations (Vol. 9:6).
Warning that TV service will cost perhaps 10% more on hourly rate basis,
came from OPS administrator Joseph Freehill when he announced lifted ceilings.
He
could be proved wrong, for that's an intensely competitive business, too.
Decontrol order finds TV-radio trade prosperous generally firm, but booming
It's steady, not sensational, still able to supply
only in scattered localities.
enough sets to meet the demand, and consequently still a buyer's market
James D. Secrest RTMA executive v.p. who for 2 years has fought the indusHe
try's battles to get Govt, off its back, welcomed decontrol with obvious relief.
forecast period of steady growth, with few lags in either production or orders.
Only some such influence as a worsening of the international situation and consequent
fears of shortages could convert the trade into a seller's market, he believes. As
but not on industry-wide scale.
for prices, he foresees increases here & there
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Sixth production week of 1955 saw TV output pass 1.000,000 mark, according
Production was 186 100 (9822 private label) for week ended
weekly
reports.
RTMA
to
Factory inventories rose to 140 174
Feb. 13, up from 173,927 preceding week.
The 6-week total of 1,078,405 sets contrasts with just about 605,000 first
6 weeks of 1952, when it took about 10 weeks to reach 1,000,000 mark.
Boom in radio output continued for sixth straight week, due largely to demand for auto radios. Week ended Feb. 13 resulted in 504,252 sets 147 541 private
Six-week
up from 296,972 week earlier and highest for any week since mid-May 1951.
total is 1,631,175, which compares with 935,915 for same 6 weeks of 1952.
Radio's factory inventories were 237,695 up from 239,934 on Feb. 13. Week's
•radios were 100,650 home sets, 21,127 portables, 51,635 clock, 130,840 auto.
,
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Trends

call a profit

TV

oi

Trade:

Depends on what you

—whether handling of TVs & radios

is profit-

able for dept, stores.

In terms of dollars, it’s profitable;
markups, it isn’t, according to survey by
National Retail Dry Goods Assn, of dept, store appliance
sales, as reported in February Stores, its official magazine.
Survey showed that in 1951 typical dept, store had only
19% markup on TVs & radios compared with 32. 5% on
all other items in store.
But when measured in dollars,
TV-radio provided $27.93 profit per sq. ft. of selling space
compared to $27 stox-ewide. For major appliances, markup
was 24.9% or $23.40 per sq. ft.
“If thei'e is a prospect of increasing the volume significantly without stepping up the selling space required,
then the [TV-radio] dept, holds a far brighter promise
than its initial mark-on percentage seems to indicate,”
in percentage

report states.
Survey reveals bitter criticism of TV manufacturers
& distributors, quotes one store executive as saying
“they’re now biting the hands that fed them.” It adds:
“The problem is industry-wide since competition sets the
l’etail price, and the cost of manufacturing sets the factory
price.
Part of the spread between the two figures is taken
up by national advei’tising, and another part by the dis-

What’s left is for the retailer.”
recommendations: (1) Aim for bigger volume.
(3) Accept and mer(2) Carry fewer brands.
chandise trade-ins.
(4) Offer service as part of merchandising program.
(5) Be prepai’ed to give floor demonstrations.
(6) Promote private brands only on all-out
tributor’s mai’gin.

NRDGA’s

basis

—“they’re

not for dabblers.”
*

*

*

Very few large-size tubes were noted

in a tour this

glass and metal tubes here but all feel that the glass will
be' more economical in the long run when the price comBritish tube output figures show
petition gets tight.”
10-in.,

2%;

63%
8%; 14-in., 4%;

comprised

12-in.

were

of all post-war sales; 9-in.,

4%;

15-in.,

16-in.,

2%;

17%;

60%

of all

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Nairn

.

.

Inc.

.

.

Magnavox adv. director
in same capacity March 9

resigns as

.

Congoleum-

join

to
.

Myron Blackman

.

resigns as gen. sales mgr., National Electronics Mfg. Co.
(Natalie Kalmus TV) to form own Los Angeles sales firm;

president David Krechman takes over his duties
F. Leo
Granger, national service mgr., named Stromberg-Carlson
.

distributor mgr., replacing T. R.

.

.

Mathews, now Raytheon

TV-radio eastern sales mgr.; i-eplacing Granger is John H.
Craft Jr.
Malcolm P. Herrick promoted to chief engineer, Stromberg Carlson TV-radio div., assisted by RuJohn H. Hocter, ex-Philco Distributors
dolph G. Miller
Inc., N. Y., named Jewel Radio sales v.p.; reporting to him
will be William Helfrecht, gen. sales mgr.
Samuel
Bryan, chief, components section, NPA Electronics Div.,
leaves March 2 to become plant mgr., U. S. Recording Co.,
Herman Lubet, ex-Tele King, named
Washington, D. C.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Fada adv. &

.

.

.

.

expox-t sales mgr., replacing Charles Roberts,

John R. Brooks Jr. named Kansas City TVresigned
radio district mgr., Ralph E. Leader Boston mgx\, Bendix.
.

.

.

projection,

During December, 1952 the
sales; 14-in., 20%; 15-in., 12%.

than 1%.

less

17-in.,

L. W. Teegarden, RCA Victor v.p.
charge of technical pi’oducts, elected executive v.p. of
parent RCA, will headquarter in N. Y.; post had been
vacant since Joseph H. McConnell held it pxdor to going
to NBC as president
W. H. Jeffery, gen. sales mgr. of
Philco Corp. of Canada Ltd., named gen. mgr., with L. B.
Kiely promoted from merchandising to gen. sales mgr., in
integration of that subsidiary with Philco International
Corp. Sydney L. Capell, ex-v.p. & gen. mgr. at Toronto,
recently was named Philco Intex-national president, headquartering in Philadelphia
Alfred Y. Bentley, since
1947 chief engineer of DuMont CR tube div., named chief
engineer of receiver div., replacing Robert J. Cax-anaugh,
who returns to reseax-ch div.
C. M. Lewis appointed
mgr. of communications marketing div., RCA engineering
products dept.; reporting to him will be R. C. DuBois,
communications sales mgr., and A. Fischer, communications commercial operations mgr.
Ernest L. Hall, exPilot v.p., recently with Emerson, named national sales
mgr. of Canadian Aviation Electronics Ltd., DuMont’s
Canadian licensee, succeeding Karl von Gaa, now recovering from a heart ailment in N. Y.
Lauren K. Hagaman

.

*

month of England’s cathode ray tube factories by an
American observer, who writes us: “I saw only one factory where there was a 21-in. tube in production, although
others are talking about it. They are manufacturing both

12-in.

Trade Personals:

in

*

*

*

*

Merchandising Notes: Marta Cooperative Inc. is name
of new company foxmied this week by 12 New York TV

Cheating on TV repair bill caimied penalty of 6 months
in jail and $1500 fine after Baltimore serviceman Ixwing
Sammis was convicted last week of charging householders
for work he never performed. Judge Herman M. Moser
said he imposed stiff sentence as warning to other servicemen, commenting TV sets “have become part of the daily
lives in most households but are bound to remain mysterious contrivances beyond the normal person’s compre-

appliance dealers to centralize buying, wai'ehousing &
promotion; president is Bernard Altman, owner of Bx-ands
Philco ad budget this year will
Store, Manhattan
run $30,000,000, marking 12th straight year company has

hension.”

console
*

*

*

*

Meyberg Distributing Co.
(RCA), Los Angeles, names Ted Wyatt TV-radio mgr.,
replacing Parsh Henry, now merchandising mgr. of major
Brennan Appliance Distributors (Admiral),
appliances
Detroit, appoints Clyde C. Marion gen. sales mgr.; Faysan
Distributors Inc., Buffalo, names Sanfoi’d S. Kulick gen.
Tele King appoints Pacific Appliance Dissales mgr.
tributing Co., Los Angeles, now managed by Gei’ald GoetHoffman Radio appoints
ten, ex-DuMont Chicago mgr.
CBS-Columbia names E. G. HenGraybar, Minneapolis
Arvin names Toledo Merchandrix Co., San Antonio
Distributor Notes: Leo

.

.

.

J.

.

.

.

.

.

dise Co.
Little

N.

J.

.

.

Rock

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

branch mgr. Jack Mendelson resigns.

“luxury tax” on TVs, radios & ap1; tax applies to
items selling for $100 or more.

Cuba

levied

.

.

advertising

incx-eased

.

allocations;

increase

lax’gest

will

go into magazines, all thru Hutchins Adv., Philadelphia
Magnavox launching 3-week promotion campaign
March 6, using all media to plug new 27-in. all-channel
.

.

.

Crosley introduces new 21-in. open-face
console at $370, blonde $390
Philadelphia
Electrical Assn, x'eports 1952 TV sales in ax ea, on basis
of 20 brands reported, totaled 182,138 in 1952 vs. 208,650
.

.

.

mahogany

.

.

.

-

Henry A. Adams, ex-Bank of America, appointed promotion mgr. of Western Merchandise Mart,
San Francisco, replacing Leonax-d E. Read Jr., resigned.
in 1951

.

.

.

Dynamic-New York Inc., specializing in TV, appliances
and servicing, which enjoyed mox'e than $7,000,000 sales
in 1952, has filed Chapter XI petition, said to have been
forced by lack of capital; preliminary audit indicates
liabilities of $1,279,000, book assets of $1,166,000.

.

Majestic appoints Voss-Hutton-Barbee Co.,
Olympic appoints Frame Inc., Miami;
.

&

2%

pliances at retail level, effective Feb.

James M. Skinner, 64, retix'ed president and chairman
whose relations with that company
dated back to tiixxe it was Philadelphia Storage Battery
Co., died Feb. 13 at his home in Chestnut Hill, Pa.
His
son, James M. Skinner Jr., last year was elected v.p. in
of board of Philco,

chax-ge

of distribution for all Philco domestic divisions.

13
Electronics Reports: New cutbacks in supply of cobalt
for loudspeakers and TV focusing devices may be imminent, NPA officials warned TV-radio manufacturers at
industry advisory committee meeting this week in WashMilitary needs for the metal are increasing,
ington.
while supply hasn’t improved substantially, they said.
And they held out little hope for increased rations of
nickel, also used in speaker magnets and picture & receiving tubes.

Industry representatives, however, reported no acute
Some noted spot shortages of picture tubes,
problems.
capacitors and TV tuners, and labor shortages in east and
midwest. They expressed apprehension lest any stretchout or slowdown in military production program might
unnecessarily tie up plant facilities and labor, as well as
materials.
In-J. W. Bauler of NPA Electronics Div. presided.
dustry representatives on hand were John Gilbarte, Admiral; Dorman Israel, Emerson; Jack Marks, Fada; Joe
Benaron, Pacific Mercury; Wm. Moore, Packard-Bell
Wm. H. Chaffee, Philco; Charles Baxter, RCA; John H.
Cashman, Radio Craftsmen; Robert S. Alexander, Wells-

Gardner.

Development of “family

protection’’ radio for use dur-

ing air attacks will be pushed by TV-radio manufacturers,
14 of whom met in Washington Feb. 20 with officials of
Federal Civil Defense Administration, NPA and RTMA.
Manufacturers pledged cooperation with FCDA’s plans

AM

set which would
for small, low cost mass-produced
let public receive emergency information despite power
also asked manufacturers to help pubfailures.
640 & 1240 kc which would be
licize the 2 frequencies

FCDA

used for

civil

—

—

defense information in emergency.

Microwave Associates Inc., Boston, 50% owned by
American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc., has
elected Frank L. Marx, ABC engineering v.p., as direcReelected
tor, and Joseph C. Bothwell Jr., as comptroller.
were Dana W. Atchley Jr., president; Vess Chigas. treas.;
Richard M. Walker, engineering v.p.; Leonard H. Goldenson, Robert H. O’Brien

vice presidents:

Wm.

&

Jason Rabinovitz, directors.
and Julian Pathe.

New

P. Toorks

to keep ban on color TV receiver
Electronics officials of that agency are
known to feel that Order M-90 shouldn’t be abolished
along with other controls on civilian items, since object of

NPA may

fight

mass production.

is

TV

order is to conserve engineering talent, which
scarce as ever.

color

*

•

*

•

CBS-Hytron will start construction of new $3,500,000
picture tube plant and warehouse at Kalamazoo, Mich, this

& production scheduled to begin
President Bruce A. Coffin said 235,000-sq.-ft.
designed for expanded production of tubes 21-in.

spring, with occupancy
in

June 1954.

plant

is

and over, will employ about 1500.
Transistor pioneer Dr. William Shockley has been
first annual $1000 Oliver E. Buckley Solid StatePhysical Prize. Award was presented by American Physical Society, is named for the former president of Bell Labs.

awarded

Svlvania plans

new

120,000-sq.

tronics lab in Williamsport, Pa., to

ft. radio tube and elecemploy 400 when ready

early in 1954; Ralph L. Clausen, tube div. chief engineer,
will be director.

RTMA

technical products div. will take up all phases

of electronics, commercial

mittees March 22 at

New

&

govt., at

meetings of 11 com-

York’s Roosevelt Hotel.

Night fighter radar, which enabled UN fliers to shoot
down enemy planes in Korea without sighting them, was
made by Westinghouse in Baltimore electronics plant.

Military establishment can be cut “at least

10%

in

men, money and materiel” without hurting its combat
effectiveness.
That’s conclusion reached by 10-man Citizens Advisory Commission on Manpower Utilization in the
Armed Forces, headed by RCA chairman Brig. Gen. David
Sarnoff, in much-publicized final report submitted Feb. 18
Defense Secy. Charles E. Wilson. Report pointed out

to

that cutting the fat out of the Defense Dept, could release
at least 500,000 men and save $5 billions annually. Commission was appointed Oct. 22 by Truman Administration,
was continued by Gen. Eisenhower, won high praise from
Mr. Wilson when he accepted report. Serving with Gen.

Sarnoff were Maj. Gen. John B. Anderson (ret.); Rev. John
Cavanaugh, ex-president, U of Notre Dame; Marine
Maj. Gen. Merritt Edson (ret.) Clarence Francis, chairman, General Foods; Artemus L. Gates, ex-Navy Undersecy.; Adm. John H. Hoover; C. R. Smith, president,
American Airlines; Lewis L. Strauss, consultant to Rockefeller family; Air Force Maj. Gen. St. Clair Streett (ret.).

J.

;

Roundup

of foreign

TV

developments, giving status

and based largely on reports from U. S.
Foreign Service, was released this week by Office of International Trade, Dept, of Commerce, as No. 355 in its
Business Information Service, World Trade Series; it’s
February Electronics Magaavailable at 15b a copy.
zine also reports significant expansion of TV abroad during 1952, says regular program service is now being transmitted by 35 stations in 21 countries, with 7 more due to
get stations by end of 1953. It tabulates sets in use in
foreign countries aggregating 2,400,000, up 50% over
1951.
Table accompanying article shows status of TV
in 39 countries

in 54 countries, giving standards, sets in use,

stations in

number

of

projected.

service or

Demonstration of Lawrence one-gun tri-colcr tube
with 3.58-mc simultaneous color picture generated in New
York labs is planned for about March 1 by Chromatic TV
Laboratories.
Pickups of out-of-the-air color pictures
are scheduled later. President Richard Hodgson says compatible color has been shown on tube at Oakland, Cal.
labs.
In New York, demonstrations have been with field
sequential system, and some engineers have questioned
practicality of putting compatible color on one-gun tubes
instead of 3-gun (Vol. 9:4). Hodgson says Chromatic is
now making tubes with .01-in. strips of phosphors in
addition to those with .015-in.
Interest in movies via subscription TV is shown by
Advertest survey of 750 New York set owners, which
found that 52% would be willing to pay for first-run films
on home TV vs. 34% year ago. But they’re willing to
pay average of only SI? now, whereas last year they were
willing to pay average of 60b. Another Advertest survey
of TV owners found that 45% attended at least one movie
during January, compared with 64% in January 1952.
1

Technical details of tape recording TV pictures still
haven’t been revealed by Bing Crosby Enterprises, which
has demonstrated such pictures (Vol. 9:1), but executive

Frank Healey gives progress report on system in
Feb. 16 Broadcasting Magazine. He reiterates that commercial production of equipment is expected by next Janudirector

ary.

Canada’s 11% income tax cut, effective July 1, includes abolition of $2.50 tax on radios, with promise there
will be no license fees on TV sets.
To compensate for

revenue losses to CBC, entire
& tubes will go to CBC.

15%

excise on TVs, radios

Tests of Telemeter coinbox system of pay-as-you-look
via Telemeter’s community antenna system in Palm
Springs, Cal., are reported due to begin Max-ch 5 with
feature film supplied by most major producers.

TV,

;

14
IG UAW-CIO, Detroit auto workers union headed by
Walter P. Reuther, this week applied for uhf in that
city (Ch. 62), apparently determined to get into TV de-

B

spite

losses

in

its

FM

now-discontinued

venture there.

Detroit station had income of $41,694 and lost $37,982 in
1950, income of $29,614 and lost $51,501 in 1951.
There
was an educational appplication this week, too from Atlanta board of education, seeking Ch. 30.

—

Week’s other uhf applicants were for Los Angeles,
Ch. 34, by Harry Maizlish’s KFWB; Minden, La., Ch. 30,
by principals in KAPK, Shreveport; Anderson, S. C., Ch.
58, by group of 20 citizens; Spartanburg, S. C., Ch. 17,
group including AM operator Fred W. Symmes, WBCU,
Union, S. C. and WMRC, Greenville, S. C.
There were 6 vhf applications this week for Phoenix,
Ch. 3, by local group with 10% held by Edward Cooper,
ex-aide to Sen. Johnson of Colorado, now TV director of
Motion Picture Assn.; El Dorado, Ark., Ch. 10, owners of
KVMA, Magnolia, Ark.; Menominee, Mich., Ch. 11 (allocated to Marinette, Wis.), by WMAW, Green Bay, Wis.
Tulsa, Ch. 2, by combination of KVOO (Wm. Skelly) and

—

KRMG

who

di-opped separate appplications;
owner Fred Jones;
Tulsa, Ch. 2, by group including
Rapid City, S. D., Ch. 7, by
-Daily Journal interests.

(Sen. Kerr),

KFMJ
KOTA

This week’s 12 applications brought to 710 total now
[For further details about foregoing
applications, see TV Addenda 16-G herewith; for complete
listings of all post-freeze grants, new stations, hearings,
etc., see TV Factbook No. 16 with Addenda to date.]

pending before FCC.

n
Zenith’s claims on Chicago’s Channel

2,

which

FCC

WBBM-TV

(Ch. 4), took form
of petition for reconsideration filed with FCC Feb. 20.
Presumably, Commission will take quick action on peti-

has earmarked for CBS’s

Guessing is that Commission will deny petition,
which raises question whether Zenith will appeal to courts
Another question rising from
considered probable.
FCC’s approval of ABC-UPT merger last week (Vol. 9:7)
is whether Sen. Tobey will undertake to unscramble the
merger. Though he insists that Senate hearing on moviesin-TV is needed, he indicates hearing on merger would be
tion.

—

Zenith’s petition claims that:

“academic.”

(1)

Identical

WLAN

was granted
hearing with WGAL-TV for Ch. 8, but was prohibited
from appearing in WGAL-TV show-cause proceeding,
while Zenith was refused hearing in Chicago because it
show-cause proceeding.
didn’t file appearance in
renewal pro(2) It couldn’t file appearance in
ceeding because it had no interest in Ch. 4, only in Ch. 2,
couldn’t apply for two channels, and couldn’t dismiss its
Ch. 2 application without losing “the Channel 2 rights it
has always asserted.”
situation existed in Lancaster

where

WBKB

WBKB

New York-Albany

microwave, augmenting existing

coaxial cable, should be ready for TV use late this year,
AT&T told FCC in application this week to build 5 relay

New system initially will
over 177-mi. route.
provide 3 northbound TV channels, 2 southbound, plus 2
protection channels, and will interconnect with newly built
Albany-Buffalo microwave, providing second network route
stations

westward from
Last of the

New York
New York

City.

holdouts,

WOR-TV, announced

it will join city’s 6 other stations on Empire State Bldg,
some time this summer. Five stations are now operating

WATV

will probably move from Newark in
and
September. WOR-TV gives up its massive and terrifically
expensive 809-ft. self-supporting tower in North Bergen,
N. J., doesn’t say what it will do with it.

there,

TV

show hair styles to some 25,000
Closed-circuit
beauty shop operators at March 9-12 International Beauty

Show

in

facilities.

New

will

York’s Statler Hotel,

RCA

crew providing

Havana’s third TV outlet, CMBF-TV on Ch. 7, which
began operating Feb. 2 after many delays, goes to 9 hours
daily schedule as of March 1, reports Goar Mestre, wh;
operates CMQ-TV, Havana (Ch. 6) and who with his
brother Luis Augusto & Abel Mestre joined with other
local interests in building

CMBF-TV.

It’s

equ’ppcd with

5-kw DuMont transmitter, uses 6-bay superturnstile atop

CMQ’s Radiocentro

Circuito

Bldg., only about 300 ft. above
Reception has been excellent, says Mestre,
even though very few homes had high-channel antennas,

sea

level.

and station will specialize in movies, news, sports.
Havana’s other station is CMUR-TV (Ch. 4); another on
Ch. 2, projected by El Mundo interests, is due to go into
operation momentarily, while Ch. 11 grant to firm backed
by U. S. broadcaster George B. Storer is still in CP status.
(For full data on Cuban, Mexican and other Latin American TV stations, see p. 87, TV Factbook No. 16.)
Less “paper work” for broadcasters is aim of FCC proposed amendment to rules issued this week (Public Notice
53-178). Commission wouldn’t require verification of filed

documents and would require filing only those contracts
and agreements relating to: (1) Network affiliation. (2)
Ownership or control. (3) “Time brokerage” agreements.
(4) Storecasting, transitcasting, background music.
(5)
Same sponsor for more than 2 hours per day, except where
program’s length is beyond station’s control, such as football games.
(6) Hiring any person in temporary management or profit-sharing capacity (other than regular officer
or employe).
Comments on proposal must be filed by
March 20, replies by March 30.

ABC will spend more than $2,000,000 to increase
power of all its five Channel-7 stations, says engineering
v.p. Frank Marx.
Three will have full 316 kw: WBKB,
Chicago, WXYZ-TV, Detroit, KGO-TV, San Francisco.
WJZ-TV, New York (changing to WABC-TV March 1),
goes to 110 kw, limited to that power because height is
over 1000 ft. KECA-TV, Los Angeles, goes to 155 kw,
also limited because of great height.

All stations will get

20-kw amplifiers shortly, new “tailored” antennas next,
and finally 50-kw amplifiers. Fall of 1954 is target for
last step.

Builders of TV-radio stations no longer have to apply
for permission to start construction, provided
they can locate materials which can be purchased withto

NPA

out

CMP

the

same

allotments.

NPA

this

week extended to builders
week to other users of

privileges applied last

copper and aluminum (Vol. 9:7). Builders may still
apply for CMP allotments, but are now permitted to purchase materials in excess of allotments if they can find
producers who have filled all outstanding CMP orders and
still have capacity to fill further orders.
steel,

Directional uhf transmitting antennas are
offered

by

RCA

at approximately

$20,000.

now being

FCC

rules

permit use of directionals to improve service but not to
assign additional channels to cities through reduced mileage separations. Rules allow maximum-minimum power
ratio of 10 db.
The new antennas are custom built, include beam tilting if desired, produce following gain in
maximum direction: Channels 14-32, 26-35 gain; Ch. 33-49,
30-40 gain; Ch. 50-83, 34-45 gain.

Signs of the times dept.: “In the old days,” sighs
of NBC’s 3-Star Extra program,
“when a reporter called up a Senator he’d usually be told
by an assistant: ‘Sorry, he’s tied up in a committee meeting.’
These days they tell you: ‘Sorry, he’s on the Kate
Smith Show.’ ” Bill Gold in Washington Post.

newsman Ned Brooks

—

SMPTE has shifted TV sessions of next semi-annual
convention in Los Angeles to April 30-May 1; convention
lasts April 27-May 1, overlaps NARTB convention in same
city, April 29-May 2.
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Tacoma, Altoona, Wichita Falls Stpr rf page 1
19 CPs Granted
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—

Transmitter Shipments and Upcoming Stations, pp. 6-7
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Coil's

82-Channel Tuner Ready, page 10
Would Hasten Stations, page 14

'Trustee Corporations'

TACOMA, ALTOONA, WICHITA FALLS START: Three new stations began test patterns this
all vhf.
That makes 16 so far this year, 55 post-freeze bringing total in
There should be quite a few more during March.
U.S. to 141 now operating
Tacoma News-Tribune's KTNT-TV (Ch. 11) began testing Feb. 22, bringing competitive service for first time to Seattle-Tacoma area where KING-TV (Ch. 5) has had
field to itself since pioneering TV in the area in November, 1948. Company had preWeed is national rep.
GE equipment was installed.
viously been in FM only.

—

week

,

.

WFBG-TV, Altoona, Pa
(Ch. 10) began testing Feb. 24 from new GE plant, is
Veteran radio station operator, big Gable Co. dept, store is
city's first station.
putting lots of promotional steam behind TV effort. Rep is H-R Representatives Inc.
.

(Ch. 6) turned on juice Feb. 27, becomes 100th
KWFT-TV, Wichita Falls, Tex
It's also GE, and represented by Blair.
Prime mover is
CBS-TV affiliate March 1.
broadcaster Kenyon Brown, partner with Rowley theatre interests.
KTNT-TV and KWFT-TV n go commercial" March 1 WFPG-TV March 2 . KWFT-TV got
on air exactly 37 days after FCC grant, beating rival CP grantee's KFDX-TV (Ch. 3),
promised in April, and KTVW (Ch. 22) due in June.
.

,

*

*

*

*

Definitely promised for March 1 tests is KSWO-TV, Lawton, Okla (Ch. 7), all
ready with RCA equipment, according to mgr. Paul Goode; from March 2, it will operate 5 p.m. -midnight daily.
Southern Oklahoma town is only 48 mi. from Wichita Falls.
.

Also due on the air momentarily equipment on hand: KDZA-TV, Pueblo, Colo
KGUL-TV, Galveston (Ch. 11) KVTV, Sioux City, la
(Ch. 9)
and uhf WWLP
Springfield, Mass
(Ch. 61) and WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge, La
(Ch. 28). Promised by midMarch, also, are Amarillo's KGNC-TV (Ch. 4) and KFDA-TV (Ch.10) and WBAY-TV, Green
Bay, Wis
There's good prospect of several others, too.
(Ch.2).
.

,

(Ch.

3)

;

.

;

.

,

;

.

.

latest reports on equipment deliveries and from upcoming new stations,
[ For
see digests of our continuing survey on pp. 6-7.]
19 CPs GRANTED-MORE 'COMBINATIONS': FCC finally broke its record
granting 19 CPs
this week
just one more than the 18 granted in initial post-freeze group July 11.
New record undoubtedly was used as ammunition when commissioners appeared in closed
session with tight-fisted House Appropriations subcommittee Feb. 26, to show Congressmen how money is being spent
particularly the extra $300,000 that was voted
last year specifically for TV processing.
,

—

—

There were 9 vhf CPs, 10 uhf in this week's grants, which bring post-freeze
total to 274, as FCC jumped 23 cities down Group A priority list to 286th city, and
eased ahead 5 more cities to 201st in Group B
,

.

The vhf grants
Idaho Falls, Ida ., KID, Ch. 3 & KIFI, Ch. 8; Pocatello
KWIK, Ch. 10 & KJRL, Ch. 6; Champaign, 1 11., WDWS, Ch. 3; Pittsburg, Kan .,
:

Ida.

,

,

COPYRIGHT 1983 BY RADIO NEWS BUREAU
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KOAM, Ch. 7; Sedalia, Mo ., KDRO
Eau Claire, Wis
WEAU, Ch. 13.
.

,

Ch.

6; Butte, Mont

..

KXLF, Ch. 6 (2nd for city);

,

Uhf CPs : Decatur, Ala ., WMSL, Ch. 23; Valdosta. Ga
WGOV, Ch. 37; Spring field, 111 ., Plains Television Inc., Ch. 20; New Orleans, La ., New Orleans Television Co., Ch. 20 (2nd for city); Benton Harbor, Mich .. WHFB, Ch. 42; Elmira, N.Y .,
El-Cor Television Inc., Ch. 18 (2nd for city); Charlotte, N.C .. WAYS, Ch.36; Durham
N. C.
T.E. Allen & Sons, Ch.46; Tulsa, Okla
Elfred Beck, Ch. 23 Scranton, Pa .,
WARM, Ch. 16 (3rd for city).
.

.

,

.

,

*

*

.

;

*

*

—

disposition to move fast was noteworthy this week, as it was last
once applicants remove conflicts by joining forces, withdrawing, etc.
Examples
C hampaign grant to WDWS and WSOY, Decatur, 111.
Durham grant to T.E. Allen & Sons
and WTOB, Winston-Salem
both of which eliminated competition by forming new corporations just last week. Along same lines were Elmira and Charlotte grants each
of which involved 2 AMs until stockholders agreed to limit holdings to one in city.
Worth noting, too is that applicants are following up Comr. Hyde's suggestion that "community-minded" citizens build and operate stations on contested channels until winners of hearings are selected (see story, p. 14).
KID, Idaho Falls, is controlled by Mormon Church which
Other sidelights
owns KSL-TV, Salt Lake City, and holds interest in KGMB-TV, Honolulu.
KIFI, Idaho
Falls, and KWIK, Pocatello, are controlled by same group, headed by James M. Brady
which holds CPs for Boise and Butte, Mont., is applicant for Twin Falls; stockholder
KJRL, Pocatello, is owned by
Grant Wrathall also owns 50% of CP for Salinas, Cal.
the Tr ibune- Journal a Scripps (not Scripps-Howard) newspaper.
Grantee in Pittsburg, Kan is 37%% owned by Lester L. Cox who holds interest in Springfield, Mo. grant, and 12%% by his father, Lester E. Cox, owner of KCMO,
Kansas City TV applicant. Butte grantee KXLF is controlled by Ed Craney who shares
with Bing Crosby ownership of KXLY-TV, Spokane. Eau Claire CP is first to Morgan
Murphy-Waiter Bridges newspaper-radio group, which has several applications pending.
FCC

f

s

:

—

;

,

,

:

,

,

,

,

,

,

*

*

*

*

Valdosta, Ga. uhf grant is first to E.D. Rivers Jr., son of Georgia's former governor, who also has applications for Savannah and West Memphis, Ark. Plains
Television Co. grant in Springfield, 111, is 4th awarded to Schef tel-Burger group
which owns Telenews Inc., newsreel producers, and controls chain of newsreel houses.
Sioux City, la. Duluth, Minn.
Their others are for Little Rock, Ark.
R.L. Wheelock, W.L. Pickens, H.H.
The oilmen who received New Orleans CP
also hold uhf CPs for Dallas & Houston, built and sold the pre-freeze
Coffield
Benton Harbor's WHFB is owned by the NewsK PHO-TV, Phoenix and KEYL, San Antoni o.
Palladium. Elmira grant is result of wedding between Corning Leader (WCLI) and
Grant is conditioned on divestment of ownerGannett 's Elmira Star-Gazette (WELM).
ship in WELM by stockholders E.S. Underhill Jr. and W.A. Underhill.
Francis M. FitzDivestment was also required in Charlotte grant to WAYS
Charlotte.
Grantee
also
holds
in
WGIV,
CP for WCOG-TV
gerald disposing of interest
owns
CP
for
WISE-TV,
Asheville, as well
Greensboro, and stockholder Harold H. Thoms
as interests in applications for Knoxville and Arlington, Va. A principal of Durham
grantee is George V. Allen, Ambassador to Yugoslavia, nominated this week as AmbasElfred Beck, Tulsa, holds real estate and oil interests.
sador to India & Nepal.
about grantees & applicants see TV Addenda 16-H heredetails
further
For
[
and all other applications, see TV Factbook No. 16.]
these
data
on
complete
with for
,

;

—

—

—

,

,

;

EDUCATIONAL SLAP NAY HURT OTHERS:

As much psychological as financial was the
whole
in the rejection of board of regents
TV
a
as
setback suffered by educational
be licensed to the U of the State of
network
to
10-station
plan for a state-financed
exhaustive hearings. Gov. Dewey's
following
By 10-5 vote,
New York (Vol. 9 :1,2,4) .
and
TV
(see
p. 8) stood opposed to idea
State Temporary Commission on Educational
commission.
will
uphold
the
it's regarded as foregone conclusion that legislature
While lamenting pocketbook defeat national educational TV leaders seemed
more concerned for moment with effect it may have on others looking to legislatures
N.Y.

—

,

for financial backing.
Reaction was best summed up by Ford Foundation spokesman
"
This isn't the end of the world for educators contrary to what they might
think.
New York probably can raise enough money from private sources as the commission recommended, to finance at least some stations.
"
But we're worried about places like Connecticut which might have trouble
raising funds for its 3 stations if legislature follows New York's lead." Connecticut Board of Education holds CPs for uhf stations in Bridgeport, Hartford, Norwich.
Many educational and lay groups were keenly disappointed openly expressed
concern.
New York Times which ran full text of commission report Feb. 25, editorialized: "The majority decision. .. commands the sun of technological progress to stand
still, relying on the magic lantern when a great new instrument of teaching is at
hand. [It] has decided that one picture is not worth a thousand words, or at least
We cannot believe this
the investment is not safe enough to put the state into it.
The clock of educational progress is not so easily stopped."
decision will stand
:

,

,

,

,

,

.

*

*

*

*

What to do next in New York will be thoroughly discussed at regular meeting
And New York Citizens
of Joint Committee on Educational TV in Washington March 4.
Committee for Educational TV, headed by Winthrop Rockefeller, will meet 2 days later
Big decision to be made is whether to try to raise funds
to thrash out strategy.
p rivately or push for passage of Bryages-Ollif f e bill in state legislature to finance 3 pilot stations at undetermined sites.
Dr. Milton Eisenhower's National Citizens Committee for Educational TV will
That's why
enter picture in big way if decision is made to go for private funds
It can look for assistance from some pretty big industhe committee was created.
trial figures in state, among them Marion Folsom, recently Eastman Kodak treas., who
was co-chairman of Eisenhower group until he became Undersecretary of the Treasury.
Ford Foundation won't be much help for time being; its funds earmarked for
educational TV stations have been allocated and more won't be forthcoming for some
"Despite some opinions, our funds are not limitless," a spokesman commented.
time.
Speed now becomes paramount among educators faced with deadline of June 2,
when FCC may consider making unused reserved channels available to commercial applicants. Comr. Hennock who must be particularly galled by setback to her pet project
in her home state, is now expected to spearhead drive to get deadline extended for
Their record to date only 22 applications, 14 CPs, no stations built -educators.
though KUHT, Houston, and KUSC-TV, Los Angeles, are expected on air shortly.
N.Y. Commission heard 200 witnesses in favor of regents' plan and only 8
opposed, yet recommended state appropriate no public funds for projected uhf network, which would comprise already-granted stations in Albany, Binghamton, Buffalo,
Utica application still pends applications
Ithaca, New York, Rochester, Syracuse.
are yet to be filed for other 2.
.

,

,

:

;

THE UHF MARKETS: SOUTH BEND,

IN9.: South Bend was ready for uhf and is taking local
Principal ingredients in formula are conservative operation by
TV in its stride
AM-newspaper interests, solid engineering planning and close cooperation with trade.
Mother Nature helped, too for north-central Indiana is blessed with the
flat terrain ideal for uhf propagation.
Nevertheless, there's been no house-on-fire rush to buy sets
While sales
are brisk, there's no buying panic, and some dealers who miscalculated the market's
potential may fall victim to swelling-of-the-inventories.
Development of audience
actually has been orderly, apace with servicemen's ability to install uhf antennas.
.

,

.

*

*

$

*

No two uhf markets have exactly same problem s, or fit same set of circumThat's most obvious conclusion we can draw from our personal surveys of
stances.
York & Atl a ntic City (Vol.9:6), Wilkes-Barre- Scranton (Vol.9:7) and
uhf areas
But by same token, all uhf markets have many
our visit this week to South Bend.
characteristics in common, and experiences of the pioneer uhf markets should materially benefit both telecasters and trade in the new markets to come.
WSBT-TV, which went on air Dec. 22 on Ch. 34
beating its originally an-

—

—

- 4 -

—

nounced date by 6 months
is owned by South Bend Tribune, radio pioneer whose AM
station WSBT began operation in 1921.
Some 100,000 families live within 25-mi. radius which includes such cities
as Elkhart, Goshen & LaPorte, Ind.
and Niles, Mich.
South Bend is allocated two
commercial uhf channels, one educational, no vhf
Second commercial channel is contested by 3 groups, including U of Notre Dame.
There are no applications for uhf
channel allocated to Elkhart, 15 mi. east of South Bend.
But TV isn't new to area
Chicago s 3 stations (73 mi.) and Kalamazoo s one
offer
viewable
signal
anyone
willing to meet it half way with high-gain
mi.)
to
(55
rotors,
tall
masts,
boosters,
etc.
And about 35,000 in the area have been
antennas,
willing, according to vhf antenna count made by Indiana & Michigan Electric Co.
TV & AM operations are completely integrated in offices and studios occupyStill active in management
ing top floor of recently modernised Tribune Building.
of all Tribune operations is publisher Frederick A. Miller who at 85 is legendary
And from station mgr. Neal B. Welch down, all personnel have
figure in South Bend.
both TV & AM duties. No new key people have been added for the TV operation. Mr.
Welch himself was with WSBT for 11 years, worked for Tribune before that.
Station now has 41 hours of programming weekly
5-10:15 p.m. weekdays, and
Though AM station is
noon-10 p.m. Sundays, test pattern beginning 10 a.m. daily.
totaling
CBS affiliate, WSBT-TV takes about equal amount of time from CBS & NBC
Station's policy is to expand
about 15 hours of commercial network shows weekly.
Says manager Welch:
"We intend to
broadcast day slowly as sponsors are added.
back into afternoon programming as it becomes commercially sound."
Storm center of local controversy is station's policy of barring beer advertising, as does newspaper. To many TV fans, this means losing some fights and other
and Tribune's letter column is forum for lively debate on subject.
sporting events
,

,

.

*

.

'

,

—

—

,

—

*

*

*

*

Station's first remote this week is something of a coup in basketball-crazy
WSBT-TV plans to televise sectional and regional state high school tourIndiana
naments on afternoon & evening of Feb. 28 & March 6, under sponsorship of local gas
"We hadn't intended to do any remotes so soon," said Mr. Welch, "but this
company
To get TV rights, station had to guarantee gate rec e ipts
was a great opportunity."
Station owns no
no difficult task since tournament traditionally is sellout.
mobile equipment, will use studio cameras. Bell System relay equipment.
WSBT-TV' s studio facilities consist of converted 40x60-ft. radio studio and
control room with 4 cameras and film chain. Programs are piped from the studio to
transmitter south of city by Bell System cable and microwave. Network programs ;re
taken from Chicago-Toledo microwave which passes near South Bend.
Transmitter is located at AM antenna site uses old FM tower built up to
height of 479 ft., TV antenna being some 540 ft. above average terrain. Using 1-kw
RCA transmitter, current ERP is 17.7 kw with boost to 170 kw planned as soon as the
Horizon is 31 mi from antenna, but signal actually can be
equipment is available.
picked up considerably farther away if proper receiving antenna is used.
Coverage actually surprised everyone including chief engineer Art O'Neil,
Tests by RCA showed " excellent "
sparkplug of efficient TV-AM engineering staff.
"very good" (2400 uv/m) 25 mi. south and 25 mi. west.
5600 uv/m picture 30 mi. east
Everyone we talked to in area
In north, signal tapers off rapidly at about 25 mi.
agreed picture generally is excellent and easy to pick up
Mr. O'Neil,
There are very few "shadows " because of flatness of terrain.
"fill-in"
and
the
"spill-over"
uhf,"
says
on
sold
"really
who describes himself as
but
not
great
as in vhf."
anticipated,
as
than
we
behind obstructions "are greater
.
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Good relationship with trade has been one of outstanding achievements of
From time CP was granted, station has kept dealers and distributors inWSBT-TV.
and problems through meetings and bulletins. For instance, a recent
progress
of
formed
that
71 modifications of station equipment have been received from
reported
bulletin
Another describes in detail how to
most
are yet to be made.
RCA since December;

One attempts to answer dealers' complaints about programming:
use test pattern.
"
Naturally, all of us would like to see more network shows but it's not as
Network shows must be sold to national advertisers [who] must be
easy as it looks.
convinced there is a sufficient TV audience in this market to make it profitable
to add WSBT-TV to their network..."
,

*

*

#

*

station sends weekly questionnaire to 18 distribuTo measure uhf audience
This anonymity, station believes, helps to assure
tors, who return them unsigned.
accuracy of the count.
Uhf-equipped. sets in area total little over 25,000 according to latest distributor census. Nearly four-fifths of uhf units sold have been converters & strips
about 5300 vhf-uhf sets have been shipped to dealers, as opposed
for existing sets
to 19,800 converters and strips.
This census doesn't accurately show number of sets-in-use though it's best
Converters and sets in dealers' inventory, as
available method of counting sets.
well as those in hands of public, are included in count.
But
While South Bend isn't exactly a TV "boom town ", set sales are good.
fact is that TV isn't new to area, and sales were good even before the local station
Now all new set sales are vhf-uhf and nearly two-thirds of the old
went on air.
vhf sets have been converted.
Number of TV dealers in area has just about doubled since uhf came to town.
Among newcomers are factory-branch stores opened by Meek and Wells-Gardner and it's
But all isn't gravy by any means, and
rumored Muntz has rented South Bend store.
of
getting
most
business. One big new shop reportedly
retailers
are
old established
heavy
advertising.
first
week,
despite
sold only 8 sets
,

,

—

,

,

,

*

*

*

*

Stores are full of merchandise, display
There's no shortage of n ew sets
Internal converters for some big makes aren't so
wide variety of makes and models.
readily available, however, and shortage of strips is only now being ironed out.
despite advertising ballyhoo
Question of strips vs. continuous tuners
Dealers say that they continue to
doesn't seem important to South Bend consumers.
pick sets according to cabinet style, brand name and preference for a particular
picture, without expressing much interest in mode of tuning.
There's no price-cutting so far though some dealers feel it could break out
Some customers cut cost corners by using indoor antennas against advice
any time.
and generally get less satisfactory picture.
Vhf antenna
of station and dealers
installations to get Chicago and Kalamazoo stations cost $150 and up.
Dealers say
50-60% of new-set customers buy only uhf antenna ($22 and up) or no antenna at all,
but many call back later to order complete vhf installations.
Louis Chikar the city's largest TV
TV trade-ins have become big business
He sells trade-ins at store
dealer, says 20% of his TV customers trade in old TVs.
He owns 5 other stores in South
he owns which deals exclusively in used TV-radios.
all selling TV only
which did $500,000 worth of
Bend and neighboring towns
business in last 3 months of 1952.
.
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Uhf pioneering on local level isn't confined to telecasters .
Confronted by
mass of claims for the huge number of uhf antennas now on the market, South Bend TV
parts and set distributor Bruce Bouchard (Radio Distributing Co . DuMont) set out to
In 3-story, 10, 000-sq. -f t . build"take the myth and mystery out of this business."
of
mi.
South
Bend,
he set up Television Testing
southeast
Ind.
35
Warsaw,
ing at
of
the
many
comparative
tests
makes
and types of uhf antennas.
Laboratory to make
"
We're finding some amazing things about some high-priced well-advertised
antennas " he said. Laboratory has attracted many antenna manufacturers who have
come to Indiana to make actual-use tests of new designs. While he originally started project to guide him in purchase of antennas, interest in tests has been so great
r.hat
Mr. Bouchard plans to publish lab reports on virtually every type of uhf & vhf
antenna, including directivity patterns and field strength data.
,

,

,

- 6 ABC’s New York

Telecasting Notes:
to

WABC-TV-AM-FM

—

(from

stations change

WJZ-TV-AM-FM)

as

of

and a new identification, employing an Ameri1
can eagle, will be employed for entire network. On Feb.
12, ABC’s Chicago TV station (Ch. 7) changed from
WENR-TV to WBKB, and WBKB’s old frequency (Ch. 4)
was taken over by CBS and changed to WBBM-TV. ABC’s
& WENR-FM
Chicago radio stations remain

March

WENR

Add

radio

victims

of

TV

trend:

.

WHYN,

.

.

Springfield-

WHYN-TV into operation (Ch. 55),
as CBS-Radio affiliate as of June 15
WTIC (owned by big Hartford Life, managed
by veteran Fritz Morency) has plans to build $2,000,000
TV-radio center if it gets CP for TV; it faces 2 others in
Holyoke, soon to put

WMAS

replaces
Hartford’s

.

.

.

TV & radio commercials
competitive quest for Ch. 3
showed up well in annual Federal Trade Commission spot
check for false or deceptive advertising; only 3648 out of
84,325 TV and 7204 out of 228,051 radio commercials were
set aside as “questionable” and subject to further investiLenten season
gation during year ended last June 30
offering that may presage further letdown of bar against
films-in-vaults: Cecil B. DeMille super-colossal oldie,
115-min. King of Kings, with music and choral numbers
but no dialogue, being offered to stations by Cinema Corp.
KSTP,
of America, 34 Valhalla Way, Paterson, N. J.
St. Paul, joins those reducing radio rates, its Feb. 1 rate
card showing Class A announcements down from $100 to
$90, B from $75 to $45, D from $35 to $18, plus eliminaTips for fishertion of 6-6:30 p.m. intermediate rate
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

F

OUR UHF

.

.

.

.

transmitters were shipped by

RCA

this

week—to WAKR-TV, Akron (Ch. 49); WKST-TV,
New Castle, Pa. (Ch. 45); WTVO, Rockford, 111. (Ch. 39);
WCOV-TV, Montgomery, Ala. (Ch. 20). Due to be shipped
first 3 weeks in March are WLBC-TV, Muncie, Ind. (Ch.
49); WFAM-TV, Lafayette, Ind. (Ch. 59); WCOS-TV, Columbia, S. C. (Ch. 25); WFTL-TV, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
(Ch. 23); WBKZ-TV, Battle Creek, Mich. (Ch. 64); possibly others, including previously reported WNBH-TV,
New Bedford, Mass. (Ch. 28).
Already shipped by RCA but not yet on air are
Rouge, La. (Ch. 28) and WHP-TV,
Harrisburg (Ch. 55). First has reported it expects to get
going by mid-March, latter by April 1.
WJHL-TV, Johnson City, Tenn. (Ch. 11) has ordered
GE equipment for early May delivery, has not yet reported expected on-air date. GE this week shipped 100watt unit to WLOK-TV, Lima, O. (Ch. 73), which gets
1-kw in July. GE also reports sale of two 12-kw uhf
transmitters, with antennas and studio equipment, to
WIFE, Dayton (Ch. 22) and WTVQ, Pittsburgh (Ch. 47),
both aiming for August starts; Ronald B. Woodyard is
prime mover in both stations.

WAFB-TV, Baton

*

*

*

*

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

WMBR-TV

national rep
& WMBR, Jacksonville, recently sold to Washington Post, owners of WTOP-TV &
.

.

.

WTOP

(Vol. 8:51), shifts reps from Avery-Knodel to
WDTV, Pittsburgh, raises Class A
Spot Sales
hour rate from $1000 to $1200, one-min. from $150 to $190
WJAC-TV, Johnstown, new Class A hour
as of April 1
KING-TV, Seatrate from March 1 is $600, min. $110
tle, new March 1 rate card has Class A hour rate of $700,
min, $150
New KTNT-TV, Tacoma, rate card has
Rate cards of
Class A hour rate of $625, min. $135
several upcoming stations published: WNOW-TV, York,
hour $200, min. $37.50; KFDA-TV, Amarillo, hour $200,
min. $40; KEYT, Santa Barbara, hour $300, min. $60;
WLBC-TV, Muncie, hour $200, min. $40; KFAZ-TV, Monroe, hour $150, min. $22.50; WTVE, Elmira, hour $150,
min. $30; WGBI-TV, Scranton, hour $300, min. $60;
Blair Moody,
WNAO-TV, Raleigh, hour $200, min. $40
ex-Senator from Michigan, ex-Detroit News Washington
correspondent, moderates new weekly film series titled
Meet Your Congress.

CBS

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

other newspapers in Arkansas and Texas. O. L. Taylor
will be national rep.
Purchasing KSWS, Roswell, N. M., oilman John A.
Barnett is combining it with his CP for TV and this week
he reported to FCC that KSWS-TV (Ch. 8) has ordered
Federal equipment and plans, if equipment is delivered on
time, to get on air by May 15.

—

*.

*

*

*

Jacob A. Newborn, Beaumont (Tex.) banker, holding
grants in his own name for KETX, Tyler, Tex. (Ch. 19)
and WTVS, Gadsden, Ala. (Ch. 21), and in partnership
with several others for KBMT, Beaumont (Ch. 31), reports GE equipment ordered for all 3 stations with the
Beaumont outlet reported due April 1, Tyler June 1,
Gadsden Sept. 1. His program mgr. is John Summerfield.
Mr. Newborn last week dismissed application for Minden,
La. (Ch. 30), and is withdrawing application for Alex-

—

andria, La. (Ch. 62).

KRIO-TV, McAllen, Tex. (Ch. 20) hopes to get on
the air by the fall of 1953, reports Gene L. Cagle, president of Texas State Network, grantee. Two-acre tract of
land has been acquired to build studios and transmitter.
Equipment
delivery.

In our continuing survey of upcoming new stations,
the following reports were received this week:
Amarillo’s 2 new stations KGNC-TV (Ch. 4) and
KFDA-TV (Ch. 10) may both get test patterns on air

—

men, including weather data, demonstration of equipment
and latest on where they’re bitin’, given on Let’s Go Fishing on WMAL-TV, Washington, Thu. 11:20-11:30 p.m.
Ralph Kiner, Pirates’ slugger, and Bob Prince, local
sportscaster, due to get shares in new WENS, Pittsburgh
(Ch. 16), due in August or early fall, probably buyingsome of stock owned by club secy., attorney Tom Johnson,
New WKMI-TV, Kalamazoo, Mich.
now holding 45.5%
(Ch. 36), due on air in fall, has named Adam Young as

will be ordered from firm promising earliest
Station would be second in rich Rio Grande

Valley, competing with XELD-TV, Matamoros (Brownsville, Tex.), the Ch. 7 outlet across the Rio Grande, about

50 mi. away.

No

national rep has yet been chosen.

WNAO-TV,

transmitter was
due to go out this week, will operate with single-bay antenna from atop First National Bank Bldg. (191 ft.)
pending installation of higher power unit and construction
KFDA-TV already has its GE transof 833-ft. tower.
mitter, is rushing tower completion, expects April 1 com-

Raleigh, N. C. (Ch. 28), having changed
call letters from originally assigned WETV, will start
tests April 15 with Federal 1-kw transmitter feeding
Workshop Associates antenna, goes commercial April 27
(when daylight time begins) with CBS affiliation. The
call was acquired after deal whereby grantee,
now called Sir Walter Television Co., headed by Erie
(Pa.) attorney John W. English, acquired Raleigh News

mercial debut.

(6

by March
local

15, according to

populace.

managements’ statements

to

KGNC-TV’s RCA 2-kw

Tex. (Ch. 6) has ordered GE
equipment, including 5-bay antenna, and expects to get
on air between June 1 & July 1, according to station mgr.
Frank O. Myers. Owners are C. E. Palmer interests,
publishing Texarkana Gazette and News, and various

KCMC-TV, Texarkana,

WNAO-TV

Observer’s WNAO, an ABC-AM outlet, for approximately $250,000. and newspaper in turn acquired interest
in

the

TV

outlet.

WKST-TV, New

Castle, Pa. (Ch. 45), which now has
equipment, reports it expects to begin tests “by
the second week in March” third uhf outlet in area. Beits

RCA

—

7
cause of uhf boom in nearby Youngstown, with 2 stations already on the air, it claims uhf homes are being
added at rate of 502 per day. Meeker is national rep.
WEEU-TV, Reading, Pa. (Ch. 33), which had anticipated starting March 1, now expects delivery of GE 100watt transmitter by end of March. Allowing 2 weeks to
get ready transmitter house, tower and studio equipment
already completed it now figures on first tests April 15,
reports gen. mgr. Thomas E. Martin.
It’s to get 12-kw
amplifier in May.
Camera chain and film projectors are
already being tested, and station is now completing a
studio-transmitter link.
WDAN-TV, Danville, 111. (Ch. 24), authorized to
Northwestern Publishing Co., Gannett subsidiary operating
and Danville Commercial-Neivs, has ordered
DuMont transmitter, has studio-transmitter quarters all
ready, has fixed Nov. 1 as target date, reports L. N.
Bitner, gen. business mgr., Gannett Newspapers, Rochester, N. Y. Everett-McKinney has been named national rep.
WCTV, Flint, Mich. (Ch. 28), one of first post-freeze
grantees (July 9, 1952), at first promised for late fall
1952, then for Feb. 28, 1953, now is slated for Sept. 1
No
debut, according to James L. Rubenstone, president.
equipment or construction plans are yet announced. Rubenstone is ex-special events chief, WFIL-TV, Philadelphia.
WCOV-TV, Montgomery, Ala. (Ch. 20) is completing
Stainless tower, expects it to be ready by March 1, figures
on first test pattern by late March. RCA antenna is due
March 13. Station feels certain enough of target date to
have signed 16 CBS & DuMont shows already, hopes to
add NBC shortly. 0. L. Taylor is national rep.
WNOK-TV, Columbia, S. C. (Ch. 67), announced last
fall by CBS-TV for Jan. 1 affiliation, then moving up
starting time to February, then April, now says latter
reported DuMont equipment ordered.
It had
May.
Grantee Palmetto Radio Corp. recently elected attorney
Croft Jennings as new president.

—

—

WDAN

*

*

*

*

Wichita grantee C.W.C. Co. (Ch. 16), controlled by
City, reports GE transmitter
promised in early April, with 100-watt exciter coming first
to enable it to get on the air by April 18 and 12-kw due in
Company has acquired 27-aci e tract just outside
June.
city limits, will build 50xl00-ft. structure to house first
equipment, use 300-ft. tower temporarily, go to 700-ft.
Call letters have not yet been assigned, nor nalater.
tional rep selected.
KLIF-TV, Dallas (Ch. 29), granted to company
headed by theatreman Barton R. McLendon and the president of old Liberty Broadcasting System, Gordon McLendon, is now negotiating for equipment and so has no
target date yet in mind, reports chief engineer Glenn
Callison.
Rep will be H-R Representatives Inc.
Though equipment hasn’t been ordered yet, nor building plans undertaken, Philip D. Jackson, head of Oklahoma
City grantee of Ch. 25, reports he thinks he can get station
on the air by fall of this year. Neither call letters nor
rep has yet been selected. Grantee operates KWCO (AM).
Chickasha, Okla.

Durwood Theatres, Kansas

-

KGKL, San Angelo, Tex., which holds CP for Channel
has been sold for .$250,000 to group headed by Lewis O.
Seibert, gen. mgr. for last 10 years and 10% stockholder;

3,

Seibert also

plans are

owns 45% of KPLT,

Paris, Tex.

TV

station

still indefinite.

Some uhf

applicant might find use for 500-mc transmitting & receiving equipment, mostly modified SCR-533
radar mounted on 4-wheeled dual-tired trailer, for making
propagation tests and aligning receivers; if so, contact

Gene O’Fallon, KFEL-TV, Denver, who has such apparatus
over from 1948-49 experiments.

left

M

EASURING UHF

audience

is

all-important project

But how to go about it? Most
stations use weekly or monthly report from distributors,
made either directly to station or to some impartial third
party such as local electric company. A few apparently
for uhf telecasters.

out of thin air.
In new attempt to get estimate that would stand up,
Atlantic City’s WFPG-TV engaged C. E. Hooper Inc. to
make survey of uhf sets in area. The results, as of this
month: Of 1500 completed calls, 68.5% had TV sets (Atlantic City area is in Philadelphia fringe area)
11% of
these could receive uhf station; 6.2% had uhf antennas;
3.8% had ordered converters, not yet installed. Based on
80,082 homes in Atlantic & Cape May counties, Hooper
estimated 54,850 homes in area are TV-equipped, 6035
equipped to receive uhf station, or total of 8228 uhfequipped, counting converters ordered but not yet installed.
Cooperation between trade and station in Atlantic
City, which got off to rather poor start (Vol. 9:6), is improving rapidly. Stores reportedly are showing good uhf
pictures. And this week, station’s daily program listings
appeared for first time in local newspaper which had refused to print them when TV dealers bought space for
fish figure

;

—

—

daily

program

log.

to Know About UHF” titles
Sponsor Magazine a valuable primer
explaining such aspects of uhf as coverage compared with
vhf, conversion, rate of conversion in uhf markets, etc.
Also, in same issue, recommended reading for uhf enterprisers, 5 uhf telecasters give their own answers to question: “What special problems does a uhf station face in
building an audience and what are you doing to solve

“What Timebuyers Want

article in Feb. 23

—

them?”
Indicative of how TV-hungry many communities continue to be, despite new stations here and there, are requests FCC receives for permission to install boosters.
Half dozen or so have been filed recently. Typical is one
from Dr. B. I. Golden, of Golden Clinic Memorial General Hospital Assn., Elkins, W. Va. He says local citizens

want

form non-profit group to operate booster on ChanCommission doesn’t grant such requests unless
they propose genuine program of experimentation, and
very few do. FCC adheres to policy of waiting until there
has been ample opportunity for regular stations to be
built and bring service before it will consider boosters or
satellites.
Fear is that authorization of such auxiliary
stations now may use up channels or create interference
nel

to

13.

which would preclude establishment of regular stations.
What with big backlog of applications and hearings, Commission is likely to shy away from commercialization of
boosters and satellites for many months, if not years.
Biggest community antenna system in nation, TransVideo Corp., Pottsville, Pa., now has 2625 subscribers
2300 in Pottsville, 325 in nearby Minersville. It distributes all 3 Philadelphia signals, is modifying equipment to
handle 7 signals, will include those of WPIX, New Yoi’k, to
satisfy local clamor for night ball games. Advent of uhf
WHUM-TV, Reading, tower of which is only 8 mi. away,
hasn’t deterred new subscribers from signing up, says
manager Frank Waters. System gets CBS-TV programs

from
a

WCAU-TV,

CBS

affiliate

Philadelphia, will use

—for programs of

WHUM-TV— also

local interest.

Both

sta-

tions will be offered eventually.

AT&T’s 8-mc “L-3” coaxial cable is now in use between New York and Philadelphia, and PhiladelphiaChicago section will probably be in operation this summer.
L-.3 handles 3 times the traffic of conventional coaxial, requires twice as many repeaters. A pair can carry 1800
telephone conversations or 600 conversations plus a TV

program transmitted

in each dii'ection.

8
Personal Notes:

Neal B. Welch promoted from commermgr. to mgr., WSBT & WSBT-TV, South Bend; exmgr. Robert H. Swintz, cutting down on duties because of
poor health, becomes business mgr.
Louis Stone promoted to CBS-TV business mgr., replacing Henry White,
now Biow TV-radio mgr.
Martin Leeds, CBS-TV director of business affairs in Hollywood, resigns to become
executive v.p. in charge of production, Desilu Productions,
which handles the Desi Arnaz-Lucille Ball hit, I Love Lucy
cial

.

.

.

.

.

Wm.

.

.

.

.

NARTB

Stubblefield resigns as

station relations

Blackbum-Hamilton Co., station brokers;
Ray Jones,
he’s succeeded by his asst., Wm. K. Treynor
ex-CBS-TV sales, joins new KGUL-TV, Galveston (Ch.
11), due on air in March, as asst, to chief owner Paul E.
Taft
John Summerfield, ex-WAKE, Greenville, S. C.,
director to join

.

.

.

.

.

.

administrative asst, to J. A. Newborn Jr., of Beaumont, Tex., who holds CPs for uhf stations in Beaumont,
Mort Tharpe, ex-KOA,
Tyler, Tex., & Gadsden, Ala.
named local sales mgr., KBTV, Denver; Ted Hardy, exentertainment director, Fitzsimmons Army Hospital,
named continuity editor; Loren Orr, ex-Berea College

now

.

.

.

R. W. Wassendramatics director, named stage mgr.
berg, ex-operations mgr., named program director, KPIX,
San Francisco, replacing Sanford Spillman, resigned
Wm. H. Keller Jr. promoted from mgr. of WEAS, Decatur, Ga., to president of all 4 radio stations owned by
E. D. Rivers Jr., others being WGOV, Valdosta, Ga.,
WJIV, Savannah, KWEM, recently moved to Memphis,
Tenn. from W. Memphis, Ark.; WGOV has TV grant,
.

.

.

.

WJIV &

KWEM

are

Murray
TV applicants
NBC merchandising dept.
.

promoted to mgr.,
Shoehalter promoted

to

director

.

of

Heilweill

.

public

.

.

.

.

.

Nat

relations,

Lewis R. Tower named NBC union
relations coordinator, reporting to treas. Joseph A. McErnest W’alling resigns as director of proDonald
gramming, WPTZ, Philadelphia, to set up own program

WATV, Newark
.

.

.

.

.

.

firm in N. Y.

M

Network Accounts: Procter & Gamble contracts with
Frank Wisbar for another 44 Fireside Theatre films (NBCTV)

produced at reported $1,350,000

to be

.

.

.

Schlitz re-

news with Meridian Pictures for 26 Playhouse of

the Stars

(CBS-TV) at reported $675,000
Lever Bros. Co. (Lux
soap) moves Lux Video Theatre, starting April 2, on
.

.

.

CBS-TV from Mon. 8-8:30 p.m. to Thu. 9-9:30 p.m., replacing Biff Baker, U.S.A., which was dropped by Lucky
Strike; Carnation Co. (evaporated milk) moves Burns &
Allen from Thu. 8-8:30 p.m. into the Mon. 8-8:30 p.m.
period
Thor Corp. (home appliances) buys Quick as a
Flash, starting March 12, on ABC-TV, alt. Thu. 10:30-11
p.m., thru Henri, Hurst & McDonald
AFL will sponsor half-hour forum discussion series between management
& labor representatives, starting in mid-March on ABCTV, date & time not yet fixed
Pearson Pharmacal Co.
March 30 begins Eye Witness, mystery show, Mon. 9-9:30
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

p.m., produced by Robert Montgomery on NBC-TV just
preceding his hour-long Robert Montgomery Presents;
latter show was renewed this week for another season beginning next fall by alt. week sponsors American Tobacco

Co. (Lucky Strike) and S. C. Johnson & Son (wax) . . .
Carter Products Inc. at end of March drops Drew Pearson

on DuMont, Wed. 7:30-7:45 p.m., plans another
thru Ted Bates Agency.

TV

show,

Station Accounts: Giant Food Stores, big Washington
chain, paid $250,000 for year’s exclusive sponsorship of
Pick Temple Show, said to be biggest time sale in local
TV-radio annals; Pick Temple is local “cowboy” whose
children’s program from March 1 will be seen on WTOP-

TV

Mon.-thru-Sat., 4-5:45 p.m., plus Sun. 11-12:30 p.m.,
Anheuser-Busch
placed thru Henry J. Kaufman Adv.
has purchased St. Louis Cardinals from Fred Saigh but
Griesedieck Brewery, which has sponsored team’s games
on TV-radio, holds contract to do so again this season and
rival brewer-baseball magnate August A. Busch Jr. says
there’s no intention of repudiating that contract
.
Chesterfield joins Atlantic Refining and Valley Forge Beer
as co-sponsor of Philadelphia baseball next season;
.

.

.

—
.

AJORITY

of Gov. Dewey’s

New York

State

Tem-

porary Commission on Educational TV, which voted

10-5 against state support for projected 10-station educational TV network (p. 2): Douglas Moffat, attorney,

chairman; Young B. Smith, ex-dean, Columbia U Law
School; Clarence U. Carruth Jr., attorney; Bernard C.
Duffy, BBDO president; Michael R. Hanna, gen. mgr.,
WHCU (commercial radio station owned by Cornell U)
State Senators Arthur H. Wicks & Walter Mahoney;
State Rep. Oswald D. Heck; T. Norman Hurd, State
budget director; Harold Keller, State commerce commissioner.
Minority votes were cast by State Sen. Francis
J. Mahoney, State Rep. John Bannigan; Regents Chancellor John P. Myers, Regent Norman S. Goetz, and educator Mrs. Isabel H. Kideney, onetime vice chairman of
Erie County Republican Committee.
;

TV’s aid to religion was cited by Francis Cardinal
Spellman, Archbishop of New York, as giving religious
and educational leaders “advantages that are incalculable,”
enabling them to reach far greater audiences than their
predecessors. Speaking at CBS-TV workshop on religion
Feb. 26, Cardinal Spellman said, “It is my belief that those
responsible for TV are doing their utmost to bring into
the homes of America programs that are instructive and
stimulating; progi’ams that give reci’eation and, at the

whereas latter 2 sponsored 22 games of Phillies & Athletics last season, trio will sponsor 68 games, including
North American Airlines
for first time some night
sponsoring At Hoyne with Harry Hershfield on WABC-TV,
.

New

.

.

York, Tue. 11-11:30 p.m.; noted cartoonist-humorist

holds auditions for young performers in presence of prosNational Electrical Contractors
.
pective talent buyers
.

.

& Smith &

Ross, backing up business
magazine advertising drive starting in March with kit
offering local promotion ideas, including TV-radio interAssn., thru Fuller

Among other advertisers reported using or
views
preparing to use TV: World Candies Inc. (Spacemen
candies), thru McKay Adv., N. Y.; Flotill Products Corp.
(Tastediet), thru Geyer Adv., N. Y.; House of 4711 (SofFoam baby oil shampoo), thru Milton Weinberg Adv., Los
Angeles; Pennsylvania Rubber Co., subsidiary of General
Tire Co., thru D’Arcy Adv., N. Y.; Jordon Sales Co. (home
freezers), thru Gresh & Kramer, Philadelphia; Crosley
Div., Avco (new clock radio), thru BBDO; Harry Glemby
Inc. (Lorraine Hair Nets), thru Herschel Z. Deutsch &
Co., N. Y.
.

.

.

is planning theatre edition of
Victory at Sea and considering theatre feature based on
hits from Colgate Comedy Hour and All Star Revue with
stars like Jimmy Durante, Eddie Cantor, Martin & Lewis,

Ten top agencies of 1952, out of 52 which did $10,000,000 or more business, are ranked in Feb. 23 Advertising
Age in this order (in millions) J. Walter Thompson, $142
vs. $138 in 1951; Young & Rubicam, $120 vs. $114; BBDO.
$118 vs. $104.1; McCann-Erickson, $94 vs. $81; N. W.
Ayer & Son, $86.5 vs. $85; Foote, Cone & Belding, $70 vs.
$69; Benton & Bowles, $52.8 vs. $52.8; Biow, $50 vs. $42;
Grant Adv., $45 vs. $42; Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, $44.6

et al.

vs. $40.1.

same time,

strive not to offend.”

Feature films based on CBS-TV’s

NBC-TV’s Big Story are
and now NBC-TV
lease

—

in the

I Love Lucy and
works for theatrical re-

.

:

T

“compromise solution” was offered FCC
Feb. 27 by Motion Picture Assn, and the National
New proposal, subExhibitors Theatre TV Committee.
mitted as alternative to their long-standing request for

HEATRE-TV

of frequencies for exclusive theatre-TV use,
would eliminate necessity for further allocation hearings.
Theatre-TV proponents petitioned Commission to rule
allocation

that “limited or restricted
a

common

carrier furnishing only
is eligible to use cur-

theatre-TV transmission service”

carrier allocations. In addition, they want
“statement of policy” (1) directing common
carriers to cooperate in elimination of frequency conflicts,
carriers
(2) ordering interconnection with existing common
where frequency conflicts can’t be ironed out, (3) stating
that in such cases common carriers “will be expected” to
provide satisfactory equipment to accommodate wide-band

rent

common

FCC

to issue

theatre-TV signal.
Hearings have been suspended since Feb. 9 while
Commission decides whether further hearings “would
This week FCC dismissed
serve any useful purpose.”
petition by Western Union to include in theatre-TV hearing the question of interconnection between theatre-TV
systems and common carriers. Issue is “not germane” to
theatre-TV allocation proceeding, said Commission, “and
is

prematurely raised.”

—

Novel success story of radio station in TV TV antenna manufacturing, that is: Veteran chief engineer W.
E. “Bill” Antony of KWKH, Shreveport, La., likes to
Some 3 years ago,
invent radio gadgets in spare time.
he developed unique TV receiving antenna using fullwavelength circular aluminum elements for both driven
exec. v.p. Henry B. Clay says
and reflector units.
it worked so well in picking up tropospheric transmissions

KWKH

from Dallas TV stations (180 mi.) that station set up
Telesine Antenna Corp, and began manufacturing an-

KWKH

transmitter plant, station engineerSeveral thousand were
ing staff doing the production.
sold to public, as result of word-of-mouth advertising.
With coming of uhf, miniature edition of Telesine antenna was developed and production line capable of turning out over 2000 a day set up in transmitter plant, with
But KWKH’s
outside woi-kers hired for assembly work.
interest in TV isn’t confined to making receiving antennas;

tennas

it’s

in

applicant for Ch. 12 in Shreveport.

So that Ottawa can have TV in time for the CoronaMarconi will supply special transmitting equipment, with single-bay antenna, permitting
CBC by mid-May to cover 15-mi. radius temporarily. Later,
station (Ch. 4) will have 55 kw ERP from 12-bay antenna.
Ottawa won’t have own studios but will transmit programs
from CBC’s stations in Montreal and Toronto, both Mar-

tion in June, British

Coronation pictures, of course, will be
films
same as those supplied, within 24 hours, to U. S.
networks.

Sports TV restrictions will continue in some form, but
they face substantial modification. This seemed apparent
this week as Govt.’s TV anti-trust suit against National
Football League in Federal District Court, Philadelphia,
ended fourth week after 10-day recess (Vol. 9:5-7). NFL
argued that past court decisions exempt sports from antitrust laws. Justice Dept, replied that past decisions don’t
apply because they involved contracts between individual
players and team owners, whereas this is first anti-trust
Judge
case involving sale of TV-radio sports rights.
Grim has twice rejected defense motions to dismiss suit.
Although observers think he probably won’t order elimination of all TV restrictions, he may decide on compromise permitting teams to “blackout” TV when they’re
home but allowing stations to carry any other game when
home team is away. NFL opened defense case this week
with League commissioner Bert Bell on stand. He testified at first that unrestricted TV w ould “positively” kill
pro football, but under cross-examination next day he
admitted that pro football can live with TV, although
“not in the same class and style.”
T

New way to measure audience? Toledo water commissioner George J. Van Dorp says he can tell which TV
programs are watched most by measuring how much water
consumption rises every half-hour during between-program
“breaks.” Said Mr. Van Dorp in Toledo Blade interview:
“Water pressure remains high during a TV program,
while everybody is sitting quietly watching, but suddenly
drops at the end of the program because guess what so
many persons get up and go to the bathroom at the same
time.” According to Editor & Publisher newspaper’s promotion mgr. Harry Roberts is distributing reprints of
interview, “and if advertisers get the idea that most folks
are in the bathroom while their TV commercials are on,
Mr. Roberts won’t care. He’s promoting a newspaper.”

—

—

,

would be well advised to concenon last 10 days before election, according to preliminary findings of Miami U (Oxford, O.)
survey financed by $10,000 Crosley grant.
Supporting
the recently stated views of CBS chairman Wm. S. Paley
(Vol. 9:3), it found that viewers’ interest in watching
presidential candidates suffered “decided” mid-summer
decline and said that candidates might do better to spend
more time “whistle stopping,” saving TV efforts for final
week or so. Prof. Joseph C. Seibert, who headed survey,
also reports that citizens who followed campaign on TV
were better acquainted with issues than those who didn’t,
and that TV was highly effective in projecting candidates’
Political candidates

trate their

TV

efforts

personalities.

Muskegon-Grand Rapids fight, wherein FCC refused
WGRD, Grand Rapids, on its protest to grant
Leonard Versluis in Muskegon (Vol. 9:6), is now in

a hearing to
to

WGRD

coni installations.

the courts.
asked D. C. Court of Appeals to stay
Versluis’ grant and make Commission grant a hearing.

“Free-riders” won’t get into NARTB’s Los Angeles
convention, April 28-May 1, for it has been decided to limit
registration (fees $35 for management conference, $25 for
engineering conference) to stations or allied industry
firms which are active or associate members, plus ad

sluis’

—

agencies, attorneys, etc. not eligible for membership. You
can get full dope on convention by writing C. E. Arney
.Jr.,

NARTB,
Built-in

1771

TV

N

St.

NW,

Washington.

facilities in public halls

were urged by CBS-TV news

&

and courtrooms

public affairs director Sig

Mickelson in address Feb. 27 to Fair Trial-Free Press
Conference of N. Y. County Lawyers Assn. He urged legal
profession to recognize presence of TV cameras and radio
microphones as an “inherent right not subject to interpretation and not to be given or withheld by public officials.”

WGRD

a “party in interest” in that VerGrand Rapids, affecting advertising revenues of WGRD.
also charges Versluis with trafficking in licenses because of his sale in
1951 of WLAV-TV. Grand Rapids (now WOOD-TV).
asserts that

TV

it’s

station would cover

WGRD

First

AM

station on

in application filed

with

Guam, 610 kc, 1-kw, is sought
this week by Radio Guam,

FCC

60% owned by Harry M. Engel Jr., gen. mgr. of KVEN,
Ventura, Cal., 40% by Phil Berg, retired actors’ agent.
Presumably, grant can be made without trouble, since
Guam comes under FCC jurisdiction and there are plenty
of frequencies available in the Pacific.

New

of semi-annual Time Buyers Register,
timebuyers and 5000 accounts they handle, has
been issued by Executives Radio-TV Service, 2 East Ave.,
Larchmont, N. Y. ($15).
edition

listing 1700

s

Trade Report

with Electronics Reports

February

J

WYATT BUILDING

WASHINGTON

5.
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•
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NO WIDESPREAD PRICE HIKES FORESEEN: It's still too early to tell of course
but
as yet there have been no discernible moves, not on broad scale anyhow, to increase
list prices of TV receivers or parts as result of the lifting of OPS price controls
(Vol. 9:7-8).
But industry leaders still have their fingers crossed, fearful lest
some seize on decontrol as reason to boost prices right away.
There's always the supplier and there's always labor
but inclination of
the major manufacturers, enjoying steady markets, is to give the laws of supply-&demand full play and, to use words of DuMont tube div. mgr. Fritz Rice, "not to embarrass the new Administration after all we've worked for."
One authority who predicts no increases either in TV-radio or appliances is
Harry Holbrook now sales v.p. of Universal major appliances and former NPA durable
goods director.
He thinks appliances have reached price peak, says NARDA News.
All remaining controls on refrigerators, ranges, other major appliances, are
due to be lifted within week or so.
TV production was 187,584 units (9926 private label) week ending Feb. 20,
Inventories at factory were 139,115
according to RTMA.
Output was up only about
1500 from preceding week, inventories down about 1000 (Vol. 9:8).
Radio output held to same high level as preceding week, totaling 504,072
(150,609 private label), just about the same as record 304,252 of Feb. 13.
Factory
inventories went up to 290.126 from 273,695. Production of auto radios continued
high.
Week's radios: 107,874 home, 22,219 portables, 46,542 clock, 127,437 auto.
,

—

,

,

.

—

82-CHANNEL TUNER READY: A new departure in vhf-uhf tuning
the
long-heralded Standard Coil Products Co. detent-type unit is slated for production
within 2-3 weeks. First substantial run of pre-production samples is now under way,
Standard is about 90% toole d
and 30-40 will be shipped to manufacturers next week.
for mass production says president Glen E. Swanson, and within 30 days of the first
production run should be turning out at least 1000-a-day in Chicago & Los Angeles.
New unit by biggest tuner manufacturer is first "automatic" all-channel tunPreviously introduced "automatics"
those which click into place for
ing device.
"matchboxes"
strips
or
to
have used
get only a limited number of uhf
each channel
Current all-channel sets employ dial-type continuous uhf tuners.
channels.
"
Simplicity of tuning is of prime importance in TV ," according to Swanson,
whose vhf turret tuner is in use in some 70 different makes of sets.
First engineering model of new tuner was shown just a year ago (Vol. 8:9).
Actual production model, says Mr. Swanson, "looks somewhat the same, is substantially smaller and 2 or 3 times as good."
Tuner has 3 concentric knobs and window which shows channel number.
Inner
both snapping into place like the conknob tunes "10s", second one tunes units
Outer knob is for fine tuning.
ventional vhf tuner.
It's same height and width as Standard turret tuner but is 2%- in. longer,
Price to
should fit most manufacturers' present chassis with some modifications.
manufacturers will be "about twice that of turret tuner," or in neighborhood of $25
Tuner uses 5 tubes and crystal mixer adds extra stage of IF when tuned to
Different circuitry is used
uhf channels, feeds directly into IF section of set.
Models will be made for both 41 & 21-mc IF
Several big
for vhf and uhf portions.
manufacturers already have tested unit in Portland & South Bend, reportedly liked it.
will be Standard
so-called because it snaps into position
Detent tuner
Coil's first big venture in all-channel uhf tuning, though that company helped design
recently announced continuous uhf tuner. Latter may never see full-scale
Admiral
production, since Admiral is expected to be one of first to adopt new Standard unit.
Standard's uhf production to date has consisted of strips for its turret tuner.

STANDARD

COIL'S

,

,

—

—

,

—

,

.

,

.

—

—

'
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Trends of TV Trade: only 2 % of tv families buying new sets are turning in their old ones, says
DuMont sales mgr. Dan Halpin, who sees definite trend to
2-3 sets in the home.
Of 22,000,000 sets now in use, he
Topics

estimates 2-3,000,000 are second ones, trend being most
in middle-income brackets who retain old set
Westinghouse, like
for children or for recreation room
GE, hasn’t yet come near equalling the Big Four (Admiral,
Motorola, Philco, RCA) in TV set sales volume but it
isn’t for want of promotion; good article telling about
Betty Furness and Westinghouse appliance advertising,
along with other data on ad-minded president Gwilym
Price’s big domain, is cover story in March 2 Time MagaSt. Louis market area
zine titled “Atomic-Power Men”

pronounced

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

gold mine: 160,000 families without TV sets, 120,000
small-screen owners, potential for 300,000 uhf tuners looking to upcoming WTVI, Belleville, 111. (Ch. 54), due on
air in early May. Glowing market description came from
E. A. Holsten, Motorola merchandising mgr., at dealers
Crosley has new portable clock
meeting there Feb. 24
is

TV

.

.

.

radio, called first of its kind but details still secret, to

show its field force at Cincinnati meeting March 13; breaks
“Engineering by CBS”
with ad campaign March 22
will be theme of this year’s CBS-Columbia ad campaign,
Majestic introduces 7
using all media, to sell TV sets
new 21-in. TV consoles from $320 to $385, two 21-in. comHallicrafters using newsbinations not yet priced
papers & magazines mainly with $1,000,000 ad budget for
new TV-radio line, thru MacFarland, Aveyard & Co., Chicago
Chicago area now has more TV sets in use than
home phones or bathtubs, says Admiral sales v.p. Wallace
Johnson, citing 1,360,000 TVs, 1,320,000 phones, 1,260,000
Hawaii’s TV & Radio Industry Assn., which issues
tubs
seal and codes each TV that comes into islands, reports
17,600 such seals thus far issued, 10,750 sets installed in
homes, estimates 35,000 sets will be imported this year.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

*

*

*
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statisticians is

comparison of 1952

passenger auto production of 4,336,477 as against estimated TV output of 6,096,279 (Vol. 9:5). Auto production

by govt, manwas 994,117 units below 1951 output of 5,330,594.
Many who contend TVs and autos are “production

fell

slightly short of 4,500,000 ceiling set

date,

brothers” pointed to sharp parallel in production curves
first 10 months of year, at which time TVs maintained lead
of about million units (Vol. 8:45). But TV showed whopping production finish of over 1,700,000 units in last 2
months, thanks partly to RTMA’s generosity in making
December a 6-week statistical period, while autos, hobbled
by materials allocations, could muster only 758,948 units
in

same period.
Four new uhf tuning devices were announced

this

week

by Blonder-Tongue Laboratories Inc., 526 Nox-th Ave.,
Westfield, N. J.: (1) “Ampliverter,” single-channel uhf
converter-booster with 17 db gain, which mounts on back
of TV set, contains 3 tubes, germanium mixer and selfcontained power supply.
(2) Single-channel converterbooster, already in production, for community and multiple
antenna systems. (3) “Ultraverter,” all-channel converter,
scheduled for production soon.
(4) “Ultrabooster,”
channel uhf booster, now in development stage.

Canadian

RTMA

reports

25,272

TVs with

all-

factory
of 1953.

of $10,565,428 sold during first month
Toronto-Hamilton led sales with 44.6%, Montreal 24.6%,
Niagara Peninsula 11.9%, Windsor 9.3%, other areas
9.6%.
Factory inventory totaled 6217 as of Jan. 31.
Cumulative sales of Canadian-manufactured TVs to that
date were 250,083 valued at $112,757,136.

value

DuMont workers

in its 4

—

1951 advertising and market data, drawn from numerous
FCC economists and manufacturers’ figures.
They assert that TV & radio divide same audience, draw on
same investment sources and same fields of specialized
personnel, and so they don’t separate them in predicting
revenues. On basis of rates of change in nation’s economy
during period studied, they find that pattern of stability in
advertising justifies making predictions to 1961.
Their
analysis presupposes a 5% yearly increase in nation’s disposable income to total of $362.6 billion by 1961. Of this
total, advertising will get $8,814 billion
based on its history of getting less than 3tf of each dollar spent newspapers taking $2,945 billion as their share, TV-radio $1.17
billion, magazines $886,000,000. They conclude that printed
media’s long history of stability means they’ll suffer “less
erosion, in the event a sharp competitive situation develops,” but other media
such as direct mail, outdoor,
business papers, etc. will suffer “progressive shrinkage”
during TV’s growth.
publications,

—

—

—

—

.

.

More fodder for

—

A 1200-station TV industry by 1961 with greatest
impact on radio, but not seriously denting newspaper and
magazine income can be supported by nation’s economy.
That’s conclusion of U of Minnesota Prof. J. Edward Gerald and Augsburg College instructor George N. Ecklund,
writing in fall 1952 Journalism Quarterly on their comprehensive study of “Probable Effects of Television on Income
of Other Media.” Findings are based on analysis of 1929-

New

Jersey plants,

election this week, voted 2018-885 for

UEW-CIO.

in

NLRB

*

*

*

*

Kimble Glass Co. (Owens-Illinois)
ent Kaylo Div. plant at Sayreville, N.

is

taking over presused for manu-

Y.,

facture of calcium silicate insulation material, for TV
Remodeling and equipping will take
bulb manufactui’e.
until Sept., output to be about 150,000 bulbs per month.

By

April 15 some bulbs from other Kimble plants will be
completed at Sayreville, which will be able to handle every
phase of TV bulb making from production of glass to
forming & assembling.

RCA

Bigness of

Victor in TV-radio-appliance econreport (see Financial & Ti-ade Notes) revealing it paid out $358,604,000 for
some 5000 suppliers for materials & services last year;
that 1952 military electronics shipments were double those
of 1951; that Victrola phonograph sales were up more

omy

illusti’ated in its

own 1952 annual

than 20%.

Warning

to

businessmen to keep

actions during period covered

all

records of ti'ans-

by price control regulations

this week by OPS Administrator Freehill. He
cautioned that suits for criminal violations of price regulations may be filed by Govt, as late as 3 years after date of
alleged offense.

was issued

Another transistor manufacturer reported is HydroBurbank, Cal., a subsidiary of Crane Co. (plumb-

Aii'e Inc.,

ing fixtures).

Executive

v.p. J.

H. Overholser says

first

units will be produced in April and production rate will
reach 1000 daily by fall.

U.A. Sanabria’s American Television Inc., Chicago,
TV manufacturing and selling for year, reentering
field in March with 27-in. console listing at $300; formerly
selling direct to consumer, it now plans distributors.
out of

Question-&-answer memo from RTMA tax committee
chairman A. M. Freeman (RCA) this week clarifies confusion about excise tax on rebuilding of TV picture tubes;
it’s available from RTMA on x’equest.
J.

H. Kenney

of coin machines

&

small scale, expect to

NARDA
at Chicago’s

week

W. 50th St., Chicago, makers
have manufactured TVs on
go out of TV by end of March.

Co.,

who

2600

also

midyear convention will be held June 28-30
Conrad Hilton Hotel, coinciding with second

of furniture markets.

12
Trade Personals:

John D. Small, recently chairman of

Munitions Board, onetime v.p. of Emerson Radio, elected
v.p., Pressed Steel Car Co.
Don G. Mitchell, Sylvania
president, elected to board of Irving Trust Co., New York
Raymond W. Herrick promoted to sales mgr., Admiral
radio div., replacing Henry Browe, now Motorola-Chicago
appliance sales mgr.
Edward Berliant resigns as sales
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

v.p.,

Starrett, to

.

.

become

sales v.p.,

Vermont American

In-

New

York, selling agent for Vermont American Furniture Corp. (TV cabinets, tables, etc.)
Paul
W. Tanner promoted from merchandising mgr., Arvin TVradio div., succeeding Ray Spellman, assigned to less
strenuous duties on account of health
Burton P. Gale,
ex-Zenith sales promotion mgr., appointed adv. mgr.,
Stewart- Warner TV-radio div., replaced by Edward Ilasler
Robert T. Cavanagh promoted from chief engineer,
DuMont receiver div., to asst, research director under Dr.
Thomas T. Goldsmith
A. J. Molthop, ex-RCA Victor,
appointed to new post of new market development mgr.,
Gilbert S. McKean appointed
DuMont receiver div.
director of new special products div., Columbia Records,
succeeded as merchandising mgr. of Masterworks div. by
Edward B. Hassler named chief of
Douglas H. Duer
electronic development, Warwick Mfg. Co.; John T. Ralph
appointed director of product design, Charles H. Hoeter
chief of production engineering, Charles M. Achinakian
chief of industrial planning
J. Joseph Spelman, exServel, named northeast district mgr., Stromberg-Carlson,
Bruce Duncan, ex-Frigheadquartering in Rochester
Norman Skier,
idaire, named Crosley Seattle sales mgr.
formerly in charge of new market planning, DuMont reDonald W.
ceiver sales div., named merchandise mgr.
Tait, ex-adv. mgr. of Great Lakes Carbon Corp., named
Jack Wiseman
Raytheon mgr. of sales promotion
named v.p. & gen. mgr. of new Raytheon factory branch in
dustries Inc.,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Wm. Balderston, Philco president, elected
Philadelphia
board of directors of National Industrial Conference
Board
J. T. McMurphy, ex-Philco appliance representative for southeast div., Birmingham, appointed by Philco
as special TV representative for Texas, southern & south.

.

.

to

.

.

.

east divisions.

Nomination of AIEE officers and directors, usually
tantamount to election, was announced at New York meeting as follows; president, Elgin B. Robertson, Elgin B.

Robertson Inc., Dallas. District vice presidents, Walter B.
Morton, Penn. Power & Light Co., Allentown; C. P. Almon
Jr., TVA, Chattanooga; A. S. Anderson, GE, Denver;
George C. Tenny, McGraw-Hill, San Francisco; G. D.
Floyd, Hydro Electric Power Commission of Ontario, Toronto. Directors, T. M. Linville, GE, Schenectady; E. W.
Seeger, Cutler-Hammer, Milwaukee; Donald I. Cone, Pacific
Tel. & Tel., San Francisco. Treasurer, Walter J. Bax-rett,
New Jersey Bell, Newark. Results of mail ballot will be
announced at general meeting in Atlantic City, June 15-19.
Military use of industrial TV “would probably stagger the imagination if the military establishment could
So stated Herbert Taylor, manlift the security curtain.”
ager of DuMont’s transmitter div., in talk to Texas SoInciety of Professional Engineers in Lubbock Feb. 26.
dustrial TV, he said, “can easily become more widespread
and important in the future than home TV.”
*

*

*

*

To supply more color telecasts during daytime hours
for receiver tests, WPIX, New York, is taking compatible
color signal from WNBT, to broadcast 8-11 a.m. daily, with
call

letters

KE2XNK

under

STA

granted by FCC.

Be-

cause Commission limits colorcasts to periods outside
regular programming hours, almost all of WNBT’s color
emissions have been late at night or very early morning.
WPIX is now testing amplifier giving 100-kw ERP.

NARTB’s engineering conference at April 28-May 1
convention in Los Angeles shapes up as best yet, with
papers by top men covering every phase of TV. Examples: “Waveguides for Uhf,” by J. S. Brown, Andrew
Corp.; “Contouring of TV Antenna Patterns,” L. 0.
Krause, GE; “Methods of Controlling Vertical Patterns,”
L. J. Wolf, RCA; “Studio Zoomar,” Dr. Frank G. Back;
“Proof of Performance,” Glenn Gillett; “Experimental
Booster for WSM-TV,” John H. DeWitt; “How to Set Up
a TV Technical Operation with Two Persons,” A. J.
Baracket & James Valentine, Federal; “Flying Spot Scanner,” G. R. Tingley & J. H. Haines, DuMont; “CBS Television City,” R. S. O’Brien, R. B. Monroe & P. E. Fish;
“Transistors,” Bell Labs speaker to be selected and A. A.
Barco, RCA; “TV Systems Measurements,” Roy Monfort,
NBC; “New Developments

in TV,” Neal McNaughten,
Tape Recording,” John Mullin, Bing
Crosby Enterprises; films, projectors and cameras, W. E.
Stewart (RCA), Fred Whitney (SMPTE) Paul Huhndorf
(KPRC-TV, Houston), L. L. Pourciau (GPL); “Studio

NARTB;

“Video

,

Lighting,” Herbert A. Kliegl, Kliegl Bros.; “NTSC Color,”
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, GE; “Conelrad,” FCC Comr. George

For windup, there’s symposium on “Low Budget
Operations,” moderated by James L. Middlebrooks,
KING-TV, Seattle, and including Leroy E. Kilpatrick,
WSAZ-TV, Huntington; Joe Herold, KBTV, Denver; et al.
Sterling.

TV

Tri-dimensional TV for the home isn’t an impossibility,
say the experts, but they doubt that acceptable pictures
can be produced without using 2 TV channels for each
station.
Stereoscopic TV isn’t new by any means, having
been used industrially for years in atomic energy installations and the like, but everyone wonders how such system
could be set up for home TV without disrupting entire
station-allocation setup.
U. A. Sanabria, president of
American Television Inc., says he has answer in technique
using 2 cameras, each producing 15 pictures per second,
with receiver to be viewed through polarized glasses.
Other engineers are skeptical, expect to see flicker and
“twinkle” or “jitter” effects at pictux e edges because of
low repetition rate but they’re willing to be shown.
-

—

Electronic Components Symposium in Pasadena, Cal.,
April 29-May 1, is expected to attract some 1500 scientists
and engineers, according to general chairman Dr. A. M.
Zarem, Stanford Research Institute. Sponsored by AIEE,
IRE, RTMA and West Coast Electronics Mfrs. Assn., symposium will feature 6 sessions: industrial & militax'y
problems, Simon Ramo, Hughes Aircraft Co., chairman;
environment & packaging, A. W. Rogei-s, Signal Corps
Electronics Lab., Ft. Monmouth; tubes & tube reliability,
chairman to be announced; reliability, M. Barry Carlton,
Defense Dept. Research & Development Board; resistors,
capacitors & dielectrics, Louis Kahn, research director,
Aerovox; new devices, Rueben Lee, Westinghouse.
British work with TV boosters may be of value to
experimenters here. As described in December Wireless
World, frequency arrangement isn’t entirely clear but we
gather that booster picks up nearest signal, reverses its
polarity (fx’om verticle to hox’izontal) and rebroadcasts it
on frequency of most distant British station. E. K. Cole
has operated booster at Essex, power not given, said to

—

provide first-class service to 150-sq. mi. area. For coronaBBC plans to put 1-kw mobile boosters in Tyneside
& Belfast, boosting British homes within TV range to 809r.

tion,

Britain’s

—

BBC’s P. A. T. Bevan in 23-p.
February issue of Proceedings of the IRE.

scribed in detail by
in

—

TV station at Sutton Coldfield
construction and performance is

100-kw

planning, design,

its

de-

article

Italy’s Radio Audiozone Italians, R.A.I., has ordered
£300,000 worth of British Marconi equipment for TV
studios in Rome & Milan, transmitters at Rome & Pisa,
mobile units at Rome. System uses 625-lines, 50 cycles.
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Trade Notes:

all-time high of $693,941,000,

rca’s 1952 sales went to
up 16% from $698,955,000

which was 2.1% ahead of the $586,393,000 in 1950.
were $32,325,000 ($2.10 per share), which compares with $31,192,000 ($2.02) in 1951 but is considerably
down from the record $46,250,000 ($3.10) earned in 1950.
Annual report released Feb. 27 showed Federal income
taxes exceeding net profits amounting to $35,037,000
in 1951

Net

profits

—

($2.52 per share) in 1952, as against $30,840,000 ($2.02)

Lumping

—

all taxes together
Federal, state, loproperty report shows $44,229,000 in
1952, plus $22,378,000 in excise taxes, making total 1952
tax bill $66,607,000 ($4.80 per share).
Total current assets at end cf year were $304,367,000
Additions to plant and
vs. $255,993,000 at end of 1951.
equipment during year amounted to $26,561,000. There
were 64,000 employes at year’s end, up 11% in year, and

in 1951.

—

cal, social security,

There were 181,605
of $233,848,000, up 15%.
stockholders Dec. 31, of whom 13,421 held preferred stock.
Biggest subsidiary, RCA Victor, accounted for $507,354,000 of the RCA gross income, or 73.1%, compared to
Due largely to increased
$440,135,000 (73.5%) in 1951.
payroll

TV

billings,

NBC

went up

to $162,521,000

(23.4%) from

$137,156,000 (22.9%).
*

*

*

*

Westinghouse enjoyed record sales of $1,454,272,598
with 23% accounted for by consumer products,
including TV-radio. Total was up 17% from $1,240,801,000 in 1951 (Vol. 8:9), but net income totaled $68,581,000
($4.25 a share on 15,746,426 common shares), up only 6%
from 1951 earnings of $64,578,000 ($4.03 on 15,549,697
shares).
In annual report to stockholders, president
last year,

Gwilym Price

said lag resulted “partly because of high
Federal income and excess profits taxes, and partly because of increased costs without compensating price increases.” He said sponsorship of political conventions on
TV & radio, reaching estimated 40,000,000 audience, and
success with uhf receivers, were major factors contributing
to high level of consumer products sales. Industrial production accounted for 53% of volume; defense business, 24%.

Corp. (formerly Cleveland Graphite Bronze
Co.) is asking stockholders to vote on proposal for 2-for-l
stock split at annual meeting April 6 in Cleveland. Company plans to offer 200,000 shares to public. Clevite recently purchased majority interest in Transistor Products
Inc., Boston (Vol. 9:6), also owns Brush Electronics Co.,
Brush Laboratories Co., Clevite-Brush Development Co.

Television-Electronics

in the field, reports

:

—

DuMont “A” 8000, Eastman Kodak 19,500, Emerson
20.000, Erie Resistor 8000, Fairchild Camera 2000, Gen3500,

Stromberg-Carlson’s net earnings for 1952 were $1,($3.28 a share), nearly double preceding year’s

$685,777 ($1.66). Sales increased to $48,098,209, up 43%
from $33,632,495 in 1951. President Robert C. Tait predicted “fairly stable level” of TV sales over next few
years, and said sales of Stromberg’s new high fidelity home
music reproduction equipment “exceeded all expectations.”
Cornell-Dubilier reports net income of $404,500 (83c
a share) on sales of $10,574,073 for quarter ended Dec. 31,
compared with $354,969 (72<*) on sales of $9,156,485 same

1951 period.

Emerson’s consolidated net
Jan. 31

was $899,516 (46c

profit for 13

weeks ended

a share), nearly triple the $351,-

859 (18c) for comparable period last year.

Da vega Stores reports sales of $8,862,867 for quarter
ended Dec. 31, compared with $8,614,866 same 1951 period.
*

*

*

*

Dividends: Sylvania, 50C payable April 1 to stockholders of record March 16; Bendix Aviation, 75C March
31 to holders March 10; 20th Century-Fox, 25 C March 28
to holders March 10; Wells-Gardner, 15C March 16 to holders March 5; Admiral, 25C March 31 to holders March 16;
Stromberg-Carlson, 37VaC April 1 to holders March 10.

GE

eral Controls Co. 10,000,

13,500, General Instrument

9500, General Railway Signal 10,000, Haloid 3500,

mond Instrument

10,000, Hazeltine 20,000,

Ham-

IBM

2700, In17,000, La Pointe-

Resistance 20,500, IT&T
Plascomold 7000, Mallory 7000, Minneapolis-Honeywell
8000, Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. 5000, Motorola 19,800,
Muter 4000, National Cash Register 12,600, Northrop Aircraft 22,000, Oak Mfg. 10,000, Otis Elevator 17,000,
Owens-Illinois Glass 2000, Philco 16,000, Photon 8000, RCA
27,900, Raytheon 12,600 common & 2000 pfd., Remington
Rand 12,500, Robertshaw-Fulton Controls 10,000, San
Diego Corp. 2000, Servomechanisms 20,000, Speer Carbon
7000, Sperry 10,000, Sprague Electric 6000, Sylvania
21,200, Thompson Products 11,000, Tracerlab 2000, TungSol 10,000, United-Carr Fastener 15,000, United Specialties 3200, Vitro Mfg. 3030, Walt Disney Productions
8000, Webster-Chicago 9400, Western Union “A” 11,000,
Westinghouse Air Brake 20,000, Westinghouse 22,000,
Zenith 5500.
Affiliated Companies
Clark Controller 12,000, Conrac
9000, Federal Enterprises 10,000, Indiana Steel Products
14.000, Telecomputing Corp. 18,000, Television Associates
ternational

—

2400,

Weston

Electrical; govt, securities, $798,000.

Clevite

240,746

Fund

Inc., first open-end investsharp rise in net assets to
$26,301,767 ($14.56 a share on 1,806,158 shares) for quarter ended Jan. 31 from $22,503,516 ($13.57) at end of
fiscal year Oct. 31.
In 12 months ended Jan. 31, net assets
grew $14,008,842, best 12-month period in Fund’s history.
This was portfolio as of Jan. 31 (only newcomers to list
in quarter being Minnesota Mining and San Diego Corp.)
Common & preferred stocks Admiral 25,600 shares,
Aerovox 12,000, Aircraft Radio 9000, American Bosch
16,000 common & 1300 pfd., ABC 13,500, American Phenolic 20,000, AT&T 6000, Beckman Instruments 6000, Bendix 10,000, George W. Borg Corp. 6750, Burroughs Adding
Machine 16,500, Clevite Corp. 6300, CBS “A” 12,000, Consolidated Engineering 22,000, Consolidated Vultee 20,000,
Cornell-Dubilier 8000, Corning Glass 6000, Cutler-Hammer

ment trust

*

*

*

*

Short interest in TV-radio and related stocks on N. Y.
Stock Exchange showed these changes between Dec. 15 &
Jan. 15: Admiral, 7352 Dec. 15 to 7203 Jan. 15; Avco, 4021

GE, 11,801 to 7787; IT&T, 11,612 to 7739; Magnavox, 5675 to 5335; Motorola, 17,669 to 15,177; Philco, 5569
to 5247; RCA, 25,635 to 20,140; Sylvania, 3200 to 8800;
Tung-Sol, 3200 to 7260; Zenith, 10,131 to 8368. Between
to 9457;

& Feb. 13 the short interests were: Admiral, 7203
Jan. 15 to 6537 Feb. 13; American Bcstg.-Paramount Thea-

Jan. 15

ABC)

to 6070 (new); Avco, 9457 to 9934;
Loew’s 990 to 5115; Magna vox, 5335 to
5147; Motorola, 15,177 to 14,390; Philco, 5247 to 5401;
RCA, 20,140 to 17,745; Raytheon, 1425 to 3791; Sylvania,
4800 to 4160; Tung-Sol, 7260 to 5640; Twentieth CenturyFox, 500 to 2716; Zenith, 8368 to 7194.

tres,

4114 (old

GE, 7787

to 6992;

Warner Bros, stockholders last week approved reorganization plan, dissolving old Warner Bros. Pictures Inc.
and giving stockholders equal shares in new producing
firm and theatre firm. New production firm, Warner Bros.
Pictures Inc., and new theatre operating Stanley- Warner
Corp., each is capitalized at $25,000,000, with stockholders
of parent company getting half share in each new company in exchange for each share in old firm. Stock in
theatre company formerly held by members of Warner
family was sold to Fabian Enterprises Inc. For 3 months
ended Nov. 29, parent firm showed sales of $26,378,000, net
income of $1,072,000 (21tf on each of 4,950,600 shares)
compared with $29,585,000 sales, net income of $2,605,000
(4 6 <[ on 5,619,785) for corresponding 1951 period.
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RUSTEE CORPORATION,

or interim operation idea,
again being pushed as another technique for bringing service now to cities which might otherwise have
to wait for conclusion of long competitive hearings.
Staunchly espousing proposition is Paul Bartlett, of
KFRE, Fresno, who has yet to sell it to his competitor
for Ch. 12, KARM. He’s following up on suggestion ofis

fered by Comr. Rosel Hyde in his dissent in Macon “joint
AM” case (Vol. 9:7).
Bartlett doesn’t seek to eliminate the hearing; he
wants contestants to share ownership and costs of building a station to be managed independently until final

hearing decision awards channel to one applicant. Thus,
proposal differs from the other “quick service” methods
employed to date. These have eliminated hearings in fol-

lowing ways:
(1) Simple withdrawal of applications by those who
doubt they can win contests, leaving field free to uncontested applicant.
(2)

Mergers

station or none

— relatively

is

involved,

simple where only one

much tougher where

2 or

AM
more

are located in same city, tougher for parties to get together and tougher to garner FCC approval (as it was
in Macon case).
Mergers are also risky in that they invite competition from brand new applicants, as in Miami
and Tulsa (Vol. 9:8) and hearing isn’t eliminated, thus
frustrating purpose of merger.
(3) Shared-time operations, such as were granted for
Salinas-Monterey (Vol. 9:8), which Commission is prepared to grant with little hesitation.
Here’s Bartlett’s outline for “trustee corporation”
setup
(1) New corporation would be formed, with each competitor holding equal share and a disinterested third party
holding small percentage and “balance of power” in management. Competitors would share costs, profits, losses.
(2) Station would be placed on air, managed independently, while contestants battle it out in hearing. No
testimony would be based on operation of station under

—

trusteeship.
(3)

Successful applicant would take over station, rein construction and operation.

imbursing loser for outlay

There’s lots of dispute over practicality and legality
of proposal, but fact that Comr. Hyde is warm towards
it and several of his colleagues are open-minded about
it is encouraging renewed consideration by applicants.

&

Power increases
mingham, from Ch. 4

channel shifts:

WBRC-TV,

Bi>

from 15 kw to 100 kw, on
Feb. 19; WOW-TV, Omaha (Ch. 6), from 17.2 kw to 100
kw, Feb. 24; WCBS-TV, New York (Ch. 2), from 18.3 kw
to 42 kw, Feb. 19. Due to increase power shortly: WHEN,
Syracuse (Ch. 8); WABC-TV, New York (Ch. 7); KSDTV, St. Louis (Ch. 4) WBEN-TV, Buffalo (Ch. 4). First
post-freeze station to increase is KFEL-TV, Denver (Ch.
2), going from 5.6 kw to 15.9 kw March 1 with installation
of 5-kw transmitter. With new antenna, station expects
to hit 28.2 kw by April 1, and with 10-kw transmitter 56.5
kw late this summer; during early summer, it plans to
operate 5-kw transmitter experimentally from Mt. Evans,
to Ch. 6,

;

the world.” WAVE-TV,
Louisville, is due to shift from Ch. 5 to Ch. 3, sometime in
April, increasing power to 100 kw, height to 914-ft. above
average terrain. KPRC-TV, Houston (Ch. 2), has 35-kw

“highest

TV

transmitter

site in

amplifier, but increase isn’t expected until
of tower-antenna delay.

WATV

May

because

is expected to move from Newark to Empire
State Bldg, by June 1 rather than September (Vol. 9:8),
He says
according to engineering v.p. Frank Bremer.
everything is ready except new antenna, which is due “on
or about March 15” and should be installed and adjusted

within 45 days thereafter.

San Diego’s KFMB-TV & KFMB grossed $1,900,000
from time, talent & services during 1952, has been running
at operating cost of approximately $105,000 per month
($1,260,000 a year).
Without disclosing exact TV earnings, these are

led

among

figures cited as inducements that
to purchase the stations for

Wrather- Alvarez group

$3,000,000 plus $150,000 in consulting fees from John A.
Kennedy interests (Vol. 9:5), according to formal transfer application filed with FCC this week.
Among other
it’s shown that gross TV receipts last November ran
approximately $166,000, December $158,000; that radio
receipts ran $22,000 & $24,000 in same months; that AM
operation lost about $40,000 in 1952; that gross income
from NBC for 11 months of 1952 was approximately
$79,000; that chief engineer Thornton Chew holds 5-year
contract at $10,000 per year; that co-buyer Jack Wrather,
California oilman, is worth in excess of $4,000,000, had
income of $450,000 per year in 1951 & 1952; that co-buyer
Helen Maria Alvarez, who owns Tulsa’s KOTV in partnership with Mr. Wrather, is worth in excess of $1,000,000, had income of $40,000 per year last 2 years.

data,

Only 4 applications for new stations were filed with
this week.
Sole vhf was for Yuma, Ariz., Ch. 11,
by group headed by Park Dunford, Los Angeles fertilizer
plant owner. Three uhf were for Rochester, N. Y., Ch.
15, by adman Maurice R. Forman and owners of WGVA,
Geneva, N. Y.; Cincinnati, Ch. 54, by Robert Rounsaville,
Atlanta (WQXI) who holds CP for TV in Louisville
and is applicant for various other cities where he owns
stations; Sheboygan, Wis., Ch. 59, by WHBL-SJieboygan Press group. These bring to 691 total appl'cations now pending, 250 of them uhf. [For further details
about foregoing applications, see TV Addenda 16-H herewith; for complete listings of all post-freeze grants, new
stations, hearings, etc., see TV Factbook No. 16 with all

FCC

AM

Addenda

to date.]

Unique competition for Channel 59 in Sheboygan,
Wis., developed this week with filing of application by
WHBL Inc., opposing that of Television of Sheboygan Inc.
Matt Werner and family, who own Sheboygan Press, have
36.8% of former application and about 66% of latter.
Majority stockholders of WHBL are Charles E. Broughton
and Robert A. Saltzstein. Obviously, there’s no love lost
between Werner family, which once owned WHBL completely, and other WHBL stockholders.
Part of problem
is dispute over ownership of land on which WHBL is located. Both groups are ready to do battle for the channel,
and FCC is faced with novel question of whether both
applications comply with its rules.
Purchase of WTVN, Columbus, by Radio Cincinnati
owned by Taft newspaper-radio family ( Cincinnati
Timcs-Star, WKRC-TV, WKRC) was approved by FCC
Feb. 25 and new owners have taken over with Hulbert Taft

Inc.,

Sale deal in January (Vol. 9:3) involved
$1,340,000 for equipment and $160,000 for land & buildings payable in cash to seller Edward Lamb day of ap-

Jr. in charge.

proval, plus 10-year retainer as consultant at $12,500 a
year.
Mr. Lamb also owns WICU, Erie, and holds CP

WMAC-TV, Massillon, O.
New rules for tower lighting
10344) were adopted by FCC Feb.

for

and marking (Docket
but the unpopular
proposals for guy wire marking and lighting (Vol. 8:46,
50-51 & 9:2) were deleted. Comrs. Sterling and Bartley
dissented in part. Rules become effective March 30.
25,

Note to TV station operators or prospective operators:
We’ve been asked to keep a lookout for executive openings

—

for several high-level TV-radio executives
work & station experience and several with

vest for part ownership.
to

bona

fide inquirers.

all

with net-

money

We’ll be glad to give the

to in-

names
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It’s a si mpl e axiomatic fact
beyond dispute,
And it shouldn't require a wedthat film is becoming increasingly important to TV
ding of a big network with a big motion picture exhibitor (ABC-UPT) to impress upon
movie diehards the other side of the coin: TV is important to the film industry
,

.

.

Filmed programming, filmed news

,

—

filmed backgrounds, filmed commercials

Many new staall are now integral to TV, and requirements are steadily growing
tions, expanding program schedules, depletion of network time, economies of syndication to multiple users
all dictate TV's heavy swing to film.
and not merely kinescope recordBanking heavily on future of film in TV
ings
NBC this week set up an autonomous film division on par with its TV-radio
networks div. and its stations div. with film v.p. Robert W. Sarnoff in charge
he's son of the RCA chairman, now reports directly to president Frank White.
.

—

—

—

;

,

This division's activities include film procurement, production and syndication, White announcing he expects it to become a "centralised source of film material and services not only to NBC-TV [but] also to other stations and enterprises."
It's an open secret that NBC plans to go beyond TV in its film services; among plans
including currently a condensation of its Victory
are films for theatrical release
at Sea series and remakes of highlights of top - flight shows like the Colgate Comedy
Hour & All Star Revue, featuring Jimmy Durante, Eddie Cantor, Martin & Lewis, etc.
"
An annual profit of $40,000,000 " from TV film production and syndication
is anticipated by NBC in about 3 years, reports March 7 Billboard Magazine, quoting
This may be the usual hyperbol e of show
a "confidential report" to Gen. Sarnoff.
business, but Billboard purports to know that NBC film operations netted $5,000,000
p rofit in 1952 and says the network anticipates "film activities will parallel, or
perhaps even exceed, its live programming by 1956."
,

It's of more than passi n g si g nifi c anc e,
filmdom's big Academy Award dinn er March 19 (see
a few days after RCA board meets in Los Ange les,
to put in an appearance on a scene that TV will
*

*

*

that RCA Victor is sponsoring
Telecasting Notes
this comes only
so presumably the RCA brass intend
inevitably dominate one day.

too,

)

;

#

—

TV has cut into boxoffice
there's no doubt about that, and few think the
wound is going to be healed by third dimension or fourth dimension, "smellies" or
"feelies", or theatre TV.
It's hard to believe the movie industry isn't yet convinced it should make its peace with TV
considering how the latter is expanding,
to say nothing of TV's terrific prom o tional pot e ntialiti es.

—

Yet to date TV film production hasn't been luc rative for movie producers who
have made tentative stabs at it.
Indep e nde nts sometimes operating on a borrowed
shoestring, and to some extent netwo rks r adio transc r iption people and ad agenci es,
have taken over the fiel d up to now. But when TV films begin bringing in big money.
,

,
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there's no doubt the big producers will swallow their pride and try to regain their
position by producing epics for the fuzzy little screen in the living room.
As for backlogs of played-out feature film s from the major producers, they
will inevitably be released to TV when there are enough stations to make it worth
while for them to stand up against exhibitor protests.
In fact, those written-off
properties in storage are probably the most valuable assets some film makers have.
*

*

*

*

Breaking down big producers' disdain for the TV upstart has been long and
tedious process, opposed by theatre owners
but it's evident that both producers
and distributors are beginning to see possibilities of kinship of the two media.

—

TV's promotional value has won over nearly all major producers, reports the
authoritative Motion Picture Herald, which notes that it's now standard practice for
film companies to permit stars to appear on TV in exchange for showings of clips
from current pictures.
That's aside from buying time on TV stations.

Even MGM, long aloof from TV now apparently realizes the value of TV and
has arranged for appearances of its stars and showings of scenes from 3 of its films
And 20th Century-Fox in deal with same
on Ed Sullivan's CBS-TV Toast of the Town.
program announced March 5, will provide at least 24 monthly "miniature world premieres" of its pictures, plus stars, over next two years. Fox followed up announcement with ad splashes in film trade press urging exhibitors to "plan and purchase
spots just before and after Toast of the Town to sell your own playdate."
Walt Disney has promoted via TV for several years, most recently onCBS-TV's
Omnibus with special film showing how Peter Pan was made also on Ed Sullivan show.
Sam Goldwyn misses no chances for TV publicity rides, including guest appearances,
and his son, just out of the Army, has gone to work for CBS-TV as a producer.
,

,

;

*

*

*

*

Hollywood's long-time reluctance to let its star s appear on TV has actually
had a salutary effect, for it forced new medium to build many of its own stars virOn its part, TV hasn't bann e d its stars from making Hollywood
tually from scratch.
Hollywood is now finding ready-made audiences for
movies.
Quite the contrary
TV-built-up stars like Martin & Lewis C harlton Heston et al. Even Sid Caesar and
Imoge ne Coc a reportedly have signed to make feature film this summer.
Lucille Ball
who achieved far more fame on TV than in the movies, will star with her husband Desi
Arnaz in a full-length movie version of their top-rated I Love Lucy.
Subscription TV is white hope of some movie moguls
but as commercial TV
On occasion of his 50th anniversary
grows and profits, this potential is nebulous.
"Major films will be
in the movie business, film pioneer Adolph Zukor told Variety
made in Hollywood [during the next half century] as now, the pictures being disThe pubtributed to homes by way of TV as well as to theatres in the regular way.
lic will demand our films at home on TV and will be willing to pay for them."

—

,

,

—

;

[

For article on TV's impact on newsreel s, see

p.

8.]

SPRINGFIELD-HOLYOKE & LAWTON, OKLA.: You can add popul o us Springf ield-Holyoke to
for their 2 new stations, while not yet on schedules, have
new uhf-served areas
run or are about to run low-power interi m tests and will be in business shortly.
They're using same kind of 12-kw GE plan t first delivered to WHUM-TV, Reading, Pa.
Springfield's WWLP (Ch. 61 was putting in antenna and klystrons this week
Meanwhile, on March 1, it ran brief 100end, turns on full power in week or so.
will
interconnect
by March 15 with NBC-TV & ABC-TV.
It
watt tests with dipole.
Holyoke's WHYN-TV (Ch. 55 definitely starts low-power tests this week end;
100-watt exciter is in, but 12-kw amplifier is still being installed. Test patterns
on both low and high powers will be followed by network interconnections (CBS-TV &
DuMont) and full program schedules before end of this month.
contiguous,
Springf ield-Holyoke are one town for all practical purposes
Transmitters are only 10 mi.
with center of one just 6 mi. from center of other.
Boston, 80; Schenectady, 85.
Nearest TV stations are vhf in Albany, 75 mi.
apart.

—

)

)

—

;

3

These make 19 on-the-air so far this year 36 post freeze, 144 total. Quite
By month's end there could be dozen or more,
a few m ore are on verge of starting.
we
find
these promised for March (not necessarily in
for recapitulating our records
KSCJ-TV, Pueblo, Colo
(Ch. 2)
(Ch. 5)
KVTV,
this order): WBAY-TV, Green Bay, Wis
(Ch. 11)
KCBD-TV, Lubbock, Tex
Sioux City, la (Ch. 9) KELO-TV, Sioux Falls, S.D
KGNC-TV & KFDA-TV, Amarillo, Tex (Ch.
KGUL-TV, Galveston, Te x. (Ch. 11)
(Ch. 11)
KTTS-TV, Springfield, Mo
(Ch. 10).
4 & 10, respectively)
Equipment test authorizations had been issued by FCC at week's end only to
the Sioux City and Springfield grantees, though Green Bay and Amarillo's KGNC-TV
hold STAs (special temporary authorizations) to begin commercial operation.
These uhf are due in March though not for sure in all instances: WICC-TV,
Bridgeport (Ch. 43) WLEV-TV, Bethlehem, Pa . (Ch. 51) WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge (Ch. 28)
WKST-TV, New Castle, Pa
WPAG-TV, Ann
(Ch. 20)
(Ch. 45)
WCOV-TV, Montgomery, Ala
WLOK-TV, Lima, 0
(Ch. 73)
WTVO, Rockford, 111
(Ch. 39).
(Ch. 20)
Arbor, Mich
,

.

.

.

;

.

;

;

.

;

.

;

;

.

;

,

;

;

.

.

;

.

;

.

;

.

;

*

*

;

*

*

All of the vhf are good prospects for this month, barring unforeseen trouble,
Bethlehem's WLEV-TV is already advertising itself widely in trade
most of uhf too.
press but is waiting for network interconnection, due momentarily, then will be all
Bridgeport's WICC-TV Federal's first 1-kw and delayed recently by
ready to start.
hospitalization of mgr. Phil Merryman, may be ready for tests by March 15. Rockford's
WTVO is example of "cautious" approach; co-owner Elmer Balaban says antenna is due
March 15, adds: "So we are expecting to be on the air sometime this month, but we
are not announcing a formal on-the-air date until we have a good picture."
Previously reported for February, Tucson's KVOA-TV (Ch. 4) now talks about
sometime in April or May. Previously reported for Marc h, but unlikely, are KDZA-TV,
WATR-TV, Waterbury, Conn
WKNX-TV, Saginaw, Mich
(Ch. 57)
(Ch. 53).
P ueblo (Ch. 3)
We have no record of equipment ordered or shipped to the Waterbury grantee.
Meanwhile, beware erroneous reports on starting dates continuing to issue
Illustrating carelessness was ABC's March 2 release incorrectly
from the networks.
reporting March 1 starts for KGUL-TV, Galveston (which says March 15) WEEU-TV,
Reading, Pa. (April 15); WFTV, Duluth, Minn. (May 1).
latest reports on other upcoming new stations see page 9.]
f For
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GRANTED, MORE HEARING DATES SET: First of new batch of hearings were scheduled
Spokane (Ch. 2) and Ft Wayne (Ch. 69), to start April 6
by FCC this week
as
Eleven more cities
it chalked up 7 more CPs (4 vhf, 3 uhf), making 281 to date.
are being lined up for hearings (for list, see Vol. 9:8), dates to be announced from
probably several a week from now on.
time to time
Working down through smaller and smaller cities in priority Group A, where
many towns have no applications, FCC went through 24 more cities to 310th on list
It advanced no further in Group B.
Backlog of uncontested applications free for grant has really dropped in
last 2 weeks, what with large number of CPs (26) and small number of applications
"
Clear" applications now total 84 (25 vhf, 59 uhf), compared with 105 two weeks
(7).
254.
ago.
Contested channels remain same
A nother shared-time proposal was submitted to FCC this week, Rochester
WVET & WHEC amending their competing applications and agreeing to share Ch. 10. It's
second such application; FCC granted first to Salinas & Monterey, Cal. (Vol. 9:8).
Telepolitan Bcstg. Co., Ch. 12; Medford, Ore
Clovis N.M
The vhf grants
Broadcasting
Co.,
Ch.
Oregon
KFYR, Ch. 5, and Rudman
Southern
5; Bismarck, N.D
12.
Television Co., Ch.
Cecil W. Roberts, Ch. 15; Sherman, Tex
The uhf CPs Bloomington, 111
WKNA, Ch. 49.
Sherman Television Co., Ch. 46; Charleston, W.Va

7 GPs
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Sidelights on grantees Clovis CP-holder is partnership of farmers Sid S. &
With acquisition of Bismarck CP, oilman M.B. Rudman is fast nearing
Sam W. Pipkin.
limit of 5 permitted to a single entity; he has grants in Galveston, Tex. and Minot,
:

- 4 -

N.D., owns 50 % of Billings, Mont, grant, is applicant for Fargo, N.D.
The Medford
Ore. CF is 50% owned by Amos E. Voorhies, publisher of the Grants Pass Courier, 50%
by KIEM, Eureka, Cal., a TV applicant.
,

Uhf grantee in Bloomington Cecil W. Roberts, owns AMs in 5 small Missouri
Sherman, Tex. CP-holder is controlled by Prather family, Dallas
and Kansas towns.
realtors and owners of Flippen-Prather Stores.
Joe L. Smith Jr. (WKNA), Charleston,
also owns WJLS, Beckley, TV applicant.
,

*

*

*

*

Most outspoken charge of "strike" application to date was levied this week
by WCYB, competitor for Ch. 5.
against WOPI, Bristol, Tenn
WCYB asked FCC for
conditional grant pending comparative hearing, alleging "the WOPI application was
not filed in good faith but was filed for the purpose of delaying and hindering
WCYB president Robert H. Smith, former chief engineer of WOPI,
[a grant to WCYB]."
says that WOPI misrepresented its finances that it specifies antenna site it knows
can't be used; that it concealed bankruptcy history of WOPI president W.A. Wilson.
Others appear encouraged by FCC's concern over "strike " applications and the
like, as voiced by Chairman Walker in testimony before House committee (Vol.9:8).
They ask either for conditional grants or that opponents' applications be thrown
WMAM, Marinette, Wis ., questioned good faith of WMAW, Green Bay, challenged
out.
WORD, Spartanburg, S.C
asks for reconsideration of
its financial qualifications.
grant to WIS-TV, Columbia, charging excessive overlap in coverage and ownership beTri-State Telecasting, Chattanooga wants conditween WIS-TV & WSPA, Spartanburg.
tional grant, questions financial qualifications of opponents WDEF and Southern TV.
details about grantees and applicants see Addenda 16-1 heref For further
with; for complete data on all applications, see TV Factbook No. 16 with Addenda.]
.
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THE UHF MARKETS: YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO: Youngstown is potentially one of the best uhf
and we caught it in an interim and rapidly-changing stage
markets in the country
Briefly, here's the situation:
there this week.
trip
our
development
on
of
WKBN-TV (Ch. 27) is on the air carrying CBS-TV, ABC-TV & DuMont. WFMJ-TV
(Ch. 73), after desultory starts with test patterns in February, was finally scheduled to get going Sunday, March 7, at 3 p.m., as a basic NBC-TV affiliate.
Area has 50-100,000 TV sets getting vhf signals poor but usable, from
Cleveland and Pittsburgh. Adding important and peculiar twist is fact that Cleveland's WNBK (NBC) has figure-8 pattern delivering almost no signal to the area.
Net effect has been that customers rushed to buy uhf converters and new vhfThen
uhf sets when WKBN-TV took to the air (first tests Jan. 6, network Jan. 20).
regarded
as
quite
good
for
rate
this
to
time
of
down
a
year
as
simmered
they
demand
NBC
Research
NBC-TV.
credits
area
in
with
bring
to
20,000
uhf
WFMJ-TV
sets
wait for
attempting
no
agency
to
keep
accurate
there's
count
Locally,
of
sets.
as of Feb. 1.
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*

*

*

Youngstown should be an excellent uhf city because it's uhf-only, has 3
channels, is 60 mi. from any vhf station on air now or to be built for a long time
Furtherin fact, as long as present allocation plan remains unchanged in area.
according to 1950 U.S.
528,498 po p.
more, Youngstown market is very substantial
Census; 153,496 households, according to J. Walter Thompson estimate of Jan. 1, 1953.
Third CP in Youngstown Polan Industries' WUTV (Ch. 21), hopes to get going
Meanwhile, WKST-TV, New Castle, Pa
(Ch. 45),
in July with 12-kw GE transmitter.
WHHH-TV, Warren, 0
15 mi. away, will test shortly claiming Youngstown coverage.
(Ch. 67), 12 mi. away, is silent about plans.

—

—

,

,

.

.

,

Terrain isn't rough but there are some substantial ridges. From our own
observations and those of servicemen, it's evident good signals are availabl e in
Quality is more
and near Youngstown, though there is some trouble behind hills
This is with 16-kw ERP from tower
variable as you get 10-25 mi. from transmitter.
of WKBN-TV 550-ft. above average terrain. WFMJ-TV is starting with 19.6-kw ERP from
300 ft. above average terrain.
Philco made spot-check of area found pictures generally good at 20-30 mi.
Its engineers also found substantial variations between hills and valleys.
,

.

,

5

Customers* buying habits are worth elaborating. Virtually all vhf reception
high we saw some that had to be lighted under CAA regulations. Potential customers have been waiting for uhf stations to be received with
When WKBN-TV began telecasting, many people bought
small antennas or none at all.
of
vhf
few
owners
sets converted
sets, and quite a
usually as cheaply as possible.
Vhf owners are waiting for
But conversions aren't coming at heavy rate yet
They aren't very
WFMJ-TV to bring them the NBC schedule they can't get from WNBK.
anxious to spend the $50 or so needed to bring in WKBN-TV's schedule, most of which
they now get, after a fashion, from Cleveland & Pittsburgh.
As you'd expect from the foregoing dealers are putting heaviest promotion
Compared with Cleveland &
behind "built-in antennas no outside antenna needed "
Pittsburgh pictures, results produced by built-ins are frequently good
But they
don't compare with quality of pictures from good outdoor installations.
Some dealers in area are lead-footed curiously, losing sales they could be
Several good-sized stores didn't even have sets
getting by careful demonstrations.
One very large department store showed an
equipped to demonstrate a uhf picture
Salesmen, on commission, want either to sell a lot of
unforgivably poor picture.
sets with built-in antennas or fewer sets with expensive vhf-uhf installations
It's harder to sell the "average" inincluding high towers, boosters and rotors.
stallation
a situation which will probably change soon.
Dealers bought heavily on converters find they aren't moving fast. People
Some dealers, caught with substantial vhf-only inventories,
want built-in vhf-uhf
were counting on moving them with external converters, but have been disappointed.
Bow-tie & reflector is far-and-away most common uhf antenna.
Corner reflectors are
offered, have few takers.
is via antennas 25-100 ft.
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Situation will be changing for some time producing a lot of sales and a lot
Advent of WFMJ-TV should be tremendous boost.
WKST-TV will nudge
of headaches.
Then Cleveland vhf stations will increase their powers
customers a little more.
and/or heights. WNBK will put out an omnidirectional pattern, improving signal in
WXEL will increase power but shift from
area, but it will switch from Ch. 4 to 3.
WDTV, Pittsburgh, which lost viewers when it shifted from Ch. 3 to 2,
Ch. 9 to 8.
will regain some when it increases power, probably in May.
,

—

—

Thereafter, WUTV, Youngstown (Ch. 21), hopes to get going
in July
takAnd when WKBN-TV & WFMJ-TV add
ing over ABC-TV and possibly DuMont from WKBN-TV.
10-kw amplifiers some time later, their ERP will increase about tenfold. It adds up
but it all means more and better service to everyone in area.
to lot of confusion

—

#

#

%
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Pleased by developments to date WKBN-TV president Warren Williamson Jr.
a
broadcasting pioneer and an engineer, points to comfortable list of sponsors takes
great pride in showing off his magnificent $1,000,000 plant housing TV-AM-FM.
He
says every man-jack of TV staff comes from radio staff of 60 people.
"
"These are local people, with roots here.
We trained our own ," he says.
expensive
hot-shots
from out of town."
these
go
for
We don't
TV & radio are comsales
staff.
pletely integrated, including
Station runs 11 a. m. -midnight starting off with 2-3 hours of test pattern
to great satisfaction of overworked servicemen.
"
We do everything ourselves ," Williamson says.
And he means everything
from transmitter installation to fine panelling and cabinetry of offices.
Building
has been under construction 5 years, a climax to history going back to 1926 when
station started with 7%-watt AM transmitter.
Station has 539-ft. tower to which 250 ft. can be added if needed.
There's
room in rear of building for addition of 50-kw amplifier
if and when needed.
Williamson predicts summing up his experience: "A lot of people in the industry are going to be surprised over the success of uhf."
,
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WFMJ-TV sales manager Len Nasman has been biting his nails, naturally, over
repeated delays in getting on air. Channel 73 transmitter is highest frequency unit

6 -

delivered by RCA so far and Nasman insists he's making haste slowly because he must
start with "perfect" picture.
After tests this week under variety of conditions,
including network pickups, he's finally satisfied.
"
We have a terrific lineup of sponsors ," he says, showing us the list, "but
I'm bound to lose a few unless we get going soon." WFMJ-TV will be an NBC "must ".
Staff has been "dry- running" local shows for a month, while engineers probed
transmitter's innards, and should have hard time explaining away any flubs.
Station is starting out by moving in on its AM-FM facilities
in both
studios and transmitter house. New $500,000 building and 1000-ft. tower are planned.
"If Channel 73 turns out to give less fill-in than the lower channels," Nasman says,
"the 1000-ft. tower will more than make up for it."
Owned by Youngstown Vindicator only paper in town, station has excellent
promotion backing, will go all-out when it begins telecasting.
Transmitter is located only about a mile from WKBN-IV's minimizing problem
WUTV is still hunting site has sought land nearby
of orienting receiver antennas.
Truscon engineers the possibility of putting its
with
WKBN-TV
and
discussed
and has
side-by-side
with the WKBN-TV antenna in "candelabra"
antenna on WKBN-TV' s tower,
If permanent site isn't found soon, WUTV will erect temporary antenna
arrangement.
on tall building downtown.
,

—

,

,
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Personal Notes: Gustav B. Margraf, NBC v.p. & gen.
attorney, named v.p. in charge of talent & program administration, reporting to program dept. v.p. Charles C.
Barry; Thomas E. Erwin appointed v.p. & gen. attorney
Fred Shawn appointed NBC director of program ad.

.

ministration, reporting to Mr. Margraf, as will Hal

Kemp,

John Ray el promoted to TV program
mgr., reporting to Tom McAvity, national program mgr.;
Rayel succeeds Carl Stanton, now director of film div.
office.

.

.

.

Wm.

P. Robinson, Crosley Broadcasting Corp. v.p., appointed gen. mgr. of its WLWA, Atlanta (formerly
WLTV), succeeding Wm. T. Lane, who had agreed to stay
until all details of transfer from old owners were completed
George W. Fuerst, ex-ABC, named NBC-TV
Spot Sales rep in San Francisco, succeeding Cai-1 Nielsen,
resigned
Paul A. Walker, FCC chairman, honored
as 50-year member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon at Founder’s
.

.

.

.

.

.

Gordon W. Olive,
dinner in Washington March 7
veteran director of engineering, Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., retires from CBC at end of month, presumably will
William M.
be succeeded by his asst. W. G. Richardson
Materne, ex-spot sales mgr. of ABC-owned radio stations,
appointed sales mgr. for both TV & radio stations
David H. Hedley, ex-adv. promotion mgr., Cosmopolitan
Magazine, appointed mgr. of sales presentations, NBC
adv. & promotion dept., reporting to v.p. Jacob A. Evans

Day

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Samuel Goldwyn Jr., just out of Army, joins CBS-TV
Howard O.
as producer in new & public affairs dept.
Peterson, sales v.p. of KMTV, Omaha, has resigned to become gen. mgr. of new KTVH, Hutchinson, Kan. (Ch. 12),
succeeded at
by Arden Swisher, ex-WNAX & KOIL
Van Beuren DeVries, ex-WMAL-TV, Washington, to
be program director of new KRTV, Little Rock, Ark. (Ch.
.

.

.

.

.

KMTV

.

.

Billings

(For December reports see Television Digest, Vol. 9:5)

.

mgr. of talent

.

Network TV-Radio

January 1953 and January 1952

.

Spurgeon (Spud)
from play1947 and quit recently as Yankee scout, named

17) due on air in April (Vol. 9:5)
Chandler, ex-Yankees pitching star,

ing in
sports director of
staff

.

.

.

who

WSB-TV, Atlanta

.

commentator, named director of

retired

.

.

Everett Holies,

MBS

Washington

operations, succeeding Hollis Seavey, now heading Clear
John Bates named TVChannel Broadcasting Service
.

.

.

George McGovern.
radio director, Lambert & Feasley
ex-NBC director of sales development, named director of
research, Wm. Esty Co.
.

.

.

American Women in Radio & Television Inc. (Doris
Corwith, NBC, president) holds 1953 convention in Atlanta
Biltmore Hotel, April 30-May 3.

N

ETWORK TV
month

of

billings

1953,

were

reports

$17,447,905

Publishers

for

first

Information

Bureau, up from $15,071,559 in January 1952.
nudged within $200,000 of NBC-TV, threatening

CBS-TV
latter for

All-time TV high was $17,462,216
first time.
December 1952 (Vol. 9:5).
Network radio held reasonably firm in January, totaling $13,873,362 vs. $14,925,095 in December and $14,519,511 in January 1952. CBS as usual led in radio billings
nearly $1,000,000 ahead of NBC. The complete PIB tables:
NETWORK RADIO
NETWORK TELEVISION

top place for

for

Jan. 1953

NBC
CBS
ABC
DuMont

$ 7,521,553
7,321,386
1,604.892
...
_ 1,000,074

Jan. 1952
$ 7,259,307

5,074,643
2,020,461
717,148

CBS

NBC
ABC
MBS

Jan. 1953
$ 5,157,346
4,260,555
2,669.327
1,786,134

Jan. 1952
$ 5,161,397
4.357,353
3,301,479
1,699,282

Total $13,873,362 $14,519,511
Total ... $17,447,905 $15,071,559
Note: These figures do not represent actual revenues to the networks, which do not divulge their actual net dollar Incomes.
They’re compiled by PIB on basis of one-time network rates, or
before frequency or cash discounts. Therefore, In terms of dollars
actually paid to networks they may be Inflated by as much as 40%.
Figures are accepted by networks themselves, however, and by the
Industry generally, as satisfactory Index of comparisons & trends

Joseph G. Csida, editor of Billboard Magazine, oneRCA record div. executive, has resigned effective
March 20 to become v.p. & gen. mgr of the 4 music publishing firms controlled by George & Eddie Joy, namely,
Santly-Joy, Oxford, Hawthorne (all ASCAP) and Trinity
(BMI). He will also handle talent management. New
Roger Littleoffices are at 1619 Broadway, New York.
ford, co-publisher of Billboard, becomes acting managing
time

editor.

Kingsley H. Murphy, 68, onetime publisher of the
Minneapolis Tribune and a member of the board of Minneapolis Star and Tribune Co. (Cowles), died at his home in
Minneapolis March 4. He owned KSO, Des Moines, at one
time controlled WTCN, at time of death held interlocking
stock interests in "WCCO & WCCO-TV, Minneapolis, along
with Ridder newspapers and CBS.

Quiz of FCC by House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, started Feb. 20 (Vol. 9:8), resumes

March

12.

- 7 Station Accounts: One new station getting off to terrific
commercial start will be WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge, La.
(Ch. 28), which has moved up announced starting date
from early March to “last week in March.” It will get
service from all 4 networks, lists 37 of their accounts already signed, plus 22 local shows, 32 spot accounts (Adam
Young, rep); national spot includes Blensol, Crosley,
Bulova, Brown & Williamson, Pepsi-Cola, Borden, Elmer
Candy Co., Jackson Brewing Co., Dixie Brewing Co.,
On local
American Brewing Co., Kool-Vent Awnings.
side, station has sold heavily to TV-radio-appliance distributors & dealers, auto dealers, packing companies, inAnother new starter with imsurance & finance firms
posing list of 91 sponsors, 60 of them NBC-TV, is WFMJTV, Youngstown (Ch. 73), which moves from test patterns
to daily 3 p.m.-midnight programming March 8; its nainclude Galen
tional spot orders (Headley-Reed, rep)
Labs, Bulova, Rival Dog Food, Kools & Viceroys, Sun Oil,
Gilbert’s Furniture, Serta Mattresses, Crosley, Pio Wines,
Pilsener Beer, Burkhardt Beer, Salada Tea, Canada Dry
Emerson Radio of Washington Inc. has taken on
sponsorship of Drew Pearson, who leaves DuMont TV
March 18 and ABC-Radio March 29, carrying him on
WTOP-TV from March 14, Sat. 6:45-7 p.m., thru Robert
California Strawberry Council,
M. Gamble Agency
comprising packers representing 80% of state’s frozen
strawberry pack, which is one-fourth that of whole country, plans ad campaign, for which it has appointed Alport
Goebel Brewing Co. to
& O’Rourke, San Francisco
sponsor 35 Detroit Tigers home games this spring on
Among other advertisers reported using
WJBK-TV
or preparing to use TV Salada Tea Co. Inc., thru Hermon
.
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Stevens, Boston; Pilsener Brewing Co. (P. 0. C. beer),
thru Meldrum & Fewsmith, Cleveland; Harry Glemby Inc.

W.

(Lorraine hair nets), thru Herschel Z. Deutsch & Co.,
N. Y.; Hubinger Co. (Quick elastic starch), thru Compton
Adv., Chicago; Personalized Foods Inc. (Twang cheese
spread), thru Irvin Rose Agency, Hollywood; Modernage
Furniture Corp., thru Getschal Co., N. Y.

Network Accounts:

Addition of 12 new stations brings
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen’s Life Is Worth
Living, sponsored by Admiral on DuMont, Tue. 8-8:30
p.m., thru Erwin Wasey.
Others increasing coverage on
DuMont: Serutan’s Life Begins at Eighty, Fri. 8-8:30 p.m.,
adds 9 for total of 50, thru Edward Kletter; American
Chicle’s Rocky King, Detective, Sun. 9-9:30 p., 11 for total
of 45, thru Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample; Wine Corp. of
America’s Where Was I?, Tue. 9-9:30 p.m., 6 for total of
33, thru Weiss & Geller; Tide Water Associated Oil’s
Broadway to Hollywood, Thu. 8:30-9 p.m., 3 for total of
Cooperative sponsorship
10, thru Lennen & Newell
being offered by ABC-TV for Motor City Fights, starting
March 19 from Detroit, Thu. 9 p.m. to closing one 8round and one 4-round bout each week. ABC-TV will
also try to sell first half-hour and offer remainder for
cooperative sponsorship of new Mon. night fights from
Chicago and Sat. night fights from California, latter showing in east after midnight; both scheduled for later April
American Federation of Labor starts forum program
Both Sides, debates between 2 public figures, March 15 on
ABC-TV, Sun. 1:30-2 p.m., thru Furman, Feiner & Co.
Scholl Mfg. Co. Inc. (Dr. Scholl’s Zino-Pads, etc.) buys
total to 65 carrying

.

paper opinion expressing disappointment with station’s
plans to telecast in English. It also contends that networks’ plans would “further monopolistic concentration”
because large part of area would get duplicate NBC and
DuMont service from Los Angeles and Tijuana and that
adjacent-channel interference would ruin reception of
KTLA, Los Angeles. Accompanying protest is letter from
Sen. Johnson (D-Colo.) asking FCC to consider matter
very carefully before “setting up what may very well be
a precedent for this type of alien telecasting into
America.”

TV’s cost-per-1000 homes dropped 15% in 1952 “and
probably continue to go down,” says Feb. 28 Advertising Aye, reporting its fourth postwar study of ad costs.
will

attributes this to rapid increase in sets-in-use, despite
fact that station rates continue to rise. Only other medium
It

show cost-per-1000 drop in 1952 is night radio, down
1.85%; daytime radio went up 10%, newspapers 7.2%;,
magazines 3.8%,, business papers 3.9%, car cards 8.3%,
farm monthlies 10.1%, and outdoor advertising remained

to

the same.
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Mon. 3:30-3:40 p.m. portion of Paid Dixon Show, starting
March 16, on DuMont, Mon. -Fri. 3-4 p.m., thru Donahue &
Coe; Vitamin Corp. of America (Rybutol & Juvenal) buys
Wed. 3:40-3:50 p.m. portion, starting March 18, thru
Kastor, Ferrell, Chesley & Clifford
Continental Baking
Co. (Hostess cakes) buys Wed. 5-5:15 p.m. portion of
Howdy Doody, starting May 6, on NBC-TV, Mon. -Fri. 5-6
p.m.; Standard Brands Inc. (Royal dessert) buys Mon. 55:15 p.m. portion, starting March 17, both thru Ted Bates
Carter Products Inc. buys Wed. 11-11:05 a.m. portion
of There’s One in Every Family, starting April 1, on
CBS-TV, Mon.-Sat. 11-11:30 a.m., thru Ted Bates
General Cigar Co. (Robert Burns cigars) reported moving
Herman Hickman Show from NBC-TV, Fri. 7-7:15 p.m.,
to ABC-TV, Sun. 6:45-7 p.m., if Gruen Watch Co. moves
Walter Winchell, now in that time period on ABC-TV, to
Sun. 6:30-6:45 p.m.
Armstrong Cork Co. commissions
original opera, “The Parrot,” with score by Darrell Peter
and book by Frank P. DeFelitta, for March 24 Armstrong
Circle Theatre on NBC-TV, Tue. 9:30-10 p.m., thru BBDO.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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San Diego-Tijuana argument (Vol. 9:4) got hotter
this week as T.B.C. Television Inc., San Diego applicant,
asked FCC to deny U. S. programs to XETV, Tijuana.
Alvin G. Flanagan has asked for permission to establish
San Diego studios for XETV; NBC-TV and DuMont have
asked for authority to furnish network programs to the
T.B.C. contends XETV would operate as U. S.
station.
station in violation of FCC rules but wouldn’t have to pay
taxes or be subject to U. S. laws. It cites Mexican news-

.

.

.

.

.

U. S. Senate’s righteous and angry man, Charles W.
has signed with CBS-Radio to broadcast 3 talks starting Sat., March 14, 6:45-7 p.m., over
WCBS, New York, to be offered all other local stations
which want to carry it. Subject is New York’s waterfront
crime, which he’s investigating as chairman of subcommittee.
In response to criticism (notably by Jack Gould
in March 4 New York Times) that he and CBS might be
“embarrassed” by the payments, inasmuch as he’s chairman of Senate Interstate Commerce Committee in charge
of TV-radio legislation, he announced next day that the
royalties are being assigned to his favorite charity, the
Lincoln Foundation Trust, which treated his son for cancer.

Tobey (R-N.H.)

Keynote speaker at NARTB convention in Los Angeles,
April 28-May 1, will be RCA’s chairman David Sarnoff,
who also will be honored with first annual keynoter plaque
and gold key award for contribution to TV-radio; he also
was keynote speaker at last IRE and RTMA conventions.
Havana’s new Channel 2 station and its associated
Ch. 3 outlet in Santa Clara, owned by Radiotelevision El
Mundo, are now on tests, mostly noonday, will soon be
in regular opei-ation.
It will be Havana’s fourth, the
third on Ch. 7 having started in February (Vol. 9:8).
by London Daily Express, whose 4,500,000 cirmakes it biggest in world, shows 51% of British
people favor sponsored TV, 29%: against, 20% don’t know.
Poll

culation

- 8 Telecasting Notes: Haven’t the movie people learned
yet what the newspapers found out long ago, vis-a-vis the
upstart radio that they should “join ’em if you can’t
lick ’em” ?
Or is it just sour grapes when top-flight Hollywood reporter Bob Thomas writes: “When the Academy

theatre operator, has called first Florida TV Conference
March 27-28, with guest experts
Procter & Gamble’s
The Doctor, half-hour film series, now being syndicated by
NBC-TV for local sponsorship under new title of The
Visitor ... In hunt for TV talent, NBC program v.p. “Bud”

Awards are televised for the first time March 19, six minutes of the hour program will be devoted to plugging a
TV set. Thus the climax of what can be called one of the
biggest bonehead plays in recent Hollywood history. All
of the film industry’s brass are now admitting that they
have been locked in a life-or-death struggle with TV for
the past 3 years. Yet, when the industry puts on its biggest event of the year, its competitor is allowed to use the

Barry is sending teams of “scouts” around the country to
up promising material, says he’ll send them abroad
if necessary; first “find” is comedienne Helen Halpin, to
star in new film series, Oops, It’s Daisy
ABC progress
report: showman George Jessel signed this week to longterm contract as producer and performer in both TV &

—

Writer
event as a showcase for selling more TV”
as though keepcalls this “incredible but true”
ing the fund-starved Awards dinner off TV would stem
the tide of TV sales (up 20,000 to bring total to 1,395,000
Unperin Los Angeles area during January alone)
turbed, NBC-TV will make gala of the RCA Victor sponsorship, is even asking Broadway theatres to schedule
early curtains that night so that folks can get home in
time to catch 10:30-midnight telecast, which will include
cut-in to Hudson Theatre in N. Y. for some stars who were
.

.

.

—

Thomas

.

.

.

Miami’s live-wire
and some former Oscar winners
WTVJ wants to share know-how with all Florida TV applicants, so president Mitchell Wolfson, who also is chain
.'

cited

N

.

EWSREEL

.

FIELD, probably more than any other
and we find the netas yet, has felt impact on
works setting up own corps of TV film correspondents
(sometimes doubling in radio) and doing their own shoot-

TV—

ing all over the world. Even Camel Caravan, NBC-TV’s
top-ranking newsreel, once supplied by Fox Movietone, has
film sources.
its own crews of cameramen and independent

Result of TV’s day-to-day showings of filmed news is
that theatre newsreels are trending more and more to
Even in that field, they have worthy
the documentary.
rivals in Ed Murrow’s See It Now and the now TV-only
reMarch of Time. Analysis of 1952 newsreels by
veals an unprecedented number of newsreel issues devoted

MPA

entirely to one subject.
“Every Home a Newsreel Theatre” captioned articles
4
in this Newsletter 6 years ago (Vol. 3:44) and again
imporlessening
the
pointing
up
5:48)
(Vol.
ago
years
tance of newsreels to theatres as their speed and impor-

.

.

.

size

.

.

radio;

it calls

minimum

for

.

of $100,000 a year,

is effective

June 1 or after present contract with NBC-TV All Star
Revue expires
CBS’s Ed Murrow subject of cover
story, subtitled “Born to Broadcast,” in March 9 Newsweek
Free & Peters is out with revised edition of
CBS-TV Spot Sales takes
its Spot TV Rate Estimator
over national representation of WBBM-TV, Chicago
KDYL-TV, Salt Lake City, Feb. 1 changed Class A hour
rate from $400 to $575, min. from $75 to $100
KFELTV, Denver, new rate card effective March 15 changes
Class A hour rate from $250 to $350, min. from $60 to
New WKNB-TV, New Britain, Conn, rate card has
$75
New WBES-TV,
Class A hour rate of $250, min. $50
Buffalo, due on air in October (Vol. 9:7), has published
rate card quoting Class A hour at $350, min. $70.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

TV

has mushroomed

New York

.

.

State’s film industry to

nearly half the size of California’s, making it important
source of employment for New Yorkers. So says current
issue of New York State Dept, of Labor’s Industrial
Bulletin.
Pointing out that some 11,000 are employed by
state’s 300 firms engaged in film production, service &
distribution.
State’s film industry is said to be second
only to California’s, which employs 25,000 in 538 companies.
Publication says 25% of current employment
in Hollywood’s movie industry is in TV film field.
In
New York, “a considerable volume of movie-making for
TV goes into commercials, spot announcements and station identifications.”

Comes now a book by veteran theatreman Arthur
Mayer, titled Merely Colossal and published by Simon &

Urging community system operators to clean up “slipshod” practices, Martin F. Malarkey Jr., president of National Community Television Assn., wrote to all operators,
listing following examples: (1) Forcing customer to buy
sets from community operator in order to get service.
(2) Charging customer extra for connection if he buys
set from other source.
(3) Laxity in answering customer
complaints.
(4) Poor picture quality.
(5) “Outlandish”

Schuster, which recounts:
“The operation of newsreel

cials,

—

tance on

TV

grew.

cently, the nearest

living with a

approach

minimum

to

the

ideal

of

re-

until

making

of effort ever devised by

a

human

each season you contracted for all 5 newsreels and then sat down and prayed
for earthquakes, floods, plane crashes and elopements of
millionaire debutantes with their chauffeurs. [But] these
idyllic conditions were too perfect to endure permanently.
ingenuity.

At the beginning

of

bring unpleasant tidings directly and
daily into the home has greatly curtailed the popularity
of newsreels and brought to an untimely end the ample
leisure, not to mention the ample profits, of newsreel the-

TV’s capacity

atre operation

to

.

.

.”

local theatre exhibitors are

Quite a few
applying for (and

among

those

many

cases getting) grants of local
TV stations. Onetime big newsreel theatre operators
who decided to get in early are Herbert Scheftel & Alfred
Burger, who hold CPs for uhf stations in Duluth, Sioux
in

[For
Rock, Ark., and Springfield, 111.
ownership of all applicants and grantees, see listings in
TV Factbook No. 16 with Addenda to date.]
City,

la.,

Little

(6) Use of local camera for inserting of commerwhile deleting commercials of originating station—
not yet pi-acticed, but being considered by some operators.

rates.

theatres was,

of; foreign TV stations in operation and planned
complete and up-to-date of its kind has been published by RCA Frequency Bureau, 60 Broad St., N. Y.
Revised to Feb. 1, 1953, Television Broadcast Statio7is in
Foreign Countries contains country-by-country roundup

List

—

—most

of stations, frequencies,

power and standards.

Conelrad plan to permit broadcasting of vital information during air attack alert (Vol. 8:49) would be incorporated into FCC rules under notice of proposed rule
making released March 5 by Commission (Public Notice
FCC 53-239, Doc. 10420). Deadline for comments and proposed amendments

of

& FM
to

is

March

24.

Upon petition by IBEW, FCC withheld effectiveness
its new rules relaxing operator requirements for AM
go

stations adopted
into effect

March

(Vol. 9:5).
Rules were
but Commission stayed their

Feb. 4
6,

effectiveness pending filing of petition
sideration.

by

IBEW

for recon-

9

ARGO’S WDAY-TV (Ch. 6), to be operated by veteran
broadcaster Earl Reineke, this week got shipment of
interim 2-kw RCA transmitter so that it’s likely to make
It was week’s only
its announced May 1 debut (Vol. 9:4).
new-station vhf transmitter shipment reported by RCA or
GE, though 3 uhf went out from RCA as scheduled and
Mystery as to who
as reported last week (Vol. 9:9).
will get first DuMont uhf, 5-kw, aroused scuttlebutt, unverified but deemed reliable, that it may be WGLV,
Easton, Pa. (Ch. 57), originally given call WEEX-TV
and owned by Easton Express. It appears to be handiest

F

—

for delivery and observations of DuMont’s “showcase” effort in uhf.
city

*

new

*

*

*

our continuing survey of upcoming
stations this week brought this dope on vhf prospects:

Other reports

Elmira’s El-Cor Television Inc., granted Ch. 18, following combination of Corning Leader (operator of WCLI,
Corning) and Elmira Star-Gazette (Gannett-WENY) reports it proposes to use DuMont equipment but has as yet
made no construction plans nor set a target date. Call
letters haven’t yet been issued. National rep will be same
as for radio WELM, Elmira, namely Everett-McKinney,
mgr.
is being
according to Walter Valerius,
sold to new interests under conditions of grant (Vol. 9:9).
(Ch. 24), first promised for midElmira’s
March (Vol. 8:45), now has May 15 target, reports John
S. Booth, co-licensee, who also operates radio WCHA,
Chambersburg, Pa. Delay is due to wait for RCA equipment, already ordered.
,

WELM

WTVE

WHCU-TV

in

KEYT, Santa

Barbara, Cal. (Ch. 3) now has June
29 target date, with RCA equipment due for delivery
April 15.
Mountain road to transmitter site has been
built and architects Pereira & Luckman are now working on studio-office structure on mesa about half mile
west of center of city. Trade reports that station goes
on air April 1 are called erroneous by Harry C. Butcher,
chairman, who continues operating his radio KIST there
while Colin Selph manages the TV. Hollingbery will be rep.
KTXL-TV, San Angelo, Tex. (Ch. 8), first promised
for March (Vol. 8:52), now figures on July start, reports
Armistead D. Rust, 50% owner, rancher and mayor of
Equipment and construction plans aren’t yet
the town.
available, but O. L. Taylor will be national sales rep. San
Angelo’s other grantee, KGKL-TV (Ch. 3) looks like later
starter for no TV plans have been made because the radio
station has just been sold to 10% stockholder & manager
Lewis 0. Seibert for reported $250,000; how TV will fare
in deal is still indefinite, for CPs cannot be sold
but
ti-ansfer of CP may be effected on basis of no valuation
being placed on it.
WEAU-TV, Eau Claire, Wis. (Ch. 13) has ordered
RCA equipment, aims to get started in October or November, according to Walter C. Bridges, president, and
partner with the Morgan Murphy radio-newspaper interMr. Bridges, who manages WEBC, Duluth, says
ests.
Hollingbery will be national rep.

—

KJRL-TV, Pocatello, Ida. (Ch. 6) is projected for
“early fall,” reports Robert S. Howard, president of Idaho
State Journal and operator of KJRL, grantee. RCA equipment is specified in application, but order hasn’t yet been
placed.
No rep has been chosen.

KOMU-TV, Columbia, Mo. (Ch. 8), authorized Jan.
of
14 as a commercial outlet to be operated by the

KFOR-TV, Lincoln, Neb. (Ch. 10),
(KOLN-TV having started Feb. 10), now
the-air date as April 15.
this

K.

month.

It’s

Ken Greenwood

due

to get

will be

TV

city’s second
estimates on-

RCA

equipment

program mgr.

Judge Allan
Is TV to blame for small sports crowds?
Grim was still trying to find answer as fifth week

against National Football
Federal District Court, Philadelphia. Defense
counsel tried to show that League’s TV restrictions are
“reasonable,” and necessary to protect their business, by
calling to stand New York Giants pres. John V. Mara
who testified that his club stopped putting home games on
TV after 1948 when his own survey showed that TV cut
down gate attendance. Under cross-examination, however, he admitted that Giants’ poor performance that year

ended

in Govt.’s anti-trust suit

League

in

will

probably be

call letters of

outlet granted Cornell University’s commercial

new Ch.

AM

20

station

WHCU,

Ithaca, N. Y., managed by Michael B. Hanna.
reports equipment hasn’t yet been ordered, construction can’t begin until ground thaws on nearby mountain
sites.
“Barring unforeseen problems, we can get on the

He

air sometime in

November,” he

states.

WCOS-TV,

Columbia, S. C. (Ch. 25), due to get delivery of RCA transmitter in week or so, reports studiotransmitter practically completed, tower on way up, probable starting date “within the first couple of weeks in
WNOX-TV
March.”
Its radio rep is Headley-Reed.
(Ch. 67), first promised for April, is due May or June
(Vol. 9:9)

and most recent grantee,

WIS-TV

(Ch. 10)

has indicated target date of Sept. 1.
KSTM-TV, St. Louis (Ch. 36), first announced for
April, now has Aug. 1 target and expects to be the second
commercial station in city, says release from Wm. Ware,
president of Broadcast House Inc., grantee and operator
He announced 2-year contract signed
of radio KSTL.
WTVI, in nearby Belleville, 111.
this week with ABC.
Also
(Ch. 54) has announced May 1 target (Vol. 9:8).
nearby, KACY, Festus, Mo. (Ch. 14) has indicated no
date, no equipment ordered, no construction plans yet.
Only other St. Louis ai’ea grantees are WIL-TV (Ch.
42), granted Feb. 11, and KFUO-TV, Clayton (Ch. 30),
granted Feb. 4, neither of which has announced plans yet.

WARM-TV, Scranton, Pa. (Ch. 16) has ordered GE
equipment, plans to build atop nearby Mt. Dewey, hopes
to get started by late summer or early fall, according to
gen, mgr. Wm. M. Dawson. Hollingbery will be national
It’s third station scheduled for Scranton, others berep.
(Ch.73), promised in March (Vol. 9:2) but
ing
unlikely to make it before April or May, and WGBI-TV
(Ch. 22), due in April (Vol. 8:49).

WTVU

KAFY-TV,

U

Missouri, will be directed by Prof. Edward C. Lambert,
of Missouri’s famed School of Journalism, who will reEquipment
port to president Frederick A. Middlebush.
hasn’t yet been ordered; it hopes to start by mid-summer.

WELM

Bakersfield, Cal. (Ch. 29) will begin con-

immediately of studio-transmitter building at
new site on hill about 2 mi. north of city. Most of equipment will probably be RCA, reports Naum Healy, mgr.
of KAFY, and it is planned to begin operating in May.
Forjoe is radio rep.
WPAG-TV. Ann Arbor, Mich. (Ch. 20), with interim
GE equipment delivered, expects to start tests March 15,
struction

reports exec. v.p.

was

Edward

F. Baughn.

also responsible for smaller gate receipts.

ton Redskins

owner George

Washing-

P. Marshall testified that un-

der League’s TV policy, there are “up to 5 or 6 sponsors
of different games each week,” but if Govt, wins case one
sponsor will “gobble up” all TV rights and put only one
game per week on TV. Earlier in week, Judge Grim
denied defense motion for mistrial.
NFL attorneys said

that letter sent to Judge Grim from Gordon McLendon
had prejudiced their case, McLendon charging that radio
restrictions in baseball and football had put his Liberty

Broadcasting System out of business.

Trade Report

Electronics Reports
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SEASONAL TV CUTBACKS; RADIO DOING WELL: New markets

& uhf are proving good for the
TV business all right
but not good enough to persuade TV manufacturers to desist
from their seasonal practice of cutting back production during second quarter of the
Then they usually begin on new lines for midsummer showing and fall selling.
year.

—

,

It’s still the same pattern set makers say, despite the happy prosperity
they're now enjoying as demand keeps well up with output: 25% of sales are made in
first quarter, 15% in second 60% second half
with biggest wallop last 4 months.
This year will be no e xception judging from what leading set makers are
saying.
Naturally, they aren't telling size of individual cutbacks
competition
but this is how Motorola sales v.p. W.H. Kelley puts it
being what it is
"
Starting in April the sun comes out people pay their taxes and go fishing.
They're just not TV conscious in those months.
"
New markets and uhf will take up some of the slack this year, of course,
but certainly not enough to. compensate for loss of business in major markets like
And don't forget, we don't have any political
New York, Chicago and Los Angeles.
conventions this year to keep up summer interest."
Spokesmen for RCA and Admiral echoed Kelley's sentiment, but said they hoped
Philco wouldn't comment.
to keep the reductions below past years.
,

—

,

,

—

—

:

,

Steadiness of demand for radios is phenomenon of the current market.
"It's
like sugar in a grocery store," says Bruno-New York's Irving Sarnoff. "It's a staple
no price fluctuations, no dumping, stable."
and it's a healthy product to handle
Radio set production continues at high level (see below), even taking into
account seasonal market for auto radios as new car models emerge.
Second quarter
of 1953 should run ahead of same period last year, March 6 Retailing Daily stated,
quoting Motorola as foreseeing 25% gain in home sets, 50% in portables, 100% clock.
First 8 weeks of this year brought output of 2,200,000 radios as against approximately 1,325,000 during same weeks of 1952.
An Admiral official says February radio sales were up 75% over same 1952
month, and Zenith is quoted as foreseeing second quarter that's "pretty good but not
Crosley is placing great store by its portable clock radio, about to
sensational."
RCA is reported planning an all-wave portable, as is Emerson costbe introduced.
manifestly to compete with Zenith's highly successful unit.
ing around $140-$150
Other manufacturers are reported saying February radio gains ranged from
double to 450% ahead of same month last year.

—

,

—

*

*

#

*

Flurry of trade-ins of old TVs was reported from Chicago this week, backed
leading Magnavox to set up "watchdog" committee lest terms
by big advertising
March 6 New York Times quoted several unidentified TV-radio manuget out of hand.
facturers as concerned about Chicago trade-in situation, fearing terms "too liberal
for comfort" might damage national list prices.
dealers can now set whatever terms they
So far as Washington is concerned
like. We inquired at Federal Reserve Board and a spokesman said that agency has no
plans to reimpose any form of consumer credit similar to deceased Regulation W

—

,

,

.

*

*

*

*

Either beginning of cutbacks or Washington's birthday holiday in some cities,
or both, may account for drop in TV production to 151,944 (10,811 private label) in
But at same time factory inven week ended Feb. 27 from preceding week's 187,584.
very healthy. Total
tories fell to 111,754 two-month low, from 139,113 on Feb. 20
output first 8 weeks this year runs about 1,400,000 vs. 815,000 same time last year.

—

,

Radios continued to roll along

—

totaled 301,065 (149,705 private label)
10 -

11

Factory inventories went to 258,845
week ended Feb. 27 vs. 304,252 week preceding.
from 290,126 Feb. 20. Week's radios: 91,035 home sets, 24,193 portables, 55,415
latter continuing at same high rate as preceding 5 weeks.
clock, 130,422 auto

—

*

*

*

*

RTMA this week reported January retail TV sales as 640,075 radios 414,726
At end of January, distributor inventories stood 406,743 TVs
excluding auto sets.
January TV
and 697,695 radios, compared with 404,315 & 571,275 at end of December.
output was 719,234, radios 1,093,142 including auto. No dealer inventories are published, but factory inventories at end of January were 133,436 TVs, 257,200 radios.
,

Lawrence A. Hyland, onetime Naval
Trade Personals:
Research Lab electronics scientist, lately with Bendix
Aviation, promoted by Bendix this week to v.p. in charge
Edward M. Tuft, RCA Victor v.p. in
of engineering
charge of organization & development, elected to new post
.

.

.

of v.p. in charge of personnel (including labor relations)
Albert F.
for parent RCA, headquartering in N. Y.
Watters, RCA Victor personnel director, elected a v.p. . . .
Robert W. Sanders, ex-Hoffman, named Magnavox chief
.

.

.

TV

engineer, Frank R. Norton chief radar engineer
George F. Maedel, ex-v.p. & gen. supt., elected president
of RCA Institutes Inc., succeeding Maj. Gen. George L.
Robert Telford proVan Deusen, who retired March 1
moted to gen. works mgr., Marconi’s Wireless, with J. P.
Wykes continuing as mgr. of Chelmsford Works, E. B.
Greenwood as works mgr. of new factory being built at
.

.

New Town

Basildon

Bruno-New York,

of

.

.

.

.

Irving Sarnoff, president
(Essex)
sails with Mrs. Sarnoff March 21 on
.

.

weeks

.

Europe and

Queen Elizabeth for

6

Max

Hutchins Adv., handling Philco ac-

Enelow,

v.p. of

in

Israel

.

.

.

count, joins Philco Corp. in Philadelphia as advertising
Charles H. Wright, gen. auditor of Crosley
counsel
.
.

.

promoted to asst, to Leonard F. Cramer, Avco v.p. in
charge of Crosley electronics operations; he also is asst,
Henry R. Geyelin, DuMont mgr. of
gen. mgr. of div.
div.,

.

.

.

corporate advertising, resigns to join Metropolitan Life
Howard Rymer, ex-MotorInsurance Co. as adv. mgr.
ola, named chief of Warwick Mfg. Co.’s new factory at
Joseph Schlig, ex-sales promotion mgr.,
Zion, 111.
Westinghouse electronic tube div., Elmira, named asst, to
W. H. Kelley, Motordiv. sales mgr. Harold G. Cheney
ola sales v.p., assigns 3 new sectional sales mgrs.: Charles
H. Coombe, ex-national retail merchandising mgr., to east,
headquartering in Philadelphia; Charles W. Swanson, exMilwaukee regional mgr., to midwest, Chicago; T. .1.
Morley, ex-Memphis regional mgr., to south, Little Rock
Mrs. Vivian Overand, ex-Westinghouse, appointed
Admiral home economics director, replacing Miss Willie
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Mae Rogers, now

director of Good Housekeeping Institute.
Robert Cheshire, ex-DuMont, named Hoffman
Chicago
Joseph
Radio southwest mgr., headquartering in Dallas
Swereda promoted from DuMont N. Y. factory branch
district sales mgr. to central states sales mgr. of parent
company’s receiver div., headquartering in Chicago
Bruce R. Carlson, a top analyst with Stein, Roe & Farnham, Chicago investment counsel, on May 1 joins Sprague
John F. Myers apElectric Co. as asst, to president
pointed New England and upstate N. Y. regional sales
mgr. for Stewart- Warner Electric.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

RCA board of directors, headed by Chairman Sarnoff
and President Folsom, off March 6 on inspection junket to
Chicago, San Francisco and Los Angeles, winding up with
formal board meeting in latter city March 16. Main purpose is said to be to inspect new NBC studios in Burbank.
RCA

purchased new plant

Cambridge, O. this week
from Continental Can Co. for manufacture of TV-radio
parts and phonograph players. Plant will employ 400-600,
in

with production scheduled to begin in June.

A LL-CHANNEL tuning definitely is a trend in TV sets
lx. and converters now going to uhf areas, though
there’s

still

plenty of

demand

for strip-tuned sets because

of low price and tuning convenience. Attitude of most TV
set manufacturers seems to be to give customer his choice;
offered only strips at first now also have allchannel continuous uhf tuning as optional feature.
Overwhelming majority of major TV manufacturers
now offer continuous tuning sets and/or converters. It’s
not known how many will switch over to Standard Coil
Products Co.’s new 82-channel detent type (Vol. 9:9) when
it becomes available, but number may be very high, considering popularity of Standard vhf turret tuner. Emerson has just begun shipping sets with continuous uhf tuner
($50 extra), although it continues to offer uhf strip-tuned
DuMont has been using General Instrument’s
sets, too.
new continuous uhf tuner in its custom line for several
months, but still offers strips in standard line. DuMont
has also begun deliveries of GI continuous converter in

many who

compact leather cabinet.
Standard Coil, which says its turret tuners are in
some 8,000,000 of the nearly 22,000,000 sets now in use,
is constantly stepping up production of uhf strips to meet
demands for conversion of existing sets as well as for use
Standard says it’s now
in news sets sold in uhf areas.
shipping to distributors strips for these channels: Channel No. 25, now occupied by Portland’s KPTV, Youngstown’s WKBN-TV & Roanoke’s WROV-TV; Ch. 28, WilkesBarre’s WBRE-TV Ch. 34, South Bend’s WSBT-TV; Ch.
43, York’s WSBA-TV & Peoria’s WEEK-TV; Ch. 46, Atlantic City’s WFPG-TV
Ch. 48, Mobile’s WKAB-TV
Ch. 61, Reading’s WHUM-TV & Springfield’s WWLP.
Distributors apparently aren’t yet handling Standard Coil
strips to tune Youngstown’s WFMJ-TV (Ch. 73), New
Britain’s WKNB-TV (Ch. 30) or Holyoke’s WHYN-TV
all of which are either on air or testing.
(Ch. 55)
New continuous uhf converter using principle of
coaxial cavity tuning, has been announced by Granco
Products Inc., 36-17 20th Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.
Howard W. Sams & Co., Indianapolis, has just published
44-p. book,
Converters, containing descriptions and
diagrams of 21 models of popular brands: Arvin, Crosley, DuMont, Mallory, Motorola, RCA, Raytheon, Regency,
Sarkes Tarzian, Standard Coil, Stromberg, Sutco, Sylvania.
;

;

—

VHF

Receiving antenna industry has been in constant state
TV. Virtually every week
sees many new antennas on market, and several new companies are entering already crowded field. Cornell-Dubilier,
big capacitor manufacturer, now has line of uhf antennas.
And a new company, Tele Wand Corp., was formed this
week at 1022 18th St. NW, Washington, to distribute indoor vhf -uhf non-directional broad-band antenna ($20
list) of new type based on patents of Harold J. Berney,
Silver Spring, Md.
Wesley L. Smith is president. One
new antenna accessory for which big demand apparently
is developing is the coupler or interaction filter which permits use of single transmission line to feed signals to set
from vhf & uhf antennas.
of flurry since beginning of uhf

;

12

&

Topics

TrGnds

of

TV

Trsdo:

Price controls on

other appliances went the way of TV & radio
March 5 when OPS took ceilings off refrigerators, home
freezers, dishwashers, ranges, ironers, washers & dryers.
This left water heaters and food waste disposers as only
appliances still under price control it’s not known whether
they’ll be decontrolled before OPS ends.
President Eisenhower, at news conference same day
as latest decontrol action was announced, praised businessmen for notable restraint following lifting of controls. He
said he was gratified there was little discernible evidence
anyone has tried to gouge public by hiking prices. The
President said copper had been the only problem area, with
some suppliers raising prices by 6-7tf per pound after con-

nearly

all

;

trols

were removed.
*

*

*

*

General Motors is marketing TV antennas and picture
tubes under Delco trademark through its parts sales division, United Motors Service.
The antennas and tubes
are produced by other manufacturers and sold by UMS
to electronic distributors.
UMS gen. merchandise mgr.
V. A. Dupy stressed that GM doesn’t intend to go into TV
set business again.
UMS dropped its Delco-branded TVs
& home radios 5 years ago. Delco is big manufacturer of
auto radios. UMS distributes auto radio tubes and parts.

Freed Electronics & Controls Corp. succeeded to the
“Freed-Eisemann” trademark as well as the corporate
name, property and rights of old Freed Radio Co. as of
March 5. Firm is headed by Arthur Freed, will engage in
fundamental research, design, development and manufacture, including TVs and radio, plans to expand payroll of
175 to 500.
*

*

*

*
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.

.

.
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.

.

.
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17-in. mahogany table at $280, blonde
mahogany console $380, blonde $400; 21-in.
door mahogany console $450.
21-in.

$290;
full-

Distributor Notes: Admiral appoints The Place Inc.,
Wayne (A. B. Gray, pres.) . Philco N. Y. names
.

Gene Gold, ex-Crosley, adv. &
DuMont promotes Philip Geth

.

sales promotion mgr.

.

.

.

to field sales supervisor of

N. Y. factory branch; appoints Griffith Distributing Co.,
Gough Industries Inc.
Cincinnati; Air-Tel Inc., Houston
(Sylvania), Los Angeles, opens Fresno branch; Woodson &
Bozeman Inc., Memphis, opens Little Rock branch (Frank
Crosley names Fred Kuhne, exW. Knudsen, mgr.)
Motorola, electronics sales mgr. of N. Y. distributing div.
Hallicrafters appoints United Appliance DistributorRaytheon appoints Victor
ship Inc., New Britain, Conn.
Hoffman
Shaw Co., Charlotte, replacing Graybar
Radio appoints Graybar, Des Moines & Davenport; Lone
Rogers-Dixon Co. (Emerson),
Star Wholesalers, Dallas
Winston-Salem, N. C., names Basil R. Walsh Charlotte
Pacific Mercury appoints Gold E Distribsales mgr.
utors Inc., San Diego; Norcal Distributing Co., Fresno.
.

.

.

.

.

.

list,

covering July 1950-Dec. 1951, included 16
10.8% of all con-

Newcomers to “top 100” are Admiral, 84th on list
with $96,800,000 in prime contracts, and Motorola, 96th
with $80,000,000. All 16 electronics firms which appeared
on December 1951 list are also on latest list, although relative positions of many of them have changed.
General
Electric rose from fifth to second (General Motors being
first), with nearly $2 V2 billion in contracts, or 3.5% of
dollar value of all prime contracts.

Many electronic items, of course, are
big “non-electi'onic” companies on list (i.e.,

.

.

.

.

.

made by the
Hughes Tool

Co., No. 22 on list, produces large amount of electronic
equipment) and may electronic companies make non-electronic items such as GE with its huge jet engine business.
Much of the contracts on list have been subcontracted to other firms. The 100 companies received 62.4%
of all prime military contracts
or close to $44 billion
out of a total of nearly $74 billion. Of the top 10 contractors, 5 are aircraft manufacturers, 3 are auto makers.
Here’s how electronics firms stacked up in the top 100.
They’re listed below together with their position on list in
June 1952 and in December 1951, dollar value of their
prime contracts and their percentage of total military

—

—

Position

(June

Company

1952)

General Electric

-

AT&T

.

Westlnghouse
Sperry Corp.

..

Bendlx

RCA

Avco

IT&T

..

.

.

Collins

Raytheon
Philco

.

American Bosch
eluding
Hazeltine
Sylvania

Arms

.

.

2
12
14
18
19

Amount

of

Contracts

23
28
29
40
42
44

$2,418,300,000
1,144,800,000
929,800,000
712,000,000
683,000,000
412,400,000
385,700,000
356,600,000
253,300,000
238,600,000
234,200,000

58
70
71
84
90
94
96

158,200,000
119,600,000
117,500,000
96,800,000
89,700,000
81,900,000
80,000,000

Percent- Position
age of
(Dec.
Total
1951)
3.5%
5
1.6%
13
1.3%
12

1%
1%

17
18

•6%
•6%
•5%
•4%
•3%
•3%

27
33
22

.2%
.2%
•2%
.1%

59
56

1%

78
87

44
42
40

(In-

Corp.)

Admiral
Stewart-Warner
Giimian Bros.
Motorola

..
.

_

•

.1%
•1%

71

Best defense-order bet for small businessman: “Get in
on a subcontract through one of the top 100 prime contractors.” This is the advice of U. S. News & World Report in March 6 special repoi’t, “Way to Arms Dollars.”
Article points out that Defense Dept, finds it easier to
police a few big contracts placed with large corporations

than the thousands of small ones which would have to be
made if Govt, dealt extensively with smaller firms. It
quotes survey of 59 major contractors which found that
32,382 subcontractors were enlisted in filling the orders.
Although military has placed many prime contracts with
small business, article concludes that “arms is essentially
big business [and] the best bet for small firms in this new
industry is through subconti’acting.”

.

.

.

Previous

electronics manufacturers, representing
tracts (Vol. 8:21).

.

.

.

their

.

receivers:

Fort

Eighteen electronics and related firms made list,
contracts totaling $8y2 billion or some 12.1% of
dollar value of all prime contracts let by Govt, since Korea.
1952.

contracts

Trade Miscellany: 1953 Electronic Parts Show in Chicago’s Conrad Hilton Hotel, May 18-21, has sold out all
display space, reports gen. mgr. Kenneth C. Prince
Reports persist in financial circles that recent sharp rise in
Apex Electrical Mfg. Co. stock presages acquisition of
that firm by RCA on basis of even swap of shares
Admiral appoints Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago, to handle
all printed advertising of its TV-radio divs.; Edmond I.
Eger, co-owner of Cruttenden & Eger, handling Admiral
account for last 18 years, joins Seeds as v.p. in May, along
Emerson buys buildwith his asst. Pierre F. Marshall
ing at 524 W. 23rd St., New York, to house its executive
offices, beginning in August; engineering dept, to move
Raytheon moves sales executive (Wm. J.
there later
Helt) and adv.-sales promotion (George Hakim) offices to
1416 Merchandise Mart, Chicago; new phone no., Whitehall
Emerson reveals plans to produce 3 all-channel
4-3158
.

Electronics Reports: Increasing number of military contracts going to big electronics firms is reflected in Defense
Dept.’s list of 100 companies receiving biggest volume of
military prime contracts from July 1950 through June

.

.

.

.

Military electronics contracts totaled more than $8
during 30-month period from Korean outbreak to

billion

During last 6 months of 1952, obligations
1, 1953.
for procurement of electronics totaled about $1.5 billion.
These figures are derived from Defense Dept.’s total
Jan.

figures on “hard goods” procurement

10%.
30-month period were
constitutes about
$14.7 billion.

—

of which electronics
Total hard goods obligations for
$82.5 billion, for 6-month period

13
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Financial
Trade Notes: Philco sales went to record
high of $366,963,850 in 1952, compared to $305,328,670 in
1951, with earnings after all taxes amounting to $11,491,207 ($3.15 per share) as against $12,168,046 ($3.35) in
1951. Federal and state income taxes rose to $14,238,260
in 1952 from $10,444,850 in 1951.
Working capital during year increased from $43,848,000 to $45,483,000. Of the
net income, $6,015,000 was paid in dividends, $5,476,000
reinvested to increase working capital and provide for
plant expansion, which included new TV plant completed
in Philadelphia during year, new refrigerator plant
started in Bedford, Ind., and new refrigerator-freezer
plant planned in Connersville, Ind.
Annual report notes that one-fifth Philco’s total business last year was represented by research, development,
production and technical services for Govt, and industrial
customers.
Advances in color research, transistors and
microwave are reported. Predicting 100 new TV stations
in 1953, bringing service to 3,500,000 additional families,
report states:
“About 6,000,000 TV sets with 7, 10, 12 and 15-in. picture tubes are still in use, although the screen sizes they
provide are inadequate by present standards and technological advances have greatly improved picture quality
Many owners of these sets are
since their manufacture.
in the market for new receivers.
It appears likely the
industry will have the opportunity to produce and sell in
excess of 6,500,000

TV

sets in 1953.”

•

*

•

•

Aerovox had net earnings of $941,550

($1.35 a share
on 700,000 shares) on sales of $22,400,000 for 1952 vs.
$783,606 ($1.11) on sales of $22,500,000 for 1951. In report
to stockholders, pres. W. Myron Owen announces formation of new subsidiary Precision Ceramics Inc. to manufacture, under license agreement with French firm, ceramic
transmitting capacitors at New Bedford, Mass.
In December, Aerovox bought out Acme Electronics Inc., Pasadena, will later house it in new plant at Monrovia, Cal.

Tung-Sol reports net income of $2,007,713 ($3.75 a
share on 514,056 common shares) on sales of $35,489,558
for year ended Dec. 31, compared with $2,049,458 ($4.23
on 477,815 shares) on sales of $31,484,760 for 1951. Taxes
($8.22 a share)

totaled $4,224,000

in

in 1951.

tal of $6,605,740 at

Muntz TV

end of 1951.

income of $327,216 (29c a
share) on sales of $34,805,462 for 9 months ended Dec. 31,
compared with $741,440 (66c) on sales of $23,832,633 same
1951 period. Reduced earnings are attributed, in part, to
expenses incurred in opening of 14 new retail outlets.
Working capital has increased from $2,625,342 to $2,989,Inc. reports net

870 and total assets from $6,807,683

to $8,716,584.

Dividends: Hoffman, 25tf payable March 31 to stockholders of record March 18; Aerovox, 15c March 16 to
holders March 2; Decca, 17%tf March 30 to holders March
12; Muter, 15tf March 31 to holders March 16; W.JR, The
Goodwill Station Inc., 10<* March 13 to holders March 4;
Arvin, 50<* March 31 to holders March 16; Corning Glass,
25(* March 31 to holders March 18.
P. R. Mallory

ment

&

Co. has filed

SEC

ferred stock, $50 par, thru Lee Higginson Co., funds to be
used for general corporate purposes, including payment
of short-term bank loans.
plant in

mission on Educational TV which voted 10-5 last week to
reject plan of board of regents of U of State of New York
for state-supported 10-station network (Vol. 9:9). Charges
of bias towards educational TV and political opposition
to regents on part of Gov. Dewey, who appointed com-

came thick and fast from newspapers, educators
and commission’s minority, which filed separate reports to
Dewey and the legislature, which has final say and seems
likely to uphold majority.
Minority rebuttal said commission chairman Douglas
M. Moffat was “carrying out the dictates of Gov. Dewey
to smother the possibility of educational TV.”
It said
majority members took a “peephole approach” to regents’
plan “they saw always the hole, never the doughnut.”
Report recommended appropriation of $500,000 for experimental pilot station in unidentified upstate community,
to be operated by educational corporation “so there will be
no direct ownership nor direct state operation.” It also
recommended new commission be created by Dewey for
“another look” at educational TV.
mission,

—

Efforts to raise money from private sources will be
discussed at meeting of about 100 interested committees
March 11 in New York City. Dr. Milton Eisenhower’s

National Citizens Committee for Educational TV, meanis already at work in several upstate cities to raise
private funds in those communities.
Other educational TV developments this week: (1)
Ford Foundation granted $145,000 to Joint Committee for
Educational TV to continue its work through current year.
(2) Edward L. Ryerson, Inland Steel chairman, heads
committee to raise $500,000 for Chicago educational station.
(3) NARDA appointed 5-member educational TV
committee comprising Don Gabbert, Minneapolis, chairman; Mort Farr, Upper Darby, Pa.; Evan Moon, San Anwhile,

Harold Samson, Milwaukee; Wm. Warsaw, Wash(4) Ohio Program Commission recommended $5,-

tonio;

ington.

000,000 appropriation by legislature for a 5-college non-

commercial network comprising Kent State, Bowling
Green, Ohio State, Miami U, Ohio U. (5) St. Louis Educational TV Commission, applicant for Ch. 9 (see Addenda
J 6-0 established headquarters in City Products Bldg.
Decontrol marches on: (1) ODM this week cancelled
advance third-quarter allotments of steel, copper and
aluminum, with exception of nickel-bearing stainless steel
which will be rationed in third quarter at same rate as
second quarter.
(2) Selenium allocations were discontinued, but 30-day inventory limitation on selenium reall

Relieved of its CMP duties, NPA continued
soon dry up and blow away. Hundreds of
employes will get dismissal notices March 25. Electronics
Div. will be cut to about half its present size by April 26.
tained.

mid-March for manufac-

turing cathode ray instruments; it adjoins present tube
plant in Clifton, N. J., brings total space to 118,000 sq. ft.,
in which whole instrument div. will be housed.

(3)

to shrink,

may

Merger of Dumont Electric Corp. (no relation to DuMont Labs) into Airplane & Marine Instruments Inc., new
firm to be known as Dumont Airplane & Marine Instrument Inc., has been approved by stockholders of both comFormer makes TV-radio condensers, etc., latter
panies.
makes precision electronic equipment and tubes. Dumont
preferred stock will be exchanged on share-for-share basis,
basis of 2% shares for one in new company.

common on

registration state-

to sell 150,000 shares of cumulative convertible pre-

DuMont opens new

RITICISM by the carload was heaped this week on
majority members of N. Y. State Temporary Com-

1952 vs. $4,456,000

With current assets at $15,704,855 and
current liabilities at $6,106,343, working capital at year’s
end amounted to $9,598,512, compared with working capi($9.32)

C

Electro-Sonic Laboratories Inc. 32-15 36th Ave.,

Long

Island City, N. Y., has been formed by Insuline Corp. of
America for physical and engineering research in all
phases of electronics. Insuline president Samuel J. Spector

is

Labs,

board chairman and John H. McConnell, ex-Bell
is

chief engineer.

WJR, The

Goodwill Station Inc. (Detroit) reports
1952 net income of $441,714 (86<‘ a share) compared with
$477,630 ( 92(‘ ) in 1951.
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TV

As

of February

by

Seis-in-llse

Cities

1953

1,

Estimates are sets within .1 Mv/m contours (60 mi.),
excluding overlaps, as established by NBC Research.

estimates by areas will continue to be
monthly basis by NBC Research,
Hugh M. Beville Jr. but the figures are intended primarily for use by the network and its own affiliates, sponsors and agencies. Fact that individual stations
are constantly protesting the estimates continues to point
up urgent need of an all-industry statistical service, sup-

ETS-IN-USE

S made
headed by

this year on

—

NARTB, RTMA,

ported by

et al

(Vol. 9:5).

any other similar compilations,

In absence of

Meanwhile,
we’ll con-

tinue to report the NBC figures.
Feb. 1 tabulation adds Youngstown (20,000 sets) to
interconnected list, Peoria (7500) and Bangor (3000) to
non-interconnected, omits figures for Lubbock, York, Colorado Springs and Tucson, which had stations as of Feb. 1

that are not NBC-TV outlets. Lumped under “All Others,’’
the table allots them aggregate of 25,000 sets. Also listed
separately and not included in grand total are 10,000
credited to Honolulu (2 stations).
Grand total of TV sets-in-use as of Feb. 1 is given as
regarded as a
21,955,100, up 721,000 from Jan. 1 figure

—

fair estimate of month’s accretion inasmuch as
set production equalled just about that number

January
and the

to be moving approximately as many
were being produced. That “old markets” are far
from saturation is shown by increases credited to some of
them New York, up 60,000; Chicago, 50,000; San Fran-

was known

trade

sets as

—

& Denver, 25,000
each; Huntington, 21,000; Los Angeles, Atlanta, Charlotte,
20,000 each; Philadelphia, 19,000; Indianapolis-BloomingMore recent marton, 18,000; Ft. Worth-Dallas, 17,000.

cisco, 32,000; Pittsburgh, 30,000; Detroit

kets like Wilkes-Barre were given 13,000 more, Portland
10,500. (For comparisons with Jan. 1 figures, see Vol. 9:5;
for additional market data on each TV area, see our Feb.
14 Special Report on Television Sets-in-Use, available on
request.)
No.

No.

Stations Sets
Area
Interconnected Cities
Ames (Des
132.000
1
Moines)
290.000
3
Atlanta
Atlantic City

l(t)

Austin
Baltimore

3

Binghamton
Birmingham

2

—

1
1

(see Indianapolis)

Buffalo
Charlotte

—

Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland

Columbus
(Dallas

Port

1.015.000
1(b) 335.000
228.000
1
1.410.000
4
370.000
3
725.000
3
255.000
2

Boston

—

-

2

.

Worth

Rock Island
Dayton
Denver

2
2
2

Detroit
Erie

3(C)

Grand Rapids
& Kalamazoo

1(d)

1

Greensboro

1

Houston
Huntington

1

Indianapolis

1(a)

Jackson, Miss.
Jacksonville

l(t)

1

& Bloomington

1
Johnstown
1(d)
Kalamazoo
(see Grand Rapids)
Kansas City

6,600
101.000
190,000

345.000

Louisville

2

1

1

1

103,000
349,000
154,000
3,350,000
157,000
147,000
170,000
1,200,000
54.200
580,000
63,500
284,000
157,000
44,300
175,000

1

New Haven
New Orleans
New York

7

Norfolk

1

Oklahoma City

1

Omaha

2

Philadelphia

3

1

1

....

1

Pittsburgh
Portland
Providence

1

Ht)
1

Richmond
Roanoke

1
1

1
Rochester
Rock Island-Davenport

(see

2

San Antonio
San Diego
San Francisco
Schenectady

2

.

1

3
1

..

Seattle

1

South Bend
Louis
Syracuse
Toledo
Tulsa
Utica

l(t)

St.

Washington

1

2
1

-

1

1

4

Wilkes-Barre

l(t)

Wilmington
Youngstown

l(t)

1

Non-interconnected
1
Albuquerque
Bangor

82,000
124.000
136,000
570,000
256,000
233,000
20,000
485,000
182,000
224,000
92,500
83.000
437,000
30,000
128,000
20,000

Cities
19,200
3,000

Brownsville

(Matamoros.
Mexico)
El Paso
Mobile
Peoria

Spokane
All Others*

Grand Total

to date.]

First private applications for TV in Canada, accepted
only from cities where CBC does not plan to build, were
made known by CBC board this week as follows: Niagara
TV Ltd., Hamilton, Channel 13; CPFL, London, Ch. 10;
CKSO, Sudbury, Ont., Ch. 5; CKLW, Windsor, Ch. 9; Television de Quebec, Quebec City, Ch. 4; CHSJ, St. John, N. B.,
Ch. 4; CJCB, Sydney, N. S., Ch. 4. Govt.-owned CBC al-

ready has own stations in Montreal (CBFT) and Toronto
(CBLT), plans new CBOT on Ch. 4 in Ottawa by mid-

May (Vol. 9:9). At undisclosed future dates it
CBWT, Winnipeg, Ch. 4; CBHT, Halifax, Ch.

1(e)
2

2

l(t)
2

11,100
15,800
18,000
7,500
1

’.300

25,0011

21,955,100

will build
3;

CBRT,

Vancouver, channel not announced.

Channel shifts & power increases: WCPO-TV, Cingo from Ch. 7 to 9 on March 9, boosting power to 40 kw. If WCPO-TV meets date, WHIO-TV,
Dayton, moves from Ch. 13 to 7 by March 15, using present
16 kw pending completion of new facilities for full power
about Sept. 1. Depending on weather, WDEL-TV, Wilmington, will shift from Ch. 7 to 12 on March 7 or 14,
using 2.5 kw. WBTV, Charlotte, hikes power from 16.3
kw to 50 kw March 9, hopes to go to 100 kw within 60 days.
cinnati, hopes to

FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde paid second visit to White
House March 6, arousing speculation both that he was
and was not tapped for FCC chairmanship, for which he’s
being strongly supported. He had no comment, nor did
White House make any announcement by end of week
though 2 GOP appointments and nomination for chairmanship are expected momentarily.
Atlanta’s

WLTV

is

fixes.

Station

TV

was transferred

Other Crosley outlets:
Columbus; WLWD, Dayton.
9:5).

Moscow has

(b)

WLWA,

now

decision to identify all its

(a)

Davenport-Rock Island)

Salt Lake City

1

2

1

MlnneapollsSt. Paul

105.000
221.000
153.000
380.000

1

Lancaster
Lansing
Los Angeles

Memphis Miami
Milwaukee

179.000
219.000
110.000
793.000
105.000
205.000

272.000
183.000
122.000
1.395,000
183.000
136.000
121.000
408.000

i

.

256.000

1

Davenport-

—

Nashville

Phoenix

1(a)

Bloomington

i

6,000

20,100
461.000
95,000
151.000

No.
No.
Area
Stations Sets
Interconnected Cities (Cont’d)

Applications for new stations dwindled to 3 this week,
one of them uhf. Owners of WDOK, Cleveland, led by
pres. R. Morris Pierce and treas. Frederick C. Wolf, seek
uhf Ch. 15 in Waterloo, Ind., about 25 mi. north of Ft.
Wayne. Channel is allocated to nearby Angola, Ind.
Applying for El Dorado, Ark., Ch. 10 is T. H. Barton
who controls KARK, Little Rock, TV applicant for that
city.
Group headed by Edward J. Jansen and Truman B.
Hinkle, pres. & secy.-treas. of KRAN, Las Vegas, Nev., is
seeking Ch. 2 in Henderson, Nev., about 15 mi. south of
Las Vegas. These bring to 683 total applications now
pending, 246 of them uhf. [For further details about foregoing applications, see TV Addenda 16-1 herewith; for
complete listings of all post-freeze grants, new stations,
hearings, etc., see TV Factbook No. 16 with all Addenda

80,000

TV

result of Closely

outlets with

“WLW”

pre-

month

(Vol.

to Crosley this

WLWT,

Cincinnati;

sets, reports

WLWC,

Pravda.

Bloomington separately 220,000. Indianapolis separately 321,000.
Does not include sets in Canadian area reached by Buffalo
station.

not include estimated 51,000 sets in Canadian area
reached by Detroit stations.
(d) Grand Rapids separately 158,000. Kalamazoo separately 169.000.
Estimated 2500 additional sets in
(e) Estimate for Texas area.
(c)

Does

(t)

Uhf

Mexican area of Matamoros station.
(*)

sets.

Markets not listed here but having stations as of Feb. 1, 1953
are Lubbock. Tex.: York. Pa.; Colorado Springs, Colo.; Tucson.
Ariz. Also not listed is Honolulu (where NBC estimates 10.000
sets-in-use as of Feb. 1, but does not include these in this
total).

Set estimates for stations may be added together for network purposes. Where coverage areas overlap, the sets have been divided
between the stations Involved. Therefore, the estimate for each
station is an unduplicated figure. Stations with overlapping coverage have total TV installations higher than the unduplicated
local purposes, anyone
network figures shown here. For spot
Interested in total number of sets reached by an individual station should consult the station or its representative.
Note; TV sets sold in Canada totaled 250,083 up to Jan. 31, 1953.
according to Canadian RTMA (Vol. 9:9). Since nearly all of these
sets are in border areas, thev add appreciably to audiences ot
stations in nearbv U. S. cities. The CRTMA area count as of last
Jan. 31: Windsor 53.615. Toronto-Hamilton 100.741. Niagara Peninsula 34,605, Montreal 44.503. other areas 16.619. In addition. Cuban
sources claim 70.000 sets-in-use in Havana, 20.000 in rest of Cuba.
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ONE DISTRESS DEAL, ONE PROFIT DEAL:

First TV station ever to founder oil the fiscal
rocks, post-freeze Honolulu outlet KONA (Ch. 11), went silent this week after owners
asked FCC for permission to shut down for 30 days "for technical and financial reasons."
Scramble to buy it was already under way when word of its distress, attributed largely to poor planning and bad management, had gotten out a few weeks ago.
Station will be taken over if FCC approves, half by Honolulu Advertise r and
half by J. Elroy McCaw & John D. Keating who presumably would drop their competiNewspaper owns KGU (NBC) and McCaw-Keat ing
tive applications for Ch. 4 in Honolulu.
Deal to acquire it is being made with
own KPOA, Honolulu, and KILA, Hilo (MBS).
representatives of Herbert M. (Monte) Richards, prominent Hawaiian industrialist,
(For further details, see story on page 14.)
chief backer of the station.
Another station deal
this one with all the appurtenances of prosperity,
however
was consummated this week when Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt, owner of Seattle s
KING-TV & KING bought back the 25% interest she sold in those stations in July 1951
to Hearst Radio Inc. (Vol.7:26).
Hearst publishes Seattle Post-Intelligencer.
Mrs. Bullitt paid $575,000 for KING-TV in 1949 (then KRSC-TV)
it was heavy
loser, but she soon built it into highly profitable property.
She sold the 25% to
She's paying Hearst $450.000 to buy it back
Hearst for exactly same amount.
,

,

—

—

1

,

;

.

ON AIR; STATUS OF ALL CPs SINCE FREEZE: We've had so many requests for up-to-the m inute lists of new TV stations that have gone on the air post-freeze, and so many
inquiries about the status of CP holders who have yet to build, that we decided to
bring the records up-to-date on basis of questionnaires to principals, FCC files,
data from counsel & engineers, equipment orders & shipments, etc.
Result is Special Report herewith which lists (1) the 40 stations that have
gone on the air since freeze was lifted, with facilities granted, starting dates,
national reps, etc., and (2) the 270 CPs outstanding with prospective starting dates
CPs include this week's 29 .
as reported to us, plus other pertinent data.
Actually, this tabulation of the 310 grants since processing started last
July is projection to mid-March of the status reports on CPs outstanding as of last
Jan. 3 as published on pp. 5-12 of our TV Factbook No. 16.
40

,

,

though some starting dates aren't yet
We have dope on most of the grantees
ready to report, some reps not yet chosen, some call letters not even assigned.
By
far the majority of grantees have replied to our questions frankly, most indicating
It wasn't for want of our trying that there
at least their " hoped for" debut dates
Besides basic facilities data from official sources,
is no data on some stations.
we simply indicate month they said they expect to start rather than any pin-pointed
dates, for experience has shown there's delay more often than not
We count a station on-the-air the moment it begins more or less regular test
patterns; several of the 40 here listed aren't on commercial schedules yet.
,

.

.
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Some of these CPs may never go to construction
It's no secret that certain
grantees, on second thinking about economic and competitive conditions, will drop
A f e w m ay be speculative
though that's extremely difficult to prove.
All grants
to date were obtained on non-competitive basis, i.e., no one else asked for channel.
There will be the same stalling in some instances, that was evident in the
pre-freeze days, when 15 CP holders dropped or were forced by FCC to forfeit their
CPs, most of them after getting repeated extensions.
There are a few long-standing
CPs whose holders haven't even approached equipment makers yet for specifications
or bids, lending to suspicion they have no intention to build.
But the great majority of grant e es be it said, got their CPs in good faith
will buil d, and indeed in some instances (notably uhf) are much too eager to get
on-the-air-in-a-hurry
with consequent danger of getting off to bad starts with
untested equipment, too-weak signals, poor public response.
It has happened.
.

.

,

,

,

,

—

^

T

T
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Once the FCC gets squared away politically, it's a foregone conclusion the
few laggards and phonies will be ferreted out
At FCC, as throughout the industry
now, there's justifiable pride in fact that 310 grants have been made in the scant
8 months since freeze was lifted; that 40 new stations actually got on air and many
more are building creating boom conditions; that, even discounting normal delays,
there should be well over 100 post-freeze new station s on air before year's end,
and maybe twice that number by mid-1954.
.

,

—

FIRST ROUND' ENDS WITH RECORD 29 CPs: FCC "went wild” this wee k
granting 29 CPs,
no less
as it raced through entire 1016 cities in Group A priority list, all 215
in Group B .
Previous record was 19 CPs.
Total to date: 310 (104 vhf, 208 uhf).

—

Thus the "first round" is over
Conceivably, Commission can have a couple
more big weeks
but not many, since it has only 63 uncontested applications to
work on now. Very shortly, CPs will thin down to desultory trickle as occasional
uncontested application emerges, to be snatched up by FCC and granted.
Pressure for quick solutions to competitive situations will then become more
intense than ever.
FCC and Congress as well as applicants, will devote more and
more thought to ways and means of eliminating hearings
through mergers shared time arrangements, " trustee corporations " (Vol.9:9) and the like.
Commission is
legitimate
for
techniques
eliminating contests
constantly encouraging all
witness
this week's shared-time grant on Ch. 10 to WH E C & WVET, Rochester on basis of an
amendment filed late last week (Vol. 9:10).
Three more contests were eliminate d this week as competitors combined or
Charles E. Salik and T.B.C. Television Inc.
In San Diego
amended applications.
dropped Ch. 10 applications on condition they get 1/3 ownership each in KFSD's CP
In Las Vegas
Herman Greenspun dropped Ch. 8 appliif its application is granted.
In Indianapolis
Empire Coil
cation in return for 5% of Las Vegas Television Inc.
Radio
to
Ch.
leaving
itself
and
Marion
Corp.
uncontested
from
Ch.
26
Co. amended
67,
on respective channels.
But haste
Methods for speeding hearings will get much more attention, too.
The
in hearings depends much more on applicants and their attorneys than on FCC.
law provides hearing contestants with elaborate safeguards, virtually all of which
consume time, and applicants are always fearful of abdicating their rights.
Commission has assigned examiner
No more hearing dates were set this week
Leo Resnick to Ft. Wayne case, Wm. Butts to Spokane hearing, both starting April 6.
.
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KHSL, Ch. 12 San Luis Obispo, Cal ., KVEC, Ch.
Chico Cal
The 13 vhf CPs
J.D. Manly, Ch. 7 Macon. Ga .
WINK,
Panama
City, Fla
Ch.
Fla
Myers,
11
.,
6; Fort
Albuquerque
KFXD
Ch.6;
Missoula,
Mont
Nampa,
Ida
., KGVO, Ch. 13
WMAZ Ch.13;
Greenville
N.
(shared);
N.
WVET
WHEC,
Ch.
&
Rochester,
10
KGGM, Ch.13;
N.M
Va
WSVA,
Ch.
3.
Harrisonburg.
KTRE,
Ch.
9
WGTC, Ch.9; Lufkin, Tex .,
:

.

,

;

,

.

;

,

.

.

,

.

;

San Francisco
Del
Cal. John Steventon, Ch.52; Dover
Harrisburg,
Ch.
Theatres,
WDAK-Martin
28
.

;

.

,

,

:

,

,

;

.

,

The 16 uhf grants

;

,

,

.

,

,

,

Lawrence A. Harvey, Ch. 20; Yuba City
Rollins Bcstg. Inc., Ch.40; Columbus Ga
111 ., Turner-Farrar Assn., Ch. 22; Marion
,

,

.

,

3

WMRI(FM), Ch. 29 Princeton Ind
WRAY, Ch.52; Davenport, Iowa Mel FosterHarold Hoersch, Ch. 36 Salisbury, Md
WBOC, Ch. 16 Cambridge, Mass ., WTAO, Ch. 56
St. Paul, Minn
WCOW, Ch. 17 Columbus, Miss
WCBI, Ch. 28 Hendersonville, N.C
WHKP, Ch. 27 Mt. Airy, N.C
WPAQ, Ch. 55 Chambersburg Pa
WCHA, Ch. 46 Fort
Worth, Tex
Tarrant County Television Co., Ch. 20.
Ind

.

,

;

.

,

.

;

.

,

,

;

.

;

.

;

.

,

,

,

.

;

;

,

.

,

,

;
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Sidelights on non-radio grantees
San Francisco CP-holder Lawrence Harvey
attorney and manufacturer of aluminum products, holds CP for Salem, Ore., is Los
Angeles applicant.
Yuba City's John Steventon is feed mill operator, owns 25% of
KMOR, Oroville, Cal.
J.D. Manly Panama City, holds interests in variety of businesses, including construction, quarry, concrete, auto sales, hotel.
Turner-Farrar Assn., Harrisburg operates chain of southern Illinois theaDavenport principals Foster and Hoersch hold real estate interests, are also
tres.
The 3 partners comprising Ft. Worth grantee are all in auto
applicants for Miami.
business A.H. Lightfoot holds 40%, K.K. Kellam 30%, Basil Roper 30%.
Other highlights Dover's Rollins Bcstg. Inc owns several AMs, including
WJWL, Georgetown, Del., is TV applicant for Fayetteville, N.C. Allen Woodall president of WDAK, 50% owner of Columbus, Ga. grantee, holds interest in Macon CP and
Grant to WMAZ in Macon is the happy climax to tortuous trip
Augusta application.
through maze of FCC legalities Commission found it had erred in assigning Ch. 13
to Macon, because of substandard co-channel spacing, thereafter went through full
rule-making procedure to move it to nearby Warner Robins, Ga.
Electronic equipment manufacturer Harvey Radio Labs is owner of WTAO, CamBirney Imes operator of WCBI, Columbus, Miss., is radio veteran,
bridge grantee.
owns several other Mississippi AMs, including TV applicant WMOX, Meridian.
Rochester shared-time grant is an arrangement between Gannett newspapers
Principals of Chambersburg grantee
and
the 130 stockholders who own WVET.
(WHEC)
N.Y.
Elmira,
WSVA,
Harrisonburg,
WTVE(TV),
is owned by Frederick Allman
also own
Baltimore,
later
sold interest.
engineer who built WAAM,
:

,

,

,

;

:

,

,

;

,

,

For further details about grantees and applicants see Addenda 16-J herewith; for complete data on all applications, see TV Factbook No. 16 with Addenda.]
[
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GREEN BAY-SIOUX CITY-AMARILLO-GALVESTON:

Four new vhf stations are now testing

—

,

all

in new TV cities, so can be added to log of stations operating
now totaling 148
of which 23 have started thus far this year, 4 0 since freeze was lifted. New outlets:
,

WBAY-TV, Green Bay, Wis
(Ch. 2), which began test patterns with RCA equipMgr. Burkett Farquhar reports good picture qualment just after midnight March 7.
ity and "coverage reports exceeding expectations."
National sales rep is Weed.
KVTV, Sioux City, la
(Ch. 9), which began night equipment tests (GE) March
It's first TV station owned by
9, goes commercial right away as CBS-TV affiliate.
Cowles newspaper interests headed by manager of their Yankton radio station WNAX,
Robert Tincher.
Katz is national sales rep.
(Ch. 4), which began testing RCA transmitter March
KGNC-TV, Amarillo, Tex
11, exactly year after Gene Howe, late great editor of owner Amarillo Daily News
and Globe-Times, had predicted in his oft-quoted "Old Tack" column: "A year from
today the flickers will be flickering in Amarillo."
It goes commercial March 18,
O.L. Taylor is rep.
managed by Tom Kritser.
KGUL-TV, Galveston. Tex
(Ch. 11) also began test signals March 11, goes
commercial March 22 as basic CBS-TV outlet.
GE transmitter is located between Galveston and Houston, only 46 mi. apart, so for all practical purposes Houston area
Paul E. Taft is gen. mgr.
now has second vhf.
CBS-TV Spot Sales is national rep.
.

.

,

.

.

*

*

#

*

Most of the other March starters previously listed as probable (Vol.9:10)
look like good prospects, at least by early April.
KFDA-TV, Amarillo (Ch. 10), with
GE equipment all in hand, shouldn't be far behind KGNC-TV
and about ready to test
KELO-TV, Sioux Falls, S.D
(Ch. 11)
are KCBD-TV, Lubbock, Tex
(Ch. 11)
KTTS-TV
Springfield, Mo
Ch
10

—

.

.

(

.

;

.

,

;

)

March uhf prospects still are WICC-TV, Bridgeport. Conn

.

(Ch.

43)

;

WCOV-TV

,

4

Montgomery

Ala
(Ch. 20)
WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, La (Ch. 28) WLEV-TV, Bethlehem
WKST-TV, New Castle, Pa
(Ch. 45)
WTVO, Rockford, 111
(Ch. 39)
and
LOK-TV, Lima, 0
(Ch. 73).
Some may be delayed. There could be a "sleeper" or two.
Getting very close too, are WHP-TV, Harrisburg, Pa (Ch. 55) WLBC-TV
Muncie, Ind
(Ch. 49)
KCJB-TV, Minot, N.D
(Ch. 13)
educational KUHT Houston (Ch.
8), promised for March 29.
Pa.

,

.

(Ch. 51)

;

j|j

.

,

.

;

,

;

;

.

;

.

,
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KSWO-TV, Lawton, Okl a. (Ch. 7) went commercial March 8 after successful test
patterning in this space last week, we inadvertently dropped the several paragraphs
reporting its March 3 start (though the headline listed it).
WWLP, Springfield, Mass
(Ch.61), testing first with low power (Vol.9:10),
was all set to start test patterns with 12-kw GE transmitter March 14 and to go commercial March 16.
It's second 12-kw job on air, first being WHUM-TV, Reading, Pa.
(Ch.61). Within month, Holyoke
WHYN-TV (Ch. 55), in same area, also testing first
on low power, should have its 12-kw GE in full operation.
latest reports on other upcoming new stations see page 7.]
[ For
;
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WHO'S DELAYING COLOR? CONGRESS ASKS: Prospects of two-ring Congressional circus
separate investigations of color TV status by Senate and House
aren't creating
the sensation they once might have.
Industry thinking seems to be as follows:
no longer threatens dislocation of
(1) The incompatible system is dead
existing or future TV service.
backed by entire industry, is about to reach tech(2) A compatible system
nical fruition and to be integrated smoothly into the nation's TV service
which
now comprises 22,500,000 receivers served by 148 stations and is in critical stage
Petition asking FCC to adopt compatible
of expansion due to introduction of uhf.
standards is expected in a few months.
FCC seems to share industry's attitude to some extent at least.

—

,

,

—

,

#

*

*
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Current furor started March 6 when Sen. Johnson (D-Colo.) released to press
10-page letter to Sen. Tobey (R-N.H. ), chairman of Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, charging that " powerful interests " are seeking to delay color until "market
might be saturated with black-&-white TV sets." He asked for investigation to find
Sen. Tobey was out of town, unavailable for comment,
out why color isn't here now.
but Johnson says Tobey agrees with him.
Most immediate industry reaction came from RC A chairman Gen. Sarnoff, who
issued statement from San Francisco saying: "I don't know to whom Sen. Johnson refers... It surely can't be RCA. We are doing everything we know how to advance color
He said that RCA has spent almost $20,000,000 on color research
TV for the home."
for first time
stated that RCA will petition
$5,000,000 last year alone, and
FCC for approval of new standards after end of field tests in "next few months."
Field tests will take 4-6 months in opinion of Dr. W.R.G. Baker, chairman
Meanwhile, he says, "I hope the engineers will be
of National TV System Committee.
A hearing before end of the tests would be premature."
left alone to do the job.

—

—

.

,

*

*

*
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First word of House color investigation came March 13 during resumption of
Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee's quiz of the FCC (Vol.9:8). Members were
questioning Chairman Walker as to whether a hearing would accelerate introduction
Walker assumed they meant an FCC hearing, said:
of color.
"
I think we should watch developments then determine when a hearing should
be held. If we find someone holding back, we might start a hearing immediately. But
with so many people crying for television I doubt whether we'd be justified in
stopping our work on grants for new stations and putting our small staff on color."
He added that Commission has been queried on color by Tobey, will respond shortly.
"
The time has come for the public to be advised ," Chairman Wolverton then
aware that a license for color has been granted, yet there's no color.
"We're
said.
In a short time
withholding
it from the market when it should be available?
What's
for
March
24
start.
set
He
later
matter."
on
the
we will have a hearing
,

5

Which committee will cop headlines first ? It's too early to place bets on
sweepstakes, but House has already set date and Senate hasn't. Wolverton says hearing will include testimony from industry and Govt., plus demonstrations of systems.
Why did Johnson choose this tim e to open his barrage? On basis of press
reports, he told us, there are too many conflicting stories and "the public has a
right to be advised." He had not asked NTSC for report on its progress, said that
he hasn't seen any color demonstrations recently, hasn't consulted with any other
members of his committee besides Tobey.
"
We got the industry stirred into action once before," Johnson said, "but
you turn your back on them and they go to sleep." As chairman of committee in 1949,
a trip
he was largely responsible for the Commission's last excursion into color
which lengthened the late unlamented freeze by several years.
,

—

*

*

*

*

Contrasting with Johnson's approach. Tobey on Feb. 20 wrote to Dr. Baker,
The questions
pointed questions, to which Baker replied March 6.
manufacture
member
planning
to
sets
based
any
NTSC
on FCC's present
Is
(1)
field-sequential color standards? If not, why not?
If not, why not?
(2) Do they plan to make sets for other color standards ?
petition
for
new
color
going
to
FCC
standards
Is
anyone
?
Who and when?
(3)
Baker wrote that he doesn't know production plans of others, but that he
knows several companies with experimental sets for testing NTSC specifications. And
he said: "I know of no specific plans for the filing of a petition with FCC."
Baker also reviewed purpose and work of NTSC said that its operations are
an open book; that membership is open to scientists and engineers with the special
technical qualifications; that NTSC isn't concerned with any company's proprietary
interests or patents; that work of first NTSC before the war, in formation of current black-&-white standards, was proof of group's capabilities.
When will NTSC finish its work ? "It is tempting at this stage," Baker wrote,
"on all of the evidence that has accumulated, to be most optimistic. However, as an
engineer with some experience in this incredibly fast moving industry, I feel that
we must defer final judgment until the substantial completion of these field tests
Not until then can it be determined whether our work is in shape for serious consideration by the FCC." Copies of letter went to NTSC members and FCC.
It's Baker's hope that history of black-&-white standards will be repeated,
i.e., NTSC will come to Commission with fully tested set of standards which FCC will
perhaps without formal hearing.
be prepared to accept after careful study
asking

3

;

,

.
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NTSC's field-testing Panel 16 under Hazeltine's Knox Mcllwain, meets in New
York March 19-20 for first of exhaustive tests with the new specifications recently
adopted. [For full technical details of specifications, see our Supplement No. 75-A.]
After studying results for a month, panel will meet again in Syracuse April 14-16.
A separate task group plans tests
Later sessions are scheduled for Philadelphia.
in Chicago, assuming Zenith still has experimental use of Ch. 2.
Sets capable of receiving new specifications have been built, or will be
built by April, by following manufacturers: Syl vania RCA Westinghouse Emerso n,
Ze n ith
Motorol a, P hilc o
T ele King
GE Admiral Hazeltine
Dr. Baker
C rosley
told Tobey that more than 200 engineers have contributed to NTSC's work.
C BS's only comment on develo pm ents was that it still believes its system is
the only practical one, as it stated couple months ago (Vol. 9:1).
,

,

,

,

,

,

,
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Johnson's letter to Tobey reads like old times though setting is much different.
After attacking the unidentified "powerful interests" and telling Tobey
"you are not afraid of powerful interests," he traced history of color controversy,
largely through trade press quotes "to demonstrate the confused status."
,

—

He attacked Charles Wilson former ODM director, for NPA color order M-90
"just another unwarranted, crippling blow aimed directly and specifically at color
TV."
NPA's second color order emphasizing shortage of engineers, "was merely anIncidentally, M-90 is due to be reother way to beat the devil around the bush."
,

,

6

scinded shortly, in line with Administration's general policy of decontrol.
"
I have no feeling as to the preference as to any one system ," wrote Johnson, "except that like anyone familiar with the problem, as I have stated frequently,
However, I leave that problem and I have
a compatible system is most desirable.
left that problem to the expert agency."
Report that Lawrence tri-color tube can be mass-produced for $60 is "startling and revealing information and should be explored," he said.
He added that
he's reminded that some of first monochrome tubes cost $450-$500.
Standards were adopted about 3 years ago yet color still isn't available to
"Why isn't it? Is this delay in manufacturing color TV receivers
public, he said.
deliberate? Are the standards adopted by the FCC unsound? If so, in what manner?
Have new standards been developed? If so, why are they not submitted to the FCC?"
,

Personal Holes: Walter Buchanan has resigned as chief
engineer of XEX, Mexico City, to become subsecretary of
communications in charge of TV, radio & communications
virtually the equivalent of FCC chairman; he’s also proJames M.
fessor of electronics at U of Mexico City
Gaines, NBC v.p. for owned-&-operated stations, on March
15 joins General Teleradio Inc., General Tire subsidiary
operating
& WOR-TV, which he will head; Teleradio
NBC
also operates MBS and other TV-radio stations.
v.p. Charles R. Denny takes over Gaines’ duties, network’s
5 TV and 5 radio stations now reporting directly to him

—

.

.

.

by House Interstate & Commerce Committee, which concluded March 13, covered
a lot of matters besides color (see p. 4). It also produced
this statement by Chairman Wolverton (R-N. J.): “This
committee is making plans to be apprised of developments
in TV to help share responsibility with the Commission.”

Q

Among

WOR

.

.

.

law
ton,

Samuel Miller leaves Cohn & Marks to establish own
March 15 at 1025 Vermont Ave. NW, Washingphone Sterling 3-5764; Geo. MacClain, formerly with

offices

FCC on Conelrad project, recently with National Security
TheoResources Board, joined Cohn & Marks March 3
.

.

.

dore R. Kupferman, ex-NBC legal dept., now gen. attorCarlton Winckler,
ney for Cinerama Productions Corp.
production mgr. of CBS-TV operations, named program
dept, production mgr., succeeded by Walter Pierson
.

.

.

.

.

.

David Savage, mgr. of WCBS-TV film dept., joins NBC
Thaine
film div. as mgr. of film procurement, March 17
Engle has left WBAP-TV, Ft. Worth, to become NBC-TV
supervisor of audience promotion; he’s succeeded by Howard Fisher as WBAP-TV director of publicity & promoJames W. Bradner Jr., ex-KGBC, joins new
tion
Stanley
KGUL-TV, Galveston, as commercial mgr.
Smith promoted to eastern sales mgr., ABC-TV network
C. Fred Crandon, ex-WCSH, recently with electronics
div. of Portsmouth Navy Yard, named chief engineer of
new WPMT, Portland, Me. (Ch. 53) due on air in late
Warren S. Walden, sports director of WJARAugust
TV, Providence, wins E. Joseph Tierney Memorial award
as “Outstanding Man of the Year in Rhode Island for
publicizing and raising funds for public service causes
George Arms, ex-radio director, Kansas State College,
joins KUHT, Houston, new educational non-commercial
station; Paul Owen, ex-KNBH, Los Angeles, also named
.

.

.

(1)

made

it

Regulation of networks:

FCC Chairman Walker

clear that other commissioners don’t necessarily

agree with him that netwoi'ks should be licensed
He favored congressional study of networks.

(Vol.

9:8).

Educational reservations: Walker stated that
hard to say” whether reservations will be continued
beyond June 2, that “it depends on who’s on the Commission.” Asked whether non-commercial station can become
commercial, he said it would require rule-making but that
he wouldn’t guess the outcome.
(3) Oscillator radiation: Cui'tis Plummer, chief of
Broadcast Bureau, said that industry has made “real
progress,” producing tenfold improvement, but that more
(2)

“it’s

reduction

is

needed.

.

Trafficking in licenses: Questioned by Rep. Heselton (R-Mass.), Walker said FCC is always on alert to
scotch that practice as well as the filing of “strike” appli(4)

cations

—“but

it’s

hard

to police

thousands of stations.”

.

.

Chairman Wolvei'ton was

quite concerned that stations, “monopolies” he called them, are in position to “determine who can buy time, can favor one advertiser over

.

.

.

.

’

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

John Soell, ex-DuMont, and Larry
Spot Sales
Hasbrouck, ex-ABC, have joined H-R Representatives Inc.

NBC-TV

.

.

C. Wilder, veteran broadcaster who sold
Syracuse to Newhouse Newspapers in 1949

Harry

WSYR

in

(after which

it

built

WSYR-TV),

is

selling control of his

WELI, New Haven, to gen. mgr. Richard W. Davis, other
Col. Wilder resides
staff men and group of local citizens.
winters in Phoenix.

have competition.
Consulting engineers John Creutz and Millai'd Garrison have consolidated their separate opei-ations with those
of E. C. Page & Joseph R. Waldschmitt, forming new
firm of Page, Creutz, Garrison & Waldschmitt with offices
in Bond Bldg., Washington; phone, Executive 3-5670.
Also a partner is Virginia R. Erwin, onetime FCC engineer and first l-egistered woman consulting engineer in
also added to staff James L. Hollis,
high power transmitter development
of
charge
formerly
and propagation l-eseai-ch, Collins Radio Co.

the

Firm has

field.

in

FCC

preliminary report on

.

B
Col.

another, can charge higher rates for one than another,
etc.” Walker said that he doesn’t believe Commission has
jurisdiction over rates and sales practices and that stations aren’t necessarily “monopolies” since they frequently

.

Luis Gallup, ex-WKRC-TV &
mgr., WLWC, Columbus
Lionel van Deerlin, ex-city editor of old San Diego Journal,
Sol J.
now public relations director, XETV, Tijuana
Paul resigns as N. Y. adv. mgr. of Broadcasting to start
Bruce Fouche
new TV magazine, details unannounced
named TV-radio director of Institute of Life Insurance
Charles V. Dresser promoted to centx-al div. sales mgr.,
producer-director

WCPO-TV, named promotion

his

subjects covei-ed:

.

.

.

.

.

UESTIONING OF FCC

He

also

owns

WTRY,

Troy, N. Y.

penses for 1952

is

due

in

week

TV

ievenues-income-ex-

or two, will include data

on the few new stations which started last year. Though
industry total is expected to be far greater than 1951’s
$235,700,000 revenues and $41,600,000 net before Federal
income taxes (Vol. 8:34), it’s well known that a few staIn 1951, 14 stations reported
tions continued to lose.
losses, 8 of

them

tion markets.

in

New York

and Los Angeles, the

7-sta-

T

HREE MORE UHF transmitters will be shipped by
RCA week of March 16 — to WFTL-TV, Ft. Lauder(Ch. 23);

dale, Fla.

WBKZ-TV,

Battle Creek, Mich. (Ch.

WKNX-TV,

Saginaw, Mich. (Ch. 57). By end of
month, 4 more are due for shipment to WSUN-TV, St.
64);

—

Petersburg, Fla. (Ch. 38);

WHIZ-TV,

Zanesville, 0.

KMJ-TV, Fresno, Cal. (Ch. 24);
(Ch. 50); WKJF-TV, Pittsburgh,

Pa. (Ch. 53).

That

will

make 10 uhf for the month, shipments havweek to WLBC-TV, Muncie, Ind. (Ch.

ing gone out this
49);

WFAM-TV,

Columbia,
will ship

S. C.

Lafayette,

(Ch. 25)

—and

Ind.

(Ch.

Camden

same number during April

59);

WCOS-TV,

officials state

to bring total

they

by time

of NARTB convention to 36.
RCA also states it’s now
promising deliveries of new uhf orders by August.

John Poole’s KPIK, Los Angeles (Ch. 22)

is

adding

KFWB-FM

transmitter building on Mt. Wilson,
spending $200,000 on this expansion, and proposes to share
site with U of Southern California’s long promised noncommercial educational station KUSC-TV (Ch. 28). Latter
will use DuMont equipment, was last reported readying
for April or May start.
KPIK will use GE, now plans
early July start, according to Poole, who also operates
radio stations KBIG, Catalina, and KBIF, Fresno.
WLOK-TV, Lima, O. (Ch. 73), slated for March 15
start and with GE equipment all on hand, has moved
first test patterns up to March 19 and commercial operation to April 1, reports gen. mgr. R. O. Runnerstrom.
Snowstorms caused delay. Meanwhile, big TV Exposition
it staged in local armory, with 30 dealers displaying 22
to

old

and “See Yourself on TV” stunt with WLOKcamera, drew 25,000 persons.
WKNA-TV, Charleston, W. Va. (Ch. 49) should be
able to get going in early summer because antenna site
is already available and RCA order had been placed contingently, reports grantee Joe L. Smith Jr.
Construction
will proceed as rapidly as possible, he states.
Weed will
be rep.
lines of sets,

Looks

like first educational

TV

station to take the air

be U of Houston’s KUHT (Ch. 8), which has announced formal April 6 starting date but may begin tests
March 29. Preliminary plans call for 5-9 p.m. operation
weekdays during first few months, said president W. W.
Kemmerer. “For the first few days or for the first week,”
he wrote, “we would welcome participation from wellknown national programs and nationally recognized artists
[and] we think that it would be a fine gesture from the
commercial interests if they would participate as a gesture
of good will, incidentally, probably getting full value for
will

KCSJ-TV, Pueblo, Colo. (Ch. 5), which first had target
date of March 1, had to locate at new site, so now isn’t
likely to make it before sometime in April, according to
using RCA transmitter formerly used as
stand-by in Empire State Bldg. Plans call for
layout similar to that of old one of WCBS-TV in Chrysler
Bldg. Avery-Knodel will be national rep.
WJHL-TV, Johnson City, Tenn. (Ch. 11) reports all
GE equipment ordered, including 2 cameras, should be
ready in 40 days, so that it expects to put on test patterns
in July and go commercial Aug. 1.
Pearson will be rep.
KOAM-TV, Pittsburg, Kan. (Ch. 7) expects to begin
by Oct. 1, reports E. V. Baxter, chief owner. RCA equipment has been ordered, he states, but construction plans
not yet made and rep not selected.
KFYR-TV, Bismarck, N. D. (Ch. 5) hasn’t ordered
equipment yet, but mgr. F. E. Fitzsimonds reports it ought
to be ready by early fall.
Blair is
rep, but he states
no TV rep has yet been chosen.
KCJB-TV, Minot, N. D. (Ch. 13), which got DuMont
shipment immediately after Feb. 2 grant, is hastening
construction, looks like it can get test pattern on air by
March 23, reports John W. Boler, president. Its commercial date will be April 1, he states.
It’s

WCBS-TV

AM

*

WMGT,

*

live

KNUZ-TV, Houston (Ch. 39) has target date of July
expects to operate from the U of Houston campus by
special arrangement with the board of regents.
It will
lease space from the university’s own non-commercial
(Ch. 8) due on air in few weeks. Forjoe will be
4,

KUHT

the incidental advertising.”

counsel.

TV

*

*

North Adams, Mass., which got Ch. 74 grant

Feb. 18, apparently faces little prospect of early start.
Trade report from Pittsfield quotes Leon Podolsky, president and chief owner of radio WBRK, Pittsfield, as indicating station might be l'eady by spring of 1954.
Mr.
Podolsky recently was named technical asst, to the president of Sprague Electric Co. He’s also applicant for Ch.

KNUZ-TV rep.
WCHU-TV,

Charlottesville, Va. (Ch. 64), though first
promised for fall (Vol. 9:6), now says its consulting engineers don’t regard channel as desirable for area, so are
currently probing better allocation.
Meanwhile, no definite plans.

WBCK-TV, Battle Creek, Mich. (Ch. 58) reports it
has ordered DuMont equipment, has construction plans
all ready, should start sometime in August.
HeadleyReed will be national rep.
KEDD, Wichita, Kan. (Ch. 16) has moved forward onair date to mid-May, commercial to about June 1, reports
gen. mgr. Stanley H. Durwood of Durwood Theatres, 85%
owner. GE equipment has been ordered.
Approximately Oct. 1 is target date for new station
in Bloomington, 111. (Ch. 15) authorized March 4, reports
owner Cecil W. Roberts. Equipment has not yet been
selected, building plans not made, call letters not assigned,
rep not chosen. Mr. Roberts is operator of radio stations
KREI, Farmington, Mo.; KCHI, Chillicothe, Mo.; KNEM,
Nevada, Mo.; KCRB, Chanute, Kan.; KCLO, Leavenworth,
Kan.
WBUF-TV, Buffalo (Ch. 17), changing from WBUF,
has moved up projected starting date to June 15, is in
market for staff men; it signed ABC & DuMont affiliations
this week, has H-R Television Inc. as rep, has DuMont
equipment on order.
KACY, Festus, Mo. (Ch. 14), which actually will be
a St. Louis outlet, has ordered GE equipment and completed all construction plans, and expects to get on air
sometime during this summer, reports Ozark Television
Corp. counsel Robert S. Kilker.
No rep has yet been

64 in Pittsfield, being opposed by WBEC.
WITV, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. (Ch. 17) has asked for 6
months extension of grant of last July 30 because former
president L. Coleman Judd contracted polio last fall and

chosen.

stepped down to v.p., followed by election of Comdr. Mortimer H. Loewi, ex-DuMont executive, now 25% stockholder, as president.
Target date is now Sept. 30, with
RCA transmitter ordered and new offices set up at 300 S.E.
Third Ave. Gen. mgr. is R. W. Standart. Fort Lauderdale
News’ WFTL-TV (Ch. 23), with Noran E. Kersta at
head, is still aiming for Apx-il 1-15 start (Vol. 9:8).

far advanced,” he states, “for what I believe will prove to
be a successful type of operation in our particular mar-

WFMD-TV, Frederick, Md. (Ch. 62) has set target
for fall of 1953, reports Maj. Laurence Leonard, owner,
presently vacationing in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. “Plans are
ket.”

WSGN-TV, Birmingham, Ala. (Ch. 42) has ordered
RCA equipment, has studios about three-fourths completed,

Hem-y

aims for “early 1954”
P. Johnston.

It

start, reports
hasn’t selected rep yet.

gen.

mgr.

8

ABC-TV

Network Acconnis:

WEEK

plans fresh approach in

rotating series of dramas and comedies called American
Album, starting April 12, Sun. 7 :30-8 p.m., with idea of
offering successful ones for sponsorship during fall season.
Aim is to corral new writing & acting talent to back up
featured “name” stars now being rounded up by talent
v.p. Robert M. Weitman and program dept, director
Charles Underhill. About 80% of programs will be live,
originating from both New York & Hollywood, and some
will be included in radio counterpart called American
Arthur Godfrey goes off air May 4 to
Cavalcade
undergo surgery for old hip injuries from auto accident
.

.

.

be absent for 6 weeks from morning
program on CBS-TV, Mon.-Thu. 10-11 a.m. and 4 months
from evening programs Mon. 8:30-9 and Wed. 8-9 p.m.;
after 6 weeks, he will also do some of his radio programs
20 years ago;

from

home

his

he’ll

.

.

.

S. C.

Johnson

&

Sons

(wax) buys

Inc.

co-sponsorship of Saturday Night Fights with current
sponsor Bayuk Cigars Inc. (Vol. 8:49), starting April 25,
on ABC-TV, Sat. 9 p.m. to closing, thru Needham, Louis &
Hall Brothers Inc. (Hallmark greeting cards)
Brorby
will sponsor first hour of Hamlet, starring Maurice Evans,
April 26 on NBC-TV, Sun. 3:30-5:30 p.m. or 5-7 p.m., thru
Foote, Cone & Belding; second hour sponsor not yet anFram Corp. (air filters) will sponsor Vacationnounced
land America, starting April 3, on NBC-TV, Sun. 5:30.

.

.

.

.

.

5:45 p.m., thru VanSant, Dugdale & Co., replacing Meet
General
the Veep, which moves to Fri. 7-7:15 p.m.
Cigar Co. (Robert Burns) moves Herman Hickman Show,
starting March 29, from NBC-TV, Fri. 7-7:15 p.m., to
.

.

.

Sun. 6:30-6:45 p.m., thru Donahue & Coe
Co. (men’s suits) buys Palm Beach Golf
Championship from Westbury, L. I., N. Y. May 17 on DuPet Milk
Mont, Sun. 5-6 p.m., thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
on
period
p.m.
8:30-9
Sat.
on
option
its
retain
Co. will
NBC-TV after All-Star Revue ends in April and is reported planning to sponsor Original Amateur Hour in
Texaco is reported dropping Milton
that time period

ABC-TV,

.

.

.

Palm Beach

.

.

.

.

.

.

NBC-TV, Tue. 8-9 p.m.,
thru Kudner Agency, which is trying to sell sponsorship
fourth
to Buick, now sponsor of Buick Circus Hour every
Tue. 8-9 p.m.
Berle’s Texaco Star Theatre on

Station Accounts: Peoria’s
-TV, which began operating last Jan. 29 (Vol. 9:5), went commercial in February, reports 21 network accounts signed (NBC & DuMont)
plus these national spots (Headley-Reed, rep): Alliance

Mfg. Co., Brown & Williamson, Bulova, Crosley, Falstaff
Brewing, Griesedieck Brewing, Miller Brewing, Phillips
Petroleum, Purity Bakeries, Rival Dog Food, Sawyer Biscuit Co., Vestal Inc.

WJTV,

Jackson, Miss. (Ch. 25),
(Katz,
rep): Kools, Viceroy, Williamson Candy, Lay Potato Chips,
Stag Beer, Falstaff Beer, Bulova, Orkin, Continental Trailways, Crosley, Casite
New program Journey Through
Life, on WCBS-TV, New York, starting March 30, Mon.Fri. 1-1 :30 p.m., now has these sponsors lined up for onemin. participations: Converted Rice Inc. (Uncle Ben’s converted rice), thru Leo Burnett; N. Y. Telephone Co., thru
BBDO; Bab-O, thru Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample; AlkaSeltzer, thru Robt. H. Otto; B. C. Remedy Co. (headache
powder), thru N. W. Ayer; American Home Foods Inc. (G.
Washington coffee & Burnet pudding), thru Ted Bates &
W. Earl Bothwell; M. & R. Dietetic Laboratory Inc.
(Pream powdered cream), thru Ralph Jones; Ferrara
Confectionery Co. (candy), thru Admiral Adv.
Florsheim Shoe Co. joins with Nash and Old Gold, regular season sponsors, to sponsor half of finals of National Invitation Basketball Tournament from Madison Square Garden on WPIX, New York, thru Gordon Best Adv.; Ted
Steele Show, going to nights when baseball starts, adds
Knowles Co.,
sponsors Pepsi-Cola and Lucerne Dairy
local Ford dealer, sponsoring Fred Vant Hull, ex-Minnesota and pro grid star, now polio victim, in 3 sports commentaries weekly on KSTP-TV, which he does from wheelSealy Mattress Co. and Snellenburg, Philadelchair
phia dept, store, co-sponsoring 5-day-a-week Columnists
Corner on WCAU-TV, featuring local newspaper columNational Tea Co. chain buys
nists, thru Ed Shapiro Inc.
Clifton Utley newscasts at 5:50 p.m. daily on WNBQ, Chicago, in addition to Sun. p.m. Range Riders, thru SchwimBlue Shield Hospital Plan sponsors H. V.
mer & Scott
Kaltenborn on WNBT, Fri. 7:15-7:30 p.m., starting March
Ohio Oil Co. buys Crown Theatre, half-hour film
20
series produced by Crosby Enterprises and starring Gloria
Swanson, thru Stockton-West-Burkhart, Cincinnati
“Weather strips” on WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee, at 5:55, 10:25
Amoco
& 12:30 p.m. increased to 17 per week, all sold
&
ashing ton Redskins grid games on
signs
WMAL-TV for 11th consecutive season, thru Joseph Katz
Vitamin Corp. of America, for new Calometric
Co.

which began Jan.

.

.

.

20, reports these national spots

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

underpriced,” not overpriced, because its incosts has been only one-third that of intime
in
crease
crease in TV set circulation, according to CBS-TV sales
development mgr. Edward P. Shurick. He told Public
that
Utilities Advertisers Assn. March 12 in Richmond

“TV

is

sponsors think of TV as just another ad medium, whereas
self-sufficient with
it should be considered complete and
pointed out that
He
roles.
supplementary
other media in
TV has grown 180% faster than network radio in its
early years and that TV’s cost-per-1000 viewers has de-

144% since Jan. 1950.
TV admen are guilty of “cultural

creased

corruption” in mixing sentiment with commercials, writes Bernard De Voto
Harper's
in his column, “The Easy Chair,” in March
Magazine, citing as example sequence on Kate Smith Show

which commercial on orange juice came immediately
heart-warming interviews with wounded men in
Korea; De Voto based column on 20 hours of continuous
viewing 7 a.m. one day to 3 a.m. next day.
Relationship of films for TV and films for movies will
be discussed at Harvard March 19 by panel moderated by
Parker Wheatley, director of Lowell Institute’s CooperaRaibourn,
tive Broadcasting Council, and including Paul
Sarnoff,
Robert
and
Weaver
Pat
Pictures;
Paramount

in

after

—

NBC;

Louis DeRochemont, producer.

ABC

progress report: Best 4 weeks

.

.

in its history,

Feb.

its

10

.

.

starts 10-day test in Los Angeles & San
using TV and newspapers, thru Biow Co.,
General Electric to sponsor series of 40 comedy
films starring Ray Milland, being produced in Hollywood
Among other advertisers reby Review Productions
ported using or preparing to use TV: Chunky Chocolate
Corp. (Chunky candy), thru Peck Adv. Agency, N. Y.;
Vestal Inc. (Wax-Rite liquid wax), thru Olian Adv. Co., St.
Louis; Royal, Barrv-Carter Mills (Martha White flour),
thru Noble-Dury & Assoc., Nashville; Globe Brewing Co.
(Hals beer), thru VanSant, Dugdale & Co., Baltimore;
H. W. Lay & Co. (Lays potato chips), thru Liller, Neal &
Battle, Atlanta; Continental Trailways (bus line), thru
Lannin & Sanders, Dallas; Casite Div., Hastings Mfg. Co.
(Casite for autos), thru Keeling & Co., Indianapolis;

Weight Control,
Diego
N. Y.

in April,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Doughnut Corp. of America (American Ice
thru Grey Adv., N. Y.

Cream

Div.),

Adv. Co., which handles TV-radio accounts
and United TV Programs), has changed name
to Picard, Marvin & Redfield with addition of L. L. Redfield, ex-Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone, as partner and executive v.p. Mr. Picard remains president, Wm. S. Marvin v.p.
Picard

(also Petry

9-March 9, brought in $4,500,000 in sales of spot on
owned stations, of which $3,250,000 was TV.

.

WMAL

W

.

.

.

- 9
Telecasting Notes:
casts, scheduled

Atom

blast

and

telecasts

March 16-17 over pooled network

broad-

facilities,

are best example to date of Govt. -network cooperation for
civil defense.
Demonstration by Atomic Energy Commission and Civil Defense Administration at Yucca Flat, Nev.,
will show what happens to typical homes in atomic ex-

Pooled telecasts by ABC, CBS & NBC will show
Americans the preparations for blast at 2-2:30
p.m. EST March 16, then the actual blast (from distance
of 7 mi.) at 8-8:30 p.m. March 17, followed at 4:30-5 p.m.
by close-in view of explosion’s effects
Near-disaster
struck crew landing microwave equipment for atomic telecast on 6300-ft. mountain peak near California-Nevada
border March 9 when Air Force helicopter was dashed
against mountainside by gust of wind; on board was Klaus
Landsberg, gen. mgr. of independent KTLA, Los Angeles,
who masterminded last April’s A-blast telecasts (Vol.
8:16-17) and is director of March 17 pooled telecast. Plane
made safe landing at Valley Wells, Cal., 11 mi. away
WCBS-TV, New York, begins program day at 7:20 a.m.
instead of 8:20 starting March 30, opening with News &
Prevues, then Telecomics at 7:30 followed by Time for
Beany at 7:45, then Ernie Kovacs at 8-9
Kudos for
plosion.

millions of

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Iowa State College’s WOI-TV’s educational programming
(it operates commercially, too) were heaped by Dorothy
Thompson in her March 10 newspaper column following
visit to Ames
high and well-earned tribute to efforts of
founding mgr. Richard Hull
CBS-TV’s Omnibus offering 2 TV “firsts” Sun., March 29: George Gershwin’s oneact opera 135th Street, and Ethel Barrymore in first dra-

—

.

.

.

ANGRY CANADIAN
L

broadcasters, embittered over Canadian Broadcasting Corp.’s policy of excluding pri-

TV

enterprisers from major cities until CBC builds
stations first, pulled no punches in
their criticisms at this week’s Canadian Assn, of Broadcasters convention in Montreal.
They called govt, policy

vate
its

own govt.-owned

and stupid,” for so far it has brought forth only
one station each in Toronto and Montreal, one other promised in May in Ottawa.
Private broadcasters are literally straining at the leash to bring competitive TV to
those and other cities.
Said CAB president Malcolm Neill in his annual report: “From the outset the CBC has portrayed TV as some
horrible Frankenstein monster which only they with their
superior intellects can control and thus protect us from
ourselves.” Said ex-CAB president Harry Sedgewick, noting that equipment costs some 30% more in Canada than
the U. S. “If we’re not discouraged by costs, we’re licked
by regulations before we start.” It was estimated at least
$800,000 would be required to build in major markets,
Minimum equipment for
$500,000 a year to operate.
smaller markets might be had for $180,000, costing $120,000 a year to operate.
CBC is now accepting new station applications in
non-CBC-reserved cities (meaning all but Toronto, Montreal, Ottawa, Winnipeg, Halifax, Vancouver) and 6 were
Regulations requiring
filed up to last week (Vol. 9:10).
certain proportion of live pi ogram content meaning that
camera chains and studios must be purchased from the
“stifling

:

-

start

—

—were bitterly assailed.

TV news

seminar, co-sponsored by Radio-TV News
& Northwestern U’s Medill School of Journalism, will be held April 28-May 2 at Orrington Hotel,
Evanston, 111., featuring panel discussions on how to make
Directors Assn.

news pay

way, latest techniques of news presentations,
Fee for enrollment, limited to 40
persons, is $50, payable to Baskett Mosse, Northwestern
TV-radio journalism chairman.
its

use of wire services, etc.

matic role on TV
Good program idea: Amateur Chef
on KSTP-TV, St. Paul, Sun. 1:30 appealing male interest
in cookery
Marian & Jim Jordan ( Fibber McGee and
Mollie) have informed NBC they won’t be able to make
TV film version, due to “health and taxes,” so network is
considering new faces for the roles; Don Quinn, who
worked on this show, also on Beulah, Great Gildersleeve
and Halls of Ivy, has joined Young & Rubicam in Hollywood to supervise comedy shows
Murder mystery Double Jeopardy, in which Vivian Blaine starred on NBC-TV,
being adapted for Broadway stage next season by author
Famed Peabody Conservatory of Music,
David Shaw
Baltimore, to offer 16-week college course in music & TV
techniques taught by staff of WAAM, aiming to supply TV
stations with musicians schooled in TV fundamentals
WBT-WBTV scholarship of $5000 annually for studies of
TV-radio at the U of North Carolina, set up by Jefferson
Standard Foundation of big life insurance company opKPRC-TV, Houston,
erating those Charlotte stations
begins operations from new $1,000,000 plant March 29,
which is 25th anniversary of KPRC affiliation with NBC
KDYL-TV, Salt Lake City, plans to build new 34,000KING-TV’s radio
sq. ft. studio building next spring
adjunct, KING, Seattle, takes ABC affiliation from KJR
as of June 1; mgr. Otto Brandt is onetime ABC v.p.
Katz taking over national representation of WTVN, Columbus, from Headley-Reed, following station’s recent acNew
quisition by Radio Cincinnati Inc. (WKRC-TV)
WCOS-TV, Columbia, S. C. (Ch. 25), due in April, has set
Class A hour rate at $200, one-min. $40.
.

.

.

.

.

—
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Wm. L. Gleeson will get $306,272 from Congress as
compensation for FCC’s deletion of TV Channel 1 for
which he once held CP in Riverside, Cal. That’s prediction of Rep. Usher L. Burdick (R-N. D.) who served as
one-man House Judiciary subcommittee which heard testimony March 9 from Gleeson and FCC Comrs. Hyde &
Sterling.
Rep. Burdick says he’s confident both House
and Senate will approve bill awarding Gleeson damages
specified, enabling Gleeson to recover control of his California radio stations

now

in receivership:

KPRO & KPOR

(FM), Riverside; KREO, Indio; KROP, Brawley; KYOR,
Blythe. Though Commission previously argued that Gleeson wasn’t entitled to claim, originally $149,400, Comrs.

Hyde & Sterling stated they’re now satisfied he does
rate payment. Hyde said Commission hasn’t studied Gleeson’s report of expenditures in connection with CP but
has no reason to question auditor’s accounting. Sterling
said Gleeson should receive consideration for seeking to
fulfill CP.
Ch. 1 was turned over to other radio services
in 1947, eliminating previous (and unworkable) arrangement under which they were to share all TV channels with
stations.

Commentary on Canadian TV commercial programming in letter received from a Toronto adman: “As in any
business rampant with amateurs and scarce in experts
(the U. S. -trained TV people are too expensive!) some of
the results are rather tragic.
We have sound men forgetting to turn on the sound button, announcers who freeze
when they forget the commercial after years of reading
from a script for radio, etc. Nevertheless, it’s a lot of
fun, and we are learning a lot as we go along. God bless
the benevolent sponsors who pretend to be looking the
other way when these flubs happen.”

CKWX, Vancouver, elected president
Assn, of Radio & Television Broadcasters
(CARTB, formerly CAB), at Montreal convention this
week. He succeeds D. Malcolm Neill, CFNB, Fredericton,
N. B. E. Finlay MacDonald, CJCH, Halifax, was elected
v.p., and gen. mgr. T. James Allard was named exec. v.p.
F. H. Elphicke,

of Canadian

10 -

&

Trade Notes: Judge Luther M. Swygert,
Hammond, Ind., ruled this week
that majority of board was within its legal rights in proposing to amend by-laws with aim of removing A. D.

ILM INDUSTRY’S new-found affinity with TV, sub“TV Swinging to Film
And Vice Versa” in Vol. 9:10, saw M-G-M signing contract this week with Ed Sullivan’s Toast of the Town on

Plamondon Jr. as president of Indiana Steel Products Co.,
Valparaiso, Ind., biggest makei's of permanent magnets
used in TV-radio. He’s also president of RTMA.

CBS-TV, providing for series
premieres” of its new pictures

Financial

in Federal district court in

Three directors, charging “one

man

dictatorship,” and

claiming support of 3 vice presidents and 17 other executives, propose March 20 special meeting, and annual stockholders’ meeting has been set for April 2. Proxies are now
being solicited.

Judge Swygert refused to issue injunction asked by
stockholder George A. Schwab Jr., of Nashville, who had
obtained temporary restraining order halting Feb. 13 directors’ meeting.
The battle between 3 directors on one
and Mr. Plamondon and director Frederick M. Gillies,
exec. v.p. of Acme Steel Co., Chicago, on the other, has
been conducted not only in court but in barrage of statements to stockholders, each charging other with bad faith.
side,

Plamondon was warmly supported at the court hearing by some of his company’s biggest customers, who attested to his high standing in the industry and averred
they might withdraw their business from company if he
were not at its head. Board majority produced affidavits
in court alleging waste, deceitful practices, promotion of
personal interests, nepotism, etc.
Plamondon countered
by stating he has been with company 16 years, has most of
his life savings invested in it— and by showing that company has consistently prospered. Its sales were $6,071,292, $7,840,671 and $6,385,911 for 1950, 1951 & 1952 and
earnings were respectively $3.05, $4.15 & $2.16 per share,
while in January of this year sales went to $141,301 and
earnings 25tf per share. Plamondon and his family own
17,520 shares of the 143,149 outstanding, or about 12%.
Chairman Paul R. Doelz, head of Kalman & Co.,

Minneapolis investment firm, leading the opposition, holds
200 shares. Others on his side are Hubert S. Conover, of
F. M. Yantis & Co., Chicago, holding 320 shares, and W. C.
Buchanan, president of Globe Steel Tubes Co., Milwaukee,
none.

Proxy statement shows Plamondon drew 1952 salary
of $25,000, bonus $25,656; v.p. & gen. mgr. R. F. Smith,
$15,000 & $8885; A. R. Kirsch, secy.-treas., $11,000 &
Besides Plamondon, Gillies and Kirsch, the Pla$8885.
mondon slate asks stockholders also to elect as directors

Thomas A. Dean,

General Mfg. Co., Kansas
City, holding no shares, and Henry E. Seyfarth, Chicago
attorney, holding 1600 shares.
president,

United-Carr Fastener Corp., heavily in govt, and private electronics, has nominated Robert C. Sprague, of
Sprague Electric Co., to board annual meeting of stockholders to be held March 24. Sinclair Weeks, now Secretary of Commerce, has resigned as chairman.
In 1952,

—

firm earned net profit of $2,233,725 ($3.66 per share on
610,384 shares outstanding) on consolidated sales of $41,334,071, which compares with $2,496,728 ($4.09) on $39,508,718 in 1951.

CBS

has arranged $25,000,000 credit with Prudential
and Metropolitan Life on
notes due Jan. 15, 1973,
but network will pre-pay loan starting in January 1959.
Before this credit, CBS’s long-term debt was $25,000,000,
total assets at end of 1951 more than $100,000,000.
Proceeds will be used for expansion, including new picture
tube plant to be built by CBS-Hytron at Kalamazoo, Mich.

4%%

American Broadcasting-Paramount Thepayable April 20, to stockholders of record
March 27; IT&T, 25tf April 22 to holders March 20; General Instrument, 25<- April 15 to holders April 2; PackardDividends:

atres Inc.,

25<*

Bell, 25(1 April 25 to holders April 15.

F

ject of our article captioned

of “miniature pre-world
as regular feature of TV

show, together with personal appearances by M-G-M stars.
Deal follows similar one with 20th Century-Fox, and
means that 2 of the 4 biggest movie producers are now
giving televiewers advance peeps at their wares via the
popular Sunday night show.
To bolster our point that the TV is moving into film
field on its own in a big way, we digested an article in
March 7 Billboard, Magazine. Though we stated figures
therein “may be the usual hyperbole of show business,”
item kicked up quite a fuss in show circles so much that

—

NBC

president
March 10 from

Frank White

issued

formal

statement

RCA

chairman David Sarnoff, relayed
from Hollywood, where RCA board is to meet March 16
(or just before RCA-sponsored Motion Picture Academy

Awards

telecast)
It read
“In answer to press requests for comment on recent
articles in certain trade publications purporting to quote
from a confidential report concerning NBC’s film operations, Frank White, NBC president, today made public
the following statement by Gen. David Sarnoff, chairman
of the board of RCA and NBC:
“
‘The statement published in the March 7 issue of
Billboard and quoted in the Television Digest issue of the
same date stating that a confidential report had been
made to me on the subject of TV Film Production and
Syndication is incorrect. No such report has been submitted to me by anyone in the NBC or in the RCA. The
statements that a $40,000,000 annual profit is anticipated
by NBC in about 3 years and that a profit of $5,000,000
was netted by the NBC in 1952 from TV film production
and syndication are fantastic.’ ”
.

FCC
week or

action on theatre-TV case is expected in next
Commission has several alternatives.
It

so.

could: (1) resume allocation hearing where it left off Feb.
(Vol. 9:7), now considered unlikely; (2) grant theatre
interests’ requests of Feb. 27 by approving principle of
9

common

“special

carrier”

limited

to

theatre

TV

(Vol,

or (3) close its books on theatre TV, at least for time
this week filed its opposition to “special
being.
9:9)

;

AT&T

common

carrier” proposal, charging that no evidence has
presented to show that an exclusive theatre-TV
service would be in public interest, that existing common
carriers can do better job of theatre-TV transmission and
that there’s been no indication who would operate the
proposed “special common carrier.”

been

DuMont
tures, in

insists

petition

it

filed

by Paramount Picweek for reconsideration of

isn’t controlled

this

FCC’s recent decision which held the contrary by
(Vol. 9:7).

DuMont

reiterates that Dr. Allen B.

5-2 vote

DuMont

how his deciParamount stockholders.

controls company, gives examples shoving
sions prevailed over opposition of

DuMont
it,

asserts that Commission discriminated against
“distorting” the record to guarantee approval of ABC-

UPT
courts

merger.
if

FCC

Presumption
turns

down

is

that

DuMont

will

go to

petition.

TV commercial shorts accounted for $4,000,000 of
1952 gross sales of $51,000,000 recorded for 126 top commercial film companies by Business Screen Magazine, gain
of $5,000,000 over 1951.
National TV Film Council appoints legal committee
headed by Samuel Spring, Universal Pictures director &
RKO consultant, to investigate application of laws of
defamation and privacy to TV.

Special Report

March

1953

14,
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all

STATIONS AUTHORIZED POST FREEZE AND
ALABAMA

—

430-ft.

OHIO
WFMJ-TV, Youngstown

280-ft.

on

BPCT- 1168.

air 1-13-53;

(Ch. 73)— Vindicator Printing Co. (WFMJ).

Granted 7-9-52; on air 2-9-53; 175-kw
BPCT-259. Rep: Headley-Reed.

Bcstg.

WKBN-TV, Youngstown

(KOPO).

Co.

Granted

316-kw visual, 160-kw aural,

550-ft.

Rep: Forjoe.

(Ch. 27)—

KKTV, Colorado
Granted

on

11-26-52;

11)
air 12-7-52;

Colorado Inc. (KVOR).
250-kw visual, 125-kw aural,

CONNECTICUT
(Ch. 30) — New Britain

Britain

Granted 7-11-52; on air 2-11-53; 205-kw
970-ft. BPCT-870.
Rep: Bolling.

Peoria

Granted

(Ch.

43)
air

18-52;

Central

BPCT-701.

Granted
540-ft.

8-28-52;

Bcstg. Co.

(

WKNB

105-kw aural,

Bcstg.

Co.

—

MAINE

—

MASSACHUSETTS

(Ch. 61)

Television
—Springfield
7-9-52;
with

MISSISSIPPI
(Ch. 25)

—Mississippi

9-10-52; on air 1-20-53;
BPCT-719. Rep: Katz.

Publishers Corp.

Granted

(KOLN).

Co.

(KGNC).

VIRGINIA

180-kw visual, 98-kw aural, 720-ft.

WLVA-TV, Lynchburg

—

Lynchburg Bcstg. Corp. (WLVA).
on air 2-2-53; 28-kw visual, 14-kw aural,
Rep: Hollingbery.
WROV-TV, Roanoke (Ch. 27)—Radio Roanoke Inc. (WROV).
Granted 9-17-52; on air 2-15-53; 105-kw visual, 62-kw aural,
670-ft.
BPCT-689. Rep: Burn-Smith.
Granted

NEBRASKA
KOLN-TV, Lincoln

Bcstg.

—

Bcstg. Corp.

(W8PR). Granted
on air
low power tests 3-1-53:
150-kw visual, 75-kw aural, 700-ft. BPCT-955. Rep: Hollingbery.

WJTV, Jackson

4)— Plains Radio

—

55)— Hampden-Hampshire Corp. (WHYN).
Granted 7-9-52; on air with low power tests 3-8-53; 180-kw
visual, 91-kw aural, 990-ft.
BPCT-463. Rep: Branham.
Springfield

(Ch.

10-8-52; on air 3-11-53; 100-kw visual, 50-kw aural,
BPCT-769. Rep: Taylor.
KTBC-TV, Austin (Ch. 7)—Texas Bcstg. Corp. (KTBC). Granted
7-11-52; on air 11-27-52; 100-kw visual, 51-kw aural, 740-ft.
BPCT-876. Rep: Taylor.
KROD-TV, El Paso (Ch. 4)—Roderick Bcstg. Corp. (KROD).
Granted 7-30-52; on air 12-4-52; 56-kw visual, 28-kw aural,
1050-ft.
BPCT -673. Rep: Taylor.
KTSM-TV, El Paso (Ch. 9)— Tri-State Bcstg. Co. Inc. (KTSM).
Granted 8-13-52; on air 12-31-52; 58-kw visual, 29-kw aural,
97 -ft. BPCT-999. Rep: Hollingbery.
KGUL-TV, Galveston (Ch. 11) Gulf Television Co. Granted 11-1952; on air 3-11-53; 235-kw visual, 125-kw aural, 550-ft.
BPCT1108.
Rep: CBS-TV Spot Sales.
KDUB-TV, Lubbock (Ch. 13) Texas Telecasting Inc. Granted
8-52; on air 11-13-52; 31-kw visual, 15.5-kw aural, 820-ft.
BPCT-1118. Rep: Avery-Knodel.
KWFT-TV, Wichita Falls (Ch. 6)— Wichita Falls Television Inc.
(KWFT). Granted 1-22-53; on air 2-27-53; 22.5-kw visual,
11.5-kw aural, 490-ft. BPCT-1309. Rep: Blair.

Bangor (Ch. 5) Community Telecasting Service
Granted 12-31-52; on air 1-25-53; 1.9-kw visual,
(WABI).
95-kw aural, 670-ft. BPCT-1182. Rep: Hollingbery.

WWLP,

(

770-ft.

—

(Ch.

(

Granted

City (Ch.9) Cowles Bcstg. Co. (WNAX, Yankton,
Granted 11-19-52; on air 3-9-53; 29-kw visual, 15.5-kw
BPCT-1078. Rep: Katz.

WHYN-TV, Holyoke

Granted 7-9-52; on air
BPCT-925. Rep:

1020-ft.

TEXAS
KGNC-TV, Amarillo

aural, 700-ft.

WABI-TV,

aural, 540-

—

IOWA
S. D.).

5-kw

—

(WEEK).

South Bend Tribune (WSBT).
170-kw visual, 88-kw aural,
Rep: Raymer.

KVTV, Sioux

Coil Co.

44-kw aural,

(Ch. 10)— Gable Bcstg. Co.

air 12-22-52;

BPCT-1017.

visual,

WFBG). Granted
12-31-52; on air 2-24-53; 316-kw visual, 160-kw aural, 990-ft.
BPCT-543. Rep: H-R Television Inc.
WHUM-TV, Reading (Ch. 61)—Eastern Radio Corp. (WHUM).
Granted 9-3-52; on air 2-10-53; 260-kw visual, 135-kw aural,
1770-ft. BPCT-268. Rep: H-R Television Inc.
WBRE-TV,
Wilkes-Barre (Ch. 28) Louis G. Baltimore WBRE )
10Granted 10-1-52; on air 12-30-52; 1000-kw visual, 500-kw aural,
1220-ft.
BPCT-134. Rep: Headley-Reed.
WSBA-TV, York (Ch. 43) Susquehanna Bcstg. Co. (WSBA).
Granted 7-9-52; on air 12-22-52; 170-kw visual, 86-kw aural,
530-ft. BPCT-302. Rep: Radio Representatives Inc.

)

visual,

Quality Bcstg. Co. (KSWO).

PENNSYLVANIA

1-29-53;

(Ch. 34)

on

visual,
Sales.

WFBG-TV, Altoona

INDIANA
WSBT-TV, South Bend

88-kw

NBC-TV Spot

175-kw visual, 88-kw aural.
Rep: Headley-Reed.

on

8-28-52;

— West

WKBN)

OREGON
KPTV, Portland (Ch. 27)—Empire

ILLINOIS

550-ft.

7)—Oklahoma

Granted 12-23-52; on air 3-3-53; 10-kw
BPCT-708. Rep: Taylor.

—

WEEK-TV,

(Ch.

—

WKNB-TV, New

(

ft.

BPCT-886. Rep: Hollingbery.
KBTV, Denver (Ch. 9) Colorado Television Corp. (KVOD). Granted
7-9-52; on air 10-2-52; 240-kw visual, 120-kw aural, 946-ft.
BPCT-933. Rep: Free & Peters.
KFEL-TV, Denver (Ch. 2) Eugene P. O'Fallon Inc. (KFEL).
Granted 7-9-52; on air 7-18-52; 56-kw visual, 28.5-kw aural.
BPCT-691. Rep: Blair.
780-ft.
1850-ft.

89-kw aural, 960-

Bcstg. Corp.

OKLAHOMA
KSWO-TV, Lawton

—TV

(Ch.

WKBN

7-9-52; on air 1-11-53; 160-kw visual, 95-kw aural,
BPCT-275. Rep: Raymer.

COLORADO
Springs

visual,

ft.

13)—Old Pueblo

(Ch.

11-12-52;

10-29-52;

BPCT-269.

(

ARIZONA
Granted

46)—Neptune Bcstg. Corp. (WFPG).
on air 12-21-52; 18-kw visual, 9-kw aural,
Rep: Pearson.

Atlantic City (Ch.

Granted

11-26-52; on air 1-14-53; 316-kw visual, 190-kw aural, 460-ft.
BPCT-705. Rep: Forjoe.
WKAB-TV, Mobile (Ch. 48) Pursley Bcstg. Service WKAB )
Granted 8-6-52; on air 12-29-52; 270-kw visual, 140-kw aural.
BPCT-988. Rep: Forjoe.
250-ft.

KOPO-TV, Tucson

NEW JERSEY

9-

WFPG-TV,

(Ch. 10)— Pape Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WALA). Granted

WALA-TV, Mobile

NOW ON THE AIR

2090-ft.

—

(Ch. 12) Cornhusker Radio & Television Corp.
Granted 10-1-52; on air 2-10-53; 27-kw visual, 13.5-kw
BPCT-1044. Rep: Weed.

aural, 360-ft.

Extra Copies of this Special Report available at $1 each; 50<
1

(Ch. 13)

11-12-52;

BPCT-715.

each

in

quantities of 10 or more.

WISCONSIN

VIRGINIA— (Continued)

—

Roanoke (Ch. 10) Shenandoah Life Stations
(WSLS). Granted 9-10-52; on air 12-11-52; 250-kw visual.

WSLS-TV,

kw

BPCT-855.

aural, 1970-ft.

—

WBAY-TV, Green

Bay (Ch. 2) Norbertlne Fathers <WBAY).
Granted 11-12-52; on air 3-7-53; 100-kw visual, 50-kw aural,
450-ft.
BPCT-1145. Rep: Weed.

Inc.
125-

Rep: Avery-Knodel.

WASHINGTON
KHQ-TV, Spokane

TERRITORIES

6)— KHQ

Inc. (KHQ).
Granted 7-11-52;
on air 12-8-52; 100-kw visual, 55-kw aural, 940-ft. BPCT-885.
Rep: Katz.
KXLY-TV, Spokane (Ch. 4) KXLY-TV (KXLY). Granted 7-11-52;
on air 1-16-53; 48-kw visual, 28.5-kw aural, 3070-ft. BPCT-972.
Rep: Walker Co.
KTNT-TV, Tacoma (Ch. 11)—Tribune Publishing Co. (KTNT-FM).
Granted 12-10-52; on air 2-22-53; 29.5-kw visual, 15-kw aural,
450-ft.
BPCT-1344. Rep: Weed.

(Ch.

KGMB-TV,

—

Hawaii (Ch. 9) Hawaiian Bcstg. System
Ltd. (KGMB). Granted 8-6-52; on air 12-1-52; 35-kw visual,
17.5-kw aural, 1770-ft. BPCT-1004. Rep: Free & Peters.
KONA, Honolulu (Ch. 11) Radio Honolulu Ltd. Granted 10-23-52;
on air 12-17-52; 125-kw visual, 74-kw aural, 1740-ft. BPCT984.
Rep: Forjoe. [Note: KONA authorized March 12 to remain silent, pending technical and financial changes; see Tele-

—

Honolulu,

—

vision Digest, Vol. 9:11.]

CONSTRUCTION PERMITS OUTSTANDING AND PRODARLE STARTING DATES
Editor’s Note: This log brings up-to-date the status reports on CPs to Jan. 3, 1953 published on
pp. 5-12 of our TV Factbook No. 16. All grantees have been queried at regular intervals about
their starting plans, names of represeritatives etc. Data here given was received directly from
principals and from FCC, stations’ counsel and trade sources deemed reliable. Where no starting
date is given, or no national rep mentioned, principal would not or could not reply as yet. We
do not guarantee accuracy of information on starting dates; in fact, we caution you that these
more often than not are optimistic expectations rather than coldly realistic and experience has
shown that you can usually add a month or more to estimates given. The weekly Television
Digest will continue to report latest information on upcoming new stations as fast as received.
,

ALABAMA
Granted

Homewood).

KITO-TV, San Bernardino (Ch. 18)—KITO

(Ch. 48)— Johnston

WJLN-TV, Birmingham

12-10-52;

Bcstg.

230-kw visual, 120-kw aural,

1488.

—

—

—

VVTVS, Gadsden (Ch. 21) Jacob A. Newborn Jr. Granted 11-5-52;
22-kw visual, 11-kw aural, 470-ft. BPCT-1318. Rep: Weed.
September, 1953.
(Ch.

20)—Capitol

Bcstg.

Granted 9-17-52: 79-kw visual, 43-kw aural,
Rep: Taylor. March or April, 1953.

(WCOV).

Co.

440-ft.

2-18-53;

COLORADO
KRDO-TV, Colorado

KCNA-TV, Tucson
12-17-52;

25-kw

KVOA-TV, Tucson
11-12-52;

Raymer.

BPCT-1409.

630-ft.

April,

—
—

Granted
— Catalina Bcstg. Co. (KCNA).
BPCT-1171.
visual, 12.5-kw aural, 60-ft.
(Ch. 4) — Arizona Bcstg. Co. (KOVA). Granted
BPCT-853. Rep:

(Ch. 9)

11-kw visual, 5.5-kw aural,
April or May, 1953.

tember, 1953.

224-ft.

KCSJ-TV, Pueblo (Ch. 5)—Star

Bcstg. Co. Inc. (KCSJ). Granted
29-52; 17.5-kw visual. 10.5-kw aural, 400-ft.
BPCT-1103.
Rep: Avery-Knodel. April, 1953.
KDZA-TV, Pueblo (Ch. 3) Pueblo Radio Co. Inc. (KDZA). Granted
12-52; 16. 5-kw visual, 8.3-kw aural, 270-ft. BPCT-1172. Rep:

ARKANSAS

—

Fort Smith (Ch. 22)—Southwestern Publishing Co.
Granted 11-12-52; 265-kw visual, 145-kw aural, 270-ft.
(KFSA).
101BPCT-1154. Rep: Pearson. May, 1953.
(Ch. 23)— Great Plains Television Properties of
KETV,
2- Little Rock
Arkansas Inc. Granted 10-29-52; 17.5-kw visual, 9.9-kw aural,
BPCT-1169.
510-ft.
KRTV, Little Rock (Ch. 17)—Little Rock Telecasters. Granted
BPCT-1160. Rep:
9-17-52; 21-kw visual, 11-kw aural, 470-ft.

KFSA-TV,

Pearson.

McGillvra.

kw

1310.

(Ch. 24)

—

—McClatchy

Bcstg. Co. (KMJ).

(

KIEM

KUSC-TV, Los Angeles (Ch. 28)—University of Southern
nia, Allan Hancock Foundation (KUSC-FM). Granted
BPET-14.

WATR-TV, Waterbury
10-29-52;

t
)

15.

Granted

t

53)— WATR

Inc.

(

WATR)

800-ft.

Granted
BPCT-965. Rep:
.

1-29-53;

—

,

16.
t

—

Conn. State Board of Education.
220-kw visual, 110-kw aural, 610-ft. BPET-

Bridgeport (Ch. 71)

Possibly latter February, 1954.
Hartford (Ch. 24) Conn. State

Granted

1-29-53;

Board of Education
235-kw visual. 120-kw aural, 780-ft. BPET-

Possibly latter February, 1954.
Norwich (Ch. 63)
Conn. State Board

—

,

Granted

1-29-53;

215-kw visual. 110-kw aural,

of

590-ft.

Education.

BPET-17.

Possibly latter February, 1954.

DELAWARE

Califor8-28-52;

April or May,

kw

—

Dover (Ch. 40) Rollins Bcstg. Inc. Granted 3-11-53;
visual, 100-kw aural, 530-ft. BPCT-1403.
,

195-

FLORIDA

—

Gerico Investment Co. WBRD
Granted 7-30-52; 18. 5-kw visual, 11-kw aural, 420-ft. BPCTSeptember or October, 1953.
994.
WFTL-TV, Fort Lauderdale (Ch. 23) Gore Publishing Co. (WFTLi.
Granted 7-30-52; 100-kw visual, 50-kw aural. 270-ft. BPCTRep: Weed. April, 1953.
997.
WINK-TV, Fort Myers (Ch. 11)—Fort Myers Bcstg Co. (WINKi
Granted 3-11-53; 9.6-kw visual, 4.8-kw aural, 320-ft. BPCT-875.
WONN-TV, Lakeland (Ch. 16)— WONN-TV Inc. (WONN). Granted
12-31-52; 85-kw visual, 43-kw aural, 730-ft. BPCT-1215.

WITV,

1953.

Fort Lauderdale (Ch. 17)

(

—

KICU, Salinas (Ch. 28)—Salinas-Monterey Television Co. Granted
BPCT-1466. Rep:
14-53; 105-kw visual, 60-kw aural, 2340-ft.
Bolling. August or September, 1953.
KSBW-TV, Salinas (Ch. 8) Salinas Bcstg. Corp. (KSBW). Granted
18-53; will share time and transmission facilities with Mon-

—

Radio-Television Co. (KMBY-TV) but will maintain
separate studios, 10-kw visual, 5-kw aural, 2630-ft. BPCT-1222.
terey

May,

,

Granted

BPCT-

Radio-Television Co.
KMBY-TV, Monterey
(KMBY) Granted 2-18-53; will share time and transmission
(KSBW-TV)
but will mainfacilities with Salinas Bcstg. Corp.
tain separate studios, using 10-kw visual, 5-kw aural, 2630-ft.

May,

(Ch.

245-kw visual, 125-kw aural,

Rambeau.

(Ch. 8) — Monterey

BPCT-1225.

(Ch. 26)— Thames Bcstg. Corp. (WNLC).
12-31-52; 105-kw visual, 54-kw aural, 500-ft.
BPCTJuly or August, 1953.

1217.

1953.

1953.

700-ft.

Granted

105-kw visual, 58-kw aural, 2290-ft. BPCT-449. Rep:
Raymer. May, 1953.
KPIK. Los Angeles (Ch. 22)— John Poole Bcstg. Co. Granted 12BPCT-1345. July,
52- 540-kw visual, 320-kw aural, 2930-ft.

2910-ft.

—

Southern Connecticut & Long
43)
Granted 7-9-52; 180-kw visual.
BPCT-944. Rep: Adam Young. March, 1953.

Island Television Co. (WICC).

17-52;

46-kw visual, 26-kw aural,

—

WNLC-TV, New London

Redwood Bcstg. Co. Inc.
3)
17.5-kw visual, 9.3-kw aural, 110-ft.

775.

KMJ-TV, Fresno

60-kw

91-kw aural,

Bakersfield

2-11-53;

visual,

49)
Harry L. Liftig. Granted 8-13-52; 99aural, 660-ft. BPCT-1019. Mid-summer, 1953.

WICC-TV, Bridgeport (Ch.

April, 1953.

KIEM-TV, Eureka (Ch.

1953.

CONNECTICUT

CALIFORNIA

Granted

April,

WSJL, Bridgeport (Ch.

(Ch. 29)— Bakersfield Bcstg. Co. (KAFY).
Granted 12-23-52; 20.5-kw visual, 11-kw aural, 460-ft. BPCTRep: Forjoe. May, 1953.
1165.
KHSL-TV, Chico (Ch. 12)— Golden Empire Bcstg. Co. (KHSL).
Granted 3-11-53; 12.3-kw visual, 6.2-kw aural, 400-ft. BPCT-

KAFY-TV,

—

(Ch. 13)
Pikes Peak Bcstg. Co.
11-19-52; 11. 5-kw visual, 5.8-kw aural, minus
BPCT-837. Rep: McGillvra. May or June, 1953.
KDEN. Denver (Ch. 26) Empire Coil Co. Inc. Granted 7-9-52:
110-kw visual, 55-kw aural, 950-ft. BPCT-921. Spring. 1953.
KIRV, Denver (Ch. 20) Mountain States Television Co. Granted
17-52; 89-kw visual, 53-kw aural, 440-ft.
BPCT-1063. Sep-

Springs

(KRDO). Granted

Bcstg. Inc. Granted

visual, 13.5-kw aural, 402-ft.

27-kw

91953.

)

—

,

BPCT-822.

ARIZONA
KTYL-TV, Mesa (Phoenix)— (Ch. 12)—Harkins

—

Lawrence A. Harvey. Granted
94-kw visual, 50-kw aural, 1090-ft. BPCT-1490.
KVEC-TV, San Luis Obispo (Ch. 6) Valley Electric Co. (KVEC).
Granted 3-11-53; 20-kw visual, 10-kw aural, 790-ft. BPCT-355.
KEYT, Santa Barbara (Ch. 3)— Santa Barbara Bcstg. & Television
Corp.
Granted 11-12-52; 50-kw visual, 25-kw aural, 3000-ft.
BPCT-1122. Rep: Hollingbery. June or July, 1953.
KTVU,
10- Stockton
(Ch. 36)
San Joaquin Telecasters (KSTN
Granted 1-7-53; 145-kw visual, 78-kw aural, 310-ft. BPCT-1465.
August
or
September,
1953.
11Yuba City (Ch. 52) John Steventon. Granted 3-11-53;
91-kw visual, 46-kw aural, 170-ft. BPCT-1336.
,

3-11-53;

—

WCOV-TV, Montgomery

(KITOl. Granted
BPCT-897. Rep:

Inc.
3630-ft.

49-kw aural,

visual,

Hollingbery. Fall, 1953.
9San Francisco (Ch. 20)

October, 1953.
WSGN-TV, Birmingham (Ch. 42) Birmingham News Co. (WSGN).
visual, 500-kw aural, 930-ft. BPCT12-17-52;
1000-kw
Granted
“Early 1954.”
386.
WMSL-TV, Decatur (Ch. 23)—Tennessee Valley Bcstg. Co. (WMSL).
Granted 2-25-53; 21.5-kw visual, 12-kw aural, 120-ft. BPCT-

BPCT-1335.

650-ft.

87-kw

11-5-52;

(WJLD,

Co.

1953.

2

'

FLORIDA— ( Continued

KENTUCKY

—
—

Panama

City (Ch. 7) J. D. Manly. Granted 3-11-53; 10.5visual, 5.4-kw aural, 340-ft. BPCT-1571.
kw
11WPFA-TV, Pensacola (Ch. 15) Southland Telecasters. Granted
,

Rep:
visual, 10-kw aural, 280-ft. BPCT-1187.
1953.
(Ch. 38) City of St. Petersburg (WSUN).
Granted 10-8-52; 205-kw visual, 110-kw aural, 460-ft. BPCT-665.
Rep: Weed. May, 1953.
Inc. (WIRK)
WIRK-TV, West Palm Beach (Ch. 21)—
Granted 12-17-52; 22-kw visual, 11.5-kw aural, 220-ft. BPCTJune,
1953.
908.

20-kw

12-52;

Adam Young. June,
WSUN-TV, St. Petersburg

—

WIRK-TV

WPTV, Ashland (Ch. 59) —Polan Industries. Granted 8-13-52; 250kw visual, 130-kw aural, 470-ft. BPCT-1009. July, 1953.
WEHT, Henderson (Ch. 50, allocated to Evansville, Ind.) —Ohio
(WSON). Granted

Valley Television Co.

13-kw aural.

BPCT-1024.

330-ft.

—

WDAK

)
(Ch. 28) Television Columbus (
3-11-53; 89-kw visual, 48-kw aural, 650-ft. BPCT-1297.
WNEZ).
47)
Television
Co.
and
(Ch.
Macon
WETV, Macon
Granted 2-11-53; 100-kw visual, 55-kw aural, 500-ft. BPCT-1247.

Granted

—

(WBML

—

(Ch. 9)
Coosa Valley Radio Co. (WROM).
Granted 2-11-53; 2.9-kw visual, 1.45-kw aural, 720-ft. BPCT1319.
Rep: Weed. July, 1953.
WGOV-TV, Valdosta (Ch. 37) WGOV-TV Inc. (WGOV). Granted
BPCT-1276.
2-25-53; 98-kw visual, 52-kw aural, 320-ft.
WMAZ-TV, Warner Robins (Macon) (Ch. 13) Southeastern Bcstg.
Co. (WMAZ). Granted 3-11-53; 300-kw visual, 150-kw aural,
590-ft.
BPCT-473.

WROM-TV, Rome

—

—

—

IDAHO
7)—KIDO Inc. (KIDO). Granted

KIDO-TV, Boise (Ch.
51-kw

26-kw aural,

visual,

1953.

80-ft.

BPCT-880.

Rep:

Rep:

552.

Summer,

Blair.

WLOU-TV,

12-23-52;
Blair. June,

—

—

—

1278.

—

(Ch. 6) Frank E. Hurt & Sons Inc. (KFXD)
Granted 3-11-53; 19.5-kw visual, 9.8-kw aural, 2250-ft. BPCT1298.

1442.

Pocatello (Ch. 6)
Tribune-Journal Co. Inc. (KJRL).
Granted 2-25-53; 7.2-kw visual, 3.6-kw aural, 20-ft. BPCT-1556.
Early Fall, 1953.
KWIK-TV, Pocatello (Ch. 10) Eastern Idaho Bcstg. & Television
KWIK
Granted 2-25-53; 3.2-kw visual, 1.9-kw aural,
Co.

—

(

)

.

BPCT-1546.

870-ft.
2-

WTVI,

Louis)

(St.

(Ch.
—205-kw

—

,

—

,

—

)

.

—

,

11-53;

WTVH-TV,

—
—
54-kw aural, 280-ft. BPCT-1023.
(Ch. 39) — Winnebago Television

10.5-kw visual, 5.5-kw aural, 510-ft. BPCT-1323.
Peoria (Ch. 19) Hilltop Bcstg. Co. Granted 12-17-52;

95-kw visual,
Rockford

WTVO,

Granted
BPCT-1052. Rep:
Corp.

9-10-52; 15.5-kw visual, 8.5-kw aural, 660-ft.
March or April, 1953.
Springfield (Ch. 20) Plains Television Corp.
Granted
25-53; 18.2-kw visual, 10.2-kw aural, 340-ft. BPCT-1101.

Weed.

—

,

INDIANA

KHTV, Baton Rouge
Granted
1038.

(Ch. 40)— Capital Television

290-kw visual, 150-kw aural,

12-17-52;

Late

Lafayette

23-52;

—

WRAY-TV,
Granted

Princeton
3-11-53;

—

52) Princeton Bcstg. Co. (WRAY).
visual, 54-kw aural, 430-ft. BPCT-1563.

(Ch.

95-kw

IOWA

—
—

Davenport (Ch. 36) Mel Foster-Harold Hoersch. Granted
11-53; 15-kw visual, 7.6-kw aural, 430-ft. BPCT-1473.
KQTV, Fort Dodge (Ch. 21) Northwest Television Co. (KVFD).
Granted 1-29-53; 23-kw visual, 12.5-kw aural, 510 ft. BPCT1234.
Rep: Pearson. October, 1953.
KWTV, Sioux City (Ch. 36) Great Plains Television Properties of
Iowa Inc. Granted 10-29-52; 18.5-kw visual, 10.5-kw aural,
530-ft.
BPCT-1189.
,

—

KANSAS

KTVH, Hutchinson

(Ch. 12)

—Hutchinson

115-kw visual, 58-kw aural, 620-ft.

KSAC-TV, Manhattan

—

TV

Inc.

BPCT-1244

Granted

1-7-53;

July, 1953.

(Ch. 8) Kansas State College of Agriculture & Applied Science (KSAC). Granted 7-24-52; 52-kw visual, 26-kw aural, 450-ft. BPET-1. “Before end of 1953.”
KOAM-TV, Pittsburg (Ch. 7)— Pittsburg Bcstg. Co. (KOAM).
2-25-53;

105-kw visual, 53-kw aural, 540-ft.

BPCT-

October, 1953.
(Ch. 16)— C.W.C. Co. Inc. Granted 2-18-53; 200-kw
visual, 105-kw aural, 960-ft. BPCT-1412. May, 1953.

656.

KEDD, Wichita

&

Bcstg.

Co.

BPCT-

340-ft.

fall, 1953.

—

KTAG-TV, Lake

Charles (Ch. 25) Southland Telecasters. Granted
visual, 10.5-kw aural, 330-ft. BPCT-1408. RepJune, 1953.
KFAZ, Monroe (Ch. 43) Delta Television Inc. Granted 12-10-52;

20-kw

12-17-52;

Adam Young.
77-kw

—

44-kw aural, 320-ft. BPCT-1204. Rep: HeadleyJune, 1953.
KNOE-TV, Monroe (Ch. 8)—James A. Noe (KNOE). Granted 123-52; 175-kw visual, 88-kw aural, 740-ft.
BFCT-1211. Rep:
H-R Television Inc. April, 1953.
WJMR-TV, New Orleans (Ch. 61) Supreme Bcstg. Co. Inc.
Granted 2-18-53; 200-kw visual, 100-kw aural, 410-ft.
( WJMR)
BPCT-1447. Rep: Bolling.
New Orleans (Ch. 20) New Orleans Television Co.
Granted 2-25-53; 180-kw visual, 98-kw aural, 500-ft. BPCT-367.
visual,

—

.

—

,

MAINE

—

WPMT,

Portland (Ch. 53) Portland Telecasting Corp. Granted
2-11-53; 22.5-kw visual, 12-kw aural, 330-ft. BPCT-1528. Rep:
Everett-McKinney. August or September, 1953.

MARYLAND
(Ch. 60)— WITH-TV Inc. (WITH).

WITH-TV, Baltimore

12-17-52; 105-kw visual,

59-kw aural,

300-ft.

Granted
BPCT-1338. July.

1953.

Frederick

(Ch.

—Monocacy

62)

Bcstg.

Co.

(

105-kw visual, 54-kw aural, 1150-ft.

10-23-52;

“Fall of 1953.”
WBOC-TV, Salisbury (Ch.

WFMD

)

BPCT-

570.

Granted

16)—Peninsula Bcstg. Co.

3-11-53; 110-kw visual,

60-kw aural,

400-ft.

(WBOC).

BPCT-1304.

MASSACHUSETTS
WTAO-TV, Cambridge

56)—Middlesex

(Ch.

Granted 3-11-53; 20-kw

Bcstg. Corp. (WTAO).
11.5-kw aural, 470-ft. BPCT-

visual,

1485.

WSEE-TV,

Fall River (Ch. 46)

Granted 9-4-52; 19:5-kw
1003.
May, 1953.

WNBH-TV, New Bedford

—New

England Television Co. Inc.

visual, 9.8-kw aural, 400-ft.

(Ch.

28)

—E.

Anthony

&

BPCT-

Sons

Inc.

Co.

Inc.

(WNBH). Granted 7-9-52; 200-kw visual, 100-kw aural, 490-ft.
BPCT-217. Rep: Walker. Spring, 1953.
WMGT, North Adams (Ch. 74) Greylock Bcstg. Co. (WBRK).
Granted 2-18-53; 1-kw visual, .5-kw aural, 570-ft. BPCT-1259.
WACE-TV, Northampton (Ch. 36) Regional TV Corp. (WACE,
Springfield).
Granted 1-22-53; 21.5-kw visual, 11.5-kw aural,
950-ft. BPCT-1455. Late 1953 or early 1954.

—

—

MICHIGAN
WPAG-TV, Ann Arbor

(Ch.

20)

(WPAG).

— Washtenaw

Bcstg.

Granted 9-25-52; 1.75-kw visual, ,93-kw aural, 340-ft.
Rep: McGillvra.- March, 1953.
WBCK-TV, Battle Creek (Ch. 58) Michigan Bcstg. Co. (WBCK).
Granted 11-19-52; 20. 5-kw visual, 10.5-kw aural, 580-ft. BFCT1076.
Rep: Headley-Reed. August, 1953.
WBKZ-TV, Battle Creek (Ch. 64) Booth Radio & Television Stations Inc. Granted 10-29-52; 24.5-kw visual, 14-kw aural, 230ft.
BPCT-1102. May, 1953.
WHFB-TV, Benton Harbor (Ch. 42) Palladium Publishing Co.
(WHFB). Granted 2-25-53; 17.5-kw visual, 9.3-kw aural, 460-ft.
BPCT-1282.
WKAR-TV, East Lansing (Ch. 60) Michigan State Board of Agriculture, Michigan State College WKAR)
Granted 10-15-52;
245-kw visual, 125-kw aural, 980-ft. BPCT-1126. Between JulySeptember, 1953.
WCTV, Flint (Ch. 28) Trans-American Television Corp. Granted
7-9-52; 17.5-kw visual, 8.7-kw aural, 490-ft.
BPCT-930. SepBPCT-1119.

(Ch. 59)— WFAM Inc. (WASK).
Granted
20-kw visual, 10.5-kw aural, 360-ft. BPCT-753. Rep:
Rambeau. May, 1953.
WMRI-TV, Marion (Ch. 29) Chronicle Publishing Co. Inc. (WMRIFM). Granted 3-11-53; 19-kw visual, 10.2-kw aural, 360-ft.
BPCT-1569.
WLBC-TV, Muncie (Ch. 49)—Tri-City Radio Corp. (WLBC).
Granted 10-29-52; 16-kw visual, 8.1-kw aural, 500-ft. BPCT789. Rep: Walker. April or May, 1953.

WFAM-TV,

Granted

Inc. (WAFB).
Granted 8-13-52; 225-kw visual, 115-kw
aural, 490-ft.
BPCT-1026.
Rep: Adam Young.
March or
April, 1953.

Granted

—

54)
Signal Hill Telecasting
visual, 105-kw aural, 630-ft.

Granted 11-19-52;
May, 1953.
Bloomington (Ch. 15) Cecil W. Roberts. Granted 3-4-53;
18-kw visual, 9.8-kw aural, 320-ft. BPCT-1554. October, 1953.
Champaign (Ch. 3) Midwest Television Inc. Granted
25-53; 100-kw visual, 50-kw aural, 810-ft.
BPCT-1125.
Chicago (Ch. 26)— WHFC Inc. (WHFC). Granted 1-7WHFC-TV,
1253; 220-kw visual, 110-kw aural, 600-ft. BPCT-1343.
24) Northwestern
Danville
(Ch.
Publishing Co.
WDAN-TV,
3WDAN Granted 12-10-52; 19-kw visual, 9.5-kw aural, 420-ft.
BPCT-919. Rep: Everett-McKlnney. November, 1953.
WTVP, Decatur (Ch. 17) Prairie Television Co. Granted 11-19-52;
17-kw visual, 9.3-kw aural, 540-ft. BPCT-1399. July, 1953.
Harrisburg (Ch. 22) Turner-Farrar Association. Granted
Corp.

BPCT-1381.

f

(Ch. 28)— Modern Bcstg. Co. of Baton

Rouge

WFMD-TV,

ILLINOIS

Belleville

(

LOUISIANA
WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge

—

KJRL-TV,
3-

1953.

—

Louisville (Ch. 41) Robert W. Rounsaville (WLOU).
Granted 1-14-53; 240-kw visual, 125-kw aural, 260-ft. BPCT-

Reed.

Idaho Bcstg. & Television Co. (KGEM)
KTVI, Boise (Ch. 9)
Granted 1-14-53; 32-kw visual, 16-kw aural, 2050-ft. BPCT1312.
Rep: Hollingbery.
KID-TV, Idaho Falls (Ch. 3) Idaho Radio Corp. (KID). Granted
2-25-53; 6.3-kw visual, 3.2-kw aural, 260-ft. BPCT-871.
Idaho Falls (Ch. 8) Idaho Falls Television Inc. (KIFI).
KIFI-TV,
2Granted 2-25-53; 23.5-kw visual, 12-kw aural, 240-ft. BPCT-

KFXD-TV, Nampa

26-kw visual
May, 1953.

Louisville (Ch. 21)— Mid-America Bcstg. Corp. (WKLO).
Granted 11-26-52; 200-kw visual, 100-kw aural, 500-ft. BPCT-

GEORGIA
WDAK-TV, Columbus

11-19-52;

Rep: Meeker.

WKLO-TV,

—

—

—

—

(

.

—

tember, 1953.

WTAC-TV,

—

Flint (Ch. 16)
Trendle-Campbell Bcstg. Corp. (WTAC).
Granted 11-19-52; 59-kw visual, 29. 5-kw aural, 380-ft. BPCT-970.
WIBM-TV, Jackson (Ch. 48)—WIBM Inc. (WIBM). Granted 11-1952; 225-kw visual, 115-kw aural, 1030-ft.
BPCT-929. Summer,
'

1953.

WKMI-TV, Kalamazoo

(Ch.

36)

—Howard

D.

Steere

(WGFG).

Granted 11-26-52; 83-kw visual, 47-kw aural, 270-ft. BPCT1382.
Rep: Adam Young. Fall, 1953.
WILS-TV, Lansing (Ch. 54) Lansing Bcstg. Co. (WILS). Granted
2-4-53; 25 .5-kw visual, 13-kw aural, 370-ft. BPCT-1415. August
or September, 1953.
WTVM, Muskegon (Ch. 35) Versluis Radio & Television Inc.
(WLAV, Grand Rapids). Granted 12-23-52; 270-kw visual, 140kw aural, 970-ft. BPCT-1208. September, 1953.
WKNX-TV, Saginaw (Ch. 57) Lake Huron Bcstg. Corp. (WKNX).
Granted 10-1-52; 19-kw visual, 10-kw aural, 441-ft. BPCT1200.
Rep: Gill-Perna Inc. April, 1953.

—

—

—

NEW YORK

MINNESOTA

—Great Plains Television Properties of
Granted 10-23-52; 17-kw visual, 9.6-kw aural,

WFTV, Duluth

WBES-TV.

(Ch. 38)

Buffalo

(Ch.

—

59)

Buffalo-Nlagara

Television

Corp.

(Ch. 10) Southern Minnesota Bcstg. Co.
Granted 1-14-53; 105-kw visual, 54-kw aural, 630-ft.
Rep: Meeker. May. 1953.
WJON-TV, St. Cloud (Ch. 7)—Granite City Bcstg. Co. (WJON).
Granted 1-22-53; 23.5-kw visual, 12-kw aural, 420-ft. BPCT1227.
Rep: Rambeau. Early fall, 1953.
WCOW-TV, St. Paul (Ch. 17)—WCOW Telecasting Co. (WCOW).
Granted 3-11-53; 180-kw visual, 96-kw aural, 560-ft. BPCT-1389.

Granted 12-23-52; 91-kw visual, 51-kw aural, 400-ft. BPCT1413.
Rep: Bolling. October, 1953.
WBUF-TV, Buffalo (Ch. 17)— WBUF-TV Inc. Granted 12-17-52;
165-kw visual, 83-kw aural, 500-ft.
BPCT-1348. Rep: H-R
Television Inc. June or July, 1953.
WECT, Elmira (Ch. 18) El-Cor Television Inc. Granted 2-25-53;
58-kw visual, 33-kw aural, 780-ft. BPCT-513. Rep: EverettMcKlnney.
WTVE, Elmira (Ch. 24) Elmira Television. Granted 11-5-52; 58kw visual, 29-kw aural, 850-ft. BPCT-1161. Rep: Forjoe. May,

MISSISSIPPI
WCBI-TV, Columbus (Ch. 28) — Blrney Imes

WIICU-TV, Ithaca (Ch. 20)—Cornell University (WHCU). Granted
I- 7-53; 215-kw visual, 110-kw aural, 1220-ft. BPCT-534. Novem-

Minnesota Inc.
620-ft.
BPCT-1155.

Adam Young. May.

Rep:

—

KROC-TV, Rochester
(KROC).

1953.

BPCT-796.

—

1953.

Granted
Jr. (WCBI).
210-kw visual, 115-kw aural, 470-ft. BPCT-1535.
Gulfport (Ch. 56)— WGCM Television Corp. (WGCM).

3-11-53;

WGCM-TV,
Granted

ber, 1953.

(Ch. 58) James Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WJTN).
Granted 1-22-53; 100-kw visual, 56-kw aural, 720-ft. BPCT1176.
Rep: Rambeau.
WKNY-TV, Kingston (Ch. 66)—Kingston Bcstg. Corp. ( WKNY).
Granted 1-22-53; 25-kw visual, 13.5-kw aural, 250-ft. BPCT1264.
Rep: Meeker.
WEOK-TV, Poughkeepsie (Ch. 21) Mid-Hudson Bcstrs. Inc.
(WEOK). Granted 11-26-52; 105-kw visual, 60-kw aural, 230ft.
BPCT-1188. Latter 1953.
WHEC-TV, Rochester (Ch. 10)—WHEC Inc. (WHEC). Granted 3II- 53; will share time and transmission facilities with Veterans Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WVET-TV), but will maintain separate
studios, using 120-kw visual, 60-kw aural, 380-ft.
BPCT-326.

BPCT-

2-11-53; 21.5-kw visual, 11.5-kw aural, 300-ft.

1529.

WCOC-TV, Meridian

30)—Mississippi

(Ch.

Granted 12-23-52; 210-kw

visual,

Bcstg.

110-kw aural,

Co.

(WCOC).

BPCT-

500-ft.

—

1181.

MISSOURI
KFUO-TV, Clayton

(Ch.

Church

—Missouri

visual,

91-kw aural,

allocated

30,

Granted

Louis)

—Lutheran
175-kw

2-4-53;

—Curators

Granted 1-14-53;
BPCT-1177. Mid-summer,
Festus

St.

Granted
BPCT-404.

580-ft.

(Ch. 8)

souri.

KACY,

to

(KFUO).

Synod

KOMU-TV, Columbia

of the University of Mis205-kw visual, 105-kw aural, 800-ft.

WVET-TV, Rochester

1953.

— (Ch. 14) — Ozark Television Corp.
170-kw visual, 89-kw aural, 870-ft. BPCT-

Granted 3-11-53;
with WHEC Inc.

Louis)

(St.

12-31-52;
1953.

Summer,

1419.

studios, using 120-kw visual,

Hannibal (Ch. 7)— Courier-Post Publishing Co.
(KHMO). Granted 2-18-53; 10.5-kw visual, 5.4-kw aural, 620ft.
BPCT-760. Rep: Pearson.
KCTY, Kansas City (Ch. 25) Empire Coil Co. Inc. Granted 1-22BPCT-1451. July, 1953.
53; 94-kw visual, 50-kw aural, 820-ft.
KFEQ-TV, St. Joseph (Ch. 2)—KFEQ Inc. (KFEQ). Granted 10BPCT-425. Rep:
15-52; 52-kw visual, 26-kw aural, 810-ft.
Headley-Reed. April, 1953.
Inc. (KSTL).
House
36)
Broadcast
Louis
(Ch.
KSTM-TV,
St.
1Granted 1-14-53; 275-kw visual, 145-kw aural, 580-ft. BPCT-

tWTVZ, Albany
Granted

105-kw aural,

March or April, 1953.
Springfield (Ch. 3) Springfield Television Inc. (KGBX).
BPCT-800.
1-7-53; 61-kw visual, 31-kw aural, 520-ft.
July, 1953.

MONTANA

—
—

KXLF-TV, Butte

kw

visual,

2-25-53;
—Television Montana. Granted
690-ft. BPCT-1253. Rep: Walker.
(Ch. 5) — Buttrey Broadcast Inc. (KFBB).
100-ft.
BPCT-

Granted

10-15-52;
April, 1953.

811.

KZTV, Reno (Ch.
Granted

8)

—Nevada
3-kw

Radio-Television Corp. (KWRN).
1.5-kw aural, minus 440-ft.

360-ft.

tWTLV, New Brunswick

(Ch. 19)

— Dept,

of Education,

3-4-53;

—

(Ch. 2)

— Greer &

420-ft.

— Meyer

Bcstg. Co.

100-kw visual, 50-kw aural,

March

Co.

520-ft.

(KFYR).

Granted
BPCT-1516. Early

or April, 1953.
Minot (Ch. 10) Rudman Television Co. Granted 2-11-53;
58-kw visual, 31-kw aural, 390-ft. BPCT-1320.
,

—

—

27-kw aural,

Bcstg.

—

1333.

Clovis (Ch. 12) Telepolitan Bcstg. Co. Granted 3-4-53;
10.2-kw visual, 5. 1-kw aural, 500-ft. BPCT-1293.
(Ch. 8) John A. Barnett (KSWS). Granted

visual,

— Winston-Salem

—

KGGM-TV, Albuquerque (Ch. 13) — New Mexico Bcstg. Co. Inc.
(KGGM). Granted 3-11-53; 89-kw visual, 45-kw aural, 4250-ft.

110-kw visual, 55-kw aural,

26)

,

NEW MEXICO

KTVK, Santa Fe

(Ch. 5)

53;

—

,

(Ch.

Bismarck (Ch. 12)— Rudman Television Co. Granted 3-460-kw visual, 32-kw aural, 300-ft. BPCT-1317.
WDAY-TV, Fargo (Ch. 6) WDAY Inc. (WDAY). Granted 1-14-53:
66-kw visual, 33-kw aural, 390-ft. BPCT-740. Rep: Free &
Peters. May, 1953.
KCJB-TV, Minot (Ch. 13) North Dakota Bcstg. Co. Inc. (KCJB).
Granted 2-11-53; 29.5-kw visual, 15-kw aural, 420-ft. BPCT-

State of

Visual Education.

1-29-53;
1953.

—
—

Fall, 1953.

Granted 12-3-52; 105-kw visual, 53-kw aural, 780-ft.
BPET-13. “Late summer or early fall if we get legislative
authority.” Edward C. Rasp Jr., asst, coordinator, Audio-

KSWS-TV, Roswell

Inc.
visual, 10.5-kw aural, 990-ft.

NORTH DAKOTA

N. J.

BPCT-1393.

27)— Radio Hendersonville

20-kw

Granted 2-4-53; 200-kw visual, 100-kw aural,
BPCT-1497. July, 1953.

KFYR-TV, Bismarck

Atlantic City (Ch. 52) Matta Enterprises. Granted 1-7-53;
20.5-kw visual, 11-kw aural, 360-ft. BPCT-1457. Early summer,
1953.

(Ch.

3-11-53;

(WTOB).

Inc.

—

WOCN,

Hendersonville

WTOB-TV, Winston-Salem

—

1953.

&

10-15-52: 2S0-kw visual, 145-kw aural, 490-ft. BPCT-1156. Rep:
Avery-Knodel. April, 1953.

visual,

(Ch. 58) Atlantic Video Corp. Granted 10-1100-kw visual, 50-kw aural, 470-ft. BPCT-1213. Toward

end of

BPCT-

Advertising Co. of Char-

W'PAQ-TV, Mt. Airy (Ch. 55) Ralph D. Epperson (WPAQ). Granted
11-53; 21-kw visual, 11.5-kw aural, 1480-ft. BPCT-1329.
WNAO-TV, Raleigh (Ch. 28) Sir Walter Television Co. Granted

NEW JERSEY
52;

(WISE).

.

BPCT-803.

June, 1953.

WRTV, Asbury Park

— Inter-City

—

(WHKP). Granted

(KFOR)
BPCT-

NEVADA

12-23-52;

BPCT-1174.

Charlotte (Ch. 36)

Inc.

1140-ft.

—

(

WHKP-TV,

—

10)
Cornbelt Bcstg. Corp.
59-kw visual, 29.5-kw aural, 290-ft.

WISE

BPCT-898.

NEBRASKA
(Ch.

BPET-7.

560-ft.

—

Granted
(Ch. 13)— Mosby's Inc. (KGVO).
11-kw visual, 5.6-kw aural, minus 690-ft. BPCT-829.

KFOR-TV, Lincoln

visual,

lotte, N. C. Inc. (WAYS). Granted 2-25-53; 85-kw visual, 48-kw
aural, 540-ft.
BPCT-344. Rep: Bolling.
(Ch. 46) T. E. Allen
Sons Inc. Granted
25-53; 17-kw visual, 9.5-kw aural, 458-ft. BPCT-1532.
WCOG-TV, Greensboro (Ch. 57) Inter-City Advertising Co. of
Greensboro, N. C. Inc. (WCOG).
Granted 11-19-52; 115-kw
visual, 59-kw aural, 240-ft.
BPCT-588. August, 1953.
WGTC-TV, Greenville (Ch. 9) Carolina Bcstg. System Inc.
WGTC) Granted 3-11-53; 100-kw visual, 60-kw aural, 860-ft.

Missoula

11-53;

(Ch. 62)— Radio Station

WCIG-TV, Durham

(Ch. 6)

Granted
1195.
Rep: Weed.

Asheville

WAYS-TV,

Falls
1-14-53; 8.9-kw visual, 4.5-kw aural,

KGVO-TV,

200-kw visual, 105-kw aural,

Granted 10-29-52; 23-kw visual, 13-kw aural,
1143.
Rep: Bolling. May or June, 1953.

1-kw aural,

KFBB-TV, Great

205-kw

NORTH CAROLINA
WISE-TV,

Billings (Ch. 8) Rudman-Hayutin Television Co. Granted
BPCT-1428.
1-14-53; 12-kw visual, 6.2-kw aural, 390-ft.
KOPR-TV, Butte (Ch. 4) Copper Bcstg. Co. (KOPR). Granted
BPCT-804. Rep:
14-53; 14.5-kw visual, 7.3-kw aural, 350-ft.

Holllngbery.

1-7-53;

Note: Funds have not yet been made available for the construction and operation of these non-commercial stations and majority of Special Legislative Commission has recommended
against state grants. (See Television Digest, Vol. 9:9.)

Billings (Ch. 2)— The Montana Network (KOOK).
BPCT2-4-53; 17.5-kw visual, 8.8-kw aural, 440-ft.

,

Granted
BPET-10.

(Ch. 25)

Granted

—

Granted

1486.

540-ft.

—University of the State of New York.
Granted 8-13-52; 205-kw visual, 110-kw aural, 680-ft. BPET-5.
Rochester
(Ch.
21)
tWROH,
—University of the State of New York.
Granted 7-24-52; 205-kw visual, 105-kw aural, 700-ft. BPET-6.
3fWHTV,
Syracuse (Ch. 43) — University of the State of New York.
9-17-52;

—

Granted

105-kw aural,

visual,

—University of the State of New York.
205-kw visual, 105-kw aural, 630-ft. BPET-4.
14) — University of the State of New York,

1290-ft.

tWGTV, New York

Sedalia (Ch. 6)— Milton J. Hinlein (KDRO). Granted
2-25-53; 6.3-kw visual, 3.2-kw aural, 360-ft. BPCT-1550. Rep:
Forjoe.
KTTS-TV, Springfield (Ch. 10) Independent Bcstg. Co. (KTTS).
Granted 10-8-52; 12.5-kw visual, 6.4-kw aural, 260-ft. BPCT1115.

—University of the State of New York.
1410-ft. BPET-3.
— University of the State of New

State Education Department.

KDRO-TV,

KYTV,

BPCT-860.

Buffalo (Ch. 23)

Granted 7-24-52;
2tWIET, Ithaca (Ch.

1444.
3-

(WWNY). Granted

(Ch. 46)

Granted 8-13-52; 200-kw
BPET-11.

—

BPCT-833.

380-ft.

205-kw visual, 110-kw aural,

York.

tWTVF,

August, 1953.
Louis (Ch. 42) Missouri Bcstg. Corp. (WIL). Granted
2-11-53; 79-kw visual, 46-kw aural, 490-ft. Rep: Pearson. BPCTSt.

60-kw aural,

(Ch. 48)— Brockway Co.

(Ch. 17)

7-24-52;

tWQTV, Binghamton

—

1482.
2-

-

185-kw visual, 100-kw aural, 570-ft.

12-23-52;

—

KOOK-TV,

—

(Ch. 10) Veterans Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WVEn ).
share time and transmission facilities
(WHEC-TV), but will maintain separate

will

WWNY-TV, Watertown

KHMO-TV,

WIL-TV,

—

WJTN-TV, Jamestown

900-ft.

Greer.

BPCT-888.

Granted

1-22-53;

OHIO

—

Summit Radio Corp.
49)
9-4-52; 145-kw visual, 73-kw aural, 320-ft.

WAKR-TV, Akron

(Ch.

[WAKRl.

Granted
BPCT-230
Rep: Weed. Spring, 1953.
WICA-TV, Ashtabula (Ch. 15)— WICA Inc. (WICA). Granted 2-4BPCT-685.
53; 19-kw visual, 10-kw aural, 340-ft.

May,
54-kw

BPCT-1266.

4

OHIO— (Continued)

WCOS-TV, Columbia

(Ch. 25)— Radio Columbia (WCOS). Granted
74-kw visual, 42-kw aural, 650-ft. BPCT-1074. Rep:
Headley-Reed. April or May, 1953.
WIS-TV, Columbia (Ch. 10)—WIS-TV Corp. (WIS). Granted 2-1153; 265 -kw visual, 160-kw aural, 630-ft. BPCT-1560.
Rep: Free
& Peters. September, 1953.
WNOK-TV, Columbia (Ch. 67)—Palmetto Radio Corp. (WNOK).
Granted 9-17-52; 780-kw visual, 390-lcw, 620-ft. BPCT-764. Rep:
Raymer. May or June, 1953.
9-17-52;

WIFE, Dayton (Ch. 22)—Skyland Bcstg. Corp. (WONE).

Granted
BPCT-884. Rep:

1-26-52; 210-kw visual, 105-kw aural, 470-ft.
Headley-Reed. August, 1953.
WIMA-TV, Lima (Ch. 35)
Northwestern Ohio Bcstg.
(WIMA). Granted 12-3-52; 91-kw visual, 50-kw aural,
BPCT-738. Rep; Weed. Summer, 1953.
:

—

WLOK-TV, Lima
52;

20-kw

73)—WLOK

(Ch.

11-kw aural,

visual,

(WLOK).

Inc.

Summer,

WGVL,

KELO-TV, Sioux

—

(Ch.

1953.

SOUTH DAKOTA

Granted
Rep: Taylor.

—

March,

1953.

—

TENNESSEE
1-

WOUC, Chattanooga

—
—

T-V

(Ch. 49)— Chattanooga

(WMFS).

Inc.

Granted 8-20-52; 20-kw visual, 10-kw aural, 460-ft. BPCT-980.
Rep: Pearson.
WTVT, Chattanooga (Ch. 43) Tom Potter. Granted 8-20-52; 275kw visual, 140-kw aural, 1270-ft. BPCT-1043.
WJHL-TV, Johnson City (Ch. 11)—WJHL Inc. (WJHL). Granted
1-29-53; 105-kw visual, 54-kw aural, 720-ft.
BPCT-845. Rep:

—

2-

OKLAHOMA

3-

Co.
Granted
BPCT-1354. Mid-

Television

1140-ft.

Falls (Ch. 11) Midcontinent Bcstg. Co. (KELO).
11-19-52; 57-kw visual, 29-kw aural, 500-ft. BPCT-645

Granted 1-22-53; 18-kw
December, 1953.
WHHH-TV, Warren (Ch. 67) Warren Tribune Radio Station Inc
(WHHH). Granted 11-5-52; 80-kw visual, 43-kw aural, 510-ft.
BPCT-1159.
VVUTV, Youngstown (Ch. 21) Polan Industries. Granted 9-19-52;
170-kw visual, 85-kw aural, 530-ft. BPCT-948. July, 1953.
WHIZ-TV, Zanesville (Ch. 50) Southeastern Ohio Television System (WHIZ). Granted 12-10-52; 91-kw visual, 52-kw aural,
530-ft.
BPCT-1190. Rep: Pearson. April, 1953.

Pearson.

—KLPR Television Inc. (KLPR).
Granted 2-11-53; 91-kw visual, 49-kw aural, 580-ft. BPCT-1448.
Oklahoma City (Ch. 25) — Oklahoma County Television &
2-11-53;

KLPR-TV, Oklahoma

— Greenville

22-kw visual, 11-kw aural,

Lake Erie Bcstg. Co. (WLEC).
42)
visual, 9.1-kw aural, 270-ft. BPCT-1260

430-ft.

(Ch. 23)

Greenville

1-22-53;

Granted 9-4-52;
BPCT-1010. Rep: Headley-

summer,

1953.

WLEC-TV, Sandusky

TV

Co.

50-kw aural,

visual,

Reed.

Granted 11-19BPCT-1398. Rep: H-R

340-ft.

Television Inc. Latter March, 1953.
WMAC-TV, Massillon (Ch. 23)—Midwest

99-kw

Corp.
330-ft.

July, 1953.

WHBQ-TV, Memphis

City (Ch. 19)

2- 29-53;

Weed.

(WHBQ) Granted

(Ch. 13)— Harding College
240-kw visual, 120-kw aural, 500-ft.
August, 1953.

.

BPCT-563.

Rep:

,

(KWCO,

Co.

Bcstg.

Granted
BPCT-828. Fall,
Beck.
Granted
BPCT-1392.

Chickasha).

visual, 9.5-kw aural, 500-ft.
KCEB, Tulsa (Ch. 23) Elfred
visual, 95-kw aural, 520-ft.

—

TEXAS

17.5-kw

1953.

2-25-53;

KFDA-TV, Amarillo

10)
Amarillo Bcstg. Corp. (KFDA).
Granted 10-15-52; 56-kw visual, 30-kw aural, 550-ft. BPCT1111.
Rep: Branham. March, 1953.
KCTV, Austin (Ch. 18) Capital City Television Co. Granted
7-11-52; 210-kw visual, 105-kw aural, 320-ft.
BPCT-785.
KTVA, Austin (Ch. 24)
Potter.
Granted 8-20-52; 280-kw
visual, 145-kw aural, 640-ft. BPCT-1037.
Late summer, 1953.
KBMT, Beaumont (Ch. 31)—Television Bcstrs. Inc. Granted 12-352; 14-kw visual, 7.1-kw aural, 820-ft.
BPCT-1099. Rep: Taylor.
April, 1953.

180-kw

—

OREGON

—

—Tom

Granted
20) W. Gordon Allen.
BPCT-1511.
11-53; 19.5-kw visual, 11-kw aural, 300-ft.
Medford (Ch. 5) Southern Oregon Bcstg. Co. Granted
4-53; 19-kw visual, 9.8-kw aural, 460-ft. BPCT-1294.
KPIC, Salem (Ch. 24)— Lawrence A. Harvey. Granted 1-29-53;
105-kw visual, 56-kw aural, 990-ft. BPCT-1458. Mid-summer,

KSPF, Eugene-Springfleld (Ch.

—

.

KLIF-TV, Dallas (Ch. 29)—Trinity Bcstg. Corp. (KLIF). Granted
11-53; 50-kw visual, 25-kw aural, 490-ft.
BPCT-1388. Rep:

1953.

PENNSYLVANIA

H-R

,

—

55-kw aural, 1150-ft.
BPCT-806.
WGLV, Easton (Ch. 57) Easton Publishing Co. (WEEX-FM).
Granted 12-17-52; 83-kw visual, 44-kw aural, 1060-ft. BPCT-

Granted

3-11-53; 105-kw visual,

April,

261.

1953.

Bolling.
2WTPA,

(Ch. 55)— WHP Inc. (WHP).

240-kw

52;

visual,
April, 1953.

120-kw

aural,

Granted 9-25BPCT-192.
Rep:

910-ft.

—

Harrisburg (Ch. 71) Harrisburg Bcstrs. Inc. Granted 12220-kw visual, 110-kw aural, 990-ft. BPCT-986. June,

31-52;
1953.

WAZL-TV,

1953.

2KNUZ-TV,
Houston

(Ch. 63)

Granted
Rep: Meeker. Between June-August, 1953.
WARD-TV, Johnstown (Ch. 56) Rivoli Realty Co. (WARD).
Granted 11-19-52; 91-kw visual, 46-kw aural, 610-ft. BPCT-895.
Rep Weed.
WKST-TV, New Castle (Ch. 45)— WKST Inc. (WKST). Granted
BPCT-985. Rep:
9-4-52; 20.5-kw visual, 10.5-kw aural, 370-ft.
Meeker. March, 1953.
185.

(Ch. 53) — Agnes J. Reeves Greer (WKJFFM, Pittsburgh, and WAJR, Morgantown, W. Va.). Granted

WKJF-TV, Pittsburgh

WENS,

Pittsburgh

(Ch.

16)

—Telecasting

Co.

of

Fall,

(Ch. 2) —-Permian Basin Television Co. Granted
50-kw visual, 25-kw aural, 1010-ft. BPCT-1332.
KGKL-TV, San Angelo (Ch. 3)—KGKL Inc. (KGKL). Granted
12-17-52; 6.4-kw visual, 3.2-kw aural, 440-ft. BPCT-1433. Rep:
Pearson. (Note: AM station KGKL recently sold to Lewis O.
11-53;

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Granted 12-23-52; 89-kw visual, 50-kw aural, 520-ft. BPCT1349.
Rep: Petry. August or early fall, 1953.
WTVQ, Pittsburgh (Ch. 47) Golden Triangle Television Corp.
Granted 12-23-52: 230-kw visual, 120-kw aural, 480-ft. BPCT1417.
Rep: Headley-Reed. August, 1953.
WEEU-TV, Reading (Ch. 33)— Hawley Bcstg. Co. (WEEU). Granted
9-3-52; 225-kw visual, 120-kw aural, 1030-ft. BPCT-239.
Rep:

KTXL-TV, San Angelo
,

VVCSC-TV, Charleston
29-52;

Free

&

aural,

Co.

BPCT-808.

Co.

(KTEM). Granted

—

visual,

3-kw

aural,

350-ft.

BPCT-1072.

June

—

&

Falls (Ch. 3) Wichtex Radio
Television Co.
(KFDX). Granted 12-17-52; 60-kw visual, 36-kw aural, 504-ft.
BPCT-722. Rep: Taylor. April, 1953.
KTVW, Wichita Falls (Ch. 22) White Television Co. Granted
11-5-52; 18.5-kw visual, 9.3-kw aural, 480-ft. BPCT-1109. May,

—

1953.

WCHV-TV,

470-ft.

5-kw

KFDX-TV, Wichita

Granted
BPCT-356.
Rep:

SOUTH CAROLINA
(Ch. 5)— WCSC Inc. (WCSC). Granted

100-kw visual, 50-kw aural,
Peters.

470-ft.

Co.
Granted
BPCT-623.

Television
310-ft.

or July, 1953.

49)— Helm Coal Co. (WNOW).

visual, 54-kw
April, 1953.

—Sherman

11-kw aural,

6)—Bell Publishing

—

Everett-McKinney.

96-kw

BPCT-

13-kw visual, 6.5-kw aural, 350-ft. BPCT-1426.
(Ch. 6)— KCMC Inc. (KCMC).
Granted
18.5-kw visual, 9.4-kw aural, 400-ft. BPCT-714. Rep:
Taylor. June or July, 1953.
KETX, Tyler (Ch. 19) Jacob A. Newborn Jr. Granted 1-29-53;
2.4-kw visual, 1.3-kw aural, 350-ft. BPCT-1422. June, 1953.
KANG-TV, Waco (Ch. 34) Central Texas Television Co. Granted

(WILK). Granted 10-1-52; 250-kw visual, 130-kw aural, 1010ft.
BPCT-231. Rep: Avery-Knodel. Latter April, 1953.
WRAK-TV, Williamsport (Ch. 36)— WRAK Inc. (WRAK). Granted
11-12-52; 21-kw visual, 10.5-kw aural, 1280-ft. BPCT-521. Rep.
7-9-52;

(KTXL).

420-ft.

1953.

4-53;

11-12-52;

(Ch.

46)

10.)

Television Co.

29-53;

April or May, 1953.

Bcstg.

(Ch.

—Westex

visual, 5.5-kw aural,

KCMC-TV, Texarkana

—

Holllngbery.

Sherman (Ch.

4-53; 20.5-kw visual,

KCEN-TV, Temple

—

Valley

(Ch. 8)

Granted 11-26-52; 11-kw
1407.
Rep: Taylor. July,

Headley-Reed. April, 1953.
WARM-TV, Scranton (Ch. 16)—Union Bcstg. Co. (WARM). Granted
25-53: 245-kw visual, 130-kw aural, 1260-ft. BPCT-1000. Rep:
Holllngbery. Late summer or early fall, 1953.
WGBI-TV, Scranton (Ch. 22) Scranton Bcstrs. Inc. (WGBI).
Granted 8-13-52; 290-kw visual, 150-kw aural, 1170-ft. BPCT780.
Rep: Blair. April, 1953.
VVTVU, Scranton (Ch. 73) Appalachian Co. Granted 8-13-52; 23kw visual, 11.5-kw aural, 1280-ft. BPCT-506. Rep: Bolling.

WILK-TV, Wilkes-Barre (Ch. 34)— Wyoming

&

Seibert; see Television Digest, Vol. 9:9

—

VVNOW-TV, York

1953.

KMID-TV, Midland

May

BPCT-1384.

(KNUZ).

—
—

WIP-TV, Philadelphia (Ch. 29)—Pennsylvania Bcstg. Co. (WIP).
Granted 11-26-52; 275-kw visual, 140-kw aural, 800-ft. BPCT-

530-ft.

Co.

—

:

260-kw visual, 130-kw aural,
or June, 1953.

Television

,

—

7-53;

39)—KNUZ

(Ch.

Granted 1-7-53; 100-kw visual, 60-kw aural, 520-ft. BPCT-1356.
Rep: Forjoe. July, 1953.
Houston (Ch. 23)— UHF Television Co. Granted 1-7-53;
175-kw visual, 88-kw aural, 510-ft. BPCT-826. Summer, 1953.
KTVE, Longview (Ch. 32)—East Texas Television Co. Granted
2-4-53; 20-kw visual, 11-kw aural, 290-ft.
BPCT-607.
KCBD-TV, Lubbock (Ch. 11) Bryant Radio & Television Inc.
(KCBD). Granted 10-8-52; 92-kw visual, 46-kw aural, 750-ft.
BPCT-1088. Rep: Pearson. April, 1953.
KTRE-TV, Lufkin (Ch. 9) Forest Capital Bcstg. Co. (KTRE).
Granted 3-11-53; 11-kw visual, 5.6-kw aural, 670-ft. BPCT-907.
KRIO-TV, McAllen (Ch. 20) Texas State Network Inc. (KRIO).
Granted 2-18-53; 86-kw visual, 49-kw aural, 500-ft. BPCT-1274.

— Hazleton

Bcstg. Co. (WAZL).
12-17-52; 98-kw visual, 52-kw aural, 660-ft. BPCT-481.

Hazleton

—

,

—

WHP-TV, Harrisburg

Television Inc.
Dallas (Ch. 23)

UHF Television Co. Granted 1-14-53;
220-kw visual, 115-kw aural, 510-ft. BPCT-827.
KEPO-TV, El Paso (Ch. 13)—KEPO Inc. (KEPO). Granted 10-2352; 120-kw visual, 60-kw aural, 1000-ft.
BPCT-1015.
Rep:
Avery-Knodel.
2Fort Worth (Ch. 20)— Tarrant County Television Co.
Granted 3-11-53; 270-kw visual, 150-kw aural, 320-ft. BPCT-790.
KTVR, Galveston (Ch. 41)—Rudman Television Co. Granted 1119-52; 230-kw visual, 120-kw aural, 470-ft. BPCT-1269.
tKUHT, Houston (Ch. 8)— University of Houston: Houston Independent School District (KUHF-FM). Granted 8-20-52; 30.2-kw
3visual, 15.4-kw aural, 310-ft. BPET-9. Latter March or April,
1-

(Ch. 51)— Associated Bcstrs. Inc. (WEST,
Easton). Granted 10-29-52; 2.25-kw visual, 2.25-kw aural, 600BPCT-1199. Rep: Walker. March or April, 1953.
ft.
WCHA-TV, Chambersburg (Ch. 46) Chambersburg Bcstg. Co.

WLEV-TV, Bethlehem

1(WCHA).

—

(Ch.

Granted

VIRGINIA
64)—Barham

Charlottesville (Ch.
1-29-53;

&

Barham (WCHV).
780-ft.
BPCT-

120-kw visual, 66-kw aural,

1315.

WBTM-TV,

Danville (Ch. 24)—Piedmont Bcstg. Corp. (WBTM).
Granted 12-17-52; 225-kw visual, 120-kw aural, 650-ft. BPCT643. Rep: Holllngbery. October, 1953.

10-

Rep:

April, 1953.

5

(Ch.

—

to Norfolk) Peninsula
2-4-53; 220-kw visual, 110-kw

allocated

15,

(WVEC).

Granted
BPCT-1475. Rep: Rambeau. August, 1953.
YVSVA-TV, Harrisonburg (Ch. 3)— Shenandoah Valley Bcstg. Corp.
(WSVA). Granted 3-11-53; 12.5-kw visual, 6.3-kw aural, 1750BPCT-1324.
ft.
WWOD-TV, Lynchburg (Ch. 16)—Old Dominion Bcstg. Corp.
WWOD). Granted 11-5-52; 100-kw visual, 57-kw aural. 500ft.
BPCT-716.
WACH, Newport News (Ch. 33)—Eastern Bcstg. Corp. (WHYU).
Granted 2-4-53; 20.5-kw visual, 11-kw aural, 310-ft. BPCTBetween August-October, 1953.
889.
Bcstg. Corp.
aural, 480-ft.

(

KVOS-TV, Bellingham
1-22-53;

WASHINGTON
(Ch. 12)— KVOS

16-kw visual, 8-kw aural,

April-June. 1953.
(Ch. 13)—

KMO-TV, Tacoma

KMO

120-kw visual, 71-kw aural,
May. 1953.

Granted
Between

(KMO). Granted 12-10-52;
BPCT-1347. Rep: Branham.

—

29) Cascade Bcstg. Co. Inc. (KIMA).
Granted 12-3-52; 10.5-kw visual, 5.3-kw aural, 960-ft. BPCTRep: Weed. April, 1953.
1228.
KIT-TV, Yakima (Ch. 23) KIT Inc. (KIT). Granted 12-3-52; 22kw visual. 11-kw aural, 960-ft. BPCT-1226. Rep: Branham.

KIMA-TV, Yakima (Ch.

—

Mid-summer

or early fall, 1953.

Charleston (Ch. 49)

—Joe

L.

2-11-53;

WISCONSIN
WGEZ-TV,

Beloit (Ch.

57)— Beloit

Bcstg. Co.

21-kw visual, 11-kw aural,
George W. Clark Inc.

2-11-53;

WEAU-TV, Eau

Claire

(Ch.

13)

230-ft.

—Central

(WGEZ).

Granted
BPCT-1523. Rep:

Bcstg.

Co.

(WEAU).

Granted 2-25-53; 52-kw visual, 26.5-kw aural, 840-ft. BPCT744.
Rep: Holllngbery. October or November, 1953.
WKOW-TV, Madison (Ch. 27)— Monona Bcstg. Co. (WKOWi.
Granted 1-7-53; 87-kw visual. 47-kw aural, 690-ft. BPCT-1186
Rep: Headley-Reed. June, 1953.
WMTV, Madison (Ch. 33) Bartell Television Corp. Granted 1-2353; 16.5-kw visual, 9.3-kw aural, 430-ft.
BPCT-1484. June.

—

WCAN-TV, Milwaukee

(Ch. 25)— Midwest Bcstg. Co. (WCAN).
Granted 2-4-53; 105-kw visual, 50-kw aural, 420-ft. BPCT1547.
Rep: Taylor. July, 1953.
WNAM-TV, Neenah (Ch. 42, allocated to Appleton)—NeenahMenasha Bcstg. (WNAM). Granted 12-23-52; 15.5-kw visual.
8.3-kw aural, 290-ft. BPCT-869. Rep: George W. Clark Inc.
September, 1953.
WOSH-TV, Oshkosh (Ch. 48) Oshkosh Bcstg. Co. (WOSHl.
Granted 11-26-52; 1.31-kw visual, .7-kw aural, 310-ft. BPCT792.
Rep: Pearson. May or June, 1953.

—

WYOMING

Smith

5)— Frontier

Bcstg. Co. (KFBC). Granted
1-22-53; 5.2-kw visual, 2.65-kw aural, 190-ft.
BPCT-771. Rep:
McGlllvra. Late fall, 1953.

Jr. Inc.

(WKNA).

Granted 3-4-53; 225-kw visual, 120-kw aural, 390-ft. BPCT-591.
Rep: Weed. Early Summer, 1953.
VVLKC, Parkersburg (Ch. 15) West Virginia Enterprises Inc.
Granted 2-11-53; 19-kw visual, 10-kw aural. 580-ft. BPCT-1295.

—

(Ch. 51) Polan Industries.
Granted
visual, 13.5-kw aural, 170-ft. BPCT-1048.

KFBC-TV, Cheyenne

WEST VIRGINIA
WKNA-TV,

24-kw

1953.

Inc. (KVOS).
550-ft. BPCT-1242.

Inc.

780-ft.

—

WLTV, Wheeling

VIRGINIA— (Continued)
WVEC-TV, Hampton

(Ch.

TERRITORIES

WKAQ-TV, San
(WKAQ).

BPCT-952.

Juan, Puerto Rico (Ch. 2)— El Mundo Bcstg. Corp.
Granted 7-28-52; 100-kw visual, 50-kw aural, 1280-ft.

“Toward end

of 1953.”

Set manufacturers have seen the new 24-in
TUBES FOR FALL-&-WINTER NOBELS:
and their enthusiasm leads tube makers to
rectangular picture tubes (Vol.8:49)
predict that size will account for as much as 25% of their production by December.
"
It's the big thing, all right ," said one large tube manufacturer.
"If we
had 10,000 now, we could sell them in a minute." But mass production hasn't yet
with really heavy volume by fall.
begun, probably won't until May or June
In last few weeks, some tube makers have
The tube is now in sampling stage
will follow in week or two.
of
samples;
others
substantial
number
sent out
Both
now
(Owens-Illinois)
are
producing
small quantities of 24-in.
Corning and Kimble
glass bulbs. Coming's production being slightly further along.
Only one problem threatens to mar the otherwise smooth sailing of the new
This process, which involves coating
tube size
the question of aluminization
the screen with metallic substance, results in marked increase in brightness.
Many
industry engineers feel that a non-aluminized 24-in. tube would require greatly
stepped-up voltages to achieve satisfactory brightness, and that manufacturers can
not use current chassis with non-aluminized 24-in. picture tube.
Aluminization may prove real bottleneck for many tube
And here's the rub
manufacturers. It requires another "screening" process, involving added manufacturing facilities. It's slow, touchy job multiplying production time per tube as much
as threefold, and adding about $5 to price per tube. Of all the tube makers, GE has
gone in most heavily for aluminization in past, but most other manufacturers have
adopted the process for 27-in. tubes.
New 24-in. receiver will fill ga p in TV lines between the luxury 27-in set
and the popular 21-in
Manufacturers figure good quality 24-in. set could be made
to sell for under $500
perhaps as low as $400
as opposed to $700-&-up generally asked for 27-in. sets.
Price of tube to set makers will be in neighborhood of
$50, aluminized, vs. $70-$75 for aluminized 27-in., and about $30 for 21-in.
Virtually all tube makers plan to turn out 24-in. rectangular
except big
RCA which is sticking to 21-&-27-in.
That company, incidentally, has now begun
production of metal-coned aluminized 27-in tube, which will get "special handling"
and will be marketed as "high quality prestige item."
24-in.

.

—

—
.

—

.

:

,

.

.

—

—

—

,

.

Still going to town is the 21-in. tube far-and-away today's most popular
outstripping 17-in. by more than 2-to-l. While most set makers still use the
glare-rejecting cylindrical-faced 21-in. tube, the cheaper and lighter sphericalfaced 21-in. is expected to increase in popularity by next winter
especially in
view of fact that both the 24-&-27-in. are spherical tubes.
Status of 27-in. tube is little changed from our last report on it in December Vol 8 :49
The plants that are making it say it represents 5% of total output
or less right now. Some see it going up to 8 or 10%. by year's end
but for the near
future at least it seems destined to continue to be strictly luxury item.
,

size,

—

(

.

) .

,

$

#

*

—

*

—

Picture tube plants
and the glass bulb plants
are still humming with
plenty of orders
Some manufacturers feel that spring-summer letdown, when and if
it comes, will give them healthy opportunity to build up inventories of the larger
tube sizes.
Otherwise, they fear, there may be real shortages of tubes
particularly the aluminized ones
by next winter.
Nowhere in tube industry could we find any sentiment for raising prices
General attitude is that the usually topsy-turvy picture tube situation finally is
stabilizing
with regard to sizes and shapes, at least
and now is no time to
upset any applecarts.
Also reflected throughout industry is the feeling expressed
,

.

—

—

.

—

—

11 -

12 -

by DuMont tube div. mgr. F.P. Rice, who is confident manufacturers won't "embarrass
the new administration" by upping prices just after controls were removed.
*

$

*

*

TV production climbed to 166,235 (7475 private label) week ended March 6,
up from 151,944 preceding week, but still below 187,584 week ended Feb. 20. Factory
inventories reached 141,170 up from 111,754; they were second highest of the year,
exceeded only by 156,955 receivers in inventory week ended Jan. 23.
Radios kept going up totaling 309,234 (150,197 private label)
highest
It compared with 301,065 week preceding. Factory infor any week since June 1951.
ventories went to year's peak of 324,039, up from 258,845 Feb. 27. Week's radios:
92,814 home sets, 25,182 portables, 61,274 clock, 129,964 auto.
,

—

,

Topics

&

Trends

the 21,812,263

TV

of

TV

Trade:

Cumulative count of

receivers shipped to dealers during the 7

years from 1946 through 1952, broken down state-by-state
and county-by-county, is tabulated in RTMA report just
released. It’s first study of kind by newly expanded statistical service, isn’t designed to show all sets-in-use in
various areas, which are estimated monthly by NBC Research (for Feb. 1 NBC count, see Vol. 9:10). RTMA’s
cumulative compilation shows New York far in lead, Pennsylvania & California close together for second place, IlliAll 48
nois third, Michigan fourth, Massachusetts fifth.
states and District of Columbia are shown as having TVs,

though some

like

Nevada (581

sets),

Wyoming

DX

only

(3065) are without any
reception, if at all. The

Montana

TV

RTMA

state figures

(1156),

and get

stations

1946-52 state-by-

(county breakdowns available from

RTMA

on request)
Total

State

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California

Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
.

District of

Columbia

Florida

Georgia

Idaho
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa

Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana

Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi

Missouri

Montana

156,268
49,948
36,893
2,097,472
100,571
445,902
77,200
251,054
200,495
279,827
2,315
1,621,753
582,977
247,251
86,395
242,375
141,818
22,769
466,881
1,061,436
1,121,839
301,055
39,669
549,597
1,156

State

Norman

C. Owen, gen. sales mgr., promoted to sales
M. D. Schuster resigns May 1 as Hoffman Radio
gen. sales mgr. to become partner of McCormack & Co.,
Hoffman San Francisco distributor; his duties will be assumed by national sales mgr. W. L. Stickel
Arnold K.
Weber promoted from personnel mgr., RCA Victor engiInc.;
v.p.

.

.

.

.

139,479
581
63,570
1,282,586
20,406
3,505,155
255,067
1,380
1,855,765
195,962
46,872
2,098,227
178,126
59,907
3,673
194,736
607,640
89,691
13,787
305,390
220,367
126,768
359,147
3,065

New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania

Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
.

Utah
Vermont
Virginia

Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

Wyoming

Grand Total

21,812,263

.

.

neering products dept., to director of organization development, replacing Edward M. Tuft, now v.p. in charge of personnel for parent RCA; John M. Clifford, asst, personnel
director, moves up to personnel director under new v.p.
Albert F. Watters
Campbell Rutledge Jr. appointed to
new post of asst. gen. mgr., Corning Glass electrical products div.; Forrest E. Behm named mgr. of pressware plant
(TV bulbs), replacing Paul T. Clark, now technical products mfg. mgr.
Kenneth A. Hoagland promoted to chief
engineer of DuMont cathode ray div., succeeding Alfred Y.
Bentley, now chief engineer of receiver div.
Elwood W.
Schaefer & Kenneth C. Meinken Jr. elected v.p.’s, Joseph
V. McKee named secy., National Union Radio C-orp.
John Spargo, ex-Raytheon and Collier’s Magazine, becomes sales promotion mgr., Bendix TV-radio div.
Carroll G. Killen succeeds Leon Podolsky as mgr. of field
engineering, Sprague Electric Co., Podolsky becoming
asst, to president
Robert Merritt, ex-production mgr.,
named sales mgr., Radio Materials Corp., Chicago, replacing Harry Byrne, now Chicago sales rep with headquarters at factory, 1708 Belmont Ave. .
Herbert Delp,
ex-Emerson Kansas City district mgr., appointed Capehart-Farnsworth regional mgr. there.
.

.

.

Nebraska
Nevada

Tennessee
Texas

Tfsd€ Personals: Herbert A. Gumz, v.p. & acting gen.
mgr., named Webster-Chicago exec, v.p., post vacant since
Charles Cushway resigned to head Crescent Industries

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Picture tube sales in January totaled 988,316 valued
at $23,892,982 compared with 852,501 worth $20,394,042
in December, and 340,192 at $7,691,858 in Jan. 1952, reports
RTMA. Rectangular 19-in. and larger represented 73%
of total. Receiving tube sales in January totaled 37,343,081 valued at $25,688,914, of which 23,409,671 went for
new sets, 9,167,440 replacement, 1,189,672 export, 1,576,298 Govt. This compares with sales of 43,220,393 worth
$28,820,231 in December and 26,736,695 valued at $18,-

Distributor Notes: Motorola-New York gen. sales
mgr. Harry Schechter resigns
Peirce-Phelps (Admiral), Philadelphia, names Wm. Redding regional mgr.,
replaced as major appliances sales mgr. by Richard Waltemate
DuMont appoints Air-Tel Inc., Houston; Monroe
Auto Supply Co., Monroe, La. (W. L. Ethridge, pres.)
Sylvania appoints Rott-Keller Supply Co., Fargo (Herbert
Rott, pres.); Remco Inc., Chicago, names Frank A. Meyers
Raytheon appoints Harley T. Litteral
field sales mgr.
exec. v.p. of factory branch, Belmont Distributor Inc.,
Chicago; names Hopkins Equipment Co., Atlanta (M. H.
Wright & Wilhelmy Co. (CBSHopkins, TV sales mgr.)
Columbia), Omaha, names Clair Keith TV sales mgr.
Stromberg-Carlson appoints Kelvinator Sales Corp.,
StewartOmaha, replacing Midwest Timmerman Co.
Warner appoints O’Day Equipment Co., Fargo (Leo J.
O’Day, pres.), replacing Fargo Glass & Paint Co.
Valley Appliances Inc. (Emerson), Knoxville, elects Dean
Olympic New Jersey names S. R. Slater
Spencer v.p.
DuMont
gen. mgr., replacing Jack Mendelson, resigned
Raytheon names
appoints Rice & Miller Co., Bangor
World Radio & Appliance Co., Toledo; Ludwig Hommel

895,527 in Jan. 1952.

&

.

TV.

That’s
what Raytheon sales & service engineering director Carroll Hoshour is finding on basis of viewer comments on
special one-time TV program he’s placing on uhf stations.
Program is consumer version of Raytheon’s servicemen’s
training program, “How to Interpret What You See in
UHF,” with most of technical material reworded for
general public. Following success of program on Atlantic
City’s WFPG-TV (Vol. 9:7), it’s been presented on WilkesPublic

is

interested in technical aspects of

Barre’s WBRE-TV and Reading’s WHUM-TV,
scheduled for use on other uhf stations.

and

is

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Co., Pittsburgh.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Electronics Reports: “Defense Materials System” successor to Controlled Materials Plan goes into effect July
1 to assure supplies of steel, copper and aluminum for
Under DMS, priorities
military and atomic production.
for these metals will be granted only to military and
atomic contractors and subcontractors. All other users
will have to buy their materials on free market without
govt, assistance.
Acting defense mobilizer Arthur Fleming said NPA will issue 2 new orders in few days spelling

—

out details of new control system.
Nickel stainless steel will continue to be rationed to
all users, civilian as well as defense, and it’s anticipated

that such alloy materials as tungsten, molybedenum and
cobalt also will continue to be strictly rationed. Military
and atomic users are expected to take approximately 12%
of nation’s steel output, 20% of its copper, 30% of alumi-

num.

“The transistor and

its

minute relatives

certainly stimulate greater changes in

will

almost

commerce and

in-

dustry than reaction motors, synthetic fibers, or even, perhaps atomic energy.” So says March Fortune Magazine
in story titled “The Year of the Transistor,” by Francis
Bello.
Article reveals: (1) New Western Electric plant
at Laureldale, Pa. will have monthly capacity of 1,000,000
transistors and related devices, all to be used by Armed
Forces and Bell System.
(2) Laureldale plant and the
pilot production lines at GE, Raytheon, RCA and Sylvania are being financed by Signal Corps at cost approaching $13,000,000.
(3) Over one-fourth of RCA’s 300-man
research staff is engaged in solid-state research; about
one-eighth of Bell Labs’ 2300 researchers are working in

same

field.

Small business got 73% of all military contracts let
by Signal Corps from July 1950 to Jan. 1953, reports
Companies with 500
Office of Chief Signal Corps Officer.
employes or less received 107,471 prime contracts totaling
But number of prime
$564,209,000 during that period.
conti-acts to small business declined from 74.1% in fiscal
1951 and 73.5% in fiscal 1952 to 68.9% in first half of fiscal
1953.

awards and proposed
be submitted now available from Commerce Dept, on subscription basis; Synopsis
of U. S. Govt. Proposed Procurements & Contracts Awards
is $7 for year, $4 for 6 months.
Address Commerce Dept.
Administrative Service Office, 433 W. Van Buren St.,
Daily

list

of military contract

procurements for which bids

Chicago

may

7.

CBS-Hytron now

in mass production of transistors
“for military and civilian use in electronic computers and
hearing aids,” announced president Bruce A. Coffin. He

Hytron entrance into transistor field was accomplished
“without outside help in the form of military developsaid

ment contracts.”

N

EW JERSEY COMMISSION
headed by

RCA

urged Gov. Driscoll

v.p.

on

Educational

Elmer W. Engstrom,

to request

this

TV,
week

appropriation of $615,350 to

WTLV, New

Brunswick (Ch. 19). In its first report, commission urged that 5 more stations
at Montclair,
Freehold, Hammonton, Andover, Camden
be established
at later date.
Commission, which includes N. J. manufacturer Allen B. DuMont as member, also sharply criticized New York State Temporary Commission on Edufinance

—
—

TV

for rejecting plan for state-financed 10-staIn addition, it urged Driscoll
to petition FCC for 2-year extension of deadline for filing
for reserved channels.
cational

network (Vol. 9:9).

tion

A

competing application, first for educational channel,
soon from Washington, D. C., where group
of educators and govt, officials, sparked by Librarian of
Congress Luther Evans, this week drafted articles of incorporation preliminary to filing for Ch. 26, for which
D. C. board of education has already applied (see TV
Factbook No. 16). New group is Greater Washington
Educational TV Assn. Inc.

may come

National educational TV leaders place great emphaon making a strong showing in Nation’s Capital, with
its abundance of cultural resources as Library of Congress, National Art Gallery, Smithsonian Institution, etc.
Dr. Milton Eisenhower’s National Citizens Committee for
Educational TV has detailed Earl Minderman, former
asst, to FCC Chairmen Walker and Coy, to work fulltime
with strife-ridden Washington groups to reach accord.
Dissatisfaction with public school board’s application
stems from 2 factors: (1) It makes no provision for participation by private universities or cultural organizations.
(2) It’s wholly conditioned on getting funds from Congress, which controls all appropriations for District of
Columbia.
Competitive group would reserve place on its governing body for school board, which is thus far remaining
aloof but may take up offer when it realizes it can’t go it
alone.
Next logical step would be for it to withdraw its
application to avoid dragged-out hearing.
Other educational TV developments this week: (1)
Ohio State U filed application for Ch. 34 in Columbus.
Connecticut Education Cornr. Finis J. Englemann
(2)
submitted to Gov. John Lodge alternate plan for single
station at Hartford if legislature balks at financing 3
already-granted stations at Bridgeport, Hartford, Norwich.
(3) John Retalliata, Illinois Institute of Technology president, named chairman of Chicago Citizens Committee for Educational TV, replacing Lawrence A. Kimpton, U of Chicago chancellor, who resigned because of
illness.
(4) Value of educational TV as classroom aid is
forcefully presented by Robert Bendiner in article titled
“If TV Moved into the Classroom” in March 8 New York
Times Magazine.
sis

Educational potential of theatre TV will be demonNew York March 21 when 7 local theatres will
present one-hour morning telecast to show high school
students the advantages of careers in engineering and
science. Program was ari’anged by Fabian Theatres’ Leo
Rosen in cooperation with public schools, will originate
strated in

To tell public “the story of TV servicing,” GE tube
dept, has prepared 8-p. pocket-sized booklet for distribution by servicemen, discussing in simple language the complexity of TV sets, dangers of tampering with set, reasons
for calling skilled serviceman, hints on care of set, etc.

The

late

James M. Skinner, onetime Philco president

and chairman, bequeathed $600,000 for scholarships at U
of Pennsylvania (his son James M. Jr., Philco v.p., to act
as advisor) plus $100,000 to Germantown Hospital.
exceeds $1,000,000.

Estate

RTMA has released report showing 7,066,794 radios,
excluding auto sets, shipped to dealers in 1952 vs. 7,588,810 in 1951. It’s broken down by states and counties, obtainable on request.

from

ABC-TV

Edward

R.

studios.

Murrow wins annual George Polk Memorial

Award for second time in recognition of his Xmas program from Korea. Jack Gould, New York Times, also gets
award for good TV-radio reporting. Journalism faculty
of Long Island U makes awards in honor of the CBS correspondent slain

in

Greece

RTMA & NARTB

in 1948.

join in

FM

promotion campaign,

8th in series, in South Carolina for 6 weeks beginning
April 6.
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ONOLULU’S KONA

got

FCC

authority to shut

down

March

12 (see p. 1) not only because it was in business distress but because chief backer “Monte” Richards
recently suffered heart trouble and could not go through

with plans. Out of welter of negotiations to sell, deal to
be put before FCC for approval would enable Honolulu
Advertiser’s Lorrin P. Thurston (KGU) to acquire station
in equal partnership with broadcasters J. Elroy McCaw &
John D. Keating (KPOA) with very small outlay.
Wealthy Mr. Richards is committed to acquire all
common stock outstanding (9938 shares at $10 par), for
which he has paid or will pay $80,000. He then agrees to
turn all the stock over to the new operators, and to buy
debentures in that amount in KONA licensee Radio Honolulu Ltd., calling for no interest first 4 years, 5% annually thereafter for 10 years. He’s also reported to be
securing outstanding bank loans said to total $150,000.
Purchasers will lend $15,000 for operating capital on
FCC approval of transfer. McCaw and Keating also agree
to sell their KPOA “within a reasonable time.” They and
KGU presumably will also drop their competitive applications for Ch. 4 in Honolulu.
KONA splashed heavily last November when it rushed
GE transmitter by air in order to beat KGMB-TV’s announced Dec. 1 starting date. It tested Nov. 18, only to
run into technical difficulties, forcing change in transmitter site, and didn’t really get going until Dec. 12.
KGMB-TV, owed jointly by Honolulu Star-Bulletin, Consolidated Amusement Co. (theatres) and Mormon Church,
had very little trouble winning preeminence, is reported
nearly sold out of eommei'cial time already.
From half ownership of a small radio station in Centralia, Wash. (KELA), McCaw has extended his radio
He holds about
holding's and now is moving into TV.
20% of KLZ, Denver, which has favorable examiner’s report for

TV

channel.

He

recently sold

KRSC,

Seattle;

is

owner of KORC, Mineral Wells, Tex.; owns 33%%
each in KYAK, Yakima, and KALE, Richland, Wash.;
owns 50% of KYA, San Francisco. He’s equal partner
with Keating in KPOA and in KILA, Hilo, as well as in
KYA, San Francisco. Keating also heads and holds onesole

third interest in Ch. 12 application for Portland, Ore.

KSTP
APPLICATION
50%

by Stanley HubPaul (KSTP-TV & KSTP),
holding
in company with 40 prominent local citizens
holding rest, augurs keen fight for that facility at FCC
hearing.
Others previously filing were CBS’s KMOX,
Inc., KXOK Inc. and Meredith Engineering Co.
(WHEN, WOW-TV, KPHO-TV). Only 5 other new station applications were filed this week, bringing total pending to 657 (232 uhf). These were for Augusta, Ga., Ch.
Champaign,
12, by J. I. Sims-WTND, Orangeburg, S. C.
for Ch. 4 in St. Louis

bard’s

l

Inc.,

St.

KWK

:

Ch. 21, by local business group including U of Illinois
professor Dallas W. Smythe, onetime FCC official Cadillac, Mich., Ch. 13, by Sparks-Withington Co., TV-radio
manufacturers; Klamath Falls, Ore., Ch. 2, by businessnewspaper-radio group with subscriptions of 2% stock
each; Columbus, O., educational Ch. 34, by Ohio State U.
[For further details about these applications, see TV Addenda 16-J herewith; for complete listings of all postfreeze grants, new stations, hearings, etc., see TV Fact111.,

;

book No. 16 with Addenda to date.]

Fate of sports

TV

restrictions won’t be

known

until

at earliest, when Judge Allan K. Grim of Federal District Court, Philadelphia, renders decision on govt, antitrust suit against National Football League. Justice Dept,
fall,

its rebuttal this week by reiterating that it doesn’t
intend to attack right of individual teams to telecast their
games, but is merely opposing “conspiracy” of team

ended

owners to restrict football TV. Research specialists Jerry
Jordan and Dr. E. Douglas Burdick of U of Pennsylvania
testified that National Opinion Research Council findings
on TV’s impact on sports attendance used by National

—

Collegiate Athletic Assn, to justify its

—were

own TV

restric-

based on faulty research methods. NCAA’s
TV committee, meanwhile, is proceeding with plans to hold
March 19-21 hearings in Kansas City on its proposed TV

tions

policy for fall season.

Power increases & channel shifts: Next week, WNACTV, Boston, hopes finally to put 12-bay antenna into operaIts hopes dropped Feb. 19 with plunge of brand new
Old
$40,000 RCA antenna from 400-ft. level of tower.
6-bay antenna had to be replaced pending delivery of new
12-bay unit.
Syracuse, jumped from 50 kw to
190 kw March 7. WPIX, New York, hit 100 kw March
tion.

WHEN,

Competition from sun was too much for big 10,000,000candlepower lamp used experimentally by WFAA, Dallas,
to determine effectiveness of high-intensity pulsed lighting
for daytime marking of high TV towers (Vol. 9:46). Light
tower for several months under
was tested on
direction of consulting engineer A. Earl Cullum in effort
to determine suitable daytime marking for WFAA-TV’s
proposed 1747-ft. tower, which would be world’s tallest.
Experiments with light have been discontinued, but station now plans to test value of rotating mirrors as mark-

WFAA

ing device. Observers from FCC, CAA and industry witnessed lighting demonstration, and one CAA official who
saw test commented: “While this particular type of light
wasn’t satisfactory, we’re certainly not convinced the

One
principle of daytime lighting should be discarded.”
major complaint about the light tested was that duration
of illumination period

was

too short.

Once one of biggest transit
St. Louis, discontinues

FM

operations

FM

survivor of 7 commercial
Education’s non-commercial

operators,

March

31.

stations in city.

KSLH

KXOK-FM,
It

was

sole

Board of

remains.

Casualty of TV: the Welsh language. Wales Central
Advisory Council for Education reports English-language
telecasts from Britain have placed Welsh language in “utmost danger of extinction.”
Closed circuit telecasts of surgery are provided for in
built into new $40,000,000 U. S. Public Health
Service clinical center, Bethesda, Md., opening this spring.

facilities

RCA

shipped amplifier to WNBF-TV, Binghamton
sends one to WNBW, Washington, March 18.
WOAI-TV, San Antonio, aims to reach 100 kw next week.
WFBG-TV, Altoona, is shooting for 316 kw May 1. WDELTV, Wilmington, shifted from Ch. 7 to 12 March 8.
6.

March

11,

Atlanta-Jacksonville microwave, 298-mi.
supplementing present coaxial, is proposed in
filed with FCC this week by AT&T.
Initial
telephone use, is due “late this year,” with TV
later.

Since

more

facilities

11-hop link
application
service, for

to be added

from Jacksonville

to

Miami

undoubtedly be required before long, AT&T is expected to augment that section with either microwave or
coaxial. AT&T seems to prefer coaxial in Florida because
of danger to microwave towers from hurricanes.
will

FCC
tilted

clarified

power

in

ERP

for stations employing
as that

beam antennas by specifying power assigned

radiated in horizontal plane. For example, if station radiates 100 kw one degree below horizon and 90 kw towards
horizon, its rated power is 90 kw. Reason, FCC engineers
say, is that coverage and interference are computed on
basis of horizontal radiation.

To test propagation from Mt. Washington, in New
Hampshire, Mt. Washington TV Inc., applicant for Ch. 8
in Poland, Me., this week received STA from FCC to employ 200-watt transmitter on 181.25 me, using unmodulated carrier and voice identification, for March 13-June 13
period. Experimental call letters are KC2XEF.
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NEW FCC MEMBER, BUT NO CHAIRMAN YET: A new commissioner finally John C. Doerfe r,
Republican, now the chairman of Wisconsin Public Service Commission, whose name was
President Eisenhower didn’t tab him as chairman of Comsent to Senate March 20.
mission, yet there's mild speculation that he may, despite widely-held opinion that
strongly-supported Comr. Rosel Hyde has been lined up for elevation to the post.
Doerfer is to fill out term of Democratic Comr. Eugene Merrill, whose recess
appointment expires June 30, 1954. Merrill had been appointed to unexpired portion
of term of Comr. Robert Jones who left to enter private law practice (Vol.8:38).
No replacement for chairman Paul Walker was indicated by White House, and
there's growing belief President Eisenhower will let him serve out term expiring
June 30. President strengthened that belief this week when he said he didn't intend
to oust a Democratic Washington city commissioner whose term has 2 years to go.
Ho date for hearing on Doerfer 's nominatio n has been set by Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee, though its practice is to move very quickly; its next
There's no known opposition to Doerfer.
regular meeting is March 25.
There had been only briefest speculation about Doerfer in the popular game
of "name-mentioning" that has gone on since November elections.
He had support of
Wisconsin Gov. Kohler, was previously proposed for Federal Power Commission.
Doerfer is described, contradictoril y, as a "conservative" and a "liberal,"
but all who know him agree that he's extremely able, has been a very conscientious
public servant in Wisconsin.
The commissioner-designate is 49 native of Milwaukee suburb West Allis,
graduate of U of Wisconsin and Marquette U law school. He was elected city attorney
of West Allis in 1940, reelected in 1944 & 1948, was appointed to Public Service
Commission in 1949 and named its chairman few months later.
He's married, father
of 2 teen-age boys.
Doerfer has had little experience in TV-radio field a great deal in wired
He's member of National Assn, of Railcommunications as well as other utilities.
road and Utilities Commissioners, is chairman of its committee on regulatory procedures
therefore no babe-in-the-woods concerning Federal regulation.
:

,

,

—

STAGE SET FOR HOUSE COLOR TV HEARING:

After last week's "color burst " (Vol. 9:11),
situation hung in mid-air this week as everyone waited to gauge tenor of House's
inquiry starting March 24 when Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee begins hearing with following witnesses:
March 24, Dr. E. W. Engstrom RCA Labs v.p.
March 25, Frank Stanto n, CBS
March 26, Richard Hodgson Chromatic Television Laboratories president
president.
inventor of tri-color tube and part-owner (with Paramount PicDr. E.O. Lawrence
tures) of Chromatic which is developing the tube; Dr. Allen B. DuMont
March 27,
GE v.p. and chairman of National TV System Committee.
Dr. W.R.G. Baker
House group had scheduled color demonstrations in New York March 30-31
,

,

,

;

,

.

,

—
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CBS and Chromatic
but these were postponed probably to date after Easter
because of other committee business.
Also scheduled to testify at unspecified dates, are NPA and FCC witnesses,
as well as additional industry spokesmen who have not yet been selected.
Immediate revocation of NPA order M-90 which limits color set production,
was demanded of NPA by Chairman Wolverton (R-N.J.).
NPA plans to rescind the order
within week or two.
Other congressmen who've shown particular interest in the investigation are
Carl Hinshaw (R-Cal.) and James Dolliver (R-Iowa).
Hinshaw is a civil engineer;
Dolliver served in Signal Corps in World War I.
Good attendance by all committee
members is expected, because of popular interest in subject.
If hearing gets very
technical it will bog down just as it did when FCC
the specialized agency
conducted its color hearing.
Sen. Johnson says he's glad to see House going into color and that he feels
Sen. Tobey says that " it's okay with me "
it will do a good job.
that he hopes the
House will "cover the entire field of color" that he doesn't know whether his committee will also conduct a color hearing. There's no question, however, that scheduling of House hearing so soon caught them by surprise.
at RCA,

,

,

,

—

—

,

;

;

PUEBLO, COL. & SPRINGFIELD. NO. ON AIR: TV came to 2 more cities as nation's 149th
The 2 new vhf stations make a total of 42
and 150th stations turned on the juice.
starters since freeze-end, 25 since New Year's Day.
(Ch. 10) started commercial operation on March 14
KTTS-TV, Springfield, Mo
with RCA equipment, using temporary 85-ft. antenna tower. Non-interconnected, the
station gets CBS & DuMont programs via kinescope. National sales rep is Weed.
KDZA-TV, Pueblo (Ch. 3) put test pattern on air at 11:30 p.m. March 16 with
Programming is scheduled to begin March 22
and RCA antenna.
transmitter
DuMont
local
talent and film.
Owner Dee Crouch reports
show
using
opening
after 3-hour
La
Colorado
Springs,
Junta
and Las Animas.
City,
KDZA-TV
in
Canon
clear reception
from
all
networks.
kines
McGillvra
will
use
is
rep.
is not yet on microwave,
,

.

*

*

*

*

Though there were no uhf starters this week at least 2 look like good bets
both have transmitters all tuned up, everything ready to go, await
for next week
(Ch. 45), RCA-equipped, had an
WKST-TV, New Castle, Pa
only mounting of antenna.
antenna crew on hand at week's end, waiting for stiff wind to die down. President
S.W. Townsend says he'll have test pattern first of next week if the wind will stop
blowing long enough to hoist antenna. WLOK-TV, Lima, 0 (Ch. 73) expects antenna
crew to arrive Monday, plans to fire up GE 100-watt transmitter March 25.
In addition to the probable March starters listed previously (Vol. 9 :10-11)
KFDX-TV, Wichita Falls, Tex (Ch. 3) wires: "Starting test pattern Sunday, March 29;
It will be city's second TV station.
commercial broadcasts begin April 5."
latest reports on other upcoming new stations see pages 6-7.]
f For
,

—

.

.

.
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FCC's "CPs-granted-while-you-wait" policy
4 CPs, MORE COMBINATIONS, MORE HEARINGS:
Though only 4 CPs were granted 2 of them went
was practiced in earnest this week.
to applicants who joined forces to produce uncontested applications only last week.
This week, 5 more such applications were filed by opponents who buried the hatchet
and hoped for "sudden service" before new competition developed.
More combinations are being prepared by applicants who have decided that a
piece of a station now is worth more than the gamble of winning a whole station in
a final hearing decision which may come several years from now.
Three more hearings were scheduled this week all starting April 20 in WashSan Juan, P.R . (Ch. 4).
(Ch. 30)
Portsmouth, 0
ington: Chattanooga (Ch. 3)
,

,

.

;

;

KFSD, Ch. 10 Chicago,
San Diego, Cal
This week's CPs
KLAS, Ch. 8.
KLIX, Ch. 11 Las Vegas, Nev
Twin Falls, Ida
.

:

.

,

;

.

;

,

*

*

*

111 ., WIND,

Ch. 20

,

*

—

T.B.C. Television Inc.
The KFSD grant came after agreement by 2 opponents
condition
they could each
to drop applications on
and Charles E. Salik (KCBQ)

—

The KLAS application was
purchase 1/3 interest in grant Salik is to sell KCBQ.
cleared for grant when opponent Herman Greenspun dropped out, acquired 5% of KLAS.
Chicago's WIND was granted on condition H. Leslie Atlass, CBS v.p., pulls
Comrs. Walker and Hennock disout of company, disposing of his 19.46% ownership.
sented from KLIX grant, fearing too much "concentration " in hands of grantee's principals who control CP-holders KGEM, Boise; KIFI, Idaho Falls; KWIK, Pocatello.
;

*

*

*

*

The 3 applicants who pooled forces this week and now pray for quick grants:
(1) Television Services of Knoxville now 80% owned by oilman W.R. Tuley who
dropped competing application, 10% by J. Horton Doughton, 10% by Harold H. Thoms.
Latter 2 previously held 50% each in Television Services.
Opponent
(2) Utah Broadcasting & Television Corp. (KUTA ), Salt Lake City.
Other half is owned by
KALL-Tribune & Telegram pulled out, acquired 50% of KUTA.
Frank Carman and Grant Wrathall, who previously held 50% each in KUTA.
Applicant was formed when South
(3) Minnesota-Iowa TV Co ., Austin, Minn.
principals
joining KAUS.
New stockholders
Central Minnesota TV Co. dismissed, its
in KAUS: Wm. B. Wolf 3.7%, Myles H. Johns 2.8%, Bennett 0. Knudson 3.7%, George J.
Wolf 3.7%, Ted Nelson .9%.
Jack Gross and John
Another effort to free a channel came in Sacramento
Poole, competitors for Ch. 46, filed "joint petition for simultaneous dismissal and
grant." They filed letters in which Gross said he has "vitally important interests"
which are being neglected while application is tied up and Poole offered him $6701
for out-of-pocket expenses connected with application if FCC grants petition. Gross
said he'd accept the offer.
about grantees and applicants see Addenda 16-K here[ For further details
with; for complete data on all applications, see TV Factbook No. 16 with Addenda.]
,

.

,

*

*

*

*

Eager to start post-freeze decisions on right foot FCC's Broadcast Bureau
filed 20 pages of exceptions to examiner James Cunningham's initial decision in the
The Bureau agreed that Aladdin Radio & TV Inc. (KLZ)
Denver Ch. 7 case (Vol. 9:6).
but it felt that Cunningham erred on some imshould be favored over Denver TV Co .
portant points, including:
Bureau argued that the ownership of
(1) Dual AM-TV and multiple ownership
KLZ-AM-FM plus dozen other stations, by the Aladdin principals, ought to be weighed
against it, since Denver TV owns no stations. If Aladdin weren't "greatly superior"
in all other respects, it said, Denver TV should get the CP.
There's no excuse. Bureau said,
(2) Testimony by substantial stockholders
for absence of testimony from 2 of Denver TV's largest stockholders, James Stewart
(19.62%) & F. Kirk Johnson (19.62%), who "represent potential absentee control."
Bureau asserted that FCC's "3-year cutoff date"
(3) Anti-trust violations
regarding violations, enunciated in Paramount case, doesn't apply to hearing conTherefore, it said, violations of any vintage are pertinent.
testants.
The Bureau said, in
(4) Length of local residence and selection of staff
effect, it isn't important "how long" principals lived in city but "how well," viz.,
Size of staff selected up to hearing time isn't
the contributions they've made.
important either. Bureau maintained, saying that provision for adequate staff when
station goes on air is all that counts.
,

,

.

.

.

.

A VHF-UHF MARKET: ROANOKE, VIRGINIA:

Virtually every major city in United States is
And for some time to come, uhf telecasters will
potentially a "dual" vhf-uhf area
face special problems when they go on air in markets also served by vhf.
To see how one "dual" community is faring we went this week to Roanoke, Va.
one of the 2 cities which now have both vhf & uhf stations (other being Mobile,
for another in our series of surveys of the uhf markets Vol. 9 :6-10)
Ala.)
Roanoke is in valley hemmed in on all sides by Blue Ridge Mountains.
City
has population of about 92,000; within 80-mi. radius live nearly 400,000 families.
Before city's 2 post-freege. stations went on air valley's only-IV came from
;
.

—

,

—

.

(

,

4

Greensboro, N.C., 83 air mi. away, whose WFMY-TV (Ch. 2) was received by perhaps
2000 families in Roanoke and immediately surrounding area.
Roanoke got its first local TV Dec. 11, 1952 when WSLS-TV began operation
on Ch. 10.
Owned by Shenandoah Life Insurance Co. (WSLS-AM & FM)
station is basic
NBC-TV affiliate, also carries CBS programs. Public response has been enthusiastic.
Its coverage area is large
even on interim power of 12.6 kw
principally
because of its lofty antenna site on Poor Mountain about 15 mi. southwest of town.
Antenna is some 4000 ft. above sea level, 3000 ft. above the city of Roanoke. Exec,
v.p. James H. Moore claims Class A coverage of 80 mi., covering about 67,000 sets,
although no actual set count has been made in area. Station hopes to double its ERP
this spring, has most of necessary equipment already installed.
WSLS-TV now goes on air at 7 a.m
signs off about midnight, maintaining a
full program schedule except for hour of silence in afternoon
after only 3 months
Commercially, the operation " has been beyond our expectations ," says
of operation.
Moore. Residents of area north and west of Roanoke now get good picture from 2 vhf
stations, since debut of WLVA-TV (Ch. 13) in Lynchburg, 45 air mi. from Roanoke.
,

,

—

,

,

.

*

*

,

—

*

*

—

—

2 months after vhf
Uhf came on scene shortly after midnight Feb. 15
when WROV-TV (Ch. 27) became city's second TV station. Uhf station
affiliated
took its time getting on air tested equipment 18 days
with WROV, local AM-FM
before putting out signal, and as result it has never been shut down by technical
Test pattern was put on air without advance notice to community.
troubles.
WROV-TV* s transmitter site seems ideal for community uhf station
atop
2000-ft. Mill Mountain, in municipally owned recreation park within city limits.
Antenna towers above Roanoke's big tourist attraction, "the world's largest man-made
star," which can be seen from nearly every part of city.
Radiating 18 kw, antenna is actually 1200-ft. above city electrically and
mechanically tilted 2 degrees to throw maximum signal down on metropolitan area.
Beauty of location is that you can figuratively "spit down every chimney in town"
ideal situation for uhf where line-of-sight is all-important.
from antenna site
How far does uhf signal carry in mountainous Blue Ridge area? Gen. mgr.
Frank Koehler admits he isn't sure. He's had good reports from outlying areas, but
station has been on air for such a short time that no full-dress surveys have been
"What we want to do first," he says, " is get complete coverage of Roanoke
made.
we'll worry about the further-out sections later."
Koehler started in radio in 1954 as NBC page in New York, joined WSLS staff
before war, served as sales mgr. there, and became gen. mgr. of WROV when it went
Having come up via sales end of radio, he places greatest emphasis
on air in 1946.
on top-notch sales staffs for both WROV & WROV-TV.
TV station began programming March 2 after 2 weeks of test pattern.
It is
ABC affiliate, got first network programs March 8, just 2 weeks ago. Program hours
and, says Koehler, " we have no plans to enlarge this schedule unare 5:30-11 p.m.
Station now carries
til we're doing the best possible job on what we have now."
very little network commercial time, nor does it have much national spot, but
"
"for the
We're operating in the black right now ," says manager Koehler
first 13 weeks at least."
What's his formula for successful operation of uhf station, ABC-affiliated,
which also supports a vhf station carrying NBC & CBS programs? The answer
town
in a
really good selling job on local accounts Koehler believes, built around
in
a
lies
first-rate service to local sponsors, combined with rates within their reach.
"
We went on the air with only $400 in national spot but our local business
Most of WROV-TV's local business consists of
ran well into 5 figures," he says.
Station's local shows include "personality and
participations in local programs
patter" program featuring disc jockey from AM station (who is also one of station's
"Kommunity Kwiz", TV version of popular radio show; children's wild
top salesmen)
live and film; 2 daily news shows and feature film.
Shows are
combining
show,
west
although
basis,
some
have
per-participation
single
on
sponsor.
across-the-board
sold

—

—

,

—

,

—

—

,

,

—

,

,

.
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Local hourly Class A rate
Economy is byword in early operation of WROV-TV
among lowest in country; national rate is $200 (WSLS-TV's is $250).
Station is looking to ABC-UPT merger to provide more and better network pro"We're not depending on ABC to
grams, " but we're not leaning on it ,” says Koehler.
make a sick station well, but to improve an already healthy station."
.

is $140,

*

*

*

*

Nobody seems to know how many sets are in area and nobody has made any real
RTMA's county-by-county sales figures being used to provide
attempt at a census
Within 20-mi. radius of city, most guesses seem to indicate there are
estimates.
considerably more if you include the cities and towns further
about 20,000 sets
out.
Of the 20,000, some 75-95% are either equipped to receive Ch. 27 or slated to
be converted as soon as servicemen can get to them, dealers and distributors say.
Roanoke area is .lust beginning to recover from the pandemonium which broke
Terrific rush to buy sets began in
out when 2 stations went on air 2 months apart.
January was just as big or bigger, and mad
December, when vhf station made debut
rush continued through February.
uhf receivers and
Most sets sold in December and January were vhf-only
in
large
quantities.
Some
were
sold
with guarantee
available
then
weren't
strips
uhf
soon
as
second
station
came
convert
them
to
as
on air.
Many
that dealer would
vhf,
at
same
time
as
separate
uhf antenna being
consumers had uhf antennas installed
In the city, most of these were oriented by
put on same mast for about $5 extra.
sight, didn't have to be touched when uhf station went on.
As soon as uhf went on air dealers and servicemen were swamped with calls
to make good their promises and convert those vhf sets, to tune up strips and adaptMany haven't yet caught up with these demands
ers, to install uhf antennas.
And
converters
whose
are
just
manufacturer,
beginning
to
for
one
big
come
in,
dealers
are only starting to convert sets they sold with promise of immediate conversion.
,

—

—

—

—

,

.

*

*

*

*

—

among dealers and servicemen as
Confusion over uhf is rampant in Roanoke
well as public.
Old bogey of the indoor antenna has reared its head, and some conwho have heard references to uhf's nulls and shadows
insist they're in
sumers
"dead spot" if they can't get picture with built-in or indoor antenna.
But local
RCA Service Co. says it's having no difficulty getting excellent pictures all over
Roanoke area, with proper antenna installations.
Many early installation jobs were sloppy had to be done over again. As in
all of the other uhf areas we visited, indoor antennas and built-ins provide good
pictures in some cases adding to general confusion about the need for good outdoor
Some dealers, unfortunately, have contributed to the "indoor antenna"
installation.
legend
mainly due to lack of knowledge about uhf.
Uhf strips and 1-2-&-5- channel converters are popular in Roanoke
more
popular than in any other market we've visited to date. Reason is probably that
Roanoke's Ch. 27 is only commercial uhf allocation within 55 mi
City is also allocated educational Ch. 33, for which there are no applications, and Blacksburg (26
Roanoke is also assigned
mi.) has educational uhf channel, with no application.
WDBJ
and
Polan
Industries.
Ch. 7, which is contested by

—

—

,

,

—

—

.

*

*

*

*

Number of TV dealers in Roanoke swelled to about 150 from 15 or 20 when the
Scores of dealers moved in from out of town, set up big
first station went on air.
showrooms and advertised heavily in local papers, with price the biggest attraction.
There's considerable evidence of "dumping " by out-of-town dealers. Some ads
feature "discontinued models" and such items as " brand new" 12 %-16-&-19-in. sets
Many dealers are said to have brought in huge stocks from out of town.
Complaints poured in on local Better Business Bureau most of them by conbut also, according to BBB mgr. Frank Sherertz,
sumers against newcomers in town
by "dealer against dealer, dealer against distributor, distributor against dealer,
dealer against manufacturer, and manufacturer against manufacturer."
Principal complaints from consumers, listed by BBB (1) Some dealers charge
1

.

,

—

:
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$10 "deposit" for "free home demonstration". (2) Failure to get service when needed.
BBB
(4) Fake "trade-in" deals.
(3) Failure of dealer to disclose hidden charges.
says most offenders mended their ways, complaints have narrowed to very few firms.
Furor of first 3 months has ended now and buying apparently has settled to
but still on much higher level than before local stations
normal seasonal pattern
Demand still exceeds supply for lower-priced sets of some makes, particuopened.
Vhf-only sets are still coming into area to fill demand
larly 21-in. table models.
from rural sectors, but in Roanoke and immediate vicinity everything is vhf-uhf.
,

—

T

RANSMITTER

is already on way to KVEC-TV, San
Luis Obispo, Cal., which got Ch. 6 grant only last
week (Vol. 9:11). Station hasn’t yet announced on-air
date or other plans, but long-standing order put it near
top of DuMont priority list for 5-kw unit. Early starts for
WROM-TV, Rome, Ga. (Ch. 9), and KTXL-TV, San
Angelo, Tex. (Ch. 8), are also indicated with shipments

WROM-TV

the second next.

—

the first this week and
previously announced early

by DuMont

definitely scheduled

July start and KTXL-TV, half-owned by Mayor Armistead
Rust, has reported plans for July start. DuMont transmitter div., incidentally, is doubling production facilities
by occupying 2 buildings it previously shared with instrument div. at 1500 Main Ave., Clifton, N. J. Latter moves
to 760 Bloomfield

Ave.

week shipped one vhf transmitter and 2
Interim 2-kw went to KFOR-TV, Lincoln, Neb. (Ch.
whose target date is April 15. The 1-kw uhf units

RCA
uhf.

10),

this

to WFTL-TV, Fort Lauderdale, Fla. (Ch. 23), planning on April debut, and WBKZ-TV, Battle Creek (Ch.

went

Next week RCA
64), which had announced May date.
one
to shared-time
transmitters
2-kw
two
plans to ship
grantees KMBY-TV, Monterey, & KSBW-TV, Salinas,

—

Will use same facilities (Vol. 9:8), and
Rochester, Minn. (Ch. 10).
GE’s shipping schedule for next week includes 100watt transmitters to WEEU-TV, Reading (Ch. 33), and
KRTV, Little Rock, Ark. (Ch. 17), both of which anticipate April starts. Two uhf stations now on air with GE
100-watt units are slated to get 12-kw amplifiers next

Cal. (Ch. 8),

one to

we ek

which

KROC-TV,

—WKAB-TV,

Dec. 29, and

Mobile (Ch. 48), which went on air
Holyoke, Mass. (Ch. 55). which

WHYN-TV,

made debut March

is

due on air
*

May
*

15.
*

*

These reports from vhf grantees were received this
week in our continuing survey of upcoming new stations:
Shared-time grantees WVET-TV & WHEC-TV, Rochin early fall,
ester, N. Y. (Ch. 10) both hope to get going
will
Stations
Lyke.
F.
Ervin
president
says WVET-TV
and their
jointly own and operate GE 5-kw transmitter,
antenna will be added to that of WHAM-TV on Pinnacle
up to 3 TV
Hill tower, which was built to accommodate
GE 20-kw
get
to
hope
WHEC-TV
&
antennas. WVET-TV
WVETamplifier as soon as possible after going on air.
Central Trust
will have studios on seventh floor of
been selected.
Bldg., offices on fourth floor. No rep has
last
will be call letters of Ch. 9 outlet granted
C., whose mgr.
N.
Greenville.
WGTC,
of
owners
week to
Hartwell Campbell reports August or Sept. 1 start is

TV

WNCT

A.
contemplated, with

RCA 10-kw transmitter and 12-bay
for deantenna ordered and 800-ft. Skyline tower due
Bids for transmitter building will be
weeks to be allowed for complelet within week, with 8
rep.
national
be
will
tion. Pearson
KGVO-TV, Missoula, Mont., which got Ch. 13 grant
1954.
week, has tentatively set debut date as July 4,

livery in 6 weeks.

last

J.

Mosby says make and type

of equipment will

NARTB

convention in Los Angeles
April 28-May 1.
Construction plans will be determined
after purchase of equipment, he adds. Gill-Perna will be
rep.

KGGM-TV, Albuquerque, N. M. (Ch. 13) hasn’t ordered equipment yet, but owner A. R. Hebenstreit reports
plans all made for June 1 start of construction atop 10,655-ft. mountain.
He expects station can get going by
Sept. 15, says Nov. 1 is “must” due to weather conditions.
Weed will be rep.

WHBQ-TV, Memphis (Ch. 13),
College, expects to start test pattern

owned by Harding
Aug. 1. Gen. mgr.
John Cleghorn says studio and transmitting equipment are
on order from RCA, construction is still in planning stage
and no rep has been selected.
KEPO-TV, El Paso (Ch. 13) reports construction
underway, on-air date Aug. 15-Sept. 1. Station got grant
last October, has ordered RCA 10-kw transmitter and 12bay antenna. Avery-Knodel will be rep.
KFEQ-TV, St. Joseph, Mo. (Ch. 2) changes its starting date from April 1 to “indefinite” because of delays
in fabrication of 650-ft. Lehigh tower and in delivery of
RCA transmitter, which isn’t yet in sight.
KCSJ-TV, Pueblo, Col. (Ch. 5) now has moved up

May

on-the-air date to about

mitter plant
is

is

on hand, tower

15.
isn’t

Though
up

yet.

RCA

trans-

Avery-Knodel

rep.

KELO-TV, Sioux Falls, S. D. (Ch. 11) has moved up
test-pattern starts to April 5, due to tower delays, commercial to April 12, reports mgr. Evans Nord.
O. L. Taylor
is

rep.

U

8.

First 16-bay vhf antenna will be shipped in April to
KSWS-TV, Roswell, N. M. (Ch. 8). Federal, furnishing
will have gain of 17.1.
it along with transmitter, says it
Station

Owner A.

be decided on at the

of Houston’s

KUHT

(Ch. 8), first educational sta-

has had to postpone opening
date to April 20, due to equipment difficulties, reports TVradio chairman John C. Schwarzwalder. It had previously
announced March 29 tests, April 2 programming. Formal
university courses via TV, plus music, drama and discussions, as well as telecasts of student life and athletics,
will comprise schedule.
tion actually to get going,

*

*

*

*

Reports from uhf grantees included:

WICS

are call letters sought for grant to Plains Tele111. (Ch. 20), which C. G. Alexander, as gen. mgr. of the TV stations of theatremen Herbert Scheftel & Alfred G. Burger, says has ordered RCA
equipment and aims for June 1 debut. No rep has yet been
Other Scheftel-Burger grants: WFTV, Duluth
chosen.
(Ch. 38), aiming for May 1, with RCA equipment; KETV,
Little Rock, Ark. (Ch. 23), no date; KWTV, Sioux City, la.
vision Corp., Springfield,

(Ch. 36), no date.

WLBC-TV,

Muncie, Ind.

(Ch. 49), which originally

March 1 date and later pushed it ahead to mid-summer,
now has set April 15 as target date for test pattern. RCA

set

transmitter has been received “and all of our control and
studio equipment is installed and operating,” writes president Don Burton, and Beasley Construction Co., of Muskogee, Okla., began erecting tower March 16. He adds: “We
have enough business already booked to offset our operat-

7
ing costs.” Reps will be Walker, New York, and Hal Holman Co., Chicago.
WKJF-TV, Pittsburgh (Ch. 53) has set May target
Its RCA transmitter is due to be shipped end of
date.
this month or early April (Vol. 9:11). RCA studio equipment and GE antenna will be used, says owner Mrs.
Agnes J. Reeves Greer, who adds that transmitter will be
studio building and that TV studio
housed in existing
National rep hasn’t been
is now under construction.
named. Mrs. Greer owns WKJF-FM in Pittsburgh and
stations in Morgantown & Elkins, W. Va. and Dover, 0.
Dallas and Houston uhf grantees (Ch. 23 in both
cities), the oilmen R. L. Wheelock, W. L. Pickens & H. H.
Coffield, contemplate early fall starts with RCA equipment, are now taking construction bids, reports their counThey’re same principals who
sel Ross K. Prescott, Dallas.
were once stockholders in KPHO-TV, Phoenix, and KEYL,

FM

AM

San Antonio,

later sold.

WETV,

Macon, Ga. (Ch. 47) will start tests in early
July, commercial operation Aug. 1, reports Edward M.
Lowe, president. Contract has been signed for RCA equipment, including one film and one studio chain. R. R. Owen
has been named chief engineer, only TV staffer yet selected. Mr. Lowe, electrical wholesaler, also controls radio
station

WNEX.

(Ch. 29) should transmit
test patterns in June, with commercial telecasting to start
30 days later, reports v.p. Tom Bostic. Transmitter building on Ahtanum Ridge has been completed, awaiting GE

Meanwhile, meetings are being held with
Monday night the “KIMA-TV story” is

dealers and every

being told to community via

KIMA radio. Weed will

WCOV-TV, Montgomery,

be rep.

(Ch. 20) now sets
April 1 as day for test pattern to begin, April 6 for commercial debut with CBS-TV programming, all equipment
from RCA due to have arrived by March 29. 0. L. Taylor
is

Ala.

WILK-TV, Wilkes-Barre (Ch. 34), originally announced for February, then for April (Vol. 8:43, 9:6),
now informs us GE equipment has again been delayed,
this time until latter May, pushing on-air date to June or
Managing dir. Thomas P. Shelburne lists these
later.
dept, heads: Hal Berg, programs; Fx-ancis Lee, film;
Theodore French, chief engineer; Malcolm Dale, sales.
Zanesville, 0. (Ch. 50) now anticipates
pattern about April 20, commercial programmingweekend of May 1. RCA transmitter should be shipped
end of this month, filterplexer about 2 weeks later, says
managing dir. Vernon A. Nolte. Executives are: Nate

WHIZ-TV,

test

Ban on big league baseball TV

in minor league terrisought in bill (S. 1396) introduced March 20 by
Edwin Johnson (D-Col.), Western League president.
It would permit baseball to reinstate 1949 rule that defined
minor league club’s home territory as area within 50 miles
and prohibited major league TV-radio in that area unJusless permission were granted by minor league clubs.
is

—

Dept, advised baseball leaders that rule violated antitrust laws and it was dropped. Sen. Johnson said result
is that minor leagues are being destroyed by “continual
invasion” of their territory by major league TV-radio.
tice

TV

blamed for move of Boston Braves’ major league
franchise to Milwaukee by owner Lou Perini,
who says: “What did motivate the move was advent of TV
which has made Boston a one-team city.” Most baseball observers agree, however, that New England baseball
fans traditionally followed Boston Red Sox, and Braves’
attendance generally fell below that of Red Sox even in
pennant-winning year of 1948. College football, meanwhile, began to plan its own TV fall program over week
end when National Collegiate Athletic Assn. TV committee
met in Kansas City with network representatives.
is

baseball

M. Cassel

also hold

(Ch. 24) for which

CP

for

WTVE,

Elmira, N. Y.

RCA

equipment has also been ordered
and which they hope to get on air by May 15 (Vol. 9:10).
WRAY-TV, Princeton, Ind., granted Ch. 52 week ago,
reports its construction plans are still “on paper” and no
target date set yet or rep chosen; however, gen. mgr.
Bryan Davidson reports it has ordered DuMont 5-kw
transmitter, RCA 16-bay antenna, 2 DuMont camera
chains, and has erected new and taller tower to accommodate both AM and TV.
Beloit Broadcasting Co., Ch. 57 grantee for Beloit,
Wis., reports no commitment has been made yet on purchase of equipment. Station mgr. Vein W. Williams says
no target date has been set but “our hopes are to be
on by late fall of 1953.” He adds: “Construction plans
have not jelled yet. What we do depends a great deal on
further study of uhf coverage by other stations.”
Call
letters haven’t been chosen.
Mr. Williams says George

W. Clark

Inc. will

probably be rep.

111. (Ch. 19) is saying Sept. 1 to
inquiries about starting date but, reports pres. Hugh R.

Peoria,

Norman, “we hope for June 1953.” It depends largely on
equipment, an RCA 1-kw transmitter with antenna having
been ordered. Petry will be national rep.
KTVE, Longview, Tex. (Ch. 32) reports equipment
ordered from GE, construction now in progress, target
date July. Combined studio-transmitter building will contain 2 live studios. Forjoe will be rep. A. James Henry,
appliance dealer, is president; Wm. M. Morrow, commercial

mgr.

WPAQ-TV,

Mt. Airy, N. C. (Ch. 55) is aiming at
writes owner Ralph Epperson, who got CP last
week. Construction will begin “in near future,” he says,
but equipment and rep haven’t yet been selected.
WICA-TV, Ashtabula, O. (Ch. 15) has completed all
construction except installation of RCA transmitter, antenna and studio equipment, plans to turn on juice in late
summer or early fall. No rep chosen.
WHKP-TV, Hendersonville, N. C. (Ch. 27) may get
going in August or September, reports mgr. Kermit
Edney, who says RCA equipment has been ordered, Headley-Reed appointed national rep.
WWNY-TV, Watertown, N. Y., has ordered Ch. 48
equipment from GE, hopes to be in opex-ation Nov. 15.
fall debut,

rep.

tory
Sen.

pres. C.

WTVH-TV,

KIMA-TV, Yakima, Wash.

equipment.

Milder, sales dir.; Robert Maley, program dir.; Wm. A.
Hunt, chief engineer. Pearson is national rep.
WCHA-TV, Chambersburg, Pa. (Ch. 46) has ordered
RCA equipment, should get started by July, has named
Forjoe, reports v.p. & gen. mgr. John S. Booth. He and

Multiplexed use of

FM

stations

to

FM

provide various

was urged
from another party this week FM inventor Edwin Armstrong, who demonstrated system this week in New York.
System, developed by Armstrong, and Columbia U colleague John H. Bose, employs subcari-ier to impose at least
one additional signal, possibly more, on FM carrier. Armstrong said system would enable FM bi-oadcasters to operate equivalent of 2 or more stations, thus enhancing revenue potential. FCC has long had befoi-e it a petition to
permit such operations, Mxxltiplex Development Corp.
(Wm. Halstead), New York, having filed on Sept. 27, 1950
radio services in addition to the basic

—

signal

after tests with developmental station KE2XKH.
weeks ago, similar petition was presented by

Just 2

WMIT,

Marion, N. C., which operates from lofty Mt. Mitchell.
Consulting engineer Raymond Wilmotte demonstrated multiplexed FM couple years ago. Petitioners say following
types of service can be cai-ried by FM stations without
disturbing basic signal or requiring extra specti-unx space:
facsimile, teletype, transit radio, storecasting, functional
music, “third-dimensional sound,” emergency defense communications, etc.

8
Personal Notes?

Network Accounts?

lations

and renewed business for Jan.l-March 18 period, $4,500,000 of it TV, including 7 TV sales, 3 renewals, 7 new radio
sales, 4 renewals
Procter & Gamble (Prell, Ivory
Snow, etc.) buys Fri. 3:45-4 p.m. portion of Welcome
Travelers, starting May 1, on NBC-TV, Mon.-Fri. 3:30-4
p.m., thru Biow, in addition to same time period it now
sponsors Mon. -Thu.
firm (Oxydol & Dreft) also adds
Mon. 4-4:15 p.m. portion of Kate Smith Hour, starting
March 16, on NBC-TV, Mon.-Fri. 4-5 p.m., to its current

Easton C. Woolley, ex-NBC station reresigns as exec. v.p. of KDYL-TV &
KDYL, Salt Lake City, hasn’t announced future plans
Henry Howard Jr., CBS Radio senior attorney, named
CBS-TY director of business affairs, Hollywood, replacing
Martin Leeds, now exec. v.p. of Desilu Productions (I Love
Lucy); Robert J. Dunne replaces Howard
Ken Craig,
executive asst, to H. Leslie Atlass, CBS v.p. & station
gen. mgr., named operations director, WBBM-TV, Chicago
director,

.

.

.

.

.

.

(formerly WBKB); Newell T. Schwin succeeds Craig
George Kapel, ex-WAAB, Worcester, Mass., appointed
station mgr., Duane M. Weise, ex-GE, named chief engineer, of U of Missouri’s commercial KOMU-TV, Columbia,
Frank
Mo. (Ch. 8), shooting for mid-summer start
Bourgholtzer, NBC-TV White House correspondent, to be.

.

.

.

.

.

chief correspondent in Paris & NATO, reLefferts A. McClelland named
placing William Frye
& WRC, Washington, redirector of operations,
Emil A.
placed as technical director by John McCollom
Sellars, ex-WBTV, Charlotte, named chief engineer of upcoming WGVL, Greenville, S. C. (Ch. 23), aiming for Aug.
Harold Kirsch, formerly head of own St. Louis
1 start
agency, named local sales mgr., WTVI, Belleville, 111. (St.
Louis), due to begin operating about May 1 on Ch. 54
Andrew N. McLellan named TV consultant
(Vol. 9:8)
Frank W. Heaston,
to Canadian Assn, of Broadcasters
ex-adv. director, Le Blanc Corp. (Hadacol), named publicity director, KSTL & upcoming KSTM-TV, St. Louis
Wilbert A. Perry, ex(Ch. 36), due on air Sept. 1
Young & Rubicam, Toronto, named broadcasting dept,
Frank J. Reed,
mgr., Leo Burnett Co. of Canada Ltd.

come network’s

.

.

.

WNBW

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ex-mgr.

.

NBC-TV

.

.

sales service, joins TV-radio dept., Sulli-

&

Merrill Mueller joins
Bayles
Dave Garroway and Jack Lescoulie on NBC-TV’s Today
staff as news editor & commentator, replacing James
Jack L. Barton promoted to asst, mgr.,
Flemming
NARTB station relations dept., with headquarters in San
Richard B. Wheeler promoted from sales
Francisco
staff to new post of gen. sales mgr., WTOP-TV & WTOP,
Washington.

van, Stauffer, Colwell

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

underDUCATIONAL-TYPE
taken by CBS-TV in 26-week film series dramatizing
research and cultural projects in 21 American universities,
titled The Search, 30-min. Sunday program tentatively
scheduled to begin in October. Under plan, announced at
special news conference March 18 by CBS-TV v.p. Hubbell
Robinson Jr., series (costing estimated $20,000 per program) would be sustaining at start, though “the right
kind of sponsor would be acceptable.”
One phase of education or research will be featured
at different college each week, will include such diverse
subjects as underwater explorations, old age, heart disease
and teaching English to foreign students. Roy Lockwood,
producer, said he hoped to start work on films within
month. All films will be shot “on location.”
Plan won high praise of educators, Dr. Milton Eisenhower, president of Penn State College, one of participating schools, commenting: “CBS-TV will present more than
an interesting report on modern educational activities. It
will also demonstrate the social usefulness of TV and provide an admirable example of the manner in which American private enterprise is now rendering helpful public

E

programming

will

be

service.”

Participating schools: Universities of California, Chicago, Iowa, Louisville, Michigan, Minnesota, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Southern California, Utah, Washing-

.

.

reports $7,500,000 total

new

.

;

sponsorship of same time period Tue.-Thu., thru Compton Adv.
Nash-Kelvinator Corp. (Kelvinator Div.)
is first sponsor signed for Break the Bank, buying Wed.
3:15-3:30 p.m. portion, starting April 1, on NBC-TV,
Mon.-Fri. 3-3:30 p.m., thru Geyer Adv.; program returns
to network March 30
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.
(Scotch Tape) buys Tue. 10-10:30 a.m. portion of Ding
Dong School, starting May 5, on NBC-TV, Mon.-Fri. 1010:30 a.m., thru BBDO; Scott Paper Co. is Thu. sponsor,
General Mills (Kix) Fri.
Pearson Pharmacal Co. Inc.
(Endds) buys alt. Sat. 7:30-8 p.m. time period on NBC-TV,
and may sponsor One Man’s Family, starting April 6,
thru Harry B. Cohen Adv.
Hoover Co. (vacuum cleaners) buys 6 participations in Today, starting April 13, on
NBC-TV, weekdays 7-9 a.m., thru Leo Burnett
Nestle
Co. Inc. (Nescafe) becomes third co-sponsor of Jackie
Gleason Show, replacing Thomas Leeming & Co. (Baume
Bengue) March 28, on CBS-TV, Sat. 8-9 p.m., thru Sherman & Marquette; other 2 sponsors are Bristol Myers Co.
(Ipana) and Schick Electric Shavers
Brown Shoe Co.
Inc. drops Smilin’ Ed McConnell, after April 11, on CBSTV, Sat. 11:30 a.m.-noon, thru Leo Burnett
General
Cigar Co. (Robert Burns) still moving Herman Hickman
Show from NBC-TV to ABC-TV, as reported previously
(Vol. 9:10-11), but new program time indefinite
Carter
Products Inc. (Rise shave cream) buys co-sponsorship of
The Plainclothesman on DuMont, Sun. 9:30-10 p.m., thru
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles; Larus & Brother Co.
Inc. (tobacco) is current sponsor.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Realignment of executives of General Teleradio and
Mutual network as announced by president Thomas F.
O’Neil: James E. Wallen shifts from MBS treasurer to

& director of General Teleradio. MBS v.p.’s
Earl M. Johnson (engineering & station relations) and
Robert A. Schmid (adv., public relations & research) become General Teleradio v.p.-directors, also retain MBS
posts. Patrick Winkler, controller of Yankee div., named
general auditor of parent company; MBS exec, producer
Herbert Rice becomes director of new program development dept, for both network & WOR-radio; Bert J.
Hauser, MBS co-op programming mgr., becomes director
of co-op div., established as separate unit.
v.p.-treas.

First woman registered as consulting engineer in TVradio field in District of Columbia is Elizabeth Dahlberg,
of McIntosh & Inglis, rather than Virginia Erwin, of Page,

&

Waldschmitt. Our report of last week
because Mrs. Dahlberg was registered 12 days before Miss Erwin. A third lady consultant is Marianna Woodson Cobb, of Kear & Kennedy, whose
application for registration is now pending. Thex-e are a
few other women electrical engineers in Washington, most
of whom work for Govt., including Irma Galane, wife of
Morton Galane, attorney on staff of Roberts & Mclnnis.
Creutz, Garrison
(Vol. 9:11)

was

in error,

Trade publication changes:

(1)

K.

(Haps) Kemper

elected v.p. in charge of Indoor Div. which includes

TV-

radio dept., Billboard Magazine.

Brown, California Institute of Technology, Colorado
School of Mines, Columbia, Cornell, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, North Carolina State, Northwestern,

named copy

Ohio State, Penn State.

resigned to start

ton;

abc

chief,

ABC-TV

(2) Bert Briller, Variety,
sales development dept.
(3)

Winfield R. Levi, sales mgr. of Broadcasting Magazine,
named business mgi\ of N. Y. office, succeeding Sol Paul,

own TV

publication.

/
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BUSINESS IN GENERAL-WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY: Those predicted price increases in the
and if the industry follows the pattern of the
TV-radio trade haven't materialized
rest of the business community, it doesn't look like they will this year . Certainly
not on present models, at any rate, despite end of controls and good markets.
Since trends in business as a whole are apropos in considering developments
in TV-radio field, we've digested some recent appraisals by foremost authorities.
That's happily evident from Federal Reserve
Consumers are ready to buy
Board's 8th annual Survey of Consumer Finances prepared for it by U of Michigan
Survey Research Center, released this week in summary form; details will follow in
Said report:
3 separate installments.
"
Flans to purchase major household goods especially TV sets and furniture,
are substantially more numerous than they were a year ago," adding: "A factor evidently at work in shaping consumer attitudes throughout 1952 and early 1953 was the
An additional factor in buying intentions this year
stability'of consumer prices
is the more lenient credit terms available compared with a year and 2 years ago."
Some other highly educated opinions on the American economic scene came to
our attention this week in March 16 United Business Service, of Boston, which we've
summarized for evaluation of what 1953 holds in store for businessman:
"Business should continue at high levels
ALEXANDER HAMILTON INSTITUTE
defense
spending will offset any slowing in civilof
1953.
Increased
the
rest
over
firming
is likely, though it may be tempocommodity
prices
"Some
ian lines."
On
production
in
prospect."
On
:
"Total 1953 production
rary.
No sharp deflation is
will top 1952, but activity is unlikely to remain at current high levels."
"First quarter activity will probably mark the high for
BABSON'S REPORTS
this year.
A gradual decline is expected to get under way sometime during the next
"While rallies are likely in some items, no reversal of
On prices
6 months."
longer term downtrend is indicated." On production : "Downturn is likely this spring
or summer.
Consumer durables appear most vulnerable."
"Near term business trend remains upINTERNATIONAL STATISTICAL BUREAU
ward, with leveling off tendencies indicated later in 1953.
Defense spending this
year will probably exceed 1952." On prices "Prices will show a relatively firm
trend over near term. Sharp advances are unlikely." On production "Continued high
rate of production this spring will create some overstocking by midyear."
STANDARD & POOR'S
"Business outlook continues favorable. Activity will
remain at high levels at least through the first half.
Odds still favor some tax
relief this year." On prices "Despite advances in a few items, decontrol will have
On production : "Any further production
little effect on over-all price structure."
No early decline, however, is in prospect."
gains will be very gradual.
"Increased consumer demand and near-record
NATIONAL SECURITIES & RESEARCH
for
plants,
equipment,
construction
and rearmament should sustain high level
outlays
"The general commodity price level should remain substanof activity."
On prices
tially unchanged over the near term." On production "Production rates are expected
to remain within range of the postwar record recently attained."
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From all of which United Business Service adduces a "united opinion" that
"business will show a steady to slightly rising trend this spring; major setback is
unlikely this year." Basic price trend, it states, remains downward though some
items will show "firming tendencies." And "output will be well maintained over the
next few months, but any further gains will be moderate."
And the ever-astute Kiplinger Washington Letter says business for the year
as a whole will be good, better than '52, with a bang-up first half boom running
.

10 -

along about as-is then, after midyear, some softening, some top froth off the boom.
Next year, Kiplinger says, is "still cloudy," probably won't be as good as '53.
;

*

*

*

*

TV production totaled 167,279 (8629 private label) week ended March 13, tenth
of year, up from 166,235 preceding week and 151,944 Feb. 27.
Factory inventories
reached year's high of 163,665 compared to 141,170 preceding week.
Ten-week comparison of TV production reveals favorable position of output this year over 1952,
preliminary tabulation showing 1,752,303 sets vs. 1,019,427 same 1952 period.
,

Radios continued to hold to high production level totaling 306,683 (146,817
private), down from 309,234 preceding week. Factory inventories went to year's high
of 354,496, up from 324,039 on March 6.
Week's radios: 88,421 home sets, 30,932
portables, 59,219 clock, 128,111 auto.
,

&

TV

Trade Personals: Edward C. Hughes Jr., asst, to L. W.
Teegarden, retains that job with Mr. Teegarden’s move
from RCA Victor, Camden, to parent RCA in New York
Virgil M. Graham, Sylvania Labs, named
as exec. v.p.
vice chairman, electrical standards board, American StandMilton R. Rackmil, Decca, reelected presiards Assn.
dent of Record Industry Assn, of America; other 1953
officers are Lawrence K. Green, Vox, v.p.; Harry C. Kruse,
London, v.p.; Frank B. Walker, MGM, treas., with John W.
Ogden H. MacGillivray
Griffin continuing as exec. secy.
named eastern district mgr., Westinghouse electric apDr. Ralph A.
pliance div., succeeding W. H. Loeber
Schaefer elected v.p. in charge of materials development,
Clevite Corp.
F. Gilbert White, ex-Adams Distributors
Co., Boston, appointed Sylvania southeast sales mgr., Memphis
J. S. Lanahan resigns as DuMont mid-Atlantic
Eric Pohle promoted
regional mgr., effective April 6
Edto asst, engineering mgr., DuMont CR tube div.
ward J. Mearsheimer appointed controller, Audio & Video
Robert T. Bogner named ClaroCorp. and subsidiaries
Paul E. Bryant, ex-Zenith
stat personnel director
western sales mgr., named gen. mgr., Hoffman Radio Los
Angeles factory branch.

Topics
Trends of
Trade: Prospects for return
of consumer credit restrictions similar to late Regulation
now appear to be thoroughly squelched. As if dis-

Vogue Radio & Television Co., 1023 E. Adams
Los Angeles, is now shipping its sets as far east as
Montana, reports sales v.p. Myron Blackman, ex-gen.
sales mgr. of National Electronics Mfg. Co. (Natalie
Kalmus) who quit that firm to go into own business. He
states it has orders for private-label sets from big Los
Angeles dealers Dorn’s and Flash, and will manufacture
own brands of TVs, radios, sound equipment and bases for
table model TVs. New firm has 24,000 sq. ft. of producPresident is Lee Rubenstein, secy.-treas.
tion facilities.
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Pacific

W

claimer of Federal Reserve Board were not enough (Vol.

Committee for Economic Development this week
came out strongly for President Eisenhower’s policy of
indirect controls through regulation of money market,
rather than by consumer credit, issuing report praising
9:10),

Federal Reserve practice of keeping reserve requirements

bank

securities cautiously and x-aising
President is known to rely on advice of
CED, and repoi’t can be construed as indicative of Administration intentions.
Report titled Flexible Monetary Policy was drawn up

high, purchasing
its intei’est rate.

by subcommittee headed by J. Cameron Thomson, president of Northwest Bancorporation of Minneapolis. A nonpartisan research organization, CED has long been noted
money” advocate. Several of its former members are in Administi’ation, including Secretary of the

as “hard

Treasury Humphrey and Undersecretary Folsom.

Apropos of credit

National Industi-ial
York, issued report noting rise in installment sales and loan credits to
record $25.1 billion in 1952, following lifting of Regulation
last May, as compared to $20 billion in 1951.
restrictions,

Park Ave.,

Confei-ence Board, 247

New

Blvd.,

Charles L. Culp.
Involuntary bankruptcy petition was filed in Chicago
March 17 against Jackson Industries, 500

District Court

E. 40th

St.,

receivers.
Co.,

manufacturer
Petition

was

&

distributor of Trans-Vue

filed

TV

by Standard Coil Products

Inc.,

$15,000.

Hearing was

set for

March

24.

General Instrument Corp. acquires plant, its fourth,
at Danielson, Conn., plans to enlarge other 3 at Elizabeth,
N. .J., Chicopee, Mass. & Joliet, 111. for expansion of TV-

&

Meyberg (RCA), San Frannames Edward G. Martin v.p.; Hamburg Bros.,
Pittsburgh, appoints Frank H. Stiening merchandise mgr.
Frank Elliott Co., fonner Raytheon Philadelphia disDistributor Notes: Leo J.

cisco,

.

.

tributor, liquidates; territory taken over

other electronics parts production.

Straus-Frank Co.’s Robert D. Straus, Houston (RCA
distributor) heads new Texas Radio Corp., formed to take
from Mayor Roy Hofover 75% of radio station
heinz for reported $600,000 and to apply for TV Ch. 13.
„

KTHT

by Raytheon fac-

tory branch
Radio Distributing Co. (Sylvania), Grand
Rapids, names Lewis D. Ross TV & appliances mgr.
GE Buffalo appoints Edward J. Nyhan adv. mgr.
Hallicrafters names General Products Co., Honolulu
CBS-Columbia appoints Pacific Coast Heating & Appliance
Emerson appoints Wm. M. Wider DistribCo., Seattle .
Stewart-Warner names Daybert
uting Co., St. Louis
Distributing Co., Detroit (Robert Parkans, pres.); Standard Electric Co., Bangor, Me. (Julius Stone, pres.)
Kaye-Halbert appoints Minthorne Music Co., Phoenix.
.

January excise tax collections on TVs, radios & phonos
were $16,637,165, compared with $18,635,076 in December
and $14,778,466 in Jan. 1952. On refrigerators, air conditioners, etc., Govt, collected $4,540,040 in January vs.
$7,018,765 in December and $2,965,832 in Jan. 1952.

radio

Congress. Capehart, chairman of Senate Banking Committee which has been holding hearings on standby controls, predicted bill (S. 1081) giving President authority
to freeze wages & prices for 90 days would be ready for
Senate action within 3 weeks.

.

with claim of $26,000; Globe Cabinet Co., $25,000;

Croname

&

Standby controls on prices
wages, to be used in case
of economic emergency, appear to be in the cards. President Eisenhower told Sen. Capehart (R-Ind.) last week
he wouldn’t hesitate to sign such legislation, if passed by

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Armour Research Foundation’s $1,500,000 damage suit
against Wilcox-Gay Corp., charging patent infringement
on magnetic recorder, was dismissed March 12 by Chicago
District Court Judge Wm. J. Campbell.
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HIPMENTS OF TVs

S
compared

to dealers started off at brisk
1953, with 695,087 sets sold in January,
to only 371,689 in same month of 1952 and 965,-

rate in

1952

891 in Dec.
to

RTMA’s

(6-week statistical month), according
and county-by-county table reIt compared with Jan. production of

state-by-state

leased this week.
719,234, factory inventories of 135,228, distributor invenEvery state in nation
tories of 406,743 at month’s end.
shared in shipments, New York leading with 65,557; Penn-

sylvania second, 58,679; California third, 50,402. Nevada,
state-by-state
still without TV, received 9 sets.
on
figures (county-by-county tables available from

RTMA

RTMA

request)
Total

State

District of

14,591
4,842
4,407
50,402
10,920
10,016
1,414
5,507
10,947
14,501
1,040
42 931
26.009
13,601
5,882
10,202
9,129
2,544
10,680
23,683
25,062
11 351
fi 1Q3
18 378

Columbia

TlUnnis

Indiana

Kansas

.

...

Massachusetts
Michigan

-

__

23

Total

State

Nebraska
Nevada

...

-

5,377

-

9

-

..

.

New Hampshire _
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York

.

..

.

.

.

North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
_

...

.

Oklahoma
Oregon

_

-

.

..

Pennsylvania
Rhode’ Island

_

__

South Carolina
South Dakota

-

Tennessee
Texas

.

Utah
Vermont

...

.

.

.

_

Virginia

Washington
West Virginia

-

..

Wisconsin

Wyoming
Grand Total

2,786
15,027
1,274
65,557
19,494

31
43,900
10,463
8,679
58,679
2,632
4,166
689
10,470
45,379
6,667
1,357
15,639
16,699
11,403
13,335

220
.

695.087

Note: Similar figures covering the 922,799 radios sold to dealers
in January (when production was 1,093,142 units, with factory inventories of 253,621 and distributor inventories of 697,695) were
also compiled by RTMA.

GE’s new 5-kw and 250-watt uhf transmitting tubes,
being introduced at March 23-26 IRE convention in New
York, will be sampled to other manufacturers next month,
placed in production third quarter.
Both are ceramicmetal tetrodes. It would take 18-24 months to build uhf
transmitter around 5-kw unit, which takes about 400
watts of driving power; engineers question whether it
would be uneconomical compared with GE’s 12-kw transmitter.
The 250-watt tube, however, may be used fairly
soon in 250-watt uhf transmitters if that power proves
adequate for small-area coverage. If it is adequate, kits
may be provided to convert GE 100-wat transmitters which
are now in use.
Fabulous record from first post-freeze new TV marDenver wholesalers sold dealers 9322 TVs in January,
10,244 in February, to bring total to 134,865 since last
July 18, when city’s first station, KFEL-TV, went on air
(8:29-30). NBC Research gave Denver area 110,000 setsket:

in-use as of Feb.

New

1.

uhf converter, using continuous tuning to re-

ceive all 70 uhf channels,

was announced

this

week by

Electro-Voice Inc., Buchanan, Mich., manufacturer of
speakers and TV-radio parts. In compact plastic cabinet,
it’s identified as model 3300 and lists at $49.95.

CBS has developed 6-ft. color TV projection unit, to be
demonstrated this year at American Medical Assn, convention in New York, it discloses in annual report.
Hoffman Radio sales in 1952 totaled $34,769,201, increase of 70% over preceding year’s $20,487,258, net income rose to $1,623,768 ($2.84 a share) from $457,961
(80<f). In annual report, president H. Leslie Hoffman said
reflected sharp growth in sales of TV and military
equipment, and that TV orders in last half of 1952 were
in excess of production due to labor and certain components. These conditions have been overcome, he said,
and company is now producing at double last year’s rate.

upswing

&

Financial
Trade Notes: cbs achieved record net
income of $6,445,506 ($2.75 a share on 2,340,896 shares) on
gross revenues of $251,594,490 for 1952, compared with
$6,360,097 ($3.10 on each of 2,051,491 shares) on gross
revenues of $192,384,608 in 1951. CBS-TV’s 1952 gross
billings exceeded 1951 by more than 50%, revenues coming
from 102 advertisers, including 40 newcomers. Network
reports that all operating units showed increases except

CBS

Radio.

It predicts that

TV homes

will

jump 27%

to

27,000,000 by end of 1953.
CBS-Hytron’s 150,000-sq. ft. construction project at
Newburyport, Mass., is aimed at satisfying anticipated
heavy demand for 27-in. & 24-in. picture tubes. Though
transistor production will be increased, Hytron says production and sales of vacuum tubes “will probably actually
increase.’’

Germanium

now

diode production,

30,000 daily,

has been stepped up “far in excess of original plans.” Sales
of Columbia Records increased 14.5%, “the largest increase registered by any major record manufacturer.”
*

*

*

*

Admiral’s 1952 sales were second highest in history,
but net income dropped from 1951 because of higher taxes.
Sales in 1952 totaled $190,724,356, up $4,799,298 from
1951’s $185,925,058 but still considerably below 1950’s
record $230,397,661 (Vol. 8:9). Net earnings in 1952 were
$8,711,133 ($4.43 a share) vs. $9,586,833 ($4.88) in 1951
and $18,767,554 ($9.73) in 1950. Earnings before income
taxes were $19,137,005 in 1952 and $18,793,583 in 1951.
Fourth quarter 1952 set all-time sales record.
Annual report says over $5,800,000 was invested last
year in property, new construction, machinery, etc., bringing company’s total production & warehouse facilities to
2,250,000 sq. ft. President Ross Siragusa said unit sales
of Admiral TV sets in export market were double those
of 1951, and on domestic market company was “hardAdmiral’s
pressed to maintain production with sales.”
TV-radio sponsorship of national political conventions last
summer (ABC network) was credited with playing major
role in depleting company’s inventory of refrigerators by
September. Year-end backlog of govt, contracts was $85,000 000
,

.

*

*

*

*

Zenith reports record net income of $5,845,933 ($11.87
a share), increase of 9%, on sales of $137,637,697, up 25%,
for 1952, compared with $5,370,740 ($10.91) on sales of
$110,022,780 in 1951. Final 6 months saw highest level
of production and sales in Zenith’s history and firm predicts that first-quarter sales this year will increase 60 '/*
over same 1952 period, based on substantial replacement
and second set business in mature TV markets as well as
strong demand in new markets. Export sales of TVs &
radios in 1952 jumped 20% and pres. E. F. MacDonald Jr.
claimed home radio production increased in contrast to
decline in industry.
He added that subsidiary Rauland
Corp. had sales increase, but “because of unrealistic pricing of cathode ray tubes by the industry and unfavorable
conditions in the industry during the first 6 months, operations resulted in a small deficit.”

mo. ending Feb. 28 were
(82C a share), compared with sales of $20,149,146 same period preceding
year.
Sales for entire preceding year were $42,001,023,
Hallicrafters’ sales for 6

$26,274,042, net earnings $672,949

with earnings of $378,469

(46<f).

President

Wm.

J. Halli-

gan noted that current rate of sales and earnings are
exceeding his prediction of last December (Vol. 8:50) that
this year’s sales would better last year’s by more than
15% and that earnings would more than triple. He attributed increase to new markets and “singularly good”
acceptance of new product, forecast continued brisk sales
for balance of year.

12
Telecasting Notes: With entire film industry now sold
on TV’s promotional value (Vol. 9:10), Motion Picture
Assn, of America is sounding out TV networks on idea of
an MPAA-produced weekly half-hour show, to be offered
for outside sponsorship; format isn’t definite yet, but each
show probably would include clips from 2 or 3 current
movies together with “personal appearances” of top stars,
perhaps with MPA A president Eric Johnston as me
Marilyn Monroe’s TV debut at Hollywood opening picked
up during CBS-TV Ken Murray show recently “signaled
a sweeping change in the attitude of the big film studios
towards TV,” reports AP’s Bob Thomas from Hollywood
.

.

Max-ch 15.

new

policy

“The

marked the

telecast

—using

TV

.

start of the studio’s

In a word,

to help sell pictures.”

Mr. Thomas,

“if you can’t lick ’em, join ’em” (Vol. 9:10)
In same vein, Photoplay Magazine presented NBC-TV
with its “award of merit” for “distinguished public service in bringing the film industry’s annual Academy Awards
More on TV’s impact on movieto the American public”
going, from theatreman Arthur L. Mayer’s book Merely
Colossal (Vol. 9:10); he, too, holds that eventually “TV
will be accepted by movie makers and exhibitors as radio
was, and transformed from an antagonist into an ally”
Atom bomb telecast March 17 attracted big 8-15,000,000
audience although it came off at 8:20 a.m. in east, even
earlier elsewhere; clarity of picture, obviously far better
than in last April’s test, won acclaim of press, but TV
viewers later in day got even better pictures on film
Trade news, Hollywood style: March 16 dispatch says Red
Skelton has taken “franchise” on a TV station in Evanston,
111. “as a capital gains deal”; fact is there isn’t any Evanston TV station, no CP outstanding there, not even an
Radio Cincinnati (WKRC-TV &
application pending
WTVN) increases holdings in radio WBIR, Knoxville, from
20% to 30%, Hulbert Taft Jr. becoming president; it’s
ABC progress report: Martin Block, who
TV applicant
disc jockey on Make Beearns about $250,000 as
next Jan. 1 to be
lieve Ballroom, moves over to
heard Mon. thru Fri. 3:30-7 p.m., carried also on network
NBC film
2:35-4 p.m.; he’s also signed up for TV
properties being syndicated in Canada by RCA Victor Co.
WPTZ, Philadelphia, signed 9 new accounts in
Ltd.
February, representing $570,000 annual billings best in
Rate cards of rehistory; that’s aside from renewals
cent starters: WBAY-TV, Green Bay, Wis. (Ch. 2), Class
A hour rate $200, min. $40; KGNC-TV, Amarillo (Ch. 4),
Rate cards of upcoming new stahour $200, min. $40
tions show: WFTV, Duluth, hour $235, min. $40; KROCTV, Rochester, Minn., hour $150, min. $30; WLOK-TV,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WNEW

WABC

.

.

.

.
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WKY-TV, Oklahoma

hour $150, min. $30
A hour rate from $550 to $600, one-min.
to $120; KCJB-TV, Minot, N. D., hour $150, min. $30;
WHIZ-TV, Zanesville, O., hour $150, min. $30.
Lima,

O.,

.

.

.

City, raises Class

hikes Class A hour rate to $4500 from
highest priced station in country. New
min. & 10-sec. setup is broken down into Group 1, $975 &
$500, and Group 2, $800 & $400. Group 1 times are Mon.Sat. 8-10:30 p.m., Sun. 8-11 p.m.; Group 2, Mon.-Sat. 7-8
p.m. & 10:30-11:30 p.m., Sun. 6-7:30 p.m. WNBT, whose
hour rate is $4250, is raising some rates Class C participations, making them flat $275. Purpose is to encourage joint purchases of participations and station breaks,

WCBS-TV

$4000,

making

it

—

instead of sponsors buying each separately.

TV

for Oklahoma City, Ch. 13, by Independent School District, sets up first contest over educational channel, opponent being Oklahoma State Regents
for Higher Education. Only 4 other applications for new

stations wei’e filed this week, bringing total pending to
655, of which 233 are uhf.
They were for Miami, Fla.,
Ch. 10, by L. B. Wilson, owner of WCKY, Cincinnati;

Spartanburg,
Greenville, S.

S.

Ch. 17, by Piedmont Radio Co. of
whose principals include Hattiesburg,

C.,

C.,

Miss, applicant T. Julian Skinner Jr. and Agriculture
Dept, employe R. S. Oliver; Minneapolis. Ch. 23, by Northwestern Schools-Bible College; Wenatchee, Wash., Ch. 55,

by Rogan Jones, owner
[For further details about foregoing applications see TV Addenda 16-K herewith; for
complete listings of all post-freeze grants, new stations,
hearings, etc., see TV Factbook No. 16 udth all Addenda

by Wescoast Bcstg.
of

KVOS,

Co., controlled

Bellingham.

to date.]

.

.

.
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revenues of $350,000,000 were achieved by

all sta-

Novel tri-dimensional trick, quite simple, was telecast
recently by KSL-TV, Salt Lake City, and sounds as effective as some complicated engineering approaches.
Robert
Allen, photo supply shop owner, promoting attachment for

35mm cameras to produce stereoptican slides,
adapted the device for TV camera. It produced 2 images,
side-by-side, on home sets.
Viewers wei’e instructed to
look at them through 2 mailing tubes or to place a cai’d in
front of face so that each eye saw different image. Station
reports 50% of viewers obtained tri-dimensional effect.
Only those with screens under 15-in. were successful, but
Mr. Allen says he’ll set up new demonstration good for all
sizes.
Engineers say stunt is scientifically sound, though
resolution of picture is cut in half and all viewers have to
be directly in front of set to get the effect.
enabling

Lifting of 1000-ft. limit for vhf stations operating
with maximum power in Zone I, to 2000-ft. limit permitted
in Zones II & III, is requested in petition filed with FCC
this week by WSAZ-TV, Huntington.
Claiming limit is
“discriminatory and unreasonable,” station says that by
moving its tower only 1.25 mi. it would qualify for 2000
ft.
WSAZ-TV says that evidence on which the 1000-ft.
limit is based was introduced in allocation hearing before
Jan. 31, 1951; that subsequent data indicates fallacy of
limitation; that FCC obviously didn’t intend rule to remain in force very long. Station also filed application to
increase height to 1318 ft. above average terrain and operate with full 100 kw.
Profit of WOI-TV, Ames, Iowa, was $118,228 for 2
years ended June 30, 1952, according to official state audit.
Though licensed commercially, station is owned by Iowa
State College, is nation’s only on-air outlet owned by educational institution.
Surplus is to be plowed back into
programming and technical facilities. Last year alone,
gross was $527,263, operating expenses $250,630. In fiscal
1952, $58,267 was spent for technical facilities; previous
year $100,137 went for same purpose.
Surplus was
achieved despite fact revenues are limited to national
accounts under State Board of Education rules.

RCA

assumes “angel” role again, backing new Rodgers
musical comedy, Me and Juliet, to extent
of $200,000. Rodgers & Hammerstein themselves are putting up $100,000 of the $300,000 production budget. Deal
undoubtedly grew out of RCA’s profitable experience in

& Hammerstein

backing hit musical Call Me Madam with $225,000. Included in deal are exclusive TV rights to NBC, recording

and networks in 1952, FCC Chairman Walker
closed in speech to Boston educators last week, thus giving peek at figures to be released by Commission next
The 1952 total compares with $235,700,000 in
week.

contract

1951, $105,900,000 in 1950, $34,300,000 in 1949, $8,700,000
(For breakdown of TV-radio revenues-expensesearnings for 1946-51, see p. 13, T\ F'actbook 16.)

$1,500,000, all other assets at $2,000,000.

tions

in 1948.

dis-

rights to

RCA

NBC-TV

Victor.

is worth $5,000,000, according to
by Westinghouse with FCC March 20 disclosing terms of $8,500,000 purchase of WPTZ, PhilaGoodwill is valued at
delphia, from Philco (Vol. 9:8).
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COMPATIBLE COLOR-EVERYBODY WANTS

IT:
Color TV is undoubtedly somewhat nearer
as result of this week's hearing by House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee
but no one has any idea whether it will come this year, next, or in 5-10 years.
,

—

—

and it's heavy. A slightly bewildered FCC, which goes
The pressure is on
itself focal point of these developments:
March
finds
Committee
before
31,
(1) NFA ban on color set manufacture was removed this week (Order M-90).
(2)

Congress showed it's in no moo d to brook slightest unnecessary delay.

(3)

RCA recommended that FCC adopt compatible color "tomorrow".

said it's quite sure it has the "right
(4) Rest of industry, through NTSC
system " (same as recommended by RCA) but pleaded for 4-6 months of field testing to
make sure its standards are absolutely ironclad.
(5) CBS said it's "quixotic " for it to resume with incompatible system.
,

&

#

#

#

,

It all makes highly probable the adoption of co m patible color this year.
FCC would be extremely hard put to refuse approval of a compatible system unless
something is grievously and obviously wrong with it
and not even most vigorous
critics of the industry claim there is.
Pressures are likely to increase after House committee sees the system work
in New York and Princeton April 14-15 but indications are that it will give NTSC
the 4-6 months it requests before it begins to get impatient again.
Actual production of color sets is something else.
Everyone, including
now a set maker CBS-Columbia) and cognizant of proCBS president Frank Stanton
duction problems
says that tooling up would take time after the FCC acts.
[For
impact of developments on trade, estimated cost of color sets, see pp. 12-13.]
Pressed for guesses on color timetable witnesses offered these estimates:

—

,

—

—

(

,

—
—

RCA's E.W. Engstrom
Color can be adopted immediately, and NBC will begin
colorcasting while RCA "expedites" manufacture of sets.
FCC could approve system in 6-18 months, then the
CBS's Frank Stanton
industry will tool up.
Chromatic TV Labs' Richard Hodgson
If NTSC doesn't come to FCC within 4
months, Commission should call hearing on its own motion.
It will take 5-10 years to put color in the home,
Dr. Allen B. DuMont
assuming one year for NTSC to come to FCC, 3 years for Commission to act, 1 year to
get into production.
GE's W.R.G. Baker, NTSC chairman
The 6-18 month estimate by Stanton is
"reasonable", though he hopes hearing can be eliminated to telescope time required.
Dr. DuMont startled the committee with his 5-10 year estimate
as you might

—

—

—

,
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He insisted that history indicates he's right; that both monochrome and
field-sequential color standards took 3 years to get through FCC.
Tenor of hearing was undoubtedly far different from one which Senate committee might conduct.
House group considered NPA the villain and appeared to regard
FCC as entirely too restrictive of experimentation in compatible color.
Chairman Wolverton who represents Camden (N.J.) constituency, made it quite
clear he feels the manufacturers aren't to blame for delays.
Though mighty pleased
with NPA's removal of color ban after he demanded it last week (Vol.9:12), he flatly
refused the request of Rep. Hinshaw (R-Cal.) that NPA witnesses be called to state
Wolverton, 72, a Congressman of the old school, greets each
why ban was imposed.
witness with a flowery eulogy, sends him on his way with another.
Rep. Hinshaw was only member who provided fireworks during week.
Second to
Wolverton in seniority, he needled Dr. Baker and showed suspicion that the industry
conspired to throttle CBS system and that patents govern industry's attitude.
Hearing by Senate committee would undoubtedly take Hinshaw 's tack.
Though
color-nagger Sen. Johnson and fiery Sen. Tobey would probably be willing to concede
that incompatible CBS system is kaput and that compatible system is at hand they'd
be more interested in finding out why the FCC-approved CBS system never took hold.
Though Chairman Tobey hasn't said yes or no, Senate hearing remains possibility.

guess.

,

,

sjc

:je

:Jc

5jc

Here's nub of testimony by each of week's witnesses:

—

Recommended FCC immediately
DR. E.W. ENGSTROM v.p. in charge, RCA Labs
He was satadopt without hearing, compatible standards now being tested by NTSC.
isfied that RCA has enough experience with system, but said RCA would petition FCC
within 6 months if everyone insisted on waiting for completion of field tests. He
said CBS system failed because of incompatibility and lack of public demand for sets.
Regarding RCA's readiness for color he said NBC has 2 studios equipped for
Total of 477 tri-color tubes
color, can broadcast 2-4 programs weekly at start.
Prototype 7500-sq. ft. manufacturing unit, to
has been supplied to 177 companies.
Disclosed for the first
be available this year, will have capacity of 2000 monthly
time was development of single tri-color camera tube up to now, camera has employed
3 tubes and dichroic mirrors, a bulky arrangement at best.
,

,

,

.

;

^
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CBS —

T

"

We'd be tilting at windmills ," said he, to
FRANK STANTON president,
He begged for quick
resume with field-sequential system without industry support
"Every time color TV revives," he said,
and final solution to the color question.
He stated that prospects for
"there is public confusion and industry dislocation."
putting CBS system across were good until NPA ban was imposed. He insisted that the
ban was "improper " because it regulated end product, but added this was "academic"
to CBS at the time because NPA wouldn't give it enough materials to make big splash
with color sets even before ban was imposed.
Regarding compatible system Stanton said CBS would be delighted if it's
practical but he cautioned: "On the basis of present, but incomplete, information,
particularly
v/e believe that the new compatible system faces substantial problems
in cost and complexity both at the transmitting end and at the receiving end."
,

.

.

,

,

—

The
RICHARD HODGSON president, Chromatic TV Labs (Paramount Pictures)
for
perfected
ready
mass
production
is
immediately,
he said
Lawrence tri-color tube
He urged fastest possible FCC action on compatible system.
good for any system
He also charged that NPA ban was imprope r, saying it was imposed "for the
purpose of protecting those who were unwilling to face the possibility of immediate
Chromatic spearheaded attack to get ban rescinded.
color development."
,

,

—

.

T

—

T

T

T

Though compatibility is essential, he said, he thinks
ALLEN B. DuMONT
NTSC system needs more work before it's simple enough for mass production.
Denying
charges that manufacturers want to hold color back, he said he'd "be happy to sell
a practical system, but I wouldn't make sets I thought the public wouldn't buy." As
DR.

- 3 -

far as he could learn, he said, CBS-Columbia made only about 5-600 color sets, sold
"The public threw CBS out," he said.
mere 100.
We thought it was
As for NPA color ban DuMont said: "We objected to it.
Asserting that color is 5-10 years off he
a way to take Columbia off the hook."
Asked if FCC has
said: "There's no use kidding you that you'll have it tomorrow."
retarded color, he replied: "No, they retarded black-&-white for 3% years."
,

,

*

*

#

#
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After reciting history and scope
GE, chairman of NTSC
DR. W.R.G. BAKER
permitted
to
interfere
with field tests; that FCC
of NTSC, he urged that nothing be
the
permit
more
experimentation
FCC
during commercial
formally recognize NTSC; that
telecasting hours that Commission adopt compatible system without hearing when
submitted, just as it approved black-&-white standards in 1941.
Rep. Hinshaw went to work on Baker saying it looked like an " insurrection "
against the CBS system on part of manufacturers that NPA ban looked fishy because
manufacturers continued making plenty of black-&-white sets that NTSC was organized
to defeat CBS system; that colorcasting can't start before color sets are produced.
Baker disagreed with him all down the line, of course, stating that Korean
war did absorb materials & manpower that high rate of black-&-white production was
attributable to manufacturers conservation measures; that CBS failed from telecasting standpoint because of incompatibility that engineers rejected the CBS system
because of inferior performance; that colorcasting must precede set production.
Chairman Wolverton defended industry saying that FCC held "door open" to
new systems when it adopted CBS system and industry took advantage of it by forming
NTSC; and that CBS itself "recognizes NTSC system as superior." CBS's Stanton wired
Wolverton to deny he acknowledged NTSC system to be superior, said the Congressman
had "major misunderstanding" of CBS's position.
,

,

;

,

;

;

;
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When FCC appears before Committee March 31, its makeup will be considerably
different from composition when CBS system was adopted in October 1950. Prime protagonist of CBS system who urged color-now, Robert Jones is gone. Prime defender
is gone.
And current spokesman, Chairman
of FCC's decision, ex-chairman Wayne Coy
probably before new system is presented to FCC.
Walker is due to leave by July 1
,

,

—

,

STORER BUYS WBRC-TV; OTHER DEALS PEND: On the theory that "everyone has his price
and even a few of the new ones
most of the 108 pre-freeze stations
have been
eagerly approached during the last few years of TV's upsurge by enterprisers seeking
It's apparently the easier, albeit costlier, way of getting into the busito buy
ness, particularly via the scarcer vhf channels.
You haven't heard the last of "big deals " involving stations
for several
including sale by Mrs. Eloise Hanna
more are presently cooking, near completion
(Ch. 4), with WBRC-AM, to Storer Broadcasting Co. for
of WBRC-TV, Birmingham, Ala
It's understood deal was engineered by station broker Howard E. Stark.
$2,400,000
It gives Storer limit of 5, means he'll drop applications for Miami and Wheeling.
It may take a long time before another $8,500,000 is forked out for a single
TV outlet (as for Philco's WPTZ, Philadelphia; Vol. 9:8), or another $6,000,00 0 is
but the prices are still
paid (as for WBKB, Chicago, now CBS's WBBM-TV Vol. 9:7)
high and the old stations still being eagerly sought.
It's an open secret that Westinghouse has shopped for more stations than the
one it founded (WBZ-TV, Boston) and the WPTZ it purchased last month; and that CBS
the Alvar ez-Wrather team have been
George Storer Tom O'Neil Hulbert Taft Jr
seeking to purchase more stations to bring themselves up to the permissible 5.
There are others too undoubtedly, moving perhaps more quietly
and the
fact is that even such solidly entrenched ownerships as Chicago Tribune's WGN-TV,
Detroit News' WWJ-TV, Kansas City Star's WDAF-TV, Milwaukee Journal's WTMJ-TV, the
3 DuMont stations, Stanley Hubbard's KSTP-TV, have been approached with "offers ".
Latest Storer TV purchase is expected to be followed by several other deals
shortly to add to those involving 18 stations listed on p. 93 of our TV Factbook No.
the $1,500,000 sale of WTVN, Columbus
16 and those subsequent
to Taft interests
,

—

—

.

—

—
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—
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(Vol. 9:3); $3,150,000 sale of KFMB-TV, San Diego
to Alvarez-Wrather (Vol. 9:5),
which FCC approved this week; the aforesaid $6,000,000 sale of WBKB, Chicago to CBS
as part of ABC-UPT merger involving also transfers of 5 ABC stations to new holding
company (Vol. 9:7); Philco's $8,500,000 sale of WPTZ to Westinghouse (Vol. 9:8)
and, of course, the shutdown and recent " distress sale" of KONA, Honolulu a postfreeze outlet, to the Honolulu Advertiser-McCaw-Keating group (Vol. 9:11).
For the good of TV it's a happy circumstance that stations sold have gone
and are going into hands of people who not only look to profits but have made the
business of TV-radio broadcasting their professions, for most part, and who have the
requisite experience and know-ho w to render real service. Study of all the deals to
date shows purchasers are generally what trade regards as " good operators ".
,

,

,

—

,
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TV PROFITS JUMP 31% IN

'52, VIE WITH AM's: Tremendous surge in telecasting revenues
and earnings last year, as in each preceding year, is attested by FCC's preliminary
"audit" released this week as Mimeo 88195.
Total telecasting revenues went up 43% to $356,500,000 from $235,700,000 in
1951, while net income (before Federal income taxes) rose 31% to $54,500,000 from
It was by all odds TV's best year.
$41,600,000 in 1951.
(For complete tables of
official 1946-51 TV--radio revenue-&-income figures, see p. 13, TV Factbook No. 16.)
So substantial was TV's increase that FCC's 1952 AM-FM figures, when issued
in month or two, may disclose that 1952 was historical turning point when TV's net
income actually surpassed radio's
For radio's 1951 net income was $57,500,000, a
drop of $10,700,000 from 1950, and slight further decline would bring it below TV.
It's clear in any event, that TV's 4 networks and mere 108 stations (new
outlets were a negligible factor last year) ran neck-&-neck with the combined profit
of the nation's 2400 AM stations
4 national networks
numerous regional nets.
.

,

,

,

nevertheless, for 14 stations
It was still possible to lose money in TV
though losses dwindled. And costs of run reported losses same number as in 1951
rising 56% while revenues rose 50%
ning TV networks have become so fierce
that
networks' net income actually dropped to $9,000,000 from 1951 s $11, 000, 000. Fact is
networks made more out of radio than TV, $11,200,000, and on about half the gross.
The 14 post-freeze stations which began last year (first in mid-July, all
rest between Sept. 18 & Dec. 31) surprisingly lost only $100,000 on aggregate revenues of $800,000. They're lumped together in FCC report, though it's believed a few
Only 3 actually operated more than 2 months, so figures
were in black from start.
(For list of the 14, see Vol. 8:52.)
aren't too significant.
Preliminary figures will be revised somewhat when FCC issues final report
It should be noted that when FCC
later in year, but changes generally are slight.
talks of " total revenues " it means not only time sales but sales of talent & program
latter two factors very important in TV, much more so than in radio.
material
,

—
—
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You can get Mimeo 88195 by writing to Commission, or we'll get copy for you.
Here's breakdown of the salient statistics:
or all save the 15 owned by networks, took in
(1) 95 pre-freeze stations
This compares with 1951 gross of $107,300,000,
$143,700,000, netted $45,600,000
They netted $800,000 in 1950, lost $13,200,000 in 1949.
net of $30,600,000.
(2) Networks plus their 15 stations accounted for $191,900,000 revenues and
net of $9,000,000 In 1951, their revenues were $128,400,000, net $11,000,000. They
lost $10,000,000 in 1950 and $12,100,000 in 1949. Network AM figures, also released
this week, disclosed 1952 revenues of $97,100,000 net of $11,200,000 as against
No AM station figures were given.
1951 revenues of $99,000,000, net of $9,500,000.
with
median of $455,000 vs. $330,stations
94
reported
by
(3) Profits were
Twelve stations
was
median
$129,200.
earners'
In 1950, the 53 profit
000 in 1951.
four
000-$l,
500,
000 s eventeen
$1 000
disclosed profits of $1,500,000 or more each
000-$400
twenty-two
000
$200
$600 000-$ 1 000 000 nineteen $400 000-$600 000
sixteen, $100, 000-$200, 000 four under $100,000.
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(4) Of the 14 losers, 9 (1 more than in 1951) were in the 7-station cities
New York and Los Angeles. Average loss of the 9 was $296 000 vs. $538,000 in 1951.
The 5 profit-makers in those cities averaged $1,703,000 net on $5,009,000 average
There was one
There were no losers in any of the 40 one-station markets
revenues.
loser in the 2 station markets, 2 in the 3-station, 2 in the 4-station.
.

,

.

POST-FREEZE TOTAL NOW 325: FCC wasn't as close to bottom of the barrel
7 uhf
to boost
as some thought, for it scooped out 11 more CPs this week 4 vhf
from
amalgamations
formed
Three
CPs
resulted
by comits post-freeze grants to 325.
Two more came as result of recent amendment in Indianapolis
petitors last week.
which left 2 channels clear for immediate grants.
But all of the new CP holders will have to wait 50 days before they feel
really secure in their grants. Ruling on controversial new "protest" section of the
Communications Act this week, FCC reversed itself and greatly widened doors to those
who claim to be aggrieved and can supply good reasons why any grant should not have
been made without a hearing (for details, see below).
Valley Telecasting Co., Ch. 11 Grand
This week's vhf grants Yuma, Ariz
KAUS, Ch. 6 Salt Lake City KUTA, Ch. 2.
KFXJ, Ch. 5 Austin, Minn
Junction, Col
Indianapolis Empire Coil Co., Ch. 67, and Marion Radio Corp.
The uhf grants
Des Moines Rib Mountain Radio Inc., Ch. 17 Boston
(WBAT, Marion, Ind.
Ch. 26
KNAL Ch. 19; San Antonio Alamo TV
E. Anthony & Sons Inc., Ch.50; Victoria, Tex.
Tenn
Television
Services
of Knoxville, Ch. 26.
Co., Ch. 35; Knoxville,
II

MORE

CPs,
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#

*
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Sidelights on grantees Indianapolis grant to Empire Coil Co. is its 5th;
for progress plans, see p. 7.
Des Moines grant is second to Morgan Murphy-Waiter
Bridges radio-newspaper team, first having been in Eau Claire.
Boston grantee is
New Bedford Standard-Times publisher Basil Brewer, who also holds uhf CP for WNBH-TV,
New Bedford.
San Antonio grantee, W.W. Lechner, of Ft. Worth, is also applicant for
vhf in Ft. Worth & Houston. Salt Lake grant was 5th involving Carman-Wrathall team.
The 3 grants stemming from consolidations were in Austin, Minn.
Salt Lake
City and Knoxville (Vol. 9:12).
Not all the grants breezed through FCC .
Vote on Boston was 4-3, Comrs.
Walker, Hennock & Merrill dissenting because of overlap between Boston and New Bed"I foresee, if the trend continues of permitting overford.
Said Comr. Merrill
concentration of limited TV facilities in the same area being under common control,
a degree of regulation [of TV] that would not otherwise be necessary. " Comr. Hennock
dissented to Salt Lake City and Knoxville grants for same reason.
about grantees see TV Factbook No. 16 with Addenda.]
[ For further details
:

,

:

,

FCC 'PROTEST' PROCEDURE-WHAT IT MEANS: That "protest" decision in Grand Rapids What it means is that henceforth applicants
Muskegon case (above) is important.
awarded CPs without hearing must hold their breath for 30 days and hope no one chalCPs more than 30 days old are now "safe", however.
lenges their right to grants.
Reversing itself on the case, FCC voted 6-1 (Bartley dissenting) and held
that new Sec. 309(c) of Communications Act makes a " party in interest " out of anyeconomically or through
one who can show he's substantially affected by new CP
electrical interference. Then, as party in interest, he's entitled to give his reasons why CP shouldn't have been granted. If reasons aren't frivolous, FCC must stay
effectiveness of the CP, hold hearing on the allegations.
This week's decision (Notice 53-314) involved charges by AM station WGRD,
Grand Rapids, that Leonard A. Versluis isn't entitled to CP for Ch. 35 in Muskegon,
granted Dec. 23 because (a) his site is too close to Grand Rapids and violates the
purpose of allocation plan, (b) he falsified balance sheet
(c) he trafficked in
licenses when he sold pre-freeze WLAV-TV (now WOOD-TV), Grand Rapids, for $1,382,086
(Vol. 7 :19, 38)
Hearing on the issues was set for April 22.
To get its charges before Commission WGRD said it was affected economically
by Versluis' CP, was therefore entitled to protest.
FCC turned WGRD down the first
time, saying AM and TV are two different services, therefore the impact of TV on AM
doesn't count (Vol. 9:6).
WGRD then appealed to courts (Vol. 9:9), surprisingly ac-

—

,

.

,

6

—

quired assistance of Justice Dept, which disagreed with FCC
a rare occurrence.
FCC hopes it won't be inundated by protests warned that it "adheres to the
view that the term 'party in interest' is a limited one."
In another decision this
week, involving taxi radio service (Notice 53-318), Commission tossed out one taxi
company's protest of grant to another, stating:
"
The alleged injury stems primarily from the fact that the two companies
are in a competing business rather than from the grant of this auxiliary radio station license.
As such, it is considered to be too remote and not within the scope
of either the Sanders case or Sec. 309(c)."
But it’s clear that the gates are open
far wider than they used to be.
It's good guess FCC wouldn't have reversed itself unless forced to by the
courts, if there weren't over 300 TV grants safely on the books.
Commission feels
it can now "take the long view"
that new ruling will result in better grantees
because it encourages sleuthing by competitors and others.
Several more protests
have already been filed see Addenda 16-L herewith.
,

—

;

ONRUSH OF NEW STATION STARTERS SOON:

This spring should literally sprout stations

—

if we can accept the stated plans of CP holders. There could be 20 or more before
end of April and many dozens of others are promised during rest of spring and sum,

Checking up on the promised early starters, here's the best dope we can give
you on stations due to begin operating during next 4-5 weeks
KFDX-TV, Wichita Falls, Te x. (Ch. 3) definitely reports test patterns starting next Wednesday, April 1 regular operations with basic NBC affiliation April 12.
So you can add it to your roster of post-freeze stations on air, now totaling 43, of
which 17 came this year. Darrold A. Cannan is president, Howard Fry gen. mgr., Mott
M. Johnson sales mgr., O.L. Taylor Co. national rep. This is city's second, K WFT-TV
on Ch. 6 having begun operation Feb. 27 (Vol. 9:9).
That's the only firm commitment from any vhf this week, though 9 others have
They are: KTYL-TV, Mesa, Ariz
said they'll start sometime in April.
(Ch. 12), due
KVEC-TV, San Luis Obispo, Cal
(Ch. 6)
KFOR-TV, Lincoln, Neb
to cover Phoenix area
(Ch. 6)
(Ch. 10)
WD AY-TV, Fargo, N.D
KCJB-TV, Minot, N.D
KELO-TV
(Ch. 13)
(Ch. 11)
KFDA-TV, Amarillo, Tex (Ch. 10) KUHT U of Houston (Ch.
Sioux Falls, S.D
KCBD-TV, Lubbock, Tex (Ch. 11).
8, educational)
mer.
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.
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;

.
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.

;

,

;

,

;

.

;

*

*

*

#

On the uhf side, several starters are due momentarily, having aimed for
targets.
These include WFTL-TV, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla
(Ch. 23)
WTVO, Rock WLOK-TV, Lima, 0
(Ch. 73)
WKNX-TV, Saginaw, Mich
ford, 111
(Ch. 39)
(Ch. 57)
WKST-TV, New Castle, Pa
(Ch. 55)
WCOV-TV, Mont WHP-TV, Harrisburg, Pa
(Ch. 45)
latter wiring it's about set for April 5 tests.
(Ch. 20)
gomery, Ala

April

1

.

.

.

;

.

;

.

;

.

;

;

;

.

Still others are pushing to meet April deadlines but as yet we've had no
These are the other uhf
word directly from them, or from FCC or equipment makers.
whose last reports indicated they also planned to test sometime in April: KMJ-TV
KRTV, Little Rock
KUSC-TV, Los Angeles (Ch. 28, educational)
Fresno, Cal
(Ch. 24)
~
WICC-TV, Bridge p ort, Conn
(Ch. 43)
WLBC-TV, Muncie, Ind
(Ch. 49)
Ark. (Ch. 17)
WPAG-TV, Ann Arbor, Mich
WNAO-TV
WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge, La
(Ch. 28)
(Ch. 20)
WHIZ-TV, Zanesville, 0
(Ch. 50)
WLEV-TV, Bethlehem, Pa
(Ch. 28)
Raleigh, N.C
WTVU, Scranton (Ch. 73)
(Ch. 57)
WGLV Easton, Pa
WNOW-TV, York. Pa
(Ch. 33)
(Ch. 31).
KBMT, Beaumont, Tex
(Ch. 49)
Our guess is that maybe half of these will make it
others delayed for one
reason or other. We'll report all starts (dated from first test patterns) as soon
as we get official word. [ For latest reports on oth e r upcoming stations, see p. 7.]
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I.

duPont Foundation Awards for 1952

(Vol.

8:40), consisting of plaque and $1000 cash, were presented
at Washington dinner March 27 to: (1) WBNS-TV, Columbus (large station class) for “extensive utilization of
local activities, institutions, interests

and

talents, with a

number of novel program ideas to awaken the community
to its own human material resources.”
(2) WMT, Cedar
Rapids, la. (smaller station class) for “its notably comprehensive and intensive effort in political education at

the national, state and local levels.”

(3) Gerald

W. John-

commentator for WAAM, Baltimore, for his “pointed,
witty and wise analysis and comment on international, national and local news for a local audience.” In first category, special commendations went to WBAL-TV, Baltimore; in second, to WNAX, Yankton, S. D., a duPont
winner in 1945, and WDIA, Memphis. Commentators receiving special mention were Clifton Utley, NBC; Martin
Agronsky and Erwin Canham, both ABC.
son,

7

DEAL UHF TERRAIN

is

seen in Kansas City and In-

I

dianapolis by Herbert Mayer, president of Empire Coil
Co., grantee of stations in those areas and founder of

—

pioneer uhf station KPTV, Portland, Ore. and so he’s
hastening construction in those cities. RCA equipment has
been ordered for KCTY, Kansas City (Ch. 25), space has
been rented in Pickwick Hotel (old quarters of KMBC),
transmitter building is nearing completion, 700-ft. Truscon

tower was to be shipped this week, and opening is planned
July or earlier. Already on job are Robert Artman, exABC & DuMont, chief engineer, and Albert Shepard, assisting Mr. Mayer, who will be mgr. at outset.
WNES, Indianapolis (Ch. 67), granted to Mayer this
Transweek, should be ready by October, he reports.
mitter site has been acquired at a southeast corner of city.
It will also have RCA 1-kw transmitter at outset. Mayer’s
third CP, for KDEN, Denver (Ch. 26), awaits an RCA 5kw transmitter, that power being needed to throw signal
from Lookout Mt. site, nearly 20 mi. from city; accordingly, starting date has been postponed until next January
from previously-promised “spring of 1953” (Vol. 9:4).
DuMont has already sold transmitters to these current
grantees: Yuma, Ariz. (Ch. 11); WMAZ-TV, Macon, Ga.
(Ch. 13); KAUS-TV, Austin, Minn. (Ch. 6). Yuma station will be managed by Walter Stiles, ex-Boston consulting engineer, who built KOPO-TV, Tucson, which he got
on the air last Jan. 13, only 24 days after grant, and who
Transmitter will
also built KPHO-TV, Phoenix, in 1949.
be located 5 mi. west of city, across California line, and
it’s planned to serve Imperial Valley with studios in El
Centro as well as Yuma. Mr. Stiles promises tests in latter June, programming by July 4. About $400,000 will be
spent on plant. Rep may be Forjoe.
in

3|C

5jc

5a=

5fS

In our continuing survey of upcoming new stations,
these were the other reports received this week:
WCSC-TV, Charleston, S. C. (Ch. 5), which announced
April 1 starting date shortly after its grant last October,
and which already has DuMont transmitter, now says it
Says owner John W.
“will not make an April 1 start.”
Rivers,

“At

this time

we

just do not

know when we

will

get on the air. We hope to make it by the middle of May.
Television is a fabulous business and when you are the

your market it is a son-of-a-gun with the public
and the retailers. They expect you to be on 20 minutes
after you get a grant.” Charleston’s only other prospects
are 3 competing applicants for Ch. 2 (see TV Factbook

Accordingly, it has moved ahead test pattern date
from previously-reported May to July 15 or earlier, commercials to start Aug. 1, reports owner Carl Haymond.
ready.

Branham will be rep.
KLIX-TV, Twin Falls,

Ida. (Ch. 11), granted March
won’t be ready until spring or summer, 1954, according
to trade report quoting radio mgr. Frank McIntyre.
“We
feel that to survive as a TV station in a market area this
size, TV must be low cost for us and for the advertiser,”
18,

Mr. McIntyre told March 25 Retailing Daily.

we must develop

a lower cost TV.”

KVEC-TV, San Luis Obispo, Cal. (Ch. 6), which got
grant March 11 and within week had DuMont transmitter
on way (Vol. 9:12), expects to get test patterns on air
within month (or by latter April) and to go commercial
May 8. Chief owner Mrs. Christina M. Jacobson also
owns Valley Electric Co., which is reported to have sold
more than 100 TVs already on basis of prospective station, expected to cover rich farm area between Los Angeles

& San

Francisco, including towns of Paso Robles, Morro
Bay, Pismo Beach, Arroyo Grande, Atascadero, Lompoc,
Santa Maria, northern Santa Barbara, Bakersfield.

KNOE-TV, Monroe, La. (Ch. 8), originally announced
for April debut (Vol. 9:2), then for June, now is slated for
mid-July tests, Aug. 1 commercial start. Ex-Lieut. Gov.
James A. Noe, owner, reports RCA equipment ordered and
tower construction already underway, supervised by J. J.
(Windy) Phillips. Paul Goodman has been designated v.p.
in charge, Irving Zeidman asst. mgr. & program director,
Jack Ratliff chief engineer, Ray Boyd director of engineering operations. Rep will be H-R Television Inc.

KMO-TV Tacoma, Wash. (Ch. 13), is waiting for new
RCA transmitter due for shipment in June, by which

10-kw

time 12-gain antenna

will

be up and transmitter building

“Somehow,

Falls’ 1950 pop.:

17,600.

KTVH, Hutchinson, Kan. (Ch. 12) has ordered RCA
equipment, will start test patterns in late May or midJune, reports gen. mgr. Howard O. Peterson. It will affiliate with CBS-TV as basic interconnected.
Chief engineer is Robert B. Moore. No rep has been chosen.
WINK-TV, Fort Myers, Fla. (Ch. 11), has ordered

RCA equipment and began construction this week, but
doesn’t expect to get on the air before late fall, reports
gen. mgr. A. J. Bauer. Rep has not been selected.
*

*

*

Federal shipped transmitter this week to WICC-TV,
Bridgeport, Conn. (Ch. 43), expected on air momentarily.
RCA during week of March 30 will ship to WEHT, Henderson, Ky. (Ch. 50); station located across river from
Evansville, Ind., has been promised by May 1 (Vol. 8:48).
RCA also will ship next week to WTVE, Elmira, N. Y.
(Ch. 24), promised in

mid-May

(Vol. 9:10).

WGBI-TV,

Scranton, Pa. (Ch. 22), now reports “it
will be impossible to make our target date of Sunday, April
15 [and] our target date is now Sunday, June 7.” Delay

GE equipment delivery is given as reason by gen. mgr.
George D. Coleman. In same city, WTVU, (Ch. 73) was
last reported due in April or May with Federal
transmitter, to be shipped by mid-April and WARM-TV (Ch.
in

scheduled for late summer or early fall (Vol. 9:10.)
Fresno, Cal. (Ch. 24), despite setbacks
caused by death of its veteran chief engineer Norman D.
16)

is

KMJ-TV,

(Hap) Webster
still

shooting for

last

month while en route

May

to

Camden,

is

commercial target, hopes to start
testing between April 20-25, according to mgr.
William
S. Sanford.
RCA transmitter was to be shipped this week.
1

B

first in

No. 16).

Twin

Vast improvement in fringe area reception has been
outstanding result of power boost to 316 kw by
Louisville’s WHAS-TV, currently nation’s
most powerful station (Vol. 9:6).
That’s conclusion of survey made by
station in the 6 weeks since it hiked its power
to maximum
and shifted from Ch. 9 to 11. Summarizing survey, station director Victor A. Sholis reported:

(1)

Distributors

“former fringe area” noted “hot pickup” in receiver
sales.
(2) Far fewer receiver adjustments were required
than were originally anticipated.
(3) Change to Ch. 11
receiving antennas corrected many cases of poor recepin

tion in fringe areas.

(4)

Many

poor reception repox-ts

“were traced to use of all-wave antennas.” (5) Shift to
Ch. 11 brought complaints of interference by local FM
stations in some areas, eliminated them in others.
(6)
Interference from WTTV, Bloomington, Ind. (Ch. 10,
scheduled to shift to Ch. 5) was reported in some areas.

Power increases: RCA’s first 10-kw vhf transmitter
went to WAVE-TV, Louisville, this week; with 6-bay antenna and 25-kw amplifier to come, station will go to 100
kw. KPRC-TV, Houston, due to hit 65 kw on 25th (AM)
anniversary March 29 and 100 kw in June. WABC-TV,
New York, aiming for jump from 16 kw to 80 kw in 2-3
weeks.
WNBW, Washington, got 25-kw RCA amplifier
this week; WDSU-TV, New Orleans, gets one next week.
To Camaguey, Cuba, DuMont ships 5-kw transmitter about

May

1,

for satellite to Goar Mestre’s

CMQ-TV, Havana.

- 8 Telecasting Notes:
films in favor of live

Trend away from late-night feature
shows in N. Y. area is discerned by

March 25 Variety as means

of saving telecasters high costs

and then being forced to rerun them several times to make them profitable; system
has built-in disadvantage of being unable to attract sponsors for re-runs. Underlining trend are live variety show
deals signed last week by WABC-TV with Ruppert Brewery for Mon.-thru-Fri. 11 p.m.-midnight, and by WOR-TV
with Times Square Stores for Inside Times Square, nightly
Variety also sees
except Thu. & Sun., 11-11:30 p.m.
possible prelude to TV sales in plans of Walt Disney to
reissue 90 of his old short cartoons in 45-min. packages
to movies next month, through RKO; speculation is that
reissue splurge may saturate revenue from movies, paving
way for rentals to TV, especially when color TV is reality
ABC progress report: Ray Bolger and Danny Thomas
signed to exclusive long-term contracts ( Bolger ’s reported
salary: $150,000 a year); Bolger will be featured on halfhour filmed show next fall, and Thomas will also have own
Celeste Holm signed by NBCweekly half-hour show
Edgar Bergen
TV for situation comedy series on film
signs exclusive CBS contract, including 5 TV appearances
Comedian Bob Hope and J. Hugh E.
next fall-winter
Davis, ex-Foote, Cone & Belding exec, v.p., are partners in
new TV package production service organized under name
of J. Hugh E. Davis Co., 6233 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood,
Joe E. Brown signed to do before-&-after shows
Cal.
on WPIX, as well as radio play-by-play on WINS, during
of bidding for first-run films,
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N. Y. Yankees games

New program

.

.

.

ideas is aim of
CBS-TV, to which
this week appointed

“creative group” being organized by

program

Hubbell Robinson

v.p.

Jr.

Personal Notes: William S. Paley, CBS chairman, and
Frank White, NBC president, had separate appointments
with President Eisenhower at White House this week, presumably to discuss telecasting of his news conferences
Roland Tooke, asst. mgr. and program director of WPTZ,
Philadelphia, sale of which by Philco to Westinghouse for
.

.

.

$8,500,000 pends FCC approval (Vol. 9:8), will succeed
Ernest B. Loveman as mgr. under new ownership; Loveman returns to Philco, where he was once adv. director, in

Gene L. Cagle, president, Texas
an executive capacity
State Network, named to board of Advertising Federation
of America to fill term of Mrs. Oveta Culp Hobby, now
George B. Storer Jr.,
head of Federal Security Agency
son of head of Storer Broadcasting Co. and mgr. of its
KEYL, San Antonio, elected v.p. of parent company
Anthony Azzato, ex-WPIX film mgr., joins Standard Television, Hollywood firm headed by Marcus Loew II, as
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Wm. C.
eastern mgr., with office at 10 E. 49th St., N. Y.
Lacey, ex-DuMont, named WCBS-TV film buyer, replacBob Light
ing David Savage, now NBC-TV film div.
named sales promotion mgr. of KHJ-TV & KHJ, Los An.

.

.

.

.

.

Warner Moore,
Herbert Sonnenberg
ex-WFIL-TV, Philadelphia, named local sales mgr., WICCTV, Bridgeport, Conn., now due on air sometime between
Rhean D. Cunningham promoted to chief
April 1-15
engineer, KFEL-TV & KFEL, Denver; J. G. Cullen named
Charles M. Higgins, ex-Wm.
TV studio technical mgr.
Weintraub Agency and MBS, appointed commercial mgr.
of WIRK & WIRK-TV, West Palm Beach, Fla. (Ch. 21),
geles, succeeding

.

.

.

.

.

.

Joseph V. Heffernan, NBC financial v.p.,
due in June
announces following changes, in consolidating offices of
controller of company & networks div.: Harry F. McKeon,
ex-company controller, named director of tax dept., reporting to treas. Joseph A. McDonald; Charles J. Cresswell,
.

.

.

ex-networks controller, named company controller, reporting to Heffernan; William V. Sargent, ex-asst. controller
of networks, appointed director of financial planning &
Jack Bertell, ex-MCA
control, reporting to Cresswell
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

York’s Statler Hotel for use at banquets, conventions, sales
meetings, etc. first hotel to make device available on rental basis
ABC Radio-TV Center projected in San Francisco to house its stations there; 4-story downtown building purchased in 1951 will undergo $1,500,000 alterations to
March 14 Business Week
provide studio & office space
describes series of financial coups by ABC chairman Edward J. Noble, climaxed by merger with UPT; same issue
carries “Man Without Desk” all about Louis Hausman,
administrative v.p. of CBS Radio, who arranged his office
without a desk on suggestion of president Frank Stanton,
100 staand is mighty pleased with resultant efficiency
tions carrying 7 Beheld His Glory, 55-min. religious film
prepared for Good Friday-Easter showing by National
Council of Churches of Christ in the U.S.A., reports producer Cathedral Films; commercial sponsorship isn’t alWKNX-TV, Saginaw, due on air momentarily,
lowed
More base
has Class A hour rate of $250, min. $50
rates of upcoming stations: KFSA-TV, Fort Smith, Ark.,
hour $150, min. $20; KRTV, Little Rock, Ark., hour $250,
min. $50; WFTL-TV, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., hour $150, min.
$25; WPFA-TV, Pensacola, Fla., hour $150, min. $20;
WFAM-TV, Lafayette, Ind., hour $200, min. $40; WMACTV, Massillon, O., hour $200, min. $30.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

v.p.,

.

.

.

A1
named executive v.p., Mercury Artists Corp.
named TV-radio mgr., Kudner Agency, and Hank
.

.

.

Reibling

Ladd promoted to gen. supervisor of TV-radio production;
returning to Kudner as TV art director is Gene Murray,
recently with Ruthrauff

& Ryan

WEEI, named TV-radio

director, H. B.

.

.

.

Ray Girardin, exHumphrey, Alley

Wilbert A. Perry, ex-Young &
Richards, Boston
Rubicam, Toronto, appointed mgr. of broadcasting dept.,
Samuel Carter III, TVLeo Burnett Co. of Canada
commercial supervisor, elected v.p., Sullivan,
radio
Laurel Cutler, ex.-J. Walter
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles
Thompson & William H. Weintraub Co., named v.p. & TVSherwood
radio supervisor, C. J. Herrick Assoc., N. Y.
Armstrong resigns as TV-radio director, Foote, Cone &
Belding, San Francisco, to become creative director,
Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance, San Francisco
Kenneth G. Manuel, ex-Detroit News, named v.p. in charge
Kathryn
of TV-radio, D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit
Hardig promoted to TV-radio director, Ralph H. Jones Co.,
Cincinnati ... Ed Hauser, ex-Scheideler, Beck & Werner,
named TV-radio director, Lynn Baker Inc.

&

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Ronald Alexander as first member; he’s author of Broadway hit Time Out for Ginger
Eastman Kodak reported
backing 3 films to be produced by Kenneth McEldowney,
producer of The River; first will be shot in England and
J. Walter Thompson will place
Bishop Sheen’s Life Is
Worth Living, sponsored by Admiral on DuMont, goes
film for 2 or 3 weeks in April during his trip to Rome
Teleprompter, through distributor RCA, signs with New

James Gaines, new General Teleradio

v.p.,

nominated

Executives Society, New
York; George Shupert, United Artists, 1st v.p.; Robert
Burton, BMI, 2nd v.p.; Claude Barrere, BAB, secy.; Joseph
for presidency of Radio

A. McDonald,

NBC,

treas.

Frank M. King,
cently part owner of
Fla.,

was

& TV

veteran broadcaster, until re-

63,

WMBR-TV & WMBR,

Jacksonville,

He also
died there last week after heart attack.
pi-esident of Distributors Inc., TVs & appliances.
Mrs. Muriel King,

35,

wife of Jerry King, president

of Standard Radio and chairman of United Television Pro-

grams

Inc., died in

Los Angeles March

24.

move headquarters and
Storer Broadcasting
entire staff from Birmingham, Mich, to own new building
to be ready in Miami about Sept. 1.
Co. will

- 9 Station Accounts: Remarkably good sponsorship record
for a relatively new station it began operation last Dec.
has been achieved by Honolulu’s KGMB1 (Vol. 8:48)
TV, which in addition to CBS-TV kinescope service is currently carrying 14 national spot programs, 16 national
spot accounts with local and national announcements, 11

—

—

program sponsors, 41 local spot sponsors. It’s well
up now and nicely in the black. These are the national spot program sponsors (Free & Peters, rep)
Pan
American Airways, Coca-Cola, Canada Dry, Tidewater Oil,
D. E. Sanford, Packard-Bell, Hoffman Radio, Lewis Food
Co., Mercury TV, Milner Products Inc., Schlitz, Hamm &
Regal Amber beers. National spot announcements: Anheuser-Busch, Lucky Lager, Goebel, Regal Amber & Pabst
beers) Kendall Foods, Bulova, Procter & Gamble (Cheer
local

filled

:

soap), Avoset Co. (Qwip), Borden, Chemicals Inc., Golden
Grain Macaroni, John C. Charles Co., Calo Dog Food,

Mary

Jams &

Nash Motors,
providing dealers with TV kits, including slides, scripts, film spots
Robert Hall Clothes (chain), big radio user (180 stations
in 80 cities) using 20 TV stations in 11 markets, thru
Frank B. Sawdon Inc., N. Y.
Among other advertisers
reported using or preparing to use TV: Good Humor Corp.
(ice cream), thru David J. Mahoney Inc., N. Y.; U. S. Rubber Co. (Keds casual shoes), thru Fletcher D. Richards
Inc., N. Y.; World Candies Inc.
(Spaceman Zoomies
candies), thru McKay Adv. Co., N. Y.; Lux Clock Mfg. Co.
(timing devices), thru Edward Graceman & Assoc., Hartford; Santa Fe Railway, thru Leo Burnett Co., Chicago;
Niagara Manufacturing & Distributing Corp. (massage
equipment), thru Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh; Sturdy
Dog Foods, thru Jimmy Fritz & Assoc., Hollywood; Niagara Mfg. & Distr. Corp. (massage equipment), thru Walker
& Downing, Pittsburgh; John Morrell & Co. (Red Heart
dog food), thru N. W. Ayer, Philadelphia; Lucerne Milk,
thru J. Walter Thompson, San Francisco; Polaroid Land
Camera Co., thru BBDO, N. Y.; Nu-Enamel Corp. (paints
& enamel), thru Olian & Bronner, Chicago; Milner Products Co. (Pine-Sol and Fly-Cide), thru Gordon Best Co.,
Chicago; Avoset Co. (Qwip pressurized dairy cream), thru
Fletcher D. Richards, San Francisco; Golden Grain Macaroni Co., thru Kelso-Norman Adv., San Francisco; Leslie
Salt Co., thru Honig-Cooper Co., San Francisco; Chemicals
Inc. (starch, household bleach), thru Sidney Garfield &
Assoc., San Francisco.
Leslie Salt,

in big

Ellen’s

Jellies

campaign promoting new models,

.

.

.

is

.

.

New

Network Accounts:

.

.

.

.

series

—featuring

dramatized

versions of trips to neighboring planets, lion hunts, erupting volcanoes, etc. starts May 10 on CBS-TV, Sun. 5-6
p.m., using resources of American Museum of Natural
History which signed 5-year contract with network. Titled

—

Adventure, it’s being offered for sponsorship at $25,000per-week production cost and will partly replace Omnibus,
Sun. 4:30-6 p.m., which goes off air after May 3. Programs
will be both live and film, originating from museum and
network studios, with Charles Collingwood narrating and
interviewing
Procter & Gamble (Lilt home permanent)
buys co-sponsorship of Jackie Gleason Show, replacing
Bristol-Meyers Co. (Ipana), starting May 16, on CBS-TV,
Sat. 8-9 p.m., thru Biow; other 2 sponsors are Nestle Co.
(Nescafe) and Schick Electric Shavers
Coca-Cola will
sponsor musical program featuring Eddie Fisher and Don
Ameche, starting April 29, on NBC-TV, Wed. & Fri. 7:307:45 p.m., thru D’Arcy; it replaces Tide’s Those Two, Mon.Wed.-Fri. 7:30-7:45 p.m.
Pearson Pharmacal Co.
(Endds) starts Ethel & Albert April 6 on NBC-TV, alt.
Sat. 7 :30-8 p.m., thru Harry B. Cohen Adv.
Blatz dropping Amos
Andy after June 21 on CBS-TV, alt. Thu.
8:30-9 p.m., may be replaced by Old Golds with program
not yet announced
Gillette to sponsor 10 horse races
each Sat. April 18-June 20 on NBC-TV, thru Maxon.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

V

.

.

.

.

.

E XTENSION OF DEADLINE
New

beyond June 2 for reser-

vation of non-commercial educational channels was
York’s Gov. Thomas E.
urged this week by both
Dewey and New Jersey’s Gov. Alfred Driscoll. Former’s
request, in formal statement, occasioned surprise in view
of his well-publicized stand against State funds for educational TV, reflected in report of his N. Y. State Temporary Commission for Educational TV opposing Statefinanced network (Vol. 9:9).
Dewey declared emphasis on State control has resulted
in too little incentive “to make use of this great new
medium to bring to the people the fruits of our educational
and cultural advances.” He said he would soon appoint
committee to “act as a coordinating force to bring together the educational and cultural agencies in this state
and the commercial TV stations and to help them jointly
to develop the greatest potentials of educational TV for
our people.”
Educational TV leaders weren’t immediately convinced that Dewey’s statement represented a change of
heart. Feeling was that he had been stung by avalanche
of criticism following Commission’s report (Vol. 9:10)
and was trying to make political amends, especially since
N. Y. legislature adjourned this week until next year without taking action on any educational TV bills, in the face
of 8 grants already made by FCC.
Driscoll’s request in letter to FCC Chairman Walker
urged 4-year extension of deadline. It came in wake of

recommendation by N.

J.

Commission on Educational

for State-financed 6-station network (Vol. 9:11).
Other educational TV developments this week:

TV
(1)

Metropolitan Pittsburgh Educational TV Commission received $100,000 grants each from Ford Foundation, Arbuckle-Jamison Foundation, A. W. Mellon Education and
Charitable Trust.
(2) New Orleans non-profit corporation, unnamed as yet, formed to press for educational TV
station.
(3) California State Assembly ordered 60-day
study of educational TV allocations.
(4) Max Balcom,
Sylvania, named chairman of special RTMA committee on
educational TV, replacing Emerson’s Benjamin Abrams,
resigned.
(5) GE v.p. Dr. W. R. G. Baker, staunchly
favoring educational TV, told Philadelphia’s Poor Richard Club that failure to use educational channels “would
be a mistake that would affect our civilization for centuries to come.”

Senate hearings on baseball TV, growing out of Sen.
Johnson’s bill (S. 1396) to permit organized baseball to
reinstate rule prohibiting major league telecasts in minor
league areas (Vol. 9:12), aren’t scheduled yet but the
Colorado Democrat will push for them as early as possible,
probably after spring training ends early next month. TV
networks, Justice Dept, and baseball officials will testify.
College football will probably come up with 1953 TV program similar to 1952’s one-game-a-week plan, despite suggestions for changes last week from networks and some
colleges. National Collegiate Athletic Assn. TV committee
held “hearings” March 19-21 in Kansas City and announced
that participating schools will divide $1,151,109 in 1952
TV receipts, but delayed actual drafting of 1953 program
until April 7-8 sessions in New York.
Demand for restricting boxing TV, too, came out of March 26 meeting
in New York of International Boxing Managers Guild,
which called on netwoi'lcs to cut down fight telecasts to
4 nights each week, instead of current 6, and asked $5000
minimum for each fighter appearing on TV in lieu of
present $1500-$3600. Negotiations for new TV contracts
with promoters won’t begin until summer, however.

—

No dashboard TVs
have

TV

in

Oregon!

Bill

making

it

illegal

screen in front part of car or truck was signed
this week by Oregon’s Gov. Patterson.
to
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EW DEVELOPMENT
IRE

in picture tube design,

demon-

may

simplify manufacture and servicing of TV sets and at same time cut costs
and even improve picture. At least that’s what’s claimed
by GE for its internal magnetic focus (IMF) tube, and
judging from interest displayed by other picture tube
manufacturers, device could find ready acceptance by instrated at

convention,

dustry very soon.
IMF tube incorporates focusing device and ion trap
They’re set at facwithin electron gun of tube itself.
tory, sealed in for perfect adjustment and focus for life
This eliminates
of tube, according to GE engineers.
troublesome and touchy ion trap adjustments, simplifies
production by cutting out cumbersome brackets and
gadgets around neck of tube. Being permanently focused,
tube requires no focus knob on set. GE claims it’s much
easier to produce and gives better focus that the zerovoltage “self-focusing” electrostatic-focus tubes which
were introduced as material-saving measure.
GE says new tube will cost $1.50 more than present
magnetically focused tubes, 25<? more than electrostatic,
eliminates parts costing about $2.50. It may be used as

H

igh-powered

uhf stations hitting fcc’s iooo-kw
away, but manufacturers of the war-developed klystron tubes reported encouraging progress toward goal when we talked with them
Varian
at this week’s IRE convention in New York.
Associates, which makes 12-kw klystrons for GE, reports
it’s working on “early stages” of development of klystron
to power 60-kw uhf transmitter, which, coupled with highgain antenna, could deliver 1000 kw ERP. Varian engineer N. P. Hiestand, in paper presented at convention,
said new tube being developed for GE will probably
be tested in 1954. Tube has 4 cavities, and 6 models will
cover entire uhf band. Said Hiestand: “Thei-e’s no theoretical limit to the power which can be generated by
ceiling are still at least a year

—

—

klystrons.”

(Eimac) says progress is being50-kw klystron (Vol. 8:10), and reports
it will offer 12 or 15-kw klystron in about 3-4 months.
DuMont, whose uhf transmitter is built around Eimac’s
5-kw klystron, is expected to bring out transmitter using
Eitel-McCullough

made toward

its

E NTHUSIASM

over performance of uhf receivers, con-

verters and antennas

engineering team from

is

Howard W. Sams &

apolis technical publishers,

Bend area

reflected in findings of

Co., Indian-

which spent 2 weeks

testing uhf equipment.

4-man

in

South

Crew used mobile

equip-

ment, made tests in more than 100 different locations at
varying distances from station WSBT-TV (Ch. 34), using
“virtually all uhf antennas currently available, all popularly used transmission lines and wide variety of uhf receivers

and converters.”

Among

Some

may accommodate

tube with no extra parts, but most
will require close-fitting steel shunt band around tube neck
and small centering device. GE will sample gun to other
tube manufacturers, tube to set manufacturers in couple
weeks, hopes to have new tube ready for fall market in
several sizes.
We observed pictures on set using IMF tube, found
them clear and sharp, focus remaining satisfactory as
line voltage was varied from 90-130 volts.
GE says more
than 100 of the tubes have been life-tested for 7000 hours
under extreme conditions, equivalent of 4 years’ use.
Tube uses 3 tiny alnico 5 magnets in focus assembly, one
in ion trap unit.
GE and almost all other tube manufacturers at IRE
convention prominently featured the new 24-in. rectangular tubes in their displays (Vol. 9:11). Most of them are
quoting delivery dates from May to July, although some
small tube makers said model is now in production in
non-aluminized version. Westinghouse showed new metalconed 24-&-27-in. tubes, both due for production in fall,
sets

in addition to glass 24-in.

Eimac 12-kw tube. Eimac engineers are enthusiastic about
new tube’s 45% efficiency, as compared to 25-30% in
previous klystrons. They say this will mean big saving to

New 12-15-kw tube won’t be
tubes (about 40 lbs.), will have
Three will cover uhf band.
externally tuned cavities.
Though DuMont hasn’t turned out many uhf transmitters,
Eimac officials say klystron isn’t the hold-up, adding that
telecasters in electricity.

much bigger than 5-kw

they’ve ali'eady

DuMont

made more than 100 of the 5-kw uhf tubes.
week announced new uhf transmitting
made to its specifications by Gabriel Co.’s

this

antenna, to be

Workshop Associates
section

slotted

Div.

It’s

antenna, which

a 2-bay 24 wavelengthcan be electrically and

mechanically tilted and incorpoi'ates null fill-in features.
It has power gain of 21.5 at beam peak, 17.5 on horizon.
Gates Radio Co. displayed TV transmitter at IRE convention and officials said company would have 500-watt
vhf transmitter and 5-kw amplifier for delivery in 6
months. Company also plans uhf transmitter, but it’s still
“in development” and won’t be available until 1954.

Crew’s report pi-aised operation of uhf receivers and
“Tuning was not difficult and drift presented
no serious problem,” they said, “and in most cases the converters would not require retuning from day to day, which
speaks pretty well for their stability.” Complete report
of field suiwey, including recommendations of antennas
and lead-in lines for use under various circumstances, will
appear in March-April issue of Howard W. Sams’ PF
Index & Technical Digest.
converters.

their findings:

“Excellent results were obtained at distances up to 30
mi. from the transmitter [and] satisfactory reception
could be obtained at distances up to 45 mi. through proper
As we
selection of antenna and lead-in combination.”

own visit to South Bend last month (Vol. 9:9),
Sams’ field crew found area’s flat terrain apparently had
no “dead spots.”
In antenna tests, team found that height isn’t neces“In uhf fringe areas,” they
sarily all-important factor.
concluded, “the first consideration is to select an antenna
having sufficient gain rather than picking one with only
medium gain and attempting to mount it at a higher
did on our

It’s far better, they added, “to install a highgain antenna at a moderate height than it is to install a
medium gain antenna at an abnormally high elevation.”
In latter case, losses in longer lead-in may counteract any
gain achieved by greater height.

elevation.”

diiect replacement for magnetic or electrostatic tube.

Compatibility tests and evaluation of network color
transmissions are object of STA received by Philco’s
WPTZ last week to transmit color 12:45-1 p.m. daily until
April 30. STA specifies that tests aie “in order to obtain reaction of non-technical observers among the viewing public to the quality of black-&-white pictures during
color transmission and to evaluate the quality of color

transmissions when received via coaxial intercity transmission facilities.”

“The Story of KPTV” titles atti-active 68-p. booklet
put out by Empire Coil Co., owner of Portland’s KPTV,
telling in photos and press clippings the story of construction and initial operations of woidd’s first commercial
uhf station. It’s full of good material for other uhf enterprisers; write Empixe Coil Co., New Rochelle, N. Y., for
gratis copy.
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Electronics Reports: Transistor was the star of IRE
convention March 23-26 in New York. Technical sessions
devoted to electronics’ “glamour baby” drew the biggest
crowds of all and fascinating exhibits of transistorized
gadgets were real show-stoppers. That the “transistor age”

—

is virtually here (Vol. 8:47) is indicated by announcements
of 3 large manufacturers that they will soon have massproduction quantities available for commercial use. RCA
plans to have 2 junction types and 2 point-contact tran-

sistors available commercially

May

nounce commercial production

in 30-60 days.

1.

Sylvania will an-

GE, which

has sold quantities of point-contact transistors for some
time, will offer production quantities of junction transisRaytheon and others have
tors in “couple of months.”
been selling transistors in quantity for several months.
Among the transistorized items on display at IRE
convention: (1) Developmental TV amplifier the size of
kitchen match, weighing less than an ounce and small
enough to fit inside cable, made by Bell Labs and using
2 germanium diodes, one tetrode transistor, 11 other tiny
components. (2) Transmitter, using new GE hermeticallysealed junction transistor, which was operated in pot of
boiling water.
(3) Signal Corps developmental Geiger
counter weighing less than 1 lb. (existing models weigh
about 35 lbs.) that could be slipped into coat pocket.
(4)
Seven hearing aids, now in commercial production, each

using 3 Raytheon transistors.
While hearing aids are presently only transistorized
civilian items available commei-cially, portable and auto
radios apparently aren’t far behind.
They’re considered
ideal for transistorization because of transistor’s low battery drain.
GE germanium products sales mgr. J. H.
Sweeney said his company is working with auto radio
manufacturers looking toward transistorized auto set to
be commercially produced by 1955.
Bulk of transistors produced to date have gone to

armed
well be

and militaxy and industrial applications may
most impox-tant uses for them for some time, most

forces,

engineers believe. Bell Labs’ J. J. Scanlon described high
speed digital computer, using 78 tiansistox-s and 500 germanium diodes, which was tested for 5000 hours, with only
one tx-ansistor failure and complete freedom from random
errors.

Steps toward development of power transistors were
announced by several companies. RCA has built transistors which can handle 1 watt (compaied to .05 watt for
conventional transistors) and externally-cooled (forcedair or liquid) transistors operated at 3 watts.

Germanium

Products Co. displayed transistor claimed to handle up to
2 watts, demonstrating receiver in which it directly drove
loudspeaker.
*

*

*

*

manufacturers got go-ahead this week to
begin ordering metals free from allocation controls under
new Defense Materials System (DMS) which goes into
effect July 1.
Priorities on steel, copper and aluminum
will be reseiwed for defense producers only, and civilian
orders for delivery after June 30 can now be made without priority.
Nickel-bearing stainless steel, nickel and
Civilian

NPA

C

LOSED-CIRCUIT TV

as everyday tool for small
businesses, schools and even the home
this prospect
came big step nearer reality as 3 manufacturers demonstrated new simplified and highly portable industrial TV

—

systems at this week’s IRE convention.
Most ingenious new system and potentially the least
expensive was simple “camera attachment” demonstrated
by RCA and subject of paper by Dr. V. K. Zwox-ykin, L. E.
Flory, W. S. Pike and G. W. Gray. Unit is about size of
home movie camera, contains Vidicon pickup tube and
3-tube signal amplifier, attaches easily to any home TV
set, from which it picks up power and scanning irxformation.
Camera weighs less than 5 lbs., is ready for mass
production when demand warrants. “A large demand for

—

—

it might make it possible to market the camera plus a new
receiver for nothing more than the receiver’s cost,” said
Dr. Zworykin.

Two other manufacturers demonstrated industrial TV
systems which do away with the conventional monitor,
using any home TV set instead. DuMont’s new “Tel-Eye,”
now in production, is size of portable typewriter, weighs
18 lbs. and has 17 tubes.
It has electronic view-finder,
plugs into wall socket for power. It’s priced at $2850.
Capehart (IT&T) showed laboratory model of new selfcontained camex-a unit using its “Fotocon” tube. General
Precision Laboratoi'y demonstrated new camera chain employing newly developed “Staticon” tube and separate
monitor, to sell for about $5000; also 2 image orthicon
chains designed for undersea salvage one weighing 85
lb., the other a ton.
GPL says it also has self-contained
Staticon which uses TV set as monitor.

—

How to deal with adjacent-channel interfex’ence problems without increasing cost of TV x-eceiver is sticky problem for TV manufacturers. Many areas will never have
adjacent-channel intex-ference at all, but increase in number of stations is cei’tain to cause trouble in others
especially fringe areas between adjacent channels. Novel
solution to problem was posed by DuMont engineer John
P. Van Duyne in Max-ch 26 paper at IRE convention. He
described plug-in intex-ference filter, which could be sold
as accessory to customers in areas subject to the interference, thereby eliminating necessity of increasing set
costs by bixilding complete adjacent-channel attenuation
into all sets.

TV

banking

begins Max-ch
begin using industrial TV x-eceivers to identify signatux-es and convey
other savings account information from master file room
Combined with battery of new IBM
to tellers’ cages.
machines, TV is expected to save baixk some $15,000 a
year, besides cutting down delay while customers’ records
are checked. Industrial TV system was provided by Telesex-een Cox-p., New Canaan, Conn., and uses Remington
First regular use of

30

in

when New York Savings Bank

Rand camera

field

tellers

tube.

High dome technical
ing of International

session, the annual spring meet-

Scientific

Radio Union

(URSI),

scheduled for April 27-30 at Bureau of Standards.

is

Sub-

cobalt will continue to be allocated to all users.
laid down ground rules for
this week in its new
Regulations 1 & 2, available at Commerce Dept, field

jects to be covered

radio noise,

radio measurement methods and standand ionosphex-ic propagation, terrestx-ial
radio astronomy, radio waves and circuits,

offices.

electronics.

Chairman of

National Conference on Airborne Electronics, sponsored by Dayton Section, IRE, and Professional Group on
Airborne Electronics, will be held May 11-13 at Dayton
Biltmore Hotel, Dayton, 0.

Labs’

DMS

:

ards, tropospheric

J.

electronics session will be Bell

A. Morton, transistor expert.

Eleven color signal generators have been shipped by
Telechrome Inc., mostly to manufacturers, according to

Dozen color sets with Lawrence tube will be used in
London during Coronation, Chromatic TV Labs says.
They’ll be fed via microwave, Pye Ltd. handling the transmission and building the leceivers around tubes. Before
Queen Mary’s death, there wex-e plans to provide her with

president

a set for the event.

J.

R. Popkin-Clurnxan.
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with Electronics Reports
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COLOR AGAIN— POSSIBLE EFFECT ON TRADE: No guest ion but that resurgence of the color
problem with all its attendant publicity, carries potential of depressing set sales
among customers who get impression that color "is just around the corner."
Yet it's recalled there was no major dro p in sales when CBS began part-time
telecasting and advertising of its color sets.
That was in the lush days of 1950
however, when the industry was on a production-&-sel!ing spree.
When the compatible NTSC system is presente d to FCC, backed by the entire
industry, there's bound to be growing public impression that " color is really here "
despite fact that true mass production may take several years to achieve.
If new system is approved before year's end believed quite likely, toughest
period for the trade will come between official approval date and mass production.
Balanced against any inclination to "wait for color " will be knowledge that
the availability of color receivers will be limited for considerable time, and that
they will be plenty expensive for an even longer time.
,

,

—

,

*

*

#

,*

"

Color TV May Be With Us by Christmas " headlined story in a Washington newspaper this week
and therein lay the danger to the trade
Will such loose talk
hurt current business? We asked quite a few leaders, and their consensus was best
epitomized in the laconic reply of one, "Well, it isn't going to help."
Anybody's guess is as good as the other fellow's but the way we see it an
economic cataclysm will have to occur to depress public demand for today's TV.
For
picture quality satisfactory, programs
one thing, values are good prices right
attractive.
For another, the retailer has an answe r in the oft-misunderstood word
"
compatibility " which means that the few early colorcasts can be received in good
monochrome on today's sets; also, in indisputable fact color sets will cost more
Looking at the industry over-all fact is, as CBS president Stanton pointed
out at House hearing this week, the industry enjoyed its peak production in first 2
that now is seasonal dip period which
months of this year (about 1,415,000 sets)
usually carries through second quarter; that it's small co m fort to retailer when he
hears even a fraction of his potential customers say, because they've read catchy
headlines and don't know the complications, " Guess I'll wait for color ."
It's cold comfort to tradesmen in the saturated markets, depending heavily
on replacement business and stimulating it with larger screens and better values,
For set makers
that the manufacturers aren't likely to be hurt much by color talk.
are feeding their product into new markets opening up steadily, thanks to FCC freezeend policy of granting station permits freely
and it looks like they won't have
too much trouble this year producing and selling even more than last year's " normal "
color talk or no color talk.
6,000,000 sets
Only the most optimistic think the industry can hit 1950' s 7,500,000 again
remembering the disastrous
this year; in fact, it isn't geared for that number
early 1951 carryover "recession".

—

.

,

,

,
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From the dealer standpoint as the NARDA Newsletter sees it, "the principal
effect of the publicity given the Congressional sabre-rattlers will be weakening of
It calls
public confidence in the length of use they'll get from black-&-white sets
for a positive selling program of what we have today and a re-affirmation of our
confidence in the industry and its products.
"
It's a safe bet that no commercial quantities of color sets will be sold
for at least 3 and perhaps 5 years and that the types of sets sold today will be in
Nearly 22,000,000 sets have been shipped to
use and good values 10 years from now
dealers since 1946... too large an audience to be neglected for a long time."
,

.

.
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TV production dropped to 160,683
(8103 private label) week ended March 20, lowest for any week since Jan. 9, when
Total compared with 167,279 week ended March 13 and 166,235
figure was 155,892.
preceding week. Inventories went to year’s high of 177,199, up from 163,662 March 13.
with cumulative output about 1,915.000 .
It was year's 11th production week
In line with seasonal pattern

(Vol.

9:10),

,

Radios continued to advance totaling 327,322 (156,960 private), highest
Inventories
week since May 1951, up from 306,683 preceding week & 309,234 March 6.
reached year's high of 383,597. Eleven-week radio production is about 2,252,000
March 20 week's radios: 100,390 home, 33,166 portables, 57,070 clock, 136,916 auto.
,

.

COLOR SETS-HOW MUCH AND HOW SOON? How much will color sets cost ? How fast will
they arrive ? How will they look? Can you convert existing sets to color? Here
digest of statements by witnesses during this week's Congressional hearing:
An initial cost of 50% more than black-&-white was the estimate of RCA's
Eventually,
Dr. E.W. Engstrom, who said: "I suspect we'll lose money at first."
color sets would come down to about 25% more than black-&-white but they will always be higher, he said.
In addition to expensive tri-color tube, color sets now
take 34 receiving tubes, compared with 18-24 for black-&-white
Rate of production Engstrom estimated, will probably repeat the history of
black-&-white
a few thousand first year hundreds of thousands second year, then
[For breakdowns of actual TV receiver production in 1947-52,
a jump to millions.
see table on p. 235, TV Factbook 16.]
Engstrom foresaw no particular servicing problem
Asked about converting
black-&-white sets to color, he said it's possible but not too practical
cost of
attachment for color probably running more than black-&-white set.
Using the Lawrence tri-color tube (Vol. 9:4), color sets needn't be so high,
according to Richard Hodgson of Chromatic TV Labs who said tube can be sold to set
makers for only $25-$35 more than black-&-white tube of same size. He said structure
of tube is simpler than RCA's
and shorter, permitting cabinets with less depth.
Dr. Allen B. DuMont estimated $600 for 17-in. color set
ventured color will
always run 50% more than black-&-white
Only 10% of public, he said, will buy the
"luxury" sets, a lesson learned in black-&-white marketing.
He thought the others'
estimates on costs were too optimistic.
No figures were supplied by GE's W.R.G. Baker except that he said " early
sets will be costly ." Asked to evaluate tri-color tubes, he said 3 hold promise:
RCA, "furthest advanced today" Lawrence, "very attractive features"
an unidentified tube, combining features of other two.
Philco presented no witness but submitted statement for the record which
said: " Color receivers will always be substantially higher in cost than blackywhite receivers," but since NTSC system is compatible there will be no curtailment
of service to black-&-white receivers.
Both RCA and Lawrence tubes have round envelopes with color surface considerably smaller than diameter of tube
but there's nothing to prevent eventual
development of rectangular tube with color surface over entire face.
'
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Trade Personals:

Herbert C. Guterman named chairnewly-named Freed Electronics & Controls Corp. (ex-Freed Radio Corp.)
W. W. Watts, RCA engineering products v.p., back at work
after returning from European trip March 26
Angus A.
MacDonald named asst, chief engineer in charge of 2-way
radio development for Motorola’s communications & electronics div.
John Hope, credit mgr., Crosley div., Avco,
elected president of Major Appliance Manufacturers Credit
Assn., succeeding A. L. Murray, Duo-Therm, now chairman
Maurice L. Carter, ex-Motorola Chicago, named Cincinnati regional sales mgr., replacing C. W. Swanson, now
midwest sales mgr.; Ronald L. Bates, ex-Motorola Detroit, appointed Memphis mgr., succeeding T. J. Morley,
now southern sales mgr.
Michael Ames, ex-David 0.

man

of executive committee of

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Alber Associates, named Emerson mgr. of public relations
under David J. Hopkins, sales & adv. director; Miss E. F.
Solow, with Emerson 36 years, retires as public relations
mgr.
Paul Neubert, ex-Raytheon, appointed Zenith
eastern mgr., Rochester, N. Y., replacing John Dalton, now
western mgr.
Carroll G. Killen promoted to field engineering mgr., Sprague Electric; Allan J. Weinberger appointed mgr. of Dayton, 0., application engineering office,
succeeding William M. Lana, now asst, sales mgr. of Cul.

.

.

.

.

.

ver City, Cal. office
Maxwell Ratner, ex-NSRB, named
sales mgr., Federated Semi-Conductor Co., N. Y., agent for
Germanium Products Corp. (transistors)
Robert R.
Dial appointed purchasing agent, Radio Apparatus Corp.,
Indianapolis
Calvin Hugy, radio sales promotion mgr.,
.

.

.

.

.

named

.

.

.

.

adv. mgr. of Hallicrafters branch operations.
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Trends

TV

Doubled sales of major appliances
including TV within next 10 years. This
despite an 8-10% decline in national economic level in next
That’s sizeup by Westinghouse v.p. J. H. Ash2 years.
baugh, px-esented this week to Installment Credit Conference of American Bankers Assn, at Chicago.
Mr. Ashbaugh based prediction that appliances will
ride out general recession on studies by his company on
relation of appliances to national economy, noting that in
some cases appliances have shown “greater strength than
the composite of all business.” He added:
“When we assembled all the facts and data and added
them up, we forecast that in the next 10 years we would be
selling 2 appliances where we now sell one. As an example of what this growth means, it is our opinion that by

Topics

—

oi

Trade:

—

1958 the industry will sell 14,000,000 units of refrigerators,
ranges, freezers and laundry equipment, compared to 10,000,000 at retail value of $2.75 billion last year.
“These products, of course, are only one segment of
the electric appliance industry. When one adds to them
all of the TV sets, radios, housewares, fans and a host of
others a truly tremendous advance of business is in

—

store.”

Mr. Ashbaugh told assembled bankers and credit men
they’d have to cooperate with appliance folks to make
prosperity a reality in view of growing importance of in-

stallment sales.
*

*

*

*

Printed circuits will be used in TV sets for first time
when 1954 models are introduced next fall and winter, according to engineers of Photocircuits Corp., Glen Cove,
N. Y., manufacturers of printed circuits. Several manufacturers, they said, will use printed sub-assemblies, such
Displayed by Photocircuits at IRE conas IF stages.
vention in New York this week was Hallicrafters printed
circuit clock radio,

now

in

To

production.

date, Halli-

crafters and Motorola (Vol. 8:33) are only manufacturers
known to be making printed-circuit home radios, but

Photocircuits officials predict that by this time next year
every manufacturer will have at least one

virtually

printed-circuit model.

New

uhf tuners and converters shown at this week’s
convention included the “Cavituner,” 70-channel continuous tuner made by Radio Receptor Co., 251 W. 19th
Using 3 tubes and crystal mixer, the tuner as
St., N. Y.
well as an external-converter version will be offered only
to manufacturers for time being, said company officials.
Both are in limited production, goal being 1000 a day by
Also shown were
June, converter’s suggested list $48.
single-channel ($14.50 list) and 2-channel ($27) converters
by Trad TV, Asbury Park, N. J., to be sold through electronics jobbers, deliveries to start in May or June.

IRE

—

—

New vhf-uhf tuner will be shown to set manufacturers
next few weeks by Anchor Radio Corp., 2215 S. St.
Louis Ave., Chicago. It will incorporate a stage of RF
amplification on all channels, using “circuitry simpler
than in any vhf tuner on the market,” according to Anchor
v.p. Ernest Keller.
in

*

*

Raytheon Television & Radio Corp., formerly Belmont
Radio Corp., wholly-owned subsidiary of Raytheon Mfg.
Co., Waltham, Mass., with own plants in Chicago and
Oelwein, la., will be merged into parent company as of
May 31, end of company’s fiscal year. TV, radio & govt,
business will be continued as a divisional operation, said
parent company president C. F. Adams Jr., with headIt’s corporate change
quarters continuing in Chicago.
only, doesn’t affect internal management structure, polnew
icies, personnel or distributor-dealer relationships of
division.

REMARK

BY CBS president Frank Stanton during
House Interstate Commerce Committee’s color hearings this week gave some indication of his company’s position in TV-radio-electronics manufacturing. He said “manufacturing and broadcasting are pretty well balanced in
our corporate finances,” which would indicate that perhaps
half of CBS’s $251,594,490 gross for 1952 was represented
by CBS-Columbia Inc. (TV sets), CBS-Hytron (tubes) and
Columbia Records Inc. (phonograph records) the other
half by TV & radio broadcasting. It was first full year
of operation in TV & tube manufacture since merger with
Hytron and acquisition of old Air King Co.

—

Notice of April 15 annual meeting reported these offi& directors’ stockholdings (out of 1,268,700 Class A
and 1,072,196 Class B shares outstanding as of Feb. 13)
and their 1952 remunerations: Bruce A. Coffin, president
CBS-Hytron, 11,383 Class A shares and 17,260 Class B,
$77,586; Lloyd H. Coffin, chairman & treas. CBS-Hytron,
11,250 & 16,150, $77,586; David H. Cogan, president CBSColumbia Inc., 5236 & 5236, $77,586; James B. Conkling,
president, Columbia Records Inc., no Class A, 100 Class B,
$60,000; Adrian Murphy, president CBS Radio, no shares,
$58,461; Edward R. Murrow, director and newscaster, no
Class A, 200 Class B, $211,126; William S. Paley, chairman
CBS, 38,510 & 222,500, $101,998; Joseph H. Ream, exec,
v.p., CBS (resigned), no stock, $43,750; Frank Stanton,
president CBS, 810 & 3025, $153,520; J. L. Van Volkenburg, president CBS-TV, no Class A, 100 Class B, $63,536.
[For report on 1952 consolidated sales and net income,

cers’

see Vol. 9:12.]

A. D. Plamondon Jr. refused this week to recognize
authority of 3-man majority of board of directors of Indiana Steel Products Co., largest maker of permanent
magnets, to oust him from presidency and bitter issue
probably will be resolved at April 23 stockholders meeting which will vote on rival slates. Board decided March
24 to fire him. Meanwhile, appeal has been taken to U. S.
Circuit Court of Appeals in Chicago from decision of
lower court upholding majority’s legal rights to change
management (Vol. 9:11) but court’s decision isn’t expected
Rival factions currently are eagerly
before October.
the Plamondon forces (with strong insoliciting proxies
and highly
dustry backing, for he is president of
popular in the trade) lined up as indicated in Vol. 9:11
while the Doelz-Conover-Buchanan majority seeks proxies
for own slate. Latter propose to reelect themselves and
also John H. Boumeester, manufacturing v.p. (holding 100
shares) and Robert F. Smith, gen. mgr., v.p. & sales mgr.

—

—

RTMA

(600 shares). Plamondon and family
143,149 shares outstanding.

Philco sales

first

own

17,520 of the

quarter of this year were at annual

rate of $435,000,000, with concomitant “widening profit
margin” expected, v.p. Courtnay Pitt told N. Y. Society of

Security Analysts this week; 1952 sales were $367,000,000.
*

*

*

•

Notes: RCA Victor Distributing Corp.
elects Carl V. Bradford director; he’s east central regional
Gough Industries (Sylvania), Los Angeles,
mgr.
merges its 3 appliance divs. under household appliances
section, headed by v.p. S. P. Bell; Radio Distributing Co.,
Grand Rapids, appoints Lewis D. Ross sales mgr.
DuMont appoints Rice & Miller Co., Bangor, Me.; Tampa
Pafactory branch names Walter Fieldsa sales mgr.
cific Vogue appoints Horn & Cox, Los Angeles; James F.
Ching, Honolulu; Ace TV & Radio Co., Missoula; Video
Villa, Colorado Springs; Jack Goot, Las Vegas, Nev.;
Kassler & Co. (OlymAdrien P. Wattel, Stockton, Cal.
pic), Los Angeles, merges with Olympic Electronic Supply Co. under name of Olympic-Kassler Inc., 7636 Santa
Distributor

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Monica Blvd. (Ralph Sackley, pres.)

.

.

.

.
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&

Trade Holes: Sylvania

reports record sales

of $235,023,437 in 1952, up 16% from 1951’s $202,806,387—
but net income declined to $6,960,625 ($3.04 a share) or

16% under record $8,253,973 ($4.18) in 1951. Decline in
earnings was attributed to “higher manufacturing costs,
heavy starting-up charges on new plants, accelerated depreciation for new facilities and low prices on some products.”
Annual report predicts earnings will improve in
1953 on basis of anticipated costs and “progress of Sylvania’s sales in 1952.”
Fourth quarter sales exceeded
$72,000,000, greatest quarter in company’s history.
TV sales were said to be “strong in the fall after an
accentuated seasonal dip in the spring” and demand for
picture tubes was so great late in year that allocations
were put into effect. National defense billings totaled
$67,000,000, about 28.5% of all billings, reaching peak in
spring and then leveling off to $6,000,000 per month. Unfilled defense orders at year’s end amounted to $75,000,000.
Total assets increased to $176,418,658 from $150,968,617 at end of 1951, and floor space increased to 4,135,000 sq. ft. from 3,372,000, marking greatest period of
physical expansion in firm’s history.
*

*

*

*

Allen B. DuMont Laboratories Inc. enjoyed record
gross income of $76,367,000 during 1952, up 50% from
$50,742,000 in 1951 and slightly higher than previous peak
of $76,363,000 in 1950. Earnings after Federal taxes were
$1,425,000 (55<f per share) in 1952 as against loss of $583,000 (30d per share) in 1951 and peak earnings of $6,901,Federal taxes were $1,473,000 in
000 ($2.87) in 1950.
1952, none in 1951 and $6,300,000 in 1950. At year’s end,
current assets totaled $31,710,000, working capital $18,All di277,000, or up $4,158,000 from preceding year.
visions were up, including DuMont Network, for which
no separate figures are given and particularly the TV
transmitter div., which doubled 1951 output, and CR tube
div., now working on 3-shift, 6-day basis with doubled
number of employes. New products developed during year
included continuous motion-picture film scanner, MobilMount Dolly and new uhf transmitters which “are expected to add materially to increased shipments next year.”

—

Hazeltine consolidated report shows net income of $2,006,790 ($2.86 a share on 700,000 shares outstanding) on
gross revenues of $9,237,190 for 1952, compared with $1,459,490 ($2.08 on 350,000 shares) on gross of $6,957,344
for 1951. Defense production was “almost entirely responProxy statement
sible for the increase in net earnings.”
for annual stockholders meeting April 14 shows that chair-

man Jack

Binns, holding 4000 shares, received total remuneration of $62,985.16 in 1952; W. A. MacDonald, pres.,
Hazeltine Corp., 2000 shares, $62,960; L. B. Dodds, pres.,
Hazeltine Research, $45,795; J. B. Dow, exec, v.p., Hazeltine Corp., 600 shares, $35,719; Fielding Robinson, pres.,
Hazeltine Electronics Corp., 1400 shares, $41,692.

Sprague Electric Co. reports sales of $44,449,891 for
1952, net earnings $3,136,853 ($4.18 a share) vs. $38,491,-

215 sales and $2,720,334 ($3.63) profit in 1951.
Expresident Robert C. Sprague, who was to have been Undersecretary of the Air Force but declined to sell stock in the
company he founded (Vol. 9:7), has returned as chairman.
His brother Julian K. Sprague is president; Ernest L.
Ward, exec, v.p.; William J. Nolan, v.p. & secy.
International Resistance Co., in uniquely put-together
annual report released this week, shows net income of
$577,877 (44^ a share on 1,325,163 shares) on sales of
$11,778,836 for 1952, compared with $754,675 (714 on
1,067,163 shares) on sales of $12,973,170 in 1951. Defense
business accounted for approximately 30% of total sales.

Trav-Ler reports 1952 net income of $291,565 (654 a
share) on sales of $11,860,387, compared with net loss of
$577,950 on sales of $8,015,622 in 1951.

ABC ended 1952 with net loss of $141,725 on gross
income of $56,803,508, according to annual report released
this week, compared with net profit of $368,943 (224 a
share) on gross revenues of $58,983,129 in 1951 and of
$84,605 (54) on revenues of $45,470,876 in 1950. Network
goes into American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres
merger (Vol. 9:7) with earned surplus of $3,986,215.
United Paramount Theatres 1952 report, also just out,
shows net earnings of $6,961,113 ($2.11 a share) on gross
revenues of $121,570,000 for 1952, compared with $10,705,011 ($3.24) on revenues of $121,080,000 in 1951. Strong
financial position of new AB-PT is shown by cash and
govt, securities of $32,573,000, working capital of $27,644,000, and total assets of $141,101,000, as disclosed in UPT’s
1952 report. Term debt amounts to $42,881,000. Figures
reflect retirement of ABC’s term debt of $7,662,000 and
proceeds from $6,000,000 sale of WBKB to CBS.
Oak Mfg. Co. reports 1952 sales of $15,925,959, net
income of $1,103,109 ($2.10 a share). Sales in 1951 were
$13,680,629, earnings $2.08 a share. Dollar earning figure
for 1951 is not available since company last year changed
fiscal year from May 31 to calendar year. Financial statement gives net worth on Dec. 31, 1952 as $6,683,106, com-

pared with $6,209,754 a year earlier. Notice of April 23
stockholders meeting disclosed these 1952 remunerations
and officer stockholdings: Elof Sandstrom, chairman, $61,228 (5511 shares out of 524,715 outstanding as of Dec. 31)
Robert A. O’Reilly, president, $61,228 (1955 shares); Edward J. Mastney, v.p., $30,668 (1755); Harry J. Veitch,
v.p., $28,693 (150); John A. Rovelstad, treas., $25,768
Irwin N. Walker, v.p. & gen. counsel, $7500.
(2555)
;

Packard-Bell has filed SEC registration statement to
sell 100,000 shares of common stock, thru Paine, Webber,
Jackson & Curtis and Shearson, Hammill & Co., funds to
be used for new cabinet plant facilities, equipment and

working capital.
will be completed

Expansion program, costing $750,000,
summer.

this

Top Zenith officer-director salaries and bonuses for
1952, as disclosed in call for stockholders meeting April
28: E. F. McDonald Jr., president, $60,000 salary & $135,249 bonus; Hugh Robertson, exec. v.p. & treas., $50,000 &
$135,249; H. C. Bonfig, sales v.p., $40,000

&

$58,459.

Clevite Corp. reports 1953 sales of $53,307,874, net
income of $3,444,240 ($3.94 on 799,826 shares) compared

with 1951 sales of $49,463,559, net income of $2,887,826
($4.05 on 666,711).

I-T-E Circuit Breaker had net earnings of $2,620,429
($8.44 a share on 298,364 shares) on sales of $65,033,122
for 1952, compared with $1,921,565 ($7.12 on 265,922
shares) on sales of $48,988,686 for 1951.
Collins Radio reports net income of $893,198 ($2.25 a
share) on sales of $36,718,471 for 6 months ended Jan. 31,
compared with $847,326 ($2.13) on sales of $28,481,163
same period preceding year.
P. R. Mallory & Co. reports net income of $1,897,773
($2.12 a share) on sales of $53,443,117 for 1952, compared
with $1,923,314 ($3.98) on sales of $45,438,000 in 1951.

Electronic Associates Inc., Long Branch, N. J., reports
net profit of $96,758 (98d a share) on sales of $1,070,000
in 1952 compared with $75,700 ( 77c ) on $989,500 in 1951.
4

Jackson Industries, Chicago, subject of petition of
involuntary bankruptcy (Vol. 9:12), listed assets of $1,066,477, liabilities of $839,615 ($337,655 in taxes) in Chapter XI proceedings in Chicago Federal District Court
March 25. Assets were put at $563,838 accounts receivable, $438,696 stock, $41,309 machinery, fixtures & tools.
Total of 73 creditors was listed. Though David Krechman
is president of both Jackson and National Electronics Mfg.
Co., Los Angeles, latter firm is not affected.
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of applications, as more and more applicants get together to avoid hearings, look like
they may soon exceed new applications. There were 7
dismissals this week, including withdrawal of Westing-

ISMISSALS

house’s application for Ch. 17 in Philadelphia (having purchased WPTZ) and WSMB’s for Ch. 32 in New Orleans
(being half-owned by AB-PT, which now has limit of

TVs).
Eight applications for new stations were filed this
week, bringing total now pending to 645 (225 of them
for uhf). Vhf applications were for Wausau, Wis., Ch. 7,
filed by Congressman Alvin E. O’Konski (R-Wis.), who
owns WOSA there; Asheville, N. C., Ch. 13, by Asheville
Kearney, Neb., Ch. 13, by BiCitizen-Times (WWNC)
States Co., group headed by Dr. F. Wayne Brewster.
UHF applications were for San Francisco, Ch. 32,
by Rev. S. H. Patterson, owner of WSAN there and of
KJAY, Topeka, Kan.; Paducah, Ky., Ch. 43, by Pierce E.
Lackey (WPAD); Richmond, Ky., Ch. 60, by group headed
by Maysville tobaccoman Charles P. Clarke (WFTM);
Mt. Pleasant, Mich., Ch. 47, by Paul A. Brandt (WCEN);
Miami, Okla., Ch. 58, by California banker George L.
Coleman with Texas broadcaster-telecaster Kenyon Brown.
[For further details about foregoing applications, see
TV Addenda 16-L herewith; for complete listings of all
5

;

post-freeze grants,

new

amendments, hearings,

Addenda

stations, applications, dismissals,

etc.,

see

TV

Factbook No. 16 with

to date.]

Two more Havana stations are now testing El
Mundo’s on Ch. 2 and one authorized on Ch. 11, licensed
to Television del Caribe, S.A., Cuban firm controlled by
George B. Storer interests. El Mundo engineer Ventura
Montes, who built Havana’s CMQ-TV (Mestre), reports
Ch. 3 satellite, with 500 watts, has also been placed in
operation at Santa Clara, satellite of the El Mundo
Havana outlet. Storer station, also without call letters
as yet, is using old transmitter of WPIX, New York.
Installation was handled by Albert W. Shropshire, exWGBS, Miami, and station will be under Pete Kettler. It
won’t go into commercial operation for several months,
or until adequate studio-office accommodations are obThis makes 5 for Havana, CMBF-TV (Ch. 7)
tained.

having started last Feb. 2 (Vol. 9:8). [For
Cuban stations, see p. 87, TV Factbook No. 16.']

list

of all

FCC Comr.-designate John C. Doerfer, Republican,
appointed last week by President Eisenhower (Vol. 9:12),
is scheduled for confirmation hearing before Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce next Wed., April 1 with
no opposition in sight. He’ll resign as chairman of Wisconsin Public Service Commission to take new post, succeeding Comr. Eugene Merrill, Democrat. Whether he’s to
become chairman, or job goes to Comr. Hyde, is still conMeanwhile, Chairman Walker apparently is bejectural.
ing permitted to finish out his term, which expires next
June 30, though President has power to revoke Truman
executive order which extended his retirement age last
year. That means second GOP spot on FCC may not be

—

V

RECORDER—

destined to “obsolete the
IDEO TAPE
use of film for TV” will be perfected by RCA within
Thus Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, in address ac3 years.
cepting IRE’s first Founders Awards for “outstanding contributions to the radio engineering pi-ofession,” gave engi

—

-

neers a peek behind curtain of secrecy surrounding RCA’s
project of putting TV pictures on magnetic tape.

At annual IRE banquet

reality.

“The quality of the recorded picture still needs improvement, but even its present pei’formance convinced
me that I will have the TV tape recorder before the time
I specified.”
He visualized the new recording method
simpler and cheaper than film as extending into color
TV and perhaps the motion picture industry as well. In
addition to RCA, some 5 or 6 companies are believed to
be working on video tape recording systems but their
progress has been carefully guarded secret. Only exception to secrecy rule has been Bing Crosby Laboratories,
Los Angeles, which showed developmental TV tape recordings in 1951 & 1952 (Vol. 7:46, 9:1).
Gen. Sarnoff’s second “present” the electronic air
conditioner “is still in embryonic stage, but I saw signs of
life.”
The light amplifier he called “the toughest problem

—

—

by

civil ac-

and that no station dares offend Commission when it knows
years.
it will have to “face the music” of renewals every 3
New kine-recording unit displayed by DuMont got

by

TV

—

—

to solve.”

Address, broadcast via NBC, touched on virtually
every phase of electronics and dealt at some length with
industrial TV field, whose dimensions “may surpass the
growth in broadcast TV we are now witnessing.” Simplified industrial TV systems such as RCA’s new Vidicon unit,
Gen. Sarnoff predicted, make “every one of the 23,000,000
TV receivers now in use potentially a closed-circuit sys-

tem for schools, the home and other places.” He pictures
TV set becoming the control center of the home “the
snap of a switch will turn the receiver from the broadcast
program to view the children asleep in the nursery or at

—

the

play in the yard, or the cooking on the kitchen range; the
housewife will not only hear but see the caller at the door
before she opens it.” [For roundup of new industrial TV
equipment, see p. 11.]

Experimental booster station to relay “scrambled”
signal
Inc. in

was authorized by FCC this week to Howard-Yale
Palm Springs, Cal. (Vol. 8:8), about 100 mi. from

Los Angeles. It will
operate 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
scrambling” devices
testing purposes and
if used commercially.

relay all 7 Los Angeles stations and
3 days weekly for 3 months. “Unwill be attached to receivers for

presumably would be coin-operated
Palm Springs now has wired community antenna system operated by Telemeter (Paramount) which also plans to scramble signal and install
coinbox unscramblers.
Legislation to curb musician union’s power to keep

licenses revocable only

tion in Federal courts is proposed in H.R. 3977 by Rep.
Kit Clardy (R-Mich.) who says FCC now acts as “investigator, witness, persecutor, judge, jury and executioner

close scrutiny

RCA

—

available until summer.

Permanent station

New York March

25, he
engineers to come up
with 3 electronic “presents” for his 50th anniversary in
radio in 1956 TV tape recorder, electronic air conditioner,
Reviewing progress toamplifier of light (Vol. 7:39).
wards these goals, he said the recorder is nearest to
in

recalled his 1951 challenge to

broadcast engineers attending

IRE

Hollywood movies

off

TV was

urged by

relations director Richard Doherty

Education

&

Labor Committee, which

TV

of

“an
all

is

considering re-

all films

effective, tight

blockade against the use on

contracts covering
is

employe

He said AFM’s 5Vc royalty
made by major studios since

vision of Taft-Hartley Act.

1946

NARTB

March 23 before House

films produced

Defendants

in

16mm

by the signatory producers.”
anti-trust suit filed

by Justice

similar to one installed at DuMonts new
studio in New York (Vol. 9:2), uses 7-in. high-voltage
blue phosphor tube, can produce either negative or positive

Dept, against 12 major film producers, to compel them to
release their films to TV and other non-theatrical outlets

picture, has built-in monitoring oscillograph.

jections to suit.

convention.

It’s

(Vol. 8:30-32),

were given

until April 15 to

file

formal ob-
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WHERE THE SETS ARE-AS OF APRIL

Nine families out of 10 now own TV sets in
1, 1953:
14 of America's major markets . In another 23 markets, TV's saturation, or "penetraNation's 43 largest markets with 7,984,500
tion" if you prefer, is more than 80%.
homes, have total of 5,973,645 TVs, or very close to 80% saturation and in only one
7-month-old Portland
is the figure less than 50%.
of these markets
,

,

—

—

These facts on the heavy concentration of TV sets in nation's most important
markets are among many to be found in the completely revised and enlarged report on
"
Households and TV Sets in the First 512 Markets of the United States " prepared by
big J. Walter Thompson advertising agency and published for first time as a Special
Television Digest collaboReport, which goes to all subscribers with this issue.
rated with JWT by providing all station data up to April 1 deadline.
New up-to-the-minute tabulation revises and projects to April 1 the JWT
agency's study of "The 162 Most Important Markets" in our TV Factbook No. 16 — and
adds 150 more markets to include every TV city and all markets down to 25,000 population.
Set ownership and household figures used in study do not purport to be TV
which generally have much wider coverage radius and somestation service areas
but are trading areas as determined by U.S. Census
what lower penetration figures
Bureau.
A valuable tool for timebuyers, telecasters and set makers, study shows:
(1) Estimated number of households in each of the 312 markets as of April 1,
1953. (2) Estimated number of TV receivers same date.
(3) Ratio of TV receivers to
households.
(4) Percentage of total U.S. TVs represented in each market.
,

-

,

—

—

if

%

if

if

The 312 markets cover 66.5% of all homes in U.S. with 84.9% of the TV sets
Tabulation shows the bigger markets generally have higher ccncentration of TVs
The
8 "A" markets (pop. over 2,000,000) have saturation of 82.6% and account for 40.6%
of all TVs in country; the 55 "B" markets (450,000-2,000,000) have 74.8% saturation
and 25.7% of sets; 72 "C" markets (150,000-450,000) 50.6% & 12%; 47 "D-prime" markets
(50-150,000) 37.8% & 2.6%; 150 "D" markets (25,000-50,000) 27.3 & 4.1%.
There are now exactly 100 cities with TV stations
and they include all 8
"A" markets, 34 of the 35 "B" markets, 35 of 72 "C" markets, 16 of the 47 "D-prime"
markets, only 7 of the 150 "D" markets.
Of the post-freeze stations
none are in
"A" markets, 6 are in "B" markets, 11 in "C" markets, 14 in "D-prime" markets, 5 in
the small "D" markets.
The 18 uhf stations now on air or testing are in 15 different markets which
but not necessarily uhf sets.
have total of 805,925 sets
There are uhf stations
in 5 "B" markets, 6 "C" markets, 4 "D" markets.
.

,

.

—

,

—

*

*

i*

*

Here's the TV story in the 8 "A" markets in order of their rank: New York
3,348,624 TVs in 3,950,412 households, or 84.8% saturation; Chicago 1,423,287 TVs
,

,
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in 1,687,628 homes (84.3%)
Los Angele s, 1,303,102 TVs in 1,578,216 homes (82.6%)
Philadelphia 963,892 TVs in 1,070,992 homes (90%); Detroit 720,611 TVs in 888,275
homes (81.1%) Boston 725,811 TVs in 821,778 hemes (88.3%)
San Francisco-Oakland
428,498 TVs in 774,680 homes (55.3%); Pittsburgh 518,125 in 638,865 homes (81.1%).
Credited with 90% saturation are these markets, in order of population rank
Philadelphia 4th; Cleveland 10th; Buffalo 14th; Cincinnati 15th; Indianapolis
31st Albany-Iroy-Schenectady 35th Columbus 37th Rochester 40th Dayton 42nd
Toledo 47th; Omaha 50th; Syracuse 53rd; Wilmington 73rd; Trento n, 84th. Trenton
is only "90% market" which does not have TV station of its own.
These markets with 87% or more can be expected to hit 90% saturation in next
few months: sixth-ranking Boston with 88.3%; 12th, Baltimore 87%; 15th, Milwaukee
87.6%; 33rd, New Haven-Waterbury 89%; 36th, Bridgeport 87.7% (its first station
went on air this week)
88th, Erie
89.2%; 98th, Binghamton 87.1%.
Note JWT market figures differ from NBC Research's (see p. 14 for March 1
count) in that they're confined to U.S. Census-defined market areas, or the trading
areas immediately contiguous to cities listed, whereas NBC's purport to give setsin-use within coverage area of NBC-TV affiliate in each of the cities.
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6 MORE ON AIR, POST-FREEZE TOTAL NOW 48: Accelerated pace of new-station starters
may be expected from now on
6 being recorded this week under our system of counting them as on-the-air as soon as they begin test patterns
This week, also, the
first post-freeze CP to be surrendered came back from KGKL- TV, San Angelo, Tex. (Ch. 3).
WICC-TV, Bridgeport, Conn
(Ch. 43) began testing Sunday, March 29, with
Federal's first uhf transmitter. Picture quality was reported excellent, with "calls
coming in from distance of 60 mi." Zenith's eastern service mgr., Harry Tellis, who
has watched all uhf starters, is quoted as saying picture is "best he has seen so
far."
It joins ABC-TV network, goes commercial April 12.
Adam Young is rep.
KFDA-TV, Amarillo, Tex (Ch. 10) reported tests of GE plant began March 30,
following close upon KGNC-TV (Ch. 4) which started there March 11 (Vol.9:ll).
Its
mgr. is Leslie E. Smith, network is NBC-TV, national rep is Branham.
WLOK-TV, Lima, 0
(Ch. 73) reported, via mgr. R.O. Runnerstrom, that it also
March
H-R Television is rep.
began tests of GE plant
30, goes commercial April 15.
KFDX-TV, Wichita Falls, Tex (Ch. 3) was April 1 starter, as reported last
O.L. Taylor is rep.
week (Vol.9:13); it joins NBC-TV April 12.
(Ch. 55) also started April 1, its mgr. A.K. Redmond
WHP-TV, Harrisburg, Pa
gleefully reporting uhf receiver sales "out of this world " and claiming 30,000 sets
It starts on CBS-TV, begins regular programming April 15.
already sold in area.
Bolling is rep. Projected in big way, the station has 45x54-ft. main studio and 4
Equipment is RCA.
camera chains, will shortly have mobile unit.
got
its
GE transmitter going at 1:18 a.m.
Mich
(Ch.
WPAG-TV, Ann Arbor,
20)
mgr.
Edward
F.
Baughn.
McGillvra is rep.
April 3, according to wire from

—
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.
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These bring to 51 the number of stations going on air so far this year
besides the
Added to last year's 17, this means exactly 156 stations in operation
Mexican border outlets in Matamoros (Brownsville, Tex.) and Tijuana (San Diego).
Only other reports we had direct from CP holders at press time had WKST-TV
(Ch. 57) possibly turning on the
(Ch. 45) and WKNX-TV, Saginaw, Mich
New Castle, Pa
(Ch. 20) poised for tests Monday, April
juice this weekend WCOV-TV, Montgomery, Ala
Others also aiming for
(Ch. 13) due to start any moment.
6; KCJB-TV, Minot, N.D
April starts, listed here last week, had not reported at deadline.
followed request by FCC for
Surrender of CP for KGKL-TV, San Angelo, Tex
information on financial ability of gen. mgr. Lewis 0. Seibert, who has made deal
This brought reply from Seibert to cancel CP.
to buy the AM station holding CP.
Good break for Bridgeport's WICC-TV was AT&T's completion of network link
simultaneously with its opening. Also getting interconnection same day was KVTV
which began testing March 9 (Vol.9:ll); and on April 1, KTNT-TV
Sioux City, la
Tacoma which began Feb. 22 (Vol.9:9), was interconnected with the Seattle-Portland
WICC-TV joined ABC-TV; KVTV & KTNT-TV linked with CBS-TV & DuMont.
radio relay.
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Hooseholds and

The

TV

Sels in

First 312

Markets

United States

of the

TV Stations in Operation or Testing as of April 1, 1953)
Market Data Compiled by J. Walter Thompson Company; Station Data by Television Digest
Asterisk (*) Indicates Market Had One or More TV Stations in Operation Before “Freeze”
Dagger (f) Indicates Market Acquired First TV Station After “Freeze” Was Ended in April, 1952
(Which Include the 100 Markets Having

EDITOR’S NOTE: These

figures bring up-to-date and expand report on “ The 162 Most Important
Markets of the U.S.” as of January 1, 1953 published in Television Factbook No. 16. The study
includes 150 additional markets and also takes into account more than 2,000,000 TV receivers
purchased by the public in the United States during the first quarter of this year. Markets here
given are as defined by the U. S. Census Bureau and by J. Walter Thompson Company ; they do not
coincide with station coverage areas, which invariably are considerably larger and for which
These figures are designed, as
additional data must be procured from individual stations.
not who reaches them.
J. Walter Thompson Company states, to show where the TV sets are

—

WHERE THE TV SETS ARE
'T'HIS REPORT was prepared to make it easier to
answer questions about the potential penetration of TV
into specific markets, including those markets not having
a TV station of their own. It also shows the markets in
which other media should be given strongest emphasis
and helps planners determine whether sales and merchandising follow-through that stem from TV advertising is
being directed to those markets where it will do the most

More Than 83%

of

TV

Receivers Are

With the exception of the few thousand TV receivers
that were demonstrated and sold at the New York World’s
Fair in 1939, the TV sets in use in the United States today
were manufactured and sold during the post-war years.
More than 83% of the sets were manufactured in 1950
and thereafter as shown in the accompanying table.

good.

Sets Manufactured

What

This Report Is Not

Since the area covered effectively by TV transmitters
extends beyond the market areas so defined in this report,
the total coverage of sets reached by individual stations
is not reflected in the figures of the individual markets.
Information as to total coverage of individual stations
should be obtained from the stations themselves.
Television stations existed in 100 markets as of April 1
and the number is increasing each week. And 36 of these
markets gained their stations following the end of the
“Freeze” on April 14, 1952. On the following pages of
data, a single asterisk (*) in front of the market number
indicates that there were one or more pre-freeze TV transmitters within this market; a dagger (f) indicates that
this market went on the air post-freeze, or after April 14,
1952.
The entire 312 U. S. markets dealt with in this
study account for 66.5% of the U. S. households.
Here is a summary of the number of television receivers
estimated to be in households and public places in the
United States on April 1, 1953:

Estimated No.

TV
8

New

“A” Markets

35 “B” Markets
72 “C” Markets
47 “D'” Markets
150 “D” Markets
Total 312 U. S. Markets
(442 counties)

Balance of U.

S.

.....
..

.._

Receivers

%

of

U.S.

Total

Total U.S.
(3073 counties)

...
...

...
...

est.).

...

8,000
6,476
178,571
975,000
3,000,000
7,463,800
5,384,798
6,096,279
2,260,000

25,372,924

Obsolescence and Multiple Set Ownership

Of the 25,300,000 receivers that have been manufactured, 23,250,000 are estimated to have been sold in the
domestic market as of April 1, 1953. The useful life of
a receiver is estimated to be approximately eight years.
Obsolescence has not yet become a big enough factor to
take into account. The second-hand TV receiver market
has continued to be lively as owners of small screen sets
replace them with newer models and the trade-ins move
from dealer to new owner. Thus it can be assumed that
all of the sets sold are still in operation.

9,431,950
5,973,845
2,791,536
598,910
951,630

40.6%
25.6%
12.0%
2.6%
4.1%

19,747,871

84.9%

3,502,129

15.1%

January Data Revised and Augmented

100.0%

The data on which these market estimates are based has
been derived from a variety of competent sources, many

Multiple ownership is not as yet great enough to conin dealing with television receiver ownership or
viewing patterns.
The J. Walter Thompson Company
Consumer Panel findings indicate that 1% or fewer TV
homes have more than one receiver. Because of the relative insignificance of this figure and the unevenness of
distribution of this condition, market figures have not
been discounted for this factor.
sider

Markets

(2631 counties)

Pre- World War II
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953 (1st quarter

23,250,000

_

Extra Copies of this Special Report available at $1 each; 50(' each in quantities of 10 or more.

:

:

— Metropolitan Areas with population over
2,000,000
B markets — Metropolitan Areas with population
450.000
2,000,000
C markets — Metropolitan Areas with population
150.000
450,000
D' markets — Metropolitan Areas with population
A

of which are confidential. The accuracy of these estimates
has been authenticated by field investigation in selected
markets, and the figures reported are believed to be highly
accurate.

to

The present estimate includes much information which
was not available for the Jan. 1 report. For the most
part the new data indicated normal growth of set owner-

to

ship in the various markets.
In several markets notably Milwaukee, Wis. and Norfolk, Va.
the Jan. 1 receiver estimate has been shown by
subsequent data to have been too low and this fact has
been taken fully into account in the present estimate which
shows increases for those markets not alone due to first

50.000 to 150,000

—

—

markets

The next 150 smaller urban markets dealt with here are
classified as “D” markets and are counties having one or
more cities with a population between 25,000 and 50,000.
The identity of the metropolitan areas and the counties
that they include

quarter sales.
In several other instances, the Jan. 1 set ownership estimate proved to be too high and proper adjustment has
been made in the April 1 figures. Thus the estimates for
Atlantic City, N. J. and San Diego, Cal. are lower than
those shown in the previous report.
Projections of data accumulated during the past yeai
were made through the application of a formula based on
historical performance.
No market was credited with
greater than a 90% ratio of TV receivers to households
even though in some few cases there were indications of
a somewhat higher figure.
An estimate of the number of households has been
This estimate
bx-ought up to date as of Jan. 1, 1953.
takes into consideration the varying degree of growth that
occurred in individual markets during the decade 1940 to

is

established in the 1950 U. S. Census.

(UHF) and
Very High Frequency (VHF)
UHF channels are those numbered from 14 through 83.
VHF channels are numbered 2 through 13. However,
most TV receivers manufactured in recent years designed
to receive signals from VHF stations can be adapted to
Ultra High Frequency

bring in
set

and

UHF

to the

stations.

Modifications are

made

to the

antenna at costs starting at approximately

$30.
It must be borne in mind that the potential audience
delivered by the
station in a market that currently
receives a
signal will be measured not by the total
number of TV sets in the area but by the number of TV
sets able to receive the
signal.
Public interest in
such conversion depends upon many local influences, such
as the number of
channels that can be received with
clarity in the market, the distance from the
originating market, the network affiliation of both the
and
station
not to mention pride and interest in the

UHF

VHF

UHF

VHF

1950.

The system

of classifying markets used in this report
appears in Population and Its Distribution, compiled by
the J. Walter Thompson Company and published by

—

VHF

The first 162 markets are metropolitan
McGraw-Hill.
markets each having one or more central cities with popuThese are arranged by conlations of 50,000 or over.
venient size groups with alphabetical designations as

VHF
UHF

local station.

Every indication

is

that conversion

is

moving at a rapid
number of tele-

Specific information on the actual

rate.

vision receivers that can be reached by a given TV station,
either
or UHF, must come from the station itself.

VHF

follows

8

"A"

“A” Markets

MARKETS— Population

Counties

Over 2,000,000

Estimated No.

Estimated No.

of Households
Jan. 1, 1953

Receivers
April 1, 1953

TV

Ratio of TV
Receivers to

Households

Per Cent of
U. S. Total

*1.

NEW YORK

Bronx, Kings, Nassau, N. Y.,
Queens, Richmond, Rockland,
Suffolk, Westchester, N. Y.;
Bergen, Essex, Hudson, Middlesex,, Morris, Passaic, Union,
Somerset, N. J.:

3,950,412

3,348,624

84.8%

14.403%

*2.

CHICAGO

Cook, DuPage, Kane, Lake, Will,
111.; Lake, Ind.:

1,687,628

1,423,287

84.3%

6.122%

*3.

LOS ANGELES

1,578,216

1,303,102

82.6%

5.604%

*4.

PHILADELPHIA

1,070,992

963,892

90.0%

4.145%

888,275

720,611

81.1%

3.099%

821,778

725,811

88.3%

3.121%

774,680

428,498

55.3%

1.843%

638,865

518,125

81.1%

2.228%

11,410,846

9,431,950

82.6%

40.567%

..Los

Angeles, Orange, Calif.:

Bucks, Chester, Delaware,

Montgomery, Philadelphia, Pa.;
Burlington, Camden, Glouster,
N.

*6.

DETROIT
BOSTON

*7.

SAN FRANCISCO-

*5.

OAKLAND

J.:

..Macomb, Oakland,

W ayne, Mich.

..Essex, Middlesex, Norfolk,
Suffolk, Mass.:

Alameda, Contra Costa, San
Francisco, San Mateo, Solano,
Marin, Calif.:

*8.

PITTSBURGH

Allegheny, Beaver, Washington,

Westmoreland, Pa.:
Total 8 “A” Markets
Percent of Total U. S.

25.33%

40.567%

I

2

35 "B"

MARKETS— Population

450,000-2,000,000

Estimated No.
of Households

“B" Markets
*9.

*10.
*11.

ST.

Counties

LOUIS

CLEVELAND
WASHINGTON.

Jan.

1,

1953

Estimated No.

TV

Receivers
April 1, 1953

Ratio of TV
Receivers to

Households

Per Cent of
U. S. Total

St. Louis City, St. Charles,
St. Louis, Mo.; Madison,
St. Clair, 111.:

520,104

419,674

80.7%

1.805%

Cuyahoga, Lake, Ohio:

448,244

403,419

90.0%

1.735%

District of Columbia;

451,170

368,503

81.7%

1.585%

Montgomery, Prince Georges,
Md.; Arlington, Fairfax, Va.
(Including Independent Cities of
Alexandria and Falls Church, Va.)

:

*12.

BALTIMORE

Haltimore City, Baltimore,
Anne Arundel, Md.:

392,645

341,725

87.0%

1.470%

*13.

MINNEAPOLIS-

Anoka, Dakota, Hennepin,
Ramsey, Minn.:

346,016

244,113

70.5%

1.049%

*14.

PAUL
BUFFALO

Erie, Niagara, N. Y.:

321,337

289,203

90.0%

1.243%

*15.

CINCINNATI

Hamilton, Ohio; Campbell,
Kenton, Ky.:

290,208

261,187

90.0%

1.123%

*16.

MILWAUKEE
KANSAS CITY

Milwaukee, Wise.:

ST.

...

260,215

228,044

87.6%

.981%

270,998

160,572

59.2%

.691%

Harris, Texas:

265,578

165,135

62.2%

.710%

Bristol,

Kent, Newport,
Providence, R. I.:

220,748

176,020

79.7%

.757%

King, Wash.:

254,735

145,305

57.0%

.624%

|21.

SEATTLE
PORTLAND

Clackamas, Multnomah,
Washington, Ore.; Clark, Wash.:

247,546

66,068

26.7%

.284%

*22.

NEW ORLEANS

Jefferson, Orleans, St. Bernard, La.:

210,594

114,880

54.6%

.494%

Cobb, De Kalb, Fulton, Ga.:

199,620

169,607

85.0%

.729%

Dallas, Texas:

207,387

137,202

66.2%

.590%

Hartford, Middlesex, Conn.:

182,489

127,982

70.1%

.550%

Elizabeth City, Norfolk, Princess
Anne, Warwick, Va. (Including

168,444

118,830

70.5%

.511%

177,534

131,169

73.9%

.564%

186,220

98,291

52.8%

.423%

*17.

*18.
*19.

*20.

*23.
*24.

f25.
*26.

HOUSTON
PROVIDENCE

...Johnson, Wyandotte, Kan.;
Clay, Jackson, Mo.:
.....

ATLANTA
DALLAS
HARTFORD
(NEW BRITAIN)

....

NORFOLKPORTSMOUTH-

NEWPORT NEWS

Independent Cities of Hampton,

Newport News, Norfolk, Portsmouth, So. Norfolk):
*27.

f28.

LOUISVILLE

DENVER

..Jefferson, Ky.; Clark, Floyd, Ind.:
.

Adams, Arapahoe, Denver,
Jefferson, Colo.:
Jefferson, Ala.:

163,015

99,244

60.9%

.426%

*30.

BIRMINGHAM
SAN DIEGO

San Diego,

190,691

136,226

71.4%

.586%

*31.

INDIANAPOLIS

Marion, Ind.:

177,658

159,892

90.0%

.

WORCESTER

Worcester, Mass.:

157,827

124,052

78.6%

.534%

NEW HAVEN-

New

163,404

145,527

89.0%

.626%

153,496

98,243

64.0%

.422%

160,219

144,197

90.0%

.620%

153,166

134,309

87.7%

.578%

141,894

90.0%

.610%

*29.

32.

*33.

t34.
*35.

f36.

WATERBURY
YOUNGSTOWN
ALBANY-TROY
SCHENECTADY
BRIDGEPORT

Calif.:

Haven, Conn.:

— Mahoning,

—

Trumbull, Ohio;
Mercer, Pa.:
Albany, Rensselaer,
Schenectady, N. Y.:

Fairfield,

Conn.:

688

%

Franklin, Ohio:

156,291

*38.

COLUMBUS
SAN ANTONIO

Bexar, Texas:

143,410

79,585

55.5%

.342%

*39.

MIAMI

Dade, Fla.:

176,507

108,589

61.5%

.467%

*40.

Monroe, N. Y.:

149,844

134,859

90.0%

.580%

Tenn.:

143,606

89,629

62.4%

.385%

*42.

ROCHESTER
MEMPHIS
DAYTON

Greene, Montgomery, Ohio:

141,647

127,482

90.0%

.548%

f43.

SPRINGFIELD-

Hampden, Hampshire, Mass.:

131,887

83,189

63.1%

.358%

7,984,500

5,973,845

74.8%

25.69%

79.43%

66.261%

*37.

*41.

HOLYOKE

Shelby,

Total 35 “B” Markets
Percent of Total U.S.
Total 43 “A” and “B” Markets
Percent of Total U.S

17.72%
19,395,346

43.05%
3

25.69%
15,405,795

66.261%

MARKETS— Population

72 "C"

150,000-450,000

Estimated No.
of Households

“C” Markets
44.

45.
46.

*47.
148.

49.

ALLENTOWNBETHLEHEMEASTON
AKRON

Ratio of TV
Receivers to

Households

Per Cent of
U. S. Total

128,053

105,696

82.5%

.455%

126,950

102,346

80.6%

.440%
.036%

Lucas, Ohio:

122,322

110,089

90.0%

.473%

WILKES-BARRE-

Luzerne, Pa.:

107,893

25,985

24.0%

.

Bristol, Mass.:

114,655

83,222

72.6%

.358%

Douglas, Sarpy, Neb.;
Pottawattamie, Iowa:

110,238

99,214

90.0%

.427%

121,409

75,348

62.0%

.324%

102,798

44,674

43.4%

.192%

HAZELTON
FALL RIVERNEW BEDFORD

....Tarrant,

WHEELINGSTEUBENVILLE

Texas:

Brooke, Hancock, Marshall,
Ohio, W. Va.; Belmont,
Jefferson, Ohio:

SYRACUSE
KNOXVILLE
RICHMOND

OKLAHOMA

91,559

90.0%

.393%

96,810

3,007

3.0%

.013%

—Richmond

96,767

63,659

65.7%

.274%

109,159

50,511

46.3%

.217%

City, Chesterfield,

Inde

-Maricopa, Ariz.:

CITY

%

101,733

...Onondaga, N. Y.:

PHOENIX

112

.—Knox, Blount, Anderson, Tenn.:
Va. (Including
pendent City of Colonial
Heights, Va.):

*57.

Receivers
April 1, 1953

5.7%

Henrico,

*56.

TV

8,390

FORT WORTH

*55.

Estimated No.

146,039

*51.

54.

..Summit, Ohio:

1953

Hillsborough, Pinellas, Fla.:

OMAHA

*53.

Lehigh, Northampton, Pa.;
Warren, N. J.:

1,

TAMPAST. PETERSBURG
TOLEDO

*50.

52.

Jan.

Counties

Oklahoma, Okla.:

.

110,706

67,680

61.1%

.291%

89,909

42,016

46.7%

.181%

94,686

43,707

46.2%

.188%

f61.

CHARLESTON
NASHVILLE
JACKSONVILLE
HARRISBURG

*62.

JOHNSTOWN

-Cambria, Somerset, Pa.:

78,407

61,782

78.8%

.266%

SAN JOSE

-Santa Clara,

94,654

57,915

61.1%

.249%

*64.

GRAND RAPIDS

—Kent, Mich.:

90,009

66,867

74.2%

.288%

*65.

UTICA-ROME

-Herkimer, Oneida, N. Y.:

83,483

61,324

73.4%

.264%

86,055

62,238

72.3%

.268%

96,472

51,188

53.1%

.

92,057

26,444

28.7%

.114%

58.

*59.
*60.

63.

66.

67.
68.

69.

f70.
*71.
72.

*73.
74.

175.
76.

-Fayette, Kanawha,

W.

Va.:

...Davidson, Tenn.:

93,688

57,808

61.7%

.249%

-Cumberland, Dauphin, Pa.:

88,434

42,351

47.8%

.182%

Duval, Fla.:

Calif.:

CANTON
—Stark, Ohio:
SAN BERNARDINO ...San Bernardino, Calif.
SACRAMENTO
..Sacramento, Calif.:
FRESNO
..Fresno, Calif.:
TACOMA
—Pierce, Wash.:
SALT LAKE CITY ..Salt Lake, Utah:

220

%

88,725

4,514

5.1%

.019%

85,699

37,662

43.9%

.162%

84,449

71,509

84.7%

.307%

82,387

47,793

58.0%

.206%

79,916

71,919

90.0%

.308%

Lackawanna, Pa.

71,678

25,509

35.5%

.

Berks, Pa.:

75,894

62,856

82.8%

.270%

77,254

3,809

4.9%

.016%

84,411

54,399

64.4%

.234%

.....

FLINT..

— Genessee,

WILMINGTON
SCRANTON
READING
DULUTH-

-New

Mich.:

Castle, Del.; Salem, N. J.:

Douglas, Wise.;

St. Louis,

Minn.:

110

%

SUPERIOR
*77.
1*78.

79.

*80.

*81.
*82.

183.

TULSA

..Tulsa,

Okla.:

PEORIA

Peoria, Tazewell,

78,211

22,734

29.0%

.098%

CHATTANOOGA

Hamilton, Tenn.; Walker, Ga.:

72,888

12,384

17.0%

.053%

HUNTINGTON-

Cabell,

Wayne, W. Va.;

70,677

46,103

65.2%

.198%

67,925

48,171

70.9%

.207%

72,535

62,666

86.4%

.270%

69,339

20,293

29.3%

.

ASHLAND
LANCASTER

DAVENPORTROCK ISLAND
MOLINE
MOBILE

111.:

Lawrence, Ohio; Boyd, Ky.:
Lancaster, Pa.:

Rock

Island,

111.;

Scott, Iowa:

Mobile, Ala.:
4

087

%

“C” Markets
84.

*85.
86.

Counties

(Cont.)

TRENTON

TV Receivers
April 1, 1953

Ratio of TV
Receivers to

Uouseholda

Per Cent of
U. S. Total

62,319

56,087

90.0%

.241%

Polk, Iowa:

73,785

45,248

61.3%

.194%

Sedgwick, Kan.:

76,866

5,147

6.7%

.022%

.Mercer, N. J.:

DES MOINES
WICHITA

Estimated No.

Estimated No.
of Households
Jan. 1, 1953

187.

SPOKANE

Spokane, Wash.:

74,301

28,320

37.9%

.122%

*88.

ERIE

Erie, Pa.:

65,645

58,565

89.2%

.252%

63,334

37,311

58.9%

.160%

61,873

47,033

76.0%

.202%

63,836

26,499

41.5%

.114%

57,127

42,975

75.2%

.185%

+89.
f90.
91.

*92.
93.
94.

|95.
*96.

97.

*98.
99.

100.

*101.
102.

SOUTH BEND
YORK
STOCKTON
CHARLOTTE
LITTLE ROCK
BEAUMONTPORT ARTHUR
EL PASO
GREENSBOROHIGH POINT
BROCKTON
BINGHAMTON
FORT WAYNE
SHREVEPORT
LANSING
COLUMBUS

.

St.

Joseph, Ind.:

..York, Pa.:

..San Joaquin, Calif.:

Mecklenburg, N.

C.:

Pulaski, Ark.:

60,675

5,818

9.6%

.025%

Jefferson, Texas:

61,678

10,743

17.4%

.046%

-El Paso, Texas:

52,719

28,340

53.8%

.122%

Guilford, N. C.:

53,328

27,172

51.0%

.116%

.Plymouth, Mass.:

58,131

46,395

80.0%

.200%

55,460

48,316

87.1%

.208%

58,376

7,923

13.6%

.034%

Proome, N.

Y.:

-Allen, Ind.:

53,066

854

1.6%

.003%

Ingham, Mich.:

52,899

28,256

53.4%

.121%

Chattahoochee, Muscogee, Ga.;

45,223

5,097

11.3%

.021%

49,053

6,194

12.6%

.026%

.Caddo Parish, La.:

Russell, Ala.:
103.
104.

105.
106.
107.
108.

+109.
110.
111.

112.
113.
114.

115.

MADISON
PORTLAND
GREENVILLE
CORPUS CHRISTI
CHARLESTON
AUGUSTA
AUSTIN
EVANSVILLE
BATON ROUGE

MANCHESTER
SAGINAW
ROCKFORD
SAVANNAH

Dane, Wise.:

....

.Cumberland, Me.:

51,136

6,535

12.7%

.028%

.Greenville, S. C.:

48,161

11,130

23.1%

.047%

-Nueces, Texas:

49,392

4,125

8.4%

.017%

-Charleston, S. C.:

45,937

3,782

8.2%

.016%

44,759

3,231

7.2%

.014%

Travis, Texas:

46,575

15,343

32.9%

.066%

Vanderburgh, Ind.:

50,784

3,640

7.2%

.016%

East Baton Rouge Parish, La.:

48,642

12,802

26.3%

.055%

Hillsborough, N. H.:

47,907

33,575

70.0%

.144%

Saginaw, Mich.:

45,316

22,311

49.2%

.096%

Winnebago,

48,881

10,373

21.2%

.045%

46,166

5,055

10.9%

.022%

5,518,724

2,791,536

50.6%

12.006%

73.04%

78.268%

Richmond, Ga.; Aiken,

S. C.:

111.:

Chatham, Ga.:

.....

Total 72 “C” Markets
Percent of Total U. S
Total 115 “A”, “B” and “C” Markets
Percent of Total U. S

12.25%

.

47
116.

117.

118.

24,914,070

18,197,331

55.29%

Pnmil-itinn Ml

flfUl

78.268%

1

Ml

flhf'

LORAIN-ELYRIA
HAMILTON-

Lorain, Ohio:

44,548

32,406

72.7%

.139%

Butler, Ohio:

43,472

37,344

85.9%

.161%

WINSTON-SALEM

Forsythe, N. C.:

42,119

20,900

49.6%

.089%

MIDDLETOWN
*119.

MARKFT9

50.6%

ALBUQUERQUE

Bernalillo, N. M.:

46,469

18,326

39.4%

.079%

COLUMBIA
JACKSON
ALTOONA

Richland, S. C.:

38,390

5,485

14.3%

.023%

Hinds, Miss.:

40,351

7,904

19.5%

.034%

Blair, Pa.:

40,618

24,427

60.1%

.105%

123.

MONTGOMERY

Montgomery, Ala.:

39,902

3,882

9.7%

.017%

124.

RALEIGH

Wake, N.

35,773

9,781

27.3%

.042%

125.

MACON

Bibb, Houston, Ga.:

40,227

9,137

22.7%

.039%

120.

+121.
+122.

C.:

5

Estimated No.
of Households

“Dr ” Markets (Cont.)

tl26.
127.

tl28.
129.
130.

*131.
132.
f 133.

134.

+135.
136.
137.

138.
139.
140.

+141.
142.
+ 143.

144.

+145.
146.

147.
148.

Counties

Jan.

1,

1953

Estimated No.

TV

Receivers
April 1, 1953

Ratio of TV
Receivers to

Households

Per Cent of
U. S. Total

ROANOKE

Roanoke, Roanoke City, Va.:

39,039

14,894

38.1%

.064%

PITTSFIELD

Berkshire, Mass.:

39,520

30,518

77.2%

.131%

41,710

29,530

70.8%

.127%

42,921

7,009

16.3%

.030%

McLennan, Texas:

40,750

5,201

12.8%

.022%

.Kalamazoo, Mich.:

39,183

30,647

78.2%

.131%

34,637

5,075

14.6%

.021%

Lancaster, Neb.:

38,034

17,715

46.6%

.076%

.Orange, Fla.:

39,936

2,400

6.0%

.010%

Galveston, Texas:

36,174

13,958

38.6%

.060%

Clark, Ohio:

34,589

27,800

80.3%

.120%

Racine, Wise.:

33,162

19,170

57.8%

.082%

Jackson, Mich.:

32,217

12,323

38.2%

.053%

Shawnee, Kan.:

34,535

12,251

35.4%

.053%

34,456

16,641

48.3%

.072%

ATLANTIC CITY
SPRINGFIELD

.Atlantic, N. J.:

..

Sangamon,

WACO
KALAMAZOO
ASHEVILLE
LINCOLN

111.:

.....Buncombe, N. C.:

—

ORLANDO
GALVESTON

..

—

SPRINGFIELD
RACINE

JACKSON
TOPEKA
TERRE HAUTE

.....Vigo, Ind.:

SPRINGFIELD

CEDAR RAPIDS

....

SIOUX CITY

DURHAM

Greene, Mo.:

34,981

6,068

17.3%

.026%

Linn, Iowa:

33,563

8,299

24.7%

.036%

Woodbury, Iowa:

32,064

10,077

31.4%

.043%

27,781

14,240

51.2%

.061%

...Durham, N. C.:

LUBBOCK
LEXINGTON

Lubbock, Texas:

32,273

20,167

62.4%

.087%

Fayette, Ky.:

29,059

6,599

22.7%

.024%

WATERLOO
DECATUR

Black Hawk, Iowa:

31,014

4,529

14.6%

.019%

Macon,

32,481

4,323

13.3%

.018%

111.:

+149.

WICHITA FALLS.

Wichita, Texas:

27,814

4,532

16.3%

.019%

+150.

GREEN BAY

Brown, Wise.:

27,776

4,586

16.5%

.020%

151. ST.
152.
153.

+154.
155.

+156.
+157.

JOSEPH

GADSDEN
MUNCIE
PUEBLO
BAY CITY
LIMA
AMARILLO

.....

Buchanan, Mo.:

29,198

11,791

40.4%

.051%

Etowah, Ala.:

27,498

8,864

32.2%

.036%

Delaware, Ind.:

28,845

20,564

71.2%

.088%

Pueblo, Colo.:

26,203

6,005

22.9%

.025%

Bay, Mich.:

26,230

9,215

35.1%

.040%

Allen, Ohio:

27,528

7,976

29.0%

.034%

Potter, Randall, Texas:

29,589

4,862

16.4%

.021%

OGDEN
KENOSHA

Weber, Utah:

25,884

11,961

46.2%

.051%

159.

Kenosha, Wise.:

23,376

17,111

73.1%

.073%

160.

SIOUX FALLS

Minnehaha,

22,190

1,695

7.6%

.007%

161.

SAN ANGELO
LAREDO

Tom

18,757

460

2.4%

.002%

13,555

262

1.9%

.001%

1,580,391

598,910

37.8%

2.572%

70.94%

80.840%

158.

162.

S. D.:

Green, Texas:

Webb, Texas:

Total 47 “D”’ Markets

3.51%

Percent of Total U. S.
Total 162 “A”, “B”, “C” and “D'” Markets

26,494,461

58.80%

Percent of Total U. S

150 "D"

MARKETS-Ciiy

2.572%
18,796,241

80.840%

Centers 25,000-50,000
72,443

18,132

25.0%

.078%

Riverside, Calif.:

59,791

30,410

50.9%

.131%

NEWBURGH

Orange, N.Y.:

44,960

28,411

63.2%

.122%

166.

SPARTANBURG

Spartanburg,

40,504

12,786

31.6%

.055%

167.

BRISTOL

40,369

2,843

7.0%

.012%

163.

Kern,
BAKERSFIELDEAST BAKERSFIELD

164.

RIVERSIDE

165.

.

.

Calif.:

S. C.:

Sullivan, Tenn.; Washington,
Va. (Including Independent
City of Bristol, Va.):
6

:

:

“D” Markets
168.

fl69.
170.
171.
172.
173.

174.
175.

176.

*177.

NEW LONDON

BLUEFIELD
MUSKEGON.
BATTLE CREEK

183.

184.
185.

EVERETT
ROCKY MOUNT

17,149

Ratio of TV
Receivers to

Households

Per Cent of
U. S. Total

39.9%

.074%

8,728

18.6%

.038%

45.6%

.076%

...Dutchess, N. Y.:

36,396

22,207

61.0%

.096%

—Yakima, Wash.:

43,396

623

1.4%

.003%

C.:

Chautauqua, N. Y.:

42,969

25,568

59.5%

.110%

...Washtenaw, Mich.:

37,991

20,758

54.6%

.089%

—Marion, Polk,

39,454

6,603

16.7%

.028%

42,930

355

0.8%

.002%

33,460

3,828

11.4%

.016%

39,260

2,030

5.2%

.009%

Ore.:

Polk, Fla.:
...Tazewell, Va.; Mercer,

W.

Va.:

...Muskegon, Mich.:
...Calhoun, Mich.:

Palm Beach,

Fla.:

.—Escambia, Fla.:
...Snohomish, Wash.:
...

Receivers
April 1. 1953

17,735

Rowan, N.

...Lane, Ore.:

WEST PALM
BEACH
PENSACOLA

TV

47,131

.

...

Estimated No.

38,872

...Pima, Ariz.:

..Cameron, Tex.
(Station in Matamoros, Mexico)

179.

182.

42,975

London, Conn.:

...Cabarrus,

JAMESTOWN
ANN ARBOR
SALEM
EUGENE
BROWNSVILLE
LAKELAND

181.

New

TUCSON
KANNAPOLIS
POUGHKEEPSIE
YAKIMA

178.

180.

Estimated No.
of Households
Jan. 1, 1953

Counties

(Cont.)

—Nash, Edgecombe, N.

C.:

31,396

3,456

11.0%

.015%

37,566

17,485

46.5%

.075%

36,677

24,981

68.1%

.107%

40,603

3,575

8.8%

.015%

33,949

2,029

6.0%

.009%

38,192

11,671

30.6%

.050%

26,428

2,836

10.7%

.012%

29,565

4,046

13.5%

.018%

36,019

4,810

13.4%

.021%

BANGOR

—Penobscot, Me.:

JOPLIN

...Jasper,

188.

CHAMPAIGN

—Champaign,

28,943

2,082

7.2%

.009%

189.

NEW CASTLE

...Lawrence, Pa.:

30,631

19,472

63.6%

.084%

190.

ANDERSON

...Madison, Ind.:

33,496

27,018

80.7%

.116%

30,872

3,276

10.6%

.014%

26,338

5,695

21.6%

.024%

30,455

17,156

56.3%

.074%

33,182

9,593

28.9%

.041%

23,762

7,275

30.6%

.031%

27,687

4,224

15.3%

.018%

1 186.

187.

191.
192.

WILLIAMSPORT
DANVILLE

Newton, Mo.:
111.:

..Lycoming, Pa.:
...Pittsylvania, Va. (Including In-

dependent City of Danville, Va.)
193.
194.
195.

TORRINGTON
SANTA BARBARA
ST. CLOUD

...Litchfield,

Conn.:

Santa Barbara,

.

Calif.:

..Benton, Sherburne, Stearns,

.

Minn.:
196.

EAU CLAIRE

Chippewa, Eau Claire, Wise.:

197.

FAYETTEVILLE

...

198.

TEXARKANA

...Miller, Ark.;

199.

TUSCALOOSA

200.

BELOIT

201.

206.

KINGSTON
PORT HURON
MANSFIELD
OSHKOSH
ALEXANDRIA
LAKE CHARLES

207.

CUMBERLAND

202.
203.
204.
205.

.

209.

DANVILLE
ELMIRA

210.

Cumberland, N.

23,408

2,560

10.9%

.011%

29,043

715

2.5%

.003%

...Tuscaloosa, Ala.:

23,433

5,302

22.6%

.023%

...Rock, Wise.:

28,526

4,353

15.3%

.019%

28,770

9,155

31.8%

.039%

28,129

16,090

57.2%

.069%

28,192

15,504

55.0%

.067%

27,335

3,844

14.1%

.017%

25,831

510

2.0%

.002%

...Ulster,
..

..

C.:

Bowie, Tex.:

N. Y.:

St. Clair,

Mich.:

Richland, Ohio:

...Winnebago, Wise.:
..

Rapides, La.:

...

Calcasieu, La.:

27,827

1,019

3.7%

.004%

..

Allegany, Md.:

26,413

6,797

25.7%

.029%

27,191

3,513

12.9%

.015%

N. Y.:

27,119

13,075

48.2%

.056%

WATERTOWN

Jefferson, N. Y.:

25,700

9,947

38.7%

.043%

211.

CLARKSBURG

Harrison,

24,997

2,239

9.0%

.010%

212.

ELKHART

27,041

10,176

37.6%

.044%

213.

BILOXI

Harrison, Miss.:

23,291

7,081

30.4%

.030%

214.

FT.

Broward, Fla.:

30,572

14,275

46.7%

.061%

215.

LEWISTON

24,849

1,172

4.7%

.005%

208.

LAUDERDALE

...Vermilion,

—Chemung,

111.:

W.

Va.:

- Elkhart, Ind.:

— Androscoggin,

Me.:
7

:

Estimated No.
of Households

“D" Markets
216.

217.
218.

Jan.

Counties

(Cont.)

PORTSMOUTH
PROVO
APPLETON—

Scioto, Ohio:

Utah, Utah:

—Outagamie, Wise.:

1,

1953

Estimated No.

TV

Receivers
April 1, 1953

Ratio of TV
Receivers to

Per Cent of

Households

U. S. Total

24,201

13,972

57.7%

.060%

22,457

10,551

47.0%

.045%

23,212

2,720

11.7%

.012%

219.

LEBANON.

Lebanon, Pa.:

23,793

15,413

64.8%

.066%

220.

SHEBOYGAN

Sheboygan, Wise.:

24,463

14,047

57.4%

.060%

221.

WAUSAU

Marathon, Wise.:

22,240

450

2.0%

.002%

222.

ANNISTON

Calhoun, Ala.:

22,078

6,218

28.2%

.027%

Washington, Md.:

23,617

12,475

52.8%

.054%

23,785

15,176

63.8%

.065%

21,473

8,191

38.1%

.035%

223.

HAGERSTOWN

224.

MICHIGAN CITY

f225.
226.
227.
228.

.La Porte, Ind.:

LYNCHBURG

Campbell, Va. (Including Independent City of Lynchburg, Va.)

BLOOMINGTON
PINE BLUFF
BREMERTON

McLean,

23,494

2,470

10.5%

.011%

.Jefferson, Ark.:

21,989

1,571

7.1%

.007%

Kitsap, Wash.:

25,740

15,716

61.1%

.068%

111.:

229.

MONROE...

Ouachita, La.:

22,938

293

1.3%

.001%

230.

TYLER
ZANESVILLE
COLORADO

Smith, Tex.:

22,447

2,463

11.0%

.011%

231.

t232.

Muskingum, Ohio:

22,696

10,016

44.1%

.043%

El Paso, Colo.:

25,101

5,510

22.0%

.024%

Tippecanoe, Ind.:

21,507

7,354

34.2%

.032%

Volusia, Fla.:

26,875

2,715

10.1%

.012%

Bell, Tex.:

20,659

2,174

10.5%

.009%

SPRINGS

235.

LAFAYETTE
DAYTONA BEACH
TEMPLE

236.

KANKAKEE

Kankakee,

237.

FAIRMONT

Marion, W. Va.:

233.
234.

...

111.:

19,176

12,178

63.5%

.052%

21,150

4,311

20.4%

.019%

238.

DUBUQUE—

Dubuque, Iowa:

19,262

3,420

17.8%

.015%

239.

BOISE CITY

Ada, Idaho:

23,612

93

0.4%

—

240.

NEW ARK

Licking, Ohio:

22,482

15,049

66.9%

.065%

241.

GREENVILLE

Washington, Miss.:

19,291

950

4.9%

.004%

T

1

242.

AUBURN

Cayuga, N. Y.:

20,645

15,995

77.5%

.069%

243.

Wayne,

21,128

12,870

60.9%

.055%

244.

RICHMOND
FOND du LAC

19,597

5,697

29.1%

.024%

245.

LA CROSSE

La

19,912

976

4.9%

.004%

246.

Manitowoc, Wise.:

19,633

5,465

27.8%

.024%

..Whatcomb, Wash.:

22,040

1,735

7.9%

.007%

248.

MANITOWOC
BELLINGHAM
PARKERSBURG

20,334

3,969

19.5%

.017%

249.

MUSKOGEE..

250.

255.

QUINCY
FORT SMITH
MERIDIAN
ABILENE
WILMINGTON
CONCORD

256.

ROME

Floyd, Ga.:

257.
258.

BURLINGTON
MARION

259.

MORGANTOWN
JACKSON
JOHNSON CITY

247.

251.
252.
253.

254.

260.
261.
262.
263.
264.

265.

AMSTERDAM
ITHACA—
FARGO
LAFAYETTE

—Fond du

Ind.:

Lac, Wise.:

Crosse, Wise.:

Wood, W. Va.:

19,822

4,969

25.1%

.021%

20,264

1,901

9.4%

.008%

Sebastian, Ark.:

20,214

2,063

10.2%

.009%

Lauderdale, Miss.:

19,049

585

3.1%

.002%

Taylor, Texas:

20,239

540

2.7%

.002%

New

19,065

210

1.1%

.001%

18,230

5,523

30.3%

.024%

17,197

7,547

43.9%

.032%

Chittenden, Vt.:

17,005

2,510

14.8%

.011%

Grant, Ind.:

19,384

8,347

43.1%

.036%

Monongalia, W. Va.:

16,667

3,920

23.5%

.017%

Madison, Tenn.:

17,507

4,232

24.2%

.018%

Washington, Tenn.:

15,892

2,019

12.7%

.009%

......Muskogee, Okla.:

Adams,

111.:

Hanover, N.

C.:

Merrimack, N. H.:

Montgomery, N. Y.:

18,494

11,657

63.0%

.050%

Tompkins, N. Y.:

16,514

7,341

44.5%

.032%

Cass, N. D.:

16,569

176

1.0%

—

Lafayette, La.:

16,103

924

5.7%

.003%

8

:

:

Estimated No.
of Households

"D” Markets

Jan.

Counties

(Cont.)

1,

1953

Estimated No.

TV

Receivers
April 1. 1953

Ratio of TV
Receivers to

Households

Per Cent of
U. S. Total

Daviess, Ky.:

16,176

1,324

8.2%

.005%

267.

OWENSBORO
LAUREL

Jones, Miss.:

15,729

921

5.9%

.003%

268.

GAINESVILLE

Alachua, Fla.:

16,197

2,507

15.5%

.010%

269.

BILLINGS

Yellowstone, Mont.:

18,196

91

0.5%

—

LAWTON
KOKOMO

Comanche, Okla.:

16,734

2,905

17.4%

.012%

Knox,

274.

GALESBURG
HUTCHINSON
PETERSBURG

275.

GREAT FALLS

276.

ENII)

..Garfield,

277.

CHARLOTTESVILLE

278.

283.

SANDUSKY
TALLAHASSEE
RENO
BLOOMINGTON
MARION
LA GRANGE

284.

CLINTON

285.

PADUCAH

286.

COLUMBIA
BUTTE
ROCHESTER

266.

t270.
271.

272.
273.

279.
280.

*281.

282.

287.
288.

289.
290.
291.
292.
293.

294.
295.
296.

297.
298.

CHEYENNE
OTTUMWA
HOT SPRINGS
MASON SPRINGS
IOWA CITY
POCATELLO
HATTIESBURG
FORT DODGE

ALBANY
PANAMA CITY
ODESSA
BURLINGTON

301.

NORMAN

302.
303.

13,343

77.3%

.057%

9,170

52.5%

.039%

Reno, Kan.:

17,777

2,038

11.5%

.009%

Dinwiddie, Va. (Including Independent City of Petersburg, Va.)

13,843

8,003

57.8%

.034%

.Cascade, Mont.:

16,634

141

0.8%

—

Okla.:

16,840

7,399

43.9%

.032%

14,157

1,963

13.9%

.008%

16,649

10,815

65.0%

.046%

ROSWELL
WINONA

Ind.:

111.:

Albemarle, Va. (Including Independent City of Charlottesville, Va.)
.Erie, Ohio:

14,137

424

3.0%

.002%

..Washoe, Nev.:

18,022

196

1.1%

.001%

.Monroe, Ind.:

13,687

6,992

51.1%

.030%

.Marion, Ohio:

15,687

11,216

71.5%

.048%

.Troup, Ga.:

13,753

5,099

37.1%

.021%

Clinton, Iowa:

15,508

9,710

62.6%

.042%

McCracken, Ky.:

15,413

1,205

7.8%

.005%

Boone, Mo.:

13,824

568

4.1%

.002%

15,416

131

00

tS

—

.Olmsted, Minn.:

13,925

3,256

23.4%

.014%

Laramie, Wyo.:

14,142

2,553

18.1%

.011%

Wapello, Iowa:

15,037

1,231

8.2%

.005%

Garland, Ark.:

15,508

193

1.2%

—

Cerro Gordo, Iowa:

14,377

1,353

9.4%

.006%

Leon, Fla.:

Silver

300.

299.

17,255
17,455

Howard,

Bow, Mont.:

.Johnson, Iowa:

12,563

2,596

20.7%

.011%

Bannock, Power, Idaho:

13,282

179

1.3%

—

Forrest, Miss.:

13,253

1,054

8.0%

.004%

Webster, Iowa:

13,539

6,992

51.6%

.030%

Dougherty, Ga.:

13,018

1,463

11.2%

.006%

Bay, Fla.:

13,261

247

1.9%

—
.002%

Ector, Tex.:

14,687

406

2.8%

Des Moines, Iowa:

13,644

8,022

58.8%

.034%

Cleveland, Okla.:

11,231

3,596

32.0%

.015%

Chaves, N. Mex.:

12,291

131

1.1%

—

Winona, Minn.:

11,603

737

6.4%

.003%

12,084

726

6.0%

.003%

10,798

128

1.2%

—

Grand Forks, N.

306.

VICKSBURG
GRAND FORKS
SANTE FE

Santa Fe, N. Mex.:

10,154

757

7.5%

.003%

307.

ATHENS

Clarke, Ga.:

10,047

5,427

54.0%

.023%

308.

JEFFERSON CITY
RAPID CITY
SALINA

Cole, Mo.:

304.
305.

309.
310.

311.
312.

..

OAK RIDGE.
KEY WEST

Warren, Miss.:

Pennington,

D.:

S. D.:

Saline, Kan.:

9,659

700

7.2%

.003%

10,970

95

0.9%

—
.002%

11,124

455

4.1%

Roane, Tenn.:

8,463

155

1.8%

Monroe, Fla.:

8,260

177

2.1%

—

3,483,580

951,630

27.3%

4.087%

65.86%

84.927%

Total 150 “D” Markets
Percent of Total U. S.
Total 312 “A”, “B”, “C”, “D'” and
Percent of Total U. S.

7.73%

“D” Markets

29,978,041

66.53%
9

4.087%
19,747,871

84.927%
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FCC ALSO LOOKING TO NTSC FOR COLOR:
Emergence of color is now largely up to NTSC
the all-industry committee now conducting what it believes and hopes are final field
tests of compatible system, to be completed in estimated 4-6 months.
adoption of system,
It was clear last week that RCA's pitch, for "immediate
which it has developed with rest of NTSC (Vol.9:13), was unacceptable to both the
House Commerce Committee and the all-industry committee.
And FCC chairman Paul Walker appearing before House committee this week,
rather sarcastically rejected RCA's proposal when he observed that "RCA has again
announced the advent of the millenium in the field of color TV."
FCC is prepared to take NTSC's word he said, that it needs 4-6 months more
"It would be futile to conduct a hearing now," he added, "while
o f field testing
NTSC is working in a sincere effort to produce a satisfactory compatible system."
But FCC won't adopt NTSC system when NTSC says its ready, simply on NTSC's
say-so. The "due process" of a formal hearing must be given. Walker stated, so that
FCC can be absolutely sure system is "right".
If compatible system is satisfactory and there's no active opposition when
He said
it's presented to Commission, approval will come quickly. Walker promised.
Rep. O'Hara
he thought FCC's part would take less than 6 months maybe 2 or 3.
"As a country boy," he said, "I
(R-Minn.
was dubious about lack of opposition.
He obviously was r eferring to patents and
doubt that.
The stakes are too high."
To amusement of all.
potential big business represented in the color development.
Walker came back with, "As a country boy, I agree with you."
The venerable commissioner due to retire next June, handled himself well at
House hearing, which Chairman Wolverton (R-N.J.) conducted on same calm note as all
sessions week before. It's evident committee members generally approved Commission' s
attitude
But it's also evident the committee has changed the FCC's attitude toward
compatible system from one of injured aloofness (because the industry wouldn't go
for the incompatible system it adopted in 1950) to one of interested cooperation
That will make a lot of difference in the months to come
assuring industry
a friendly approach without recriminations for mistakes of the past on both sides.
11

,

,

.

,

)

,

.

—

*

*

*

.

*

Walker's 27-p. statement represented thinking of full Commission, obviously
was extremely carefully prepared, and he was flanked by staff engineering and legal
experts at all times. Statement was aimed to show that FCC was justified in picking
CBS system at the time; that Commission's criteria for an acceptable system are still
sound; that a compatible system always was and still is most desirable; that FCC
has done nothing to hinder the development of a compatible system.
"

Dual standards " permitting colorcasts of both field-sequential and comHe denied any deal between
systems are a " snare and a delusion ," he said.
NPA to impose ban on color set production, said FCC wasn't consulted.
As
system, he said FCC felt "morally obligated" to give it a chance, yet recit cannot force industry to build the equipment.
Commission will neither scrap nor push CBS system he said.
If compatible
If not
"We will have before us the difficult
system is satisfactory
fine.
policy question whether the public interest in making color available outweighs the
temporary but substantial inconveniences which might result from the transition to
the field-sequential system."
If FCC doesn't consider CBS system dead officially, virtually everyone else
does
No inquest is planned by Chairman Wolverton.
When reporters asked if he's
going to call in Justice Dept to see what it found
after being prompted by FCC
about the effect of patents or a "conspiracy" to delay CBS color, he said:
"
I don't see how the Justice Dept,
can give us pictures
That's water over
the dam."
When does he expect color ? "With the cooperation of FCC, I'm hopeful of
a start by Christmas
But I'm not a technical man.
I assume NTSC knows what it's
talking about.
It depends on the ability of the manufacturers."
Sometime in the
future, he said, he may call on manufacturers for a progress report.
If House committee isn't interested in an inquest into demise of CBS system,

patible
FCC and
for CBS
ognizes

—

—

,

,

.

,

—

—

.

.

Y

,
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Senators Tobey and Johnson apparently are.
Tobey still says hearing is planned.
Next move of House committee meanwhile, is April 14-15 junket to Princeton
and New York
Morning of April 14, it will observe demonstrations by RCA in Princeton, afternoon by RCA in New York.
CBS puts on show morning of April 15, Chromatic
TV Labs in afternoon.
Comr. Walker says staff will attend the series but commissioners won't. He said commissioners haven't been invited to any other demonstrations.
Staff will continue to observe NTSC field tests, he said.
,

.

INC. BUYS SALT LAKE'S KDYL-TV:
Latest of the 7-figure TV-radio station deals
purchase of Salt Lake City's KDYL-TV with KDYL for $2,100,000 by Time(Vol.9:13)
Life publishers
underlines fact that relative newcomers to the broadcasting field
are pitching as eagerly as the old-timers to gain footholds in TV.
Deal followed close on George Storer's $2,400,000 purchase of WBRC-TV with
Birmingham,
Ala., plus others we listed last week. Storer now has his 5 limit
WBRC,
and you can assume Time Inc. won't be satisfied until it gets that many, too.
Salt Lake deal is very much like one for KOB-TV and KOB, Albuquerque, N.M.
for which Time Inc. paid $900,000 just year ago (Vol.8:9), then sold half interest
in operating company to resigned FCC chairman Wayne Coy, who became mgr.
presently mgr. of New York News' WPIX, will be 20% owner
G. Bennett Larson
of new Utah corporation to be set up to operate Salt Lake stations.
Larson engineered the sale, returns to city of his birth and radio station where he started 27
He's a Mormon, has reputation of being a top-hole TV-radio executive.
years ago.
Fourteen stockholders owning 20,000 shares, have agreed to sell their inOld-time broadcaster Sidney S. Fox now
terests in the highly prosperous stations.
in
sells
his
July 1948,
10,740 shares stays on with stations
63, who founded KDYL-TV
in advisory capacity for 2 years at $40,000 salary plus $10,000 expenses per year.
(The other stockholders, largely family, staff and counsel, are listed on p. 9.)
Representing Time Inc , in negotiations was Wes Pullen special asst, to exec,
Transfer papers will
v.p. Charles L. Stillman, who also handled Albuquerque deal.
be filed with FCC shortly. Unusual location of KDYL-TV transmitter atop 9000-ft. Mt.
Vision in Oquirrh Range is said to give it 200-mi. radius which encompasses 87% of
population of Utah as well as parts of Idaho, Wyoming & Nevada for total 750,000 pop.
It pulled famed March of
Note
You haven't heard last of Time Inc, in TV
Time documentaries out of theatres last year in favor of TV exclusively, after bankrolling Crusade in Europe and Crusade in the Pacific series for TV. As one of its
top executives put it: " We're sold on TV as a potent visual medium that fits into
our philosophy of publishing."
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8 UHF CPs, HASTE IN HEARINGS SOUGHT:
Commission granted 8 CPs this week all uhf,
as it cast about for ways and means of hurrying decisions on the "big ones"
vhf
hearings in major cities. Hearings have been in progress since Oct. 1, 1952, but
This week's grants bring
Commission has yet to grant its first CP after hearing.
total post-freeze CPs issued to 332.
,

—

Hoping to finalize Denver's Ch. 7 case as soon as possible. Commission set
contestants for oral argument April 23. And next week it's due to wrestle with proposal that hearing priorities be changed to put at top of list the vhf hearings in
Chances are Commission will turn down
cities which now have only one vhf station.
the proposal, which was initiated by Comr. Robert Bartley.
Tulare, Cal ., KCOK, Ch. 27 Alexandria, La
Barnet BrezThis week's CPs
ner, Ch. 62 New Orleans, La ., WMRY, Ch. 26 & WBOK, Ch.32; New Brunswick, N.J ., Home
Genesee Valley TV Corp.
Ch. 27;
News Publishing Co., Ch. 47; Rochester, N.
WMEV, Ch. 50.
Lewistown, Pa
WMRF, Ch. 38; Marion, Va
Sidelights on non-AM grantees : Alexandria grantee Barnet Brezner is a genPublishers of New Brunswick Home News, headed by Elmer B. Boyd,
eral contractor.
Rochester grant was first to Schine theaown several other New Jersey newspapers.
tre interests who also own WPTR, Albany, a TV applicant.
Another possibility for quicker CPs hinges on action FCC will take in Ch.
Contestants filed "joint petition for simultaneous
46 Sacramento case (Vol.9:12).
dismissal and grant." Applicant Jack Gross is ready to dismiss, and John Poole asks
:

;

.

,

;

.

.

,

.

,

,

,
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FCC's Broadcast
for immediate grant before new competing application can be filed.
Bureau advised Commission that it can either grant petition or return Poole's application to processing line, but it pointed out that Poole can be granted immediately
if that's what FCC wants, because he's qualified. If Commission grants petition and
gives Poole the CP, you can expect plenty of similar developments in other hearings.
Two more mergers were effected this week in hope CPs would follow. In Baton
Rouge owners of WLCS dropped application for Ch. 2, with agreement they can purchase
50% of WJBO, when it gets CP, while selling WLCS. In Fresno the principals of KYNO
dismissed bid for Ch. 47, signed agreement permitting their purchase of 35% interest
in CP that J.E. O'Neill is now free to acquire.
,

,

AFTERMATH OF THE PROTEST'

DECISION: Ramifications of that "protest" decision by FCC
Acting very quickly on the prolast week (Vol. 9:13) are going to be tremendous.
test filed by WSAY, Rochester against shared-time grant on Ch. 10 to WHEC & WVET,
Commission granted the protest, set grantees for hearing on date to be specified
later, holding up indefinitely construction of the stations.
,

Hearing will be held on charges by WSAY that WHEC (owned by Gannett newspapers) will probably buy out WVET after a "decent interval" and create a "concentration of the media of mass communications in a single entity." WSAY says that it
didn't have enough notice that WHEC & WVET, previously competitors for Ch. 10, had
amended and were free for grant. WSAY says FCC reported the amendment only 40 hours
It also says it hadn't filed for Ch. 10 itself, on earlier
before CP was granted.
date, because it had difficulties in finding proper antenna site.
FCC's action in Rochester case opens door to protests even wider than action
And it shouldn't be forgotten that proin Grand Rapids-Muskegon case (Vol. 9:13).
tests apply to all FCC authorizations granted without hearing, not merely to CPs for
new stations. Thus, modifications of CPs to increase power or antenna height, for
longer if FCC decides hearings
example, are in jeopardy for 50 days after grant
Commission, which fought adoption of the "protest" section 309(c) by
are required.
Congress, says: "I told you so."

—

FCC— AND WASHINGTON'S 'RUSINESS CLIMATE':

With Senate confirmation of new FCC member
after
unanimous
approval
by Interstate Commerce Committee,
April
John C. Doerfer
2,
tends
to
indicate
Commission
that
it's blending quite well into a
a reassessment of
certainly
more
favorable
that's
to businessmen than it has been
"Washington climate"
for the last 20 years. It looks like FCC won't be any glaring exception to Administration's friendlier attitude toward business; in fact, even before the elections,
it was apparent that the dominant "crackdown" philosophy had pretty well disappeared.
Though it may disagree on details the TV-radio-electronics industry has had
The Commission has
no serious quarrel with FCC since end of freeze, just year ago.
been so anxious to make up for 4 years wasted during freeze (largely in fruitless
quest for color) that its primary preoccupation has been to get stations on the air
which everybody in industry wants. Its success is attested to by fact that, as of
this writing, 532 new stations have been authorized, of which 48 are already on the
air, with more being added each week.
Closer liaison with the whole electronics industry heretofore kept at arm's
length if not actually scorned by some commissioners and staff, may be expected from
now on.
But much depends on the new chairman, whoever he may be.
Knowledge that Chairman Walker's tenure ends next June 30 when his term
expires, plus preoccupation with TV processing, has had great deal to do with shelvAnd mere fact new chairman will be Republican is no ironclad
ing of many projects.
guarantee of an FCC-industry "love feast "
for it's recalled that ex-Comr. Jones,
an ex-GOP Congressman from Ohio, and far more of a Republican in the political sense
than are Comrs. Hyde and Sterling, was just as rough on the industry during the
color imbroglio as was ex-chairman Wayne Coy, a New Dealer.
For parallel illustration, look at Congress
Nothing could be more diametrically opposed than the attitudes of the Senate's fiery Sen. Tobey and the House's
calm and placatory Rep. Wolverton
both Republicans.
Designation of Comr. Hyde as chair man, urged by many, would doubtless augur
,

—

,

,

—

.

—
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continued good FCC-industry relationships likely improve them. A newcomer as chairman is an unknown quantity.
That goes for Mr. Doerfer, if he should be named.
Mr. Doerfer, 48, comes to FCC with excellent record most of it in public
office. He worked as part-time accountant, 1929-34, while attending Marquette U law
school, then practiced law 1934-40.
He was city attorney of West Allis, Wis.
Milwaukee suburb, 1940-49
a non-partisan job.
From 1949 to present, he has been
chairman of Wisconsin Public Service Commission.
Thus he's not a businessman has been a regulator rather than one of the
regulated. He built fine record of fairness in Wisconsin, so same is expected here.
He left excellent impression during this week's hearing on confirmation
straightforward, careful, agreeable. Wisconsin's Gov. Kohler praised him to skies, told how
other members of Public Service Commission weren't even talking to one another until
Doerfer took over and invigorated the demoralized state agency. Wisconsin Senators
Wiley and McCarthy also endorsed him.
Illustrative of his attitude was his refusal to commit himself on educational channel reservation policy, though Sen. Bricker (R-0.
pressed him to do so.
He said simply he was unfamiliar with the issues, must reserve judgment. He doesn't
strike us as a " hatchet man "
called in to fire, hire and reshuffle staff
if
that's what new Administration has in mind.
,

,

—

,

,

—
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—
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*

*
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Brief hearing April 1 really didn't produce much served largely as forum
for Senators to air views on pet theories, notably educational TV. Sen. Bricker was
all for extending reservations automatically beyond June 2.
Sen. Johnson (D-Colo.)
reiterated his belief FCC should require commercial stations to set aside specific
time for educational use; that educational institutions shouldn't have channels all
to themselves.
Sen. Butler (R-Md.) also argued against reservations.
Sen. Tobey (R-N.H
chairman, wound up that discussion by saying FCC would
be called in "to enlighten the committee," later set April 16 date.
Johnson got in
word for more money for Commission
for more examiners to hasten TV hearings.
"Congress, not the FCC, is to blame," he said, "for some of these delays."
Senators got laugh at Tobey 's expense because of his frequent appearances
on TV. When Doerfer remarked that he didn't have a set, Tobey said: "You're missing
something." Whereupon Bricker motioned toward Tobey and said, smilingly: "We have
Everybody guffawed while Tobey grinned and blushed.
a prominent actor here."
He said his family was
Doerfer isn't a Republican in the "Old Guard" sense
Democratic, that he veered to Republicans when Roosevelt attempted to pack Supreme
One doesn't register as Democrat or ReCourt, later stumped for Wendell Willkie.
publican in Wisconsin, he said; his biographical sketch reads "member of no political
party." Asked if President Eisenhower had named him as a Republican, he suggested
question should be addressed to President, but admitted his "thinking is Republican."
,

.

)

,

—
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UMONT’S FIRST uhf transmitter, 5-kw destined for
WGLV, Easton, Pa. (Ch. 57), offshoot of Easton
Express’ WEEX-FM, should be leaving the factory any

D

day now

—and

the Easton enterprisers may actually get
Thereafter, at least

station going before end of month.

a half dozen more such transmitters, already ordered and
almost ready, will be delivered as rapidly as possible.
DuMont has been extremely active in vhf but as yet hasn’t
delivered any uhf.

RCA

this

week completed delivery of

mitters scheduled for March.

all

—

Last one

10 uhf trans-

to

WKJF-TV,

During
Pittsburgh (Ch. 53)— left Camden March 31.
April, 10 more are scheduled for delivery but only these
3 shipments have as yet been announced: WTVE, Elmira,
N. Y. (Ch. 24) WFTV, Duluth, Minn. (Ch. 38) KCTY,
Kansas City (Ch. 25) all due to go out week of April
6.
Also scheduled for shipment next week by RCA is vhf
to KRDO-TV, Colorado Springs, Colo. (Ch. 13).
An RCA uhf scheduled for delivery March 30 to
WEHT, Henderson, Ky. (Ch. 50), opposite Evansville,
;

—

has been held up at request of customer due to conOriginally, call letters were WSON-TV,
and plan was to get it going by May 1 (Vol. 8:48).
KOB-TV, Albuquerque, N. M. (Ch. 4), jointly owned
by Time Inc. and ex-FCC chairman Wayne Coy, plans
joint transmitter project atop 10,655-ft. Sandia Crest
with local grantee KGGM-TV (Ch. 13), which last reported it plans to get started by Sept. 15 (Vol. 9:12).
They will have separate transmitters but share building,
KOB-TV will also
tower, maintenance personnel, etc.
Unusually good transmission
build new studio structure.
site is 11 mi. due north of city, peak rising 4250-ft. above
average terrain, said to be one of highest sites in the
Ind.,

struction delays.

country.
*

*

*

*

;

Reports on other upcoming new stations in our continuing survey:

Minnesota-Iowa Television

Co.,

grantee last week of

Ch. 6 in Austin, Minn., has ordered DuMont transmitter,
already has RCA antenna, is presently building small

7
studio at transmitter

site,

has target date of June

KBMT, Beaumont, Tex. (Ch. 31), won’t get going in
early April, as previously promised (Vol. 9:9) and John
Summerfield, member of management committee, now says

15,

reports gen. mgr. L. L. McCurnin of KAUS, one of group
of radio stations holding stock in project. New call letters
are being sought. Pearson will be rep.

this time to estimate an exact date.”
one of 3 obtained by Jacob A. Newborn, for which GE
equipment was reported ordered. Mr. Summerfield states
KETX, Tyler, Tex. (Ch. 19), is still due on air in June,
and WTVS, Gadsden, Ala. (Ch. 21), in September.
Indianapolis grantee John L. Ramp (Ch. 26), investment broker and head of Marion Radio Corp., licensee
WBAT, Marion, Ind., reports from his offices in Circle
Tower, Indianapolis, that he hopes to get station on air
Equipment has not yet been
by September or earlier.
ordered, construction plans completed, or call letters or
rep chosen.
KEDD, Wichita, Kan. (Ch. 16), has moved forward
target date for test patterns to June 1, plans full 12-kw
GE transmitter in commercial operation by July 1, according to Stanley H. Durwood, gen. mgr. of Durwood

“we are unable at

CP

13), has

KRDO-TV,

Colorado Springs, Colo. (Ch.
assurances of transmitter delivery in May, figures
on test patterns by mid-June, should go commercial July
Ground has been broken for
1, reports mgr. Joe Rohrer.
combined TV-radio building, due for completion in about
Colorado Springs’ first station, KKTV (Ch.
3 months.
11), went on air last Dec. 7.

RCA

KFXJ-TV, Grand Junction, Colo.
midway between Denver and Salt Lake

5), located
City, plans

(Ch.

RCA

equipment, begins construction April 15 but anticipates
test patterns won’t start for about 8 months. Accordingly,
president Rex Howell plans formal opening May 1, 1954.

Hal Holman Co.

AM

is

rep.

WMAZ-TV,

Macon, Ga. (Ch. 13), has completed construction plans, expects DuMont equipment for July delivery, will begin tests about Sept. 1, reports gen. mgr.
Wilton Cobb. Base rate will be $200. Katz will be rep.
KVOS-TV, Bellingham, Wash. (Ch. 12), building its
own ti'ansmitter equipment (Vol. 9:5,7), now reports
May 1 target date and owner Rogan Jones is presently in

Theatres, Kansas City, grantee.
WFAM-TV, Lafayette, Ind. (Ch. 59), has received
RCA equipment, is now installing with aim of testing
April 15 and programming from May 1, reports O. E.
Richardson, president. Rambeau will be rep.
WLOU-TV, Louisville (Ch. 41), plans to use
studio & transmitter building but hasn’t yet ordered equipment. “Sometime in 1954” is probable starting date re-

AM

Besides boasting own home-made
composite equipment, station has published lowest rates
on record yet for any TV station, old or new $90 per
Class A hour, $54 half hour, $36 for 15 min., $18 one min.,
east to select rep, etc.

—

ported by owner R. W. Rounsaville, who headquarters at
his WQXI, Atlanta, one of several radio stations he owns.
Forjoe will be rep.
WAYS-TV, Charlotte, N. C. (Ch. 36), reports gen.
mgr. F. M. Fitzgerald, has ordered some DuMont equipment and, though no construction plans have yet been completed, proposes to start next Sept. 30. Bolling will be rep.
Oklahoma City uhf outlet (Ch. 25) granted in February to owners of KWCO, Chickasha, Okla., hasn’t selected
call letters yet or ordered equipment, but 50% owner Philip
D. Jackson says construction will start in April and target
date is Aug. 20.

$9 for 10-sec.
*

*

*

*

WNOW-TV,

York, Pa. (Ch. 49), previously promis scheduled for September, according to mgr. Lowell Williams, delay being attributed to
slowed delivery of transmitter. DuMont 1-kw transmitter
has been promised for August shipment, with 5-kw unit
Addition to transmitter
ordered toward end of year.
house, to contain TV studio, is to start this month, and
steel for 350-ft. TV tower has already arrived.
ised for April,

now

-

-

-

-

-

Personal Notes: Leo Resnick, with FCC for 13 years,
last 6 as an examiner, author of initial decision on ABCUPT merger, has resigned to open own law offices in the
Occidental Bldg., Washington; telephone National 8-9320
Harry P. Warner has resigned from Washington law
firm of Segal, Smith & Hennessey to open law offices in
Evans Bldg.; telephone National 8-2150. He will specialize in TV-radio, copyright and trademark matters
W. G. Richardson named director of engineering, Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., succeeding Gordon W. Olive, who at
.

.

.

.

.

55, after 31

years service,

is

.

retiring to operate a stock

Thousand Islands district of Ontario ... John
Washington counsel, elected to board of direcDonald A.
tors of Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.
Stewart, ex-DuMont Network film syndication coordinator,

farm

W.

in the

Steen,

.

.

.

onetime mgr. of its WDTV, Pittsburgh, appointed distribuGeorge W.
tion mgr. for DuMont TV transmitter div.
.

.

.

Fuerst, ex-ABC-TV, named NBC-TV spot sales rep in San
Lee GorFrancisco, succeeding Carl Nielsen, resigned
man Jr. moves from gen. sales mgr. to gen. business mgr.,
WABI-TV & WABI, Bangor, Me.; Walter L. Dickson, chief
Thaine
engineer, promoted to technical operations mgr.
Engle, ex-WBAP, Fort Worth, named NBC-TV supervisor
of audience promotion; Ridgway Hughes, ex-McCall’s
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

joins

KGMB-TV,

.

.

Francisco, named video engiTV Productions, Denver,
ex-WDTV, Pittsburgh, joins KKTV, Colorado Springs, as
production mgr.
Jack Curry, ex-KMOX, St. Louis,
named sales promotion mgr., WBBM-TV, Chicago, assisted

ex-KRON-TV, San

Striver,

neer

.

.

Burt Harris, ex-Western

.

.

.

.

ex-WBKB

by Lee Salberg,

.

.

.

Charles Sanford, musical

di-

NBC-TV’s Your Show of Shows, wins Music BusiMagazine’s annual Clef Award, “Oscar” of popular

rector of

ness

music industry

.

.

.

ex-MCA

Harold Hackett,

named

of TV-radio,

charge

v.p. in

exec, v.p., Official Films Inc.,

now

ex-

Alvin Kabaker, v.p.
panding into live packaging field
in charge of Hollywood office, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
named TV-radio v.p. in N. Y., succeeding Adrian Samish,
Lee Morris, ex-CBS and WPAT, heads new
resigned
Don
TV radio dept., Reidl & Freede Inc., Paterson, N. J.
Tomkins, ex-president of Tomkins & Weil Productions,
named TV-radio director of Grant Adv., Chicago, succeedLes Blumenthal proing Harry Holcombe, resigned
moted to business mgr., TV-radio dept., Wm. H. Weintraub
agency, Lee Currlin asst, business mgr. in charge of timebuying; Carlos Franco, gen. mgr., has resigned.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Magazine, named TV-radio sales promotion mgr., both reporting to Jacob A. Evans, adv. & promotion director
Dan Klugherz, ex-Young & Rubicam, appointed CBS-TV
Carol Levine appointed film mgr.,
film production mgr.
WPIX, replacing Tony Azzato, now eastern mgr., StandDan Hunter, ex-RCA Labs, Princeton,
ard Television
.

is

.

.

who

retired 2 years ago as
and was one of Cleveland’s
pioneer radio news editors and onetime radio editor of
Cleveland News, died April 1 in a Cleveland hospital fol-

Ralph P. Worden,

WGAR

58,

public affairs director

lowing a heart attack.

.

.

Honolulu, as chief engineer; James Von

Brizee, 48, sales mgr. of WHAM-TV, RochesApril 1 after a long illness. He is survived by
his wife, 7 children and parents.

Truman

ter, died

8

New Jersey manufacturing companies

Station Accounts:

Box Makers Union and Laundry
AFL, the sponsorship of Amer-

are sharing with Paper

Workers

Inti.

ica Speaks,

Network TV-Radio

Union, both

WOR-TV,

labor-management discussions, on

adman Don Passante as moderator
Hughes as permanent panelist, thru

Billings

February 1953 and January-February 1953
(For January report see Television Digest, Vol. 9:10)

Sat. 10:30-11 a.m., with

and newsman John B.
Passante Adv. Agency
Ethyl Corp. has contracted with
Screen Gems Inc. for The Big Playback, 26 films to be produced in association with Telenews Inc., with Bill Stern
recounting favorite moments in sport, to be placed in 35
markets from May 15, thru BBDO, N. Y.
Sinclair Refining Co., introducing new Power-X gas and Extra Duty
motor oil this month, using TV in 17 cities along with
radio in 84 cities and 363 newspapers, thru Morey, Humm
DuPont to sponsor Norman Broken& Johnstone, N. Y.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

TV films, on WNACTV, WCAU-TV, WMAR-TV, WBNS-TV, KGUL-TV, thru
Bank of the Manhattan Co. to sponsor Happy
BBDO
shire, the

.

.

Handyman, United

Artists

is pushing NBC-TV hard for first place in
network time billings, according to Publishers Information Bureau report for February released this week,
revealing their billings that month were less than $100,000
apart and for Jan.-Feb. only about $500,000 apart. February TV billings by all 4 networks were $15,920,028, down
from January’s $17,275,360 but about $1,100,000 ahead of

C

BS-TV

the radio side, CBS maintains its consistent
But
in Feb. vs. NBC’s $3,812,983.
for network radio was also lower than same month

On

Feb. 1952.
lead,

with $4,670,089

month

of 1952 and about $1,200,000 below January.

PIB

NETWORK TELEVISION

.

Gang on WOR-TV, half hour before
both day and night home games of Brooklyn Dodgers;
Felton’s Knothole

jointly sponsoring

Strike thru
dian Joe E.

BBDO

games will be Schaefer Beer and Lucky
Camel and Cavaliers sponsor come.

.

.

Brown for 15-min. before and 10-min. after all
Yankees games on WPIX; he replaces Joe DiMaggio, sponsored last season by Philip Morris. Frankie Frisch will
do 10-min. after Giants’ games, sponsored by LincolnMercury Dealers. Games themselves are sponsored by
Ballantine, with Mel Allen & James Woods
Among
other advertisers reported using or preparing to use TV:
Holiday Frosted Food Co., thru Weightman Inc., Philadelphia; Schapiro’s California Valley Wine Co., thru Ben
B. Bliss & Co., N. Y.; Wilson & Co. (Beef Luncheon meat),
thru Ewell & Thurber Assoc., Chicago; Wafex Inc. (Wafex
wafers appetite satient), thru Kenneth Rader Co., N. Y.;
Taylor-Reed Corp. (Q-T instant frosting), thru Chas. W.
Hoyt Co., N. Y.; Melville Shoe Corp. (Thom McAn shoes),
thru Anderson & Cairns, N. Y.; E-Z Est Products Co.
(E-Z Est Speedit tarnish remover), thru Beaumont &
Hohman, San Francisco; Food Specialties Inc. (Appian
Way pizza pie), thru Chambers & Wiswell, Boston; MicroMoisture Controls Inc. (Weather-Guard convertible top
.

rain control), thru David J.

Mahoney

Inc.,

N. Y.; Pepper-

U. S. Time Corp. (Ingersoll watches)
bought first half of Easter Then and Now on CBS-TV,
Easter Sunday 1-2 p.m., thru Hirshon-Garfield— but New
York Easter Parade coverage by networks was sharply
curtailed and modified from last year’s coverage, which
was criticized for disorganization and “camera-crashers.”
ABC-TV offered cooperative sponsorship 1-2 p.m.; NBCTV was sustaining 12:30-1:30 p.m.; DuMont carried “pa-

—

Falstaff Brewing Co. to
rade” films in evening only
sponsor New York-Washington opening-day baseball game
April 13 on ABC-TV, thru Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
Singer Sewing Machine Co. will sponsor Four Star Playhouse every Thu. 8:30-9 p.m., instead of current alt. Thu.,
starting Sept. 24, on CBS-TV; agency is Young & RubiMinute Maid Corp. (orange juice) buys Thu. 5:15cam
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Wm.

Today on NBC-TV, weekdays
Saturday Evening Post drops Keep
H. Weintraub
Posted on DuMont, Tue. 8:30-9 p.m., but Rountree-Spivak
Sumprogram continues under title of The Big Issue
mer replacement for Your Show of Shoios on NBC-TV,
Sat. 9-10:30 p.m., will be Saturday Night Revue, featuring
7-9 a.m., thru

tions of

.

.

NBC
CBS
ABC
DuMont

1952

748,544

$14,072,856
10,177,686
4,168,928
1,465,692

$14,813,603

$33,195,388

$29,885,162

$ 4,788,507
3,994,018
3,177,970
1,600,399

$ 9,826,493
8,073,538
5,213,285
3,424,209

$ 9,949,904
8,351,371
6,479,449
3,299,681

$13,560,894

$26,537,525

$ 6,813,549
5,103,043
2,148,467

$15,920,028

Total

Jan.-Feb.

1953
$14,378,977
13,874,154
3,085,924
1,856,333

$ 6,820,529
6,744,928
1,481,032
873,539

.

Jan.-Feb.

1952

1953

NETWORK RADIO
CBS

..$

NBC
ABC
MBS

.

.

.

.

.

.

Total

4,670,089
3,812,983
2,538,663
1,638,075

$12,659,810

NETWORK TELEVISION— January-February
ABC
Jan.
Feb.

982,794*
873,539

Total $3,085,924

$13,874,154

$1,856,333

ABC

$17,275,360*
15,920,028

$14,378,977

$33,195,388

MBS

CBS

$2,674,622*
...
2,538,663

'

Total $5,213,285

Total

$ 7,558,448*
6,820,529

NETWORK RADIO—January-February
Jan.
Feb.

$28,080,405

1953

NBC

DuMont

CBS
$ 7,129,226* $
6,744,928

$1,604,892
1,481,032

1953

NBC

Total

$5,156,404* $1,786,134
4,670,089
1,638,075

$4,260,555
3,812,983

$13,877,715*
12,659,810

$3,424,209

$8,073,538

$26,537,525

$9,826,493

* Revised as of March 31, 1953.
Note: These figures do not represent actual revenues to the networks, which do not divulge their actual net dollar Incomes.
They're compiled by PIB on basis of one-time network rates, or
before frequency or cash discounts. Therefore, in terms of dollars
actually paid to networks they may be inflated by as much as 40%.
Figures are accepted by networks themselves, however, and by the
Industry generally, as satisfactory index of comparisons & trends.

Hoagy Carmichael and new young comedians; no sponsors
yet announced

Arthur Godfrey will originate all his
programs from Miami Beach for 5 days, beginning April
13, on CBS-TV, including April 15 water show production
General Foods set to sponfrom beach, Wed. 8-9 p.m.
sor Bob Hope on NBC-TV on regular basis, date and time
Procter & Gamble (Tide) announces
not yet announced
it’s not renewing Red Skelton show on NBC-TV, though
.

.

.

.

.

it

.

.

.

.

will retain Sun. 7-7 :30 p.m.

CBS-TV

.

5:30 p.m. portion of Gabby Hayes Show, starting June 11,
on NBC-TV, Mon.-Fri. 5:15-5:30 p.m., thru Ted Bates;
Quaker Oats Co. sponsors Mon. & Fri., with Wed. cooperaPet Milk Co. starts
tively sponsored, Tue. sustaining
Original Amateur Hour April 25 on NBC-TV, Sat. 8:30-9
Kaiser-Frazer buys 52 porp.m., thru Gardner Adv.
.

February

February

.

.

idge Farms Inc. (bread), thru Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.;
Grinnell Lithograph Co., thru Randolph & Elliott Co., N. Y.

Network Accounts:

The complete

tables:

April

1,

has published Rate Card No.

listing 100 affiliates, increasing

9,

effective

“must” group

to

KGUL-TV, Galveston-Houston; KTNTTV, Tacoma-Seattle; WHBF-TV, Rock Island). Class C
rate is extended from 1 to 2 p.m. local time, Class B ap33 (now including

plying 2-6 p.m.

Leading

National

Advertisers

Inc.,

441

Lexington

Ave., N. Y., has just published 100-p. book titled National
Advertising Investments, showing 1952 expenditures, by

company and product,

in

magazines, magazine sections,

network radio, network TV.
Listing more that 10,000 films available for TV, together with sources of film for TV, new 7th edition of
TV Film Program Directory, in 2 volumes (633 pp.),
was issued April 7 by Broadcast Information Bureau, 535

Fifth Ave., N. Y.

9
Telecasii.ig Notes: “Growing unrest and disquietude
ag-ency executives” is discerned by Variety's
perceptive George Rosen (April 1) because of the “business only” status to which agencies are being relegated
by new production techniques.
Accordingly, some are
quitting to go into “show biz.” Writes Rosen: “The agency
boys who once played key roles in solidifying broadcasting’s stature as a show biz medium are now confined to
buying outside packages (mostly from networks) and taking orders for station time.
[Now] only a bare handful
of radio and TV shows come out of the agencies [and] the
emergence of vidpix as a major commercial component in
TV (in most eases the product of outside indie producers
on the Coast) hasn’t exactly contributed toward making
United Broadthe agency director’s life a happy one”
casting Co., Chicago, recording & transcriptions, changes
name to United Film & Recording Studios because, says
president Wm. L. Klein, of growing demand for TV feaTrend of times headline in
tures and commercials
April 1 Variety: “TV Takes Adv. Leadership Away from
and the story spells it out,
Dailies, Radio in Cleve. Area”
Betty Hutton, thru Wm. Morris Agency, signing
too
for 26 NBC-TV programs in line with intensely competiBig-do on
tive policy of networks to tie up name stars
NBC-TV Sun., April 26: Maurice Evans in 2-hour production of Hamlet, sponsored 3:30-5:30 p.m. in lieu of Hallmark’s usual Hall of Fame, with Ruth Chatterton and
ABC simulcasting starSarah Churchill supporting
studded Metropolitan Opera Jamboree Mon., April 6, 8:30Longest
9:30 p.m., continuing on radio only to 10 p.m.
political telethon ever scheduled on WATV, Newark, starting noon April 16 and continuing to 3 a.m. April 17 principal is State Sen. Malcolm Forbes, GOP candidate for
Indianapolis Speedway races May 30 won’t
governor
be telecast, but 5 local radio stations will combine for continuous account, sponsored by Indiana Ford Dealers Assn.
WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee, got new tower to full height
of 1017-ft. March 26, excluding antenna and beacon
appoints Avery-Knodel as national rep
DuMont’s
WFBM-TV, Indianapolis,
in all markets outside N. Y.
March 1 raised Class A hour rate from $600 to $800, min.
April 1 rate increases: WAFM-TV,
from $120 to $150
Birmingham, Class A hour from $400 to $500, min. from
$80 to $100; WBEN-TV, Buffalo, hour $700 to $800, min.
$115.50 to $140; KPRC-TV, Houston, hour $600 to $700,
More base rates of new and upcomingmin. $120 to 140
stations: WHYN-TV, Holyloke, Mass., hour 250, min. $50;
WTVI, Belleville, 111., hour $400, min. $100; WTVU, Scranton, Pa., hour $200, min. $40; KCBD-TV, Lubbock, Tex.,
hour $200, min. $20; KWFT-TV, Wichita Falls, Tex., hour
$200, min. $40; WPAG-TV, Ann Arbor, Mich., hour $150,

among key
-

.
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.

.

.
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.
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;
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.

WABD

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

min. $30.

Stockholders in Salt Lake City’s Intermountain Broad& Television Corp. (KDYL-TV, KDYL & KDYL-

casting

FM), sold to Time Inc. for $2,100,000 (see p. 4), includes
besides president S. S. Fox (10,740 shares) the following
with their shareholdings: Jesse F. Loeb, 4100 shares;

&

Mrs. Fred Provol, 3450; Harold E. Wallace, 315;
300; James M. Baldwin, 200; G. A.
Provol 200; Marcel Drucker, 200; Philip G. Lasky, 115;
Chris Greenhagen, F. C. Eckhardt & Maude McQuarrie, 100
each; L. A. Loeb, 50; August Greenhagen, 20; Margaret
Greenhagen, 10. Messrs. Wallace and Rawlings are attorneys, the latter having been new mgr. G. Bennett Larson’s Sunday school teacher when Larson was a boy in

Mr.

C.

W. Rawlings,

Salt

Lake

City.

George

Baldwin
A.

is

chief engineer,

who

built the

commercial mgr.; E. J.
Drucker, sales director; Connie Eckhard, film buyer. Mr.
Lasky, now mgr. and part owner of KPIX, San Francisco,
has held his stock since he was commercial mgr. of KDYL
stations;

as a youth,

Provol,

some 20 years ago.

ENATOR TOBEY

S

this

week summoned

FCC

to closed

hearing April 16 before his Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee for first-hand report on progress of educational TV. Tobey’s aide said “entire picture” of educational TV will be discussed
and it’s safe bet that reservation of channels beyond June 2 will dominate discussion.
Political pressure is now being exerted in big way to
keep channels clear for non-commercial use. Following
appeals of New York Gov. Dewey & New Jersey Gov.
Driscoll (Vol. 9:13), governors of 14 southern states
joined this week in urging FCC to extend reservations
“for at least 2 years,” noting that legislatures in 8 of the
states won’t act on educational TV funds until 1955.
American Assn, of University Women this week
asked FCC to extend reservations 5 years “in the public
interest,” citing need for “great deal of study, preparation

—

and financing.”
Commission hasn’t yet tipped its hand on subject, but
it’s pretty much acknowledged that it’s basically sympathetic to educatipnal TV.
This week, for example, it set
for rule-making proposal by Western Massachusetts Educational TV Council for addition of Ch. 82 in Amherst and
Ch. 80 in North Adams, both for educational use.
Other educational TV developments this week: (1)
CBS-TV and Columbia U’s Citizenship Education Project
will jointly distribute instruction manuals to schools and
universities on history and background of Coronation June
2 and network’s plans to cover it, for correlation with
classroom instruction in history.
(2) American Council
on Education appointed educational TV committee, headed
by John C. Adams, president of Hofstra College, after
receiving $25,000 grant from Ford Foundation.
(3) Dr.

Harry

J.

Skornia, ex-radio director,

U

of Indiana,

named

exec, dir., National Assn, of Educational Broadcasters.
B

Elaborating on network regulation ideas, at request
House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee (Vol.
9:8, 11), FCC chairman Paul Walker supplied statement
saying that the FCC believes “the entire network situaof

tion is one that should be the subject of a comprehensive

investigation by either Congress or the Commission [which
prove it] to be advisable to enact further legislation
giving the Commission direct regulatory authority over

may

radio and TV networks, an authority which it does not
presently enjoy. However, at the same time we expressed
our opinion that with this kind of direct regulatory au-

the licensing of network organizations would
probably neither be appropriate nor necessary.” As for
charging fees for licenses and applications, Commission
says whole matter of fees awaits word from President
Eisenhower, via Budget Bureau. But if fees are to be
levied, Commission recommends “a system of flat and
generally uniform filing fees, comparable to those used in
the Federal courts.
Such a system would provide added
revenue to the Govt., though it undoubtedly would not
put the Commission on a self-sufficient basis.”
thority

FCC now seeks $7,100,000 for fiscal 1954 in President
Eisenhower’s revised budget, $900,000 less than that requested in President Truman’s budget (Vol. 9:2) but $691,540 more than was appropriated last year. Figures were
disclosed in report of hearings held by House Independent
Offices Subcommittee, just released.
Broadcast activities
were allotted $1,495,000, compared with $1,610,699 in Truman budget and $1,126,552 last year, and employes
budgeted for broadcast function were reduced from average of 276 to 256. Proposed network study was eliminated
entirely, but no cut was made in either TV or FM activities.
House will probably pare budget still further as it
has in past, although FCC still argues that it has insufficient personnel to handle backlog of applications and hearings and that it would take “3, 4 or 5 years” to catch up
on TV backlog alone with present force.
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OME “UNKNOWNS”

about uhf coverage are pointed
P. Taylor, RCA engineering
products advertising mgr., in current (Jan.-Feb.) issue
of RCA’s Broadcast News. Interpreting RCA Service Co.
measurements made at York, Atlantic City and South
Bend, he says they follow very closely the pattern of Portindicating that “for flat or gently rollland (Vol. 8:46)
ing terrain the FCC [field intensity] curves give a good
indication of median signal levels to be expected at various
distances.” But he adds that while “coverage reports to
date give every reason for optimism regarding the quality
of the service that will be provided by uhf stations,” there
are several things about uhf coverage that have not yet

S

up by engineer John

—

been “proved”:
(1) What happens beyond horizon, at distances beyond 35-40 mi.? Will FCC’s curves hold good?
(2) What happens at very high and very low antenna heights? “We have a feeling that below 400 ft. the
performance will fall below [FCC predictions] may, in

—

Conversely, above 1000

fact, be quite disappointing.

ft. it

may

be better than the curves would indicate.”
(3) Calculation of height “above average terrain”
(between 2-10 mi. from transmitter) may lead to “fallacious conclusion.” Curve based on 2-10 mi. terrain would
be useless in predicting coverage beyond 10-mi. point; for

example, there might be mountain ridge 11 mi.
mitter, shutting off all signal.

from trans-

“Don’t underestimate shadows.” They cause dead
spots “and at present we don’t know whether any power
will bring the signal up to usable” in deep hollows. “The
moral, of course, is to do everything possible to get the
(4)

—

antenna high enough to look into these hollows.”
Article concludes with reminder that most important
factor in coverage is “service to people” rather than size
of area. “The best antenna site is the one that provides
coverage to the most homes not the one that offers coverage of the largest area.”

—

First 50-kw transmitter will be installed in

Empire

WOR-TV

by Standard Electronics Corp.,
Claude Neon Inc. subsidiary, when new 20-kw transmitter
is combined with Standard 20-kw amplifier already owned
by station. Standard Electronics announced this week it
plans to deliver transmitter this month, completing installation by end of May. Using 3.2-gain Ch. 9 antenna now
being designed by engineer Andrew Alford, station is
slated to have 150-kw ERP, maximum for the antenna
height.
Standard will display 1-kw uhf transmitter at
NARTB convention next month, hopes to deliver first one
by June and has scheduled 12 for last half of this year.
By end of year it hopes to have 15-kw uhf amplifier. Company also estimates it will produce four 5-kw vhf transmitters this year and 8-10 of its 20-kw amplifiers, one of
which is slated to go to WAFM-TV, Birmingham, next
week.
Other power increases reported this week, plus
channel shifts: WJAR-TV, Providence, shifts from Ch. 11
to Ch. 10, from 30 kw to 200 kw, on May 1; KSD-TV, St.
Louis, with amplifier on hand, is now installing antenna
to hike power from 16 kw to 100 kw; KMTV, Omaha, is
due to get 25-kw amplifier and new antenna April 15;
WLWT, Cincinnati, is scheduled to receive 25-kw amplifier
next week; WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids, has set Dec. 31
for shift from Ch. 7 to Ch. 8, power hike from 28.5 kw to
316 kw.
State Bldg, for

SMPTE

convention, to be held at Los Angeles’ Statler
NARTB convention, April 27May 1, will feature as opening speaker Mitchell Wolfson,
owner of WTVJ, Miami, and operator of Florida theatre

Hotel

at

same time as

April 28 session will be devoted to TV and will include papers on subscription TV by International Telechain.

meter’s Louis N. Ridenour & George W. Brown, TV optics
by RCA’s Otto H. Schade, NTSC color by GE’s Ira J.
Kaar, closed-circuit TV & sound recordings by film proMorning sessions
ducer W. A. Palmer, San Francisco.
April 28 will be held at CBS-TV’s Television City and will
include description and tour of studios by CBS’s Richard

“Du-mitters” are being shipped, DuMont reports, to
It’s name it
quite a few non-telecasters or CP holders.
camera
complete
with
transmitters,
closed-circuit
gives to
chains, which are used for local demonstration purposes.
Last week, DuMont shipped one to KOLT, Scottsbluff,
Neb., whose operators haven’t yet decided whether they

O’Brien & Les Bowman, and papers on kine-recording
camera by John H. Battison, National Radio Institute,
Washington, and on TV station film operations by con-

apply for community’s Ch. 10 or 16 allocations,
meanwhile want to “play around” with TV techniques.
Another was shipped to appliance dealer in Huron, S. D.

Using leased wires and facsimile system developed by
Hogan Laboratories, INS machines deliver news bulletins

want

to

planning and construction occupies 40
pages of Jan.-Feb. issue of RCA’s Broadcast News, including article on “What & How to Build” by architect Rene
Brugnoni & engineer Ben Adler, and detailed description, with floor plans and photos, of Philadelphia Bulletin’s
engineering v.p.
TV-radio center, by
new

TV

station

WCAU

WCAU

sulting engineer R. A. Isberg, Palo Alto, Cal.

Facsimile photo and news transmission
offered to

KXOK-FM,

is

commercial

FM

station

in

St.

Louis,

discontinuing operations (Vol. 9:11), 2 nonBoard of Education’s
outlets remain

—

commercial FM
KSLH and Lutheran Church’s KFUO-FM in suburban
Clayton. Rev. H. H. Hohenstein, director of latter, says
station “remains on the air and plans to do so indefinitely.”

DuMont’s continuous-motion flying-spot film scanner,
which created sensation at 1952 NARTB convention (Vol.
8:14), will be shown in final version at this year’s convention in Los Angeles. DuMont says unit is much improved,
promises 60-90 day delivery with “plenty” available.

Next

RCA

clinic for

TV

technicians, 16th in series,

is

May 4-7 in Los Angeles’ Ambassador Hotel for
convenience of engineers attending April 28-May 1 NARTB
convention.
set for

now being

is

by International News

Service.

—

First station to subscribe to service

TV, but at least

INS

facsimile

NBC-TV

is

Baltimore’s

WBAL-

5 others are said to be on waiting

service

started the

morning Today
Touring

last

stations

along with pictures transmission being faster than wirephoto because no processing is required on receiving end.

John G. Leitch.

Though

TV

actually began

in

list.

January when

news picture service on

its

early

(Vol. 9:3).

TV

“road companies”

—enabling

sponsors to

—

programs for local markets will be
offered by group of former ad agency men, headed by
ex-Biow asst. TV-radio director James Beach, with exGeyer v.p. George Duram as sales mgr. Project is doing
business as TV Roadshows Inc., 253 E. 50th St., N. Y.
Productions, starting this summer, will be half-hour packages delivered to cities specified by sponsor every fourth
week. Sponsor must buy minimum of 6 at price ranging
from $6300 for markets with 600,000 sets or less to $12,901 for markets with 3,000,000 or more sets.
buy

live

variety

Relaxed operator requirements for AM & FM stapermitting remote control of transmitters of less
than 10-kw power (Vol. 9:5, 10), will go into effect April

tions,

15,

following

FCC

for reconsideration.

dismissal this

week of

IBEW

petition

with Electronics Reports
WASHINGTON

5,

•
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TELEPHONE STERLING
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1755

DON'T LET THE TALK OF COLOR DIVERT YOU': Speculation about color TV and its impact
real or fancied, on the current marke t continues to give the industry's chief worriers
new cause to fret
but the anxiety is beginning to be tempered by the realization
that sooner or later the problem must be faced And there's even room for belief that,
over the long haul, color will prove highly beneficial to all levels of the industry.
There's b ound to be some adverse effect on buying to be sure, whether the
But more than balancing this near-term
industry gets green light this year or next.
prospect is fact that the bountiful new-station markets won't be greatly affected
folks are still flocking to buy TV
and new stations are now going on the air at
the rate of several per week (see p. 2).
Outspoken Allen B. DuMont still feels, as he told House committee last week,
To backstop his
that color is 5-10 years away as far as mass market is concerned.
view, this week he sent DuMont dealers a big poster quoting his statement and reproducing Newark News article headlined "Delays Seen in Color TV."
Purpose of poster is patently to offset effect of color chatter on purchases
consumers,
particularly during this second quarter, when business normally begins
by
to lose momentum and when, as one big manufacturer told us, "the dealer grabs for
any reason why he shouldn't stock up."
Assuming sales will be hurt somewhat by color talk, question still remains:
how much? Obviously, the longer-delayed and longer-drawn-out the FCC proceedings on
the subject, the more sales will be hurt
As one distributor put it: "Increased
talk of color TV will probably hurt the industry for about 60 days because people
just read headlines and not the whole story in a newspaper."
,

—

.

,

;

—

.

*

*

#

The industry still looks to 7, 000, 000-or-better TV production & sales year,
and is now particularly intent on big job of selling uhf
while radio sales boom
color notwithstanding.
From NARDA's ex-president, the peripatetic Mort Farr came
this sound advice this week to his fellow dealers:
"
Don't let talk of color divert you from the main job of selling uhf."
He was speaking in Reading, Pa ., before Berks County Electric Dealers Assn.,
and ventured his own opinion that color is at least 3 years away . Reading was rife
with dealer complaints that color headlines will hurt their business.
"
Go out and sell aerials, sell converters, sell strips," he advised.
"There
is plenty of business around and you certainly have the basis to sell uhf.
Here in
Reading your stations are, and will be, using only the latest type of equipment, the
like of which is not in stations in the major cities."
He told them not to be hesitant about selling uhf as a permanent segment of
the industry.
"It's not another FM ," he said.
"It's here to stay."

—

,

,

*

*

*

*

TV production last week went over 2,000,000 mark for the 12 weeks of 1953
thus far reported by RTMA
and it's still going strong, especially compared to
last year, when it took 5 months to achieve that total.

—

Production totaled 172,329 (13,253 private label) week ended March 27, up
from 160,683 preceding week and 167,279 March 13. Factory inventories also went up,
totaling 188,230 compared to 177,199 preceding week.
Radios totaled 303,770 (147,282 private), still booming but down from 2-year
high of 327,332 preceding week. Inventories were 390,507, up from 383,597 March 20.
Week's radios: 78,880 home sets, 42,162 portables, 51,159 clock, 131,569 autos.
Percy L. Schoenen, president and a founder of OlymRadio, retires from company after April 27 stockholders meeting, following out plans he made when he sold
most of his stock in latter 1951 to Fox, Wells & Co.

First major tube maker to announce 24-in. picture
tube (Vol. 9:11), Sylvania says new size will be available
in “limited production quantities” in late spring, sample
quantities being available to TV manufacturers now.

pic

11
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Topics & Trends of
sumer credit controls

TV
this

Trade: Lots of talk about conweek with all signs pointing

—

to legislation granting the Govt, standby authority to
reimpose them. Senate Banking Committee, considering
possibility of authorizing new standby price & wage controls power, heard testimony from 2 Administration
spokesmen urging that similar authority to reimpose con-

sumer

credit restrictions be included.

Trade Personals: Henry F. Argento, asst. v.p. & asst,
gen. mgr. of Raytheon power tube div., Waltham, goes to
Chicago as v.p. & gen. mgr. of Raytheon Television &
Radio Corp.; Harold C. Mattes continues as exec. v.p.
Maj. Gen. Wm. Henry Harrison, president of IT&T, elected
to board of trustees of Manhattan College, which gave him
honorary degree in 1950
Willard E. Henges, Graybar
.

.

.

give FRB sole authority to decide if and when consumer
credit controls should be reimposed, noting “a substantial
expansion of consumer credit” in last year or so.

FRB

Ralph A. Young,

research

&

statistics director,

consumer credit
outstanding has increased by approximately $3 billion
since 1951, adding he thought it will rise even further in
next 12 months due to increase in auto financing.
spelled out the increase, declaring total of

*

*

*

*

—

Reorganization of defense agencies as proposed by
Gen. Eisenhower and becoming effective June 2 unless
vetoed by either house of Congress will give permanent
status to Office of Defense Mobilization, making it only
body charged with present and future mobilization policy
and planning. National Security Resources Board will be
abolished and its planning functions will go to ODM, along
with Munitions Board’s stockpiling functions. Other govt,
plans call for abolition of NPA by July»l, its industry divisions
including Electronics Div. to be integrated into
Commerce Dept. Electronics Div. has staff of 22, which
will be cut to 15 by April 30.
At its peak it had over 90.

—

—

—

Reorganization of

RTMA

to provide broader service to

.

Thompson H.

.

.

RCA

.

industrial electronics manufacturers, involving

name (Vol. 9:6), will be
board meetings April 15-17 in Los
considered at
Board approved plan “in
Angeles’ Ambassador Hotel.
Board will be
principle” at New York meeting Feb. 6.
host to 150 California electronics manufacturers at luncheon & panel discussion April 15, will meet jointly with
of Canada following 2 days.
possible change in organization’s

RTMA

.

Mitchell, exec, v.p., elected president of

Communications

Inc., succeeding Gen. H. C. Ingles,
retired April 1 at 65
Daniel E. Noble, Motorola
v.p., named technical consultant to Hugh W. Long & Co.,
Elizabeth, N. J., mutual fund advisors and underwriters

who

.

.

.

Marvin Hobbs, ex-electronics advisor to Munitions
Board chairman John D. Small, now director of engineering, Harvey Wells Electronics, Southbridge, Mass., named
v.p. & director
David J. Hopkins, Emerson sales &
adv. director, named chairman of TV-radio manufacturers’
& distributors’ div. for 1953 Cancer Crusade
John W.
Averill promoted to Stromberg-Carlson purchasing agent,
succeeding David Rogers, resigned
Virginia Van
Nostrand, ex-General Mills, joins Admiral as supervisor of
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

branch home economists
Philip H. Fisher, ex-GraysonRobinson, appointed Wilcox-Gay treas., replacing H. Everett Smith, resigned
J. T. Dalton, ex-N. Y. mgr., Zenith,
transferred to Los Angeles, replacing Clarence Pagel, retired; Thomas M. Doyle, ex- Albany, named St. Louis reginal mgr., succeeding M. J. Toohill, now central sales
mgr.
Gordon R. Rahmes promoted to northern N. J.
sales mgr. for replacement tubes, GE tube dept., Clifton,
N. J.
Nathaniel M. Marshall promoted to TV equipment sales mgr., General Precision Laboratory Inc., Pleasantville, N. Y.
E. S. Willis promoted by Erie Resistor
to head new industrial sales dept.
Jerome M. Hollander, ex-DuMont, joins Radio City Products, New York,
as senior engineer
Gustav Hofeller appointed gen.
mgr., Spirling Products Inc., Hicksville, N. Y. (antennas,
electronic accessories)
Charles Condike named DuMont receiver div. southwestern sales mgr., Dallas
Jack Grand, president of Grayburne Corp., elected chairman of Granco Products Inc., Long Island City
Harry
C. Crawford elected president, Radiart Corp., subsidiary of
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

&

military

.

president, elected director of Sun Chemical Corp.
George
L. Wilcox elected sales v.p., Westinghouse International
.

Reserve Board chairman Wm. McChesney
Martin said that while FRB has no plans to reimpose
credit controls now, there may be emergencies when it
would be helpful to supplement general fiscal and credit
policies by more direct restraints, such as measure similar
to deceased Regulation W.
Elbert P. Tuttle, Treasury gen. counsel who testified
on behalf of Secretary Humphrey, ill, said Congress should
Federal

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Cornell-Dubilier.

Trade Miscellany: National Electronic Service Affiliis new group formed

RTMA

ates Inc., 4014 18th Ave., Brooklyn,

Add uhf converters: Continuous-tuning external converters soon to be introduced by David Bogen Co., 29 Ninth
Ave., N. Y. ($42.50 list), and Turner Co., Cedar Rapids, la.

recently to coordinate work of leading electronics service
organizations in country in effort to cut down on use of
engineers for routine servicing
Dynamic Electronics-

*

*

*

Distributor Notes: Admiral appoints Alexander DisMajor Appliance Dis-

tributing Inc., Springfield, Mass.;

Carotributors Inc., Charlotte, opens Raleigh branch
Appliance Co. (Motorola), Charlotte, appoints Rich.

.

.

lina

ard G. Glasgow sales mgr., succeeding C. L. Lannin, reDuMont appoints Nash-Kelvinator Sales Corp.,
signed
St. Louis, replacing Mayflower Sales Corp., now CBSHallicrafters appoints Georgia Appliance
Columbia
Co., Atlanta (Walter Tripp, pres.); Burford Distributing
CBSCo., St. Petersburg, Fla. (S. S. Burford, pres.)
Tele-Sound
Columbia appoints Graybar, Chattanooga
.

.

.

New York

*

.

.

bankruptcy petition

Inc., in

in

New York

Fed-

eral Court, lists assets of $1,007,105, liabilities of $1,137,-

406
RCA Victor Ltd. plans new 52,000-sq. ft. building in Toronto, to cost $500,000
Emerson breaks
ground for 3-story building to add 100,000-sq. ft. to its
Jersey City plant
GE changes name of receiver dept,
.

.

.

.

.

.

to radio

& TV

dept.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Sparton boosts TV-radio produc-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(Capehart), Buffalo, names Alan J. Zander
Crosley New York names Gabriel Ashley
Emerson names Wholesale Distributing
district mgr.
KayeCo., Shreveport, La. (Jacob Greenberg, pres.)
Halbert opens factory branch at 219 Ninth St., San Francisco (Phil Rudden, mgr.); appoints Capital Electronics &
Andrea names Ego, C.A.,
TV Supply Co., Sacramento
Stromberg-Carlson names NashCaracas, Venezuela
Kelvinator Sales Corp., Oakland, Cal.
Distributors
sales mgr.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

tion capacity

30%

at Jackson, Mich, plant by adding 103,OOO-sq.-ft. of space previously used for storage
National Union Radio’s employes at Hatboro, Pa. plant voted,
.

.

.

315 to 166, against affiliating with IUE
Simpson-Sears
Ltd., big Canadian chain, plans to follow' Sears Roebuck’s private brand merchandising pattern, with TVs &
refrigerators among first items to be so offered
Philadelphia area TV sales by 19 companies totaled 16,871 units
in Feb. vs. 16,064 same 1952 month; Jan.-Feb. total was
.

.

.

.

.

.

“Brand Names Day” in Upper Darby,
honors NARDA ex-president Mort Farr as
an “outstanding retailer of the community.”
33,071 vs. 34,511

.

.

.

Pa., April 15,

.

Merchandise Mart,
"Merchants of America

Chicago,

— Hall

of

announces

Fame.”

plans

for

;
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Financial
Trade Holes: Though Motorola’s sales in
1952 were 25% above 1951, earnings declined 3%, with
higher taxes largely responsible, says president Paul V.
Galvin in annual report. Profits were $7,012,700 ($3.62 a
share on 1,935,131 shares outstanding) on sales of $168,734,653 compared to $7,240,452 ($3.74) on sales of $135,Fourth quarter sales were $61,700,000,
285,086 in 1951.
highest in company’s history, said Mr. Galvin, predicting

35%

increase to $225,000,000 in 1953. Net working capital
stood at $38,007,247 on Dec. 31, increase of $8,156,244 over
preceding year.

Mr. Galvin credited TV with the “largest segment of
sales,” adding: “The year 1952 reconfirmed that TV has
earned perhaps the leading position in the scale of economic values for Americans.” He said he thought color
is still “some years in the future, and even when it does
arrive there will be a continued large market for black-

and-white

TV

because

it

will be

more seasoned and

less

costly.”
*

*

*

*

Raytheon had net earnings of $3,267,000 ($1.43 a
share on 2,174,942 common shares outstanding) for 9
months ended Feb. 28, up 190% over corresponding period
year ago, president C. F. Adams Jr., attributing spurt to
big increase in military orders current backlog totaling
about $185,000,000. Profit was on sales of $130,027,000
compared to $1,125,548 (44<* on 2,170,942 shares) on sales
of $74,045,690 year ago.
For fiscal year’s third quarter
ended Feb. 28, profit was $1,355,000 (60(f) on sales of $51,240,000 vs. $408,000 (16^) on $28,698,000 corresponding
period year ago.

—

fices

Admiral stockholders meeting, called at Chicago ofApril 9, will be asked to ratify action of board in

granting restricted stock options for 24,000 shares of capital stock to 8 officers at 26%, or 95% of market value last
Options for 3000
Sept. 10 when options were granted.
shares each were gi’anted to L. D. H. Baker, Wallace C.
Johnson, Frank J. Kazda, Cy S. Rossate, Frank H. Uriell
and Seymour Mintz, vice presidents; George E. Driscoll,
Proxy
secy.; Vincent Barreca, pres., Canadian Admiral.
notice for meeting discloses these 1952 remunerations paid
to officers and directors, with their stockholdings: Ross D.
Siragusa, chairman & pres., $125,300 (786,891 shares
owned or held beneficially, out of 1,965,230 outstanding)
John B. Huarisa, exec, v.p., $125,250 (89,442 shares);
Frank H. Uriell, v.p. & gen. counsel, $52,800 (1250); Lynn
C. Park, treas., $33,550 (24,920).
Dividends: Motorola, 37%tf payable April 15 to stockholders of record March 31; Warner Bros. Pictures (new),
-30(f May 5 to holders April 15; Emerson, 10c April 15 to
holders April 6; Audio Devices, 3d March 30 to holders
Mai’ch 19; American Phenolic, 25d April 24 to holders
April 10;

RCA, 50d May

Allied

Electric

25 to holders April 17.

Products

Inc.,

which owns Sheldon

(CR

tubes), reports net income of $145,986 on
Earnings
sales of $2,109,917 for quarter ended Jan. 31.
for first 9 months of fiscal year (to Jan. 31) were $216,759.
Electric Co.

Indiana Steel Products Co.’s A. D. Plamondon Jr.,
recently deposed as president by board majority pending
control fight at stockholders meeting set for April 23
(Vol. 9:11, 13),

was staunchly supported

in

April 2 letter

by Glen McDaniel, ex-RTMA president, now a New York attorney and RTMA gen. counsel.
Letter brands as “nonsense” charges by board majority
that Plamondon ran Indiana Steel as “one man dictatorship,” quotes statements from these RTMA associates
and Indiana Steel customers endorsing Plamondon, curto stockholders signed

rently president of

RTMA,

particulary for his efforts in

Washington during recent cobalt-nickel shortage: Dr. W.
R. G. Baker, GE; Max Balcom, Sylvania; Paul Galvin,
Motorola; Larry Hardy, Philco; Matt Little, Quam-Nichols;
Leslie F. Muter; Robert C. Sprague, Sprague Electric.
Board majority, led by chairman Paul R. Doelz,
Minneapolis investment banker, is backed by several company executives, including sales v.p. Robert F. Smith and
manufacturing v.p. John H. Bouwmeester, who are being
proposed as directors in lieu of Plamondon and secy.treas. Anthony R. Kirsch.
Real motive for fight against
Plamondon, according to industry scuttlebutt, is to pave
way for sale or merger of company, industry’s biggest
manufacturer of permanent magnets; Minneapolis-Honeywell and Westinghouse Air Brake have been mentioned.
This week, Indiana Steel’s annual report was released,
signed by Chairman Doelz and noting that Plamondon and
Kirsch “ceased to be officers March 24, 1953.” It showed
1952 net income of $306,564 ($2.16 per share after Fedincome taxes of $582,000) as against $586,326 in 1951
($4.12 after taxes of $1,250,000). Decline was attributed
to 19% lower sales volume due largely to forward buying
in 1951 and to large customer inventories at end of 1951.
eral

Report to shareholders from Plamondon, dated March 27,
added that net income for 2 months ended Feb. 28 was
$79,388 (56(f) after providing for Federal taxes and that
net sales and backlog of orders continue at high level.
*

*

*

*

Among officers’ and directors’ stock transactions reported by SEC for Jan. 11-Feb. 10: Judson S. Sayre bought
12,500 Avco (Oct. & Jan.), holds 13,500; John W. Dixon
bought 108 Clevite, holds 1508; Wm. G. Laffer bought 108
Clevite, holds

1604;

Henry W. Luetkemeyer bought 100

DuMont bought 100 DuMont
Benjamin Abrams bought 1200 Emerson
(Dec.), holds 296,539 personally and through trusts &
foundations; John W. Belanger bought 100 GE (Oct. 1951),
holds 1133; Anthony R. Kirsch bought 100 Indiana Steel
Products, holds 100; Richard A. O’Connor sold 1500 Magnavox, holds 56,682; Richard A. Wilson bought 200 Magna vox, holds 200; H. W. Brown sold 2000 Muntz TV, holds
6573; Reidar Waaler bought 750 Remington Rand common
(Oct.), 100 pfd. (Aug.), holds 2001 common, 174 pfd.;
D. Van Alstyne Jr. sold 200 Servomechanisms for partnership (Dec.), holds 500 personally and through partnership;
Gwilym A. Price sold 400 Westinghouse (Dec.), holds
Clevite, holds 1398; Allen B.
pfd., holds 2200;

5000; A.

W. Robertson

sold 100 Westinghouse, holds 900.

of $16,301,043 after Federal income taxes of $510,000, compared with $451,447 on sales of $12,758,749, after Federal

Standard Coil Products reports net income of $2,861,290 ($1.95 a share) on record sales of $65,990,177 for 1952,
compared with $2,487,944 ($1.69) on sales of $40,302,526 in
1951. Working capital at end of 1952 amounted to $10,-

taxes of $285,000 in 1951.

598,612, increase of $5,078,423 over 1951 figure.

Wells-Gardner 1952 net income was $459,976 on sales

Arvin reports net income of $2,209,733 ($2.48 a share)
on sales of $64,289,781 for 1952, compared with $2,691,063
($3.02) on sales of $63,997,212 for 1951.
Stewart- Warner reports 1952 sales of $122,552,000,
net income of $4,234,000 ($3.30 a share), compared with
1951 sales of $103,269,000, net income of $4,105,000 ($3.20).

American Phenolic earned net income of $1,279,290
($3.19 a share) in 1952 vs. $941,868 ($2.35) in 1951.

President
Glen Swanson said sales of company’s 12-channel vhf turret tuner in 1952 were second highest in history, and that
there is “substantial backlog” of orders for new 82-channel detent tuner (Vol. 9:9) now in production.

General Precision Equipment Corp. sales rose 82% to
yielding net income of $1,255,278 ($1.88 a
share on 646,087 shares) after taxes of $1,700,000 in 1952,
compared with $596,546 (99<* on 601,087 shares) on sales
$54,326,849,

of $29,872,429 in 1951.

(

;

14 Count

TV

of

As

Estimate*
excluding

M

ARCH

Sels-in-Use

by

W

Cities

March 1, 1953
are set* within .1 Mv/m contours (60 ml.).
overlaps, as established by NBC Research.
of

1 sets-in-use

—

went

count, as reported by

NBC

Re-

up 596,400 from Feb. 1
with only one new-station market added,
(Vol. 9:10)
Springfield-Holyoke, accredited 10,220 sets. Again NBC,
search,

to 22,551,500,

the only source of such area-by-area figures, omits areas
where it has no affiliation of own, this time 11 in number.
Again, this emphasizes crying need for all-inclusive, allindustry-sponsored compilations, preferably under aegis of

and RTMA (Vol. 9:5,10).
Readjustments from Feb. 1 figures are noteworthy in
the NBC compilation, Baltimore being marked down 51,Largest additions includes New York & Chicago,
000.

NARTB

50,000 each; San Francisco, Pittsburgh & Charlotte, 30,000
each; Detroit, 25,000; Atlanta, 20,000; Philadelphia, 17,000; Los Angeles, Cleveland & Wilkes-Barre, 15,000 each;

Boston, 14,000; Huntington, 12,000; Davenport-Rock Island, Greensboro & South Bend, 11,000 each; Peoria, 10,500;

Lansing,

Providence,

Seattle,

Indianapolis,

10,000

each.

(For additional market data on TV areas, see our
April 4 Special Report on The First 312 Markets of the

ILLIAM ZECKENDORF, big New York City real
estate operator and a director of ABC before merger

with UPT, heads applicant companies filing with FCC this
week for Ch. 20 in Cedar Rapids, la. and Ch. 38 in La
Crosse, Wis.; he’s 68% stockholder, with attorney George
Becker holding 28% and public relations man Robert P.
McDevitt (Pendray & Co.) as v.p. Only 2 other applications were filed this week for Baton Rouge, La., Ch. 2,
by WJBO-Manship interests, planning later to sell half

—

WLCS

principals, who withdraw competitive
application; for Kearney, Neb., Ch. 13, by KGFW. There
were 7 dismissals this week. These bring to 634 total

interest to

still pending (218 for uhf).
[For further deabout foregoing applications, see TV Addenda 16-M
herewith; for complete listings of all post-freeze grants,

applications
tails

new

stations, applications, dismissals,

ings, etc., see

TV

amendments, hear-

Factboolc No. 16 with

Addenda

to date.]

TV stations in Canada were
week by Canadian Broadcasting Corp.

First privately-owned

recommended

—

this

board tantamount to grant of Ministry of Transport,
which issues licenses. Thus CBC’s monopoly will end,
though it continues to ban stations in cities where it has
them itself (Toronto & Montreal) and where it is itself
building (Ottawa) or proposes to build (Winnipeg, Halifax,
Vancouver). The proposed private grantees are in Hamilton, Ont., Ch. 13, Niagara Television Ltd. (comprising
CHML, CKOC & CJXH-FM) London, Ont., Ch. 10, CFPL;
Windsor, Ont., Ch. 9, CKLW Sudbury, Ont., Ch. 5, CKSO
Quebec City, Ch. 4, CHRC & CKCV, 50%, and Famous
Players Canadian Corp., 50%; St. John, N. B., Ch. 4, CHSJ;
Sidney, N. S., Ch. 4, CJCB. Famous Players’ request for
Ch. 6 in Kitchener, Ont. was turned down because of possible overlap with other stations.
;

United States.)

;

No.

Ames (Des
Moines)
Atlanta
Atlantic City
Austin
Baltimore

Binghamton
Birmingham
Bloomington

1

3

l(t)
1

3
1

2

140.000
310.000
7,000
21,500
410.000
95,000
155.000

1(a)

(see Indianapolis)
1.029.000
1(b) 344.000
1
258.000
4
1.460.000
375.000
3
3
740.000
258.000
3
2
265.000
2

Boston
Buffalo
Charlotte

Chicago
Cincinnati

Cleveland.—

Columbus
(Dallas
(Fort Worth

1

Davenport-

Rock Island
Dayton
Denver 7
.

Detroit—Erie

—

Grand Rapids
& Kalamazoo

2
2
2
3(c)
1

1(d)

Greensboro

1

Houston
Huntington

1
1

Indianapolis

1(a)

Jackson. Miss
Jacksonville

l(t)

& Bloomington

I

Johnstown
I
Kalamazoo
1(d)
(see Grand Rapids)
Kansas Clty__
l
Lancaster—
l
Lansing
Los Angeles
Louisville

Memphis
Miami
Milwaukee

i

7
2
i

i
l

MlnneapollsSt. Paul

2

Nashville

1

190.000
222.000
115.000
823.000
105.000
209.000
116.000
221,000
165.000
390.000
13,200
109.000
190.000

281,000
183.000
132.000
1,410,000
189.000
195.000
131.000
417.000
354.000
107.000

No.

No.

No.

Stations Sets
Area
Interconnected Cities

Stations Sets
Area
Cont'd)
Interconnected Cities

—

New Haven
New Orleans
New York

354.000
158.000
3.400.000
1
162.000
1
153.000
2
175.000
1.217.000
3
56.800
1
1
610.000
71.800
1(f)
1
294.000
1
157.000
2
50,100
1
177.000
1

1

7

Norfolk

Oklahoma City

Omaha

Philadelphia

Phoenix
Pittsburgh
Portland
Providence

Richmond
Roanoke

Rochester
Rock Island-Davenport

(see Davenport-Rock Island)
2
88,700
Salt Lake Clty_

San Antonio
San Diego
San Francisco

2

Schenectady

1

Seattle

1(f)
1(f)

1

3

South Bend

124,000
139,000
600,000
261,000
243,000
31,000

Springfield-

Holyoke
Louis
Syracuse
Toledo
Tulsa -

2(t)

St.

1

2

.

1
1

Utica

1

Washington

4
l(t)

Wilkes-Barre

Wilmington
Youngstown

1

2(f)

N on-interconnected
Albuquerque
Bangor

—

10,200
490,000
184,000
225,000
96,000
85,000
444.000
45.000
128.000
26.000

Cities

1
1

19,200
6,000

1(e)
2

11,100
19,500
21,700
18,000
24,700

Brownsville

(Matamoros,
Mexico) - El Paso
Mobile

2

Peoria

l(t)
2

Spokane
All Others*

Grand Total

...

First TV program magazine of its kind, the
Guide, made appearance on newsstands April 1

new TV

— 5x8-in.,

profusely colored, with week’s program schedules inserted on localized basis.
It guarantees 3,000,000 circulation at outset, the sum of local editions being published
in 12 major TV cities.
Triangle Publications (Walter H.
Annenberg) is publisher; Merrill Panitt, managing editor;
Harold B. Clemenko, managing editor in charge of local
editions; Roger Clipp, business mgr. (on leave from WFILTV); James T. Quirk, promotion-research director; Michael
O’Neill, adv. director; Lee Wagner,
Debut was being announced this week

J.

asst, to publisher.

in

heavy spot

TV

campaign.
Proof that TV delivers the goods: Running out of
flashbulbs while covering last week’s televised House Un-

American

Activities Committee hearings in Los Angeles,
Herald-Express photographer penciled note reading “I
need No. 5 bulbs” and held it toward TV camera. Newspaper’s city room has TV set, and the bulbs were sent

out immediately.

NARTB secy. C. E. (Bee) Arney already established in
Hotel Biltmore, Los Angeles, arranging for convention
there April 28-May 1.

41,000

(a)

22,551,500

(b)

Bloomington separately 220,000. Indianapolis separately 331.000.
Does not include sets in Canadian area reached by Buffalo
station.

Set estimates for stations may be added together for network purposes. Where coverage areas overlap, the sets have been divided
between the stations Involved. Therefore, the estimate for each
station is an unduplicated figure. Stations with overlapping coverage have total TV installations higher than the unduplicated
network figures shown here. For spot
local purposes, anyone
Interested in total number of sets reached by an individual station should consult the station or its representative.

Does not include estimated 54,000 sets in Canadian area
reached by Detroit stations.
(d) Grand Rapids separately 170.000. Kalamazoo separately 169.000.
(e) Estimate for Texas area.
Estimated 2500 additional sets in

Note: TV sets sold in Canada totaled 250,083 up to Jan. 31, 1953,
according to Canadian RTMA (Vol. 9:9). Since nearly all of these
sets are in border areas, they add appreciably to audiences oi
stations in nearby U. S. cities. The CRTMA area count as of last
Jan. 31: Windsor 53,615, Toronto-Hamllton 100,741, Niagara Peninsula 34,005, Montreal 44,503, other areas 16,619. In addition, Cuban
sources claim 70,000 sets-ln-use in Havana, 20,000 in rest of Cuba.

(*) Cities

(c)

(f)

Mexican area of Matamoros station.
New station in Tacoma went on air Feb.

(t)

Uhf

&

22.

sets.

not listed here but having stations testing or in commercial operation as of March 1. 1953 are Altoona. Reading
& York, Pa.; Lubbock & Wichita Falls, Tex.; Lincoln. Neb.:
Lynchburg, Va,; New Britain. Conn.; Tucson, Ariz.; Colorado
Springs, Colo.; Tacoma, Wash.
Also not listed is Honolulu
(where NBC estimates 13,000 sets-in-use as of March 1, but
does not include them in total).
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BIRMINGHAM NEWS BUYS WAFM-TV WITH WAP1: Another 7-figure TV-radio station deal

—

Birmingham News Co
operating WSGN in the Alabama metropowas closed this week
lis and holder of CP for uhf Ch. 42 there, agreeing to buy WAFM-TV (Ch. 13) and to
Purchase price was announced as "in
take over leasehold on 10-kw WAPI (CBS basic).
excess of $1,500,000" but it's understood whole deal involves $2,400,000 or exactly
same price which George Storer paid several weeks ago for Birmingham's WBRC-TV with
Newspaper firm had previously sought to buy those stations.
WBRC (Vol.9:13).
Uhf CP for WSGN-TV will now be dropped and radio station WSGN (ABC) will be
sold. Newspaper company also owns WHBS, Huntsville, which it presumably will retain
It's not a TV applicant there.
because it also publishes the Huntsville Times.
Sellers are Edward L. Norton ex-member of Federal Reserve Board, owner of
about 75%, and pioneer broadcaster Thad Holt 25%, who founded TV outlet in mid-1949
and who for about 20 years have held WAPI lease from U of Alabama, Alabama Polytech
and Alabama A. & M. which newspaper company takes over and which has 15 years to run.
Norton also recently sold his controlling interest in WMBR-TV & WMBR Jacksonville,
Fla., for $2,470,000 to the Washington Post (Vol. 8:51).
Birmingham News Co. stations are managed by Henry P. Johnston whose title
is exec. v.p. of firm publishing Birmingham News (evening) and Post-Herald (morning)
He will
but who has identified himself with its radio operations for many years.
His WSGN-FM and the Norton-Holt FM station (WAFM)
run the new TV-radio operation.
have long shared tower at mountain site known as Radio Park, where WAFM-TV is also
located, and this property is included in the purchase.
Note : Still more sales deals seem to be cooking
but one that was rumored
of
half
interest in WTVJ, Miami was denied
this week, possible purchase by Storer
by principal Sidney Meyer, theatreman and co-equal owner with brother-in-law Mitchell
Wolf son, who runs station.
They admitted approaches have been made, but said all
offers (including Storer' s) were turned down. This week, Storer file d formal application for transfer of WBRC-TV with WBRC in which it was disclosed that the Storer
Broadcasting Co., now operating 4 TV and 7 AM stations, earned $1,458,173 net profit
after taxes in 1952, which compared with $1,539,260 in 1951.
.
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NEW STATIONS UNDER WAY, TOTAL NOW 163: You can add 7 more starters to roster of
U.S. telecasting stations
on basis of our system of dating them as on-the-air from
time they begin test patterns. Four got going last week end, and this week brings 3
more to make 55 post-freeze starters (38 since Jan. 1) and U.S. total 163
These
are the newest to report they've started:

7

,

.

WKST-TV, New Castle, Pa
(Ch. 45) began tests with RCA transmitter April 4,
is offering patterns daily 3-5 & 8-9 p.m.
goes commercial shortly.
It's third uhf
in Youngstown area.
President is Sam Townsend, mgr. A.W. Graham, rep Meeker.
KCJB-TV, Minot, N.D
(Ch. 13) started with commercial programs immediately
.

,

.
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DuMont transmitter was ready to telecast just 6 weeks after grant. Owner John Boler
reports extraordinary interest among Canadian dealers-distributors.
Weed is rep.
KRTV, Little Rock, Ark
(Ch.17) started programming Sun., April 5. Co-owners
are Ft. Smith publisher Donald Reynolds, Texas broadcaster Kenyon Brown and chain
theatreman E.H. Rowley. Equipment is GE. National rep is Pearson.
WXNX-TV, Saginaw, Mich
(Ch. 57) began sporadic tests of RCA plant near midnight April 5, opens formally April 17, sixth anniversary of its AM.
Chief owner
Wm. J. Edwards reports coverage exceptionally good
"ours is a natural topography
for uhf, like South Bend." Town is in saucer-shaped valley with rising perimeter,
and excellent pictures were reported up to 48 mi., with one report 63 mi. In Lansing
fringe area, Saginaw is now enjoying boom sales of converters, antennas etc.
Mgr.
is Howard Wolfe, commercial mgr. Robert Chandler, national rep Gill-Perna.
WFTL-TV, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla
(Ch. 23), RCA-equipped
began testing at 4:45
a.m., April 7, joined NBC-TV immediately to bring first competition into Miami area.
It's owned chiefly by Ft. Lauderdale News interests.
Gen. mgr. and part owner is
Noran E. (Nick) Kersta, NBC's first TV operations chief. Weed is national rep.
WEEU-TV, Reading, Pa
(Ch. 33) turned on interim GE transmitter April 9, is
going commercial April 15 with NBC-TV & ABC-TV programs, gets 12-kw GE plant in May.
Mgr. Thomas E. Martin reports "quality excellent". It's city's second uhf
competes
with WHUM-TV (Ch. 61), which is CBS-TV. Headley-Reed is national rep.
WTVO, Rockford, 111
(Ch. 39), which said it would start in latter March but
wouldn't hasten tests until everything was "just right", wires that its STA permits
start Sunday, April 12
and, in light of careful preparations, can be counted on
to make it.
So it can be added, too.
Chicago theatreman Elmer Balaban, who with
brother Harry and the Dubinsky theatre family owns station, has been supervising the
installation.
H. William Dubinsky has been designated gen. mgr.
Hal Froelich station mgr., Herbert Eckstein chief engineer. Dubinsky and Froelich are local boys,
latter formerly with KOTV, Tulsa, and Adam Young rep firm. Weed is national rep.
.
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Due to start momentarily according to dope from the stations and equipment
folk are WLBC-TV, Muncie, Ind
WFAM-TV, Lafayette, Ind
(Ch. 49)
(Ch. 59)
KCBD-TV
Lubbock, Tex
with possibility also of WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge, La (Ch. 28)
(Ch. 11)
and WCOV-TV, Montgomery Ala. (Ch.20). Also previously promised for April are KUHT
Houston (Ch. 8 educational) KTYL-TV, Mesa, Ariz
(Ch. 12, Phoenix area)
KELO-TV
possibly others.
Sioux Falls, S.D
(Ch. 11)
WDAY-TV, Fargo, N. D. (Ch. 6)
,
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latest reports on other upcoming stations
[ For

,

see p. 8.]

ME

STOPPED BY PROTESTS: FCC see-sawed this week granting 6 CPs but
BUT 3
stopping construction plans of 3 more grantees under its wide-open policy on "proWeek's 3 vhf & 5 uhf CPs make total outstanding 338.
tests" (Vol. 9 :13-14)
The vhf CPs :
Cedar Rapids, la ., WMT, Ch.2; Cadillac Mich .
Sparton Bcstg.
Co., Ch. 13; Great Falls, Mont ., KMON, Ch. 3.

6 CPs,

,

.

,

,

J.E. O'Neill, Ch.47; Providence R.
New
Fresno Cal
Week's uhf CPs
WCRS, Ch. 21.
England Television Co., Ch. 16; Greenwood, S.
Grantees who must postpone construction pending hearings on protests are
shared-time grantees on Ch. 8, and
KSBW-TV, Salinas and KMBY-TV, Monterey, Cal
Protest against first 2 was filed by S.A.
WCIG-TV, Ch. 46 CP-holder in Durham, N.C
Cisler and Grant Wrathall, partners who hold CP for KICU (Ch. 28) in Salinas. AM
station WSSB protested the Durham grant.
:
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Cadillac. Mich CP-holder is Suarks Sidelights on this week's grants
Withington Co ., manufacturers of Sparton TV-radio sets, onetime applicant for uhf in
It plans to start during November.
later withdrawing.
home town of Jackson, Mich.
who
is also president of the American
large-scale
farmer
is a
J.E. O'Neill, Fresno
withdrew last week under agreeKYNO,
for
channel,
Automobile Assn.; his competitor
England
Television Co. is owned
New
ment permitting it to purchase 35% of grant.
one-third each by jewelers George Gerber & Samuel Hamin and auto dealer John Dunne.
WMAY. Springfield, 111 ., disMore consolidations and the like this week
.

:

,

,

:

3

missed, joining WTAX on Ch. 2 WTCN & WMIN, St. Paul amended to share Ch. 11 KGU &
KPOA, Honolulu dismissed Ch. 4 applications since they plan to buy KONA (Ch. 11)
WOKO, Albany dropped Ch. 41 application under agreement permitting it to buy 50%
of competitor WROW.
about grantees and applicants see Addenda 16-N here[ For further details
with; for complete data on all applications, see TV Factbook No. 16 with Addenda.]
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Where liberalized FCC "protest" policy is going to lead is anyone's guess.
Total of 6 CPs are now held up other 3 besides this week's being WVET-TV & WHEC-TV,
shared-time grantees for Ch. 10 in Rochester and WTVM (Ch. 35), Muskegon, Mich
They're being granted almost automatically, stopNo protest has been denied yet.
ping construction plans and subjecting grantees to hearings which may drag on for
Commission hopes to schedule hearings quickly and get them over in a hurry
months.
but we've yet to see that happen with any TV hearing.
Congressional legalists frown on FCC's sudden and complete policy reversal.
FCC was aiming to deny virtually all protests, fight them through courts, until it
Pendulum has now
ran up against vigorous opposition from Attorney General Brownell
swung to complete opposite, and communications experts in Congress have voiced the
feeling that FCC should have found a happy medium.
,
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THE UHF MARKETS: READING, PENNSYLVANIA:

Can uhf give good coverage to a vast area
technically and economically, to "community" service?
To what extent can high power and lofty antenna make up for rugged terrain?
TV industry is looking to Humboldt Greig's WHUM-TV Ch. 61 in Reading, for
answers to these questions
but full answers aren't yet available
Complete widearea coverage is not now being provided by the station, but Greig insists that techwill provide such coverage.
principally antenna tilting
nical adjustments
This most highly publicized uhf starter since Portland's pioneer KPTV has
tallest tower (1000 ft.) and greatest power (260-kw ERP) of any uhf station
in
addition to being one of best-equipped. Engineered by leading high tower exponent
A. Earl Cullum Jr., it has GE's first 12-kw uhf transmitter.
WHUM-TV claims as its primary area a circle with 60-mi. radius in heavily
encompassing Harrisburg, York, Lancaster, Easton,
populated eastern Pennsylvania
Bethlehem, Allentown, Williamsport, Wilkes-Barre, Lebanon.
This area's total population (2,675,100) is greater than that of San Francisco metropolitan area.
Within the circle there are already one vhf & 3 uhf stations on air, 2 more
uhf testing, and much of the population can pick up good signal from Philadelphia's
3 vhf and Wilmington's one
just outside the circle. Another half-dozen uhf outlets
are slated to go on air within the circle by summer, and an additional 6 uhf channels are allocated within the area, all applied for.
For the seventh in our series of surveys of the uhf markets, we made 2 separate trips to WHUM-TV' s claimed area, in 2 teams of 2 men each.
First trip was a
"grand circle" tour.
We drove a complete circui t around area, trying to keep about
considerably within the 60-mi. coverage
35 air mi. from transmitter at all times
radius claimed by station. On our itinerary were the cities of Harrisburg, Berwick,
Hazleton, Allentown, Bethlehem, Lancaster and smaller communities in between.
We
drove through terrain varying from flat to ru g ged and all along the route we stopped
and talked to dealers, distributors and viewers and looked at TV pictures.
Then this week we followed up with visit to Reading itself.
And here is
the WHUM-TV story to date, as we saw it:
As the first high-powered uhf statio n, WHUM-TV has had its share of troubles
and is still having some, which Greig freely admits.
Belated start was the first setbac k.
From time it got CP last September
(Vol.8:36), WHUM-TV ran continual barrage of publicity promising December debut.
Station's remote truck was popular attraction at every county fair in eastern Pennsylvania, gave demonstrations in every town of over 20,000. Publicity saturated the
entire area; if ever a station was pre-sold, WHUM-TV was.
Came December and there was no picture on Ch. 61
But 2 other eastern Penn-
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sylvania uhf stations
in York and Wilkes-Barre
came on air and stole some of
the glory
WHUM-TV's start was held up until Feb. 10 by delays in equipment and
Meanwhile, the public and even dealer enthusiasm
other technical difficulties.
generated by the big promotional push had been blunted.
"That late start cost us
$50,000 in promotion," laments Greig.
Disappointment No. 2 came when station got on air
arising from factors
common in new uhf areas: (1) early technical troubles, and (2) inadequate receiving
antenna installations. Reception was reported from isolated spots at great distances, but there apparently were big holes within its announced coverage area.
Most serious technical difficulty is only now being cleared up, says Greig.
He says engineers checked antenna carefully, found it overshooting entire area
The
complicated job of electrically tilting antenna has begun, and full tilt of .8 of a
degree was scheduled to be completed by this week end. Station engineers think this
expect to lay down much greater signal over whole area.
will make huge difference
Transmitter is putting out its full 12 kw after several weeks of low power.
Indeed, when measuring equipment was installed last week, engineers found that it
had been delivering 14 kw.
.
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Bearing in mind that our tour was made before Greig reported antenna tilt
problem, here's situation as we saw it at various points 35 mi. from transmitter.
Southern half of WHUM-TV's coverage circle already gets fair-to-excellent
vhf pictures from stations in Philadelphia and/or Lancaster and Wilmington.
York
and Harrisburg also are served by their own uhf stations (Harrisburg s WHP- TV is now
However, it is in these already well-served areas
testing).
such as Harrisburg,
where WHUM-TV seems to come in best.
Lancaster, Bethlehem and Allentown
This is the level part of the area, and there are very few mountains or high
hills between these cities and WHUM-TV's antenna. We saw good pictures in this
sector, but we also heard some complaints about poor reception.
In the mountainous northern half of the circle many communities are without
good TV pictures, and would readily convert to uhf to receive strong, clear signal.
But in this section, reception of WHUM-TV was extremely spotty . In places like Berwick, Hazleton and Bloomsburg, we found most viewers watching Philadelphia stations,
Wilkes-Barre's WBRE-TV (Ch. 28) or community antenna signals.
We noted plenty of enthusiasm about upcoming local uhf stations
and it's
likely that WHUM-TV will get its biggest push in this area when these stations go
on air, stimulating purchases of uhf sets and converters.
Nowhere did we find that people were "afraid" of uhf
Public seemed genprovided they're assured that uhf can give them better
erally willing to convert
or pictures consistently as good as
pictures than the ones they're now watching
they get from their community antenna systems.
There's more than one way to build circulation and live-wire WHUM-TV is
The community antenna projects which honeycomb the mountainous
missing no bets.
Greig is insections of eastern Pennsylvania provide particularly fertile field .
community operators to pick up and convert his signal.
even helping
viting
He has already supplied Ch. 61 receiving antennas and GE converters to 40
We ran across one such
of them, he says, but most haven't completed installation.
project in Sunbury which is already feeding WHUM-TV programs to its subscribers.
'
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Good pictures are available
City of Reading itself isn't a "new" TV area
from Philadelphia 50 air mi. away, with normal outdoor conical antenna. By adding
A look at Reading's rooftops
rotor, some homes also get Lancaster and Wilmington
appears to bear out J. Walter Thompson agency's estimate of 82.8% saturation (62,860
How many are converted to uhf? It's anysets) in metropolitan area (Vol.9:14).
body's guess, but dealers say rate of conversion is modest.
but certainly no
TV set sales in Reading are high for this time of year
The boom came in December and January, sales falling off in February.
gold rush.
Local trade blames slower-than-expected set business on: (1) the letdown that set in
when station failed to make on-air date; (2) the usual installation and reception
.
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difficulties (many customers being stung by the "indoor antenna" bug)
(3) the heavy
penetration of sets already in area; (4) wait-&-see attitude on part of public.
because of the high penetration of vhf
C ity is basically a converter market
sets -- and most dealers feel lucrative trade-in market won't begin in earnest for
now planning gala "World's
Others, like big Pomeroy's dept, store
a year or so.
Fair of TV" —have decided it's up to them to supply the promotional push that will
Conspicuous by their absence are the big new TV stores and out-ofturn the tide.
who
have invaded so many of the new-station cities.
town dealers
Physically, WHUM-TV's plant and equipment are excellent
Its TV studios
(together with 250-watt WHUM-AM) occupy all 4 floors of the city-owned Tower Hotel,
Transmitter and 1000-ft, tower are
famed landmark atop Mt. Penn, high above city.
Station
atop 1650-ft. mountain at Summit Station, some 20 mi. northwest of city.
has 3 camera chains, including 2 remote-controlled GPL cameras, and mobile unit.
Combined TV-AM operation has staff of 55 is continually playing host to
visiting engineers, broadcasters and agency men. A basic CBS-TV affiliate, station
carries more than 40 hours weekly of sponsored network time and 28 hours of live
Program day begins at 11 a.m.
local programming, about 50% sponsored.
Everyone's looking to Readi n g's second station to give uhf circulation big
lift. Reading Eagle's WEEU-TV (Ch. 55 turned on test patterns this Thursday, hopes
It has GE 100-watt transmitter, will put
to start programming (NBC-ABC) next week.
WHUM-TV
studio, is due to get 12-kw in May.
out 1.7 kw from tower atop Mt. Penn, near
Interestingly WEEU-TV is keying promotion to "community station" angle emphasizing that it will serve Reading area from studios in heart of town.
But the
public's attitude is show-me and there's been no rush to buy in anticipation.
;
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SPONSORS SQUAWKING-BUT AREN'T QUITTING: Despite grumbling of sponsors and admen
about the high cost of TV particularly of top-flight and big-name programs, this
bulwarked by steadily increasing billings of networks and stations
fact persists
even as more stations take to the air weekly:
Though costs of
There isn't going to be any mass exodus from the medium.
production are going up and some sponsors can't afford to be on TV, neither can they
afford not to be, judging from what was said at recent ANA convention at Hot Springs
and what will doubtless be said again by AAAA at White Sulphur Springs, April 23-25.
There will be much gnashing of teeth by the prophets of doom -- but there'll
also be some more prudent evaluations of alternatives to high costs.
Nearly all sponsors of consequence agree they must stay with TV in light of
its proven effectiveness as a sales medium. They feel they cannot allow competitors
to take over the TV spotlight, the choice hours, while they sit on the sidelines.
They can only hope costs will come down, controllable by themselves to some extent.
Position o f advertisers was pretty well summed up by one quoted in April 6
Sponsor Magazine replying to question whether he planned to quit TV.
He replied:
Did we quit magazines and newspapers when they jumped rates on us?
"Of course not.
In TV we're getting better
Everything's going up, except maybe nighttime radio.
coverage than last year at a lower cost-per-thousand sets."
Assuming total costs rising and that some sponsors are hurting, what are the
alternatives? Admen and networks alike are looking to such devices as (1) Increased
use of alternate-week and participating sponsorships.
(2) More animation & fil m,
utilizing cheaper talent.
less use of live commercials.
(3) Lower-budget shows
Ne t works had able defenders at ANA parley in CBS president Frank Stanton and
Both cited established truism that costs will come down
NBC president Frank White
as more stations go on air. Stanton showed that cost-per-thousand sets (time & talent) has been declining steadily due to increased saturation; in 1949, 30-min. CBS-TV
night show cost $4.74 per thousand; in 1950, $2.96; in 1951, $2.70; in 1952, $2.39.
Stanton foresaw 100 major TV markets 35,000,000 TV homes by mid-1955.
But
he predicted cost-per-thousand will hold at today's level permitting advertiser to
gain access to millions of added homes at no increase in cost per impact.
Note For forecast of 1953 TV time sales, and review of 1952 statistics,
see Telecasting Notes, p. 14.
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Personal Notes: Henry Grossman, assistant to CBS-TV
operations v.p. Frank Falknor, appointed director of
operations for TV, with network, film service, production,
technical and new effects operations all now reporting
James B. Tharpe, sales mgr., DuMont transto him
mitter division, announces realignment of sales setup,
creating 4 major districts, each headed by commercial
broadcast equipment mgr., as follows: Lewis G. Radford
Jr.,
eastern; Herbert Bloomberg, central; Thomas B.
Ewart M.
Moseley, southern; Robert J. Myers, western
.
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ex-CBS-TV, named sales director of new WEEU-TV,
Reading (Ch. 33); David J. Miller Jr., ex-Philco & WPTZ,
is chief engineer, and Roy Swinamer, ex-WPTZ, producGeorge Arms, ex-KSAC-TV, Manhattan,
tion mgr.
Kan. (CP), named program mgr. of upcoming non-comJoe
mercial KUHT, Houston (Ch. 8), due on air soon
Spadea, Detroit mgr. of CBS-Radio network sales, becomes mgr. of Detroit office of Henry I. Christal Co., April
Edward J. DeGray promoted to CBS-Radio station
15
Blain,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

relations director, replacing
station relations

director

.

.

.

Wm.

now

A. Schudt,

Johnny Sever promoted

v.p. for

program

to

WLWA,

Atlanta, succeeding Roger Van Duzer,
Lawrence Webb, ex-WJW, Cleveland, named

resigned
& new WLOK-TV, Lima,
national sales mgr. of
Bob
0. which began operation March 30 (Vol. 9:14)
Mohr promoted to sales mgr., KTLA, Los Angeles; Joseph
.

.

.

WLOK

.

.

.

,

ex-KLAC-TV, named director of sales development
Dan Seymour, recently producer & announcer of W e,
the People, named v.p. in charge of programming, TVWilliam A. Chalmers,
radio dept., Young & Rubicam
ex-Kenyon & Eckhardt and Grey Adv., elected v.p. &
Coffin,
.

.

.

.

.

.

George
TV-radio director, Campbell-Ewald, Detroit
has
Newell,
&
Lennen
chief,
production
TV-radio
Zachary,
resigned to join new agency, Platt, Zachary & Sutton,
formed from former Platt-Forbes and including Felix
Floyd Holm, Compton agency
Sutton, ex-Grey Adv.
v.p., Hollywood, transferred to New York, effective July
for TV-radio; James
1, as asst, to Lewis Titterton, v.p.
Joseph
Sebourne named Hollywood TV-radio director
F. St. Georges, ex-St. Georges & Keyes, N. Y. ad agency,
R. Hill Carruth, exjoins WOR-TV as promotion mgr.
Inc., Los
Carson-Roberts
dept.,
TV-radio
heads
KTTV,
Bill Tuttle, president of United TV Programs,
Angeles
has resigned to form own film package firm, is succeeded
Frances Sprague, NBC chief librarian,
by Gerald King
be succeeded by her asst. Milprobably
has resigned, will
Bennett Kaye named v.p. and Albert Borde
dred Joy
RobTV-radio director, Richard I. Hirsch & Co., N. Y.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

NE MAJOR FILM

O

producer completely reorienting
operations toward TV while retaining production
for theatres virtually as a sideline is Republic Pictures,
whose president Herbert J. Yates told stockholders meeting last week that “we see a bigger profit market in films
for TV than in pictures for the theatre.”

—

Terming TV a “bigger field than the theatre,” Yates
revealed that Republic will take heavy plunge into TV
film production this year.
It’s already producing first
series of 13 TV films in London “because it’s so much
cheaper over there.”
Republic was

first

of old features to

major producer

TV

.

ex-Lannan

&
&

Sanders, Dallas,

.

wood TV Service Inc. Yates said that in the first 15
months of its existence, Hollywood TV Service grossed
$4,000,000.

“We

anticipate collecting $3,000,000 this year,”

TV

stations are also expected to be important

he added.

Foreign

“When they have commercial TV in
England, Italy, West Germany and South America, I
wouldn’t even consider an offer of $25,000,000 for our old
source of revenue.

pictures,” said Yates.

Republic has been profiting from TV in 2 other fields:
of one of New York’s biggest film processing
laboratories, it has been averaging $12,500 profit a week
for last 7-8 months from TV film processing alone, and
has built new Hollywood TV film lab which will open
May 1. (2) Rental of Republic’s Hollywood studios to TV
producers is bringing a “very satisfactory income.”
As to 3-dimension films, Yates doesn’t see eye-to-eye
with the rest of movie industry. “This high-pressure campaign is born of hope and wishful thinking,” he declared,
as he advised industry to “stop deluding itself that 3-D
adds anything to the screen.”
(1)

As owner

While most of film industry is plugging 3-D as “the
answer to TV,” telecasters don’t seem to be quaking in
their boots for fear that millions of viewers will desert

rooms and take up permanent residence in
movie palaces. In fact, many in TV industry see 3-D
as obsoleting the 2-D oldies for theatre showing thereby

their living

—

hastening release to

TV

of the big studios’ backlogs.

All
of the major studios have scheduled heavy number of
theatre re-runs of oldies for this summer, perhaps with

idea of wringing last theatrical dollar out of

Joseph G. Fisher, exCo.
mgr., 0. L. Taylor
Peters, Chicago
&
Free
joins
WENR-TV,
mgr.,
sales
Welbourn Kelley, ex-NBC, named Munich program mgr.
Richard Connelly, ex-Young &
of Radio Free Europe
office

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Rubicam, succeeds Frank Young as

NBC

director of press.

Dr. Frank G. Kear, of consulting engineers Kear &
Kennedy, took reporter for New Yorker to top of Empire
the
State Bldg., for which he’s consultant, to show him
TV-FM “tower built on top of a tower” and it makes
Dr. Kear
interesting layman’s story in April 11 issue.
apparently explained to newsman s satisfaction why the
Di.
darned thing [doesn’t] blow away [and] never will.
Kear made point that more stations can be added to the 5
TV, 3 FM now using tower jointly and that several new

—

& uhf tenants are expected.
New Buffalo-Cleveland 5-hop microwave, proposed in
application filed with FCC by AT&T this week, is due for

vhf

completion late this year, will carry 2 IV channels in
each direction at start. It’s part of east-midwest round
robin,” not yet completed, which will permit the effect of
reversing direction of transmission between cities on route.

them before

turning them over to TV.
Dept.”—maintaining
—inaugurates daily service

CBS-TV “Worldwide Newsfilm

.

named Dallas

to release big block

(Vol. 8:51-52), through its Holly-

.

ert E. Stuart,

—

crews

May

in U. S.,

Europe

&

Asia

claimed to be “largest news gathering servwork with regular news staff, supplement
News & Public Affairs Dept., but operate as separate
unit.
CBS-TV also plans to syndicate complete news film
service to TV stations sometime in future.
Dept. mgr.
is E. C. (Ned) Buddy, ex-Cinema Productions Ltd., Canada, and a former foreign editor for Paramount and
Pathe Newsreel; operations mgr. is Karl Macllvaine, chief
engineer of CBS-TV recordings.
1.

ice in

It’s

TV,”

will

Continued experimental booster operation in Lawrenceburg, Tenn., by WSM-TV, Nashville (Vol. 8:50), has been
requested of FCC by town’s Chamber of Commerce, dealThey also ask removal of restrictions on operers, et al.
Booster’s
ating hours, now limited to 3 days weekly.

authorization expires April 17, and WSM-TV hasn’t yet
requested extension. Commission isn’t likely to relax restrictions on operating hours, if WSM-TV chooses to continue experiments, because it’s always fearful of encouraging public’s purchase of sets on basis of experiWSM-TV president J. H. (Jack)
mental operations.
DeWitt Jr. will present paper on booster at NARTB
engineering conference in Los Angeles, April 28-May 1.

—
7
Station Accounts: Big league baseball season, starting
April 13, finds all cities due to get regular telecasts except St. Louis, Pittsbui’gh & Milwaukee, all one-station
cities, latter now home of National League Braves.
Fact

include Gooch Foods Inc. (macaroni), thru Potts, Calkins
& Holden, Kansas City; Bulova, thru Biow, N. Y.; Shaler

that games eat up afternoon hours is offset by sponsorships not only of games but adjacencies
Lineup of
.

gerald-Sample, N. Y.; Oldsmobile, thru D. P. Brother, DeEastman Kodak reported planning to go into
troit
TV, thru J. Walter Thompson Co.; it's already furnishing
local dealers with spot films
Lever Bros., for new Lux
Liquid for washing dishes, about to start TV-radio spot
campaign, thru J. Walter Thompson, N. Y.
Warner
Bros, using TV spots heavily for N. Y. premiere of its
first 3-D feature House of Wax, thru Blaine Thompson
American Stores Co., grocery chain, buys daily Lunch
with Uncle Pete, 12:15-12:45 p.m. on WPTZ, PhiladelGorphia one of biggest time sales in local history
don Baking Co. (Silvercup Bread) extends Rootie Kazootie,
now on WABC-TV, to stations in Chicago, Detroit, Toledo, South Bend
Among other advertisers reported
using or preparing to use TV: Bowman Biscuit Co., thru
Ball & Davidson, Denver; Bell Brands Food Ltd. (potato
chips), thru McCann-Erickson, Los Angeles; Frawley
Corp. (Paper-Mate pens), thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., Los
Angeles; American Maize Products Co. (Amazo instant
dessert), thru Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.; Flo-Ball Pen
Corp., thru BBDO, Los Angeles; FR Corp. (photographic
equipment), thru Wexton Co., N. Y.; Servel Inc. (IceMaker refrigerator), thru Hicks & Greist, N. Y.; JacobyBender Inc. (JB watch band), thru Lewin, Williams &
Saylor, N. Y.; Henry Heide Inc. (candy), thru Kelly,
Nason Inc., N. Y.; Odell Co. (Trol hair tonic), thru Lewin,
Williams & Saylor, N. Y.; Kretschmer Corp. (Wheat
Germ), thru Gleason Adv., Detroit; W. P. Fuller & Co.
(paints, glass), thru N. W. Ayer, San Francisco; Jordon
Refrigerator Co. (freezers), thru Gresh & Kramer Adv.,
Philadelphia; Morton Packing Co. (frozen meat pie), thru
Ted Bates, N. Y.; Gaby Co. (suntan lotion, deodorant
stick), thru Feigenbaum & Wermen Adv., Philadelphia;
Land-O-Nod Co. (mattresses & bedding), thru Harold C.
Walker Adv., Minneapolis.

.

.

game sponsorships in American League: N. Y. Yankees
home games, by Ballantine on WPIX, week-end games going also to WNHC-TV, New Haven; Boston Red Sox,
Atlantic Refining, Narragansett Brewing & Chesterfield
rotating on WBZ-TV & WNAC-TV, some games being

piped to WJAR-TV,
National Brewing, 47

Providence;

Washington Senators,

home and 23 away games on WTTG,
and American Brewing, 46 games on WAAM, Baltimore;

Hamm

White Sox,

Chicago

WGN-TV;
WJBK-TV

;

Brewing & Chesterfield on

Detroit Tigers, Goebel Brewing, 35 games on
Cleveland Indians, Pfeiffer Brewing, WXEL,

some games going

to

WHIO-TV, WSPD-TV & WTVN;

Philadelphia Athletics, Atlantic Refining, Adam Scheidt
Brewing & Chesterfield rotating on WCAU-TV, WFILTV & WPTZ ... In National League, N. Y. Giants, Chesterfield, WPIX; Brooklyn Dodgers, Schaefer Brewing &
Lucky Strike on WOR-TV, week-end games also to
WNHC-TV; Chicago Cubs, Hamm Brewing & Chesterfield
on WGN-TV; Cincinnati Reds, Burger Brewing, 26 home
games on WCPO-TV, piped also to WHIO-TV, WLWC,
WSAZ-TV; Philadelphia Phillies, Atlantic Refining, Adam
Scheidt & Chesterfield rotating on WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV
Among minor league games to be telecast:
& WPTZ
Baltimore Orioles, Gunther Brewing, 25 games on
.

.

.

WMAR-

Hamm

Brewing, 7 games on KOTV
Miller Brewing Co. buys exclusive TV-radio sponsorship rights to Milwaukee Braves games, station not yet
disclosed;
& upcoming WCAN-TV (Ch. 25), due
on air in July, reports it has offered more than $1,000,000
KKTV,
for TV-radio rights to all games for 5 years
Colorado Springs (Ch. 11), which began operating last
Dec. 7 (Vol. 8:49) reports imposing array of spot sponsorships, mainly placed out of Denver; other placements

TV

.

.

Tulsa Oilers,

;

.

WCAN

.

.

.

Network Accounts: Old Gold may introduce new kingsize cigarette when it sponsors return of Fred Allen to

TV

for first time in 2 years as m.c. of Judge for Yourself,
starting on NBC-TV in Sept., Tue. 10-10:30 p.m., thru
Lennen & Newell. Audience-participation program will
have amateur judges trying to come up with same opinion

Co.

Hoffman & York, Milwaukee; ViceTed Bates, N. Y.; Dentyne, thru Dancer-Fitz-

(Rislone), thru

roys, thru

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

new program, starting on NBC-TV in Sept., Sun. 7-7:30
Red Skelton Show, thru Benton & Bowles;
Winchell quits What’s My Name? on NBC-TV, Mon. 8-8:30
p.m., but program remains under sponsorship of Speidel
in

p.m., replacing

Co. (jewelry) and Crosley.

It replaces Herb
for the Money, also sponsored by Old Gold,
which moves in Sept, to CBS-TV, Sat. 9-9:30 p.m.

“Are radio networks doomed?” asks N. Y. Herald
Tribune syndicate columnist John Crosby.
He doesn’t
answer question, but he does say “the position of the net-

Plymouth buys American Album, changing name

works [has] deteriorated steadily ever since I took this
job 7 years ago,” and gives these reasons: (1) The trend
toward taping top shows.
(2) “TV has stolen network
radio’s audience to such a degree that no one can afford the
huge prices they once paid.” (3) “There are no new ideas
in network radio and it’s hard to find anyone who will even
listen to new ideas if there were any.” He adds that more
and more listeners are turning to independent stations,
which “are slanting their appeals in a way which cannot
be imitated by TV. The things that radio can do better
music, news controversy, municipal affairs are by nature
susceptible to local rather than national origination.”

of

new

talent as professional judges.

Shriner’s

Two

.

to

.

.

Plym-

outh Playhouse, starting April 26, on ABC-TV, Sun. 7:30-8
p.m., thru N. W. Ayer; program is network’s major venture to corral new writing & acting talent to back up
featured “name” stars (Vol. 9:11), and sponsorship, starting with third program in series, is said by ABC-TV to
be one of its biggest sales since merger with UPT
Simmons Co. & International Silver Co. buy alt. sponsorship of half-hour My Favorite Husband, starting in Sept,
on CBS-TV, time to be announced, thru Young & Rubicam; Simmons will drop its co-sponsorship with Andrew
Jergens Co. of It’s News to Me on CBS-TV, Sat. 10:30-11
General Foods Corp. will sponsor Bob Hope in 10
p.m.
appearances on NBC-TV, starting in Sept., every third
Tue. 8-9 p.m., thru Young & Rubicam; Buick is expected
to sponsor Milton Berle 26 weeks in that time period, thru
Kudner; other 3 weeks may be filled by Robert Sherwood
plays, sponsor not yet disclosed ... 5 Day Laboratories (5
Day deodorant pads) buys Break the Bank, starting on
NBC-TV June 23 as summer replacement for half of
Milton Berle time, Tue. 8:30-9 p.m., thru Grey Adv.
Procter & Gamble to sponsor ventriloquist Paul Winchell
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

Sigma Delta Chi, national journalism fraternity, this
week announced that winners of its 1952 awards for distin-

WBNS-TV, Columbus, for pubNBC-TV cameramen Charles & Eu-

guished reporting included
lic

service programs;

gene Jones, for documentary on Turkish-Russian frontier; AM station WMT, Cedar Rapids, la., for series Politics Is Your Business; Clifton Utley, NBC Chicago commentator, for broadcast on Iranian situation.
Also, all
TV networks received special mention for coverage of national political conventions.

—
8

H

OUSTON'S KUHT (Ch. 8), expected to be first educational TV station to take to the air, is still awaiting

delivery of Federal transmitter, still hoping for April 20
tests and May 4 dedication, reports president W. W. Kem-

merer of oil-rich U of Houston. But the dates are uncertain, depending on arrival of transmitter, albeit plant is
otherwise ready. Meanwhile, Dr. Kemmerer, at April 13
ceremony in Houston, will accept from Emerson Radio’s
Benj. Abrams a check for $10,000, first of 10 such awards
to be made by that company to the first ten educational stations to go into operation.
Our continuing survey of upcoming new stations this
week discloses that another non-commercial educational
outlet, U of Southern California’s KUSC-TV, Los Angeles
(Ch. 28), underwritten by the Allen Hancock Foundation,
has also been delayed beyond its promised April debut
date.

Having ordered DuMont transmitter,

it

reports can-

cellation because of failure to deliver on time; instead,

it’s

get the 1-kw RCA transmitter being exhibited at
NARTB convention in Los Angeles April 28-May 1. But
it may have to wait for antenna and filterplexer and,
though studio and equipment are otherwise all ready, it’s
not expected to get on air much before June.
Kansas State College’s KSAC-TV, Manhattan, Kan.
(Ch. 8), one of first educational stations to be authorized
by FCC (July 24, 1952), has been denied an appropriation
by state legislature, and so is holding all plans in abeyance.
“Of course, we do not know what may happen to our
present channel allocation,” said a spokesman, “but it is
our expectation that we will take appropriate steps to try
to have this allocation maintained for future use for educational purposes.”
to

*

*

*

ships 3 more uhf transmitters week of April 13
to WISE-TV, Asheville, N. C. (Ch. 62); WICA-TV, Ashtabula, O. (Ch. 15); WLEV-TV, Bethlehem, Pa. (Ch. 51).
This week, it added WTPA, Harrisburg, Pa. (Ch. 7) to

shipments announced last week (Vol. 9:14), bringing to 7
At least 3 more are promised before end of month to equal March shipments of 10.
WTAO-TV, Cambridge, Mass. (Ch. 56), headed by
Frank Lyman Jr., president of Harvey Radio Labs, Boston,
expects to get started as Boston area’s first uhf sometime in September, according to trade reports. AM station WTAO’s mgr. Frederic S. Bailey has been designated
TV mgr.
the April total to date.

Raytheon broke into

new

TV

microwave

field

April

9,

show-

pieces of equipment to industry and press

at Washington’s Hotel Statler: (1) “Microlink,” for remotes and studio-transmitter links, selling for $8950. (2)
“Magnalink,” for intercity networking and long-distance

remotes, at $12,050. “Microlink” operates in 6875-7125 me
band, comprises 4 suitcase-type cases and 2 parabolas, total
weighing less than 200 lbs. Raytheon claims “Microlink”
is most portable equipment of its kind and stresses advantages of multiplexed picture and sound which eliminates wire connections for sound required by some makes
“Magnalink” is said to be most powerful
of equipment.
gear of its type, radiating 7-10 times more than other
equipment, powered by magnetron putting out 50 watts,
boosted to 50 kw by 10-ft. parabola. It was used as singlehop relay over 140-mi. path during Yucca Flats A-bomb
It operates in 1990-2110 me band, also multiplexes
tests.
picture and sound. Equipment was developed under direction of brilliant, young (28) engineer Sidney Topol.

Uhf and

NARTB

convention in Los
Angeles April 28-May 1 will be headed, respectively, by
Herbert Mayer, owner of first commercial uhf station
KPTV, Portland, Ore., and holder of CPs for 3 more, and
Paul Adanti, v.p. of WHEN, Syracuse. Other uhf panel
film

panels at

tests with full

June

10,

RCA

316-kw

ERP

from

tower on
and studio

750-ft.

start commercial service July

to

1

operation Aug. 1, according to president W. D. P. Carey.
Station has signed CBS-TV, expects to get other networks
also.
H-R Television has been named rep.

KTVF, Eugene-Springfield, Ore. (Ch. 20), originally
assigned KSPF call, has ordered DuMont equipment and
should get on the air about Oct. 1, according to W. Gordon
Allen, president and chief owner of KGAL, Lebanon, Ore.,

KGAE, Salem. No rep yet named.
Greenville, S. C. (Ch. 23), is now slated for
debut, using RCA equipment and old

and one-third owner of

WGVL,
Aug.

1

WMRC-FM

plant and tower atop Paris Mt., 1142 ft. above average
terrain.
Investment securities dealer Edgar N. Morris,
president of grantee company, this week announced that
Ben K. McKinnon, ex-WBTV, Charlotte, has been appointed gen. mgr., taking over duties April 1. Emil Sellars

No rep yet designated.
Marion, Va. (Ch. 50), hasn’t yet ordered
equipment nor set target date, but Donald Cooke is announced as rep by v.p. Robert C. Wolfenden. It’s also disclosed that stockholder John D. Lincoln is president of local
Lincoln Industries, which makes TV cabinets among other
furniture, with Leon D. Belville, secy., also in the manufacturing firm.
WKNY-TV, Kingston, N. Y. (Ch. 6), has ordered RCA
equipment, reports president Joseph K. Close, has secured
option on transmitter site, aims to get on air next fall.
is

chief engineer.

WMEV-TV,

Meeker-TV

will

be rep.
*

From Canada came

*

RCA

ing off two

KTVH, Hutchinson, Kan. (Ch. 12), planning studios
also in Wichita, 40 mi. distant, expects to be ready to begin

*

*

*

week on several of the first 7 private grantees just authorized (Vol.
9:14). They’re only now calling for tenders on equipment,
some intending

direct reports this

to look the field over at

NARTB

conven-

Los Angeles April 28-May 1.
CFPL-TV, London, Ont. (Ch. 10), owned by London
Free Press, hopes to place transmitter order by April 15,
plans 500-ft. guyed tower, aims for November debut, has
already chosen Weed & Co. as U. S. sales rep.
CKSO-TV, Sudbury, Ont. (Ch. 5) will wait until
summer before building, hopes to get on air by “fall of
1954” and has also chosen Weed as U. S. sales rep, with
All-Canada Radio Facilities handling Canadian representation, according to gen. mgr. W. J. Woodill.
tion exhibits at

members: James B. Tharpe, DuMont; Frank P. Barnes,
GE; Martin Silver, Federal; E. C. Tracy, RCA; Alan C.
Tindal, WWLP, Springfield, Mass.; Kenyon Brown, KRTV,
Little Rock, Ark. Other film panel members: E. H. Ezzes,
Motion Pictures for TV; John H. Mitchell, Screen Gems;
Ralph W. Nimmons, WFAA-TV, Dallas; Lee Ruwitch,
WTVJ, Miami; Harold P. See, KRON-TV, San Francisco;
Gerald King, United TV Programs; Robert W<7 Sarnoff,
NBC-TV; Peter M. Robeck, Consolidated TV Sales; John
L. Sinn, Ziv.

NARTB engineering conference in Los Angeles is
scheduled to include following papers in addition to those
previously reported (Vol. 9:9): “3-D Television A Progress Report,” by Alex Quiroga & Glen Akins, ABC; “Transistors,” Robert M. Ryder, Bell Labs; “TV Film Scanner,”
Ernest H. Traub, Philco; “Diesel Electric Standby Units,”
R. V. Bradley, Caterpillar Tractor Co.; “Progress in
Studio Lighting,” Charles Shevlin, Century Lighting Inc.

—

New “Studio Zoomar,” to be demonstrated at NARTB
convention by Television Zoomar Corp., sells for $5900,
fits all makes of cameras, operates with 3 other lenses on
turret. Characteristics: speed F:2.8, weight 6 lbs., length
1 ft., zoom range 21^ -in. to 7 14 -in. (which “corresponds to
9 times areal magnification change”).

TV COULD BE HEADED FOR RECORD YEAR: First quarter production of 2,265,000 TVs
lends statistical force to predictions of some industry leaders that we're headed for
bigger 1955 than record 1950 (7,463,800 sets). Everybody's sure that this year will,
at very least, readily surpass the 6,096,279 output of 1952, second highest.
C urrent rate of output is well ahead of 1950 when 1,605,200 sets were produced in first 3 months; or 1951, when first-quarter production was 2,199,669; or
1952, with 1,324,831.
Thirteenth week of year ended April 3, saw 149,735 sets produced (12,381
private label) as against 172,329 preceding week, bringing 5-week March to 812,908,
That's subject to revision; but, added to the
according to RTMA weekly reports.
719,234 reported for Jan. and 730,597 for Feb., quarter's total is about 2,265,000.
Factory inventories advanced to year's high of 204,648 as of April 3, up
from 188,230 the preceding week.
April 3 week's radio output was 309,306 units (153,399 private) compared
with 303,770 week before. Factory inventories were 432,638, up in week from 390,507.
The week's radios: 77,181 home sets, 47,218 portables, 50,273 clock, 134,634 auto.
,

*

*

*

*

How TV set sales got off to flying start first quarter is indicated in RTMA
report showing 1,777,195 sets were sold at retail first 2 months
640,073 in Jan.,
537,122 in Feb. Retail radio sales, exclusive of auto radios, totaled 922,253 for
the 2 months
414,726 in Jan., 507,527 in Feb. March figures are due in month.
This week also RTMA issued report on TV-radio factory billings for 1952,
showing year's 6,096,279 TVs billed at $1,298,847,000 average, $172 per set and
This compares with 1951
year's 10,934,872 radios at $249,847,000 (average, $23).
factory billings of $956,986,000 for 5,384,798 TVs (average, $177) and $315,936,597
for 12,627,362 radios (average, $24).

—

—

,

(

)

IF KOREA PEACE CONES? No big cutbacks in military electronics production are in prospect soon, even if there's peace in Korea.
That's general feeling among defense electronics officials as well as those
industry topkicks who keep in close touch with the situation.
Without exception,
though, they qualify their opinions with the observation that all bets are off if
Congress goes hogwild in trimming military budget. Briefly, here is how they sum up
the prospects for the near future
Electronics gear and aircraft will probably be last to feel any cutbacks or
"stretchout", since they’re most complicated and hard-to-produce
as well as about
Output of these items can't be
most important
"hard goods" in defense program.
turned on and off with mere push of a button their production goals haven't nearly
been reache d, they require long and detailed planning and engineering
and our
preparedness dictates that they must be ready, Korea or no.
Orders for electronic end products have long "lead tim e".
Many contracts
Thus, regardless of what tranalready in effect call for delivery in year or two
spires, electronics plants should be busy on defense items for some time to come.
As to "stretchouts" in military production target dates
the electronics
industry already has lived through several of them, with no apparent ill effects
A
truce could bring a further stretchout, but its biggest effects would probably be
felt in fields other than already-stretched-out electronics.
and biggest fear in Govt, and industry is that the
But Congress is boss
for
and
reduced taxes could become so great that the lawressure
balanced
budget
p
makers may invite disaster by cutting arms budget below danger line.
Much of electronics industry doesn't like military o r ders and would rather
Profit margins on defense items are extremely slim
be producing for civilian use.

WHAT'S IN STORE

:

—
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—
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Some companies are losing money fulfilling contracts made in 1949 and 1950, and say
they would be quite happy to be cut back or "stretched out".
*

#

#

*

"peace" comes, what will be its impact on civilian markets ? Most economists now reject oft-expounded theory that fear of layoffs and deflation will panic
Their views are bulwarked by recent Associated Press
public into a buying strike
survey which reached conclusion that America's economy is pretty healthy and "can
stand on its own feet in a peaceful world."
If

.

There's still some thought though, that consumer spending may slow down if
"
More Goods Than Buyers in Sight ",
people get worried about their jobs and income.
the
Report
but
as
yet
slackening isn't apparent in the
News
World
&
reports U.S.
new
markets,
though
this
is normally the time for
TV trade as a whole thanks to
more
to outdoor entertainment.
seasonal slowdown in demand as people turn more and
,

—

,

*

*

*

*

Only real danger to American economy if peace comes in Korea, is "an unjustified psychological reaction " that might result in "widespread retrenchment in anticipation of reductions in Govt, demand larger than actually develop." So says
report this week by staff economists of Joint Congressional Economic Committee preEconomists
pared at request of Sen. Flanders (R-Vt.), an engineer and businessman.
and technicians throughout the Govt, were consulted in preparation of report.
,

The govt, economists found outlook good "in spite of the bearishness of the
stock market" and said a Korean truce "should not alter the present prospect for
continued high levels of production and employment combined with stable prices."

They foresaw no fundamental change in cur long-term policy vis-a-vis Soviet
Russia, and argued that this policy "should continue to be based on long-run needs
for defense as well as for stability and growth without psychological waves of
speculative buying or selling everytime some Soviet move occurs."

Even if full truce is concluded reduction in Korean costs alone would not
warrant a change in business or consumer expectations or any significant cuts in
private spending, the report states. Nor is it likely, it adds, to change previous
estimates that fiscal year spending will range between $70 & $80 billion in 1954
and between $60 & $70 billion the following year.
,

Trade Personals:

Thomas F. McDonnell, wartime busiRadiation Labs, now gen. mgr. of Workshop Associates (Gabriel Co.), succeeding Gardner Greene,
resigned; Dr. John Ruze, from Cambridge Research Center, director of Needham Labs, and John Martin, ex-chief
development engineer of BBC, London, now director of
research
Sarkes Tarzian, head of electronics firm
bearing his name, founder of WTTV & WTTS, Bloomington, Ind., elected president of Bloomington chamber of
commerce; his firm employs some 2000 persons in little
college town, has under construction new 250,000-sq. ft.
Raymond C. Cosgrove, ex-presituner assembly plant
dent of Crosley, ex-RTMA president, named management
consultant to National Co., Malden, Mass., recently concentrating on amateur equipment and formerly manufacturing TVs; company’s new president is Charles C. HornGeorge
bostel, with Wm. A. Ready moving to chairman
R. Sommers, ex-Sylvania TV-radio tube div. sales mgr.,
joins Food Machinery & Chemical Corp. as director of
Clendenin J. Ryan has
marketing, machinery divisions
resigned as director of IT&T to run for governor of New
Karl H. Carstens, ex-State Distributing Co.,
Jersey
Milwaukee, appointed to new post of dealer cooperative
John Mihalic Jr., ex-chief indusadv. mgr., Magnavox
trial engineer of Nashville plant, named works mgr. of
Crosley’s Richmond, Ind. plant, replacing Robert W. DunJoseph
can, now asst, to gen. works mgr. at Cincinnati
E. Kelley promoted to northeast renewal sales mgr., RCA
Victor tube dept., Boston, replacing Ted Martin Jr., now
ness mgr.,
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southeast renewal sales mgr., Atlanta
Benjamin J. Katz
director of promotion dept., Jerrold ... V. W. Wittman, Sylvania Washington sales mgr., appointed Raleigh,
Caleb A. Shera, Hallicrafters credit
N. C. sales mgr.
mgr., promoted to new position of distributor sales counseMartin F. Bennett, asst, eastern regional mgr.,
lor
RCA Victor, appointed west coast regional mgr., with v.p.
& western mgr. Harold R. Maag assuming broader responsibilities and reporting directly to operating v.p.
.
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Charles Odorizzi.
Electronics industry’s post-Korean expansion approved by Govt, under rapid tax write-off program totaled
$308,667,136 as of April 1, divided among 776 individual
projects. This is about 78% of ODM’s expansion goal of
Breakdown
$396,000,000 for electronics by end of 1953.
of industry’s tax amortization certificates: end equipment,
309 projects involving total expenditure of $154,844,595;
tubes, 144 projects, $107,351,279; components, 280 projects, $46,471,262.

George K. Throckmorton,
Mfg. Co., and executive

RCA

onetime president of old
RCA Radiotron Co.,
died in Clearwater, Fla.,

68,

v.p. of

exec. v.p. of RCA,
He was president of E. T.
after short illness.
Cunningham Inc., big tube maker, when it was merged

and 1937-42
April
into

4,

RCA.

.

Gano Dunn,
Corp. and

RCA

82, president of J. G.

White Engineering

board member, died April 10

in

New

York.
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TV

Trade: “Who owns ’em” is
just as important as “where the sets are,” so far as
marketeers are concerned and so Market Research Corp.
of America’s new study released this week offers some
pertinent statistics to the trade to implement NBC’s latest
monthly sets-in-use census (Vol. 9:14) and J. Walter

Topics

Trends

of

—

Thompson’s households-with-TV survey (Special Report
Research firm, located at 122 E. 42nd St.,
New York, noted that 6,000,000 families were added to TV
during 1952 and showed how the cumulative total of 19,500,000 TV homes to January 1953 is divided by regions,
of April 4).

economic class, education, occupation, size of
family, presence of children. Here’s the summary:
city

size,

%

of Total Families in

Each Market Division

United States Total
Regions:
Northeast

South
North Central
Mountain & Southwest
._

Pacific
City Size:

—

...

Jan.

1952
31

1953
44

50
14

—

-

-

&

Over

-

Economic Class:
High
Upper Middle
Lower Middle

Low

—

-

20

55
50
45
29

45
43
36
45

26
38
30

38
53
45

46
39

36
34

53

47

49

31

59

38
35
33

-----

71

100
100
100
52
27

13

48

Education:

Grammar

School

High School
__

College

—

50

Occupation:

Professional &
Clerical, Sales & Service
Crafts, Skilled Labor

Executive

Laborer

&

Farmer

Operator

.....

_

——

3
4

6

& 2 Members
Members
& 5 Members
Members & Over

Presence of Children:
5 Years & Under
6 Thru 12 Years
13 Thru 20 Years
No Children

~

2

434,808 in Feb. 1952.

Senate Banking Committee April 8 approved, 12-3,
to give Govt, standby authority to reimpose price,
wage & consumer credit controls in “grave national emergency” (Vol. 9:10,12,14). Bill will be reported April 13
to full Senate, which is expected to approve, but may run
into more trouble in House.

bill

Philco starts construction immediately on new 81,000plant for TV-radio production in Don Mills suburb
of Toronto, will transfer all manufacturing and administrative activities from present Toronto plant to new site

16

55
34
42
47

early next year, reports Philco International Corp. president Sydney L. Capell.

41

54
55
47
35

32
38
42
52

Philco has hired Atlantic City’s mammoth Convention
Hall for 1953 convention June 7-10, planned as largest it
ever sponsored, with 7500 distributors-dealers expected.
Ray George, merchandising v.p., is making the plans.

40
33
23

sq. ft.

Audak

Co.,

.

made

compared with 988,316 worth $23,892,982 in
January and 330,431 at $7,715,257 in Feb. 1952, reports
RTMA. Rectangular 20-in. and larger represented 74%
of total. Receiving tube sales in February totaled 40,061,683 valued at $27,371,779, of which 27,730,235 went for
at $20,030,681,

replacement, 1,682,296 export, 1,442,452
This compares with sales of 37,343,081 at $25,688,in

Feb. 1952.

February excise tax collections on TV, radios & phonos
were $13,834,189, compared with $16,637,165 in January
and $9,692,684 in Feb. 1952. On refrigerators, air conditioners, etc., Govt, collected $5,380,882 in February vs.
$4,540,040 in January and $3,385,671 in Feb. 1952.

&

milian Weil’s 20-p. Electronic Phono Facts.
*

*

*

*

Distributor Notes: Motorola-Chicago names Don
Clemens, ex-RCA Victor, adv. mgr., succeeding Lorraine
Mid-Atlantic Appliances Inc. (AdKnapp, resigned
miral), Washington, appoints Richard Quantrille sales
mgr. of appliance div., replacing Harold Kellar, resigned
Zenith New York names Richard B. Dreazen sales mgr.
of N. J. div., replacing William Brinker, now special acCBS-Columbia appoints Schoellkopf
count supervisor
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Co.,

.

.

Dallas, replacing Meletio Electric Co.;

Inc., Jacksonville, Fla., elects

Wm.

Distributors

E. Scheu president, re-

Capehart-Farnsworth applacing late Frank M. King
points Kertson-Daniels Distributing Co., San Diego, reMajestic appoints
placing Gold E Distributing Co.
.

.

.

Voss-Hutton-Barbee

Co.,

Little

.

.

Rock; Yeagley-Freeman

Jackson, Miss.; Cross- Allen Co., Austin, Tex.; Auto
Springs & Supply, Wichita Falls, Tex.; Allied Brands,
Amarillo; Duyck Motor Supply, Tampa.

Co.,

sets, 9,206,500

914 in January and 28,262,407 at $19,923,287

(pickups

available 1953 edition of Maxi-

.

Picture tube sales in February totaled 836,451 valued

New York

500 Fifth Ave.,

cutting heads) has

All told, about $11 billion

000; vacuum cleaners, $300,000,000; air conditioners, $240,000 000

new

first

34
47
54
47

produced last year (Vol. 9:9) but not including servicing.
TV-radio, at $4.3 billion (with servicing), comprised largest individual category of appliance expenditures; refrigerators & freezers, $1.8 billion; appliance repairs (exclusive of TV-radio servicing), $1.1 billion; bulbs & supplies,
$1 billion; home laundry equipment, $980,000,000; electric housewares, $800,000,000; electric ranges, $540,000,-

Govt.

1,348,178

9

was spent on
TV-appliance merchandise, including servicing, compared
to $9.1 billion spent for 4,300,000 new passenger autos

,

shipments to dealers totaled

22
35
38
32

35

56
47

Consumers spent more at retail on appliances, including TVs, than for purchase of new passenger autos last
year, first time it’s happened, according to April Television Retailing.

TV

months of 1953, when production was 1,449,831, compared
to shipments of 806,497 in same 1952 period, according to
state-by-state and county-by-county tables available from
RTMA on request. For February alone, when production
was 730,597, shipments totaled 653,091, compared to

44
37
34
77

41

Size of Family:
1

Snaider Television Corp., 540 Bushwick Ave., Brookon export of its projector
units, now plans to go after domestic market and has
appointed Gibraltar Adv. Agency, N. Y. Sold as portable
or permanent installation, unit is not marketed to homes
but is designed for use in schools, churches, clubs, hotels or
other group gathering places.
lyn, N. Y., recently concentrating

30

18
22
26
47
75

11

2500 to 50.000
50,000 to 500,000

Increase
40

145
43

11

9

—

Under 2500

65

%

24
46
27
43

31
30

-

Farm

500,000

Jan.

Strike halted GE’s production of TV receivers & transmitters at 2 electronics plants in Syracuse this week as
estimated 1500 members of IUE’s Local 320 picketed,
charging company moved unfinished work to other plants
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, GE v.p.,
in anticipation of strike.
denied the charges. Shutdown was still in effect at end
of week as most of remaining 9500 employes wouldn’t
cross picket lines. Meanwhile, 29-day strike of 800 IBEW
workers at Crosley’s Cincinnati Plant 7 (electronics)
ended April 6 with acceptance of 8tf' hourly wage increase.

U. S. Supreme Court April 6 refused to review lower

& Supply
former Motorola distributor, against

court’s decision dismissing suit of Nelson Radio
Co.,

Mobile,

Ala.,

Motorola, charging latter’s policy of refusing to allow

its

communications equipment violated
Nelson was Motorola distributor from

set distributors to sell

anti-trust

act.

1931 to Feb. 1949,
to

when

it

lost franchise after refusing

adhere to company’s policy.
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Financial

&

Trade Holes:

Among

officers’

and direc-

stock transactions reported by SEC for Feb. 11March 10: David Sarnoff bought 100,000 RCA, holds 105,000; Frank M. Folsom bought 50,000 RCA, holds 50,500;
Hector J. Dowd bought 250 Avco (Jan.) holds 250; Kendrick R. Wilson Jr. bought 250 Avco (Jan.), holds 750;
Sterling B. Withington bought 500 Avco (Jan.), holds
1500; Arthur J. Palmer exercised option to buy 200 Gentors’

Equipment, holds 200; T. E. Courtney sold
5000 Muntz, holds 35,000; Raymond B. George bought
100 Philco, holds 200; Percy L. Spencer bought 4000 Raytheon, holds 4003; Paul F. Hannah bought 100 Raytheon
pfd., holds 165; Gwilym A. Price bought 394 Westinghouse,
holds 5394; John M. McKibbin bought 262 Westinghouse,
holds 2009.
eral Precision

Webster-Chicago lost $408,951 on sales of $19,580,686
1952 after credit for $298,849 carryback in Federal
taxes.
This compared with net earnings of $457,635 on
President R. F. Blash, resales of $17,971,469 in 1951.
porting to stockholders, said sales for first 2 months of
1953 were $4,566,794 and unaudited earnings $241,972 before taxes.
Sales for same 1952 period were $2,458,745.
March sales, he said, were $2,360,000 vs. $1,190,000 in
March 1952. In first 1951 quarter, net loss was $15,267.
Govt, contracts at year’s end totaled $20,000,000. Two of
the 3 directors who worked for proposed merger with
Emerson, defeated by group headed by Chicago investment banker Martin C. Remer, will not stand for reelection; they’re Nelson Loud, exec, v.p., F. Eberstadt & Co.,
and Charles Melvoin, of Altschuler, Melvoin & Glasser, accountants. Third, who will run, is John F. Bolger, Shillinglaw, Bolger & Co. Candidates for the Loud-Melvoin vain

cancies are Herbert A.

Norman

C.

Gumz, Webster-Chicago

Owens, sales

v.p.;

exec, v.p.;

George Boyles, president,

Merchants National Bank of Chicago.

Wilcox-Gay Corp. consolidated statement for 1952
(including Majestic, Garod operations) shows record sales
of $17,641,548, up 40% from $12,618,369 in 1951 and double
Net profit after all charges
$8,002,572 volume of 1950.

was record, totaling $330,110, compared with loss of
$254,161 in 1951 which included absorption of $216,000
loss on pre-Korean fixed-price contract for which adjust-

also

President Leonard Ashbach
close of 1952 was $1,794,513. up from $1,289,944 year before, and stated that since
Majestic merger in August 1950 some 90% of Wilcox-Gay
indebtedness to trade creditors of approximately $950,000
has been wiped out. Final installment of $92,336 due next
June 20, he stated, and “restrictions relating to the payment of common dividends will terminate upon payment
Stock presently outstandingof this final installment.”

ment claim

is

also reported

still

pending.

working capital at

totals 1,600,000 shares.

Avco net income increased 51% to $2,860,241 (31? a
share on 8,950,249 shares) on record sales of $116,666,203,
up 78%, quarter ended Feb. 28, compared with $1,888,293
(20? on 8,886,862 shares) on sales of $65,505,420 same 1952
period. Improvement is attributed to larger sales of TVs,
radios and appliances, to deliveries of defense materials;
sales of

farm implements declined 15%.

Admiral sales first quarter exceeded $67,000,000 vs.
same 1952 period, and net earnings should run
more than 60% ahead of $1,515,506 for comparable period,
said v.p. Frank Uriell, reporting at April 9 stockholders
meeting. Sales for first 6 months should set record, he
$43,970,356

said,

but second half

is

Servomechanisms

unpredictable.
Inc. reports net

income of $276,024

(36? a share) on sales of $10,151,589 for 1952 after taxes
of $522,288, vs. $412,206 (54?) on $8,374,042 in 1951.

Canadian Marconi reports net income of $643,300 (14?
a share) for 1952 vs. $106,671 (2?) in 1951.

Olympic Radio, in final financial report by presidentfounder Percy L. Schoenen before his retirement (Vol.
9:14), lists profit of $84,747 (20? a share on 429,925 outstanding) on sales of $12,765,708 for 1952 compared to
$425,534 ($1.11 on 383,593 shares) on $14,467,071 in 1951.
Lower earnings were attributed to lower prices of TVs &
radios, increase in parts prices, retroactive

wage

boost,

expenses entailed in setting up research laboratory in
Stamford, Conn.
Proxy notice for annual stockholders
meeting April 27 in company’s Long Island offices discloses these remunerations paid to officers & directors in
1952: Schoenen, $32,100; Morris Sobin, exec, v.p., $29,349.96; A. Friedman, sales v.p., $35,000.
Clevite Corp., which owns Brush Electronics Co. and
Transistor Products Inc. as well as several larger nonelectronics firms, expects first quarter sales of about $16,000,000, compared with $12,542,795 for first quarter 1952.
So exec. v.p. J. W. Dixon told stockholders meeting in
Cleveland following issuance of annual report (Vol. 9:13).
Stockholders approved proposal to increase authorized
common shares to 2,500,000 from present 800,000 and to
split all outstanding common 2-for-l.
Public offering of
200,000 shares is expected in few weeks through syndicate

headed by F. Eberstadt &
Shepard & Co., Cleveland.

Co.,

New

York, and Prescott,

Reeves Soundcraft Corp. reports net earnings of $90,187 after provision of $40,000 for taxes on 1952 gross sales
of $3,364,921 as contrasted with net loss of $77,570 on
sales of $2,054,401 in 1951. President Hazard Reeves reports subsidiary Bergen Wire-Rope Co. enjoyed 30% increase in sales, its magnetic products div. almost doubling
sales; sale of subsidiary Light Metals Corp. during year;
exercise
by Cinerama Productions Corp. (formerly
Thomas-Todd Products Inc.) of its option on 250,000 shares
of common stock of Cinerama Inc., in which Reeves Soundcraft will own 431,849 shares after such exercise.
Outstanding shares of Reeves Soundcraft total 2,610,896.
National Union Radio Corp. reports 1952 sales were
$14,464,694 vs. $13,671,112 in 1951. Net profit was $39,920
(2? per share) after provision of $40,211 for taxes vs.

$370,910 (21?) after $576,613 taxes in 1951. There were
1,375,766 shares of common and 232,000 preferred at end
Notice of May 1 stockholders meeting in Wilof 1952.
mington discloses president Kenneth C. Meinken, holding
33,600 shares of common, received 1952 remuneration of
$40,000. Chairman C. Russell Feldmann was disclosed as
holder of 232,000 pfd., 6500 common; Collin, Norton &
Co.’s Harry E. Collin holder of 219,000 common.

Muter Co. and subsidiaries had net income last year of
$345,573 (52? a share on 661,825 common shares outstanding) after taxes of $432,445 on sales of $12,653,060 compared to $595,423 (91? on 651,200 shares) after taxes of
$648,000 on sales of $12,387,390 in 1951. Working capital
at year’s end was $3,077,975. President Leslie F. Muter
attributed lower earnings chiefly to expense entailed in
converting Original Enderes Co., Guttenberg, la., to production of TV components after its acquisition June 6.

Teleprompter Corp. did gross business of $285,583

in

Net profit
1952, first full year, up from $96,221 in 1951.
before provision of $10,831 for Federal and state taxes was
$47,277,

comparing with net

loss of $16,092 in 1951.

was $18,457 as of
Chairman Irving
$104,097.
surplus

Dec.

31,

B.

Kahn

1952, total

reports

Earned
surplus

new

elec-

tronically-controlled scanner has been completed and will

be turned out in quantity, with big new market foreseen
among new TV stations now going on air.

DuMont

reports net profit of $945,000 (39c a share)

on sales of $24,187,000 first 12-week period of 1953, ended
March 22, compared with $114,000 profit (3?) on $15,960,000 sales in comparable 1952 period.

;

13 First bill of particulars against A. D. Plamondon Jr.,
deposed president of Indiana Steel Products Co. and president of RTMA, was forthcoming this week from board
majority in soliciting proxies to uphold recent ouster action and elect own slate of directors at April 23 stockholders meeting in lieu of Plamondon’s (Vol. 9:11, 13-14).
Report to shareholders dated April 7, offered in support
of charges of “unfitness for office,” alleges that: (a)
Plamondon “concealed” information from board; (b)
“schemed to acquire a competing company [General Magnetic Corp., Detroit, also maker of permanent magnets]
for himself” because he anticipated trouble with board

over his operation of Indiana Steel; (c) “manipulated an
Air Force research project,” involving only $14,000 a year,
as “a pretext to accomplish own personal plan to move
the entire plant from Valparaiso to Chicago” where board
estimated plant would cost not less than $1,000,000 and
“even then only loud speaker magnets could be produced
there”; (d) in 1951 built $52,847 “guest house” opposite
Valparaiso plant, used solely “as a private residence” for
his occupancy when staying in Valparaiso instead of returning to his home in Chicago; (e) spent more than $1000
per month on expenses during 1950-52, rarely furnishingdetails; (f) caused resignation of sales v.p. Frank H.
Hayden last July because he promoted 29-year-old son
A. D. Plamondon III to post of Chicago regional sales mgr.
*

*

*

*

Sylvania stockholders meeting in Boston’s Parker
House April 29 will be asked to vote on increasing authorized $7.50 par value common stock from 3,050,000 to
4,000,000 and to amend articles of organization to permit
board of directors to make charitable, scientific and educational contributions through trust called Sylvania Foundation. Outstanding as of Feb. 16 were 2,420,176 shares,
with 544,294 reserved for conversion of $4.40 cumulative
preferred, 63,300 for executive stock options, 5125 for issue
Proxy statement
under executive compensation plan.
disclosed 1952 compensation of Max Balcom, chairman, as
$72,000 salary & $14,528 bonus (he holds 4099 shares)
Frank A. Poor, vice chairman, $26,004 (1500 shares);
Don G. Mitchell, president, $102,000 & $20,582 (3102
shares); H. Ward Zimmer, exec, v.p., $75,000 & $15,134
(4219 shares).

IT&T had record consolidated net income of $22,147,753 ($3.09 a share) on sales of $352,007,882 for 1952, compared with $17,992,314 ($2.60) on sales of $255,227,637 in
1951. Earnings of parent company represented $8,226,022
Of total consolidated
was domestic, compared with $89,414,-

($1.15) vs. $6,130,762 (89<j) in 1951.
sales, $157,074,881

710 preceding year, and foreign sales were $194,933,001
Capehart-Farnsworth subsidiary reports
sales up 16% over 1951, despite slow first half.

vs. $165,812,927.

As high as 80% set saturation can be expected within
year of on-air date of new stations in new markets. That
comes from Washington manageS. Frazier on basis of study of
Denver, Portland, Ore., Austin,
4 post-freeze markets
Tex., and Wilkes-Barre, Pa. In first 7 months of Denver’s
KFEL-TV, he notes, that area reached 44% saturation;
at that rate, he figures it can reach 80% in slightly more
surprising conclusion

ment consultant Howard

—

than year. Virtually same situation obtains in Portland,
28% saturated after 5 month of KPTV (uhf), and Austin
and Wilkes-Barre show same pattern, as do spot checks
in 6 other unnamed markets containing both vhf & uhf
stations, according to Frazier.
Nationally, he figures
country is about 14,000,000 shy of 80% saturation some
2 or 3 production years, allowing for retirement of some
sets due to obsolescence.
He used NBC’s March 1 setsin-use figures (Vol. 9:14) for his correlations.

—

E DUCATIONAL TV

will hold its first national stocktaking conference May 4 in Washington’s Wardman
Park Hotel in meeting co-sponsored by National Citizens
Committee for Educational TV and Joint Committee on
Educational TV.
Purpose of meeting, explains Robert
Mullen, executive director of National Citizens Committee,
is to “find out where we are, where we go from here and
to profit from one another’s experience.”
Meeting will bring together representatives of major
local citizens’ groups from all over country for exchange
of ideas, with about 200 expected.
Morning session will
be devoted to forum on engineering equipment, afternoon
Evening dinner meeting, with
to fund-raising techniques.
FCC commissioners as guests, will receive formal national
progress report and plan for future action.
Other educational TV developments this week: (1)
Metropolitan Pittsburgh Educational Television Station
Inc. filed application for Ch. 13.
(2) Sen. John Bricker
(R-O.) issued statement urging indefinite extension of
educational channel reservations.
(3) WLWT, Cincinnati, granted $2500 to Greater Cincinnati TV Education
Foundation for experimental closed-circuit educational
telecasting.
(4) Ohio State U’s Institute for Education
by Radio-TV was readying for April 16-19 annual meetings in Deshler Wallick Hotel, Columbus.

To observe color demonstrations in Princeton & New
York April 14-15, along with members of House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee (Vol. 9:14), FCC
sending chief engineer Edward Allen, general counsel
Benedict Cottone, broadcast bureau chief Curtis Plummer
and rules and standards div. chief Arthur Schemer. RCA
plans program featuring Burton’s love birds, which made
terrific hit in previous demonstrations, Kukla, Fran &
Ollie, and Dolores Gray as m.c.
After seeing program
on receivers at RCA Princeton Labs morning of April
14, Congressmen will travel to New York for inspection
of Colonial Theatre, which is designed specifically for
color originations. Neither CBS nor Chromatic TV Labs
has indicated nature of their demonstrations, to be held
April 15.
is

New' 3-dimensional color film process, Stereoeolor,
which is said to produce 3-D and full range of color with
one black-&-white film, has been developed by R. E.
Schenstead, of Marshalltown, la., with financial backing
of Col. B. J. Palmer, founder and owner of WOC-TV &
WOC, Davenport, and WHO, Des Moines, and part owner

KMTV, Omaha.

of

ETTER

I

to the editor of Television Digest

Edwin H. Armstrong, dated April

from inventor

3:

In your issue of March 21, on page 7 [Vol. 9:12], you carry this
statement, “Multiplexed use of FM stations to provide various
radio services in addition to the basic FM signal was urged by
another party this week FM inventor Edwin Armstrong, who
demonstrated the system this week in New York.”
May I correct this statement for the benefit of The Digest
readers. First, no demonstration of the system was made "this
week” in New York. Second, I am presently "urging” nothing;
I have no petition before the FCC nor have I joined in any pending

—

petition.

The situation is the following — Mr. Bose and I announced on
March 17 a new system of multiplex transmission which was first
tested at Alpine nearly four years ago.
Tests conducted by us
it furnishes a technical and practical solution of the
multiplex problem in
broadcasting. As soon as practicable, a
paper describing the details of the system will be presented before
a technical society so that the engineering profession may critically appraise it.
It may interest your readers who are not familiar with early
history to know that in November 1934 four signals were
successfully multiplexed on an
transmission (AM subcarrier)
from New York to Haddonfield, N. J„ and that on April 22, 1935,
the programs of NBC’s Red and Blue Networks were transmitted
between the same points by multiplexing an
subcarrier on the
main
channel. While satisfactory for the standards of the
time, the transmission would not meet today’s requirements;
hence, the present system has been devised.

show that

FM

FM

FM

FM

FM
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Telecasting Notes? DuMont sales chief Ted Bergmann,
speaking before Pittsburgh Sales Executives Club this
week, forecast “more than $1 billion" will be spent by national advertisers on network and national spot TV time
by 1956 “in spite of the opposition to high program costs.’’
He based prediction on expanding facilities (higher
powers, higher rates, more stations) and effectiveness of
the TV medium
There’s scant doubt the $1 billion total
will be reached and exceeded eventually
but the sum
looks awfully high on basis of 1952 figures, even if you
include talent and other costs
FCC “audit” for 1952
shows gross revenues of entire industry up 43% from
1951 to $336,300,000 (Vol. 9:14)
and that’s for network,
national spot and local, everything
Printers’ Ink for
which McCann-Erickson makes annual estimates, accredits
TV $580,100,000 for 1952 (time plus talent, production, all
other costs) with national put at $442,400,000, local $137,Doubling the Printers’ Ink figure within 4
700,000
years is a lot to expect, albeit that publication reports TV
leading all media in rate of growth, already representing
8% of aggregate U. S. advertising expenditures of $7,219,Films of Coronation June 2 will origi000,000 in 1952
nate in Montreal for all North American televiewers, as
means of cutting hours off time lag; they will be flown by
RAF jets to Montreal, which has closest major airport to
Britain, then microwaved to Buffalo via Toronto to U. S.
British Broadcasting Corp. and U. S. netnetworks
works setting up agreement for exchanging newsreels
fellowship of $4500-$6000 for 9-month studies of
TV at Johns Hopkins by qualified professional TV personnel now open for applications, which must be filed by May
Fellowship Committee, Johns Hopkins
15 with
April Fortune Magazine deUniversity, Baltimore
votes 4 color pages to “an architectural tour of CBS’s new
Sally Benson, who
$12,000,000 studios in Hollywood”
wrote the Junior Miss stories, is second member of CBSTV “creative group” organized to develop new program
ideas; Ronald Alexander, playwright (Time Out for
Actor Biff Elliot, as result of TV
Ginger) was first
Hollywood feature I the Jury, will
in
lead
wins
experience,
also play Mike Hammer in 7 other Mickey Spillane films
Base rates of new WEEU-TV, Reading, Pa., hour
$250, min. $40; WKST-TV, New Castle, Pa., $200 & $30;
KCJB-TV, Minot, N. D., hour $150 & $30; WKNX-TV,
Saginaw, Mich., $250 & $50.
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INE APPLICATIONS

filed this week, including educational vhf for Pittsburgh, were more than balanced by 11 dismissals, many of latter produced by

mergers which eliminate hearings. Notable among dismissals were dropouts by big Meredith Publishing Co.
subsidiary in St. Louis (Ch. 4), Minneapolis (Ch. 11),
Rochester (Ch. 15) all of which faced hearings. Meredith
owns WHEN, Syracuse; WOW-TV, Omaha; KPIIO-TV,
Phoenix, with AMs in latter 2 cities.

—

Five vhf applications filed were for Baton Rouge, Ch.
by group headed by asst, district attorney Jack P. F.
Gremillion; Weslaco, Tex., Ch. 5, by station rep O. L.
Taylor, who owns KRGV there and is also applicant for
Wichita; Casper, Wyo., Ch. 2, by KSPR; Honolulu, Ch. 4,
by Dolph-Pettey group which recently bought KULA
there, holds CP for Cedar Rapids, is buying AM station
KGIL, San Fernando, Cal. Heading up Metropolitan
Pittsburgh Educational TV Station, applicant for reserved
Ch. 13, is Leland Hazard, v.p. & gen. counsel, Pittsburgh
2,

Plate Glass Co.

The 4 uhf applications were for Stamford, Conn., Ch.
by group headed by Prentiss Brown, ex-Senator from
Michigan, now chairman of Detroit Edison Co. and member of Washington law firm; Lancaster, Pa., Ch. 21, by
Harold C. Burke, ex-mgr., WBAL-TV & WBAL, Baltimore; Philadelphia, Ch. 17, by Patrick Joseph Stanton,
owner of WJMJ; Paducah, Ky., Ch. 43, by New York
group whose president is clothing manufacturer Irving
27,

Geist.

[For further details about foregoing applications, see
16-N herewith; for complete listings of all

TV Addenda

post-freeze grants,

new

amendments, hearings,

Addenda

stations, applications, dismissals,

etc.,

TV

see

Factbook No. 16 with

to date.]

.

College football’s 1953 TV program may include some
“faces,” but basic idea of one-game-a-week probably
won’t change. National Collegiate Athletic Assn. TV committee met April 7-8 in New York to begin drafting fall
TV plan and, while no announcement was made, we learned

new

proposals are being circulated to

member

that these 2 new
schools for comment: (1) To permit colleges to appear on
TV only once in 3 years. (2) To televise in 1953 only
those colleges that didn’t appear in 1952. Also being considered is regional plan, backed chiefly by Big Ten and
Pacific Coast Conferences, which would allow several
games on TV at same time, but confine them to specific

Final plan probably won’t be announced until
summer and it will then be submitted to the
NCAA member schools for vote. Possibility of baseball
TV restrictions, meanwhile, was raised again this week
when major league commissioner Ford Frick warned that
major league telecasts in minor league territory “would
be bad.” He mentioned possibility of “making an agreement” concerning TV, but didn’t mention Sen. Johnson’s
bill (S. 1396) which is designed to legalize such agreeregions.

early this

(Vol. 9:12-13).

Association Films Inc., 347 Madison Ave., N. Y., has
published new edition of Spring Films for ’53, describing
45 industrial films available for TV sustaining.

announced

Zenith
pected,

when

its last

FCC

action

nied,

by 4-3 vote,

.

.

ments

.

N

it will appeal to courts, as exchance at Chicago’s Ch. 2 through

was squelched
its

this

week as Commission

cision dismissing Zenith’s application.

FCC

to hold everything, to forestall

(formerly

WBKB)

de-

petition for reconsideration of de-

from Ch. 4

Zenith also asked

move

of

WBBM-TV

to Ch. 2 until litigation is

over.
The dissenters in this week’s action were Comrs.
Walker, Webster and Hennock who said Zenith has right
Majority pointed out
to comparative hearing for Ch. 2.
that Zenith is free to secure a comparative hearing for the
channel when WBBM-TV’s next renewal comes up, but
that isn’t what Zenith wanted: it sought to compete with
previous owner Balaban & Katz, not with CBS.

Efforts to speed TV hearings were augmented this
week by Sen. Smathers (D-Fla.) who introduced resolucalling for investigation of delays by
Foreign Commerce Committee. In statement
accompanying resolution, he said: “The difficulty in this
seems to arise from many causes, but the most glaring is
the fact that the trial examiners for the FCC who listen
to these contested hearings are allowing the various competing attorneys to put into evidence everything but the
kitchen sink.” Meanwhile, FCC put off until next week
consideration of proposal to change hearing priorities so
as to give higher priority to vhf hearings in one-station
vhf markets (Vol. 9:14).

(S.Res. 101)

tion

Interstate

TV
Mark

&

according to president
Telephone & Telegraph Co.:

in future of the telephone,

R.

Sullivan,

Pacific

“In its final development, the telephone will be carried
about by the individual, perhaps as we carry a watch
today. It probably will require no dial or equivalent, and
think the users will be able to see each other,
I
want, as they talk.”

if

they
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ERA OF COLOR TV NOW CLEARLY FORESHADOWED:

Better gear yourself for color tele Color isn't "here yet in the sense that color sets
vision
No question about it.
will be on the market this month or even this year, but we can visualize nothing
though sets definitely will be
standing in the way of a start sometime next year
limited in numbers and offered at an initially stiff price
[For latest estimates
on probable production schedules, costs, sizes, tube types, etc., see p. 12.]
This has been the critical week in our considered judgment, during which
color was clearly visible on the horizon for the first time.
Industry may undergo brief shakedown period which needn't be very rough,
But thanks to vision of industry's leaders, who insisted
when color is introduced.
color must be compatible, public won't suffer loss of a single cent of the billions
nor will it lose enjoyment of a single minute of proit has spent on TV sets
grams, regardless how many hours of color will be telecast.
Our conclusions stem from this week's demonstrations by RCA showing that the
compatible system evolved by industry, through National TV System Committee, can do
produce a magnificent color picture on color sets and
everything claimed for it
a brilliant black-&-white picture on the 23,000,000 sets in public's homes today.
Our conclusions were further buttresse d by Chromatic TV Labs' demonstration
that NTSC standards provide engineers with unlimited room for exercising ingenuity
in attacking problems of cost and mass production of sets and tubes.
With nation's most powerful technical, political and economic forces now
satisfied with compatible color the FCC can scarcely withhold approval.
This is
particularly true because there's no alternative method of getting color
since
resurrection of the incompatible system is now an economic impossibility as even
its sponsor CBS has conceded.
House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee is sold on compatible color.
industry's constant goad (see p. 4).
And, all of a sudden, so is Sen. Johnson
11
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Nineteen members of House committee winding up its color probe and accompanied by big contingent of press, journeyed to Princeton and New York April 14-15
to see demonstrations by RCA, CBS and Chromatic TV Labs.
This is the essence of
what they saw and how they reacted
RCA demonstrated at Princeton the best color TV we've ever seen -- and we've
seen a lot of it. Dr. Elmer Engstrom, v.p. in charge of RCA Labs, directed demonThree color sets were shown first. They employed same type of tri-color
strations.
tube as in previous demonstrations, two of them 21-in., other 16-in.
(For details
of tubes, see story on p. 12.)
Program was picked up out of the air from WNBT's regular Ch. 4 transmitter
in New York 45 mi. away
an excellent demonstration of fringe-area performance
,

:

—

.
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First transmission was ordinary black-&-white which was picked up on both color and
black-&-white sets. Reproduction of black-&-white on color sets was fairly good,
certainly quite acceptable, but could stand more brightness and contrast.
Then color was flashed on bringing startled murmur from the Congressmen.
It was good
In the critical test, flesh tones, it compared very well with techni color movies and magazine printing
Subject matter included songstress Dolores
Gray, Burton and his love birds, Kukla, Fran & Ollie, dance sequences
all critical tests.
As usual, reception of color transmissions on ordinary black-&-white
sets (compatibility) was perfection itself
regarded by many as better than ordinary monochrome.
Closed-circuit mobile pickup was then shown from camera mounted outside the
labs.
Gaudy flower cart and girls were subjects.
Strong breeze was blowing clouds
across sun, causing brightness and contrast to vary considerably.
Next unveiled were two new kinds of sets
a projection set employing three
3-in. kinescopes and a new type of direct-view tube using what Dr. Engstrom termed
We were told afterwards that latter tube is of " line grid" type
a "focus mask".
This may make it a relative of Lawrence tube
perhaps a "kissin' cousin".
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One of most sensational demonstrations was all but ignored by most of press
single tri-color camera tube
At present, 3 image orthicons are used in RCA's
color cameras, making for considerable bulk and expense.
Principles of the tube have been proved out Dr. Engstrom said, and this
It produced pictures rather crude compared with
was apparent from demonstration.
Great advantage
those generated by 3-tube camera, but potential is obviously there
is that it would remove registration problems inherent in use of 3 tubes.
Dr. EngHe predicted,
strom estimated that tube could be placed in studio use in a year
however, that commercial colorcasting will probably start with 3-tube cameras.
is therefore member of vidicon famTube employs photoconductive principle
ily rather than photoemissive image orthicon group.
Noteworthy in this series of demonstrations was flexibility of system as
while
studio crew switched from camera to camera, from closeups to long shots
picture retained complete color stability, sync, etc.
Chairman Wolverton (R-N.J.) could scarcely contain himself after demonstrations, told reporters he was "amazed " and "astonished" at quality of the pictures
"I'm not a technician," he said, "but I think it has reached a stage of perfectio n
where the public should have its benefits " Other committee members reacted much
the same, though they were more inclined to emphasize uncertainties about any technical problems not evident in a laboratory demonstration.
Whole party was then whisked to New York in fleet of black Cadillac limousines with police escort, pulling up at the Colonial Theatre, where they inspected
facilities, saw how the show was put on, chatted with technicians and performers.
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At New York Athletic Club,
Next morning was devoted to CBS and Chromatic
two of them CBS's industrial disc-type
the party observed CBS color on 3 sets
CBS
units with magnifying lenses, the other a Chromatic set with Lawrence tube
sent program via closed-circuit cable built it around circus motif featuring brilCBS president
liant costumes, balloons, etc., plus skit by comedian Red Buttons.
Frank Stanton welcomed Congressmen, limited remarks to brief description of setup.
We thought our press colleagues too rough in criticism of picture quality.
Wrote New York Times' Jack Gould "The colors seemed cold and harsh and the flesh
The images had little of either the depth or delitones were noticeably erratic.
cacy of shading that marked the RCA test." Retailing Daily's Martin Rosenblum commented: "The colors appeared washed out, and all flesh tones appeared pasty white.
This was not CBS color at its best." Lawrence tube picture, he said, had too much
green, "making all people bilious," and objects "distorted in a color sense."

—

.

.

,
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man.

quite pleasing to the layWe thought disc sets performed about as usual
Several Congressmen told us they thought there "wasn't too much difference" in

- 3 -

—

but always they mentioned the compatibility factor
the respective color quality
as vitally important.
Lawrence tube was too green no question about it, but Chromatic had satisfactory explanation: green level was set for disc filters, not for tube phosphors,
and green could easily have been toned down at the receiver.
,

What troubled us more was flicker effec t, possibly due to hum, plus breakup
Breakup
fringing.
It was our first view of live CBS color on Lawrence tube.
and
disc
sets,
were
still
noticeable
than
on
but
they
bothersome.
and fringing were less
*

*

*

*

C hromatic took ove r after Congressmen paid visit to studio where CBS pro109th St. & 5th Ave. At Paramount Bldg., Chromatic president
gram originated
Richard Hodgson, flanked by tube inventors Dr. Ernest 0. Lawrence and Dr. Luis AlProgram comprised official
varez, showed pictures using NTSC compatible signal
NTSC Kodachrome slides transmitted via closed circuit from room across hall.
They tended a little to the coarse side, in our
Pictures were excellent
the brightopinion, but color fidelity was very good and brightness exceptional
ness well above that produced by RCA's conventional tri-color tube, though not more
than RCA showed on its "focus mask" unit.
After showing one-gun tube switched at 3.58-mc rate, Chromatic uncorked a
surprise
the same type of tube switched at " random rate around 15 kc ," a development completed mere 48 hours before demonstration (for more details, see p. 12).
Rep. Wolverton and Hodgson got into vigorous discussion over feasibility of
Former thought situation comparauthorizing more than one set of color standards
able with auto industry wherein competitors left it up to the customer to choose.
Hodgson said such "multiple standards" would force public to buy more than one set
or to buy tremendously expensive set equipped to get all signals.
Hodgson indicated his satisfaction with NTSC signal said it produced good
though he said NTSC sets would cost
picture, acknowledged value of compatibility
more than sets built to operate on CBS signal.
Drs. Lawrence and Alvarez told grou p that there was no particular difficulty
in getting tube to operate on NTSC signal, contrary to previous doubts of some engineers.
Dr. Lawrence said industry would devise many ways to reduce complexity and
cost of sets
commended Chromatic engineers Robert Dressier and Arthur Schlang for
development of the 15-kc switching technique.
Congressional junket ended with the Chromatic showing, and we asked Re p
Wolverton to sum up his impressions of the two days. He re's what he said
"
I'm going to refrain from comparing systems
Both days of demonstrations
showed that color is advanced far enough so that the public should have benefit of
It should come at the earliest possible day.
it.
"
It needs the FCC's approval
We can't instruct the FCC what to do, but we
can make recommendations. I hope the Commission will take the initiative. The NTSC
says it needs 3-4 months for tests.
That's certainly not unreasonable
I think
that by July 1 color should be before the Commission. If there isn't activity about
then, I think we ought to look into it again.
I'm not a manufacturer, but I'm hoping for some color by Christmas ."
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RCA repeated its entire show in Princeton April 16 for benefit of about 100
NTSC engineers most of whom hadn't yet seen new NTSC specifications in final operation. They, too, were very impressed
though naturally more critical than Congressmen.
Generally, they thought pictures could use more contrast and brightness, some
increase in resolution.
Tri-color camera tube fascinated the m as much as anything.
Most are now thinking in tprms of how to produce sets at minimum cost.
Broadcasters in NTSC such as ABC engineering v.p. Frank Marx, are explori ng
costs and difficulties of adapting studios and transmitters to color.
Marx is concerned at initial cost of camera chains, also pointed out that very few studios have
sufficient space to install additional equipment easily.
A significant factor in making color available to public, as Dr. Engstrom
,

,

,
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told Congressmen, is that local stations can telecast color with very little additional equipment of their own, simply by taking color from network and rebroadcasting it.
They need only install monitoring equipment and sharpen up performance of
transmitters.
Local color originations are something else.
They will take fairly
large investment in color cameras and other gear.
Dr. Allen DuMont noted improvement in picture quality, but he reiterated his
well-known skepticism about costs saying: "The production problem is the thing.
What can we produce color sets to sell for?"
We asked best-informed members of NTSC whether they can visualize anything
that might change present set of signal specifications.
None could; they felt that
chances for any major change are extremely remote. About the only possible change
seen is a slight variation in tolerances.
CBS had sizable contingent on hand including Stanton, Dr. Goldmark, Wm.
Lodge, et al.
Several of CBS party conceded improvement in picture, had little more
say.
Significant
to
was FCC's action next day, granting CBS an STA to transmit NTSC
color over WCBS-TV April 18- Aug. 18 under experimental call letters KE2XNU during
1-7:45 a.m.
limited to night hours same as everyone else.
FCC's 4 staff observers were quite impressed with picture quality.
Naturally, they didn't commit themselves further.
Their primary concern seems to be
cost of receivers and consistency of performance in the home.
On hand were chief
engineer Edward Allen, TV div. chief Cyril Braum, general counsel Benedict Cottone,
rules and standards div. chief Arthur Scheiner.
,

,

,

,

SEN. JOHNSON ALL-OUT FOR COMPATIBLE COLOR: Most ardent and once most powerful of all
the crusaders for color-in-a-hurry Senator Edwin C. Johnson (D-Colo.) this week
went on record as unqualifiedly favoring the compatible color system shown by RCA.
,

He's the same "Big Ed" Johnson who as former chairman of the all-important
Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce, plumped hard for field-sequential color-now
despite its incompatibility; who staunchly supported FCC’s adoptio n of that system;
and who cracked down on the industr y mercilessly for allegedly holding back color,
even harder than did ex-Comrs. Coy and Jones.
In a surprising exchange of letters with RCA chairman David Sarnoff
the
Democratic ex-chairman added his voic e to the paeans of kudos being heaped on RCA
Now, Sen. Johnson hints at others "who
for its latest showing of compatible color
may desire to drag their fee t at this point."
,

,

.

Sen. Johnson's office released the correspondence Friday.
It tells its own
The full text
story best, starting with his April 9 missive to Sarnoff.
"
Nick Zapple the Committee's communications staff member, reported to me
that he was favorably impressed with the limited demonstration of the compatible
color system that he saw on Friday, April 3, 1953, in your studios in New York.
Once again he has indicated great satisfaction with the sharp, clear definition of
the picture on the black and white set.
"
I was very happy to receive this encouraging report from Nick.
He expects
to make the trip with the House Committee April 14-15 on their visit to RCA Laboratories in Princeton and later to New York to observe the various demonstrations.
"
compatible
I am convinced that under your leadership and driving force,
Many will throw rocks
c olor television will become a reality despite all obstacles.
at you because of your determination and strong militant effort to give color teleYour cause is just and
But do not let them dismay yo u.
vision to the people now.
I have and will continue to
The people deserve the best.
in the public interest.
render every assistance at my command so that this great advancement in the art of
communications becomes available to the people.
"
Your efforts in devising a compatible television system will long be remembered as a magnificent achievement of science. For reasons best known to themselves
Please do not
there may be those who may desire to drag their feet at this point.
You are on the right track Please keep up the steam.
allow them to slow you down.
"
I am looking forward to Nick Zapple 's report of next week with keen anticiNote Johnson told us Zapple reported, after returning from his
pation."
[ Editor's
:

,

.

:
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second look, that RCA's color was "magnificent and he was "very much impressed." The
Senator said he's been too busy to take look himself, has no present plans to do so.]
11
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Full text ;
The Sarnoff reply of April 11 also speaks for itself.
"
Your letter of April 9th furnishes the kind of encouragement which stimuAnd I can assure you that scienlates people to continue to do their very best.
Corporation
of
America,
who are responsible for
the
Radio
engineers
of
tists and
of
television
system
color
and the tri-color tube,
compatible
the creation of our
letter
encouraged
by
your
generous
as I am.
All of us
will be as stimulated and
are most grateful to you.
That you should have chosen this moment to reaffirm your support for a comI am
patible system of color television is a timely and helpful act on your part.
certain that it will help to speed the day when color television can be made availAll who have followed your active interest in this
able to the American public.
an objective
subject know that this has been and continues to be your objective
which the RCA, and NBC, and I, fully share and are striving to achieve.
"
You may feel assured that we will not be dismayed that we will not slow
down, and that no rocks thrown at us by anyone who may wish to delay color television can shatter our determination and purpose to make it available to the public
as promptly as possible."
"

—
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CPs AS DOERFER JOINS COMMISSION: FCC got a new member this v/eek turned out
new grants and set date for 5 more hearings amid indications that new streamlined
The 3 uhf & 3 vhf grants (including
hearing procedures were really paying off.
one shared-time) brought total post-freeze CPs to 344.
Comr. John C. Doerfer took oath April 15 in private ceremony before Federal
Judge Harold M. Stephens, then took seat at Commission meeting, but didn't particiCommission issued statement expressing "high esteem and
pate in week's decisions.
best wishes" for outgoing Comr. Eugene H. Merrill.
Week's grants Minneapolis-St Paul WMIN & WTCN, Ch. 11 (shared) Abilene
Tex
KRBC, Ch. 9; Cape Girardeau, Mo ., KGMO, Ch. 18; Albany, N.Y.
WROW Ch. 41;
Tri-State Television Inc., Ch. 15, allocated to Angola, Ind.
Waterloo, Ind
Sidelights on CPs Shared-time grantee WTCN, Minneapolis, is controlled by
Robert Butler ex-ambassador to Australia and Cuba, who bought station from Ridder
newspaper interests when latter went into partnership (53%) with CBS in ownership of
WCCO-TV & WCCO St. Paul's WMIN has interlocking ownership with Sioux Falls grantee
KELO-TV and with Ch. 7 applicant in Rapid City, S.D.
Grantee in Waterloo 25 mi. north of Fort Wayne, is headed by veteran radio
engineer R. Morris Pierce and has same ownership as WDOK, Cleveland. WROW got grant
after rival WOKO dropped out under agreement permitting it to buy 50% of grantee.
6
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Payoff on new hearing procedure came in Ch. 69 Ft. Wayne case.
Contestants
are WANE and Anthony Wayne Bcstg. Co., latter a partnership of James E. Fleming
(Journal-Gazette) and Paul V. McNutt (United Artists chairman, ex-Gov. of Indiana,
FCC found both qualifie d in all basic reex-high commissioner to Philippines).
The two agreed upon factors they'd fight about
spects before hearing started.
AM
ownership, newspaper affiliation, engineering differences, etc.
and they started
Hearing div. chief Fred Ford was delighted,
and finished entire hearing this week
looked for more such records, said one upcoming hearing will be submitted completely
on paper except for cross-examination.
The hearings announced this week all slated to start May 25 in Washington:
Evansville, Ind
(Ch. 7 & 62)
Akron (Ch. 61) Mobile (Ch. 5).
(Ch. 15)
Lebanon, Pa
Benito Gaguine
These examiners were named for April 20 hearings: San Juan, P.R.
Chattanooga, J.D. Bond; Portsmouth, 0., H. Gifford Irion.

—
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Portsmouth hearing probably will be eliminated as result of withdrawal by
Ch. 30 applicant, leaving field to Woodruff Inc., owned by Edward Lamb (also owner
of Erie's WICU & Columbus' WTVN). Lamb petitioned FCC not to return his application

)

.

- 6 to processing line, but to keep it in "hearing status" until grant is made, in order
to bar Johnny-come-latelies from tying up channel again.

Accusing theatre operator of filing application merely to delay TV, Steubenville, 0., Ch. 9 applicant WSTV asked FCC to throw out bid for same channel by movie
chain owner John R. Osborne
When Storer Broadcasting Co. dropped application for
Ch. 9 last week, WSTV became clear for grant.
But, petition charges, "on April 14,
the day before [FCC's] normal meeting date, the Osborne application was filed in an
obvious attempt to hinder favorable action [on] the WSTV application."
Acting on another attempt to avoid hearing examiner Fanney N. Litvin granted petition by WHBC to suspend indefinitely hearing on Ch. 29 in Canton, 0
so that
station and rival applicant WCMW may petition FCC to assign another uhf channel to
Canton after end of one-year waiting period for changes in allocation plan (June 2).
Another consolidation this week WKWK, Wheeling, W.Va., dropped application,
and its 60% owner News Publishing Co. bought 34% of WTRF, Ch. 7 applicant.
.
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No new "protests" were filed to hold up CPs this week, but there were some
new developments revolving around FCC's apparent willingness to call hearings in all
cases where anyone says he's affected economically by a new grant (Vol. 9 :12-15)
Hearing on first protest case
charges by Grand Rapids' WGRD against Muskegon CPis set for April 22 under examiner H. Gifford Irion.
holder Leonard A. Versluis
Two other CP-holders stopped by protests
shared-time grantees KSBW-TV,
this week challenged FCC's order holding
Salinas, and KMBY-TV, Monterey, Cal.
their CPs in abeyance. They charged Commission failed (1) to specify the issues involved, and (2) to issue order within 15 days after complaint, as required by SecOrder came on 16th day, they said.
tion 309(c) of Communications Act.
FCC says 15 days isn't enough time to prepare its findings, and has asked
Congress to allow 30 days between filing of petition and Commission action
which
would lengthen delays to grantees affected by protest actions.
Sen. Tobey (R-N.H.
and Rep. Wolverton (R-N.J.), chairmen of Senate and House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committees, both introduced bills to that effect presaging quick action.

—

—

—

—

—

,

164 NOW ON AIR, 130 IN 85 CITIES LINKED: Quite a few "imminent starters " were making
but only one grantee
final adjustments this week before telecasting test patterns
It was WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge, La
actually reported first tests
(Ch. 28), whose gen.
wired
that
"excellent
quality"
first
was
being achieved with
mgr. Tom E. Gibbens
RCA transmitter when turned on at 9:40 a.m. April 14.
Everything is going smoothly he wired again at press time, with not a single
breakdown from time of first test, dealers very enthusiastic about strong, clear
Station is
signal, and commercial programming definitely starting Sun., April 19.
part-owned by WDSU-TV, New Orleans, gets all 4 networks. Adam Young is rep.
That makes 164 now on the air 56 of them being post-freeze starters and 39
There are 26 uhf now in operation.
having started after Jan. 1.

—

.

.

,

,

,

It's possible the next starters will be WCOV-TV, Montgomery, Ala
(Ch. 20)
WLBC-TV, Muncie, Ind
(Ch. 25)
(Ch. 49).
Also with equipWCOS-TV, Columbia, S.C
ment on hand, now maybe due week of April 26, are KCBD-TV, Lubbock, Tex (Ch. 11)
Others due momentarily were listed in Vol. 9:15.
(Ch. 59).
WFAM-TV, Lafayette, Ind
.

.

;

.

;

.

;

.

*

*

*

*

Reasons why some grantees are taking their good time about ordering equipment, let alone constructing, were indicated in several reports received this week.
CP holder WWOD-TV, Lynchburg, Va . (Ch. 16), facing head start of the new vhf
that recently started in that small community (Vol. 9:6), makes no bones about delaying "until we can see the economic value of a uhf station in a smaller market ."
(Ch. 21) : "Opening date will not be made
Writes WCRS-TV, Greenwood, S.C
until details in connection with network air and ground relays across the South are
completed." Also awaiting network link before formally going on air is the muchadvertised WLEV-TV, Bethlehem, Pa. (Ch. 51).
AT&T is expanding meanwhile, announcing this week that it has interconnected
WHYN-TV Holyoke, Mass, via microwave from New York-Boston relay; KGUL-TV Galveston,
.

,

,

,

7

via microwave from Houston; WHP-TV, Harrisburg, Pa ., via microwave from New YorkPittsburgh relay. Bell System says it now connects 130 stations in 85 U.S. cities.
*
*
*
*

Miami's pioneer vhf WTVJ
Example of fine local "competitive cooperation
(Ch. 4) offers its facilities to new uhf WFTL-TV, Ft. Lauderdale (Ch. 23) so that it
may inform viewing public about uhf conversions and its program plans. WFTL-TV is
to be NBC-TV outlet for greater Miami area, taking affiliation away from WTVJ.
11
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CONING ATTRACTIONS—BIG>TIME MOVIES ON TV: It won't be long now before the movie
because, as one important film figure put
majors open their storage vaults to TV
it to us, "technology is accomplishing what economics failed to do."
He was commenting on totally unexpected announcement this week by president
Spyros P. Skouras that 20th Century-Fox plans to release its backlog of 900 oldies
and not-so-oldies for showing on TV.
Lever that's prying these films loose is the "3-D revolution" now sweeping
changeover to third dimensional films and to new wide-screen
the movie industry
systems giving depth illusion. Twentieth Century is plugging its Cinemascope system
comwhich uses curved screen, different size film, new projectors & sound system
pletely incompatible with "flat" films, as Hollywood calls standard-type pictures.
Demand for "flat" pictures will decrease sharply with the advent of the new
and he added:
systems, Skouras told stockholders in annual report
"
It is anticipated that it will be increasingly advantageous to make availWe hope these pictures will derive for your
able some of the older pictures for TV
corporation very large income running into millions of dollars."
coming from Skouras, one of the
Significance of statement is unmistakable
producers,
hitherto
one
of
filmdom's most adamant oppoand
very biggest Hollywood
nents of release of theatrical films to TV. On basis of statement, 20th Century-Fox
stock jumped 1% points to 17% on Monday, closed at 17% Thursday, 17 Friday.

—

—

—

—

.

,

—

*

*

*

*

That other majors will follow suit now seems foregone conclusion.
It's
and already the film trade press is
who does it first
just matter of time
speculating that TV market for feature films may rapidly switch from seller's market
Certainly the first major producer
to buyer's market once floodgates are opened.
to offer large number of good features will be able to command best price.
When 20th Century's "flatties" will be offered to TV
and on what terms
But Skouras left definite implication that the
wasn't discussed in annual report.
day won't come until enough theatres are c o nverted to Cinemascope to cause considerable drop in demand for standard-dimension films.
This will be "no more than a year off [and] could come even earlier," says
April 15 Variety, which reports company will deal with TV " as soon as 75% of the
2500-3000 theatres from which it gets 80% of its revenue have converted." According
to current planning, Variety adds, all 3000 could be equipped by next April.
Whether it really was technology or economics that broke the dike probably
never will be known. Most movie folk have always scoffed at the suggestion that
free home TV could ever bring in the same kind of money as theatres
even for reissues of oldies. And theatre owners have developed a chronic apoplexy which breaks
out at the very mention of using old films on TV.
"It doesn't matter any
But now, in one fell swoop, the exhibitors are told
more; let TV have the 'flatties'
we have something new they can't compete with."
,

—

—

—

—

—

:

—

*

*

*

*

Moviedom's long hostility to TV has melte d rapidly of late. After a few
tentative flirtatious glances in direction of the new medium, most major producers
suddenly adopted TV to promote their new pictures (Vol. 9:10).
After the terrific
promotional boost provided by the televised Academy Award presentations, the movie
industry's official spokesman
Motion Picture Assn
headed by Eric Johnston
has signed with ABC-TV to produce weekly half-hour show featuring clips from latest
films to be offered for outside sponsorship.

—

,

.

,

—

- 8 -

SENATORS FAVOR MORE TINE FOR EDUCATORS: An obviously friendly Senate committee

—

gave a lady commissioner a warm reception April 16
but it wasn't just chivalry.
Members of the Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee liked FCC Comr
Hennock's project
extension of educational channel reservations beyond June 2
though they disagreed as to details of continuance.
Importance of Senate committee's disposition to favor more time can't be
underestimated; when that committee makes its wishes known, FCC usually accedes
All remaining opposition by committee members to extension virtually melted
and Johnson (D-Colo.) joined ranks of the supporters,
as Senators Capehart (R-Ind.
leaving Sen. Potter (R-Mich. and Butler (R-Md. as only known opponents of blanket
extension, now favored, at least in principle, by 13 members.
Under friendly guidance of Chairman Tobey (R-N.H.) and Sen. Bricker (R-0.),
FCC Chairman Walker and Comr. Hennock only witnesses, both crusaders for educational stations, gave forceful presentation of the case for extension on grounds of
But they themselves clashed over length of continuance
"public interest".
When Walker ad libbed that he favored extension of one-to-5 years the irrepressible Miss Hennock jumped to her feet and exclaimed:
"
The Chairman is speaking only for himself not the majority of the CommisI favor an indefinite and unqualified extension."
sion.
but it's common knowledge that most other commissionWalker didn't reply
ers, though perhaps favoring more time for the educators to file, do not go along
with Miss Hennock's oft-expressed view that the educational reservations should be
held back "forever", whether applied for or not.
Broadcasters-telecasters are divided
the "ins " being perfectly content to
keep those channels in non-commercial hands, the "outs" eager to lay hands on unused
Realistic-minded veterans of the radio wars, however, are inclined to
channels.
give the educators plenty of time recalling how they muffed their opportunities in
the far less costly radio and FM fields; noting, too, that of 14 CPs granted to education, only 2 stations look like they're being built at all (both unusually well
heeled), that legislatures aren't rushing to appropriate for other grants, and that
o nly 11 educational applications are still pending after full year of the "thaw".
.

—

—

.

)

)

)

,

.

,

,

—

—

,

*

*

*

*

While announcing he favored extension of reservation, Capehart said he was
more inclined to believe placing a time limit would stimulate educational groups to
"Without such a time limit," he said, "educators
take necessary steps to apply.
may sit back and wait 20 or 30 years, feeling there is no particular hurry."
Potter said he felt Commission should stick to its one-year rule permitting
commercial applicants to petition for rule-making to allocate unused educational
He explained FCC could always turn down a commercial
channels to them after June 2
group was more deserving.
educational
Butler, who has
applicant if it truly felt
extension,
was
reservation
absent
due
to illness.
previously stated he's against
who needled Commission last week with resolution
Sen. Smathers (D-Fla
calling for investigation of TV hearing delays (Vol.9:15), said he wondered if Commission had power to extend reservations for educational channels, thus barring any
changes in allocations, while acting on petitions to change commercial allocations.
Walker and Hennock replied that the FCC did have such power. Both went to
considerable length to explain that Commission, at time of Sixth Report and Order
last April, considered all channel allocations permanent that no filing "deadlines "
Said Miss Hennock
on June 2 or any other date.
existed
"
most
unfortunate
misconceptio n concerning the
arisen
a
has
know
there
We
non-commercial
educational TV.
This misconrespect
to
with
Commission's decision
one-year
procedural
rule
pervert
the
into
a substanception, seeking to twist and
which
extent
has
had
profoundly
adverse
to
an
a
tive determination, has succeeded
TV."
effect upon the development of educational
Though Miss Hennock didn't name those she felt were responsible for spreading the "misconception", some educational TV spokesme n have complained privately
they felt she herself was responsible through numerous speeches urging educators
.

.

)

,

,

—

:

,
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Her own crusade for educational TV, she said, wasn't being
reported fairly by either the general or trade press.
Hearing was abruptly recessed in middle of Miss Hennock's testimony so members of committee could go to opening baseball game.
It resumes April 21
when she
and other commissioners are scheduled to testify.
other educational TV developments this week, see p. 16.]
[ For
to file before June 2.

,

Personal Notes:

NBC

John K. West,

western div. v.p.,
ex-RCA Victor v.p., elected to network’s board of directors
Ted Cott, NBC v.p. & gen. mgr. of WNBT
& WNBC, adds duties of coordinating selling, programming and merchandising for all the network’s owned&-operated stations, working with Charles R. Denny Jr.,
v.p. in charge of 0-&-0 stations. Cott will also handle speDick
cial projects and be consultant to spot sales dept.
Pack, WNBT-WNBC operations & program director; Max
Buck, adv. & promotion director, and Frank Fitzgerald,
Cott’s aide, join him in new 0-&-0 offices, but like Cott will
.

.

.

.

retain station duties
relations v.p., had his

.

.

.

Edward D. Madden, NBC public
March 17 resignation accepted this
.

.

—

Long-pending AM treaty North American Regional
Broadcast Agreement will be studied at hearings of Senate Foreign Relations subcommittee starting unspecified
day during week of May 4. Subcommittee members are
Republicans Tobey, N. H., chairman; Langer, N. D.; Ferguson, Mich. Democrats Fulbright, Ark. Mansfield, Mont.

—

;

;

NARBA

New

5-year treaty would revise old
and was submitted to Senate in February 1951, signed by United
States, Canada,

Republic.

Bahamas, Jamaica, Cuba and Dominican

frequency assignments, engineering committee, engineering good practices, and provides for compulsory arbitration.
establishes

It

Easing of penalties for violation of Communications
Act is sought in H.R. 4559, introduced at request of FCC
by Rep. Wolverton (R-N. J.), chairman of House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee.
Measure would
redefine first offense violation as misdemeanor rather than
felony, reducing maximum prison sentence from 2 to one
year, but keeping maximum fine at $10,000.
Subsequent
violations would continue to be punishable by $10,000 fine
and/or 2 years in prison.
Commission feels present
penalty is too severe for most small violations, making it

week, will soon decide on new connection with either a
network, TV station group or agency; he joined NBC 3
years ago from American Newspaper Adv. Network,
which he served after 10 years with McCann-Erickson in
charge of Standard Oil account
Thomas Ervin, NBC
v.p. & gen. counsel, takes over continuity acceptance under
Stockton Hellfrich; Sydney Eiges, press v.p., takes over
information dept., whose director Kathryn Cole now reports to him, as does Cornelius K. Sullivan, special public
relations representative
Louis Hausman, CBS Radio

extremely

administrative v.p., elected treas., MBS president Thomas
F. O’Neil elected director, Brand Names Foundation
Robert Sanford, ex-MCA, becomes v.p. of Official Films,
will be asst, to Hal Hackett, also ex-MCA, now OF president
Charles Theodore, ex-KTLA, Los Angeles, named
operations chief of new KYNO, Fresno, Cal. (Ch. 47),
granted by FCC last week; Bert Williamson is chief engineer
Patt McDonald, ex-mgr. of WHHM, Memphis,
named gen. mgr. of new KRTV, Little Rock, Ark. (Ch. 17)
which began testing last week
Bloyce Wright quits
KGO-TV, San Francisco, to become program director of

“Fairness” of TV-radio, press & magazine coverage of
1952 Presidential campaign won’t be evaluated by national
journalistic fraternity Sigma Delta Chi, which adopted
report of 7-man committee at semi-annual meeting this
week. Committee majority said that proposed survey isn’t
feasible because it knows of no formula that “would meet
the magnitude and complexities of the problem.”
Only
dissenter was Louisville Courier-J ournal president Barry
Bingham, who said that “a foundation” employing competent technicians could execute such a survey.

new WAKR-TV, Akron, due on air this summer
John E.
McCoy, who quit FCC law bureau in 1950 to join Storer

bill

.

.

.

.

.

.

-.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Broadcasting Co. as house attorney, elected secretary of
company
Carlos Franco, recently resigned from Wm. H.
Weintraub agency, joins Crosley stations as consultant
Edd E. Rountree, onetime asst. mgr. of KYA, San Francisco, joins A. W. Stypes & Co., newspaper broker of that
city, as partner
Richard B. Colburn, ex-Free & Peters
.

.

.

.

.

.

and

WTMA,

.

.

Charleston, S. C.,

Gill-Perna Inc., Chicago

.

.

named midwest

sales mgr.,

& gen.
KHBC, Hilo,

C. Richard Evans, v.p.

.

KGMB-TV & KGMB,

mgr. of

.

Honolulu, and

elected to board of directors of licensee

Hawaiian Bcstg.
Fred N. Dodge, NBC merchandising director,
goes to Hawaii after NARTB convention to consult with
president Lorrin Thurston of KGU, who is one of prospective new owners of KONA-TV, Honolulu (Vol. 9:11)
Paul Keller, ex-N. W. Ayer and Biow, joins ABC research
dept, in charge of ratings
Sig Mickelson, CBS-TV director of news & public affairs, left for Europe April 16 to
set up organization there for new newsfilm dept. (Vol.
Jay Royen appointed publicity director for NBC
9:15)
o-&-m stations in Washington, Robert M. Adams continuing as adv.-promotion director
Mrs. Alice Smart appointed asst. exec, secy., New York local of Radio & TV
Directors Guild
Weldon & Carr, Washington consulting
System

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

engineers, moved to 1001 Connecticut
April 15; telephone Sterling 3-2550
ex-A. C. Nielsen Co., appointed head of
.

TV-radio research.

get convictions.

TV studio would be provided for by
introduced April 16 by Sen. Ferguson (RMich), who introduced similar bill last session (Vol. 8:21).
He says TV-radio correspondents “are in great need of
expanded facilities” and “we are very anxious that something may be done to accommodate the media of radio and
Adequate Senate
(S. 1648)

television.”

Immunity from defamation damages resulting from
guest’s statement on TV-radio, except where it can be
proven station failed to take reasonable steps to prevent
such statements, has been granted Arizona broadcasters
by state legislature in bill approved March 10.

Ban on TV-radio and

film coverage of legislative hearCongressional committees adopt “fair” rules
of procedure was urged this week in “policy statement”

ings

until

by American

Civil Liberties

Union.

.

.

.

difficult to

.

.

Ave.

NW,

as of
R. English,

James
Young & Rubicam

George E (“Zim”) Zimmerman, 62, veteran Southwest broadcaster who sold his interest in KARK, Little
Rock, Ark., several years ago due to ill health, died in
Little Rock this week.
An engineer, he was originally
with WFAA, Dallas, then chief engineer of KFDM, Beaumont, gen. mgr. of KPRC, Houston, and in NBC station
relations dept.

William E. Robinson, exec. v.p. of New York Herald
Tribune, elected a director of RCA April 17, succeeding the
late

Gano Dunn.

—
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ANUFACTURERS
ment

this

and other equip-

of transmitters

week were packing prototype equipment

to ship to Los Angeles for exhibit at NARTB Convention
exposition in Biltmore Hotel, April 28-May 1. Transmitter makers exhibiting are DuMont, Federal, Gates, GE,
RCA and Standard Electronics; in addition, there will be
exhibits by makers of tubes, towers, lighting & studio

equipment,

etc.

will total 45,

RCA

contingent, including

all field

schedule of “fall of 1954” before getting started.
“We
expect to start to install equipment immediately the
roof is on the building and the heat is turned on,” reports CKSO mgr. W. J. Woodhill, “but before we are actively on the air

Weed

;

—

to the university.
*

*

*

*

In our continuing survey of upcoming new stations,
these were reports received this week from vhf grantees:

Frank C. Carman, engineer-broadcaster who heads
various companies holding 4 CPs for TV, reported “spring
of 1954” starts contemplated for KUTV, Salt Lake City
(Ch. 2), for which no equipment has yet been ordered or
rep chosen; KPOR-TV, Butte, Mont. (Ch. 4), for which
RCA equipment ordered and Hollingbery designated as
rep; KTVI, Boise, Ida. (Ch. 9), also RCA and Hollingbery.
No report yet on KWIK-TV, Pocatello, Ida. (Ch. 10).
WMT-TV, Cedar Rapids, la. (Ch. 2), has ordered RCA
equipment, hopes to get started sometime in September,
will be represented by Katz, reports mgr. Wm. B. Quarton.
Station is controlled by Mrs. Helen S. Mark, of Washington, represented by Wm. B. Dolph, who will have part
ownership.
Mr. Dolph, mgr. of Fulton Lewis Jr., engineered the deal whereby the old Mark station in Washington, WOL, was traded for
some years ago.
KVEC-TV, San Luis Obispo, Cal. (Ch. 6), has DuMont equipment on hand, expects building to be completed by April 18 and is scheduling April 25 tests to
prepare for previously reported May 8 commercial debut
(Vol. 9:13). “We hope to be the first TV station in California on the air since the freeze,” reports mgr. Leslie
H. Hacker. W. S. Grant Co. will be rep.
WCSC-TV, Charleston, S. C. (Ch. 5) is still shooting
for mid-May. But owner John M. Rivers adds: “I’m afraid
this shooting is very much like my personal shooting
it
may be behind the target.” On-air date depends on RCA
delivery of antenna, he says, and “at the moment we do
not know when we are going to get on the air.” Free &
Peters is rep.
CKSO-TV, Sudbury, Ont. (Ch. 5), one of first 7
private stations to be authorized in Canada (Vol. 9:14),
hence its
is constructing new hotel
to house studios

WMT

—

Aug. or Sept. 1954.”

*

*

Reports from uhf grantees included:

headed by A. R. Hopkins, broadcast equip-

RCA reported no new vhf orders or deliveries this
week, but listed 4 uhf shipped so far this month and 6
more definitely going out before end of month. The 4:
WTVE, Elmira, N. Y. (Ch. 24) WFTV, Duluth, Minn. (Ch.
38); KCTY, Kansas City (Ch. 25); WTPA, Harrisburg,
Pa. (Ch. 71). The 6 still to be shipped: WISE-TV, Asheville, N. C. (Ch. 62); WICA-TV, Ashtabula, 0. (Ch. 15);
WLEV-TV, Bethlehem, Pa. (Ch. 51); WETV, Macon, Ga.
(Ch. 47); WKOW-TV, Madison, Wis. (Ch. 27); KUSC-TV,
Los Angeles (Ch. 28) latter being the USC educational
station to be exhibited first at NARTB and then delivered

will be

it

*

*

men,

ment sales mgr. GE’s party will total about 40, led by
Frank Barnes, mgr. of broadcast sales, and P. L. ChamberDuMont group is headed by Bert
lain, mgr. of marketing.
Taylor and James Tharpe, Federal by Martin Silver,
Standard by Wm. H. Zillger.
Strike-bound Syracuse plant of GE this week reported
orders for May deliveries to KLAS-TV, Las Vegas, Nev.
(Ch. 8); KIEM-TV, Eureka, Cal. (Ch. 3); KBES-TV, MedThe Las Vegas and Medford orders
ford, Ore. (Ch. 5).
are for May deliveries, the one for Eureka for summer
shipment. GE’s Frank Barnes said strike won’t hold up
uhf shipments and that all commitments will be met, including klystrons which are made at Schenectady tube
plant and by Varian Associates, San Carlos, Cal.

we expect

will be rep.

WTAC-TV,

Flint, Mich.

1-kw transmitter,
sq.

site

ft.

studio-transmitter

on Lapeer

(Ch. 16), has ordered

RCA

420-ft. Stainless Steel tower, 10-15,000

St.

& Burr

building
Blvd.,

costing

1%

$100,000

at

mi. east of city’s

center, reports v.p. H. Allen Campbell.

Target date for
Jon McKinley, radio mgr., will also manage
the TV, which is backed by George Trendle with Mr.
Campbell, who together were former owners of old WXYZ,
Detroit, and who presently own Lone Ranger, Green
Hornet and Sgt. Preston of the Yukon, big radio hits,
first-named already adapted to TV and latter on “pilot
runs” for TV.
Mr. Campbell says Flint area already
has 30,000 TVs. He expects to have first TV station in big
auto city.
Other uhf grantee WCTV (Ch. 28), whose
tests is July.

is James L. Rubenstone, ex-WFIL-TV, Philadelphia, last reported Sept. 1 target date (Vol. 9:9).

principal

WBKZ-TV, Battle Creek, Mich. (Ch. 26), will begin
May 15 and plans commercial debut May 22,
affiliated with ABC & DuMont, reports owner John L.
test pattern

Booth,

who

is also a director of the Booth newspaper
Station mgr. is Harry E. Travis.
Weed is rep.
WBCK-TV (Ch. 58), other Battle Creek grantee, last
reported August target date (Vol. 9:11).

chain.

Des Moines grantee Rib Mountain Radio

Inc.

(Ch.

17), hasn’t ordered equipment yet, nor secured call letters,

but president Walter C. Bridges, who manages WEBC,
Duluth, and is president of company holding CP for
WEAU-TV, Eau Claire, Wis. (Ch. 13), reports station
should get started in Oct. or Nov., which is also the
target designated for Eau Claire. Hollingbery will be rep.
WECT, Elmira, N. Y. (Ch. 18), has ordered DuMont
equipment, hopes to begin tests in early fall, has named
Everett-McKinney as rep. Station is projected by amalgamation of interests of Elmira Star-Gazette’s
(Gannett) and Corning Leader’s WELM, Elmira, which is to
be sold.
Meanwhile, new WTVE, Elmira (Ch. 24), has
RCA transmitter, aims for mid-May debut (Vol. 9:10).
WAYS-TV, Charlotte, N. C. (Ch. 36) claims DuMont
transmitter’s delivery date has been promised for Aug. 15.
With construction of building about 75% complete, mgr.
Francis M. Fitzgerald thinks tests can start by Aug. 30,
with commercial operation about Sept. 30. Bolling will be

WENY

rep.

WCIG-TV, Durham, N. C. (Ch. 46), though held up
by protest which goes to hearing (TV Addenda 16-L ), has
ordered RCA equipment due for August delivery and
hopes for Sept. 1 tests, reports gen. mgr. John G. Johnson, of WTOB, Winston-Salem, part owner, also holder of
CP for TV. No rep yet chosen.
Home News Publishing Co., New Brunswick, N. J.,
grantee of Ch. 47 this month, hasn’t ordered equipment as
yet nor received call letters but aims to be in operation
by Thanksgiving, reports Hugh Boyd, publisher of the
Daily Home News.
KMJ-TV, Fresno, Cal. (Ch. 24), has been delayed until sometime in June, according to mgr. Wm. S. Sanford,
due to delays in some equipment. RCA transmitter has
been delivered, transmitter building will be completed by
April 20, but 200-ft. tower must yet be erected. Raymer
will be rep.
WTVE, Elmira, N. Y. (Ch. 24) has RCA transmitter,
hopes to get filterplexer before end of month and is “opti-
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May 15 date,” reports gen. mgr. and
Booth. Forjoe is rep.
KCOK-TV, Tulare, Cal. (Ch. 27), has ordered DuMont transmitter, GE antenna and is negotiating lease for

mistic about meeting

co-owner John

Station Accounts: Falstaff Brewing Co. has contracted
to sponsor telecasts of 50 St. Louis Browns games this season, whereas only 7 were carried last year plus 2 Cardinals’ games
but city’s only TV station, KSD-TV, reports
it isn’t ready yet to say how many games of either team
“That will depend on agreements between
it will carry.
the sponsors and the owners [and we] will not be able to
make final decision until next month,” wires KSD-TV’s
George M. Burbach. Cardinals’ new president, brewer
August A. Busch, also hasn’t announced policy regarding
TV for that team, though Griesedieck Brewing Co. reveals
it has relinquished its option to Anheuser-Busch Inc. Only
thing certain about confused TV situation is that Busch,
who bought ball park from Browns, isn’t going to rename
it “Budweiser Stadium,” as previously indicated, in deference to other possible beer sponsors. As for other TV
outlets for St. Louis games, none of new uhf stations

S.

—

building site, according to owner Sheldon Anderson. It’s
aiming for late August debut. Forjoe is rep.
WRAK-TV, Williamsport, Pa. (Ch. 36), is encounterlocation being suitable for vhf
ing site problem, its
Equipbut not uhf, according to mgr. George E. Joy.
ment, he states, will probably be RCA but no building

FM

plans or target date are ready to be announced. EverettMcKinney is rep for Williamsport Gazette and its WRAK.

Power increases: GE shipped 12-kw transmitters this
week to first 2 uhf stations that went on air with 100-watt
driver units, but klystron tubes to power them won’t arrive
Transmitters went to WKAB-TV,
until next month.
Mobile (Ch. 48), which plans to boost power to 265 kw,

WEEK-TV,

10-kw

to

WBEN-TV,

Buffalo.

Sheaffer Pen Co. buys co-sponsorship of Jackie Gleason Show, replacing Procter & Gamble
(Lilt), starting June 20, on CBS-TV, Sat. 8-9 p.m., thru
Russel M. Seeds; other 2 sponsors are Nescafe and Schick
Brown & Williamson (Kool, Raleigh,
Electric Shavers
etc.) buys Sun. 6:45-7 p.m. on ABC-TV, starting May 24,
thru Ted Bates, but program hasn’t yet been divulged; it
replaces Walter Winchell, sponsored by Gruen, who moves
Palm Beach Co. (men’s suits)
to Sun. 6:30-6:45 p.m.
will now sponsor both hours, instead of just one hour
(Vol. 9:11), of Palm Beach Golf Championship finals from
Westbury, L. I., May 17 on DuMont, Sun. 4-6 p.m., thru
Lucky Strike will sponsor Jack
Ruthrauff & Ryan

Network Accounts:

.

.

.

.

.

Benny every third week, instead of every fourth week, next
fall on CBS-TV, Sun. 7:30-8 p.m.; he’ll film 6 of the programs during summer, but remainder will be live
Crosley reported ready to share sponsorship with Lucky
Strike of Your Hit Parade on NBC-TV, starting next fall,
.

.

.

Sat. 10:30-11 p.m. . General Electric (small appliance &
electronics divs.) starts Meet Mr. McNulty (Ray Milland)
next fall on CBS-TV, Thu. 8-8:30 p.m., thru Young &
.

Rubicam and Maxon

.

.

.

.

Sunkist Growers Inc. (oranges

&

replace Mars Inc. (candy) as summer sponAdsor of Super Circus on ABC-TV, Sun. 5-6 p.m.
miral’s Life Is Worth Living (Bishop Sheen) on DuMont,
Tue. 8-8:30 p.m., will be replaced during summer by The
Chesterfield’s Perry
Music Show, starting May 19
Como Show on CBS-TV, Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 7:45-8 p.m., will

lemons)

KFUO-TV

start.

—

(For other big league sponsorships, see this column

Los Angeles Angels
Vol. 9:15)
.
baseball teams have as co-sponsors on
.

ers

of

.

Southern California, thru

may

.

.

.

.

.

.

have as summer replacement Ray Anthony’s band and
Sealy Inc. (matsingers Helen O’Connell & Bob Eberle
tresses) drops Balance Your Budget May 12 and Cat’s Paw
Rubber Co. Inc. (heels & soles) drops Quiz Kids May 19
from CBS-TV, alt. Sat. 10-10:30 p.m.
.

.

.

J.

& Hollywood
KHJ-TV Ford

Stars
Deal-

Walter Thompson;

thru Cunningham & Walsh; General Tire,
Seasonal signs: Philco to use all
thru D’Arcy Adv.
media, including TV, to introduce new “Thermo Cool”
model, among other air conditioners, thru Hutchins Adv.,
Philadelphia; Oakite Products Inc. (cleaning compound)
plans spring campaign, thru Calkins & Holden, Carlock,
Cinerama running 3-week
McClinton & Smith, N. Y.
saturation campaign via TV-radio in Los Angeles to promote This Is Cinerama, opening at Warners Hollywood
April 29 in Boston,
used WNAC-TV &
for
Chesterfield,

.

.

.

.

.

.

MGM

;

WNAC

heavy promotion of reissue of film Trader Horn; and
David Selznick reported from Hollywood planning national spot TV campaign to promote reissues to theatres
of his old hits, starting with Duel in the Sun and Tom
Pfaflf Sewing Machine Corp. sponsoring Lucille
Sawyer
Rivers Sewing Show on
ABC-TV, starting April 23,
Thu. 1-1:30 p.m., thru Williams Adv., N. Y.
Borden Co.
(Pioneer Ice Cream Div.) buys Mon. portion of Rootie
.

.

.

W

.

Kazootie, starting April 27 on

.

.

.

.

area—KTSM-TV

(Ch. 36), WIL-TV (Ch. 42),
(Ch. 30) and suburban KACY, Festus, Mo. (Ch.
is not expected to
14) and WTVI, Belleville, 111. (Ch. 54)
be ready for the air until well into the summer, if by then,
although the Belleville station has publicized possible May
slated for

Peoria (Ch. 43), going to 170 kw. WKTV,
Utica, this week got 20-kw GE amplifier and 12-bay antenna, schedules boost to 222 kw by May 1. Also raising
power by May will be KRLD-TV, Dallas, which has GE
35-kw amplifier to bring ERP to 100 kw. GE 20-kw amplifiers also went this week to KECA-TV, Los Angeles, and
RCA shipped its first
to post-freeze KTNT-TV, Tacoma.
high-band 10-kw vhf transmitter to KTBC-TV, Austin,
Other
Tex., to replace interim 2-kw Ch. 7 transmitter.
RCA shipments now scheduled for next week: 25-kw
amplifier to WLWT, Cincinnati, first of the 3 Crosley stations to hike power; 25-kw to WAGA-TV, Atlanta, and

and

.

.

WABC-TV, Mon.-Fri. 6-6:15
& Sheffield, N. Y.

p.m., thru Doherty, Clifford, Steers

.

.

.

Six realtors combine to sponsor Open for Inspection, listings and descriptions of properties offei’ed for sale, Sun.
1-1:30 p.m. on WTTG, Washington, thru Courtland D.
Among other advertisers reported
Ferguson Adv.
using or preparing to use TV West Disinfecting Co. (CN
disinfectant & Westpine air purifier), thru Paris & Peart,
N. Y.; Kraft Foods (sliced Swiss cheese), thru J. Walter
Thompson, N. Y.; Seeck & Kade Inc. (Pertussin cough
medicine), Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.; Niagara Pulsator
Corp. (home massage unit), thru La Porte & Austin,
N. Y.; Chrysler Corp., thru BBD&O, N. Y.; A. J. Lindemann & Hoverson Co. (Lectro-Host ranges & refrigerators), thru Hoffman & York, Milwaukee; John Robert
Powers (cosmetics), thru Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y.; Fannie
May Candy Co., thru C. Wendel Muench, Chicago; Dean
Milk Co., thru Leo Burnett, Chicago; Northam Warren
Corp. (Odorono deodorants), thru J. M. Mathes, N. Y.
.

.

.

:

AM

counterpart
How TV station enhances value of its
discussed in April 13 Advertising Age, which says radio
facilities
networks have been concentrating on signing
with TV stations or CPs, shifting from AM-only setups.
is

Good “how

it’s

done” book on various phases of TV,
is Twenty-two

just published by Broadcast Music Inc.,
Television Talks, transcribed from BMI’s
last year.

The

259-p. cloth-bound volume

from BMI, 580 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

TV
is

Clinics of
obtainable

AM

AM

networks since last SepStory emphasizes growth of
tember, listing these total affiliations as of April 13 ABC,
363 stations; CBS, 217; MBS, 562; NBC, 207.
:

“
(

Electronics Reports

Trade Report
April

WASHINGTON

5.

*

D C

18,

1953

*

TELEPHONE STERLING 3-1755

TIMING & TECHNICALITIES OF COLOR SETS: Timetable of color TV beginnings runs about
like this according to estimates of those best able to judge:
(1) FCC will be petitioned to approve compatible color this summer.
(2) Commission will give go-ahead by this winter, and tooling up will begin.
(3) Color sets will start to emerge in latter 1954
Price of first sets is likely to be almost arbitrary
There is a common
expectation they'll run 50-100% more than black-&-white sets of same size. Some set
makers think they'll lose money on first batch, even at those prices.
Indicative of manufacturers' views was Emerson's action this week, same as
in 1951, of offering customer guarantee that any Emerson set he buys today can be
turned in on any brand of color sets by June 30, 1954, and full purchase price of
the set will be applied to color set.
Emerson has a safe bet there
No one expects color production to be anything but nominal by mid-1954, and prices will give Emerson adequate protection.
Technical improvement in color set is accelerating
The tri-color tube is
still key to quality of pictures and cost of color sets.
Tubes RCA showed in Princeton have considerably shorter necks than earlier
The types RCA aims to mass produce
making for cabinets of less depth.
models
They employ 3 guns shooting
first have same general principles as previous models.
beams through perforated mask at faceplate with tiny dots of color phosphors.
The
16-in. tube has 600,000 dots, the 21-in. 1,000,000 Envelopes are round, metal-cone.
The 16-in. is said to produce brightness of 25-30 ft-lamberts, the 21-in. 12-15.
Engineers were much intrigued by RCA's new "focus mask" tube, details of
Its brightness is estimated at about 60 ft-lamberts
which RCA wouldn't reveal.
and quality of picture was truly striking.
,

.

.

.

.

—

.

—

Chromatic TV Labs is anxious to license tube makers to produce its Lawrence
tri-color tube and to sell some itself, but it agrees that tooling up isn't child's
play. President Richard Hodgson told Congressmen that a well-equipped black-&-white
tube plant could tool up in about 9 months.
Chromatic showed picture on 22-i n. metal-cone Lawrence tube, said plans call
for 28-in. rectangular metal-cone unit this fall.
Current tubes use 18,000 volts,
one gun, deliver brightness of 20-24 ft-lamberts
about 300 lines of horizontal resolution.
To produce NTSC compatible pictures, wire grid in tube had to be switched
Just this week, however.
at 3.58-mc rate, requiring estimated 20 watts of power.
Chromatic engineers accomplished still-secret technique of switching at 15-kc rate
with NTSC system.
This has nothing to do with line-sequential color Hodgson said.
Switching
apparently isn't exactly at line rate, 15,750. All that Chromatic would reveal is
that switching rate is "random" and that "it works on the principle of fooling the
As tube inventor Dr. Ernest Lawrence put it, such a technique promises great
eye
savings in cost of circuitry
"the poor man's set" is what he thinks it means.
Chromatic plans experiments with 3-gun tubes and with phosphor strips laid
down vertically instead of horizontally.
Probable cost of color sets according to Hodgson, should be less than RCA
He told Congressional group sets should run no more than 20-25% more
has estimated.
than black-&-white sets of same tube size. He said that receivers for NTSC signal
require about 35 receiving tubes.
as can be seen by claims and
A fine "battle of the tubes" is shaping up
counterclaims of RCA and Chromatic. And it's hard to visualize other major manufacturers sitting quietly by as day of color production approaches.
,

,
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—

,
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Trade: National Electronic

Distributors Assn., which with 37 wholesaler-distributor

members was charged

this

week by Federal Trade Com-

mission with conspiring to create monopoly in sale of TVradio electronics parts, flatly denied accusations and promIn formal statement,
ised fight to “resist” proceeding.

NED A

Calamaras said:
and expect to establish that the charges
are unfounded in fact and untrue and that neither the
association nor any of its members has violated the Federal Trade Commission Act, as charged, or any other
exec. v.p. L. B.

“We

believe

statute.”

complaint (No. 6090) charged NEDA and its
members with 5 specific practices in restraint of trade
(1) Limiting membership in association by “arbitrary”
rules or standards.
(2) Compelling manufacturers to
sell only through association members or through distributors approved by association.
(3) Urging on manufacturers policy of protection of wholesalers against price
declines of unsold inventory. (4) Urging on manufacturers
uniform cash discount policy. (5) Urging manufacturers

FTC

*

to fix resale prices.

Hearing was set for May 28 in Washington before
FTC examiner Frank Hier. FTC assigned as trial attorney Paul Randall Dixon, who declined to give any background information on complaint, explaining it was FTC
policy not to give infonnation on origin of complaint until
case was settled. He said only 37 out of NEDA’s 350 members were cited in effort to expedite case. Members named
in

complaint:

H. C. Baker Sales Co. Inc., Roanoke, Va.; Radiotronlc Distributors Inc.. Charlotte. N. C.; Allied Radio Corp., Chicago: WalkerJimieson Inc., Chicago; Dymac Inc., Buffalo: Stewart W. Smith
Inc., Syracuse. N. Y.; Prank Quement Inc., San Jose. Cal.; J. B.
Distributing Co., Omaha; Radio Trade Supply Co., Des Moines;
Allied Electric Appliance Parts Inc., Philadelphia: Kann-Ellert
Electronics Inc., Baltimore; Fulton Radio Supply Co.. Jackson.
Mich.; Wedemeyer Electronic Supply Co., Ann Arbor. Mich.; Electronic Supply Corp., Battle Creek. Mich.; Interstate Distributors
Inc., Wichita. Kan.; Overton Electric Co. Inc., Topeka, Kan.; Arrow
Electronics Inc., N. Y.; Bruno-New York Inc., N. Y.; Mlller-Jackson Co. Inc., Oklahoma City; Seattle Radio Supply Inc., Seattle;
Tracey & Co. Inc., Portland. Ore.; Hughes-Peters Inc., Columbus,
O.; SREPCO Inc., Dayton, O.; Electronic Wholesalers Inc., WashSupply Company Inc., Mobile, Ala.;
ington. D. C.: Nelson Radio
R. C. & L. F. Hall Inc., Houston; Mission Radio Inc., San Antonio;
Western Electronic Supply Corp., Los Angeles; Radio Products
Young Inc., Hartford. Conn.;
Sales Inc., Los Angeles: Hatry
Springfield Radio Co. Inc., Springfield. Mass.: Toledo Radio Specialties, Toledo: Radio & Electronic Parts Corp., Cleveland: ElectroPliance Distributors Inc., Milwaukee; Radio Parts Co. Inc., Milwaukee; Electrical Supply Corp., Cambridge, Mass.; Radio Shack
Corp.. Boston.

&

&

TV

set production totaled 154,860 units (10,946 private

during week ended April 10, first week of second
quarter and 14th of year, up from 149,735 preceding week
but below 172,329 week ended March 27. Factory invenlabel)

went up, totaling 243,009, compared to 204,648
preceding week and 188,230 week before. Radios totaled
305,084 units (155,484 private), down from 309,306 for
week ended April 3, with inventories of 448,384. Week’s

tories also

radios: 77,525 home, 42,898 portables, 51,604 clock, 133,059
autos.

Sylvania, crediting unexpectedly heavy demand, has
introduced 4 new 1954 models in advance of planned July
shipments: 17-in. mahogany table $200; 21-in. mahogany
table $340, blonde $370; 21-in. open-face mahogany console $390; 21-in. de luxe open-face console, mahogany or
blonde $450. Another previewer is Majestic, which will
its new “Coronation” TV series, starting at $170, to
distributors at annual meeting in Chicago’s Conrad Hilton
Hotel, April 20-22.

show

I’hilco raised prices by $10 this week on some vhf-uhf
models, making $60. differential between vhf and uhf sets
through entire line. This week, also, Philco introduced

new

21-in.

mahogany console

at $330, uhf $390.

Trade Perse a?. Is: Herbert J. Allemang, who joined
Philco in 1951, leaving senior partnership in Stevenson,
Jordan & Harrison Inc., management consultants, appointed Philco v.p. in charge of planning ... A. George
Rogers promoted to operations mgr., Westinghouse TVradio div., Sunbury, Pa., succeeding F. M. (Tod) Sloan,
now mgr. of lamp div., in changes announced by TV-radio
Edward R. Taylor, Motorola
div. mgr. T. J. Newcomb
v.p., elected director, Brand Names Foundation ... A.
Goodwin Cooke, in charge of legal activities for Federal
Telephone & Radio’s defense production, named IT&T
.

.

.

patent contract director, replacing late Edwin A. Nicholas
Marvin G. Whitney, ex-RCA, named engineering asst,
Herman
to Hoffman Radio president H. Leslie Hoffman
S. Sacks rejoins Bendix TV-radio div. on special assignment; he resigned as adv. mgr. in January to become gen.
W. J. Lee,
mgr. of Music House, Buffalo (Vol. 9:4) ..
Sherman, Clay & Co., San Francisco, reelected president
of No. California Electrical Bureau; A. H. Meyer apWilpointed chairman of TV-radio promotion section
liam Shaw resigns as Hallicrafters Los Angeles sales mgr.
to join Ted Henry in forming H.M.S. Distributors Inc., new
Hallicrafters L. A. outlet, replacing Horn & Cox
C. L.
Lannin named Capehart-Farnsworth mideastern sales
Stanley Graham appointed Strombergmgr., Charlotte
Carlson southeastern district merchandiser, Atlanta
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

John W. Million

Jr.,

ex-RCA

color field test

.

.

engineer,

named

v.p. in charge of engineering, Wicks Engineering
Stephen W. Pozgay,
Construction Co., Camden, N. J.
ex-Philco & GE, named central states sales rep, DuMont
transmitter div.

&

.

.

.

E

Notes: Admiral Distributors Inc., Los
Angeles, names Jack Connell, ex-Gough Industries (Sylvania), as adv. mgr. Admiral Distributors, San Diego, appoints Carl Lantz sales mgr. Peirce-Phelps, Philadelphia,
appoints Robert S. Shlesinger adv. mgr., replacing Robert
Glass, resigned.
Connecticut Appliance Distributors Inc.,
New Haven, appoints Jack Wholley appliance sales mgr.
Motorola appoints Mory Distributors Inc., New Haven,
replacing Post & Lester Co.; B. H. Spinney Co. Inc., Buffalo, names Robert J. Sweet sales mgr.
GE Supply Co.,
Salt Lake City, creates new TV-radio & traffic appliances
div. under W. B. Roberts, replacing old general appliance
& radio sales div., headed by James L. Shricker, now director of Intermountain Electrical Assn.
Sentinel establishes Chicago factory branch at 1234 W. Washington
Blvd. (John Strauss, mgr.) replacing TV Distributors
Corp.
CBS-Columbia appoints Ambassador Distributors Inc., Miami
Raytheon appoints Bohman-Warne
Inc., Hagerstown, Md.
Capehart-Farnsworth appoints
Coastal Supply Corp., Tampa, Fla.
Arvin appoints
Distributor

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Chapman & Wilhelm

.

Co., Charlotte (R. L.

.

Chapman,

pres.)

Olympic Radio appoints Russell Distributing Co., St.
Petersburg, Fla.
Kaye-Halbert appoints Ed J. Moreau
Co., Salt Lake City, direct factory rep.

.

.

.

.

.

.

National Electronics Mfg. Co., 315 W. 58th St., Los
Angeles, manufacturer of Natalie Kalmus TV receivers,
filed petition of bankruptcy in Chapter XI proceedings
April 10 in U. S. district court, asking order to prevent
levying distraint warrant or attachments to collect $14,190
tax lien pending settlement of all outstanding debts.
David Krechman is president of both National Electronics
and Jackson Industries, Chicago, whose petition for bankruptcy was recently filed there (Vol. 9:12-13). Assets of
National Electronics were placed at $484,533, liabilities
$639,668, Jackson Industries being the largest creditor,
with $372,685.

DuMont transmitter div. named sales 'agent for TV
version of Motorola microwave equipment, which it will
exhibit for first time at NARTB convention.
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NDIANA STEEL

Products Co.’s ousted president A. D.
has denied all charges made against him
by board of directors majority in seeking proxies to defeat his slate of candidates for directors at April 23 stockholders meeting (Vol. 9:15). This week, battle for proxies
continued with renewed intensity and on April 15
Plamondon announced in letter to shareholders that he
and director Frederick M. Gillies, exec. v.p. of Acme Steel

Financial
Trade Notes: Earnings for 1951-52 and
the 1952 dividend records of 37 companies making TV &
radio sets and parts, whose stock is publicly owned, are
tabulated in handy form for readers of Television Digest

had received proxies of Television Electronics Fund
“With these 14,000 votes
Inc., which owns 14,000 shares.
and the large number of proxies from both large and small

shown are current prices at time of
“The figures,” Mr. Greenebaum

I

Plamondon

Jr.

—

Co.,

shareholders already in our hands,” letter stated, “we expect to elect the board of directors proposed by us and
carry forward our successful operation to promote the
growth of the company.”
In denying the “bill of particulars” leveled against
Plamondon by 3 of the company’s 5 directors, which
charges Mr. Gillies in an accompanying letter calls a “red
herring,” Plamondon asserted that he did probe possible
purchase of competing General Magnetic Corp. but with
view to acquiring it for Indiana Steel; that he had plans
drawn for possible Chicago building, as authorized by
board, to handle an Air Force contract, but had no thought
of moving plant from Valparaiso, Ind. because that would
be “completely uneconomic”; that “small guest house” was
built on company property, with board approval, at cost of
$46,378 and was used “for corporate functions.”
The
president, who is strongly supported by
other industry leaders, denied abusing expense accounts;
asserted that sales v.p. Frank A. Hayden had quit after
complaining about “incompetence” of company’s gen. mgr.
but that he had refused to remove Robert F. Smith (a
nephew, now proposed as opposition director) and never
had any intention of promoting his son to vacancy.
Board majority on April 13 rebutted ex-RTMA president (now gen. counsel) Glen McDaniel’s recent letter of
support of Plamondon (Vol. 9:14) by noting that more
than three-fourths of company’s magnet sales are outside
the TV-radio field, that Indiana Steel’s combined sales to
companies named in McDaniel’s letter were less than 4%
of 1952 sales volume, that McDaniel qualified himself to
write as a fellow shareholder by buying 100 shares as recently as Feb. 9.
In barrage of letters from contesting parties this week
was one from Leslie F. Muter, chairman of a shareholders
committee investigating “charges and countercharges
[that] have left us confused” and promising report “in a
few days.” Another from R. H. Morse Jr., president of
Fairbanks, Morse & Co., upheld the Plamondon management, stating that Mr. Morse “not only as a stockholder
but as a customer [is] satisfied that Plamondon has done

RTMA

an excellent job.”
Opposition slate for board of Webster-Chicago Corp.
this week by Chicago investment banker
Martin C. Remer, leader of stockholder group which
blocked merger with Emerson in February (Vol. 9:6).
Group will oppose slate of 7 directors nominated last week
by Webster-Chicago president R. F. Blash (Vol. 9:15) for
election at annual meeting April 27. Letter to stockholders
from Mr. Remer said his slate, if elected, “will not continue Mr. Blash in office.”
On opposition slate are Mr.
Remer; Emmett W. Latourette, regional mgr., Underwood-Elliot-Fisher Corp.; president Robert E. McNett of
Royal Electric Inc.; industrial engineer Arthur E. Swanson of Swanson, Ogilvie & McKenzie; attorney Beverly B.
Vedder. Answering Mr. Remer’s attacks on his management, Mr. Blash released first quarter 1953 financial report
showing net earnings of $184,773 on sales of $6,945,058,
compared with loss of $15,266 on sales of $3,649,141 same
1952 period.

was proposed

&

by Edgar N. Greenebaum Jr., ex-Television Shares Management Corp., active in electronics field for last 15 years,
who recently set up his own consultant organization at 135
So. LaSalle St., Chicago, specializing in electronics.

Also

tabulation, April

8.

states, “tell only part

of the story as many of the manufacturers are active in
other fields as well as radio and TV. Despite a striking
dissimilarity of accomplishments

among

individual com-

panies between 1951 and 1952, it is worthy to note that on
average the industry did no better or worse last year than
the year before [which] was in conformance with industry
in general.
“It does appear, however, that both sales and earnings of the average electronic manufacturer will show an
increase this year, compared to last.
The average improvement in profit, as shown below, did not keep pace
with the average gain in sales, the statistics for which
space does not permit inclusion. A large portion of the
sales increase came as a result of a step-up in military
shipments, which naturally carried a relatively small profit
margin. If EPT is allowed to expire the end of June, this
will add to earnings of several companies in table below.”
1952

1951

Earnings

Admiral
Aerovox
American Phenolic
Arvin Industries

$ 4.88
1. 11

CBS
Cornell-Dubllier
Laboratories

DuMont

Emerson
Erie

Radio

Resistor

...

General Electric
General Instrument
Hallicrafters

2.35
3.02
2.72
3.37(1)
.30(d)
1.85(2)

1.63(d)

.80
.57

&

Co

Magnavox
P.

R. Mallory

Motorola

Muter

27

%

lli/2

16 1/2

2.00
1.60
1.30

291/4

.70

401/2

2214
15
12

.80

143/4

3.00

68 1/4

.25

Nil
1.25

13
8

25%

.85

15
5
17

1.50
1.00
1.50

41
37

.25
.30

3.09
2.02(5)
3.12
3.62

Price

.90

.44

2.60
.79(5)
3.17
3.74

Recent

.60

.25

1.17(2)
1.85(e)
5.28
2.05(e3)
.46(4)
2.86
2.84

4.81

Int’l Resistance
Int'l Tel.
Tel.

$1.00

.55

1.31

Hoffman Radio

Dividends

$ 4.43
1.35
3.19
2.48
2.75
3.15(1)

.82(4)
2.08

Hazeltine

1952

Earnings

191/4

8
16 1/2
8
14

.91

.52

.60

Oak Mfg.

2.08

2.10

1.40

Olympic Radio

1.11

.20

Nil

Packard-Bell
Philco

1.73(1)
3.35
2.02
.84(6)
2.37
3.63
1.69
1.66
4.18

1.56
4.18
1.95
3.28
3.04

1.00
1.00
2.00

76(d)

.38

Nil

3.99
1.10
4.03
.08(d)
10.91

3.75

1.25

1.12

.60

7%

4.25

2.00

441/2

RCA
Raytheon
Speer Carbon
Sprague Electric
Standard Coil Prod.
Stromberg-Carlson
Svlvania Electric
Trav-Ler Radio ....

Tung-Sol Electric
Wells-Gardner
Westinghouse Electric
Wilcox-Gay
Zenith
(d)
(2)
(4)
(

6)

Deficit,

(e)

Estimated.

Fiscal year ended October.
Fiscal year ended August.
Fiscal year ending May.

1.00
1.60
1.00

1.65(1)
3.15
2.10

1.90(e6)

(1)

Nil
1.00
1.40

32%
26
131,2

19

55
15

20

%

34%
2
21

%

.10

Nil

l»/4

11.87

3.00

74%

Fiscal year ended September.
Fiscal year ended February.
Six months ended December.

(3)
(5)

TV-radio-appliance manufacturers had better year in
1952 than most industrial firms, according to Wall Street
Tabulation
Journal’s recent “Corporate Report Card.”
showed total 1952 profits of 319 industrial corporations

were 9.4% below 1951. However, the 10 electrical equipment companies included reported increase of 7% above
1951.
TV competition was blamed for 27.4% decline in
profits of 7 film production

and theatre

firms.

Dividends: Magnavox,
payable June 15 to stockholders of record May 25; Clevite, 25<‘ June 8 to holders
May 25; Technicolor, 50<* May 12 to holders April 27.
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Motorola sales for

first

quarter 1953 totaled $64,700,-

company’s history, up 66%
from $38,853,095 for same 1952 quarter and comparing
000, largest single quarter in

with previous high of $61,700,000 in fourth quarter 1952.
Earnings figures haven’t been finalized, reports exec. v.p.
Robert W. Galvin. All major products divisions showed
gains -TV, home & portable radios, auto radios, 2-way
communications, military electronics.
Motorola’s notice of annual stockholders meeting at
Chicago’s Graemere Hotel May 4 discloses aggregate 1952
remunerations and Feb. 2, 1953 stockholdings of these
officer-directors: Paul V. Galvin, president, $82,500, owns
105,010 out of 1,935,131 shares of common stock outstanding, holds in trust 186,696 shares, with Mrs. Virginia C.
Galvin owning 13,010 total of 15.75% of outstandingshares; Robert W. Galvin, exec, v.p., $55,000 (158,632
shares, plus contingent beneficial interest in aforesaid
186,696 shares held in trust, plus 8280 shares held by Mrs.
Mary B. Galvin and 6140 held as guardians for 4 children
18.57%; Daniel E. Noble, v.p., $55,000 (5866 shares);
Frank J. O’Brien, v.p., $55,000 (5814 shares) Elmer H.
Wavering, v.p., $55,000 (20,900 shares) Edwin P. Vanderwicken, v.p., $50,208 (300 shares) Matthew J. Hickey Jr.,
financial consultant, $30,000 (5500 shares).
Eighth di-

—

—

—

;

;

;

rector, George R. MacDonald, farmer of Belton, S. C.,
holds 6260 shares.
[For Motorola’s 1952 revenue report,
see Vol. 9:14.]

American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres

Inc. es-

timates consolidated earnings for first quarter 1953 at
$5,732,000 compared with $2,049,000 same period year ago
but this year’s net includes $4,252,000 of capital gains,
principally from $6,000,000 sale of WBKB, Chicago, as
well as divestment of 9 theatres. ABC-UPT merger took
place last Feb. 10.
The 1953 quarter net of $1,480,000
from operations is equal to 354 each on 3,967,531 common
shares and $1.42 a share on operations plus capital gains.
For same 1952 period (without ABC) net from operations
was $1,805,000 and from capital gains $244,000; on 3,300,846 shares then outstanding, earnings were thus 55c
from operations and 62<* from operations plus capital
gains.
Capital gains are not available for dividend purposes under terms of AB-PT loan agreement with Metropolitan Life and 3 banks. Corporation is following policy
of acquiring its 5% $20 par stock in open market to meet
sinking fund requirements on preferred, and president
Leonard Goldenson announced that 47,022 shares have
been thus acquired through last April 10 at average of
$15.93 per share.

—

RCA

has sold another $10,000,000

notes, due

May

1,

A%

in 3 3

promissory

1977, to institutional investors, accord-

ing to statement filed with N. Y. Stock Exchange, bl’inging
to $40,000,000 its borrowings under $50,000,000 credit set
up in February 1952. Proceeds will be used for working
capital and to pay for expanding defense business.

Trav-Ler’s earnings in first quarter 1953 increased
ninefold over like 1952 period, going to $260,000 (344 a
share) from $28,955 (4c).
Sales increased to $4,800,000

from $2,736,000.
Lear

Inc. (electronic aircraft controls) doubled its
1952 to record $43,575,980 from $21,227,093 in
1951. Net earnings last year were $957,543 (474 a share)
vs. $803,631 (404) year before.

sales

in

Hoffman Radio’s first quarter sales rose to $13,839,947
from last year’s $9,393,084 for same period. Net earnings
for 1953 period were $476,646 vs. $401,675 in 1952 period.
Packard-Bell’s offering of 100,000 shares of capital
stock has been oversubscribed.

Technicolor Inc. stockholders will be asked to approve
May 18 meeting.

2-for-l stock split at

Electronics Reports: Pattern for new defense producprogram began to take shape this week in form of
“merger” of 2 plans to cut procurement costs: (1) Defense
Secy. Charles E. Wilson’s plan to concentrate output in
smaller number of active plants. (2) Proposal by Studebaker chairman Harold S. Vance now serving as ODM
consultant to keep standby productive capacity up-to-date
through constant retooling of plants, as opposed to stockpiling military “hardware.”
tion

—

—

In electronics industry, effects of this double-barreled

economy plan would be felt mostly by smaller companies
and subcontractors turning out “expendable” mass-producBut
tion military equipment (such as handie-talkies).
most big electronics contracts are so intertwined with research & development, and the equipment is so complex
and vitally needed, that prospects still are against electronics being hit very soon by any large-scale cutbacks.
Unnamed Motorola official, quoted in Journal of Commerce,
sums it up this way:
“Our work isn’t the sort you can concentrate [in a
few companies]. Some of the projects we’re researching
are so vital to defense they couldn’t possibly be eliminated.
And when you’ve worked with these projects as long as we
have, it would be foolish to try to transfer them to some
other company.
Research brains and techniques can’t
be transferred as you would transfer a production item
like tanks, for

example.”

Storm over transistor hearing aids was stirred up by
Zenith president E. F. McDonald’s announcement that his
company had stopped production of them after use tests
showed they had life expectancy of “only few weeks.”
Transistor failures, he said, apparently were caused by
high humidity to which they were subjected when hearing
aids were worn close to body. Zenith said it had inventory
of several thousand instruments when production was
stopped but none had been placed on market and is now
conducting tests with hermetically sealed transistors. Announcement drew immediate retort from president Irving
I.
Schachtel of Sonotone Corp., which markets hearing
aid containing one transistor, 2 electron tubes.
He said
many thousand Sonotone transistor hearing aids are now
in use and “our experience with this model in actual use
has been better than any previous instrument.”

—

—

Hermetically sealed junction transistor, in moistureproof light-proof metal case, was announced this week by
CBS-Hytron for use in hearing aids.
B
Philco’s

new continuous

flying spot film scanner will be

shown for first time at NARTB convention in Los Angeles
28-May 1. Production model of DuMont’s scanner,

April

introduced at last year’s convention, will also be displayed.
Among other new equipment to be exhibited will be Dage
Electronics’ new line of portable studio-field TV equipment including 20-lb. camera said to cost one-fourth as
much as conventional equipment.

—

—

New method of producing screens for color tubes by
photographic process is described in paper presented April
15 by Sylvania’s Sidney Levy and Brooklyn College’s Dr.
Albert K. Levine at meeting of Electrochemical Society
in New York.
Method can be employed to make RCAtype tri-color tubes and uses commercially available materials an inexpensive equipment.
Pioneer Electronics Corp., Santa Monica, Cal., claiming to be first in west to make TV picture tubes, is consolidating its 3 factories into new 30,000-sq. ft. plant at

2235 W. Carmelina, West Los Angeles, Cal. Laurence M.
Perrish is pres., Victor E. DeLucia v.p. & chief engineer.
Erie Resistor has acquired location in Holly Springs,
new 50,000-sq. ft. plant to employ up to 300.

Miss., for

16
Telecasting Notes:

Extremely bullish on TV-radio time
and collectively, is NARTJB’s
employe-employer relations v.p. Dick Doherty, who this
week told Worcester (Mass.) Ad Club that “within a few
years” combined TV-radio revenues will total $1.7 billion.
In this space last week, you’ll recall, DuMont sales chief
Ted Bergmann forecast “more than $1 billion” will be
spent on network and national spot TV time by 1956
NARTB must play no favorites, so Doherty lumps the
sales prospects, separately

.

25%

figures, said the $1.7 billion will constitute

ad budget, suggests that

years

in 2-3

TV

.

.

of nation’s

revenues of $1

support at least 600 stations and 4
networks
Reasons for optimism, as Doherty outlined
them: (1) The national economy is already in a buyer’s
market, with slowly declining prices. (2) Ad expenditures
will be increased as the “prime force” to accomplish
greater sales volume and lower per-unit profit margins.
(3) TV-radio are “most effective means of overcoming
today’s and tomorrow’s consumer resistance.”
(4) TV
revenues will continue strong upward trend as more-&more new stations go on the air but radio is also creeping upward and “the advertising man who forgets radio
and resists TV will soon be relegated to the case histories
billion will profitably
.

.

.

—

of yesteryear’s success

stories”

.

.

.

Combined TV- AM

spot billings by station reps last year reached all-time high
of $206,000,000, of wTiich $82,000,000 was for TV, reports
April 18 Billboard Magazine without quoting source.
& TV;
(Most reps now have different units selling
for complete list of TV reps, see pp. 89-91, TV Factbook
No. 16.) Billboard also notes that drift to alternate-week
and participating TV sponsorship in effort to combat high

AM

costs of time & talent (Vol. 9:15) reached new high this
month, with 38% of national network advertisers using
Who buys TV films? Survey
either or both methods
by gen. mgr. Peter M. Robeck to determine what types
of local advertisers are sponsoring Consolidated TV Sales’
.

syndicated

children’s,

yielded this breakdown: beverages

sports),

food 26%, ap-

36%,
12%, automotive 10%, dry goods 8%, banks &

pliances

Feature film, based on 3
3%, miscellaneous 5%
Love Lucy programs and other material to add cohesiveness, is planned by Desilu Productions for annual showing
utilities

.

.

.

I

in

non-TV area

theatres; this production

is in

addition to

full-length feature about trailer trip adventures that Lu(Vol. 9:6)
cille Ball & Desi Arnaz are making for

MGM

.

.

.

“Sneak preview”

was used

last

pilot film of

week

in

New

York’s Gramercy Theatre

to test audience reaction to half-hour

TV

proposed new

series produced in Paris

by Sheldon Reynolds, producer of Foreign Intrigue
WBZ-TV, Boston, first TV station to win gold medal award
of National Board of Fire Underwriters for “outstanding
public service in fire prevention and fire safety” for series
of cartoons and films integrated into local live shows;
honor citations went to KRLD-TV, Dallas; WAAM, BaltiRep Joe Weed has estabmore; WFMY, Greensboro
lished $500 annual scholarship to outstanding Iowa State
.

.

.

.

.

.

College senior or graduate student seeking professional
training in TV or radio; applications for first, starting
June 1, being received by Richard B. Hull, WOI-TV, Ames,

NBC employes’ handbook, NBC and You, 72 pp.,
produced under Donald A. Rutledge, employe relations
mgr., just out good guidebook to workings of the netBase rates reported by more new and upcoming
work
stations: WTVO, Rockford, 111., hour $150, min. $30;
KNOE-TV, Monroe, La., $200 & $40; KCSJ-TV, Pueblo,
Colo., $150 & $25; WIRK-TV, West Palm Beach, Fla.,
$150 & $25; WPMT, Portland, Me., $200 & $40; KFORTV, Lincoln, Neb., $200 & $35; KSBW-TV, Salinas, Cal.,
$200 & $40; WGLV, Easton, Pa., $200 & $40; WSVA-TV,
Harrisonburg, Va., $250 & $50; KVOS-TV, Bellingham,
Wash., $90 & $18; KMBY-TV, Monterey, Cal., $200 & $40.
la.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

spotlight was focused on Senhearing on extension of channel reservations (see
story, p. 8), there were these other developments this
week: (1) Representatives of 5 private foundations endowed by Edward A. and Lincoln Filene, Boston dept, store
founders, offered $500,000 to Massachusetts Gov. Christian
Herter for proposed educational station in Boston.
(2)
Educational TV’s value to adults as well as students was
stressed by WLWT’s James D. Shouse in address to Cincinnati’s International

Mailbag Club.

U

(3)

of

Washing-

ton’s board of regents

authorized school to join in application for non-commercial Ch. 9 in Seattle.
(4) Emerson’s Benjamin Abrams, in presenting $10,000 check to
KUHT, Houston, due to be first educational station to
go on air, charged “political pressure” dictated adverse
report of New York State Temporary Commission on
Educational TV (Vol. 9:9).

Dominating
be TV, with

&

NARTB

convention again this year will

sessions centered at Los Angeles Biltmore
Statler Hotels, Tues.-Fri., April 28-May 1. TV also is

chief topic

all

cf broadcast

engineering conferences April

by RCA’s David Sarnoff which
he has titled “Facing the Future in Radio and Television
Broadcasting” and will deliver at opening business session
Tue., April 28.
Highly pitched interest in uhf and films
will find outlet in panel discussions at April 30 morning
session, following address by NARTB’s TV v.p. Thad
Brown, while engineers concentrate on film scanners,
color, transistors.
Small-market and low-budget TV will
highlight that afternoon’s meetings, along with workshops
on TV-radio labor problems, etc.
29-30, will feature speech

Only

week

.

(adventure,

series

film

.

Though educational TV

ate

—for

3 applications for

Robert W.
holder of

new

were

stations

filed this

Cincinnati, O., Ch. 54, by company headed by
Rounsaville, southern radio station owner and
CP for WLOU-TV, Louisville (Ch. 41); for

Steubenville, O., Ch. 9, by John R. Osborne, local theatreman; for Waterloo, la., Ch. 16, by L. E. Kelly, engineer.
With dismissals becoming more frequent as applicants

combine, total applications now pending are 621 (215 of
them uhf). [For further details about this week’s applications, see TV Addenda 16-0 herewith; for complete listings of

all

dismissals,

post-freeze grants,

new

amendments, hearings,

stations, applications,
etc.,

see

TV

Factbook

No. 16 with Addenda to date.]

Annual program awards of Ohio State U’s Institute
by Radio-TV were announced April 16 at
dinner meeting in Columbus: public affairs. Meet the
Press (NBC-TV) and The Whole Town’s Talking (WOITV, Ames, la.) special interest, ATatl. Farm & Home Hour
and It’s a Problem (both NBC-TV) cultural, Live and
Help Live (WBAL-TV, Baltimore) and Standard Hour
(KFMB-TV, San Diego); youth, Watch Mr. Wizard
(NBC-TV), Jet Pilot (WNBQ, Chicago) and Brother Buzz
(KPIX, San Francisco) special instruction, Western Refor Education

;

;

;

serve
tion

V

Telecourses

(WEWS,

Cleveland)

;

school,

Opera-

Blackboard (WPTZ, Philadelphia).

Proof of that strange quirk in human nature that
has made the old folks avid wrestling fans, ever since
advent of TV, was story from Cincinnati this week. A
63-year-old widow, Mrs. Susi Robinson, of Dayton, killed
in an auto accident April 6, willed $12,000 of her double
indemnity insurance policy to Neal Van Ells, program
director of WLWD, Dayton, who also announces Sat.
night matches on Crosley’s 3 TV stations. Ells had never
met the lady, but will stated she had followed his wrestling

shows for 4 years.
Conelrad Manual (FCC 53-406), describing procedure
TV-AM-FM stations during air alert, was released
this week by FCC and is available upon request.

for
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HANDY LOG OF ALL STATIONS NOW OPERATING: We count exactly 167 TV stations on air
in this country as of this writing, with more due momentarily
and possibly as
many as 100 additional stations to be added before end of this year.

—

in response to insistent demands from subscribers, we
As a handy reference
have listed all the now-operating stations added those on the Mexican border and in
Canada and appended a list of those known to have equipment on hand who have stated
they intend to begin testing during the next few weeks.
first such consolidated log to be
The complete listings are on pp. 15-16
made available since our TV Factbook No. 16 of last Jan. 15.
,

,

,

—

Bear in mind that this log is subject to almost daily additions .
It's part
of our service to report new stations to you as fast as they're officially announced.
And for more detailed data on
(For this week's new starters, see story on p. 3.)
all stations, you can refer to our Jan. 15 TVFactbook's fuller listings of stations
then on air and to its blue-section listing of all the then-pending applications.
Some significant facts adduced in compiling this log: 28 of the 167 stations
in operation as of April 25 are uhf
59 stations have gone on air since the first
when there were 108 pre-freeze stations operof
July
1952
end-of-f reeze grants
11,
62 are owned in whole
ating; 24 have no local radio affiliations (either AM or FM)
and 2 more transfers of
or part by newspaper interests, 4 by magazine publishers
ownership to newspaper and magazine publishers pend FCC approval.
;

—

;

FACING THE FACTS ABOUT UHF TELEVISION: There are few now who dispute fact that uhf
But it's also
is technically and economically capable of providing good TV service
generally agreed that uhf telecasters today have tougher row to hoe than vhf.
letting the chips fall where
A realistic appraisal of uhf as it is today
emphasizes undeniable fact that it's still very much the junior partner
they may
But there's scant doubt that the day will come when the value of any TV
of vhf.
franchise will be determined solely by its audience, not its wavelength.
Already there are 28 uhf stations on the ai r, being viewed in more than a
just 7 months after first commercial uhf telecast by Portland's
half million homes
New uhf stations are going on air in about the same numbers as vhf.
KPTV.
Uhf's future is secure for it's the key to competitive nationwide service
Such problems as receiver conversion
there's no other place for TV to expand
Already the
and sensitivity, restricted coverage and power, are purely temporal.
electronics industry which is solidly behind uhf and entirely confident of its
future, has made astounding advances in development and production of uhf receiving
And it's only the beginning.
and transmitting equipment.
Early this year we began a series of personal surveys of the uhf markets.
In visits to these cities and their surrounding areas we talked with telecasters,
.

—

—

—

,

—

.

,
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dealers, distributors, viewers.
Our aim at all times was an impartial evaluation
of uhf progress and problems. The reports covered Atlantic City and York (Vol.9:6),
Wilkes Barre (Vol. 9:7), South Bend (Vol. 9:9), Youngstown (Vol. 9:10), Roanoke
(Vol. 9:12), and Reading (Vol. 9:15).
These 7 markets run the gamut of conditions likely to be faced by the new
with respect to terrain population and competitive TV services
uhf telecaster
From our surveys we've drawn these conclusions about the business of uhf TV, from
the standpoint of the telecaster and the trade, as it exists today:

—

,

*

*

.

*

*

If we were to select the "ideal uhf market ”, we would look for an area flat
as a breadboard (except for one nice hill for our antenna)
an area heavily populated within 10 or 15-mi. radius and with no vhf station within 75 mi .

—

That last consideration is by far the most important at this stage of the
When a uhf station comes on air in unserved or sparsely served area it has
game.
little difficulty building set circulation or selling time.
When it's the first station it's "TV"; when it's the second, it's "uhf".
"shadows" have given considerable trouble.
In rough terrain
To eliminate
so-called "dead spots" and to cut down shadows, antenna height and location appear
to be far more important than power.
Uhf coverage areas are quite a bit smaller than comparable vhf areas, as the
situation stands today. And a circle drawn on a map doesn't necessarily give an
in mountainous or hilly areas there may be
accurate representation of coverage
big holes within the circle, where reception is difficult or spotty.
,

,

,

—

*

*

*

*

Attracting national sponsors has been biggest problem faced by first batch
Despite bargain-basement rates in many cases, sponsors have
been quite reluctant to "go uhf ", especially in situations where the new uhf station
is in an area already claimed by an established vhf station.
Most uhf stations have found there's more money on Main St than Madison
especially those in vhf fringes
are carrying more local
Ave.
Many of them
programming than they had anticipated and are now doing big selling .job on local
Basically, uhf today is providing a community TV service
advertisers.
of uhf telecasters.

—

.

—

.

*

*

*

*

—

even the "dead spots"
The small coverage areas and reception difficulties
are not necessarily part-&-parcel of uhf, any more than they are characteristic
of high-band vhf. While antenna height and transmitter power are important in overcoming these deficiencies, infinitely more can be done on the receiving end.

—

Today's receivers are much less sensitive on uhf band than on vhf. At least
of
the uhf receiving antenna installations have been unsatisf actory nearly all
half
could be improved on. But these are merely temporary obstacles for the manufacturing and servicing industries are making tremendous strides in overcoming them.
;

,

Uhf set sales have posed no problem in areas not reached by good vhf signal.
In these communities, too, we heard fewer reports of "dead spots", poor reception,
indicating that "where there's a will, there's a way." When uhf is the only
etc.
servicemen always seem to find how to pick it up. But since uhficture
available
p
only areas will be something of a rarity, most of our comments here apply particularly to areas with intermixture of vhf & uhf.

—

,

*

*

*

*

There have, in fact, been
New uhf station doesn't always bring TV boom
buyers' strikes " in several communities after new station made debut. Sluggish set
Oftimes, uhf set and
sales usually can be attributed to public disillusionment.
plop
everything
converter sales are high until station goes on air, and then
When this type of paralysis sets in, it's generally found that several or
stops.
all of these conditions exist:
then missed it by a
(1) Station gave widespread publicity to target date
month or more, or first few weeks of telecasting were annoyingly intermittent.
.

"

—

,

—

- 3 (2) Station and/or trade led public to believe outdoor antennas wouldn't be
needed in most cases, that only expense would be uhf sets, converter or strip.
(3) Dealers didn't install equipment to give good demonstration in their own
In uhf, as in vhf, the axiom still applies that "you can't sell it unless
stores.
you show it."
which
(4) Servicemen weren't prepared to make adequate uhf installations
require special transmission line and far more care in placement of antenna.
a vicious circle, since the
(5) Lack of good network shows on new station
station can't attract sponsors until it has audience, and potential audience won't
buy uhf until it can see top-notch shows.
The first 4 conditions seem to be less prevalent in recently added uhf cities
than they were in earlier ones
and you can chalk that up to experience at all
levels of the industry.

—

—

—

*

*

*

*

One of the knottiest problems of new stations is counting the audience for
This was particularly big headache in East, where
guidance of potential sponsors.
there was much trans-shipment of converters and sets not only by distributors but
by dealers themselves.
Some sets picked up quite a bit of mileage before they were
finally sold
having traveled, for example, from Atlantic City to Reading to Harrisburg to Wilkes-Barre. But as production caught up with demand, problem died down.
,

—

Most uhf telecasters use distributors' sales as guide to circulation.
To
assure maximum accuracy, some are supplying distributors with questionnaires which
Others are making arrangeare returned without signature or other identification.
ments with local electric companies or chambers of commerce to do the surveying.
from early planning
Close cooperation between new stations and the trade
through actual telecasting
always pays off in getting set and converter sales off
to good start.
Meetings between station officials and trade, regular progress bulletins, even cooperative advertising, help brush away public misconceptions and synchronize retailers' sales efforts with stations' actual progress. Hard feelings between stations and trade can only injure both.
Set and equipment manufacturers are doing increasingly good job of educating
dealers and servicemen on basis of their experience in uhf markets.
And they, too,
are still learning.

—

—

*

*

*

*

Most of the uhf pioneers still face a long, hard pull . But the fact remains
that those now on air have made steady progress
Some, like KPTV in Portland are
already showing profits comparable to vhf
and, indeed. Empire Coil Co.'s Herbert
Mayer, who owns a vhf in Cleveland (WXEL) as well as KPTV, is so confident of uhf's
future that he's rushing a new one in already vhf-served Indianapolis and has CPs
to build 2 others in vhf-served Kansas City and Denver.
In the experiences of the pioneers
the newer grantees and the TV trade are
finding a solid foundation to build on.
Uhf is off to a good start

—

.

,

,

.

MORE BEGIN TESTING, 59 SINCE FREEZE: Phoenix area got its second station this week
with start of KTYL-TV, Mesa (Ch. 12), which began testing DuMont transmitter April 23
at 7:45 p.m., reporting next day "excellent reception with improved TV coverage of
central Arizona." Mesa is just 12 mi. east of Phoenix transmitter is in South Mtn.
Park, about 5 mi. south of capital, so to all intents and purposes KTYL-TV is another
Owner-managed by theatreman
first being Meredith's KPHO-TV (Ch.5).
outlet there
Dwight Harkins, represented by Avery-Knodel its base rates are $350 hour, $65 min.
all with RCA uhf plants
Three other stations were also added this week
They are:
to make 42 starters so far this year, 59 post-freeze, 167 total.
(Ch. 20), which began tests April 17, went commerWCOV-TV, Montgomery, Ala
cial April 22 with CBS & NBC affiliations manager is Hugh M. Smith, rep is Taylor.
WLEV-TV, Bethlehem, Pa (Ch. 51), after many false starts, finally got its
going April 21, will go commercial any day now. It's owned by Steinman
patterns
test
who
also operate radio WEST, Easton; WGAL & WGAL-TV, Lancaster, and WDEL
interests,
It's outgrowth of an old-time
among other radio properties.
Wilmington,
& WDEL-TV,
4

;

—

,

—

.

;

.

—

H

a

4

uhf experimental station, which convinced gen. mgr. Clair McCollough that uhf has
solid place in TV's future.
It joins NBC network.
Robert Meeker is rep.
WCOS-TV, Columbia, S.C
(Ch. 25)
which ran first tests early this week, went
on with full power April 23, will be affiliated with ABC & NBC.
It's owned by C.W.
Pittman, managed by Stewart Spencer, represented by Headley-Reed.
Correction We were misinformed, hence erred in reporting that Rockford's
WTVO (Ch. 39) is already on air; it hasn't started yet, though is due momentarily.
For other imminent starters see list at end of TV log, p. 16.)
.

,

:

(

,

GRANTED, HEARINGS IN FULL SWING: Second post-freeze examiner's decision on TV
Wayne) and 4 new CPs constituted FCC's action this week as 5 commissioners got
ready for trip to NARTB convention in Los Angeles. At week's end, only Comrs. WebThe week's CPs
ster and Doerfer weren't planning to go.
making grand total 348:
WKNE, Ch. 45; Miami, Okla
Miami TV Co., Ch. 58; Wheeling
Keene N.
Ohio State U (WOSU) was granted reserved educaW. V
WTRF (Bellaire, 0.), Ch. 7.
15th educational CP to date.
tional Ch. 34 in Columbus
Examiner Fanney Litvin's initial decision in Ft. Wayne Ch. 33 case favored
Her reasons for preferring WKJG: greater degree of
WKJG over News-Sentinel (WGL).
integration of ownership with management greater diversification of business interests of WKJG owners; WGL's principal stockholder, Helene Foellinger, controls both
News-Sentinel and Journal Gazette. What with the filing of
Ft. Wayne newspapers
exceptions, oral argument, etc., final decision won't come for several months.
First post-freeze examiner's decision for Denver's Ch. 7 went to oral arguFinal decision is expected within a month.
ment before commissioners April 23.
4 CPs
(

Ft.

—

.

,

.

.

,

,

,

,

—

;

—

*

*

*

*

Illustrative of how complicated and expensive hearings can get were proposed
FCC's Broadcast Bureau submitted
findings filed in Denver's Ch. 4 case this week.
65 pages urging FCC to throw out application of KOA-Bob Hope group on the grounds
that NBC can still control the station through complicated deal involving $1,425, 000
The KOA group, in 271
owed to NBC under terms of NBC's sale of KOA to new owners.
pages, says no such control exists. But, KOA adds, if FCC thinks there is such conOpponent KMYR, in 200
trol, station should be given opportunity to eliminate it
Bureau.
with
Broadcast
pages, agrees
Another good example of in-fighting is struggle over Wheeling Ch. 9 between
Answering WSTV's
WSTV, Steubenville, and theatre-owner John R. Osborne (Vol.9:16).
charges that he filed merely to delay TV, Osborne says allegations are "sham and
frivolous" as well as "scurillous" and possibly slanderous and libelous.
FCC feels it's making progress in hearings under new procedures, nevertheThis week, it got contestants for Ch. 4 in San Juan, P.R. to agree to submit
less.
first hearing of its kind.
entire direct cases on paper
Senators still aren't satisfied with speed of hearings however.
In educational TV hearing this week (see p. 7), Senators Magnuson (D-Wash.) and Schoeppel
asked Chairman Hyde why Commission can't let the contestants for a channel
(R-Kan.
build station with understanding winner of hearing would reimburse losers for their
This is along lines of Hyde's own thinking (Vol. 9:7), and
share of expenditures.
he promised that Commission would give idea careful study.
.

—

,

)

EVERYONE LIKES HYDE AS FCC CHAIRMAN:

W ith eleva ti on of Rosel Hyde to cha ir manship
free of any built-in anti-business
administration
FCC is assured a safe & sound"
And TV industry has satisfaction of seeing Commission headed by a man
prejudices.
who, as much as any other person, put across an end-the-f reeze plan that has stood
producing 348 CPs and 59 new stations on the air.
a year's test remarkably well
Industry considers it refreshi ng to hear an FCC chairman say, as Hyde did
to us this week: "I feel very strongly about the merits of the private enterprise
I certainly want the FCC to have better relations w ith the
approach to service.
having the proper regard for its views and at the same time getting a
industry
reciprocal treatment from the industry."
President Eisenhower named Hyde chairman April 18 limiting his tenure in
"

—

—

,

,

- 5 -

—

a departure from previous practice under which chairmanthe position to one year
Whether chairmanship is to be rotated yearly or Hyde
indefinite.
ship period was
no one knows for certain.
for
year
is "on probation"
a
Appointment is popular with staff as well as industry. Feeling prevails Hyde
won't chop heads simply for sake of change.

—

*

*

*

*

He joined
Rosel Herschel Hyde, 55 is indeed a veteran TV-radio regulator.
old Federal Radio Commission as an asst, attorney in 1928 while still a law student,
went through all the ranks to general counsel until appointed commissioner in 1946.
He was born in Idaho, is a Mormon, has 3 sons and a daughter.
Hyde had little time to accept congratulations this week, jumping into Senas Democrat Paul Walker
ate hearings on educational TV (see p. 7) and FCC budget
which
remainder
of
his
term
expires on July 1.
for
commissioner
status
reverted to
NARTB
convention
in
Los
Angeles next week.
Hyde's first speech as chairman comes at
.

—

Hearing on FCC budget April 23 before Senate Appropriations Committee, came
exactly what President Eisenday after House approved $7,100,000 for Commission
and $691,540 more than it got last year.
hower recommended
Hearing was amicability itself with Senate group obviously anxious to raise
TV processing funds to point where Commission can clear the appalling backlog of TV
hearings in year or two instead of the 4-5 years now in prospect.
Hyde made it clear FCC can't ask for more than the $7,100,000 requested by
Administration and passed by House, but he objected to the House's redistribution
of funds so as to aid TV processing and safety & special services at the expense of
other Commission functions.
Senate group was impressed by Hyde's testimony, same as Walker's before the
House, showing that each TV station creates millions of dollars in business and
It was further impressed by testimony of Sen. Edwin Johnson (D-Colo.), who
taxes.
last year almost single-handedly pushed through extra $300,000 for TV processing.
He now asks Congress to give FCC $8,100,000 with $1,671,000 of it to go to TV for
40 examiners plus engineers & attorneys to handle additional hearings made possible.
"
One of the paradoxical factors involved in this entire situation," said
Johnson, "is that it will not cost the Govt, any more to hear these cases next year
than it would cost to string them out over a period of 5 years; yet, the cost to
Eventually, the money will
the applicants for a 5-year delay would be unbearable.
be appropriated for hearings, so why not do it now, this year?"
If usual pattern develops
Senate will vote additional funds and a SenateHouse conference will split the difference.
FCCs situation is favorabl e, though
it would take a long time to find 28 examiners to augment its present 12.
,

—

—

,

,

.

Wm.

Personal Notes;

R. Baker

Jr.,

Benton

&

Bowles,

named TV-radio chairman, Advertising Council; NARTB
president Harold Fellows named vice-chairman, govt, relaRoger W. Clipp, gen. mgr. of WFILon leave as business mgr. of new TV
Guide, elected District 2 (N. Y., Pa., N. J., Del.) director
of U. S. Chamber of Commerce
John Cowles, president
of Minneapolis Star and Tribune, co-owner of new KVTV,
Sioux City, la., elected president of Harvard Alumni
Assn.
Emilio Azcarraga, Mexican telecaster-bi-oadcaster and theatreman, elected president of Inter-American
Assn, of Broadcasters at its biennial convention last week
in San Juan, Porto Rico
Paul Mowrey promoted to
gen. mgr., WABC-TV, reporting to Slocum Chapin, v.p. for
ABC-owned stations
Gordon H. Mills, ex-mgr., NBC
Radio, Chicago, appointed DuMont central div. sales mgr.,
Chicago, replacing David Lasley, resigned
Wm. Hollenbeck promoted to program director, KGO-TV, San Francisco, replacing Bloyce Wright, named program director

tions committee

.

.

.

TV & WFIL, now

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

upcoming

WAKR-TV, Akron

.

.

Byrne Litschgi, exTreasury Dept, and ex-asst. to Sen. Smathers (D-Fla.),
becomes associate of Washington attorney F. Cleveland
of

Hedrick

Jr.,

who

recently

moved

.

.

.

offices to

1001 Connecticut

Ave.

NW;

telephone National 8-5923

.

.

.

Richard H. Roff-

man, WPIX Sunday commentator, planning to conduct
3-week tour of TV, radio, magazine & newspaper offices in
4 European countries in August, thru One World Tours,
Arch B. Ragan, ex-Burke, Dowling & Adams
N. Y.
Adv., appointed mgr. of Atlanta office, Paul Raymer Co.
James Atkins, ex-ABC, joins KOA, Denver, as asst, to
mgr. Don Searle
Joseph Gill, chief engineer, WTVN,
Columbus, named engineering director of upcoming WIFE,
Dayton, replaced by Marvin Ingerson, asst, chief engineer
Sydney King promoted to production mgr. of
WBAL-TV, Baltimore
Jerry Ford, ex-Grey Adv., joins
TV-radio dept., Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y.
Arthur Pardoll,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

&

ex-Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell

Bayles, appointed broadcasting media director, Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y.
Joseph P. Henry named head of TV-radio timebuying,
D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit
Stan Levy named sales
service mgr., Jerry Agel promotion director, WHUM-TV,
.

.

.

.

.

.

Reading, Pa.
Stewart Carr named Chicago & Michigan district merchandising supervisor for NBC, Roy N.
James assigned to Minneapolis, Charles F. Barton to St.
Louis
Bernard Howard elected president of new rej>
firm, Stars National Inc., 400 Madison Ave., N. Y.
.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.
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Network TV-Radio Billings

.

March 1953 and January-March 1953
(For February report see Television Digest, Vol. 9:14)

N

ETWORK TV

time billings went to record high of
$18,509,328 in March, according to monthly Publishers Information Bureau report, which also discloses
CBS-TV now only about $150,000 away from consistent
top-runner NBC-TV and DuMont forging ahead to within
The $18,509,328 ag$750,000 of third-runner ABC-TV.
gregate compares with previous high of $17,462,216 for
Dec. 1952, with $15,908,788 for Feb. 1953 and with $15,789,126 in Jan. 1952. It brings aggregate for first 1953
quarter to $51,693,476, which compares with $45,674,288
for same 1952 quarter.
Coincidentally, network radio also

went up

March
month since
in

networks, best single
1951 and about $100,000 ahead of same 1952 month. For
quarter, network radio was $41,163,628, not too far down
from the $42,600,798 for same 1952 quarter. The PIB
figures (for comparative 1949-52 monthly figures, see p.
to $14,626,103 for the 4

TV

85,

Factbook No. 16)

:

-

-

-

March

March

Jan.-Mar.

1953

1952

1953

1952

5,643,123
2,065,052
760,593

$22,317,728
21,668,928
4,806,870
2,899,950

$15,789,126

$51,693,476

$45,674,288

$ 7,938,751
7,794,774
_ 1,720,946
1,054,857

$ 7,320,358

$18,509,328

Total

Jan.-Mar.
$21,393,214
15,820,809
6,233,980
2,226,285

NETWORK RADIO
CBS

NBC
ABC
MBS

$ 5,513,015
4,340,845
2,797,544
1,974,699

$ 5,154,077
4,184,074
3,355,715
1,826,527

$15,339,508
12,414,383
8,010,829
5,398,908

$15,103,981
12,535,445
9,835,164
5,126,208

$14,626,103

$14,520,393

$41,163,628

$42,600,798

Total

NETWORK -TELEVISION—January-March
ABC
Jan.
Feb.

CBS

DuMont
$

1,481,032
1,720,946

Total $ 4,806,870

$21,668,928

$ 2,899,950

$ 1,604,892

Mar.

CBS

$17,275,360
15,908,788*
18,509,328

MBS

$51,693,476

$22,317,728

NETWORK RADIO— January-March
ABC

Total

982,794 $ 7,558,448
862,299*
6,820,529
1,054,857
7,938,751

$ 7,129,226
6,744,928
7,794,774

..

1953

NBC

1953

NBC

Total

.

$ 5,156,404
4,670,089
5,513,015

$ 1,786,134

$ 4,260,555

1,638,075
1,974,699

3,812,983
4,340,845

$13,877,715
12,659,810
14,626,103

Total $ 8,010,829

$15,339,508

$ 5,398,908

$12,414,383

$41,163,628

Mar.

-

* Revised to April 23, 1953.
Note: These figures do not represent actual revenues to the networks, which do not divulge their actual net dollar Incomes.
They’re compiled by PIB on basis of one-time network rates, or
before frequency or cash discounts. Therefore, In terms of dollars
actually paid to networks they may be inflated by as much as 40%.
Figures are accepted by networks themselves, however, and by the
industry generally, as satisfactory index of comparisons & trends.

Network Accounts: Multi-sponsored Omnibus on CBSTV, Sun. 4:30-6 p.m., which ends May 3, definitely will
return next year, according to Ford Foundation’s George
Benson, who told TV Assn, of Philadelphia program cost
Foundation $500,000 for its first 26 weeks but is regarded
as both a programming and commercial success. Of the 5

—

Willys-Overland, Remington-Rand, Scott Paper,
Greyhound Bus, American Machine & Foundry 2 are considering buying own TV programs, said Mr. Benson, pointNext
ing to “surprisingly high sponsor identification.”

sponsors

—

season’s commercials, he said, will be integrated into the
Gillette
program instead of running as separate spots
sponsor Kentucky Derby May 2 on CBS-TV, Sat.
5-5:45 p.m., thru Maxon; TV-radio receipts will go to Red
Sunbeam Corp. (electric appliances) buys Ethel
Cross
.

.

.

will

.

&

.

.

May 9 on NBC-TV, Sat. 7:30-8 p.m.,
Perrin-Paus, replacing Pearson Pharmacal Co.
(Ennds) which decided at last minute to drop program
Albert, starting

thru

.

.

.

from DuMont, Sun. 10-10:30

summer replacement
TV, Sun.

p.m., after April 26, to be

Time to Smile on CBSthru Doherty, Clifford, Steers &

for Ipana’s

9 :30-10 p.m.,

moves What's My Bid from
replace Arthur Murray
on DuMont, thru TV Adv. Assoc.

Shenfield; Charles Ar.tell Inc.

ABC-TV,

Sat.

7:30-8

p.m.,

to

Show, starting May 3
Westinghouse to sponsor Summer Theatre as summer
replacement for Studio One on CBS-TV, Mon. 10-11 p.m.,
thru McCann-Erickson
General Electric (lamp div.) to
sponsor musical program with singers Mel Torme &
Teresa Brewer as summer replacement for Jane Froman’s
U.S.A. Canteen on CBS-TV, Thu. 7:45-8 p.m., thru BBDO
Paul Mall and Simoniz Co. will replace The Big Story
for 8 weeks dui’ing summer with Doorway to Danger on
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

NBC-TV,

Fri. 9-9:30 p.m., both thru Sullivan, Stauffer,
Bayles
Lucky Strike replaces Robert Montgomery Presents with Summer Theatre for 8 weeks
stai-ting July 6 on NBC-TV, Mon. 9:30-10:30 p.m., thru
BBDO
Plymouth reported so pleased with Plymouth
Playhouse, formerly ABC Album (Vol. 9:15) on ABC-TV,
Sun. 7:30-8 p.m., that it plans to extend contract from 9
weeks to 13 weeks
Chrysler is reported ready to enter
TV, either with musical variety program on ABC-TV, or
half-hour drama on NBC-TV or CBS-TV, thru BBDO.

&

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Siaiion Accounts:

Unusual package deal, amount unwhereby General Mills buys 2000 daytime plus

disclosed,

100 night spots on Crosley’s 3 Ohio TV stations (WLWT,
Cincinnati;
Dayton; WLWC, Columbus), beside

WLWD,

5000 spots on WLW, was closed last week with Knox
Reeves Adv., handling Wheaties, and Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, handling Gold Medal Flour. Local live talent will
be used entirely, including film spots made by Olympus
Film Productions, Crosley subsidiary. Contract covers 52
weeks
How Pan American Airways pre-tested with
one spot on Mary Wilson’s Pots, Pans & Personalities on
.

$ 2,674,622
..
2,538,663
-2,797,544

Jan.
Feb.

.

segments of Today on NBC-TV, weekdays 7-9 a.m., thru
McCann-Erickson; NBC-TV reports that Today had 363
segments sold first 1953 quarter, compared with 141 same
1952 period
Arthur Murray’s own program will move

Colwell

NETWORK TELEVISION
NBC
CBS
ABC
DuMont _

before its sponsorship began; Ennds also drops Eye Witness on NBC-TV, Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
Congoleum-Nairn
Inc. (Gold Seal Congo-Wall), former sponsor of Garroway
at Large, returns to TV May 1-June 3 with purchase of 12

WPTZ,

.

.

Philadelphia, offering free ticket for short flight

and disposing of 400 limit within few hours, is recounted
in “TV Results” page of April 20 Sponsor Magazine;
same page tells how war surplus dealer, overstocked with
350 wooden airplane propellers, carried one announcement
on KDYL-TV, Salt Lake City, sold them as decorations
Falstaff Brewing Co.’s sponsorship of 50 simulcasts of St.
Louis Browns games (Vol. 9:16) will be divided between
KSD-TV and upcoming new suburban WTVI, Belleville,
111. (Ch. 54) due on air in latter May
Richfield Oil
Corp. includes TV-radio in biggest promotion campaign
in its history, plugging new Richfield Ethyl gas and Richfield Super HD motor oil, thru Morey, Humm & Johnstone,
N. Y.
Standard Oil of Indiana using TV-radio spots
throughout midwest to introduce new Permalube motor oil,
thru McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
Big Hudson-Ross Stores
co-sponsoring with Wilcox-Gay (Majestic TVs & radios)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

half-hour musical comedy show on WBKB, Chicago, for
13 weeks
Among other advertisers reported using or
preparing to use TV: Gold Seal Co. (Snowy powdered
bleach), thru Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis; Charles E.
Hires Co. (root beer), thru N. W. Ayer, Philadelphia;
Eastco Inc. (Scratch-X dog powder), thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, N. Y.; Duotone Co. (TV filters, recording discs),
thru Conti Adv., N. Y.; Plantation Chocolate Co. (candies),
thru Martin Agency, Philadelphia; Wish-Bone Salad Dressing Co., thru Allamyer-Fox Agency, Kansas City.
.

.

.
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E DUCATIONAL TV

proponents got some welcome reassurance this week from 2 top-level sources on future
New FCC
of their channel reservations after June 2.
chairman Rosel H. Hyde told Senate Interstate Commerce Committe April 21 he felt there should be no deadAnd
line on filing applications for educational channels.
committee Chairman Tobey (R-N. H.), always ready with
a fast phrase, shouted:
“I hope the Commission announces these educational
Let the
stations are available until hell freezes over.
”
Commission say ‘hands off, private industry.’
Hyde’s statement was particularly gratifying to educators, though they recognize he’s not the educational
crusader former chairman Paul Walker is. Yet his statement “if there’s any doubt about it, now, on the record,
I would reiterate that there is no time limit on our educational reservations” was strong enough to breathe renewed hope into the eduactional TV camp.
Next step, educators hope, will be a formal statement by FCC backing up Hyde’s declaration as a matter of
of policy.
Tobey, among other committee members, has
urged such a statement.
It was also advocated by Comr. Hennock, but not
until she had done a flip-flop which threatened for a time
to dissipate much of the goodwill her testimony last week
had engendered (Vol. 9:16). She admitted that under Section 4(d) of the Administrative Procedures Act, Commission could not legally enter into any rule-making to bar
petitions for changing educational allocations to commercial a power which only last week she stoutly maintained Commission had. Section 4(d) establishes right of
any American citizen who feels he has been injured by
administrative regulation of Govt, to petition for change.
Sen. Pastore (D-R. I.), one of her staunchest sup-

—

—

—

philosophy of educational reservations “should be disregarded and nullified.” When she tried to explain that
this permanent policy is necessary because “other members and I won’t be on this Commission forever,” Sen.
Magnuson (D-Wash.) interrupted to say:
“Yes, I know. I tried to keep you off originally.”
Other educational TV developments this week: (1)
Zenith adv. director Erik Isrig urged educational TV
leaders to consider subscription TV as one way of raising
money for stations, in address to Ohio State U’s Institute for Education by Radio-TV.
(2) Mrs. Gertrude
Broderick, U. S. Office of Education TV-radio consultant,
elected president, Assn, of Education by Radio-TV; Armand L. Hunter, TV development director, Michigan
State College (holder of CP for commercial Ch. 60),
elected regional director. (3) Bill to appropriate $850,000
for educational TV stations in Philadelphia, Erie & State
College was introduced in Pennsylvania legislature. (4)
Chicago Educational TV Assn., comprising 20 organizations, received non-profit charter to apply for non-commercial Ch. 11. (5) Valuable tips for educators on station
construction, based on commercial experience, published in
booklet, available without cost from RCA Victor’s educational div., Camden, N. J.
Also this week, first tests of educational TV’s first station, the well-endowed (privately) KUHT, Houston, scheduled for April 20, were again postponed another week because of delay in arrival of Federal transmitter. Dedication

IVE APPLICATIONS

filed this week included 2 for
channels already granted. Application by group headed
by auto dealer Albert B. Wagner for Youngstown’s Ch. 21,
which was granted last September to Polan Industries
has
(WUTV) was accompanied by charge that
shown lack of diligence, seeks competitive hearing for
channel. Application for Durham, N. C., Ch. 46, already
granted to T. E. Allen & Sons (WCIG-TV), was resubmitted by group protesting the grant; it’s headed by In-

F

porters last week, was particularly irked by her reversal,
which she admitted it was, under questioning by Sen.
Johnson (D-Colo.). And she got deeper into trouble when
she urged that FCC deny all commercial petitions for educational channels unless it could be proven that entire

WUTV

,

ternal

P. M. Sawyer and includes Harold
holdings in several other grantees and
Other applications filed this week were for

Revenue employe

H. Thoms,

who has

applications.

Phoenix, Ch.

3,

by gi’oup of

local

businessmen headed by

Askins, now auto supply
dealer; North Miami, Fla., Ch. 10, by 10 business & professional people headed by steel man Frank Bryson Claremont, N. H., Ch. 37, by local WTSV, also applicant for
Manchester, N. H. [For further details about this week’s
applications, see TV Addenda 16-P herewith; for complete
listings of all post-freeze grants, new stations, applications, dismissals, amendments, hearings, etc., see TV
Factbook No. 16 with Addenda to date.]

ex-Asst.

Navy

Secy.

H.

R.

;

is

set for

May

4.

Valuation of $2,900,000 on
station granted uhf Ch. 20 last

WIND, 5-kw
month

Chicago radio

(Vol. 9:12), is indi-

FCC for change of ownership in
compliance with Commission’s conditions on TV grant that
part-owner H. Leslie Atlass, who is also CBS Chicago div.
v.p., should divest himself of his stockholdings.
To proposed new WIND Inc., Atlass would sell his 19.47% interest for $564,498.60; Philip K. Wrigley Jr. his 38.85% for
$1,126,566.42; Chicago Daily News its 41.68% for $1,208,938.98.
It’s largely paper transaction, however, for new
cated in application to

and stockholders would be: Ralph Atlass, pres.,
(brother of Leslie); John T. Carey, v.p. & secy.,
H. Leslie Atlass Jr., treas., 9.9%; Frank Atlass,
Harriet Jane Atlass, 9.9%; Helen A. Wrigley,

officers

11.1%
5.5%;
9.9%;
6.5%;
6.5%;

Blanche W. Hagenah, 6.5%; Dorothy W. Rich,
Chicago Daily News, 27.7%.

Wm. Wrigley, 6.5%;
TV winners of George

Foster Peabody Awards for
1953 were presented April 24 at luncheon meeting of
Radio-TV Executives Society of New York: special award,
Victory at Sea (NBC-TV) news, Meet the Press (NBCTV) education, Johns Hopkins Science Review (DuMont)
entertainment, Mister Peepers, and Your Hit
Parade (both NBC-TV)
children’s, Ding Dong School
(NBC-TV) local public service, WEWS, Cleveland. Radio
winners: news, Martin Agronsky (ABC); music, New
;

;

;

in

Terms

Birmingham News

WAFM-

purchase of
TV, and assumption of leasehold on radio station WAPI
(Vol. 9:15), were disclosed in applications filed with FCC
of

Co.’s

week. Deal involves payment of approximately $2,400,000, with Thad Holt, 23.636% stockholder, to receive
$567,272.75 cash at time FCC authorizes transfer. Majority stockholder Edward L. Norton (76.364%) was paid
$91,636.36 upon signing of sale agreement, will get same
amount at time of transfer, then same amount annually
for 18 years “on each successive anniversary date of said
transfer and conveyance” the unpaid balance drawing interest of 4% payable quarterly.
this

—

Canada has abolished $2.50 license fee on radios, has
no plans to levy tax on TVs.

;

;

York Philharmonic Symphony (CBS) and Standard Symphony (NBC)
regional public service, WIS, Columbia,
;

S.

C.

Transfer of
for Ch.

7,

KHMO-TV,

Hannibal, Mo., holder of

from Courier-Post Publishing Co.

to

CP

WTAD,

Quincy, 111., is proposed in application filed this week. The
towns are 15-mi. apart, and plan is to sell Courier-Post

20%

of

WTAD,

application

KHMO
suit of

for

dispose of
Ch.

10

in

KHMO

(AM),

Quincy.

dismiss

WTAD

WTAD

would pay

out-of-pocket expenses of $7580 incurred in pur-

CP.

;
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Telecasting Notes: Most expensive single-sponsor TV
network shows of 1952, program-wise, were Texaco Star
Theatre (Milton Berle), averaging $59,000 per week, and
Colgate Comedy Hour, $50,000, both on NBC-TV, according to new Television Magazine data book.
In section
listing all network programs, advertisers, number of performances, time charges and average program costs, these
were next highest-priced (from production standpoint
only, not time costs)
Buick’s Circus Hour, NBC, $45,000;
Blatz’s Amos
Andy, CBS, and Lucky Strike’s Your Hit
Parade, NBC, $40,000 each; Philip Morris’ I Love Lucy,
CBS, and Tide’s Red Skelton, NBC, $38,000 each; Gillette’s
Cavalcade of Sports, NBC, $35,000; GE’s Fred Waring,
CBS, $32,000; General Foods’ Our Miss Brooks, CBS,
Running at higher total costs, of course, were
$31,000.
some multiple-sponsor programs NBC’s Your Show of
Shows & All Star Revue and CBS’s Omnibus & Jackie
Gleason Show.
All costs aren’t stratospheric, however,
as can be seen by these averages at other end of scale:
Burton-Dixie’s Remember These Things, ABC, $1000;
Quaker Oats’ Gabby Hayes, NBC, $1100; Longines’ Chronoscope, CBS, $1500; Procter & Gamble’s Guiding Light,
CBS, and American Home Products’ Love of Life, CBS,
$1700 each; Proctor & Gamble’s Search for Tomorrow,
CBS, and Norwich Pharmacal Co.’s Sunday News Special,
CBS, $1800 each; Tide Water Associated Oil Co.’s Broadway to Hollywood, DuMont, Lever Bros.’ Hawkins Falls,
NBC, and Serutan’s Life Begins At Eighty, DuMont,
:

V

—

E XTENSIONS OF

CPs

soon be sought by quite a
in line with FCC rules
requiring that construction begin within 2 months of grant
and be completed within 6 additional months. Since uhf
equipment was slow in coming off the line until only recently, FCC has been lenient in matter of granting extensions but it can be assumed it will ask for progress reports from every laggard grantee. In that connection, of
the 174 CPs granted last year, we’re proud to report that
our continuing survey of upcoming new stations has been
able to give you a progress or target date report on all
but a scant half dozen of the 1952 grantees and, of
course, on most of the 150-odd others granted thus far this
will

few 1952 new-station grantees

—

—

year.

The only 1952 CP holders from whom neither questionnaires nor repeated letters of inquiry have evoked re-

—and

on whom we have no reports from manufacthey have ordered equipment as yet are
WATR-TV, Waterbury, Conn. (Ch. 53) WSJL, Bridgeport, Conn. (Ch. 49); KCTV, Austin, Tex. (Ch. 18);
KTVR, Galveston, Tex. (Ch. 41); WONN-TV, Lakeland,
Fla. (Ch. 16); WARD-TV, Johnstown, Pa. (Ch. 56).
In
addition to these, WIP-TV, Philadelphia (Ch. 29) has replied but hasn’t ordered equipment yet or fixed target date
nor has WRAK-TV, Williamsport, Pa. (Ch. 36), which is
still casting about for a suitable uhf site (Vol. 9:16).
Otherwise, this column has reported more or less definitely on all 1952 grantees, and will continue to do so on
those and on subsequent CPs as quickly as l’eplies are
received from the principals.
This week’s reports from
uhf grantees:
KFSA-TV, Fort Smith, Ark. (Ch. 22) has rescheduled opening to May 31 from previously reported May 1
(Vol. 8:50, 9:4) due to delay in GE equipment delivery,
reports mgr. Weldon Stamps. Pearson will be rep.
WGOV-TV, Valdosta, Ga. (Ch. 37) has ordered RCA
equipment, is selecting building site and plans November
debut, according to v.p. W. H. Keller Jr., representing E.
D. Rivers Jr., owner. New firm, Stars National Inc., 400
Madison Ave., New York, will be national sales rep.
KEDD, Wichita, Kan. (Ch. 16) has moved forward
its projected starting date again, now plans test patterns
plies

turers

—

that

;

$2000 each

own

.

.

.

Headline

in April 22

story: “Alert Radio (1st),

Variety that tells its
(2nd) Scoop All Dailies

TV

(3d) on War Prisoner Names”
Fred Ziv’s burgeoning
TV-radio program operations now represent $25,000,000
annual billings, reports Variety, of which $13,000,000 is
.

.

.

derived from service to 80 TV stations
How TV stimulated growth of Alexander Film Co., Colorado Springs,
Colo., into a top place among nation’s industrial film producers, is described in 5-col. article in April 20 Advertising
Age
DuMont has signed East-West football game for
benefit of Shriners’ Crippled Children’s Hospital for next
CBS-TV signs Fred3 years, sponsor to be announced
erick DeCordova, veteran movie director recently with
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Universal, to long-term contract as producer-director
George Jessel’s first chore on ABC-TV will be quiz show
titled The Last Word; he will answer questions about show
.

.

.

business
Six years of cooperation between WFIL-TV
and Temple U’s campus stations WRTI-AM & WRTI-FM,
which it helped found, are reviewed in pamphlet titled
Working Together, printed and distributed by Temple and
WTOP-TV,
listing all TV-radio courses offered there
Washington, April 1 raised Class A hour rate from $700
WBKB, Chicago,
to $1100, min. from $140 to $165
April 15 raised Class A hour from $1500 to $1650, all other
program time 10%, but Class B spots were cut $50
WICU, Erie, May 1 raises Class A hour from $500 to
$600, min. from $90 to $120, sets up new Class C schedule, reducing daytime rates.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

around Aug.

1, l’eports

.

Stanley H. Durwood, of the Kan-

sas City theatre family, who has charge.
has been ordered.
Ben B. Baylor Jr.,

WMAL-TV,

.

GE equipment
ex-WMAL &

Washington, has been engaged as gen. mgr.

WIBM-TV,

Jackson, Mich. (Ch. 48), authorized last
ordered equipment or begun construction, but owner Roy Radner reports he expects to begin
operation in Sept.; previously he had reported “early
summer” tai'get (Vol. 8:50).
WCBI-TV, Columbus, Miss. (Ch. 28) has not ordered
equipment as yet, but plans to begin operation in “late
1953 or early 1954,” according to owner Birney Imes Jr.
McGillvra will be rep.
WCOC-TV, Meridian, Miss. (Ch. 30), granted CP
last December, is proceeding with construction, has been
promised delivei’y of GE equipment by July 15 and plans

Nov.

19, still hasn’t

begin operation “soon as possible after delivery,” reRep has
ports Withers Gavin, pi-esident and gen. mgr.
not yet been chosen.
WTVU, Scranton, Pa. (Ch. 73), pi-eviously reported
due in April or May (Vol. 9:10,13), now plans test patto

terns

June
If it

May

25 with Federal equipment and programming
reports gen. mgr. Jan King. Rep will be Bolling.
makes dates, it will be first on air of the 3 uhf sched1,

—

for Scranton others being WGBI-TV (Ch. 22),
which last reported June 7 tai’get (Vol. 9:13), and

uled

WARM-TV
fall

(Ch. 16), scheduled for late

summer

or early

(Vol. 9:10).

WDAK-TV,

Columbus, Ga. (Ch. 28), authorized last
and Martin Theatres
Allen M. Woodall’s
of Georgia Inc., gets first transmitter to be shipped during May from RCA. It’s scheduled to leave Camden week
of May 4. Tests are tentatively set for Sept. 1. Headley-

month

WDAK

to

Reed will be
Grantee

rep.

in Watei’loo, Ind. (Ch. 15), headed by R.
Morris Pierce, pi’esident of WDOK, Cleveland, has ordered
RCA equipment, aims to “kick off” with World Series Oct.

hasn’t yet selected call letters or national rep.
KAGR-TV, Yuba City, Cal. (Ch. 52) has plans partially completed for downtown studios but hasn’t ordered
1,

equipment yet because it may seek to amend CP for
mountain-top location, reports Paul E. Leake, of Lafay-

9

TV advisor to grain dealer John Steventon,
Present plans are to test by November, begin
commercial operation in December. No rep has yet been
ette,

Cal.,

grantee.

chosen.
Television Services of Knoxville (Ch. 26), only TV
grantee in Knoxville following merger of competing applicants (Vol. 9:12), expects delivery of RCA transmitter
by Sept, and aims at early fall debut, according to W. R.

Tuley,

80%

owner.

Call letters

*

*

and rep not yet designated.
*

RCA

reported this week it is shipping 2-kw interim transmitter to KTVH, Hutchinson, Kan.
(Ch. 12) week of April 27, so that it is entirely likely to
meet its June 10 target date for tests (Vol. 9:15). Other
reports on upcoming vhf stations:
KCNA-TV, Tucson, Ariz. (Ch. 9) granted CP last
December, has nearly completed construction plans, will
order equipment after NARTB convention and plans Dec.
18 debut, according to mgr. Wayne Sanders. Hollingbery

On

the vhf front,

will be rep.

Joseph, Mo. (Ch. 2) now reports July
target date, with RCA transmitter and 810-ft. Lehigh
tower ordered.
Construction of studio building is well
along, and about 45% of equipment has been received, reports mgr. Barton Pitts. Headley-Reed will be rep.
KGVO-TV, Missoula, Mont. (Ch. 13) hasn’t ordered
equipment yet, is amending to ask for 6800-ft. mountain-top site so as to cover all western Montana, so doesn’t
expect to begin tests before June 15, 1954, according to
report from owner A. J. Mosby. Gill-Perna will be rep.
KFXD-TV, Nampa, Ida. (Ch. 6) got STA from FCC
this week to operate from temporary site, using 500-watt
Gates transmitter and composite antenna comprising
folded dipole and reflector atop a wooden pole only 8 ft.
above ground. Site is 6558-ft. above sea level, however.
Station has run into trouble with state over proposed
transmitter site on Deer Point Peak.
KRBC-TV, Abilene, Tex. (Ch. 9) hasn’t decided yet
between 2-kw RCA transmitter or 5-kw DuMont, reports
gen. mgr. Howard Barrett, but hopes to get on air by
Aug. 1. It plans 400-ft. tower 11 mi. south of Abilene,
will be represented by Pearson.
WJDM-TV, Panama City, Fla. (Ch. 7) has ordered
RCA equipment for July delivery, expects to begin testing
by Sept., reports owner J. D. Manly, Pensacola contractor.
Hollingbery will be rep.

KFEQ-TV,

St.

Commercialization of boosters was urged this week by
Rep. Pat Sutton (D-Tenn.), who comes from Lawrenceburg where Nashville’s WSM-TV has operated experimental booster repeating WSM-TV programs 3 days
weekly (Vol. 9:15). In long statement inserted in April
20 Congressional Record, he said that Lawrenceburg is
too small to support regular station; that WSM-TV’s experiments have pi'oved practicality of boosters; that it’s
time for FCC to act now. Rep. Sutton told us pictures
from boosters in Lawrenceburg “are as good as those in
Nashville 70 mi. away,” and said great advantage over
community antenna systems is that booster-served viewers
won’t have to pay installation and monthly fees.

—

GE
NARTB

pitch for small-market TV aspirants at
convention in Los Angeles with new “one-man”
station, permitting single operator to control transmitter, slide and film projectors, audio and transcription
facilities and network programs.
Heart of setup is newly
developed switching system. GE says all, equipment would
be grouped at transmitter building where operator sets
up whole day’s slide and film programs in advance, then
controls them from single point.
GE revealed no prices
in advance, said setup is available for vhf or uhf, in various powers.

makes

F

iWEK CEILINGS

for

TV

stations in each group of

channels, as set by FCC, are constantly misconstrued
by advertisers and agencies who tend to assume automatically that “the higher the power, the greater the coverage.”
Though it’s only natural for operators to promote fact
they have greater power than competitors, it should be

FCC

remembered that

set different

power

ceilings for sole

purpose of trying to equalize coverage of all TV stations
and place them on same competitive footing. The power
maxima are: 100 kw for Ch. 2-6, 316 kw for Ch. 7-13,
1000 kw for all uhf channels.
FCC and everyone else has a lot to learn about coverage, but foregoing figures are best anyone has come up
with so far in attempting to equalize stations’ potential
The 1000-kw uhf maximum is out of fairly
coverage.
thin air, since no one had ever approached that output
when FCC chose it. In any event, no one has yet seriously
challenged FCC’s limits.
Location and height of antenna are frequently much
more important than channel number or power a factor
all too often overlooked.

—

*

*

*

*

Regardless of channel, any power boost is good, and
this week brings reports of another crop: WNAC-TV, Boston, to 220 kw April 26; WDAF-TV, Kansas City, to 100
kw April 10; WSB-TV, Atlanta, aiming for 100 kw JuneJuly.
RCA reports 25-kw amplifier already shipped to
WFBG-TV, Altoona; two more going to WAGA-TV, Atlanta, and WLWT, Cincinnati, next week; another scheduled for WLWC, Columbus, following week. WNBT, New
York, gets 10-kw driver week of May 4, 25-kw amplifier
to follow.
“Channel moving day” for Crosley’s 3 Ohio
stations, all of which must change channels under FCC
rules, is May 1 for WLWD, Dayton, shifting from Ch. 5
to 2; June 1 for WLWT, Cincinnati, from Ch. 4 to 5; July
1 for WLWC, Columbus, from Ch. 3 to 4.
All are getting
new RCA equipment. WOR-TV, last of New York’s 7
stations to seek move to Empire State Bldg., was given
permission to do so by FCC this week. Both WOR-TV and
WATV, Newark, await fabrication and installation of
new antennas though there’s possibility they may use
temporary antennas in order to move sooner.

—

Mexican

First

TV

“notifications”

of

CPs awarded

within 250 miles of U. S. border were submitted to State
Dept, this week under terms of agreement concluded last
year.
Mexican Govt, doesn’t indicate status of construction, but agreement specifies that notification must be
given 30 days before or after CP is granted. All are listed
with 5-kw ERP, height above average terrain not given.
Following are CPs listed (for longitudes and latitudes, see
TV Addenda 16-P herewith) On air Matamoros, XELDTV, Ch. 7 Tijuana, XETV, Ch. 6. Grantees Reynosa,
XERA-TV, Ch. 12 & XERO-TV, Ch. 9; Juarez, XECZ-TV,
Ch. 2, XEDI-TV, Ch. 11 & XECJ-TV, Ch. 5; Nuevo
Laredo, XELN-TV, Ch. 3; Nogales, XENS-TV, Ch. 2;
Mexicali, XEBC-TV, Ch. 3; Piedras Negras, XEPN-TV,
Ch. 2; Tijuana, XETC-TV, Ch. 12.
:

—

;

Amendments
(Vol.

9:2)

of

TV

—

technical rules, proposed Jan. 8

and covering methods of computing height

above average terrain, designation of city to be served,
transmitter attenuation, etc., were finalized by FCC this
week with minor changes. Details of changes are in Notice 53-448, Mimeo 88537, may be obtained from Commission—or we’ll get copy for you.
Zenith

filed

court appeal in District of Columbia Court

of Appeals April 21, asking for reversal of FCC decision
denying Zenith comparative hearing for Chicago’s Ch.
2

(Vol.

9:15).

WBBM-TV
is

pending.

It

also

requested

from moving from Ch.

injunction

to

keep

4 to Ch. 2 while appeal

m

TRADE—NSW AND LATER: Concerned but not worried, about prospect
revived by last week's exciting demonstrations (Vol.9:16), industry
leaders are thinking hard these days about how to gear their organizations to introduce color as smoothly as possible
and to hold disruptions to a minimum
COLOR'S IMPACT
of color TV,

—

.

We talked this week with quite a few key set makers large and small, found
most have positive ideas about keeping black-&-white sales at reasonable levels until
they're able to offer the public color receivers bearing their cherished brand names.
Public's anticipation of color is bound to affect black-&-white sales. All
and they all anticipate that the situation will get
manufacturers concede that
But they disagree considtougher until color sets actually appear on the market.
erably on just how rough this interim period will be.
distributors and dealers, and, as one
It's a matter of informing public
manufacturer put it, "The public will believe the truth, if you tell them the truth
often enough, before they will believe the big lie." Here are some essential facts
about color sets, as industry sees them now:
much more than black-&-white.
(1) They'll be very expensive at first
,

—

,

,

(2)

Initial production will be quite limited

(3)

Hours of color programs will be few at first
*

*

*

,

increasing slowly.
,

expanding gradually.

*

Some of the set makers we polled spoke for quotation; others preferred not
Here's what we gathered

to be quoted.

:

—

color is ready for approval and some sets can be
RCA's attitude is plain
As v.p. Dr. Elmer Engstrom has testified, if approval were
produced in 9-12 months
obtained now, a manufacturing unit capable of turning out 2000 color tubes monthly
And RCA's offhand estimate
could be put into production by year's end (Vol.9;13).
of color set prices is that they'll run about 50% more than black-&-white at start,
dropping to about 25% more eventually.
.

*

#

*

*

The trade situation so far as the impact of color is concerned, isn't too
not nearly as serious as you've been intimating in The Digest," said another
t, a d
"Our movement to distributors for the week ended April
of the largest set makers.
16, for example, was better than 100% ahead of the same week last year. To be sure,
tables very strong, combinations tremendous, conour mix is changing constantly
But you can put this down as an axiom: The dealers aren't buying
soles not so hot.
anything these days that they're not selling.
"
RCA wants color so badly ," he went on, "that it's willing to forego today's
c ompatibility and the preservation of its patent
business for its main objectives
agreements are due on Jan. 1, 1955.
license
new
when
licensing position
"
We're all for it on
I suppose we'd take the same position if we were RCA
compatibility, of course. As for getting color onto the market, whether we can make
We know the tubes
v/orkable and saleable sets as soon as RCA says, I 'm not so sure
built
in
mass
productio
can't
be
n,
be made to keep
can't
Chromatic's,
and
both RCA's
we
could
build
focus
in
sets
of now.
as
correct
and
colors in true register
"
But Dr. DuMont is right in saying it's several
We want color of course.
I'd say the earliest we'll have some sets might be latter 1954
years away yet.
probably well into 1955 is a better guess. Meanwhile, business holds up nicely."
"

,

—

—

—

.

.

,

—

—

,

*

*

*

*

"It's hardly fair to say that
Motorola's exe c v.p. Robert W.
for in the first place
black-&-white
color TV sets will cost 25% or 50% more than
what
with
more
chassis, costlier picthere aren't likely to be any table model s
ture tube, more circuit tubes and twice the circuitry.
,

C-alvin said

—

10 -

:

,

11
"

Our thinking is that color sets will necessarily all be consoles and will
cost at least double what a 21-in . open console now costs. That means a lowest price
which itself will serve as a checkrein on demand and insure continued
of $650-$700
greater demand for black-&-white sets than for color at the outset at least. And
Motorola, of course, will have color sets as soon as anyone else."
,

—

Galvin said his dealers report color talk is affecting trade to a degree
"but we don't know how to interpret the degree." Dealers at this time of year aren't
building inventories anyhow, he said, and there was the normal seasonal slough-off
Today, dealers are buying hand-to-mouth and business is about as exafter Easter.
pected for this time of year, he said.
"

The whole color situation is too involved to explain it in any one-sentence
"But I think the important thing to emphasize is that color
similes," said Galvin.
sets are going to be very costly and the amount of color broadcasting is going to be
very limited at the outset
and there aren't going to be any prices comparable to
not for a long while."
today's excellent black-&-white buys

—

—

*

*

*

*

The prospects of color can't help but interfere with sales ," said another
of the major makers, "particularly in the saturated markets.
There's not going to
In the new markets, howbe much shift from small to large sets in those markets.
ever, curiosity about TV itself will sell black-&-white sets.
"

"

Color tubes are the key to the whole thing," he went on. "There is no estimate yet of the cost of tubes, and it will take a good 9-12 months to start tube
production. We'll have color, but it will take 1-2 years to really tool up ."
^

-r

t*

Another of the bigger set producers told us ; " Trade is good well ahead of
1952," adding that at the moment no specific market seems to have been affected one
way or other by color talk. "Where we've been hurt has been due to other factors
in Washington, for example, by uncertainty of employment; in New York, by trade
New uhf markets are holding up extraordinarily well, and such spottiness as
deals.
As for color sets, it must
we may be suffering at the moment is not in uhf areas.
And it
be remembered they'll always be substantially higher than black-&-white.
should be stressed that compatibility means no obsolescence of black-&-white sets."
,

—

*

*

*

*

Hallicraf ters president Wm. Halligan said : "We've been working on color in
We'll be joining NTSC in field
the laboratory and we have some pretty good stuff.
But color tubes are the thing we've had our purchasing people out
tests soon.
talking to the tube makers, but we can't get any idea when they'll come or what the
Of course, the tube makers dare not tool up until the FCC acts.
cost will be
'

;

.

As for black-&-white sales people are bound to pause at the high end of
They'll think twice about buying a 27-in. console, for example.
the line.
But I
It should be pointed out that pictures
still think we'll have a good fall market
There will only be a
on color tubes will be smaller than black-&-white at first.
few hours of color weekly at first, too."
"

,

.

*

*

*

*

"The closer and closer we get to
Said Emerson president Benjamin Abrams
the actual availability of color sets on the market, the more black-&-white sales
But when the public sees that color sets cost 3 or 4 times as much as
will be hurt
black-&-white introduction of color will actually stimulate black-&-white sales.
"
I think color sets will cost 3-4 times as much at first, though I suppose
I expect the first color sets to come during
eventually
cost 25-50% more.
they'll
will
take
2-3 years for them to come in reasonably
but
it
1954
the first half of
from promotion offering customer guarreported
"good
results"
large numbers." He
can
set
today
be turned in on any brand of color set
he buys
antee that any Emerson
by June 30, 1954, and full purchase price of the set will be applied to color set.
:

.

,

,

*

#

*

*

Fierce competition in color tubes and sets is certain, as the day of actual
There's good race on now between RCA and Chromatic TV Labs
production approaches.
RCA is leaving no avenue unexplored, showing not only
each touting its own type.
,

12

—

its shadow-mask tuba but a "focus-mask" or "line-grid" type
latter apparently
similar to Lawrence tube but with 3 guns instead of one (Vol.9:16).
Chromatic says
it plans a Lawrence tube with 3 guns
and several other tube and set makers say
they're enthusiastic about that approach.
Another tube idea is broached by Zenith owner of Rauland, its tube-making
subsidiary.
Tube is a 4-gun affair, shadow-mask like RCA's except that it has a
white phosphor dot in center of each triad of red-blue-green phosphor dots.
Three
guns activate the color phosphors and a fourth is aimed at white dots, hitting them
This is said to ease tolerance requirements for color
when other 3 are turned off.
balance and convergence, producing superior whites and pastels.
,

,

*

*

*

*

TV set production totaled 150,712 units (12,069 private label) week ended
April 17, year's 15th week, down from 154,860 preceding week but up from 149,735 in
week ended April 3. Factory inventories went up to year's high of 2 81, 050 compared
to 243,009 week ended April 10 and 204,648 week before.
Radios totaled 315,123
units (148,884 private), up from 305,084 for week ended April 10 and 309,306 week
Inventories advanced to 478,811, compared to 448,384 on April 10. Week's
before.
radios: 77,887 home, 53,579 portables, 53,836 clock, 129,822 auto.
,

&

Topics

Trends

of

Trade: Revamping of rtma
manufacturers looks like
of reorganization have yet to be

TV

to give louder voice to electronics

—

good bet though details
worked out and might give rise to a hassle before it's
Originally approved “in principle” by RTMA
over.
board at New York meeting Feb. 6 (Vol. 9:6), proposals
advanced another step at Los Angeles parley April 17

when board authorized

special reorganization committee
headed by Robert C. Sprague, chairman of Sprague Electric Co., to work out details for consideration by board at
RTMA’s annual convention in Chicago, June 15-18.
If approved then, plan must be submitted for ratification to full membership, which in past has usually gone
along with board. Sprague committee must iron out details on 2 major points:
(1) Representation on board: One school of thought
contends board membership should be expanded to take in
electronics as well as TV-radio manufacturers; another
believes 2 separate boards one for TV-radio, other for
should be set up.
electronics manufacturers
(2) Paid president: RTMA hasn’t had paid president
since Glen McDaniel quit $50,000-a-year job (Vol. 8:26),
and membership’s attitude toward paid presidency, in view
of operation without one since then, is uncertain espe-

—
—

—

cially so since reorganization will involve considerable ad-

ditional cost, in terms of expansion of staff

and

In final analysis, said one authority,

down

the

man

is

and how much the job

it boils

services.
to

who

will cost.

feature, RTMA’s name would be
deference to expanded membership among
electronics manufacturers. Several names have been suggested, including “Electronics Manufacturers Assn.”

As an

changed

incidental

in

Optimism keynoted RTMA panel discussion in Los
Angeles April 15 on future of TV-radio-electronics busi-

—

ness Sylvania’s Max Balcom predicting sales of 400,000,000 receiving tubes by manufacturers this year vs. 312,div. chairmen who exOther
000,000 in 1952.
pressed optimism, but without being specific, were:

RTMA

RCA’s

J. B.

Elliott, set div.;

Quam-Nichols’ Matt

Little,

parts; Westinghouse’s C. W. Miller, technical products;
RCA’s A. K. Ward, amplifier & sound equipment. Elliott,
in interview in April 21 Retailing Daily, amplified his remarks to say soft TV business in some areas now is noth-

ing more than seasonal. He said RCA would have some
“changes and additions” to its line about June or July.
As for prices, he said they definitely won’t be lower,
hinted at small increases.

Trade Miscellany: National Electronic Distributors
Assn, moves headquarters to 228 N. La Salle St., Chicago
Stromberg-Carlson introduces new TV line July 9 at
distributors meeting in Rochester
Philadelphia Electric Assn., reporting on sales of 19 brands in area, counts
13,964 TVs sold in March vs. 11,210 in March 1952
Kansas City Electric Assn, repox-ts 7038 deliveries by distributors in March, up 866 from year ago
WebsterChicago has new “pushbutton” spindle adapter for 45rpm
Admiral this week lighted 38x58-ft. spectacular electric sign at Stuart & Tremont in downtown Boston.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Distributor Notes:

Raymond Rosen &

Philadelphia, announces resignation of
v.p.

&

Co. (RCA),
Harry Lasky as

gen. sales mgr., his duties to be absorbed by sales

Admiral appoints Major Appliance
Burlington, Vt. (Hyman Lash, pres.)
Hallicrafters-Chicago names Thomas Paxton gen. mgr., replacing Ernest Riehl, resigned
Capehart-Farnsworth appoints
Distributing Co., Memphis (S. D. Wooten,
pres.)
Arvin appoints Buchanan-Williamson Co.,
v.p.

Jack Rosen

.

.

.

Cox-p.,

.

.

.

.

.

.

W&W
.

.

.

Grundy, Va. (George W. Bishop Jr., pres.)
N. C.
Teakle Co. (Pacific Mercury), San Fi’ancisco, appoints
Charles W. Ricketts sales mgr.
.

.

.

“Tape phonograph” attachments for TV-iadio sets at
low cost will be made possible by new playback head foxmagnetic recordings, accox-ding to Illinois Institute of
Technology’s Ax-mour Research Foundation. Invented by
senior physicist Dr. David Wiegand and described as
“major advance,” new head gives far stronger signals than
conventional heads. Simple audio circuits used in any TV
or radio can substitute for the elaborate sound system required with conventional magnetic playback equipment.
Foundation has made infox-mation on new head available to
licensee companies, and officials say it will probably be on
market in near futux-e.
Strikes against GE, which halted px-oduction at 2 elecplants in Syracuse (Vol. 9:15), went through 3rd

tx-onics

week April

with no settlement in sight following colwith IUE.
Also unsettled was
UE workers at GE’s Scranton tube
plant, which has remained open. Threat of national strike
against all GE plants disappeared temporarily when CIO’s
Confex-ence Board voted April 18 against walkout pending
outcome of curx-ent wage talks.
lapse

25,

of

negotiations
2-week strike of 300

Westinghouse’s new tube div., Elmix-a, N. Y., is now
making transistors, and DuMont plans to begin making
them before end of year.

13 Electronics Reports: America

is

not ready for an “elec-

tronic war,” despite 2 years of mobilization buildup. This
is alarming conclusion of article in April Nation’s Busi-

ness by Richards W. Cotton, chairman of govt.’s high-level
Electronics Production Board. Bringing out into open a

problem that has long plagued industry and the military,
he attributes electronic unreadiness to 2 principal factors:
(1) over-complexity of equipment; (2) shortage of welltrained technicians in the armed forces.
The author, who served as controller of signal equipment in British Air Commission during World War II,
says Russia’s electronic equipment “compares favorably
with ours” and her military technical force is large and
highly trained giving that nation 80-90% “maximum
utility” from its electronic gear, contrasted with the 60%
we “too often” get from ours. The 2-year service period
is woefully inadequate to train an electronic technician,
he says, quoting EPB estimate that “it takes not less than
5 years of intensive training to make an across-the-board

—

electronics

He

man.”

contrasts

Govt.’s

development of military

—which has evolved from the simple
complex—
civilian industry’s constant

tronics gear

extremely

elec-

to the

to

TV

sim-

“We

have spent more than $15
billion on military electronics since the war and are now
up to a national annual expenditure of $2.5 billion a year,”
he states. “We cannot surrender our civilian control of
plification of

receivers.

—

well-planned military progress we must demand that it
be properly managed and fully exploited.”
Among his recommendations for improving electronic
gear is proposal for incentive contracts to manufacturers
which would reward them for simplification of equipment.
“The present system of contracting is one of the major
faults of the world of military electronics,” he asserts.
“Frequently one company receives a research & development contract [and] then finds the manufacturing contract is awarded elsewhere.
The reason is the archaic
lowest-bidder law.”
Although article doesn’t make a point of it, Congressional action would be necessary to accomplish Mr. Cotton’s 2 main proposals: (1) Reward manufacturers for
cutting costs and complexity of equipment; current procurement and renegotiation regulations actually would
penalize them for it.
(2) Offer more inducements to encourage military personnel to take up electronics careers
in the services.
*

*

*

*

New method
down

price

and

of producing transistors which may bring
improve quality was announced this week

by GE.

Developed by physicist Dr. Robert N. Hall, new
technique can produce as many as 100 layers of treated

germanium

in

single 6-in.

ingot,

yielding several thou-

sand transistors per ingot. Other methods produce only
1 or 2 layers per ingot, GE says.

American Car & Foundry Co. has purchased entire
Avion Instrument Corp., Paramus, N. J.,
researchers and developers of fire control, guided missile
and other electronics devices. Richard F. Wehrlin, founder
and president of Avion, continues with ACF with staff.
capital stock of

Olympic Radio this week announced purchase of Electrona Corp., Irvington, N. J., research laboratories, for
affiliation with its Olympic Development Co., Stamford,
Conn. Electrona’s Dr. Carl Bosch is promoted to v.p.
Oxford Electric Corp., Chicago (speakers) has acquired Radionic Controls Inc. & Wilder Mfg. Co., both of
Carbondale, 111. Hugo Sundberg, Oxford v.p., elected exec,
v.p. of

both subsidiaries.

RCA
U.

S.

Japan

—for assistance to

John W. Craig, Avco v.p. and Crosmgr. since 1948, has resigned to become president
of Aluminum Industries Inc., Cincinnati manufacturer of
engine parts, valves, pistons, etc.; James D.
Shouse, Avco v.p. and chairman of its subsidiary Crosley
Broadcasting Corp., becomes chief executive officer of all
Crosley div. operations, including TV-radio and appliance
activities
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, GE v.p., chosen by
castings,

its

—

its first

outside continental

17 licensees in Japan.

.

.

RTMA

.

Medal of Honor for outstanding contributions to industry, to be awarded at RTMA’s
Chicago convention June 15-18
Herbert Riegelman, GE
to receive annual

.

.

.

TV-radio marketing mgr., promoted to TV-radio gen. mgr.,
Syracuse, replacing Willard H. Sahloff, promoted gen. mgr.
of small appliance div., Bridgeport, Conn.
Dr. Wm. L.
Everitt, dean of U of Illinois engineering college, has been
nominated by IRE (of which he is a past president) to
serve on committee of scientists formed to evaluate functions of Bureau of Standards; Dr. M. J. Kelly, president of
Bell Labs, is chairman
David H. Cogan, CBS-Columbia
president, elected director of Victoreen Co., Cleveland
(radiation instruments)
Thomson A. Moore, asst, to
F. R. Deakins, president of RCA Victor Co. Ltd., Montreal,
and onetime Ford Motor Co. export sales mgr., named to
new position of exec. v.p.
J. A. H. Torrey named commercial v.p., GE International . John G. Thompson and
Franklin P. Hinman, both ex-RCA, appointed product
mgrs., Westinghouse electronic tube div. plants at Bath &
Elmira, N. Y., respectively
Leonard Rosenfeld, exGeneral Instrument Co., named Jerrold production mgr.
Richard M. Kaplan named chief of methods & production systems dept., CBS-Columbia
Michael Kory, exmgr. of all distributing subsidiaries, appointed administrative director, Emerson sales & adv. depts.
Raymond H.
Zipf appointed Stromberg-Carlson district merchandiser,
St. Louis
Frank P. Delay promoted to Zenith personnel director
Charles W. Finnigan, ex-Sylvania, appointed chief electronics engineer, Stromberg-Carlson, replacing Garrard Mountjoy, now asst, to v.p., American
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Radio-Television Inc., Little Rock
(parts)
John
Kingston, ex-Westinghouse, named Motorola director of
training, succeeding George Lambert, retired.
.

.

.

College football TV program next fall will be announced next week by National Collegiate Athletic Assn.
TV committee and it’s expected to resemble closely last
year’s one-game-a-week plan. TV committee was directed
by NCAA convention last January to continue TV “controls” (Vol. 9:2) and committee has given no indication
since then that it plans any radical changes. To prepare
way for submission of 1953 program to member colleges
within next few days, NCAA this week released report of
U of Chicago’s National Opinion Research Center, hired
by NCAA to study effects of TV on college football. Report shows how NCAA’s position has shifted since it inaugurated TV “controls” in 1951. At that time, it was
claimed that restrictions were needed to protect small
colleges.
But this week’s announcement states large and
medium-sized colleges were “harder hit by TV than the
less attractive games and the small colleges.”
Research
group also claims that as total sets-in-use increased, adverse effects on football attendance increased. But at another point, it says that NCAA’s TV “controls” reduced
attendance losses 13% since 1950.

Ex-Senator Ernest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.) is under retainer of $2500 a month plus $1000 monthly expenses to study possibility of merger of Western Union,

RCA
Corp.

international div. plans to establish electronics

service laboratory in

Trade Personals:

ley gen.

Communications Inc. and American Cable & Radio
(IT&T), according to statement filed with Senate

under the lobbying act. He was formerly majority leader
and member of Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce,
handling radio-communications legislation.
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Trade Notes:

Korean peace prospect and
consequent ti'imming of defense spending doesn’t faze GE.
President Ralph J. Cordiner told annual stockholders meeting April 21 that GE’s defense business, which accounts
for 30% of total billings, is of a highly specialized and
technical nature “the kind of defense which would be the
last to be discontinued in any general paring of the naHe predicted electrical manutional defense program.”
facturing industry would grow more than twice as fast as
remainder of national economy in next 10 years and, in
anticipation, said GE expects to spend some $500,000,000
Financial

—

for expansion of facilities in next 3 years, bringing total
postwar expenditures for new plant & equipment to $1.1
billion. Without breaking down revenues by products, he re-

ported GE’s first-quarter earnings & sales in 1953 had
Earnings were $45,849,000
all quarterly records.
($1.59 a share on 28,845,927 common shares outstanding)
on sales of $777,819,000 compared to $29,024,191 ($1.01)
on sales of $560,557,000 in first quarter of 1952. Backlog
of orders, including defense, stood at record $3.3 billion

broken

at end of quarter, up

from

*

$2.1 billion at
*

*

end of 1952.

*

Sparks-Withington sales for quarter ended March 31
were $7,420,098, including “highest level ever” for TV
For 9
sales, compared with $5,426,404 same 1952 period.
months ended March 31, consolidated net sales were $22,542,396 vs. $15,727,455 same period preceding year and
$20,621,271 for full 1952 fiscal year. Defense backlog exceeds $23,000,000 and defense billings are at highest rate
s'nce end of World War II.

Magnavox net income went up

to

$506,000

(68<(

a

March 31,
compared with $454,840 (61(f) on sales of $10,193,000 same
1952 period. For 9 months ended March 31, net income
was $2,052,000 ($2.70) on sales of $45,009,000 vs. $1,043,000 ($1.40) on $25,896,000 same period preceding year.
share) on sales of $18,883,000 for quarter ended

Stromberg-Carlson, in first quarter of 1953, more than
doubled its earnings of same 1952 period, totaling $576,300 ($1.55 a share) after taxes of $1,921,000 on sales of
$13,339,203 vs. $248,191 (65tf) after taxes of $516,000 on
sales of $9,000,008 year ago.

Muter Co. reports net profit of $117,888 (18<) a share
on 661,825 common shares outstanding) for 3 months
ended March 31 compared to $129,820 (20tf on 651,200
shares) corresponding 1952 period.
Canadian Admiral reports 1952 earnings of $1,721,315
($5.98 a share), nearly 8 times greater than the $217,099
Sales were $19,743,327 in 1952
(75(f) reported last year.

and $5,349,660 in 1951.

Emerson reports net income

of $899,516

(46tf

a share)

for first 1953 quarter, compared with $351,858 (18(*)
1952 period.

same

Standard Coil Products reports net income of $1,737,045 ($1.18 a share) for quarter ended March 31, up 92%
over $905,116 (62(f) same 1952 period.
*

*

*

3=

May 15 to
Dividends: Standard
June 5 to
stockholders of record May 5; Oak Mfg.,
holders June 1; P. R. Mallory, 35(f June 10 to holders May
22; Stewart-Warner, 35(* June 6 to holders May 15; Servomechanisms, 10^ May 15 to holders May 1; Avco, 15<f
Coil,

June 20

to holders

WJR

May

25(f

payable

29.

The Goodwill Station

Inc., Detroit,

reports sales

of $814,708, net profit of $133,209 for quarter ended March
31 vs. $852,957 sales, $130,662 profit same period last year.

Rumored sale of Warner Bros. Burbank studios to
RCA, or merger with NBC-TV’s which they adjoin, was
flatly denied this week by RCA.

is impact of TV on movie attendance that it will close down 30% of nation’s theatres
in next 12 months unless Congress repeals 20% Federal
tax on movie admissions. Thus did film industry which
heretofore has publicly minimized TV’s effects plead be-

S

O “DEVASTATING”

—

—

House Ways & Means Committee this week for opportunity to increase its revenues by letting theatres keep
the 20% which now goes to U. S. Treasury.
Speaking for industry-wide Council of Motion Picture
Organizations, Dallas exhibitor Col. H. A. Cole told Congressmen that theatres’ greatest challenge came in 1948
with rise of TV. Said he: “The results were staggering.
Assured by the purchase of a TV set, of what was the
equivalent of a free motion picture show in their living
room, millions of Americans made the pleasant discovery
that there is no place like home.” COMPO statement presented these statistics:
(1) Theatre attendance dropped 40% in TV-saturated metropolitan areas, 22% in fringes. (2) For every
2% increase in number of TV sets in an area, there is
corresponding drop of 1% in theatre grosses. (3) In TV
areas, 23% of all indoor theatres have closed since 1948,
while theatre grosses in non-TV areas increased 3.2%.
(4) Theatx-es closed at rate of 2-a-day in 1952 and 3-a-day
so far this year.
(5) By end of 1953, some 91% of nation’s theatres, contributing 98% of total theatre grosses,
will be in TV areas.
(6) If it weren’t for popcorn, candy
or other concessions, “U. S. exhibitors would have operated in 1952 at a loss of $147,785,000.”

fore

Color TV tape recordings are definitely in works, according to Frank Healey, executive director of Bing
Crosby Enterprises’ electronic div. Writing in April 25
Billboard, he reports: “We are far enough advanced in
our experiments to predict that not only will we provide
TV on tape but we will provide colored TV on tape.”
Furthermore, he says, color tape will cost little more than
He gives this status report on black-&black-&-white.
white tape progress: (1) It’s “well toward readiness for
commercial production.” (2) “Pictures may be recorded
directly on tape from TV camera or recorded from a
monitor TV set with greater fidelity than is possible under the present methods such as kinescope.”
(3) Equipment is about half size of kine equipment. (4) A 15-min.
35mm tape will cost $50, compared with $150 for equivaHe reports these additional comlent “hot kinescope.”
panies experimenting with TV tape: GE, Armour Research, Magnecord, RCA, Webster-Chicago, Minnesota

& Mfg.
New TV camera which

Mining

can be used for film and slides

as well as live shows will be introduced by Standard Electronics Corp. (Claude Neon) at NARTB convention. Tai-

new stations, it will sell for about $15,000,
considerably cheaper than image orthicon camera. Weighing 75 lbs., it’s called “Multi-Con” and has newly developed
tube which “has better resolution that an image orthicon,”
according to v.p. Wm. Zillger. Tube costs $300, compared
with $1200 for image orthicon, and life tests have shown
Camera
it will survive 1000-1500 hours of use, he added.
is slated for production in July or August.
lored for small

TV films made by new electronic technique were demonstrated in Hollywood by Norman Collins, ex-BBC controller, now chairman of High Definition Films of London
Ltd., touring U. S. and Canada to observe production
methods and possibly drum up market for his company’s
“telefilms.” British company is shooting films from kinescope tube of closed-circuit TV system with 750-900 lines
Company was formed by Collins and Sir
Alexander Korda to produce TV films for expected British
commercial stations (Vol. 8:26).
of definition.

—

.
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Handy Reference Log

of the 167

Television Stations in Operation as of April 25, 1953
With Supplemental List

New

of

Radio station

For further

Stations Reported
affiliations (if

details about these stations, consult

ALABAMA
WAFM-TV, Birmingham
[Sale to

(Ch.

13)—The Television Corp. (WAPI).

Co. pends FCC approval; Vol. 9:15.]
(Ch. 6)—Birmingham Bcstg. Co. Inc.
[Sale to Storer Bcstg. Co. pends FCC approval, Vol.

Birmingham News

WBRC-TV, Birmingham
(WBRC).
9:13.]

WALA-TV, Mobile (Ch. 10) —Pape Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WALA).
WKAB-TV, Mobile (Ch. 48)—Pursley Bcstg. Service (WKAB).
WCOV-TV, Montgomery (Ch. 20)—Capitol Bcstg. Co. (WCOV).
12)—Harkins Bcstg.

(Ch.

(Phoenix), Ariz.

Inc.

(KTYL).

KPHO-TV, Phoenix (Ch. 5) —Meredith Engineering Co. (KPHO).
KOPO-TV, Tucson (Ch. 13) —Old Pueblo Bcstg. Co. (KOPO).
Rock (Ch. 17)—Little Rock

Little

COLORADO

KKTV, Colorado Springs (Ch. 11)—TV Colorado Inc. (KVOR).
KBTV, Denver (Ch. 9) —Colorado Television Corp. (KVOD).
KFEL-TV, Denver (Ch. 2)—Eugene P. O’Fallon Inc. (KFEL).
KDZA-TV, Pueblo (Ch. 3)—Pueblo Radio Co. Inc. (KDZA).

CONNECTICUT
(Ch.

43)

—Southern

&

Connecticut

Long

Island Television Co. (WICC).
WKNB-TV, New Britain (Ch. 30)—New Britain Bcstg. Co. (WKNB).
WNHC-TV, New Haven (Ch. 6)—Elm City Bcstg. Corp. (WNHC).

12)—WDEL

(Ch.

(Ch.

7)

INDIANA
WTTV, Bloomington (Ch. 10)—Sarkes Tarzian Inc. (WTTS).
WFBM-TV, Indianapolis (Ch. 6) —WFBM Inc. (WFBM).
WSBT-TV, South Bend (Ch. 34) —South Bend Tribune (WSBT).
WOI-TV, Ames (Ch. 4) —Iowa State College of Agriculture & Mechanic Arts (WOI).

WOC-TV, Davenport (Ch. 6) —Central Bcstg. Co. (WOC).
KVTV, Sioux City (Ch. 9)— Cowles Bcstg. Co. (WNAX, Yankton,
S. D.).

WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV,

Louisville (Ch.

5)—WAVE

Louisville (Ch.

11)— WHAS

Inc.

(WDEL).

Inc.

—Evening

Star

Bcstg.

Co.

Bangor

23)—Tri-County

Bcstg.

(Ch.

5)

WTVJ, Miami

(Ch. 4)

4)—Florida

—Southern

Radio

Bcstg. Co.

& TV

(WMBR).

Equipment Co.

GEORGIA

WLWA,

Atlanta (Ch.

8)

— Crosley

Chicago

(Ch.

ILLINOIS
4)
Columbia

—

Bcstg.
(

System

Service

MASSACHUSETTS

—Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.
WNAC-TV, Boston (Ch. 7) — General Teleradlo Inc. (WNAC).
WHYN-TV, Holyoke (Ch. 55) —Hampden-Hampshire Corp. (WHYN).
WWLP, Springfield (Ch. 61) —Springfield Television Bcstg. Corp.
WBZ-TV, Boston

(Ch.

4)

(WBZ).

(WSPR).

MICHIGAN
WPAG-TV, Ann Arbor (Ch. 20) —Washtenaw Bcstg. Co. (WPAG).
WWJ-TV, Detroit (Ch. 4) —Evening News Assn. (WWJ).
WJBK-TV, Detroit (Ch. 2)—Storer Bcstg. Co. (WJBK).
WXYZ-TV, Detroit (Ch. 7)—WXYZ Inc. (WXYZ).
WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids (Ch. 7) —Grandwood Bcstg. Co. (WOOD).
WKZO-TV, Kalamazoo (Ch. 3) —Fetzer Bcstg. Co. (WKZO).
WJIM-TV, Lansing (Ch. 6)—WJIM Inc. (WJIM).
WKNX-TV, Saginaw (Ch. 57) —Lake Huron Bcstg. Corp. (WKNX).

Minneapolis-St.

)

—

(

Paul

(Ch.

4)

Inc.

(KSTP).

—Midwest

Radio-Tele-

(WCCO).
MISSISSIPPI
(Ch. 25)

—Mississippi

Publishers Corp.

MISSOURI
WDAF-TV, Kansas City (Ch. 4) —Kansas City Star Co. (WDAF).
KSD-TV, St. Louis (Ch. 5) —The Pulitzer Publishing Co. (KSD).
KTTS-TV, Springfield (Ch. 10) —Independent Bcstg. Co. (KTTS).

NEBRASKA
KOLN-TV, Lincoln

(Ch. 12)

— Cornhusker

Radio

&

Television Corp.

(KOLN).

KMTV, Omaha (Ch. 3) —May Bcstg. Co. (KMA, Shenandoah,
WOW-TV, Omaha (Ch. 6)—Meredith WOW Inc. (WOW).

la.).

City (Ch.
13)

46)—Neptune

—Bremer Bcstg.

Bcstg. Corp.

Corp.

(WFPG).

(WAAT).

NEW MEXICO
Inc.

Peoria (Ch. 43) West Central Bcstg. Co. (WEEK).
Island (Ch. 4) Rock Island Bcstg. Co. WHBF).

—

Telecasting

NEW JERSEY

(WBBM).

WHBF-TV, Rock

— Community

MARYLAND

WFPG-TV, Atlantic
WATV, Newark (Ch.

WBKB, Chicago (Ch. 7) —American Bcstg. Co. WENR
WON-TV, Chicago (Ch. 9)— WGN Inc. (WGN).
WNBQ. Chicago (Ch. 5) National Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WMAQ).

WEEK -TV,

(WDSU).

Bcstg. Corp.

Baltimore (Ch. 13)— WAAM Inc.
WBAL-TV, Baltimore (Ch. 11)—Hearst Corp. (WBAL).
WMAR-TV, Baltimore (Ch. 2)—A. S. Abell Co.

Bcstg. of Atlanta Inc.

WAGA-TV, Atlanta (Ch. 5)—Storer Bcstg. Co. (WAGA).
WSB-TV, Atlanta (Ch. 2) —Atlanta Newspapers Inc. (WSB).

WBBM-TV,

Baton

WAAM,

Co.

(WFTL).
Jacksonville (Ch.

Co. of

(WABI).

WJTV, Jackson

FLORIDA

WMBR-TV,

6)—WDSU

Orleans (Ch.

Inc.

—

(Ch.

Bcstg.

(WAFB).

MAINE
WABI-TV,

vision Inc.

Washington (Ch. 4)—National Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WRC).
WTOP-TV, Washington (Ch. 9)—WTOP Inc. (WTOP).
WTTG, Washington (Ch. 5) Allen B. DuMont Laboratories Inc.
Lauderdale

(WAVE).
(WHAS).

28)—Modem

(Ch.

WNBW,

Fort

Inc.

LOUISIANA
WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge

WCCO-TV,

(WMAL).

WFTL-TV,

Inc.

KSTP-TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul (Ch. 5)—KSTP

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

WMAL-TV, Washington

to date

MINNESOTA

DELAWARE
WDEL-TV, Wilmington

Factbook No. 16 with Weekly Addenda

WDSU-TV, New

Telecasters.

CALIFORNIA
KECA-TV, Los Angeles (Ch. 7)—American Bcstg. Co. (KECA).
KHJ-TV, Los Angeles (Ch. 9) —General Teleradio Inc. (KHJ).
KLAC-TV, Los Angeles (Ch. 13)—Dorothy Schlff (KLAC).
KNBH, Los Angeles (Ch. 4)—National Bcstg. Co. Inc.
KNXT, Los Angeles (Ch. 2)—Columbia Bcstg. System Inc. (KNX).
KTLA, Los Angeles (Ch. 5) —Paramount Television Productions Inc.
KTTV, Los Angeles (Ch. 11)—KTTV Inc.
KFMB-TV, San Diego (Ch. 8) —Wrather-Alvarez Inc. (KFMB).
KGO-TV, San Francisco (Ch. 7)—American Bcstg. Co. (KGO).
KPIX, San Francisco (Ch. 5)—KPIX Inc. (KSFO).
KRON-TV, San Francisco (Ch. 4)— Chronicle Publishing Co.
(KRON-FM).

WICC-TV, Bridgeport

TV

Rouge

ARKANSAS
KRTV,

any) indicated in parentheses

KENTUCKY

ARIZONA
KTYL-TV, Mesa

Due on Air During Next Few Weeks

KOB-TV, Albuquerque

(Ch. 4)

—Albuquerque

Bcstg. Co. (KOB).

NEW YORK
WNBF-TV, Binghamton (Ch. 12) —Clark Associates Inc. (WNBF).
WBEN-TV, Buffalo (Ch. 4)— WHEN Inc. (WBEN).
WABC-TV, New York (Ch. 7)—American Bcstg. Co. (WABC).
(Continued on next page)
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NEW YORK— (Continued)

TENNESSEE

WABD, New York (Ch. 5) Allen B. DuMont Laboratories Inc.
WCBS-TV, New York (Ch. 2)— Columbia Bcstg. System (WCBS).
WNBT, New York (Ch. 4) —National Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WNBC).
WOR-TV, New York (Ch. 9) —General Teleradio Inc. (WOR).
WPIX, New York (Ch. 11)— WPIX Inc.
WHAM-TV, Rochester (Ch. 6) Stromberg-Carlson Co. (WHAM).
WRGB, Schenectady (Ch. 4) —General Electric Co. (WGY).
WSYR-TV, Syracuse (Ch. 5) —Central N. Y. Bcstg. Corp. (WSYR).
WHEN, Syracuse (Ch. 8)—Meredith Syracuse Television Corp.
WKTV, Utica (Ch. 13) —Copper City Bcstg. Corp. (WKAL, Rome,
N. Y.).

NORTH CAROLINA
WBTV, Charlotte (Ch. 3)—Jefferson Standard Bcstg.
WFMY-TV, Greensboro (Ch. 2) —Greensboro News
FM).

Co.

(WBT).

(WFMY-

Co.

NORTH DAKOTA

KCJB-TV, Minot

(Ch. 13)

—North

Inc. (KCJB).

Dakota Bcstg. Co.

OHIO
7)—Scripps-Howard Radio (WCPO).

WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,

Cincinnati (Ch.
Cincinnati (Ch. 12) Radio Cincinnati Inc. (WKRC).
WLWT, Cincinnati (Ch. 4)— Crosley Bcstg. Corp. (WLW).
WEWS, Cleveland (Ch. 5) Scripps-Howard Radio Inc.
WNBK, Cleveland (Ch. 4)—National Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WTAM).
WXEL, Cleveland (Ch. 9)—Empire Coil Co. Inc.
WBNS-TV, Columbus (Ch. 10) Dispatch Printing Co. (WBNS).
WLWC, Columbus (Ch. 3)—Crosley Bcstg. Corp. (WLWF-FM).

—

—

—

— WTVN
—

WTVN, Columbus

Inc.
(Ch. 6)
WHIO-TV, Dayton (Ch. 7) Miami Valley Bcstg. Corp. (WHIO).
WLWD, Dayton (Ch. 5)— Crosley Bcstg. Corp. (WLWB-FM).

WLOK-TV, Lima (Ch. 73) — WLOK Inc. (WLOK).
WSPD-TV, Toledo (Ch. 13) —Storer Bcstg. Co. (WSPD).
WFMJ-TV, Youngstown (Ch. 73)—Vindicator Printing Co. (WFMJ).
WKBN-TV, Youngstown (Ch. 27) — WKBN Bcstg. Corp. (WKBN).

OKLAHOMA
KSWO-TV, Lawton (Ch. 7)—Oklahoma Quality Bcstg. Co. (KSWO).
WKY-TV, Oklahoma City (Ch. 4)—WKY Radiophone Co. (WKY).
KOTV, Tulsa (Ch. 6) —Wrather-Alvarez Inc.

WMCT, Memphis
WSM-TV,

5)— Memphis Publishing
(Ch. 4)— WSM Inc. (WSM).

(Ch.

Nashville

TEXAS
KFDA-TV, Amarillo (Ch. 10) — Amarillo Bcstg. Corp. KFD A
KGNC-TV. Amarillo (Ch. 4)—Plains Radio Bcstg. Co. (KGNC).
KTBC-TV, Austin (Ch. 7) —Texas Bcstg. Corp. (KTBC).
KRLD-TV, Dallas (Ch. 4) — KRLD Radio Corp. (KRLD).
WFAA-TV, Dallas (Ch. 8)—A. H. Belo Corp. (WFAA).
KROD-TV, El Paso (Ch. 4) —Roderick Bcstg. Corp. (KROD).
KTSM-TV, El Paso (Ch. 9) —Tri-State Bcstg. Co. Inc. (KTSM).
WBAP-TV, Fort Worth (Ch. 5) —Carter Publications Inc. (WBAP).
KGUL-TV, Galveston (Ch. 11) —Gulf Television Co.
KPRC-TV, Houston (Ch. 2) —Houston Post Co. (KPRC).
KDUB-TV, Lubbock (Ch. 13) —Texas Telecasting Inc.
KEYL, San Antonio (Ch. 5) —San Antonio Television Co.
WOAI-TV, San Antonio (Ch. 4) —Southland Industries Inc.
(

27)—Empire

(Ch.

Falls (Ch. 3)

PENNSYLVANIA
WFBG-TV, Altoona (Ch. 10) —Gable Bcstg. Co. (WFBG).
WLEV-TV, Bethlehem, Pa. (Ch. 51) — Associated Bcstrs.
(WEST, Easton).
WICU, Erie (Ch. 12) —Dispatch Inc. (WTKK).
WHP-TV, Harrisburg (Ch. 55)— WHP Inc. (WHP).
WJAC-TV, Johnstown (Ch. 13)—WJAC Inc. (WJAC).
WGAL-TV, Lancaster (Ch. 8) WGAL Inc. (WGAL).
WKST-TV, New Castle (Ch. 45) —WKST Inc. (WKST).
WCAU-TV, Philadelphia (Ch. 10)—WCAU Inc. (WCAU).
WFIL-TV, Philadelphia (Ch. 6)—Triangle Publications

Inc.

KWFT-TV, Wichita
KDYL-TV,

WHUM-TV,

—

KSL-TV,

—

Salt

Lake City (Ch. 5)—Radio Service Corp. of Utah

VIRGINIA
WLVA-TV, Lynchburg (Ch. 13) —Lynchburg Bcstg. Corp. (WLVA).
WTAR-TV, Norfolk (Ch. 4) — WTAR Radio Corp. (WTAR).
WTVR, Richmond (Ch. 6) —Havens & Martin Inc. (WMBG).
WROV-TV, Roanoke (Ch. 27) —Radio Roanoke Inc. (WROV).
WSLS-TV, Roanoke (Ch. 10) —Shenandoah Life Stations Inc.
(WSLS).

WASHINGTON
KING-TV, Seattle (Ch. 5)—KING Bcstg. Co. (KING).
KHQ-TV, Spokane (Ch. 6)—KHQ Inc. (KHQ).
KXLY-TV, Spokane (Ch. 4)—KXLY-TV (KXLY).
KTNT-TV, Tacoma (Ch. 11)—Tribune Publishing Co. KTNT
(

WEST VIRGINIA
(Ch. 5)— WSAZ Inc.

(Ch.

(WSBA).

Cal.

(Ch.

6)—Valley

Electric

Co.

St. Petersburg,

(Ch.

Fla.

38)— City

of St.

Petersburg

Co.

(WTMJ).

(Ch.

9)

—Hawaiian

Bcstg.

System

to

12

(Ch.

11)

remain

—Radio

silent

Honolulu Ltd.
(Authorized
pending technical and financial

MEXICAN BORDER STATIONS
opposite Brownsville, Tex. (Ch. 7)
Licensed by Mexican Govt, to Romulo O’Farrill Sr.. Mexico City.

XETV, Tijuana, Mexico, near San Diego
can

Govt,

to

Radio-Television,

—

(Ch. 6) Licensed by Mexi(O'Farrill-Azcarraga in-

S.A.

tprpctc]

CBFT. Montreal. Quebec (Ch.
(CBF & CBM).
CBLT, Toronto, Ontario (Ch.
(CBL & CJBC).

—Canadian
9) —Canadian
2)

Broadcasting

Corp.

Broadcasting Corp.

WHIZ-TV,

Few Weeks

Zanesville, O.

(Ch. 50)

*

—Southeastern

Ohio Television

KELO-TV, Sioux

Falls,

S.

D.

(Ch. 11) —Midcontinent Bcstg. Co.

(KELO).

(WSUN).

WTVO, Rockford, 111. (Ch. 39)—Winnebago Television Corp.
WFAM-TV, Lafayette, Ind. (Ch. 59) WFAM Inc. (WASK).
WLBC-TV, Muncle, Ind. (Ch. 49)— Tri-City Radio Corp. (WLBC).
WFTV, Duluth, Minn. (Ch. 39) — Great Plains Television Properties
of Minnesota

Fathers (WBAY).

System (WHIZ).

(KVEC).

WSUN-TV,

—Norbertine

3)—The Journal

Note: New CBOT, Ottawa, Ontario (Ch. 4) now being constructed by Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and due for completion
in May, using special temporary equipment in order to earn.'
June 2 Coronation.

25)— Radio Columbia (WCOS).

Obispo,

(Ch.

Honolulu, Hawaii

U. S. Stations Reported Due on Air Within Next
KVEC-TV, San Luis

(Ch. 2)

CANADIAN STATIONS

SOUTH CAROLINA
WCOS-TV, Columbia

(WSAZ).

XELD-TV, Matamoros, Mexico,

11)—The Outlet Co. (WJAR).

(Ch.

)

(KGMB).

Inc.

RHODE ISLAND
WJAR-TV, Providence

WBAY-TV, Green Bay
WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee

(WEEU).

Bcstg. Co.

&

changes: see Vol. 9:11.)

—

—Susquehanna

(Ch. 43)

(KWFT).

(KSL).

March

Eastern Radio Corp. (WHUM).
Reading
Wilkes-Barre (Ch. 28) Louis G. Baltimore ( WBRE )

WBRE-TV,
WSBA-TV, York

Inc.

Salt Lake City (Ch. 4) Intermountain Bcstg.
Tele(KDYL). [Sale to Time Inc. pends FCC approval,

KONA, Honolulu

—

Bcstg. Co.

TV

vision Corp.
Vol. 9:14.]

Ltd.

Philadelphia (Ch. 3) Philco Corp. [Sale to Westinghouse
pends FCC approval, Vol. 9:8.]
WDTV, Pittsburgh (Ch. 2) Allen B. DuMont Laboratories Inc.
(Ch. 61)

Falls

Television Co

UTAH

KGMB-TV,

WPTZ,

33)—Hawley

6)— Wichita

Falls (Ch.

&

TERRITORIES

(WFIL).

(Ch.

Radio

WISCONSIN

—

WEEU-TV, Reading

— Wichtex

(KFDX).

WSAZ-TV, Huntington

Coil Co. Inc.

)

(WOAI).

KFDX-TV, Wichita

OREGON
KPTV, Portland

(WMC).

Co.

Inc.

KFOR-TV, Lincoln, Neb.
WNAO-TV, Raleigh, N.
(WNAO).
WDAY-TV, Fargo, N. D.

(Ch. 10)— Cornbelt Bcstg. Corp. (KFOR).

KCBD-TV, Lubbock, Tex. (Ch. 11) —Bryant Radio & Television Inc.
(KCBD)
KUHT, Houston, Tex. (Ch. 8, educational) —University of Houston
(KUHF-FM).
KVOS-TV, Bellingham, Wash. (Ch. 12)—KVOS Inc. (KVOS).
* Note Foregoing are known to have received equipment and
have indicated imminent starts, but first tests and commercial
debuts arg subject to unforeseen delays. All new-station starts
are chronicled in Television Digest as soon as officially reported.
:

C.

(Ch.

(Ch. 6)

28)— Sir Walter

— WDAY

Inc.

Television

(WDAY).

Co.
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A CREDO-AND SOME PREDICTIONS &

"

Radio was built on, the basis of service
Television must be based on the same solid foundation. For
to the American people.
all its drama and potential for profit, television should be no place for get-rich quick Wallingf ords more interested in what they can take than what they can give.
OPINIONS:

,

"

but they will have no staying power.
Sure, they may ride high for a time
Sooner or later, the public will intervene, and they will lose out to broadcasters
who have shouldered the responsibilities on which continuing opportunities for
profit are founded.
"
Television, like radio, should be a profession with all that the term best
in
integrity dignity and above all dedication to a tradition of public
implies
usefulness. It should provide careers upon which young Americans can enter with the
same proud sense of fulfilling a vital public function that they have in entering
That inner awareness of mission applies not
science, medicine, law or journalism.
only to stations and networks but to TV performers, production people, administrators, salesmen and technicians."
,

,

,

,

*

*

*

*

That high moral note flavored RCA chairman David Sarnoff 's keynote address
But it was when he ventured far into the
at NARTB Los Angeles convention April 29.
about the future of TV and radio about uhf,
fields of prediction and opinion
color pay-as-you-look TV electronic progress
m ovies programs
that he held a
jam-packed audience literally spellbound for more than an hour.

—

,

,

,

—

,

,

This was a bigger and much more responsive audience than he had when, just
years ago, with only 13 TV stations on the air and mere 16 applications pending, he
urged convention of NBC affiliates that they had better get into TV swim
or else.
of
or
read
the
full
text
speech,
at
have
to
least
those
You
portions that
and that goes whether you
touch your own business closest, to get its full import
are a broadcaster telecaster manufacturer distributor vendor banker or anyone
Accordingly, subheaded
else concerned with the economics and science of TV-radio.
by topics, we've published it complete as a Special Report herewith including its
many ad libbed interpolations not covered in official advance releases from which
most press reports were derived.
6

—

—

,

,

,

,

,

,

MOST EVERYTHING WAS TV AT LOS ANGELES:

This was a TV convention almost to the exan NARTB convention without a burning issue for the first
clusion of all else
If you want to call them issues, the questions uppermost in
time in a generation.
minds of most delegates seemed to be: How can we get into TV ? How much will it
cost? Can we make it pay off without destroying our radio properties?
Seeking answers, the 1800-odd delegates attended the business sessions in
than usual, jammed the exposition boot hs, surveyed the gigantic and
numbers
greater
Hollywood
studio and transmitting plants of the networks.
sumptuous
Highlights of

—

OOPVBI4HT !••» BY RADIO NKWI BUREAU

,

2

the speechmaking, kept to minimum in favor of panel discussions, were the Sarnoff
address, particularly its extemporaneous interpolations, and the fine exposition of
association policies by NARTB president Harold Fellows.
Ex-working broadcaster Fellows is generally credited not only with building
up NARTB' s capable and well balanced staff, but with spearheading, if not actually
sparking, the new era of good feeling pervading TV-radio.
Fact that business is
for both are generally doing very well indeed.
good is helping too, of course
It's our function and purpose to point up the general trends to focus on
those subjects deemed most significant and interesting to our top-level managementengineering readership. Accordingly, leaving detailed reporting to the trade papers,
we intend to follow up our Sarnoff report (whose subject matter cuts across so many
facets of TV-radio-electronics with other transcripts or reports on discussions in
specialized fields. Accordingly, we hope later to cover small market TV uhf, possibly other subjects of the intensely interesting panel discussions.

—

,

)

,

—

It was as much an engineering as management convention
and in story below
we've culled what our technical observer regarded as most significant after visiting all exhibits and attending nearly all engineering sessions and demonstrations
both at NARTB and at SMPTE convening in nearby Statler Hotel.
Outstanding impressions we carried away from the business sessions of this
most amazingly efficient convention in some 27 years of attendance were these:
,

—

That vhf is favored, as were clear channels in radio
but that uhf,
only place where TV can expand much, is on its way up technically and commercially.
It certainly shouldn't be sold short
as the broadcasters not long ago sold TV itself short, for the simple facts are (a) that the public in non- TV areas is demanding TV, doesn't give a darn whether it's vhf or uhf can generally get exceptionally
good pictures via uhf; and (b) science and industry are solidly back of uhf, can
produce adequate transmitting and receiving apparatus, cannot possibly afford to let
(See also Facing the Facts about UHF, Vol. 9:17.)
it suffer the fate of FM.
most of them also broadcasters are approaching
the
telecasters,
That
(2)
their industry problems (FCC, code, education, unions, movies, ASCAP) in spirit of
give-and-take negotiation and without needless chips on shoulder.
(3) That the FCC, once dreaded for its unpredictable big stick tactics, is
its majority reflecting the Adminisin safe hands under popular new Chairman Hyde
tration's attitude that business isn't a beast to be beaten around and its controlling members being sound and realistic enough to encourage all phases of the electronics arts and sciences during their difficult change-of-lif e stages.
Indeed, the 5 commissioners attending the convention were profuse in their
expressions of admiration for the job TV is doing. And Chairman Hyde went flatly
on record, echoed later by Comr. Hennock, that there's no intention whatsoever to
discriminate against radio broadcasters or any other legitimate American enterprisif the grants to date weren't proof already.
ers in the granting of licenses
(1)

,

,

,

,

—
*

*

*

*

One warning note came to the inheritors of TV in an amused observation by
Comr. Bartley during the FCC panel discussion in which he and Comr. Sterling shone
for their brief, pat and to-the-point statements:
if you think they're
Go on giving us those 2-to-3-minute TV commercials
worth while," quoth Bartley, himself an ex-broadcaster. "But for my part, they give
me an opportunity to get a lot of little things done around the house between proThere were chuckles and applause
in
It's the short ones that catch me ."
grams.
obvious recognition that he had touched, albeit facetiously, on a vital point.
"

,

—

BIG DELIVERIES, SMOOTHER & CHEAPER GEAR: Breathtaking growth in TV stations this
Our estiappears almost certain.
much beyond anyone's previous guesses
year
mate of last week, that 100 additional new stations will take to the air this year
(Vol. 9:17), now seems entirely too conservative to the people who should know
Unless grantees give up CPs in wholesale lots, and
the equipment manufacturers.
that isn't likely, 200-400 new stations could begin telecasting this year alone.

—

—

—

Plans and capacity of the equipment makers

,

as gleaned at NARTB convention

s

"

,

- 3 -

in Los Angeles this week, make the 200-400 estimate quite realistic. There's always
some uncertainty about grantees' intentions to build, of course, particularly among
uhf CP-holders in areas now well served with vhf, but equipment manufacturers are
definitely able to double or treble number of stations this year.
This astonishing production record isn't generally appreciated until one
remembers that the greatest number of stations put on air during any single year up
Also overshadowing that fact at the convention were the new
to now was a mere 50 .
film scanners and numerous tiny, inexpensive camflying-spot
"glamour" devices
eras spawned by the little Vidicon tube.

—

*

*

*

*

Attracting engineers' attention as much as anything were the film scanners
There's no gainsaying Philco made a hit with its color
DuMont
and Philco 's
film scanner, as did DuMont with its production model of black-&-white scanner which
Both are continuous-motion flying-spot devices.
was rage of 1952 NARTB convention.
It was
Philco showed both 55m m and 16mm scanners color film on 35mm only.
and it was good.
first view of color TV on film for almost everyone
Display was on monitor tube using 5 kinescopes and dichroic mirrors. Though
Philco didn't disclose bandwidth employed, it was obvious that more than 4 me was
Nevertheless, as NTSC has amply demonstrated,
perhaps 4 me for each color.
used
bandwidth can be compressed into 6-mc channel and produce picture scarcely distinguishable from 12-mc picture to average observer.
One great advantage of flying-spot scanner for color not generally known,
is that there's no registration problem at all, as there is in live camera employing
Equipment is therefore capable of producing better pictures
3 image orthicons.
from registration standpoint, than can be achieved with live camera. There was some
slight misregistration in Philco 's demonstration, but this was attributed entirely
to dichroic mirror setup which is extremely difficult to keep perfectly aligned.
Philco quotes 9-12 months for delivery estimates the 35mm will run about
Equipment is designed for black-&-white too, can be
$25,000, 16mm $20-$30,000.
purchased for black-&-white or color. Philco engineers say color may be added simply
and cheaply later if station prefers black-&-white only now.
Though Philco' s competitors say 35mm has little demand, Philco people say
that there's vast amount of 35mm color film that 35mm equipment also has many industrial and laboratory uses; that it's a natural for theatre TV.
The 35mm was much more finished product than the 16mm, the latter being in
admittedly "breadboard" stage, since Philco has worked on 35mm for years.

—

.

'

,

—

—

,

,

,

,

;

*

*

*

*

While Philco impressed with color, DuMont made solid impact with finished
Particularly intriguing about DuMont scanner
product and its readiness to deliver.
ability to run 2 films or 2 opaques simultaneously
was "preview" feature
This
permits operator to inspect one film while other is on air. Also fascinating to the
ability to run a few feet of film, see what's
engineers was reversibility angle
on it, then run it back to start position.
Calling new device "multiscanner ", reporting it easily convertible to color
since it was derived originally from color research, DuMont says deliveries will
start in August with rate of production 20-30 monthly.
Price is around $30,000.
Competitors GE and RCA say they're taking wait-and-see attitude on the new
"We're not proud," said one top sales executive. "We're willing
types of scanners.
to examine anyone's ideas, but you know that continuous-motion scanners have been
like perpetual motion
everyone has been working on them for years, but no one has
been able to perfect them.

—

.

—

—

*

*

*

*

Family of "cons ", the compact cameras built around the Vidicon or its relatives, has really grown.
Besides the RCA Vidicon, there's Federal's " Photocon "
GPL's Staticon "
Standard Electronics' " Multi-Con "
Dage Electronics uses Vidicon,
hasn't coined a new name.
Most of the new cameras are offered for film use though some makers are
pushing them for live use, too.
Big appeal, of course, is price .
As one small11

,

.

,

s

- 4 -

market grantee put it: "It takes something like this to bring the big boys down."
Quality of the Vidicon-produced image isn't as good as that derived from the
image orthicon or iconoscope, but price (about one-third) has tremendous appeal.
*

*

*

*

Summarizing new scanners and cameras NARTB engineering dir. Neal McNaughten
"As I recall, when we first heard of the flying-spot scanner, I
told engineers:
could get no clear replies to my inquiries about whether it could be used with motion picture film. Recently, I have been making inquiries as to if and when we may
expect live pickups on flying-spot scanners.
"
Some say it can be done; some say it can't.
Replies are mixed
This line
the iconoscope
of thought may indicate that the workhorse of TV
is soon due for
It may also predict the ultimate retirement of the image orthicon in
retirement.
favor of either the cigar-sized photoconductive tube or the flying-spot scanner."
,

.

—

—

—

Much serious attention was given to GE's "one-man" operation
new switching setup requiring limited manpower (Vol. 9:17). C-E was f looded with inquiries from
small-market applicants and grantees, sold first one right off floor to upcoming
Second goes to Cecil W. Roberts for Bloomington, 111.
KDRO-TV, Sedalia, Mo.
New transmitters shown for first time were DuMont
1-kw uhf. Standard's
and Continenta l Electronic s, Dallas, is planning
1-kw uhf. Gates' 500-watt vhf
on 1-kw uhf for early 1954 but not taking orders yet.
RCA had a simple motto emblazoned across its exhibit
and it was eloquent:
"
."
of
production
It
cited
only
proof
these
the
post-freeze
is
Delivery
deliveries:
36 uhf, 30 vhf, 28 vhf amplifiers.
'

—

—

VHF, 30 UHF STARTERS SINCE FREEZE: Debut of 2 more uhf stations this week brings
of which 30 are uhf
for grand total of
number of post-freeze starters to 61
These stations both began test patterns April 29:
169 stations now on air.
WTVO, Rockford, 111 . (Ch. 39), owned by Balaban and Dubinsky theatre famWeed is rep.
ilies, reports "reception excellent", plans commercial debut May 3.
(Ch. 49) hopes to begin programming next week, says
WLBC-TV, Muncie, Ind
reports on test pattern reception "exceed expectations". National rep is Walker Co.
31

—

—

.

*

*

*

*

Due to start momentarily according to late information from stations and
equipment makers, are the nation's first educational station, U of Houston's KUH T
KCBD-TV, Lubbock. Tex . (Ch. 11) WFTV,
(Ch. 8): KELO-TV, Sioux Falls, S.D . (Ch. 11)
Lafayette,
Ind
(Ch. 59)
KVOS-TV, Bellingham, Wash
WFAM-TV,
(Ch. 38)
Duluth, Minn
Luis
Obispo,
Cal
(Ch. 6)
WNAO-TV, Raleigh
possibly also KVEC-TV, San
(Ch. 12)
(Ch. 50).
N.C . (Ch. 28); WHIZ-TV, Zanesville, 0
latest reports on other upcoming stations see p. 8.]
f For
,

;

—

.

;

.

;

;

.

;

.

,

.

,

How well a station covers its "home" city is
2 MORE CPs:
people
it serves. That was gist of FCC hearmany
how
than
criterion
important
more
favoring
local AM station WFDF for Flint
week
this
decision
initial
ing examiner's
to
cover Detroit as well as Flint.
proposed
who
applicants
grant over 2 competitive
Though 5 of the 7 commissioners were at NARTB convention in Los Angeles, a
"board" composed of Comrs. Webster and Doerfer granted these 2 uhf CPs:
Blue Grass TV Co., Ch. 60.
San Francisco KSAN, Ch. 32; Richmond, Ky .
San Francisco grantee is owned
These bring total post-freeze grants to 550
TV
applicant. Richmond group
Kan.,
is
also
Topeka,
KJAY,
whose
Patterson,
S.H.
by
Tobacco
of
Standard
Co., licensee of WFTM,
president
Clarke,
Charles
P.
headed
by
is
that
city.
for
applicant
TV
and
Ky.
Maysville,

ANOTHER HEARING DECISION &

,

,

.

*

In Flint case,
theatre chain, both of
plateau roughly 17 mi.
most or all of Detroit
Flint which would give

*

#

*

WFDF is competing for Ch. 12 with WJR and W.S. Butterfield
Both WJR and Butterfield proposed antenna sites on
Detroit.
south of Flint and 26 mi. north of Detroit, and both included
within Gr a de A conto urs. WFDF chose site few miles north of
Grade A service to only about cne-fourth as many people.

,

5

In his decision favoring WFDF, examiner Benito Gaguine ruled: (1) Northern
antenna site would put better signal in Flint and also give better service to areas
north of Flint which need it most.
(2) With 3 networks already represented in Destation"
probably
"Detroit
wouldn't be able to get a choice affiliatroit, a fourth
"
of
tion, thereby depriving Flint
best possible programming.
The big Detroit
(3)
service 'tail may eventually wind up wagging the much smaller Flint service 'dog'",
with station slanting programs to Detroit rather than to Flint.
(4) Though none of
a pplicants actually is locally owned, WFDF's proposed public service schedule is
more impressive than others, due to local contacts gained through AM operation.
'

—

Final decision won't come for several months
oral argument, etc.

after filing of exceptions,

Congressional concern over huge backlo g of hearing cases continues to mount
and this week Chairman Tobey (R-N.H.) of Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee summoned FCC to public hearing May 18 "to discuss in general the work and
work-load of the Commission and particularly its practices and procedures in considering applications for TV station licenses ." The meeting, he said, will "follow
the pattern of the recent hearing on educational TV" (Vol. 9 :16-17) and will explore
what can be done "to speed up the processing of applications".
Mergers and dropouts eliminate hearings
and scarcely a week goes by that
doesn't see a few of those. Lindsey theatre chain this week dropped application for
Ch. 5 in Lubbock, Tex
leaving KFYO unopposed for channel. And Worcester, Mass
applicant WNEB, slated for May 25 hearing with Salisbury Broadcasting Co for Ch. 14,
filed for dismissal because it felt it couldn't make a go of uhf in competition with
Another uhf applicant dropped out this week -- WAPF, which
5 nearby vhf stations.
was unopposed for Ch. 31 in McComb, Miss.

—

—

.

.

,

.

TV’s technical future, speakers at NARTB
engineering conference ran gamut of ideas and devices
on horizon or beyond. Here’s progress report on some

S

CANNING

—

of them:
(1) TV tape recording. Production of commercial TV
tape by first of next year promised by John T. Mullin,
chief engineer of Bing Crosby Enterprises’ electronics div.
He said that there’s no problem with detail and gray
scale; that lateral jitter has been eliminated; that screenlike pattern has been reduced; that flicker has been eliminated. And he reported encouraging progress on reduction of streaking and eliminating ghosts.
Global TV.
NARTB engineering director Neal
( 2)
McNaughten predicted that transistorized submarine cable
will do the trick in combination with microwaves.
He
said that the transistor repeater unit is so small and requires such minute power that it now appears feasible

submarine coaxials of substantial length.
Reading paper prepared by WSM-TV
(3) Boosters.
president John H. DeWitt, station engineer Aaron Shelto build

ton reported successful conclusion of tests, including
elimination of all instances of co-channel interference
tackled to date. Though WSM-TV spent $40-$50,000 building prototype booster in Lawrenceburg, Tenn. (Vol. 9:3),
it’s estimated others may be built for $5-$6,000.
Addition
of 20 boosters, said Shelton, would add more than 250,000
people to a parent station’s coverage. Though Lawrence-

burg is 68 mi. from WSM-TV transmitter, signal produced
by booster’s 10-watt transmitter is considered to be equivalent to that received 45 mi. from main station.
About
7500 people live in Booster’s .5 mv/m contour, 8500 in 100
uv/m and 1300 of these have signed petition requesting

—

retention of the booster.
(

4 ) Color. Engineers were brought up to date on prog-

NTSC

Kaar, who reported that compatible system is expected to be offered to P’CC this summer. FCC Chairman Hyde, in luncheon address, made it
clear that Commission would consider color, when presented, “in an orderly fashion” meaning customary type
rule-making hearing would be conducted.
ress of

by GE’s

I.

J.

—

Personal Notes: D. Lennox Murdoch, mgr. of KSL-TV,
Lake City, elected v.p. of licensee Radio Service Corp.

Salt

of Utah; Dr. Carl J. Christensen elected engineering v.p.,
Vincent Clayton chief engineer; commentator Richard L.
Evans named to board
Richard Lewine, CBS-TV producer, appointed supervisor of network’s daytime programming, reporting to v.p. Hubbell Robinson Jr.
Hank
Stahl,
ex-WDTV, Pittsburgh, named program mgr.,
WSAZ-TV, Huntington, W. Va., replacing Ted Eiland, apr
pointed gen. mgr. of upcoming W TAP, Parkersburg,
Ernest Rety, ex-WJBK-TV, Detroit, & WXEL,
W. Va.
Cleveland, named chief engineer of upcoming WBUF-TV,
Buffalo
Howard Kaney resigns as Associated Press
radio chief in Washington to become Washington mgr.,
CBS-TV news & newsfilms; Bill Wood, ex-mgr. of CBSTV news & public affairs in Capital, heads public affairs
.

.

.

.

.

dept.

.

.

.

Harry Ollson, ex-Warner

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Bros., joins

NBC

dept, in charge of copyright matters, replacing

legal

Theodore

Kupferman, now Cinerama house attorney
Sol Paul,
ex-Broadcasting Magazine, announces his new trade publication due in fall will be monthly, called Television Age;
headquarters not yet opened
Sol Taishoff wins one of
7 U of Missouri awards “in recognition of his brilliant
career as co-founder, editor and publisher” of Broadcasting
Magazine
Dorothy A. Kemble, WOR-TV, heads unopposed slate for president, N. Y. chapter, American
Women in Radio & TV; Nancy Craig, ABC-TV, first v.p.;
Lynn Clary, DuMont, director for TV
George Kern, exBenton & Bowles, named TV-radio director, Lennen &
Newell
Ted Grunewald, ex-Wm. Esty Co., joins Doyle
Dane Bernbach as TV-radio director
David Kaigler Jr.
named TV-radio v.p., Adrian Bauer Adv., Philadelphia
Horace J. Elias appointed TV-radio director, Kaufman.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Strouse Adv., Baltimore.
ta

TV’s right to cover public affairs on par with press
and radio was urged in resolution adopted by NARTB
convention
which deplored current “discrimination”
against TV in coverage of legislative activities, urged TV
expert in White House secretariat.

6
Telecasting Notes: Hollywood’s changing attitude toward TV is again demonstrated by decision of Warner

—

—

Bros. once violently anti-TV to use nationwide “saturation” TV-radio spot campaign to promote opening of new

The Beast from 20,000 Fathoms, being premiered
simultaneously in 500 cities June 1. To work with own
admen in first coast-to-coast use of TV-radio to launch a
new film, Warners has engaged Terry Turner and Don
Thompson of General Teleradio
Film industry’s own
TV show, Motion Picture Assn.’s Hollywood Parade consisting of clips from latest movies and appearances by
stars goes into pilot film production in next week or so
for ABC-TV, to be offered for outside sponsorship
Good feature films when will they come to TV in quantity? President Spyros Skouras of 20th Century-Fox told
press conference company’s backlog will be released to TV
in “3 or 4 years, possibly a little sooner”; United Artists
president Arthur B. Krim sees dam breaking in about 18
months
Big TV & film center for New York comes
nearer reality next week when New York City Commerce
Dept, confers with TV & film production and talent unions
to iron out jurisdictional problems; AFL has already endorsed project, which would cost over $100,000,000 and
Long-term contract signed by ABCoccupy 250 acres
TV & Hal Roach studios, latter to produce 6 film series for
network’s airing next fall, beginning with Laraine Day
CBS-TV Film Sales
series; pact said to run 2 years
doubling staff and opening new offices in Dallas and Atlanta, simultaneous with announcement that beginning
July 1 it will syndicate its 52-week Amos ’n’ Andy series
on a market-by-market basis, including 13 weekly halfMusic from TV
hour shows never before shown on TV
films may some day be important property, so BMI has
launched concerted drive to contract with producers for exclusive licensing rights to music in their filmed shows,
film,

.

.

.

—

—

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Young, dynamic, Ward L. Quaal, asst, gen mgr. of
Crosley stations and onetime Washington representative
of Clear Channel Broadcasting Service, is newest member
elected to NARTB-TV board, succeeding Henry W. Slavick,
WMCT, Memphis, who chose not to run for reelection at
Los Angeles convention. Three incumbents reelected were
Campbell Arnoux, WTAR-TV, Norfolk; Kenneth Carter,
WAAM, Baltimore; Wm. Fay, WHAM-TV, Rochester.
Holdover members through 1954 are Robert Swezey,
WDSU-TV, New Orleans, chairman; Clair McCollough,
WGAL-TV, Lancaster, vice chairman; Harold Hough,
WBAP-TV, Ft. Worth; Paul Raibourn, KTLA, Los AnNetworks desiggeles; George Storer, Storer stations.
nated these 2-year members: Alexander Stronach Jr.,
ABC; Merle Jones, CBS; C. J. Witting, DuMont; Frank
Russell, NBC. Note: Remarkable TV membership record
reported to NARTB-TV business meeting April 28 by
Thad H. Brown v.p. & counsel, showed 124 operating stations enrolled (out of 167 on the air, Vol. 9:17) plus 27 as
yet non-operating stations. All but 14 pre-freeze stations
(or 94) are members, plus 57 post-freeze, of which 13 are
uhf operators.

Experiments with boosters in Britain, reported in
April Wireless World by E. K. Cole’s P. J. Harvey, showed
satisfactory coverage of 50 sq. mi. with 50-watt transTechnical article describes possible methods of
mitter.
employing boosters to reach the 20% of British population not now within range of stations.
“Dyna-Dolly” is prize-winning name for new DuMont
submitted in contest at NARTB convention by
attorney Russell Rowell of Washington law firm of Spearman & Roberson and selected by judges Harold Fellows,
NARTB president; Frank Burke, editor of Radio Daily;
Martin Codel, editor & publisher of Television Digest.
dolly,

2 Billboard, which adds that

diate interests are sewing

.

.

.

—

A

rate for Class

20-second spot

$138.60, just 38<f less

is

than 1951 average
“How to Live on a Small Fortune”
will be theme of June 17 TV-radio session of Advertising
Federation of America convention in Cleveland’s Hotel
Statler
“Most extensive exterior settings ever used
in a live dramatic TV show” will be background for ABCTV’s ambitious Plymouth Playhouse 2-part production of
Dickens’ “A Tale of 2 Cities” May 3 & 10 from Hollywood;
network will use its 23-acre lot as well as 2 sound stages
and 14 indoor sets
Unusual setting for TV program:
Dumont’s Dark of Night, live Friday night drama, shot
May 1 by remote crews “on location” at East Paterson,
N. J. TV receiver assembly plant
Weed rep firm moves
Chicago TV operations to Civic Opera Bldg.;
dept,
remains at 203 N. Wabash Ave.
Meredith’s KPHO-TV,
Phoenix (Ch. 5), served notice on NBC April 28, under
90-day quit clause, that it’s shifting basic affiliation to
CBS, which means new KTYL-TV, Mesa-Phoenix (Ch. 12)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

AM

.

.

.

TV

May

BMI’s immeup rights to theme music and
encouraging use of BMI-licensed music in TV films
One 20-second spot would cost $22,454 if placed on every
station in U. S. on Class A time, reports mgr. Peter B.
James of Weed reps, figuring on basis of 162 stations as
of April 15 as opposed to $15,149 for all 109 stations (including Matamoros, Mex.) in November 1951; average
reports

will

become

NBC

outlet

.

.

.

.

.

WAVE-TV,

Louisville, raised

A hour, $120 to
WCAU-TV, Philadelphia, May 1 started
$150 for min.
WTTV, Bloomingnew Class AA hour rate at $1800
ton, raised Class A hour from $500 to $600, min. from $90
to $120
April 1 rate increases: WBTV, Charlotte, Class
A hour from $625 to $750, min. from $135 to $150; WXEL,
rates April 15 from $600 to $750 for Class
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Cleveland, $800 to $900,

&

$160 to $175.

Radio Pioneers, social organization of industry’s

NARTB

timers, meeting annually at

old-

conventions, elected

these new officers at Los Angeles: Paul W. Morency, WTIC,
Hartford, pres.; Ax-thur B. Church, KMBC, Kansas City,
first v.p.; Raymond F. Guy, NBC, v.p.; Victor Diehm,
WAZL, Hazleton, Pa., v.p.; John Patt, WGAR, Cleveland,

About 750 attended
secy.; Charles A. Wall, BMI, treas.
annual banquet, where hall of fame plaque was presented
to Frank Conrad, ABC v.p., in memory of his father, the
Westinghouse pioneer; citations given to Dr. V. K. Zworykin, RCA; Dr. E. F. W. Alexandei'son, GE; John V. L.
Hogan, Donald Manson, O. H. Caldwell.
B

Two

AM

big
station deals consummated this week:
General Teleradio bought 50-kw
(ABC), Lawrence
(Boston), Mass., from Lawrence newspaper publisher
Hildreth & Rogers for $475,000, selling facilities of its
5-kw WNAC, Boston, Yankee Network flagship, for $120,000 to Victor Diehm, owner of
& upcoming WAZLcall will be changed to WNAC.
TV, Hazelton, Pa.
Birmingham News sold its
to local investment
broker John S. Jemison Jr., will also seek to transfer its
CP for TV Ch. 14 to him. Sale was necessitated by News’
recent purchase of WAFM-TV & WAPI (Vol. 9:15).
Sales are subject to FCC approval.

WLAW

WAZL

WLAW

WSGN

American Assn, of Film Producers has been formed
as trade association for TV-business film makers, with
headquarter's at 7064 N. Sheridan Rd., Chicago.
Officers
are all from Chicago area: George T. Becker, VogueWright Studios, president; James A. Kellock, Wilding Pictures Productions, v.p.; Joseph G. Betzer, Sarra Inc., secy.;
Lawrence P. Mominee, Atlas Film Corp., treas. Other
board members: George B. Finch, Jam Handy Organization, Detroit; Reid H. Ray, St. Paul; Fred A. Niles, Kling
Studios, Chicago.

;

7

M

—

football on TV this year but it’s
only minor sop to fans, telecasters and those colleges left out in cold. National Collegiate Athletic Assn.
TV committee announced this week there will be only one

ORE COLLEGE

more football telecast this fall than last year’s 12. Fall
program was referred to NCAA members for vote, but
that’s considered mere formality. At Jan. 5-10 convention
in

Washington, they voted 172-13 for football TV restricknowing what program would be (Vol.

tions without even

9:2).
Public will see 10 or 11 complete

game

telecasts, in-

cluding Thanksgiving Day, but major change in plan is
addition of 2 or 3 so-called “panoramic” Saturdays.
Termed experimental, “panoramic” plan will divide viewing time among 4 widely separated games, with telecast
starting no earlier than 3:30 p.m., EST (3 p.m. in November). Although that works easily on radio, fewer
origination points are available on TV and complex installations are required at stadiums not already equipped.
Number of origination points is also limited by fact that
playing sites must be near coaxial cable.
sets even more obstacles for itself by (1) limiting college appearances to one per season; (2) giving
preference to colleges not appearing on TV last year, and
(3) specifying that each of NCAA’s 8 districts must be

NCAA

—

represented at least once. But in district 7 Rocky Mt.
Conference only Denver and Salt Lake City can originate
network telecasts and both U of Denver and U of Utah
play their games at night when networks are already
Too, most football
loaded with high-priced programs.
games in that conference generally lack nationwide appeal.
Provision is also made for local telecasts of additional small-college and sold-out games, same as last year,
but TV committee must grant permission first.
If NCAA sticks to its own rules, TV public will probably see fewer top-notch games, despite greater total.
NCAA’s object may be to spread TV gravy $1,151,109
among more schools, but public
last year (Vol. 9:13)
protest is certain to grow. For instance. Democrat Richard Stengel introduced bill April 28 into Illinois State
Legislature which provides that no tax-supported educational institution, such as U of Illinois, can refuse to televise sports events, if it can be done without cost to the in-

—

—

—

stitution.

But NCAA’s TV committee, heedless of technical oband public clamor alike, will meet May 11-12 in
New York to accept bids on its program.

stacles

TV

competition won’t hurt newspapers a whit, pubwere advised last week by one of their fellows with
radio experience and they got a rosy report on advertisof which he was elected president. He said, “Newspapers
radio hand to prove it. Soothing words came from George
lishers

—

C. Biggers, publisher of Atlanta Journal & Constitution
and onetime gen. mgr. of its WSB, in address April 21 to
N. Y. convention of American Newspaper Publishers Assn.,
of which he was elected president. He said “Newspapers
years ago took radio in their stride and I think they
will do the same with TV.”
Though some have made
such adjustments as moving up late afternoon deadlines
to avoid competing with evening TV shows, publishers

to

Baseball TV hearings on Sen. Johnson’s bill (S. 1396)
permit major leagues to ban telecasts in minor league

territory (Vol. 9:12) will be held

May

&

11-12 by Interstate & Foi-eign Commerce Committee, but so far no TV
representatives are scheduled to appear. Witnesses will
include Justice Dept, representatives, sports figures and
ex-Sen. Francis Myers, defense attorney for National
Football League in pending TV anti-trust suit (Vol. 9:5,
7,

9-11).

6-8

hadn’t hurt

had actually added to advertising revenue from
TV dealers and from tie-ins with products advertised on
TV. Equally reassuring figures to support Biggers came
from Stuart Chambers, treas. of St. Louis Post-Dispatch,
ex-sales chief of its KSD & chairman of board of ANPA’s
Bureau of Advertising, who reported newspaper advertising revenue last year totaled $2,309 billion, of which
$526,000,000 was national advertising, compared to $2,111
circulation,

National advertising, he added, has been

billion in 1951.

steadily rising since advent of

TV.

TV

is credited with making newspapers cover major
news events more fully and accurately by Associated Press
executive editor Alan Gould. In talk to annual meeting
of AP’s Connecticut circuit recently, he said TV has not

only stiffened news-gathering competition but has also increased newspaper sales by stimulating interest in news.
Gould’s views were echoed same week by Mrs. Oveta Culp
Hobby, Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, copublisher with her husband of Houston Post (KPRC-TV &

KPRC) who told Chicago Economic Club that newspapers,
with their specialized features, will survive and continue
to grow, side by side with TV.
,

*

*

*

*

—

Annual plaque awards for 1952-53 by Variety honoring outstanding “showmanagement” contributions to TVradio

—go

to these stations in various categories:

WNBC

& WNBT, New York, for outstanding AM-TV operation;
WBAL-TV, Baltimore, education by TV; WNBQ, Chicago,
TV station showmanship; KTLA, Los Angeles, special
events in TV
WIP, Philadelphia, and WSB, Atlanta,
“How to Run a Radio Station”; WMCA, New York, re;

sponsibility to

WHAS, Louisville, contribuCincinnati, radio station show-

community;

tion to industry;

TV threatens boxing by virtually taking it over “without making a commensurate contribution,” charges National Boxing Assn, commissioner Abe Greene, who says
storm of protest by TV viewers over recent Jimmy CarterTommy Collins lightweight championship “massacre”
brings into sharp focus TV’s responsibility to millions of
fans. He contends that it “should do something to meet
the obligation to the sport and to the people who are
being inveigled into viewing it by the millions.” TV has
put boxing in a nationwide “goldfish bowl,” he claims,
and it should assist NBA in setting up boxing clinics for
scoring methods, in indoctrinating officials for TV performances and in “preserving the small clubs which incubate the coaxial stars.”

TV

10-50,000 circulation class indicated

in

WLW,

manship; KLIX, Twin
station enterprise;

& KIXL,

Falls, Ida.

WGBH,

Boston,

Fresno, outstanding farm station.

FM

Dallas, small
operation; KFRE,

“Showmanager Award,”

for setting industry pattern by completely divorcing TV
&
operations, goes to CBS chairman Wm. S. Paley

AM

and

pres. Frank Stanton; special plaque award for “bringing excitement to TV” to RCA chairman David Sarnoff

NBC-TV’s Victory at Sea, CBS-TV’s
Edward R. Murrow for See It Now, NBC & NBC-TV for
programming contributions, and for Meet the Press.
special citations to

Network TV is credited for most of 9.4% increase in
expenditures in 4 major media in 1952, according to Publishers Information Bureau.
Figures were derived from
survey of 2318 advertisers spending $25,000 or more last
year in 88 general magazines, 6 farm publications, 8 Sunday newspaper sections, 4 TV and 4 radio networks. Expenditures in the media were $958,347,692, compared with
$876,104,727

in

1951.

Network

TV

gained $53,000,000,

magazines $39,000,000, Sunday newspapers $2, 000, 000while network radio dropped $11,000,000.
National Advertising Investments, listing the 2318 advertisers,
able

from Leading National Advertisers

ton Ave.,

New

York.

Inc.,

is

avail-

441 Lexing-

:

T

WO UHF

transmitters were shipped this week by
WICA-TV, Ashtabula, 0. (Ch.
RCA’s revised
15) and WETV, Macon, Ga. (Ch. 47).
delivery schedule calls for uhf shipments next week to
WISE-TV, Asheville, N. C. (Ch. 62) and WKOW-TV,
Madison, Wis. (Ch. 27). WDAK-TV, Columbus, Ga., gets
Ch. 28 transmitter following week. Vhf units are slated
to go to KRDO-TV, Colorado Springs (Ch. 13) and
KTVH, Hutchinson, Kan. (Ch. 12) about May 15.

RCA

to CP-holders

*

From uhf

—

*

*

*

grantees come these reports of plans and

progress:

WSUN-TV, St. Petersburg, Fla. (Ch. 38) has rescheduled test pattern to May 15 from previously announced May 1 (Vol. 9:1) due to delay in delivery of RCA
antenna. Mgr. George D. Robinson reports RCA transmitter is installed, control equipment about 75% complete
and construction of studio will be completed this week. TV
staff now includes Louis J. Link, assistant mgr. and chief
engineer; Mrs. Vera New, commercial mgr.; Charles W.
:

Vaughan Jr. (ex-WLWD, Dayton), program director;
Andrew Kudrick (ex-WJBK-TV, Detroit), engineering

Weed will be rep.
KIMA-TV, Yakima, Wash.

supervisor.

(Ch. 29) has moved target
date to mid-July from previously reported June (Vol.
Ground was broken last week for new $100,000
9:12).
two-story TV-radio center to be completed by July 15.
“Building will provide most modern TV plant of any secondary market in the nation,” says v.p. Tom Bostic, with
more than 10 000 -sq. ft. of working floor area including 2
large studios for live shows and one for film production.
,

Over half of

GE

equipment

is

already installed.

Weed

(Ch. 23) in Yakima last reported planning start in “mid-summer or early fall” (Vol.

will be rep.

Rival

KIT-TV

8:51).

RCA

transKCTY, Kansas City (Ch. 25), awaiting
mitter, hopes to begin test pattern “about early June,” re-

ports Herbert Mayer, president of Empire Coil Co., owner
of Cleveland’s WXEL, grantee in Indianapolis & Denver,
founder of pioneer uhf station KPTV, Portland, Ore. “I

not going to ‘rush’ KCTY the way I did KPTV,” he
writes, but on-air date is earlier than previous July target
(Vol. 9:13). Transmitter building is ready; 750-ft. Truscon tower should be completed in about four weeks. Rep

am

has not yet been chosen.
WMTV, Madison, Wis.

June

equipment will be housed in transmitter building on Belt
Line Rd. President Gerald A. Bartell is gen. mgr., v.p.

E DUCATIONAL

TV’s

first

station,

KUHT, Houston

scheduled to begin testing next week following arrival April 29 of long-awaited Federal transFormal dedication, originally scheduled for May
mitter.
4 has been postponed until all technical “bugs” have been
erased and station is prepared to make good showing, re(Ch. 8 ),

is

,

ports mgr. John Schwarzwalder.
W. W. Kemmerer, who resigned last week as U of
Houston president after spark-plugging drive for station,

expected to give full report on problems of a would-be
educational station operator to national stock-taking conference at Washington’s Wardman Park Hotel May 4,
sponsored by Dr. Milton Eisenhower’s National Citizens
is

Committee for Educational TV.
Meeting is expected to attract Congressmen, FCC
Commissioners, Ford Foundation officials as well as scores
of educational and community leaders from all over nation for exchange of ideas, including all-important suggestions on fund-raising.

WSIL-TV, Harrisburg,

J.

(Ch. 22)

111.

Wagner

sales

anticipates de-

RCA

equipment before September 1, plans to
begin testing in October. Rep has not yet been chosen.
livery of

*

*

*

*

Reports from vhf grantees this week included
WCIA, Champaign, 111. (Ch. 3) has ordered RCA
equipment and expects to begin programming Sept. 1,
reports Merrill Lindsay, board member of grantee Midwest Television Inc. WCIA plans to ask modification of
CP to raise antenna to 1000 ft. above average terrain;
has contract with Ideco for tower, radiator and coaxial
cable to be completed by Aug. 1.
“Our grade B contour encompasses Champaign-Urbana, Decatur, Danville,
Bloomington, Springfield, Peoria, with Terre Haute tossed
in free,” writes Mr. Lindsay.
WCIA will be basic CBS
affiliate with $350 base rate; rep not chosen as yet.
KFOR-TV, Lincoln, Neb. (Ch. 10), previously reported for April 15 (Vol. 9:10), has RCA transmitter on
hand and now plans May 31 commercial debut with test
pattern “probable” on May 24, says v.p.-gen. mgr. George
X. Smith.
Rep will be Raymer. KOLN-TV (Ch. 12),
city’s other grantee, made debut Feb. 10.
WDAY-TV, Fargo, N. D. (Ch. 6 ) did not make May 1
target with interim 2-kw RCA transmitter (Vol. 9:4,10),
now aims at May 15 test pattern with May 22 commercial
debut, reports president E. C. Reineke. Rep will be Free

&

Peters.

KHSL-TV, Chico, Cal. (Ch. 12) reports transmitter
building completed, studio renovations about 50% done,
RCA equipment ordered. Mgr. W. S. Woodling says tests
should begin about Aug. 1. W. S. Grant Co. will be rep.
Niagara Television Ltd., Hamilton, Ont. (Ch. 13),
one of first 7 private grantees in Canada (Vol. 9:14),
hasn’t ordered equipment or set construction plans 3-et
but has Christmas as target date. Ken Soble, owner of
CHML, will manage station, which will be joint operation
of

CHML, CKOC

and CJSH-FM.

Power increases and channel shifts: Boston’s WNACTV, with new RCA amplifier and antenna, went to 220
from 26.6-kw April 26. WLWD, Dayton, shifted April 28
to Ch. 2 from 5
other Crosley stations, Cincinnati’s
;

WLWT

and Columbus’

WLWC,

amplifiers this week, will get

(Ch. 33) now reports July
1 target (Vol. 9:5). Grantee
Bartell Television Corp. has moved from Milwaukee to the
Washington Bldg., 119 E. Washington Ave., Madison. RCA
start instead of original

Earl W. Fessler is chief engineer, Morton
mgr., Alan Beaumont station director.

received their

new antennas

RCA

25-kw

then go
to 100 kw on new channels about June 1 and July 1, respectively.
WBEN-TV, Buffalo, got RCA 10-kw unit,
will boost ERP from 50 to 100 kw; RCA also shipped 25-kw
amplifier to WAGA-TV, Atlanta, which will increase its
26.5-kw power to 100 kw. Post-freeze KTBC-TV, Austin,
plans to go to full power of 102.9-kw May 15.
later,

Other educational TV developments this week: ( 1 )
GE’s WRGB, Schenectady, offered area schools 5 hours
of free time each week, plus $2500 a year toward salary
of anyone who would produce acceptable educational programs for use on station. (2) U of Michigan board of
regents appropriated $180,000 to defray construction costs
of educational station at Ann Arbor.
(3) Oklahoma
House of Representatives passed bill setting up state-wide
educational network, but didn’t appropriate any money for
it.
(4) Illinois House majority leader Franklin U. Stransky introduced bill to prevent any educational institution
from using state funds for educational TV station, imperiling TV plans of U of Illinois. (5) Indiana U formed TVradio dept., with courses leading to A.B. & B.S. degrees,

under Dr. Elmer G. Sulzer, ex-Kentucky

U

radio director.

program May 6 on adult education in American life from York (Pa.) Junior College
9-9:30 p.m., sponsored by Ford Foundation, first network
origination from York’s WSBA-TV (Ch. 43).
(

6)

ABC-TV

will originate

;

- 9 -

TV

Evening spot

Station Accounts:

and daytime spot

radio business may break all records this spring and early
summer, says April 29 Variety, which expects spot TV
revenues “to almost double the $88,000,000 grossed last
year” and spot radio to “exceed by $25,000,000 the total
Canadian Admiral reports
$125,000,000 spent in 1952”
it spent $156,978 in first 7 months of CBC operation to
.

.

.

CBFT, Montreal, at average
and 11 on CBLT, Toronto, at $3800
average, thru Stewart-Bowman-Macpherson, Toronto
Robin Hood Flour Mills Ltd. becomes first sponsor on upcoming privately owned TV station in Hamilton, Ont.
when it goes on air in December, buying United Press
White Rock Corp. buys Baseball Hall
Movietone News
of Fame, starting May 14 on WABD, New York, thru
Ellington & Co., N. Y. program was also reported bought
by American Brewery Co. on WAAM, Baltimore
Parker Bros, (novelty games) buys series of station breaks
on WPIX, New York, thru Badger, Browning & Parcher,
W. F. McLaughlin & Co. (Manor House coffee)
Boston
starts Foreign Intrigue May 21 on WNBQ, Chicago, thru
sponsor 33 sports events on

cost of about $3400,

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

Network Accounts:

Falstaff Brewing Co., pleased with
sponsorship of N. Y. Yankees-Washington Senators
opening day baseball game, wants to sponsor regular
Saturday “TV Game-of-the-Week” on ABC-TV regional
hook-up, with network selling cooperative sponsorship on
other stations; major leagues have turned down similar
Pepsi-Cola buys
deal with DuMont in past, however
Fri. 8:30-9 p.m. time, starting Sept. 11 on ABC-TV, thru
Biow; program isn’t definite, but may be Marlene Dietrich
drama
Chrysler Corp. buys drama program, starting
in July on CBS-TV, Sat. 10-10:30 p.m., thru BBDO;
Worthington Minor may produce, depending on terms of
Prudential Insurance Co.
his contract with NBC-TV
buys alt. -week sponsorship of You Are There, starting in
September on CBS-TV, Sun. 6-6:30 p.m., thru Calkins &
Holden, Carlock, McClinton & Smith; Electric Light &
Power Companies of America is current alt.-week sponsor
Aluminum Co. of America is expected to move Ed
Murrow’s See It Now from Sun. 6:30-7 p.m. to Tue. 10:3011 p.m. next fall on CBS-TV multi-sponsored Omnibus,
which recently acquired TV rights to series of George
Bernard Shaw plays, may move from Sun. 4-5 :30 p.m. to
Admiral buys InterSun. 5-6:30 p.m. on CBS-TV
national Golden Gloves June 16 on DuMont, 10:30 p.m. to
Toni Co. buys Tue.
closing, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co.
8-8:30 p.m. for audience-participation program as summer
replacement for Bishop Sheen’s Life Is Worth Living,
starting May 19 on DuMont; The Music Show, originally
scheduled as summer replacement (Vol. 9:16), moves to
Philip Morris to replace I Love Lucy dur8:30-9 p.m.
ing summer with Racket Squad, starting June 22 on CBSGeneral Foods Corp.
TV, Mon. 9-9:30 p.m., thru Biow
(Maxwell House coffee) may replace Red Buttons Show
during summer with Masquerade Party, starting June 22
on CBS-TV, Mon. 9:30-10 p.m., thru Benton & Bowles
U. S. Steel reported ready to decide within 2 weeks
whether it will sponsor hour-long alt.-week drama series
produced by Theatre Guild, thru BBDO.
its

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Increased employment of Negro actors and office workfor NBC the Los Angeles Urban League’s Eugene
Kinlde Jones Roving trophy, presented April 26 to western
div. v.p. John K. West at banquet.
West also received
special scroll for his own efforts on behalf of minorities.
ers

won

company defendants
compel them to release films

All 12 motion picture
anti-trust suit to

other non-theatrical

week

to

July 15.

file

answers

to

16mm
TV &

agreed this
Los Angeles Federal Court by

outlets
in

in

(Vol.

8:30-31)

Earle Ludgin
Ludwig Baumann & Spear’s, big home
furnishings chain, to sponsor TV Newspaper, ten 15-min.
newscasts broken down into newspaper-like depts., starting
May 11 on WABC-TV, which calls deal biggest TV package in retail store field, thru Getschal Co.
Cantrell &
Cochrane, subsidiary of National Phoenix Industries, plans
heavy use of spot TV-radio to introduce new line of soft
drinks in cans, thru Ted Bates, N. Y.
Faygo Beverages
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

buys The Range Rider from CBS-TV Film Sales, starting next fall, stations not yet selected, thru W. B. Doner,
Detroit
Listerine to start new TV spot campaign, thru
Lambert & Feasley, N. Y.
Among other advertisers
reported using or preparing to use TV: Joyce Food Products (Pop-Quick pop corn), thru Force Inc., Paterson,
N. J.; House of Goddard (Perfex electric razor), thru
Olian Bronner, Chicago; American Safety Razor Co. (Blue
Star blades), thru BBDO, N. Y.; Enzo Jel Co. (Jelex gelatin), thru Schoenfeld, Huber & Green, Chicago; St. Regis
Paper Co. (Panelyte plastic surfacing), thru J. M. Hickerson, N. Y.; Warner-Hudnut Inc. (Tru-Tint), thru Dancer.

.

.

.

.

.

Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.

By-products of revival of color talk: Ziv will shoot

TV

films in both

monochrome and

color henceforth;

all

most

are already being done in color but he decided color film
doesn’t reproduce quite well enough on black-&-white
TV. WSB-TV, Atlanta, says it will telecast color as soon
as it’s ready, but doesn’t expect it for at least 2 years.
WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee, places order with RCA for first
color transmission equipment available.
Smith, Kline &
French, pharmaceutical labs, which has used CBS system
for closed-circuit surgical demonstrations, issues statement
defending CBS system as best available but urging industry to hasten day of “economic mass production” of
color equipment so that
color TV.
*

New A AAA

many

medical schools can employ

*

officers,

*

*

elected April 23 at convention

White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.: chairman, Henry M.
Thompson Co., succeeding John P. Cuningham, Cunningham & Walsh; vice-chairman, Earle
Ludgin, Earle Ludgin & Co.; secy.-treas., Winthrop Hoyt,
Charles W. Hoyt Co. Directors Kenneth W. Akers, Griswold-Eshelman Marion Harper Jr., McCann-Erickson
Victor O. Schwab, Schwab & Beatty; Edwin Cox, Kenyon & Eckhardt; William R. Baker Jr., Benton & Bowles;
in

Stevens, J. Walter

:

;

B. C. Duffy, BBDO; Clifford L. Fitzgerald, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample; Henry G. Little, Campbell-Ewald; E. E.
Sylvestre, Knox Reeves; Lawrence Valenstein, Grey Adv.

Most people pay attention to TV commercials at least
part of time, according to study by Dr. Kenneth Dameron,
Ohio State U. In Columbus area survey he found: 15%
of viewers queried “always” pay attention to commercials,
18% usually do, 41.2% sometimes don’t, 19.5% said they
usually ignore them.
Sponsors can reach most parents
whose children watch TV, according

to Advertest,

which

surveyed 763 New York area families with children between ages of 2-12 and found that: (1) 71% of parents
were asked by childi'en to buy at least one pi’oduct. (2)
89% of that group actually bought at least one product.
(3) 80% of parents whose children watch Howdy Doody,
for example, could name at least one advertiser.
free

Outstanding TV drama scripts, including 8 royaltysamples for workshop use, plus valuable tips on

camera techniques, are contained in new 328-p. book,
Television Scripts for Staging and Study by Rudy Bretz,
ex-production mgr. of WPIX, and Edward Stasheff, for-

mer
tion,

TV

development director of

New York board of educaWyn Inc., New York

published April 20 by A. A.

($4.95).

—
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-D

as demonstrated by ABC-TV during
convention, captured imagination of newswere reluctant to believe assertion of ABC west

TELEVISION,

NARTB

men who

coast engineering chief Philip Caldwell that he didn’t
or when it would be ready for home use.

know whether

Actually, any system of 3-D proposed to date, including that shown by ABC, has virtually no possibilities
for the home. It has same basic fault of CBS color
It can’t be seen on receivers in homes
incompatibility.
today. Furthermore, to do 3-D right, it would take twice
present bandwidth halving number of stations possible.
ABC’s demonstration, though quite crude, at times
showed tri-dimensional effect as well as do 3-D movies.
Demonstration was set up so hurriedly that polarization

—

—

of images was reversed and viewers found they had to
turn polarized glasses upside-down and backwards to get
proper results. Here’s how ABC does it:
An 8-in. disc, half transparent, half mirror, is placed
in front of camera lens at 45-degree angle and rotated
A stationary mirror is placed parallel to
at 1800 rpm.

rotating disc and about 3-in. away. As disc rotates, camera sees image half the time through clear part of disc,
other half of time through reflection from stationary
mirror alternating between the two at field rate, 60 times

Electronics Reports:

are dangerously behind schedprogram,” says McGraw-Hill’s
authoritative Aviation Week Magazine in its 20th annual
“Inventory of Air Power” issue. In first detailed account
of U. S. progress in development and production of the
highly secret electronic weapons, magazine reports:
“After 8 years of research & development which have
cost the better part of $3 billion, we have succeeded only
in catching up to the point the Germans reached about a
decade ago.
[We] are at least 2 years away from the
tactical use of missiles.
We have no volume production
of any missile. We have no missile worth standardization
as a weapon.
We can only dream of intercontinental
weapons.”
Complexity, unreliability, ever-changing designs, lack
of standardization these are major stumbling blocks in
our guided missile program, according to article based on
interviews with engineers and scientists working at various levels of program.
Most prime contracts for development of missiles have
gone to aircraft firms, such as Douglas, Chance Vought,
Martin, Northrop, Sperry and Boeing, as well as to GE,
Western Electric, Chrysler and Firestone.

—

—

a second.

At receiver, the images are fed to two 5-in. Schmidt
As you’d
projection tubes, thrown onto 3x4-ft. screen.
expect, the two images must be exactly same size, brightness,

etc.,

for

ideal

performance

—something

tough to

achieve.

Vertical resolution is cut approximately in half, and
becomes quite severe. Viewing is done in darkened

flicker

room

to minimize flicker.

Some experiments with direct-view
made, but with less satisfactory results.

sets

done,

KECA-TV

chief engineer

have been

Way

Cameron Pierce

this

is

told engi-

is to display two images side-by-side on picture
tube while viewers wear polarized glasses with prisms to
combine images. Cost of prism glasses is prohibitive now,
he said, but he thought they might be made inexpensively
out of plastic. With direct-view setup, horizontal resolu-

“We

ule in our guided missile

*

*

*

*

Aerovox Corp., New Bedford, Mass., acquiring Cinema
Engineering Co., Burbank, Cal., manufacturer of motion
picture equipment and electronic parts, to be operated as
Cinema Engineering div. Present owner A. C. Davis will
be retained as divisional mgr., James L. Fouch continuing
as gen. mgr. Cinema Engineering is sixth Los Angeles
area plant acquired by Aerovox in last few months.
Engineering scholarships of $600-$800 annually for 14
students have been established by West Coast Electronic
Mfrs. Assn, at California Institute of Technology, Stanford, U of California, UCLA, U of Southern California,
Washington, Oregon State and Santa Clara.

neers,

tion is halved.

Both live program and Natural Vision film wei’e employed, and results varied from very bad to quite good.
There’s nothing startlingly new about 3-D TV, as

ABC

It’s recalled several
admitted.
it shortly after World War II,
RCA showing it in wideband field sequential color. And
there are undisclosed number of 3-D chains employed in
atomic energy work, permitting operators to manipulate

engineers

—

radioactive materials by remote control.

ABC’s work was conducted by staff engineers Glenn
Akins and Alex Quiroga under Pierce’s supervision.
Incidentally, an interesting aspect of 3-D movies was
presented at SMPTE convention by Bausch & Lomb’s R. A.
Sherman who said that 12-15% of public has eye problems it will learn about for first time when viewing 3-D
movies.
Such movies, he said, can help correct certain
types of eye deficiencies.

Prospective color set makers may learn something
from Bell Lab’s experiments with viewers’ perception of
color. Bell engineers built setup with which viewers could
vary each color so that the overall picture appeared most
levels at

was found that all viewers set
almost exactly same places even though
It

—

color

con-

eye tests showed perception of colors varied
markedly from person to person. Results may mean sets
needn’t be equipped with controls permitting viewers to
ventional

change color

Avco acquires Ezee Flow Corp., Chicago, and Ezee
Flow Inc., Collegeville, Pa., (fertilizer application equipment) and they now become Ezee Flow div.

readily

laboratories demonstrated

natural to them.

Quam-Nichols Co. (speakers) begins production July
20 in new 75,000-sq. ft. plant at Marquette Rd. & Prairie
Ave., Chicago; it cost $500,000, has twice productive capacity of old plant, being abandoned.

intensities.

Theatre

TV

has taken extremely distant back seat

position to 3-D, as far as movie people are concerned.

An

attempt to revive flagging interest was made this week
by Mitchell Wolfson, owner of WTVJ, Miami, and prominent theatre chain operator. Speaking to Society of Motion Picture & TV Engineers in Los Angeles, he said:
“Week before last, Arthur Godfrey came to Miami to
originate his telecasts from there. Theatre business that
week was normal to good every night but Wednesday.
That was the night of his telecast, and that was the night
that our theatres, and our competitor’s theatres, were
empty. Proving again the power of immediacy which is
the power of theatre television.” At NARTB convention,
reporting on status of theatre-TV hearing, NARTB’s Thad
Brown concluded: “Developments at this time point to
diminished interest by theatre-TV proponents in the entire

—

matter.”

Top

salaries

of.

United Paramount Theatres

officers in

1952 (before merger with ABC) as revealed in proxy statement for May 19 annual meeting, went to pres. Leonard

Goldenson, $159,000 and expense allowance of $25,000;
Walter Gross, Edward L. Hyman, Robert M. Weitman, Robert H. O’Brien, $52,850 each; Robert B. Wilby,
$49,000; A. H. Blank, $48,100.

v.p.’s

PLANTS SCHEDULE MIDSUMMER SHUTDOWNS: Business

is good
true, but TV manufacturers
aren't abandoning practice of closing down their plants in summer, for periods of 2
Main purpose is to fulfill union contracts but it also gives
weeks in most cases.
set makers breathing spell to prepare for new fall lines.
RTMA canvassed its membership found only CBS-Columbia among major set manuOddly enough, it was CBS-Columbia which last
facturers not planning to shut down.
year took longest vacation, full month, while moving to its new Long Island plant.
Westinghouse will keep its newly opened plant at Metuchen, N.J. in operation
but
only because its employes haven't been there long enough to merit vacation; its
other plant at Sunbury, Pa. will be shut down from July 17 to August 2.
These are shutdown dates reported by major set manufacturers:
,

,

—

Admiral, June 28-July 13 Bendix June 29-July 13 Capehart-Farnsworth July
6-20; Crosley July 6-20; DuMont, July 3-20; Emerson June 29-July 13; GE, July 620; Hallicraf ters June 26-July 12; Hoffman July 17-Aug. 3; Magnavox June 27-July
6; Motorola June 28-July 13; Packard-Bell June 19-July 6; RCA July 17-Aug. 2;
Raytheon June 29-July 10; Sentinel July 6-20; Stewart-Warner July 6-19; Stromberg Carlson July 6-19 Sylvania July 19-Aug. 1 Wells-Gardner July 6-20 Zenith July 3-17.
list of vacation schedules of major parts & tube makers, see below.]
f For
,

;

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

;

,

,

;

,

,

;

*

#

*

,

;

*

What will happen, business-wise, after vacations ? Judging by high production and sales levels, it doesn't require a soothsayer to predict big year as new
markets open almost daily. Reports from Los Angeles convention of NARTB on prospective growth of TV stations (see story, p. 2) clearly light the way for bigger, better year for all levels of industry.
Westinghouse TV-radio mgr. T.J. Newcomb probably expressed the plans of many
when he told newsmen this week that Westinghouse TV production schedmanufacturer
a
ule this fall is 80% above last fall and, in fact, exceeds entire 1952 output.
And the men who move the TV receivers, the retailers were also optimistic.
Nearly 60% of all dealers participating in NARDA's cost-of-doing-business survey
said they expected greater business volume in 1955 than last year, with anticipated
sales of TVs ranking close second to laundry equipment among all appliances.
Add the statement to AAAA convention by Undersecretary of Commerce Williams
that TVs & appliances are leaders among products which can justifiably look to vast
expansion in coming years and you have a picture of great expectations.
,

,

*

*

*

*

TV production totaled 159,708 units (11,125 private label) week ended April
It was down from 150,712 during preceding week and 154,860
24, sixteenth of year.
for week ended April 10.

Radio production also declined totaling 278,111 (140,229 private), down
Week's radios 68,196 home,
from 315,123 preceding week and 305,084 week before.
51,918 portables, 37,155 clock, 120,842 autos.
In response to demands from some manufacturers RTMA has discontinued, at
least temporarily, its release of inventory statistics for both TV & radio, with no
indication when they might be resumed, if at all.
,

:

,

Summer plant shutdowns are planned by following
major parts manufacturers in report to RTMA: Aerovox,
July 6-13; American Phenolic, July 11-25; Corning Glass,
July 3-17; Erie Resistor,
Co., July 6-13; JFD Mfg.
July 6-20; Quam-Nichols,
denser Co., July 19-Aug.

Parts companies not shutting down General Instrument Co., General Precision Laboratory, P. R. Mallory Co.,
Muter Co., Sprague Electric. Tube manufacturers: National Union Radio Corp., July 3-17; Raytheon, July 3-17;
4-12.

July 4-18; General Industries
Co., July 6-20; Oak Mfg. Co.,
June 29-July 20; Radio Con2; Stackpole Carbon Co., July

:

Tung-Sol, July 17-31.
credits high

demand

Kimble Glass

is

not shutting down,

for large picture tube blanks, hopes
to build up backlog for fall.

11

&

Trends of TV Trade: Picture tube sales for
quarter of 1953 totaled $2,798,921 valued at $67,696,464, compared to 1,040,829 worth $23,989,653 in first quarter of 1952, reports RTMA. Rectangular 19-in. and larger
March picture tube sales
represented 65% of sales.
totaled 974,154 at $23,772,801, compared to 836,451 at
$20,030,681 in February and 370,206 worth $8,852,532 in

Topics
first

March, 1952.
Receiving tube sales in first 3 months totaled 122,058,756 valued at $82,955,367, compared to 85,934,322 units in
Of sales, 84,507,737 went for new sets,
first 1952 quarter.
28,534,743 replacement, 4,796,159 export, 4,420,117 govt.
For March, receiving tube sales totaled 44,691,200 worth
$29,978,827 vs. 40,061,683 at $27,371,779 in February and
30,935,220 in March, 1952.
*

*

*

*

Jackson Industries, Chicago, manufacturer & distribuTrans-Vue TV receivers, was adjudged bankrupt in
order issued April 28 by Referee Austin Hall. Receiver
John H. Chatz told Hall it was impossible for Jackson to
carry out proposed settlement under Chapter XI proceedings (Vol. 9:12-13) because of Federal tax liens totaling
Petition for bankruptcy of Jackson president
$245,000.
David Krechman’s other company National Electronics
Mfg. Co. (Natalie Kalmus TV) pends in Los Angeles
District Court (Vol. 9:16) while company continues to
operate under receiver E. A. Lynch.
tor of

—
—

Federal Trade Commission postponed hearing from
May 28 to Aug. 3 on complaint charging National Electronic Distributors Assn, and 37 wholesaler-distributor
members with conspiring to create monopoly in sale of
TV-radio electronics parts (Vol. 9:16). Hearing, to be
held at 173 W. Madison St., Chicago, was postponed at
NEDA’s request, after extension from May 4 to June 12
for filing answers to complaint was granted.

Senate Banking Committee April 28 repudiated earlier
decision to give Federal Reserve Board authority to reimpose consumer credit controls, substituting instead amendment to controls bill to give President power to “freeze”
installment terms for up to 90 days in event of national

emergency.
*

*

*

*

Hoffman Radio will make greater pitch for eastern and
midwestern markets with 85,000-sq.-ft. $1,000,000 TV radio
plant in Kansas City, scheduled to employ about 1000 when
Manager will be Len
it begins operation in August.
Roberts, now Los Angeles plant supt.

CR

Raytheon’s new 100,000-sq.-ft. Quincy, Mass.
plant, to be operated under long-term lease
real estate firm, will

tube

from Boston

employ 350 when completed next

fall.

produce TVs & radios at newly acquired Greeneville, Tenn. plant, expects expansion to increase its payroll 20-30%.

Magnavox

will

Trade Personals:

Don

Trade Miscellany: Blonder-Tongue Laboratories Inc.,
J., now producing “Ultraverter,” all-channel
uhf converter in metal cabinet, listing at $39.95
Another new converter, also $39.95, introduced by Varicon
Corp., Brooklyn, features built-in bow-tie antenna

Westfield, N.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Continental Electronics, Philadelphia, plans to double its
Sherapresent facilities for production of picture tubes
ton Hotel chain placed initial order for 4000 RCA Victor
TV sets (17-in. table models), will eventually install one
Printed-circuit coils,
in every room of its 14 hotels
made by photo-etch process, now being commercially massproduced by RCA tube dept, for TV receivers.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Max

Balcom, who

retiring

is

Ward Zimmer,

as chairman while retaining directorship; H.

to president; W. Benton Harrison,
post of v.p. in charge of finance
Morris Sobin, exec, v.p., elected president, Olympic Radio,
succeeding Percy L. Schoenen, retired (Vol. 9:14)
John Stevens, ex-Zenith, appointed TV production chief,
Frank A. Dunnigan promoted to chief product design
engineer, Hoffman Radio
Louis J. Collins resigns
as national sales director, Capehart-Famsworth
T. J.
Carbray, ex-Thor-Canadian Ltd., named DuMont Canadian
sales mgr., reporting to gen. mgr. Ernest L. Hall
Weldon L. Payne named asst. gen. sales mgr., Arvin, reporting to gen. sales mgr. Paul W. Tanner; Raymond P.
Spellman appointed west coast regional mgr., Wm. E.
Skinner southern mgr., Ben Jones eastern
G. L. Jackson named DuMont district sales mgr., Jacksonville, Fla.;
Philip Geth promoted to N. Y. area sales mgr.
J. R.
Hughes resigns as Admiral New England sales mgr.
Garrett W. Davis promoted to south central sales mgr.,
GE tube dept., Kansas City
Walter J. Brock named
midwest sales mgr., CBS-Hytron, replacing George M.
Deters
Robin S. Kersh, exec, v.p., Westinghouse International, elected v.p. in charge of eastern district of parent company; C. Swan Weber, ex-mgr., eastern district,
elected v.p. in charge of Washington office.

moves up

exec, v.p.,

treas., elected to

new

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

*

Symposium on
will

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

be held

May

TV

*

•

&

set sales

sponsored by U
NARDA, National

111.,

RTMA,

of Illinois in cooperation with

new markets

service in

10-11 at Monticello,

Electronic Distributors Assn., National Alliance of TV &
Electronic Service Assns., and Illinois Assn, of Broadcasters.

RCA

Victor has published new booklet describing 495
CR & receiving tubes and their applicaIt’s
tion to TV-radio sets as guide to service dealers.
titled RCA Receiving Tubes for AM-FM Television Broaddifferent types of

cast, available

from

RCA

Victor distributors.

Italy’s first TV tube manufacturer is Societa Fivre,
Florence, which began CR tube production this week.
Radio Marconi and Societa Philips, both in Milan, are

scheduled to begin picture tube output soon.
Britain
pliances

reduced sales taxes on TVs, radios & ap66%% to 50% as part of general tax re-

from

duction program.
*

*

*

*

Distributor Notes: Mid- Atlantic Appliances Inc. (Admiral), Washington, appoints Leo Lisee gen. sales mgr., replacing Irving Dalo, resigned; Admiral Distributors Inc.,
Motorola
San Francisco, moves to 495 Beach St. July 1
DuMont
appoints Franson Electrical Co., Goodland, Ind.
appoints Osborne & Dermondy Inc., Las Vegas, Nev. (John
CBS-Columbia appoints Colonial
A. Dermody, pres.)
Distributing Co., Knoxville (J. F. Pentrack, pres.)
Hoffman Radio Sales Div., Los Angeles, appoints George
S. Gramlich, ex-Admiral Distributors, as adv. mgr.
Raytheon appoints Distributors Inc., Portsmouth, Va.
Stromberg-Carlson ap(George A. Blumberg, pres.)
Emerson
points Refrigeration Sales Corp., Cleveland
Radio of Florida, Miami, appoints Sid Goldberg, ex-Ray.

.

Portable clock radios have been introduced by Crosley
(“Skymaster,” $40) and Motorola (“Porta-Clock,” $45),
aimed at spring and summer vacationers.

G. Mitchell, Sylvania president,

elected chairman, succeeding

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

mond Rosen & Co. (RCA), Philadelphia, as gen. mgr.,
replacing Raymond Friedman, resigned; Emerson Radio of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, names Harold Polin adv. mgr.,
replacing David Eisenberg, resigned

Hogue Radio & Supply
John

J.

Co.,

home

in

.

.

Sentinel appoints

chairman and co-founder, with his
Mfg. Co. (resistors), died April
Dover, N. H. after long illness.

Mucher,

70,

2 brothers, of Clarostat

23 at his

.

Cheyenne.

—

—

Samofi Looks Ahead

Facing the Future: Radio
Full Text of

&

Television Broadcasting

Address by David Sarnoff, Chairman of
(Including Ad Lib Interpolations)

Before Convention of National Assn, of Radio

&

RCA

and

NBC

Television Broadcasters, Los Angeles, April 29, 1953

EDITOR’S NOTE: In bestowing NARTB’s

first Keynoter citation on Gen. Sarnoff for his contributions to the broadcasting arts and industry, the Association’s President Harold Fellows observed
chairman was “that most fortunate among men who lived to see his dream come
that the
true.” He added, “we are legatees of that dream.” This address undertakes to predict the shape
and it’s printed in full text, including ad libbed
of things to come in TV, radio and electronics
portions transcribed by the convention stenographer, because of the intense interest it commanded
at Los Angeles, the sober response it evoked and the wide range of its subject matter. Whether or
not you agree with Gen. Sarnoff, the fact is that he has a high batting average in the business of
prediction and for years has stood at the top of the
-radio-electronics science and industry. Text

RCA

—

TV

has been subheaded for quick references

RECALL VIVIDLY

I

the last time

I

to those subjects

addressed a broad-

The year was 1947, the place was Atlantic City, where NBC was holding its first Affiliates
Television broadcasting was just getting
Convention.
started, with only 13 stations on the air and 16 applicacasting group.

tions pending.

There were some members of the industry on that oc-

who cautioned me to “soft pedal” television. Station owners, they told me, were perfectly content to go
along with the great sound broadcasting medium and leave
television to the next generation.
It has always been my
I did not heed their warning.
conviction that scientific progress neither can nor should
be frozen. True, every great technical advance naturally
But these
creates problems along with opportunities.
are challenges to be met, not evaded.
Therefore, I minced no words in Atlantic City in expressing my unbounded faith in the prospects for the new
medium. I urged broadcasters to seize the opportunities
opened up by television. Many acted promptly on that
advice and are now operating profitable television stacasion

I feel sure that they bear me no grudge for my
optimism.
It takes an effort of memory to realize that this was
What a phenomenal growth
only six short years ago.
this great new medium of mass communication has enjoyed since that time! How deeply it is already rooted
in the everyday life of our people!
But this is not a time for looking backward. The most
dynamic industry in history’s most dynamic nation has
no alternative but to look forward without self-delusions about obstructions ahead, but with self-confidence in
our ability to overcome them.

tions.

—

—

Inspiring opportunities in radio as well as television
are still ahead of us. I want to talk to you about those
opportunities, and about some of the facts of life which
we must face together to realize them.

Broadcasting

Is a

Service to the Public

—

The key to those opportunities is service service to
the public in local communities and across the nation, and
service to the advertisers.
These two services are indivisible in the pattern of America’s free economy.
Far
from conflicting, each reinforces the other.
If radio and television
in their own way
seek out and
meet public needs, they will keep audience attention and
continue to grow in influence.
And every cubit added
to their stature as public services will make them that
much more effective as advertising media.

—

—

nearest the heart of any particular reader.

Radio was built on the basis of service to the American
Television must be based on the same solid foundation. For all its drama and potential for profit, television
should be no place for get-rich-quick Wallingfords, more
interested in what they can take than what they can give.
Sure, they may ride high for a time, but they will have
no staying power. Sooner or later the public will intervene, and they will lose out to broadcasters who have
shouldered the responsibilities on which continuing oppeople.

portunities for profit are founded.
Television, like radio, should be a profession, with all
that the term at its best implies in integrity, dignity,
and above all dedication to a tradition of public usefulness. It should provide careers upon which young Americans can enter with the same proud sense of fulfilling
a vital public function that they have in entering science,
medicine, law, or journalism.
That inner awareness of
mission applies not only to stations and networks but to
TV performers, production people, administrators, salesmen and technicians.

The American System of Broadcasting
The American system of broadcasting is part and parcel of the American way of life, the essence of which
is freedom tempered by a sense of responsibility. Broadcasting, like the rest of our industry, is financed by private capital that is put to work to earn a profit. If we
are to maintain and enlarge our capacity to serve the
public, the various elements of our broadcasting structure must be kept in sound financial condition.
It is a
case where self-interest and public interest coincide.
The principal elements of the structure are stations
and networks. The collective circulation attracted over
the facilities of stations by network programs of a
scope and variety no individual station could afford
is sold to national advertisers.
After networks pay commissions, discounts, interconnection costs and station compensation, they have between 25 and 30 cents of the sales
dollar left to run their business and carry on the developments on which the vitality of the industry depends.
This fractional portion of the dollar is the sole economic
support of all the facilities, talent and services which the
networks provide to affiliated stations. It must cover the
costs of public service and other sustaining programs, as
well as the other heavy expenses.
It should be obvious that affiliated stations have a direct
interest not only in the quality of network service but
in the economic stability of networks.
By the same token,
networks have a direct stake in the welfare of their

—

—
Networks cannot

affiliates.

exist without stations.

many have

But

prospered.
Unless networks can work out
arrangements with their affiliates permitting similar flexibility in network sales, they will not be able to take full
advantage of sales opportunities available to them.
This situation is reflected by the sales figures of the
past few years. Since 1948, time sales on networks have
declined 22%. During the same period, however, national
spot sales by stations have increased 19% and their local
sales have increased 35%.

equally true that many stations could not maintain
their existing level of service and profit without a netit is

work

affiliation.

A

high quality local service gives a station standing
in its community and makes it attractive as a network
A vigorous network service builds audience for
outlet.
the stations, enhances the sales value of local time, and
thus provides the station with more revenue to improve
Strong local service and strong naits local programs.
tional service are essential to the American system of
broadcasting and, what is most important from the vantage point of our industry, they are essential to one an-

Sound Basis for Radio’s Co-existence
Nevertheless, the over-all increase in time sales is proof
that radio has continuing economic opportunities. Today
there are 45,000,000 radio families throughout the United
States.
There are 25,000,000 automobile sets and many
millions of portable sets. In 1952 alone, almost 10,000,000
radio sets were produced.
Radio is being used widely and intensively but it is
being used differently.
Family listening is giving way
to individual listening.
There are sets in kitchens, dining rooms and bedrooms, in workrooms and playrooms.
They are used to meet individual interests in certain types
of programs; and they are also used when the mood calls
for something different from the television fare available
at the particular time.
Whether it be the printed word, the spoken word, or
the sound picture, the value of their service depends
not on their ability to undermine each other, but on their
ingenuity in making the most of their individual appeals.
Radio, for example, can maintain large and loyal audiences by providing more programs of broad and selected
appeal, so that millions will turn to it for the satisfaction

other.

Interdependence of Networks and Stations
In order to maintain the vitality of these two services,
the economic relationships on which they rest must meet
As we go
the needs of all parties to the arrangement.
through this formative period of television development
and the changing circumstances of radio, conditions could
It is well
arise which might strain these relationships.
for all of us to recognize the warning signals, some of
which are already visible.
For example, networks must assume much greater fiIn order to
nancial burdens and risks than stations.
provide a nationwide service, networks must maintain
large organizations, continually increase their investment
in facilities, and commit huge funds in long-term arrangements with talent. Despite all this investment and risk,
networks’ profit in relation to their gross volume is very
small.
And anything which jeopardizes the economic
stability of networks must in the final analysis concern
the stations as much as the networks themselves.
These facts pack an important moral for the industry.
They demand that there be sympathetic understanding
and cooperation between networks and stations. Only in
this way can their common problems be solved. The fundamental interests of the industry as they affect stations,
advertisers and the public are inseparable.
Let us consider these mutual problems, first in radio
and then in television.

—

Radio

Isn’t

‘Doomed’

—

of their special interests.
National advertisers can use radio networks and stations to reach massive audiences at low costs, just as
they use selected magazines read by large groups with
special interests.
Networks and stations alike have a
prime obligation to re-educate the advertiser in line with

—

—But

changes in audience and program.
We have a solid basis for continuance of a vigorous
national radio service that can co-exist with television.
However, to build on that base solidly, stations and netto work out a balance of interests
that will enable each to maintain economic health in the
period ahead.

works must strive
It’s

Changing

In the spring of 1949, the cry went up that “radio is
Some of the prophets of doom predicted that
within three years sound broadcasting over national networks would be wiped out, with television taking its place.
I did not join that gloomy forecast in ’49, nor do I
now. Not three but four years have passed, and radio
broadcasting is still with us and rendering nation-wide
service. It plays too vital a role in the life of this nation
to be cancelled out by another medium. I have witnessed
too many cycles of advance and adaptation to believe that
a service so intimately integrated with American life can

doomed.”

become extinct.
We would be closing our eyes

we

TV

Its

Destiny

In radio our goal must be to strengthen the economic
In
base of a nationwide system already in existence.
television the goal is to complete the building of a nationwide system now in process of formation. Here, too, we
face serious economic challenge.
Building a nationwide television service is a gigantic
undertaking, involving immense resources and large-scale
enterprise. I know it has been the fashion in some circles
to identify bigness with badness; to attack large-scale
enterprise while demanding more and more of the benefits which only such enterprise can provide.
I have learned from
I do not share these muddy views.
life
not from theory that big enterprise is a quickening
and constructive force in a huge and growing country.
It calls into being and nourishes thousands of small enterprises.
It expands production facilities essential to national security. It organizes mass distribution which cuts
It supports prodigious research and
cost to consumers.
development that require the expenditure of vast sums
without immediate return.
It is from this research that the most important ad-

to reality, however, if

that radio has been undergoing
fundamental changes. To make the most of its great
potentials, it must now be operated and used in ways
which take cognizance of the fact that it is no longer the
only broadcast medium.
A process of adjustment is necessary, and it is taking
place. Nevertheless, it has been complicated by the fact
that the changes in radio have not been uniform throughout the system. Radio networks have been affected differently from stations, and the effects have also varied widely
failed to recognize

—

from station to station.
In areas where radio competes with

—

vances in American economy have come. Our own industry is the best proof of this fact, and television its
most dramatic exhibit.
It was created through
Television didn’t just happen.
continuous and costly research and development by a few
large companies. The road they traversed was long and
sometimes discouraging. But they were willing to back
their faith with their resources. I am proud that RCA
which has put $50,000,000 into the development of blackand-white television and another $20,000,000 into color
was one of these companies.

television, its audiences have been sharply diminished during some periods
by the attraction of the new medium. Rate changes have
been made in appropriate cases to reflect this situation.
As a result, radio today is an outstanding advertising
buy in terms of the cost for what it delivers. It compares very favorably and by a wide margin with printed
media, whose rates have been going up, without equivalent
increases in circulation.
Stations have been able to adjust their own sales patterns to the opportunities of the market and as a result

—

Only on Threshold of

—

2

—
We

will see more than 1000 stations in
dollar mark.
operation. They can develop local programs not only reflecting but adding to the interest of their own communiTelevision’s special advantages as a local salesman
ties.
and a community shopping service can be realized.
We will also see networks reaching into all parts of
the country, supported by many more large and small
Together they will provide a nanational advertisers.
tional program service that will make the present schedThe potentialities of television as
ules seem primitive.
They stir the imaginayet have barely been sketched.
tion.
For all of us connected with the new medium it
holds out the vision of a great adventure.

The tremendous efforts and unflagging faith of these
few large companies have produced a new industry. Already that industry supports hundreds of competing manufacturers large and small— and a multitude of related
enterprises as well as a growing number of television staAnd this new industry is only
tions in VHF and UHF.

—

on the threshold of

its destiny.

The Economics of Television
But no industry is an end in itself. It is an instrumentality for public service. Television’s job is to bring
the best programs to the most people throughout the country and ultimately throughout the world.
This is a large order, I grant, but not too large for
the men who have already demonstrated their mettle.
The development and natural distribution of network
program services involve enormous costs for facilities,
These
talent, production personnel, and other factors.

Television

are big financial risks which any network must assume
if it is to serve its affiliated stations, its advertisers and
its audiences well.
The costs, moreover, have been rising. Talent fees increase as networks bid against each other for valued perLabor cost, such a large part of production
formers.
Network time costs
expense, has also been increasing.
go up as circulation expands in existing markets and
as new stations open up additional markets.
The expanding national television system gives sponsors a medium of power and appeal they cannot forego.
They realize that the most effective sales force the world
has ever known is at their disposal. Nevertheless, advertisers are understandably already manifesting conThese costs
cern about the costs of this new medium.
must and will be stabilized eventually, but in this period
of rapid development they present real problems for all

—

and the Movies

allow myself to speak in these large terms, it
is not because I have been affected by the heady atmosphere of Hollywood, the home of the motion picture industry. But meeting, as we are, in the capital of a sister
medium, it is fitting that we pay tribute to the pioneers of
the screen whose accomplishments are part of our national
If

I

heritage.

They created a new art of showmanship, developed
magnificent talents, and built a fabulous industry. They
brought to the screen not only glamorous figures from
life,
but also glamorous words from the dictionary.
“Colossal” is one of these a Hollywood understatement,
Many of their achievements have
as someone has said.
been truly “colossal” and so were some of their failures.
But success or failure, in black-and-white or color, in
2-D or 3-D, they paint their pictures in broad strokes, with
a big brush on a wide canvas.
Television, also, is a picture in motion. It has grown to
its present size and scope in far less time than its predeFor
cessor required to reach a corresponding status.
this, in part at least, television must acknowledge its
debt to the movies.
With all its impressive power, television is still a youngnone of them fatal
ster.
It has made some mistakes
and has repeated some of the mistakes of its elders. But
now it is big enough to accept responsibility for its own
shortcomings. So I say to my many friends in the motion
picture world: “Television can learn much from you, but
there is also a good deal it must learn to forget.”

—

—

—

of us.

These are the economic problems natural in a new
of communications whose character, dimensions
and rate of growth are literally without precedent. However, television has become so indispensable to the public
and so valuable to the business community that it will

medium

—

of necessity find sensible solutions.
I feel certain that
stations, networks, advertisers, talent and labor unions
will realize the benefits of cooperation in solving the

problems that confront them.

Make

It

Differences Are Very Real

Available to More Advertisers

differences between television and the
movies may be temporarily blurred by the similarities between them but those differences are very real. For example, television has no box office and no theatre to which
people go and pay for the privilege of seeing the show. Its
audience is as wide as America. It is composed of millions
of small groups: the family circle in the intimacy of its
home. There, they select what they want from the variety
of offerings always available. They exercise the right to
look at and listen to whatever they permit to enter their
home over channels that are free and belong to all the

The

in the advertising economy for a much
larger use of such an effective sales force as television.
In order to broaden its use, one of our immediate ob-

There

is

room

—

jectives should be to develop techniques for making it
economically available to more advertisers. To this end,
networks are exploring various types of participation
sponsorships which are familiar patterns in station operation
so that they can enable a national advertiser to scale
his purchase to his needs and budget.
The new patterns
are just beginning to emerge; the cooperation of all
affiliated stations is required for their development and
growth.
By diversifying its product line, network television can
attract hundreds of new customers.
They will try it,
learn what it does for them, and come back for more.
Existing sponsors, too, will learn to use the medium
more flexibly and efficiently. With this flexibility, they
can control their costs and make every dollar bring more

—

—

people.

Audiences in the home and audiences in the theatre are
quite different human entities.
They will not long be
satisfied with the same fare. They will expect, and rightly
so, something in the theatre unlike what they can tap at
home and vice versa. This is all to the good. For it
means that there is need for both types of offering. To
satisfy this dual need calls for imagination, artistic enterprise and open-minded experimentation in the motion picture theatre and the television home alike.
I for one am not envious of the resources of Hollywood’s
motion picture studios or the box office. I am convinced
that television broadcasting, like radio broadcasting, can
solve its economic problems without a cash box in the home.

—

results.

Advertisers have a responsibility, to themselves and
the public, for using the medium with maximum efficiency.
We have all seen commercial messages which take full
advantage of television’s unique selling ability; and we
have also seen commercials which fritter away the sponsor’s opportunities. Research studies confirm our impressions.
If

stations,

essential

Pay-as-You-See Television

networks and advertisers can be as bold

*

[Since I arrived in California I have seen many references to the question of “pay-as-you-see” television. Perhaps you will be interested in the policy of RCA with re-

and inventive in the use of television as the scientists
have been in creating it, we will see this new medium
grow in scope, in influence and in prosperity.
Within the next few years we may see annual advertising expenditures in television go far beyond the billion

Bracketed paragraphs that follow are extemporaneous Interpolations.
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spect to that development and
ture possibilities.

my own

estimate of

its

—

—

fu-

Therefore, as I see it, “pay-as-you-see” television has
three aspects. .
The technical one, which I think could
be solved. Freedom to look and freedom to listen, which
I think would be destroyed.
And the preservation of the
present competitive system of broadcasting which, I believe, would be jeopardized.
.

has always been and continues to be the policy
of RCA not to interfere, but on the contrary, to encourage
Certainly the record of my attiall new developments.
tude is amply known in this industry not to require any
First,

it

amplification of that thought.
I sincerely believe that “pay-as-you-see” television on a
national basis, or anything comparable to free television as
we know it today, will prove to be a snare and a delusion.
I have no faith personally in the practicability of the establishment of that kind of a service on a national basis.
From a technical standpoint, however, I do not question
the practicability of scrambling waves at the transmitter
and unscrambling them at the receiver. There are different gadgets and different methods for making television
programs unintelligible, until the masking of the wave is

No

course,

—before a national

may

be mistaken.

Programs the Ultimate Test

In fact,

I

of

Any Medium

The ultimate test of movies, radio and television, is the
value of their programs and the public interest they command.
The program content of radio and television broadcasting is far more varied than in any other medium. It
has to

because

its vast audience has an endless diversity
and interest.
Broadcasting embraces all the
varying forms of entertainment that have delighted mortal
man through the ages. But it goes beyond entertainment
to satisfy a whole spectrum of human cravings for information, education and spiritual consolation.
As we listen to radio and watch television, we hear and
see fine programs in every category.
We also find some

of

be,

taste

that are mediocre, or worse.
Artistic perfection is not
easily achieved, but it must be the constant goal. Critics
and their strictures are sometimes justified do not always recognize that broadcasters must meet varying tastes

—

and

interests.

Neither conventional entertainment nor the press, for
instance, is called upon to change its content every 15 or
30 minutes for about 20 hours a day 365 days a year. A
single movie or play may fill a theatre on Broadway for
weeks, or months, or years. But the appetite of broadcasting for ever new, ever fresh fare is insatiable. No other
medium is expected to cater both to the masses and the
classes over the same facilities.
I make these remarks not as alibis but in a bid for under-

*

remember well the period when there was a little
the radio broadcasting business. That was about

1924 and 1925

I

In this connection, perhaps I should mention the most
important element: If “pay-as-you-see” television could
be established on a practical basis, there will have to be
an angel who will be willing to back his faith with his
money. So far I have not seen that angel.]

—

radio network had been

people thought then that radio was
doomed and that it could not be economically supported.
As some of you older men in the industry will recall, there
developed a great promotion for what was called “wired
wireless.”
That service was to be given to the public
over electric power lines on the basis of a monthly fee.
Well, the great, great-grandson of that pioneering effort
is now called “Muzak” and I don’t suppose it is a threat
or a competitor of the national system of radio broadcasting today.
To some such degree, perhaps “pay-as-you-see” television in local communities may find a place, but in a national sense I do not see it.
First of all, it would be negation of the philosophy upon
which American radio broadcasting has been established
established.

possible that

new system.

r

[I

it is

applaud the efforts of any organization that is willing to
back its faith with its money to develop and produce a

achieve that result technically.
In our laboratories, w e have been experimenting for
some years with the different methods that may be technically feasible for achieving this scrambling and unscrambling of television programs. Already we have developed
a number of such systems without having made up our
minds as to which is the best technically. But that technical effort is merely a research and development project to
learn the best method for doing this job.
My doubts about “pay-as-you-see” television are not
based on any lack of confidence in the ability of the techThey are based
nicians to solve the technical problems.
on other aspects social, political, economic and artistic.
It is conceivable that in certain local communities there
may be some “pay-as-you-see” programs here and there,
but I am referring to a national service. And I have lived
through a similar experience in the early days of radio
broadcasting.

lull in

*

[Now, in order to avoid any possible misunderstanding,
have not made this analysis and exposition of my own
views in criticism of those who believe otherwise, and, of

device. That is no great trick.
It has
been known in the art for many years. In fact, telephone
voice communication by radio has been scrambled and unscrambled for many years in the services across the oceans.
Moreover, I think there will be a number of ways to

‘Wired Wireless’ Flopped

‘Angel’ Yet in Sight

I

removed by some

How

.

Many

standing.

The primary

responsibility,

of

course,

rests

with the broadcasting industry. The thousands of programs of infinite variety presented each month are the
products of hundreds of performers, writers, directors
and producers with abilities and talents of every degree.

To demand absolute perfection is to demand a miracle.
Yet we must ever set our sights high. Our effort must
aim to avoid the easy road that leads to programming by
formula

—

the road to sterility. In the last analysis, the
audience is the judge and it will not remain supine under a
barrage of programs that grow stale.
The need for originality is particularly important in a
new and voracious medium such as television. This calls
for new ideas and techniques, that will ultimately lead to
the development of its own art forms suitable for the
intimacy of its appeal and within reasonable costs.

freedom to listen, and in television, freedom to look. It
has become a part of the American heritage, and I do not
think is likely to be disturbed. Furthermore, I have been
unable to conceive how, in a national service of “pay-asyou-see” television, the competitive element so important
in private enterprise can be preserved and at the same
time avoid government regulation of rates and government

Common

Sense Standards of Taste

A

control of operations.
Certainly, there will be

related objective is the maintenance of high standards
of taste in pi-ograms brought into the family circle with
the compelling impact of radio and television. Again, this
involves human judgments which vary from individual to
individual. I know of no one who has a divine right to a
final verdict on what is good for the public.
The people’s
franchise in choosing what it will appreciate and enjoy
cannot be cancelled out by self-appointed monitors. And

some who will advocate that because “pay-as-you-see” television, would go into the home
as a public utility like gas, water or electricity, it should
If there is to be
be regulated as to rates and services.
a national service of “pay-as-you-see” television, rather
than the present competitive free system of broadcasting,
then regulation of rates and other aspects of that service
would seem to be a real possibility. And that would
change the entire system of American radio and television.

*
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—
no doubt that operations in UHF- -“the band of the future” will fill a place of growing significance in television.
Closed-Circuit Techniques At the same time other
vital developments are extending the use of television far
beyond broadcasting.
For instance, closed circuit TV
techniques and devices are being perfected which will provide visual intercommunication systems not only for industry, science and medicine, but in hotels, department stores
and between offices and factories. Vidicon camera attachments plugged into ordinary receiving sets can make them
part of a closed circuit system and open broad possibilities
for its future use in schools and homes.
To television broadcasters, of course, these developments provide opportunities for the auxiliary use of studio
and field equipment in connection with closed circuit coverage of meetings and conventions in the community. Indeed, they amount to a challenge to your ingenuity and
energy.
Science has provided new tools yours is the
opportunity to make effective use of them.

after all, the ratings show that the popular programs
precisely those that some “opinion makers” frown upon
have the largest circulation and the steadiest sponsorship.
I believe that the industry has demonstrated that it can
arrive at reasonable, common-sense judgments which rule
out the vulgar and the offensive without impairing artistic
effectiveness. Advertisers have recognized that a message
presented with tact and in good taste will win more customers and good will than blatant commercials or claims
exaggerated to the point of irritation.
All broadcasters are conscious of the problem. Most of
them are meeting it with energy and intelligence. Theirs
is the continuing obligation of protecting the good name
and integrity of radio and television. They know that
the penalty for failure is alienation of the public they
serve.
They know, too, that failure invites the threat of
censorship, with all the dangers that this poses to freedom
of thought and freedom to look and listen.
This Association has taken leadership in guarding

is

Public’s Share in

Master Key to

—At

The Transistor

Advances

A

Programming

compact, mobile and less costly equipment. Already our
scientists have demonstrated a television receiving set
using transistors in place of all tubes except the picture
tube; a tubeless auto radio; and a new basic principle in
the operation of a power amplifier, using only four transistors and no other components.
The Vidicon Tube Another product of research is the
vidicon tube. One of its first applications in broadcasting
was the “walkie-lookie” used in covering the 1952 political conventions. Since then, it has been applied in a lightweight, small-sized vidicon camera which you will see at

—

price of a ticket outside the

New

our laboratories, we are exploring

the entire field of solid-state electronics, of which the
transistor promises to become the master key to new advances in radio and television.
tiny particle of germanium embedded in plastic, it can perform many of the
functions of a vacuum tube with greater efficiency and potential longer operating life.
The transistor can be adapted to a multitude of uses.
In radio, it makes possible pocket-sized receivers, thus
furthering radio as a personal service, available to people
wherever they are. In television, the transistor will permit

There are plenty of high-grade programs on the air to
opera, concerts, plays,
suit the most meticulous tastes
Do these selective customers
political forums, and so on.
always exercise the same thoughtful selectivity when they
turn a radio or TV dial at home that they do in plunking

down the

—

—

against such dangers. The NARTB Seal of Good Practice which appears on millions of television screens is only
one of the evidences of its alertness. The principle of selfregulation is sound, hut we must always bear in mind that
its value depends upon intelligent and effective execution.
The primary obligation, I repeat, is ours. Yet the pubAfter all, it is under no
lic also has a responsibility.
more constraint to patronize so-called popular programs
than it is to buy popular magazines on the newsstand. It
has the same breadth of choice on radio or television that
it has in deciding between a slapstick comedy and a great
drama on theatre row in its community.

The

—

—

home?

Let me put the matter bluntly. The public has a share
If enough people practice selecin fashioning programs.
tive listening and viewing, they will encourage the trend
toward more sponsorship of the finest cultural and informational programs.
Stations themselves can strike a balance between immediate profit interest and long-range permanent public inThey must see the importance of providing proterest.
grams of great public value, even if immediate sponsorship is not available.
I do not imply that all sustainers are good and all commercials bad. Often it is the other way around. I merely
want to say that the immediate profit-and-loss statement
cannot be the sole governing factor in an industry dedicated to serving the public.

this convention.

Video Tape Recording

—

—

Still

another development not

too far off is video tape
a true electronic system of program storage, with great advantages of economy and convenience. By recording both picture and sound electronically on tape, this process will eliminate the complicated

and expensive procedures now necessary in first recording
television signals on film, then processing the film by
chemical means, and then recreating the video signals
from the film images. Each step in the present process
results in small successive degradations of quality which
the tape recording method avoids.

When

the video tape is perfected, it can be used to overdifferences in national live networking.
By
providing an immediate, inexpensive television record, it
can also be used by the director and cast to review program performance in rehearsal to correct lighting, technical and artistic flaws before the final performance.
I am merely touching the high points.
Many other
laboratory developments now “in the works” will some day
be ready for use and provide improvements throughout
the broadcasting system.

The Technical Horizons

come time
Pacing the development of television are the scientists
and engineers whose work continually opens new horizons
for broadcasters.

UHF

—

“The Band of the Future” For a time, you will
seemed that a nationwide seiwice would be restricted because of the limitations of the VHF band. But
the scientists and engineers made it possible to open the
UHF band, bringing television to hundreds of communities
which might otherwise have been denied service.
recall, it

Video Tape Within 2 Years

Some broadcasters already are successfully operating
UHF stations and many more are planning to do so.
Those who will be operating in markets also served by

*

[This development is far beyond the dream stage. It
always impractical to give specific dates for the emergence of a new development from the laboratory into
practical use, but I should estimate that it will not be more
than about two years before you will see this magnetic
tape recording actually in use.]
Electronic “Audience Voting System” Dr. V. K. Zworykin, of our laboratories, is working on what he calls “an
electronic audience voting system.”
He hopes to be able

is

VHF need have no fears as to the availability of an audience for their service.
The industry is produciag and
will continue to produce sets which can receive signals of
both bands without any inconvenience of tuning.
Developments now under way will enlarge the coverage
and improve the quality of the
signal. New antenna
systems will increase efficiency of
transmission and
control the broadcast energy so that the signal can be
directed into valleys within the coverage pattern.
There

—

UHF
UHF

*
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to equip the standard home television receiver with a button which, when pressed, will register a vote of “yes” or
“no” at the television station. The purpose, of course, is
to get from listeners and lookers their reactions to programs and issues of the day. Eventually we may have a
national push-button poll, the results of which can be
tabulated automatically by electronic computers at a central point.
Thus, public opinion throughout the nation
could be sampled instantaneously.

Instant Response from

TV

Audience

The demonstrations recently made and reported in the
press and trade papers have reflected the views and opinions of others who have seen it as well as ourselves. But
all these demonstrations have not been of an official
character. They have been demonstrations needed in order
to carry on field testing of the system. We have not yet
made contact with the procedures laid down by the FCC
in a petition for a review.
We have cooperated with the
industry in the development of signal standards for a
compatible color system so that the engineers of the
entire industry might agree on the desirability of those
standards as they have done in black-and-white television.
Now, the other members of the industry who have
worked with us as well as we have with them, say that they
require two or three months to complete the field tests of
the compatible standards agreed upon by the engineers.
As far as RCA is concerned, having had longer experience

*

[What possibilities that opens up! Those of you who
are experts in merchandising and advertising can let your
imagination roam and consider what an additional commercial advantage it could be to the sponsor of a television program to be able to show a product, particularly
in color, and get an instant response from the TV audience
as to its interest in the product. I shall not now elaborate
on that. I leave that to your imagination.]
Of more immediate interest is the fact that the necessity of compatibility in color television is now generally
recognized. Its logic was too compelling to be long denied.
We may therefore hope that the day is not far off when
compatible color television will be authorized for commercial broadcasting.
Color

Television

—No

Tricks,

No

Battles

with compatible color, and having conducted more tests,
we would be ready today to appear before the FCC and to
petition it to set standards for compatible color.
But I
only fair, and practical also, that the other
of the industry who have had less experience with
compatible color than we had should take the time needed
to complete their field tests in order to satisfy themselves
about the practicability of those standards.
If it requires two or three months to complete those
field tests we are not only willing but happy to carry on
our own tests simultaneously and to make all the information available to the others in order to give the industry
the opportunity to complete their program. It is my own
hope and expectation that this is exactly what will happen.

think

*

[At this point I might answer a question or two that
be in the minds of those who are interested in the

may

subject of color television.
I think that the press and the trade papers generally
have been reporting excellently and most informatively
on the progress made by the technical developments in the
laboratories and demonstrations in the field.
In fact, I
sometimes wonder how they can do as well as they do
with such complicated, technical and controversial subjects.
Here and there an adventurous headline appeals to
readers and sometimes confuses them, but for that we
must make reasonable allowances.
I am glad to tell you, in the presence of distinguished
members of the Federal Communications Commission who
are here today, that there is no rabbit, there is no secret,
there is no trick, and there is no mysterious program so
far as RCA is concerned, in the development and progress
of color television. All that we have said publicly on the
subject I am sure you have seen and read.
Therefore,
what we have not said publicly so far, I am glad to tell
you now. Further than this, I know of nothing else I can
usefully impart to you in the way of information at this
time.
First of all, I understand that the engineers of the industry agree on the most desirable technical characteristics for compatible color standards.
There is no battle
involved.
There was a difference of opinion about the
technical merits of this system, that system or the other;
but that belongs to yesterday and has little or nothing to
do with tomorrow.
As far as we are concerned, we have proceeded and by
“we” I am speaking of the company I have the honor to
represent, the RCA in the confidence that when the FCC
made its last decision on the color question, it said what
it meant when it laid down a procedure that did not close
the door to further progress. If we had doubted the truth
of that statement, we perhaps would not have had the
courage to spend $20,000,000 in further development of

Go

It

Alone,

if

Necessary*

[After completion of these field tests, should there be
in that program, or any hesitation on the part
of others to go forward with a petition to the Commission,
RCA will present its own petition and request the Commission to authorize use of these standards.
As a matter of fact, each licensee of a broadcasting
station who wants to use color can make his own applicaTherefore I see no conflict, I see no battle and I
tion.
In
see no reason for any heat. What w’e want is light.
fact, the more light we have in television the better off
we are, whether it is color or black-and-white!
I do not think it would be fair to ask any member of
the Commission to express a view on what will happen to
a petition that is not yet before him. Therefore, I do not
undertake to express any opinions or to make any “guesstimates” as to what the Commission may or may not do.
But assuming that we are right, we now have a compatible
commercial system of color television that is ready for
authorization by the FCC.

any change

9-12

Months

to Tool

Up, 500,000 Sets

in 2-3

Years

*

[When and if the Commission determines in favor of
commercial compatible color television standards, I would
estimate that from the day of its authorization, it will
take somewhere between 9 and 12 months to tool up, so
that the necessary receivers and tubes can be manufactured for color transmission and reception.
At the end of that period 9 to 12 months from the time
of authorization
the amount of production which will
begin to roll off the lines necessarily will be small because there will be a number of bugs to eliminate and
kinks to iron out, as is the case with all new production. I
think it will take one year from the time that the first
commercial television color receivers begin to roll off the
lines before manufacturers can hit the stride in quantity

—

—

color television.

So we proceeded in good faith on the belief that if we
could improve our compatible color television and meet
the criteria laid down by the Commission for any new
system that might petition it for authorization, we would
be given the opportunity that Americans are entitled to
receive; that is to present our package, to tell our story,
to ask the Commission to review the subject and to give
us their decision.

FCC

is

Will

—

Color Ready For

it

members

—

production.
Therefore, I believe it will be two to three years before
as many as half a million color television receivers can
be produced for public use. I see no reason why anybody
should hesitate to make an investment in the purchase of
a black-and-white television receiver now, particularly
since that receiver will continue its usefulness under
compatible color television standards. As you know, com-

Action*

[Now, we sincerely believe that we have brought compatible color television to a point where it is technically
ready for submission to the FCC for review and decision.

*

Bracketed paragraphs that follow are extemporaneous Interpo-

lations.

6

Opportunities and Responsibilities

patible color enables the present receivers to receive the
color programs in black-and-white without any changes

Broadcasting is a dynamic and changing enterprise.
It goes through cycles of development and adaptation;
reaches plateaus; then surges to higher levels of service.
The industry is now in the throes of one of these great
cycles of transition to a higher level.
Although the problems of transition are large, the
We have in
prospects are correspondingly promising.
radio a very flexible, inexpensive medium with powers
of resilience and adjustment greater than some may
realize.
We have in television an unparalleled communications system which has become an indispensable tool
of American salesmanship and a major influence in

whatever.
Moreover, as was the case with black-and-white television, the first color receivers are bound to be substantially more expensive than a black-and-white television
It will be some years, I think, before a color
receiver.
television receiver can be produced and sold at anything
like the current prices, especially in the lower brackets.
Present prices, of course, are possible because some
25,000,000 television receivers already have been produced.
No one can estimate today what a color television receiver
will sell for after 25,000,000 of them have been manufacWith the promise of transistors and printed cirtured.
cuits and all the other possibilities of reducing costs of
production, there is every reason for looking forward hope-

American life.
The public wants both radio and television. It will
use each of them to the extent that it serves and satisfies
Our economy needs both mediums,
the public interest.
and it is big enough to support both, provided they will
conscientiously meet its requirements for effective and

fully.

That,
it

my

friends, is the story of color television as

I

see

today.]

Color Will Attract

Color will

make

television

New

more

economical advertising.
In the final checkup, the amazing history of our industry, its record of consistent growth and success, are
end-products of the American system of free economy.
They represent not merely triumphs of electronics but
triumphs of America. It is the magic of freedom that
gives full play to all the energies and talents in our
economy; that strikes a fruitful balance between competition and cooperation; that blends the motive power

Advertisers

exciting,

more dramatic

give added sales power to
It will attract advertisers who now
do not use the medium because their particular products
cannot be fully appreciated in black and white.
With a compatible system, the broadcaster and the advertiser do not have to wait for color receivers to appear in quantity. Stations will be able to transmit network programs in compatible color with only minor
The originamodifications to their existing equipment.
tion of color programs, however, will involve changes
in production technique, and probably increased production cost for lighting, costuming and scenery.
Time and again, we have seen technical progress in
broadcasting presenting new opportunities to those with
the courage and imagination to act. Six or seven years
ago, the opportunities offered by black-&-white television
were recognized at once by a number of forward-looking
They lost no time in acting, and their
broadcasters.
alertness has paid off magnificently.
Those who are determined to lead in broadcasting will
They will begin color
again, I am sure, act promptly.
operations as soon as standards for commercial compatible
color broadcasting are officially approved by the Federal

and more enjoyable.
commercial messages.

It will

of self-interest and public interest to enrich the life of
the individual citizen and the vitality of the nation as
a whole.
The price of that freedom has ever been restraint and
self-discipline, as well as a strong sense of personal and
group responsibility. Nowhere is the payment of this
price more essential than in an industry like ours, using
public channels and concerned with the needs, the wellbeing, the happiness and moral health of the entire
population.
In facing the future, the experience we have gained
in more than a quarter century of broadcasting gives
us confidence that American ingenuity and skill can
solve problems as they arise. My own confidence in the
future rests on the fact that science is our partner, and
that radio and television are in the hands of resourceful
men and women the broadcasters of America who have
built a great industry on a tradition of dedicated service
to the American people.

—

Communications Commission.

7
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Trade Notes: Bitter fight for control of
Financial
Indiana Steel Products Co. (Vol. 9:11,14-16) may wind
up in courts after 3-day stockholders meeting in which
directors proposed by ousted president A. D. Plamondon Jr.
were defeated by slate backed by board chairman Paul
R. Doelz by vote of 77,478% to 60,696%. The 3 directors
comprising the majority faction Doelz, Hugh S. Conover
and W. C. Buchanan were reelected. Also named to
board were Robert F. Smith, formerly v.p.-gen. mgr., and

—

—

manufacturing v.p. John H. Bouwmeester. Removed from
board were Plamondon and Fred M. Gillies. Immediately
after election, Smith was named president.
Plamondon challenged more than 35,000 of opposition’s proxies, but was overruled by the 2 election judges
who he charged were both attorneys retained by the Doelz
faction.
The RTMA president also charged: (1) Doelz,
acting as chairman of meeting, ruled out of order motions
that chairman and judges be selected by majority of stockholders present. (2) Some 123 proxies, representing over
23.000 votes for Doelz faction appeared to have been “solicited as postdated proxies [in] violation of SEC regulations.” (3) Evidence “that agents of the Doelz faction had
persuaded persons [to] purchase stock and support the

Doelz faction on the promise that a ‘deal’ was in the offing
that would increase the value of the stock.” Plamondon
and his backers are considering court action against winning faction.
*

*

*

*

Webster-Chicago anti-management forces succeeded

in

electing 2 directors to board in hard-fought proxy battle at
Chicago stockholders meeting. New directors are Chicago

investment broker Martin C. Remer, head of opposition
who last February successfully blocked proposed
merger with Emerson Radio; and Robert E. McNett,
president of Royal Electric Co., Jamestown, O. Management elected 5 directors: Merchants National Bank president George R. Boyles; Webster-Chicago president Rudolph
F. Blash and company officers Walter P. Attenburg, Herbert A. Gumz & Norman C. Owen. Three anti-management
candidates were defeated. Blash, who headed management
group, received proxies for 280,130 to Remer’s 116,142.

Admiral’s first-quarter earnings were 102% higher
first 1952 quarter, sales 57% higher.
Earnings were
$3,056,878 ($1.56 a share) on sales of $69,191,849 compared to $1,515,506 (77#) on sales of $43,970,356 corresponding 1952 period. Exec. v.p. John B. Huarisa attributed growth to opening of new markets, expanded replacement market and good business in fringe areas. He
pictured outlook for second quarter as “very good” but
warned current market is highly competitive, will require
astute salesmanship to maintain high levels.

than

Sylvania net income and sales for

were highest

first

1953 quarter

company’s history.

Earnings were $3,679,243 ($1.38 on 2,425,438 shares), up 88% from $1,953,771 (87 # on 1,867,625 shares) corresponding 1952 period.
Net sales were $80,060,308, up 43% from 1952 quarter’s
$55,987,461 and 10% higher than previous recoi’d of $72,801,320 in final 1952 quarter. TV sales were 50% higher
than year ago and export demand for TVs was “strong.”
Income increase is attributed partly to lower excess profits
tax. Second-quarter orders are reported “strong in virtually all products” and prices “firm in the early months of
in

1953.”

Zenith net income for fii'st quarter was $2,109,461
($4.28 a share) on sales of $47,898,773, compai'ed with $1,083,242 ($2.20) on sales of $25,755,332 coi'responding 1952
First quarter sales were record for that period,
period.

second only to $54,899,347 final 1952 quarter. TV-radio
sales were “up shai-ply” over last year’s and distributor
inventories “were in many cases insufficient to support the
retail movement of merchandise.”
Company plans to
spend more than $5,000,000 for plant expansion and modexmization in coming months.

faction

General Precision Equipment Corp. named these new
directors at annual meeting: Elliot V. Bell, McGraw-Hill;

Roland Berner, attorney; Levin H. Campbell Jr., Automotive Safety Foundation; Joel Dean, partner in Joel Dean
Associates; Leon A. Kolker, chemical engineer & industrialist; John A. Robertshaw of Robertshaw-Fulton ConFirst
trols Co.; Joseph A. Zock, N. Y. Stock Exchange.
quarter earnings are expected to be $1 per share on sales
of about $20,000,000, compared with 6tf on sales of $7,780,000 same 1952 period. Presently authorized no par shai’es
will be convei’ted to equal number of $1 par shares.
T.

Dividends: Zenith, 50<f payable June 30 to stockholders
of record June 12; Sentinel, 7%£ May 28 to holders May
15; Baltimore Radio Show (WITH), 10c June 1 to holders
May 15; Remington Rand, 25 C July 1 to holders June 9;
Driver-Harris, 50C June 12 to holders June 1; Westinghouse, 50c June 1 to holders May 11; Weston Electrical
Instrument, 25# June 10 to holders May 15; International
Resistance, 5# June 1 to holders May 15.

Weston

Electrical

Instrument stockholders approved

2-for-l stock split, increasing authorized capital stock to

500.000 shares.

Net income was $255,989 (80# a share) on

for first 1953 quarter vs. $304,222
(95#) on sales of $6,679,893 year ago. Share earnings for
both periods were computed on the 321,166 shares outstanding after stock split.
sales

of

$7,476,560

Packard-Bell reports net income of $965,748 on sales
months ended March 31, compared with
$764,645 on sales of $12,169,183 same 1952 period.

of $19,467,478 for 6

Olympic reports billings of $4,300,000 for first 1953
quarter, up 70% from $2,500,000 in same 1952 pei’iod. New
president Morris Sobin says 20% of first quarter sales was
defense business, and civilian business rose
responding 1952 months.

33%

over cor-

Westinghouse had net income of $16,858,000 ($1.04
on 15,765,116 shares) on sales of $382,226,000 for quarter
ended March 31 vs. $15,485,000 (96# on 15,549,697 shares)
on sales of $323,820,000 coi’responding 1952 period.

Wilcox-Gay reports net income of $181,422 after 40%
provision for taxes on sales of $5,638,458 for fii’st 1953
quarter, compared with $144,238, with no provision for
taxes, on sales of $4,500,380 same 1952 pei'iod.
Stewart- Warner had net income of $1,076,344 (80# a
share) on sales of $33,964,599 for quarter ended March
31 vs. $956,097 (75<t ) on sales of $31,254,451 same period
preceding year.
National Union had net income of $179,148 on sales of
March 29 vs. $43,600 on sales
of $3,834,665 corresponding 1952 period.
$4,218,491 for quarter ended

Clarostat sales increased 34% to $1,800,000 for
1953 quarter vs. $1,345,000 same 1952 period.
*

R. H.

Macy

*

*

fii’st

*

&

Co. enjoyed net capital profit of $2,766,557 from 1952 sale of its WOR-TV,
and other broadcasting properties (Vol. 8:3) to General Tire subsidiary

WOR

General Teleradio Inc. It still has about 10% interest in
General Teleradio, and its report for first half of current
fiscal year to last Jan. 31 shows income from broadcasting,
telecasting and other non-trading sources was $243,548
vs. $190,986 for same 1952 period.

Loew’s Inc. reports net income of $1,839,523 (30# a
share) for 16 weeks ended March 12, compared with $1,647,977 (32#) a year earlier. For first half of fiscal year
28 weeks ended March 12 net income was $2,171,729

—

—

(42#) vs. $3,222,040 (73#) for preceding year’s period.
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E ARNINGS

stations and networks climbed
sharp contrast to 15.7% dip in 1951.
Only one in 6 operated at loss last year smallest percentage since 1946.
Total AM-FM revenues increased
5%. This is the 1952 radio financial story as summarized
in FCC’s preliminary figures released this week as companion piece to earlier audit of telecasting business (Vol.

As of April 1, 1953
Estimates are sets within .1 Mv/m contours (80 ml.),
excluding overlaps, as established by NBC Research.

AST “SET CENSUS”

to be made on monthly basis by
research shows total of 23,256,000 sets-in-use
as of April 1, increase of 704,500 over March 1 (Vol.
9:14).
Hereafter, market-by-market figures will be released quarterly, says NBC research chief Hugh M.
Beville Jr., next count to show distribution of TV sets as
of July 1.
Reasons for change from monthly to quarterly figures
are obvious as stated by Beville, step was made necessary
“by the greater number of TV stations and markets which
has greatly increased the work-load and the administrative details in collecting, checking and verifying figures.”
Beville’s statement again points up vital necessity foxset survey service by all-industry group (Vol. 9:5). NBC
network says, however, it will “continue to release, on a
monthly basis, an estimate of total U. S. TV installations
and other pertinent figures regarding the growth of the
U. S. TV audience.”
April 1 tabulation adds Sioux City (19,000 sets) to
interconnected list, Amarillo (10,000) to non-interconnected, lumps Altoona with Johnstown for total of 240,000
sets, omits 17 TV areas where NBC has no affiliates.
Largest increases are credited to New York & Chicago,
50,000 each; San Francisco & Pittsburgh, 30,000 each;
Detroit, 25,000; Los Angeles, 24,000.

Lj NBC

No.

Ames (Des
Moines)

1

Atlanta.
Atlantic City

3
l(t)

Austin
Baltimore

3

1

Binghamton
Birmingham

2

Bloomington

1(a)

1

148.000
330.000
8,000
26,800
410.000
95,500
159.000

(see Indianapolis)

Boston

2

Buffalo
Charlotte

_

1(b)
1

Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland

4

Columbus

3

(Dallas
(Fort Worth

2

3
3

1

1.043.000
353.000
267.000
1.510.000
379.000
751.000
261.000

272,000

Davenport-

Rock Island
Dayton
Denver

2
2
2

Detroit
Erie

3(c)

Grand Rapids
& Kalamazoo

1(d)

Greensboro

1

1

Houston
Huntington

1

Indianapolis

1(a)

& Bloomington

1

Jackson. Miss
Jacksonville

1

Johns townAltoona
Kalamazoo

1(g)
1(d)

(see

l(t)

Kansas City

l

7

Louisville

2

Memphis
Miami
Milwaukee
MlnneapollsSt. Paul
Nashville

New Haven
(a)

(b)

203.000
224.000
119.000
848.000
105.000
214.000
120.000
221,000
173.000
400.000
14,400
112.000

Total radio broadcasting revenues went up to $473,preceding year’s $450,400,000 (Vol. 8:40),
and income before Federal taxes increased to $62,600,000
from $57,500,000 but failed to touch 1950’s peak of $68,200,000.
Added to TV’s $336,300,000 revenue and $54,500,000 income, it means TV-AM-FM broadcasting was
$809,400,000 business in 1952, with total earnings of $117,100,000 before taxes. You can get full report by writing
to FCC for Mimeo 89912, or we’ll get one for you. Other
100,000 from

i
i

1

1

1

2
1
1

New

York.
Norfolk

Oklahoma City
Omaha...
Philadelphia

Phoenix
Pittsburgh
Portland
Providence.

Richmond
Roanoke

363.000
111.000
360,000

(see Davenport-Rock Island)
Salt Lake City
2
94,500
San Antonio ...
2
124,000

San Diego
San Francisco

3

Schenectady

1

1

Kf)

Seattle
Sioux City

1

South Bend

l(t)

143,000
630,000
266,000
254,000
19,000
41,000

Springfield-

Holyoke

2 (t)

Louis
Syracuse
Toledo
Tulsa
Utica
St.

1

2
1
1
1

Washington

4

Wilkes-Barre

l(t)

Wilmington

1

Youngstown

2 (t)

15.000
502,000
186,000
226,000
100,000
86,700
451,000
55,000
128,000
30,000

Non-Interoonnected Cities
Amarillo
Bangor.
Brownsville
(Matamoros,
Mexico).
El Paso
Mobile
...

19,200
10,000
11,000

1
1
1

1

(e)

2
2

Peoria

l(t)

Spokane

2

All Others*

Grand Total

11,100
22.200
22,500
26,400
28,400

62,200
23,256,000

Bloomington separately 220,000. Indianapolis separately 341,000.
Does not Include sets In Canadian area reached by Buffalo
station.

Does not include estimated 55,000 sets in Canadian area
reached by Detroit stations.
(d) Grand Rapids separately 180,000. Kalamazoo separately 180,000.
Estimated 2500 additional sets in
(e) Estimate for Texas area.
Mexican area of Matamoros station.
(c)

(f)

New

station in

AM

Tacoma went on

air Feb. 22.

more than

land,

3 out of every 5 broadcast advertising

AM

TV.”
stations in TV markets
increase in revenues as opposed to 11% increase for those in non-TV markets.
dollars were spent on

totaled

2%

(2) Revenues of radio networks (national & regional)
and their owned-&-operated stations dropped 3% to $101,000,000 in 1952, but lower expenses boosted their income

11%

to $11,200,000.

The 814 old-line stations licensed before 1942 accounted for almost two-thirds of total revenue and threefourths of total income of all
stations, although numerically they comprise little more than one-third. Three quarters of the 2276
stations reported increased revenues in 1953.
(3)

AM

AM

7

Rochester
Rock Island-Davenport

statistics:

In the 63 pre-freeze TV markets, the 108 TV stations took in as much revenue as the 529
stations in
same markets. “In Los Angeles, Columbus and Cleve-

No.

3,450,000
1
167,000
1
160,000
2
180,000
3
1,233,000
1
58,500
1
640,000
82,800
l(t)
1
299,000
1
157,000
2
60,800
1
179,000

AM-FM

(1)

—

Albuquerque
288,000
183.000
145.000
1,434,000
195.000
202.000
148.000
427.000

salient

Area
Stations Sets
Interconnected Cities (Cont’d)
New Orleans
1
162,000

240,000

Grand Rapids)

Lancaster
Lansing
Los Angeles

No.

No.

—

9:13).

—

Area
Stations Sets
Interconnected Cities

OF RADIO

in 1952, in

Seis-in-Use by Cities

Only 3 applications this week, all vhf, included one by
S. Senator C. Wayland (Curly) Brooks (R-Ill.) and
Other 2 were for Provihis wife, for Peoria, 111., Ch. 8.
dence, Ch. 12, by group of business men, including Charles
G. Taylor and Robert T. Engles, each 12%% owner of
WHIM, Providence, and 25.5% owner of WORC, Worcester,
Mass.; and for Oak Hill, W. Va., Ch. 4, allocated to Fayetteville, by
AY owner Robert R. Thomas Jr. These bring
total pending to 620, of which 212 are uhf.
[For further
details about foregoing applications, see TV Addenda
16-Q herewith; for complete listings of all post-freeze
grants, new stations, hearings, etc., see TV Factbook No.
16 with all Addenda to date.]
ex-U.

*

WO

Add TV maladies: Malocclusion, “an abnormal arrangement of the teeth likely to be caused by Junior’s
cradling his jaw in his hand as he watches TV,” warns
Atlanta dentist Dr. Spencer Atkinson.
(g)
(t)

Johnstown separately
Uhf sets.

212,000.

Altoona separately

133,000.

not listed here but having stations testing or in commercial operation as of April 1, 1953 are Reading & York, Pa.;
Galveston, Lubbock & Wichita Falls Tex.; Lincoln, Neb.:
Lynchburg, Va.; Bridgeport & New Britain, Conn.; Tucson,
Ariz.; Colorado Springs & Pueblo. Colo.; Tacoma. Wash.:
Springfield. Mo.; Lima, O.; Lawton, Okla.; Green Bay. Wis. Also
not listed is Honolulu (where NBC estimates 16,000 sets-in-use
as of April 1, but does not include them in total).
Set estimates for stations may be added together for network purposes. Where coverage areas overlap, the sets have been divided
between the stations Involved. Therefore, the estimate for each
station is an unduplicated figure. Stations with overlapping coverage have total TV Installations higher than the unduplicated
network figures shown here. For spot & local purposes, anyone
Interested in total number of sets reached by an individual station should consult the station or its representative.
(*) Cities

Note: TV sets sold in Canada totaled 275,104 up to Feb. 28, 1953.
according to Canadian RTMA. Since nearly all of these sets are
in border areas, they add appreciably to audiences of stations in

nearby U S. cities. The CRTMA area count as of last Feb. 28:
Windsor 55,278. Toronto-Hamilton 109,000, Niagara Peninsula 38.952, Montreal 52,203, other areas 21,327. In addition. Cuban sources
claim 70,000 sets-in-use in Havana, 20,000 in rest of Cuba.
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SMALL MARKET TV-PRACTICES & PROSPECTS:

TV's expansion into a truly nationwide
stations
in the so-called " small markets ".
A
service depends largely on success of
glance at the log of CPs already granted shows the tremendous number of enterprisers
who plan to build stations in the smaller cities.
What is the formula for TV success in the small markets ? At last week’s
NARTB convention, broadcasters heard some expert opinions
from the small market
telecasters themselves
at one of best-attended sessions on the agenda.
Because
of the unusual interest in the panel discussion on small market TV, we’ve published
all salient portions of the official transcript
including questions from the
floor
into Special Report, which we enclose herewith to all subscribers.
The 5 telecasters on panel represent good cross-section of small market TV.
They're the general managers of 3 pre-freeze stations (Greensboro's WFMY-TV, Bloomington's WTTV & Huntington's WSAZ-TV) and 2 post-freeze stations (Lubbock's KDUB-TV
& Colorado Springs' KKTV).

—

—

—

—

SCRAMBLE FOR LEADERSHIP

IN COLOR TV: This week saw beginnings of massive battle for
position in color TV among industry's giants. At stake are markets, patents
even
commercial leadership.
The developments:
(1) Dr. Allen B. DuMont proclaimed he's not satisfied NTSC color system is
"right" for public, and made startling announcement that his company has developed
a compatible 3-dimensional TV system "which adds more to the TV picture than color
which will be ready before color and can be used in conjunction with color.
does"
(2) Admiral president Ross Siragusa blasted those who would "force color
set production before the picture tube problem is licked," and charged "the right
tube simply doesn't exist at present."
(3) Chairman David Sarnoff reiterated RCA's determination to go it alone in
seeking FCC approval of compatible color "within the next few months", if NTSC is
laggard in approaching Commission.

—

—

*

*

*

*

Issue of 3-D TV got intertwined with color when Dr. DuMont told May 2 stockholders meeting that his laboratories are "quite far along" in development of 3-D
That is, viewers could see
color TV system with built-in "4-way compatibility".
same picture in black-&-white color 3-D black-&-white or 3-D color depending on
what type of set they have.
Three-dimensional TV is nothing new of course. DuMont and others have been
building 3-D closed-circuit camera chains for military and atomic contracts.
The
type demonstrated by ABC at last week's NARTB convention (Vol.9:18) has long been
known to industry and generally discarded as impractical for the home because (1)
it's incompatible, and (2) it would require twice the bandwidth of present TV stations to give satisfactory resolution and eliminate flicker.
But industry engineers perked up their ears at the DuMont announcement. For
,

,

,

,

,
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Dr. DuMont told us his system uses standard bandwidth
loses no resolution .
"It's
far enough along for us to know it’s the most terrific picture we ever had in TV .''
he said, adding "we may demonstrate it before fall." Like other 3-D systems, viewer
must wear polaroid glasses to see 3-D picture.
,

If system does all that's claimed for it
it would have to incorporate entirely new principles. Such a system, one of TV-electronics top engineers told us,
would of necessity involve " something new and unique in same sense that compatible
color is new and unique compared with black-&-white. "
There was some speculation
that it may use "subcarrier trick" as does NTSC color.
Black-&-white 3-D sets could be made to sell more cheaply than 2-D color
says Dr. DuMont, who maintains marketable color sets are still
and sooner
sets
Does he plan to ask FCC for approval of 3-D standards? He
at least 5 years off.
wouldn't answer directly, but said 3-D " could be worked in anytime "
into color or
and besides, "we'll be ready before they [NTSC] are."
black-&-white standards
His engineers aren't satisfied with NTSC color he told stockholders bluntly,
because system is too complex and cost of color tube is too high.
.

'

—

—

—

—

,

*

*

*

*

Another attack on present color tubes came from Siragusa, addressing May 6
"Scientific progress cannot be produced or hastened by
dinner meeting in New York.
either congressional mandate or wishful thinking ," he declared.
"The industry has
to have the right color picture tube and [it] simply doesn't exist at present."
Obviously referring to Lawrence and RCA tubes he said both types of color
tubes now available "are hand-made, bulky and very expensive." He added: "One does
The other is very complex
not give a color picture which we consider satisfactory.
An Admiral engineer spent months acquiring
and requires very critical adjustments.
There are 12 adthe skill to bring the 3 colors into registration on these tubes.
justments necessary to register the tube, all of which are interdependent.
"
Mathematically that makes thousands of combinations of adjustments possiMoreover, the present tube may only stay in
ble, of which only one is correct.
registration for a matter of days.
"
It cannot be
To put it in a sentence, this tube is a laboratory device
considered ready for public use by the longest stretch of the imagination. Even if
the tube were dependable and serviceable in the field, it is still too complex to
be mass-produced at a reasonable cost."
Admiral could get color sets into volume production within 9 months to a
but he warned:
year after FCC approves compatible standards, Siragusa said
"
The most serious mistake anyone could possibly make would be to force color
If we move prematurely,
set production before the picture tube problem is licked.
we could set color back for years ."
,

.

—

*

*

*

*

At the other end of the spectrum is RCA's Gen. Sarnoff, who told stockholders this week that " we are ready to proceed with our plans for commercial color TV
He pointed out that RCA's pilot color
as soon as FCC authorizes the standards."
tube plant in Lancaster, Pa., "can reach a monthly output of 2000 tri-color tubes
within 9 months to a year after it tools up."
Covering much of same territory as he did in his much-talked-about NARTB
address last week (see Special Report, Vol.9:18), he said RCA will bring compatible
And in response to stockholder's question
color system to Commission in few months
he pooh-poohed Dr. DuMont's statements that 3-D will be ready before color and that
practical color sets are at least 5 years away.
.

FIRST EDUCATIONAL STATION STARTS TESTS: Pattern from America's first non-commercial
one of 3 stations to
educational TV outlet flashed on screens in Houston May 8
make on-air debuts this week.
including 64 since freeze-end
So you can chalk up 172 stations now on air
which
all
began tests same day:
This week's starters,
47 so far this year.
KUHT, Houston (Ch. 8), owned by oil-rich U of Houston, went on air with a
temporary antenna while awaiting delivery of its permanent one (see story, p. 3).

—

—

,
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Using Federal transmitter, station will begin programming when final antenna is inexpanding schedule in fall.
stalled, then plans to operate Mon.-Fri. 5-9 p.m.
(Ch. 59), first to go on air in that city, fired up
WFAM-TV, Lafayette, Ind
Its national sales representative is Wm. Rambeau Co.
RCA equipment.
(Ch. 11) began tests with RCA equipment at 9 p.m. to
KCBD-TV, Lubbock, Tex
Programming was slated to
become second TV station in that west Texas community.
John E. Pearson is rep.
begin Sunday, May 10 at 1 p.m.
AT&T continues to expand its web of interconnections meanwhile, and this
via microwave from Washington-Charlotte
week it hooked up WLVA-TV, Lynchburg, Va
link, and WCOS-TV, Columbia, S.C by tapping Charlotte-Jacksonville route. On May 9
it was scheduled to interconnect WFBG-TV, Altoona, Pa ., to make total of 135 stations in 89 cities along its coaxial-microwave lines.
Additional southbound channel from Omaha to Dallas was placed in service
this week, making 2 sources of network programs available to Tulsa and Oklahoma City
and 3 sources to stations on cable-microwave legs out of Dallas.
,

.

.

,

.

,

.

*

$

*

*

Second post-freeze CP to be surrendered came back to the FCC this week from
(pop. 22,000). In returning Ch. 2 grant, president J. Howard
KMID-TV, Midland, Tex
Hodge wrote the Commission:
"
Programming sources and potential advertising revenue necessary for the
Under the
successful operation of the proposed station have failed to materialize
circumstances, we do not believe it would be in the best interests of the company
or the community to attempt to undertake the project." First CP to be returned came
KGKL-TV, San Angelo
just month ago (Vol.9:14).
from another Texas vhf grantee
latest reports on upcoming stations see p. 5.]
f For
,

.

—

—

,

SPEEDUP IN FILING BY EDUCATORS SEEN: You can look for a rash of educational TV
perhaps as many as 20, believes Ralph Steetle
applications between now and June 2
in wake of educators'
executive director of Joint Committee for Educational TV
first national stock-taking conference in Washington May 4.
Steetle, whose activities take him around the country regularly looks for
applications to come in next few weeks from following localities Boston; Chicago;
Cincinnati; Cleveland; Denver; Detroit; New Orleans; Seattle; Tulsa; Austin or San
Gainesville and possibly JackChapel Hill, N.C.
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Antonio, Tex.
Erie, Philadelphia
Fresno, Sacramento, San Diego & Stockton, Cal.
sonville, Fla.
In addition, Memphis & Dayton are regarded as "probable",
or State College, Pa.
though they may come in shortly after June 2, Steetle added.
Though FCC and Congressional leaders have given assurance June 2 cannot be
Steetle has this explanation for exregarded as deadline for filing (Vol. 9 :16-17)
pected wave of applications before that date:
"
We know what the ground rules are before June 2 so it's only wise to get
After June 2 we don't know what the
on record before then to be on the safe side.
uncertainties
at the Commission, some legal
ground rules will be. There may be some
questions may be raised despite all the assurances to the contrary."

—

,

—

,
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;

;

;

;

;
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*

*
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*

sponsored by National Citizens
Two main purposes were served by conference
Committee for Educational TV:
(1) It speeded up filing plans of those whose preparations were far advanced.
This was achieved largely by explaining TV equipment and how to spend most wisely
money they had been granted, mainly by Ford Foundation, for equipment purchases.
(2) It delayed hasty applications by those unprepared to file but who wanted
to get in any sort of applicatio n by June 2 in the mistaken belief educational reservations would be ended after that date.
Typical of latter category was delegate Thomas S. Bretherton, president of
Toledo board of education, who reported during panel discussion:
"
We are going the non-profit corporation way
The immediate problem, as far
as my own people are concerned, is this June 2 deadline
Is that firm?
I do not
,

.

.
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think we can get an application ready by that time.
I think the psychological
effect of that deadline remaining firm
and in our situation not being able to
comply with it
will certainly contribute negatively to our effort."
"I think the lawyers will assure you that educational
Answered Steetle
channel 30 will still be in Toledo on June 3."

—

—

;

*

*

*

*

Attended by some 250 educational TV leaders from all over country, conference heard prediction from leading speaker Dr. Arthur Adams, president of American
Council on Education, that 50 educational stations may be on air by mid-1955 if
there is no letdown in public interest and support.
But of far more immediate concern to delegates was educational TV's delayed
starts. Robert Mullen, executive director of sponsoring committee, had arranged for
W.W. Kemmerer, president of U of Houston to press button at dinner to start test
patterns of his KUHT (Ch. 8) as first educational station
but his well-laid plans
went astray when Kemmerer announced that station's antenna was waterlogged enroute
to Houston.
By week's end KUHT finally began test patterns with makeshift antenna
while still awaiting shipment (see story, p. 2).
Steetle explained anxiety of educational TV leaders in these words:
,

—

"

If we could just get on the air with a few good stations to show people,
especially commercial broadcasters, that educational TV can fulfill the promises it
has made and which have been made for it, we will consider half the battle won."
Educators' record to date : 1 station on air, 16 CPs, 9 applications pending.
other educational TV developments see p. 6.]
[ For
,

FCC GRANTS 3, SETS MORE HEARING DATES: One educational and 2 commercial grants this
week, as FCC dug into backlog of work which piled up last week while 5 commissioners
attended NARTB convention. Among other things. Commission set dates for 3 more TV
hearings and oral argument in a "protest" case and acted on several TV petitions.
This week's CPs bringing total number of grants to 352:
Ch. 9 (educational); Lancaster, Pa .,
St. Louis Educational TV Commission
Harold C. Burke, Ch. 21; Lubbock, Tex . KFYO, Ch. 5.
Educational grantee is community-wide privately financed group sparkplugged
CP-holder in Lancaster is former
by St. Louis hat manufacturer Raymond Wittcoff.
manager of WBAL-TV & WBAL, Baltimore. Lubbock group also owns Amarillo's KGNC-TV.
,

,

,

*

In other actions this week

*

*

*

the Commission:
Scheduled
hearings
June
8 in Washington for Allentown, Pa . (Ch. 39 & 67)
(1)
(Ch. 20) and set May 7 date for oral argument before Commission
and Worcester, Mass
on protest by AM station WSSB against Durham, N.C. grantee WCIG-TV (Ch. 46).
and educational Ch. 70 to Bowling
(2) Added Ch. 55 to Porterville, Cal
Green, 0., subject to rule-making, and finalized addition of educational Ch. 82 and
80 to Amherst and North Adams, Mass., respectively.
Battle Creek, Mich.,
(3) Refused to revoke call letters of grantee WBKZ-TV
as requested by another Battle Creek grantee, WBCK-TV, which charged similarity in
call letters might cause "confusion".
,

.

,

,

*

*

*

*

Chances for FCC to get bigger appropriation than recommended in President
Eisenhower's budget seemed very slim this week as Senate independent offices subcommittee recommended to full Appropriations Committee the same amount of money voted
but it struck out House provisions for reallocation of
by House
$7 100,000
funds to aid TV processing and safety & special services at expense of other Commission functions (Vol.9:17). Full committee is slated to meet on bill next week.

—

,

—

Setback to Television Writers of America, independent
was administered this week by National Labor Relations Board order to hold national bargaining election
with Screen Writers Guild and Authors League of Amerhad petitioned board last October for election
ica.
on regional basis only.
union,

TWA

U. S. Supreme Court agreed this week to review Washington, D. C. Court of Appeals ruling that distribution of

by employes of WBTV, Chai’lotte, disparaging
quality of station’s programs, following breakdown of negotiations with IBEW in 1949, was not a violation of Naleaflets

tional

Labor Relations Act.

5
Benedict P. Cottone, FCC general counApril 1946 longest term ever served in that ofresigned May 8 to join Washington office of law firm
fice
of Lucas & Thomas, headed by former Senate majority
leader Scott W. Lucas (D-Ill.), where he’ll specialize in telecommunications cases
David S. Stevens May 4 left post
as chief of FCC’s new & changed facilities branch to join
Washington law firm of McKenna & Wilkinson; E. TheoEvelyn J. Eppdore Mallyck named acting branch chief
ley, Philadelphia atty., named legal asst, to Comr. John C.
Doerfer
FCC Comr. Edward Webster heads U. S. delegation to 7th plenary session of Inti. Telegraph Consultative
Committee, Arnhem, Netherlands, May 26-June 13; Marion Woodward, FCC common carrier div., is vice-chairman
Charles C. Woodard Jr. transferred from Hollywood
office to be mgr., CBS-TV legal dept.; Richard W. Jencks,
ex-NARTB attorney, placed in charge of CBS-TV west
Syd Eiges, NBC press v.p., replaces
coast legal dept.
Edward Madden on NARTB’s TV Information Committee
Norman Cloutier resigns as program director of
.
& WTAM, Cleveland, to become supervisor of
Jack
music for all NBC owned-&-operated stations
Burrell, technical operations supervisor, NBC-TV western
div., placed in charge of technical operations for network’s
John Kinsella, ex-WXEL,
coverage of Coronation
.
Cleveland, shifted by licensee Herbert Mayer to sales mgr.
of upcoming KCTY, Kansas City; Richard Ostrander, ex-

Personal Notes:

—

sel since

—
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WNBK

.

.

.

WKRC-TV,

Cincinnati,

.

named program

director

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

NBC

program dept, as gen. exec, of creative proJames C. Douglass, ex-Erwin, Wasey v.p.,
duction
Edward L.
named TV-radio director, Ted Bates & Co.
Kushins, former TV-radio director, Maxwell Sackheim &
Co., named exec, v.p., Huber Hoge & Sons.
v.p., joins
.

.

.

.

F

ILM SYNDICATE

cooperatively

.

.

owned by the TV

serves was formed in Los Angeles in reorganization of Vitapix Corp. Now headed by some of nastations

it

leading telecasters, company announced it will
“engage in such film operations, distribution and sales as
may be found practical, and such sales of time periods as
tion’s

the stations

may

*

film producer, v.p.; Don G. Campbell, treas. In addition to
Fetzer and Mullen, these board members were named: J.
Leonard Reinsch, Cox TV-radio stations; Joseph E. Baudino, Westinghouse stations; G. Richard Shafto, upcoming
WIS-TV, Columbia, S. C.; Horace H. Lohnes, Washington
TV-radio attorney; Richard 0. Borel, WBNS-TV, Colum-

bus; O. L. Taylor, station rep. Company announced it expects to have 30 station-members by time of first board
meeting June 3 in Chicago.
a
TV training school to create pool of trained personnel
for all Westinghouse-owned stations (WPTZ, Philadelphia;

WBZ-TV, Boston; grantee KEX,
week

at

KDKA,

*

News from vhf

their

—

*

*

grantees this week:

KDRO-TV, Sedalia, Mo. (Ch. 6) has been promised GE
equipment by August 15 and aims to be on the air early
1954, according to owner Milton J. Hinlein. Construction
of TV addition to AM building begins this summer and

FM broadcasting at close of baseseason to install antenna on present tower.
KIFI-TV, Idaho Falls, Ida. (Ch. 8) has April 1954 target date, reports mgr. John Taylor. Equipment has not yet
been ordered. Hollingbery will be rep. Rival KID-TV (Ch.
3) has not yet reported on plans or equipment.
WROM-TV, Rome, Ga. (Ch. 9) has DuMont transmitter and other equipment, aims at test pattern “first
week in June if lucky,” writes mgr. Ed McKay. Weed will
station will discontinue
ball

be rep.
*

Portland,
Pittsburgh.

Ore.)

was

*

*

*

From uhf grantees came these reports:
KUSC-TV, Los Angeles (Ch. 28), non-commercial

edu-

by Allan Hancock Foundation
of Southern California, purchased

cational station underwritten

and

to be operated

by

U

transmitter exhibited at NARTB convention, now has
all equipment and plans start within 30 days, Foundation’s
telecommunications director William Sener told this week’s
National Conference on Educational TV in Washington.
WTOB-TV, Winston Salem, N. C. (Ch. 26) still aims
for July 15 or August 1 test pattern (Vol. 9:7). Following
April dealer-distributor meeting, station set up dealers’
advisory committee “so that we can work closely with the
dealers and benefit by their suggestions and criticism,”
writes gen. mgr. John G. Johnson.

RCA

WNAM-TV, Neenah, Wis. (Ch. 42) has completed
plans for “Radio-TV Park,” including building to house
TV-radio transmitters, studios and offices, with large
studio measuring 36x45

expects

RCA

ft.

equipment

in

It’s

aiming at Sept. 21 debut,
July or early August.

late

George W. Clark is rep.
WOSH-TV, Oshkosh, Wis. (Ch. 48) is waiting for GE
antenna, delayed by strike, has all other GE equipment.
Rep will be Headley-Reed.

WNAO-TV,

Raleigh, N. C. (Ch. 28), now indefinite as
to starting date after plans for April debut fell through

because

of

delay

Avery-Knodel

desire to offer on a joint basis.”

Company’s new officers: John E. Fetzer, WKZO-TV,
Kalamazoo, chairman; Frank E. Mullen, onetime NBC v.p.,
president; Robert H. Wormhoudt, exec, v.p.; Wm. F. Broidy,

started this

shipments to grantees were held up

week as equipment manufacturers went over

—

Gun-

.

.

this

.

nar 0. Wiig, managing director of Gannett Radio Group,
Edward R.
named exec, v.p., KQV (AM), Pittsburgh
Murrow, CBS v.p. and producer-narrator of See It Now,
wins $1000 Lord & Taylor distinguished service award for
Sydney King named production mgr., WBAL-TV,
TV
Herman P. Hatton named operations direcBaltimore
tor of upcoming WMAZ-TV, Macon, Ga. ... R. L. Furse,
ex-CBS, named program mgr. of upcoming KEYT, Santa
David Pincus, Caravel Films, elected
Barbara, Cal.
president, Film Producers Assn, of New York, succeeding
Merritt Panitt, TV
Peter Mooney, Audio Productions
columnist of Philadelphia Inquirer, joins owner Walter
Annenberg’s TV Guide as national managing editor
Adrian Samish, ex-Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample TV-radio
.

RANSMITTER

order books in the enjoyable confusion following last
week’s NARTB convention, where CP-holders scanned
and record numbers of them ordered
new telecasting
equipment. The 3 uhf transmitters scheduled for shipment
this week by RCA (Vol. 9:18) were held up till next week.
There were no shipments from DuMont, Federal, or GE,
which is still shut down by strike.

.

.

.

.

T

in

shipment of Federal transmitter.

is rep.
*

*

*

*

Power increases and channel shifts: WAVE-TV, Louisville, first to use new RCA 10-kw amplifier, shifted May 1
from Ch. 5 to 3; WJAR-TV May 3 went from 30 to 225 kw,
shifting from Ch. 11 to 10; KRLD-TV, Dallas, May 3 went
to 100 kw; KSD-TV, St. Louis, April 29 from 16 to 100 kw.

Community antenna operators

hold second annual con-

New York’s Park Sheraton Hotel. NaCommunity TV Assn, has invited all U. S. and Cana-

vention June 8 at
tional

dian operators to attend meetings, to be highlighted by
technical clinic moderated by consulting engineer

Frank

Kear, and panel discussion led by NCTA president
M. F. Malarkey Jr. and including WCAU-TV presidentgen. mgr. Donald Thornburgh, Pennsylvania Public Utilities Commissioner Thomas Egan and tax specialist Edward
Mallon.
G.
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E NTHUSIASM

OF

subscription-TV proponents wasn’t

RCA chairman David Sarnoff’s
attack on pay-as-you-see TV as “a snare and a delusion”
in his keynote address to last week’s NARTB convention
dimmed by

the least bit

(See Special Report, Vol. 9:18). In fact, Paramount’s Paul
Raibourn, chairman of International Telemeter Corp.,
hailed address as greatly heightening convention interest

TV.

in subscription

“He made

the thing

before,” said Raibourn.

much more important than it was
He noted that prior to convention

—

fee-TV was manifest by telecasters West
Coast film folk being major booster’s. By end of convention, he said, many telecasters and CP-holders had exespecially uhf grantees in
pressed interest in project
areas heavily served by vhf. He added that he’s had good
many inquiries from community antenna operators, probably on basis of reports about Telemeter’s Palm Springs,
Cal., community project, which is slated to be equipped
with coinboxes for closed-circuit programs next fall.
“Misleading and dangerous” is how president Arthur
Levey of Skiatron (Subscriber-Vision) characterized the
little

interest in

—

Samoff statement. He challenged the General’s right to
commercial home TV “free TV”, since “somebody must
pay for it, and that is the consumer” who pays when he

call

On

other hand, he said, subprogram material is
“free from pressure by the advertisers.” He said Skiatron
will demonstrate Subscriber-Vision to public next month

buys advertised products.
scription

in

New

TV

really free, in that

is

York, and “will

file

with the

FCC

for a commercial

B ASEBALL TV
son’s bill

1396)

Zenith sales v.p. H. C. Bonfig told Chicago Federated
Ad Club that subscription TV is necessary to support small
town TV stations. Otherwise, he said, more than 20,000,000
Americans will be deprived of local TV service. He pointed
out that there have been TV applications in only 100 of the
895 cities in 25,000-or-less population bracket which have
TV channel allocations. He predicted national advertisers
won’t be able to use more than the top 100-125 markets for
network programs—leaving small stations nowhere to turn,
except to Phonevision.

telecasting, in interest of

making

FCC

TV

available to all sec-

added Ch. 82

in

Amherst and

Ch. 80 in North Adams to list of reserved educational
channels, in response to petition of Western Massachusetts Educational TV Council (Vol. 9:14).
(5) Oklahoma legislature passed bill authorizing statewide educational TV network.
(6) Minnesota legislature killed bill
to appropriate $2,192,000 for educational TV.
(7) Frank
E. Karelson Jr.,
of Metropolitan

cational

Two
(1)

Detroit.

attorney,

was named chairman

Coordinating Council for Edu-

TV.

CBS’s
and

tests,

New York
New York

TV
KE2XIA, New

experimental
(2)

to

favorable action from subcommittee of Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee after May 6-8 hearings. Parade
of baseball bigwigs testified in favor of bill which would
permit major leagues to ban telecasts of their games in
minor league territory. Subcommittee and witnesses were
in such harmonious accord that at one point Sen. Magnuson (D-Wash.) remarked, “I’m a little new here. Who’s

opposed to this bill?”

Only opposition finally came in form
pres. Harold Fellows who charged
that bill would, in effect, exempt baseball from anti-trust
laws, setting dangerous precedent.
Sen. Johnson called
NARTB’s position “speculative and highly distorted.”
Pittsburgh Pirates gen. mgr. Branch Rickey said “selfish
and short-range interests” determine broadcasters’ posiof letter

NARTB

from

tion.

Baseball’s “Rule 1-D” restricted TV, but it was
dropped in 1951 after Justice Dept, pointed out possible
illegality of such a rule. Justice Dept, had observer present at hearings, but declined to testify because it wants to
await outcome of its pending anti-trust suit against National Football League TV restrictions (Vol. 9:5,7,9-11).

Theatre-TV hearings, if they’re resumed at all, probably won’t be scheduled for some time. If FCC decides to
close the books on theatre TV, it’s expected to take action
in next few weeks.
If Commission doesn’t act soon on
theatre TV, however, it can be assumed hearings will
be continued probably at some date in far future.

Heiwcrk Accounts: CBS-TV claims leadership in gross
network billings for April after signing $8,750,000 worth
of new business during month, including $4,750,000 week
of April 22-28 alone. It also claims 28% advantage over
competitor in total sponsored time and “3-to-l
leadership” in number of daytime hours sponsored
Purex Corp. Ltd. (bleach & detergents) is newest sponsor,
closest

.

week:
York, used for uhf propagation

licenses

Radio Electronic

were dropped

TV

School’s

this

KQ2XBB,

.

.

buying Wed. 1:30-1:45 p.m. portion of Garry Moore Show,
starting June 3 on CBS-TV, Mon.-Fri. 1:30-2 p.m., thru
Foote, Cone & Belding
Lucky Strike starts Your Play
.

While KUHT, Houston, became first educational station to go on air and educators prepared a new wave of
applications (see stories, pp. 2 & 3), there were these
other educational TV developments this week: (1) San
Antonio Council for Educational TV accepted offer of
$50,000 from Hugh A. L. Halff, president of WOAI-TV,
and offer of surplus equipment from Storer-owned KEYL,
for projected operation of non-commercial Ch. 9.
(2)
Lou Poller, president of upcoming WCAN-TV, Milwaukee
(Ch. 25), offered educators there 5 hours a week of free
programming, and use of station’s facilities for vocational
instruction.
(3) President Harold Fellows told American
Women in Radio & TV at Atlanta convention that NARTB
TV, merely believes it
isn’t opposed
to educational
shouldn’t be given preferential treatment over commercial
(4)

in

—

license in October.”

tions of country.

—as embodied Sen. John—seem virtually certain get

restrictions

(S.

.

.

Time June 21 on CBS-TV, Sun. 7:30-8 p.m. to replace
Private Secretary, which moves to NBC-TV June 20 as
summer replacement for Your Hit Parade, Sat. 10:30-11
p.m., thru BBDO
Procter & Gamble (Tide) starts
Loretta Young drama series Letter to Loretta Aug. 30 on
NBC-TV, Sun. 10-10:30 p.m., replacing The Doctor, which
ends June 21, thru Benton & Bowles
Continental Baking Co. (Wonder bread & Hostess cakes) extends its
.

.

.

.

.

.

Wed

sponsorship of Howdy Doody, on NBC-TV, Mon.-Fri.
5:30-6 p.m., starting May 6, from 5:45-6 p.m. to 5:30-6
p.m., thru Ted Bates
Ford Motor Co. drops radio
plans for its 2-hr. 50th anniversary program June 15, but
will still use NBC-TV & CBS-TV, 9-11 p.m., thru Kenyon
& Eckhardt
Procter & Gamble (Oxydol, Dreft, etc.)
reported buying audience participation program Time Out
for Fun, starting June 8 on NBC-TV, Mon.-Fri. 4-4:30
.

.

p.m., as

.

.

.

.

summer replacement

&

Show, thru Benton

for first half of Kate Smith

it will move to Mon.-Fri.
4:30-5 p.m. in fall and Kate Smith Shoiv wall move to
Mon.-Fri. 3-4 p.m.
Westinghouse to sponsor 19 National Football League games next fall on DuMont, Sat.
.

&

.

Bowles;

.

McLeod & Grove
(Red Goose shoes) replaces
Kids & Co. with Tom Corbett, Space Cadet, starting Aug.
29 on DuMont, alt. Sat. 11:30 a.m.-noon, thru D’Arcy Adv.
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co. (Viceroys) starts
musical program The Orchid Room May 24 on ABC-TV,
Sun. 6:45-7 p.m., thru Ted Bates (Vol. 9:16)
PepsiCola to sponsor Faye Emerson drama program, starting
Sept. 11 on ABC-TV, Fri. 8:30-9 p.m., thru Biow.
night
.

.

.

.

.

Sun. afternoon, thru Ketchum,

International Shoe Co.

.

.

.

.

wT,
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SIRAGUSA PRODS TRADE TO SELL HARDER': Storm warnings for TV dealers who don't need
much to set them worrying, came this week from Admiral s president Ross D. Siragusa
who told retailers they'd better lift themselves by their own bootstraps if they
even worse than some contend they're in now.
want to avoid a bad business slump
Siragusa told retailers some harsh facts about economic survival in TV-appliance field, in address to TV-radio division of United Jewish Appeal in New York.
Warning that "the era of shortages and a war-supported economy which began in 1940
is over," Siragusa took direct aim at TV-radio merchandisers and said:
"
With few exceptions, progress has
Retailing in appliances and TV is weak
There has been no
Stores have not been kept modern.
been negligible since 1940.
development in appliance and TV retailing comparable to the modern postwar supermarket, the super gasoline station or the up-to-date soft goods specialty shop.
"
The majority of TV and appliance stores throughout the country are unattractive, poorly arranged and badly lighted. Many of them look like glorified repair
shops.
As a rule, floor men are so inadequately trained they hardly qualify as
Harsh as this indictment may seem, it is
order takers, let alone able salesmen.
deserved far more often than not in the industry today."
,

'

,

—

.

In speaking of the
But with his big stick, Siragusa also offered a carrot .
future, he held out prospect of a vastly expanded TV market which could be turned to
dealers' advantage, regardless of location.
TV is getting "rapid acceptance" in new markets even greater than it experienced in 1949 and 1950 in pre-freeze areas, he said, and added that "this demand,
which will continue to grow, combined with demand from established markets is certain to keep TV production at a very high level for several years to come."
,

,

As for old markets, Siragusa was particularly critical of "saturation" talk
know you are concerned about saturation here in your market.
The solution lies
in selling big-screen sets to present small-screen owners and in selling the idea
of two-set ownership
The concept of saturation fits only in a static economy."

.

"I

.

*

*

*

*

That business in some areas isn't up to retailers' expectations particularly in old markets, is indicated in Wall Street Journal survey published May 6.
It quotes retailers in pre-freeze markets as saying TV business is off anywhere from
5 to 60% from same season a year ago.
Same survey reports manufacturers enthusiastic about business prospects, with
new markets taking up most of slack. This is reflected, too, in national roundup in
May Electrical Merchandising magazine, which reports only in new markets can retail
business be called good.
Tucson, Ariz.
was cited as one particularly bright spot.
RTMA statistics, released this wee k, show 1,780,899 TVs sold at retail in
first quarter of 1953, compared with 1,279,783 in corresponding period last year.
For March alone 603,704 sets were sold at retail. Retail radio sales exclusive
of auto radios, totaled 1,438,871 for first quarter, compared to 1,505,883 in same
For March, radio sales were 516,618.
1952 period.
,

,

,

,

*

*

*

*

TV set production totaled 135,240 units (12,296 private label) week ended
May 1, year's 17th week, down from 139,708 preceding week and 150,712 for week ended
April 17. It brought April production to estimated 580,000 sets and output for year
to about 2,840,000.
At end of 4 months last year TV production totaled 1,647,709.
Radio production totaled 280,294 (138,575 private), up from 278,111 preceding
week but down from 315,123 week ended April 17. April production was estimated at
1,180,000, year to date at 5,000,000, compared to 3,213,457 first 4 months of last
year.
Week's radios: 59,836 home, 50,713 portables, 41,036 clock, 128,709 auto.
,

7

.

8

&

Those “new” tv lines
less new than usual, most major manuthis
facturers hinting additions and carryovei's will be the
rule, rather than exception, as more and more set makers

Trends
summer will be

Topics

TV

of

Trade:

As usual, details of new
adopt one-line-a-year policy.
models how many, features, prices, etc. are shrouded
in competitive secrecy but odds are that prices will remain about same, with some minor “adjustment” increases
a possibility.
Among major manufacturers, following dates have
been announced for introduction of new lines to distributors: Admiral, New York’s Plaza Hotel June 5, Chicago’s
Edgewater Beach Hotel June 8, San Francisco’s Fairmont
Hotel June 10; Motorola, Chicago’s Palmer House July 1;
Philco, at big Atlantic City convention June 8; RCA hasn’t
Other announced
set firm date beyond “late in June.”
debut dates: CBS-Columbia, at New York’s WaldorfAstoria June 15; Crosley, Cincinnati’s Taft Auditorium

—

—

June

18-19.

this week with release of
supplemental fall lines designed, according to v.p.
William L. Dunn, to offset traditional summer slowdown
when distributors & dealers normally wait for new models
in late summer and concentrate on selling white goods in
interim. Line shows 6 additions to 26 carryovers, with no
price changes.

Raytheon jumped the gun

its

*

*

Strike against

RCA

*

*

Victor’s big

TV

Camden

plant at

week by members of Local 103, IUE,
though no date was specified. Union has been seeking 10%
wage increase in negotiations since April 13. Strike votes

was authorized

this

taken later at RCA Victor plants in Cincinnati
Meanwhile, GE and
(tubes) and Los Angeles (radar).
IUE officials conferred twice this week in unsuccessful
effort to halt 5-week strike at GE’s 2 electronics plants
in Syracuse and 4-week walkout at its Scranton tube plant.
Two more meetings are scheduled next week.

will also be

S

HIPMENTS OF TVs

to dealers totaled 2,060,016 units

when production was 2,259,with factory inventories of 204,648, according to
RTMA’s state-by-state and county-by-county tables released this week. It compared with shipments of 1,277,512
in first quarter of 1952, when production was 1,324,831,
with factory inventories of 231,020 at end of 3 months.
Every state in nation shared in shipments, New York
leading with 199,111; Pennsylvania second, 192,343; CaliNevada, still without TV, trailed
fornia third, 139,306.
For March alone, TV shipments to
list with 191 sets.
dealers totaled 711,838, as against production of 810,112.
RTMA state-by-state figures for quarter (county-bycounty tables available from RTMA on request)
in first quarter of year,

943,

:

Total

State

District of

Columbia

-

.

.

33,074
14,681
12,583
139,306
31,172
32,446
4,931
18,552
27,089
34,000
3,607
124,412
73,090
43,338
18,569
30,680
27,241
14,203
27,159
65,353
86,562
35^797
17,996
50,591

235

Total

State

Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire

19,126
191
6,385
53,872
4,656
199,111
40,664
2,293
127,853
40,778
27,935
192,343
9,432
12,478
3,661
29,640
129,989
16,690
3,370
50,871
51,461
29,636
40,185

-

...

New Jersey
New Mexico
New York

.

_
_

—

North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode’ Island
South Carolina

South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas

Utah
Vermont
Virginia

Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

Wyoming

729
.

...2,060,016

—

—

introduction to uhf for dealers, distribu-

and servicemen is new booklet, KCTY Brings
to Kansas City, distributed by grantee Empire Coil
Co. Written by consultant-manufacturer Ben Adler, systems engineer for Empire Coil’s TV stations, on basis of
experience with Portland’s pioneer uhf KPTV, booklet
frankly tells trade what to expect when uhf comes to town.
KCTY (Ch. 25) is slated for June debut. Among interesting items in 16-p. illustrated pamphlet:
Uhf converters & receivers These have been imtors

—

proved considerably since uhf’s eax-ly days, says book.
New diodes and crystals now used in many uhf sets “produce an average noise improvement of 4 db which is
equivalent to a transmitter power increase of 2(4 times.”
Book describes various uhf conversion methods, gives advantages and disadvantages of each.
Antennas “It is mandatory that all uhf receiver installations planned for the reception of KCTY at the outset and for some months to come should have outdoor antennas.” Book describes types of uhf antennas and their
applications, and gives advice on installation, pointing out
that highest spot isn’t necessarily the best.
Transmission line Tubular type is recommended.
“Ladder type is excellent and should be used for long
runs,” but installation costs will be higher. “Flat ribbon
line should never be used for uhf as losses mount tremendously when it becomes wet.”
Pointers for dealers & servicemen
(1) “Stress the
advantages of uhf.”
(2) “Beware of promising ‘cheap’
uhf conversions; the boomerang in complaints will offset

—

—

—

any immediate

sales advantage.”
(3) “Frankly acknowledge the problems with uhf reception, and recognize these
problems in quoting conversion costs.” Copies of booklet
are available from KCTY, Pickwick Hotel, Kansas City.
*

*

*

Three-part story on uhf

—

*

its impact
on dealers and public, and case history of its success in
South Bend is feature of May Electrical Merchandising
magazine. It lists leading makes of TV receivers and how
each can be converted to uhf.
its

fundamentals,

—

—

New RCA

products moderately priced “TV Eye”
system, transistors and full range of
high-fidelity sound equipment will be displayed at Electronics Parts Show May 18-21 in Chicago’s Conrad Hilton
Hotel. RCA also will introduce new tape recorder soon.
closed-circuit

TV

—

RCA Victor appoints newly-formed
Appliance Distributors, 500 St. Peters St.,
Orleans (J. C. Marden, pres.)
Raymond Rosen &

Distributor Notes:
Television

New

&

;

Philadelphia, appoints Raymond F. Pettit district
sales mgr. .
Zenith New Jersey appoints Bert Rice
.
Co.,

.

Arnold Wholesale Corp., Cleveland, apSylvania appoints Leroy L. Gustafson v.p.-gen. mgr.
points Walsh Distributing Co., Kansas City; Mid-State
Distributing Co., Omaha; Bomar Appliance Co., Knoxspecial sales rep;

.

Tenn.;

ville,

Cummings

.

.

Monroe, La.

Distributors,

.

.

.

CBS-Columbia appoints Schoellkopf Co., Dallas
Crosley New York appoints Leonard Rutstein, ex- Admiral New
York, as adv. mgr., replacing Gene Gold, now adv. mgr. of
Emerson names
Philco Distributors Inc., New York
newly-formed Electrical Products Inc., Baltimore (TheoStewart-Warner names D. E. Linddore Ember, pres.)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Gold E Distributors Inc. (Pacific
say Co., Seattle
Mercury), San Diego, names Emmanuel Braunstein sales
Olympic Radio appoints Southwestern Distribumgr.
Majestic appoints Max Fischman
tors Inc., Kansas City
Sentinel names J. B. Distributing Co.,
Co., Pittsburgh
Driscoll Distributing Co. (Tele King), CharOmaha
lotte, names Richard H. Driscoll sales mgr., following
RCA Victor appoints
death of owner L. W. Driscoll
Herald Supply Co., Billings, Mont. (H. N. Herald, pres.).
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Grand Total

Note: Similar figures covering the 1,599,327 radios exclusive
sold to dealers In first quarter (when total production was 3,834,734, with factory inventories of 432,638) were
also complied by RTMA.
of auto radios

XCELLENT
E
UHF

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Panel Discussion

Small Market

TV

Stations

- Practices and

Prospects

Salient Portions of Transcript of Panel Discussion
Before Convention of National Assn, of Radio

&

Television Broadcasters, Los Angeles, April 30, 1953

of the sessions which attracted great interest at last week's NARTB
convention was the panel discussion on Small Market TV. From the official transcript of
this session, we have reprinted all of the factual material, including questions from the
floor, editing only to delete repetition and those presentations which were purely visual.

EDITOR’S NOTE: One

PANEL CHAIRMAN— W.
gen. mgr.,
gen. mgr.,

WFMY-TV,
WSAZ-TV,

C HAIRMAN

—

D. Rogers, pres. & gen. mgr., KDUB-TV, Lubbock, Tex. PANEL MEMBERS Gaines Kelley,
Greensboro, N. C.; Robert Lemon, gen. mgr., WTTV, Bloomington, Ind.; Lawrence H. Rogers II,
Huntington, W. Va.; James D. Russell, pres. & gen. mgr., KKTV, Colorado Springs, Colo.

ROGERS:

First,

I

would

like

you to

ket

will

mean more money

TV

in

in your
our small mar-

.

Efficient Plant

Layout

of very functional design. It is
a product of capitalizing on my previous errors. I am sure
I have made some mistakes in this building but certainly
this is basic
and you gentlemen don’t have to be told this
that an efficient physical layout is certainly important
to your overall personnel efficiency and means either a
profit or loss in TV.
is

—

—

We

have designed our equipment layout

in a

horseshoe

fashion. Video and audio are set up in a horseshoe with
the transmitter located approximately 10-15 ft. from this
horseshoe arrangement, right off the control room.

—

Lubbock, Tex. One of Smallest TV Markets
going to open up with a discussion of our particular market to try to show you what is happening in
Lubbock, Tex., which is actually, as far as the population
is concerned, the third secondary market in the nation to
have television.
The city of Lubbock has a population of 101,853, metropolitan area 113,000; total population coverage is 317,700,
of which 67,200 is metropolitan and 250,500 urban.
Three weeks ago we moved into our new building, and
a friend who is in the movie business came by to visit with
us, and as I was taking him through the new studios,
he said, “Dub, I feel as if I own a great deal of stock in
this station.” I asked, “How is that?”
“Due to the tremendous loss in my boxoffice,” he said.
“The night you were off the air when you were moving
from your interim setup to your permanent building was
the first time since Nov. 13 that we have had a capacity
crowd in any of our theatres Could I make a deal with
”
you to stay off a little bit longer ?
I bring that out not as any reflection against the movie
It is a fact that in the smaller markets of a
people.
hundred thousand or less, TV has made a great impact.
In Lubbock, we have 24 movie theaters and 2 night
clubs and I think one of the most interesting points is
We are existing without beer
that this is a dry area.
To my knowledge and I stand corrected
advertising.
if I am wrong
we are the first TV station in the country
to be located in a dry area.
One of the reasons that TV has made such a terrific
impact on our people is the fact that we in a small market
unlike a metropolitan market find that TV does not
have the competition with other media of entertainment.
Even if your city is wet, I still feel that your city is
possibly comparable to ours in that entertainment is

When we have concluded with our last live commercial
announcement or live program in the evening, we can
operate our station with 4 people. We do a live newscast
with 3 people which includes the announcer.
Our second floor is an observation room for our clients
and the public. We have 20-ft. ceilings in our 2 studios.
I visited one new station recently
a station very comparable to ours and my observation is that the physical
arrangement is going to cost 6 more employees than I have
in our organization.

—

—

KDUB-TV’s Table of Organization
have 33 full-time employes and 8 part-time employes, and here is how they are broken down:
Administrative & general: Office mgr. & accountant; 1

We

full-time clerk; 1 part-time clerk; 2 receptionists; 2 cafeteria workers; 1 janitor.
Engineering dept.: 1 chief engineer, 1 assistant, 4 full-

time and 2 part-time employes.

Program

dept.: 1 program mgr., 3 in continuity &
production mgr., 3 full-time announcers, 2 parttime announcers, 1 stage mgr., 1 part-time employe.
Film dept.: 2 full-time, 1 part-time.
Photo dept.: No employes.
1 full-time man handles
photography.
Art dept.: 1 person paid on piece basis.
Commercial dept.: 2 full-time salesmen, 1 full-time
sales service man, 1 part-time sales service, 1 secretary,
1 part-time salesman.
President & gen. mgr. with 1 secretary.
traffic, 1

—

—

.

Importance of

am

—

.

it

People are really viewing

Our building layout

draw some comparison with your own market.
I

and consequently

limited,
pocket.

Greensthe definition of a “small market.”
boro, N. C., is a city of 76,700 people; its coverage area
includes 1,142,000. Bloomington, Ind., the city, has 28,000, and there are 1,500,000 people in the station’s coverage area. Huntington, W. Va., is 225,000; greater Huntington coverage area 3,200,000. Colorado Springs, Colo.,
and Lubbock, Tex., happen to be the 2 smallest markets.
Colorado Springs, Col., 45,472; coverage area, 164,771.
Population of Lubbock, Tex., is 101,853, reaching 317,700.
I give you those population figures so that, as you
listen to the members of the panel speak today, you can

know

—

—

We are drawing on the university in our area, the Texas
Technological College, for part-time help, taking electriX

cal engineering

men, which

is

Those gentlemen sitting in New York have a tremendous job on their hands in trying to select markets, and
having sat out in their lobbies for as long as 2 or 3 hours
at a time, I can certainly appreciate their position. You
have to get the story over to them through your promotion because the national business isn’t going to come
through the transom like it does for some say the first

majors and training them to be cameraworking out very satisfactorily. At the

told.

present time I am in the process of helping the university
set up a TV department and also arranging with the university for the students to receive credit as they serve at
our station, or serve an internship at our station.
Certainly something that is vital to any TV station, but
more important to the smaller station, is the dual funcThe film director is also head of the phototion plan.
graphic department. We have a continuity writer who is
also an announcer and then all of us sweep out.
So the
janitor is also a stage hand. The night watchman puts up
the props at night and we have our traffic manager also
help edit film. Without that you certainly cannot operate
a small market station profitably, and our entire organization is operated so that we have no specific jobs as such.
Certainly we have titles and certain primary duties but
every one in the organization, including the janitor, has 2

—

twenty-five markets in the nation.

The Bloomington,

MR. LEMON: Our

Analysis of Programming and Sponsorship

—

Our programming breaks down this way: Local live
commercial 6.7%, sustaining & public service 3.8%; syndicated film commercial 26.6%, sustaining 5%; old movies
commercial 13.3%, sustaining 16.7%; film library commercial 10%, sustaining 1.7%. Network is 16.7% of our
total programming.
That makes 73.3% of our total programming commercial and 26.7% sustaining and public
The average week is 60 hours.
service.
As to the film library— I am not selling it for any parI
ticular company but I do think it is very important.
bought one 4 years ago at [KEYL-TV] San Antonio and
was very happy with it. However, in San Antonio it did
not prove as profitable to me as it has in this small market.
But this film library, if programmed properly, can be a
very useful tool in your program setup. It is inexpensive
and I do suggest to you that you look into the possibility
of a film library in your situation.
Our local accounts include everything from the bank
down to the local filling station. We have 8 franchise
automobile accounts, 8 appliance companies and 2 banks.
We have 3 dry cleaners, 3 carpet companies and so forth.
That pretty much represents every type business in the
city of Lubbock.
Network shows We have 5 cigarettes, 2 appliances, one
tire, one milk, one patent medicine, one hair preparation,
one coffee, one toiletries, one automobile, one public service
company. Our national spot business is not too good.
This is our revenue dollar: We went on the air with our
interim operation in November. During the first 2 weeks
Our
of November, 90% of our revenue dollar was local.
Netwoi’k
national business was 9% of our total gross.
revenue was 1%.
In December, 88% of our revenue dollar was from local,
8% national and 4% network. In January, 83% of our
revenue dollar came from our local advertisers, 11% from
national and 6% from the network with a 37% increase
over December.
In February, 80% of our dollar came from the local
advertiser, 14% from national and 6% from network,
with a 20% increase over January. And then in March,
83% came from local, 11% from national and 6% from
network.

—

Ind.,

has an

Story

AM

affiliate

WTTS

a 5,000-watt station. We began on the air Nov.
11th, 1949, 3V2 years ago. We started with a 1-kw homebuilt transmitter and a 200-ft. tower.
We started programming 12 hours a week with 6 people. Our opening
rate was $150 an hour, $30 for announcements.
Our average operating cost the first year was approximately $10,000 per month. We have been interconnected
by privately owned and operated microwave relay over
a 100-mi. distance for about 2 years. We are now operating with a 5-kw transmitter, 650-ft. tower, and affiliated
with all of the networks. Our present rate, with 220,000
TV sets ii. our area, is $600 an hour, $120 per announcement. We are on Ch. 10 now. We move to Ch. 4 this
summer. We expect to go to full power and a 1000-ft.
tower in July. Our present staff is 46 people.
Our administrative staff has 6 people; sales dept., 10
people with one full-time merchandising man, one secretary and 8 salesmen.
Our program and production department 22, and that includes cameramen and a good
number of technicians. Our engineering dept, comprises
8 people, which includes 4 who maintain our relay system.
Our operating income is divided in this fashion: 20%
from the network; 40% from what we ourselves sell
locally and regionally; 40% national spots.
We now average 90 hours weekly on the air and effective
July 1, we are going on the air at 6:45 A.M.
We do approximately 80 to 100 live spot announcements weekly. We do approximately 50 live programs per
week, ranging from 5 to 30 minutes; 34% of our time on
the air is film.
Our studio and transmitter are located
right at the edge of the city limits.
We have 3 field
cameras, one studio 25 x 50 ft. We own a complete remote

which

or 3 jobs.

—

WTTV

—

is

truck.

We work with the University [of Indiana]. We have
given the university a microwave relay link and they have
purchased cameras and equipment and they have their

—

own

studios.

Formula

for Successful Operation

After 3% years of TV, I think there are a few major
items of real importance for a successful operation:
One is the steadfast belief that there is a real and practical magic about this medium of TV in the terms of its
unique abilities for modern communications. And there
are times, I think, when only a strong belief will suffice
to furnish the necessary incentive to continue.
Number two, the realization that TV is at least 90%
a visual medium is a necessary requirement. And it takes
patience to retrain a great many radio people who have
honestly and sincerely put in many years working toward
reaching people through the ear. This is true in every
department
program, production, sales, copy.
This
medium is visual. And the tendency, the temptation in
every department to build a program on the right topic
for radio is one of the real pitfalls of television.
This
medium is for the eye.
Third, the economics of TV are much more closely
aligned with the daily newspaper than with radio.
For
the TV station, income in a comparable market should be
4-8 times the income of a radio station.
And last but not least, the most important single phase
of our station operation is the people who run it.
The
people on the staff are most important and whether the
market is 50,000 or 10,000,000, this small handful of people
who are charged with the responsibility of creating, supervising and originating the program fare for that audience,

—

—

Local Advertising Is Mainstay
So, you are going to make your living out of local advertising at this point. It’s been a terrific missionary job to
sell markets.
Our market stands pretty high in family
income, with the third largest cotton market in the world,
and we are the cottonseed oil capital of the world. But
even with all those in our favor, it has been a tremendous
job to sell the small market to the national people. So I
do caution you at this point to be sure to set back a few
dollars for a lot of missionary work.
For local and national promotion, we use the fronts of
the buses, the city and farm county papers, direct mail,
billboards, and taxicabs in the city of Lubbock.
are the small markets and our story hasn’t been

—

have a tremendous responsibility. And these people, the
staff of the TV station, need every possible consideration

We

2T

four letters, seemed like an awful lot to get for a program,
but in TV we got over 5,000 unsolicited letters and I
mean completely unsolicited during the first 12 weeks of
our operation. We never had anything like that in radio
in our lives. It just seemed like a tremendous amount to

them grow and learn as much as possible about

to help

TV.

us.

3

are affiliated with
are not interWe are programming 15 hours a week of
features and westerns in order to have a rather lengthy
schedule. We are on the air from 4 p.m. to around 11,
sometimes a little later. On May 18 we go a half hour
3 networks
connected.

the good Lord intended.”

Formative Period for Colorado Springs

TV

MR. RUSSELL: I am pi’obably the
man who ever talked to you about TV

We

Effect of

TV

Audience Response

Enthusiastic

way.
Regarding network shows, we have about 10 hours a
week and I think we are pretty lucky. I think stations
in markets our size coming on now are going to have to
expect fewer hours of network shows than we have managed to get by getting on a little bit earlier. Next fall
I think we will all be in there pitching together.
But
during the late spring and summer months, if you are
able in a market our size, I don’t think you can count on
starting off with quite that many hours of network.
Our starting rate was $150 an hour. We propose to go
to $200 an hour when our set count comes up to 20,000
which I think will be within another month or so.
to continue that

on Radio Station

TV’s Expansion in Huntington Area

MR. LAWRENCE ROGERS: Our experiences in Huntington were almost identical in every respect with everything that has been said here today. The startling similarity of our operations and those of Bob Lemon would
have to be seen to be believed.
In any discussion of this kind we must ask: What is a
small market TV station?
What is a small market?
Indeed, you will not know what a small market is unless
you have been at it for quite some time.
When we went into this business it was with a great
deal of clamor that a TV signal was “a radio beam that
went in the line of sight and stopped.” Consequently, we
geared our operations to a city with a population of about
86,000 with no night clubs to speak of, no entertainment
facilities and exactly the same situation which Dub
[Rogers] has so beautifully described for Lubbock. We
found, however, that TV waves do strange and wonderful things.
The result was a complete readjustment of
our operations to a set of circumstances which we didn’t
even realize existed at the time we went into business.
Consequently, for the better part of 4 years we have been
building new stations all the time. Every time we turned
around we had another project.

a lot of advertisers that we got for TV decided to quit
using our radio station and continued using our competitor’s radio station.
And the reason they did it was the
thing that hurt me because those people had been buying
radio in both stations and had been doing it merely in the
sense of throwing out a few pennies of change to every-

—

to

is

We have had, of course, the usual number of complaints.
They don’t see enough film. And those complaints are just
drowned by the response, by the tremendous response we
get from the people who like it just as it is and want it

One of the things that struck me most forcefully about
TV was what it did to my radio station. This TV station
went on the air on Pearl Harbor Day. It was Pearl Harbor Day in more ways than one in 1952, on Dec. 7. January
and February are generally pretty poor months in our
town in radio compared to the rest of the year. We don’t
have a summer slump there because it is a tourist town
and the radio station was particularly affected during
January and February. But the thing that really struck
me about it and really made me feel pretty bad was that

body

We

ence.

—

—

and DuMont.

W

—

We

ABC

We do quite a bit of live programming. We think it is
very valuable because it is awfully good business for
us to have people on the air so that their friends can
see them.
e try to do it in a manner that makes the program itself interesting rather than one that just runs a
mass of people through so they can get in front of the
camera.
We don’t program any local live dramatic productions
but we do program local musical groups, mostly professional, and we do program quite a few other live productions such as news and weather. We have a western
show which covers an hour a day with about a half of a
western feature by using a character we call “Sheriff Jim”
to shoot the breeze in front of the camera. We are able
that way to program 5 hours a week and use only three
westerns a week. We always leave them cliff-hanging
from one day to the next, do a lot of laughs in that hour
and use a little bit of film. It stretches out our film
budget and it is quite acceptable, by the way, to the audi-

My station is still in the formative period way back in
the formative period and the nicest thing I ever heard,
I think, was when I heard Bob Lemon say that I am going
to get 4 times the income out of it that I got out of my
radio station. Because I haven’t got it yet.
Colorado Springs is a city of 45,000. KKTV’s transmitter is located on a rather high mountain near Colorado
Springs. We are some 3000 feet above Colorado Springs,
a little more than 4000 above Pueblo, which is about 40 mi.
south of us, and we are as much as a mile above some of
the area we serve.
deget a very wide coverage from this height.
cided that it would be a lot more valuable to us to get those
extra people than it would be to try to save money by
operating a combined studio and transmitter together
down on the ground. So we put it up on a mountain.
The results we have had from TV have actually amazed
me. We, as every other new station in a market that
hasn’t had TV, have had some tremendous success stories.
In fact, almost every sponsor we have had I am sure it is
true of everybody else has been happy with it. He has
had success stories of his own. He has been happy to tell
us about them. We have been very happy to compile them
ourselves to use on other sponsors.

—

—CBS,

earlier.

least experienced
in a position like
Everythis.
I have been in it 5 months and that’s all.
body else on this panel has had several years of experience
and they have had a chance to really do a job at their

stations.

Networks via Kinescope

And regarding our programming, we

“I am not going to get in any of those new-fangled machines. I am going to sit right here and watch TV just
like

—

—

Finally, I myself am sure that TV in all markets is here
to stay. I am reminded of the story of a grandmother who
was 100 years old, who had crossed the plains in a covered
wagon. One of her publicity-conscious relatives thought
it would be a good idea to commemorate this 100th birthday anniversary with something unusual. He told her he
arranged for her first airplane ride. The old lady said:

keep everybody happy.

radio, I now realize, to do a job
because one station could do a better job than another.
They just split their budgets. When they went to our TV
station they quit radio regardless of ratings, no matter
who had been better. They merely had been buying it
That was
to keep everybody happy with them, I guess.
the most striking thing that has happened to me since we
opened the TV station to see how many advertisers were
buying time, not on the basis of results, but on the basis
of keeping everybody happy with them.
We are in an area that was not covered by other TV
stations at the time we went on. It was a new market.
Those people had waited a long time for TV. The response to our going on the air was pretty terrific. We
got a lot of letters. In radio a handful of letters, three or

They hadn’t bought

—

8

—
The interconnection that Bob Lemon spoke of is one of
same things we have undertaken. We have built a
system from Columbus to Huntington with which we
supply our own network and it works admirably.
One thing I would like to leave with you, without going

sibility on your part that is almost impossible to comprehend. The people who get TV sets in the far reaches of
the small market areas assume that a TV set is one of
those many things that were guaranteed to them by the
Declaration of Independence and then the Constitution and
the Bill of Rights.
If anything is wrong with it, it is
your fault. If it wasn’t installed properly in the first
place, it is your fault. And if the service they get out of
it is unsatisfactory you might just as well leave town.

the

how we do it: No matter how small
your market, no matter whether you have 1000 or 100,000 or 1,000,000, TV cannot be done halfway. We are
very happy that early in the game, even in 1949, we gave
up the idea of what was then popularly referred to as a
into great detail on

“minimum

operation.”

As

far as

we

Obligations of the Telecasters

are concerned, there

no such thing as a “minimum operation.” You either
have a TV station or you don’t have a TV station.
TV is not I repeat, not illustrated radio, nor is it, as
is

—

This is not really a laughing matter because it is going
to be your problem to figure out the answers to it.
It
means you will have to conduct schools for service men
so as to help weed out unscrupulous people who delude the
people into believing they are getting a good service
and actually rob them. You will have to conduct educational programs, so they will get the programs they

—

you, home movies.
general impact
either of those, and which will bring us challenges that
the people who have so adequately brought along the
radio industry and the movie industry had not yet thought
of, simply because they were not applicable to their par-

some of the salespeople facetiously

It is

a

medium

tell

that far surpasses in

its

deserve.

There are a great many items, from remote props to
mike room dollies to all sorts of other essentials of everyday machinery, that can be and in most cases will be built

ticular art.

Something

New

and Dynamic

A

your shop, in your organization.
couple of clever
technical college engineers as “Dub” gets from Texas Tech,
who are working on your staff and are handy with a welding torch can perform miracles and those are the kind
of miracles that will build your small market TV into a
profitable operation.
For your information, we followed the same pattern
that Bob Lemon broke down for our revenue dollar.
are now deriving 40% of our income from national spots,
in

something new. It is something that is so
dynamic that you have to live with it 24 hours a day and
have all of your people do the same thing in order to keep
up with it; in order to keep up with the people who, once
they become a part of your TV family, won’t give it up
under any circumstances and will continue to clamor for
continued improvement.
In this complete operation that you must build in any
market, large or small, the live program of course is a
necessity. It is a necessity so that you can give to your
programming the flavor of the community, or the series
of communities or the area or the region, that you are
sei’ving. It is very difficult indeed to contemplate the TV
industry progressing without any local pictorial interest.
It is impossible to contemplate a true national competitive
TV system that depends on great network centers for all
of its news origination and all of its pictorial material.
and this is looked upon as heresy
I have often heard
that TV will have
in our own radio station operation
a great deal of difficulty handling news. This is utterly
ridiculous.
TV sets will do whatever radio sets will do
immediately. What you have to do is approach it from
This

is

—

—

We

30% from

networks, 30% from local.
word on the local: Here is a problem that will apply
to some of you. You will find you are covering an area,
as in our case where we started in a city of 86,000. Now

A

we have a circulation of 200,000 receivers in
You will cover an area which sometimes is not

the homes.
necessarily
suited to the retailing problems of the retailers in that
area.
You will have to make the choice of whether you
are going to make your commercial service available for
the good of the advertiser who reaches every one of these
200,000 sets in this case, or 20,000 in another case, or are
you going to gear your overall rate structure to the
particular corner druggist who perhaps can only use
one-tenth of your coverage?
That is a question which
you will be faced with and one on which you will have to

—

the kinescope tube, not the speaker.

Inexpensive Eye-Appeal for

make your own

News

decision.

Decency and Good Taste

many ways of doing that. One of
here, that we have had startling sucI don’t
cess with, is the use of local film in pictures.
recommend that anyone go out and buy a load of expensive
materials, expensive technicians’ cameras and so forth.
There are a great

them not mentioned

You have one

other thing that you will be faced with
every day that you are in business in TV and that is the
operation of an effective TV code, a code of decency or
standards or good taste or behavior or whatever you want

do recommend, however, using a regular speed graphic
type still camera or an ordinary 16 millimeter home movie
camera that can be made to operate the proper speed of
24 frames a second, so it will synchronize with your sound
film—and any other machinery that you can pick up, beg,
borrow, or steal. Hand it out to your regular personnel
so that they may integrate it with their regular routine
assignments, and this will begin to furnish to you a fund
of material that is wonderful to behold, both from a commercial standpoint and a news standpoint and from a
general interest standpoint. A filing system of that type
of material is indispensable.
I can’t overemphasize the wonder of bringing TV to
those regions where we don’t have the same comparable
system described by “Dub” of “no entertainment,” but an
area which is entirely inaccessible except in some cases
by roads and trails that are little better than pack trails.
People in these areas have actually cleared thousands of
feet of area up the sides of mountains to put antennas in
vantage points to bring television into their homes. The
world has been opened up into these areas, a world that
was never known to exist by the people who live there.
There is no way to over-estimate the social significance
of this kind of thing which you, in building small market
TV, will also perform.
All this, of course, brings about the problem of a respon1

to call

it.

was

so adequately covered by Chairman Hyde [at this
Convention] that I don’t need to say anything
more about it other than the fact that it is the most vital
thing to our entire industry and it is something that has
to stem from each individual small market operation.
I cannot commend to you too highly for local commerIt

NARTB

cial

and non-commercial operations the words of our

license: “Responsibility to uphold the public interest, convenience and necessity,” because that in itself is the best
definition I know of for an audience builder.

Success Story in Greensboro

MR. KELLEY: Fortunately, these gentlemen preceding
me have covered so many of the points that I might touch
upon that I
things that

am

going to quickly bring to you some of the
think might interest you.
One I wanted
to say and say it very emphatically, wffiat I said last year
at Chicago: It takes no genius to run a TV station.
It
takes creation of ideas and enthusiasm, much enthusiasm.
And you will find that your staff you who are just going
into it and you who will go into it as soon as you get your
CP that your staff will just love TV. They will want to
work all the time. In fact, we watch our record very
carefully to see that no one works overtime and those who

—

I

—

—
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But they want to
do, of course, are paid.
are eager to do it so don’t have any fears.

MR. RUSSELL: I would be happy to tell you the period
we have gone through in our operation. We

work and they

of loss which

—

first

—

—

AM

MR. RUSSELL:

—
—

—

Minimum Personnel Requirements

MR. JACK KEILER (Kentucky): I wanted to ask Mr.
Russell the number of personnel he has and the minimum
he feels that a small station can operate on.
MR. RUSSELL: My idea has changed on that. We
started out with 16, thinking that that would hold us for as
long as we were going to operate and could get by with one
shift. We operated at first just 6 days a week in order to
make that possible, to give everybody a day off, and were
working the rest of the staff for about 60 hours a week
with overtime being paid. And we began to realize how
foolish we were to do that, and started adding to our staff
and at the same time started increasing our hours of
operation until now we are on from 4 o’clock until a little
after 11 every night. That is about 7 hours a day of programming and more than that on Saturday and Sunday.
And we have a staff of 29 full-time people, and 5 parttime people.
Now, I would like to qualify real quickly that “parttime.” Some of the people, like the people in my accounting department, do joint work for radio and TV. And, say,
there are 3 people in bookkeeping. I count those as one
and a half, as 3 part-time people really.
A MEMBER: Do you find a 20-ft. ceiling height the
most practical for most operations, as far as the studio

Rapid

maintained.

MR. LEMON: I will give you a brief layman’s descripI know absolutely nothing about engineering.

tion because

The distance is 100 miles. We have 3 hops. To insure
that we always have proper service, we are adding 2 more
We have used several kinds of microwave equiphops.
ment, always searching for a better kind, and we have
own.

We have artake this picture from Cincinnati.
rangements with the 3 Cincinnati TV stations and the
networks to take the picture off the air. We will, in July
of this year, complete as “Dub” Rogers has already done,
We have
a final hop, and take it directly from AT&T.
people at each of the hops, during our periods of operation, who work with the equipment, and we have one man
who supervises them and goes from one to another, at
least once a week, to make checks with them.
We

is

concerned?

CHAIRMAN ROGERS:

In our particular case, yes. I
could fly our scenery the professional way.
It only takes one stage man to fly our
scenery and if I didn’t do it that way, we would have 4
people in that department.

have the

MR. DAVID M. ARMSTRONG (CKDA, Victoria, B. C.):
have 2 questions here and perhaps one of the panel members might be able to answer them. I would like to know
the period of loss the station must look forward to going
through, and the effect on the parent AM radio in regard

20-ft. ceiling so

I

would

like to

we

Production of Local Commercials

MR. CARL

E.

HAYMOND

(KMO, Tacoma, Wash.):

—

1

ask you, Mr. Royers you said that your
business was 80% or more local. What type of local production do you give in the way of handling your commercials and what was your average rate in your local field?

would

revenue.

first

do, yes.

I would like to add one thing to
Jim’s comments in connection with your losses. From my
experience with the Lubbock station and now hearing
what Jim said about his black figure I don’t believe that
any station, regardless of the size of the market, is ever
going to have to sustain the losses that any of the original
early-day stations did. I think that for this reason: Because in the early-day stations we had a tremendous job
to educate the people on the value of TV advertising.
That educational job nationally and even in the case of a
virgin market, has been done to some extent because
even in our case, Lubbock was not covered by any TV
service, but people had been to Dallas, Houston, etc., and
viewed TV. They had many friends down there, merchants that had wonderful success with TV, which made
our educational job much easier, and I think this is the
reason that you can look forward to a black figure a lot
sooner than you could three or four years ago.

:

CHAIRMAN ROGERS: Who

I

CHAIRMAN ROGERS:

I would like to ask Bob Lemon to explain
City, S. D.)
the independently operated microwave system that they
have in that area, how many miles it is and how it is

to

AM

MR. ARMSTRONG: You are experiencing a gradual increase in your
business? Do you look forward to the
time when it will be back to the pre-television period?

Questions from the Floor

built our

Revenue

the effect on your

all at once.

Those in our sales department are all people who had
Our
never had previous experience and are local men.
city is small, as you know, but our market is tremendous
and we cover quite a number of cities so we have 4 on the
staff and a sales manager and a secretary.
Our transmitter room is 20 x 16 ft., in which we have
The control
an FM transmitter as well as the TV.
room is 20 x 15, studio 30 x 16, which originally was for
And this hurts but it is true: we had to sell 2
radio.
Steinway pianos with which we started out in a big way in
We sold them both in order to have room for one
1948.
more camera and a little Hammond organ.
We have a number of other facts and figures. But
suffice it to say that I think the main thing to do is select
your staff with care, people who are really interested and
who want to go into the business. Then you get out there
and fight and promote.

now

AM

got in the black.

AM

Salesmen Cover Big Territory

DEAN (KOTA & KOZY-FM,

Station on

first

operation; by what percentage would your billing go down?
MR. RUSSELL: During the first month, none. But it
had an immediate reaction thereafter. During the second
and third months of our operation, the
billings had
been knocked down by some 25%, but during the next 2
months during March and April they have come up now
to within 10% of last year. They just had a terrific slump

months to get a huge 13-acre site, a big 100,000
power and a big building. We have a big job
us, but it is not anything to compare with going
strange markets where people don’t know about
you. You must be a missionary to sit down and sell them
on the idea of buying a set. You who are going in now
You have a market built for
don’t find that necessary.
you, as it were, around a reception and an idea among the
people that they want TV. We didn’t have that.
We go on the air at 8:30 a.m. and start at 8:45 with
morning devotions and go to midnight.

J.

TV

we

MR. ARMSTRONG: What was

next few
watts of
ahead of
over into

MR. ROBERT

part of this month, in April,
Effect of

hours a week.
We have CBS 46 hours, NBC 17, DuMont 3% hours, live
15% hours and film 13% hours, for a total of 95% hours.
of all a weatherI said a year ago that we needed most
proof barn. We are the one station where you have to
go in sideways in order not to knock something down. We
have everything there, iron firemen, refrigerators and
fragile materials. But it is necessary to go very easily in
We expect within the
order not to wreck something.

4

—

went on Dec. 7 and by the end of March that is just
about 4 months we were in the black, cash-wise, not insofar as depreciation and amortization is concerned. The

WFMY-TV went on the air September, 1949, and one
year later the greatest channel next to my own [AT&T
interconnection] came on Sept. 30, which brought the
Notre Dame football game. From then on we began to
grow and grow pretty fast. Now we are on the air 95

answer the

one?
5

like

to

CHAIRMAN

ROGERS: In our local rate, we have one
rate card at $200 which we plan to re-rate soon. Eighty
per cent of our commercials locally are live commercials,
for the simple reason that we do not have facilities in Lubbock to process film commercials at this time. So we are
using live and slide and opaques for our commercials with
80% of our local commercials being live commercials.
MR.
Mostly single camera?

HAYMOND:
CHAIRMAN ROGERS:

If

he wants two cameras,

20% for one, 30% for two.
MR. HAYMOND: You charge 20 % for one?
CHAIRMAN ROGERS: Let me clarify this.
of our rate for one

MR. RUSSELL:

It is

tain percentage of that.
dividual commission. The
all

MR. REX

it is

20%

camera but never less than $6.50.
I would like to make a comment on

nected with

and

AM

Personnel

HOWELL

(KFXJ, Grand Junction, Colo.):
gentlemen to what extent you think

it.

HAROLD E. ANDERSON (KOLN-TV & KOLN,
Lincoln, Neb.): We operate both TV and radio together
MR.

I think, as far as the gentleman here who asked the
question, it was answered by a person who is not in a small
market. In a small market such as your place and ours,
where the total we ever hope of getting is not over 300,000
people, you have got to use your people in both operations
or you will never make a go of it. And that is everybody
with the exception of the artist. Naturally he is not on
radio except that he helps out on brochures.

and

Multiple-Sponsored Local Programs

MR. JIM RANKIN
business.

1

would

(Fresno, Cal.): I

like to

ask Mr.

am

in the agency

Lemon and Mr. Rogers

Va., if in their local programs that
are sponsored by local advertisers, they have more than
one on a program or is usually a local advertiser able to
sustain the whole financial burden himself?
MR. LEMON We have a situation where we have both.
We do our best, as “Dub” says, to serve the most people.
We do our best to get dealers to sell the same items toIn one instance, we have 63
gether, maybe 8 or 10.
This makes a very atgrocers on one chain together.
tractive way to advertise, very inexpensive, and a very
wonderful way to advertise. On the other hand, -within the
city of Bloomington itself in the county of Monroe of
50,000 people, we have found that the medium of TV is
a good enough advertising medium that we can sell spot
announcements locally to a retail merchant and they do
produce for him and he can afford them.
So it works both ways. It is much cheaper if you can
get 18 or 20 people together selling the same thing.

from Huntington, W.

cameramen.

CHAIRMAN ROGERS: I would like to supplement what
he said and impress upon you gentlemen in the small
markets that actually you are not only going to run a TV
station but you are going to run an advertising agency
without the commission. That is our case in Lubbock.

:

Compensation for Salesmen

SANDERS

(WOC-TV & WOC, DavenC.
I would like to ask Mr. Lemon, what is the
port, la.)
basis of compensation you use for your salesmen?
Our sales staff is spread out.
have
MR.
salesmen who cover territories 40 or 50 miles away from
Bloomington itself who live there and have their homes
there.
Our salesmen are paid a base salary, and they
The sum total
all get a commission out of a total pot.
:

is

TV

woidd like to ask the
an AM and small TV operation can be integrated in terms
of personnel. Can some of the same administrative personnel be utilized for both media? And also how about
departmentalized supervision, stich as technical? Do you
think they can serve in the two capacities?
MR. LAWRENCE H. ROGERS: I will give you a horseback opinion. No, I do not think so in any case, except
such a matter as accounting which has no emotion con-

We

of their sales

G.

I

In our operation, as far as live production is concerned, we have to do it the same way. We don’t have
agencies competent to produce TV spots in markets our
size—at least, not in our market. We have to do everything for them. We have an artist on the staff. We have
to write their copy.
We have to just take them by the
hand and lead them through all the way and most of you
in small markets will have to do the same thing.
As for our live charges, we have a $30 open spot rate
and we charge 30% extra for having it live and most of
them are done live. However, we use 2 cameras with one
write our commercials so that the
cameraman.
cameraman can pre-set one of the cameras for a closeup
on a piece of jewelry, for example, and use the other
camera at a wider angle for general coverage of the scene
without having to have 2 cameramen on duty. It is a
little smoother, and it is a cheaper operation than with 2

LEMON:

make.
Integration of

that.

MR. ERNEST

None of them works on an inmore they all sell the more they

We

added together; each of them gets a cer-
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Trade Personals:

Walter R. Seibert, controller, elected
W. Benton Harrison, new financial v.p.; asst, controller Leon C. Guest promoted to reWilliam L. Reynolds, associate of Washplace Seibert
ington law firm of Covington & Burling, named RTMA
house attorney, post formerly held by Ray Donaldson, now
counsel of Senate Banking & Currency Committee
Ross D. Siragusa, Admiral president & prominent Catholic layman, was honored by United Jewish Appeal radio
div., which presented him with hand-illuminated scroll of
honor at N. Y. dinner May 5 for “prominent place he has
won in industry and keen interest he has shown in welfare
L. S. Houk promoted to new post of
of his fellow-men”
Westinghouse manufacturing mgr. for consumer products,
Sylvania treas., succeeding
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Eugene F. Peterson, GE tube dept, marincluding TV
keting mgr., appointed marketing mgr. of TV-radio div.,
Syracuse, succeeded in tube dept, by Grady L. Roark
H. C. Briggs, gen. mgr., Hoffman Laboratories Inc., elected
F. A. Rail appointed
to board of parent Hoffman Radio
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

mgr. of appliance dept., Westinghouse International, in
John J. McCloy, excharge of export of all appliances
U. S. High Commissioner in Germany, elected Westinghouse director, succeeding Winthrop Aldrich, U. S. amFrank A. D. Andrea, president of
bassador to Britain
Andrea Radio, sailed for Europe May 9 on 2-month busiRobert F. Smith, new Indiana Steel presiness trip
dent, announces following changes after victorious proxy
battle (Vol. 9:18): Charles A. Maynard, engineering v.p.,
assumes secretaryship, Anthony Astrologes promoted to
William N. Tyner,
treas., Ivan Dickey to sales mgr.
ex-Bendix Radio, named CBS-Columbia southern CaliforJerry Kirschbaum, Precinia sales mgr., Los Angeles
sion Apparatus, elected president, Sales Managers Club,
N. Y.; Bob Ferree, International Resistance, v.p.; Walter
Jablon, David Bogen Co., secy-treas.; B. L. Cahn, Insuline
Corp. of America, & Vin Uhlrich, National Union Radio,
directors
D. W. Gunn promoted to new post of asst,
gen. sales mgr., Sylvania TV-radio tube div., under mgr.
H. P. Gilpin
David Bellare, ex-Reeves Instrument Co.,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

appointed engineer supervisor for military electronics
equipment, CBS-Columbia
Thomas B. Stone named
asst. gen. mgr., Zenith Radio Distributing Corp.
. Henry
Marks, ex-Jerrold purchasing director, forms Teltron Co.,
2013 Walnut St., Philadelphia, to be exclusive distributor
of Dage camera and industrial TV systems
Norman K.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Brahmstedt resigns as NARDA director of member services to open music shop in Wisconsin Rapids, Wise.
Paul Feinberg promoted to asst, to president, Sonora
Bernard Diener named chief TV-radio engineer, Pacific
Mercury.
.

.

Sylvania’s

management

etc., Govt, collected $8,808,666 in
March
$5,380,882 in February and $5,507,992 in March 1952.

importance of trade-ins is shown by
survey released this week, revealing that they

in 1951,

17% of all TV
13% in 1950.

sales last year,

compared

DuMont anticipates record sales of over $100,000,000
1963, Dr. Allen B. DuMont told May 4 stockholders
meeting at Clifton, N. J. Sales in 1952 totaled $76,094,030.
More than 20% of company’s 1953 production
defense work, he said.
reelected.

is

Proxy statement shows that

DuMont received

$98,664 and research director
T. Goldsmith Jr. received $26,192 in 1952.

Dr.

expected

All of company’s officers

Thomas

CBS reports net income of $2,404,935 ($1.03 a share),
up 58% on gross revenues of $76,454,815 for quarter ended
April 4, compared with $1,522,796 (65$) on revenues of
$61,379,090 corresponding 1952 period.

Tung-Sol net income was $552,318 (97 $ on 547,656
shares) on sales of $10,745,129 for quarter ended March
28, compared with $492,241 (99$ on 494,487 shares) on
sales of $8,011,074

same 1952

period.

Kaye-Halbert reports earnings before taxes of $162848 on sales of $2,736,000 for 6 months ended March 31 vs.
$110,000 on sales of $1,858,000 corresponding 1952 period.

vs.

Growing

15%

*

in

and directors were

were $16,114,703, compared with $13,834,189 in
and $12,687,375 in March 1952. On refrigerators, air con-

*

Motorola sales hit all-time high of $64,859,867 for
1953 quarter, compared with $38,853,095 same period
last year.
Net income was $3,174,208 ($1.64 a share),
up 42% from $2,238,135 ($1.16) in first quarter 1952.
Largest single sales gain was in TV, although president
Paul Galvin said sales in new markets have been disappointing compared to last year’s Denver and Portland
rush. Total 1953 sales are expected to hit $225,000,000,
or about $5 a share, he said.

.

phonos
February

*

first

.

&

ditioners,

*

to be

shifts, involving elevation of

excise tax collections on TVs, radios

accounted for

000 of net earnings was transferred to parent organization
form of dividends and included in 1952 consolidated
profit statement, while remainder, $3,700,000, was retained
abroad and added to foreign working capital.
in

.

Mitchell to chairman and H. Ward Zimmer to president (Vol. 9:18), and rapid growth of company since war,
citing possibility its gross may exceed $300,000,000 this
year, are described in cover story, Shifting the Weight at
Sylvania, in May 2 Business Week. Story quotes Mitchell
as saying company’s expansion made leadership “too big
for any one man.”

NARDA’s

Stockholders meeting witnessed heated exchange between Gen. Sarnoff and stockholder Lewis D. Gilbert, who
identified himself as “a Kansas clothing store owner” and
demanded explanation of resignation of NBC chairman
Niles Trammell (Vol. 8:50) and details of RCA’s purchase
of Estate Stove div. from Noma Electric.
Gen Sarnoff
praised Trammell highly, said there were no differences
between him and management, and rebuked Gilbert for
asking “question with a sting in it.”
RCA’s foreign subsidiaries earned $4,000,000 on gross
sales of $44,000,000 and assets of $20,000,000. Because of
“exchange restrictions and other factors,” less than $300,-

.

Don

March

new

.

.

.

&

Trade Notes: RCA sales for first quarter
record of $208,007,533, compared with $163,871,331
in first quarter 1952. Net income rose 31% to $9,293,141
(61$ on 14,031,016 shares) from 1952 period’s $7,076,520
(46$ on 13,881,016 shares). Chairman David Sarnoff, addressing stockholders meeting in New York, attributed
improvement to “increased sales of TV receivers and transmitters and govt, equipment, as well as the new business
of home appliances.” TV sales, he added, now account for
75% of RCA Victor div. sales. Profits before Federal income taxes of $11,163,000, amounted to $20,456,141. Of
total sales, 18% or $37,000,000, was govt, business, compared with 13% year ago. In response to question, Gen.
Sarnoff said, “I hope we can consider an increase” in
dividends this year.
Financial

set

to

Sylvania leases warehouse at North Tonawanda, N. Y.
for manufacture of TV cabinets.

Dividends: CBS “A” & “B,” 40$ payable June 5 to
stockholders of record May 22; Television Electronics
Fund, 14$ May 30 to holders May 15; Tung-Sol, 25$ June
2 to holders May 20; General Precision Equipment, 25$
June 15 to holders May 25; Aircraft Radio, 10$ May 22 to
holders May 8; Belden Mfg., 40$ June 1 to holders May
18; Universal Pictures, 50$ June 25 to holders June 15.

—
- 10
Telecasting Notes: Program lineup for Coronation coverage June 2 has just about been completed, though additions to personnel covering big event in London are still
being announced.
Barring last-minute changes, all networks plan to show films of crowning & highlights of procession from Buckingham Palace between 6-7 p.m. (EDT)
In addition, ABC-TV plans to show photos & drawings
of Westminster Abbey 8-9 a.m. to augment audio descrip.

.

.

tion direct

CBS-TV

from Abbey, and

roundup from

film

8-9 p.m.

.

.

.

will broadcast audio of actual coronation live be-

tween 5:30-6 a.m. with still picture of Abbey, and 11 p.m.midnight roundup, sponsored by Willys-Overland
NBC-TV, with General Motors sponsorship, plans its
roundup 10:30 p.m.-midnight to supplement 6-7 p.m. servDuMont’s plans are still incomplete, but so far it
ice ..
Royal Air Force
figures only on 6-7 p.m. program
Canberra jet bombers will leave London, shortly after
actual crowning, with Coronation films, which will be proc.

.

.

.

.

.

essed enroute to Montreal, nearest airport to Britain, then

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

newspapers, will discuss “role of radio & TV
economy,” including such subjects as TV costs,
ABC-TV’s showcase
radio’s audience, daytime TV
drama series, Plymouth Playhouse (originally ABC Album), now carried on 31 stations, 16 of them via kine
increase of 14 stations in the 4 weeks it’s been on air
Cecil B. DeMille barred by AFTRA from scheduled appearance on CBS-TV’s Toast of the Town because he’s
“not a member in good standing” recalling battle which
he took to Supreme Court (and lost) when union dumped
him from $98,200-a-year job as narrator of Lux Radio
Theatre in 1944 because he refused to pay $1 political
Switcheroo: “TV opens vaults to theatres”
assessment
with deal by Lippert Films to package 3 episodes of
Ramar of the Jungle into 78-minute theatrical film, to be
retitled African Adventure, first reported case of TV film
being made into theatrical feature for showing in U. S.
“TV Cooks Hot Disk Names but Cold on Tunes,” reads
headline in May 6 Variety, which notes that while records
by TV personalities have been big sellers, music publishers
have been disappointed at TV’s poor record as a “songPublic ownership of TV-radio in Canada was
plugger”
denounced in 12-page brief presented to Parliament by
Canadian Weekly Newspapers Assn., which charged that

New York

in today’s

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

community antenna system
citizens

—

Eight Canadian TV applications are slated for consideration by Canadian Broadcasting Corp.’s Board of Governors when it meets in public session in Ottawa May 28
to hear testimony and comments. Applications on docket
for meeting include 3 competitive requests for Ch. 3 in
Edmonton, Alberta, by Edmonton Television Ltd., Wm.
Rea Jr. and Sunwapta Broadcasting Co. Uncontested applications are for Calgary, Alta. (Ch. 2) by Calgary Television Ltd.; Kitchener, Ont. (Ch. 6), Central Ontario Television Ltd.; Rimouski, Que. (Ch. 3), Lower St. Lawrence
Radio Inc.; Saskatoon, Sask. (Ch. 8), Saskatoon StarPhoenix Ltd.; Regina, Sask. (Ch. 2), Transcanada Communications Ltd. Other prospective applicants are permitted to request Board to defer consideration of any
pending areas for which they intend to apply.

.

More than

60 continuous motion film scanners (Vol.
convention, DuMont

9:18) were sold during 4-day

NARTB

says in announcing “record breaking sales of TV broadcasting equipment.” Scanner deliveries are scheduled to
begin in August. More or less eclipsed at NARTB show
by “glamorous” film scanner was DuMont’s new 25-kw vhf
transmitter, which transmitter div. sales mgr. J. B. Thai’pe
says was responsible for “more business dollar-wise than
anything else” displayed in Los Angeles by company.
Transmitter, to be used with 500-watt driver, sells at

low price of $98,000. First low-band unit will
be delivered in June, second in July, says Tharpe, with
volume production to begin in August. High band version
will be along about 4 months later.
relatively

.

.

.

.

media has become “man-made, tax-financed colossus”

.

.

.

Power of TV pulpit demonstrated in South Bend, Ind.,
where members of several churches demanded, and got,
postponement of traditional Tuesday night services because they interfered with Bishop Sheen’s weekly telecasts
Profile of NBC-TV’s early morning Today program
occupies 5 pages of June Esquire Magazine; author Richard Gehman “lived” with show for 2 weeks to gather maAnnual Radio-TV
terial on how show is put together
this week
Daily,
out
Radio
by
published
Yearbook,
Passing up scoop and possibly saving a life, Los Angeles
.

—as

go to polls May 12
climax of hotly fought battle. Last year, Asheville
city council voted to permit Community TV Systems Inc.
of Philadelphia (Murray Borkon) to wire up town for TV
signal.
Then uhf grantee WISE-TV (Harold H. Thoms)
told council it would drop CP if community project were
allowed to build in city and council reversed itself and
voted to prohibit project (Vol. 8:51). Council ruling is
being challenged in general election referendum vote, and
pro-&-con fight is as hot as any political campaign. Community TV, which hopes to invest some $200,000 in project,
sponsors nightly radio program, Truth About TV, and
newspaper ads are carrying advertisements on both sides
of issue, signed by committees of prominent citizens both
for and against project.
to Asheville, N. C.

in

.

.

.

Bailots will decide whether

comes

.

microwaved via Toronto to Buffalo, where networks will
Study guides for use along with Coronarelay them
tion telecasts will be distributed to schools by CBS & NBC
Films of Coronation, to be made by BBC for U. S. &
Canadian stations, will actually be high-quality kines, or
“telefilms,” for which BBC will use 20 cameras, 6 mobile
TV union labor accounts for 63.3% of production
units
costs of half-hour live program, 63.8% of half-hour filmed
Institutional
program, says May 4 Sponsor Magazine
ad series by NBC, running twice weekly for rest of year in
.

-

.

.

.

.

.

withdrew their cameras from
after model Terry Cundall
leap
possible
suicide
scene of a
threatened to jump from 140-ft. water tower if they didn’t
leave; KTTV used films it had already taken of Miss
Cundall perched atop tower but

was

freeze grants,

new

KTLA

rescued.

scrapped

book No. 16 with

all

stations, hearings, etc., see

Addenda

TV

Fact-

to date.]

.

KTTV & KTLA

as anti-climactic after she

Newspaper Syndicate president John F. Dille Jr.,
and Conn Band Instrument chairman Carl D. Greenleaf.
Others applications were filed for: Goldsboro, N. C., Ch. 34,
and Marshall, Tex., Ch. 16, by same group led by atty.
George Becker, also part owner of applicants for Paducah,
Ky., LaCrosse, Wis. and Cedar Rapids, la.; El Centro, Cal.,
Ch. 16, by newspaper publisher Paul A. Jenkins; Waterloo,
la., Ch. 16, by real estate man Charles H. Gurney. These
bring total pending to 622, of which 217 are uhf. [For
further details about foregoing applications, see TV Addenda 16-R herewith; for complete listings of all posttional

.

.

stations

All 6 applications this week were uhf, including one
for Elkhart, Ind., Ch. 52, by group including Miles Laboratories (Alka-Seltzer) president Walter R. Beardsley, Na-

its films

TV was blamed by Collier’s Magazine for decision
become a bi-weekly after 55 years of weekly publication.
Collier’s announced that survey showed people have less
time for reading magazines because of TV, and that TV’s
impact on bi-weekly publications is less severe than it is
Bi-weekly publication will begin Aug. 7,
on weeklies.
and magazine will be enlarged.
to
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SHIFTING NETWORK ALIGNMENTS FORESHADOWED: In its phenomenally successful hell-for breakfast effort to make up for lost TV ground, CBS may very well turn up soon as
as it is in AM.
the No. 1 TV network

—

And also as in the early days of AM when it wooed away many another network
affiliate (especially 50-kw) and then won preeminence in program ratings by buying
up top stars and shows and so forged on to top dollar volume it's likely to win
first place at the expense of NBC and the other networks.
,

,

What Herbert Akerberg CBS station relations v.p. and veteran of the radio
wars, is now doing, could mean a considerable realignment of both TV & AM affiliates
another example of the metamorphosis that TV is bringing about
in many markets
in the broadcasting structure as a whole.
,

—

He's out scouting stations discussing affiliations, proposing to longtime
NBC affiliates that they move into the smart, alert, fast-coming CBS-TV fold.
He's concentrating on single-station TV markets where NBC-TV got first and
best start generally because it persuaded AM affiliates to plunge into TV while CBS
Until CBS-TV s current phenomenal
was still advising its stations to hold back.
spurt, NBC-TV has consistently dominated network TV.
,

,

#

*

*

#

—

and there's reason
But it's said network loyalties are only dollar deep
to expect that some well-positioned TV stations now basic outlets of NBC may be won
over to CBS not only because of CBS-TV 's upsurge but because their AM stations would
CBS can offer more AM business and high radio ratings
it now claims
also go along
to be able to offer more TV too, especially daytime, in light of the 49 hours per
week already on its books for next season.
.

;

—

at recent NARTB convention, at sesAmong stations Akerberg has contacted
sions in St. Louis May 7, Washington May 14, and in other visits and long-distance
are WBEN-TV Buffalo; WDAF-TV Kansas City; WMCT, Memphis; WTMJ-TV, Milwaucalls
kee; WSM-TV Nashville; WTAR-1V Norfolk; WKY-TV Oklahoma City WHAM-TV Rochester;
KSD-TV St. Louis. All are NBC basics, TV & AM; all dominate one-station markets.

—

,

,

,

,

,

;

,

,

We queried most of these operators found them reluctant to talk about it,
though obviously relishing the idea of being wooed. We've also asked CBS the score.
,

*

*

*

*

There's no question about CBS-TV being hell-bent to make up program-wise
and sales-wise what it lost facilities-wise by its admitted mistake in selling TV
short a few years ago, in advising its affiliates pre-freeze to sit back and wait,
and in wasting a lot of time on incompatible color.

CBS-TV is placing sponsorships on all of the foregoing stations, but wants
wants them for primary outlets now rather than wait for new vhf
to place more
stations to be authorized in those cities.
Even where there's competition already.

—
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it's moving in, as it did recently in weaning away KPHO-TV, Phoenix (Ch. 5) and
forcing NBC to move over to the newly-established KTYL-TV (Ch. 12).
It's a fair game that works both ways
NBC last year signed ABC's WDSU( AM
along with WDSU-TV, forsaking longtime radio affiliate WSMB in New Orleans, because
it had no TV.
CBS did exactly same in case of KFMB with KFMB-TV San Diego.
.

)

,

*

*

#

#

The TV station pioneers are sitting pretty and certainly the public will
gain by the intensity of competition between big NBC and growing CBS, as the history
there's very little difference between
of radio shows. As for payments to stations
CBS has a sliding scale, NBC starts
the two networks, though their formulas vary.
with 24 free hours allocated to itself monthly, which some affiliates don't like;
but actual dollar payments to affiliates work out about same.
,

,

What special TV and/or AM deals are being offered to win over affiliates,
One CBS spokesman was so vehement in denying that
to ascertain.
impossible
it's
making
that
he even denied there were any conversations at
any deals are in the
But Akerberg was quite frank told us confidently
all with the aforesaid stations.
As for deals, he said his
that he expects some NBC-TV stations to join CBS soon.
"I'll match their deal but I won't top it," he said.
policy is not to outbid NBC.
Networks have to be extremely careful not to offer discriminatory deals,
The official CBS line seems to be that affiliates of
not to offend old affiliates.
other networks (including ABC & DuMont, relatively poor 3rd & 4th runners) have been
"They want our programs
our Lucys and our Godfreys."
seeking CBS out.
,

—

#

#

*

*

Next few months should show how far history of radio will repeat itself in
Increasingly, CBS has been selling prime sponsorships and clearing time on the
TV.
NBC-TV basics in one-station markets, on stations which NBC signed up while CBS was
still intransigeant toward TV per se. In the aforesaid 8 single-station markets, NBC
still has highest percentage of time clearances. But can it hold those percentages?
On NBC-Radio's part efforts to regain lost ground have proved unavailing as
CBS has consistently widened its lead since their standoff days of 1949. In TV NBC
has held runaway lead until last few months when PIB figures began to reveal how
gap was narrowing (see last figures, for March, in Vol. 9:17).
CBS now openly proclaims it's well in lead in TV, too
and it very well
may be, judging from the number of big accounts it's been signing lately.
Fact that NBC got in early and acquired 5 TV stations of own (as did ABC) and
fact that these make most if not all of network's profits has been offset by latestarting CBS's record current profits (see Financial Notes, Vol. 9:12 & 19) deriving
mainly from broadcasting activities. CBS had only one TV station in New York, would
go after no others; then it bought 2 stations, bought minority interest in 2 others.
,

,

,

—

*

*

*

*

—

All sorts of rumors are going the trade rounds about NBC's reactions
but
from that network we get definite word that no more shakeups of top personnel are in
prospect that president Frank White's trip to Europe and Pacific Coast v.p. John
West's temporary assignment to New York have no other significance than stated (see
that Chairman Sarnoff is indeed taking a hand in network situation
Personal Notes)
with view to long-range planning, including color.
As for NBC-TV sales we're told, they're taking their normal course, with
night time practically sold out but daytime admittedly lagging (CBS-TV's biggest
An NBC spokesman, commenting on CBS-TV's upsurge, retorted: "Where
sales coup).
else could they go but up?" He took the position that NBC has led way in TV advised
its affiliates right from the start, helped those who followed its advice make a big
thing of TV. " We have little fear about the loyalty of our old affiliates," he said.
Single-station markets won't stay that way long NBC also observes, as FCC
continues to grant new outlets freely, as uhf proves its mettle, and as Commission
encourages mergers of rival big-city applications to avoid long, costly hearings.
Leadership in color is also promised NBC-TV affiliates. Some 60 of them are
due to confer with RCA-NBC hierarchy in New York May 25-26 going to Princeton sec;

;

,

,

,

,

k

.
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ond day to look at color. Station advisory committee chairman is canny Walter Damm
of WTMJ-TV & WTMJ who put the situation this way:
"
We've been doing business with all 4 networks and have never refused to
listen to propositions from any of them." He admitted conversations with CBS, said
his group will meet in New York again May 27 and if necessary May 28, to consider
their network relationships. He added that he, for one, feels no decision should
be made by any prudent operator on the basis of a "fast buck " but rather "with a
long-range view." He thinks management is key to most of NBC's problems.

,

,

,

,

SIOUX FALLS, SAN LUIS OBISPO & ZANESVILLE: Three more new stations began testing
this week, so can be counted as on the air. That makes 50 starters so far this year
total of exactly 175 now on air (except for one that's
or 67 since freeze ended
temporarily silent in Hawaii).
(Ch. 11) began testing RCA transmitter May 12. It
KELO-TV, Sioux Falls, S.D
is owned by same interests applying for Ch. 7 in Rapid City, S.D. and planning other
Dakota applications. They also hold CP for WMIN-TV, St. Paul, share-time grantee of
Ch. 11 with WTCN-TV. Evans Nord is mgr., networks are ABC & NBC, rep is O.L. Taylor.
KVEC-TV, San Luis Obispo, Cal . (Ch. 6) turned on DuMont transmitter May 13,
reports extraordinarily good signal over San Joaquin Valley, including Eresno, 90 mi
away, thanks to antenna atop high mountain ridge. It will join NBC & DuMont networks
Les Hacker is mgr., W.S. Grant Co. is rep.
and has published $200 base rate.
WHIZ-TV, Zanesville, 0
(Ch. 50) offered first test patterns May 15 from RCA
transmitter, expects to furnish first primary signal into rich southeastern Ohio
It expects to affiliate with NBC.
Base rate
industrial area now largely unserved.
Vernon A. Nolte is mgr. Pearson is national rep.
is $150.

—

.

.

.

*f*

'S'

Slowdown in debuts of some new stations may be expected because of GE strike,
now in 6th week, but transmitters already delivered and those due soon from the other
manufacturers indicate present rate of 2-or-5 new stations per week probably will
At week's end, WSUN-TV, St. Petersburg (Ch. 38) was poised to start
be maintained.
and these also have equipment on hand and may get going before month's end:
(Ch. 38); KROC-TV, Rochester, Minn
WFTV, Duluth, Minn
(Ch. 10)
WBKZ-TV
(Ch. 10)
WTVE, Elmira, N.Y
Battle Creek, Mich . (Ch. 64) KFOR-TV, Lincoln, Neb
WDAY-TV, Fargo, N.D
WCSC-TV, Charleston, S.C
(Ch. 5)
(Ch. 24)
(Ch. 6)
KCSJ-TV
Ch. 12) WOSH-TV, Oshkosh (Ch. 48).
Pueblo, Colo
(Ch. 5); KVOS-TV, Bellingham, Wash

—

.

.

.

;

.

;

;

,

.

;

.

;

.

.

(

,

;

;

For example, WTVI,
There's many a slip though, and some may be delayed.
Belleville, 111. -St. Louis (Ch. 54) and WNAO-TV, Raleigh, N.C
(Ch. 28) were supposed
to be set to get started this month, but it doesn't look like they can make it.
June should see quite a few others get going.
We'll keep you posted.
,

.

—

CONSOLIDATIONS HELP PAVE WAY FOR 7 CPs: Seven new TV grants this week
6 of them
vhf, including one educational
bring total post-freeze CPs to 359, of which 124
Three of this week's grants resulted from amalgamations
are vhf and 235 are uhf.
formed by competitors to avoid hearings.

—

More hearings were scheduled this week, all starting June 15 in Washington:
Trenton, N.J . (Ch. 41)
Savannah, Ga . (Ch. 3 & 11)
Knoxville, Tenn . (Ch. 9 & 10)
Pittsburgh Metropolitan Pittsburgh Educational TV
The grants this wee
Station, Ch. 13 (educational); Honolulu American Broadcasting Stations, Ch. 4;
Meridian, Ida .
KDSH (Boise), Ch. 2, allocated to Caldwell; Rockford 111
Greater
Rockford TV Co., Ch. 13; Eugene, Ore ., Eugene TV Co., Ch. 13; Casper, Wyo
KSPR,
Ch. 2; Cincinnati
Rounsaville-Clark TV Co., Ch. 54.
;

;

:

,

,

,

,

.

.

,

,

,

—

CPs stemming from mergers were in Honolulu, Rockford and Eugene
the Honolulu grant resulting from dropout of 2 competing applicants for same channel, who
have combined to purchase financially distressed KONA (Vol. 9:11).
*

*

*

#

Pittsburgh educational grantee is privately financed and headed by Leland
Hazard, v.p. & gen. counsel of Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.
Principal owner of the
Rockf ord grantee is Rolando Frederick Gran Milwaukee, midwest theatre chain owner
,

4

who also has applications for 3 TV stations in Wisconsin.
Stockholders in Eugene
grantee include owners of Eugene's KORE, Salem's KSLM and Hood River's KIHR.
Honolulu grantee also owns Cedar Rapids' WMT and WMT-TV (CP and is being
handled by Wm. B. Dolph, mgr. of Fulton Lewis Jr.
and part owner of several radio
stations, and head of group that recently purchased KULA, Honolulu (AM) whose Ch. 2
application will now doubtless be dropped.
Partners in Cincinnati grant Robert Rounsaville and George M. Clark, separately own various southern AM stations which are TV applicants, and Rounsaville is
grantee of WLOU-TV, Louisville. Meridian, Ida , outlet would serve Boise only 8 mi.
distant, includes among principals Earl Glade Jr., son of Salt Lake City's mayor.
)

,

,

,

CHANNEL THAT'S MAKING MILWAUKEE FAMOUS: Non-commercial vhf

Ch. 10 bobbed out of
Wisconsin political boil this week when state legislature rushed through joint resolution asking FCC to delay granting CP to applicant Milwaukee Board of Vocational &
Adult Education for 2 years while situation is reviewed. Commission within 24 hours
agreed, by unpublicized 6-1 vote, to hold up grant
at least for time being.
It's signal victory for Hearst's WISN albeit perhaps temporary.
Station
is seeking to retain pre-freeze allocation of Ch. 10 for commercial use in Milwaukee,
strongly backed by Sen. McCarthy (R-Wis.) who has threatened investigation of FCC
WISN has had 3 petitions for rehearing denied, has one more pending.
(Vol. 8:48).
The legislature's resolution was "suggested" by new Comr. Doerfer recently
appointed from Wisconsin, to Gov. Kohler as one way for state to act prior to setGov. Kohler wired FCC he
ting up its own proposed state-wide educational network.
would apply next week for all of the 11 educational channels allocated to Wisconsin,
including a competitive application for Ch. 10.
Doerfer denied Commission's vote with only Comr. Hennock dissenting, aimed
He said FCC merely acted "as a courtesy to Wisconsin,
to aid Hearst's Ch. 10 bid.
which after all is a sovereign state responsible for educating all its people."
Immediate stir was created in Milwaukee
Mayor Zeidler wired FCC to disregard resolution, go ahead and grant Ch. 10 to Milwaukee Board, declaring "educational TV is jeopardized" by the legislature's "hasty action".
Net effect probably will be to "freeze " Ch. 10 for both educational and commercial use. Educational TV leaders say next move is manifest While educational
TV is "reviewed" in Milwaukee, WISN gains time to petition Commission in due course
for reassignment of Ch. 10 for commercial use because "freeze" deprives Milwaukee of
additional vhf service. By same token, it gives time for more rival commercial (and
political) applicants, too.
Then FCC faces choice of siding with either the educational, political or commercial "angels" in the heretofore "sinful" battle against
"untouchable" educational reservations.
Milwaukee Journal's WTMJ-TV (Ch. 3) is now city's only station, though new
Two competitive applications pend for Ch. 12, only
WCAN-TV (Ch. 25) is due in July.
other commercial vhf presently assigned to Milwaukee.

—

,

,

,

.

:

RESIDENT EISENHOWER, whose brother Milton is
staunch educational TV advocate (Vol. 8:46,48), gave

P own

blessing to the cause this week by asking Congress to appropriate $400,000 to finance proposed educational station (Ch. 26) sought by Washington board of
education (for digest of application, see TV Factbook No.
16). Item was included in President’s request for supplemental appropriations its fate now up to Congress.
Educators got more help this week, too, from commercial broadcaster.
Gift of 5-kw DuMont transmitter
and antenna atop 150-ft. tower of WBRC-TV, Birmingham, Ala. (Ch. 6) to Jefferson County Radio & Television
Council, planning to apply for educational Ch. 10, was
offered by Storer Broadcasting Co., and promptly accepted. In addition, station recently purchased by Storer
(Vol. 9:13), will permit educators to use studios & film
camera chain for 1% hours daily 5 days per week. Storer
plans to install new 25-kw transmitter (100-kw ERP)
and have it operating in few months.
his

—

other educational TV developments this week:
and Senate Commerce Committee Chairman

Among
(1)

FCC

Tobey (R-N. H.) issued separate statements reiterating
policy that educational reservations are continued indefinitely beyond June 2.
and U. S. Office of Edu(2)

RTMA

cation jointly published booklet on use of electronics in
classroom instruction, titled Teaching with Radio, Record-

ing
(3)

&

Television Equipment, available free from RTMA.
Ford Foundation granted $150,000 to Delaware Valley

Educational

FM

TV

Corp., Philadelphia, to apply for Ch. 35.

programs

and buses will be “temWashington, by
agreement with local transit company “for an indefinite
period to determine public reaction.”
These companies
won last year’s U. S. Supreme Court decision upholding
to street cars

porarily” discontinued by

WWDC-FM,

right to broadcast to transit vehicles.

have run until
to transit

May

company

Contract was to

1954, the station paying $6 per vehicle
for some 500 installations.

5

C HANGE

OWNERSHIP

Oklahoma City grantee
approval. Under proposal, Tulsa group headed by John Esau would own 70%
of stock in new corporation, with original owners Philip

KTVQ

IN

(Ch. 25) pends

of

FCC

D. Jackson (KWCO, Chickasha, Olda.) and Clarence E.
Esau is
Wilson, Puyallup, Wash., each retaining 15%.
stations KTUL, Tulsa, and KFPW, Fort Smith,
v.p. of
He says:
Ark., and TV applicant for Pine Bluff, Ark.

AM

have a 900-ft. tower available and have been prom12-kw transmitter by not later than Sept. 1, and
we plan to be on the air by Sept. 15.” In CP transfer,
FCC has approved deal whereby Mr. & Mrs. Frank J.
Collins took over ownership of WTVU, Scranton (Ch. 73)
from his partners Dahl W. Mack & Henry J. Geist, reimbursing them $22,314 for their investment. WTVU’s
facilities are complete except for delivery of Federal transmitter, expected shortly.
Between post-convention pileup and GE strike, shipments of equipment to CP holders continued to be delayed
this week
but RCA reports it will definitely get transmitters off week of May 18 to WISE-TV, Asheville, N. C.
(Ch. 62); WKOW-TV, Madison, Wis. (Ch. 27); WDAT,
Columbus, Ga. (Ch. 28) and will thereafter get back on
“normal” schedule of uhf shipments. This week, it shipped
10-kw transmitter from NARTB exhibit to KFEL-TV,
Denver (Ch. 2); next week will ship 10-kw drivers for
new 25-kw plants of WNBT, New York (Ch. 4) and
WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee (Ch. 3) and new 25-kw amplifier
to WOC-TV, Davenport, la. (Ch. 6).
Strike-bound GE isn’t delivering equipment these
days, has been forced to hold up deliveries of vhf transmitters for WHL-TV, Johnson City, Tenn. (Ch. 11)
KLAS-TV, Las Vegas, Nev. (Ch. 8) KIEM-TV, Eureka,
Cal. (Ch. 3); KBES-TV, Medford, Ore. (Ch. 5)— as well
as all uhf orders. Only GE uhf already delivered but not
yet on air now are WOSH-TV, Oshkosh, Wis. (Ch. 48)
WILK-TV, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. (Ch. 34); KPIK, Los An-

“We

ised a

—

—

;

;

In our continuing survey of upcoming new stations,
these were reports received this week from CP holders:

WITV, Fort Lauderdale, Fla. (Ch. 17) still plans Sept.
30 debut with RCA transmitter (Vol. 9:11), has ordered
700-ft. Ideco tower and is requesting permission to transmit from site 9 miles south of city, reports gen. mgr.
Bob Standart, ex-WTVJ, Miami. Antenna height will be
over 750-ft., and ultimate ERP of 286-kw will assure
primary signal over entire Miami area, he states. Station’s
owners include Comdr. Mortimer W. Loewi, who operates
nearby “Out-of-This-World” resort, and the operators of
WBRD, Ft. Lauderdale (AM). Rep not chosen as yet.

KAFY-TV,

start sometime in

now aiming for
June with DuMont equipment. KCOK-

TV, Tulare,

(Ch. 27), also

Bakersfield, Cal. (Ch. 29)

Cal.

start shortly after

KAFY-TV

is

DuMont
on

equipment, will
says owner Shel-

air,

don Anderson, who also holds interest in latter station.
KCOK-TV transmitter site hasn’t yet been determined but
will be located east of Fresno near center of that city’s
trading area. Both stations will be represented by Forjoe.
KNUZ-TV, Houston (Ch. 39) has received DuMont
field pickup equipment, intends to share new tower with
KUHT (Ch. 8, educational) which began test patterns
May 8 (Vol. 9:19). New tower is expected to be delivered in July, and station has set July 4 for commercial
debut.

Forjoe will be rep.

WJMR-TV, New

Orleans, La. (Ch. 61) has completed
construction of tower and transmitter room, awaits delivery of GE equipment and aims to start in September or
October, reports gen. mgr. James E. Gordon.
Bolling
will be rep.

New Ch. 21 grantee in Lancaster, Pa., Harold C.
Burke, ex-mgr. of WBAL-TV, Baltimore, has this fall for
target but states he has not ordered equipment nor selected
rep as yet.

;

geles (Ch. 22), latter getting set displayed at NARTB.
DuMont is now testing new 25-kw transmitter for
delivery vei-y soon to its

own WDTV, Pittsburgh

(Ch. 2),

and reports 2 others have been sold to unnamed customers.
DuMont transmitter div. has also taken over distribution
of new Dage dual camera chain, costing $12,000.
Telecasting Notes: “Nonsense,” is comment of George
Cranston, mgr. of Ft. Worth’s WBAP-TV, on implications
of NARTB’s Small Market TV Stations Panel (for text,
see our Special Report of May 9) that TV and radio are
separate and distinct that “TV is not illustrated radio,”
as one speaker put it. WBAP-TV uses integrated TVradio staffs production, news, sales and it works out
perfectly, says Cranston; in fact, it would carry lots more

—

—

—

simulcasts except for difficulty of clearing identical times
Miami’s WTVJ still carrying some NBC-TV programs,
though Ft. Lauderdale’s new uhf
has signed nonbasic affiliation; we erred in stating that
was taking NBC affiliation away from WTVJ (Vol. 9:16)
Daytime TV now reaches 51% of New York area homes, compared to 38% in 1952 and 40% in 1951, reports Advertest
Research; morning viewing increased over 1951, afternoon
viewing declined slightly, and some 60% of all daytime
viewers say they usually carry on some household activity
.

.

.

WFTL

WFTL

.

while watching

TV

.

.

Sponsor identification for nightabout 64%, reports Trendex; for
February-March, Kraft Theatre led list with 91.6%;
runners-up were This is Your Life (Hazel Bishop cosmetics) 91.4%, and Hit Parade (Lucky Strike) 91.3%
Release of oldies to TV won’t be profitable “until there are
about 4 times as many sets in use as there are now,”
production chief Dore Schary is quoted in May 13 Variety;
reissue of a top-flight oldie would bring in about $200,.

time network telecasts

.

.

is

.

.

.

MGM

*

*

*

*

Storer-backed Television del Caribe, Havana (Ch. 11),
has RCA plant entirely installed, will begin tests in June,
plans commercial debut by mid-August. Delay in commercial start is due to reconstruction of an old club building on Avenue del Rio Rpto., Kohly Mariano. A1 Shropshire is supervising installation.
000 at box office, but only $75,000 from TV, he says
.
Frederic W. Ziv Co. plans own film studios near Hollywood; it’s presently shooting in California Studios, recently acquired by Gross-Krasne Inc., first TV producer to
acquire own complete lot
Good public service: What to
Do, 6-part filmed series on emergency first aid treatment,
in dramatic sketch format starring Nancy Craig and produced by WABC-TV for American Medical Assn., will be
loaned to other stations starting June 15 for showing in
cooperation with local medical societies
Worth closest
attention of management: Article titled “Bookkeeping, Key
to Better TV Management” by Walter J. Damm, gen. mgr.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WTMJ-TV & WTMJ,

Milwaukee, in May 11 BroadcastAid to local sponsors in new TV area is
guide booklet issued by Duluth’s upcoming WFTV describing different types of TV commercials and copy layout, with glossary of TV production terms
Norfolk’s
WTAR-TV started construction this week on 1029-ft. anof

ing Magazine

.

.

.

.

.

.

tenna, to be tallest structure in Virginia, costing $500,000
Work stoppage by NABET engineers threw WMAL-TV
.

.

.

& WMAL, Washington,

off

the air for about half hour

15 after contract negotiating session between

May

management

and newswriter members of NABET
WAVE-TV, Louisville, switched from Ch. 5 to 3 May 15 from new site atop
Bald Knob, Ind., 9 mi. to northwest, new RCA transmitter
radiating 100 kw ERP to double former power; event was
commemorated with novel pop-up folder showing towers.
.

.

.

Personal Holes:

West Coast

John K. West,

operations,

at

NBC

charge of
headquarters on
absence of presiQueen Elizabeth
and vacation in

v.p. in

New York

2-month assignment to help fill in during
dent Frank White, who sails May 20 on
to attend June 2 Coronation in London
Europe until end of June; West is acting as “coordinator” under Chairman Sarnoff, now taking more active part
in NBC affairs, and present plan is for him to return to
Frank Stanton, CBS president, reHollywood in July
turns from European vacation shortly after Coronation
Fred M. Thrower, ex-CBS and ABC sales v.p., appointed mgr. of WPIX, New York, succeeding G. Bennett
Larson, who becomes president and part owner of KDYLTV & KDYL, Salt Lake City, under recent purchase by
.

.

.

.

.

.

Andrew

Time Inc. (Vol. 9:14)
Washington consulting engineering firm
.

.

.

F. Inglis,

partner in

&

of McIntosh

become RCA mgr. of TV-radio
Camden; firm continues under
Dick Doherty, NARTB
name of Frank H. McIntosh
employer-employe relations v.p., flies June 1 to Geneva,
Switzerland, as U. S. employer delegate to the International Labor Office (ILO) conference June 5-23; he will
Capt. Paul
also visit French and Italian TV systems
June

Inglis, resigns

1 to

studio product planning,

.

.

.

.

.

.

D. Miles (USN ret.) resigns as U. S. member of International Frequency Registration Board, International Telecommunications Union, Geneva, to return to old position
as chief of FCC’s frequency allocation & treaty div.; A. L.
McIntosh, current div. chief, nominated to succeed him
Richard A. Solomon serving as acting FCC general
counsel, succeeding Ben Cottone, who resigned last week
.

.

.

Guy Cunningham,
& Thomas law firm
mgr. of promotion, CBS Radio Spot Sales, joins WNBF-TV
& WNBF, Binghamton, N. Y., as mgr.; he’s succeeded at
CBS by Sherrill W. Taylor, from KNX, Hollywood
Charles Wright appointed mgr. of CBC’s new CBOT,
Elmer F. Jaspan,
Ottawa, due to begin operation June 2
ex-WPTZ, Philadelphia, appointed asst. gen. mgr. of upcoming WCAN-TV, Milwaukee (Ch. 25), due on air in
Stan Lee Broza, ex-WCAU, named program mgr.,
July
Stephan Krantz named program
WPTZ, Philadelphia

to join Lucas

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

mgr., Peter Affe director of operations,
New York, reporting to Richard Pack

.

promoted

to

program

land, replacing

director,

Norman

ENERAL MOTORS

WNBT & WNBC,
.

.

Brooke Taylor

WNBK & WTAM,

Cloutier,

now

Clevemusic supervisor of

again sponsor National ColTV schedule on NBCTV, this time for reported $3-3,500,000. Last year’s cost
ran about $2,500,000 (Vol. 8:34) but addition of one

G

will

legiate Athletic Assn, football

—

telecast this year, plus increased number of stations
carrying games, boosts total cost to sponsor.
Annual plum was negotiated for network by public

more

affairs director

Davidson Taylor and sports director

Tom

NCAA officials, GM principals and Kudner
NCAA awarded games to NBC-TV just a few

Gallery with

Agency.
days after

TV program by vote
Schedule will run Sept.
19-Dec. 5, including Thanksgiving Day, but actual games
won’t be announced for week or two.
its

members approved

According to NCAA’s announced policy (Vol. 9:18),
schedule must include one game from each of 8 districts,
give preference to teams not appearing on TV last year,
and limit college appearances to one per season. Strict
adherence to such limitations, however, will mean few topnotch games on TV and public opposition to football TV
“controls” may again force some modifications during seaAs for new technical problem
son, as it did last year.
this year of telecasting 2 or 3 experimental “panoramas”
.
parts of 4 different games on same day NBC-TV is confident it can iron out difficulties of switching from game to

game.
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Edward

T. Ingle, for last 7 years TV-x-adio director

of Republican National Committee, has l'esigned as of
June 1 to enter public relations field with Wm. D. Mc-

Adams, with headquarters
also heads

ranxa

new TV

Films

Inc.

in

Ring Bldg., Washington.

film production

New GOP

company

publicity

Humphreys has appointed Mrs. Vera Ash,

He

called .Photo-

chief

Robert

Ingle’s asst.,

as his successor.

Roy Thomson, owner of string of Canadian newspapers and radio stations, reelected president of Canadian
Press, counterpart of AP.
Revenue from professional football will also represent
healthy sum for DuMont Network, which will collect reported $1,347,000 from sponsor Westinghouse for 19 Saturday night & Sunday afternoon pro games, running from
Oct. 11 to Dec. 13 (Vol. 9:19). First network coverage of
pro games, however, will continue to observe National
Football League’s territorial resti'ictions on TV, which are
object of Justice Dept, anti-ti’ust suit, now awaiting decision by Philadelphia District Court Judge Allan K.
Gi-im (Vol. 9:5,7,9-11).

fall

of 157-12 in mail referendum.

—

.

.

.

.

.

all NBC 0-&-0 stations
Lawrence Menkin, ex-program
planning mgr., DuMont Network, appointed program director, WOR-TV &
John Crosby, ex-NBC-TV &
WHAM-TV, Rochester, appointed program director,
WFTL-TV, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Richard Hopkins,
ex-CBS-TV design mgr., named exec, producer, ABC-TV
John Frankenfield appointed program director of upcoming KTVH, Hutchinson, Kan., due on air in June
William Sadler, ex-KRON-TV, San Francisco, appointed
chief engineer, KSTP-TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul
William
P. Kusack, ex-chief engineer of old WBKB (now WBBMTV), in same position with ABC-TV’s WBKB, Chicago
(Ch. 7)
Wm. Garry, ex-UP, named mgr. of news dept.,
WBBM-TV & WBBM, Chicago
John Carter promoted
to asst, to Adam J. Young Jr., head of rep firm bearing his
name
Don McClure, former TV-radio mgr., McCannErickson, joins Owen Murphy Productions (TV films) as
assoc, producer
Richard de Rochemont elected v.p. for
TV-radio, J. Walter Thompson; he’s brother of noted film
producer Louis de Rochemont
Craig Ramsey, ex-KFELTV, appointed TV director, Ball & Davidson Adv., Denver
Theodore B. Pitman Jr., ex-John C. Dowd Inc., Boston,
appointed TV-radio v.p., Julian Gross Adv., Hartford
Gene Reichert, former TV-radio director, G. M. Basford
Co., New York, appointed TV director, Princeton Film
Center Inc., 270 Park Ave., N. Y.
Gene Clark named
TV-radio director, Western Adv. Agency, Los Angeles
Winfield Hoskins new TV copy supervisor, Needham, Louis
& Brorby, Chicago
Ned Tollinger resigns as Mutual
program coordinator in Hollywood, all MBS West Coast
activities being placed under Don Lee pres. Willet Brown.

—

Donald Flamm, onetime owner of
revealed this

week

as backer of

WMCA, New

WMGM

York,

Bertram
Lebhar Jr. in proposed purchase of that Loew’s-owned
50-kw AM outlet on 1050 kc, reputed to be grossing well
over $2,000,000 annually and highly profitable. But Loew’s
pres. Nicholas Schenck, after several months negotiations,
issued statement this week that no negotiations are under
way and that station is “not for sale.”
director

“Intense dislike of the radio business,” was reason
given by 3 men requesting transfer of control of their
60% interest in WLEA, Hornell, N. Y. to other stockholder Charles D. Henderson, who obviously doesn’t share
that belief because he says he would “develop and expand
its potentialities.”

7
Station Accounts: New York’s independent WOR-TV
comes up with unique commercial programming technique,
brainchild of General Teleradio v.p. James Gaines, whereby
sponsors placing half-hour film shows on networks can
repeat them on WOR-TV for free another night same
week, provided they meet certain standards and are clipped
Three unnamed major
to leave 1%-min. for adjacencies.
sponsors are already lined up for 26-week experimental
Called “Double
period, says Gaines, 6 more negotiating.
Exposure,” plan will first devote 9-11 p.m. one night weekly
for 4 such repeat performances, will expand to other nights
as more sign. Revenue to station, which also originated
re-run idea with its 7-nights-weekly live Broadway TV
Theatre, will come from sale of adjacencies, amounting to
$3500 for each 2-hour period. Sponsors get first refusal
rights on adjacencies but aren’t required to buy them.
Gaines figures sponsor-owned shows will grab at this way
of cutting cost-per-thousand, though doesn’t expect network or syndicate-owned shows will look too favorably on
Eskimo Pie (ice cream) launches its biggest sumidea
mer campaign yet, including TV-radio spots, thru Buchanan & Co., N. Y.
Shelby Cycle Co. (bicycles) signs
Yankee baseball star Yogi Berra for series of children’s
program commercials in 8 TV markets, thru Fletcher D.
Richards, N. Y.
Colgate starts test spot TV campaign
to plug new hand lotion, Pink Foam, thru Cunningham &
Walsh, N. Y.
Food Fair Super Markets sponsoring
unique Theatre Showcase, featuring local little theatre and
school drama groups on WMAL-TV, Washington, with
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

viewers voting at retail outlets for best production, performers & scripts, thru Alvin Epstein, Washington
Farm & Home Savings & Loan Assn, sponsoring weekly
Facts Forum simulcast on WBAP-TV & WBAP, Ft.
.

.

.

Worth, moderated by ex-Harvard and SMU instructor and
FBI agent Dan Smoot; it’s filmed and syndicated by
WBAP-TV to 9 other markets
Household Finance Co.
sponsoring major stock car races on WBBM-TV, Chicago,
.

.

.

Sun. 10-10:30 p.m. .
Among other advertisers reported
using or preparing to use TV: Sanavene Mfg. Co. (Sanavene upholstery cleaner), thru Ross Adv., St. Louis; BroilQuik Corp. (infra-red cooking equipment), thru Zlowe Co.,
N. Y.; James Black Co. (Duncan Hines salad dressings),
thru Ivan Hill Inc., Chicago; Purepac Corp. (Wunder-Skin
skin medication), thru Leonard Wolf & Assoc., N. Y.; National Tea Co., thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago; J. B.
Williams Co. (Skol suntan lotion), thru J. Walter Thompson, Chicago; Remington Rand Inc. (electric shaver), thru
Young & Rubicam, N. Y.; Warner-Hudnut Inc. (Tru-Tint
hair rinse), thru Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.; Toro
Mfg. Corp. (Toro power lawn mowers), thru local dealers;
William B. Anderson Inc. (Kwik Kleen cleanser), thru
Pams Adv. Agency, Dallas; Gordon Foods Inc. (potato
chips, etc.), thru Kirkland, White & Schmell, Atlanta;
Chemicals Inc. (Dura Plastic Starch), thru Sidney Garfield
Assoc., San Francisco; Marsed Labs Co. Inc. (Dietyn
Sweetening Crystals), thru Leonard Wolf & Assoc., N. Y.
.

.

“Michael” Achievement Award was presented to Ed
Murrow and Fred Friendly for Korean Christmas program by Academy of Radio & TV Arts and Sciences, which

awards to comedian Red Buttons; 7 Love
Lucy writing team of Jess Oppenheimer, Madelyn Pugh
& Bob Carroll; Fred Waring; WBAL-TV’s Tony Provost
also presented

for presentation of school classes during Baltimore strike;
actress Maria Riva; singers Eddie Fisher & Dinah Shore;

NARTB

for its special recorded series;

grams Victory

at Sea, Omnibus,

TV &

radio pro-

TV

Playhouse, Ding Dong
School, Theatre Guild of the Air, Railroad Hour.
Also
this week, Murrow received Overseas Press Club’s by-line

award

for best

TV

interpretation

of foreign

affairs.

Network Accounts: First Canadian “network programming” started May 14 with speeches by officials, microwave relay demonstration and variety programs originating from both CELT, Toronto and CBFT, Montreal. First
“international event” on CBC-TV network was May 15
Marciano-Walcott championship bout sponsored by Gillette.
CBOT, Ottawa, joins microwave hookup June 2
General Motors to sponsor NCAA football again next
autumn on NBC-TV, thru Kudner (see story, p. 6)
American Machine & Foundry Co. is first sponsor to buy
renewal of Omnibus next fall on CBS-TV at new Sun. 5.

.

.

.

.

.

6:30 p.m. time, thru Fletcher D. Richards; limit of 4
sponsors, instead of 5, will be placed on program . . .

Willys Motors Inc. buys

new Ben Hecht drama series Tales
CBS-TV, alt.

of the City (Vol. 8:51), starting June 25 on
Thu. 8:30-9 p.m., thru Ewell & Thurber .

Purex Corp.
detergents) buys one-third sponsorship of
last 2 Jackie Gleason Show programs June 27 & July 4
and its summer replacement, Larry Storch Show, starting July 11 on CBS-TV, Sat. 8-9 p.m., thru Foote, Cone &
Belding; other 2 sponsors are Sheaffer Pen & Nescafe .
Schick Inc. (electric shavers) to sponsor Preakness Stakes
May 23, Sat. 5:30-6 p.m., and Belmont Stakes June 13,
Sat. 4-4:30 p.m., on CBS-TV, thru Kudner
Reymer &
Bros. Inc. (lemon drink) starts Lash of the West May 16
on ABC-TV, Sat. 10:15-10:30 a.m., thru Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove
Toni Co. to sponsor Your Big Moment,
starting May 19 on DuMont, Tue. 8-8:30 p.m., as summer
replacement for Admiral’s Life Is Worth Living (Bishop
Sheen), thru Weiss & Geller
Ford Motor Co.’s 2-hr.
50th anniversary program June 15 on both NBC-TV &
.

Ltd. (bleach

.

&

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

CBS-TV, Mon. 9-11 p.m., thru Kenyon & Eckhardt (Vol.
9:1,19), will be panoramic history produced by Leland
Hayward; first stars signed are Marian Anderson, Mary
Martin & Ethel Merman
Chrysler Corp., which bought
Medallion Theatre, starting in July on CBS-TV, Sat. 1010:30 p.m. (Vol. 9:18), may sponsor Ezio Pinza program
Sunkist Growers
7, Bonino on NBC-TV, thru BBDO .
Inc. (frozen orangeade & lemonade) replaces Mars Inc.
(candy) as co-sponsor of Super Circus, starting June 7
on ABC-TV, Sun. 5-6 p.m., thru Foote, Cone & Belding;
Kellogg Co. continues as co-sponsor
Avco Mfg. Corp.
(Bendix home appliances div.) buys 10-min. segment of
Saturday Night Revue, summer replacement for Your
Show of Shows, starting June 6 on NBC-TV, Sat. 9-10:30
p.m., thru Earle Ludgin
Participating sponsors of
Your Show of Shows on NBC-TV next fall, Sat. 9-10:30
p.m., will also be offered participations in All-Star Revue,
which returns to NBC-TV every fourth week, Sat. 9-10:30
p.m., after being dropped as hour program last month.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Too far ahead of its time? Too big? Too ambitious?
Maybe, in minds of many who have come and seen and

—

been awed but CBS-TV’s giant Television City in Hollywood, only 6 months old, has already exceeded more than
half its production capacity, says A. E. Joscelyn, CBSHollywood chief of operations. Production schedule in
April included 17 half-hour telecasts originating in the
4 huge studios, each 12,100 sq. ft., with 20 half-hour live
TV shows weekly already on tap for fall schedules. Cynosure of recent NARTB conventioneers, particularly CBS
affiliates, Television City is undoubtedly last word in architectural, production and engineering facilities
plenty big
and well-equipped for filming anything from feature
movies to sei’ials. But it can’t be used yet for anything
but live shows and kine or electronic recordings due to
peculiar Hollywood union requirements relating to filmmaking. With such super-dooper facilities, where 26,000
persons have watched programs to date, CBS-TV obviously

—

— —

is

to

banking on inducing most “production” sponsorships
move from N. Y. to Hollywood.

—

WHO'S BIGGEST AND WHO MAKES MOST TVs? Question we're asked time and again
how do
they rank unit-wise and dollar-wise
can only be answered by 2 sources, and they
aren't telling. RCA patent dept knows exact unit-&-dollar factory figures for all
but one of the major TV-radio manufacturers, but is honor bound not to divulge them.
RTMA statistical dept compiles unit output figures weekly, discloses them on cumulative basis but not individually under strict injunction of secrecy.
Be it said for both that they've never to our knowledge, broken the faith
with those who supply them this closely guarded trade secret. RCA's own manufacturing branch isn't even told individual royalty figures of its competitors.
Only when an executive of one or another company chooses to talk (usually in
the exuberance of a public speech or press statement) do we ever get an inkling of
individual unit figures. Even prof it-&-loss statements do not tell the TV-radio
story inasmuch as nearly every set manufacturer is heavily engaged in other production and never breaks down his dollar figures by products.
For 1955, we won't even venture a "guesstimate ". But trade reports have it
that Admiral and Philco expect to turn out and sell at least 1,000,000 TV sets each
this year; and, of course, there's the inevitable statement from RCA that "nobody
in the business makes more TV sets than we do."
These are the Big 5 of the business, unquestionably, and it may be that they
For even in the face of color
will account for around 1,000,000 each this year.
talk, the continuing good TV turnover, on top of first quarter output of 2,265,000
by the whole industry (Vol.9:15), have led to the confident predictions that we're
headed for a bigger 1953 than record 1950 (7,463,800).
It's generally believed Motorola runs 4th though lately the claim has been
made that Zenith is pushing Motorola, if it hasn't actually surpassed it.

—
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Beyond the top 4, it's a guessing game pure and simple
and all we can
offer inquirers are the 1951-52 per-share earnings of 37 companies, most of them TV
set makers (Vol.9:16) and the last "guesstimates" provided by Television Fund Inc.
,

In 1951, it ranked RCA first (700,000 sets), Admiral & Philco tied for 2nd
(625,000 each), Emerson GE & Motorola tied for 4th (400,000 each), then Zenith 300,000, DuMont 130,000, Crosley & Hallicraf ters 100,000 each to make Big 10 (Vol. 7:37).
,

In 1950, it had Admiral, RCA & Philco well in lead, then Motorola Zenith
Emerson GE DuMont Tele-tone (now bankrupt), Hallicraf ters Westinghouse Crosley
Mee k (now Scott), Raytheon Sylvania, Magna vox Capehart-Farns worth Olympic Garod
(Majestic) Air King (now CBS-Columbia) in that order to make top 20 (Vol. 6:8).
,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

Without attempting any ranking beyond Big 5 it's fair guess that these are
with Muntz in lieu of Tele-tone and with possibility that Bendix
still top 20
Packard-Bell Arvin and Stromberg-Carlson belong up there, too.
Hoffman
Spar ton
,

—

,

,

,

,

But not even Television Fund has offered any 1952 figures or advance "guessperhaps because its figures always evoked outraged objections.
timates" for 1953

—

t

t

TV production totaled 126,905 units (11,152 private label)
down from 133,240 preceding week and 139,708 week ended April 24.
of year, 4th week in row of declining TV production and lowest for
but it was still above the 82,886 of same
closing weeks of 1952

—

week ended May 8,
It was 18th week
any week since
1952 week.

Radio production totaled 279,244 (141,501 private), down from 280,294 week
ended May 1 but up from 278,111 week before, and compared with 183,975 same week in
1952.
Week's radios: 67,330 home, 48,828 portable, 36,625 clock, 126,461 auto.
- 8 -
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&

Trends

TV

Trade: Interesting sizeup and

Trade Personals:

rationalization of “various tendencies in the TV field generally” as they affect one of the minor TV-radio-phono-

recently to receive

Topics

of

graph manufacturers (and possibly others) is related in
report to stockholders of Radio & Television Inc. (Brunswick), whose president is Herbert L. Weisburgh. It tells
how this small company, with total assets of $239,370,
capital stock of $35,900 (359,000 shares at 10(5) and surplus of $185,282, is undertaking to diversify to meet economic pressures after losing money each of last 3 years.
“It is well known that the advent of color TV, 3dimensional TV, and the opening of new markets for

make TV one

black-&-white reception continue to

of the

most dynamic industries the country has ever known,”
states chairman David Kahn, identified since 1924 with
manufacturing radio cabinets. “On the other hand, an
instability of price structure at all merchandise levels,
uncertain sources of supply, and the necessarily unpredictable impact of the defense effort on both manufacturer
and sales are problems sometimes worked out with varying success by heavily capitalized industrial firms who
can withstand, if not reverse, adverse conditions for some
time.

of small companies

must be

alert at all

times to realize that this economic chart does not apply
them in many respects. New fields and products must
be explored both as to source and to market; if supply
is limited on the one hand, or if market access is limited
on the other, ways must be found to increase supplies
and to open markets.” Accordingly, report continues, Radio
& Television Inc. during 1952 maintained its Brunswick
trade name, rendered “advisory and managerial services
for the defense effort for which it was well compensated”
and continued making classified equipment for defense.
Anticipating whole or partial termination of these
sources of income in 1953, it has contracted for European
supply of certain unnamed components “indispensable and
in limited supply in the U. S.” against prior orders from
leading U. S. tube manufacturers. Moreover, it’s contemplating marketing an imported lightweight bicycle “in
great demand in the U. S.” and an industrial lubricant.
Company showed net loss of $50,699 on sales of $367,278 in 1952, compared with loss of $160,434 on sales of
$866,437 in 1951 and loss of $36,467 on sales of $2,118,105
However, report states, associated Thomasville
in 1950.
to

Furniture Corp., also headed by Mr. Kahn, in which Radio
& Television Inc. has an investment of $50,000 (half paid
up), during first 11 months of fiscal year through last
March 31, returned a net profit of $125,137, or 6.3% on
sales of $1,984,958, with first quarter 1953 sales exceeding
$850,000.

7

recommendations on battlefield use of electronics after
visit to Korea last summer
John Holzman, ex-RCA.

.

.

Estate Appliances Corp., named v.p. & sales director, RCA
Victor Distributing Corp
John L. Murray, ex-Fort
Wayne regional sales mgr., Capehart, promoted to new
post of distributor mgr., replaced by J. R. Hughes, ex.

.

.

New

Admiral

England sales mgr.
Joseph H. Moss Jr.,
director of distribution, and Willis O. Jackson,
southeastern regional sales mgr., have resigned latter to
.

.

.

DuMont

—

become Hoffman Radio Atlanta mgr., succeeded by Joseph
Hatchwell, DuMont west coast sales mgr.
C. J. Harrison, ex-Federal, named to new post of marketing mgr.,
DuMont TV transmitter div.
.George Cohen promoted to
asst, sales director, Wm. H. Cormier to western sales mgr.,
Emerson Radio
Maurice L. Levy, Emerson chief engineer of special products from 1943-49, returns to Emerson
as asst, works mgr.
Allen N. White Jr. appointed adv.
mgr., Bendix TV-radio div., Baltimore, reporting to adv.
& sales promotion director Herman Sacks
Albert J.
Frankel, ex-Emerson & Tele-King, appointed CBS-Columbia buyer for civilian manufacturing program
Charles
.

.

.

.

.

*

*

*

*

.

.

.

.

.

.

describes as lowest-priced all-channel TVs in their
categories: 17-in. table, mahogany or blonde, $200; 21-in.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

E. Torsch, ex-GE, named to post of chief engineer of
Muter Co. subsidiary, Rola Co., Cleveland .
James G.
Perkins Jr. named mgr. of new branch office of International Resistance Co. in Syracuse, with Richard Johnson
as asst.
P. M. Wheeler promoted to midwestern sales
mgr., Indiana Steel Products
George Lindman, ex.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

KPOA,

Honolulu, now in charge of San Francisco office,
George P. Hollingbery Co., elected v.p.
James M. Robertson Jr., recently uhf field representative, promoted to
Atlanta mgr., Capehart- Farnsworth
Louis Hausman
.

.

.

.

.

.

shifted to v.p. of
tising,

CBS-Columbia in charge of sales, adverpublic relations, etc., from administrative v.p. of

CBS-Radio.
Notes:

Distributor

Maryland Wholesalers

Admiral appoints newly-formed
867 Park Ave., Baltimore
replacing Stephen Seth & Co.
Inc.,

(Israel Hofberg, pres.),
Capehart-Farnsworth appoints Home Products Inc., Cincinnati; Morrison Supply Co., Fort Worth; Bemis Electric Distributing Corp., Roanoke, Va.
CBS-Columbia
appoints Karl-Williams Co. Inc., Syracuse, N. Y. (Karl
Stander, pres.); Mid-Continent Distributing Co., Sioux
Falls, S. D (Paul J. Modica, pres.)
Raytheon names
State Distributing Co. Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich. (T. J.
Peters, pres.)
Bendix Radio appoints Biehl’s Inc., Pottsfield, Pa.
Pacific Vogue appoints E. M. Kemp Co.,
Sacramento.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Trade Miscellany: Selling TVs in supermarkets will
be attempted by Mack’s Markets, Yakima, Wash., which
has ordered 25 Meek TV sets, mostly 17-in. tables, for
retailing alongside meats & vegetables
Hoffman Radio
leases 50,000-sq. ft. warehouse of Jenkins Music Co.,
Kansas City, as pai-t of new factory operations there in
eastern expansion (Vol. 9:19)
Emerson introduces

.

.

.

.

mahogany or blonde, $280
Sylvania’s proposed new TV-radio plant in Batavia, N. Y. (home town of
.

.

.

Larry Gubb) gets blessing of city fathers, with
$135,000 appropriation for improving site
Symposium
on TV set sales & service in new market, originally scheduled May 10-11 at Monticello, 111. under sponsorship of U
of Illinois, postponed to tentative Sept. 13 date
Philco’s

.

.

.

.

RTMA

.

.

.

RTMA

Canadian
reports 26,260 TVs with value of
$11,237,965 sold during March at average of $428 per
unit.
Toronto led with 8269, Quebec 8023, HamiltonNiagara 4000, British Columbia 1926, Ottawa 1236, other
areas of Ontario 1184, Prairies 29. Sales for first 1953
quarter total 73,829, and projected production figures for
second quarter indicate 82,495 units.

.

More summer shutdown plans of major TV-radio parts
manufacturers, in addition to those reported earlier (Vol.
9:18), as released this week by RTMA; Alliance Mfg. Co.,
July 6-19; General Instrument Corp., July 19-Aug.
1;
Oxford Electric Corp., June 26-July 10; Product Development Co., July 4-19.
More debut dates for new TV models, in addition to
those already announced (Vol. 9:19) DuMont, at Clifton,
N. J. factory, June 9; Westinghouse, at Metuchen, N. J.
:

statistical dept,

moves

Washington (Bond Bldg.)

8-3902.

.

to
;

1404

New York

Ave.,

phone remains National

.

.

it

console,

NW,

May

.

.

“Management

what

9:17),

Dr. w. r. g. Baker, ge v. p chosen
RTMA’s annual Medal of Honor (Vol.
presented Medal of Freedom Award at Pentagon
by Undersecretary of Army Earl D. Johnson for his

plant,

11 - 12

.

June

8;

Zenith, at Chicago’s

Drake Hotel, June

10 Financial

&

Trade Notes:

Heavy

stockholdings of
management in Philco Corp. (aggregate 202,170 shares)
are shown in notice of annual stockholders meeting June 5
in Philadelphia, which states that 3,525,372 shares of common stock were outstanding as of April 24, 1953 and lists
following officers and directors standing for reelection
with their 1952 salaries, incentive compensation and stockholdings: Wm. Balderston, pres., salary $75,000, bonus
$90,000 (6169 shares) James T. Buckley, chairman, $50,Harold W. Butler, v.p., $30,000 & $38,000
000 (18,810)
(10,970) James H. Carmine, exec, v.p., $60,000 & $72,500
(31,025) Wm. H. Chaffee, v.p., $30,000 & $23,500 (901)
Joseph H. Gillies, v.p., $37,500 & $44,000 (8407) Larry E.
Larry F. Hardy, v.p.,
Gubb, director, $30,000 (28,750)
$40,000 & $57,000 (7509) Robert F. Herr, v.p., $25,000 &
Thomas A. Kennally, v.p., $30,000 &
$40,000 (27,578)
John M. Otter, v.p., $40,000 & $52,000
$25,000 (18,047)
Courtnay Pitt, v.p., $30,000 & $29,500 (1270)
(7312)
David B. Smith, v.p., $35,000 & $25,000 (3273) Leslie J.
Woods, v.p., $40,000 & $50,000 (8199). Non-salaried directors and stockholdings: Charles S. Cheston, 250 shares;
Russell L. Heberling, v.p., 23,500; Wm. Fulton Kurtz, 200.
Under 1950 stock ownership plan, options to purchase
Philco common have been granted since beginning of 1952
on 24,496 shares at $28 per share as of Feb. 28, 1952 (when
it listed at 28%) and 20,850 shares at 34% as of Jan. 22,
1953 (when it listed at 34%). Of the total, the following
were optioned to officers & directors: Messrs. Balderston
10,035, Butler 1238, Carmine 8313, Chaffee 1338, Gillies
1673, Hardy 3345, Herr 1238, Otter 2484, Pitt 1388, Smith
1338, Woods 3345 plus 4438 shares to officers who are not
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

directors.
*

*

*

*

General Instrument Corp. earned net income of $1,274,863 ($2.10 a share) on sales of $30,407,529 for 1952,
compared with net loss of $993,557 on sales of $18,527,973
preceding year. Sales for March 1953 were reported to be
more than $3,500,000, almost double March 1952 figure
and highest in company’s history. Notice of annual stockholders meeting June 12 discloses 1952 remunerations and

Abraham
of these officers and directors
Blumenkrantz, chairman, $54,000 (owns 12,000 out of 608,573 shares of common stock outstanding) Monte Cohen,
Alois Konecny, treas., $28,000.
pres., $52,000 (718 shares)

stockholders

:

;

;

were highcompany’s history, reports president

Philco’s first quarter sales of $129,058,000
est for

any quarter

in

Wm.

Balderston, with earnings after taxes of $9,749,000
totaling $3,401,000, or 94d a shai’e after preferred dividends. This compares with sales of $84,239,000 and net
profit of $2,341,000 (64d) after taxes of $3,404,000 in

same 1952 quarter.

Demand

1952 and radio business
*

is

*

for

TVs

is

running ahead of

well ahead, Balderston reported.
*

Wm

Annual report of Teco Inc., formed by Zenith Radio
Corp. to promote its Phonevision and financed by $1,010,000 stock issue (Vol. 6:16) reports balance of $974,802.20
as of Dec. 31, 1952 showing deficit of $204.58 for 1952
and $6,237.67 for 1951, after 1949-50 expenses of $22,452
and organizational expenses of $34,418 (Vol. 7:17). Interest income exceeds $31,000.
S. I. Marks, president,
states in April 28 letter to stockholders that company is
“continuing on an inactive basis awaiting action by the
FCC on the question of whether any form of Phonevision
or any other form of subscription TV shall be approved
and authorized.” Promotion of Phonevision, meanwhile,
is apparently being borne largely by Zenith, including payments for speechmaking tours of Millard Faught.

—

Increase in earnings of TV-radio manufacturers in
quarter of 1953 led all other industries, being 178.8%
higher than corresponding 1952 period, according to Wall
Street Journal survey covering 411 companies, including
4 unnamed companies representing TV-radio industry.
Earnings of the 4 totaled $3,706,000 compared to $1,329,000
same quarter last year. All manufacturing companies
covered in survey showed total gain of 10% over 1952.
Closest competitor of TV-radio in earnings increase was
aircraft manufacturing, which showed 124.4% gain; elecfirst

trical

equipment manufacturers were up 55.2%.

Cornell-Dubilier reports net profit of $895,000 ($1.85
a share) on sales of $22,732,000 for 6 months ended March
31,

compared with $736,127

($1.50)

on $18,311,007

first

half of 1952.

*

Dividends: Philco, 40d payable June 12 to stockholders
of record May 25; Aerovox, 15d June 15 to holders June 1;
Indiana Steel Products, 37%d June 10 to holders May 25;
I-T-E Circuit Breaker, 62%d June 1 to holders May 22;
Hammond Instrument, 50d June 10 to holders May 25;
Meredith Publishing, 25d June 30 to holders June 16; Paramount Pictures, 50d June 26 to holders June 12; Erie Resistor, 20d June 15 to holders Jixne 5; Cornell-Dubilier,
10% stock div. June 15 to holders May 27 and 30<* June 26
to holders June 16; Radio Condenser Co., 5 d June 15 to
holders June 1.

Avco has arranged $60,000,000

Among officers’ and directors’ stock transactions reported by SEC for March 11-April 10: Frank H. Sparks
sold 100 Arvin, holds 7250; R. S. Pruitt sold 5400 Avco,
holds 26,270; Judson S. Sayre received 500 Avco for compensation (Jan.), holds 14,000; Kendrick R. Wilson Jr.
bought 400 Avco (July 1951 & July 1952), holds 500;
Felix Weiss sold 100 Cornell-Dubilier, holds 100 through
joint tenancy; Allen B. DuMont bought 1000 DuMont
(Feb.), holds 53,400; Percy M. Stewart bought 190 DuMont, holds 200;
H. Miller bought 1100 Gabriel (Jan.
& March), holds 14,110; Henry Reeve sold 1000 Hazeltine,
holds 10,400; Douglas C. Alexander sold 901 Marchant Calculators (Feb.), holds 6000 personally and as co-trustee;
Kenneth C. Meinken Jr. sold 1100 National Union (Aug.
1952), holds none; Edwin D. Foster bought 100 RCA, holds
200; Murrelle J. Fischer bought 1000 Trav-Ler (Jan.),
holds 1420; Mark W. Cresap Jr. bought 249 Westinghouse
(Feb.), holds 851; George G. Main bought 151 Westinghouse (Feb.), holds 766; A. C. Monteith bought 181 Westinghouse (Feb.), holds 1338; R. A. Neal bought 220 Westinghouse (Feb.), holds 820; Andrew H. Phelps bought 215
Westinghouse (Feb.), holds 1807; A. W. Robertson sold
100 Westinghouse, holds 800.

credit with

group of

14 banks, to last until April 15, 1956, says statement filed
with N. Y. Stock Exchange. Proceeds presumably will be
used to pay off loans expiring in June and September.

I-T-E Circuit Breaker will vote June 19 on 2-for-l
stock split of 1,000,000 currently authorized shares, of
which 298,364 were outstanding as of Dec. 31.

Servomechanisms

Inc. reports net

income of $98,065

(12.9d a share) on sales of $3,072,993 for quarter ended
March 31 vs. $101,713 (13d) on sales of $2,856,495 corre-

sponding period last year.
Gabriel Co. earned profit of $121,184 (22d a share)
on sales of $5,616,920 for first quarter, compared with $18,908 (2d) on sales of $4,052,494 corresponding 1952 quarter.
Clarostat reports net income of $235,282 (56d a share)
on sales of $5,584,513 for 1952 vs. $316,265 (76d) on sales
of $5,914,310 in 1951.

Erie Resistor reports net income of $450,333 ($1.62 a
share for 1952, compared with $363,292 ($1.31) in 1951.
retired chairman & president of
died Feb. 13, left estate valued at $1,830,904,
according to inventory filed this week in Philadelphia’s

James M. Skinner,

Philco,

who

Registry of Wills. Among stockholdings listed were 7865
shares of Philco valued at $259,000.

11 Electronics Reports: Military will have far greater conin matters of priorities,
trol over electronics industry

—
—

as result of coming rematerials, plant expansion, etc.
organization of mobilization agencies. As of June 10, all
industry divisions and boards in Office of Defense Mo-

—

among them ODM’s electronand the Electronics Production Board.
These groups are the only top policy bodies whose
function it is to weigh essential civilian against military
demands for electronics facilities, when a conflict arises.
Under reorganization plan, broad general policy of meshing military and civilian needs will continue to be vested
in the civilian ODM, but the defense program’s only policymaking electronics experts will be in Defense Dept. This
prospect has already caused concern among some small
manufacturers of specialized electronics equipment for
fear that conflicts over hard-to-get components and parts
might always be adjudicated in favor of the military.
bilization will be disbanded

ics office

Staff of

ODM’s

electronics

— all

office-

—consists of Justin R.

of

whom

will

(Ted) Sypher, Robert
Van Valkenburgh, Walter Campbell. Top-level inter-agency
Electronics Production Board, which has been in quiescent
state pending the reorganization, is headed by Richards
W. Cotton, who returned several months ago to post of
leave June 10

Wm.

asst, to Philco pi’esident
*

Tube industry

*
is still

Balderston.
*

*

plagued by fear of shortages of

nickel and nickel-plated parts in face of record demand
for receiving and picture tubes. Representatives of indus-

meeting in Washington with

NPA,

“TV

program as atomic energy
So said State Dept. International Broadcasting Service TV development officer Richard
W. Hubbell May 12 in testimony before Senate Foreign
Relations subcommittee in New York investigating govt,
information activities. Urging development of strong inis

to our information

is

to our

armed

forces.”

TV service as integral part of overseas information program, Hubbell charged: “TV activities of the
State Dept, have been given a low priority and blocked
[To] put it bluntly, the Department has
at every turn.
been paying lip service to the idea of international TV
while doing virtually nothing about it.”
Foreign TV
audience, he said now runs between 25,000,000 and 35,000,000 people, soon will reach 400,000,000. Russia is planning
to exploit TV to the fullest and is constructing a network
in satellite states which could reach “a large portion of
free Europe,” he warned, adding that the U. S. could operate adequate international TV service for $325,000 a
year, mostly through distribution of film.
ternational

Paving way for large-scale availability of transistors,
industry-military committee will meet June 30 to
adopt electrical specifications and performance standards
for transistors.
Representing industry in meeting with
Army, Navy and Air Force will be RTMA-IRE Joint Electron Tube Engineering Council (JETEC). Uniform specifications for physical dimensions and spacing of leads
have already been adopted.

joint

Western Electronic Show & Convention in San FranAug. 19-21, sponsored by IRE & West Coast Elec-

cisco

estimated 1953
30% over 1952
requirements will be about
Receiving tube
output.
443,000,000, or 20% over last year. Tube makers reported
their suppliers are “pessimistic about being able to maintain present shipments, much less to meet increased requirements.” NPA officials described nickel situation as
“critically short.” Chief E. MacDonald Nyhen of production branch, NPA Electronics Div., presided at meeting
attended by: W. L. Meier, Chatham Electronics; W. P.
Hollis, Federal; G. W. Henyan, GE; J. A. Miller, Machlett; Harold Butterfield & E. C. Meinken, National Union;
A. L. Mcllvaine, Philco; Robert D. Wick, RCA; Wm. Van
Germert, Raytheon; R. F. Marlin & J. J. Sutherlin, Sylvania; R. E. Carlson, Tung-Sol; C. A. Rice, United Electronics; L. G. Jarvis, Western Electric; M. H. Bastian &
Joseph Schlig, Westinghouse.

World’s largest plant devoted exclusively to cathode
ray instruments for science, industry and military applications was dedicated May 12 by Allen B. DuMont Laboratories at 760 Bloomfield Ave., Clifton, N. J.
Instrument
div., under mgr. Rudolf Feldt, began regular production
from new 118,000-sq. ft. factory last month.

Transistorized closed-circuit TV system, RCA’s “TVpriced industrial TV introduced
for first time at next week’s
Chicago’s Conrad Hilton Hotel.
weighs only 4 lbs., and control

Electronic Coil Co., Burbank, Cal., is new company
formed for manufacture of radio frequency coils. Henry
J. Davis, president of Davis Electronics, Burbank, is

try,

demand

for picture tubes at 9,962,000, up

Eye,” described as lowest
to date, is being shown
Electronic Parts Show at
Newly developed camera
unit with transitorized

—

power supply

will be available early in September from RCA
parts distributors and dealers and will be priced “considerably less” than any closed-circuit system now on
market.

“TV-Eye”

Commercial availability of 4 transistor types was announced this week by RCA. “Initial output, running into
thousands of transistors per month,” says announcement,
Now in production are
will be doubled by early fall.
point-contact types 2N32 & 2N33 and junction types 2N34
& 2N35, with list prices ranging from $13.40-$18.40. Meanwhile, du Pont announced development of a new process
for manufacturing pure silicon “opening up a virtually
unlimited source of the element for transistors.” Company
points out that silicon will work over much wider temperature range than germanium.

devices, circuits, computers, airborne
microwaves, servos, telemetering, instrumentatransistors, nuclear-radiation measurements, medical

gation,

electron

electronics,
tion,

electronics, audio.

Britons saw first 12-channel TV tuner recently at
Radio Components Exhibition in London. Manufactured
by Sidney S. Bird Ltd. in anticipation of day when commercial TV will give Britishers a choice of stations, tuner
is controlled by 12 pushbuttons similar in appearance to
those used in pushbutton radios.

founder

—weighs

14 lbs.
Except for vidicon camera tube, all tubes are conventional
receiving types, and standard home receiver is used as
monitor. Engineering products v.p. W. W. Watts said

—

tronic Mfrs. Assn., will include papers on antennas, propa-

&

president; E. K. Setzer, ex-Standard Coil, v.p.

Specifications

for

“civil

defense radio”

— low-cost,
—

mass-produced broadcast band AC-battery set are being
distributed to industry by RTMA. Specifications were prepared by Federal Civil Defense Administration.
for the TV serviceman is compiled in
reference book,
Antennas, Converters & Tuners
by Milton S. Kiver, published by Howard W. Sams & Co.,
Indianapolis (134 pp, $1.50).

Uhf information

UHF

new

Color TV developments will be subject of talk by
GE’s Dr. W. R. G. Baker at 45th annual convention of
National Assn, of Electrical Distributors at Chicago’s Con-

rad Hilton Hotel,

May

25.

Belgium has ordered 2 complete TV studios fi’om Pye
Ltd. of Cambridge, England, for $200,000. Equipment will
operate on 819 or 625 lines Belgium uses both standards

—at

—

flick of a

switch.

Conelrad plan for broadcasting during air alert
cially

went

into

effect

May

15.

offi-

.
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IGNIFICANT CHANGE

S NTSC’s

compatible

color

FCC’s
system

in

toward

attitude
is

reflected

in

2

developments this week: (1) Relaxation of conditions under which experimental color telecasts may be made.
(2)

Announcement that Commission and staff will take
NTSC color next week at RCA’s Prince-

unofficial look at

ton labs.

WNBT, New York, and
permission hitherto withheld to expand color transmission considerably during
Stations had requested this change so
daytime hours.
more time could be devoted to NTSC field tests and to
permit lay public to comment on compatibility. In modifying the 2 stations’ special temporary authorizations
for color tests, Commission laid down these conditions:
(1) Tests may be made only on sustaining programs.
(2) Stations “shall avoid any action that will create the
impression in the minds of the public that the color system being tested has been or will be approved by the
Commission.” Authorization for the tests ends July 31.
Commissioners visiting Princeton May 19 will see same
demonstration shown Congressmen month ago (Vol. 9:16).
Most commissioners are expected to attend, as well as
chief engineer Edward Allen and broadcast bureau chief
Curtis Plummer & asst, chief Joseph Kittner.
a
Sylvania’s experiments with satellite stations in Emporium, Pa. (Vol. 8:25,29) were viewed May 15 by commissioners and staff. Sylvania utilized 2 low-power uhf
transmitters Ch. 82 in heart of town and Ch. 22 on hill
outside town both rebroadcasting signals from WJACTV, Johnstown, with maximum ERP of about 30 watts.
Commissioners viewed pictures at 7 different locations,
comparing signals from the 2 transmitters. Attending
demonstration were all members except Webster and
Sterling, accompanied by broadcast bureau chief Curtis
FCC

Philco’s

this

week gave NBC’s

WPTZ,

Philadelphia,

—
—

Plummer,

TV

facilities div. chief Cyril

engineers Arnold Skrivseth

&

Braum and FCC

Joseph Hanyok.

Senate acts next week on FCC budget. As reported
out by Appropriations Committee, measure carries same
amount of money recommended by President Eisenhower
and passed last month by House (Vol. 9:17) nearly $700,000 more than Commission got last year, with enough
funds earmarked for TV to increase the number of hearing examiner “teams” to 17 from present 12. Amendment
to add another $618,440 to TV processing funds was proposed May 15 by Sen. Johnson (D-Colo.) during Senate
He said this would make possible 40 examiner
debate.
teams enough to clear away entire TV hearing backlog

—

—

by July, 1954.
Nine members have been added

to all-industry

—

com-

name
conducting negotiations with ASCAP
changed at Los Angeles NARTB meeting to All Industry
Local TV Music License Committee (from All Industry TV
Per Program Committee). New members: W. D. Rogers,
KDUB-TV, Lubbock, Tex.; Campbell Arnoux, WTAR-TV,
Norfolk; Philip Lasky, KPIX, San Francisco; Gaines
Kelley, WFMY-TV, Greensboro; Wayne Coy, KOB-TV,
Albuquerque; Jack Harris, KPRC-TV, Houston; Hugh
Terry, KLZ, Denver; Walter Damm, WTMJ-TV, Milwaumittee

Roger Clipp, WFIL-TV, Philadelphia. Chairman is
Dwight Martin, General Teleradio Inc., and old members
continuing are Paul Adanti, WHEN, Syracuse; Nathan
kee;

Lord,

WAVE-TV,

Louisville;

Irving Rosenhaus,

WATV,

G. Richard Shafto, WIS-TV, Columbia, S.C. (CP);
Robert Swezey, WDSU-TV, New Orleans; Robert Thomp-

Newark;
son,

WBEN-TV,

Buffalo.

Compilation of articles on TV’s impact, by leading

and magazine writers, is new 198-p. book, TeleRadio in American Life, edited by Herbert L.

newspaper
vision and
Marx Jr. and published by H. W. Wilson

Co.,

N. Y. ($1.75)

Mayor John MacWherter, of Springfield,
among those filing applications with FCC, for Ch.

111.,

was

2 in that

There were 7 other applications, including 3 by New York investment group filing for Merced,
Cal., Ch. 34; Beckley, W. Va., Ch. 21; Clarksburg, W. Va.,
Ch. 22 same group which asked for stations last week in

city this week.

—

Goldsboro, N. C. and Marshall, Tex. (Addenda 16-R). This
week’s other applications were for LaCrosse, Wis., Ch. 38,
by WMIL, Milwaukee; Harlingen, Tex., Ch. 5, by M. J.
Raymond, cattleman; Wilmington, Del., Ch. 83, by WHAT,
Philadelphia; Cincinnati, Ch. 48, by educational group.
These brought total applications pending to 620, of which
220 are uhf. [For further details about foregoing applications, see TV Addenda 16-S herewith; for complete listings of all post-freeze grants, new stations, applications,
deletions, hearings, etc., see TV Factbook No. 16 with

Addenda

to date.]

between community

Battle

grantee

&

week

this

antenna

and

local

TV

applicants in Asheville, N. C., got even hotter
as court injunction blocked scheduled May 12

referendum on whether wired TV system should be allowed in city (Vol. 9:19). Judge Nettles of Buncombe
County superior court granted injunction at request of
members of management and stockholders of grantee
WISE-TV and TV applicants
& WLOS, joined by
TV-radio repairman H. E. Reynolds & distributor T. T.
Freck. They charged city council didn’t follow proper procedure in passing ordinance calling for vote and that ballot
didn’t give voters adequate information.
Elections board
has appealed injunction to state supreme court.

WWNC

Angry demand for Congressional investigation of “the
machinations of this most un-American body, the FCC”
came this week from Indiana theatre owner Trueman T.
Rembusch, co-chairman of industry-wide Council of Motion Picture Organizations (COMPO), in fiery letter to
Indiana Senators Capehart and Jenner.
What stirred
Rembusch up was Los Angeles-datelined story in May 6
Variety which said FCC attorneys are investigating “legal
aspects with a view to a crackdown to unleash hundreds of
old features now stored in [movie] studio vaults,” with
Comr. Hennock named as “sparkplug” of move.
FCC
legalists this week denied even having heard of any such
move.
Application to build microwave route from Atlanta to
Jackson, Miss., was filed with FCC May 15 by AT&T.
Fourteen hops would be used to span 400 mi., according to
application, and new circuit would provide 2 additional
westbound TV channels, in addition to telephone circuits.
AT&T this week placed in service new 142-mi. coaxial
connecting Little Rock and Memphis, which may be
adapted for TV at later date.

Baseball

TV

restrictions won’t

become

effective this

year, but subcommittee of Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee ended hearings May 12 and is expected to report favorably in about 2 weeks on Sen. Johnson’s bill

permitting major leagues to ban telecasts of
in minor league areas (Vol. 9:12-13,15,17-19).

1396)

(S.

their

games

Another TV-inspired magazine: Fawcett’s new Fight
Magazine, due this summer, “dedicated to boxing and the
fans who have been developed by TV.” Rash of new publications in field, actual or projected, includes Television

Television Age,

Life,

Show,

TV

TV

Stars Parade,

Fan, Inside TV,
World.

TV

Life,

TV

TV

Rev. Antonio Stefanizzi, S.J., appointed by Pope Pius
as director of Vatican radio station, Rev. Filippo Soccorsi
becoming director emeritus. Vatican also plans TV station,

has ordered

RKO

RCA

equipment.

Theatres Corp.

is

considering acquiring

tions or allied businesses,” president Sol. A.

stockholders meeting last week.

“TV

sta-

Schwartz told

EDITOR’S NOTE:

A

strike of

Washington commercial printers has forced

us to publish this issue under unaccustomed circumstances, utilizing offset
process.

Necessarily, we’ve also curtailed coverage

—

but

we

trust our sub-

scribers will bear with us until the local printing situation returns to normal.

COLOR ACTION TO BOIL THIS SUMMER

Another color climax in month or so is definitely
This week, for first time, RCA chairman David Samoff gave date on which
in works.
"
on or before
RCA will file petition with FCC for adoption of compatible system
July 1 " NTSC panel chairmen, meanwhile, have been requested by NTSC chairman Dr.
and it’s expected field
W. R. G. Baker to start preparing their final reports
tests will be concluded next week.
:

—

.

—

Gen. Sarnoff's announcement came May 21 after RCA demonstrated color to
including top executives of many major companies. Earsome 225 patent licensees
lier in week, RCA had given same demonstration to 6 FCC commissioners , 4 top FCC
staff members and Robert L'Heureux, chief counsel of Senate Commerce Committee. All
this week's observers were obviously tremendously impressed
as were House members, NTSC, press, etc. in other recent showings (Yol. 9:16).
,

—

RCA's July 1 date puts pressure on NTSC to wind up affairs by then. There's
no disagreement between RCA and rest of NTSC regarding technical standards.
They
agree on same compatible system , but they disagree on time needed to tie up an airtight package for presentation to FCC.
But process of writing final NTSC report is bound to be slow requiring the
approval of numerous committees, subcommittees, etc.
One experienced member estimates it will take "several months," and he warns of vacations in the offing.
,

Commissioners had their eyes opened at demonstration. All were on hand but
Webster, who is overseas.
Staff observers were Curtis Plummer, Joseph Kittner, Wm.
Boese, Richard Solomon.
All who would comment remarked on "vast improvement." They
have no question about acceptability of pictures shown.
What they want to know now
is possibility of achieving such pictures in the home, at what cost, and with what
stability.
For example, engineering Comr. George Sterling who has always had considerable faith in industry's ability to perfect compatible system, says that he'll
insist on trying color set in his home before he's satisfied system is ready.
Interesting sidelight on color evolution:
CBS's Dr. Peter Goldmark is now
full-fledged member of NTSC, no longer an "observer."
,

" We intend
to maintain our No. 1 position
‘WAR OF THE NETWORKS’
and we have the ingenuity, the manpower and the money to do it. And we mean No.l
in facilities, programs, audience and billings."

NBC’s BIG GUNS

—

IN

:

Thus an NBC spokesman threw down gauntlet to CBS which had NBC family on
tenterhooks this week, to say nothing of its own radio affiliates, after disclosure
that it had launched " raids" on NBC affiliations as part of its successful timeselling and program buildup to make up for ground lost facilities-wise (Vol. 9:20).
One longtime basic NBC affiliate did switch over to CBS this week
WTAR-TV
with WTAR, Norfolk, Va., effective Sept. 27. There's possibility of another, Stromberg-Carlson's WHAM-TV with WHAM, Rochester, N.Y., but it's still far from CBS bag.
NBC's affiliates in one-station TV cities, who were approached by CBS sta,

—
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—

tion relations v.p. Herbert Akerberg, are nearly all taking a wait-&-see attitude
and nobody else would indicate he had any intention of following WTAR's example
pending May 25-26 meetings with NBC hierarchy, headed by Gen. Samoff, who is billed
to talk turkey with them, "frankly, fearlessly and honestly," the spokesman said.
Even WHAM’s veteran manager William Fay said "We haven't made up our minds,
but will sit in as observers and see what's cooking ." Another major affiliate told
us:
"We're not seriously considering quitting NBC and the talks with CBS have been
extremely nebulous. We really have no major problems with NBC."
This latter speaker pretty well reflected the views of the 7 one-station
city affiliates we were able to contact. Relating Akerberg's visit, he asserted no
"special deal" was offered
verifying Akerberg's oft-repeated statement:
"I have
not exceeded a standard deal anywhere."
,

—

Indicating umbrage of some NBC affiliates over the talk of wholesale defections, was statement from Crosley's Bob Dunville this week labeling as erroneous a
published report datelined Hollywood that its TV stations (it owns 4) might switch
Dunville said there have been "no conversations whatsoever with CBS" for at
to CBS.
least 2 years and that "there is no question of Crosley affiliations at this time."
Akerberg, too, vehemently denied the story.
*

*

*

*

NBC is leaning heavily on the Samoff leadership with Niles Trammell back
at station relations
field in which he was past master. The NBC party line is
that "our affiliates are loyal and aren't quitting us for a quick dollar after all
these years of profit and progress under our leadership, particularly in TV."
The CBS appeal rests mainly on its able, smart, trigger-quick administration,
and currently on fact that it has sold nearly as much network TV time as NBC.
Indeed, it claims more, though April PIB figures aren't out yet.
There's no doubt
about its present lead in daytime TV and, besides, it offers to take the AM affiliates into its undisputed No. 1 radio network if the TVs will join.
,

—

—

On the sidelines are ABC and DuMont
the former now backed by the United
Paramount theatre millions, feeling its way slowly, also talking about weaning
affiliates away from other networks and promising big things; DuMont, going up
steadily but not yet a formidable competitor dollar-wise.
*

*

*

*-

At meetings starting May 25 NBC-TV will announce $14,500,000 new business
signed
including return of the Colgate Comedy Hour NCAA football sponsored by
General Motors, other sponsorships that may include one for new Junior Omnibus. It
will disclose that Dave Garroway's 7-9 a.m. Today is 44% sold out as of June 1, putting it 9 % above break-even point.
New sponsor on Today includes an unnamed cigarette account buying 52 weeks

—

,

,

It will stress fact that new stations are coming fast , so that one-station
towns won't enjoy their monopolies over the long pull. Sarnoff's forte, of course,
is his vision
in fact, he's the man who got many of the affiliates into TV. He's
going to show them color at Princeton May 25, tell them the past and future facts of
color life, try to persuade them their best bet is to stick with NBC and thereby enjoy the fruits of RCA's researches and resources.

—

As if to showcase the "long view ," emphasize NBC progressiveness, this week
it announced that pioneer uhf KPTV, Portland, Ore
has been signed to full 2 -year
affiliation
thus, as station relations mgr. Harry Bannister put it, "in a concrete manner demonstrating our faith in the ability of uhf to be a great service."
Trade scuttlebutt, with some justification, has networks spurning uhf affiliations.
.

—

*

*

*

—

,

*

Note
Norfolk area's 2 uhf grantees
WVEC-TV, Hampton (Ch. 15) and WACH,
Newport News (Ch. 33)
lost little time in pitching for NBC affiliation, and one
of them might well get it in view of fact both expect to get on air toward end of
summer and only other vhf allocated to area, Ch. 10, is all tied up in competitive
hearing not even scheduled yet and probably won't be in use for year or more.
:

—

.

-

TAMPA BAY AREA’S
watch for quite a
commercial and/or
ended.
These are

3

-

—

OTHER STARTERS: Add 3 to log of on-the-air stations
and
The count is now 178 in
few more next week and all through June.
test operation, of which 53 started this year and 70 since freeze
the most recent to begin telecasting:

FIRST &

—

first
WSUN-TV, St. Petersburg, Fla (Ch. 38) began test patterns May 16
outlet in populous Tampa Bay area. Like its AM, it's city owned, but it joins ABC,
will operate commercially.
It's RCA equipped. George Robinson is mgr., Weed rep.
.

WBKZ-TV, Battle Creek, Mich (Ch. 64) was to begin programming May 22 after
nearly week testing RCA plant. It's owned by John Lord Booth, scion of the chain
It affiliates with ABC & DuMont.
newspaper family but not connected with newspapers.
Manager is Harry Travis, rep is Weed.
.

KVQS-TV, Bellingham, Wash (Ch. 12) began interim tests May 20 with temporary single-bay antenna of proposed 8-bay. It goes commercial (at $90 per Class A
hour) when full antenna is ready.
It's composite job, using home-built or converted
equipment.
Owner Rogan Jones first claimed he'd built station for only $82,000, but
it probably is costing considerably more.
For joe is U.S. rep, Stovin in Canada.
.

Reported at week's end as just about set to test were KFOR-TV, Lincoln, Neb
WFTV, Duluth, MinrT (Ch. 38)
WDAY-TV, Fargo, N.D (Ch. 6). Also due very
are
and
WAKR-TV,
soon
KMJ-TV, Fresno (Ch. 24)
Akron (Ch. 497
and others
.

(Ch. 10)

I

;

.

;

—

MORE SPEED SOUGHT
FCC wasted no time finalizing Ft. Wayne
initial decision when nobody objected to Examiner Litvin's ruling favoring WKJG over
WGL (Vol. 9:17).
It granted only one additional CP got one turned in
Meanwhile,
Senate fumed over hearing delays but voted FCC extra $300,000 for more examiners
and other personnel, showing it really means to help achieve speed.
FCC, in turn,
showed it's sincere in attempts to streamline hearing procedures (see p. 5).
WKJG got CP for Ch. 33 by special order of Commission when time for filing
exceptions passed with nary a murmur from either WGL or FCC's Broadcast Bureau.
The only other CP went to RGBS, Harlingen, Tex ., on Ch. 4
presaging competition
for XELD-TV, Matamoros, Mex
The CP surrendered was that held by oilman Tom Potter
on Ch. 24 in Austin, Tex.
He told Commission that he couldn't find satisfactory
site, couldn't get proper equipment now, couldn't finish construction by July 20 CP
expiration date. He said he'd concentrate on his CP for WTVT, Chattanooga (Ch. 43).
*
*
*
*
FIRST FINAL DECISION,

:

.

,

—

.

—

Senate vote of extra $300,000 for FCC
bringing its total appropriation
to $7,400,000
featured vigorous lobbying job among colleagues by Sen. Edwin Johnson (D-Colo.) who promoted extra $300,000 for same purpose last year. FCC isn't
assured the funds yet, because House still has to agree
Senate-House conferees
will probably haggle over it next week. Traditionally, the two bodies split their
differences over appropriations bills; this would give FCC extra $150,000.

—

.

But this time there's strong betting that House will go all the way with
Senate, since Congressmen have also heard plenty of squawks from some powerful
broadcaster constituents who are appalled at prospects of waiting 3-4 years for
their hearings to come up. Under FCC's priority system, some of biggest cities with
only one or two stations are near end of list.

House had previously voted enough funds to increase examiners from present
Extra $300,000 would make possible 24
Sen. Johnson had wanted an extra
enough to bring examiner total to 40. But his colleagues cut it down,
$618,440
though Appropriations Committee extended warm invitation to Commission to ask for
more later if it finds it can be spent to advantage.
If Commission gets the money will it be put to work right away?
FCC thinks
so, despite fact it took many months to recruit 6 additional examiners last year,
many more months before examiners were being used efficiently. Commission people
explain that hearing procedures were in such state of flux that more speed wasn't
possible. Now, they say, things are really moving under streamlined procedures.
New examiners and attorneys can be added quickly it's claimed, because
engineering issues have become very minor.
It's expected, therefore, that compe12 to 17.

.

—

,

,

|

.

-

4

-

tent new attorneys with little or no broadcast experience will do a good job
sufficient FCC personnel can't be shifted to TV from other duties.

—

if

How long would it take to clear backlog of applications with larger staff?
Sen. Johnson said that 24 examiners, plus attorneys and engineers to handle their
cases, could do it in about 2 years
He said that FCC Chairman Hyde estimated 250
more applications would be filed in a year in addition to the 600-odd now before the
Commission. Hyde added, incidentally, that FCC can now give 30-day service on all
uncontested applications
regardless of priority position.
*
*
*
*
.

—

Senators weren't concerned only with funds when they quizzed FCC on its TV
handling procedures at May 18 hearing before Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee.
Chairman Hyde outlined new hearing procedures said he believed these alone would
increase speed 25%. He was asked what else would help. He recommended change in
McFarland Act provision isolating commissioners from consultation with staff. He
also said that examiners should be arm of FCC rather than independent.
,

Would commissioners themselves be bottleneck when augmented examiner corps
started funneling decisions to them? Hyde thought not, as long as commissioners get
additional legal-engineering help to do the spadework.
As newest FCC member Comr. Doerfer was asked for his ideas on procedures.
No wallflower, the articulate and vigorous member from Wisconsin had these points:
which holds up CPs, should be reexamined. He
(1) The "protest" procedure
said that only legitimate reason for protest is injury to public, not the economic
injury to applicants. Present law, he said, "lays too much emphasis on the equity
of the individual, not enough on public interest."
(2) "Commission should be given more leeway in choosing between two wellqualified applicants." As against the minutiae and delays of hearings, he favored
something approaching flip-of-the-coin.
(3) Like Hyde, he objected to "insulation of commissioners from hearing
examiners." He said that Wisconsin Public Service Commission, which he had headed,
would have been hopelessly bogged down if it hadn't consulted with examiners
,

,

(4) Priority lists should be revised
colleagues before making suggestions.

,

but he said he'd consult with his FCC

Priority of hearings is becoming hot subject and pressures for revision of
FCC's system continue to increase. Anxious applicants from larger 1-station or 2station markets and cities with no post-freeze stations contend priority list has
outlived its usefulness because of post-freeze stations and CPs. City of Augusta ,
Ga. this week petitioned FCC to change priorities, said Commission is unfair in
scheduling hearings in such cities as Chattanooga and Mobile which now have stations or CPs, before cities such as Augusta, which have neither.
City of Augusta offered new priority system which would give top billing to
group of cities now numbered 19-79 in Group A-2
FCC may be difficult to convince.
During this week's Senate quiz. Chairman Hyde said that continuous change in priorities, stemming from advent of post-freeze stations, "would result in chaos."
,

,

.

Senators want to learn still more about procedures, asked FCC to return,
probably some time next week.

Zenith’s quest for Ch. 2 in Chicago came to
complicated climax in Court of Appeals in Washington May 20. Zenith had requested court to stop
CBS from shifting WBBM-TV from Ch. 4 to Ch. 2
until court decided whether FCC was justified in
throwing out Zenith's claim that Ch. 2 should be
awarded only after comparative hearing open to
any applicant (Vol. 9:15, 17). Court comprising
Judges Stephens, Prettyman and Bazelon, did stop
the shift, but said FCC could permit temporary
operation on Ch. 2 now, “if it be so minded,” by
one of 4 ways: (1) CBS and Zenith jointly “under
trusteeship or otherwise"; (2) CBS, leasing Zenith

Ch. 2 equipment; (3) Zenith alone; (4) CBS alone.
Then, court will hear merits of entire case, possibly this fall. If FCC and CBS win, CBS gets the
channel. If Zenith wins, a regular comparative
hearing will be conducted by FCC and winner will
get channel. FCC immediately asked CBS and
Zenith to file applications by May 27 for STA on
Ch. 2 under conditions of court order, respond to
each other’s applications by June 3. Court was
confused, understandably, and assumed that comparative hearing, if it comes, would be limited to
Zenith and CBS. Zenith has been contending that
anyone can file for the channel.

wasn’t kidding Senate when Chairman Hyde
it is cutting corners to hasten grants (see
Late May 22 it issued following amendp. 3).
ments to processing procedures:
“Where an application upon which processing
has been temporarily suspended because of mutually exclusive applications becomes unopposed
or where a new application is filed in place of the
several competing applications and the applicant
formed by such a merger is composed of substan-

CC

Fsaid

same parties

as the parties to the original application or applications, the remaining
application may be available for consideration on
its merits by the Commission at a succeeding
regular meeting as promptly as processing and
review by the Commission can be completed."
Amendment is effective on publication in
Only
Federal Register, probably next week.
Comr. Hennock dissented. It applies only to cases
in which hearing hasn’t yet started. It means
simply that if an applicant becomes uncontested,
through dropout of competition, merger, etc.,
FCC will hasten to grant it if it’s qualified. Presumably, two applicants can merge on a Tuesday,
get grant at next day’s meeting.
Another important move of Commission, as
reported to Senate by Hyde, is the “hearing umbrella.” From now on, if contestants in a hearing
merge or all but one drop out, remaining applicant is immune to new competition, will be granted
if qualified.
New policy involves no amendment
of rules.
A third technique under consideration is “cutoff date.” This would prevent new applicant from
jumping on an old one after specified period such
as 30-60 days. After that period, old applicant
could be granted whenever FCC got to it.
Now it’s safer to make such moves as were
accomplished in Portland, Ore. and Phoenix this
tially the

week. Portland’s KGW and KOIN, previously
hearing competitors for Ch. 6, got together in
agreement permitting KGW to purchase 50% of
KOIN while dropping own application. Portland
Oregonian will sell KGW, which once held CP for
TV but dropped it. In Phoenix, KOOL & KOY
amended to share Ch. 10, lining them up for
grants.

TV

First college to shun football
“controls"
of National Collegiate Athletic Assn, is Harvard,
which said flatly this week it won’t go along this
year with NCAA’s 1953
program( Vol. 9:18,20).
Although 12 other colleges voted against plan,'
Harvard is first to refuse to abide by it. School’s
action prompted student newspaper to speculate
that other Ivy League colleges might follow suit.

TV

Organized baseball’ s own tussle with TVcontinued
week when N.Y. Yankees conducted experimental TV “blackout” of New York area for night
game. Although gate attendance was up 5000 over
corresponding game last year, even club officials
admitted such an experiment is “inconclusive.”
this

time for FCC to consider CP
days to 30 was approved by House
May 19, now goes to Senate where quick concurrence is expected. Also passed by House was
H.R. 4557, removing requirement for CP for Govt.,
amateur & mobile stations, and permitting FCC to
waive requirement for CP for all other stations if
it finds that “the public interest, convenience, or
necessity would be served thereby”: and H.R. 4559,
Extension

protests from

of

1

5

making first violations of Communications Act
misdemeanor, instead of felony. All 3 measures
were requested by FCC.

Personal Notes:

Neal McNaughten

,

NARTB

engineer-

ing director, joins RCA enginee ring products dept.
June 1 in newly established post of administrator
of broadcast market planning section, reporting to
gen. sales mgr. A.R. Hopkins he joined NARTB
Jan. 1, 1948, coming from FCC where he had
worked for 7 years, last 3 as chief of
allocations section; his successor at NARTB hasn't been
selected.
.E. C. Pa ge, head of Washington consulting engineering firm, and Vir g inia Erwin registered engineer and junior partner in his firm,
were to be married May 24 in Gadsden, Ala.,
;

AM

.

,

of bride’s parents; W.W. Watts RCA Victor
boyhood friend of Mr. Page, will be best man.
Mrs. Page will retire from professional life.
E. J. Staubitz has retired from Blaw-Knox, will
handle limited amount of tower consulting work

home

.

v.p.,

.

.

from office at 204 Tennyson Ave., Pittsburgh.
Mortimer C. Watters gen. mgr. of WCPO-TV,
Cincinnati, named chairman of DuMont Network
station advisory committee.
Frank Cleaver
film writer -producer named NBC-TV west coast
program director, filling vacancy caused by
Norman Blackburn
Soren M. Munkhof
exprogram director, WOW, Omaha, named mgr. of
.

.

,

.

.

,

,

.

.

.

,

newly authorized Ch. 13 outlet in Rockford,

111.

(Vol. 8:19), starting plans not yet indicated; he
has set up offices at 815 Rockford Trust Bldg
Louis A. Ru ppel, ex-CBS v.p., ex-editor of Collier’s, has purchased Mill Valley (Cal.) Record,
tri-weekly, which he’s now operating.
Tom
Ewing, ex -KING, Seattle, named production mgr.,
new KIMA-TV, Yakima, due on air in July.
Dorothy Kemble MBS, elected pres., American
Women in Radio & TV. Jules Herbuveaux asst,
gen. mgr. of
& WMAQ, Chicago, gets 1953
award of Chicago Unlimited as “man of achievement in the field of TV".
James Parks exSearle & Parks Inc., now dissolved, joins KNBH,
Los Angeles, as sales mgr.
Robert M. Husse y,
from Young fe Rubicam Hollywood office, to N.Y.
to supervise TV -radio programs of GE appliances
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

,

WNBQ

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

Paramount Pictures controls DuMont, FCC
reiterated this week in decision on DuMont’s petition for reconsideration of original decision holding that control exists (Vol. 9:7,11). Major effect
of decision is to limit the companies to total of 5
TV stations between them rather than 5 each.

DuMont owns WABD, New York; WTTG, Washington; WDTV, Pittsburgh. Paramount owns KTLA,
Los Angeles.
Commission gave substantially
same reasons as before, holding that Paramount’s
substantial stockholdings and DuMont’s by-laws
put Paramount in position to veto any proposed
actions of DuMont withwhichit disagrees. Comrs.
Hyde and Sterling dissented as before. DuMont
hasn’t decided whether it will appeal to courts.

NTSC

color field tests are in full swing (see
were experiments at Sylvania’s
Bayside, L. I. laboratories May 5-8, then last week
in Chicago with Motorola and Zenith equipment,
then this week at Philco in Philade lphia. Next week
there will be non-broadcast co-channel lab tests
at RCA in Princeton.
These are expected to wind
up all field tests.

There

p. 1).

AB-PT

president Leonard Goldenson appardim view of subscription TV taken by
RCA’s Gen. Sarnoff (SeeSpecial Report, Vol. 9:18).
In response to question about potential of pay-asyou-see TV at May 19 annual stockholders meetently shares

ing,

he said:

family

to

“You will not get the women

pay money for staying at home."

of the

-

ARD-HIT GE,

going into 8th week of strike at
electronics plant and unable to deliver
old
or quote firm delivery dates on new,
is reported losing considerable transmitter business to its competitors. Pace of shipments from
other major manufacturers to new stations continues at fair rate, and equipment business with
established stations is reported substantial.
DuMont shipped no new plants this week, but
next week is sending transmitter to KMMT, Austin, Minn. (Ch. 6); in early June will ship to KIVA,
Yuma, Ariz. (Ch. 11); mid-June to WMAZ-TV,
Macon, Ga. (Ch. 13); latter June to KRBC-TV,
Abilene, Tex. (Ch. 9); July 1, KOOK-TV, Billings,
Mont. (Ch. 2).
RCA ships 10-kw unit to KEYT, Santa Barbara, Cal. (Ch. 3) week of May 25, when delayed
shipments of 2-kw to KRDO- TV, Colorado Springs
(Ch. 13) and KTVH, Hutchinson, Kan. (Ch. 12) are
also due to go out— and possibly a 10-kw to KYTV,
Springfield, Mo. (Ch. 3).
Uhf transmitter to
WDAK-TV, Columbus, Ga. (Ch. 28) has been delayed to early June, and in lieu thereof RCA shipped
one this week to WTVP, Decatur, 111. (Ch. 17) and
week of May 25 is to ship to WCAN-TV, Milwaukee (Ch. 25) and WATR-TV, Waterbury, Conn.
(Ch. 53).

HSyracuse
orders

continuing survey of upcoming new
were reports received this week:
WKJF-TV, Pittsburgh (Ch. 53) has RCA transmitter on hand, but will not make previously reported May debut (Vol. 9:12) because of strikecaused delay in delivery of GE antenna. Antenna
has been ordered from another manufacturer and
“we should get on the air with a test pattern the
latter part of June”, reports F. G. Raese, mgr.
Rep has not yet been chosen.

our

In

stations, these

WAKR-TV, Akron (Ch. 49), previously reporting spring debut with RCA equipment (Vol.
9:9), reports delay in delivery of tower, promised
for latter May. “We do not want to set any definite date for commencement of operations, until
we are sure that we can meet it,” says S. Bernard
Berk, president. Weed will be rep.
Network Accounts: Colgate -Palmolive -Peet will
sponsor Colgate Comedy Hour again next fall on
NBC-TV, Sun. 8-9 p.m., thru Sherman & Marquette signing for reported $6,500,000 for 35 programs — up almost $ 1,000,000 over cost for last
year's 39 programs; summer replacement again
this year, starting July 21, will be hour version of
The Big Payoff, which also continues on CBS-TV,
American Oil Co buys
Mon.-Fri. 3-3:30 p.m.
new Ed Murrow program Person to Person, starting Oct. 2 on CBS-TV, Fri. 10:30-11 p.m., thru
Hazel Bishop Inc (cosmetics buys
Joseph Katz.
co-sponsorship with Toni Co. of Your Big Moment,
starting May 26 on DuMont, alt. Tue. 8-8:30 p.m.,
and reportedly will sponsor Candid Came ra, starting July 6 on NBC-TV, Mon. 9-9:30 p.m., thru
Admiral to sponsor collegeRaymond Spector.
pro All-Star Football Game Aug. 14 on DuMont,
Fri. 9:30 p.m. to closing, thru Erwin, Wasey.
Atlantic Refining Co, & Miller Brewing Co to cosponsor 12 New York Giants professional football
games, and Atlantic to sponsor 6 Philadelphia
Eagles and Pittsburgh Steelers games next fall
on DuMont; agency for Atlantic is N.W. Ayer, for
Commercial
Miller it's Mathisson & Assoc.
Solvents Cor p. (chemicals) buys Red Barber
sports program, starting Sept. 12 on CBS-TV,
Sat. 6:15-6:30 p.m. or 6:45-7 p.m. thru Fuller &
,

.

.

.

.

.

.

)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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WILK-TV, Wilkes-Barre (Ch. 34), originally
announced for February, then for April and for
June (Vol. 8:43, 9:6,12), is waiting for GE transmitter delivery. Studios have been completed and
“transmitter building with related film equipment,
switching equipment, etc., is also ready to go,”
writes managing director Thomas P. Shelburne.

Avery-Knodel will be rep.
WPMT, Portland, Me. (Ch.

53) is

now

build-

on air Aug. 31 with RCA equipment, reports chief owner Frank S. Hoy, who operates WLAM, Lewiston. This week, Hoy appointed
George E. Curtis Jr., ex- administrative asst, to
Gov. Cross, as station mgr. Everett- McKinney
will be rep.
WNOK-TV, Columbia, S.C. (Ch. 67) originally announced for Jan. 1, then moved to Februing, plans to get

ary, later to April, then latter May, now “will not
commence testing [with DuMont equipment until
sometime in July”, reports gen. mgr. H. Moody
McElveen Jr. Raymer will be rep.
WCNO-TV, New Orleans, La. (Ch. 32) plans
to order DuMont equipment, reports gen. mgr.

Stanley Ray, and is “proceeding rather slowly in
order not to make any mistakes, and we do not
anticipate an ‘on the air date’ until after the first
of the year.” Rep not yet chosen.
KFSA-TV, Fort Smith, Ark. (Ch. 22) has
changed target to June 20 from previously reported May debut (Vol. 8:50; 9:4,17) because of

GE

delays in delivery of

equipment, reports mgr.

Weldon Stamps. Pearson will be rep.

KETX, Tyler, Tex. (Ch. 19) says GE strike
hasn’t affected shipment of transmitter but is
concerned whether tubes will be available from
Schenectady. “Unless something unforeseen happens, we will have test patterns in June with commercial by July 15," reports owner Jacob A. Newborn

Jr.

WBUF-TV,

Buffalo (Ch. 17) has rescheduled
target date to July 15 from previously reported
June 15 (Vol. 9:11), reports Gary L. Cohen, exec,
v.p. Ernest Rety, ex-WXEL and WJBK, has been
appointed chief engineer. H-R Television Inc.
will be rep.

Du Pont to move Cavalcade of
Smith & Ross.
America, starting Sept. 29, from NBC-TV, alt.
Wed. 8:30-9 p.m., to ABC-TV, Tue. 7:30-8 p.m.,
and fnay become participating sponsor of Omnibus
.

next

CBS-TV, Sun. 5-6:30

on

fall

.

p.m.,

thru

General Mills (Wheaties) to move Lone
Ranger, starting June 13, from ABC-TV, Thu.

BBDO.

.

.

7:30-8 p.m., to CBS-TV, Sat. afternoon, thru
General Electric to
Dancer -Fitzgerald -Sample
alternate Bing Crosby, Fred Waring & GE Film
Theatre next fall on CBS-TV, Sun. 9-9:30 p.m.,
thru BBDO.
General Foods (Swans Down flour &
Sanka coffee) to sponsor filmed Earn Your Vaca.

.

.

.

.

summer replacement

for Our Miss Brooks
Fri. 9:30-10 p.m., thru Young &
Rubicam.
Gulf Oil Corp to sponsor live drama
series as summer replacement for Life of Riley,
starting July 3 on NBC-TV, Fri. 8:30-9 p.m., thru
Camel reported buying I’ve
Young & Rubicam.
Got A Secret next fall on CBS-TV, alt. Thu. 10:30Westin g house drops
11 p.m., thru Wm. Esty.
Meet Betty Furness after June 25 on CBS-TV,
tion as

on CBS-TV,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Thu. 11:15-11:30 a. m., thru McCann- Erickson.
S ponsorship will be limited to 2 advertisers
for Ford Foundation’s Junior Omnibus, aimed
at outlining future careers for young persons
8-16, starting in September on NBC-TV, Sundays, 3:30-4 p.m.
.

.

.

(

.

TV set manufacturers are frankly disappointed
UNEXPECTED SOFTNESS IN UHF SET SALES
Not that they've been unduly low
with the pace of uhf -vhf receiver sales so far
but to date they've fallen far behind set makers' expectations.
Most set makers had anticipated that vhf-uhf combinations would account for
8 months after first commercial uhf
at least 50% of their production by this time
station went on air in Portland. As it is today, the 2-way sets are about 30 % of
though the mix varies greatly with brand.
the output of many major manufacturers
"
Heavy liquidations" and "plenty of deals" in vhf-uhf receivers are freely
predicted before new fall lines appear. Already, on retail level, some dealers are
throwing in uhf strips and even continuous tuners at no extra charge over vhf-only.
What's to blame ? We talked to a number of set and tuner makers this week,
and these are their explanations for the slower-than-expected movement of uhf sets:
Of the 34 uhf stations
(1) Availability of vhf signal in most uhf areas
now on air, all but 5 are within 75 mi. of one or more vhf stations, and 24 of them
are within 60 mi. of vhf transmitters.
on
at this stage of the game
(2) Lack of heavy network programming
many of the uhf stations
(3) Low power and early "bugs " in uhf starters.
Manufacturers hope for shot in
(4) Fewer big-city uhf starts than expected
the arm with uhf debuts due soon in Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Kansas City, Buffalo.
(5) Poorly trained servicemen have given uhf bad name in some areas.
:

—

.

—

—

.

—

—

.

*

*

*

*

Manufacturers made no mention of course, of the relatively poor sensitivity
of some uhf sets as compared with today's vhf receivers.
But they did agree that
there's room for improvement and it's being made very rapidly.
Evolution of uhf tuners has already been amazing in the short 8 months since
Portland
through new tubes, better crystals, improved circuitry.
One major set
and converter maker says the noise level of his tuner is now about 8 db as compared
to 12-15 db in his early "Portland model". And manufacturers generally agree that
progress in improving uhf receivers has been far beyond strides made in vhf at the
same stage of the game.
,

—

,

Fact that uhf is moving slower than anticipated hasn't soured manufacturers
not in the least. Although they may have been overopt imistic, uhf is still
a very important part of their business
and all those we queried said they plan to
put much bigger promotional push behind vhf-uhf sets in new fall lines. Syl vania
TV-radio gen. mgr. J. K. McDonough goes so far as to predict that within a year all
of his company's output may well be all-channel sets.
*
*
*
*
on it

—

,

Fall lines will display some new gimmicks in uhf tuning
And virtually
every major man ufacturer will offer sets that will get all 82 channels
although
many will also continue to plug strips and "matchboxes" as a customer option.
Simplicity of tuning is byword and manufacturers are constantly seeking
ways to make uhf tuning as easy as vhf
Strip tuning accomplishes this objective,
but it limits the number of uhf channels which can be tuned. Standard Coil's 82 channel detent-type tuning unit (Vol. 9:9) is one approach to the problem, but there
is considerable disagreement in the trade as to whether it's simple enough.
Standard's new tuner is now in pilot production most set manufacturers have
been sampled, and full scale output is slated in about a month. Whether it will be
incorporated in any fall TV lines is still unknown.
Continuous tuners will appear in greater numbers than ever, some of them
modified in attempt to achieve that much-sought-after simplicity. Mallory is ex.

,

.

,

-

7

-

—

.

-
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pected to offer "semi-detent" type continuous tuner, which clicks into place for
Ch. 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 & 80, using fine-tuning control for channels in between.
In most new TV set models
vhf & uhf tuners will be combined into one mechanical unit working from same shafts and knobs. Some set manufacturers used this
approach in 1953 models, and most of the others ar9 expected to follow suit.
,

,

—

PARTS MARKET CONTINUES STEADY, RELIABLE
No shouting from rooftops
but certainly
no crying the blues
That pretty well summarizes impression of moderation and quiet
optimism about current TV-radio-electronics parts business we took away from 1953
Electronic Parts Show this week in Chicago’s Conrad Hilton Hotel after exhaustive
rounds of 272 booths & suites and talks with key figures among estimated 10,000 manufacturers and jobbers who came to talk things over and see what’s new in the trade.
Sixty-one more exhibitors were present this year than last, with increase
made up largely of new companies breaking into TV parts field. Uhf equipment was
focal point of emphasis (for story of uhf markets & equipment, see p. 7), though
antennas, boosters, rotors, etc. for every reception situation were exhibited.
Lot of looking but very little buying marked show, only newer and smaller
companies soliciting business. As one old-line company spokesman put it:
"We don't
expect to write orders here.
Our distributors' sales structure is all set up. We
just use the show for exhibition purposes, make contacts, then write orders later."
Nearly everyone we contacted said their civilian business particularly TV,
was good but that there was still room for improvement which they confidently hoped
would be manifested in fall pickup. Though some distributors report money is growing a little tighter, especially among service companies, this is offset by generally healthy condition of distributor inventories
"
The TV-radio parts manufacturer is operating in a steady, reliable market ,"
said Matt Little president of Quam-Nichols and chairman of RTMA's parts div.
"And
I believe it's a market which will go up gradually
I'd estimate conservatively that
the average parts manufacturer's business should go up by 20 % this year over 1952.
:

.

,

,

,

.

"

Business is particularly good today when you compare it with last year at
this time. Then the parts man had many problems
materials shortages, uncertainty
about controls, Korea.
In short, Washington was in our business too much

—

.

"

Today we don't have those problems
We can get all the materials we need
and use; nickel, tungsten, cobalt, steel
they're all available. Controls in all
forms have gone. And I haven't had to go to Washington for some time.
"
Don't get me wrong
A summer slump is ineviBusiness isn't tremendous
table, as in past years, but I think fall business this year will be better than
last.
I base that belief on several factors.
New TV markets, of course. The second set and replacement markets are definitely here.
I have such great confidence
in TV's future that I believe 10,000,000 sets will be bought annually by 1955 ."

—

.

.

.

Same sort of optimism but a little less so, came from distributors spokesman L_ _^_:_Cala^aras, exec. v.p. of 350-member National Electronic Distributors Assn.
Saying current sales of independent parts jobbers are slightly above last year, even
better in new TV areas, Calamaras sees $1 billion volume for parts jobbers by 1956
,

'

:

.

"
I think the only complaint we distributors have right now is the seasonal
fluctuation," Calamaras said.
"It was once thought that TV would eliminate the seasonal dips and peaks which parts jobbers had experienced in the radio years, but now
it is evident that TV shows the same fluctuations."
*
*
*
*

TV manufacturers this week reported business tapering off , as usual at this
time of year, with dealers buying only their hand-to-mouth needs; similarly, distributors indicated TV business is "quiescent."
TV set production totaled 134,000 units (10,940 private label) week ended
May 15, year's 19th week. This is up from 126,905 preceding week and 133,240 week
ended May 1.
Increase halted 4 straight weeks of declining production.
Radio production was 285,707 (146,320 private), up from 279,244 week ended
May 8. Week's radios: 69,339 home, 47,243 portable, 33,840 clock, 135,285 auto.

.

-

Topics & Trends of TV Trade: Recent community antenna
developments, reported by Jerrold president Milton
Shapp in press conference at Chicago parts show
this week:
Williamsport, Pa. system, operated by Jerrold
and financed by J. H. Whitney investment organization, now has 1346 subscribers; Fairmont, W. Va.
system, also combined Jerrold- Whitney operation,
began May 18. And there are other recentlycompleted systems in T rinidad, Colo. Ft. Madison,
la.;
Burlington, Montpelier & Springfield, Vt.;
Clarksburg, W. Va. Soon to be completed are
hookups in Ventnor, N. J.; Charlottesville, Va.;
Walla Walla, Wash.; Guelph, Ont., Canada.
Jerrold also introduced new $250 uhf converter (Model 503HU) for community antenna systems.
It’s divided into 2 units— a converter-mixer head
pre-set to desired uhf channels, mounting at antenna
top, and crystal-controlled oscillator unit which
may be placed anywhere in building.
;

9
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ISCONSIN’S Gov. Kohler applied this week for
Milwaukee’s non-commercial Ch. 10, fulfilling
promise to compete with applicant Milwaukee
Board of Vocational & Adult Education (Vol. 9:20)
— and thereby posed fundamental problem of
whether state or community agency should have

priority in applying for educational channels.
Accompanying the application was letter from
Kohler declaring that state, not subdivision thereof,
should be dominant. Kohler was supported by
Wisconsin attorney general Vernon W. Thomson,
who wrote FCC that “pendency of application of
Milwaukee Board and State of Wisconsin for the
same channel is incompatible,” opined state’s application “takes precedence.”
Educational TV leaders admit they’ve taken
no formal position on legal issue involved — mainly
because question has never arisen before. Some
say privately question differs in each state, depending on powers of State Commissioner of

Education.
*

#

#

#

Philco claims its convention in Atlantic City,
June 7-10, bringing together all distributors plus
some 7500 dealers, will be biggest convention ever
held by a single company. Distributors from 10
foreign countries, some 65 in number, will also
attend — Canada, England, Italy, Venezuela, Mexico,
Cuba, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru. Philco
International pres. Sydney Capell says tremendous
interest is being shown in Central and South America in American-made T Vs, with their 19 operating
and 17 upcoming stations on tap in Latin Ame rica.
Even the European market is building up, he said,
with telecasts expected next year in Spain, and with
Switzerland and Holland expected to follow.
Strike threat against

RCA

Victor disappeared

when 7200 Camdenplant employes voted
6-to-30£ hourly wage increases. Some
5300 employes at RCA plants in Cincinnati, Los
Angeles & Moorestown, N. J. are expected to follow
this week
to accept

On another

labor front. Federal mediation
at GE’s 2 electronics
plants in Syracuse, while walkout at GE’s Scranton
tube plant went through 6th week, with no settlesuit.

was begun

ment

in

7-week strike

in sight.

Distributor Notes: RCA Victor Distributing
Corp. transfers Buffalo gen. mgr. Earl Hart to
similar post in Kansas City.
Southern E quip ment
Co. (Philco), San Antonio, elects E. E. Edge president; L. A. Fulenwilder Jr. replaces Edge as
.Greber Distributors Inc. (Motorola),
sales mgr.
Baltimore, announces resignation of v.p. Joseph
Greber, who’ll form own distributorship in Washington.
.DuMont appoints Yaou Radio Mfg. Co.,
Tokyo, in further expansion into export market;
names Central Distributing Co., Billings, Mont.
(Robert Williams, pres.).
.Raytheon names Union
Supply Co., Davenport, la.
.Crosley Atlanta promotes George H. B rodnax to sales mgr., replacing
Foster Davis, resigned.
.Olympic appoints
Milmar Inc., Cleveland; Eagle Distributors Inc.,
Denver; Southwestern Distributors Inc., Kansas
City; Russell Distributing Co., St. Petersburg,
Fla.; Mid-American Auto Parts, Peoria, 111.
Trav-Ler announces resignation of Joseph
Rembaum as gen. mgr. of Boston factory branch.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Gesture of conciliation in Milwaukee came
day after Kohler’s application, when William F.
Rasche, Milwaukee Vocational Board director,
wrote Kohler asking his help in obtaining CP for
Milwaukee Board. In exchange, Rasche wrote, he
would give station to state for incorporation in
proposed statewide network when latter is
established.

On more harmonious level this week, Dr.
Milton Eisenhower president of Penn State College
and outspoken advocate of educational TV (Vol.
8:46), told Pennsylvania Assn, of Broadcasters
convention that commercial and educational TV
could and should be complementary. He praised
NARTB’s position of not opposing educational TV
(Vol. 9:19), said educational TV will add to total
set ownership, “thus paving the way for a highly
desirable addition to the commercial audience."
,

Donald H. Kunsman elected v.p. of
Service Co. in charge of consumer products
service div.; Gerald W. Pfister mgr. of field administration, elected treas. & controller.
E. C
Buurma resigns as asst, to E. H. Cahill. RCA
Service Co. president, to join National Adv. Co.,
Waukesha, Wis., affiliated with Minnesota Mining
& Mfg. Co.
Robert Bag gs resigns as asst, to
RCA Victor consumer products v.p. to join RCA
distributor in New Orleans; he’s succeeded by
Trade Personals:

RCA

.

.

.

.

.

.

Louis J Collins ex-Capehart-Farnsworth.
Bruce L. Birchard ex- Zenith, joins Hoffman Radio as mgr. of patent dept., and Burt Dorris appointed to newly created post of western sales
mgr.
Dr. C. S. Sze gho. Rauland research di.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

named v.p. in charge of research. .AT
Friedman Olympic Radio sales v.p., elected director.
Len Cohen ex-Jewel Radio, named De
Wald sales mgr succeeding Burt Joel, resigned.
Elmer B, Freeman ex-Reliance Distributors,
Syracuse, named Admiral New England sales
mgr., replacing I. R. Hughes now Capehart Fort
Wayne mgr.; T ohn G. McDevitt ex-Crosley, named
Admiral Kansas City mgr., succeeding Char les F
Gill now Washington mgr.
rector,

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

,

,

.

.

,

.

Vice Admiral Carl F. Holden, 58, U.S.N. ret.,
president of Federal Telecommunications Laboratories Inc. (IT& T), died May 18 in Naval Hospital,
St. Albans, Queens, N.Y.

Rear Adm. Joseph R. Redman (ret.), Western
Union v.p. and World War II director of naval
communications, elected pre sident, Armed Forces
Communications Assn.
Vice presidents are
AT&T’s Vernon B. Bagnall and the communications chiefs of the 3 armed services — Rear Adm.
Wm. B. Ammon (Navy), Maj. Gen. George I. Back
(Signal Corps), Brig. Gen. Gordon A. Blake (USAF).

-

Telecasting Notes: Add high cost of TV station operation: Film shipping costs, including railway and
air express, average $174.79 per week on 87 stations responding to survey conducted by NARTB
employer -employe relations v.p. Dick Doherty;
23 man-hours per station per week are involved
in the in-&-out handling.
Film shipping charges
run so high, especially for small stations, that
some are demanding that the distributor either
pay the freight or split costs; Billboard notes that
KFDA-TV, Amarillo, must pay $12.96 for New
.

.

York 2-way expressage has joined with other sta,

(WTOP-TV, Washington; WAGA-TV, Atlanta;
WJTV, Jackson, Miss.)in seeking to reverse prac-

tions

Progress report from
ABC 20 new shows already lined up for fall season, including filmed series with Danny Thomas
and Ray Bolger; accent will be on films.
CBS Hollywood ’s Television City (Vol. 9:20) has upped
network originations to 1 6 weekly with 3 each Thu.
tice of

station

paying.

.

.

:

.

.

& Fri.; besides multiple auditions, it's now also
network’s center for film and kinescope editing.
Red Skelton going over to CBS -TV under exclusive
.“ From the channels to the boards" is.
contract.
transition of The Chess Game, which won acclaim
on NBC -TV’s Kraft Theatre last February, is now
headed for Broadway stage with John Golden producing; author is Robert Howard Lindsay, who’s
doing stage adaptation with Edmund Rice, writer
with J. Walter Thompson Co.
.

.

.

FM~once the “white hope” of
broadcaster s — is just about over.
Only major operation left is KCMO-FM, Kansas
City, now that broadcasts to transit vehicles have
been discontinued in recent weeks by 3 major
operators- KXOK-FM, St. Louis; WKRC-FM, CinMedium was
cinnati; WWDC-FM, Washington.
extremely effective, but its proponents give these
reasons for its demise: (1) Big operating “nut” —
fixed payments to transit company, besides substantial expenses of receiver installation and
maintenance. (2) Too few markets to attract
heavy national advertising. At peak there were
21 operations. Failure to expand is attributed to
years of litigation which deterred potential operTransit proponents finally
ators from starting.
won, after going all the way to Supreme Court—
Era

of transit

struggling

FM

came too late to enable medium to recover momentum. Chances of rebirth in visible
future are considered nil. KXOK-FM dropped FM

but victory

WKRC-FM
WWDC-FM

AM

duplicate
will continue separate
schedule (at extremely low card rate) for substantial home audience and will retain background
music service for restaurants, etc Though transitcasts generated violent protests from small
segment of public operator s feel that every major
market in country would have had a transit
system had it not been for depressing effects of
long litigation. Ironically, FCC was preparing
sooner or later to put official stamp of approval on
the service by writing new rules covering it. But,
as one ex-transitcaster wrote ruefully this week:
“I still don’t see why we didn’t make millions.”
altogether;
schedule;

plans

to

.

,

FM

Note to management; We have dossiers on
several more top-level TV- radio executives, experienced in networks and stations and willing to
go to new posts— some also able to invest in TV
properties. We’ll supply names to bona fide inquirers, if suggested opportunities seem to fit the
right person. Note: Television Digest does not
operate an employment agency, is simply offering
this service for a selected few persons well
known to us who are seeking new connections.

10
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ounty-by-county

ownership

of

tvs

as of

1953, with total families and percentages
C May
TV homes, are
1,

estimated in tabulation by CBS

of

Research contained in 48-p. booklet titled U.S.
Television Ownership by Counties, released this
week and available on request from Oscar Katz,
director of research, CBS, 485 Madison Ave.,N.Y.
It’s a valuable addition to the TV ownership
data heretofore issued only by NBC Research (by
coverage areas of NBC-TV affiliates) and by J.
Walter Thompson Co. (by U.S. Census Bureau
metropolitan market areas). Stations, advertising
people and TV set makers and distributors alike
will find

it useful.
“Until recently," says CBS,

“set ownership
primarily on the basis of
markets — the markets around individual stations.
But now a more detailed and current tally can be
made so that TV’s coverage can be examined in
relation to the marketing areas of advertisers.
Thus the set ownership breakdown is designed as
.”
a marketing tool.
Foreword of booklet explains how estimates
were projected from April 1, 1950 census and
Nielsen Coverage Service study of May 1952.
Counties are classified as “old" and “new" TV
counties — former being those in which TV signals
were received from pre-freeze stations, latter
from post-freeze stations. Inareas where noTV is
receivable as yet, counties are bunched together
(viz., Montana, 194,000 families, 250 TVs in all
counties).
There are also state-by-state and
geographic area totals.

has been

reported

.

Ten applications for new stations this week
included one from CBS for Ch. 5 in Boston, augur
ing stiff competition, and first 3 to come from
Alaska. Applying for Ch. 2 in both Anchorage and
Fairbanks is company including Keith Kiggins,
onetime ABC v.p.; seeking Ch. 1 1 in Anchorage is
company headed by A. J. Heibert, mgr. of local
KENI. Other 6 were educational applicants —for
Ch. 6, Denver; Ch. 5, Gainesville, Fla.; Ch. 26, U
of Michigan; Ch. 62, Ohio U, Athens, O.; Ch. 14,
Miami U, Oxford, O.; Ch. 10, State of Wisconsin,
Milwaukee. [For details about these applications
see TV Addenda 16-S herewith; for complete listings of all post-freeze grants, applications, deletions, hearings etc., see TV Factbook No. 16 with
Addenda

to date.]

WBRC-TV withWBRC,

BirmingBroadcasting Co., for
$2,400,000 (Vol. 9:13), was approved this week by
FCC. Expected soon, too, is approval of Birmingham News Co.’s purchase, for similar sum, of

Purchase

ham,

Ala.

of

by

Storer

WAFM-TV

with lease on WAPI, also Birmingham
Also due for action, possibly next
week, is We stinghouse’ s acquisition of Philco’s
WPTZ, Philadelphia, for record $8,500,000 (Vol.
9:8). Other pending TV transfers: KDYL-TV with
KDYL, Salt Lake City, sold to Time Inc. for
$2, 100,000 (Vol. 9: 14), for which final papers were
filed only this week; KONA, Honolulu, to be acquired by Honolulu Advertiser in partnership with
J. Elroy McCaw & John D. Keating (Vol. 9:11)(Vol. 9:15, 17).

Power increases & channel shifts; KSD-TV,
Louis, now operating with 100 kw, up from 16
kw; WOC-TV, Davenport, received 25-kw RCA
amplifier this week, but hike from 22.9 kw to 100
and shift from Ch. 5 to 6 may take several months
because of other extensive construction.

St.
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EDITOR’S

Strike of Washington commercial printers

in

still

on.

and we continue to publish under unaccustomed circumstances, utilizing
offset process.

V/e’d be interested in your reaction to the

new type faces.

Since interest in color TV and confusion about
DR. BAKER’S STATUS REPORT ON COLOR:
it are certain to mount in intensity in months immediately ahead, we urge you to read
It's the full text,
and retain in your files the Special Report included herewith.
including important last-minute interpolations, of this week’s address by Dr. W. R. G
Baker , chairman of National TV System Committee (NTSC), before the National Assn, of
Electrical Distributors in Chicago.
In its 2 years of work on compatible color , NTSC has generally chosen to confine its discussions of color to purely technical problems. Dr. Baker's address is
first full-scale discussion, in layman's terms of color status as he sees it. His
difference of opinion, with RCA chairman David Samoff (see our Special Report of
May 2, 1953), over readiness of system for submission to FCC is of particular importance (see below). Also of vital interest are his views on probable cost of color
sets, status of tri-color tube development, growth of color networking and local
originations, impact on the sale of black-&-white sets, etc.
,

RCA AND NTSC DISAGREE ON COLOR

TIMING: Question of color TV timing became clear-cut
controversy this week. At the moment, there's no intimation of any major industry
split on the much more important matter of technical standards themselves
except
for Dr. Allen DuMont's feeling that system is still too complex (Vol. 9:19).
But there's 3-4 months difference between estimates of RCA and NTSC chairman Dr. W. R. G. Baker as to when system should be presented to FCC for approval.
RCA says "on or about July 1"; Dr. Baker says "October or early November." These few
months wouldn't seem like much if it weren't for impatience in Congress (Vol. 9:13).
For example, Rep. Wolverton (R-N.J.), chairman of House Commerce Committee, has told
us he is looking for action by July 1 (Vol. 9:16).
Most important is what FCC will do once it has petition before it. FCC, in
turn, will be guided considerably by Congressional opinion. Also bearing on the time
element is nature of hearing to be held.
There's considerable impetus behind written hearing in lieu of oral presentation such as was employed in last color go-around at FCC. Commission is very satisfied with time saved in conducting end-of-freeze hearing on paper, feels it probably
cut out years of delay.
Furthermore, commissioners remember last color hearing, how
they listened to testimony for almost a year
while other work was neglected. But
freeze was on then, so they didn't have to take time from TV application processing.
An oral hearing now would undoubtedly divert Commission from job of expanding growth
of TV across the nation
something no one would like.
Staunch protagonist of written presentation is Arthur Scheiner, chief of
rules and standards div., who'll handle case.
But even this speeded-up method may
take up to 6 months before final decision is rendered.
•*
*
*
*
Cost of first color sets, their limited initial production rate, the meaning of compatibility
all are being stressed by more and more TV manufacturers.

—

,

—

—

—
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Magnavox president Frank: Freimann said this week time has come "to correct the false
impressions created by the color controversy in Washington," asserted that " sets are
at least 2 years away ," that they’ll be " an extreme luxury " for long time, costing
"
over $1000 ." He also said that pictures will be small at first, that initial colorcasts will be limited, that black-&-white sets will continue receiving everything
black-&-white or color
in black-&-white, of course.
Zenith's H.C. Bonfig reported that company's experience with experimental
tri-color tubes indicates that set with 17-in. color tube, giving about 14-in. picture, will run about 3 times cost of 17-in. black-&-white
He also said color "will
be a luxury item for a long time."

—

—

.

Except for date for petitioning FCC , RCA doesn't differ much from others on
timing element.
Its officials have said that RCA could turn out about 2000 color
tubes monthly 9 months after FCC go-ahead, and that sets would run $800-$1000. RCA
production would be augmented by output of others, of course, but entire industry's
output will still be drop in bucket compared with black-&-white tube production.
CPs GRANTED, JUNE 2 DEADLINE HERE: Rate of grants from now on will depend largely
on mergers, dropouts , etc., because number of uncontested applications has dwindled
to mere 40, most of which have various problems to clean up before they can be granted.
This week produced only 3 CPs, 2 of them sharing a channel:
Phoenix, K00L & K0Y, Ch. 10, shared; Stamford, Conn. , Stamford-Norwalk TV
Corp., Ch. 27.
President and 42-1/2% owner of Stamford grantee is Prentiss Brown,
ex-U.S. Senator from Michigan, now chairman of Detroit Edison and member of Washington law firm. Law partner Wendell Lund owns 42-1/2%; and Vincent Gaughan, who also
owns 33-1/3% of WBES-TV, Buffalo, is 15% owner.
Week saw another CP turned in for WTVS, Gadsden, Ala (Ch. 21). Grantee
Jacob A. Newborn told FCC reasons were:
(l) He expects difficulty in covering the
mountainous terrain.
(2) "Failure of programs and advertising to materialize as expected." Newborn holds CP for KETX, Tyler, Tex. (Ch. 19), 25% of KBMT, Beaumont
(Ch. 31).
Week's actions bring CP total to 362
*
*
*
*
3
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,
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June 2 arrives next week
with no fanfare from Commission. That date,
you'll recall, marks end of FCC's one-year prohibition on any change in allocation
plan. After June 2, Commission will consider any changes proposed. What will happen? A heavy influx of petitions of every kind.
There will be requests for addition of channels, for shifts of channels, for
commercialization of reserved channels. There will be demands for higher power &
height ceilings, for lower power & height minima, for closer mileage spacings , for
greater spacings, for changes in zones, for directional antennas, etc.
Allocation plan is quite solidly fixed , what with 470 stations operating or
authorized, but there's still room for changes, and natural attitude of grantees and
applicants is:
"What can you lose by asking?"
Will FCC get bogged down in welter of conflicting demands? It hopes not,
will wait and see. Staff tried several times to sell Commission on plan for handling
petitions before they arrive, but got rebuffed. One proposal was a "little allocations hearing" like the big hearing which ended freeze. This would have given parties specific period within which to file proposals, additional time for counterproposals, after which Commission would turn off spigot and act on all proposals then
on file. Commissioners wouldn't buy it, said they want more flexibility.
Staff's fear is that petitions to move channels around may involve current
and prospective hearings and pending applications, thus holding up grants. But the
Commission felt that it can always act later if new proposals tie things up badly.
One obvious type of petition to come will propose additions of new uhf channels to eliminate hearings in progress or in prospect. Petitions requesting removal
of educational channels from reserved status will be fewer than previously expected,
because of strong pro-educational feelings in Senate (Vol. 9:16). Another type is
that already filed, this week, by KRNR, Roseburg, Ore., asking that Ch. 4 be moved
from Medford to Roseburg, noting that no one has applied for it in Medford.

-
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STARTERS IN LINCOLN, FRESNO & FARGO: This week’s 3 new starters brought TV's total of
If we take their word for
on-the-air stations to 181, of which 56 are 1953 vintage.
but advance estiit, there might be as man y as 30-odd starters during June alone
On basis of equipment deliveries and experience
mates are usually overoptimistic
with normal installations, however, we'd guess 20 next month. This week's new ones:
KFOR-TV, Lincoln, Neb. (Ch. 10) turned on juice Monday, May 25, goes commerIt's RCAreports mgr. George X. Smith.
cial on 6-10 p.m. schedule May 31 (ABC-TV)
equipped, city's second (KOLN-TV started Feb. 10 on Ch. 12). Raymer is national rep.
KMJ-TV, Fresno, Cal. (Ch. 24) became state's first uhf, and first uhf with a
Owned
It goes on NBC-TV June 1.
directional antenna, when it began testing May 26.
by McClatchy Newspapers (Fresno Bee), it's managed by Wm. S. Sanford. Raymer is rep.
WDAY-TV, Fargo, N. D. (Ch. 6) started testing May 28, takes all networks from
June 1. Equipment is RCA, mgr. is Earle Reineke, rep is Free & Peters.
Due very soon now are WFTV, Duluth, Minn. (Ch. 38); WNAO-TV, Raleigh (Ch. 28);
WAKR-TV, Akron (Ch. 49); WCSC-TV, Charleston, S.C. (Ch. 5); KCSJ-TV, Pueblo, Colo.

—

.

,

(Ch. 48); KROC-TV,
(Ch. 5); WGBI-TV, Scranton, Pa. (Ch. 22); WOSH-TV, Oshkosh, Wis
Rochester, Minn. (Ch. 10); WR0M-TV, Rome, Ga. (Ch. 9); WTVP, Decatur, 111. (Ch. 17).
.

The prospect of color television and the
RCA-NBC record of encouraging broadcasters to get into TV, pointed up sharply by an
aroused Gen. Sarnoff, carried the field for NBC-TV with its affiliates after meetings
It will be surprising now if
and demonstrations in New York and Princeton this week.
the
NBC-TV
ranks.
defections
from
more
any,
there are many, if

COLOR HELPS BIND Y/0UNDS0F NBC AFFILIATES:

Put bluntly , CBS's past record of selling TV short, of discouraging its own
affiliates from going into TV, and of promoting an incompatible color system that was
all this
ill-starred from the start and opposed by virtually the entire industry
arose to plague it in its efforts to improve its facilities position by "raiding" key
NBC stations, particularly in one-vhf-station cities (Vol. 9:20,21).
Not only did Sarnoff get a rising ovation of 10 minutes, following his one
hour & 20 minute heart-to-heart, ad-libbed talk with the 76 executives from 57 TV
stations attending closed Princeton session Tuesday, but next day he was waited on by
a delegation headed by WTMJ-TV's Walter Damm one of the network's severest critics,
bearing a resolution unanimously adopted by the group.
It tells its own story

—

,

:

"

Be it resolved
That we, the TV affiliates of the NBC, who today at Princeton had the privilege of reviewing in detail with Gen. Sarnoff the position of RCA
and NBC in broadcasting and TV, hereby reaffirm our complete confidence in the NBC
and heartily endorse its program as revealed to us by Gen. Sarnoff.
"
This confidence is predicated upon the unquestionable leadership displayed
by RCA and NBC in radio and TV over the past years and the steadfast belief that Gen.
Sarnoff 's position with respect to color TV and various other current and future developments in the broadcasting field are fully as sound and unerring as previous decisions and predictions which he has made, including his prophecy of the assured future of TV, pronounced in Atlantic City in 1947.
"
The rapid approach of color TV and RCA's tremendous strides in that area in
our opinion more than justify our confidence in our future as NBC affiliates, and a
careful analysis of the present and projected program and sales plans of NBC leaves
us with the conviction that they cannot be successfully assailed by expedient competitive attack or propaganda.
"
In this confidence we adjourn our meeting with unanimous approval and endorsement of the RCA-NBC program as outlined to us today." Accompanying Damm were
Crosley's Robert Dunville, WDSU's Robert Swezey, WBAP's Harold Hough.
*
*
*
*
:

—

The intensity of rivalry between CBS & NBC
the bitterness of competitive
feeling as CBS rings the changes on its April leadership in TV as well as radio billings (see p. 12) and sets out to wean away key NBC affiliates
was reflected in talks
by other NBC topkicks. Like Sarnoff, they pulled no pun ches either in their counteroffensive or in their retorts to CBS claims.
They denied loss of TV program leadership, called loss of top billings a tern-

—

-
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porary phenomenon. They promised big things ahead notably in color, and Samoff was
particularly outspoken in dealing with personalities.
First he recited the history of NBC under presidents Trammell and McConnell,
detailing their intra-family problems quite candidly and his own problem in "selling"
TV.
He wound up this phase by confessing, "If anything has gone wrong, it's my own
fault for not paying enough attention to NBC". His only excuse, he said, was that he
became so preoccupied with the color fight that he neglected the network.
As reported to us by a particularly hard-boiled broadcaster who was there:
"He bared his soul for an hour and a half, and you could hear a pin drop.
Afterward,
when he asked for questions , only 2 were asked
one about station equipment for
color and the other about ultra-highs. Considering the spirit of the meeting and of
the NBC personnel in recent weeks, so far as we're concerned we will make no change
and I doubt whether anyone else will either."
Others told us much the same thing , and it looks at this writing like WTAR-TV
and WTAR, Norfolk, which switches to CBS Sept. 27, will be the only successful "raid"
in near future, at least.
pulled off by CBS station relations v.p. Herbert Akerberg
Even Stromberg-Carlson's president Robert Tait , admitting "we're flirting with CBS,"
"Your report had it just right last week when you
to use his own words, asserted:
saying
we're
far
from in the bag for CBS." The WHAM contracts
quoted Bill Fay as
with NBC expire next Jan. 1, so that decision will be made by July 1, he said.
,

—

—

*

*

*

*

Out of unofficial and official reports we got from the meeting, these points
mainly as stated by Samoff:
emerged most strikingly
That
NBC
henceforth
will have 2 "working heads "
Chairman Samoff him(1)
Latter's illness was mostly fatigue from overwork,
self and president Frank White
and it's apparent he went to the Coronation to leave the command field temporarily in
the hands of one general. He definitely will return to his post v.p. John K. West
definitely will return to Hollywood ; vice chairman Pat Weaver will run new plans for
networking commercial color shows to affiliates; Niles Trammell is actively back at
an NBC desk under his 5-year advisory retainer.
Heads will not roll
"but there's no security in the NBC staff for anyone
who doesn't come up to par," said Samoff.
(2) TV program supremacy which NBC still claims, will be maintained, will be
furthered with a new $3,500,000 program budget , will be insured by policy of not letting advertisers control. Sarnoff poured scorn on CBS for bidding up talent and advertiser costs by its past program-&-talent raids, notably in radio. Over the long
pull, he said, the game of playing into the hands of talent isn't worth the candle.
Other NBC executives insisted CBS s current advantages are more apparent than real
reposing mainly in two program properties, Arthur Godfrey and top-rated "Lucy."

—

—

.

;

—

,

—

'

(3) Leadership in TV billings could readily fluctuate, and the CBS-TV spurt
NBC-TV is turning on sales drive of own, has signed
in April was called "temporary"
many big new accounts, will hypo daytime sales (which account for the CBS lead) by
instituting new discount structure whereby night-time advertisers who buy 2 or more
daytime periods weekly for 52 weeks will get discounts up to maximum of 25 %.
*
*
*
*
.

Transcending the foregoing , however, were Samoff 's promises in the field of
color TV
After affiliates had been shown same Princeton demonstrations that had so
deeply impressed Congressmen, FCC, patent licensees and newsmen in recent weeks (to
then Sarsay nothing of the CBS hierarchy, who also came to see a few weeks ago)
noff reported his One Year Plan for networking commercial programs in color
As soon as FCC approves , 2 colorcasts will originate weekly in the Colonial
Theater for network transmission. Over the 52 weeks, every NBC advertiser will get
That's for purthe opportunity to stage one or 2 shows in color at no extra cost
pose of experience, particularly in handling commercials. Meanwhile, the advertiser
loses no audience because of the compatibility feature. There will be no color rate
card until end of first year, because "we frankly don't know the costs and don't propose to have 3 or 4 different rate cards in one year."
Affiliates can equip themselves to get network color at cost of about $15,000
for an additional amplifier, a color monitor and the cost of "trimming up transmitter
.

—

.

.
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(That 100% efficiency, incidentally, was explained as reason
for 100% efficiency."
why colorcasts show up so well in black-&-white on existing receivers.)
Affiliates were offered "color clauses " in their affiliation contracts to
Crosley's Robert Dunassure the service from the start, and 16 signed forthwith
ville asking to be first to sign for its stations, followed by David M. Baltimore,
WBRE-TV; Norman Gittleson, WJAR-TV; E. R. Vadeboncoeur, WSYR-TV; Willard Wallbridge,
WJIM-TV; Alvin Schrott, WJAC-TV; Lawrence Rogers, WSAZ-TV; Edgar Stem, WDSU-TV;
Stanley Hubbard, KSTP-TV; P. A. Sugg, WKY-TV; Joseph Bryant, KCBD-TV; Jack Harris,
KPRC-TV; Harold Hough, WBAP-TV; Herbert Mayer, KPTV, Portland, Ore.
*
*
*
*

—

As if to underline his scorn of CBS’s aspirations Samoff pulled out letter
from its chairman William Paley proposing to buy several RCA color cameras; informed
they were delayed in production, Samoff said Paley asked for temporary loan of NBC
equipment.
It was also stated that other CBS executives had asked NBC for permission
to use RCA's Colonial Theater experimental color setup for its own tests.
An RCA spokesman later said neither CBS nor its affiliates , as equipment customers, will be discriminated against in line with first-come-first-served policy.
RCA Victor says orders for 25 networking color installations are already in hand.
(WTMJ's Walter Damm, incidentally, was first to ask for complete color transmitting
equipment for local programming. That was several months ago when even Sen. Johnson
capitulated to the compatible system and it became apparent that new standards will
soon be forthcoming to replace FCC-approved CBS system.)
As for uhf the officially stated NBC policy was
"We will judge any and all
stations on the basis of markets and coverage.
It makes no difference to us whether
our new affiliates are vhf or uhf." Whether this means a hurried-up new uhf station
in Norfolk area to replace the seceding vhf WTAR-TV, could not be ascertained, but a
spokesman said that "something very unusual is cooking for that area."
,

:

,

*

*

*

*

—

From where we sit , having watched the rivalry develop through the years
to
the great advantage of the American listening and viewing public
it's apparent the
NBC family has been more closely drawn together than in many a year. Emotions played
big part in the "divorce hassle" precipitated by Akerberg's outspoken effort to raid
affiliates. We heard one major affiliate say, "NBC is now solidified with its affiliates more than it has ever been on God’s green earth."

—

Apparently, the big appeal was color and Samoff ’s assurance that "RCA is resolved that NBC must maintain unquestioned first place in the network field" and that
"RCA will stand back of NBC whether it makes or loses money."
Samoff ridiculed the idea that "leadership can be claimed for anyone who for
a brief moment may have a few higher program ratings or a few extra dollar billings."
He scornfully called these " shifting sands " and urged affiliates to think in terms of
"long range, solid security, with feet on the ground." He said:
"
The foundations of leadership must be based on more solid stuff. To raid an
artist, a sponsor or a station may furnish momentary excitement and publicity headlines but these are no achievements, they are only promotions. To create and develop
a new art and industry such as broadcasting and TV, to create and develop compatible
electronic color leadership [are] the real evidences of leadership."
*
*
*
*

From CBS official silence up to this writing. But its publicity continued
to gloat over its upsurge in TV and its extraordinary array of new sponsorships. A
representative stated:
"Our record speaks for itself.
It is based on nothing else
than creative management supported by an imaginative and well coordinated staff."
That some radio affiliates of CBS aren't happy about the Akerberg forays,
which could result in losing long-standing radio affiliations, was manifest from what
they're telling newsmen privately. Most are ambitious to get into TV, some have CPs
and others are in competition for CPs.
Fact that CBS won't wait for them but is wooing the "older married folk" isn't sitting well with some of CBS's top-hole stations.
And on the sidelines is ABC-TV, whose representatives were much in evidence during
NBC's New York meetings
beseeching operators from one and 2-station towns to clear
time for commercials they could sell if they could get clearances.
,

—

,
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FCC Comr. John Doerfer left for
weekend, to be gone until mid- June
settling affairs and moving family from Madison
to newly purchased home in Bethesda, Md., Washington suburb.
John Reynolds sales mgr., named
mgr. of KHJ-TV, Los Angeles, Howard Wheeler
taking over local sales and Tom Bradley joining
H-R Television in San Francisco; George Whitney
sales v.p., transferring to N.Y. to work with H-R,
new KHJ-TV rep (Blair continuing to handle all
Don Lee Radio).
Thomas Compere has resigned
as NBC Chicago attorney, having purchased T. M.
Publishers Inc. (manuals) and plans to resume
private practice; successor is Walter L. Emerson
Neil Murphy promoted to controller, WNBQ
& WMAQ, Chicago, succeeding John Wehrheim
transferred to KNBH, Hollywood.
.Arthur C
Nielsen Jr ., Administrative v.p., elected exec,
v.p., A. C. Nielsen Co.
John S. Hayes president
Personal Notes:

Wisconsin

this
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WTOP-TV

.

.

.

,

WTOP,

elected v.p. -director of
parent Washington Post Co., which also controls
WMBR-TV & WMBR, Jacksonville. Glenn D.
Gillett veteran Washington consulting engineer,
is retiring from practice as of June 1, will reside
Glover
in Virginia, may seek place on FCC.
DeLaney mgr. of WTHT, Hartford, named gen.
of

&

.

.

,

.

.

,

mgr.

of

WHEC,

Rochester, and will be managing

director of all Gannett stations, succeeding Gunnar
Wiig
Adrian
now v.p. of KQV, Pittsburgh.
Samish who recently joined NBC-TV creative
programming group, detailed to supervisor of
morning operations.
Leslie Arries ex-DuMont,
now ABC sports director.
John W, Kiermaier
promoted to administrative sales mgr., NBC film
.

,

.

,

.

.

,

.

div.

.

.

Richard E. Goebel

,

.

ex-KLAS, Las Vegas,

KOOL, Phoenix, named exec. asst, to Harry
L. Nace Jr ., pres, of KTYL-TV, Mesa-Phoenix.
Wm. Talbot has resigned as mgr. of KOIL (AM),

and

.

.

C. Herbert
Omaha, to join KMTV in that city.
Masse commercial mgr. of WBZ-TV, Boston,
.

.

,

elected president of Radio Executives Club of New
England.
Ernest (Tony) Vaccaro AP White House
correspondent, named Washington representative
of AP radio div., succeeding Howard Kaney now
with CBS newsfilms.
Albert Crews TV-radio
director of the Broadcasting & Film Commission,
National Council of Churches of Christ inAmerica,
is taking over TV directorship; Ben E. Wilbur
ex-WOL, Washington, named radio director.
Walter Craig has resigned as TV-radio v.p.,
Benton & Bowles; Tom McDermott continues as
TV director, Paul Roberts as radio director. . .
.

.

DUCATIONAL TV’s

first programming venture
under way this week when KUHT, Houston
(Ch. 8), educators’ pioneer station, put on several
hours, beginning May 25 — and station mgr. John
Schwarzwalder reported encouraging audience

E got

reaction.

Here’s sample of first week’s programming,
on air from 5-9 p.m. daily: 2-1/2 hours of geometry review for high school students preparing to
take final examinations; 30-min. of philosophy; 2

hours of public relations instruction; women’s
shows, newscasts, sports and weather roundups.
Some 50 students form station’s staff, under
professional supervision.
Though station has taken no audience measurement tests so far, Schwarzwalder said unsolicited audience
reaction has been enthusiastic.
Original dramas will be undertaken shortly, he
added. Station’s formal dedication is June 8, with
Comr. Hennock as chief speaker.
Among other educational TV developments
this week:
(l) Oklahoma Gov. Murray
signed
legislation authorizing nation’s first statewide
educational network, to be financed from stateowned oil properties. (2) WBTV, Charlotte, gave
$30,000 to U of North Carolina for proposed educational station at Chapel Hill (Ch. 4). (3) Joint
Committee on Educational TV will meet June 3
for periodic stock-taking session. (4) Area-wide
council organized to present hour of educational
programming 5 days a week on WRGB, Schenectady.
(5) National Assn, of Educational Broadcasters
will conduct educational TV seminar at U of Wisconsin, Madison, June 21-27. (6) General Federation of Women’s Clubs, at Washington convention,
endorsed policy of continuing educational channel
reservations indefinitely. (7) Metropolitan New
York Educational Agencies Committee, headed by
Dr. David Henry, exec, vice-chancellor of New
York U, holds first meeting in drive for privatelyfinanced educational station in New York.

,

,

.

.

,

,

.

.

Charming Hadlock, ex-Cunningham & Walsh, named
TV-radio account executive of Quality Bakers of
America.
Wm. Ruchti ex-Newsweek, named
associate editor, David Yellin ex-NBC, film editor
of Television Age, new business paper due Aug. 1
.
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be edited & published by Sol J. Paul, exBroadcasting Magazine, at 444 Madison Ave.,
N. Y. ... Rodney D. Chipp, DuMont engineering dir
voted pres., Technical Societies Council of N. Y.
to

.

Two Hawaiian booster requests were

turned
down by FCC this week with explanation boosters
aren’t being authorized commercially. One was
from technician Henry K. Lindsey, 434 Damon
Bldg., Honolulu, asking permission to erect small
Ch. 4-13 boosters in valleys of Oahu and on other
islands. He said each can be built for $450- $900,
employing low power, directional antenna and
vertically polarized radiation. In his request, he
said he’d explore use of “far infra spectrum” if
turned down on booster request. Other application was from Katashi Nose, of Lihue, Kauai, proposing “experimental active reflector” to serve
Lihue with Ch. 9 or 11.

Assignment

of Ch. 4 to Fayetteville,

W. Va.,

FCC

April 1, was rescinded by Commission — first such action involving any channel
assigned since issuance of Sixth Report. Allocation was rescinded on grounds that WOAY, Oak
Hill, W. Va., which had successfully petitioned
Commission for allocation of the channel to Fayallocated by

etteville, was merely trying to circumvent FCC’s
rules. In requesting assignment of Ch. 4 to Fayetteville,
had pointed to service needs of
filed
Fayetteville area. Then, on April 24,
applicationto use the channel in Oak Hill, less than
15 miles from Fayetteville.
had previously
tried to get Ch. 4 assigned to Oak Hill, was turned

WOAY

WOAY

WOAY

is less than 15 miles from
Beckley, to which channels hadbeen assigned. FCC
rules permit WOAY to apply for Beckley channel.
Commission also turned down request of Lawrence
A. Harvey that Ch. 58 be assigned to Beverly Hills,

down because town

He had argued that Beverly Hills was entitled
channel because it is more than 15 miles from
Los Angeles transmitters on Mt. Wilson, but FCC

Cal.
to

said his

interpretation

CBS’s

of

rules

6 -ft. color projection

is

incorrect.

equipment (Vol.
9:12) will be employed publicly for first time next
week during annual meeting of American Medical
Assn, in New York. Telecasts of surgical and
clinical procedures will be microwaved from New
York Hospital-Cornell Medical Center to audiences in Roosevelt Hotel. Receivers employ 7-in.
projection tubes, Schmidt optics. Demonstrations
will be sponsored by Smith, Kline & French phar-

-

Telecasting Holes: Covera g e of Coronation June 2
shapes up as international air speed race, with
NBC-TV (General Motors) and CBS-TV (Willys)
competing in what May 2 5 issue of Time Magazine
calls “a Hatfield- McCoy affair, with no favors
asked or given.” To its fleet of clippers, jets &
P-51 racing plane, NBC this week added converted A-26 attack bomber capable of speeds over
300mph, for use on last leg of trip from Goose
Bay, Labrador, to Boston, where telecasts will
originate. Not to be outdone, CBS has hired Maj.
Joe De Bona, Air Force ace, to fly his souped-up
F-51 “Thunderbird ” from Goose Bay to Boston
with first films, proclaiming he may break sound
In addition to program schedules prebarrier.
viously reported (Vol. 9:19), NBC has moved up
.

.

Dave Garroway’s Today from 7 to 5:3 0 a.m.,
plans to show still pictures from newly installed
Mufax facsimile machine. ABC-TV, unsponsored,
won’t enter competition, has hired no private
planes, won’t put on first telecast until 8 p.m.,
With all
and DuMont hasn’t announced plans.
the to-do May 20 Variety pooh-poohs TV’s performance in advance, declaring early- morning
time (5:30 a.m. EDT) and hours consumed in
.

.

.

TV

Presi of vital asset, immediacy.
dent Eisenhower is expected to make increasing
his most effective tool during last
use of
year’s campaign— to appeal directly to the people
to pressure Congress into approving his legislative program.
June 3 telecast will use entirely

flight

rob

.

.

TV—

new format, say White House

members

aides,

may

include

informal “panel discussion”
program of the type which went over so well becabinet

in

Network Accounts: Number of sponsors dro pping
network TV is increasing and total number of
sponsors is decreasing, according to Magazine
Advertising Bureau, which says percentage of
cancellations jumped from 14.5% first half of
1951 to 19.8% second half 1951, 27.6% first half
1952 and 36.6% second half 1952; number of advertisers declined from peak of 183 second half
1951 to 160 second half 1952. Same MAB study,

however, shows that network TV revenues, in
second half 1952, increased 45.7% over second
half 1951 and gained 13.2% in first quarter 1953
over same 1952 period, and it’s common knowledge that they’re still in the rise so far in 1953
(see PIB figures, p. 12).
.S ponsors bou g ht 465
segments of Today on NBC-TV, weekdays 7-9
a.m., in first 5 months of 1953, compared with
211 corresponding period last year, said NBC
sales v.p. John K. Herbert to NBC-TV affiliates
at May 26 meeting, while the 7-9 a.m. program’s
gross time billings have tripled and are expected
to reach $3,750,000 during 1953; latest additions
are E. R. Squibb &t Sons (Lather- Foam & toothbrushes), buying 2 one-min. participations per
week for 26 weeks, its first network TV appearance, starting June 1, thru Cunningham & Walsh,
and Chase &t Sanborn Coffee buying 78 participations, starting in June, thru Compton Adv.
S.O.S. Co, (cleanser), Benrus Watch Co & Griffin
Mfg.Co. (shoe polish) will continue 10-min. sponsorships of Your Show of Shows on its summer
replacement Saturday Night Revue on NBC-TV,
Sat. 9-10:30 p.m.; they join Bendix Div. of Avco
which bought 10-min. participation 2 weeks ago(Vol. 9:20).
Campbell Soup Co to replace Aidrich Family with Double or Nothing for 5 weeks,
starting June 5 on NBC-TV, Fri. 9:30-10 p.m.,
.
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then

starts

.

summer

drama program

live

Ward Wheelock.
as

.

RCA

July

10,

thru

sponsor The Goldbergs
replacement for Dennis Day Show on
.
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White House broadcast room is
fore elections.
now fitted with “sound curtains" to screen out
noise of movie cameras, permit newsreels to
film President’s addresses at same time as
they’re being telecast.
NBC film div moving
into syndication of feature films produced since
1950 for first TV runs; operations service mgr.
Frank Lepore reports NBC film exchange now
handling about 1000 reels weekly for 108 stations
Honolulu’s Loren Thurston publisher of Honolulu Advertiser (KGU), who has joined with Elroy
McCaw and John Keating in deal to take over nowsilent KONA (Vol. 9:11), has had plans drawn by
Pereira & Luckman, Los Angeles architects, for
6-floor TV center that may cost $3,000,000.
WBAP-TV, Ft. Worth with biggest film operation
in South (staff of 22) shot some 6000 ft. of movies
of tornado and flood disasters, its crews traveling
3000 mi. by charter plane, helicopter, auto; films
are syndicated to other stations.
Good program
Backyard Zoo on WBAL-TV, Baltimore, Sun.
3:30-4, with parade of pets looked over by veterinarians giving advice on care and handling; each
show has pet- of- week interview and puppy prize
WTVR, Richmond is spending $500,000 on
new tower that will rise 840 ft. above average
terrain, 844 ft. above ground, 1049 ft. above sea
level.
H-R Television Inc ., along with H-R Representatives Inc., moves to larger quarters in
mid-Sept. in building now being completed at 46th
& Madison, N. Y.; this week H-R added KHJ-TV,
Los Angeles.
CBS-TV Spot Sales has issued
new revised set of information sheets on its represented stations’ weeklv volume discount plans.
.
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Scott Paper

reportedly will test big3 & 17 on NBC-TV
for possible alt. -week sponsorship next fall with
its regular Scott Music Hall, Wed. 8:30-9 p.m.,
thru J. Walter Thompson.
Beltone Hearin g Aid
Co buys 4:45-5 p.m. portion of Kate Smith Show
one time only, June 2, on NBC-TV, Mon.- Fri. 4-5
p.m., thru Olian & Browner.
International Cel lucotton Products Co (Kleenex) buys alt. Tue. &
Thu. 10-10:15 a.m. and alt. Mon. & Wed. 10-10:15
a.m. portions of Arthur Godfrey Time, starting
July 7 on CBS-TV, Mon. -Thu. 10-11 a.m., thru
Foote, Cone & Belding.
Converted Rice Inc
buys 15-min. portion of Garry Moore Show, starting next fall on CBS-TV, Mon. -Fri. 1:30-2 p.m.,
thru Leo Burnett.
Revlon Products Cor p. (cosmetics) reported ready to sponsor undisclosed
program, starting in September on CBS-TV, Sat.
10:30-11 p.m., thru Wm. Weintraub.
Armour &t
Co and Bristol-Myers Co buy alt. -week sponsorship of new Paul Hartman film series. Pride
of the Family, starting Oct. 9 on ABC-TV, Fri.
9-9:30 p.m.; agency for Armour is Foote, Cone &
Belding, for Bristol-Myers, it’s Doherty, Clifford
&c Shenfield.
Brown Shoe Co. Inc (Buster Brown
shoes) to sponsor Smilin’ Ed McConnell, starting
Aug. 22 on ABC-TV, Sat. 10:30-11 a.m., thru Leo
Burnett.
Falstaff Brewin g Corp
reportedly
signs with Cleveland Indians, Chicago White Sox
&i
Philadelphia Athletics to sponsor their home
games for 17 Saturdays on limited ABC-TV network in midwestern and southern cities where
there are no major or minor league games being
played that day, thru Dancer- Fitzgerald-Sample
Vitamin Cor p of America buys Mon. 3:45-3:55
p.m. and Wed. & Fri. 3:30-3:40 p.m. portions of
Paul Dixon Show on DuMont, Mon. -Fri. 3-4 p.m.,
thru Kastor, Farrel, Chesley & Clifford.
son.
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DuMont Network announces

the

signing

of
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M AKING HASTE

slowly, as urged by equipment

makers and insistently echoed in these columns
seems to be guiding upcoming new-station enterMost propose to build as
prisers these days.
rapidly as equipment is obtainable — but they’re
not hurrying to get on the air merely for haste’s
sake, taking advantage of lessons learned from
others who made speedy but ill-advised starts.
Illustrating attitude of these enterprisers is a
letter we have from one, who has postponed opening dates a half dozen times:
“No test pattern on-the-air yet but we are
testing daily from studio to transmitter on a dummy
load, being very cautious and careful to have
everything just right and functioning perfectly
before putting the signal on the air. We are trying
to profit by the haste and waste of others and I am
sure it will show up in better performance here.”
of new transmitters
reporting only one new
one — due to go next week to WMT V, Madison, Wis.

News about shipments

was sparse

this

week,

RCA

(Ch. 33). Upcoming WKOW-TV, Madison (Ch. 27)
got its RCA transmitter 2 weeks ago, is due on air
sometime in June. Delayed from last week but
shipped this week were plants to WDAK-TV,
Columbus, Ga. (Ch. 28); WCAN-TV, Milwaukee
(Ch. 25); WATR-TV, Waterbury, Conn. (Ch. 53).
#

*

*
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WT VP, Decatur, 111. (Ch. 17) will make commercial debut on promised date of July 1, reports
v.p. Harold Cowgill, ex- Washington radio attorney
who will manage station in his home town; it should
begin testing by June 15, he says, RCA equipment
having been delivered this week. Already sold,
he added, are enough local accounts to insure going
in black from outset, and nearly all current TV
set sales in area are vhf-uhf.
Stainless Inc.
tower is 550-ft. stands 602 ft. above ground.
James C. Wulliman is chief engineer; Paul K.
Taff, program director; George W. Clarke Inc.,
,

national rep.

KMMT, Austin, Minn. (Ch. 6), with DuMont
transmitter to be shipped this week, is proceeding
on schedule with construction (Vol. 9:14) “making
it possible for test patterns between June 15 and
20”, reports mgr. L. L. McCurnin. Don Jones
has beennamed commercial mgr., Tom Steensland,
program mgr., and Glen Klein, technical director.
Station has set Class A hour rate of $150 and 20
sec. spot of $30. Pearson will be rep.
WISE-TV, Asheville, N.C. (Ch. 62) now plans
July 1 debut with RCA equipment, instead of previously reported May 30 (Vol. 9:4), writes Harold
H. Thoms, who also holds CP for WCOG-TV,
Greensboro (Ch. 57) due Aug. 15. He and TV
applicants
& WLOS have led fight against
installation of community antenna system in Asheville (Vol. 9:19, 20).

WWNC

*

our continuing survey of upcoming new
stations, these were reports received this week:
KEYT, Santa Barbara, Cal. (Ch. 3), using RCA
equipment, has rescheduled target date to July 1015 from previously reported June 29 (Vol. 9:10),
writes Colin M. Selph, pres. & gen. mgr. Regular
programming is to start by July 25. Mary Ann
Casey has been named program supervisor and
Lloyd M. Jones is chief engineer. Hollingbery
In

will be rep.

KCMC-TV,

Texarkana, Tex. (Ch. 6) now plans
test pattern with GE equipment “very
shortly after July 1,” says pres. C. E. Palmer.

to

start

Previously reported target was between June 1
and July
(Vol. 9:9). Mr. Palmer is publisher of
Texarkana Gazette and News and other Texas and
Arkansas newspapers. O. L. Taylor will be rep.
1

WAZL-TV,

WGBI-TV, Scranton

(Ch. 22) “should go on the
air Sunday, June 7,” as previously reported (Vol.
9:13), states George D. Coleman, gen. mgr. after
visit to GE Syracuse plant to check on delivery of
klystron tubes. Blair will be rep.

Hazleton, Pa. (Ch. 63) will not
original June-August target (Vol. 8:52)
because “tests that we are making are holding up
our air show until sometime in the fall,” says
Victor C. Diehm, gen. mgr.
RCA equipment is
specified. Meeker will be rep.

make

1 0) has ordered
RCA
begin test patterns in
August, with programming scheduled for Sept. 1,
reports pres. Thomas E. Sharp. Rep not chosen.

KANG-TV, Waco, Tex. (Ch. 34) now plans
September debut with DuMont equipment, instead

Baseball TV restrictions were approved unanimously May 27 by subcommittee of Senate Commerce Committee, voting on Sen. Johnson’s bill
(S. 1 396) permitting major leagues to ban telecasts
of their games in minor league areas (Vol. 9:20).
But full committee won’t get to vote on it until
June 10, at earliest, when next meeting is sched-

Sylvania is inviting all TV networks and stations to submit candidates for its 1953 awards for
“distinguished contributions to creative TV techniques,” based on programs between Nov. 1, 1952
and Oct. 31, 1953. Advertisers, agencies, film
producers are also invited to submit entries,

KFSD-T V, San Diego

equipment and plans

uled.

Legality of

TV

come under purview

(Ch.

to

restrictions
of

may

indirectly

Supreme Court when

it

rules on whether baseball’s reserve clause violates
anti-trust laws. Question hinges on whether baseball is sport or business and part of Justice Dept.’s

argument is that growth of TV-radio coverage of
games makes baseball interstate commerce and
thus subject to anti-trust laws.

Sarkes Tarzian Inc. enters uhf transmitter
manufacturing field with low-cost broadcast equipment package. Bloomington, Ind. company, which
makes TV tuners, rectifiers and other electronic
equipment and owns WTTV & WTTS (AM), says it
plans to “lead the way toward cheaper equipment,
without sacrifice of quality and performance.”
Uhf package is as yet unpriced, but company has
put price of “under $10,000” on microwave relay
foT-gfijdin -_t rang mi 1 1 r arid intercity links.

of originally reported June 1 target (Vol. 8:52),
writes owner Clyde Weatherby. Rep not chosen.

which should go to secretary. Committee
Judges, 15th floor, 730 Fifth A ve., N. Y.

of

Millard Faught, consultant engaged by Zenith
public speeches fostering pay-as-you-look
TV, had May 26 Memphis Rotary Club engagement
cancelled, got good trade paper publicity play by
denouncing WMC-TV’s Henry Slavick as being to
blame because he is “strongly opposed to subto

make

scription TV”.

New “Multi-Con” camera introduced by
Standard Electronics employs image iconoscope
tube made by Philips, rather than vidicon as previously reported (Vol. 9:18).
“TV

Advertising and Production Handbook,”

including chapters by 20 industry specialists
sdited by Sponsor Magazine’s Norman Glenn and
[rving Settell, will be off the presses about June
10. published .by Thomas Y. Crowell, 485-p. ($6).
i
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and everyone
SEASONAL SALES LAG STIRS CALL FOR CHANGES: TV is buyer’s market now
from manufacturer to dealer had better recognize it and change his business methods
accordingly. That warning came from H. C. Bonfig, Zenith v.p., addressing National
His advic e
Assn, of Electrical Distributors Chicago convention this week.

Closer liaison to provide up-to-date inFor manufacturers & distributors
"On one hand," he said, "the
ventory details and market-by-market sales trends
But on the other
distributor should not be the dumping ground for the manufacturer
hand, the distributor must be in tune with the production pulse of the manufacturer."
Cut out inefficient , wasteful operations; concentrate on satuFor dealers
"Even
rating your area with salesmen; work harder on replacement and second sales
some of the dealers who became well-established during the lush days of recent memory
are now in serious financial difficulties," said Bonfig, adding "the time is now past
when we can wait for the buyer to come in and nudge the salesman."
Bonfig 's gloomy evaluation was buttressed this week by continuing reports of
traditional summer slump in established markets, along with failure of newer markets
to come up to expectations.
"TV is dead here," one Denver dealer was quoted in May
27 Retailing Daily; dept, store buyer said competition had become so cut-throat many
TV retailers were already forced out of business. In Baltimore , retail TV sales were
reported 10-40% below May 1952, with money growing continuously tighter.
Scattered though they were , these reports were merely symptomatic of seasonal
downbeat in TV sales. Manufacturers we contacted this week agreed business had gone
into its normal decline, which wasn't fully compensated by new markets.
Hallicrafters president Wm. Halligan and Motorola exec. v.p. Robert Galvin shared view that new
market yield hadn't fully measured up. Admiral's Ross Siragusa thought new market
business fair, looked for more emphasis on replacement market in summer and fall.
*
*
*
*
:

.

.

:

.

Lending statistical force to reports of seasonal decline were RTMA's weekly
figures showing TV production of 132,730 units (10,446 private label) week ended May
It was year's second lowest production week, down from 134,000
22, year's 20th week.
preceding week, but up from year's low of 126,905 week ended May 8.
Radio production totaled 294,688 (139,530 private), up from 285,707 week before.
Week's radios: 77,726 home, 54,783 portables, 34,541 clock, 126,638 auto.
24-in. SET TO BE
‘STAR’ OF NEW LINES: Most noteworthy feature of the "1954 lines " to
be announced by TV set manufacturers, beginning next week, will be debut of 24-in set.
The 24- in. rectangular is this year's big new tube size
in fact, the only
new size on the horizon
and from our talks with tube and set makers it's apparent
that most TV manufacturers will be showing 24-in. sets this summer.
Prices and volume of production for 24- in. models are unknown
but it is
known that just about every tube manufacturer with the exception of RCA , is either
producing 24- in. tubes now or on the verge of beginning mass output.
First indication of 24-in. set prices may come next week when Admiral unveils its new line. The
volume of output will be determined, of course, by the degree of public acceptance.
This much is known
A good 24-in. set could be made to sell for less than
$500
in contrast to the $650 price tag generally associated with 27-in. consoles.
Prices of the big tubes have come down and this is expected to stimulate
sales.
Most tube makers just recently cut price of 27-in tubes to set manufacturers
from $69.95 to $59.95, 24-in. from $49.50 to $45.
Non-aluminized tubes cost less.
With 21-in. tube priced at $30 and under, this brings cost of 24-in. sets about halfway between the popular 21-in. and the luxury 27.
The new 24-in. rectangular tube that's creating all the excitement isn't to
be confused with 24- in. round introduced by GE in 1950 (Vol. 6:29) and later made
also by DuMont, Rauland and others
which never caught on because of high price and
bulkiness inherent in round picture tube.
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—
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While nobody knows how public vill react to 24- in set, there's no doubt in
trade that 21-in will continue to be far and away the most popular size in the new
lines. And there’s no doubt either that the surprising popularity of the 17-in.
tube
once left for dead
will fall off very little, if at all.
Question of color is bound to crop up in any discussion of TV trade, and
there's strong belief that color publicity will enhance popularity of 17-&-21-in
sets at expense of 24-&-27-in.
public probably tending to shy away from the higher
priced models so long as new technical triumphs are on the horizon.
RCA doesn't make 24-in. tube but is producing 27-in. metal-cone tube, in
which it reports "growing interest" by trade and public. But it makes clear its
belief that " the 21-in. will remain the most popular type on the market for some time
to come because it fits most living rooms and pocketbooks
Stromberg-Carlson , whose 1953 line featured 21-in. sets only, definitely will
add 24-in. sets, as will Admiral Motorola and Hallicrafters
Most of the others
will either bring them out this summer or add them to lines in fall.
The big 27-in. set , which was disappointment last year to many manufacturers,
seems destined to remain in luxury class for some time
albeit some pickup is expected, and some who never had 27-in. will add it to their lines this year.
*
*
*
*
.
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"Demand is
Picture tube shortages loom next fall, all tube makers agree.
already running ahead of forecasts," says RCA, and 8 weeks' production has already
been lost by GE's big strike-bound Syracuse plant. Demand for aluminized 27, 24 and
even 21-in tubes may prove biggest bottleneck of all. The aluminization process
which yields brighter pictures and which some set makers regard as a "must" for bigis slow, touchy job for which most tube makers aren't well equipped.
screen sets

—

.

—

As to prices of new sets , the general opinion in trade is that they'll be
"firm to up"
with any increases at top end of line.

—

Topics

&

Trends

of

TV

Trade: Scotching unfounded

rumors was a major preoccupation in the industry
this week — first being an unequivocal denial, printed with big headline in boldface type in Retailing
Daily, 'which first broke story, that RCA was negotiating to buy Kelvinator div.of Nash-Kelvinator
Corp. It even reported that Judson Sayre, exBendix home appliances, would become RCA v.p.
“Nothing to it,”
in charge of home appliances.
said RCA Victor operating v.p. Charles Odorizzi.
“A completely unfounded rumor,” said Kelvinator s
’

C T Lawson
Because Stromberg-Carlson’s
.

.

WHAM, both NBC

WHAM-TV

&

are currently “flirting
with CBS” (seep. 3), the story got around that the
stations would quit RCA’s subsidiary networks
because of alleged tieups pending between Stromberg and CBS’ manufacturing subsidiary CBSColumbia Inc.
But while Stromberg president
Robert Tait admitted the broadcasting “flirtation,”
he flatly denied that any sort of manufacturing
merger or special deal involving either receivers
or tubes is cooking between his company and CBS.
RCA-Kelvinator rumor had this tenuous foundation: RCA Victor is known to want tc add more
white goods to round out seasonal lines for its
distributors.
Stromberg-CBS rumor fed on fact
that former has good family of old -line distributors
affiliates,

whereas CBS-Columbia brand TV sets sales
haven’t cut much ice in the industry yet because
it’s still trying to build up adequate distribution.
*

*

*

>y

Jackson Industries, Chicago, now in bankruptcy
(Vol. 9:13, 18) won’t continue operating, as first
requested, and its assets were sold for $ 105,000

week by an auctioneer Assets excluded equipment claimed by Air Force worth $ 176,000 and
accounts receivable of $ 563,838. Liabilities were

this

listed at

.

$839,615, including $337,655 in taxes.

Trade Miscellany: Production of appliances
including TVs, in first quarter was at highest rate
in 2 years, up average 20% from last quarter of
1952 — refrigerators leading all items with 40%
gain, reports Commerce Dept, in May Survey of
,

Current Business.
CBS-Hytron has purchased
42,000-sq. ft. plant in Lowell, Mass, to turn out
transistors, expects to employ 1000.
Sylvania
buying 2 0-acre tract for picture tube plant at
Fullerton, Cal., 30 mi. southeast of Los Angeles;
also announces plans for new 4l6,000-sq. ft. TV
set manufacturing plant at Batavia, N.Y., to employ
1200.
Hospital Coin TV Inc ., 521 N. Taylor St.,
St. Louis, plans to install 50 coin-operated TVs
(acquired from Sanabria, Telequip, Majestic, T rad)
.

.

.

.

to test

.

.

25^-an-hour rentals in local hospital.

.

.

Erie Resistor Corp to construct new 60,000-sq. ft.
plant at Holly Springs, Miss. 40 mi. from Memphis.
.

,

Merchandising Notes: RCA Victor receiver
div. field men, meeting in Atlantic City June l,get
preview of new TV models; also are being told of

new 5-tube radios,

the Quincy, to sell for $19.95,
and Weldon, $21.95, as well as new tape recorder
in luggage case listing at $ 1 89.95.
April TV sales
in Philadelphia area were 10,915 units vs. 7698 in
April 1952, Jan. -April 57,950 vs. 53,689, reports
Philadelphia Electrical Assn..
StrombergCarlson June 1 changes policy and follows industry
trend in including year’s warranty on picture
tubes, 90 days on parts and receiving tubes, in
suggested list prices of all TV receivers.
400
.

.

.

.

.

.

CBS-Columbia 17-in. table models were installed
this week in New York’s Essex House, through Ira
Hirschmann, president of WABF, who leases the
sets.
.A 2500-unit apartment TV distribution
system, said to be the most extensive to date, will
be installed inNew York’s Peter Cooper Village by
Jerrold.
Big Phillip's chain Washington, shows
assets exceeding $ 1,000,000, lists credits of
$873,688 in Chapter XI proceedings filed this week.
.

.

.

,
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Baker Reports on

Dr.

Status and Evolution of Color Television
W.

Full Text of Address by Dr.

R. G. Baker, Chairman of National Television System Committee

Before Convention of National Assn, of Electrical Distributors, Chicago, May 25, 1953

EDITOR’S NOTE:

gen. mgr. of General Electric’s electronics div. and chairman of
views are "just one man's considered opinion." However, as chairman
a particularly good posiof NTSC, the all-industry group of scientists and engineers developing color TV, he is in
Dr. Baker served as chairman of the original NTSC which in 1940-41
tion to comment on the evolution of color.

Baker,

Dr.

RTMA's TV Committee, emphasizes

iup.

and

that his

formulated standards for black-&-white TV as it exists today. In this address, he explains the whys and wherefores of color in uncomplicated terms and sticks his neck out with predictions on matters of vital interest to the
When will color standards be presented to the FCC? When will color sets he produced? How
entire industry:

many? At what cost? What are the problems of color telecasting? What will be the impact of color on black-&-white
set sales? Since Dr. Baker comments on every important phase of color, we believe the full text of his remarks
merits the widest possible distribution.

AM HAPPY

to

have this opportunity

to

talk

to

The importance

you

Color teleon the very important subject of color television.
vision has such a major potential impact on the entire industry and
there

seems

be such a welter of somewhat confusing statements,

to

that an objective statement of the situation

You must understand

may be

of that major shortcoming is evidenced and mag-

nified by the fact that, today, the public has invested over 7 billion

1

dollars in

some 25 million black-and-white receivers

be able

receive such color broadcasts

to

Obviously, the solution of the problem lay
developing an

study.

and-white receiver in the

in all

that these

subject is complex and

it

exceedingly difficult

is

to

cover

Technically, color television is highly involved.

aspects.

The problems

In

The development

to the service the public

may expect

—

It

for a

introduction in

the task under-

should be appreciated that in the development of the standards

compatible color system the

NTSC had

the

full

and complete

The source
The only question was —
the best way to do the job?

of an idea was completely disregarded.

particularly in relation

to get from color

was

cooperation of the companies comprising our industry.

Is this the

and what they

best idea?

—

Is this

This committee was organized and functioned on the basis of the
same principles and procedures used by a similar committee in 19404 1 to determine and recommend the monochrome system now in such

pay for it in comparison to a black-and-white receiver.
Before I discuss the direct effects which color television will
have on our industry, particularly the distributor and the dealer, I
think it essential to cover some of the basic elements in order that
we may have an understanding of the problems.
would have

of this electronics system

auspices of the Radio-Television Manufacturers Association.

the

such a way that the true merits of color versus black-and-white are
properly understood by the buying public

—

make it possible for any and every blackhome to receive future color broadcasts in

taken by the National Television System Committee, formed under

We
new and highly technical
its

the possibility of

The National Television System Committee

of marketing at all levels—

product but, at the same time, we must handle

in

electronic system that would be "compatible”

all

black-and-white, without any alteration or expense.

it

the factory, the distributor, and the dealer— will be complicated.

inject into the sales picture not only a

would not

that is, a system that would

terms of production, color television receivers offer new and complex
problems that will make our black-and-white manufacturing problems
look simple in comparison.

that

black-and-white without

such expensive alterations.

helpful.

remarks represent just one man’s
considered opinion. It is based primarily on my work with the NTSC
covering a period of two years of fairly exhaustive deliberation and

The

in

to

successful use.

Ninety-one

companies

the industry contributed the skill and

in

services of over 200 of its leading scientists and engineers toward

Basic Requirements
First,

we must understand

of a

Color System

the color assignment.

to

a basic

each must be tied

in

and work with the other.

set of principles or specifications

In order to protect the public

complete chaos

in

6-mc band.

—

vision.

The

FCC

field

receivers and prevent

While

RCA

to

in

it

was

the developments to date and the possible

solutions to the problems, the Ad Hoc Committee reported in the

down the framework and philosophy for the proThe system was broken down into its major compo-

affirmative and laid

posed system.

it

nents and 10 panels of the NTSC were established to undertake the
solution of the many and complex problems.

system under which black-and-white tele-

vision was operating, which meant that the 8,000,000 black-and-white
receivers then in American homes could not receive color broadcasts

The NTSC has now been in operation the better part of two years.
has produced a number of very significant contributions not only

either in color or black-and-white without extensive alterations and

It

expense

on a system basis, but also

to the

1950 proposed and demonstrated a com-

review existing material and thoroughly explore new ap-

After considering all

new

approved a field sequential system of color teleto the

the

proaches to the problem

such a system must be legally apThis duty and responsibility has been delegated

principal objection to this system lay in the fact that

was not compatible

NTSC was

determine whether a com-

thought desirable to initiate a comprehensive analysis of the entire

Federal Communications Commission.

In 1950, the

to

patible system which would operate within the standard band,

in broadcasting,

proved by the Govt.
to the

investment

of the first actions of the

patible color television system could be evolved within the standard

white or monochrome, must be a system — that is, that all elements
and equipment used in broadcasting and receiving must function together according

One

naming of a five-man Ad Hoc Committee

that color television, like black-and-

owner.
1

in details.

Now,ifyou

will bear with me,

I

want toget just a little bit technical.

First, let us ask the question

What does the

--

compatible color television do and how does

it

do

NTSC

maintained, the monochrome receiver retains its

system of

Mutual interference between the signals is thereby avoided.

it?

In summary, the NTSC system achieves compatible color transmissions by building on the existing monochrome system. No basic

Produces Excellent Color and Good Detail
First

—

images

equal

is

quality,

to

changes are required

primary function, the transmission of excel-

fulfills its

it

The

lent pictures in full color to color receivers.
that of

transmitted.

On

NTSC system was formally demonstrated
Committee [of the House of Representatives]
and to the industry on April 16, 1953- It was acclaimed as highly
successful.
It is now undergoing final and extensive field tests
preparatory to formal submission to FCC for consideration
A television transmitter broadcasting a monochrome signal will
accommodate the color signal without change. Precautions necessary to insure satisfactory monochrome transmission are, in general,
the only precautions necessary to insure proper color transmission,
although misadjustment will be more objectionable in the picture
when transmitting color.
Transmitters which will take color signals from the network will
probably be required to utilize an additional piece of equipment
known as a "synchlock” to insure the adequacy of the received synchronizing pulse.
This, fortunately, is a rather simple and inexpensive piece of equipment and could be supplied quickly to any
station then on the air with black-and-white.
by

Reception by the present-day audience has been checked, for exNew York, Ch. 3 in Philadel2 in

Syracuse.

Reports from viewers are overwhelming-

report that the color broadcasts,

viewed

in black-

and-white on present-day standard television receivers are superior
These latter reports
in pictorial quality to the regular broadcasts.

The broadcaster’s equipment, having been

not imagination.

are

"spruced up”
dering

the

programs, actually can do a better job of ren-

for color

shades

of

the

gray

How NTSC Color
The standard black-and-white

the

in

monochrome

Television

regulations governing

has the effect of improving the performance of receivers now in the
hands of the public, and making a minor addition to the synchronizing
pulse. To these regulations must be added a group of supplementary
standards which set up the color signal, specify its frequency, and
outline the techniques by which the hue and saturation values are

In

ample, by transmissions over Ch. 4 in

many

FCC

existing

chromatic

monochrome telecasts.

monochrome reception.

ly favorable;

the

black-and-white broadcasting beyond tightening of tolerances, which

that is, fidelity of color reproduction, the color television

phia and Ch.

in

detail of these

images match or excel color movies.
Second— the NTSC system fulfills the compatibility requirements.
reproduces the program on black-and-white receivers, producing
It
images in monochrome which are virtually indistinguishable from
those provided by standard monochrome broadcasts. No modification
of the receivers is required; in fact, no adjustments whatever are
needed except the normal operation of the front panel controls used
in

sensitivity for

full

the picture signal but finds itself virtually blind to the color signal.

picture.

Works

television transmitter sends out two

signals, one carrying the picture, the other the sound.

The

picture

April

RCA

1953, this

14,

to the Wolverton

signal is produced in the television camera which views the scene
in

full

gray.

color and transforms
In

image.

it

Transmission Via Network Facilities

a representation in shades of

into

so doing, the camera removes the "color” aspect of the

monochrome television image,

In the

example, to

tell

whether an object

is

it

Signals have been satisfactorily transmitted over the Bell Telephone System’s networks. The telephone company’s engineers have
taken a very active pan in the affairs of the NTSC and are thor-

is not possible, for

red or green, nor to

tell

whether

the colors are deep and intense or are displayed in pastel shades.

oughly familiar with the

The monochrome system thus omits any reference to the spectral
quality of the color itself (known to artists as "hue,” or its visual

These factors mean

transmitting a full-color image, then,

In

it

is

necessary

account the missing elements of hue and saturation.

to take
In the

NTSC

system, these are transmitted by a third signal, known as the

color

carrier,

which

is fitted into the

channel between the picture

signal and the sound signal.

out later in this talk.

The NTSC color system is thus founded on the principle that a
color image may be reproduced from two signals, one of which car

most extensive changes
be required. A three-tube camera initially will be used, although
development now intensively underway may result in a single camera
It

monochrome version of the image in shades of gray, while the
second superimposes on the monochrome image the missing hues
and saturations. This principle is well suited to compatible operation of monochrome receivers. It is merely necessary so to arrange
the transmissions that monochrome receivers respond only to the
monochrome signal, ignoring the color signal. Color receivers, on
the other hand, are designed to accept and make use of both signals.
Simple as this principle appears, it was a major task to develop a
system based on it. The principal problems were two:
(1) How to fit all the information, both monochrome values and hue

tube which,

successful, will materially reduce the bulk and com-

Providing the necessary studio equipment for hundreds of stations
across the country is a very substantial technical and production job.

But this need not necessarily preclude the possibility of originating
a

national

color television

Enough studio

gear,

signal

much of

quickly,

now only

it

as
in

I

outlined above.

prototype stages, is

availableto equip at least several key network stations.

ment, however, could be used

overcrowding, and
to

if

plexity of the color camera.

and saturation values, into the standard television channel without

How

is in the color television studio that the

will

ries a

(2)

proposal.

key station and put on the network could, for a minor capital investment and at practically no extra operating expense, be taken off the
network and rebroadcast by any local station.
Thus, color programs on a national basis could be available a few
months after the system is approved. This could be of major importance and advantage in our merchandising problem, as I will point

depth of color known as "saturation”).
into

NTSC

that a color program originated at a network

assure that monochrome receivers would ignore the

to

This equip-

put a small percentage of color pro-

grams through the networks

in parallel

white programs.

see the situation, that is exactly what

And, as

I

with the standard black-and-

color information for which they have no use.

we may expect.
From every indication,

such a distinction were not made, the surplus color information
would interfere with the monochrome reproduction and so degrade the

the great majority of television markets across the country is a lot

If

image that the system would not be

How
The

first

the

predict that actual color transmission in

closer than many of you have been led to believe.

fully compatible.

And, again,

Problems Were Solved

try

I

repeat that

and particularly

to the

I

believe this will be good for the indus-

advantage of the distributor and the

retail

dealer.

problem was solved with the discovery that the mono-

chrome aspect carries the essential pictorial detail of a full-color
image. Once the monochrome portion is available in full detail, the
hues and saturation can be superimposed in relatively coarse manHence, the color
ner, "painted with a broad brush,” so to speak.

Production of Color Receivers
One

of the three important elements of the

signal is that

present-day

need not occupy as much channel space as the picture carrier, and overcrowding of the channel is avoided.
The second problem was solved by assigning to the color signal
carrier

carrier

I

it

black-and-white television.

feature of the system which
in the

frequency a precise numerical value relative to the picture
When this exact frequency relationship is

NTSC

2

makes

system does simplify

The

television receivers.
in

signal carrier frequency.

NTSC

color television

employs the same monochrome signal as used

one chassis and

in

it

to

This, of course,

fully compatible.

is

for

the

This feature

some degree the design of color

fact remains, however, that to incorporate

one picture tube the ability

to receive either

in

Add the cost
becomes evident that

tubes, more than twice that of a black-and-white set.

color programs or black-and-white, at the turn of a switch, is a com-

plex problem

of these tubes and necessary circuitry and

engineering and costly in production.

it

a color receiver will have to be priced at $800 or more.

The first sets must be "good” if color is to be given its proper
chance to prove its desirability and win the approval of the public.
Nothing could retard color quicker than the advent of "compromise”
color receivers that would offer less than the maximum performance.

There

is

no

doubt that they will be expensive.

am presuming

I

be equivalent

projection that the color picture size will

in this

the 21-in. black-and-white picture.

Most demonshown smaller size pictures. This prolies ahead of the tube industry but must be resolved if
compete successfully with black-and-white.
to

Cost reduction can come later as a logical development, but the first
units must be "tops’ and that means that they will be expensive in
comparison to present black-and-white receivers. Industry estimates
indicate they will be at least double the price and may run three

strations to date have been

times the cost of comparable picture-size monochrome sets.

that sizes must be equal to black-and-white, probably starting with a

blem

Looking forward

until

specifications have been determined and the system re-

ceives final approval by FCC.

Much design work, however, can be

final designing, tooling

and getting color receivers into production.

may

well develop that the receivers will be the

spite of this,

it

are nearly impossible and even minor changes, if made, may seriously jeopardize the investment made by the public.
The task of establishing standards is painstaking and laborious.

have a picture tube.” This is not actually true, but the severity of
this problem should not be minimized.
There have been a goodly number of proposals advanced for all
electronic tri-color picture tubes, but only one of these has produced
say that such a

Even though it takes time to do the thorough and complete technical
no condition should any commercial consideration be permined to short circuit the logical and necessary processes to pro-

Various types of tubes are under

vide every assurance that the standards are correct in every detail.

This

satisfactory pictures to date.

is not to

intensive development in several laboratories, and

it

is

job, under

almost inev-

It

be recalled
seemed that

will

in the early

that,

work on monochrome

vision,

All tri-color tubes have in common the requirements that the
phosphor surface utilize not a homogeneous deposit, as is the case
in monochrome, but three separate phosphors for red, green and blue,
deposited as hundreds of thousands of dots or as fine vertical or

sound technological development of standards.

beam direction

Such approaches
are exemplified by the Lawrence tube of Chromatic Laboratories and
by the Lafferty tube of General Electric.
Such tubes, in general, are simpler and cheaper than the ones
next to be described but depend upon complicated chassis and regreater circuit precision in order to

Furthermore,

the

amount of power

insure

color

Let me say

The use

The

to

be working

Several

in this direction.

a starting point,

It

it

by September

now appears possible

should happen,

available in many local markets certainly by the middle of 1954.
Also, by March 1, 1954, the color tube output could possibly attain
plished,

This alternative possibly
involves the hazard of radiation

will

may be anticipated

it

will

I

Let me approach this cost problem in this way. If the three-gun
type, such as this RCA tube is used, and if current price estimates
of 1150 to $200 prevail, it is obvious that the picture tube component
alone in the receiver might add $325 to $350 to the list price. Just
21-in.

in

fall line of many manufacturers.
Available
be limtied, but there should be enough receivers

to

to black-and-white in the fall

mentioned previously that

good thing
so let
(1)

me
I

for the industry.

I

of 1954.

was convinced

that this would be a

This is an important point of my

talk,

my reasoning and conclusions in orderly fashion:
believe that color television will come as an evolution and
set forth

not a revolution.

picture tube price to the price of an average

console would bring the total cost

that this is accom-

available to permit the public generally to see color television in

comparison

adding this difference

Assuming

that a model or two of color receivers

be included in the

quantities

for reliable operation

Probable Prices of Color Sets

good quality

NTSC

come.

a monthly rate of 2000 to 4000 tubes.

lower cost tubes.

project depends, of

approval of the

system could be approved by March 1, 1954.
I think I can safely predict that some color
programs would be available in key city markets shortly thereafter
and that color programs, put on the networks, might actually be
If this

when a given color is called for,
The radiation problem does not

and probably puts more of the responsibility
into the hands of the customer.

may

FCC

NTSC

the

Build the precision into the chassis.

will result in

more.

this might

I

such a schedule is met, we can assume that the NTSC would
FCC for a hearing in October or early November. This
could mean that the hearing could be scheduled early in 1954 and

exist.
(b)

the official

If

(a) Build the precision in the tube, thus permitting simpler chas-

only that color can be reproduced.

when

--

petition the

in-

summary, then, as regards the picture tube, the industry seems
have two choices:

sis circuits with the assurance that

NTSC must

the results of over two years work of the

that the NTSC can
conclude its technical work by September. Vie might then allow 45
to 60 days for organization of all data to be presented to the FCC.

most familiarly by the one

radiation problem, of course, does not exist.

complete the work of

to

the other hand, final results of

NTSC Ready
As

In

to

To jeopardize

color system and

are exemplified

one is more anxious

On

mist make clear that any timetable

I

RCA.

known

am.

course, on one fundamental

of these tubes permits a reduction in chassis and circuit

laboratories are

that no
I

a premature request for a hearing is not only unsound but
extremely hazardous to the industry and the American public.

beam bending operation requires an appreciable
at high frequency, which raises the problem of

These tubes

this

a black-

NTSC by

fidelity.

precision and complication, but the tube complexity and cost is

creased.

than

be sound.

(2) The second general category of tubes comprises those utilizingthree separate electron beams whose possible paths are restricted
physically so that the green gun, for instance, can only reproduce

introduced by

NTSC

the

interference radiation.

green, etc.

we have

I need not remind you that in 1950 the same situation developed,
and again fortuitous circumstances corrected the situation.
Now, I understand that in certain circles a feeling is prevalent
that the NTSC could complete its work and ask the FCC for a hearing by July 1 or earlier of this year.

at the front of the tube to provide color selection.

quire

Fortunately,

result that today

and-white system of television, second to none in the world.

gressing in two general directions:
in

was avoided, with the

situation

Here the similarity ends and development is pro-

Using a single electron beam with a change

it

tele-

the urge to commercialize might interfere with

itable that results will be forthcoming shortly.

(1)

and

investment by the American citizen.
Once established and used, such standards influence the design
and operation of equipment for years. Major changes in the standards

The major remaining problem in color television lies in the picOne industry leader has made the statement "Ue do not

horizontal stripes.

if

Such
standards once approved form the basis for billions of dollars of

ture tube.

fully

obvious

are not only a major undertaking but a great responsibility.

is available.

Picture Tubes are Major Problem

condition will endure for long.

is

Now just a word about standards: Standards necessary for the
establishment of systems such as monochrome and color television

bottleneck and that color programs will be on the air months before

any reasonable supply of receivers

it

Timetable and Standards

anticipated, which will materially reduce the time cycle required for

In

to picture sizes for color television,

21-in. picture and later including 24-in. and 27-in. pictures,
when these sizes are available in monochrome receivers.

Actual commercial designs, however, cannot be completely frozen
final

still

color is to

(2) Color will prove to be a

$750 or

supplementary service and will not

quickly, or perhaps ever, completely replace the

Further, a color receiver will probably use 45 to 50 receiving

(3)
3

1

am confident

monochrome service.

that the standard black-and-white receiver will

continue to be the backbone of television sales for at least five

ceivers will represent a comparative value that will attract the mamany years to come, perhaps for all time.

years into the future.

jor portion of the market for

But there will be a very critical period

(4)

comes educated to the
television

—

true facts of the actual

These are the two main reasons that convince me that color television will not be revolutionary but, rather, go through an evolu-

sales while the

in

public appraises the value of color against black-and-white

--

be-

advantages of color

—

the programs that will be available

just

tionary process until

how much

finds its proper level as a supplementary

it

service.

color adds to the programs and what they would have to pay over

have previously mentioned that there are many, many technical
in terms of broadcast equipment that must be solved and
interpreted into complex studio equipment before color can be pro1

and above the cost of a good black-and-white receiver.
The quicker we can give the public the opportunity to make this

problems

side-by-side comparison and appraisal, the shorter will be the period

grammed nationally and locally

of indecision and hesitancy to buy a black-and-white receiver.

for

(5) If dealers in all areas are in a position to

demonstrate color

side-by-side with monochrome and actually show by direct compari-

son what each service offers,

I

am

still

such a receiver

will,

it

is

shown

—

Real Growth Expected

complete compatibility.

see

in the fall of next year

(2) Limited color programs will be

(3) Color receivers
basis— a relatively few

believe

it

(4)

might be

andmake

1

and price of color versus

The industry

be in the market with the best black-and-

will

offering superb performance,

built,

will represent

outstanding values.

believe that, properly presented and actively promoted, black-and-

NTSC

the ind istry would shorten the time period for

this is done,

perhaps only on a sample

The

each dealer.

But, to repeat a statement I have already made, the public
must be properly educated and informed of the relative merits between
color and black-and-white — and made fully familiar with the advantages of complete compatibility, which is made possible by the

monochrome.
If

generally on a na-

volume.

sets available nationally and, as quickly as pos-

color television to establish its proper place as

air

white receivers will be sold in quantities substantially equal to past

would be to the best interests of the

sible, establish the relation in performance

on the

will be available,
to

white receivers they have ever

industry and its distribution to throw color broadcasts quickly across
the nation

1954.

total of color television
receivers in 1954 will be a very small percentage (less than 1%) of
total television receiver production for the year.

Compare Color and Monochrome
I

—

tional basis.

ease of operation and prices that

For this reason,

will be a factor in your

I

merchandising

smart to withhold purchase of a monochrome set and wait for color.

Let Public

1955

in

andmakethese predictions:
am convinced that color television

it,

(1)

tend to run toward the anticipation of perfection; a general idea that
it

black-

Meantime, where does the industry, and you in particular, stand
in the immediate future?
Let me sum up the situation quickly, as I

Such a conclusion might be still more obvious by a price comparison, let us say, between well-performing 21-in. monochrome receivers in the price bracket between 8250 and 8450, as against 17in. color picture receivers listing between 8750 and 8900.
(6) Therefore, actual demonstration of the relative value and
price of monochrome versus color would give the dealer a definitely
better chance to sell monochrome than if he attempted to compete
with rumor, misunderstanding and public imagination, which would
the difference in price would soon be negligible and that

in

that

without adjustment or additional cost, receive

the color signal in black-and-white

be solved, but time will be required, perhaps

and-white.

represents a good sound investment
if

now available

and equal the service they are now providing

programs

sure that a very high percentage

This would be particularly true

the future.

for

will

to equal the facilities

years, before local stations across the country can originate color

of such prospects would reach the conclusion that a black-and-white
receiver at its lower cost

monochrome.
These problems

a supplementary

color system.

During 1955, the number of hours of color programs will gradually
increase. At the same time, perhaps by the fall of 1955, the price of

service, available first to a limited top market, due to price, after

which would follow the normal industry evolutionary period of price

color receivers will come down somewhat in price as the volume of

reduction which will eventually bring color down within the econo-

production increases.

mic levels of the masses.

evolution,

happens after this initial period and the rapidity with which
color will be accepted by the public will depend on two major factors:
After all, the "show is the thing.”
(1) The matter of programs.

its

People buy good entertainment. Color alone cannot make a good
This has been proven in the motion picture industry.
It has been 31 years since full color movies have
been available, yet, today, monochrome movies are still the back-

that time, the industry will be oriented into a pattern where it
be offering the public both types of receivers as a matter of
course, and the public will be making its individual choice purely

Sihat

to the entertainment value of

little

—

istic comparison,

be greatly enhanced, but
such programs

all

fa

the viewer pay a big

will

in excellent

(2) Another factor also is

It

will

most of the

25%

will

Compatibility Protects Existing Sets
asset that the NTSC system contributes

is the great

to fu-

every black-and-white set you have ever sold

added expense or any degradation of performance.
my considered opinion of what will happen

That, gentlemen, is

my

our future television merchandising. In

premium in the
when he can get

—

black-and-white on his present set?

fairly

if

you distributors, and your dealers present the story

and permit the public

Some

undeniable— that the cost of the com-

in

opinion, the fine standard,

well-performing black-and-white receiver will never be obsolete
the industry,

of you

these remarks.

may

to

make

think that

I

its choice.

have sold color television short

That was not my intention.

1

in

believe that color tele-

vision is one of the greatest technical achievements of our age.

It

represents outstanding progress and another important contribution

may be as low as 25%. I
may be nearer 50%. In any event, even
prove an important economic factor in the mass markets,
to

excellent black-and-white.

cost, without

of the electronics industry to better our American

indications that this difference in price

which leads me

air in

every such set you sell this year, next year, or five years from nowwill continue to give its full measure of service for every dollar of

always require not only a more expensive picture tube
I have heard optimistic

inclined to believe that

that such a receiver will bring them all the programs on the

ture merchandising:

but also more receiving tubes and circuitry.

am

when they

know

That

plete color receiver will always be higher than a standard monochrome
set.

Plain economics will

dictate this choice for millions of families, particularly

the situation comedies;

this advantage, particularly

out-

a high percentage of purchasers will continue to

favor the standard black-and-white receiver.

True, some programs, like the variety shows, will

price of the receiver

still

on the basis of what each service offers to it at the price it has to
And, 1 am convinced that under such circumstances and real-

the prize fights and wrestling matches; the newscasts and most of

the popular plays.

predict that standard sets will

pay.

"sell” to their programs to justify these extra costs?

add

service and lowering

ratio of color sales to black-and-

By

The cost of
There is a serious matter of economics involved.
programming has already reached staggering proportions that represent a real economic problem to television as an advertising medium.
Color will add to these costs — of this, there can be little
doubt. How many advertisers will consider that color will add enough
will

I

The

will

come.

Color

then be entering the real period of

will

sell color receivers four to one in 1955.

bone of the business. Many black-and-white pictures continue to be
the box office hits while many "color” films are among the "flops”.
Likewise, I believe that black-and-white programs will prove to
be the "bread and butter’ of the television industry for many years

highly popular shows on television today

cost to the consumer.

white will increase, but

program out of a poor one.

to

We

with color gradually bettering its

way

of living.

But, in our enthusiasm, let us also remain realistic and objective

it

in our appraisal of the service

which

I

strongly believe monochrome

television will continue to provide in the years ahead.

predict that good standard black-and-white re4

r

Trade Personals: R. M. Johannesen president of
R. M. Johanne sen Electric Co Greensboro, N. C.,
elected president of National Assn, of Electrical
Distributors, succeeding George F.Hessler who’s
retiring soon as Graybar v.p.; Herbert Schiele
pres., Artophone Corp., St. Louis, elected v.p. &
chairman of NAED appliance div., succeeding in
both capacities Benjamin Gross pres. .Gross Distributors, New York.
Raymond C. Cosgrove
ex-Crosley exec. v.p. and ex-RTMA president,
succeeds William A. Ready as chairman of board
of National Co., Cambridge, Mass.
Kenneth G
Gillespie, v.p. of Jenkins Music Co., president of
Kansas City Electric Assn, and a founder of National Assn, of Electrical Distributors, presented
certificate of honorary life membership by NAED
at Chicago convention.
J. H. Ruiter Jr ., DuMont
technical adv mgr ., elected president of Industrial
Advertisers Assn
Elwood Schafer ex-v.p.. National Union Radio, joins CBS-Hytron to work on
tri-color tubes, reporting to engineering v.p.
Charles F. Stromeyer
Dave Kapp ex-director
of popular artists & repertoire RCA Victor record
dept., named administrative asst, to v.p. Mannie
Sacks he’s succeeded by Joe Carlton ex-Mercury
,

,
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,

.

.

.

.
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.

.

,

.

.

.

,

,

;

,

Records

Edward

ex-Sylvania,
L. Nung
joins P. R. Mallory Co. as mgr. of tuner div..
Eric K. Orne appointed eastern sales mgr., Olympic Radio.
Joseph H Moss Jr ., ex-DuMont Labs,
v.p..

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

Violence marked back-to-work movement
among white-collar workers at GE’s 2 electronics
plants in Syracuse this week as 4 strikers and 2
deputy sheriffs were hospitalized in picket-line
Seven more pickets were arrested on
charges of disorderly conduct as strike went
through 8th week, meetings between GE’s Dr.
W. R. G. Baker and IUE pres. James B. Carey
proving fruitless. Other developments on labor
front: (l) Sparton TV-radio plant, Jackson, Mich.,
shut down by spread of walkout of Local 666, United
Auto Workers, at parent Sparks- Withington Co.
(2) National Union Radio Corp. employes at Rockledge, Pa. voted against joining International Hod
Carriers, Building & Common Laborers Union in
fights.

NLRB

election.

.

.

factory branch, replacing Henry Carver, resigned;
names Broyles Rubber Oil Co., Greenville, Tenn.
(A.C. Broyles, owner).
Hoffman Radio Sales
Corp. of Missouri, Kansas City, names Roy
Kamberg, ex-Inland Distributors, as office mgr.
.

RTMA

.

reorganization

committee will meet
offices of Sprague Electric Co.
for final discussion of plan to revamp
for
expansion of electronic representation ( Vol .9:6 1 7)
3 in

New York

RTMA

,

before presenting it to board at annual RTMA
conventionin Chicago’s Palmer House June 15-18.
Forty committee meetings are scheduled at convention, with membership meeting June 18. Banquet honoring GE’s Dr. W.R.G. Baker will be held
,

same

night.

telegraph facilities “look hopeful, but there’

.

s

noth-

ing definite yet.”
*

*

^

Rockhill Productions Inc., TV packager (Space
Cadet, Faith for Today, Jet Pilot) has registered
with SEC offering of 149,000 shares of 10£ par
common stock, or 25% interest in firm, to be sold
at $ 2 a share thru Mortimer B. Burnside & Co
The $ 240,000 net it will raise will be used to put
Space Cadet on film for TV rentals to add to revenues received from 32-station DuMont Network
show now on vacation but returning Aug. 29 with
International Shoe Co. as sponsor. Stanley J.Wolf,
president, says Rockhillnets about $ 10,000a month
from royalties from sale of 123 items by 44 manufacturers using name of Tom Corbett, Space
Cadet exceeded only by Hopalong Cassidy.
.

—

Dividends:
S ylvania
50 £ payable July 1 to
stockholders of record June 15; Stromber gCarlson 37-l/2£ June 30 to holders June 15;
Hazeltine 2 5^ June 1 5 to holders June 1; S prag ue
Electric 40^ June 15 to holders May 29; Clarostat
10£ July 10 to holders June 25; Wells-Gardne
15£ June 15 to holders June 3; Hoffman 25£ June
30 to holders June 15, W JR The Goodwill Station
Inc .. 10£ June 25 to holders June 15.
.

,

.

.

.

,

.

,

Distributor Notes:
Roskin Distributors Inc .
(Philco), New Haven, appoints Charles Endel sales
mgr.. . .Raytiieon consolidates its distributing subsidiaries, Belmont Distributors Inc. & Raytheon
Television & Radio Corp., into Raytheon TV distributor div., 153 W. Huron St., Chicago. . Zenith
New Jersey appoints John R. Mazey adv. mgr.. .
DuMont appoints M.D. Snow gen. mgr. of Miami

June

.

,

appointed Hoffman Radio eastern mgr., New York
C S Castle moved from Chicago to new
Webster-Chicago eastern div. office at 26 E. First
St., Mt. Vernon, N.Y ..
David J. Whalen promoted
to district mgr.,GE replacement tube sales, Kansas City.
.

Financial & Trade Notes: it&t will absorb its 5
domestic manufacturing subsidiaries this year, in
a move designed to make it “the General Motors of
the communications field.” Chairman Sosthenes
Behn outlined plan to stockholders meeting May 27
in big circus tent on grounds of Federal Telephone
& Radio Corp., Nutley, N. J Subject to ratification
by stockholders at July 10 meeting in Baltimore,
merger would make the subsidiaries divisions of
parent company and, according to Behn, would result in 50% higher earnings for parent company.
Affected are Capehart-Farnsworth, Coolerator,
Federal Telecommunications Labs., Federal Telephone & Radio and Kellogg Switchboard & Supply.
Col. Behn said move would not assure higher
dividends immediately, but “does prepare a base
for something later on.” He reported that about
45% of company’s total business is now domestic
and 55% foreign, as opposed to pattern of 35%
domestic, 65% foreign, in past few years. He said
IT&T’s manufacturing subsidiaries in U S have
about $ 254,000,000 in orders and foreign subsidiaries about $ 216,000,000. In response to a que stion,
he said “conversations” with RCA and Western
Union toward consolidation of their international

Magnavox expects record sales

of $ 60,000,000
ending June 30, as against
$ 36,000,000 last year, or earnings of about $ 3 vs.
$ 1.80. Dividend rate of $ 1.50 will be kept same.
Increase is due to 40% rise in TV & radio shipments and doubled defense output; current defense
blacklog is about $ 60,000,000.

for

fiscal

year

Emerson reports net income of $ 1,768,694
(91£ a share) for 6 months ended May 2, compared
with $ 548,228 (28£) same 1952 period.
Brig. Gen. Rex Van Den Corput Jr. chief signal officer of U.S. Army in Europe, transferred
to Office of Chief Signal Officer, Washington, to
be succeeded in Europe by Brig. Gen. Edwin R.
Petzing, head of Signal Corps Engineering Lab,
Ft. Monmouth, N.J.
Brig. Gen. James S. Willis,
personnel & training chief, OCSO, named commander of Signal Corps Supply Agency, Philadelphia; he’ll be succeeded by Col. Samuel Collins,
3rd Army signal officer.

-

Network TV-Radio Billings
April 1953 and January-April 1953
(For March report see Television Digest, Vol. 9:17)

F

OR FIRST TIME since network TV began, CBSTV took leadership away fromNBC-TV in time

— at same time retaining its
network radio leadership. Cumulatively for the
first 4 months of this year, however, NBC retains
billings during April

lead, though only slightly.

released

PIB figures

this

week

showed

CBS-TV

April billings $7,770,181, NBC-TV’s
$7,526,760. Both were well up from April 1952 —
CBS-T V gaining by more than $ 2 ,000, 000, NBC -T V
by more thafi $1,500,000. All 4 networks showed
$ 17,756,936 in April vs. $18,461,866 in March and
$ 15,027,268 in April 1952. First 4 months cumulative was
$69,202,820 vs. $60,701,556 same
1952 months.
Radio billings also held up well, the 4 networks totaling $ 14, 1 58,33 1 as against $ 14,639,656
in March and $13,948,063 in April 1952. Cumulative radio billings for first 4 months were
$55,336,131, only slightly under the $56,548,861
for same 1952 months. The detailed PIB figures:

12 -

Of Wftek’s 12 applications, 7 were from educators in^»re-June 2 rush: Sacramento, Ch. 6;
Savannah, Ch. 9: Champaign-Urbana, Ch. 12; Philadelphia, Ch. 3 5; Nashville, Ch. 2; San Antonio,
Ch. 9; Seattle, Ch. 9. Commercial applications
were for Merced, Cal., Ch. 34, by KYOS; Wilmington, Del., Ch. 83, by WILM, owners of which are
W. W. Hawkins Jr. and Ewing B. Hawkins, sons of
late Scripps-Howard executive; Midland,
Tex.,
Ch. 2, by principals who operate KSWO-TV &
KSWO, Lawton, Okla., seeking the channel recently
sur rende red by KMID-TV (Vol. 9:19); Clarksburg,
W. Va., Ch. 22, by group including owners of
Fairmont, and WETZ, New Martinsville,
W. Va.; Mayaguez, P.R., Ch. 5, by WORA, headed
by cane grower Alfredo R. de Arellano Jr. There
were 7 dismissals this week. [For further details
about foregoing applications, see TV Addenda 16-U
herewith; for complete listings of all post-freeze
grants, new stations, applications, deletions, hearings, etc., see TV Factbook No. 16 with Addenda.

WWW,

Power increases & channel

shifts:

WLWT,

Cincinnati, moved from Ch. 4 to 5, increases power
shortly; WNBQ, Chicago, hiked from 23.2 kw to
100 kw; WKTV, Utica, jumped from 25 kw to 221.8
kw. RCA reports following transmitter and ampli-

shipments this week: WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee,
10-kw driver; WKY-TV, Oklahoma City, 10-kw
driver and 25-kw amplifier; WLWT, Cincinnati,
25-kw amplifier; KFEL-TV, Denver, 10-kw driver;
WMAR-TV, Baltimore, 10-kw driver; WBAL-TV,
Baltimore, 20-kw amplifier.
RCA’s shipment
fier

NETWORK TELEVISION
April

April

Jan.-April

1953

1952

1953

1952

CBS

* 5,641,831

NBC
ABC

6,946,751
1,699,760

738,926

*29,184,017
29,844,488
6,454,967
3,719,348

*21,462,640
28,339,965
7,933,740
2,965,211

*15,027,268

*69,202,820

*60,701,556

4,943,400
4,078,593
3,244,146
1,681,924

*20,702,423
16,612,248
10,648,193
7,373,267

*20,047,381
16,614,038
13,079,310
6,808,132

*13,948,063

*55,336,131

*56,548,861

DuMont
Total....

*17,756,936

Jan.-April

Charlotte, 25-kw amplifier.

NETWORK RADIO
CBS

S

NBC
ABC
MBS

T otal...,

414,158,331

NETWORK TELEVISION—January-April 1953
ABC
CBS
DuMont
NBC
Jan

.*1,604,892 * 7,052,395* t 982,794
6,621,629*
.
862,299
1,481,032
.
7,739,812*
1,054,857
1, 728,446*
.
819,398
1,640,597
7,770,181

Feb
Mar
Apr
Total

*6,454,967

*29,184,017

*3,719,348

7,558,448
6,820,529
7,938,751
7,526,760

*

*29,844,488

NETWORK RADIO — January-April
ABC
Jan
Feb
Mar.

*

NBC

*13,877,715
*4,260,555
3,813,602*
12,660,429*
14,639,656*
4,342,082*
4,196,009
14,158,331

*10,648,193

*20,702,423

*7,373,267

*16,612,248 *55,336,131

.

May 25, 1953.
Note: These figures do not represent actual revenues

Revised as

of

to the networks,
incomes. They're compiled by
PIB on basis of one-time network rates, or before frequency or cash discounts. Therefore, in terms of dollars actually paid to networks they may
be inflated by as much as 40%. Figures are accepted by networks themselves, however, and by the industry generally, as satisfactory index for
comparisons & trends.

which do not divulge

Kansas City Star’s WDAF-TV and WDAF were
as we went to press May 29 — result of
week-long strike of 26 AFTRA announcers in dispute over new wage formula. Union rejected 2 pay
raise offers, proposed instead plan for additional
payments based on number of commercials prestill off air

sented. Station rejected latter plan on grounds it
would cause sharp rate increase to advertisers.
Federal mediators we re called to negotiate settlement of strike, which began May 22, but station
managing director H. Dean Fitzer said he’d appeal
to courts for arbitration if Federal mediation failed.

Total

*1,786,134
1,638,075
1,974,699
1,974,359

..... .

T otal

MBS

*69,202,820

1953

*5,156,404
4,670,089
5,525,331*
5,350,599

.

A pr

CBS

Total

*17,198,529*
15,785,489*
18,461,866*
17,756,936

2,674,622
2,538,663
2,797,544
2,637,364

.»

schedule for next week includes: WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee, 25-kw amplifier; WHIO-TV, Dayton, 10-kw
driver; KTBC-TV, Austin, 10-kw driver; WBTV,

their actual net dollar

Channel 2 situation in Chicago, after court
order permitting temporary operation on Ch. 2 by
CBS, Zenith or both (Vol. 9:21): CBS contends it
has sole rights to channel, told FCC it can shift
from Ch. 4 in about 2 weeks by adapting present
transmitting facilities. Zenith told Commission
it wants joint operation with CBS,
using CBS
studios. Since CBS rejected Zenith offer of joint
operation, Zenith says Commission should call
both in for conference to exhaust possibilities of
joint or trustee operation.
If agreement isn’t
obtained, Zenith wants status quo maintained.
Zenith says it could be radiating 5-kw ERP on
Ch. 2 an hour after FCC approval, 25 kw in 4 days.

Westinghouse’s $8,500,000 purchase ofPhilco’s

WPTZ,

Philadelphia, biggest station deal in history (Vol. 9:8), was approved by FCC this week,
Comr. Walker alone dissenting, favoring request
for further information. It’s big electric company’s second TV outlet (it also owns WBZ-TV,
Boston) in quest for limit of 5. Station will be
taken over immediately by Westinghouse, with
mgr Ernest Loveman returning to Philco staff
and R. V. Tooke promoted to succeed him.
.

Another break

in

football

TV program

of

National Collegiate Athletic Assn, came this week
when Yale, like Harvard (Vol. 9:21), decided “to
pursue an independent course’’ on TV policy. But
also like Harvard, Yale has no plans at present
to televise own football games. There’s no official
word yet from U of Pennsylvania, long-time foe
of NCAA’s TV “controls,” whether it, too, will
refuse to adhere to 1953 NCAA program.

Hulbert Taft Jr.’s WKRC-TV, Cincinnati, and
are being linked with James M.
Cox’s WHIO-TV, Dayton, to form rival Ohio regional network to Crosley’s; WKRC-TV ’s Don
Chapin has been detailed as coordinating director
to furnish availabilities, etc ., and 7-l/2% discount
will be given on 2 stations, 10% if all 3 are used.

WTVN, Columbus,
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STARTERS AUGUR ROOM RACKING FOR UHF: Three new stations went on the air this week

—

and the new ownership of Honolulu's KONA (Ch. 11), silent for 3 months, got FCC
There are now 184 stations
approval to take it over and resume telecasting June 17
This week's crop all uhf:
in actual operation, of which 59 started this year.
WFTV, Duluth (Ch. 38) began testing May 31, goes commercial June 7 with servFrom independent sources not connected with the station,
ice from all 4 networks.
we get word that it's throwing a remarkably good signal over area " without any nulls
surprising in light of hilly terrain. Station claims, apparently
evident as yet"
with good cause, radius of 60 mi from RCA transmitter atop heights above lake city.
Mgr. James Cole reports 2 p.m. -midnight time ($200 base rate) just about sold out,
assuring operation in black from outset. Adam Young is rep.
WTVE, Elmira, N.Y
(Ch. 24) began testing May 31, plans regular programming
from June 15 with 24-gain RCA antenna. It's first uhf in upstate New York, owned by
Booth also holds CP for WCHA-TV,
John S. Booth in partnership with T.K. Cassel.
Chambersburg, Pa. Cassel owns small AMs in Indiana, Pa. & Sayre, Pa. Forjoe is rep.
KCTY, Kansas City (Ch. 25) gets started Sat., June 6, second of Empire Coil
Co.’s uhf outlets and first uhf to compete with a pioneer vhf (Kansas City Star’s
Despite delays due to strike
WDAF-TV) in a long-established single station market
was
rushed
weather
breaks,
station
to
completion and is all ready
and
bad
of workmen
Richard
Freeman,
Empire
v.p.
for business, temporarily managed by
Operating with RCA transmitter from 740-ft Truscon tower at 200-ft. elevation over flat terrain regarded ideally suited to uhf KCTY will be eyed with even
keener interest than was Herbert Mayer's pioneer uhf KPTV, first station in Portland.
City is unusual "proving ground " both technically and commercially, because:
(a) Drive for conversions of sets has gone on with great intensity and station shows Hooper report that 22.7% of metropolitan sets are already converted.
(b) Station will buck solidly entrenched WDAF-TV (silent for last 2 weeks
because of announcers' strike) with network programs WDAF-TV can't clear, with unusual rate structure, and with big league baseball brought to city for first time
piped over special circuit from Empire's WXEL, Cleveland.
(c) Mayer gets only about 4-month head start on newly authorized vhf KCMO-TV
(Ch. 5) which got grant only this week due to new FCC speedup procedure (see p. 2).
Unique commercial discount structure superimposes over usual frequency discounts ($400 base rate) a 40% reduction to advertisers signing during first 2 months
of operation, 30% of those signing in August, 20% in September, 10% in October
this being to allow for expected diminution of non-converted receivers.
.

,

—

.

.

;

.

.

,

—

—

*

*

*

*

These pushes behind uhf will soon get added impetus from RCA-NBC as it throws
enormous technical and promotional resources behind a substitute outlet for WTAR-TV
Norfolk (Ch. 4), which on Sept. 27 shifts to CBS (Vol. 9 :21-22)
There's no chance
,

.

COPYRIGHT 1953 BY RADIO NEWS BUREAU

C

s

2

for vhf in that area by then due to competition of irreconcilable elements for channels
but there are 2 uhf grantees one in Hampton, one in Newport News (Vol. 9:22).
Which uhf CP-holder will get the NBC-1V affiliation wasn't decided at week'
end, but whoever it is will be helped to rush completion of transmitter and backed
by big NBC-RCA promotion drive to encourage conversions.
Like Portland and Kansas
City, big Norfolk area will serve to showcase uhf technically and commercially.
As for new NBC-AM affiliatio n, it's not decided either.
But it's significant that big Larus & Bro., operating 50-kw CBS outlet WRVA, Richmond, this week
bought Norfolk's WCAV (1 kw on 850 kc) for $125,000.

—

,

*

*

*

*

Note Taking over KONA, Honolulu in TV's first "distress sale" (Vol. 9:11),
are John D. Keating & J. Elroy McCaw (who own radio KOPA there, which FCC requires
they sell) in equal partnership with Lorrin Thurston's Honolulu Advertiser which
retains its KGU (NBC).
They pay $60,488 for the 85% stock of island industrialist
Monte Richards, forced to sell because of ill health and mismanagement, and propose
to buy up remaining 15% from stockholders at 80% of par.
Richards assumes some $10,000 in outstanding obligations, besides putting the $60,488 into debentures bearing
Keating will manage station, with Frank
no interest the first 4 years, 5% next 6.
Maudsley as sales mgr. Frank Fitch as chief engineer. NBC Spot Sales will be rep.
:

,

,

,

FCC PUMPS OUT GRANTS UNDER NEW RULES: FCC' s new speedup procedures for competitive cases which suddenly become non-competitive through dropouts, mergers and the
like (Vol. 9:21), are really working
,

.

They produced several of this week's 8 CPs including vhf in Kansas City
and lined up several
Topeka and Pensacola plus two initial examiners' decisions
more applications for quick favorable decisions. Week also saw another CP surrendered
Two weeks ago, oilman Tom Potter gave up his CP
by KCTV, Austin, Tex. (Ch. 18).
This week's CPs
for Ch. 24 in Austin (Vol. 9:21).
Pensacola, Fl a.
WEAR, Ch. 3; Topeka, Kan ., WIBW, Ch. 13;
The vhf grants
WTOK, Ch. 11; Kansas City, Mo ., KCMO, Ch. 5.
Meridian, Miss
,

.

—

,

—

:

:

.

,

,

Jacksonville, Fla ., WJHP, Ch. 36; Elkhart, Ind .
Uhf CPs
WTRC, Ch. 52;
WACA, Ch. 14; Milwaukee, Wis ., WOKY, Ch. 19.
Camden, S. .
Pensacola and Jacksonville grantees had been competing with each other in
both cities until each dropped an application last week, clearing both for grants.
Topeka and Kansas City grantees had competition from KJAY and KCKN, respectively,
until June 2, when latter two dropped out, permitting grants next day.
Jacksonville grantee on Ch. 36 (Perry Newspapers) fares somewhat betNote
ter than did most who 4-5 years ago turned in CPs because they couldn't see TV as a
paying business (for list, see Vol. 7:51). WJHP- TV had been granted Ch. 8, gave it
up; WPDQ there held Ch. 6, also gave it up, now is in competition for Ch. 12.
:

,

,

:

*

*

*

*

Initial decisions involved Evansville, Ind and Worcester, Mass. In former,
Tuley dropped application for Ch. 62 June 2 and Examiner Litvin next day issued
decision favoring remaining applicant, Premier TV Inc., owned by Fine theatre inIn Worcester WNEB had dropped application for Ch. 14 May 12, leaving
terests.
Salisbury Bcstg. Corp. in hearing until Examiner Butts issued decision in its favor
Commission will make both decisions final shortly.
on June 5.
Following applications are also set for favorable decisions as result of
Woodruff Inc., Ch. 30;
dropouts: Sacram e nto John Poole, Ch. 46; Portsmouth, 0
And more to come.
WTOC, Ch. 11.
Portland, Ore ., KOIN, Ch. 6; Savannah, Ga
.

W.R.

,

.

,

.

,

,

For further detail s about all foregoing grantees and applicants, see TV
Factbook No. 16 with Addenda to date.]
[

*

*

*

*

Commission is tremendously pleased with results of new procedures, though
As
it sometimes makes practice of TV-radio law appear more athletic than forensic.
one lawyer remarked: "The secretary's office at the Commission at 4:55 on Tuesdays,

3

the day before FCC considers applications, looks like a convention of the Communications Bar Assn. Everything is last-minute jockeying."
In hearings which must go on because no one drops out, considerable progress
In 4 of them, the entire direct cases are being submitted in
continues to be made.
Savannah Ch. 3; San Juan, P.R ., Ch. 2; Allentown, Pa ., Ch. 39 & 67
writing
at great savings in money, time, strain and pain.

—

—

,

FCC's efforts to streamline hearing procedures is drawing attention beyond
TV-radio field.
Other govt, agencies and American Bar Assn, have pricked up their
leadership
of FCC chairman Rosel Hyde
Communications Bar Assn, and FCC
Under
ears.
devise
techniques
for
cutting hearings to essentials
staff are working together to
Bar group headed by Wm. Koplovitz and FCC group headed by hearing div. chief Fred
Ford are working up a mock hearing conference for presentation at June 29 meeting
It may also be presented at American Bar Assn, convenof Communications Bar Assn.
tion in Boston in August.
,

.

,

,

*

*

*

*

Ten petitions for channel additions or shifts marked first week after oneyear ban on filing such petitions was removed (Vol. 9:22). For list, see p. 16.
This week's group is generally uncomplicated, petitioners usually asking for simple
drop-in of channel that can't be used elsewhere. FCC staff feels that the more
contentious and complicated petitions are yet to come.

STATION DEALS IN SAN DIEGO & MOBILE: Getting a f oothold in telecasting seems to be a
major preoccupation these days, not only of radio station operators but of all kinds
including national sales representatives of TV-radio stations,
of venture capital
known in trade parlance as "reps".
Rep moves into TV are particularly interesting in light of changing lineups
of stations they are representing, both TV and AM discernible as we compile a directory of their offices and stations for July edition of our TV Factbook . Data on
hand thus far impels us to predict, as we did last October (Vol. 8:42), the emergence of some new ranking firms apace with the growth of TV.
This week, 2 more station deals were disclosed
one involving top-hole rep
Edward Pe try's personal acquisition of part ownership of KGMB-TV with KGMB San
Diego the other, the proposed sale of WALA-TV. Mobile, Ala
with its companion
WALA(AM), for $2,000,000. With the Petry deal, filed with FCC, was revealed his
firm's prof it-&-loss statements for 1951 & 1952.
Oldest and once biggest of the rep firms Edward Petry & Co.'s president has
purchased 22.22% of the San Diego stations for $433,333 cash plus $200,000 in noninterest notes payable at $5555 monthly.
His 285 shares compare with 500 each held
by Mrs. Helen Alvarez and Jack Wrather, who recently bought the stations from John
Kennedy for $3,150,000 (Vol. 9:5,9,13). He has option on 142 more at $2217 per share.
His firm replaces Branham as the KGMB-TV & KGMB rep.
Petry is also revealed as 11.1% owner of KSTP-TV with KSTP, St. Paul (Stanley Hubbard & wife, 67.5%).
That the San Diego buy is a good one, is hinted in one
part of FCC file which states that the stations netted $76,995 between April 4-30,
before provision for depreciation, amortization and taxes.
The Edward Petry & Co. income statements reveal that for calendar 1952 gross
revenues, all derived from commissions, were $1,655,671 operating expenses, $1,575,954 (of which $1,047,567 went for salaries & bonuses, $111,263 for pension trust
payments) profit for year, $79,716; net profit after taxes, $45,764 surplus account
at end of year, $453,077.
The 1951 figures gross income, $1,676,438 operating expenses, $1,428,085
($948,521 salaries & bonuses, $76,758 pension trust payments); profit, $248,353; net
profit after taxes, $127,815 surplus at end of year, $454,341.
Dividends paid (to
partners Petry, Henry Voynow, Henry Christal) aggregated $45,000 each year.

—

,

—

,

.

;

,

,

;

;

;

:

;

;

*

*
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*

—

Week's big station deal is still in making
owner W.O. Pape optioning his
Ch. 10 TV in Mobile, with companion AM (5-kw on 1410 kc, NBC), to the Texas State
Network headed by millionaire oilman Sid Richardson in which Gene Cagle & Charle s
,

4

Jordan own 25% interest each.
The $2,000,000 price includes net quick assets plus
an agreement by Pape to build station up to full 316-kw authorized power.
It's now
on interim power, having begun operation last Jan. 14 (Vol. 9:3).
The TSN group owns radio stations KFJZ, Ft. Worth; WACO, Waco; KABC San Antonio, all involved in TV applications; holds CP for KRIO-TV, McAllen, Tex. (Ch. 20).
Cagle and Jordan also own 25% each in KFDA-TV with KFDA, Amarillo, Tex., which in
turn owns KTOK(AM) in Oklahoma City.
,

*

*

$

*

Note : Other reps with stockholdings in radio and/or TV stations, as shown
in FCC records: Mrs. Eugene Katz wife of head of Katz Agency, now biggest of TV rep
firms, owns 11% of WSAZ-TV & WSAZ, Huntington, W.Va.
Henry Christal still a Petry
partner but running separate rep firm under own name, 3.64% of KFDM Beaumont, Tex.,
TV applicant; O.L. Taylor controlling KANS, Wichita, and KRGV, Weslaco, Tex., and
part owner of KTOK, Oklahoma City, first 2 TV applicants; Joseph Weed 4.5% of WVET,
Rochester, N.Y., TV grantee; Joe Bloom (Forjoe), 50% owner of WBXB, Chattanooga,
Tenn.
Adam Young small stockholder in WICC-TV & WICC, Bridgeport, Conn.
,

;

,

,

,

,

;

,

NO LETUP IN COMMUNITY ANTENNA GROWTH: Expans ion of community antenna systems has
been quite startling
totally contrary to gloomy predictions of those who foresaw
systems withering away as new stations took to air after end of the 4-year freeze.

—

As operators meet June 8 in New York's Park Sheraton for the second annual
convention of National Community TV Assn.
they can be particularly gratified that
their expansion has been to everyone's good
public, station operators, set makers,
distributors, retailers. Even FCC appears satisfied, now having little fear that
systems will deter construction of regular stations to any significant degree.
May 25 ruling of Bureau of
NCTA also has a new, hot issue on its hands
Internal Revenue, after long delay, that operators must pay 8% excise tax on both
installation and monthly service charges. Ruling on monthly charges was expected,
Tax on installation is
and 90-95% of operators have been collecting and paying it.
something else; only about 50% of operators have been paying it. NCTA isn't taking
decision lying down, will fight to get it rescinded. Bureau reported in May 25
bulletin that the community system service "constitutes wire and equipment service
within the meaning of section 3465(a)(2)(B) of the Code, as amended, and that all
charges made in connection with furnishing of such service are subject to tax."
,

—

—

*

*

*

*

In the year since last meeting (Vol. 8:24), systems have grown in number
from 70-80 to about 200 number of subscribers from 10-15,000 to 80-100,000. Registration last year was 60; about 200 are expected at June 8 session.
Each system has expanded greatl y; those 1-2 years old generally have well
We find average of 485 for all systems, old and new, on the
over 500 subscribers.
Two
questionnaires returned to us in preparation for our July 15 Factbook No. 17
operators report more than 2000 subscribers 9 more report in excess of 1000.
In addition to excise tax ruling hottest subjects are initiation of local
closed-circuit programming, addition of more channels to pick up more stations, evaluation of impact of new stations, installation of microwaves to bring in signals.
Idea of feeding subscribers local programs via camera chains is by no means
of fact, it was done for many months by John Boler's KCJB, Minot, N.D
Matter
new.
Boler
did
it solely to train staff in TV, dropped service when he went on air
But
operators are looking to local originations for added revecommunity
with TV. Now
nues from sponsorships.
All hasten to make clear that they're not going to interrupt programs they
receive from stations, which, after all, are their bread-&-butter. They won't jeopardize excellent relationships with the telecasters.
,

.

;

,

.

*

*

*

*

One of most ambitious closed-circuit entrepreneurs is Murray Borkon, who
He says his programs will be
expects to get going in Florence, S.C in 2 weeks.
He resole service offered at first, because no outside stations reach Florence.
.

C

,

5

ports 1000 subscribers signed already, says he'll feed them film and disc-jockey
type of programs 9 hours daily at start.
Borkon says his relations with TV applicants in Florence are most cordial.
To illustrate, he says that ordinance granting him franchise to wire town was introduced by Eugene Stone, of WJMX, Ch. 8 applicant competing with Jefferson Standard
When Ch. 8 station goes on air, Borkon will feed its
Bcstg. Co. (WBTV, Charlotte).
contrasts Florence with Asheville N. . where the
He
subscribers.
programs to his
fight
to keep him from establishing system (Vol.9:20).
won
applicants and grantees
State
Supreme Court.
He's appealing that decision to
Borkon has 2 DuMont camera chains employs RCA community equipment. He's
looking for other towns now, says many will always be too far from stations for adeHe'll charge about the same as most
quate regular service, has his eye on a dozen.
He's a Philaother operators: approximately $125 for connection $5.50 monthly
delphian with advertising background, says he has been helping other community
operators get going for last few years.
Another operator planning local originations is TV Cable Co., Oil City, Pa
Company is now testing dual Dage
B. A. Drelick president, Ned Cogswell gen. mgr.
camera chain plus other equipment for film and slide programming, costing $12,000
and purchased from DuMont.
Operator of largest system Martin Malarkey Jr., Pottsville, Pa., says he's
giving very serious consideration to adding such equipment. His system now serves
Malarkey, who is
about 2900 homes in Pottsvil le and Minersville with 3 channels.
also president of NCTA, says he plans to add 2 channels one for WPIX, New York,
Two others considering local feeds are Service Elecother for local originations.
tric Co., Mahanoy City, P a. and Potomac Valley TV Inc., Cumberland, Md
,

,

,

.

,

.

,

,

.

Most systems now handle 3 channels but there's considerable drive to add
aside from local origination angle. Most equipment
more to pick up more stations
makers have designed, or are designing, gear to handle more channels. Exhibitors
Jerrold Electronics, RCA, DuMont, Speneer-Kennedy Labs, International
at meeting
Phelps-Dodge Times Appliance, U.S. Wire & Cable.
Telemeter, Entron Corp.
,

—

:

,

,

#

*

*

*

FCC once feared community systems would deter growth of small-town TV stations, but recent report by its economists has pretty well banished such worries
meaning Commission will leave community systems alone unless a few shoddy operators
produce public demand for govt, intervention.

—

Economic div. counted 197 towns with systems in operation or in planning
It then pointed out that only 65 of these have channels allocated and that
stage.
there were more applications and CPs in these towns, percentage-wise, than for towns
Staff's conclusion :
their size without community systems.
The existence of a community syste m within the signal area of a potential
applicant for a TV station should not be a deterrent to such an applicant because
in the great majority of instances a community being served by a system is in a
'hidden' area which, because of terrain peculiarities, is normally incapable of
receiving an outside signal.
"
The basic consideration of an applicant for a TV station is the potential
magnitude of his Grade A and Grade B service areas.
If the applicant believes that
this coverage area provides sufficient economic support for a TV station, he will
construct such a station notwithstanding the existence of a system, receiving a competing signal, which at best will have no more than 500-1000 subscribers.
To some
extent, moreover, the exist. nee of a system can be advantageous to a TV licensee by
adding coverage in otherwise unavailable pocket areas."
FCC economists' other major conclusion though incidental to main purpose
of the study, concerns reverse situation
impact of stations on systems
leans
to the pessimistic side despite progress of systems to date.
T hey said
"
The development of TV stations and their extension into small communities
is likely to have a retarding effect on the growth of community antenna systems. In
this connection, it should be noted that the majority of the systems now actually
"

—

,

—

:
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in operation were started prior to the lifting of the 'freeze'.
For some places
community antenna service may be the only possible service unless 'satellites' or
In other communities, subscribers may be willing to pay
'boosters' are authorized.
the necessary fees in order to have a selection of program choices . In those cases,
where the system can bring in multiple network programs, the competition to a prospective TV applicant will be most keenly felt. By and large, however, it would
appear that the impact of 'free' TV on the future of community systems will be considerably more substantial than the reverse."
,

,

Another subject involving FCC is use of microwaves to pipe improved signals
from distant stations to community systems. FCC has authorized none so far but
quite a few operators are hopeful of obtaining frequencies for this purpose soon.
,

#

*

*

*

NCTA meeting has two major sessions technical and general. Moderator of
technical clinic will be Dr. Frank Kear Washington consulting engineer. Panel members: R.C. Abbett, RCA; Caywood Cooley, Jerrold; Dr. Louis N. Ridenour, International Telemeter; Lester C. Smith, Spencer-Kennedy.
Panel includes: Donald W.
General sessions will be moderated by Malarkey
Thornburgh and John G. Leitch, WCAU-TV, Philadelphia; E.J. Mallon, accountant with
The main
Wm. E. Howe & Co., Philadelphia; attorneys David Freeman and W.Z. Scott.
speaker will be Oliver Gramling, asst. gen. mgr. of Associated Press.
,

,

.

Personal Holes: Robert A. Lovett, ex-Secy. of Defense
and partner of Brown Brothers Harriman & Co., elected
a director of CBS to fill place vacated by Prescott Bush,
Basil Cooper, FCC hearnow U. S. Senator from Conn.
ing examiner, elected secretary of Federal Trial Examiners
Gerard Arthur named chief of program
Conference
operations, Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Montreal, succeeded as head of French section by J. M. Marcotte; A. L.
Pidgeon is new supervisor of sections, Wm. Chevalier head
.

.

.

.

.

.

of policy coordination, C. R. Delafield asst, director general . .
Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS San Francisco v.p.,
.

elected pres., Assn, of Catholic

ABC

James Connelly,

cisco;

KTTV,

Richard A. Moore,

Newsmen

v.p.,

director

TV

elected pres.,

San Fran-

of

named

.

,

,

Broadcasters

Don Fedderson, KLAC-TV; James
Don Tatum, ABC-TV, secy.
Henry C. Rogers named business mgr., WWJ-TV &
James E. Kovach, ex-mgr. of WQXR,
WWJ, Detroit
New York, named program director of WNBW & WRC,
John Dunn named supexwisor of ABC-TV
Washington
newsroom in N. Y., reporting to John Madigan, director of
Harry Y. Maynard, ex-sales
news & special events
mgr., KTLA, Los Angeles, named gen. mgr. of new WCIA,
of So. Calif., succeeding

Aubrey,
.

.

KNXT,

elected v.p.;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Champaign,

.

.

R. Hill
(Ch. 3), due on air in Sept.
Carruth, ex-WBKB & KTTV, named regional sales mgr.
of new KEYT, Santa Barbara, Cal., due on air in July,
111.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WTCN, Columbus

Sam

Posner, ex-DuMont,
Kan., due
Ernest de la Ossa, NBC personnel mgr.,
.

.

.

new KTVH, Hutchinson,

named program mgr.

of

on air in July
promoted to mgr. of

WNBT & WNBC, New

.

.

.

.

KCTY, Kansas

City,

executives was announced
move designed to

“greater autonomy” to

WABC-TV

and

groom

to

Chicago as major program center. John H. Mitchell, ABC
v.p., ex-mgr. of WBKB, Chicago, was named v.p. in charge
of WABC-TV, also absorbing job of gen. mgr. formerly
held by Paul Mowrey, resigned; Sterling Quinlan, ex-program director of WBKB, promoted to gen. mgr. of WBKB
& WENR-AM; James L. Stirton, ex-gen. mgr. of ABC-TV
central

div.,

named

central

div.

for

director

TV,

in

charge of all network liaison, reporting to v.p. Alexander
S. Stronach Jr.; Don Roberts promoted to ABC central
div. director for radio, reporting to v.p. Charles T. Ayres.
John H. Norton Jr. resigned this week as v.p. of ABC-TV
central div., his duties to be divided among Quinlan, Roberts

&

Stirton.

A. Prose Walker, FCC eastern zone supervisor for
Conelrad, is among those being considered as NARTB
engineering director to succeed Neal McNaughten, who
resigned to join RCA (Vol. 9:21). Walker’s experience at

Commission includes work in TV
numerous international conferences

div.,

participation

in Latin

in

America and

Europe.

Larry Nixon,

57, director of public relations for

Hew-

&

Mather, and a veteran radio & aviation publicist and editor, died June 3 at his home in N. Y.
itt,

Ogilvy, Benson

.

.

which went on

Chock full of material on station design and planning
current edition of RCA’s Broadcast News, which features 44-page illustrated article, “Four Versatile TV Station Equipment Plans for VHF & UHF.” Also in issue
are descriptive articles on 5 uhf stations, written by the
men who run them: WFPG-TV, Atlantic City, by pres.
Fred Weber & operations v.p. Fred Thron; WBRE-TV,
Wilkes-Barre, by mgr. David M. Baltimore; WSBA-TV,
York, Pa., by commercial mgr. Phillip K. Eberly; WSBTTV, South Bend, by chief engineer Arthur R. O’Neil &
asst, chief engineer Scott N. Hagenau; WKNB-TV, New
Britain, Conn., by chief engineer John Shipley.
is

York, replac-

John Kinsella,
ing v.p. Ted Cott, now on network duties
ex-KPTV, Portland, named commercial mgr. of Empire
Coil’s

ABC-TV

pres. Robert Kintner in

.

.

engineer,

week by

give

.

Arthur J. Daly, ex-DuMont
with office in Los Angeles
Network, appointed TV-radio business mgr., D’Arcy Adv.
Charles Power resigns as executive TV-radio proJames Weathers
ducer, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
named western div. sales rep for World Broadcasting System, replacing Maynard Marquardt, now operating KATY,
San Luis Obispo, Cal.; Jack Wheeler, from WKEV, Griffin,
Russell Olsen
Ga., takes over Weathers’ southeast area
promoted from chief engineer to mgr., WPTV, Portland,
Raymond Owen, ex-Air Forces, named asst, chief
Ore.
.

Reshuffling of top
this

air

June

6;

Richard Ostrander, ex-Schwimmer & Scott, named program mgr.; Robert Aitman, ex- ABC, chief engineer.

FCC amended
this

week

tower

construction

to require licensees,

rules

(Part

17)

whose antennas are covered

by obstruction marking specifications, to send special postcard issued by FCC with CP to Coast & Geodetic Survey when tower has reached authorized height. Rule is effective 30 days after publication in Federal Register.

—

—
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OF GE STRIKE at Syracuse this week put transmitter div. back in production and shipments resume
next week with other orders to be filled “as fast as possible,” according to mgr. Frank Barnes. First post-strike
shipment due to go out, week of June 8, is 5-kw transmitter for KLAS-TV, Las Vegas, Nev. (Ch. 8). Before
June 15, new KIMA-TV, Yakima, Wash. (Ch. 29) is due
to get its 100-watt uhf interim transmitter with antenna,
and by mid-June delivery has been promised to KBES-TV,
Medford, Ore. (Ch. 5).
DuMont reports order for 5-kw transmitter has been
placed by the Gran theatre interests, who on May 13 got
grant of Ch. 13 in Rockford, 111., no call letters yet issued.
RCA reports KRDO-TV, Colorado Springs (Ch. 13) will
get its 2-kw transmitter week of June 8; also that 10-kw
for KYTV, Springfield, Mo. (Ch. 3) went out this week,
and that WILS-TV, Lansing, Mich. (Ch. 54) will get shipment week of June

*

*

*

In our continuing survey of upcoming
these are reports received this week:

new

stations,

WKAQ-TV, San Juan, Puerto
GE equipment

Rico (Ch. 2) has ordered
for delivery in about 4
months, proposes to locate 5-kw transmitter with 6-bay
antenna atop 1750-ft. Marquesa Mt., about 12 mi. from
downtown. With 30-kw ERP, publisher Angel Ramos of
El Mundo, grantee, thinks signal may reach Virgin
Islands. Plan is to get started “early next year.”
KVOA-TV, Tucson, Ariz. (Ch. 4), first promised for
$500,000 worth of

February and oft-deferred, now indicates on-air-date
as Sept. 15, though no report of shipment of transmitter
has yet gone out from factory. Meanwhile, it held a “TV
fair” which exhibited about 20 different makes of TVs,
last

last Jan.

13

(Vol.

KOPO-TV (Ch. 13) which got on
KOPO-TV announced that

air

the
H. B.

9:3).

coaxial will bring it CBS-TV services as of Oct. 1.
Williams is pres, of KVOA-TV; Ben L. Slack program
mgr.; Phoenix’s KTAR owners (Richard O. Lewis, Gov. J.
Howard Pyle, et al.) own 85%. Raymer will be rep.
KULA-TV, Honolulu (Ch. 4) has not ordered equipment or choen rep, but William B. Dolph, v.p. of grantee

American Bcstg. Stations Inc., reports that on-air-target
is between Oct. 1 and Nov. 15, 1953.
Gi’antee also owns
WMT-TV (CP) and WMT, Cedar Rapids, la.; Mr. Dolph
heads group that recently purchased radio station KULA,
Honolulu.

WCSC-TV,

according to pres. A. D. Rust, expects to be on air July 7.
Other San Angelo grantee, KGKL-TV (Ch. 3) has given
up its CP (Vol. 9:14). O. L. Taylor will be KTXL-TV rep.
KOY-TV, Phoenix (Ch. 10), last week’s share-time
grantee with KOOL-TV, “very tentatively” expects to
make debut Oct. 1, although equipment has not been
ordered or construction begun, writes mgr. Albert Johnson.
Rep. has not yet been chosen.
KTVH, Hutchinson, Kan. (Ch. 12) now reports test
patterns will start “sometime in July,” with CBS-TV interconnection due from outset of commercial telecasting and

25-kw

Charleston, S. C.

(Ch. 5), last reported

mid-May debut (Vol. 9:16), is now “tentatively set”
for June 15, but “we have run into trouble from high
winds which make our starting time very uncertain,”
writes owner-mgr. John M. Rivers. Roland Weeks has been
named asst, mgr.; Ralph Thornley, sales mgr.; Russell
Long, program director; Charles Hall, production mgr.;

H-R

WMAK,

Nashville,

KIDO-TV,

TV

Boise,

applicant.

Ida.

(Ch.

Rep not yet chosen.
7),

originally

scheduled

June 1 (Vol. 9:1), now plans programming July 12
with RCA equipment and test pattern “about ten days
prior to that date,” reports gen. mgr. Walter E. Wagstaff.
New building just completed includes 30x50-ft. studio.
Hour rate of $150 has been set; Blair will be rep.
to begin

transmitter ready by Aug. 15. Howard O.
gen. mgr.; Robert B. Marye, chief engineer.
Television is rep.
is

KRDO-TV,

Colorado Springs (Ch. 13), first reported
April debut with RCA equipment, later
changed to June, then July 1 (Vol. 8:48 & 9:6, 14) has
been delayed by construction strikes, writes mgr. Joe
Rohrer, who now gives no date. Harry W. Hoth has been

March

or

named commercial mgr.; Paul

C. Crozier, business mgr.;

Robert Fitzmorris, production mgr.;
barth, chief engineer. McGillvra will
KFYR-TV, Bismarck, N. D. (Ch.
equipment for mid-Sept. delivery and
reports mgr. F. E. Fitzsimonds. Rep
*

WTAP,

*

and Herbert Schube rep.
5) has ordered

RCA

aims at Oct. 1 debut,
not chosen as yet.

*

*

Parkersburg, W. Va. (Ch. 15) has Sept. 21

target date, writes gen. mgr. Ted Eiland, recently program
WSAZ-TV, Huntington. Rep not yet chosen.
KLPR-TV, Oklahoma City (Ch. 19) has ordered GE
equipment, held ground-breaking ceremonies May 25 at
40-acre transmitter site, and “probably will be on the air
early in Sept.,” reports Byrne Ross, pres. A 55-ft. GE
director of

antenna will top a 920-ft. tower to make it the
“southwest’s tallest”; it will be 2138-ft. above sea level.
Jay Davis is chief engineer. Rep. not chosen as yet.
helical

WICS, Springfield, 111. (Ch. 20) has had its debut
postponed to Aug. 1, reports Herbert Scheftel, head of
Telenews and partner in company which this week began
operating WFTV, Duluth (Ch. 38). He also reports Sept.
15 target dates for KETV, Little Rock (Ch. 23) and KWTV,
Sioux City (Ch. 36), other CPs his group holds. RCA
equipment is used in Duluth and Springfield, makes for
other cities not yet announced. Rep for all the stations
is

Adam Young.
WIRK-TV, West Palm Beach (Ch. 21) has ordered
equipment and now plans Aug. 1 test pattern in

for

Annie Lee Small, copy chief; Annie Laurie Quarterman,
traffic mgr. and film director; Wilbur Albee, chief engineer.
Hour rate of $200 has been set; Free & Peters will be rep.
KCEN-TV, Temple, Tex. (Ch. 6) has ordered RCA
transmitter and 664-ft. Ideco tower, plans Oct. 1 debut,
writes pres. Frank W. Mayborn. Located between Temple and Waco, antenna will be 833-ft. above ground. With
FCC approval to raise antenna and increase power to 100kw visual, 50-kw aural, Mr. Mayborn states “we will be
able to deliver a clear picture and sound throughout Central Texas.”
Grantee publishes Temple Telegram and
Sherman, Tex., Democrat; Mr. Mayborn owns 75% of

RCA

Peterson

for

8.

*

in cooperation with

KTXL-TV, San Angelo, Tex. (Ch. 8) has received its
DuMont 5-kw transmitter and associated equipment and,

RCA
lieu

of first-reported

Joseph

S.

Field Jr.

WMAC-TV,
test patterns in

June debut (Vol. 9:5), says mgr.

Weed

will be rep.

Massillon, O.

(Ch. 23)

August, provided

expects to begin

GE

equipment promised
for delivery early that month is not delayed by strike,
reports commercial rep Jim Bushman. “Studio and tower
construction starts June 4 and should be finished by Aug. 1.
Tentative plans call for early Sept, commercial telecasting.” Class A hour rate is $200. Network affiliations and
rep not chosen as yet. Edward Lamb Enterprises Inc.,
100% owner, also owns WICU, Erie, Pa. and is TV applicant for Orlando, Fla. and Toledo & Portsmouth, O.

KTAG-TV, Lake Charles, La. (Ch. 25) and WPFA-TV,
Pensacola, Fla. (Ch. 15) will not make previously reported
June targets (Vol. 9:8) because of “difficulty in meeting
CAA [tower] clearance,” reports gen. mgr. Tom E. Gibbens. CP holders for both stations are partners Gibbens
and Charles W. Lamar, Jr. GE equipment has been
ordered for both stations. F. E. Busby, ex-WKRG, Mobile,
has been named mgr. of WPFA-TV and at later date
Hillman Bailey, now with KSIG, Crowley, La., will be-

come mgr.

of

both stations.

KTAG-TV. Adam Young

will

be rep for

—

—
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Telecasting Notes: President Eisenhower’s folksy TV
report June 3, with supporting cast of 4 Cabinet members,
was joint idea of BBDO’s Ben Duffy and White House
press secy. James Hagerty, who hatched it several weeks
BBDO, which helped
ago, found President enthusiastic.
promote Eisenhower as candidate during campaign, provided production crew gratis, gave technical assistance on
format, though Bill Wood, CBS-TV’s Washington public
affairs director, was over-all producer under networks’
plan of alternating production of White House programs.
Show was carefully rehearsed twice, using cue cards in reReaction among newsmen
hearsals and during telecast
was extremely favorable, though more critical Congressional audience probably will have some questions to ask.
White House plans to follow up program with similar informal shows in future, leading columnist Thomas L.
Stokes to speculate that TV may mean to Eisenhower
TV’s
what radio meant to late President Roosevelt
sensitivity to otherwise unnoticed incidents caused “rhubarb” between WFIL-TV gen. mgr. Roger Clipp and baseball commissioner Ford Frick after cameras caught Brooklyn pitcher Russ Meyer making vulgar gestures from dugout; Clipp blamed player, but Frick said “TV cameras have
no business focusing on things that happen in the dugouts”
MBS came to aid of DuMont June 4 by feeding
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

audio portion of Author Meets the Critics into Washington after Sen. Morse (Ind.-Ore.), participant June 4, discovered DuMont’s Washington outlet, WTTG, had dropped

C

ORONATION

coverage was

terrific

—but

it’s

which could have extended from Westminster Abbey to
New York, networks set such a difficult standard for
themselves any performance would look pale in comparison.
Silliest of all was hoopla by NBC and CBS over international air derby (Vol. 9:19,22) for sake of getting on
air few minutes ahead. Outcome proved how silly it was
CBS won plane race but went on air last; ABC, having
arranged with Canadian Broadcasting Corp. to pick up its
films microwaved from Montreal, could claim at least a
tie, getting on air at 4:15 p.m., though NBC claimed it
won by one minute, using same CBC pickup, despite fact
its “secret” plane, which left London 2 hours before pooled
transport, was forced to turn back because of engine
trouble. ABC probably got top audience, too, by repeating
the BBC film at 8 p.m. EDT, whereas other networks
waited until 10:30 p.m. All told, coronation coverage reportedly cost networks over $2,000,000.
Obsession for “scoop,” which doesn’t even have same
meaning to newspapermen anymore, much less publie,
made networks laughing stock of the media, considering
10 hours elapsed between crowning and on-air time. Even
one of their own hands, CBS’s Eric Sevareid, chided them
night before big event, saying “[Scoops] play hell with
staff ulcers. At the rate you’re going, TV, you’ll never
know about ulcers, you’ll start with a cardiac.”
What networks were trying to prove with their
breast-beating is still obscure. TV didn’t have to prove
could cover a major event;

it

did that

beyond

scintilla

of doubt with amazing coverage of last year’s political conventions, for which it’s still winning well-merited awards.
One theory, advanced by Sevareid and several columnto inject an element
This is puzzling. British coronations have
being going on for 900 years; surely newsmen would be
forced to strain to introduce a buildup. Of course, sponsors
General Motors (NBC-TV) and Willys (CBS-TV) were
pleased by any increase in audience and publicity pro-

ists,

was that networks were trying

of suspense.

duced by buildup.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

As

question-

able whether anything short of miraculous could
have justified vainglorious claims networks heaped on
themselves in advance. With blizzard of press releases

it

program; he expressed interest in having it covered in
Washington, so Mutual agreed to put it on full radio network
Film div. is in formative stage at ABC-TV to
buy, underwrite, produce and syndicate film shows; fact
that network is UPT controlled expected to give it plenty
of know-how, even though it’s starting far behind NBC &
CBS in this field
Motion Picture Assn, of America’s
Hollywood Parade series expected to have pilot film in
hands of ABC-TV shortly for showcasing to prospective
“Television Films, 1953 Survey” titles current
sponsors
list of TV film package availabilities just published by
Ross Reports, 551 Fifth Ave., N. Y. ($5)
NBC-TV’s
famed $62,000 Cadillac mobile unit is subject of cover
story in June Popular Mechanics
Board of rabbis of
N. Y. chapter, American Jewish Committee, attends CBSTV workshop June 11 as part of clinic demonstrating TVradio techniques
Kenneth Banghart, NBC newscaster,
producing new mystery play on Broadway, titled A Dash
of Bitters, by Reginald Denham and Conrad Sutton Smith
NARTB Code (for full text, see TV Factbook No. 16)
has added 31 subscribers in last few weeks, now has 125,
including some upcoming stations
Wm. Saroyan, the
author, added to CBS-TV’s “creative group” for new program ideas, others being Sally Benson, Harry Kurnitz, Ron
Alexander
Dave Garroway taking leave of NBC-TV’s
Today for 3-week vacation in Europe, starting June 11; Ed
Sullivan leaves CBS-TV’s Toast of the Town from June
14 for 3 weeks in Europe.
.

.

.

.

to coverage itself,

BBC

cameras caught spiritual

Abbey ceremony with solemn spendor, and
aided by dignified, restrained commentary of BBC’s Richsignificance of

ard Dimbleby, produced for audiences estimated at up to
18,000,000 in U.S. alone some unforgettable moments of
historic pageantry. Kine quality was excellent, considering obstacles involved, especially transposition from BBC
405 lines to U.S. 525.
Pity was that color TV wasn’t available, for one
could only visualize from narration exquisite beauty of
multi-colored costumes.
Paramount’s experiment with
closed-circuit transmission of color telecast using Lawrence tube was beamed to group of 200 children in London
hospital, selected

group of newsmen and executives.

New
field is

entry in theatre-TV production and syndication
Cappel, MacDonald & Co., Dayton, O., sales incen-

tive specialists.

sales

Company

will specialize in closed-circuit

meeting, conventions,

etc.

for business firms, has

Wm. Morris Agency.
Cappel, MacDonald’s new showmanship div. stresses flexibility, announces that simple one-hour show can be produced for as little as $5000. Company has offices at 40 E.
tie-up with top talent representatives

New

York, and 8 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, as
Rochester and Dayton. Other companies in
theatre-TV syndication field are: Theatre Network TV Inc.
(TNT), 515 Madison Ave.; Teleconference Inc., 270 Madison Ave.; Closed-Circuit TV Co., 20 E. 53rd St. all in
New York and Theatre TV Authority, Sacramento, Cal.

49th

St.,

well

as

in

—

—

TV-radio revenues replaced gate receipts in 1952
$4,800,000 to $4,600,000

—as

New York

principal source of boxing’s

Mirror columnist Dan Parker
writing in True Magazine, but he suggests nevertheless
that boxing should ban TV fights for one year. He charges
TV has squeezed small fight clubs out of existence, caused
mismatches, concentrated power in International Boxing
Club, reduced boxing to carnival status, frightened state
boxing commissions into abdicating their powers because
they’re “afraid to offend the sponsors, the IBC, or the TV

income, says

audience.”

9
Station Accounts: Spokane’s KXLY-TV (Ed Craney)
got nice publicity break on unique commercial when United
Press carried wire story relating how an enterprising local
bootblack bought live spot showing him applying his polishing technique to a pair of shoes; result was deluge of
“new business,” his daily gross jumping from average of
$6-$12 to $30. News dispatch said it’s believed to be “first
time a shoe-shining stand used TV as an advertising me-

dium”

.

.

.

TV

20th Century-Fox will step up

exploitation

promote summer boxoffice, states adv. v.p.
American Chicle Co. and General Mills
Charles Einfeld
using TV-radio spots in June tie-in promotion whereby
package of Dentyne gum is given free inside package of
Cheerios; both sponsors used Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
of

films

to

.

N. Y.

.

.

.

.

.

DeJur-Amsco (cameras) sponsoring 5-min.

strip in Six o’Clock Report on WCBS-TV, N. Y.,
Dr. Pepper Co.
thru Friend-Reiss-McGlone, N. Y.
(soft drink) using TV in selected markets to promote con.”
test for letters on “I switched to Dr. Pepper because
Richfield Oil Co.
placed thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, Dallas
buys Victory at Sea on KTYL-TV, Mesa-Phoenix one of

weather

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

Tea Coun26 markets buying second-runs of NBC epic
cil using 20-sec. spots in iced tea campaign, in addition to
Banks’ use of
3 segments weekly on NBC-TV’s Today
.

.

TV

spots

is

119 E. Main

.

subject of study by Hamilton
St.,

Madison, Wis.

.

.

.

.

.

.

James

Among

Assoc.,

other adver-

TV: Roto-Broil
thru Product Services Inc., N. Y.; Moly

tisers reported using or preparing to use

Co. (Jay broilers),

Motor Products Co. (Liqui-Moly automotive lubricant),
thru Friend-Reiss-McGlone, N. Y.; Minute Maid Corp.
(lemonade mix), thru Ted Bates, N. Y.; Perma Starch Inc.
(laundry starch), thru Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago;
Family Circle Inc. (Family Circle magazine), thru DancerFitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.; Two to Five Inc. (magazine),
thru Harold A. Jacobs Co., N. Y.; Good Humor Corp. (ice
cream), thru David J. Mahoney, N. Y.; USEN Canning
Co. (Tabby cat food), thru Arnold & Co., Boston; Friend
Brothers Inc. (baked beans), thru Ingalls-Miniter Co., Boston; B. V. D. Co. (clothing), thru Fairfax Inc., N. Y.;
Thomas J. Lipton Inc. (tea), thru Young & Rubicam, N. Y.;
Gerity-Michigan Corp. (Dishmaster dishwasher), thru
Ross Roy Inc.; United Packers Inc. (Red Crown & Consul

canned meats), thru Olian & Bronner, Chicago; Hill Packing Co. (Hills Gold Label Dog Food), thru Comer & Reams
Inc., Kansas City; Knitking Corp. (precision knitting instrument), thru Leonard Wolf & Assoc., N. Y.
Possible new trend in TV ad budgets is forecast in
third article of series on “All-Media Evaluation Study” by
Sponsor Magazine, which says sales money, instead of

be used in future to pay TV
can do much of the work of the
sales force.” It notes that TV ranks fifth in dollar volume
among all media, but, having gained $150-200,000,000 in
each of past 3 years, probably will be third by year’s end,
outranked only by newspapers and direct mail. “Guesstimate” is made that TV will stop growing at about 1000
stations grossing $1.5-2 billion per year, not quite catchAlso listed are 10 advaning newspapers’ $2.5 billion.
tages & limitations of TV and 10 tips on how best to use
study daytime & spot TV, merit, including advice to
chandising programs with dealers & retailers, and oneshot network TV for special promotions.
advertising funds,
costs “on grounds

may

TV

Ford Foundation’s TV-radio ventures cost $4,800,000
which $4,100,000 went for aid to educational

last year, of

TV, balance being spent for production of Omnibus (CBSTV) and The People Act (CBS-AM). Annual report reveals

it

spent $50,000 for operation of National Citizens

Committee for Educational TV, headed by Dr. Milton
Eisenhower, with remaining $3,600,000 in grants or pledges
to prospective educational

TV

stations.

Network Accounts:

NBC-TV’s new weekly discount
makes no distinction among those using Class A, B or C time and lumps
together advertiser’s entire week of sponsored time.
If
sponsor buys 15-min. per week for 26 weeks or more, he’s
plan, aimed at luring daytime sponsors,

5%

discount; 30-min. per week, 6% discount;
8% discount, etc. up to 2-hr. or more
which entitle him to 15% discount. New annual plan allows 10% discount to sponsors buying pei-iods of equal
entitled to

one hour per week,

duration and in same rate classifications for 52 consecutive weeks. Neither plan applies to Today, Your Show of
Shows, sports or other special event programs
Serutan
Co. (Geritol) to sponsor Juvenile Jury, starting July 6 on
NBC-TV, Mon. 9-9:30 p.m., thru Edward Kletter
Andrew Jergens Co. (lotion & cosmetics) buys 7:30-7:45
p.m. time period on NBC-TV, reportedly will sponsor Victor Borge program, thru Robt. W. Orr
Gldsmobile
again buys 15-min. sports program preceding Sat. afternoon NCAA football games on NBC-TV, thru D. P. Brother
Standard Brands Inc. (Blue Bonnet margarine) buys
15-min. segment of Howdy Doody on NBC-TV, Mon.-Fri.
5:30-6 p.m., thru Ted Bates; other sponsors are Royal
Pudding, Kellogg, Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, Continental
Baking Co. (Hostess cakes) & Welch’s Grape Juice
Speidel Co. (jewelry) will sponsor Name That Tune every
week, instead of alternate weeks, starting June 22 on
NBC-TV, Mon. 8-8:30 p.m., thru Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles; Crosley drops its alt.-week sponsorship
DeSoto-Plymouth Dealers of America will sponsor The
Best of Groucho, selected programs from Groucho Marx’s
You Bet Your Life, as summer replacement, starting June
18 on NBC-TV, Thu. 8-8:30 p.m., thru BBDO
Toni Co.
(home permanents) will sponsor 9-9:15 a.m. segment and
Philco 9:15-10 a.m. segment of Don McNeill Breakfast
Club June 23 on ABC-TV, Tue. 9-10 a.m., in simulcast
marking program’s 20th anniversary on radio; Toni’s
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

agency is Tatham-Laird, for Philco, it’s Hutchins Adv.
Toni also starts Place the Face July 16 on CBS-TV, alt.
Thu. 10:30-11 p.m., thru Foote, Cone & Belding; it alternates with Camel, which replaces Carter Products Inc. as
sponsor of I’ve Got a Secret, starting June 25, thru Wm.
Esty
Revlon Products Corp. (cosmetics) buys Sat.
10:30-11 p.m. time period on CBS-TV for undisclosed
drama program, thru Wm. Weintraub
Hazel Bishop
Inc. (cosmetics) and Toni Co. will replace Your Big Moment with Blind Date, starting June 9 on DuMont, Tue.
8-8:30 p.m., thru Raymond Spector for Hazel Bishop and
Weiss & Geller for Toni
Remington Rand (electric
shavers) sponsored films of Canadian racing classic, The
Queen's Plate, June 3 on CBC-TV, Wed. 7:30-8 p.m., thru
Locke, Johnson & Co., Toronto
Gerber’s Baby Foods
reported buying Thu. segment of Break the Bank, starting
June 11 on NBC-TV, Mon.-Fri. 3-4 p.m.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

As an advertising medium
up with and pass radio on a dollars-&-cents
basis within the next 2 years.
But that doesn’t put you
Thus NARTB president Harold Felout of business.”
lows, in recent speech to Pennsylvania Assn, of Broadcasters, urged reliance on sound business practices and
firm rate cards to continue radio’s growth “arm in arm
for mutual progress and protection with the great medium
which was supposed to devour radio.” He cited increases
“You

it

of

can’t stop television.

will catch

50% more AM stations, 65% more radio sets-in-use,
35% more radio advertising since 1948 and said

and

“competition and bad management” are the only 2 factors
which can destroy a radio station.

CIO has earmarked

$1,000,000

program, with TV-radio
union’s executive board announced.
about $750,000 a year on TV-radio.
relations

for

expanded public

as

principal

AFL

is

media,

said to spend

a

Trade Report

with Electronics Reports

June

/
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CHICAGO MARTS NEXT STOP ON TRADE CIRCUIT: Eleven TV-radio manufacturers will exhibit
at Summer Market of Chicago's American Furniture Mart June 22-July 2, with most preparing to demonstrate their new lines for first time.
Chicago's Merchandise Mart
simultaneously, will house new displays of 6 TV-radio manufacturers.
,

Official roster of Furniture Mart lists these industry exhibitors: Admiral
Arvin Bendix Radio DuMont Hallicraf ters Motorola Philco RCA Victor Sparton
Westinghouse Zenith . At Merchandise Mart, the following exhibitors: CBS-Colnmhi
Capehart-Farns worth Crosley General Electric Magnavox Raytheon
NARDA holds midyear meeting in Chicago's Conrad Hilton Hotel, June 28-30,
highlighted by a series of panel discussions, climaxed with annual banquet June 29.
After that comes big trade show and convention of National Assn, of Music Merchants
at Chicago's Palmer House, July 13-16.
,
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EMERGE WITH NEW LINES & STYLES:

New uhf tuning features first sets using
24-in. rectangular tubes 17-in. model at industry's lowest price of $160
these
were big guns as Admiral, RCA and Philco announced new 1954 lines
RCA and Admiral
at meetings this week, Philco in advance of big Atlantic City convention June 7-10.
Their full lines with prices and outstanding features, are detailed on p. 11.
Unquestioned top attractions were 24-in. sets and you could get any number
of opinions on how they'll do as sales magnets, keeping in mind popularity of 21-in.
Pricing remained firm with no increases on comparable models. At low end of price
structure. Admiral introduced 17-in. vhf-only plastic table model at $160; at top
of lines, Philco unveiled 21-in. full-door combination listing for $1000.
Admiral and Philco as expected, came out with full range of models from 17
to 27-in .
while RCA eschewed 24-in . and introduced n o combination sets. Admiral
unveiled 3 new 24-in. consoles, ranging from mahogany model in "cascode" chassis at
$400 to half-door mahogany, with "super cascode" chassis, at $515. Philco introduced its 24-in. as mahogany table model at $450, with open-face consoles in mahogany or blonde oak, from $500 to $580, or half-door mahogany at $600.
RCA modified its uhf tuning features introducing an all-channel continuous
tuner for first time, on lower-end models only, while retaining successful 16-channel
tuner at top end. Admiral while offering 70-channel continuous uhf tuner with all
its sets, still recommends strips for turret tuners in areas anticipating fewer than
and an external converter
4 uhf stations. Philco offers sets with all-channel tuner
selling
for
latter
receiver,
$75.
adaptable to any make
is manifest in
That industry is gearing for production of 7,000,000 sets
optimistic statements at conventions. Admiral's Ross Siragusa told his distributors
he expects to produce and sell over 1,000,000 sets in 1953. Philco's Wm. Balderston
hinted at same figure at winter Boca Raton convention (Vol.9:2), probably will reaffirm it next week. RCA v.p. Henry Baker predicted excellent second-half sales,
It thus would seem
has always taken position it won't be "outproduced or outsold."
of
sets.
for
sales
3,000,000
account
these 3 pacemakers might
Elaborating on Admiral's sales position at convention, where he shared spotlight with Bishop Sheen, Siragusa said Admiral's sales for first 6 months of year
will be nearly 500,000 that its percentage of nation's TV market was never higher,
that more than half of its sales are still being made in 38 pre-freeze markets, thus
"proving that saturation talk is a myth."
Though Raytheon was first to introduce new models (Vol. 9:19), these were
Others will follow shortly, among them
first lines from the pace-setting majors.
Motorola at Chicago's Palmer House, July 1; Sylvania at Buffalo plant, July 9-11;
Westinghouse at Metuchen, N.J. plant, June 8; Zenith at Chicago's Drake Hotel,
June 11-12.
RCA will hold distributor-dealer meetings from mid-June to mid-July.
BIG
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TV production for first 5 months of year totaled about 5,550,000 based on
weekly RTMA statistics, substantially above the 1,955,000 produced in same months
of 1952 and 2,400,000 in record 1950.
Seasonal lag caught up with TV output week ended May 29, when 99 5S0 sets
(8707 private label) were produced, first time this year production has dipped below
It was down from 152,750 preceding week and 154,000 week ended May 22,
100,000.
bringing preliminary total for month to about 495,000 vs. 509,575 for May 1952.
Radio production totaled 267,744 (152,295 private), down from 294,688 week
ended May 22 and 285,707 week before.
Week's radios: 64,651 home sets, 55,964
portables, 28,749 clock, 118,400 auto.
,

,

ADMIRAL
i

unveiled

new

line of 18

TVs, 6 radios

&

radio-

\ phonograph combinations at New York’s Plaza Hotel

June 5, to be followed by additional showings at Chicago’s
Edgewater Beach Hotel June 8, San Francisco’s Fairmont
Hotel June 10, Furniture Mart beginning June 22.
Outstanding features are industry’s first 24-in. rectangular tube, incorporated in 2 consoles; aluminized tubes
on all but 17-in. sets; compound curved optic filters; improved super cascode chassis. Though its prices remained
firm, Admiral is offering as leader a 17-in. vhf-only ebony
plastic table model at $160, with optional all-channel converter $40 extra; on all other sets, all-channel converters
cost $50 extra. Following is full line
Table Models: 17-in ebony plastic $160; mahogany
plastic $180 & $190; 21-in. mahogany plastic (220-sq. in.
tube) $200 & $220, mahogany $250; 21-in. walnut (252-sq.
in. tube) $280, mahogany $280, $300 & $320; blonde $300 &
$320; mahogany plastic $270.
Consoles: 21-in. open-face mahogany $300 & $340,
walnut $340, blonde $360; half-door mahogany $360 &
$370, walnut $360, blonde $390; full-door mahogany $400,
blonde $420, maple $430; 24-in. mahogany $400, $480 &
$515, blonde $500; 27-in. full-door

mahogany

unpriced.

Combinations 21-in. upright mahogany $400, blonde
$420; laydown walnut or mahogany $500, blonde $530;
full-door laydown mahogany $600.
table
Also offered are radios ranging from 5-tube
at $20 to ivory radio-phono all-speed combination at $90.

AM

NEW

LINE, comprising 25 TVs in 3 separate
was introduced at Atlantic City conference
of field men this week, will be shown additionally at Chicago’s Furniture Mart beginning June 22. RCA dubs it
CA’s

R

k.

classes,

the “Rotomatic” line in deference to its KRK-12 automatic tuner which “clicks” station into position for best
reception. It’s included in all-channel models in “de luxe”
and “super” groups.
Prices range from 17-in. maroon table model at $200
to 27-in. full-door all-channel

differential starts at $30

more expensive models.

maple console at $810.

Uhf

on low end, advances to $60 on
RCA also broadened the middle

of its line to give retailers greater variety in offerings.
full line, names all derived from county designations:
Special group: Table models, Brent, 17-in. maroon
$200 & $230, blonde $215 & $245; Blake, 21-in. maroon
$260 & $300, blonde $275 & $315. Consoles, Bristol, 17-in.
mahogany $230 & $260, blonde $240 & $270; Denham, openface mahogany $270 & $300, blonde $285 & $315; Talbot,
21-in. open-face mahogany $300 & $340, blonde $315 &
$355; Lockwood, open-face mahogany $330 & $370, blonde
$345 & $385.
Super group: Table models, Hays, 17-in. mahogany
$260, blonde $275; Bentley, 17-in. mahogany $325, blonde
Consoles, Highland, 17-in. open-face mahogany
$340.
$290, $300 & $340, limed oak $350; Hillsdale, 21-in. openface mahogany $350 & $400; Hayward, 21-in. open-face
mahogany $390 & $450, limed oak $410 & $470; Latham,
21-in. open-face limed oak or natural walnut $380 & $440
Preston, 21-in. top-door mahogany $400 & $460, limed oak

The

& $480; Powell, 21-in. full-door mahogany, cherry or
maple $430 & $490; Sutton, 21-in. full-door limed oak or
natural walnut $430 & $490; Chadwick, 21-in. full-door
mahogany or walnut $430 & $490.
De luxe group: Table models, Dunbar, 21-in. mahogany $350 & $400, limed oak $365 & $415. Consoles, Talmadge, 21-in. open-face mahogany $395 & $455, limed oak
$420

$475; Caldwell, 21-in. full-door mahogany $465 &
& $545; Vincennes, 21-in. full-door
mahogany, cherry & natural cherry $495 & $555; Newport, 21-in. full-door limed oak or natural walnut $495 &
$555 Bradbury, 21-in. full-door mahogany or walnut $495
& $555; Beaumont, 21-in. full-door maple, mahogany or
cherry $525 & $585; Copeland, 27-in. full-door mahogany
or walnut $700 & $760; Longchamps, 27-in. full-door mahogany or maple $750 & $810.

&

$415

$525, limed oak $485

;

P

HILCO introduces all-new line of 47 TV models plus 31
radio & radio-phonograph combinations at king-size

convention in Atlantic City June 7-10, will also show them
Furniture Mart June 22-July 3.
At low
end of line is 17-in. mahogany table, listing at $200; top
of series is de luxe 21-in. combination, in mahogany or
at Chicago’s

blonde, at $1000.
Philco’s big innovation is 24-in. tube, incorporated in

from mahogany table at $450 to half-door
console at $600. Other talking points are new
“high fidelity-200” chassis in more expensive models, plus
“deep dimension” picture for greater clarity in fringe
areas, and prismatic all-channel selector to eliminate
6 sets ranging

mahogany

All models are available with all-channel tuners
and, in addition, Philco is introducing an all-channel external converter adaptable to any make receiver, at $75.
stooping.

Following is the full line, suggested list price including tax & warranty (prices rounded)
Table Models: 17-in. walnut $200, maroon $230 &
:

$250; 21-in. mahogany $260, $280, $300 & $350, blonde
$300; 24-in. mahogany $450.
Consoles: 17-in. open-face mahogany $280, $300 &
$340, blonde or honey maple $300, blonde mahogany $330;
21-in. open-face mahogany $300, $340, $350, $370, $390,
$430, blonde oak $330 & $450, blonde mahogany $370,

honey maple $400; half-door mahogany $440; full-door
$430, $460, $490 & $500, oak or honey maple
$490; 24-in. open-face mahogany $500 & $550, blonde oak

mahogany
$530

&

$580; half-door

mahogany

mahogany $600;

27-in.

full-door

$750.

Combinations 17-in. half-door mahogany with 3-speed
phono $480, full-door mahogany $470, blonde oak $500;
21-in. half-door walnut $530, mahogany $550, with HF-200
chassis & deep dimension picture, $650 & $775; full-door
blonde & mahogany, with high-fidelity sound reproducer
system, and AM-FM, $1000.
Also offered are radios ranging from maroon portable at $30 to mahogany table model at $80; radio-phonos
from $100 to mahogany de luxe combination containing
“Phonorama” sound system with high fidelity and full
dimension sound reproduction, AM-FM, 3-gang tuner &
10-in. speaker, at $500.

12 -
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Trends of TV Trade: Bold new concept of
merchandising was advanced this week by Sylvania chairman Don G. Mitchell, who told the National Assn, of ElecTopics

community-wide cooperative training programs for wholesale & retail salesmen, sponsored
jointly b3r non-franchised parts distributors, might be postrical Distributors that

sible solution to rising costs of distribution in

TV-radio-

electronics industry.

“Because wr e are in an industry that is growing faster
than the economy of the country, our distribution problem is more challenging,” he said. “Somebody must present the output of the manufacturers to the local market in
a much more efficient way than the manufacturers could
do the job, working independently.”
Mr. Mitchell declared present methods of training
wholesale & retail salesmen is haphazard. What’s needed,
he said, is for non-franchised parts distributors who have
large number of retail accounts to get together on a
unified sales training program which will enable them to
set common standards and take advantage of one another’s
experiences.
Such techniques, he added, “would move
wholesalers to reduce their costs while improving their
service to their suppliers and their customers.”
*

*

*

*

Picture tube sales for first 4 months of this year
totaled 3,705,997 valued at $89,353,731, compared to 1,311,610 worth $30,064,194 in same 1952 period, reports
rectangular 20-in. and larger representing 70% of sales.
April picture tube sales totaled 907,076 worth $21,657,266,
compared to 974,154 at $23,772,801 in March and 270,781
at $6,074,540 in April 1952.
Receiving tube sales in first 4 months totaled 163,401,355 valued at $110,676,003 vs. 112,181,580 at $80,853,004
Of sales, 114,949,154 went for new
in same 1952 period.
sets, 36,571,733 replacement, 6,293,117 export, 5,587,351
govt.
For April, receiving tube sales totaled 41,342,599
worth $27,720,635, compared to 44,691,200 at $29,978,827
in March and 26,247,258 at $19,801,541 in April 1952.

RTMA

—

TV

set sales in

more than

*

*

*

Canada

this year will total at least

2%

RTMA

bec led with 6618, Toronto 5289, Ottawa 2120, HamiltonNiagara 2116, British Columbia 1560, Windsor 1350, other
areas of Ontario 1087, Prairies 144, Maritime provinces
23.
Sales for year to April 30 total 94,136, and projected
production figures for 3 months beginning May 1 indicate
63,303 units.
*

*

*

*

New combination vhf-uhf tuning unit, now being field
tested by General Instrument Corp., is slated for producUnit combines uhf continuous tuner
tion next month.
with vhf switch tuner, both in same housing and operating
from same shaft. Unit is expected to be available with
some type of “detent” device to simplify uhf tuning. Pres.
Monte Cohen says production of GI’s present uhf tuner is
now “up into big figures.” Among current users of GI
tuners are Emerson, Westinghouse, DuMont, Sylvania,
Hallicr afters, Pacific Mercury, Fada, Andrea.
April excise tax collections on TVs, radios & phonos
were $18,131,401, compared with $16,114,703 in March and

On refrigerators, air condiApril 1952.
$10,896,867
tioners, etc., Govt, collected $8,677,771 in April vs. $8,808,666 in March and $6,546,217 in April 1952.
in

tools into plant’s 210,000-sq. ft. of production

area
“World’s leading manufacturer of radios” is Motorola’s
claim now, based on combined output of home sets, portables, clock radios, auto sets
Capehart-Farnsworth
plans tie-in with trailer manufacturer for installation of
TV sets in mobile homes; R. W. Freeman, Capehart field
rep, Fort Wayne, heads project
Sears Roebuck reduces
prices by $5-10 on 6 of its 14 Silvertone TV sets, though
no new models are shown in summer catalog just out
Tips for efficient operation of distributorship are contained
in booklet, Guide for Profitable Management, published by
National Assn, of Electrical Distributors, 290 Madison
Ave., N. Y., available free on request by NAED membership
RTMA issues cumulative report of TVs shipped
to dealers by trading areas from 1946 through first quar.
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.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ter of 1953, available

from

RTMA

statistical dept.,

Bond

Washington.

Bldg.,

Distributor Notes: Nash-Kelvinator Sales Corp. reby mutual agreement, Bendix Radio franchises
in 9 markets: New York, Atlanta, Miami, Jacksonville,
Cincinnati, Louisville, Indianapolis, Dayton, Springfield,
Mass. It’s replaced in New York by Walters Distributing
Co. (Jack Walters, pres.) and by Regent Sales Inc. (Lou
linquishes,

Del Padre, pres.) in Springfield
Post & Lester Co.
(Motorola), New Haven, appoints Wm. L. Thibadeau gen.
sales mgr., replacing Wm. C. Prutting, resigned
Stromberg-Carlson appoints Summers Hardware & Supply Co.,
Johnson City, Tenn. (T. L. Wallace, pres.)
Hallicrafters
purchases John G. Gaines & Co., its Kansas City distributor, will retain Gaines name for continued operation
Raytheon appoints Union Supply Co., Davenport, la.
Capehart-Farnsworth appoints Krug Distributors Inc.,
Newark (Henry Krug, pres.)
Emerson appoints MoKan Distributors Inc., Kansas City (David Sherman, pres.)
.
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Kaye-Halbert distributor sales mgr. John Lyons re-

form own

signs to

*

times the 137,000 sold last year,
predicted Philco v.p. Courtnay Pitt at ground-breaking
ceremonies for Philco’s new $1,500,000 TV-radio-elecPlant occupying
tronics plant at Don Mills, Toronto.
81,000-sq. ft. is scheduled for completion early next year,
will replace present Toronto operation on Dufferin St.
reports 20,307 TVs with
For April, Canadian
value of $9,250,696 sold at average of $456 per unit. Que350,000,

Trade Miscellany: Raytheon starts $1,750,000 modernprogram at South Lowell, Mass, electronics plant,
involving moving $1,500,000 worth of precision machine
ization

*

distributor outlet.
*

*

*

Promotion, U. A. Sanabria style:

“How

I

invented the

and Lineless TV” headlines 2-page ad
signed by American Television Inc. president U. A. Sanabria in Chicago Sun-Times.
Ad is subtitled, with illustrative drawings: “It Pays to Have a Good Wife Who
Wears Only Seamless Hosiery
Who Has a Nylon Net
Party Dress ... A Bedroom TV Set and a Restless Evening
Because It’s Worth a Million Dollars!” It goes
on to relate how Sanabria invented “lineless TV” by slipping wife’s party dress over face of picture tube an invention which he confidently predicts will cause “a renaissance in televiewing” and “will be part of every TV set
within a year” (italics his), and “earn more than $1,000,000 in royalties for American Television.”
Ad invites
public to showing of “electronic veil” and Sanabria’s 3-D
TV, adds that all new DeForest-Sanabria TV sets are already veil-equipped.
Electronic

Veil

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

GE

and IUE were both losers, apparently, in 8-week
which ended this week at company’s 2 electronics
GE, which resumed full-scale proplants in Syracuse.
duction June 3, paid dearly in delayed production and deliveries of sorely-needed transmitters; IUE members had
to content themselves with 13 fringe concessions, having
failed to gain 10% pay boost originally requested.
strike

Shape of things to come? Motorola national sales
training mgr. J. B. Anger told National Appliance &
Radio-TV Assn, regional meeting in Memphis recently: “I

most of you here in the next 10 years will sell
sets to each customer on your books, one of
be a color set and one of which may be 3-dimen-

predict that

at least 4

which

will

sional.”

TV
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Edmond H. Leavey, USA

Maj. Gen.

Trade Personals:

ret., elected president of Federal Telecommunications Labs
(IT&T) which he joined last Nov. as v.p., succeeding late
Don G. Mitchell, Sylvania chairman,
Adm. Carl Holden
awarded honorary degree of doctor of engineering this
week by Stevens Institute of Technology, where he de-

Electronics Reports: Adequate

livered address on

.

.

“The Human Ingredients

in Engineer-

Otto H. Schade, 22-year veteran of RCA Victor’s
ing”
tube dept., was awarded honorary degree of B.A. in engineering at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute June 5; son
Otto Jr. was graduated at same commencement exercises
George T. Scharffenberger
and joins RCA Camden
Louis
elected v.p., Federal Telephone & Radio Corp.
RichHausman, CBS-Columbia v.p., elected a director
ard Matthews, ex-eastern sales mgr., Raytheon TV-radio
div., named to new post of asst, national sales mgr., replaced by James Butler, ex-Chicago merchandising mgr.
Ralph A. Shields promoted to new Sylvania post of
Isadora Leyden, ex-MajesCR tube product sales mgr.
tic, named chief mechanical engineer, Tele King Corp.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Raymond W. Meyer, ex-RCA, named TV

.

.

quality control

Hoffman Radio, replacing Burt Dorris, now westEmerson Dickman Jr. appointed Stromern sales mgr.
Walberg-Carlson New England district merchandiser
ter H. Powell, ex-American Safety Razor Co., appointed
director of industrial relations, International Resistance
Percy L. Deutsch has resigned as v.p. & director of
Co.
James Brent resigns as
Audio-Video Products Corp.
adv. mgr., F. L. Bolte quits as marketing traffic mgr., Pacific Mercury, latter’s duties being absorbed by sales mgr.
director,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Cervone promoted from
New York sales rep to sales mgr., Gates Radio, Edward J.
John Woods appointed
Wilder taking over in N. Y.
Robsales mgr. of Toronto branch, Canadian Admiral
ert G. Hess named Sparton Michigan district merchandiser
Webster E. Barth, ex-Reynolds Metals, named
J. B. Shimer,
gen. sales mgr., LaPointe Electronics
mgr. of Kimble Glass Co.’s Columbus plant, named asst,
to general factories mgr. S. A. Kenworthy to coordinate
Stanley Cohen

.

.

.

Lawrence

J.

.

.

.

.

.

.

TV

.

of

Columbus

plant,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Raymond W.

RTMA

NPA

Div. be formed within Commerce Dept, to provide liaison
between industry and armed services and other govt,
agencies, and to keep records of electronic items produced,

production facilities available, etc.
Secy. Weeks has requested funds to set up permanent
organization within his department to take over functions
NPA’s 1300 employes inof NPA industry divisions.
cluding Electronics Div. staff of 15, headed by Donald S.
Parris last week received dismissal notices, effective June
Some are ex30 when Defense Production Act expires.
pected to be rehired if Congress approves Commerce Dept,
reorganization plan.
Secy. Weeks and Asst. Secy. Craig R. Shaeffer assured industry spokesmen that Commerce Dept, appreciates importance of electronics industry and will make
provision for its adequate representation if industry diPresent at
visions are established within department.
meeting in addition to Weeks and Shaeffer was acting NPA

—

—

Horace B. McCoy.

chief

RTMA delegation included, in
RTMA president A. D. Plamondon

addition to Sprague:
Jr.

Max

;

F. Balcom,

retired Sylvania chairman; Stromberg-Carlson president

Robert C. Tait; Quam-Nichols president Matt Little; InHarry A. Ehle; former NPA
Electronics Div. director J. A. Milling, now exec, v.p.,
Howard W. Sams & Co.; Richards W. Cotton, chairman of
ODM’s Electronics Production Board and asst, to Philco

ternational Resistance v.p.

Wm.

pres.

Balderston;

RTMA

James

exec. v.p.
%

%

Raytheon promotion contest

offers

Sfj

Secrest.

.

.

(owned by

more Raytheon CK722 transistors; entry blanks and rules

.

AM

station

WHYU)

spe-

temporary authority to send out low power audio
from TV antenna far in advance of actual TV trans-

signal

WACH-TV

chief

engineer

Frederic

F.

Clair

conceived “marker beacon” idea (Vol. 9:8), has been promoting it with local service technicians and hams since
early in March. This is what “beacon” will do: Small
transmitter sends out 60-watt signal on Ch. 33, modulated
with audio note. Signal can be heard on uhf receivers
and “sound bars” can be seen on screens, but there’s no
picture. Servicemen can use signal as aid in aligning
uhf tuners and strips, orient uhf antennas, but it probably won’t be of much help in predicting ghosts, signal
strength or the most suitable type of antenna for any
specific location. Voice transmission every hour will tell
servicemen how to use “beacon” signal. WACH-TV has
leased from

WBAL-TV,

mitter formerly used for

cash prizes

for contest, which closes Aug. 31, are available from Ray-

.

WACH-TV

17

totaling $10,000 for invention, design & construction of
new units of electronic equipment capable of using one or

Gatti

“Marker beacon signal” to help servicemen pre-align
uhf receivei-s and orient antennas, will go on air in week
or so on Ch. 33 in Newport News, Va., although there
won’t be any picture on channel until next fall. FCC June

mission.

leaders headed by Sprague Electric Co. chairman Robert
C. Sprague, in meeting with Commerce Secy. Sinclair
praised work of
Weeks. Group representing
Electronics Div. and suggested that permanent Electronics

.

rectangular tubes are made
ter of RCA Victor v.p. Joseph B. Elliott, was married last
week in Philadelphia to Warner Moore, local sales mgr. of
Douglas F. Natter sucWICC-TV, Bridgeport, Conn.
ceeds Timothy Coakley as New England district sales mgr.,
Hallicrafters
C. F. McGraw named Crosley radio product sales mgr.

cial

TV-

NPA

where most of Kimble’s
Mary Ann Elliott, daugh-

bulb operations at 4 plants;

named mgi\

3 issued

of

.

.

all

.

—

—

,

.

representation

radio-electronics industry in Commerce Dept.
after
dies June 30
was urged June 2 by delegation of industry

theon distributors.

Revolutionary automatic production technique used by

—

manufacture of TV & radio receivers built around
machine that solders 424 joints at once by dipping in-

GE

in

—

verted chassis in pool of molten solder is explained in
detail for first time in June Electronics Magazine.

West Coast Electronics Manufacturers Assn, publishing 1953 directory of members and products in July for
distribution previous to its Western Electronics Show and
Convention in San Francisco, Aug. 19-21; copies available
from 767 Castelar St., Los Angeles.
Stanford Lab at Palo Alto has been renamed the W.
W. Hansen Laboratories of Physics in honor of the professor who pioneered uhf communications and died in 1949
at age 39.

Mark Simpson Mfg.

Co.,

Long Island City, N. Y. (elecXI petition in Brook-

tronic equipment) has filed Chapter

lyn Federal court; unofficial creditors’ committee has been
named and auditor appointed.

NPA discontinues materials and priority assistance to
communications industry and ham radio operators (Orders
M-77 & M-85), along with all other civilian controls July 1.
W. Walter (Wally) Watts, RCA
nical

Victor engineering

week was elected v.p. in charge of techproducts, putting him in charge of engineering prod-

products

v.p., this

Baltimore, a visual link trans-

& tube depts. He succeeds Lindsey W. Teegarden,
recently promoted to exec. v.p. of parent RCA.
T. A.

CBS

(Ted)

color video relay.

ucts

Smith was promoted

to engineering products v.p.
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Financial & Trade Holes: A powerful and eloquent
spokesman for typical postwar-born TV-radio-electronics
companies, which started small and grew as industry expanded, exhorted House Ways & Means Committee this
week to repeal excess profits tax as means of distributing
tax burden more equitably. Speaker was Walter E. Ditmars, president of Gray Mfg. Co., whose subsidiary Gray
Research & Development Co., Manchester, Conn., makes
telecasting and other electronic equipment.
Substance of his plea, typical of so many of fellow
businessmen in infant electronics industry, was that larger
industrial competitors had greater profits in 1946-49 base
period, consequently got far better break in computation
of excess profits tax. His company, he said, had relatively
low earnings in 1946-48 but spurted in 1949, and as result
was “penalized and burdened” with high EPT.
Illustrating, Mr. Ditmars said Gray Mfg. Co. sales
increased from about $5,900,000 to more than $11,300,000
in 1952, with profit of $233,232 more than at end of 1951.
But after payment of taxes, Gray had only $2916 left, or
only 114^ on the profit dollar. By contrast, he cited case
of one of his competitors who did $38,000,000 worth of
business last year, yet paid only $7000 more total taxes
than did Gray.
At week’s end, it looked more & more as if pleas of
Mr. Ditmars and many others in same fix might be answered sentiment on Ways & Means Committee piled up
in favor of outright repeal, despite requests of President
Eisenhower and Treasury Secy. Humphrey for 6-month extension.
Committee chairman Reed (R-N. Y.) has been
soliciting support for letting EPT die on its present June

—

30 expiration date.
*

*

Taxes ate up almost half the

profits of wholesale

and

corporations in 1952, according to joint report of

Federal Trade Commission and Securities

& Exchange

Total assets of retail corporations at
year’s end were listed at $27.3 billion, inventories $9.3
billion, net working capital $12.4 billion; for wholesale
corporations, assets were $2.2 billion, inventoi’ies $8.1
Rate of return on
billion, net working capital $9.8 billion.
stockholders’ investments was estimated at 8.1% for reis

available

from

8.7% for wholesale

FTC
*

officers

*

*

and directors of Standard Coil Products

Co. are disclosed as beneficial owners of 683,900 of the

shares of

common

stock outstanding in notice

water Beach Hotel.

They’re Glen E. Swanson, president,
holding 303,160 shares, whose 1952 renumeration was
$113,291; James O. Burke, treas., 238,910, salary $82,166;
Robert E. Peterson, exec, v.p., 139,955, salary $78,000;
Arthur Richenthal, attorney, and secy, of subsidiary
Kollsman Instrument Co., 1875, salary $52,950 (in addition to $114,000 legal fees to his law firm).
Television-Electronics Fund reports net assets of $27,052,859 ($14.04 on 1,927,405 shares) as of April 30, compared with $21,970,301 ($13.56 on 1,619,318 shares) on
Oct. 31, 1952.

American Phenolic earned net income of $300,670 (75(f
a share) on sales of $8,862,067 for quarter ended March 31
vs. $309,249 (77(1) on sales of $9,552,244 same 1952 period.

$4.8 billion profits befoi-e taxes, $2.5

billion after taxes.

tail corporations,

Four

*

of June 9 annual shareholders meeting at Chicago’s Edge-

*

TV-radio companies ran ahead of last year’s general
trend of declining profits, according to New York Times
While survey
annual survey of corporate earnings.
showed that profits of 1074 companies in all fields dropped
7% in 1952, the 21 firms in TV-radio-records category
showed 3% increase from $90,486,000 in 1951 to $92,830,Wall Street Journal’s compilation of cor000 in 1952.
poration earnings reports for first 1953 quarter showed
10% aggregate gain over same 1952 period, but 8 TVradio companies reported increase of 61.1% from $13,243,000 to $21,339,000.

Commission—listing

*

I, 470,000

*

retail

Among officers’ and directors’ stock transactions reported by SEC for April 11-May 10: A. H. Blank, through
Myron Trust, received 897 AB-PT common, 180 pfd. in
exchange for ABC common in merger (Feb.), holds 5384
common, 180 pfd. personally and through trusts; Robert
H. O’Brien bought 100 AB-PT, holds 100; Arthur L. Wanner bought 100 Belden, holds 2328; J. J. McIntyre bought
400 Clevite, holds 4400; Max Abrams bought 500 Emerson
through trust, holds 155,240 personally and through trusts;
Sidney J. Weinberg sold 200 GE through Goldman, Sachs
& Co., holds 600 personally and through Goldman, Sachs;
Arthur J. Palmer exercised option to buy 100 General
Precision Equipment, holds 300; Edwin C. Wolf bought
100 Oak Mfg. (March), holds 500; R. Bowling Barnes &
Heywood Fox, through Fox Wells & Co., bought 7622
Olympic, hold 130,792; Charles M. Odorizzi bought 300
RCA (March), holds 1300; Wm. E. Robinson bought 100
RCA, holds 100; Ernest A. Wester bought 100 Servomechanisms, holds 1600; Irving S. Florsheim sold 200 StewartWarner through trusts (July, 1952), holds 6000; W. B.
Harrison bought 100 Sylvania, holds 301; John B. Merrill
bought 125 Sylvania (Feb., 1952), holds 379; Don G.
Mitchell bought 285 Sylvania (March), holds 3387; Howard
L. Richardson bought 220 Sylvania (Feb., 1952 & Feb.,
1953), holds 301; Frederick W. Strauss bought 400 TravLer (March), holds 1000; A. W. Robertson sold 100 Westinghouse, holds 700; W. S. Woodfill bought 100 Zenith,
holds 300.

firms.

Note: Report

on request.
*

*

*

Wilcox-Gay Corp. (Majestic & Garod) earned net income of $181,472 on recoi'd sales of $5,570,621 for first
1953 quarter. Profits before taxes were $296,472, more
than double corresponding 1952 pei'iod and slightly less
than the $336,500 reported for

all

of 1952.

Erie Resistor Corp. is issuing 62,500 shares of new
Class A preferred stock at $20 par, 6% interest rate, offering scheduled for latter June with Fulton, Reid & Co.,
Cleveland, as principal underwriter.

payable June 30 to stockDividends: Admiral, 25
holders of record June 15; Standard Radio “A” & “B,” 10^
July 10 to holders June 19; Arvin, 50<? June 30 to holders
June 15; Muter, 15(1 June 30 to holders June 15.

More evidence of prosperity of TV-radio-electronics
industry in first quarter of 1953 came this week in release
of survey by National Credit Office Inc., 2 Park Ave., New
York.
It reported 10 leading but unnamed TV-radio
manufacturers enjoyed average sales gain of 35.2%, profit
boost of 50.4% over same 3 months last year, while 950
parts distributors averaged 15-20% gain in first-quarter
sales.
Report quoted manufacturers and distributors alike
as foreseeing excellent fall and winter sales prospects.
Discussing future of electronics, it said: “The day is not
far off when it will be difficult to define what comprises the
electronics industry, since its

equipment and influence

extend into almost every other commercial

will

field.”

How wages have increased in TV-radio-electronics industry in last 5 years is shown in Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Hours & Earnings repoi't for April.
In 1947,
average weekly pay of a production worker in TV-radioelecti onics was $44.41, houi’ly pay $1.13; in 1952 weekly
pay averaged $62.12, hourly pay $1.53. In all durable
goods manufacturing industi’ies, average weekly pay went
from $49.97 in 1947 to $70.98 in 1952, hourly pay from
-

$1.17 to $1.76.
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C

OLOR

field tests

of

NSTC

are nearing completion, and
to

have work done by

left

—hum and amateur

field test panel chairmen hope
time of next full NTSC meeting June 24. Compatibility
panel, under Admiral’s Rinaldo DeCola, has one test to
go; networking group, under NBC’s R. E. Shelby, plans
last test June 10; receiver panel, under Hazeltine’s Knox

Mcllwain, has two minor problems

interference to color subcarrier.
As of now, no major change in present NTSC field test
specifications is in prospect (for technical details, see
Supplement No. 75-A). As one NTSC member joked: “I
really knew we had a system during our tests with Ch. 4
5 in New York. When everyone switched his set from
Ch. 5 to 4, and the sets worked right without any monkeying, that was it.” It’s anyone’s guess how long it will take
to write up reports, get agreement from NTSC on final
package to present to FCC.
CBS is now hell-bent to catch up with rest, as it must
It’s purchasing
to keep its affiliates in the color swim.
color gear from RCA, is rushing to get WCBS-TV transmitter on air with color by July 1, will get it checked out

&

NTSC

to see that it complies with specifications.
TV-radio columnist John Crosby got off one of his
usual sane comments on color this week. “There is strong
sentiment in Congress to get on with color TV right now,”
he wrote. “This impatience, I feel strongly, is not shared
by the public. The principal public reaction is one of uncertainty; non-set owners, who were on the verge of buying a black-&-white set, are hesitating a little longer under
the mistaken notion that color TV is right around the

by

corner.

It isn’t.”

Crosby sides with Dr. W. R. G. Baker, chairman of
NTSC, in disagreement with RCA over timing of presentation of system to FCC (Vol. 9:22). “In one of the most
sensible speeches on the subject,” Crosby said, “[Dr.
Baker] argues that nothing but the highest possible standards are good enough for the American people. A few
months delay are unimportant next to that goal. I think
he’s right.”

TV films may bring Hollywood greater prosperity
than movies ever did. Survey published in Daily Variety
shows that $50,000,000 will be spent in making 48 series of
TV films in next 6 months with 32 of the programs being
financed by sponsors. The 48 series will comprise total of
1066 half-hour films, equivalent to about 400 featurelength films in next 6 months. In the pre-TV heyday of
the movies, 400 features would have been an unusually
large volume for an entire year’s output.
Last year,
Hollywood’s 8 biggest studios turned out 242 theatrical
features. So far this year they’ve made 78, as movie com-

—

panies hesitate to start new pictures while new technical
developments are in state of flux. On other hand, president Roy M. Brewer of Hollywood AFL Film Council,
says TV is taking up only about half the slack caused by
sudden drop-off of movie making. Employment of Hollywood technical workers, he says, now stands at about 50
(without TV films it would be 25%), at a time of year
when unemployment had never before risen above 10%.
He blames film production abroad for big slump, predicts
Hollywood will become “ghost town” if producers continue making movies out of the country to secure tax
advantages.

%

—

This “third dimentia” business want to know what
about, the different systems, critical reactions, relative prospects, respective promotions, etc.?
Then read
cover story in June 8 Time Magazine, which does excellent job of relating the facts about Hollywood’s “telling
it’s all

reply to

TV.”

Austin Co., builders, out with 8-p. brochure pictorializing and describing the 20 TV-radio plants it has built.

OINT COMMITTEE

on Educational TV this week
adopted resolution of appreciation and wrote NARTB
president Harold Fellows thanking him for commercial
Letter signed
telecasters’ assistance to educational TV.
by JCET exec, director Ralph Steetle particularly praised
Storer Broadcasting Co. for donating 5-kw DuMont transmitter and antenna atop 150-ft. tower of WBRC-TV, Birmingham, to Jefferson County Radio & Television Council
(Vol. 9:20), and added:
“It is impossible, of course, for us to thank individually all of the commercial interests in this country that
have contributed and will contribute to the development
of educational TV. By continued cooperation between educators and commercial interests such as has been exhibited
the past year, we can be assured that the American people

J

will receive the finest

TV

service possible.”

Educational TV applications will trickle off until fall,
after 9 more, including one from Puerto Rico, were filed
this week in headlong rush to meet June 2 target date
many set for themselves (see TV Addenda 16-V herewith).
Educators’ one-year record: one station on air (KUHT,
Houston, Ch. 8) one imminent (KUSC-TV, Los Angeles,
Ch. 28)
17 CPs, 28 applications pending.
Educators next will concentrate on getting stations
on air, on making good record so other applicants and
prospective applicants can profit from their experience,
according to Steetle. His prediction of up to 20 applica;

;

between May 10 and June 2 (Vol. 9:19) was right
on the button, so this week he took another crack at prognostication and forecast 10 stations on air by year’s end
in these localities: San Francisco, Pittsburgh, St. Louis,
Birmingham, Columbus, Seattle, East Lansing, Mich, and
either Oklahoma City or New Brunswick, N. J., in addition
to Houston and Los Angeles.
tions

KIATRON

subscription-TV system, which uses coded
card as “ticket,” will hold first public demonstration at
York’s Hotel Belmont Plaza, June 9-17. Showings will be staged hourly 11 a.m.-8 p.m. In preparation,
Skiatron suffered 2 setbacks: (1) FCC refused to permit
WOR-TV to transmit scrambled programs for demonstration during regular program hours; (2) big film producers
refused to contribute first-run films. First demonstration
daily, at 11 a.m., will be taken off air from WOR-TV,
which doesn’t begin regular progi’amming until noon.
Skiatron pres. Arthur Levey says he will file application
with FCC “later this year” for commercialization of Subscriber-Vision, hopes to go into programming business
by buying time on TV stations to transmit scrambled
subscription-TV programs.
In another subscription-TV development, Smith, Kline
& French Laboratories, pioneer in medical use of closedcircuit color TV, announced this week it hopes to inaugurate special medical subscription-TV service in black-&white to homes and offices of doctors. Pharmaceutical
house’s TV director G. Frederick Roll said his firm is negotiating with pay-as-you-see firms, hopes to stage closedcircuit test next fall, but that actual service will depend
on FCC approval. Announcement was made at press demonstration of CBS color projection unit in New York, at
which closed-circuit pictures of delicate eye operation were
thrown onto 6-ft. screen.
Zenith has refused to cooperate with NARTB study of
subscription TV because of presence on 3-man committee
of Henry W. Slavick, gen. mgr. of WMCT, Memphis. In
refusing to supply information on Phonevision, Zenith’s
Pieter Van Beek wrote that “Mr. Slavick’s openly expressed opposition to subscription TV would make it impossible for him to participate objectively in this study.”
Other committee members are Paul Raibourn, KTLA, Los
Angeles, and Clair McCollough, WGAL-TV, Lancaster'.

S IBMNew
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Thirteen

more NBC-TV

affiliates

this

week signed

“color clauses” supplementing regular affiliation contracts,

making 29 thus far assured of getting promised network
color service from its inception (Vol. 9:22). And, setting
at rest published reports that it may go over to CBS, Oklahoma City’s WKY-TV mgr. P. A. Sugg advises that no
such decision has been reached and says station’s policy,
so long as area is one-station market, will continue to be

shows from all networks.” He also takes
exception to our report (Vol. 9:22) that WTMJ’s Walter
Damm was first to ask RCA for complete color transmitting equipment for local programming. On Sept. 13, 1949,
he writes, WKY-TV placed order for RCA color system
when and if available; on June 26, 1950 it executed order
and made deposit on RCA color equipment to be delivered
“when firm rules and regulations for color TV are established by FCC.” The 13 new NBC color signers: WBAL-TV,
Baltimore; WTTV, Bloomington; KEDD-TV, Wichita;
WFMJ-TV, Youngstown; WOAI-TV, San Antonio;
WNHC-TV, New Haven; WKTV, Utica; KGNC-TV, Amato “pick the best

WCOV-TV, Montgomery; KTYL-TV, Mesa-Phoenix;
WBEN-TV, Buffalo; WWJ-TV, Detroit; WTMJ-TV

rillo;

Milwaukee.

Warm-up

campaign

is likely to be
National Committee
planning to ask TV networks for free public service time
for major speech on party’s evaluation of current Congressional session, with Defense Secy. Wilson’s proposed
arms budget cut the big issue. Publicity director Sam
Brightman said proposed telecast will have Sen. Sparkman
(Ala.) as party spokesman, pending return of Adlai Stevenson from woidd tour this fall, when he’ll make several
TV network speeches to raise funds for 1954 war chest.
Republicans are quiescent; publicity director Robert
Humphreys says they’re not taking initiative for moment,
are merely accepting local TV invitations as they arise.

held within

for 1954 political

month

or so

—Democratic

Total of 137 stations in 91 cities now have network
service. KMJ-TV, Fresno, June 1 was hooked up to AT&T’s

San Francisco-Los Angeles microwave link; WHIZ-TV,
Zanesville, is now using private microwave from Columbus. Placed in service last week was Pittsburgh-St. Louis
microwave, augmenting other east-midwest facilities. Servvice on Milwaukee-Chicago section of new microwave linking Minneapolis-Milwaukee-Chicago begins in mid- June,
and Minneapolis-Chicago section is due for completion in
July. Note: New map detailing all TV cities, network
routes, is now being prepared for insertion in July edition
of our

TV

Factbook No.

17.

Jack Benny has more tax troubles with Govt. U. S.
Tax Court this week scheduled hearing in Los Angeles
July 6 on complaint Benny and his wife Mary Livingston

from sale of 5000 shares of
radio package producers, to
CBS in Dec. 1948 as capital gains instead of business or
professional income. Though issue is same in both cases,
transaction was not part of Benny’s shift from NBC to
CBS, when Internal Revenue Bureau ruled in Jan. 1949
incorrectly reported $2,260,000

Amusement Enterprises

he had to pay

77%

Inc.,

personal income tax instead of

25%

capital gains tax on $4,000,000 he received.

DX sweepstakes: Monte Cohen, presiGeneral Instrument Corp., reports reception of
WBRE-TV, Wilkes-Barre (Ch. 28) “for over an hour” at
GI’s labs in Springfield, Mass., some 180 mi. distant. With
summer season of freak atmospheric conditions coming
on, we’ll probably be hearing more reports of long-distance
uhf reception. Can anyone top GI’s uhf record?
Start of the uhf

dent,

FCC this week issued list of Mexican channel assignments near U. S. border in acordance with U. S. -Mexican
agreement. Only change from our listing on p. 165 of TV
Factbook No. 16 is addition of Ch. 11 to Chihuahua.

The 10 petitions for channel additions or shifts, fi! d
week after expiration of one-year moratorium (see
p. 3), are as follows: (1) Add Ch. 5 to Lake Placid, N. Y.,
filed by consulting engineer Lynn Smeby.
(21 Add Ch.
58 to Los Angeles, by Lawrence Harvey.
(3) Add Ch. 9
to Hatfield, Ind., by WVJS, Owensboro, Ky.
(4) Shift
Ch. 12 from Elk City, Okla. to Ada, add Ch. 26 to Elk City,
by Eastern Oklahoma TV Corp. (KADA, Ada, part
owner).
(5) Add Ch. 10 to Parma, Mich., by Sparton
this

Bcstg. Co., Jackson (Sparks-Withington).
10 to Onondaga, Mich., by Triad TV Assn.

Add
Add

Ch.
Ch.
5 to Weston, W. Va. instead of Glenville (as already proposed by FCC), by West Virginia’s Research Center Inc.,
Salem.
(8) Shift Ch. 4 from North Platte, Neb. to Holdrege, by Chamber of Commerce, Holdrege.
(9) Add Ch.
10 to Logansport, Ind., substitute Ch. 10 for Ch. 7 in
(6)

(7)

Evansville, add Ch. 7 to Sullivan, add Ch. 69 & 79 to Terre
Haute, by WSAL, Logansport.
(10) Shift Ch. 4 from
Medford, Ore. to Roseburg, by KRNR.

Power increases: WBTV, Charlotte, June 5 increased
power from 16.3 to 100 kw; WBAL-TV, Baltimore, June 3
went from 27 to 100 kw; KTBC-TV, Austin, Tex., this
week jumped from 20.4 to 100 kw. RCA this week shipped
25-kw amplifier to WAVE-TV, Louisville, which got 10-kw
driver May 1, and 10-kw driver to WKY-TV, Oklahoma
City, slated to receive 25-kw amplifier next week. Scheduled to be shipped next week from RCA: 25-kw amplifier
to WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee; 10-kw driver to KROD-TV, El
Paso, and 20-kw amplifier to WFBG-TV, Altoona. WTVJ,
Miami, this week began construction of new transmitter
building, 2.7 mi.
of Hollywood on south Florida “antenna farm” where all tall TV towers will be located. Sta-

NW

tion will erect 1000-ft. tower, 6-bay antenna, plans to begin

installation of

from

GE

35-kw

16.5 to 100

kw

in

transmitter Nov.

1,

increase

power

December.

Thirteen applications filed this week included 9 more
for educational channels: Birmingham, Ch. 10; Chicago,
Ch. 11; Lawrence, Kan., Ch. 11; Boston, Ch. 2; Detroit,
Ch. 56; Chapel Hill, N. C., Ch. 4; Providence, R. I., Ch.
22; Madison, Wis., Ch. 21; San Juan, P. R., Ch. 6. Commercial applications were for Goldsboro, N. C., Ch. 34, by
WGBR, principal stockholder of which is attorney Kenneth
C. Royall, ex-Secy. of the Army under President Truman;
Buffalo, Ch. 2, by local group headed by furniture dealer

Arthur Victor Jr. and including city council pres. Peter J.
Crotty; Winston-Salem, N. C., Ch. 12, by WAAA, owned
by farm equipment dealer F. Roger Page Jr. WAPF,

McComb, Miss., petitioned FCC to reinstate its application
for Ch. 31, which had been dismissed April 29.

Two more TV stations in Canada have been recommended by CBC board of governors to Ministry of
Transport, the Dominion licensing authority Lower St.

—

Lawrence Radio Inc., Ch. 2 in Rimouski, Que., and TransCanada Communications Ltd., Ch. 2 in Regina, Sask. Deferment was recommended on application of Calgary Television Ltd. for Ch. 2 in that city until another

unnamed

applicant can file; deferments also were recommended on
rival applications for Ch. 3 in Edmonton filed by Edmonton
Television Ltd., Wm. Rea Jr., Sunwapta Bcstg. Co. Ltd.,
and on one for Ch. 13 in Kitchener, Ont., and Ch. 8 in
Saskatoon, Sask., pending additional applications. [For 7

grants thus far in Canada, see Vol. 9:14.]

Another of nation’s pioneer

WGNB — surrendered

Tribune’s

FM

license

stations

May

—Chicago

28, following

by few days cancellation of licenses by Crosley Broadcasting Corp. for

Columbus;

RCA
at

its

3

WLWB,

FMs —WLWH,

has applied to

Camden, covering

Cincinnati;

WLWF,

Dayton.

all

FCC for experimental TV station
& uhf channels with maximum

vhf

powers, to test equipment.
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UP-TO-MINUTE LOG OF STATIONS ON THE AIR: So frequently are we asked for up-to-date
especially now that new ones are going on the air at rate of
lists of TV stations
that we will publish the list periodically as Special Reports
several per week
with our Newsletters. Hence the log herewith which not only shows call letters,
channels, names of licensees of all stations now operating (186) but indicates radio
affiliations if any and their national sales reps. There's also an addendum listing
This log can
41 CP holders reporting they'll be on the air during next six weeks
new
we
adding
the
starters
as
report
them
current
by
weekly;
be kept
however, about
every 6 weeks we'll republish this log up to date. And for fuller details on all
operating stations (powers, ownership, staffs, rates, etc.), as well as on all CP
holders and all still-pending applications, we refer you to our semi-annual TV Factbooks, next edition of which (No. 17) is due off presses July 15.

—

—

,

.

—

CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS OF UHF STATIONS: The program's the thing
in uhf as in vhf
and it's shown strikingly in what is probably the
That ought to be self-evident
first scientific survey of set circulation and conversion in uhf cities.
Talk all you want about power, height, receive r sensitivity, line-of-sight
But too many evaluations of uhf deal
of course they're all important.
reception
only with its technological differences from vhf, gloss over its similarities.
Often there's tendency to pigeonhole uhf as a "new medium ", to forget that
the general rules which apply to TV as a whole apply to uhf TV as well.
It's true
that uhf, for time being, has added complications, such as conversions and higher
But it has been established that the public willingly spends
cost of vhf-uhf sets.
the money where uhf will bring them good programs they couldn't get otherwise.
It may have been coincidence but on our visits to uhf stations earlier this
year (Vol. 9 :6-7, 9-10, 12, 15) we found that the griping about the "difficulties of
picking up uhf" was much heavier in communities already well-served by vhf than in
areas where uhf provided a badly needed new service.

—

.

—

,

*

*

*

*

—

Research on uhf set circulation has been meager, unfortunately
leading
particularly among some timebuyers and reps. Fact
to some rather strange fixations
is, uhf is serving public and serving it well in many communities.
,

Conversely, where uhf merely duplicates programming on nearby vhf channels,
programming is poor, it doesn't promote set purchases or conversions.
Under similar circumstances, a vhf station wouldn't do well either.
These conclusions are drawn from experimental survey of uhf cities conducted several months ago by the highly regarded American Research Bureau (National
Press Bldg., Washington) for selected group of clients, mainly advertising agencies.
The tremendous response it received indicates crying need for re liable researc h in
Director James Seiler
uhf field, and ARB has decided to make it a quart erl y p roject.
says demand has made forthcoming July study "our major production".
or v/here uhf

,
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Results of first survey are interesting, and a little surprising. They show
clearly that uhf set circulation within cities where stations are located, depends
not on the power-height-reception fetish, but almost entirely on these 4 factors ;
,

Distance from nearest vhf station
(2) Number of good quality vhf signals available
(3) Length of time local uhf station has been on air.
(4) Amount and type of local programming on uhf station (although this factor carries less weight than the first 3).
Amount of popular, unduplicated programs (especially network) that the uhf
station can bring into local homes obviously is determined by those 4 factors.
"
We can actually predict the progress of uhf set circulation in any city at
any given time by giving proper weight to these factors," says Seiler.
(1)

.

.

*

*

*

*

Case histories which follow based on ARB's survey, eloquently tell their
own story of the conditions which affect uhf circulation
Figures for each city are
based on 1000 phone calls within city limits in 10-day period. Bear in mind that
they reflect viewers in city only
beyond city limits power and antenna height
begin to take on more importance
and that none of the sample cities had uhf for
more than 4% months at time survey was made.
Although we've omitted city names and have summarized only small part of the
data in the ARB survey, these examples show the pattern of uhf growth in a number
of typical situations:
CITY A has low-powered uhf station
There's one vhf station 75 mi. away,
several others 120 mi. After 3 months on air, uhf signal could be picked up by more
than 85% of sets in city.
CITY B is less than 60 mi from large city with 5 vhf stations
After more
than 4 months on air, only 11% of TVs in this city were equipped to receive uhf,
despite major network affiliation of uhf station.
,

.

—
—

.

.

.

—

—

CITY C has 2 post-freeze stations
and no other TV
a uhf and a vhf
within 130 mi. Uhf was first station on air, but has no major network affiliation.
Four months after uhf went on air, 55% of sets could receive uhf station.
CITY D also has 2 post-freeze stations, but vhf preceded uhf on air by about
There's another vhf 80 mi. away.
2 months, is affiliated with 2 major networks.
After 2 months on air, uhf station could be received by 46% of city's TV families.
CITY E is 50 mi. from bigger city with 5 vhf stations, 30 mi. from a fourth
vhf.
After 2 months on air, only 7.7% of sets in City E were equipped to receive
Total TV saturation for city is more than 75%.
uhf station.
CITY F in rugged terrain, is 60 mi. from one vhf station, can't get satisfactory reception from any others. Uhf station, on air 4 months, could be received
by more than 85% of sets in city, was listed as " channel viewed most" by 83.2%
CITY G in flat country, is within 75 mi. of 4 vhf stations, from which it
Uhf station carries NBC & CBS as well as local live
can get fairly good pictures.
After 4 months, 63% of sets were equipped for uhf.
sports pickups.
Each uhf is
CITY H has 2 uhf stations and there are 4 vhf within 65 mi.
affiliated with a leading network. After stations had been on air 2 & 3 months,
3 7% of sets could receive one or both uhf stations.
CITY I's uhf station was preceded on air one month earlier by uhf in city
Nearest vhf is 60 mi., 2 others 80 mi. away. After local station had
away.
mi.
25
month, 15.6% of sets were equipped for uhf.
one
been on air
CITY J is 20 mi. from vhf station with NBC-CBS affiliation, less than 50 mi.
Some 4% months after uhf went on air, 44% of TVs could pick it up.
from 3 others.
,

.

,

,

*

*

#

*

There are still no accurate statistics on total number of uhf sets-in-use.
beginning with July, RTMA will l ist in monthly production report "number of sets
equipped with uhf tuners ," but won't show production of converters or strips, and
will make no attempt to recapitulate number of uhf-equipped sets produced to date.

,

3

CPs COME FROM DROPOUTS & MERGERS: Six CPs and 4 initial decisions were produced by FCC this week, all but one stemming from quick action after competition
Following are week's CPs
was removed by dismissals.
Evansville, Ind ., Premier IV Inc., Ch. 62; Lawrence, Mass ., General Bcstg.
WPTR, Ch. 23; Rochester, N.Y ., WGVA (Geneva), Ch. 15;
Co., Ch. 72; Albany, N.Y
Schenectady, N.Y ., Van Curler Bcstg. Corp., Ch. 35; Seattle, Wash ., KOMO, Ch. 4.

MORE

:

.

,

Initial decision is favorable recommendation by examiner, is made final by
This week's which should become final shortly, are:
vote of the commissioners.
WTOC, Ch. 11; Portsmouth, 0 .,
Sacramento, Cal ., John Poole, Ch. 46; Savannah, Ga
WLBR, Ch. 15.
Woodruff Inc., Ch. 30; Lebanon, Pa
,

.

.

,

,

Evansville grant to Fine theatre group, follows last week's initial decision (Vol. 9:23). Lawrence application was uncontested and grant went to group
headed by clothing manufacturer A. Alfred Franks. Albany and Schenectady CPs came
after complicated agreement involving dismissals by WTRY, Troy, and WXKW, Albany.
Initial decisions for Sacramento Savannah and Portsmouth were set up by dropouts
Lebanon decision followed Steitz Newspapers dropout June 8. Due for
last week.
favorable decision, probably next week, is WTTM, Trenton for Ch. 41, after voluntary dismissal by WBUD, Morrisville, N.J.
details about grantees see TV Factbook No. 16 with Addenda to date.]
[ For
,

,

,

,

sS
#
*
processing priorities strike appliFCC's thinking on several subjects
was given to Senate Commerce Committee this week.
cations, uhf s future
It was
in form of Chairman Hyde's written answers to various questions propounded by Senators during May 18 hearing (Vol. 9:21).
Several Senators were quite insistent on persuading FCC to give higher priority to hearings in big cities with only 1-2 pre-freeze stations. Hyde stated that
several suggestions for changing priorities are under consideration, thus giving the
impression changes may be expected.
As for strike applications Hyde said FCC has investigated several cases but
added: "We cannot act merely on the ground of vague suspicion and must be careful to
avoid injustice to innocent parties." Commission has sent letters to 2 applicants
questioning whether they filed in good faith.
FCC's belief in uhf was expressed in several responses.
Sen. Capehart (RSaid Hyde
Ind.
asked whether uhf would suffer fate of FM.
"It is believed that
the intermixture of vhf-uhf channels throughout the country, the fact that the uhf
band contains 70 channels as against 12 in the vhf band, and the fact that many
areas will receive only uhf service will prevent such occurrence."
Answering Sen. Smathers (D-Fla.
who wondered how uhf can compete with vhf
Hyde pointed out that Commission has attempted to equalize technical differences by
giving uhf 3 to 10 times more power than vhf . He then added:
"
Successful competition by uhf stations in established vhf areas will depend
on many factors, including, for example, the number of established stations, the
economy of the community, the factor of network affiliation, etc.
This factor of
network affiliation, and others, makes it impracticable to forecast the success or
failure of uhf stations in any particular established vhf cities. However, because
of the basic fact that the vhf is too limited to meet the nationwide demand for TV,
the Commission has been confident that uhf would establish itself..."

#l

'

—

—

,

,

,

,

:

)

)
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SCRANTON & AKRON UHF OUTLETS ON

AIR:
Only 2 ne w starters this week brought total
of which 17 began in 1952, 61 so far this year. There
of operating stations to 186
are now 148 vhf, 38 uhf all of latter post-freeze.
Latest 2 are uhf:
,

,

WGBI-TV, Scranton, Pa
(Ch. 22) began testing June 6 with 12-kw GE transmitter, went on program schedules June 7 with CBS-TV.
Owned by Megargee estate and
managed by George Coleman, it's city's first TV station (though WBRE-TV in nearby
Wilkes-Barre, on Ch. 28, has been operating since last Dec. 30).
The WGBI-TV base
rate is $300 per hour, national rep is Blair.
WAKR-TV, Akron, 0
(Ch. 49) turned on RCA transmitter for first test June 7
.

.

4

but is holding off scheduled patterns until June 15, will go commercial in July,
will be ABC-TV affiliate.
It's 55% controlled by pres. & gen. mgr. S. Bernard Berk,
45% owned by Akron Beacon Journal (Jack Knight).
Base rate is $250, rep is Weed.

Quite a few more new stations are just about ready to start, notably KSWS Roswell, N.M (Ch. 8) KROC-TV, Rochester, Minn
(Ch. 10)
KMMT, Austin, Minn
WTPA, Harrisburg, Pa (Ch. 71) WKOW-TV (Ch. 27) and WMTV (Ch. 33) in Madison
(Ch. 6)
Wis
But there's many a slip between target date and actual on-air tests and programs. For list of 40-odd CP holders reporting June or July debuts (most with equipment on hand or about to be shipped), see pp. 3-4 of TV log herewith.
TV,

.

.

;

.

;

.

;

;

,

.

STEP-UP IN UHF TRANSMITTER DELIVERIES: Accelerated shipments of uhf transmitters
with added accent on powe r, were particularly noteworthy this week as DuMont filled
its first uhf order, GE began to catch up on strike-delayed shipments, RCA sent units
out at rate of 3 weekly, Federal promised more 1-kw jobs shortly
and a newcomer
to the uhf transmitter field was disclosed.
First DuMont uhf delivery is 5-kw for WGLV, Easton, Pa (Ch. 57), which was
many times deferred, is now ready to install and likely to get going within 30 days.
It's first to use Eimac klystron commercially, first of string of uhf promised for
delivery in ensuing months. J.L. Stackhouse, publisher of Easton Express, is owner.
Nelson Rounsley mgr. and station will get ABC & DuMont service via own relay at
Pattenburg Hill, Pa., halfway from N.Y., microwaving to transmitter on Gaffney Hill,
Gain of
Pa., using 425-ft. Stainless tower and rising 1490 ft. above sea level.
the antenna is 21.5, providing 100-kw ERP.
Only other uhf transmitters of more than 1-kw power delivered to date are
RCA promises high-power uhf
seven 12-kw units so far shipped by GE (see below).
Federal reports it's working on traveling wave
unit, probably 10 kw, by next year.
tubes and klystrons to achieve 10-12 kw. And Eimac is perfecting 12-15-kw klystron
Further in distance, but definitely on horizon, are 50-60-kw klystrons being develwhich, coupled with high-gain
oped by Eimac and Varian Associates (Vol.9:13)
antennas, could deliver the 1000-kw power maximum.
1242 So. Buckner Drive, Dallas, is the
Continental Electronics Mfg. Corp
It's completing its first
in uhf.
specializing
newcomer to TV transmitter field,
Waco
(Ch.
KANG-TV,
34), aiming to start tests in
transmitter for Clyde Weatherby's
with
tower atop local Medical Arts
Sept., using DuMont cameras and studio equipment
RCA
6161, is adaptable to 10-kw
Transmitter uses 1-kw GE tetrode preceded by
Bldg.
engineer
James Weldon (Weldon
later, was built under direction of veteran broadcast
& Carr, consultants) and Lauren Findley, who designed the Collins FM line.
roundup of GE, RCA, DuMont and Federal transmitter shipments this week
f For
and next few weeks, see story below.]
,

—

.

,

.

—

.

OUR GE

uhf transmitters will be shipped before end
of this month, with 3 thus far scheduled for July
In addition, GE
deliveries, reports mgr. Frank Barnes.
this week shipped vhf to KLAS-TV, Las Vegas, Nev. (Ch.
8) and KBES-TV, Medford, Ore. (Ch. 5), has KIEM-TV,
Eureka, Cal. (Ch. 3) scheduled for July, and the following thus far scheduled for August: KGBS-TV, Harlingen,

F

Tex. (Ch. 4);

KDRO-TV,

Sedalia,

Mo. (Ch. 6);

—

100-watters to

kw

KIMA-TV, Yakima, Wash.

(Ch. 29)

and

Ft. Smith, Ark. (Ch. 22), latter due to get 12

later.

In July, a 12-kw goes to

WVEC-TV, Hampton,

Va.

(Ch. 15) and 100-watters to KETX, Tyler, Tex. (Ch. 19)
and WKLO-TV, Louisville (Ch. 21); both of latter w-ill

get 12-kw in August.

This week, GE shipped 12-kw unit to WEEK-TV,
Peoria (Ch. 43) and in August it ships one to WEEUTV, Reading, Pa. (Ch. 33), both ah-eady on air with 100
watts. Its other 12-kw now on air are WHUM-TV, Reading (Ch. 61); WWLP-TV, Springfield, Mass. (Ch. 61);
WHYN-TV, Holyoke, Mass. (Ch. 55); WKAB-TV, Mobile,
Ala. (Ch. 48) WGBI-TV, Scranton, Pa. (Ch. 22).
;

*

KOMU-TV,

Columbia, Mo. (Ch. 8).
The GE uhf already delivered but not yet on air are
KPIK, Los Angeles (Ch. 22) and WOSH-TV, Oshkosh,
Wis. (Ch. 48) former 12 kw and latter 100 watts. Two
12-kw jobs will go out this month to WILK-TV, WilkesBarre (Ch. 34) and WENS, Pittsburgh (Ch. 16) and two

KFSA-TV,

,

*

*

*

DuMont

shipped three 5-kw vhf transmitters June 12
KIVA-TV, Yuma, Ariz.
to KMMT, Austin, Minn. (Ch. 6)
(Ch. 11); WMAZ-TV, Macon, Ga. (Ch. 13).
RCA this week got 1-kw uhf shipments off to upcoming WDAK-TV, Columbus, Ga. (Ch. 28); WCAN-TV,
;

Milwaukee (Ch. 25); WATR-TV, Waterbury (Ch. 53).
of June 15 it ships to WILS-TV, Lansing, Mich.
(Ch. 54); WTAC-TV, Flint (Ch. 16); WTOB-TV, WinstonSalem, N. C. (Ch. 26). These make 16 deliveries of RCA
uhf not yet on air.
Federal will ship 1-kw uhf transmitters early in July

Week

WTVU,

to WNAO-TV, Raleigh (Ch. 28) ;
Scranton (Ch.
73); WTVI, Belleville, 111. (Ch. 54). Only one it has delivered to date is WICC-TV, Bridgeport, Conn. (Ch. 43).

.
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LOUIS area, like Kansas City, won’t be one-station
market for long, if plans of several uhf grantees
there materialize. With KCTY (Ch. 25) now operating
in Kansas City and KCMO-TV (Ch. 5) authorized for
construction there (Vol. 9:23), the word from St. Louis

S

T.

now

is

that 3 of

its 5

uhf grantees expect to be in opera-

tion before year’s end while other 2 are

as

is its

still

indefinite,

(Ch. 54), just 13.8 mi. southeast of St. Louis, says it will begin telecasting first week
in July, its 600-ft. tower already up and combined studiooffice-transmitter building finished; Federal has indicated
in Belleville,

111.

transmitter will be shipped in early July.
KSTM-TV (Ch. 36) began excavating for new 14,000sq. ft. combination building June 2, still aims for Sept. 1
debut, reports pres. Wm. Ware; GE equipment has been
WIL-TV (Ch. 42) has Christmas day target,
ordered.
according to sales mgr. Nick Pagliara, but equipment
hasn’t yet been announced.
KFUO-TV (Ch. 30) is still shopping for transmitter
to be located on campus of Lutheran Synod of Missouri’s
Concordia Seminary campus in suburban Clayton, reports
KFUO director Dr. Herman Hohenstein; its on-air date
Also on uncertain list is KACY (Ch.
is still uncertain.
14) in Festus, Mo., 12% mi. south of city, though pres.
Carl McIntyre says site for 644-ft. tower and studio-transmitter house has been selected.
St. Louis also has non-commercial educational vhf
grant for KETC (Ch. 9), and chairman Arthur H. Compton of Educational Television Commission reports RCA,
GPL & Altec equipment ordered for “late fall” start.
*

*

*

*

In our continuing survey of upcoming

TV

stations,

this week’s reports include:

Federal reports KSWS-TV, Roswell, N. M. (Ch. 8) as
Also
shipments, due on air momentarily.
promising tests very soon are WTPA, Harrisburg (Ch.
latest of its

71), WKOW-TV, Madison (Ch. 27) and
all having taken deliveries of
(Ch. 33)

—

KSWS-TV rep
Reed; WMTV,

is

Meeker;

WMTV, Madison
RCA equipment.

WTPA & WKOW-TV,

Headley-

City (Ch. 5) has RCA equipment
on hand, expects to begin test patterns about Oct. 1.
Building construction begun last November is two-thirds
completed, but has been delayed by strike. If strike ends
soon, construction can be completed in about 30 days, repoi'ts pres. T. L. Evans, who has designated KCMO gen.
mgr. E. K. Hartenbower to head TV operation and appointed R. W. Evans as KCMO (AM) station mgr., Karl
Troeglen chief engineer of both. Katz is rep.
WTRF-TV, Wheeling, W. Va. (Ch. 7), owned by News
Publishing Co. (WKWK) and operators of WTRF, Bellaire, O., has ordered RCA equipment for July 30 delivery,
began construction June 8, plans October test patterns and
programming Nov. 1, says v.p. & gen. mgr. Robert W.
Ferguson. Hollingbery will be rep.
WMIN-TV, St. Paul, and WTCN-TV, Minneapolis, recently authorized to share time on Ch. 11 (Vol. 9:16),
are aiming to start with 50-kw RCA transmitter radiating
316-kw ERP from atop Minneapolis’ Foshay Tower Bldg,
by Sept. 1, reports WMIN pres. N. L. Bentson. Rep not

yet chosen.

WTOK-TV,

Meridian, Miss. (Ch. 11) hasn’t ordered
equipment yet, but expects to be in operation by Sept.
27, reports pres. Robert F. Wright.
Construction is to
be completed by Aug. 1. Headley-Reed will be rep. First
Meridian grantee, WCOC-TV (Ch. 30) also plans debut

summer

(Vol. 9:17).

WIBW-TV,

postponed debut to July 1, with commercial programming
July 15, writes gen. mgr. Harold G. Cowgill. George W.
Clark Inc. will be rep.

KETX, Tyler, Tex. (Ch. 19), last repoi’ted for June
debut (Vol. 9:21), has rescheduled test patterns for July
15 with GE equipment, writes owner Jacob A. Newborn
Jr.
Rep not yet chosen.

WKNE-TV, Keene, N. H. (Ch. 45), has ordered RCA
equipment, but hasn’t set target date, says pres. Joseph
K. Close. Meeker will be rep for New Hampshire’s first

TV

station.

WKJG-TV, Fort Wayne, Ind. (Ch. 33) has ordered GE
equipment for August delivery, plans test patterns in
October and programming Nov. 1, writes mgr. Edward G.
Thoms. CP granted May 21 when FCC final hearing decision denied application of News Sentinel Bcstg. Inc. for
same channel. Raymer will be rep.

VTAO-TV, Cambridge, Mass. (Ch. 56), billing itself
as “Boston’s newest TV station” and due on air in Sept,
in a promotional buildup is offering first prize of week in
Florida, second of 1953 Arvin TV and other prizes in art
contest for design for its station identification symbol.
Station, is controlled by Frank Lyman Jr., of old-line
Harvey Radio Labs (electronics) and recently named Fred
S. Bailey as gen. mgr. RCA equipment has been ordered.

Bolling.

KCMO-TV, Kansas

this

now

WMAL

educational vhf

WTVI

Wichita, Kan. (Ch. 16), has switched to RCA
plans test pattern late in June, programming Aug. 1, reports pres. Stanley IL. Durwood, of the
Kansas City theatre family. Station’s 11,000-sq. ft. building is half completed on 27-acre tract 14 minutes from
downtown Wichita. KEDD will be affiliated with NBC &
ABC, will be interconnected from first day on air, says
Durwood. Ben B. Baylor Jr., ex-WMAL-TV &
is v.p.-gen. mgr., and chief engineer is George B. Smith,
ex-chief engineer of Galveston’s KGUL-TV and formerly
with Atlanta’s WSB-TV and WAGA-TV. Durwood reports “real cooperation” from local trade, with many
existing sets already converted to uhf.
Petry is rep.
WTVP, Decatur, 111. (Ch. 17), last reported for June
15 tests (Vol. 9:22), reports delay in RCA antenna has

KEDD,

equipment,

Topeka, Kan. (Ch. 13), owned by Capper
Publications, expects to order RCA equipment and is
“shooting for Feb. 1, 1954” target, reports gen. mgr. Ben
Ludy. Station will be represented by Capper offices.

Starting on Coronation Day June 2, Canada’s third
and newest TV station, CBOT, Ottawa (Ch. 4), is now
carrying 30 hours of network shows weekly via Bell Sys-

tem microwave relay that now links all 3 CBC stations.
Gen. mgr. of the new station is Charles P. Wright, who
continues directing radio CBO also, reporting to Ira Dilworth, CBC director of Ontario. John J. Dunn, ex-CBLT,
is chief producer, Maxted Gilbert technical director.
Interim Marconi transmitter is being used pending new

tower installation at same site.
CBOT quotes
$150 base hourly rate, as against $750 for CBLT, Toronto,
and $375 for CBFT, Montreal.
500-ft.

CKSO-TV, Sudbury, Ont. (Ch. 5), one of first 7
private stations authorized in Canada (Vol. 9:14,15,16),
has ordered RCA equipment for September delivery, expects to begin tests about Sept. 20, according to gen. mgr.

W.

J.

Weed

Woodill.

will be

U.

S.

rep, All-Canada

TV

handling Canada.

Power increases & channel shifts: WAGA-TV, AtJune 9 boosted power from 26.5 to 100 kw; WOI-TV,
Ames, la., June 20 shifts from Ch. 4 to 5, approximately
doubling its 15.7-kw ERP by switching from 3-bay to
6-bay RCA antenna. RCA this week shipped 10-kw driver
to WKY-TV, Oklahoma City, and 25-kw amplifier to
lanta,

WTMJ-TV,
this

Milwaukee. Originally scheduled

week by RCA, but now

10-kw driver
to

to

week are
El Paso, and 20-kw amplifier
RCA also plans to ship 25-kw
Baltimore.

KROD-TV,

WFBG-TV, Altoona.
WMAR-TV,

amplifier to

to be shipped

set for delivery next

Personal Notes: Frank Stanton, CBS pres., returned
from European vacation Coronation Day, June 2; Frank
White, NBC pres., due back from Europe June 17
Irving Rosenhaus, pres. & gen. mgr. of WATV, Newark,
awarded honorary degree by Seton Hall School in recognition of work his stations have done for Catholic Church
Lester E. Cox, chief owner
and its institutions in N. J.
of KWTO, Springfield, Mo. and co-owner of KCMO, Kansas
City, recent TV grantee, awarded honorary doctor of laws
degree by Drury College
J. Richardson Loughrin, exChicago, named Los Angeles mgr., CBS-TV Spot Sales,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

replacing Edward A. Larkin, who heads Chicago office, succeeding MacLean Chandler, now San Francisco mgr.
John M. Clifford, ex-RCA Victor personnel director, elected
to new position of NBC v.p. in charge of personnel; George
D. Matson, NBC operations analyst, promoted to asst,
treas.
Norman Knight, ex-sales v.p. of Sponsor Magazine, replaces Richard E. Jones as mgr. of WABD, New
York
Paul A. Rosen, ex-DuMont Network talent procurement mgr., named asst, to CBS-TV business affairs
Arthur Stambler, legal
director Merritt H. Coleman
asst, to FCC Comr. Frieda Hennock, joined Washington
law firm of Scharfeld, Jones & Baron June 11, was sucFred
ceeded by Samuel B. Groner, ex-Justice Dept.
program mgr., Edward Horstman
Kilian resigns as
quits as chief engineer, latter succeeded by Wm. Kusack;
John Fitzpatrick named production mgr., replacing Monte
Fassnacht, resigned, in wake of ABC-TV reshuffle (Vol.
Burr Lee, ABC Radio central div. program mgr.,
9:23)
Mark Bullock,
also resigns, replaced by Maury Murray
ex-chief engineer, KFAB, Lincoln, Neb., joins Continental
Electronics Mfg. Corp. in charge of
& TV transmitter
design
Stuart D. Ludlum, ex-McCann-Erickson, named
Henry G.
TV-radio director, C. J. La Roche & Co.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WBKB

.

.

.

.

.

.

AM

.

.

.

.

.

.

TV-radio director, MacManus,
Howard Connell, ex-Biow, named
John & Adams Inc.
Walter
TV-radio v.p., Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather
C. Schier, ex-CBS, named TV-radio business mgr.,. DancerRobert Chambers, ex-Geyer, joins
Fitzgerald-Sample
Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv. as TV-radio copy & production asst, to Paul G. Gumbinner; Anita Wasserman named
Bernard
TV-radio traffic chief & asst, timebuyer
Eichwald, who handled Empire State TV installations, has
formed Eichwald Assoc., 237 E. 39th St., specializing in
design, engineering and construction of TV stations
Charles D. Bishop, ex-WJZ-TV, promoted to program
mgr., WMAL-TV & WMAL, Washington, replaced as TV
production mgr. by David M. Davis.

Fownes

Jr.

promoted
.

to

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Jansky & Bailey Inc. is new name of Washington
consulting engineer firm which incorporated June 1. With
incorporation, members must resign from membership in
Assn, of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers,
by-laws of which prohibit membership from incorporated
Two firms were incorporated prior to Jansky &
firms.
Bailey Wm. L. Foss Inc. and Fred 0. Grimwood Co.

—

Guide to TV production and programming, including
tips on what performers should wear and do to take full
advantage of camera angles, plus extensive glossary of

TV terms, is contained in new 296-p. book. The Television
Manual, by Wm. Hodapp, producer of NBC-TV’s American Inventory. It’s published by Farrar, Straus & Young.
Transcripts of all programs would be required to be
kept by all TV-radio stations by bill (S. 2125) introduced
June 11 by Sen. McCarthy (R-Wis.), but exact form of
transcripts written or recorded or both would be left

—

to

FCC

—

regulations.

Wilfred M. Masters retires July 1 as chief engineer,
AT&T Long Lines Dept, for eastern area, succeeded by
Walter K. MacAdam, ex-Denver div. plant supt.

D

EDICATION

of educational TV’s first station, KUHT,
Houston (Ch. 8) June 8 enlivened by fire in audience and temporary failure of output modulator turned
out to be tribute to Dr. W. W. Kemmerer, president of

—

—

U of Houston, who’s retiring Sept. 1 after sparkplugging drive for station. Fire turned out to be only
trash blaze, and transmitter difficulty was solved when
station engineer W. T. Davis kicked it, amid laughter and
wide applause.
licensee

Tributes to Dr. Kemmerer came from H. R. Cullen,
chairman of university’s board of regents and philanthropist whose gifts made station possible, and FCC Comr.
Hennock, who astonished audience by removing her shoes
and delivering principal address in stocking feet episode
that got big play in Houston Post. Her speech was chiefly
rehash of her previous utterances, declaring “we’re winning the battle for educational TV so rapidly it’s thrilling.”

—

Among

TV developments this week:
appropriated $500,000 to help
finance proposed educational station at Birmingham (Ch.
other educational

Alabama

(1)

legislature

10) and at U of Alabama (Ch. 7).
(2) Dr. Harry K.
Newburn, U of Oregon president, appointed director of

Educational

TV &

cago, proposed

Radio Center, 231

program

center.

(3)

S.

La

Salle St., Chi-

House turned down

President Eisenhower’s request for $400,000 for educational station (Ch. 26) sought by Washington board of
education, paving way for application for channel by nonprofit Greater Washington Educational TV Assn. Inc. (4)
Florida legislature appropriated $20,000 for statewide educational TV survey.
First full-scale

Review Board

TV

Code report by NARTB’s

TV

Code

September, titled A Report to the People of the United States and including case
histories with principals’ names deleted and list of Code
subscribers.
Comprehensive report will be sent to legislators, citizen groups, govt, agencies, and will be made
available to general public.
Chairman John Fetzer,
WKZO-TV, Kalamazoo, commented: “It will reveal the
success we have had as well as the problems and we believe will indicate the direction of future development.”
At June 10 meeting, board also warned stations about
will be issued in

“bait” advertising, calling attention to Code provision
which specifies that stations should refuse advertising
which owner suspects is illegal or objectionable.

Complaints

over

“noise

level

of

commercials” are

among most frequent he receives, says columnist John
Crosby, who charges TV-radio stations constantly violate
FCC rules by turning up gain when commercials are
Curtis Plummer, chief of FCC Broadcast Bureau,
and Cyril Braum, chief of TV Div., seemed surprised, said
it’s an old complaint about which they’ve heard little in
recent years.
They say that it’s extremely difficult to
track down such violations of FCC rules on signal modulations; that it’s not always easy to tell if violation is taking place; that it’s even harder to tell if it’s willful.

read.

NBC-Northwestern U’s Radio
offering

summer

-

Television

Institute,

advance training,
starts in NBC’s Chicago studios June 22 to run through
Aug. 1. New York U’s summer workshop, largely on TV,
begins 18th season June 29, also for 6 weeks, drawing
heavily on stations and agencies and directed by Robert
Landry, ex-CBS-TV and now publishing the newsletter
Space & Time.
session

of

intensive

Bibliography of TV-radio books and magazine articles
1, 1949 and June 30, 1952, has been published by National Assn, of Educational Broadcasters, Urbana, 111. Handy 129-p. book, available from NAEB, was
edited by Burton Paulu, NAEB v.p., mgr. of U of Minne-

between Jan.

sota’s

KUOM.

—

—

:

7
Stalion Accounts: How a Mexican border station, with
audience almost entirely in U. S., is going to town commercially, is disclosed in first quarter commercial report of
XELD-TV, Matamoros (Ch. 7), across Rio Grande from
Brownsville, Tex., serving rich Rio Grande Valley since
Sept. 1951. It shows 16 CBS, 11 NBC, 5 ABC kines of network shows on regular schedules, 18 national spot accounts, 46 local advertisers (drawn from Brownsville,
Harlingen, McAllen, Edinburg, Alamo, Weslaco and other
communities). Among national spot users on station
owned mainly by combined Azcarraga-O’Farrill interests,
managed by ex-San Antonio broadcaster Monte Kleban
(who headquarters in Mexico City), operated locally by
Bert Metcalf and represented nationally by Adam Young:
Beaute Vues Corp. (Neutritonic), thru Hixon & Jorgenson;
J. Strickland & Co. (Royal Crown Hair Dressing), thru
Charles Crosson & Co.; Alka-Seltzer, thru Geoffrey Wade
Adv.; Folger Coffee, thru Grant Adv.; Duncan Coffee, thru
Tracy-Locke Co.; O’Henry, Bulova, Humble Oil, Oxydol,
Kools; also Falstaflf, Pearl, Jax, Southern Select, Grand
Big TVPrize, Lone Star & Miller’s High Life beers
radio set makers planning heavy use of TV-radio spot this
fall and winter to promote conversions to uhf; some will
also devote time to telling “truth about color TV”
Hawley & Hoops Inc. (M&M candy) plans sponsorship of
filmed puppet program Johnny Jupiter in more than 50
markets next fall, thru Wm. Esty, N. Y. program has
since March
been live sustainer on DuMont’s
Ansco div. of General Aniline & Film Corp. using TV in 14
Gray Mfg.
markets to promote color film, thru Biow
Co., Hartford, for its Audograph Electronic Soundwriter,
is providing its 200 distributors with one 60-sec. and three
20-sec. test spots filmed by Alexander; claims to be first in
field (others: Dictaphone, Edison, Soundscriber) to try TV
Channel Master Corp. (TV antennas) launches local
.
cooperative campaign, using six 90-sec. film spots, thru
General Mills sponsoring
Duso Adv., Ellenville, N. Y.
testimonials to Wheaties by Cincinnati Reds players, filmed
by Crosley subsidiary Mt. Olympus Films for showing on
Warner Bros., for new movie The Beast
its 4 stations
from 20,000 Fathoms, using 91 participations, 20-sec. spots
and station identifications on WCBS-TV, New York, in
short-term saturation campaigns running June 15-24 and
Among
July 6-9, thru Blaine Thompson Co., N. Y.
other advertisers reported using or preparing to use TV
Hill Packing Co. (Hills Gold Label dog food), thru Comer
& Reams, Kansas City; Artra Cosmetics Inc. (Imra cream
depilatory), thru Grey Adv., N. Y.; Servel Inc. (refrigerators), thru Hicks & Greist, N. Y.
.

.
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.
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WABD
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Unique rate card being offered by Houston’s upcomKNUZ-TV (Ch. 39), which first imported July 4
debut and is now scheduled for sometime in August, bases

ing uhf

number of sets-in-use capable of getting Ch. 39,
begins with Class A hourly rate of $110 & min. l’ate of
$22 for 10,001-11,000 sets-in-use, goes up $10 per hour
and $2 per min. for each additional 1000 sets. After
count of 35,000, regular rate card will quote Class A
hour of $350, min. $70. Station will share same tower
with KUHT (Ch. 8, educational) which began operation
May 8. Forjoe will be rep.
rates on

“NBC Commercial

Film

Standards

Booklet”

—com-

prising up-to-date specifications for producing everything
from 10-sec. spots to film programs has been mailed to
agencies, film producers & stations. Compiled by film op-

—

erations supervisor Stan Parian, it’s designed to relieve
need for expensive revisions of overlong film commercials.

Tide Magazine, published fortnightly, was sold this
week to Billboard Publishing Co., publishers of Billboard
and Vend, will continue with same staff and same format
as division of Billboard company.

NsiwOfk Accounts: Lever Bros. Co. (Shadow-Wave
home permanent) sponsoring 10-min. segment of Saturday
Night Revue, summer replacement for Your Show of
Shows, started June 6 on NBC-TV, Sat. 9-10:30 p.m., thru
McCann-Erickson; others signed are S.O.S. Cleanser, Benrus Watch, Griffin Shoe Polish & Bendix Div. of Avco
Duffy-Mott Co. Inc. (apple juice) buys Jamie, starting
Sept. 14 on ABC-TV, Mon. 7:30-8 p.m., thru Young &
Rubicam; program stars child actor Brandon de Wilde
and it’s first one sold from showcase series Plymouth Playhouse, formerly ABC Album
Philip Morris starts dx-ama
series Pentagon Confidential Aug. 6 on CBS-TV, Thu.
10- 10:30 p.m., thru Biow
Revlon Products Corp. (lipstick), which last week bought Sat. 10:30-11 p.m. on CBSTV (Vol. 9:23), starts Revlon Theatre June 23 on NBCTV, Tue. 8-8:30 p.m., thru Wm. Weintraub
Procter &
Gamble (Tide) to sponsor Tue.-Wed.-Fri. portion of On
Your Account, starting July 1 on NBC-TV, Mon.-Fri.
4-4:30 p.m., thru Benton & Bowles
U. S. Rubber Co.
(Keds play shoes) buys 5 participations per week for 4
weeks on Today, starting June 15 on NBC-TV, Mon.-Fri.
7-9 a.m., thru Fletcher D. Richards
Reardon Co.
(paints) buys 3 participations per week for 4 weeks on
Today, starting Sept. 8 on NBC-TV, Mon.-Fri. 7-9 a.m.,
thru Krupnick & Assoc.
Scott Paper Co. plans to buy
.
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weekly, instead of current alt.-week, sponsorship for Scott
Music Hall, starting next fall on NBC-TV, Wed. 8:30-9
p.m., thru J. Walter Thompson
General Foods (Instant
Maxwell House Coffee & Gaines Dog Food) replaces Red
Buttons Show during summer with panel program Masquerade Party, starting June 22 on CBS-TV, Mon. 9:30-10
p.m., thru Benton & Bowles
Longines-Wittnauer drops
Chronoscope after June 19 on CBS-TV, Mon.-Wed.-Fri.
11- 11:15 p.m.; agency is Victor A. Bennett
Chesterfield
to simulcast Perry Como Show, now on CBS-TV, Mon.Wed.-Fri. 7:45-8 p.m., on MBS, starting Aug. 31, thru
.
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.

Cunningham & Walsh.
B
Tie-up between Skiatron Subscriber-Vision and Western Union in the event FCC appi’oves subscription TV
has been discussed by officials of the 2 companies. As
explained by Skiatron president Arthur Levey at press
conference June 9 preceding first public demonstration of
Subscriber-Vision,
would handle all billing and applications for the subscription TV service. Western Union
officials told us “the plans were merely discussed
there’ll
be nothing definite until FCC gives its approval.” Levey
also disclosed these plans
all dependent on FCC, of
course: (1) Subscribers would be charged monthly minimum fee, probably about $10, to cover programming and
help amortize cost of decoding device ($50-$100).
(2)
Program fees would vary widely, but would be reduced as
number of subscribers increased. (3) In New York area,
Skiatron would be prepared to start when it had total of
100,000 subscribers, offering about 3 subscription programs a week. Skiatron would buy time on stations.

—

WU

—

—

Campaign for nighttime spot radio as “an even better
advertising value than the eax-ly morning horn’s” has been
launched by Blair i*ep firm, on basis of survey of radio
stations it represents in top TV markets. Survey showed
that radios-in-use from 6-9 p.m. were 5-125% higher than
program ratings 9-155% higher,
6-28% higher.

6-9 a.m., Pulse

per-set

listeners-

Blow at smuggling TV sets was struck this week by
Cuban Govt., which issued regulations requiring dealers to
purchase receivers only from authorized distributors franchised by U. S. manufacturers. It’s estimated 20,000 of
100,000 sets in Cuba are thei’e illegally.

Alfred Weedon Hall, 60, who in the ’20s aided C. S.
Franklin in developing Marconi shortwave beam system,
died in England last month.

8
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EXPECTANCY

of community antenna systems
remain controversial subject for several
years until rate of new TV station construction has
passed its peak and the economics of station operation in-

you-see TV.” Plenty of others in the community business, including the most active, are seriously considering
subscription idea.
Telemeter’s results in Palm Springs,
with service starting in October, may be deciding factor.

dicate more clearly just how much “free” TV service the
nation’s small communities will get. However, two basic
opinions of community operators were quite evident to

were of considerable concern to operators.

Lj

will probably

—

we attended one-day June 8 annual meeting
tional Community TV Assn, in New York:
(1) People in great many towns will always be
us as

pay for programs provided by wired
will never receive enough free signals.

to

(2)

A

substantial,

if

of

Na-

willing

TV—because

they

short-term, profit may be realwhere people will eventually

ized in other communities

get enough free TV to drop their wired service— simply
because it will take several years for station construction to catch up with them.
Indicative of those calculations is fact that new operators are popping up every day; that experienced operators
are expanding into additional towns; that really big
money including some top Wall St. investment firms is
moving in fast. [We’ll have complete up-to-date directory
of systems in operations or planned in our July 15 TV

—

—

Factbook No. 17].
*

*

*

*

Tax and depreciation questions remained among most
Though Internal Revenue has
important at meeting.
clamped 8% excise on systems (Vol. 9:23), operators are
Customer’s installation
still getting some good breaks.
payment, usually $125, is treated as “capital contribution,”
not counted as income, therefore not subject to income
And operator’s depi'eciation rate is being accepted
tax.
by Internal Revenue unless it’s completely outlandish.
Net effect of these advantages is that cost of building system is written off quickly, frequently within 2
years.
Of course, there’s strong element of equipment
obsolescence offsetting those advantages to some degree.
Advent of new stations does have its impact, no
question about it, but there’s no evidence yet that it has
been crippling anywhere. Operator from Harrisburg, for
example, told group that rate of adding new subscribers
slowed almost to a halt as date neared for WHP-TV to
begin operations. It picked up later, however, when people
found they still wanted choice of programs provided by
community system. Others reported similar experiences.
Many believe, in fact, that one local signal is just as
good as none for promoting subscriber sales since it
“whets their appetites.”
Another factor commonly regai'ded as powerful “dark
Since FCC approval
horse” is pay-as-you-look service.
isn’t required, subscription TV may be inaugurated any
time operator chooses to do so and equipment is available.
Paramount’s International Telemeter Cox-p. is building community system in Palm Springs, Cal., primarily
for purpose of exploiting its coinbox method. And company’s Dr. Louis Ridenour told meeting that “Telemeter
is willing to offer financial support on reasonable terms
to the local group desiring to install a community system,
providing such action will advance the cause of pay-as-

—

Experimental satellite on Ch. 13 to serve Elkins, W.
Va. was requested this week by Elkins TV Assn., 220
Davis Ave. Group proposes to use 10-watt transmitter to
rebroadcast programs of WDTV, Pittsburgh. Non-profit
group, planning to spend $4000 on project, is headed by
James K. Phares, technician employed by W. Va. Dept, of
Public Safety. Group will probably have tough time getting go-ahead because FCC is becoming more and more
fearful that such operations encourage sale of sets putting pressure on FCC to make such satellites commercial.

—

Attitudes of originating stations,

ASCAP

and unions
John Leitch,

engineering v.p. of WCAU-TV, Philadelphia, said that stations are generally happy with anything that increases
audience. On other hand, Wm. Daniels, prospective community operator in Casper, Wyo. and other towns in mountain states, repoi’ted that one Denver station says it won’t
authorize pickups of its signals.
Subject is complicated and delicate one, and courts
have yet to rule on property rights involved. Leitch said
lawyers’ opinion is that stations can control use of their
signals. ASCAP and unions haven’t bothered community
operators or originating stations because they’re still too
small.

Boosters and satellites were also on operators’ minds.
president Martin Malarkey reported that he saw
WSM-TV’s Lawrencebui’g, Tenn. expei’imental booster
in operation (Vol. 9:15) and that it works well.
He
thought, however, that an oi'iginating station would find
it uneconomical to build boosters for all the towns wanting service.
Crux of booster situation is interference, since they
operate on same channel as originating station. Will they
disrupt FCC’s carefully protected allocation plan? Commission still isn’t satisfied that they won’t.
Satellites
present different situation. They would operate on uhf
frequencies, offer no interference problem. But Commission won’t huri’y to authorize satellites until it’s sure that
regular stations won’t need the uhf channels.
FCC is
bound to give prospective uhf applicants plenty of time to
decide whether to build before it would turn channels over
for satellite use. This may take years.
Use of microwaves to bring better signals to community systems didn’t get the attention it merits in view
of numerous plans to use them.
It’s expected FCC will
allow some use of microwave for this purpose but not
enough. Consulting engineer Dr. Frank Kear, who moderated technical clinic, suggests that manufacturers may
develop good market by perfecting multiplexing techniques to provide maximum number of signals in mini-

NCTA

—

mum

specti’um space.
*

*

NAB

*

*

RMA

wars of 20-30 years
ago probably would have chuckled over pulling and hauling that went on at meeting. There was a rough fight
over presidency, but Malarkey, who operates system in
Vetei’ans of old

Pottsville, Pa.,

was

and

elected to third term.

Other

officers:

Gei’ard B. Henderson, Carmel, Cal., v.p.; Claude E. Rein-

hard, Palmerton, Pa., secy.;

Haven, Pa., treas.

Wm.

J.

Calsum, Schuylkill

NCTA

35 to 63 in last year.

membership has increased from
June 8 meeting drew about 200

attendees.
In-fighting
to watch, too.
tors,

among equipment makers was something
busily running down his competi-

Each was

and charges of “design piracy” wei e bitterly thrown.
-

Emilio Azcarraga’s XEQ-TV, (Ch. 9), outside Mexico
City at Cortez Pass on slopes of Mt. Popocatapel, is throwing good pictures consistently as far as Vera Cruz, 200
mi. away, reports DuMont international div., which installed the 14,000-ft. high transmitter.

Regulation of spurious emissions of TV transmitters,
proposed by FCC last year (Vol. 8:48), was finalized this
week. Commission won’t require existing stations to comply with new standard for one year, but new stations must
comply from start. Order is Public Notice 53-716.

COLOR TV AT THE CONSUMER LEVEL-WHEN? From one of the master merchandisers of the
this week came still another appraisal of color television
Philco
industry
and when it can be expected as a reality for the American home.
Philco's topkicks were analyzing the facts as they see them, for their 150
distributors and some 7500 dealers gathered in Atlantic City for a convention and
preview of company's new TV-radio lines (see Topics & Trends, p. 12).
Adding Philco 's thinking to recent color estimates by RCA's Gen. Sarnoff
and NTSC's Dr. Baker which we published as Special Reports May 2 & May 30, plus
strong statements by Admiral's Ross Siragusa and Dr. Allen B. DuMont (Vol.9:19), we
pretty well get the whole story of what is expected next few years by the men who
will make and merchandise color TV.
First, Philco president Wm. Balderston told closed meeting of distributors
June 7 that mass marketing of color sets " must await the development of a new low priced color tube even when and if the Govt, approves standards for a compatible
color system." Present tubes, said he, are too expensive for mass buying.
He predicted no volume sales of color sets before 1956
"at least"
which
Then he aimed this thrust
isn't far off what Sarnoff and Baker have indicated.
"
I am sure that no amount of pressure from any one company anxious for commercial gain or anxious to grab the limelight will persuade the FCC to short circuit
To do so might jeopardize the entire future of
the final field tests of the NTSC.
which
finally
is approved will be the result of splendid cosystem
The
TV.
color
best
TV
engineers
representing all companies in the indusnation's
the
operation by
of
research
result
the
or
inventions of any single company."
and not the
try
The allusions obviously were to RCA's leadership claims and announced intention of filing petition with FCC for new standards by July 1 (Vol. 9:21-23).

—

—
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Mr. Balderston then went on to detail his company's policy and plans with
respect to color, leaving to exec, v.p. James Carmine to tell much the same story
Here's what Carmine said :
to the dealers at main convention session next day.
"
In view of the rash of conflicting statements about color TV, it has become
apparent that Philco, one of the real pioneers in this field, should state the full
facts of the situation to clear the air and give our distributors, dealers and the
public the whole truth on this vital subject.
"
The setting of standards for color TV is an extremely serious matter. Once
the standards are set, they cannot, for all practical purposes, be changed.
You
must be right the first time.
"
So the National Television System Committee [NTSC] is now engaged in field
The FCC is fully aware of the activities of the NTSC
testing a new color system.
and fully informed as to the present status of these tests.
"
The NTSC expects to complete field tests by fall We believe that in a matthis
importance the Commission will want to hold full public hearings, and we
of
ter
expect
it will approve the NTSC standards about the first of next year.
confidently
"
The heart of a color TV set is the tri-color tube
So far, the color tubes
that have been demonstrated, while they produce a satisfactory small picture are
extremely complicate d and e xpensive to produce
They also are extremely hard to
The big task now confronting the TV laboratories is
adjust and keep in adjustment.
a simplified, large-screen color tube that can be manufactured at reasonable cost.
"
It is our considered opinion that lower-priced color receivers cannot be
made available to the mass of TV buyers until the simplified, lower-cost picture tube
now in the research stage can be fully developed.
Such a tube cannot be counted on
in the color TV timetable before 1956 or 1957 ."
It's just plain "nonsense" to talk about "color TV by Christmas " Carmine
.

.

,

.

,
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here interpolated.
If, as he confidently expects, the FCC will approve NTSC by end
of this year, we can look for a "trickle " of experimental color receivers available
in the last quarter of 1954 he reckoned.
In 1955 he said, " there may be a pilot
line production of sets
enough to sample the leading dealers of the country."
"
What we mean by mass production cannot be accomplished before 1956 if
then," he continued. "And the lowest price at which this color set with a 1 4-in
picture can be put on the market will be $800 to $1000
Early color TV sets will be
at least double the price of present black-&-white receivers, and it may take years
to bring the cost down to within 50% of comparable black-&-white receivers.
"
So," Carmine conclude d, "you can see that from a selling and merchandising
standpoint, color TV is still 2 % or 3 years away ."

—

,

,

,

.
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WAKE OF CONVENTIONS: More details on new models including some
revisions
and additions embellished with more statements of relast-minute price
assurance about the present and optimism for future, came out of backwash of the
Big 3 conventions to give industry healthy outlook.
Significant developments:
v.p.
James
H.
Carmine
Philco
exec,
said
his
company is now producing at
(1)
rate of 1,000,000 sets a year with TV orders double those at midyear convention
Then he commented: "If the way our dealers are buying merchandise is any
year ago.
indication, 1953 will be about the biggest year in history."
amplifying his prediction of 1,000,000 output
(2) Admiral's Ross Siragusa
and sales this year (Vol.9:23), said rising costs warrant retail price increases of
$25-$50 but that Admiral wasn't raising prices of any models at this time.
(3) RCA Victor v.p. Henry Baker said his line should please the most discriminating dealer. "We know some dealers will not feature all of the models in the
new RCA line, but with 3 separate groups to draw from, they can stock sets of the
price, style and size best suited to their particular market needs," he declared.
Carmine's remarks on color see p. 9; for story on Philco 's spectacular
f For
convention, featuring gala ice show, see Topics & Trends, p. 12.]
Philco took occasion of convention to announce last-minute price reductions
17-in walnut plastic table model, cut fr o m $200 to $180 21-in. mahogmodels:
on 2
any metal table model, down from $260 to $250.
RCA also belatedly announced additions to line Craig, 17-in. ebony table
model $180 Barton, 21-in. ebony table $230; Cameron, 21-in. maroon table $240; Lawrence, 21-in. full-door mahogany AM radio-3 speed phono combination $525 oak $550;
Montgomery 21-in. full-door mahogany or walnut AM-FM 3-speed phono $595; Rutherford,
21-in. full-door mahogany AM-FM 3-speed phono $595, de luxe model $795.
For full lines of Big 5 as released last week, see p. 11, Vol.9:23; for
new Zenith line, introduced at distributors meeting in Chicago June 12, see p. 12.
TRADE HOPES HIGH
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Details of production and models were presented by top executives, all of
them particularly solicitous of dealers. Philco v.p. Fred Ogilby revealed that
markups to dealers have been increased average 3% for all 21-in sets selling over
He said some of 47 models in new line have been in production since April 1
$400.
and all will be on assembly lines by Aug. 1.
Admiral v.p. W.C. Johnson said its 17-in. S160 ebony plastic table model
would be offered only through August as summer "leader". After that, it will be
equipped with all-channel tuner and retained as $200 item on all other models, allchannel continuous tuner will be optional at $50 extra.
He traced extraordinary popularity of Admiral's two 21-in mahogany plastic
table models at $200 & $220 said that when company first started producing them
with only one mold output was only 5000 a month. At the present, it's turning out
26,000 a month divided about 50-50, and by Sept. 1 it should rise to 31,000
"
The dealer will decide what percentage of production will go into each set,"
he said. "We will make all of them at $200 if that is what the dealer wants."
Baker also made big pitch for dealers' viewpoint declaring RCA's 25-model
Rotomatic line "is intended to provide dealers with style and price ranges wide
.

;

.

,

.

,

,
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The wide choice of models in the middle
enough to meet every consumer requirement.
and low-price brackets will give strength to dealers' competitive positions."
And Carmine while throwing bouquets to dealers, gave NARDA's crusade for
sho r ter line s new emphasis with remark: "Perhaps the time has come, and Philco will
be glad, to see it come when the retailer has to be more selective about the number
of lines he carries on his floor. Perhaps the secret of profit this fall is to concentrate on the brands with the public demand and a reputation for quality."
,

,

^

'p

TV's favorable position in first 4 months of year is reflected in RTMA data
released this week showing retail sales of 2,100,620 sets in that period compared
to 1,593,484 in same 1952 period. This despite downturn in April, when only 319,721
Seasonal l ag was also reflected in
TVs were sold, compared to 603,704 in March.
of
poor retail sales in New Yo rk, Chicago
scattered but consistent reports this week
In Atlanta and
and Los Angeles where "bait" advertising was reported prevalent.
Cincinnati first dealer comments that color talk was hurting sales were reported.
Seasonal slump also hit TV production which totaled 97 920 (4924 private
It was down from 99,580 preceding week
label) week ended June 5, lowest of year.
Radio production totaled 270,398 (124,084 private),
and 132,730 week ended May 22.
up from 267,744 week ended May 29 but down from 294,688 week ended May 22.
Week's
radios: 67,881 home, 57,214 portable, 30,495 clock, 114,808 auto.
,

,

,

Trade Personals:

W.

Motorola exec,
v.p., elected trustee of Illinois Institute of Technology
Robert C. Sprague, chairman, Sprague Electric Co. and exRTMA pres., elected to board of trustees of Mt. Holyoke
College
Dr. Wm. R. Burwell, vice chairman of Clevite
Corp. and pres., Brush Electronics Co., named to board of
directors of Stanford Research Institute
Eugene W.
Ritter, Westinghouse v.p. in charge of its tube div., elected
to board of trustees of Elmira College ... A. Cameron
Duncan, ex-renewal sales mgr. of RCA radio batteries, appointed mgr. of merchandise operations, RCA Victor home
instrument dept.
James L. Von Harz, from sales dept.,
detailed by Oak Mfg. Co. to take charge of new 15,000-sq.
ft. plant in Elkhorn, Wis., to be opened next month
company’s 4th, others being 2 in Chicago, one in Crystal Lake,
111.
Eugene M. Keys, exec, v.p., promoted to president,
Edwin I. Guthman Co., Chicago (coils), succeeding late
Mr. Guthman
Martin Bettan, sales & engineering dir.,
Radio Merchandise Sales, elected president, Antenna
Manufacturers Assn.; Ben Snyder, Snyder Mfg. Co., v.p.;
Edward Finkel, JFD, secy.-treas.
J. J. Lieske Jr., exHammond, Ind. mgr., Graybar, appointed Washington
Robert

Galvin,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

appointed Boston mgr., replacing Ben Jones, now regional sales mgr.; Gordon B. Sutton named Minneapolis
mgr.
Richard Scott named asst, eastern mgr., RCA
Victor, replacing Martin F. Bennett, now west coast mgr.
Ross Mason, ex-adv. mgr. of Wm. E. Phillips Co., Los
Angeles, named adv. mgr., Pacific Mercury TV, succeeding
Jim Brent, now with Brent & David Machine Co.
Aaron
ley,

.

.

.

.

.

.

F.

Bowser promoted

vania TV-radio

3-D color (Vol. 9:19), in June 12 address to N. Y. State
Society of Professional Engineers. He said he believes 3-D
black-&-white sets can be built more cheaply than color.

Shipments of TVs to dealers totaled 2,452,508

.

mgr., replacing F. F. Jaspersen, now Philadelphia district
sales mgr.; D. E. Clisbee succeeds Lieske at Hammond
Arthur C. Jordan, ex-Thor Corp., named Philadelphia district mgr., Arvin TV-radio div.; Wm. F. O’Brien, ex-Cros-

.

Color demonstration for Senate Commerce Committee,
long expected, has been set by RCA for 1:30 p.m. June 22
in Washington’s Sheraton Park Hotel (formerly Wardman
Park). It will be closed-circuit from New York, same
show as that seen by House Committee, press, NTSC,
manufacturers, broadcasters (Vol. 9:16,21,22). Another
large group, comprising some 300 TV broadcasters and
CP-holders, including non-NBC affiliates, plus contingent
of consulting engineers, attended demonstrations June 11
in NBC’s Centre and Colonial Theatres in New York.
RCA officials told group they would receive complete story
on equipment availability and costs in 10 days or so. Emphasizing spreading interest in color on part of all set
makers, Hoffman Radio Corp. announced appointment of
Dr. Willard Geer as color TV consultant. He’s inventor
of a tri-color tube, figured in 1949-50 color hearings. Dr.
Allen DuMont reiterated plans for fall demonstration of

.

.

to Buffalo district sales mgr., Syl-

div.

Jackson Electronics & Television Corp., with ex-Jackson Industries pres. David Krechman as head, will be name
of new company producing private label TVs, radios,
phonos and military electronics equipment. Sam Poncher,
pres, of Newark Electric Co., Chicago, is v.p. & secy.
Assets of bankrupt Jackson Industries (Vol. 9:12,18)
were acquired recently by Chicago auctioneering firm from
which Krechman group regained control of plant at 500 E.
40th St., Chicago.

4 months,

when production was

in first

2,827,821, according to

RTMA’s state-by-state and county-by-county tables released this week and available on request.
It compared
with shipments of 1,564,516 first 4 months of 1952, when
production was 1,647,709.
Every state shared in shipments, New York leading with 231,998; Pennsylvania second, 223,439; California third, 171,326.
Montana, still
without TV service, trailed with 300. For April alone, TV
shipments totaled 392,492, compared with 711,838 in March
and 287,004 in April 1952.

Federal Trade Commission this week promptly comwith request by National Electronic Distributors
Assn, for bill of particulars on FTC complaint of April 13
charging it with conspiracy to create monopoly in sale of
TV-radio electronics parts (Vol. 9:16). FTC attorney
Paul Randall Dixon set forth undisclosed details of complaint in letter June 11 to trial examiner Frank Hier in
response to affidavit from L. B. Calamaras, NEDA exec,
v.p., that complaint is so vague proper legal answer cannot be prepared.
plied

Bendix, Transvision Inc. and Sheraton this week announced they’re introducing new coin-operated TVs; Bendix will show at Chicago Furniture Mart, Sheraton at
show.

NAMM
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TV

of

perhaps, but day after Philco’s fantastic Atlantic City
a 3-hour ice extravaganza featuring
troupe of more than 100 skating stars who “introduced”

“sales convention”

—

Philco’s TV-radio models on ice, literally

Edward

made

R. Taylor

— Motorola

v.p.

remark to convention of Nain same city June 9:

this

tional Sales Executives Inc.

“When it comes to razzle-dazzle in sales meetings,
some companies have gone about as far in that direction
as good judgment allows. By going theatrical, you lose in
The central theme or carry-home point should
sincerity.
not be subordinated to theatrics.”
By contrast, he cited Motorola’s “serious, hard-working meetings” held recently as 3-day workshops conducted
by 4-man factory crews in 12 cities for some 650 wholesale salesmen. They embraced lectures, study assignments,
panel discussions and, for diversion, true-or-false quizzes
and Keno games based on marketing problems.
But as far as some 7500 dealers who jammed grandstand around big ice rink on which Philco staged its show
in Convention Hall were concerned, Taylor’s words would
have fallen on deaf ears. We were there and can testify
the dealers were literally bowled over delighted by both
w^as presented.

it

Following is full line (prices rounded)
Table Models: 17-in. mahogany $200 & $230, blonde
$210 & $240; 21-in. mahogany $240, $260, $280 & $290,
blonde $270, $290 & $300.
Consoles: 17-in. mahogany $270; 21-in. open face walnut $300, mahogany $310, $330, $370 & $400, blonde $320,
$350 & $390, cherry $390; 21-in. full-door mahogany $400
& $450, copper tone mahogany $410, blonde or cherry $470,
walnut $490, ebony unpriced; 24-in. open-face mahogany
$460 & $500, blonde $500; 24-in. full-door mahogany $550,
blonde $570; 27-in. full-door mahogany $600 & $675, blonde
$625 & $695.
Combinations: 21-in. walnut $400, blonde $430 &
$695, mahogany $420, $550 & $650; 24-in. mahogany $795,
cherry $850; 27-in. cherry $1250.
Also introduced were 4 high-fidelity radio-phonos (3
consoles and one table model) ranging from $150 to $340,
and 2 “chairside” combination consoles at $300 & $320.

control, at $1250.

—

and extraordinary way

the line

ENITH

broke with its long-standing tradition in presenting all-channel continuous tuner as optional equipment, at $50 extra, on its 48 new TV models introduced at
distributors convention at Chicago’s Drake Hotel, June
11-12.
It’s first time Zenith has introduced all-channel
tuning, though it continues to offer strips as well. In its
ad campaigns, Zenith has consistently played down allchannel tuning.
Zenith also introduced 24-in. models, joining Admiral
and Philco (Vol. 9:23), leaving RCA as only major manufacturer not producing 24-in. Other features of line include “Cinebeam” improved aluminized tube on 20 models,
“bandshell” retractable speaker & “spotlight” dial. At top
of line is de luxe 27-in. cherry combination, with remote

Z

Sheer coincidence,

Trade:

[For details of Philco’s full line, see p. 11, Vol. 9:23;
for belated price changes announced at convention, see p.
10 this issue.]
Whole affair cost Philco and its distributors, who
shared costs, a pretty penny— unofficially, about $2,000,000
for ice show, Convention Hall and hotel displays, transportation, accommodations, etc. Philco did it up royally,
placing its dealers in 26 top hotels, and claimed its convention was largest ever held in U S. by any industrial
concern.

Extravaganza was masterminded by merchandising
v.p. Ray George in collaboration with H. Pierson Mapes,
James K. Martindale and John Maxwell, Hutchins Adv.
Agency v.p.’s; Wrn. Maxwell, Hutchins art chief; James
Burton & Arthur Munn, Philco TV Playhouse producers.
Business was restricted to the one show (except for many
hotel room meetings of distributors with their respective
dealer groups) —-letting the delegates be on their own for
rest of their all-expenses-paid 3-day splurge.

v.p. John Gilligan
Atlantic City convention that 1953 advertising expenditures of all kinds on all Philco products will exceed
$50,000,000. Promotion gimmicks at convention included:

Merchandising Notes: Philco adv.

told

MG roadster, won by Virginia Beach (Va.) dealer
W. Murden; giveaways of “musical compacts” with TV
orders, to take home to wives, as well as free suncaps and

Raffle of

E.

“prismatic pencils”; offers of “baker’s dozen” or 13 personal portables (list price, $32.50) for every 12 ordered,
the odd one delivered on spot to obviate shipping back the
Admiral’s 20-page
hundreds displayed at convention
insert on its new line, with covers in color, on June 11, was
largest single ad Retailing Daily has ever published
Emerson schedules “most elaborate distributor convention
in its history” at New York’s Plaza Hotel, June 29-July 1,
GE tube dept, is questionfor introduction of new line
airing 40,000 service dealers to ask “how’s business” and
hopes thereby to figure out what “average” one does or
should do
DuMont’s new Picture Tube Data Chart, 8th
Edition, listing complete specifications for more than 150
tubes of all manufacturers, printed on heavy stock so suitable for wall framing, now available from DuMont disMeek drops 6 of own stores, retaining same
tributors
number in Chicago, Detroit, Indianapolis, Pittsburgh,
South Bend, Rockford.
.

*

Notes:

Distributor

Walter

Detroit, promotes

*

*

&

RCA

*

Distributing

Victor

C. Rose, ex-sales

Corp.,

mgr. of instru-

gen. mgr. of Buffalo & Rochester,
by Clarence Malin, ex-sales super-

ment

dept., to v.p.

N. Y.

div.; he’s replaced

Harper-Meggee Inc., Seattle (RCA)
Chicago div.
announces resignation of president E. S. Carter, sales mgr.
B. C. Mcllroy and operations mgr. W. R. Johnson, who
merged to form Seattle distributorship of Carter-McllroyJohnson Inc., headed by Mr. Carter, TV lines to be anCBS-Columbia appoints Igoe Bros. Inc.,
nounced later
Bendix Radio appoints
Newark; Graybar, Mobile, Ala.
visor,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

National Telco, Omaha, for its first coin-operated TV sets
Raytheon appoints Pliggens Distributing Co., BaltiHoffman Radio Sales Corp. of Missouri appoints
more
James Crowe, ex-Hallicrafters, as St. Louis sales mgr.
Capehart-Farnsworth appoints Meletio Electrical Supply
N. C. Teakle Inc.,
Co., Dallas (Alex Meletio Sr., pres.)
Fresno (Pacific Mercury) appoints John Chadwell, ex-Leo
J. Meyberg Co. (RCA), as sales mgr.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Labor peace at GE seemed virtually assured, at least
for another year, as result of statement by IUE president
James B. Carey that GE’s offer this week of 3% general
wage increase to 100,000 employes “looks like the basis for
a settlement.” Months-long negotiations were interrupted
by costly 8-week strike at Syracuse plants which ended
last

week

(Vol. 9:23).

Lush farm market

is

veritable gold

mine for

TV manu-

now

enjoying record average annual income of $7800, said Irving Rosenberg, DuMont tube
operations director, in address prepared for delivery June
14 to industry group in E. Paterson, N. J. He cited govt,
survey that 90% of nation’s farmers have purchased at
least one major electrical appliance (apart from farm
machinery) in last 5 years. He said about 33% of nation’s 5,000,000 farms now are within range of TV stations
and by year’s end there may be 50%.

facturers, with farmers

Thomas D. Meola elected operations v.p., RCA Communications; John H. Muller elected N. Y. district v.p.;
E. D. Becken named asst. v.p. & plant operations engineer.
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of ihe

as of June 13, 1953
Television Stations in Operation
*
14

»

VHF

(14&

and 38-

UHF)

With Their National Sales Representatives
and
Supplemental List of New Stations Reported Due on Air During June or July
Radio station

For further

affiliations (if

any) indicated in parentheses

TV

details about these stations, consult latest

Factbook with Weekly Addenda to date

ALABAMA
Rep: CBS-TV Spot

CONNECTICUT

(Ch. 13)— Birmingham

WAFM-TV, Birmingham

News

Co. (WAPI).

(Ch. 6)

—Storer

Bcstg.

(WBRC).

Corp.

Rep: Raymer.

WALA-TV, Mobile

(WALA).

(Ch. 10)— Pape Bcstg. Co. Inc.

Rep:

Headley-Reed.

WKAB-TV,

Mobile (Ch.

48)

—Pursley Bcstg.

(WKAB). Rep:

Service

Forjoe.

WCOV-TV, Montgomery

20)—Capitol

(Ch.

(WCOV).

Co.

Bcstg.

Rep: Taylor.

ARIZONA
KTYL-TV, Mesa
(KTYL).

(Phoenix). Arlz.

(Ch.

12)

—Harkins

Bcstg.

Inc.

Rep: Avery-Knodel.

KPHO-TV, Phoenix

—Meredith Engineering Co. (KPHO).
13) — Old Pueblo Bcstg. Co. (KOPO). Rep:

(Ch. 5)

Rep: Katz.

KOPO-TV, Tucson

(Ch.

Forjoe.

Rock

Little

(Ch.

17)

—Rowley-Brown

Bcstg.

Rep:

Co.

24)— McClatchy

Bcstg.

Co.

(KMJ).

Rep:

(Ch. 7)

— American

Bcstg. Co. (KECA). Rep:

Petry.

—General Teleradio Inc. (KHJ). Rep:
KLAC-TV, Los Angeles (Ch. 13) —Dorothy Schiff (KLAC). Rep:
Katz.
KNBH, Los Angeles (Ch. 4) —National Bcstg. Co. Inc. Rep: NBCKHJ-TV, Los Angeles

H-R

(KNX).

Bcstg. System Inc.

—

KTLA, Los Angeles

(Ch. 5) Paramount Television Productions Inc.
Rep: Raymer.
KTTV, Los Angeles (Ch. 11)—KTTV Inc. Rep: Blair.
KFMB-TV, San Diego (Ch. 8) Wrather-Alvarez Inc. KFMB )
Rep: Branham (to be changed to Petry).

KGO-TV, San

Francisco

(Ch.

—
7) — American

(

Bcstg.

Co.

(KGO).

Rep: Petry.

KPIX, San Francisco (Ch. 5)— KPIX Inc. (KSFO). Rep: Katz.
KRON-TV, San Francisco (Ch. 4)—Chronicle Publishing Co.

IKRON-FM), Rep: Free & Peters.
KVEC-TV, San Luis Obispo (Ch. 6)—Valley
Rep: W.

S.

Long

Bcstg. Co.

(WKNB).

6)—Elm

(Ch.

City Bcstg. Corp.

(WNHC).

Rep: Katz.

DELAWARE
12) — WDEL

WDEL-TV, Wilmington

(Ch.

(WDEL)

Inc.

.

Rep:

Meeker.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WMAL-TV, Washington (Ch. 7)—Evening Star Bcstg. Co. Inc.
(WMAL). Rep: Katz.
WNBW, Washington (Ch. 4)—National Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WRC).
Rep: NBC-TV Spot Sales.
WTOP-TV, Washington (Ch. 9) —WTOP Inc. (WTOP). Rep: CBS-

TV Spot Sales.
WTTG, Washington
Rep:

(Ch. 5)

—Allen

B.

DuMont

Laboratories Inc.

Blair.

(

WFTL

)

.

Fort

Lauderdale
Rep: Weed.
Jacksonville

Electric Co.

(KVEC).

Grant Co.

(Ch.

(Ch.

4)

23)—Tri-County

—Florida

Rep: CBS-TV Spot Sales.
WTVJ, Miami (Ch. 4)—Southern Radio

&

& TV

Bcstg.

Co.

Bcstg.
(

Co

WMBR

)

Equipment Co. Rep:

Peters.

WSUN-TV,
(WSUN).

St.

Petersburg, Fla. (Ch. 38)

—City

of St. Petersburg

Rep: Weed.

GEORGIA

(Ch. 9)

Television Inc.

TV Spot Sales.
KNXT, Los Angeles (Ch. 2) —Columbia
Rep: CBS-TV Spot Sales.

&

Connecticut

Adam Young.

Rep:

30)—New Britain

Britain (Ch.

WNHC-TV, New Haven

Free

Raymer.

KECA-TV, Los Angeles

—Southern

Rep: Bolling.

WMBR-TV,

CALIFORNIA
(Ch.

WKNB-TV, New

WFTL-TV,

Pearson.

KMJ-TV. Fresno

43)

FLORIDA

ARKANSAS
KRTV,

(Ch.

Island Television Co. (WICC).

Sales.

WBRC-TV, Birmingham

WICC-TV, Bridgeport

WAGA-TV,

Atlanta

(Ch.

5)

—Storer

Bcstg.

Co.

(WAGA).

Rep

Katz.

WLWA,

Atlanta (Ch. 8)— Crosley Bcstg. of Atlanta Inc. Rep: Cros-

ley Bcstg.

WSB-TV, Atlanta

2)— Atlanta Newspapers

(Ch.

Inc.

(WSB).

Rep:

Petry.

ILLINOIS
(Ch. 4) Columbia

—

WBBM-TV,

Chicago
Bcstg.
System Inc
Rep: CBS-TV Spot Sales.
WBKB, Chicago (Ch. 7) American Bcstg. Co. WENR). Rep: Blair.
WGN-TV, Chicago (Ch. 9)— WGN Inc. (WGN). Rep: Hollingberv

(WBBM).

—

WGN-TV

and

(

Sales.

WNBQ, Chicago (Ch. 5)—National Bcstg.
NBC-TV Spot Sales.
WEEK-TV, Peoria (Ch. 43) — West Central

Co. Inc.

Bcstg. Co.

Headley-Reed.

WTVO, Rockford
WHBF-TV, Rock

(Ch. 39)

(WMAQ)

Rep-

(WEEK). Rep:

—Winnebago Television Corp. Rep: Weed.
—Rock Island Bcstg. Co. (WHBF).

Island (Ch. 4)

Rep: Avery-Knodel.

INDIANA

KKTV,

Colorado

Springs

COLORADO
(Ch. 11)— TV

WTTV
Colorado

Inc.

(KVOR).

Rep: Holllngbery.

KBTV, Denver
Free
(

&

(Ch.

9)—Colorado

—Sarkes Tarzian Inc. (WTTS). Rep:
Indianapolis (Ch.
—WFBM Inc. (WFBM). Rep: Katz.
Lafayette (Ch. 59) — WFAM Inc. (WASK). Rep: Ram-

Bloomington (Ch.

Meeker.

(KVOD).

Rep:

WFBM-TV,
WFAM-TV,

O'Fallon Inc. (KFEL).

Rep:

WLBC-TV, Muncle

Television Corp.

Peters.

10)

6)

beau.

KFEL-TV, Denver (Ch. 2)—Eugene

P.

Blair.

(Ch.

49)—Tri-City Radio Corp. (WLBC).

Walker, N. Y.; Hal Holman, Chicago.

KDZA-TV, Pueblo
McGillvra.

,

(Ch.

3)—Pueblo Radio

Co. Inc.

(KDZA).

Rep:

WSBT-TV, South Bend
Rep: Raymer.

(Ch. 34)

—South

Rep:

Bend Tribune (WSBT).

Extra Copies of this Special Report available at $1 each; S0<t each in quantities of 10 or more.

NEW MEXICO

IOWA
WOI-TV, Ames

(Ch. 4)

WOC-TV, Davenport

&

Me-

(Ch. 6)

— Central

9)— Cowles

(WNAX, Yankton,

Bcstg. Co.

(WAVE).

Louisville (Ch. 11)— WHAS Inc.
Parsons.
rington, Righter

WHAS-TV,

Rep: Free

&

(WHAS).

Rep: Har-

&

(WAFB).

Inc.

WDSU-TV, New
Rep:

(Ch. 28)

—Modern

Baton

Bcstg. Co. of

Adam Young.

Rep:

Orleans

6)— WDSU

(Ch.

Bcstg.

Corp.

(WDSU).

Blair.

MAINE
Bangor (Ch. 5)
Rep: Hollingbery.

WABI-TV,
(WABI).

—Community

Telecasting

Service

MARYLAND

&

Rep: Harrington, Righter

Parsons.

WBAL-TV, Baltimore

WMAR-TV,

(Ch. 11)— Hearst Corp. (WBAL). Rep: Petry.
2)—A. S. Abell Co. Rep: Katz.

Baltimore (Ch.

MASSACHUSETTS
WBZ-TV, Boston (Ch. 4) —Westlnghouse Radio Stations Inc.
(WBZ). Rep: NBC-TV Spot Sales.
WNAC-TV, Boston (Ch. 7) —General Teleradio Inc. (WNAC). Rep:
E-R Television Inc.
WHYN-TV, Holyoke (Ch. 55)—Hampden-Hampshlre Corp. (WHYN).
Rep: Branham.

—

WWLP, Springfield (Ch. 61) Springfield Television Bcstg. Corp.
(WSPR). Rep: Hollingbery.

Buffalo (Ch. 4)
ton, Righter
Parsons.

&

(Ch.

WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV,

Bcstg. Co.

(WPAG).

—Booth

Radio

&

Television Sta-

Detroit (Ch. 2)

—Storer Bcstg.

WXYZ-TV, Detroit (Ch.
WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids

(Ch.

Rep: Katz.

WKZO-TV, Kalamazoo

Co.

(WJBK). Rep: Katz.
(WWJ). Rep:

—Evening News Assn.
7) — WXYZ Inc. (WXYZ).

4)

(Ch.

(Ch. 3)

7)—Grandwood

—

Rep:

Bcstg. Co.

(Ch. 6)

(WKZO).

WFTV, Duluth

— WJIM

(WJIM).

Inc.

57)—Lake Huron

(Ch.

(Ch.

Minnesota Inc.

38)

Rep:

—Great

—

NORTH CAROLINA
WBTV,

KCJB-TV, Minot

j

(

— WDAY Inc. (WDAY). Rep:
13) — North Dakota Bcstg. Co. Inc.

Free

(Ch. 6)
(Ch.

.

&

(KCJB).

OHIO
49)—Summit Radio

Corp.

(WAKR).

—Scripps-Howard

Radio

(WCPO).

Cincinnati (Ch. 12)— Radio Cincinnati Inc.

(WKRC).

WAKR-TV,

Akron, O. (Ch.
Rep: Weed.

WKRC-TV,

WEWS,

Bcstg. Corp.

(WKNX).

Plains Television

Properties

of

(Ch. 5)

— KSTP Inc.

(KSTP). Rep:

Paul (Ch. 4)— Midwest Radio-TeleRep: Free & Peters.

Minneapolis-St.

(WCCO).

vision Inc.

WJTV, Jackson

(Ch.

MISSISSIPPI
25)— Mississippi Publishers Corp.

Cincinnati

(Ch.

Cincinnati (Ch. 4)
Crosley Bcstg.

7)

Cleveland (Ch.

5)

—Crosley

Bcstg.

— Scripps-Howard

(WLW).

Corp.

Radio Inc.

Rep:

Rep: Bran-

WXEL, Cleveland (Ch.
WBNS-TV, Columbus
Rep:

9)

—Empire

(WTAM). Rep-

Ecstg. Co. Inc.

Coll Co. Inc.

Rep: Katz.

10)—Dispatch Printing Co. (WBNS).

(Ch.

Blair.

WLWC, Columbus

(Ch.

3)

— Crosley

Bcstg.

Rep: Crosley

Corp.

Bcstg.

WTVN, Columbus

(Ch. 6)

WHIO-TV, Dayton

— WTVN Inc.

(Ch.

7)— Miami

Rep: Katz.

(WHIO).

Valley Bcstg. Corp.

Rep: Hollingbery.

Dayton (Ch.

WLOK-TV, Lima

5)

— Crosley Bcstg.
— WLOK Inc.

(Ch. 73)

Corp.

Rep: Crosley Bcstg.

(WLOK). Rep: H-R

Tele-

vision Inc.

KCTY, Kansas City, Mo. (Ch. 25)—Empire Coil Co. Inc.
WDAF-TV, Kansas City (Ch. 4)—Kansas City Star Co. (WDAF).

Rep: Harrington, Righter & Parsons.
KSD-TV, St. Louis (Ch. 5)—The Pulitzer Publishing Co. (KSD).
Rep: Free & Peters.
KTTS-TV, Springfield (Ch. 10)—Independent Bcstg. Co. (KTTS).
Rep: Weed.

NEBRASKA

Lincoln (Ch. 10)— Cornbelt Bcstg. Corp. (KFOR). Rep:

Raymer.

KOLN-TV, Lincoln

(Ch. 12)

—Comhusker Radio & Television

Corp.

Rep: Weed.

KMTV, Omaha

WNBK, Cleveland (Ch. 4)—National
NBC-TV Spot Sales.

WLWD,
Rep: Katz.

MISSOURI

(Ch.

3)— May

Bcstg. Co.

Rep: Petry.

WOW-TV, Omaha

(Ch. 6)— Meredith

(KMA, Shenandoah.

WOW

Inc.

(WOW).

WSPD-TV, Toledo (Ch. 13)—Storer Bcstg. Co. (WSPD). Rep: Katz.
WFMJ-TV, Youngstown (Ch. 73) — Vindicator Printing Co. (WFMJ).
Rep: Headley-Reed.

WKBN-TV, Youngstown

Rep:

NEW JERSEY

(Ch. 27)

— WKBN

Bcstg. Corp.

(

WKBN).

Rep: Raymer.

WHIZ-TV, Zanesville (Ch. 50) —Southeastern Ohio
tem (WHIZ). Rep: Pearson.

Television Sys-

OKLAHOMA

— Oklahoma Quality Bcstg. Co. (KSWO).
Rep: Everett-McKinney and Clyde Melville Co. (Southwest only).
WKY-TV, Oklahoma City (Ch. 4) —WKY Radiophone Co. (WKY).
Rep: Katz.
KOTV, Tulsa (Ch. 6) —Wrather-Alvarez Inc. Rep: Petry.
KSWO-TV, Lawton

(Ch. 7)

Ia.).

Atlantic City (Ch. 46)— Neptune Bcstg. Corp. (WFPG).
Rep: Pearson.
WATV, Newark (Ch. 13)— Bremer Bcstg. Corp. (WAAT). Rep:

Weed.

WDAY-TV, Fargo

Rep: H-R Tele-

Petry.

’

— Jefferson Standard Bcstg. Co. WBT
— Greensboro News Co. Rep: Har-

Charlotte (Ch. 3)

Rep: CBS-TV Spot Sales.
WFMY-TV, Greensboro (Ch. 2)
rington, Righter & Parsons.

WLWT,

Adam Young.

KSTP-TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul

WFPG-TV,

Rep:

Syracuse Television Corp.
Rep: Katz.
WSYR-TV, Syracuse (Ch. 5)—Central N. Y. Bcstg. Corp. (WSYR).
Rep: Headley-Reed.
WKTV, Utica (Ch. 13) Copper City Bcstg. Corp. (WKAL, Rome,
N. Y.). Rep: Donald Cook.

Rep:

MINNESOTA

p] a jr

(WGY).

Electric Co.

Rep: Katz.
Fetzer Bcstg. Co.

Rep: Gill-Perna Inc.

(KOLN).

Rep: Harring-

ham.

WKNX-TV, Saginaw

KFOR-TV,

(WEEN).

Rep: Branham.

vision Inc.

WCCO-TV,

Inc.

WRGB, Schenectady (Ch. 4) — General
NBC-TV Spot Sales.
WHEN, Syracuse (Ch. 8) — Meredith

WCPO-TV,

Blair.

(WOOD).

Avery-Knodel.

WJIM-TV, Lansing

— WBEN

Rep: Weed.

Rep: Weed.

Detroit
Hollingbery.

VVNBF).

WCBS-TV, New York (Ch. 2) — Columbia Bcstg. System (WCBS).
Rep: CBS-TV Spot Sales.
WNBT, New York (Ch. 4)—National Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WNBC). Rep:
NBC-TV Spot Sales.
WOR-TV, New York (Ch. 9) —General Teleradio Inc. (WOR). Rep:
WOR Sales: H-R Television Inc. (West Coast).
WPIX, New York (Ch. 11) — WPIX Inc. Rep: Free & Peters.
WHAM-TV, Rochester (Ch. 6) —Stromberg-Carlson Co. (WHAM).

Peters.

Battle Creek (Ch. 64)

tions Inc.

(

NORTH DAKOTA

20)—Washtenaw

Rep: McGillvra.

WBKZ-TV,

Associates Inc.

WTVE, Elmira (Ch. 24) —Elmira Television. Rep: Forjoe.
WABC-TV, New York (Ch. 7)— American Bcstg. Co. (WABC). Ren:
WABC-TV Sales in N. Y. (Petry outside N. Y ).
WABD, New York (Ch. 5) —Allen B. DuMont Laboratories Inc.

MICHIGAN
WPAG-TV, Ann Arbor

— Clark

Rep: Bolling.

Rep: Hollingbery.

Baltimore (Ch. 13)— WAAM Inc.

WAAM,

(KOB).

Bcstg. Co.

Rep: Avery -Knodel.

LOUISL4NA

WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge

(Ch. 12)

WBEN-TV,

KENTUCKY
5)— WAVE Inc.

Louisville (Ch.

— Albuquerque

NEW YORK

Repi

(WOC).

Bcstg. Co.

Peters.

Rouge

(Ch. 4)

WNBF-TV, Binghamton

City (Ch.
Rep: Katz.

WAVE-TV,

KOB-TV, Albuquerque
Rep: Branham.

Peters.

KVTV, Sioux
S. D.).

&

State College of Agriculture

Rep: Weed.

chanic Arts (WOI).
Free

—Iowa

OREGON
KPTV, Portland

(Ch.

27)— Empire

Rep:

Coll Co. Inc.

NBC-TV

Spot Sales.

PENNSYLVANIA
WFBG-TV, Altoona (Ch. 10)—Gable Bcstg. Co. WFBG). Rep:
H-R Television Inc.
WLEV-TV, Bethlehem, Pa. (Ch. 51) — Associated Bcstrs. Inc.
(

(WEST, Easton).

Rep: Meeker.

—
TEXAS — (Continued)

PENNSYLVANIA— (Continued)
WICU, Erie (Ch. 12) —Dispatch Inc. (WIKK). Rep: Headley-Reed.
WHP-TV, Harrisburg (Ch. 55)— WHP Inc. (WHP). Rep: Bolling.
WJAC-TV, Johnstown (Ch. 13)— WJAC Inc. (WJAC). Rep: Katz.
WGAL-TV, Lancaster (Ch. 8) —WGAL Inc. (WGAL). Rep: Meeker.
WKST-TV, New Castle (Ch. 45) — WKST Inc. (WKST). Rep:

WOAI-TV,

San

Antonio

(Ch.

KFDX-TV, Wichita
(KFDX).

Falls (Ch. 3)
Taylor.

Rep:

KWFT-TV, Wichita
Rep:

10)— WCAU

(Ch.

(WCAU).

Inc.

Rep:

(Ch. 22)

—Scranton

Bcstrs. Inc.

Wilkes-Barre (Ch. 28)— Louis G. Baltimore
Rep: Headley-Reed.

Rep:

WTVR, Richmond

WROV-TV, Roanoke

WBRE).

(WSLS).

25)—Radio Columbia (WCOS).

—Midcontinent

Rep:

(Ch.

Nashville (Ch.

4)— WSM

Publishing Co. (WMC).

(WSM). Rep:

Inc.

WBAY-TV, Green Bay
Petry.

Stations

Life

Inc.

(WSAZ).

Rep: Katz.

—Norbertine

(Ch. 2)

Fathers (WBAY). Rep:

Weed.

WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee

(Ch. 3)— The Journal Co.
Parsons.

(WTMJ).

&

Harrington, Righter

Branham.

Rep:

TERRITORIES
4)— Plains Radio

(Ch.

Bcstg.

Co.

(KGNC).

KGMB-TV, Honolulu

(Ch.

Taylor.

Dallas

(Ch.

— Texas
4) — KRLD

(

Corp.

(KTBC).

Rep:

Radio Corp.

(KRLD).

Rep:

Bcstg.

7)

8)— A. H. Belo

El Paso (Ch. 4)

—Roderick

Corp.

(

KGMB

(Ch.

) .

—

Branham.
Dallas (Ch.

—

Hawaiian Bcstg. System Ltd.
9)
Rep: Free & Peters.
KONA, Honolulu (Ch. 11) Radio Honolulu Ltd. (Authorized
March 12 to remain silent: slated to resume June 17 under new
ownership; see Vol. 9:11,23.) Rep: NBC-TV Spot Sales.

Rep: Taylor.

KTBC-TV, Austin

WFAA-TV,
KROD-TV,

Rep:

W’lSCONSIN

(Ch. 10)— Amarillo Bcstg. Corp. (KFDA). Rep:

KGNC-TV, Amarillo

KRLD-TV,

—Shenandoah

(Ch.

Rep:

TEXAS
KFDA-TV, Amarillo

10)

WEST VIRGINIA
5)— WSAZ Inc.

WSAZ-TV, Huntington

Branham.

WSM-TV,

Rep:

Rep: Weed.
Bcstg. Co. (KELO).

TENNESSEE

— Memphis

Rep:

.

Rep: Avery-Knodel.

Rep: Taylor.
(Ch. 5)

)

KVOS-TV, Bellingham (Ch. 12)—KVOS Inc. (KVOS). Rep: Forjoe.
KING-TV, Seattle (Ch. 5)— KING Bcstg. Co. (KING). Rep: Katz.
KHQ-TV, Spokane (Ch. 6)— KHQ Inc. (KHQ). Rep. Katz.
KXLY-TV, Spokane (Ch. 4)—KXLY-TV (KXLY). Rep: Walker.
KTNT-TV, Tacoma (Ch. 11)—Tribune Publishing Co. (KTNT).

Rep:

SOUTH DAKOTA

WMCT, Memphis

WTAR

WASHINGTON

11)—The Cutlet Co. (WJAR).

Falls (Ch. 11)

(

—Havens & Martin Inc. (WMBG).
(Ch. 27) — Radio Roanoke Inc. (WROV).

WSLS-TV, Roanoke

Headley-Reed.

KELO-TV, Sioux

Radio Corp.

Burn-Smith.

SOUTH CAROLINA
(Ch.

— WTAR

(WLVA).

(Ch. 6)

Blair.

Weed.

WCOS-TV, Columbia

4)

Bcstg. Corp.

Petry.

RHODE ISLAND
(Ch.

&

—Lynchburg

(Ch. 13)

Rep: Holllngbery.
WTAR-TV, Norfolk (Ch.

(Ch. 43) Susquehanna Bcstg. Co. (WSBA). Rep:
Radio-TV Representatives Inc.

WJAR-TV, Providence

(KWFT).

VIRGINIA

—

WSBA-TV, York

Inc.

—

WLVA-TV, Lynchburg

(WGBI).
(

TV

Falls

—

Blair.

WBRE-TV,

Television Co.

Rep: Blair.
KSL-TV, Salt Lake City (Ch. 5) Radio Service Corp. of Utah
(KSL). Rep: CBS-TV Spot Sales.

61)—Eastern Radio Corp. (WHOM). Rep:

(Ch.

H-R Television Inc.
WGBI-TV, Scranton, Pa.

&

Vol. 9:14.]

Headley-Reed.

WHUM-TV, Reading

6)— Wichita

Falls (Ch.

Laboratories Inc.

(WEEU).

Inc.

Salt Lake City (Ch. 4) Intermountain Bcstg.
Television Corp. (KDYL). [Sale to Time Inc. pends FCC approval,

(KYW). Rep: NBC-TV Spot

Bcstg. Co.

—

KDYL-TV,

Philadelphia
6)—Triangle Publications Inc.
(Ch.
(WFIL). Rep: Katz.
WPTZ, Philadelphia (Ch. 3) Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.

DuMont

Industries

Wichtex Radio

UTAH

Rep:

WFIL-TV,

—
Sales.
WDTV, Pittsburgh (Ch. 2) — Allen B.
Rep: DuMont-TV Spot Sales.
WEEU-TV, Reading (Ch. 33) —Hawley

—Southland

Blair.

Meeker.

WCAU-TV, Philadelphia
CBS-TV Spot Sales.

4)

(WOAI). Rep: Petry.

WFAA). Rep: Petry.
(KROD). Rep:

Bcstg. Corp.

Taylor.

KTSM-TV,

El Paso (Ch. 9)— Tri-State Bcstg. Co. Inc. (KTSM).
Rep: Holllngbery.

WBAP-TV, Fort Worth

5)—Carter

(Ch.

Mexican Border Siaiions
XELD-TV, Matamoros, Mexico,

opposite Brownsville, Tex. (Ch. 7)
Licensed by Mexican Govt, to Romulo O’Farrill Sr., Mexico City.

Publications Inc. (WBAP).

Rep: Free & Peters.
KGUL-TV, Galveston (Ch. 11) Gulf Television Co. Rep: CBS-TV
Spot Sales.
KPRC-TV, Houston (Ch. 2)—Houston Post Co. (KPRC). Rep:

—

Rep:

Adam Young.

XETV, Tijuana, Mexico, near San Diego

(Ch. 6)

—Licensed

by MexiRep: Weed.

can Govt, to Radio-Television, S.A. (Azcarraga).

Petry.

KUHT, Houston (Ch. 8, educational) — University of Houston
KUHF-FM).
KCBD-TV, Lubbock (Ch. 11)—Bryant Radio & Television Inc.

Canadian Siaiions

i

(KCBD).

CBFT, Montreal, Quebec (Ch.
(CBF & CBM).
CBOT, Ottawa, Ontario (Ch.

Rep: Pearson.

KDUB-TV, Lubbock

(Ch. 13)— Texas Telecasting Inc.

Rep: Avery -

(CBO).

Knodel.

KEYL, San Antonio

(Ch. 5)

—San

CBLT, Toronto, Ontario (Ch.
(CBL & CJBC).

Rep:

Antonio Television Co.

Katz.

U. S. Siaiions Reported
KIVA, Yuma,
Grant Co.

Arlz.

(Ch. 11)

—Valley

KAFY-TV,

KEYT, Santa Barbara,

S.

(Ch.

22)

— Southwestern

KRDO-TV, Colorado

Publishing

Bakersfield,

Cal.

(Ch.
22)

29)— Bakersfield

—John

Corp.

Broadcasting

Corp.

—

Santa Barbara Bcstg.
Rep: Hollingbery.

Cal. (Ch. 3)

Springs, Colo.

(Ch.

(KRDO). Rep: McGillvra.
KCSJ-TV, Pueblo, Colo. (Ch. 5)— Star

Bcstg.

Co

Rep: Avery-Knodel.
WATR-TV, Waterbury, Conn. (Ch.

Poole Bcstg. Co.

Rambeau.
WETV, Macon, Ga. (Ch.

—

Angeles, Cal. tCh. 28, educational) Unlv. of Southern California, Allan Hancock Foundation (KUSC-FM).

WNEZ).

&

13)—Pikes Peak

TeleBcstg.

47)

53)

Bcstg.

— WATR

— Macon

Co.

Inc.

Inc.

(KCSJ).

(WATR). Rep:

Television Co.

(WBML and

Rep: Headley-Reed.

WROM-TV, Rome,

—

Ga. (Ch.

9)— WROM-TV

Inc.

(WROM).

Rep:

Weed.

Note: All these have indicated Imminent or early starts but
equipment, initial tests and commercial debuts are subject to unAll new-statlon starts are chronicled in the
foreseen delays.
weekly Television Digest Newsletters as soon as officially reported.
»

Broadcasting

Co.

Rep: Pearson.

(KAFY). Rep: Forjoe.
KPIK, Los Angeles, Cal. (Ch.

KUSC-TV, Los

Rep: W.

Broadcasting Corp.

or July*

vision Corp. (KIST).

KFSA-TV, Fort Smith, Ark.
Co. (KFSA).

Telecasting Co.

Due on Air During June

— Canadian
4) — Canadian
9) — Canadian
2)

KIDO-TV, Boise,
WTVI, Belleville
casting Corp.
-

3

-

Ida. (Ch.

7)— KIDO

(St. Louis, Mo.),

Rep: Weed.

111.

Inc.

(Ch.

(KIDO).

Rep:

54)—Signal

Blair.

Hill Tele-

.

.

WTVP. Decatur, 111. (Ch. 17)—Prairie TV Co. Rep: Geo. W. Clark.
WTVH-TV, Peoria, 111. (Ch. 19)—Hilltop Bcstg. Co. (WTVH). Rep:

WGLV,

Flint, Mich.

(KAUS).

KROC-TV,

Rochester, Minn.

(KROC).

KVTV,

— Trendle-Campbell Bcstg. Corp.
6) — Minnesota-Iowa Television Co.
(Ch. 10) —So. Minnesota Bcstg. Co.

(KGBX).
KLAS-TV, Las

Mo.

(WILK).

Vegas,

Nev.

(Ch.

3)—Springfield

8)—Las Vegas

Television
Television

Free

Raleigh,

N. C.

(Ch.

(WNAO). Rep: Avery-Knodel.
KBES-TV, Medford, Ore. (Ch. 5)

(

Inc.

(WCSC).

Rep:

Tenn. (Ch. 11)— WJHL Inc. (WJHL).

KTXL

)

Angelo,

Tex.

(Ch.

8)

— Westex

Television

Co.

.

6)— KCMC

Inc.

(KCMC).

Rep:

Taylor.

Inc.

(KIMA).

WKOW-TV,

—

Yakima, Wash. (Ch. 29) Cascade Bcstg. Co. Inc.
Rep: Weed.
Madison, Wis. (Ch. 27)— Monona Bcstg. Co. (WKOW).

Rep: Headley-Reed.
Madison, Wis. (Ch. 33) Bartell Television Corp. WMFM
Rep: Bolling.
WCAN-TV, Milwaukee, Wis. (Ch. 25)— Midwest Bcstg. Co. (WCAN).
Rep: Taylor.
WOSH-TV, Oshkosh, Wis. (Ch. 48)—Oshkosh Bcstg. Co. (WOSH).
Rep: Headley-Reed.

WMTV,

Inc.

28)— Sir Walter Television Co.

—Southern

City,

Rep: Taylor.
KCMC-TV, Texarkana, Tex. (Ch.

Inc.

KIMA-TV,

WISE

5)— WCSC

Peters.

Rep: Pearson.

(KLAS).

WNAO-TV,

&

Rep: Avery-Knodel.

WJHL-TV, Johnson

KZTV, Reno, Nev. (Ch. 8) —Nevada Radio-Television Inc. (KWRN).
KSWS-TV, Roswell, N. M. (Ch. 8) — John A. Barnett (KSWS). Rep:
Meeker and Clyde Melville Co. (Southwest only).
WISE-TV, Asheville, N. C. (Ch. 62)—Radio Station
(WISE). Rep: Bolling.

(Ch. 71)

Charleston, S. C. (Ch.

KTXL-TV, San
(Ch.

Pa.

)

WCSC-TV,

Rep: Meeker.

Springfield,

Harrisburg,

(

(Ch. 16)

(Ch.
Rep: Pearson.

(WEEX-FM).

—Harrisburg Bcstrs. Inc. Rep:
WKJF-TV, Pittsburgh, Pa. (Ch. 53) —Agnes J. Reeves Greer
WKJF-FM
WTVU, Scranton, Pa. (Ch. 73) — Appalachian Co. Rep: Bolling.
WILK-TV, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. (Ch. 34) — Wyoming Valley Bcstg. Co.

ley-Reed.

WTAC)
KMMT, Austin, Minn.

Co.

Headley-Reed.

KTVH, Hutchinson, Kan. (Ch. 12) —Hutchinson TV Inc. Rep:
H-R Television Inc.
KFAZ-TV, Monroe, La. (Ch. 43) —Delta Television Inc. Rep: Head-

(

57)— Easton Publishing

Rep: Headley-Reed.

WTPA,

Petry.

WTAC-TV,

.

Easton, Pa. (Ch.

Oregon Bcstg. Co.

NOTES

-

4

-

—

(

)

13

&

Tirade Notes:

Raytheon

Electronics Reports:

Financial

in

sales of about $179,000,000 for fiscal year ended

GE this week asked Federal Court
Wilmington to declare RCA has no right to grant or continue any sublicense under any GE TV-radio patent after
Seeking “construction and enforcement” of that
1954.
court’s 1932 consent decree involving patent licensing relaelectronics
& Westinghouse,
tions between GE,

GE

RCA

R. G. Baker stressed that the proceeding was
not a suit against RCA, but simply a request for the court
to declare that decree provides “the sublicensing rights of
RCA expired in all respects on Dec. 31, 1954.”

v.p. Dr.

W.

In affidavit to court, Dr. Baker stated that “RCA’s
assertions on this point depreciated the value to GE of its
pre-1955 inventions,” and that “the uncertainty over
whether RCA had such rights was the cause of considerable confusion and misunderstanding throughout the in-

He added

that GE’s attempts to interest other
companies in taking licenses under GE patents had been
“met by the answer that there was no interest in purchasing such rights until it was determined whether RCA had
the right to grant sublicenses to others under patents sedustry.”

GE

pre-1955 inventions.”
Commenting on GE’s court action, RCA said in statement: “That agreement [on patent rights] was recommended by the Federal Court in a consent decree entered
Under the
in 1932 and reaffirmed by the court in 1942.
agreement RCA retained a non-exclusive right to grant
licenses to competitors on all radio & TV inventions made
by GE prior to Dec. 31, 1954. GE has already received a
substantial payment for this right in the form of RCA
stock which it distributed to its stockholders about 20

cured by

on

its

years ago.”
*

*

*

*

Streamlined “business services agency” within Commerce Dept, will replace NPA, Commerce Secy. Sinclair
Weeks told June 9 convention of National Sales Executives
in Atlantic City. Specifically mentioning electronics, Secy.
Weeks said that some 20 industry divisions will be established, each functioning under “an outstanding industrialist recommended by his industry and serving full-time
without pay on a 6-month rotating basis.” Functions of
industry divisions, he stated, will be to: (1) Continue production directives and allocations of materials for defense.
(2) Provide “specific information” to industry.
(3) Get
cooperation of industry in mobilization program.
(4)
“Act as the authoritative voice of industry so that the
executive branch and Congress may hear the opinions of
business.”
(5) Give business a voice in implementation
of govt, policy “from the standpoint of [its] practical
workability in everyday industrial operation.”

Heralded as “consolidation,” merger of Essex Wire
Chicago transformer div. with Standard Transformer
Corp., Chicago, looks more like former company is taking
over, judging from fact that Jerome J. Kahn, ex-president,
is only Standard Transformer officer among executives of
new company, known as Chicago Standard Transformer
Corp. All other officers are from Essex: Addison Holton,
president; Arni Helgason, v.p.; L. S. Racine, v.p.; W. F.
Probst, secy.; A. M. Roseler, treas. Kahn is listed as v.p.
of new corporation, which will supervise plants of both
companies in Chicago and Zanesville, 0.
Co.’s

RCA Victor buys ground in Findlay, 0., 50 mi. southwest of Toledo, for new 150,000-sq. ft. plant to be built for
manufacture of components for TV-radio receivers. It’s
scheduled for eaidy 1954 completion.

Rear Adm. Cyril A. Rumble

(ret.), 55,

regarded as one

ment

in

Co., died

1950 Washington representative of Erie Resistor

June

9 at his

home

in

Washington.

record

May

31,

Previous
compared with $111,287,000 preceding year.
peak was $173,017,934 in fiscal 1945. President Charles
F. Adams Jr. estimated company’s earnings before taxes,
subject to year-end adjustments, would be about double
last year’s $5,947,898. Last year’s profits after taxes were

Excess profits taxes for
a share).
were more than $2,000,000, he said, compared with $600,000 year ago. For 9 months ended Feb.
28, Raytheon had net profit of $3,267,000 ($1.48 a share)
$2,047,898

($2.64

latest fiscal year

vs.

$1,250,000

work accounts

preceding year.

(44<?)

for about

70%

Adams

said govt,

of company’s total business,

and order backlog currently is about $180,000,000, compared with peak of $200,000,000 last November. He revealed

management

is

considering raising additional capi-

through sale of stock, possibly in August, on basis of
one new share for each 5 shares of the 2,174,942 outstanding common shares.

tal

Indiana Steel Products Co. new pres. Robert F.
in report to stockholders June 10, with dividend
cheeks raising quarterly rate from 25^ to 37
said company earned net pi’ofit of $104,639 (74<? per share) in
quarter ended March 31 compared with $60,652 (43<jS) same
period last year and that working capital increased by
$100,805, with $224,000 ($1.58 per share) set aside for Federal taxes.
Second quarter results, he stated, will compare favorably with first with sales and production continuing “at high levels.”

Smith

General Instrument Corp. reports record sales of more
than $10,000,000 for quarter ended May 31, compared with
$6,230,200 for last year’s period. Earnings for quarter hit
new high of $450,000 (75^ share), more than 4 times
greater than the $102,487 (17^) in same 1952 period.

Chairman Abraham Blumenkrantz attributed high
demand for GI’s 82-channel tuning units.

sales

to

IT&T, which plans to absorb its 5 domestic manufacturing subsidiaries to make it “the General Motors of
the communications field” (Vol. 9:22), reports increase
in earnings for first quarter to $4,832,540 (67 4 a share)
from $4,735,255 (65<?) in
Net sales for period rose

last year’s

comparable period.

to $88,087,669

from $72,681,742

in 1952 period.

Reeves-Ely Laboratories Inc. (electronic computers,
military & aviation equipment, quartz crystals) reports
1952 consolidated net income of $1,262,281 ($1.18 on 711,486 shares) on sales of $34,986,297 vs. $873,361 ($1.21 on
600,865 shares)

on $20,218,691 for 1951.

Standard Coil Products Co. expects sales for first half
of 1953 to total $50,000,000, and for all of 1953 about
$100,000,000, compared with last year’s record $65,990,000,
exec. v.p. R. E. Peterson told stockholders June 10 in
Chicago.
a

Directory of about 4000 manufacturers in electronics
fields, said to be most complete ever published, is contained
in

400-p.

Tecli

&

June edition of Caldwell-Clements
Electronic

Industries.

Inc.’s

Caldwell-Clements

Telethis

week announced that its Television Retailing in September
will be succeeded by 2 new magazines, Mart and Technician
Mart to appear in 9xl2-in. newspaper format edited for
the TV-appliance retailer, and Technician as 7xl0-in. magazine edited for servicemen and featuring schematics and

—

circuit digests of

of Navy’s top electronics engineers, and since his retire-

reports

TV

sets.

International Resistance Co. has purchased Gorman
Mfg. Corp., Los Angeles, maker of “Encapsulated” wirewound resistors, which will continue present products under management of Henry C. Gordon.

14 Telecasling Notes: Acrimonious aftermath of June 2
Coronation found BBC ready to crown CBS & NBC, and
vice versa, BBC charging its films were “marred” in U. S.
by too many interruptions for commercials. CBS & NBC
promptly retorted they had lived up to pre-Coronation
agreement to use commercials on any part of 2-hour specMany newspapers on
tacle except Abbey ceremony
both sides of ocean were sharp in their criticism of networks’ policy, exemplified perhaps by June 10 New York
Herald Tribune editorial, which commented: “One hopes
.

.

.

that the British will make allowances, as most Americans
do, for TV’s youth, and share the hope that its manners
Praise for BBC coverage,
will improve as it grows up”
by contrast, was plentiful, June 15 Time Magazine calling
Sequel to
it “a triumph of taste as well as technique”
the Great Coronation Film Race: Kelly Maddox, program
.

.

.

.

.

.

Five applications for new TV stations were filed with
this week, bringing total pending to 619 (209 of them
uhf) as 7 more were dismissed.
Applications were for
Modesto, Cal., Ch. 14, by KRTB; Evanston, 111., Ch. 32,
by
owner Angus Pfaff and scientific glassware
manufacturer Howard S. Martin; Cincinnati, Ch. 74, by
company headed by Sherwood R. Gordon, New York laundry and real estate man; Toledo, Ch. 11, by Willys-Overland
unit of UAW-CIO v/ith other union interests; Houston,
Ch. 13, by company with 15 business men as stockholders
headed by adman Lloyd J. Gregory. [For further details
about these applications, see TV Addenda 16-W herewith;
for complete listings of all post-freeze grants, new stations,

FCC

WNMP

applications, deletions, hearings,
16 with Addenda to date.]

etc.,

see

TV

Factbook No.

Originator of NARTB’s highly successful
fall
“register and vote” crusade of last autumn, pres. Joseph P.
Wilkins, KFBB, Great Falls, Mont., this week was given
Unity
“outstanding performance” award by the assn.
Television Corp. reports acquiring new package of 80
name-star feature films never before available to TV

Three-way fight over allocation of Ch. 10 to Parma or
Onondaga, Mich, or Logansport, Ind., requested in petitions
filed last week (Vol. 9:23), is free of Canadian complications; Canadians have agreed to permit use of Ch. 10 in
Parma or Onondaga even though they’re less than 250 mi.
from London, Cnt., which has Ch. 10. Logansport, of
course, is well beyond 250 mi. There are very few crossthe-border co-channel allocations under 250 mi., in deference to Canada’s plans for much greater spacing than ours.
Four additional petitions for channel changes were filed
this week: (1) Add Ch. 5 to Weston, W. Va., shift Ch. 32
from Weston to Glenville, filed by WCYB, Bristol, Va. (2)
Delete Ch. 36 from Harlan, Ky., to be replaced by Ch. 22,
73, 75, 76, 79, 81, 82 or 83, by WAYS-TV, Charlotte, N. C.
(3) Delete Ch. 26 from Springfield, 111., to be replaced by
Ch. 66, 72 or 78, by WTVH-TV, Peoria.
(4) Add Ch. 6

new 6-week experimental

to Bluefield, substitute Ch. 4 for 6 in Beckley, include all

mgr. of Amarillo’s KGNC-TV, and 2 deputy sheriffs, injured June 4 in auto accident as deputy’s car sped coronation films from Amarillo airport to TV station; despite
shock and chest injury, Maddox got films to station on time
Mountain climbing via TV: NBC-TV has signed contract with American group which will attempt to climb
world’s second highest mountain, “K-2” in Pakistan’s
Karakoran x-ange (28,250 ft.); group will record expedition on film and tape, to be presented as series on NBC-TV
.

.

.

next

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

“Eins Zwei Drei”

is

title

of

.

.

course begun this week by Iowa State College’s commercial WUI-TV, Ames, to teach German to children, primarily in 10-12 age group, by means of rhymes, jingles &
Alan Young, the comedian, quitting
demonstrations
CBS-TV, will reactivate his own Alan Young Productions
with Alan Dinehart as film director.
.

.

.

Baseball TV-radio restrictions may get Senate approval this session after Commerce Committee reported
favorably June 10 on Sen. Johnson’s bill (S. 1396) permitting major leagues to ban TV-radio coverage of their
games in minor league territory. Only major opposition
during hearings was letter from NARTB pres. Harold
Fellows warning that bill would set dmxgerous precedent
in exempting baseball from anti-trust laws (Vol. 9:19).
But even if it gets by Senate, bill will have tough going
in House where Rep. Celler (D-N. Y.), former Judiciary
Committee chairman, has urged baseball in past to “clean
its own house” if it expects legislative help from Congress.

Birmingham’s WAFM-TV (Ch. 13) this week was approved by FCC for transfer, along with leasehold on 10-kw
WAPI (CBS), from Edward L. Norton (75%) and Thad
Holt (25%) to purchaser Birmingham News Co., conditional on newspaper’s divestment of its WSGN (ABC).
Deal involved
Comrs. Walker and Hennock dissented.
payment of $2,400,000 (Vol. 9:15) same price paid by
Storer Broadcasting Co. for WBRC-TV (Ch. 4) with
WBRC, Birmingham, for which FCC approval was also
granted (Vol. 9:13,21). Henry P. Johnston, exec. v.p. of
publishing firm, will manage its new TV-radio operations.

—

“Up

to

now no

greatly talented

demagogue

in the

has had access to TV,” said Christian Science MoniErwin D. Canham to Congress of International
Federation of Newspaper Publishers meeting in Paris.
Referring to Senator McCarthy, Canham stated his “skills
and tactics do not televise particularly well, but one can
readily imagine that a person with a hypnotic voice and
personality could 'play tricks with the whole nation.”
U.

S.

tor’s editor

of

West Virginia

in

Zone

I,

by

WHIS,

Bluefield.

Ch. 13 grant to Eugene TV Inc., Eugene, Ore., was
protested this week by KTVF, Eugene (Ch. 20). KTVF
assex-ts that C. LI. Fisher, 30% owner of Eugene TV Inc.,
failed to comply with terms of his grant, which required
that he sell interest in KUGN, when he sold it to his son,
KTVF claims that the two are so closely
C. O. Fisher.
associated in various businesses that the tx-ansfer of contx’ol is meaningless.

—

TV is no rival of reading for children’s attention
and parents shouldn’t try to keep youngsters away from
TV receivers in hope they’ll read more books. That opinion was expressed recently by Mrs. Fx’anees Lander Spain,
new
who

supt. of children’s activities,

said her policy at

New

home was

Yox-k Public Library,

to place 2 or 3 books

alongside
TV set. “Children will find there are many
things in books they do not get from TV,” she said. “It’s
a marvelous thing and it’s here to stay but so are books.”

—

Next

TV

Factbook

Our semi-annual

TV

—Pre-Print

Orders

Factbook No. 17

will be off
the presses shoi’tly after July 15, 1953 containing
basic data on all U. S., Canadian and Mexican border
stations & networks (ixxcluding rates) ; complete
tabulation of applications for new stations, detailing principals involved, facilities x-equested, etc.

—

(and starting new series of weekly Addenda);

list

of all new-station grantees (with x-epox-ted starting

dates); directories of TV set & tube manufactures,
transmitter & studio equipment makers, film & live
program suppliers, community antenna systems, theatres equipped for TV, FCC personnel, legal & engineering consultants; and many other reference featux'es.
One copy goes to each full-service subscriber.
Extra copies, if px-e-print orders for 20 or more are
placed by July 3, cost $1.50 each; single copies, $3.
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TV FORCING CHANGES IN OLD RADIO ORDER:

Changes in the U.S. broadcasting structure
being wrought by TV, oft predicted or otherwise remarked upon in these columns over
last half dozen years, are epitomized not only by Norfolk developments (see below)
but by 2 unusual deals revealed this week. Both involve acquisitions of AM stations
by TV enterprisers
somewhat unusual in light of fact that of the 189 TV stations
now on air, all but 15 are owned by AM enterprisers, local or otherwise. This week:
(1) Storer Broadcasting Co ., which in 1951 bought KEYL, San Antonio (Ch. 5)
for $1,050,000, concluded deal with Texas State Network to buy its KABC there (ABC)
for $700,000
so that it can have companion radio outlet to TV. Incidentally, TSN
group headed by Gene Cagle and Charles Jordon, angeled by oilman Sid Richardson, now
reports projected deal for acquisition of Wm. Pape's WALA-TV, Mobile, Ala
(Ch. 10),
along with WALA, for $2,000,000 (Vol. 9:23), has been called off
(Ch. 4), which is destined to
(2) Holder of CP for KGBS-TV, Harlingen, Tex
become Rio Grande Valley's first competition for Mexican-licensed border outlet XETV
(Ch. 6), this week concluded deal with Roy Hofheinz, now mayor of Houston and onetime ardent tub-thumper for FM, whereby TV operator will purchase Hofheinz 's KSOX
Harlingen (10-kw N, 50-kw D on 1530-kc) for $225,000. KGBS's 250-w on 1240-kc would
be abandoned, as would its application for 5-kw on 850-kc
one of KGBS-TV owners,
who operates KURV in nearby Edinburg, Tex. (250-w D on 710-kc) would also turn in
his license.
The new TV owners simply want a more powerful AM counterpart.
in process, involving AMs along with
These are only a few of the "par l ays
TVs, which over the next few years will change the whole face of the broadcasting
industry. Noteworthy, too, is the way national rep lineups are changing with advent
of more TV
to such extent that the Directory of National Sales Representatives
of TV Stations being prepared for our July Factbook will reveal some new top runners

—

—

.

.

.
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FULL HEAD OF STEAM FOR UHF IN NORFOLK: Uhf enterprisers everywhere will watch with
,

undoubted relish, the terrific drive that NBC-TV intends to put behind its affiliation, as of next Sept. 1, with new uhf station WVEC-TV (Ch. 15), chosen this week
as the basic o utlet for Norfolk are a to replace WTAR-TV (Ch. 4) when it "secedes"
to join CBS (Vol. 9:20-21). Not since Portland's KPTV (Ch. 27) went on the air last
first to prove the efficacy of the new
autumn as the country's first uhf station
channels, in fact
has uhf won such strong support.
Fact that an obscure AM independent, holding CP for uhf in one-station vhf
territory, is zoomed into big-league company lends flavor to the situation.
Resources of whole RCA family are behind drive to convert area's 1 70.000-odd
v hf sets to uhf
It's
promising accustomed NBC-TV programs as competitive bait.
axiomatic in the trade that second and third stations in any market stimulate sales,
and support of all manufacturers, distributors and dealers is foregone certainty.
No matter that i t 's m aking a virtue of necessity, fact is that NBC topside
orders are that the heavily populated naval area, though already 70% "saturated"

—

—

,
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with vhf, must be converted to uhf
and quickly. Every possible promotion will be
put behind forced draft to push uhf; there's even a project to bank conversions
(costing $25-$75 per set) on basis of $2 down and as little as 500 a week.
RCA and NBC advance men are already on the ground, holding dealer meetings
laying campaign plans with servicemen and with WVEC-TV pres, lom Chisman.
Terrain
is ideal for uhf propagation and, with receiver manufacturers wholeheartedly behind
uhf, it could be only matter of time before program service will rival vhf.
Chisman 's avowed goal is 75,000 sets capable of tuning in Ch. 15 by Oct. 1.
He has firm promise of July 15 delivery of 12-kw transmitter has 500-ft. Stainless
tower already on way up, will have new transmitter building ready by mid-July,
plans first test patterns Aug. 1 commercial operation Sept. 1.
Two GPL cameras
already are on hand, being used for dealer displays ("see yourself on TV").
New station is licensed to Hampton but will have offices and studios in
Norfolk, will identify itself with Norfolk area as a whole, competing with WTAR-TV.
And unless sponsor Gillette dictates otherwise WVEC-TV may be only station
in area to get NBC exclusive of World Series which would give station tremendous
impetus in its inceptive stages.
So bitter is network rivalry, that NBC-TV makes
no secret that it would prefer to pipe baseball classic to own affiliate exclusively
rather than to WTAR-TV, which CBS-TV weaned away in recent "raids" (Vol. 9:21).
In
fact, WTAR-TV mgr. Campbell Arnoux asserts he offered NBC-TV more time clearances
than CBS-TV, pending transition, but has been told NBC proposes to make the break
complete as of Sept. 1
this, he says, despite protests of some network sponsors.
,

,

,

,

,

,

—
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There are several litle ironies in the Norfolk situation.
For one thing,
transmitter is GE not RCA. For another, WVEC-TV promotion will lean heavily on all
area newspapers which includes Norfolk's Virginian-Pilot & Ledger-Dispatch, whose
The uhf station itself, to say nothing of set makers
owners operate rival WTAR-TV.
and dealers, says its is already reserving splash space
WVEC-TV 's companion radio WVEC isn't going to get NBC radio affiliation because it's not powerful enough (250-w on 1310-kc). Radio network shift from WTAR,
though not yet decided by NBC, will be either to WCAV, Norfolk (1-kw on 850-kc),
an independent recently purchased by Larus & Bro., Richmond tobacco firm owning the
or WGH, Newport News (5-kw on 1310-kc), owned by local news50-kw WRVA there (CBS)
paper and now ABC; or WSAP, Portsmouth (5-kw on 1350-kc), also an independent, said
to be optioned to one of 4 applicants for area's only other vhf, stymied Ch. 10.
,

,

.

;

NEW MARKETS OPEN AS

3 MORE START: Two brand new vhf markets are opened up, and a
second uhf gets under way in Harrisburg, Pa., as result of this week's addition to
log of stations now operating. At week's end, total on air was 189. Latest starters
(Ch. 5) began testing DuMont transmitter June 17,
WCSC-TV, Charleston, S.C
started commercial operation June 19 with kine service from all 4 networks pending
interconnections due in fall.
Station is owned and managed by veteran broadcaster
John M. Rivers. National sales rep is Free & Peters.
KSWS-TV, Roswell, N.M (Ch. 8) began tests of video with Federal transmitter
and 8-bay antenna on June 18, starts programming June 24, joins ABC-TV, gets Federal
Federal reports good picture over 100-mi. radius of
first 16-bay antenna later
Station is owned by oilman John Barnett, managed by J.C.
state's southwest corner.
Porter. Rep is Meeker, with Melville Co., Dallas, handling Southwest sales.
WTPA, Harrisburg, Pa
(Ch. 71) was driving dummy load on RCA transmitter on
Friday, expected full patterns by that evening or morning of Sat., June 20, so we're
counting it as on the air. It's city's second uhf the first being WHP-TV (Ch. 55),
It has no local AM affiliate
is owned by Donald
which started April 5 (Vol. 9:14).
Newhouse of newspaper family (Harrisburg Citizen-Patriot), managed by David Bennett.
It starts with $300 base rate, with 30,000 converted sets already claimed for area
thanks to cluster of other nearby uhf stations. Headley-Reed is rep.
Our Special Report listing all stations in operation as of June 13,
Note
accompanying last week's Newsletter, erroneously noted 148 vhf, 38 uhf.
It should
have read 3,46 vhf, 40 uhf. With this week's additions, count is 148 vhf, 41 uhf
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FCC SOCKS 'STRIKE' APPLICANT: FCC spewed out grants and, decisions of all kinds
this week, most of them made possible by dropouts and deals
Nine CPs and 4 initial
decisions were produced.
It dismissed a "strike" application and
C ommi ssion got tougher, to o
granted its opponent, and it openly questioned one grantee's intentions to build
(see below). Commission also got another CP returne d to it
KRIO-TV, McAllen, Tex.
Week's actions
(Ch. 20), which is worried over vhf competition.
Little Rock, Ark ., KARK, Ch. 4; Pine Bluff, Ark ., CentralVhf grants
South Sales Co., Ch. 7; Bakersfield, Cal ., KERO, Ch. 10; Quincy, 111 ., WGEM, Ch. 10;
Albuquerque, N.M
Ch. 7.
John A. Vietor Jr., Ch. 48; Worcester, Mass
Uhf CPs San Jose Cal
SalCh. 65; Houston
KXYZ, Ch. 29.
isbury Bcstg. Corp.
Ch. 65; Cleveland, WERE
Little Rock gran t became possible when Arkansas TV Co. amended to Ch. 11.
Pine Bl u ff CP resulted from dismissal of strike application (see below). All other
In Worcester
grants, except San Jose, came when opposition dismissed voluntarily.
Initial decisions:
case, it came via final decision made possible by dropout.
9 CPs,

.

.

—
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week's initial decisions came "easy" way KOIN, Portland, Ore.,
Smith's nod for Ch. 6 after KGW agreed to drop its applicaExaminer
Elizabeth
got
join
KOIN.
Other
3 initial decision s came the hard way, after examiners
tion and
weighed qualifications of competitors.
(2) One of hottest cases was fight between KOA & KMYR for Denver's Ch. 7.
Examiner Cunningham favored KOA, with condition that the station furnish "concrete
proof of the removal of all presently existing conditions under which NBC has an
ownership interest and a controlling status therein."
When actor Bob Hope and a Denver group (including Mayor Quigg Newton) bought
KOA from NBC for $2,250,000 last year, it paid $1,000,000, gave NBC 5-year note for
Cunningham said this gives NBC control. However, he said,
$1,250,000 (Vol.8:26).
KOA made it clear from the start it was ready to settle ownership problem to FCC's
satisfaction if Commission finally decided NBC really controls station.
Ownership question aside Cunningham said KOA looked as if it could do a
having record of greater community activity, assurance
better job of programming
of NBC-TV affiliation, superior studio facilities, etc.
(3) In Portland-Vancouver fight for Ch. 21 Examiner Smith decided Vancouver
needed a local station more than Portland needed another, therefore favored VancouExaminer Smith
ver's KVAN over KGON, Oregon City, which proposed Portland station.
rejected contention of KGON that KVAN is kidding Commission, really intends to put
main studios in Portland.
Examiner Butts chose WCMB over WHGB for Ch. 27.
(4) In Harrisburg case
Reasons were WCMB's 100% local ownership (vs. 50% ownership of WHGB by Philadelphia
Inquirer), local management, diversified local interests, integration of ownership
and management, "diversification of media of mass communications," etc.
details about grantees see TV Factbook No. 16 with Addenda to date.]
f For
(1) One

of,
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WEEDING OUT STRIKE FILINGS, LAGGARDS: One unusually clumsy "strike" applicant got

—

it

Gaylord Shaw, tr/as Arkansas TV Co., applying for
in the neck from FCC this week
In another clampdown case, FCC pointblank asked KIRV,
Ch. 7 in Pine Bluff, Ark.
Denver (Ch. 20), whether it really intends to build.
first of its kind, Commission wrote Shaw long letter,
In Pine Bluff case
telling him bluntly that it thought his application was phoney, got no response in
10 days, dismissed application, granted Ch. 7 to Central-South Sales.
Following are
the principal allegations of letter to Shaw:
,

Dallas contractor Burnett Estes
(1) Central-South filed on Dec. 9, 1952.
filed on Dec. 29, using engineering data obtained by Dallas attorney Ross Prescott
via Ft. Smith broadcaster Donald Reynolds, whose associate R. C. Butz obtained site
by "casual inspection" of area, didn't even talk to site owners.
(2) Pine Bluff Chamber of Commerce asked Estes to drop out, so as to give

4

—

According to C-of-C representatives, Estes said he would
city quick TV service.
Later on, he did dismiss his application, "apparently because he had
for $25,000.
been told by his bankers to do so."
(3) Estes’ partner Sha w filed for the channel same day Estes dismissed
using "an exact duplicate" of Estes application as far as financial, engineering
and programming information was concerned.
has net income of more than
(4) Shaw application says he's worth $1,000,000
$100,000 annually after taxes. FCC investigators seriously doubt it.
FCC manifestly felt it had Shaw dead to rights so didn't hesitate to throw
out his application so summarily and to publicize the details when he failed to
respond to its letter.
It's regarded as first big object lesson.
and there are a lot of them, no doubt of it
Most "strike" applications
Commission doesn't have enough investigators to nail them. But as
are far subtler
time nears for hearing, and strike application principals know they must face some
fierce cross-examination, they begin to get cold feet.

—
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In Denver "laggard" case KIRV got CP last Dec. 2, was supposed to complete
construction by May 17. Commission wrote grantee June 17, pointing out: (1) No con structio n was started, no equipment ordered; (2) KIRV's application for more time to
build says it will sell stock which would result in transfer of control (3) Principals
who say they've had to attend to other business, comprise Mrs. Irving Jacobs, whose
husband died shortly after CP was issued, Sam & Morris Sigman.
Whether KIRV has been dilatory or not, anyone would hesitate about building
uhf station in Denver. City has 2 vhf on air, 2 more coming after hearing decisions,
plus an educational vhf allocation (applied for), plus another uhf grant.
,

;

,

STEPPED-UP PACE OF COLOR PREPARATIONS: Next week is another important period in
what with Sen. Tobey's Commerce Committee due to see RCA's latest color
color
pictures June 22 and NTSC's main committee holding meeting June 24. Also contributing to the quickening tempo was this week's action by FCC, waiving rules to permit
NBC to feed compatible color ito entire network 'during any sustaining program.
RCA expects almost all Senate committee members, with their wives, to attend
demonstration in Washington's Sheraton Park Hotel, with program fed closed-circuit
Senators will undoubtedly follow pattern of everyone else, including
from New York.
Committee
members (Vol. 9:16), and come out singing glories of color.
House Commerce
NTSC meeting will have draft of final standards before it, but members are
likely to want week or two for study before taking final vote. As of today, we can
find no one who dissents from the technical standards proposed; approval, when it
comes, is expected to be unanimous or nearly so.
Question of when to petition FCC with set of compatible standards appears
Though RCA plans to file by
much less controversial than it once did (Vol. 9:22).
July 1 and NTSC chairman Dr. W. R. G. Baker once thought NTSC would need 3-4 months
Dr. Baker says that
more, it now looks as if only a few weeks separate the two.
he was deliberately conservative in his last estimate but that field tests have gone
so beautifully that everything should be wrapped up by July or August.
Regardless how many corners FCC cuts in conducting color hearing, no one
Thus, differences
sees how it can come up with final decisio n short of 5-6 months.
between RCA and NTSC are expected to become insignificant.
Whether whole affair will take more than 5-6 months depends on nature of
If opponents do appear, they'll have tough
opposition to new standards, if any.
time persuading FCC to conduct long hearings.
NBC is stepping! up col o r promotio n on all fronts, its executives stressing
color in virtually all speeches, statements, etc. Now that FCC has given it permisIn addision to route color through entire network campaign will be intensified.
l
(Vol.
13
more
signed
"color
c
ause
9:22-23),
who
have
s"
tion to the 26 affiliates
With
NBC's
owned-and-operated
5
were reported this week, bringing total to 42.
For this week's, see p. 14.
stations, they include virtually all major affiliates.

—

,
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HARD

to make up for lost time in getting
USHING
out transmitter shipments, the manufacturers nevertheless are confronted with further delays by reason of
summer vacation shutdowns soon to begin. DuMont’s

P

—July

RCA’s July

WTRI,

Schenectady,

N. Y.

(Ch.

35),

just

granted

week ago, hasn’t yet ordered equipment, thinks it may be
on the air in “6-12 months,” reports Harry C. Wilder.
Grant came after 4-way deal was filed with FCC. Ch. 35

WXKW,

this week reported order for 5-kw equipment from KFBB-TV, Great Falls, Mont. (Ch. 5) and
newly granted WGEM-TV, Quincy, 111. (Ch. 10) and said
transmitter of KMMT, Austin, Minn. (Ch. 6) was due to
Shipment to KIVA, Yuma, Ariz.
arrive there June 22.

applicant
Albany, dismissed application and sold
its physical assets for $300,000 to Van Curler Bcstg. Corp.
(Fabian Theatres),
(Schine theatres) and WTRY.
then bought 50% of Van Curler and dropped its
Ch. 23 application, permitting
to get Ch. 23 grant.
which long had trouble with 6-element
directional antenna, goes off air and owner Stephen Rintoul

(Ch. 11) has been delayed for 3 weeks, so it’s not likely
to be on air before latter July or early August. Shipment
Macon, Ga. (Ch. 13) was also held up this
to

becomes mgr. of WPTR.
WATR-TV Waterbury, Conn. (Ch. 53), planning test
patterns about July 15 and official debut Aug. 1 with

starts soon

17-Aug.

3-20;

GE’s runs July

6-20,

2.

DuMont

WMAZ-TV,

week. Three more prototypes of DuMont’s first uhf, which
has been shipped (Vol. 9:24) to WGLV, Easton, Pa. (Ch.
57), are in final test stage but priority of deliveries hasn’t
yet been set.
Federal, now going after transmitter business more
aggressively, this week reported 2 more vhf orders
from new WWTV, Cadillac, Mich. (Ch. 13) and XETC,
Tijuana, Mexico (Ch. 12), projected by the O’Farrill inThey’re for fall delivery, the Cadillac station
terests.
(owned by Sparton) destined to get 16-bay antenna. In
uhf, Federal revealed these orders, in addition to the 3
reported last week: WACH, Newport News, Va. (Ch. 33);
KHTV, Baton Rouge, La. (Ch. 40); KFAZ-TV, Monroe,
La. (Ch. 43). Latter has antenna and studio equipment
already on hand, transmitter to go out later.
RCA this week shipped 10-kw transmitter to KFEQTV, St. Joseph, Mo. (Ch. 2) and next week one goes to
KYTV, Springfield, Mo. (Ch. 3) latter previously called
KGBX-TV. Uhf destined for WILS-TV, Lansing, Mich.
(Ch. 54) was delayed for week, and one was shipped this

—

week instead to KAFY-TV, Bakersfield, Cal. (Ch. 29).
Going out week of June 22, in addition to WIL§-TV, are

WKNA-TY,

W. Va.

Charleston,
Springfield, 111. (Ch. 20).
*

*

*

(Ch.

49)

and WICS,

*

In our continuing survey of upcoming new stations,
these were the reports received this week:
KGBS-TV, Harlingen, Tex. (Ch. 4), building and tower
ready, has ordered GE equipment and plans November
debut, reports pres. McHenry Tichenor. Pearson will be rep.
KXLF-TV, Butte, Mont. (Ch. 6), has ordered RCA
equipment, plans to begin test patterns Aug. 10 coinciding
Commercial
with big TV trade show in Civic Center.
debut is scheduled Sept. 1, reports Ed Craney, who heads
grantee Television Montana and is half owner (with
Bing Crosby) of KXLY-TV, Spokane (Ch. 4). Rep will
be Walker.
KOMU-TV, Columbia, Mo. (Ch. 8), U of Missouri’s
commercial grant, plans Sept. 1 debut with NBC affiliation,
according to joint announcement by the university’s pres.
Frederick A. Middlebush and NBC station relations v.p.
Harry Bannister. Construction of GE transmitter house
is now under way, and already on duty are university
TV director Dr. Edward C. Lambert, station mgr. George
J. Kapel, chief engineer Duane Weise, program director
Wm. A. Vaughn, and promotion director Wm. D. Stiles.
News director Philip E. Berk reports Aug. 15. Milton E.
Gross, of school of journalism, continues as promotion
consultant.
H-R Television will be rep.
KAFY-TV, Bakersfield, Cal. (Ch. 29), last planning
June debut (Vol. 9:20), now reports first test patterns
due “early in July” with RCA equipment. Hour rate is
$250; For joe will be rep.
WEHT, Henderson, Ky. (Ch. 50), previously reporting
construction delay (Vol. 9:14), now has RCA equipment
promised for delivery before Aug. 1 and plans test patterns
by Sept. 1, reports pres. Hecht S. Lackey. Meeker is rep.

WPTR

WTRY

WPTR

AM

WXKW,

RCA

Rambeau

equipment.
*

will be rep.
*

*

One more vhf grant

—

in

*

Canada has been recommended

by CBC Ch. 2 to Calgary Television Ltd., Calgary, Alta.
That makes 10 privately owned stations now awaiting final
approval of Ministry of Transport (Vol. 9:14,24).

CFPL-TV, London, Ont. (Ch. 10), owned by London
Free Press, has ordered various equipment from RCA,
GE and DuMont for delivery by Sept. 1 when new building will be ready. Test patterns are scheduled for Oct.
15 and programming Dec. 1, reports pres. W. J. Blackburn.
Weed will be rep for U. S.; All-Canada Radio
Facilities for Canada.
George Storer’s Havana station CMTV (Ch. 11), now
aims for August start. CBS this week asked FCC for
permission (under rules Sec. 1.327) to send programs to
CMTV starting “on or about Aug. 11.” Layman Cameron,
ex-WICU, Erie, Pa., is working as consultant with A1
Shropshire, Storer executive.

Adam Young

will be rep.

Increase of power maximum, from 100 kw to 146 kw,
was requested of FCC this week by KXLY-TV, Spokane
(E. B. Craney & Bing Crosby).
Station says that sparse

population will get TV no other way and that allocation
plan won’t be affected, now or in future, because of great
co-channel separations in area. With 146 kw, station says
Grade A signal would reach 65 mi., Grade B 100 mi.

KMTV, Omaha,

June 17 increased power from 16.7 kw
100 kw.
RCA has scheduled for shipment next
week 10-kw driver unit to WBAY-TV, Green Bay, Wis.,
in addition to transmitter and amplifier shipments previously announced (Vol. 9:23-24).
to full

Canadian Broadcasting Corp. moving headquarters of
top executives to Ottawa this summer, acquiring new office
space and expanding present quarters in Victoria Bldg.

Next

TV

Factbook

Our semi-annual

TV

—Pre-Print

Orders

Factbook No. 17 will be

off

—

the presses shortly after July 15, 1953 containing
basic data on all U. S., Canadian and Mexican border
stations & networks (including rates) ; complete

tabulation of applications for new stations, detailing principals involved, facilities requested, etc.

(and starting new series of weekly Addenda) list
all new-station grantees (with reported starting
dates); directories of TV set & tube manufacturers,
transmitter & studio equipment makers, film & live
program suppliers, community antenna systems, theatres equipped for TV, FCC personnel, legal & engineering consultants; and many other reference features. One copy goes to each full-service subscriber,
;

of

including

Extra

newly

enlai’ged

43x31-in.

map

copies, if pre-print orders for 20 or

placed by July

3,

insert.

more are

cost $1.50 each; single copies, $3.
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Personal Notes: Earl Gammons, CBS Washington v.p.,
White House June 17 with Gene Autry, cowboy

Tstecsstinc) NoiBS: Hollywood may be in production
doldrums at moment, blamed on “The TV revolution” and

who was reported merely to have “chatted” with
President Eisenhower “about golf and mutual friends”
FCC Comr. Edward Webster returned June 19 from international telegraph conference in Arnhem, Holland
C. Nicholas Priaulx, ABC v.p. & treas., resigns as of June
24, will vacation in Europe before going into business

“3-dimentia” but Republic Pictures is building 4 new
sound stages at cost of about $400,000 (making 18 in all)
so as to provide “better service for TV movie production”;
its Consolidated Film Industries Div., which develops and
prints films for movie makers, has just completed $2,000,000 expansion which added 775,000 ft. daily to 16mm capacity and is ready for color TV film. Republic will cut
own movie production in half, eliminating all B pictures,
making only 18-20 A pictures next year
Waft Disney
plans expansion into TV film production, but denies plans
to release any old films to TV
Film titled Geisha Girl
played WPIX, New York, one night this week at same
time it was being shown in Times Sq. Rialto Theatre;
under title Trouble in Tokyo it also played Washington’s
while being shown at local Pix Theatre. Feature
was filmed in Japan last year, is distributed by Broder
Productions, Hollywood
“Completely invalid” and

called at
actor,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Theodore C. Streibert, ex-pres. of WOR-TV & WOR and
chairman of MBS, assigned by Dr. James B. Conant, U. S.
high commissioner for Germany, to go to Germany for
several months as consultant on public affairs program;
he’s onetime asst, dean of Harvard business school
Carl Haverlin, BMI pres, and a noted Lincoln scholar and
collector of Lincolnia, elected to board of trustees of LinMaurice B.
coln Memorial U, Harrogate, Tenn.
Mitchell, v.p. of Muzak Inc. and gen. mgr. of its AMP tran.

.

scription library service,

named president

.

.

.

.

of ex-Sen. Wil-

liam Benton’s Encyclopedia Brittanica Films, will move to
Mack Ward named mgr. of CBS-TV film sales
Chicago
office in Atlanta, Wm. Parkinson promoted to supervisor
Wade H. Alley promoted to business
of Chicago office
Everett W'ren promgr., WHIO-TV & WHIO, Dayton
Bob Heiss
moted to production mgr., KBTV, Denver
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

promoted to sports director, WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee
Jean Desey retires July 15 as chief of Canadian Broad.

.

.

Reginald Clough,
casting Corp. international service
editor, promoted to publisher of Tide Magazine under new
Billboard Publishing Co. ownership (Vol. 9:24)
.

.

.

.

.

.

Thomas D’Arcy Brophy, Kenyon & Eckhardt chairman,
elected life member of Massachusetts Institute of TechBen Alcock, in charge of TV commercial
nology Corp.
production dept., and Roy Winsor, director of creative proCargramming for TV-radio, promoted to Biow v.p.’s
roll Newton, v.p. on U. S. Steel show, named by BBDO as
exec. asst, to pres. Ben Duffy on TV-radio matters
Bernard H. Ober, ex-ABC, named media and sales research
Donald R. Mayer appointed
supervisor, Wm. Esty Co.
TV-radio director, Goold & Tierney Inc., New York
Gordon Williamson, ex-WTTG, named TV-radio director,
Fred Eames Jr., exof Ver Standig Adv., Washington
WLWD, Dayton, joins new WENS, Pittsburgh (Ch. 15),
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

due in August, as chief engineer.

—

.

.

will

is

the cockleburr under the saddle that

keep newspapers on their toes from here on out.

.

“basically

aren’t

sitting

with what they have.

still

Let

in
us,

They aren’t satisfied
as newspapermen, be frank

TV.

little ashamed.
What revolutionary improvements
have we made in our mechanical departments in 5 years,
or 40 years, for that matter? I can think of no great or
fundamental mechanical change since I broke into the
business 43 years ago.” George C. Biggers, pres., American Newspapers Publishers Assn, and pres, of Atlanta
Journal and Constitution (WSB-TV), addressing ANPA
mechanical conference in Milwaukee, June 16.

and a

.

.

.

wrong” were among the more

polite reactions of

network research men to the Alfred Politz study for Life
Magazine, purporting to compare accumulative and repeat
audiences of magazines to those of TV & radio; naturally,
Life got best break, and network researchers claimed
major flaw in survey was fact it compared entire issues of
magazines with individual TV & radio programs
Stanford TV-Radio Institute, which begins 8 -‘week summer
session June 22, given $400 by KPIX’s Philip G. Lasky,
who will be on faculty, for 4 scholarships of $100 each;
KPIX and KNBC cooperating with Prof. Stanley T.
Donner’s speech & drama dept, in staging 11th annual
session
William Morris Agency, donating $25,000, and
$7500 from Samuel A. Frommer, Miami, are enabling Columbia U’s Graduate School of Journalism to expand its
TV-radio, writing and programming courses, including resumption of students’ News-O-Rama program on WPIX
Arthur Godfrey will telecast from his farm home near
Leesburg, Va. during convalescence there next month, via
special 40-mi. microwave relay which AT&T is installing
for feeding into CBS-TV lines out of Washington
Margaret Truman signs one-year renewal contract with
NBC for 9 guest appearances, at terms said to be slight
increase over the $4000 per TV and $2500 per radio shows
paid under last contract
Tadeusz Danielewski, NBC
studio supervisor in New York, wins $6000
television fellowship for graduate study at Johns Hopkins U
CBS has sold 740-seat Avon Theatre on W. 54th St.,
N. Y. to hotelman Abraham Dreier
New KCTY, Kansas City (Ch. 25), owned by Empire Coil Co., has appointed
Avery-Knodel as national rep
Katz reports these CP
holders added to its rep list: KFSD-TV, San Diego;
WTOC-TV, Savannah; KCMO-TV, Kansas City.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WAAM

.

They

.

WNBW

.

“Television

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

Station Films Inc. is new TV film buying service set
up by Katz Agency, biggest TV rep firm, to service its
client stations with filmed programming.
New corporation will be headed by Robert H. Salk, ex-TV program
mgr. for Katz, and will begin operations Aug. 1 with
offices at 30 Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y.
Station Films will
operate on non-profit basis, costs being borne by mem-

ber stations.

WAAM

Baltimore’s
is underwriting entire cost of
African expedition to obtain animals fpr new Mammal
House in Baltimore Zoo, says mgr. Kenneth Carter. Promotion-minded station, winner of numerous public service
awards, will even pay for acquisition of animals. One of
its popular programs is weekly This Is Your Zoo.

U.

networks’ coronation coverage was given clean
week by high British officials, who disputed last week’s statement by RBC that commercials
“marred” telecasts of the films (Vol. 9:24) but opponents
of commercial TV in Britain seized upon criticism of
American TV as weapon to help kill proposal for private
TV stations in England. Foreign Undersecretary Anthony
Nutting told House of Commons June 17 that British Ambassador to U. S. Sir Roger Makins had reported the
bill

S.

of health this

—

American telecasts “were marked by exceptional restraint
and propriety [and] the treatment of the coronation was a
most profound manifestation of sympathy and goodwill
toward Britain.” Nevertheless a rift was developing in
Britain’s ruling Conservative Party over proposal to introduce sponsored TV to such extent that outcome of
measure, once believed certain of passage, is now in doubt.
Influential and conservative London Times came out this
week against sponsored TV as “unthinkable.”

—

—
7
Station Accounts: National Assn, of Retail Clothiers &
Furnishers, 1006 Munsey Bldg., Washington, D. C., reporting on ad practices of 72 men’s wear stores when TV
entered their trading areas, states that 17 are now using
TV, 38 radio; that the arrival of TV cut down use of radio
by 21 stores; that in 27 communities without TV as yet,
Florida Citrus Commission allo20 stores use radio
cates $620,000 of new $2,500,000 budget for TV, $120,000
.

.

.

for radio, $770,000 magazines, $703,000 newspapers
F. C. Russell Co. (Rusco metal windows) using TV-radio
along with newspapers in dealer cooperative campaign,
featuring contest for letters starting “I like Rusco be.

.

.

.” and pegged to celebration of its 10,000,000th
window, going to baseball Hall of Fame at Cooperstown,
Arrow Utilities Stores, N. Y. chain, to promote
N. Y.
Fedders air conditioners and GE appliances, sponsoring
Sunday Surprise Party on WABD, Sun. 11-midnight, with
Hal Block as m.c. of comedy, music, fashions, quiz show
Regal-Amber Brewing Co. sponsoring Frosty Frolics,
ice show, on 8 western stations, thru Guild, Bascom & Bon-

cause

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Among other advertisers reported
San Francisco
using or preparing to use TV Barberette Co. (home hair
trimmer), thru Smith, Hagel & Snyder, N. Y.; Skinner &
Eddy Corp. (Icy Point salmon), thru Paris & Peart, N. Y.;
Blueberry Cooperative Assn, (fresh blueberries), thru
Charles W. Hoyt Co., N. Y.; F. O. Pierce Co. (Pierce
paints), thru S. R. Leon Co., N. Y.; Pepperidge Farm Inc.
(Pepperidge Farm bread), thru Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.;
International Latex Corp. (Playtex baby products), thru
Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y.; Casco Co. (Casco sun-tan
oil), thru Ted Witter, Canton, O.; Hairguard Co. (Hairguard hair treatment), thru John Shrager Inc., N. Y.;
Reddi-Spred Corp. (Reddi-Spred for bread), thru Abner J.
Gelula & Assoc., Philadelphia; Vaporette Inc. (bug killer),
figli,

.

.

.

:

thru H. G. Sample Adv., Atlanta.
schedule on NBC-TV’s Game of the Week
next fall, as announced by sponsor General Motors,
comprises 11 complete games and parts of 8 otheis, to
be telecast over 12-week period starting Sept. 19. SchedNational Collegiate
ule, arranged in cooperation with
Athletic Assn., features “panoramic” telecasts Oct. 24 and
Nov. 7, when portions of 4 games played in different sec-

pOOTBALL

f

Jfeiwork Accounts:

Ford Motor

Co.’s spectacular 2-hr.

anniversary American Road show June 15 was one of TV’s
milestones Variety’s George Rosen calling it “a dream
show,” typical of many rave notices which automatically
evokes question why netwoi’ks don’t repeat such patently
outstanding programs for benefit of millions who weren’t
able to catch it first time around. Networks traditionally
shy away from kine repeats, citing costs of talent, difficulties of clearing time, doubts about size of audience on
re-runs, etc. but fact remains that cost problems have
been overcome before, labor contracts have been amended,
and millions of televiewers would be eternally grateful for
opportunity to enjoy one of TV’s treats.
(Consider, for
example, how often old films are unreeled.) June 15 show
cost Ford $500,000, of which $210,000 went into time costs
on NBC-TV & CBS-TV (114 stations combined) and
Trendex came up with preliminary rating of 57.7 (38.2 on
CBS-TV, 19.5 on NBC-TV), estimating 92.5% of sets-inGeneral Foods (Post Cereals)
use were tuned to show
to sponsor Rod Brown of the Rocket Rangers beginning
Sept. 12 on CBS-TV, Sat. 11:30 a.m.-12, thru Young &
Rubicam
Ozite (rug underlay) reported buying 5 participations per week for 13 weeks on Today, starting in
October, on NBC-TV, Mon.-Fri. 7-9 a.m., thru Krupnick &
Assoc.
Pressed Steel Car Co., after testing ex- Sen.
Blair Moody’s filmed Meet Your Congress for 7 weeks in
4 markets, to start DuMont schedule July 7, Tue. 8:30-9
p.m., thru Albert Frank-Guenther Law, N. Y.
Lucky
Strike replaces Your Hit Parade in summer with Private
Secretary film series, starting June 27 on NBC-TV, Sat.
10:30-11 p.m., thru BBDO
Bristol-Myers Co. replaces
Ken Murray Show during summer with Arthur Murray
Party, starting June 28 on CBS-TV, Sun. 9:30-10 p.m.,
thru Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield
General
Foods (Swans Down flour) sponsors Footlights Theatre as
summer replacement for Our Miss Brooks, beginning July
3 on CBS-TV, Fri. 9:30-10 p.m. thru Young & Rubicam.

—
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tions of country will be seen. In addition to full nationalso announced it’s prepared to sponwide schedule,
sor one-station telecasts of important sell-out games as

GM

they come up during season.

Full schedule:

Nebraska vs. Oregon at Lincoln, Neb.; Sept.
Lynn, Mass.; Oct. 3,
26, Dartmouth vs. Holy Cross at
California vs. Ohio State at Berkeley, Cal.; Oct. 10, Texas
Sept. 19,

Oklahoma at Dallas; Oct. 17, Alabama vs. Tennessee
Oct. 24 (panoramic), Princeton vs. Cornell
Birmingham;
at
at Princeton, Mississippi vs. Arkansas at Memphis, Illinois vs. Syracuse at Champaign, 111., Iowa vs. Indiana at
Iowa City, la.; Oct. 31, Minnesota vs. Pitt at Minneapolis.

vs.

Nov. 7 (panoramic), Florida vs. Georgia at JacksonSouth Carolina vs. North Carolina at Columbia,
S. C., Northwestern vs. Wisconsin at Evanston, 111., Kansas
vs. Kansas State at Lawrence; Nov. 14, Michigan State vs.
Michigan at East Lansing; Nov. 21, Southern California
vs. UCLA at Los Angeles; Nov. 26 (Thanksgiving), Utah
vs. Brigham Young at Salt Lake City; Nov. 28, Army vs.
Navy at Philadelphia; Dec. 5, Notre Dame vs. Southern
Methodist at South Bend, Ind.
ville,

More blame on TV Bus company owner complains TV
forcing him out of business in Cumberland, Md. by
keeping patrons home at night, adds he’s lost money last
4 years. TV’s impact on evening transit revenues is common lament in many larger cities, London transporta:

is

tion

officials

recently

asking fare boost because of

it.

ABC-TV

has closed deal with Motion Picture Assn, of
office) to carry Hollywood Parade,
weekly half-hour excerpts from new movies with appearances of screen stars provided by 10 major producers—
Allied Artists, Columbia, MGM, Paramount, RKO, Republic, 20th Century, United Artists, Universal, Warner
Bros.
Pilot production is already planned for fall or
winter start, with ABC western div. program director Cecil
Barker having overall supervision. Arrangements permit series to be carried either commercial or sustaining.
The big movie firms, some heretofore holding back on TV,
aim to take advantage of exploitation value of TV.

America (Eric Johnston

Colorado Sen. Ed Johnson’s

bill

(S.

1396) to allow

major league baseball teams to bar telecasts and broadcasts of games within 50 miles of their cities (Vol. 9:24),
ran aground temporarily in Senate this week when Sen.
Dirksen (R-Ill.) objected to its passage by unanimous
consent. It now will have to take its chances along with
other legislation in

summer rush

for adjournment.

NARTB

when board adopted
resolution saying “it would be tragic” if bill passed. On
other side of Capitol, Rep. Herlong (D-Fla.), who like
renewed

its

opposition

(Vol. 9:19)

Johnson is minor league
bill in House.

official,

introduced companion

TV’s “sound track” is becoming important pai’t~o*f
Mutual’s business. In addition to carrying the audio of
Bishop Fulton Sheen’s DuMont telecasts, it now also has
Eddie Fisher Show, which originates on NBC-TV and is
rebroadcast on NBC-Radio and then on MBS; beginning
Aug. 31, Mutual will also carry CBS-TV’s 3-times-weekly

Perry Como Show on simulcast basis.

R

EPORTS from new

uhf areas are always interesting,
usually glowing but of course the first weeks of uhf
in any area are too early for any definitive appraisal of
receptivity or receiver circulation. In this week’s batch of
uhf reports are several noteworthy items:
Case of Kansas City’s KCTY (Ch. 25), owned by uhf
pioneer Herbert Mayer (KPTV, Portland), should provide
fascinating study of what happens when uhf comes into a
vhf city whose TV has suddenly been cut off. Kansas
City’s WDAF-TV was closed down from May 22 to June
KCTY was rushed to completion,
strike.
19 by
went on air June 6 with network, film and live shows from
transmitter building, pending completion of studios in
Pickwick Hotel next month (Vol. 9:23). Response to new
station reportedly has been very good, and a phenomenon
reminiscent of TV’s early days sprung up in Kansas City
group viewing. People with uhf receivers found that
plenty of neighbors and friends, whose vhf screens were
temporarily blank, “dropped in to watch TV.”
Akron’s WAKR-TV (Ch. 49), which took the air June
7, reports preliminary spot check shows extremely good
coverage of entire area “without difficulty”. Interestingangle of Akron situation is that antenna is located atop
Tower bldg., in geographic center of city. All of Akron is
within 5-mi. radius, and 2 main suburbs, Barberton and
Cuyahoga Falls, ax e within 8 mi. of building. It’s first
station to use special uhf antenna designed by Dr. Frank
Kear and RCA to eliminate nulls in close-in area. Station
also claims to be first uhf with transmitter off the ground,
keeping transmission line to 135 ft., although antenna is
nearly 500-ft. above ground.
(Ch. 38) began operation
From Duluth, where
May 31 (Vol. 9:23), come continued reports of exceptional
reception both from station and independent sources.
Tower is said to be in especially good location, atop hill
Duluth 150 mi. from
600 ft. above downtown section.
nearest vhf stations in Minneapolis-St. Paul already has
its “fringe area”, with reports of reception 50-60 mi. in
several directions. City coverage is said to be good, with
very few nulls, despite hilly terrain.

—

AFTRA

—

-

WFTV

—

—
—

Week’s petitions for channel changes included 4 oppositions to proposal of

WSAL,

Logansport, Ind., to put

WTHI

Ch. 10 in Logansport (Vol. 9:23). Objectors:
John R. Figg, Terre Haute; WVJS, Owensboro,

and
Ky.;

Evansville TV Inc., Evansville. Other petitions filed: (1)
Add. Ch. 30 to Washington, D. C., submitted by Lawrence
A. Harvey, Los Angeles.
(2) Shift Ch. 40 from Elizabethton, Tenn. to Anderson, S. C., add Ch. 22 to Elizabethton, by WAIM, Anderson.
(3) Add Ch. 24 to St. Louis,
filed by Metropolitan Telecasting Co., through one of 3
methods (a) substitute Ch. 65 for Ch. 24 in Cairo, 111.
and Ch. 51 for Ch. 24 in Fulton, Mo.; (b) substitute Ch.

—

15 for Ch. 24 in Cairo, Ch. 51 for Ch. 24 in Fulton, Ch. 17
for Ch. 15 in Poplar Bluff, Mo.; (c) substitute Ch. 15 for

Ch. 24 in Cairo, Ch. 35 for Ch. 24 in Fulton, Ch. 17 for
Ch. 15 in Poplar Bluff, Ch. 51 for Ch. 35 in Moberley, Mo.
Triad TV Assn., seeking Ch. 10 for Onondaga, Mich.,
amended petition to ask the channel for Onondaga, Parma
or

Onondaga-Parma combined.
Debut of uhf station

TV

will bring big

business, Motorola dealers there

boom

were

in Buffalo

told at recent

With WBUF-TV (Ch. 17) planning on debut
next month and WBES-TV (Ch. 59) slated for fall, Motorola gen. merchandising mgr. E. A. Holsten predicted area
will do approximately $36,500,000 in retail TV business
during 1953. He forecast sale of 60,000 replacement sets
plus 3000 sets to new owners at total retail value of $23,000,000. Added to that will be sale of some 150,000 uhf
converters at $7,500,000, and nearly $6,000,000 worth of
antennas and accessories, he said.
sales rally.

F UTURE OF TV—

—

vhf, uhf and color
was sketched
out for Advert sing Federation of America convention June 17 in Cleveland by NBC research
& planning
director Hugh M. Beville Jr., and capped with “conservative foiecast that some 38,000,000 homes will be
equipped
with TV by end of 1955. Pointing out that TV
has penetrated 54% of all U. S. homes in 6 years “with
one hand
tied behind its back” by the freeze, Seville
said: “It took
12 years for radio to reach this figure and
30 years for
electrical

now

refrigeration.”
With 78% of nation’s homes
within reach of TV, he predicted this figure
would

rise to

85% by

year’s end.

Expressing NBC-RCA’s confidence in uhf (see story,
p. 1), Beville said: “On the basis of
performance to date,
there’s no question about the quality of
picture rendered
by uhf.
Pattern of uhf’s growth he said citing Portland’s 100,000 sets-in-use— is “comparable
to that of any

—

other post-freeze single station market.”
In Wilkes-Barre and Peoria, where

there is some
he pointed out that 85%
of the TV sets could receive uhf within
3 months after
local stations went on air. With improvement
in physical
coverage and development of strong local
programming,
“we can expect the distinction of U vs. V to
disappear.”
“By end of 1953 the number of uhf stations will nearly
equal the number of vhf stations.”

vhf seivice

in addition to uhf,

Dwelling extensively on color, he promised advertisers
an opportunity to “experiment in the presentation
of
color commercials” (Vol. 9:22) before there
is any substantial audience equipped with color
receivers.
Latest
count of NBC stations signed up for RCA
network color
gear is 42, and “before the year is out, your
local NBC
station may be telecasting some regular
network shows
in color each week.”

TV

s

impact and low-cost-per-thousand make unbeat-

able combination, according to appliance sales
promotion
mgr. J. Gilbert Baird of Westinghouse, long-time
sponsor
of Studio One drama series on CBS-TV, Mon.
10-11 p.m.
Addressing Advertising Federation of America
convention in Cleveland June 18, he revealed the
one-hour show
costs $70,000 per week, everything included,
and he cited
these results of recent survey conducted for
Westinghouse

by Daniel Starch research: Westinghouse ad in
national
magazine was seen by 3,246,940 readers; cost $6.10 per
thousand. Studio One reaches 19,704,000 people in
8,215,000 homes, cost $1.15 per thousand.
Figuring on basis
of number of families reached (2.4 viewers
per set), “the
total cost is only $2./
6 per thousand, so we have a very
favorable cost comparison with our magazine ad.”
Pointing out that each show contains 6 minutes of
Westinghouse identification and product demonstration by
Betty
Furness, Baird said: “If we were to replace her
with 100
salesmen to make the same number of calls and do the

same demonstrations that Betty does each week, it would
take these 100 men 90 years, 11 months, 22 days, 2
hours,
39 minutes and 11 seconds.”

The uhf

DX

sweepstakes: President Charles W. PittColumbia, S. C. (Ch. 25) sends us copy
of letter from viewer R. J. Walker, Daytona Beach,
Fla.,
330 air mi. away reporting reception of Ch. 25 picture
2 nights in row.
Walker used Mallory converter “souped
up” for Ch. 25, rhombic antenna cut for Ch. 2, Radio

man

of

WCOS-TV,

—

—

Craftsmen receiver, no booster. On May 26, he says, he
held Columbia station’s picture for about an hour, “but
the audio

was

terrific,

not fading once

ments Pittman: “Let’s see

if

there

is

all

night.”

Com-

another uhf that

can beat this.”
Licensed TV receivers in Britain totaled 2,142,452 at
end of March, up 69,472 for month.

PRICE CONSCIOUS TRADE GOES TO MARKET: Threat of new round of price increases hovers
over TV industry as nation's manufacturers, distributors and dealers gather at the
Chicago marts next week to see and order new merchandise. Steel price increase this
week forced GE to announce boost in prices of appliances, though TV wasn't specified,
and Raytheon v.p. William Dunn flatly predicted TV prices would go up in August.
What effect steel hike would have on TV prices was anybody's guess.
It's a
basic commodity whose price fluctuations affect almost the entire American economy.
With TV manufacturers walking a price tightrope as parts and labor costs rise steel
price increase might well touch off another general price rise such as followed OPS
removal of price controls last year (Vol. 8:39-42).
GE action was revealed by Roy W. Johnson, v.p. in charge of appliances and
electronics, in response to newsmen's queries. He didn't spell out increase by commodities or when it would go into effect, but it's expected heavy equipment and to
some extent white goods will be affected.
Johnson was closeted with GE president
Ralph Cordiner day his comments appeared in press, wasn't available for elucidation.
Subordinates said they hadn't been notified of any anticipated TV price increases.
Dunn's prediction of price increases was based on recent hikes in component
Capacitors were recently boosted 10% and picprices and ever-rising labor costs.
ture tubes have also gone up, he pointed out.
GE has never been a bellwether in TV of course, and Raytheon isn't one of
the bigger producers, but other major manufacturers have repeatedly told us they're
running on " tight price schedules " but " will try to hold the price line " Whether
they will be able to do so, in light of ever-increasing costs, was something they
preferred not to comment on publicly at this juncture.
,

,

.

£

*

:

*

*

Mere mention of price increases is likely to send jittery dealers fleeing to
aspirin bottles. As one dealer was quoted in June 19 New York Times: "I can say
that any substantial increases will chase the f ew customers I have out of my store."
You can couple that with statement attributed this week to Irving Sarnoff exec,
v.p. of Bruno-New York, that TV-appliance dealers are going out of business at the
rate of a dozen a week in the New York area.
It all adds up to fact that dealers will be going to Chicago in skeptical
Though they're not all from Missouri, they'll all want to be shown that TV
mood.
They're the toughest guys in the
business is as good as manufacturers say it is.
world to convince, these TV dealers, but if optimistic statements will help, this
Consider:
week should have been quite an asset.
RCA Victor consumer products v.p., predicted in talk
(1) J. B. Elliott
to RTMA convention in Chicago that TV output in first 6 months would exceed previous
the 3,457,519 in first 6 months of 1951. [For news
record for any first half year
of RTMA convention, new officers, reorganization, etc., see pp. 10, 12.]
IBEW president, said in statement that employment in
(2) M. Frank Darling
TV plants in vital Chicago area was comparable to last year and that seasonal dropoff from first quarter was not nearly as bad as in 1951.
GE TV-radio marketing mgr. said on eve of unveiling new
(3) E. F. Peterson
line that "our factory inventory of TV receivers is at an absolute minimum.
Orders
for TV are at such a level that it has become necessary to continue full operation
(GE's 8-week
of our assembly lines through the normal vacatio n shutdown period."
David
CBS-Columbia
pres.
Cogan,
And
in
unveiling
new line,
just
ended.)
strike has
anticipates
beginning
July
1
sales
increase.
said budget for year
50%
full lines of CBS-Columbia, Crosley & DuMont, see p. 11.]
f For
RCA Victor home instrument v.p., said following intro(4) Henry G. Baker
,

,

—

,

,

,

,

- 9 -

10 -

duction of RCA's new line that strengthening of distributor-dealer merchandising
relations will keep sales at eqally high level in second half.
Mr. Baker later elaborated on his remarks in special article written for
June 18 Retailing Daily. Deprecating fear of saturation in TV markets, he said more
than 2,250,000 sets will be sold this year for first time in pre-freeze markets
Fringe areas offer still greater opportunities for increased sales, he said adding
that 30-40 stations will increase powers this year.
As for color talk hurting business Baker called it nonsense
He said retailer was in best position to dispel unwarranted fears of consumers, adding it'll
take from 9 to 12 months to tool up for color production once it's authorized by FCC.
After that, production will be very slow he added.
More playing down of color came from Crosley v.p. Leonard F. Cramer, who
said first color sets will sell for at least $750-to-$800 for open-face console with
Today, he said, an average 17-in. black-&-white
picture of approximately 14-in
console sells for about $250.
.

.

,

,

.

TV production totaled 115,469 (8828 private label) week ended June 12, up
It was year's 23rd week,
from 97,920 preceding week and 99,580 week ended May 29.
production
of
in
corresponding
77,381
week last year.
and compared with
Radio production totaled 261,609 (133,560 private), down from 270,398 week
ended June 5 and 267,744 week before. Week's radios: 56,209 home sets, 53,561 portables, 29,473 clock, 122,366 auto.
Trade Personals:

E. Finley Carter appointed Sylvania
v.p. & technical director, Howard L. Richardson taking
Harry McCullough
over as v.p. in charge of engineering
promoted to Crosley gen. sales mgr. for TV-radio, succeeding E. W. Gaughan, transferred to staff of W. A. Blees,
A. B. Hunt,
Avco v.p. in charge of Crosley div. sales
.

.

.

.

RTMA

elected pres, of

.

.

communications div., reof Canada at annual meeting at

mgr. of Northern Electric

Co.’s

Dr. Allen B. DuMont reof N. Y. chapter, New
Frank
York State Society of Professional Engineers
Folsom, RCA pres., recovering from abdominal operation
Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA
in Roosevelt Hospital, N. Y.
chairman, awarded honorary degree of Doctor of EngineerJames McMurphy, recently
ing by Drexel Institute
Philco TV district mgr. for South and Texas, heads new

Bigwin Inn,

Ont.,

June 19

.

.

.

award

ceives annual achievement

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Capital div. in charge of TV-radio distribution, with offices
Frank A. Creaser proat 744 Jackson PI., Washington
.

.

.

mgr. of Philco Tech-Rep div., succeeded as mgr. of Washington office by George A. Swaney
Lane D. Stoudt, Miami branch mgr., named by Muntz
TV to asst, national sales mgr. for west coast, succeeded
at Miami by Clifford Kelley, from Jacksonville branch,
Berkeley L. Fuller
where David Ickes is now in charge
now Hoffman Radio district mgr. for northern California;
Charles Clarke, ex-TV sales mgr. for area, resigns to join
George E. Dittman,
Ray Thomas Co., L.A. distributor
ex-New York renewal field sales rep, appointed mgr. of

moted
.

.

to asst, sales

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

RCA

Victor tube dept.’s east central district, Cleveland,
replacing J. J. Kearney, now product sales mgr. for radio
Dale Radar, ex-United TV Labs, named asst,
batteries
to R. Edwin Gray, Stromberg-Carlson’s Dallas sales engiJohn W. Barren named Raytheon Provineering mgr.
dence district sales mgr., James L. Thompson Cincinnati
Hamilton Corey,
mgr., Ralph Bloom to Minneapolis
ex-Charlotte mgr., named Atlanta district sales mgr.,
Jack Frohlich resigns as western regional
Graybar
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

mgr., Hallicrafters.

Percy L. Schoenen, 61, who retired in April as president of Olympic Radio, died June 14 at his home in New

York

City.

G

vate

LEN McDANIEL, 41-year-old first paid president of
RTMA, who resigned last October to return to prilaw practice in New York (Vol. 8:26), was elected

temporary RTMA president this week pending selection of
paid successor, at undetermined salary. He’ll also conMcDaniel succeeds A. D.
tinue as RTMA gen. counsel.
Plamondon, who continues as a director.
Succeeding Plamondon as chairman is Robert C.
Sprague, Sprague Electric Co., whose election came after
board approved plan for reorganization of RTMA to give
greater voice to electronics manufacturers (Vol. 9:6, 17,
A plan to change RTMA’s name to the Radio22).
Electronics-Television Manufacturers Assn, will be submitted to membership for ratification at proxy meeting in
Washington July 27. Its approval is considered a nearcertainty.

James D. Secrest, exec. v.p. &
Muter Co., treas.; Dr. W. R. G.
Baker, GE, engineering director; John W. Van Allen, BufOther

secy.;

falo,

officers reelected:

Leslie F. Muter,

general counsel emeritus.

New

directors elected: Leonard F. Cramer, Crosley;
Gen. Harold George, Hughes Aircraft; Floyd W. Bell, Bell
Sound Systems.
New division chairmen are Robert S. Alexander,
Wells-Gardner, set div., succeeding John W. Craig, Crosley; John Q. Adams, Hytron, tube div., replacing R. E.
Carlson, Tung-Sol; Floyd W. Bell, Bell Sound Systems,
amplifier & sound equipment div., succeeding A. K. Ward,
RCA. Reelected were Matt Little, Quam-Nichols, parts
div.; Carlyle W. Miller, Westinghouse, technical products.
McDaniel plans to continue residence in New York and
retain his partnership in law firm of Ludgren, Lincoln,
Peterson & McDaniel, 63 Wall St., commuting to Washington as business requires. Other convention gleanings:
GE’s Dr. W. R. G. Baker was presented Medal of
Honor by retiring president A. D. Plamondon, who praised
him as “an outstanding example of an executive of ‘big
business’ who has given freely of his time and talents for
the benefits of all, especially the small manufacturer.”

RTMA

Board accepted invitation from
of Canada to
hold joint conference at General Brock Hotel, Niagara
Falls, Ont., April 29-30, 1954.

:

- 11 Pitch for summer
sales, already evidenced by introduction of summer-only
TV models by Admiral (Vol. 9:23) and Raytheon (Vol.
9:19), was intensified this week when RCA Victor relaxed

&

Topics

Trends

ol

TV

Trade:

who

credit requirements for its distributors,
expected to pass on benefits to dealers.

in turn are

liberalized plan gives distributors 90 days to

RCA’s

TV

sets ordered from factory during summer, instead of customary 30 days. Though each distributor is
authorized to prescribe his own “dating plan” with dealers,
arrangement revealed this week by Irving Sarnoff, exec,
v.p. of Bruno-New York, biggest RCA distributor, is expected to set nationwide pattern. It gives dealers either

pay for

or both of 2 credit plans

For merchandise purchased in summer, dealers
days to pay, instead of customary 45, with
distributor assuming all bank finance charges. If dealer
wishes an open account, merchandise is payable one-third
each in August, September and October; if merchandise
is shipped in August, half will be due in September, bal(1)

will get 90

ance in October.
(2) For TV sets purchased for display purposes,
dealer will have until Sept. 10 to pay, provided he displays minimum of 10 models on showroom floor. Dealers
heretofore were required to pay for all sample merchandise
within 45 days of shipment, partial payment within 30

days.

At week’s end, DuMont New York factory branch also
came up with relaxed credit requirement plan for New
York area dealers. On low-end models, dealers may defer
payment until Sept. 15; for payment within 10 days, 2%
cash discount

is offered.

*

*

*

*

Crosley unveiled 30-model line featuring optional allchannel tuning, anti-interference “picture sentry” circuit using improved “noise-gate,” and local-distant switch
permitting adjustment for signal strength. Most sets have
aluminized tubes, custom models have “fade eliminator”
and illuminated tuning dials.
Prices range from 17-in. mahogany plastic table model
at $190 to 27-in. remote-control mahogany combination at
about $1000, exact price to be fixed later. Full line:
De Litxe: 17-in. mahogany veneer table model $190,
limed oak $200; 21-in. mahogany veneer table $250, limed
oak $260; 21-in. mahogany veneer console $300, limed oak
$320; 21-in. full-door mahogany console $390, limed oak
$410; 24-in. open-face mahogany console $400, limed oak
$420.

Custom: 17-in. mahogany veneer table model $250,
limed oak $260; 17-in. open-face mahogany veneer console
$270, limed oak $290; 21-in. mahogany table $320, limed
oak $330; 21-in. open-face mahogany console $370, limed
Chippendale mahogany console
AM-FM 3-speed phono mahogany combination $595, limed oak $625; 24-in. full-door
mahogany console $575, limed oak $600; 24-in. AM-FM
3-speed phono mahogany combination $695, limed oak
$725; 27-in. open-face mahogany console $595, limed oak
$625; 27-in. remote-control AM-FM 3-speed phono mahogany combination, about $1000.

oak $390;

21-in. full-door

$450, limed oak $460; 21-in.

IUE

has accepted GE’s offer of one-year contract callhourly wage increase, bringing average hourly
pay of GE production workers to $1.90. Action formally
ended months-long negotiations interrupted by costly 8ing for

week

5<f

GE’s 2 electronics plants in Syracuse (Vol.
labor front, Sparton TV-radio employes returned to their jobs under union authority, as
end of strike at 3 Sparks-Withington plants in Jackson,
Mich, appeared imminent.
strike at

9:22-24).

On another

CBS-Columbia’s new line, introduced at New York’s
Waldorf-Astoria June 15-16, features “Columbia 360”
high-fidelity sound at top of line. All sets have 2 speakers
at sides of cabinet rather than in front. Line includes first
24-in. sets.
Prices range from 17-in. metal table model
at $180 to 27-in. mahogany full-door console at $700.
Price differential for optional all-channel tuner is $40 on
low-end sets, $50 on all others. Full line:
Table Models: 17-in. metal $180, ebony metal $200,
mahogany metal $210, mahogany wood $230; 21-in. ebony
metal $240, mahogany metal $250, mahogany wood $270,
blonde wood $280, mahogany $340.
Consoles: 21-in. mahogany open-face $250, $280, $300,
$340 & $400, blonde $320, $360 & $420; 21-in. mahogany
2/3-door $370 & $400; 21-in. mahogany full-door $430,
$450, $470, blonde $450, $460, $480; 24-in. mahogany openface $500, blonde $520; 27-in. mahogany open-face $600,
blonde $620, mahogany full-door $700.

Combinations: 21-in. mahogany full-door AM-phono
$470; 21-in.

mahogany

full-door

AM &

FM-phono

$680.

Also introduced were 3 radios ranging from 5-tube
portable at $35 to clock at $40, and combination in mahogany at $300, blonde $320.
*

DuMont added

*
6

*

new

*

over 10 more, in
unveiled to dealers at New York’s Park Sheraton
Hotel June 17. Line was all 17-in. and 21-in., except for
30-in. promotional console at $1795.
All sets have allchannel tuners, optional at $50 extra.
Other features:
automatic Selfocus picture tube, improved circuitry and
illuminated dials.
sets, carried

line

Additions: Sutton, 17-in. table model, walnut or mafinish $200 & $210; Walton, 21-in. table, mahogany
or limed oak finish $280 & $290; Warwick, 21-in. table,
mahogany or limed oak $300 & $310; Bradford, 21-in. openface mahogany console $380; Windsor, 21-in. half-door
mahogany console $400; Hartford, 21-in. full-door mahogany or limed oak console $420 & $440.
Carried over: Chatham, 17-in. table, mahogany or
limed oak finish $250 & $260; Beverly, 21-in. open-face
mahogany console $350, limed oak $360; Lynwood, 21-in.
open-face mahogany console $370, limed oak $380; Ridgewood, 21-in. half-door mahogany console $400, limed oak
$410; Wakefield, 21-in. full-door mahogany console $410,
limed oak $430 Essex, 21-in. full-door mahogany console
$425; Somerset II, 21-in. full-door mahogany console $485,
blonde $515; Newbury II, 21-in. full-door mahogany console $495, limed oak $525; Hanover II, 21-in. full-door
mahogany console $525, blonde $545; Royal Sovereign II,
30-in. full-door mahogany console $1795.

hogany

;

*

*

TV

*

will take spotlight of

*

NARDA

June 28-30 convention’s final day, with Magnavox pres. Frank Freimann addressing luncheon meeting on “The Manufacturer’s Responsibility to the Dealer.” Afternoon audience-participation sessions include speeches by past NARDA pres. Mort
Farr on “Advice to the New TV Dealer”; Allan B. Mills,
merchandise mgr., RCA Victor home instrument dept.,
on “Our Prospects in TV”; NARDA director Don Gabbert,
on “Educational TV Today”; Harry Alter, pres, of Harry
Alter Co., Chicago, on “Dealer-Distributor Relations.”

Stewart-Warner unveiled 34 new TVs, 17 of them
equipped with all-channel tuner, at distributors meeting in
Chicago’s Drake Hotel, June 20. Prices range from 21-in.

mahogany

plastic table

model at $230

to 27-in. open-face

console at $565.

New GE

line

will

be shown at Chicago Furniture
convention at Chicago’s
as originally announced.

Mart June 22, instead of
Palmer House July 13-16,

NAMM

—
12
Elecironics Reports: Future of electronics industry “was
never more promising despite a seasonal lull in sets sales
and an approaching decline in military procurement.” So
RTMA president A. D. Plamondon Jr. told members June
18 at annual meeting in Chicago’s Palmer House. His annual report pointed out that more than $5.5 billion worth
of electronic products have been delivered to armed forces
since start of Korean war more than two-thirds as much
as industry delivered throughout World War II, when
there was no civilian pi-oduction at all.
“While reductions in military procurement are both
inevitable and desirable from the national economic point
of view, it seems unlikely that our country will turn to
the disastrous disarmament policy which followed World
War II,” said Plamondon. “Moreover, the growing importance of electronics in all aspects of military operations
indicates that our industry, like the aircraft industry, will
be heavily engaged in military production so long as there
Deliveries of elecis any threat to our national security.”
tronic equipment and components to the military in 1953
are expected to total $3 billion, he added.

—

*

*

*

*

Session on color TV, featuring NTSC chairman Dr.
W. R. G. Baker (GE) and Panel 12 chairman Donald G.
Fink (Philco), will be one of highlights of Western Electronic Show & Convention in San Francisco, Aug. 19-21.
Sponsored by IRE & West Coast Electronic Mfrs. Assn.
(WCEMA), convention will also hear papers on beamshaping to extend uhf coverage with better power utilization, uhf-vhf propagation, high-power klystrons and transistors.
More than 325 manufacturers are slated to display wares.

Annual audio-visual convention & trade show will be
held at Chicago’s Hotel Sherman Aug. 1-5, with 5 national
organizations participating: National Audio-Visual Assn.,
Educational Film Library Assn., Catholic Audio-Visual
Educators, Film Council of America, Industrial AudioVisual Assn. In addition, more than 25 audio-visual equipment suppliers will hold their national sales meetings during convention.

New

—

Handbook 12
Langford-Smith (Amalgamated

edition of Radiotron Designer's

years in preparation by F.
Wireless Valve Co., Sydney, Australia) and 33 engineerauthors will be printed and distributed in U. S. by RCA
Containing more than 1500 pages and 1000
tube dept.
illustrations, it lists at $7.

“A Study of Transistor Circuits for Television” titles
paper in June issue of Proceedings of the IRE by RCA
Labs’ G. C. Sziklai, R. D. Loman & G. B. Herzog, describing transistorized TV set displayed last year by RCA (Vol.
8:47).

Sylvania purchases 50-acre site in Warsaw, N. Y.
(near Buffalo) for new plant, with construction tentatively set to begin in 1955.
plant at West
Jefferson, N. C. (near Elizabethton, Tenn.) for manufacture of capacitors for TVs, radios, air conditioners, etc.

Sprague Electric Co. plans 50,000-sq.

for

Magnavox
new plant.

GE

ft.

acquires 22-acre tract at Urbana,

tube dept, has created 3

111.

as site

new subdepartments under

gen. mgr. J. Milton Lang, each headed by a gen. mgr. as
follows: Robert E. Lee, cathode ray, Syracuse; L. Berkley

Davis, receiving tube, Owensboro, Ky.; Robert O. Bullard,
industrial & transmitting tube, Schenectady.

Glenn D. Montgomery, Bell Labs air defense systems
engineer, succeeds Herbert J. Schroll, retiring, as military
communications mgr., AT&T Long Lines Dept.,

Distributor

Notes: Morley Bros., Saginaw, Mich.
Morley Jr., pres.) drops RCA Victor franchise for
Michigan “by mutual agreement,” will distribute DuMont
line throughout state, except in Wayne (Detroit), Lenawee, Macomb, Monroe, Oakland, St. Clair & Washington
counties, where Specialties Distributing Co., Detroit, will
continue to function. Letter from Morley to its dealers
(R. C.

said

it

RCA franchise in protest against
“package-type” merchandising, in which
required to sell all products of single manu-

was relinquishing

latter’s policy of

distributor

is

RCA

facturer, and that split-up stemmed from
purchase
of Estate ranges. Morley will continue with Magic Chef
ranges, letter added
.
DuMont appoints Eastern Co.,
.

.

Providence (Alan Steinert, pres.); names Philip Manetti
district sales mgr. of New Jersey factory branch
Southwestern Television & Appliance Distributors, Little Rock
(Raytheon) appoints James W. Sprague gen. mgr.
Nash-Kelvinator Sales Corp., Oakland, Cal. (StrombergCarlson) appoints Earle Fittinger San Francisco TV sales
mgr.
GE Supply Co., Los Angeles, opens San Bernardino branch (V. S. Cooper, mgr.)
CBS-Columbia
Distributors Inc., New York, appoints Harry Schecter, exMotorola-New York, as gen. mgr.
Emerson appoints
Keefe Auto Supply Co., Billings, Mont. (J. A. Keefe, pres.)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Emerson

of Washington Inc.
pres.

.

.

.

.

now 100% owned by

Herman Goodman,
*

*

*

*

Business failures were reported by 16 TV-radio-electronics manufacturers and 8 parts distributors during
year ended May 30, according to annual report of RTMA
credit committee. Of failures, 4 made TV-radios, 5 parts,
3 military equipment, 2 sound equipment and phonographs,
one test equipment, one hearing aids. Improper acounting methods were blamed by committee chairman H. A.
Pope, National Union Radio Corp., for many of the failures.
“Others had accepted defense contracts at too low
a price, or the contract called for work too difficult in
terms of their production or engineering experience,” report added.
As for distributors, Pope said because of
higher unit costs of TV items and necessity to carry large
inventories, “an investment of less than $20,000 for a new
distributing company jeopardizes the possibility of a successful operation.”

RTMA service committee disclosed this week that
more than 500,000 copies of its booklet Things You Should
Know About the Purchase and Servicing of Television Sets
have been ordered by set manufacturers, local Better Business Bureaus, dealers and civic organizations.
Committee chairman Ray Yeranko, Magnavox, said in annual report that subcommittee headed by H. J. Schulman, DuMont
Labs, is working on revision of booklet as well as on
15-min. film for use by civic and commercial organizations,
explaining necessity for periodic servicing of TV-radio sets
and why certain charges must be made.
Predictions for 1954 are beginning to come in, although 1953 isn’t quite 6 months old. GE’s tube dept,
marketing mgr. Grady Roark, at ceremonies dedicating big
new Chicago tube warehouse, forecast TV-radio sales will
be down somewhat next year between 6-7,000,000 TVs,
about 11,500,000 radios. At same ceremonies, GE tube
dept. mgr. J. Milton Lang did a little predicting, too. He
gave 1961 as the year when total volume of tube industry
will pass $1 billion.
He estimated 1953 volume at $600,000 000

—

,

.

Sylvania CR tube production passed 2,000,000 mark
this week, according to W. C. Tone, mgr. of plant at
Seneca Falls, N. Y.

Corning Glass announces price cut of about

&

21-in. tube blanks.

25tf

on 17
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Financial & Trade Notes: RTMA added its voice this
week to clamor to let excess profits tax expire June 30,
with letter from retiring pres. A. D. Plamondon to House
Ways & Means Committee Chairman Reed (R-N. Y.) declaring “the experience of our industry under the present
excess profits tax shows it to be greatly discriminatory.”
Supporting and amplifying earlier testimony of Walter E. Ditmars, president of Gray Mfg. Co. as to its effect
on small postwar-born companies (Vol. 9:23), Plamondon’s
about 72% of TV-radio-electronics
manufacturers have fewer than 500 employes that as re-

letter pointed out that

;

sult of its recent development, industry was forced to bear
overall tax rate of 60.7% last year, compared to 54.5%

for all manufacturing concerns.

TV’s normal growth pattern was “throttled” by FCC
Plamondon wrote, and “on top of this artificial restriction of the scope of the market for sets, the ban on
color TV curtailed the replacement market in established
freeze,

reception areas.”

RTMA

letter said

TV

manufacturers haven’t bene-

much from “growth formula” under

fited

excess profits tax

companies could not meet the rigid
qualification provisions since their growth did not occur

because:

Many

(1)

(2) Use of any past
excess profits tax liability

specifically as required in formula.

period as base for measuring
particularly penalizes youthful industries.
Fate of Administration’s bill to extend tax for 6
months appeared to hinge on its ability to heal growing

with House Speaker Martin (R-Mass.)
pass, as opposed to Reed’s contention
Time was crucial, with only little more

rift in its ranks,

bill will

predicting
it

will expire.

than week

go before expiration date.

to

*

*

*

*

TV-radio-phono makers showed average profit of 60%
more in first quarter than corresponding period year ago,
well above average national industrial earnings gain of
9%, according to New York Times survey of 585 manufacturing concerns. The unidentified 14 companies in TV-

radio-records category showed profit of $29,609,000, up
from $18,522,000 year ago— all but one company showing
Thirteen manufacturers of electrical supplies and
gain.
equipment showed increase of 37% ($66,790,000 vs. $48,866,000) which survey attributed largely to GE’s 59%

Home

gain.

appliances (12 companies) gained

40%

($10,-

580,000 vs. $7,583,000).

TV

reports net profit of $691,658 (62$ a share)
on sales of $50,606,082 in fiscal year ended March 31 compared to $898,004 (80V2 $) on $33,276,351 in preceding
pres. Earl W. Muntz attributing lower earnfiscal year

Muntz

—

ings to non-recurring expenditures in connection with acquisition of new plant facilities and opening of new branch
He said, in annual report, that 25 branch stores
stores.

were opened during year, bringing
total of 175,140

TV

sets

total outlets to 61.

was produced, compared

A

to 118,-

653 manufactured in preceding year.
Dividends: American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, 25$ payable July 20 to stockholders of record June
26; General Instrument Co., 25$ July 15 to holders July 2;
Davega Stores, 15$ July 1 to holders June 22; Motorola,

37^^

July 15 to holders June 30; Aircraft Radio, 10$ Aug.

15 to holders July 24; Audio Devices, 3$ June 30 to holders

June

22.

Oak Mfg.

Co. sales for first quarter totaled $5,384,243,
(76$ a share), vs. $3,905,525 and

net income $397,578

$286,770 (55$) same quarter last year.

Sightmaster Corp. reports net profit of $71,393 on

months to April 30 vs. net
same period year ago.

sales of $682,875 for 7

$6000 on $251,000

in

loss of

Most TV owners would willingly pay to see top sports
events on subscription TV, but not on theatre TV. That
was one conclusion drawn from ninth “Tele-Census” conCities used
ducted by Woodbury College, Los Angeles.
for survey Los Angeles, San Francisco, Salt Lake City,

Ames,

la.

—
—showed

vei~y

few

differences

significant

in

answers to survey questions. In Los Angeles, 54.8% said
they would pay $1 per game to see World Series on TV
if not otherwise available, but only 10% said they’d pay
to see game at theatre if not available on home TV. Only
8.8% would pay $1 to see championship fights on theatre
TV, while 60.7% said they’d pay $1 to see first quality
movie on home TV. Some 60.7% said they’d rather pay
$1 for home subscription TV than for theatre TV, while
Other survey questions
4.5% preferred theatre TV.
showed: (1) 15.5% are attending more movies today than
year ago. Of these, 50% gave “better pictures” as reason, 15.2% “poor TV programs,” 2.6% “lower prices.”
39.7% found TV commercials “irritating,” 25.4%
(2)
“dull,” 11.6% “interesting,” 15.8% “entertaining.”
(3)
More than 85% favored educational courses via TV, their
favorite subjects being history, psychology, and music, in
that order. More than half said they’d pay 25$ a week
via subscription

TV

to learn such subjects.

How much

does a theatre-TV hookup cost? Some interesting examples are given in new booklet, Closed Circuit Television, just issued by Closed Circuit Television
Co. 20 E. 53rd St., New York (Harold Azine, pres.), which
specializes in arranging theatre-TV hookups for business
meetings, sales conventions, etc. Booklet gives these cost
estimates for circuit of theatres in 23 big cities with total
seating capacity of 63,350 including theatre and long
lines rental, studio & production, technical coordination and
2-way communication (so that members of audience may
ask questions) one hour program, $48,240 (76$ per seat)
2 hours, $56,580 (89$); 3 hours, $64,740 ($1.02).
Note:
Our upcoming TV Factbook No. 17, due off the presses
next month, will list all theatre-TV installations together
with pertinent information about theatre-TV producers

—

:

;

and syndicators.

Roundup on community antennas,
13 Editor

&

lead story in June
Publisher, concludes newspapers have every-

when community systems come to town.
Key paragraph “System promoters don’t stress one point

thing to gain

:

in

newspaper relationships, but they count on publishers

seeing the obvious: to wit, if local reception of TV programs from afar is good at a reasonable cost, there is not
such pressure of public demand for local station service.
Hence, local advertising dollars which would be tapped to
support the community outlet remains available for newspaper space.” Article also points out that community sys-

tems have sold about $30,000,000 worth of TV sets and
that newspaper advertising got healthy cut.
June 17
New York Journal of Commerce also devoted considerable
space to subject.

Musing over pay-as-you-look TV in June 14 New York
Times, TV-radio editor Jack Gould concludes: “Despite
all its immediate headaches and problems, subscription TV
seems well worth a try. The FCC should not wait too
long before looking into the whole matter because boxoffice TV conceivably could solve many economic and
qualitative problems in programming.”
But, he says to
Commission: “Please, fellas, don’t say we’ve got to pay
and still listen to the commercials.” This week, Skiatron
finally got permission of 3 film producers
MGM, RKO,
Disney—to use some of their old features during last
lew days of 9-day demonstration of its Subscriber-Vision
ending June 17 (Vol. 9:24).

—

Kemtron Laboratories Inc., Salem, Mass.,
new plant at Newburyport, Mass.

parts, buys

electronics

——
14

Who

will

fill

FCC

vacancy being created by retire-

ment of Comr. Paul A. Walker, was subject of usual
“guessing game” this week as the venerable Mr. Walker,
who served for 19 years, was honored by NARTB board,
newsmen and others at luncheon June 19. Political sources
anything definite but here’s the current
speculative crop of candidates for the Republican vacancy:
Charles Garland, gen. mgr. of Gene Autry’s KOOL,

aren’t saying

Phoenix, who came to Washington again this week to
confer with GOP bigwigs; Robert J. Dean, pres., KOTA,
Rapid City, S. D., said to be backed by S. D. Sen. Case;
Glenn D. Gillett, retired consulting engineer, who lives in
Virginia, and is an avowed candidate; Julius N. Cahn,
youthful aide to Wisconsin Sen. Wiley and a 1942 graduate of X. Y. City College; Ralph A. Winter, of the Ohio
Public Utilities Commission, ex-state senator; Lt. Col.
Wm. B. Campbell, a communications officer in the Defense Dept. More names are sure to be “mentioned” until President Eisenhower makes choice. Meanwhile, there’s
speculation also about FCC gen. counselship recently vacated by Ben Cottone.
Mentioned, in addition to FCC
staffers, are Ray Donaldson, ex-RTMA counsel and now
staff director of Sen. Capehart’s Banking & Currency
Committee; Robert L’Heureux, chief counsel of Sen.
Tobey’s Commerce Committee and longtime Tobey aide;
Stephen McMahon, ex-ECA asst. gen. counsel, now practicing in Washington and said to have strong Pennsylvania backing.

A
backed by preponderance of industry (Vol. 9:6-7), was pursued further by
NARTB board during meeting in Washington this week.
It decided to enlarge 3-man TV Circulation Study Committee to gather more information from networks, research organizations, advertisers, agencies; also voted to
form a committee to study organizational setup needed to
provide set circulation figures on regular basis. Committee studying project comprises: Campbell Arnoux, WTARTV, Norfolk, chairman; Clair McCollough, WGAL-TV,
Other
Lancaster; Kenneth Carter, WAAM, Baltimore.
board actions: (1) Objected to S. 1396 which would restrict baseball coverage.
(2) Authorized formation of
Public Events Committee to combat discrimination against
coverage of news events. (3) Adopted uniform tower insurance plan, details going to members in 2 weeks.
(4)
Started study of uniform policy on libel, slander and liability.
(5) Picked Chicago and week of May 23, 1954 for
next annual convention and tentatively decided on Washington for 1955, Chicago for 1956 & 1957.
reliable sets-in-use formula,

Mock TV hearing

conference, to be conducted June
Federal Communications Bar Assn. (Vol.
FCC lawyers acting as
9:23), will feature cute switch

29 by

FCC and

—

counsel for hypothetical applicants, FCBA members performing as FCC examiner and Broadcast Bureau counDramatis personae: examiner, Henry G. Fischer;
sel.
counsel for applicants, Frederick W. Ford, Benito Gaguine,

Paglin; counsel for Broadcast Bureau, Wm. J. DempMythical applicants are Alpha TV Co., Bravo Bcstg.
Co., Coca TV Co., competing for Ch. 4 in Metropolis.
Session is set for 7:30 in Hearing Room A, ICC Bldg.
A repeat is scheduled for convention of the American
Bar Association in Boston Aug. 24. E. Blythe Stason,

Max
sey.

dean of
for

U

ABA,

of Michigan law school, handling arrangements
so enthusiastic about idea that he’s thinking

is

of filming conference for showings at law schools, etc.

TV

hater Arthur Anderson, to
prevent his wrecking TV set, was obtained this week from
Chicago circuit court Judge Charles I. Fleming by Anderson’s wife Ruby. She told court he dislikes TV so much
that he has already ruined 2 sets bought with her own
money. She’s suing for separate maintenance.
Injunction

against

Jurisdictional war in Hollywood between talent unions
threatens to spread east.
American Federation of TVRadio Artists (AFTRA) has decreed that all members of
American Federation of Musicians (AFM) who perform
on TV as m.c.’s, singers or dancers must join AFTRA
but
boss James Petrillo has banned all
members from joining AFTRA. Already AFTRA has pulled
its members out of at least one local show on which AFM
members perform m.e. and singing chores. Meanwhile,
newly formed Television Writers of American won NLRB
election, 165-140, from combined Authors League of America & Screen Writers Guild for bargaining rights for
writers employed on live TV network shows by ABC, CBS

AFM

AFM

& NBC.
Three applications filed with FCC this week, together
with 7 dismissals, bring total pending to 606. New applications were for Boston, Ch. 5, by 3 stockholders in

WWLP

WWLP

(TV), Springfield, Mass., headed by
F. Fitzgerald; Tulsa, Ch. 2, 50% by John

pres.

James

C. Mullins,

who

once held controlling interest in Phoenix’s KPHO-TV &
KPHO, and 50% by oilman John E. Mabee; Hot Springs,
Ark., Ch. 9, by local Sentinel Record and New Era. [For
further details about these applications, see TV Addenda
16-X herewith; for complete listings of all post-freeze

new

grants,
see

stations, applications, deletions, hearings, etc.,

TV Factbook No. 16 with Addenda to date.]
NBC affiliates signing “color clause” now total

42 with
addition of following 13 to previous 29 (Vol. 9:22-23):
KFEL-TV, Denver; WFAA-TV, Dallas; KTSM-TV, El

Paso;

WOOD-TV, Grand

WSB-TV,

Rapids;

WEEU-TV,

Reading;

KSD-TV, St. Louis; KOTV, Tulsa;
WDAF-TV, Kansas City; ALA-TV, Mobile; KTBC-TV,

iates

W

WBTV,

WBRC-TV, Birmingham. An
spokesman this week also stated: “All of our affilare remaining with us and we are now in the process

Austin;

NBC

Atlanta;

Charlotte;

writing contracts, including one with WHAM-TV,
Rochester, which is definitely staying with us despite
rumors to the contrary.”

of

Strike

against

WDAF-TV & WDAF,

Kansas

City,

ended June 19 with signing of 18-month contract with
AFTRA, though terms haven’t been disclosed. Effects of
28-day walkout and blackout over fee plan for announcers
(Vol. 9:22) were widespread, according to press reports
radio stations, night clubs and theatres experiencing increases in patronage, and hastening conversion of sets to
receive city’s new uhf KCTY. It was difficult to attribute
it all to strike, however, since nearly all businessmen
quoted admitted unusually hot weather forced a great
number to seek entertainment outdoors or in air-conditioned establishments.

Lewis Allen Weiss, 60, ex-president of Don Lee and
chairman of MBS board, a veteran of 25 years in radio,
shot and killed himself June 16 at his home in Beverly
He had been suffering from high blood presHills, Cal.
sure and progressive muscular atrophy. He headed Don
Lee until the Thomas Lee estate sold it in 1949, and at
one time his $140,000 salary was said to be the highest
In 1951 he served as
of any executive in broadcasting.
NPA chief of office of civilian requirements and last year
he was a candidate for the FCC. He is survived by his
widow and a daughter, Mrs. Patricia Armitage, wife of
a State Dept, official.
Orrin E. Dunlap, 92, father of the RCA adv. & puband for 70 years New York Times correspondent
in Niaraga Falls, N. Y., died June 14 at his home there.
He was the “grand old man” of journalism in the Niagara
Falls area, covered some of its greatest stories, was once
editor of the Niagara Falls Gazette and News. His avocation was TV and radio, of which he was a keen student.
licity v.p.
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RCA-NBC FILE FOR COLOR, NTSC DUE IN MONTH: Salient fact to bear in mind about color
TV situation, now that RCA-NBC have filed with FCC (on June 25) their petition for
approval of compatible system, is that a ll responsible elements of industry agree
on same system
Or, to put it another way, no one claims to have something better.
.

Since NTSC expects to file its petition in about a month, specifying same
system, the matter will be entirely up to FCC.
Then, regardless what flaws, if any.
Commission finds in system, it can scarcely withhold approval because :
(1) Compatible system offers sole prospect for color.
(2) Set-owning public has everything
to gain, nothing to lose, because of system's compatibility.
Some companies aren’t particularly pleased that RCA chose to file alone,
asking approval of "The RCA Color Television System" without waiting for rest of
NTSC
but it's not because of any disagreement on technical standards.
Patents
pride prestige commercial advantage
all are involved.

—
,

—

,

,

—

But these are of little or no concern to FCC in choosing a system
as it
said in its color decision of 1950 (for full text, see Special Color Report, Oct. 2,
Therefore, these matters aren't likely to confuse or delay the hearing.
1950).
*

*

*

*

—

RCA really threw the book at Commission
697 pages, carefully printed on
heavy, glossy paper, weight 354 lbs.
Every conceivable document is included, down
to verbatim reprint of color program scripts.

Nothing startling is stated as far as we've been able to discern in the
limited time for study.
Basically, RCA says system is right and ripe has approval
of whole industry, RCA & NBC have specific plans for bringing it to public, CBS's
incompatible system is "sterile"
so let's go.
FCC's famous 7 criteria for a satisfactory color system, stated in its 1951
decision, are taken up point-by-point by v. p. -technical director Dr. C. B. Jolliffe.
He states that current receiving and transSystem meets all of them, he says.
mitting apparatus sometimes produces such things as m inor misregistration but he
emphasizes that these are temporary, not inherent in system. Color is slightly more
susceptible to some types of interference, but not significantly so, he says.
,

,

—

,

*

*

*

*

Commissioners were busy v/ith other matters for balance of week after petiSome of staff had leafed
tion arrived Thursday a.m., therefore hadn't studied it.
Washington demonstrations.
through it, and all had questions about one factor
Petition asks waiver of requirement that system be demonstrated in WashingFCC had stated on July 11, 1951, when it held door open to
ton as part of hearing,
compatible color, that system must be shown in Washington
As recently as a few
weeks ago, this requirement was reiterated by some at Commission (Vol. 9:21).

—

.
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RCA gives 3 reasons to justify waiver
(1) No Washington studios are now
equipped for color; moving would entail delay and expense.
(2) Vagaries of network
facilities, over which RCA has no control, may affect quality of picture; furthermore, regular network transmissions would be expensive and disrupt commercial schedules.
(4) NBC is now in throes of modifying equipment of WNBW, Washington, making
power-height increases, and color can't be shown at best under those conditions.
Further explanation is needed some at Commission feel.
They concede that
If there are vagaries in networking,
RCA has some good arguments, but they ask
shouldn't FCC know about them? If it's difficult to equip a station for color,
isn't that important? As for expense, wouldn't the cost of Washington demonstrations
be insignificant compared to the millions RCA has already spent on color?
;

,

:

*

*

*

Coincident with filing petition RCA chairman David Sarnoff stated company
will have spent $25,000,000 on color development by year's end, and stands ready to
Beside the hundreds of RCA
spend up to $15,000,000 more in first commercial year.
engineers on project, NBC has 100 programming personnel on colo r, he said.
,

Production of all necessary receiving and transmitting equipm ent will get
Some 2000 tri-c olo r tubes
under way immediately after FCC approval, petition says.
after
6-9
months
decision.
If
monthly
decision comes by end of
could be produced
summer, c olor receivers will begin to come off the line next sp ring (see story on
Transmitting equipment for more stations would become available early next
p. 3).
year, RCA promises (see story on p. 10).
Petition is replete with technical detail including reprints of papers
written by RCA engineers for technical journals. Many surveys of public reactio n
to color and compatible black-&-white rendition of color signals are included, conSurveys show, of
ducted by George Gallup's Opinion Research Corp. Princeton.
of
approval
picture
quality.
overwhelming
course,
,

,

*

$

*

*

Reaction of RCA's NTSC colleague s was limited, publicly. Chairman Dr. W.R.G.
Baker said that June 24 meeting of full committee cleared up last two problems
gamma standards and amateur interference. He expect s f i nal approval at July 21
He said it will then
meeting, filing of petition with FCC a few days thereafter.
take 30-45 days to file voluminous panel reports.
Dr. Baker believes they
If there are any dissents from NTSC's final report
As for signal specifications themselves, he expects only very
will be very minor
slight changes in figures, though wording and arrangement may differ considerably
from last document (text of which we published Feb. 14 as Supplement No. 75-A). RCA
officials say they expect to endorse NTSC's final report without difficulty.
The re's plenty of c o ntroversy over who contributed what to the system.
RCA
feels system is almost entirely its own development, giving credit only to H azeltine
Some NTSC members feel that RCA is deliberfor "constant-luminance" contribution.
ately ignoring major contributions by others.
This may we l l presage long and bitter court fight over patents the opening
gun of which was fired recently by GE (Vol. 9:24), of which Dr. Baker is a v.p. At
this stage of game, however, all major principals vow patents won't be brought i nto
which will be conducted "on paper " if majority of industry and of the
FCC hearing
Commission itself get their way.

—

.

.

,

—

*

*

*

*

As far as C o ngress is concern ed, way is compl etely clear for adoption of
RCA's careful plans for showing color to Senate Commerce Committee
the new system.
Only one Senator
but the
June 22 were disrupted by urgent vote on Senate floor.
showed up with his wife and with wives of several other
main prize, Chairman Tobey
Big contingent of RCA-NBC brass attended.
Senators, plus Senatorial assistants.

—

—

Tobey, deeply impressed declared he'd witnessed "a marvelous develI'm very much enthused over it ." Mrs. Tobey remarked: "It's perfect now.
opment
It doesn't need perfecting." Sen. Tobey was in mellow mood, congratulated Gen. Sarnoff on his contributions through the years "after rising from humble beginnings."
Sen.

—

,

a

Tobey's long-time assistant Robert L'Heure ux, now committee chief counsel,
couldn't repress himself, saying: " It's marvelous
It's ready for the public right
now.
They say it will improve, but even without a single improvement it's ready."
Prime Senatorial color booste r, Colorado's Sen. Johnson who once seemed to
consider RCA arch villain delaying color, had this to say about petition:
"
I'm pleased as a little boy with a red wagon on Christmas morning.
I'm
sure it's the forerunner of compatible color at an early date.
I don't think the
FCC ought to wait very long for anyone now.
There may be some professional jealousies, but I don't foresee any fights out in the open.
I'm no expert on patents
but as I read the petition, everyone can use the system
I don't think a battle
over patents should delay things."
.

,

,

.

COLOR TV RECEIVER PLANS-RCA ESTIMATES: RCA's plans for color receiver production
Included was hiswere reiterated and amplified in its petition (see story above).
3-kinescope
set
with
108 receiving
first
tory of color receiver development from
tube.
tubes to today's 35-tube set employing tri-color
First sets will sell for $800-$1000 employ 16- in. envelope, tune vhf-uhf,
according to RCA document. Picture size will be equivalent of that produced by
Included was full descrip14-in. tube because of space occupied by mask assembly.
tion of color Model No. 4, prototype of first commercial sets to be produced.
Dr. C. B. Jolliffe
v.p. -technical director, said that though initial price
appears high, it compares favorably with price of black-&-white sets when introduced
in 1939 .
He pointed out that 12-in. set then sold for $650
When adjusted to BLS
Index jump from 99.4 then to 188.8 now, price would be $1050.
Though tri-color tubes will cost manufacturers $175-$200 initially, Dr.
Jolliffe stated prices can be expected to drop just as they did for black-&-white
(see p. 10).
He said it's too early to estimate cost of tri-color tubes larger
than 16-in. Like RCA Labs v.p. Dr. Elmer Engstrom, Dr. Jolliffe is more optimistic
He cited Dr. Engstrom' s Conthan some other manufacturers about eventual prices.
gressional testimony that color sets may cost 50% more than black-&-white when mass
production starts, then eventually come down to 25% more (Vol. 9:13).
estimates of other manufacturers, see Vol. 9:19,22,24.]
f For
Dr. Jolliffe reported sales of 477 sample tri-color tubes to 177 companies.
Initial pilot production will be about 2000 monthly 6-9 months after FCC decision,
but production could expand to use black-&-white facilities at Lancaster plant.
,

,

.

,

CPs INCLUDE KANSAS CITY SHARED-TIME: Eight CPs
3 of them via final decisi ons,
and an initial decision comprised FCC's output this week. Included were shared-time
grants on Ch. 9 in Kansas City to KMBC & WH B .
The two decided to call off vigorous
fight for channel, settle for half each. FCC also moved fast in proposing the first
changes to allocation plan since one-year moratorium on changes ran out on June 2.
Proposals are based on requests which have been uncontested.
For list, see p. 9
and Addenda 16-Y herewith.
This week's CPs :
8

,

Via routine grants
New Haven, Conn ., WELI, Ch. 59; Kansas City KMBC &
9 (shared); Marshall, Tex ., Marshall TV Corp.
Ch. 16; Beckley, W. V .,
Appalachian Television Corp.
Ch. 21.
Via final decisions after contestants dropped out: Sacramento, Cal .. John
Poole, Ch. 46; Savannah, Ga
WTOC, Ch. 11; Le banon, Pa ., WLBR Ch. 15.
Non-AM grantees in Marshall and Beckle y are both owned by same New York
group, with broker Albin J. May as president and attorney George Becker as largest
single stockholder (22%).
Pioneer uhf enthusiast John Poole also holds CP for uhf
KPIK (Ch. 22) due on air in Los Angeles soon, is uhf applicant for Fresno.
Favored in initial decision was WTTM, Trenton, N.J ., for Ch. 41, after competing WBUD, Morrisville, N. J.
dropped out (Vol. 9:24).
:

WHB,

.

Ch.

,

,

,

.

,

,

,

*

*

*

*

Kansas City grants second vhf there within month, signals race between
rival new enterprisers to get on air.
KCMO-TV (Ch. 5), granted June 3, has set
Oct. 1 target date
deliberately conservative because of current local building
,

,

4

—

trades strike.
WHB & KMBC are aiming for "Sept. 1 or earlier"
with DuMont 5-kw
transmitter and RCA 6-bay turnstile already available for interim installation atop
499-ft. Power & Light Bldg, downtown.
Joint $500, 000 enterprise plans 1079-ft.
tower next spring at 23rd & Topping Sts.
KMBC-TV pres. Arthur Church and WHB-TV
pres. Don Davis were in New York day of grant to sign on basic CBS-TV.
Empire Coil's new uhf KCTY (Ch. 25) in Kansas City is working feverishly,
meanwhile, to build up sizeable uhf audience (Vol. 9:25) before new vhf stations
come on to supplement city's sole pre-freeze station WDAF-TV.
details about grantees see TV Factbook No. 16 with Addenda to date.]
[ For
,

MORE STATIONS UNDER WAY, TOTAL NOW 194: This week's crop of new starters, all vhf
added some brand new coverage areas to TV's "circulation" and brought log of operatLatest to begin testing:
ing stations to 194 -- of which 153 are vhf, 41 uhf.
KTXL-TV, San Angelo, Tex (Ch. 8) turned on first patterns June 26-27, plans
to go commercial from July 6.
Transmitter is DuMont, network CBS-TV, rep is Taylor.
Armistead Rust, a rancher, mayor of town, is station president, Walton Foster mgr.
Ch. 3 grantee KGKL-TV in same town recently relinquished its CP (Vol. 9:14).
KTVH, Hutchinson, Kan
(Ch. 12) began testing RCA transmitter June 22. It's
located halfway between Hutchinson and Wichita, 41 mi. apart reports good results
over 75 mi.
Ownership is interlocking with KFBI, Wichita (AM). Station starts with
CBS-TV affiliation, $400 base rate. Howard 0. Peterson is mgr. H-R Television is rep.
KFXD-TV, Nampa, Ida
(Ch. 6), with transmitter only 8 mi. north of Boise,
this week was continuing about 5 hours of test patterns daily that began June 18, is
having beaten KIDO-TV
to go commercial between July 1-15. It's Boise area's first
(Ch. 7) to the start; KIDO-TV is promised first week in July, KTVI (Ch. 9) not until
spring of 1954. KFXD-TV is using first transmitter made by Gates Radio, 500 watts.
Manager is Edward Hurt, rep is Hollingbery.
(Ch. 5) has been testing on dummy load, awaiting some
KCSJ-TV, Pueblo, Colo
It will get
parts, was all set for on-air tests at week's end with RCA equipment.
NBC-TV service, is owned-&-managed by Douglas Kahle, represented by Avery-Knodel. It
is city's second, KDZA-TV (Ch. 3) having started last March (Vol. 9:12); area also
has had service from nearby KKTV, Colorado Springs (Ch. 11) since last December.
(Ch. 9), located 55 mi. northwest of Atlanta, got going
WROM-TV, Rome, Ga
on irregular schedule of DuMont equipment tests June 15, plans regular programming
by July 1, reports "service area in excess of predictions" and signals as far away
Ed McKay is mgr.. Weed is rep.
It has no network.
as Montgomery, Ala., 185 mi.
Note: Honolulu's KONA (Ch. 11), silent since March 12 pending FCC approval
of transfer (Vol. 9:11,23) on June 24 resumed schedule under new ownership, with NBC
affiliation and NBC Spot Sales as national rep. Chairman of new company taking over
president is John Keating,
is Lorrin Thurston, publisher, Honolulu Advertiser (KGU)
Thurston owns 50%, Keating-McCaw 50%; latter must sell KPOA.
v.p. J. Elroy McCaw.
5
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ROANOKE UHF STATION TO THROW IN SPONGE:

Word that Roanoke's WROV-TV (Ch. 27) is
in financial trouble reached FCC ears this week, causing deep concern
not because
"uhf can't do the job," as station suggests, but because of the serious effect the
news itself may have on the position of uhf.
There's considerable fear that this first failure may dampen the enthusiasm
grantees
and applicants, and increase reluctance of advertisers and networks
of uhf
especially in cities also served by vhf.
to accept uhf stations

—

—

Actually, lack of network commercial programming and national spot probably
were biggest contributing factors in WROV-TV' s decision that it couldn't continue in
Roanoke's other station, vhf WSLS-TV (Ch. 10), preceding it on air by about
uhf.
WROV-TV is ABC affiliate,
2 months (Vol. 9:12), is affiliated with CBS, NBC & DuAfcnt
went on the air last February as first uhf station in a city which already had vhf.
WROV-TV this week applied for Roanoke's vhf Ch. 7 at same time petitioned
Commission to waive rules and permit it to continue uhf operations "as long as the
resources of the corporation will permit or until a CP is issued to any applicant
for Ch. 7 " If FCC denies request, the station said it " will surrender its CP for
Ch. 27 in order that its application for Ch. 7 may be considered."
.

,

.

5

WROV was applicant for Ch. 7 once before
But after freeze, when confict
Now it once again seeks
arose for 7, it switched to Ch. 27 received early grant.
to get in running for Ch. 7, contested by local newspaper-owned WDBJ and by Polan
WLTV, Wheeling).
Industries (holding CPs for WUTV, Youngstown; WPTV, Ashland, Ky.
network
revenue,
virtually
lack
of
Petition tells bitter story of complete
l
for
first 3
Station's
o
ss
no national spot and rapidly dwindling local accounts.
months totaled $11,476.
This doesn't compare with the tremendous losses incurred by vhf pioneers in
And some other uhf stations are
1947 & 1948, TV old-timers are quick to point out.
operating right now with greater losses
but their financial structure and outlook
are such that they feel they can hold out until accepted by public and advertisers.
.

,

;

—
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There are now 41 uhf stations on the ai r
many operating quite successfully, one of them (first and only outlet yet in Portland, Ore.) well up in earning
brackets.
And another uhf in a city without vhf, showed $16,900 net profit for its
first full month of operation, including provision for depreciation, payments on its
equipment, etc. Even in tight Harrisburg mgr. A. K. Redmond of WHP-TV, on air only
since April, reports that Ch. 55 station will achieve break-even by Sept. 1.
,

And electronics industry is fast surmounting the technical obstacles of uhf
much faster than it conquered early barriers to vhf transmission and reception.
The big problem for most uhf operators in vhf-served communities is " sticking it out "
until most existing sets are converted and uhf becomes a regular viewing habit. But
it's not unreasonable to expect distress among a few more uhf operators in vhf-served
communities before uhf gets "over the hump."
It's evident that "upstairs TV" is here to stay if nationwide competitive
service is to be had (see FCC Comr. Sterling's letter on p. 11).
Wherever uhf cannot supply new and needed program service there's no incentive to convert sets
and there's where you can look for trouble.

—

,

—

T

T

T
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In WROV-TV's case, city was flooded with vhf-only receivers just 2 scant
months before uhf station went on air. With vhf station providing top network programs, there was no incentive to convert
Roanoke station's petition dwells at some
length on uhf's transmission problems; nevertheless, other uhf stations are providing good coverage in terrain just as rugged.
WROV-TV's balance sheet shows this 3-month picture: March
income $6629,
expenses $9068, loss $2239. April
income $4771, expenses $8731, loss $3560. May
income $3970, expenses $9247, loss $5278.
Total loss
Of the income
$11,476
received by station in 3 months, pres. Leo F. Henebry said in petition: " None was
from a network and approximately 5% from national spot advertisers.
Approximately
of
the
revenue
came
from
approximately
70
local advertisers, only 10 of which
95%
remain as WROV-TV sponsors,"
.

—

—

—

—

.

Accounts receivable were listed as $33,957, liabilities $188,614, fixed
sets $260,000 (including AM). Company had earned surplus of $89,893 to Jan. 1.
income for 1951 was $24,091; for 1952 it was $18,502.
RCA 1-kw uhf transmitter
associated equipment cost $92,336 it proposes to sell it for "$75,000 or more"
help finance vhf equipment
if it gets grant.

asNet
an d

;

to

WROV-TV's tribulations are told in letter to FCC from Henebry, in which he
said station's efforts to obtain public acceptance resulted in some 50% conversion
in the immediate Roanoke area.
And he added:
"

Although income was nearly adequate when the station went on the air to
balance expenses, in a matter of a few weeks income began to drop and since has
dropped consistently due to the limited and poor reception of uhf Ch. 27 in the
mountainous Roanoke area compared with the competitive vhf Ch. 10."
Published figures show over 80,000 vhf sets in a wide area covered by Ch.
10 in Roanoke [from much higher transmitter site] against less than 20,000 uhf sets
Indifference of some set manufacturers distributors, dealers,
in a limited area.
service people and the general public toward a uhf station with relatively poor pic"

,

6

tures in a city and area served by a vhf station with excellent pictures from 3 national networks along with a substantial list of national, regional and local advertisers who are attracted by the large audience sustained by the vhf station's superior coverage and pictures, indicates that uhf is not acceptable nor financially
feasible in a city where vhf service is available
.

"T he fact that a station operates on uhf appears to preclude its obtaining
In
the best network programs where vhf facilities are or will become available.
purchasing film programs for a uhf station, the same rates are charged as for vhf,

disadvantages notwithstanding."
FCC RIOS ITSELF OF THEATRE-TV PROBLEM: Everyb ody is now nicely off the hook on the
once-thorny question of theatre TV.
This week's FCC decision relieves commissioners of having to go through more
weeks of lengthy hearings
at least, for some time.
And it lets theatre folk say
"we got what we wanted", although it was a far cry from what they originally asked.
Not long ago theatre TV was movie industry's prize baby
"the answer to
home TV". Now filmdom's attention, funds and hopes are being lavished on the newborn twins, 3-D and wide-screen, and theatre TV is off in the corner sucking its
thumb and all but forgotten, for the moment anyway.
There may some day be revival of interest in theatre-TV
but in the last 6
months the number of TV-equipped theatres has increased by exactly 3 . Apparently
the theatres are now spending their money on adapting screens and projectors to the
new-type films.
(We'll carry complete and up-to-date list of all theatre-TV installations in our forthcoming TV Factbook No. 17.)

—

—

—

*

*

*

Commission ruled that theatre-TV transmission qualifies as a common carrier
service, and any theatre-TV licensee would be a " specialized common carrier " (FCC
Notice 53-767, Mimeo 89717). As to other questions involved, it said in effect,
"we'll wait till somebody applies."
Commission felt there was no need to pass on
merits of theatre TV in general.
"We recognize it as an existing service which will
continue to expand or not depending upon public acceptance and support," it said.
Theatre-TV people were forced to revamp their proposals in midstream. From
late 1949 through early 1953 they were asking for a special band of frequencies all
their own. After several weeks of hearings, FCC suspended proceedings Feb. 9 until
Faced
it could determine "whether further hearings would serve any useful purpose".
with almost certain rejection of their proposals for exclusive frequencies theatre
proponents then petitioned Commission to declare theatre TV eligible as a "limited
or restricted common carrier " (Vol. 9:9).
1

,

They also asked Commission (1) To direct existing common carriers to cooperate in eliminating frequency conflicts.
(2) To order interconnection with existing common carriers where frequency conflicts can't be eliminated.
(3) To direct
common carriers to provide proper wide-band equipment (for high-definition, color
or 3-D TV, if desired) in interconnection cases.
In this week's ruling FCC said it "expects there will be cooperation among
common carriers in resolving frequency conflicts," but added that interconnection
problems will be tackled "if and when they might arise, upon specific petitions".
Although AT&T opposed theatre attorneys' request to classify the service as common
carrier, there are clear indications AT&T won't object to Commission decision.
:

,
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v
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charging majority tacitly agreed that theatre TV is
in public interest, urged completion of hearing to make proponents justify service.
If they actually
Thus gauntlet has been thrown down to the theatre folk.
apply
in
few
should
next
months
to
set up a theatre"got what they wanted", someone
At week's end, we could
TV common carrier
3-D and wide-screen notwithstanding.
learn of no one preparing to make application though it is too soon after decision
If someone does apply, he can expect a
to find out if any plans are in the works.
battle royal from AT&T.
Comr. Hennock dissented

,

—

,

—
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Personal Noies: John K. West, NBC western div. v.p.,
returns to Hollywood immediately after July 10 NBC
board meeting; he has been on duty in New Yoi’k during
absence of pres. Frank White, who returned June 16 from
Geraldine B. Zorbaugh, acting ABC gen. atEurope
Walter
torney, promoted to general counsel June 24
.

.

.

.

.

.

as mgr. of DuMont’s WTTG, Washweek by Leslie G. Arries Jr., asst,
this
succeeded
ington,
program director of the network in N. Y. . . E. P. H.

Compton has resigned

.

(Jimmy) James, ex-Mutual

NBC

and onetime

v.p.

promo-

tion director, appointed coordinator of TV planning for
KVOA-TV, Tucson, Ariz. (Ch. 4), originally planned for
February start but now slated for Sept.; he has been residing in Tucson for last few years due to children’s

gen. mgr. of WNBF-TV &
WNBF, Binghamton, has been taken seriously ill, isn’t
expected to return, and v.p. Cecil D. Mastin has assumed
Thomas E.
his duties; Stanley Heslop now sales mgr.

health

.

.

.

Guy Cunningham,

.

.

.

WEEU-TV & WEEU,

Reading,
R. Hill Carruth,
succeeding James E. Keller, resigned
ex-WBKB, Chicago, and KTTV, Los Angeles, named regional sales mgr. of new KEYT, Santa Barbara, Cal., due
Herbert Rice appointed Mutual v.p. in
on air in July
charge of programs, Julius Seebach continuing in charge
of program operations and production; Bertram Houser
named MBS v.p. in charge of co-op programming

Martin elected exec,

v.p.,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Dave Murray, ex-WDTV, named program mgr. of new
Morton E.
WENS, Pittsburgh (Ch. 16), due in August
.

.

.

WOAI-TV & WOAI,

Grossman, ex-Washington Post, joins
Ken McClure, exSan Antonio, as promotion mgr.
WAYS, Charlotte, named promotion mgr., KROD-TV, El
Edwin H. Ezzes, sales mgr. of Motion Pictures
Paso
John L. Moore, adv. mgr. of
for TV Inc., elected v.p.
Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co., onetime v.p. of WAAT,
Harold B. Day,
Newark, joins BAB under Wm. B. Ryan
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

York, reelected president of Colgate Alumni
Harry L. Smith, ex-Alfred Politz, new chief of
Corp.
research, TV-radio dept., N.W. Ayer, N. Y.; Ira Rothbaum,
Charles Lewin, ex-David D.
ex-RCA, joins copy dept.
Diane
Polon Co., named TV-radio v.p., Rockmore Co.
Fairbrother, ex-KSTP, named TV-radio director, David
William Lauten resigns as NBCInc. Adv., St. Paul
Wm. A. Gildersleeve, exTV business publicity mgr.
WNAC-TV, July 1 joins new WPMT, Portland, Me. (Ch.
Leavitt
53), due on air in August, as program director
Martin
J. Pope named operations mgr., WPIX, N. Y.
L. Henry, ex-Free & Peters controller, opens own firm at
444 Madison Ave., N. Y., specializing in tax & accounting
problems of TV-radio stations.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Overwhelming majority of network
but 23 out of 139 major sponsors
are remaining on air in some form during summer, according to summary in Factuary, published this week by
Executives Radio-TV Service, 2 East Ave., Larchmont,
N. Y. Sponsored network programs remaining on air during summer total 121, with 16 replacements bringing overall total to 137.
Of these, dramas lead with 44, and food
& food products (26) make up largest single category of
Gillette sponsors annual All-Star baseball
sponsors
game at Cincinnati July 14 on NBC-TV for 4th straight
year, thru Maxon Inc.
Avco (Crosley div.) will be alt.
sponsor with Lucky Strike of Your Hit Parade, beginning
in fall, on NBC-TV, Fri. 10:30-11 p.m., thru Benton &
Bowles
Shwayder Bros. (Samsonite luggage) buys
10-min. segment of Show of Shows, beginning in fall, on
James Lees &
NBC-TV, 9-10:30 p.m., thru Grey Adv.
Sons (rugs) renews weekly 3:30-3:45 p.m. segment of
Kate Smith Hour, beginning in fall, on NBC-TV, Mon.Masland Co.
thru-Fri. 3-4 p.m., thru D’Arcy Adv.
(rugs) buys 1:30-1:45 p.m. segment of Garry Moore Show
beginning Sept. 14 on CBS-TV, 1:30-2 p.m., thru Anderson & Cairns
Speidel (watch bands) reported buying
co-sponsorship with Philip Morris of Pentagon Confidential, beginning Aug. 6 on CBS-TV, Thu. 10-10 :30 p.m.,
thru Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles
Schick Co.
(electric razors) reported buying This Is Show Business,
on CBS-TV, Tue. 9-9:30 p.m., thru Kudner
Carter
Products (liver pills) replaces City Hospital with Anyone
Can Win, audience participation quiz, beginning July 14
alt. weeks on CBS-TV, Tue. 9-9:30 p.m., thru Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles
American Tobacco Co.
buys upcoming Danny Thomas 30-min. filmed show from
Hollywood, starting in fall on ABC-TV.
advertisers

.

.
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WABC, New
.

Network Accounts:

TV
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.
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A. Prose Walker, FCC engineer for 13 years, most
recently eastern supervisor of Conelrad, becomes NARTB
engineering mgr. July 20, succeeding Neal McNaughten,
joined RCA (Vol. 9:23).
He has extensive background in TV, AM, FM, Conelrad and international conferences, speaks Spanish and French.
He’s 43, native
Ohioan, graduate of Denison U, took graduate work at
Ohio State, taught physics and mathematics at upstate
New York high schools 1932-40. He’s a widower, with
daughter who is a sophomore at Denison.

Companies contemplating use of theatre TV for business meetings, according to director Victor M. Ratner of
Theatre Network TV’s Tele-Sessions div., writing in MayJune issue of Harvard Business Review: (1) An automobile manufacturer, planning to use theatre TV to bring
“top management” to distributors and dealers simultaneously with special advance showing of new models. (2)
A major appliance company, contemplating 4-hour meeting to introduce new models and advertising plans and to
conduct “training session” for salesmen.
(3) “A major
company, with many thousands of stockholders, is considering telecasting part of its regular annual stockholders’ meeting to theatres in a number of key cities.”
TNT’s most recent project was special closed-circuit telecast in which President Eisenhower, from White House,
addressed 700 guests at dedication ceremonies of Ford
Research & Engineering Center in Dearborn, Mich. Telecast drew kudos from Henry Ford Jr. as “a superb tech-

who

nical accomplishment.”

this

Playwright at FCC is examiner H. Gifford Irion,
whose pageant A Free People will be presented July 4 at
Gunston Hall, 13 mi. from Alexandria, Va. Pageant is
built around life of George Mason, who wrote Virginia Bill
of Rights, predecessor of Declaration of Independence and
Bill of Rights.
Gunston Hall was Mason’s home, is now
maintained as shrine by Virginia. Top producer is Armistead Boothe, delegate to Virginia Assembly from Alex-

Two

away
known

of Chicago radio’s noted old-timers passed

week

—Norman

Ross, 57,

WMAQ

disc jockey

who was an Olympic swimming chamHarry Geise, 53, first announcer
Andy, known as the “Golden Voice of the
for Amos
Midwest” on WMAQ in the ’20s and later on KSTP, who
as “Uncle Normie,”

andria.

pion of the '20s; and

Little

died in Burbank, Cal. June 22.

Mock TV hearing conference, to be conducted Monby FCC and Federal Comunications Bar
Assn. (Vol. 9:25), has sparked so much interest since

V

Uhf

TV

servicemen will be held June 29-30
and July 1-2 at Ames, la. by Iowa State College, which
operates commercial vhf station WOI-TV.
clinics for

Irion has written several plays for Alexandria
Theatre group.

day, June 29

—

pioneer example of all-Govt. efforts to speed administrative proceedings
that it’s being moved to larger room.
Dept, of Commerce Auditorium; it starts 7:30 p.m.

it’s

—

—
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O CATCH UP on

delayed deliveries, caused by 8-week
GE transmitter production
will continue through usual vacation shutdown July 6-20
though broadcast sales mgr. Frank Barnes is taking
3-week vacation to visit mother in Wrangell, Alaska. Besides its vhf orders and shipments reported last week
(Vol. 9:24), GE this week reports July delivery planned
for new Ch. 7 station in Pine Bluff, Ark. (no call letters
yet) and early August for WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg, Va.
(Ch. 3), as well as early July delivery of antenna for
KCMC-TV, Texarkana, Tex. (Ch. 6) which already has
strike at Syracuse plant,

transmitter.

Calendar of upcoming uhf shipments by GE has been
up-dated to include 12-kw in June to WENS, Pittsburgh
12-kw in July to WVEC-TV, Hampton-Norfolk
(Ch. 16)
(Ch. 15) and WILK-TV, Wilkes-Barre (Ch. 34); also, a
100-watter to KETX, Tyler, Tex. (Ch. 19), with 12-kw
In August, also, GE will ship
to go there in August.
12-kw to WKLO-TV, Louisville (Ch. 21); WIFE, Dayton
(Ch. 22); and 1-kw to WPFA-TV, Pensacola (Ch. 15)
;

and KTAG-TV, Lake Charles, La. (Ch. 25).
GE’s September delivery calendar includes

these

WUTV,

Youngstown (Ch. 21); WKJG-TV, Ft.
Wayne (Ch. 33); KTVQ, Oklahoma City (Ch. 25);
KLPR-TV, Oklahoma City (Ch. 19) KACY, Festus, Mo-

12-kw:

;

WCOC-TV, Meridian, Miss. (Ch. 30),
and possibly WBES-TV, Buffalo (Ch. 59). September
1-kw deliveries include KTVE, Longview, Tex. (Ch. 22);
WCOK-TV, Tulare, Cal. (Ch. 27); WMAC-TV, Massillon,
O. (Ch. 23); KQTV, Ft. Dodge, la. (Ch. 21).
st.

Louis (Ch. 14);

RCA

this

week completed

deliveries of

2-kw trans-

KRDO-TV,

Colorado Springs (Ch. 13) and 10-kw
to KIDO-TV, Boise, Ida. (Ch. 7), and during week of June
29 has scheduled 10-kw shipment to WIS-TV, Columbia,

mitter to

(Ch. 10) and 2-kw to KHSL-TV, Chico, Cal. (Ch.
This week, it got uhf jobs off to WTAC-TV, Flint,
Mich. (Ch. 16); WTOB-TV, Winston-Salem, N. C. (Ch.
26); KAFY-TV, Bakersfield, Cal. (Ch. 29); WILS-TV,
Lansing, Mich. (Ch. 54) WKNA-TV, Charleston, W. Va.
(Ch. 49). Week of June 29, it ships uhf to WICS, Springfield, 111. (Ch. 20); WGVL, Greenville, S. C. (Ch. 23);
KEDD, Wichita, Kan. (Ch. 16); WCHA-TV, Chambersburg, Pa. (Ch. 46).
From Federal this week, there was no word of new
orders or shipments; its only news was that transmitter
div. mgr. Martin Silver has resigned, to be succeeded by
Gordon Knight (see Trade Personals).
S.

C.

12).

;

*

*

*

In our continuing survey of

*

upcoming new

stations,

these were the reports received this week:

WFEQ-TV,

Joseph, Mo. (Ch. 2), last reporting
July start (Vol. 9:17), won’t be on the air until August,
has ordered RCA equipment, reports promotion mgr. J.
Ted Branson. Hour rate is $400; Headley-Reed will be rep.
WKAQ-TV, San Juan, P. R. (Ch. 2) has ordered GE
equipment for November delivery and begins test patterns
next January, programming in February, reports owner
Angel Ramos, publisher of El Mundo. Inter-American
Publications Inc. (New York City) will function as rep.
KEYT, Santa Barbara, Cal. (Ch. 3), previously reporting mid-July start (Vol. 9:22), got its RCA transmitter week of June 8, antenna and tower June 18, now plans
July 25 target, reports president & gen. mgr. Colin M.
Selph. Hollingbery will be rep.
K ARK-TV, Little Rock, Ark. (Ch. 4) has contingent
order for RCA equipment and plans to start next January
or February, according to v.p. & gen. mgr. T. K. Barton.
Rep not yet chosen.
KBES-TV, Medford, Ore. (Ch. 5) has GE transmitter
on way, aims at July 15 target, reports v.p. Everett A.
Faber. Blair will be rep.

New

Ch.

grantee for Pine Bluff, Ark., Centralhas GE equipment due in July, plans to
start “latter part of September,” reports John Esau, ad-

South Sales

7

Co.,

ministrative v.p. for principals who control KTUL, Tulsa;
KOMA, Oklahoma City; KFPW, Ft. Smith, Ark. Rep
will be Avery-Knodel.

KZTV, Reno, Nev.
now is

(Ch. 8) has not reported on type
rescheduling announced debut to
mid-September from first reported June date (Vol. 9:4),
according to gen. mgr. Harry Huey. Rep not chosen yet
*
KLAS-TV, Las Vegas, Nev. (Ch. 8), with GE transmitter on the way, plans to begin test patterns “during
the first few days of July,” goes commercial July 20,
reports mgr. Alex Struthers.
Eddie O’Dwyer has been
named commercial mgr.; John Ryken, program director;
Gregg Gelhart, chief engineer. Weed will be rep.

of equipment,

KERO-TV,

Bakersfield, Cal. (Ch. 10) has ordered
equipment, will build atop the 7600-ft. Breckenridge
Mountain, 22 mi. east of city and plans Sept. 26 debut,
reports gen. mgr. Albert E. DeYoung, partner in the
project with Paul R. Bartlett. Station will probably start
later than uhf grantee KAFY-TV (Ch. 29) due on air in
early July. Avery-Knodel will be rep.
KROC-TV, Rochester, Minn. (Ch. 10) has RCA equipment on hand and plans July 2 tests, July 5 commercial
start, according to v.p. G. David Gentling.
Rep will be
Meeker.
WJHL-TV, Johnson City, Tenn. (Ch. 11) plans July
20 test pattern with GE equipment, programming “around
Aug. 1,” reports gen. mgr. W. H. Lancaster Jr. Rep will
be Pearson.
WREX-TV call letters assigned Greater Rockford
Television Inc., Rockford, 111. (Ch. 13), were requested
by grantee in memory of Rex Caster, son of pres, L. E.
Caster, killed in action in France during World War II.
WREX-TV recently ordered DuMont’s first 50-kw transmitter (Vol. 9:23), now plans to change site to intersection of Auburn & Winnebago Rds., west of city, to permit
erection of higher tower, reports gen. mgr. Soren
Munkhof, ex-WOW-TV program director. Starting date
not set as yet; H-R Television will be rep.
KMO-TV, Tacoma, Wash. (Ch. 13) has RCA transmitter due first week in July, began erecting RCA 12-bay
antenna June 22, plans July 15 test patterns and programming Aug. 1, according to owner Carl E. Haymond.
It will be second vhf in Tacoma, KTNT-TV (Ch. 11)
having begun last Feb. 22. Other Haymond grant, KITTV, Yakima (Ch. 23), is scheduled to begin tests Oct. 1,
also with RCA equipment. Branham will be rep for both

RCA

stations.

KRDO-TV,

St.

Colorado Springs (Ch. 13), with RCA
will debut Aug. 1, reports mgr. Joe
Hour rate will be $125; McGillvra will be rep.

equipment on hand,
Rohrer.

*

*

WACA-TV, Camden,
tingent order for

*

*

S. C.

(Ch. 14) has placed conplans test patterns

DuMont equipment,

next January and programming in February, reports v.p.
& gen. mgr. Tom Richards. Former schoolhouse is to be
converted for TV operations by Sept. 1.
Rep not yet
chosen.

WENS,

Pittsburgh (Ch. 16)

still

plans debut in lat-

August (Vol. 9:8) with GE equipment, reports Larry
Israel.
Dave Murray, ex-WDTV and WLW-D, has been
named program manager. Petry will be rep.
ter

KUSC-TV, Los Angeles
educational

KUHT,

TV

(Ch. 28) looks like next
station to take the air (first having been

Houston) but it’s meeting difficulties with county
regarding Mt. Wilson tower structure and
height restrictions and will be delayed to July 15, new test
target date, reports operations mgr. Ivan M. Campbell.
Financed by oil-rich Allen Hancock Foundation, it’s goauthorities

——
9
jng to change call letters so as to be less identified with
of So. California and more with all educational institutions in area, which will participate in its operation.

U

KPIK, Los Angeles (Ch. 22), with GE equipment denow plans September start instead of previously

livered,

announced July (Vol. 9:11), reports owner-chief engineer
John H. Poole. Rep not yet chosen. It will be first uhf
commercial station for Los Angeles, should follow educa-

KUSC-TV by about a month.
WBUF-TV, Buffalo (Ch. 17) last

tional

reported for July

15 debut (Vol. 9:21) now plans August start with DuMont
equipment, reports exec. v.p. Gary L. Cohen. However,

DuMont

isn’t

sure of having transmitter ready by then
Hour rate will be

so delay until Sept. 1-15 is probable.

H-R

$200;

Television will be rep.
Tyler, Tex. (Ch. 19),

KETX,

previously reporting
July 15 date (9:24), has been delayed by weather and now
plans test patterns with GE equipment between July 20Hour rate is $200;
28, reports owner Jacob A. Newborn.
rep not yet chosen.
WIFE, Dayton, O. (Ch. 22) has ordered GE equipment and begun construction of $150,000 building to house
two large studios at 380 W. First St., and has rescheduled
target to Sept. 15 from last-reported August (Vol. 9:8),
Headley-Reed
according to pres. Ronald B. Woodyard.
will be rep.
WGVL, Greenville, S. C. (Ch. 23) with RCA transmitter shipped June 25, has moved up target date to
has signed with
July 15 from Aug. 1 (Vol. 9:15).
ABC & DuMont nets, on Aug. 1 expects to be interconnected by AT&T. Hour rate will be $200. H-R Television will be rep.
WMGT, North Adams, Mass. (Ch. 74) plans to

WGVL

order

GE

transmitter and

RCA

antenna for

fall delivery,

begin construction soon, plans test pattern this fall,
writes gen. mgr. John T. Parsons.
Grantee Greylock
will

Bcstg. Co., controlled by Leon Podolsky, of Sprague Electric

Co., is also applicant for Pittsfield, Mass.,

operates radio

WBRK.

Walker

where

it

will be rep.

WTOB-TV, Winston-Salem, N. C. (Ch. 26), first reporting July 15 or Aug. 1 target (Vol. 9:19), now sets
date “sometime in September,” according to gen. mgr.
John G. Johnson. RCA shipped transmitter June 22. H-R
Television will be rep.

WKNA-TV, Charleston, W. Va. (Ch. 49), with RCA
equipment on order, has set Aug. 1 target in lieu of previous “early

mgr. George

summer” date
Gray.

J.

(Vol. 9:11), according to gen.

Weed

—

authorization to radiate circular pattern 100 kw in all
directions on Ch. 3. It previously had been “pi’otecting”

Columbus with low power to north and south. RCA this
week shipped 25-kw amplifier to WKY-TV, Oklahoma
City; it’s scheduled to ship 10-kw driver next week to
WB AY-TV, Green Bay, Wis. GE reports: June 29 week
35-kw unit to KPIX, San Francisco; 20-kw to WBKB,
Chicago. July 12-kw uhf amplifier to WEEU-TV, Reading; 35-kw units to WMBR-TV, Jacksonville, and KEYL,
San Antonio; 20-kw to WCPO-TV, Cincinnati. August
1-kw uhf units to WLOK-TV, Lima, O. & KRTV, Little
Rock; 35-kw to WJBK-TV, Detroit, and KING-TV, Seattle; 20-kw to KGO-TV, San Francisco.

—

—

Raleigh, N. C. (Ch. 28), last reported as
now plans test patterns July 8
with Federal equipment, according to gen. mgr. Charles
W. Stone. It expects AT&T interconnection for all 4
(Vol. 9:19),

networks by Oct. 1. Avery-Knodel will be rep.
KIMA-TV, Yakima, Wash. (Ch. 29), has GE transmitter on way and plans test patterns “sometime the last
week in June,” reports v.p. Tom C. Bostic. Commercial
debut is set for July 19. Weed will be rep.
WCHA-TV, Chambersburg, Pa. (Ch. 46), last reporting July date (Vol. 9:12), now plans Sept. 15 debut with
RCA equipment scheduled for early July delivery, reports
gen. mgr. John S. Booth. He and pres. C. M. Cassel also
operate WTVE, Elmira, N. Y., which began June 1.
Forjoe is rep for both stations.
KJEO, Fresno, Cal. (Ch. 47) has ordered RCA equipment for late July delivery, will begin test patterns in
September, go commercial Oct. 1, writes sales director
Edgar L. Deatherage. It’s second uhf for Fresno; KMJTV (Ch. 24) began operation last May 26. Hollingbery
will

be rep.

WOSH-TV,

Oshkosh, Wis. (Ch. 48) plans debut week
of July 21, with GE equipment all in hand, reports program director Clark Hogan. Hour rate is $150; Headley-

Reed

will be rep.

WKJF-TV,

Pittsburgh (Ch. 53), last reported for
9:21), has changed to RCA antenna,
expects to be on the air by July 10, according to mgr.
F. G. Raese. Rep has not been announced.
WFIE, Evansville, Ind. (Ch. 62) has ordered RCA
equipment, expects to debut in December, reports pres.
Jesse D. Fine. Rep not yet chosen.
WCAN-TV, Milwaukee (Ch. 25) is scheduled to begin
July 20 with RCA equipment, reports pres. Lou Poller.
Hour rate will be $300 Taylor will be rep. It will be
Milwaukee’s first uhf.
WILK-TV, Wilkes-Barre (Ch. 34), after several
changes in on-air date (Vol. 9:21), has GE equipment
due for June shipment and plans to begin “latter part of
August,” writes managing director Thomas P. Shelburne.
Hour rate will be $250; Avery-Knodel will be rep. City’s
other station WBRE-TV (Ch. 28) began last Dec. 30.

June

latter

(Vol.

;

*

Quebec City Ch.

*

*

*

4 grantee Television de

Quebec Ltee.

has ordered transmitter from DuMont, is reported readying for tests by November, programming by Christmas,
at which time it expects to link via microwave with CBC
U. S. networks. It’s jointly owned by Famous Players
Canadian Corp. with
stations CHRC, CJOC, CKCV.

AM

will be rep.

Channel shifts and power increases: Shift of WBBMTV, Chicago, from Ch. 4 to Ch. 2 was authorized by FCC
this week, and station expects to make it by July 5. Move
of WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee, from Ch. 3 to Ch. 4, interdependent with Chicago shift, is expected by mid-July,
along with hike from 16 to 100 kw; it’s now on equipment
tests.
WLWC, Columbus, is slated to shift from Ch. 3 to
Ch. 4 next week, and Huntington’s WSAZ-TV now has

—

WNAO-TV,

“indefinite”

—

Changes to allocation plan the first proposed by FCC
June 2 (see p. 3): (1) Add Ch. 5 to Lake Placid,

since

N. Y.
(2) Substitute Ch. 73 for Ch. 36 in Harlan, Ky.
(3) Substitute educational Ch. 66 for educational Ch. 26
in Springfield, 111.
(4) Move Ch. 4 from North Platte to
Holdrege, Neb.
(5) Move Ch. 4 from Medford to Roseburg, Ore. (6) Add Ch. 12 to Ada, Okla., substituting Ch.
26 for Ch. 12 in Elk City, Okla. (7) Add Ch. 40 to Anderson, S. C., substituting Ch. 22 for Ch. 40 in Elizabethton,
Tenn. (8) Add Ch. 37 to Melbourne, Fla. Comments on
proposals must be filed by July 20. Three more proposals
for channel changes were filed this week: (1) Add Ch. 10
to Parma, Mich., requested by WKHM, Jackson.
(2) Add
Ch. 6 to High Point, N. C. substitute Ch. 4 for Ch. 6 in
Beckley, W. Va.; substitute Ch. 3 for Ch. 6 in Wilmington,
N. C.; include all West Virginia in Zone I all by WHPE,
;

—

High

Point.

New
towers,

AT&T.

Orleans-Baton Rouge microwave, comprising 3
be completed by next February, reports

will

10 Telecasting Nates: Trend to live shows late evenings,
and away from feature films, is discerned in New York
area by Billboard, noting that m.c. Steve Allen is startthat WOR-TN aling 11 :20-midnight show on WNBT
ready has all-Negro variety show 11 :30-midnight on top
of live musical Inside Times Square, 11-11:30; WABC-T\
has Talk of the Town variety, 11-midnight; WABD has
live Mono-Drama Theatre, 11:10-11:30, and Bill Silbert
Ruppert Beer, which has been
Shoiv, 11 :30-midnight
sponsoring Talk of the Town, is taking 3 nights of Steve
Allen, which is being tried out for possible networking to
NBC-owned stations, while Chockful-o-Nuts will sponsor
Morey Amsterdam’s live variety show on WNBT, Sat.
NBC-TV Stations Planning & Advisory
11: 20-midnight
has virtually been disbanded in favor
(SPAC)
Committee
of affiliates’ independent group (Walter Damm, WTMJTV, chairman) and network expects radio affiliates to
form own group, too; they’re organizing under Robt.
Swezey (WDSU-TV, New Orleans) with view to meetingin Chicago in latter July, then meeting with NBC hier;

.

.

.

-

.

.

.

—

“De-integration” of at least
archy in N. Y. in October
TV and radio sales into entirely separate units, functioning as do the TV and radio divisions of CBS, each of which
.

.

.

has own president, is being urged by many NBC radio
New camera technique,
affiliates, backed by some TV
of 3, makes debut next
work
the
does
camera
one
in which
fall on WOR-TV; program dir. Larry Menkin says single
camera will handle pan shots, dissolves, fades, etc., cutting production costs by one-third or more and improving
Edward Lamb Enterprises, operating WICU,
quality
Erie, and radio WIKK there, and publishing Erie Dispatch,
hires J. Lacey Reynolds, Washington correspondent for
Toledo Blade and Pittsburgh Post-Gazette (Block News.

.

.

.

.

.

Lamb

oppapers) as Washington representative;
erates radio WTOD, Toledo; WHOO, Orlando, Fla., holds
Crosley stations
CP for WMAC-TV, Massillon, 0.
.

.

also

—

.

Oct.

1

.

.

.

WHBF, Rock

Island,

111.,

whose

.

.

TV

counterpart carries ABC, CBS & DuMont shows, July
affiliation from ABC to CBS.
switches

1

AM

3% -in.,

Company now makes
is

soliciting orders for

all

sizes

6% -in.

from %-in.

which

it

to

will pro-

demand warrants. Phelps Dodge is also makingpitch for community antenna systems, reports sales to
International Telemeter. Palm Springs, Cal., and Service
Electric Co., Mahonoy City, Pa. Advantages claimed for
Styroflex for community service are low loss (about half

duce

if

that of

RG

series)

monitor, low frequency phase equalizer, high
frequency phase equalizer, transmitter conversion kit,
demodulator kit $11,500.
Additional standard stock
items, such as power supplies, racks, hardware
$3000.
Recommended test equipment up to $10,000. Thus, total
for color via network only is $14,500-$-24,500. Deliveries
first quarter 1954.
(2) Slides: Slide camera, frequency standard, burst
flag generator, modification for RCA sync generator, colorplexer, tri-color monitor, master monitor with auxiliary
Standard stock items
unit, color bar generator
$29,750.

tri-color

—

—

—

—

—
— $13,500. Total for slides—$43,250. Total
and slides — $57,750-$67,750.
Deliveries of
ment —
quarter 1954.

for network
slide

equip-

first

Film: 16mm film chain, colorplexer, tri-color
master monitor with auxiliary unit $43,000.
Total for film $50,600.
Standard stock items $7600.
Total for network, slides & film
$108,350-$118,350.
Desecond quarter 1954.
liveries of film equipment
(4) Live: 3-tube color camera, view-finder and hood,
camera control equipment, master monitor with auxiliary
equipment, colorplexer, tri-color monitor $56,500. Standard stock items $13,000. Total for live $69,500. Total
for network, slides, film, live $177,850-$187,850.
Defirst quarter 1954.
liveries of live equipment
(3)

—
—

monitor,

—

—

—

—

—

—

*

These appear

*

stations aren’t likely to try

*

*

minimum

to be

—
—

For example,
programming regularly with
figures.

one live camera chain. Matter of fact, RCA reports it has
one order for $317,000 worth of equipment.
RCA emphasizes orders will be filled on first-comeSince many NBC affiliates jumped gun
years ago, frequently giving RCA almost carte blanche on
color equipment, chances are NBC affiliates will get lion’s
Network “color clauses” have
share of first deliveries.
already been signed by 41 (Vol. 9:25). NBC itself has
ordered 20 color chains to equip 5 studios. CBS has already placed an order exactly how large isn’t indicated.
first-served basis.

—

Third TV station to use German-originated Styroflex
transmission line now made by Phelps Dodge (Vol. 8:3,
25) will be WPTZ, Philadelphia, planning power increase.
Others are KPIX, San Francisco, and WFBG-TV, Altoona.

prices and start of deliveries:
(1) Network only: Two color stabilizing amplifiers,

.

—

were hosts to 35 NBC executives headed by v.p.’s Wm.
Fineshriber, George Frey, Harry Bannister at 2-day
meeting in Cincinnati this week ... U of Detroit’s Summer
TV Institute runs July 13-31 coordinated by Wm. J. Murphy, assisted by Patrick H. Murphy; both are ex-NBC
KSD-TV & KSD, St. Louis Post-Dispatch stations, to be
represented by NBC Spot Sales (in lieu of Free & Peters)
after

RICES and

delivery dates of color transmitting equipment, disclosed by RCA for first time in petition filed
with FCC (see p. 1), contemplate 4 stages of development:
rebroadcast of network pickups only; network and local
slide originations; network, slides and film originations;
network, slides, film and live local originations. Following
are equipment specified for each stage, plus estimated

P

and no deterioration with age.

Worth’s WBAP-TV has built own completely
equipped weather station right in studios; it’s handiwork
of Bob Denny, American Airlines meterologist, who helped
sponsored
originate program Weather Telefacts in 1949
Ft.

—

by Fair Dept. Store & Frontier Pontiac. Bendix-Frieze,
instrument manufacturer, made equipment which may
be prototype for other stations.

WHAM-TV, Rochester, announced it was remaining
with NBC-TV by formally stating June 25 that it has
signed color TV supplement to its affiliation contract and
hailing color as “the next major advance in the art [yet]
involving no obsolescence for all current sets.”

RCA’s 16-in. picture tube history, in price and number
of units produced, was cited by Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, v.p.technical director, in color petition (see p. 3) to illustrate expected trend in tri-color tubes.

RCA

introduced

made

250,000 in 1949. At end of
1949, a new, shorter 16-in. tube was introduced, selling
for about two-thirds price of previous tube.
In 1950,
1,250,000 units were built, and price came down to half
original price.
By end of 1951, rectangular 17-in. had
16-in. tube in mid-1948,

almost supplanted 16-in.; nearly 900,000 of these were
in 1951, and by end of year its price was down to
one-third that of original 16-in.
These price drops, Dr.
Jolliffe said, don’t take into account changes in BLS Price
Index or 10% excise tax added in 1950.

made

TV takes down the SRO sign: In New York, BuildingService Employes International Union Local 32 bought
half-hour on WPIX June 28 to show kinescopes of annual
award

dinner, held preceding night at

Commodore

Hotel,

which can accommodate only 1200 of union’s 38,000 members. In Washington, WMAL-TV set up closed-circuit TV
equipment from Constitution Hall to Interior Dept, auditorium so that overflow crowds at Red Cross convention
June 24 could see and hear principal address by President
Eisenhower.

11
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OMR. GEORGE

E. STERLING, an engineer and one
of uhf’s staunchest pi'otagonists, writes us this week

not only to commend our reporting of the developments
in that field but also to predict 1000-kw ERP on the uhf
in the near future. His June 25 letter tells its own story:
“I have followed with considerable interest your investigations and reports on the establishment and operation of uhf TV stations as they have appeared in Tele-

vision Digest.
I commend you for the diligent and thorough analysis and factual reporting you have made of
this very important subject.
I find myself in substantial
agreement with your findings and conclusions. There is
no doubt, as you say, ‘The program’s the thing.’ It can

be expected that at times as new stations commence operation, there will be difficulties, but I am confident that they
will be overcome by the contributions of industry and the
elements of competition.

am

come in the not too
the Commission will be licensing uhf
TV stations for the maximum power of 1-megawatt ERP
on the uhf channels in accordance with the Standards. It
is gratifying to note the progress that has been made in
“I

certain too that the day will

distant future

when

uhf TV service. As we all know it is the only way many
communities can ever have a TV service and further it is
the only way additional channels can be added to cities
allocated vhf channels.
“I hope you will continue with the same vigor in the
future as you have in the past investigating and reporting
on the progress of uhf TV service.”

&

Tirade Neies: Optimism about movie inis keynote of annual report of Motion Picture Assn. Hollywood can look forward to rosy future,
says pres. Eric Johnston, because: (1) Studios are making
better pictures, and good films have never suffered boxoffice doldrums.
(2) More children will reach their teens
in next 10 years than ever before, and teen-agers have
always been most consistent movie patrons. (3) Drive-in
theatres continue to increase, now accounting for 20% of
3-D &
total film boxoffice.
(4) Technological advances
wide-screen will give industry big lift.
Meanwhile, however, lowered earnings reports of the
big film producers, most of them currently curtailing
Hollywood production, are epitomized by this week’s report from Warner Bros, on operations for 6 months ended
Feb. 28: Net profit, $1,875,000 (37<j5 a share) vs. $3,750,000 (66(5) for corresponding period last year. And filmdom’s all-industry Council of Motion Picture Organizations (COMPO) continued campaign for elimination of

Financial

dustry’s future

—

—

20%c Federal admission tax (Vol. 9:17) by announcing
that movie theatres closed their doors at a rate of 10-a-day
during week ended June 13, and that 5452 have gone out
of business since 1940, with closing rate constantly accelerating.
*

*

*

*

Stromberg-Carlson’s own TV-radio stations, WHAMrepresenting an investment of $2,000,000,
have proved “very profitable,” said pres. Robert C. Tait
in June 22 talk before N. Y. Society of Security Analysts
so much so that: “We have looked at other radio stations because our broadcasting personnel is sufficiently
well organized at least to consider the possibility of setBut to date we have found
ting up further operations.
none that we felt were reasonably priced. I think most
existing stations are selling at too fancy prices when
you consider the ultimate competition they will encounter.
But whether this [broadcasting] division expands into
additional operations elsewhere or not, it appears to have
sound future earning power.”

TV & WHAM,

—

B

OLSTERING CLAIM
ever, networks this

that radio

week

is

better value than

jointly released “conserva-

tive estimate” of 110,000,000 radio sets-in-use as of Jan.

That’s increase of 5,000,000 over the 105,000,000
1, 1953.
estimated year ago by committee representing research

departments of ABC, CBS, MBS & NBC (Vol. 8:5). Increase during 1951 was 9,300,000.
During 1952,
figures showed radio sales of about 11,000,000, so that
5,000,000 added to radio count allows reasonable factor of
obsolescence.

RTMA

This year’s figures aren’t quite compatible with those
x-eleased in previous years, since some categories have
been changed.
“Personal portables used outside the
home,” for instance, have been taken out of “extra sets
in the home” category, and sets in taxicabs and trucks
have been removed from “radio-equipped cars” and placed
in “sets in other places.”
Latter category includes sets
in barracks, dormitories, eating places, hotels, offices, business & service establishments, taxis, trucks and personal
portables used outside the home. Here’s the tabulation for
last 3 years:
No. of Radio Sets as of Jan.
1953

1952

1951

42,800,000
34,000,000
23,500,000
5,000,000

41,900 000
30 000 000
19 100000
5,000,000

Total Sets In Working Order 110,000,000

105,300,000

96,000,000

.

Westinghouse’s KYW-FM, Philadelphia, is going off
air, will turn over its FM transmitter and 576-ft.
tower suitable for TV to Delaware Valley Educational TV

the

Corp., applicant for non-commercial Ch. 35.

by FCC, new

call letters will

On approval

be assigned to educational

applicant for operation of FM station.
Equipment is
valued at $90,000. Westinghouse will discontinue operations of its international short-wave station WBOS, Hull,
Mass., for International Information Administration,
which terminates contract for Voice of America programs

June
of

its

30.

Company announced

WBOS

expanding

it

expects to transfer

much

technical force “to positions in the company’s
operations.”

TV

under terms of underwriting agreement in connection with
recent offering of cumulative convertible preferred stock.
No comparable figures for preceding year are available.

Davega Stores

Corp., for fiscal year ended last March
$26,309,801 for pre-

sales of $26,381,686 vs.

31, reports

ceding year. Net income after taxes was $118,998 (24<*
Davega chain comprises 28
a share) vs. $63,228 (2<?-)stores.

1

44,800,000
30,000,000
26,200,000
9,000,000

Total Radio Homes
Extra Sets In Homes
Sets In Cars..
Sets in Other Places

Tung-Sol Electric reports sales for year ended May 3
totaled $39,865,652, net earnings $2,066,016 after $3,774,606 Federal taxes, in special financial statement required

Microwave to serve community antenna systems, proposed by J. E. Belknap & Associates, Poplar Bluff, Mo.,
Commisfor systems in area, still doesn’t satisfy FCC.
sion this week wrote group, asking it to go into all legal
and economic ramifications to justify proposal. FCC said
it can’t tell whether Belknap would be “a vendor of program material rather than a common carrier of communications.” It asked for legal discussion of who has property rights in TV station signals, whether permission of
originating station is required, whether pickups would
violate any state or federal law.
It also questioned proposed rates, under which Belknap planned to amortize cost
in one year, plus 6% interest. Sounds unreasonable, FCC
said.
It also said it can’t understand how Belknap can
justify charging community antenna operators on basis

—

number of subscribers since it w ould cost Belknap
same to bring signal to a community “whether your cus-

of

tomer has

1

r

subscriber or 500 subscribers.”

reply in 30 days.

It

asked for

with Electronics

Trade Report

Reports

June
WYATT BUILDING

WASHINGTON

5,

•

D. C.

27, 1353

TELEPHONE STERLING 3-1755

PRICE HIKES BY FALL SEEN NEAR-CERTAIN: When retailers gather next week at NARDA's
convention in Chicago's Conrad Hilton Hotel, they'll have new problem to wrestle
with
the apparently near-certain prospect of new TV price increases by fall.
Our canvass of major manufacturers this week at Chicago summer marts points
clearly to some TV price increases as result of mounting pressure of parts & labor
costs and triggered by recent $4 a ton steel price hike which June 26 U.S. News &
World Report estimated will add 50 to cost of producing each TV set. Here are the
results of our queries to major manufacturers on subject:
Admiral : Has already informed distributors and dealers of plans to raise
prices this fall
Official said company will hold off as long as possible, but did
not see how increase could be deferred beyond September.
Motorola Price policy will be disclosed July 1 when it introduces new
line at Chicago's Palmer House.
Until then, officials won't comment.
Philco Price increases by summer or fall a near-certainty as result of
Commented spokesman: "Dealers can buy sets now at lower
rise in basic materials.
prices than they will be able to get in the future."
RCA Victor No price rises now anticipated, but spokesman hastily added:
"That should not be taken as a commitment that we wil not raise prices, however."

—

,

,

.

:

:

,

:

Amid all the talk about price hikes, dealers were caught betwixt & between.
They were afraid to order too much on basis of their present volume, which isn't too
high, but were afraid not to order because of prospective price increase.
Most took
former course, keeping traffic and buying at Chicago very light as result.
There were other reasons for light traffic which is usually characteristic
all except Motorola
had previously shown
of summer marts. Major manufacturers
their new lines (Vol. 9:23,24) and were busy holding distributor-dealer meetings in
various parts of the country this week.
Several other manufacturers led by GE and Magnavox, did introduce new lines
(Details of latest new lines are on p. 14.)
but they don't set pace.
at market
,

—

—

,

—

5je

%

sjt

5{cl

Marts were characterized by 4 main trends
(1) Resurgence of high-fidelity
Increasing reliance on 21-in. set as "volume" item.
more classic
(3) Simpler
lines in receiver styles.
(4) More extensive use of plastic cabinets
Of "hi-fi ," there was plenty of interest.
All majors are now in the field
feet first, were eager at Chicago to demonstrate the sonic quality of their models
to anyone within earshot.
So intense has the competition become that Magnavox an
undisputed leader in sound field for years, called press conference to announce
plans to concentrate anew on high-fidelity receivers (see Topics & Trends, p. 14).
No doubt about it
this is the year of the 21-in. set as we reported at
conclusion of winter markets (Vol. 9:2). Every manufacturer is training his big
production guns on 21-in. table models and consoles as reports from old and new marThat doesn't mean no attenkets alike continue to reflect its growing popularity.
tion was paid to 24-in. models which many dealers were seeing for first time. But
their interest was largely curiosity; few expect 24-in. to be big seller this year.
Frills in cabinet styling appeared to be on way out in favor of simpler and
lines, reflecting fact that public is more interested in better
functional
more
pictures than fancy cabinetry at fancy prices. Motorola exec. v.p. Bob Galvin commented that TV cabinets are growing larger each year, whereas radios were getting
smaller in trend toward miniaturization, added:
"
TV is the busiest piece of equipment in the house
Surveys indicate that
the average set is in use 5 hours a day Future TV styling requires the imagination
of architect, decorator and stylist, and a continued program of consumer education."
:

.

(2)

,

.

,

—

,

,

.

.
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There was considerable talk of the state of the market of course. And while
many manufacturers were cognizant of growing number of dealers going out of busiAs one of them told us:
ness, not all were wearing worried looks about it.
"
There’s a mortality rate in every business. Many of the dealers who are
going out of business had no right being in the TV business in the first place. They
weren't good businessmen, they knew absolutely nothing about TV and, frankly, we're
glad to get rid of them."
We shall undoubtedly hear more on the subject of retail business failures
As an indication of how some
at NARDA convention, from a different vantage point.
dealers feel about it, a special article in June 22 Retailing Daily by H.E. Callaway,
pres, of National Assn, of Music Merchants, places blame on manufacturer
He wrote:
"
[A] serious problem is the manufacturers' disinterest in price maintenance. Although they may be violently opposed to the publicizing of cut prices,
gimmicks, discounts, fictitious trade-ins, give-away aerials and such, they are not
in the least concerned over what takes place under the counter or openly on the
sales floor. As a result, price-cutting is more rampant now than at any time in
With new TV areas opening daily, thereby granting set makers
the history of TV.
new outlets, I do not see any of them concerned with conditions mentioned above."
,

.

*

*

#i

TV production continued its upward swing totaling 122,279 (13,313 private
label) week ended June 19, up from 115,469 preceding week and 97,920 week ended
June 5.
It was year's 24th week and compared with 80,731 corresponding 1952 week.
,

Radio production also picked up, totaling 271,274 (137,999 private), increase from 261,609 week ended June 12 and 270,398 week before.
Week's radios:
66,481 home sets, 60,004 portable, 22,457 clock, 122,331 auto.
Trade Personals:

pointed

of transmitter div., Federal Telephone

sales;

Martin Silver has resigned as mgr.
& Radio Corp., to
become v.p. & managing director of new WTVU, Scranton, Pa. (Ch. 73), due to begin in July; he’s succeeded by

Gordon Knight, ex-RCA, recently asst, to IT&T pres. Wm.
Gordon G. Hoit, v.p. in charge of finance,
Harrison
.

.

.

Stromberg-Carlson exec, v.p.; Charles Pritchard
promoted to treas., succeeding Wm. W. Heitzel, retired
Dr. Thomas T. Goldsmith, DuMont research director,
left June 22 to participate in International Cruiser Race, a
predicted log race, from Poulsbo, Wash, to Vancouver,
Philip J. Herbst,
B.C., as crewman aboard 35-ft. Alida
technical administrator for standard products engineering
at Camden, promoted to head of communications engineering section, RCA Victor engineering products dept,
under chief engineer M. C. Batsel
G. Harold Metz, exelected

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

RCA

Service Co., named personnel direcVictor, replacing John M. Clifford, now NBC per-

personnel mgr.,

RCA

tor,

.

.

sonnel v.p.; Metz is succeeded by Joseph F. Murray, exmgr., RCA Service Co. wage & salary administi’ation and
services
Inwood Smith has resigned as asst, to Cros.

.

.

.

mgr.

to

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

chanical project engineer on govt, assignments
Dr.
Waldo H. Kliever elected v.p. & director of instrument
.

.

.

development, Clevite-Brush Development Co.
S. M.
Fassler, ex-adv. mgr., GE TV-radio dept., Syracuse, transferred to Bridgeport as adv. mgr. of small appliance div.,
succeeding Paul A. Wassmansdorf, who becomes adv. mgr.
of major appliance div., Louisville, replacing John Porter
Edward K. Curry, ex-Oregon sales mgr., named Hoffman Radio Denver field rep
Charles A. Dickinson appointed Sylvania TV-radio sales mgr. for northwestern
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Harvey Pickett named chief engineer of capacitor div.
Jacob J. Repetto promoted to asst, sales mgr., Clarostat
Gordon D. Ferrell named Erie Resistor Corp. personnel director, succeeded as employment mgr. by
Richard F. Paulsen
Ralph Stubbe, ex-Hoffman Radio, WestJ.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

inghouse & Hazeltine, named asst, chief engineer, General
Instrument Corp., in line with plans to expand uhf tuner
& converter production
C. R. Hammond and O. P.
Susmej an appointed asst, v.p.’s of Raytheon receiving
tube div.; W. M. Thompson asst. v.p. power tube
.

.

.

div.

Strike against

DuMont Labs whenever union

finds it

necessary, appropriate and unavoidable” was
authorized
this week by members of Local
420, IUE, after rejecting
offer of 44 hourly wage increase, retroactive
to March 4,
or non-retroactive increase of 64.
Union had asked for
boost.
On another labor front, 4400 employes of
Stromberg-Carlson got 54 hourly wage increase, plus 3
weeks paid vacation after 10 years of service, under new

184

2-year contract, which also continues “escalator” clause
tying pay hikes or cuts to cost-of-living index.

.

.

states

.

.

become a manufacturers’ representative
Stanley L. Abrams, Emerson director of purchases,
promoted to director of material div.
Donald M. Crawford, ex-treas., Duplan of Canada Ltd., appointed coordinator for RCA International Div. associated companies
Roger Somerville, ex-Fairchild Recording, Reeves Instrument and Emerson, joins CBS-Columbia Inc. as meley gen.

St. Louis area sales mgr., GE replacement
tube
Donald G. Reik, from Cleveland office, named Washington, D. C. area sales mgr.
C. D. (Jim) Pitts named
asst, to David Bain on RCA broadcast
equipment sales
in Washington
Maury R. Jungman appointed distributoi sales mgr., Brach div., General Bronze Corp.,
handling
expanded jobber program on antennas; he succeeds Jerome
Berger, now national TV accounts sales mgr.
Abraham
G. Kalstein promoted to asst, chief engineer,
Aerovox;

.

John McGranaghan, from Schenectady, ap-

Vacancy on RCA board of directors occurs with President Eisenhower’s appointment of Lewis L. Strauss, New

York banker and rear admiral in USN reserve, as chairof Atomic Energy Commission on which he served
as member until 1950. Next RCA board meeting is July 10.

man

William E. O’Connor, 66, founder and pres, of Southern Wholesalers, Inc., RCA Victor’s distributor in Washington, D. C., died June 25 at

Georgetown

U

Hospital.

—
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Trends of TV Trade: Magnavox hit back
hard this week at growing competition in high-fidelity
pres. Frank Freimann calling press conference durfield
Topics

—

ing Chicago marts June 22 to unveil and demonstrate

new

its

TVs and radio-phonograph and to anMagnavox will make determined effort to

high-fidelity

nounce that
regain its pre-eminent position in sound, even if necessary
at expense of placing less emphasis on TV.
Noting recent tremendous upsurge in “hi-fi” among
TV-radio manufacturers nearly all makers having in-

—

—

troduced some form of it in lines so far Freimann asserted Magnavox had earned its reputation in high-fidelity and wasn’t going to abdicate it, even in face of challenging competition from the Big 3 TV-radio manufacHe hinted, too, that many rival claims for hi-fi
turers.
were strictly synthetic though he named no names.
As one who master-minded installation of the sound
system at New York World Fair in 1933, Freimann spoke

with obvious pride as he introduced new “Magnasonic”
console, a 4-speaker mahogany phonograph listing at
$198, which he described as “the culmination of more than
40 years of research and development in the field of sound
dating from the invention of the electrodynamic loudspeaker by our concern in 1915.” Then he added:
“This will faithfully reproduce sound comparable to
range
of the human ear, or 12,000 sound waves per
the
second. This makes it possible for the average consumer
to receive the full recording range of high-fidelity records
and compares with the range of 5000 cycles per second
reproduced by mass-market commercial sets.”
Magnavox also introduced 3 new TV sets which incorporate high-fidelity sound, with 10-watt power and 2
large speakers mounted coaxially in cabinet. In addition,
its 27-in. set uses a 5-in. speaker with high-frequency

sound

diffuser.

models were 24-in. open-face mahogany console
$475, blonde $495; 24-in. open-face antique fruitwood console $495, blonde or mahogany $495; 27-in. full-door mahogany console $695. Carried over were 21-in. mahogany
table model $290, oak $300; 21-in. open-face mahogany
console $340, oak $360; 21-in. full-door mahogany console
$435, French provincial $445; half-door mahogany, oak &

New

$575; 27-in. full-door blonde $595.
Magnavox was only one of several manufacturers
which showed new lines or additions at Chicago this week.

&

walnut $495

G

ENERAL ELECTRIC’S
'

new “EE”

see below.
*

new 24-model

which

it

contends

*

*

Olympic Radio unwrapped 17 TVs, ranging from 17-in.
model at $180 to 21-in. limed oak combination

plastic table

at $480. Line is confined to 17 & 21-in. models, all sets
being available with 82-channel “Twin Rocket” continuous tuner, optional at $50 extra. In addition, Olympic introduced mahogany-top AM-phono combination at $100.

Mercury showed 11 models, ranging from 17-in.
walnut table model at $170 to 21-in. blonde combination at
Being prepared for production in August is 27-in.
$530.
Pacific

combination, said pres. Joseph Benaron. He also disclosed
plans to expand distribution to east coast through appointment of exclusive franchised dealers.

Bendix Radio made big pitch at Chicago markets with
four 17 & 21-in. coin-operated sets, unpriced as yet, but
which will probably sell for $35 or $40 more than sameBendix officials say they foresee a
size standard sets.
large market for this item, based on pre-production surveys and high interest at Chicago.
Arvin’s 40-model line ranges from 17-in. mahogany
marlite table model at $200 to 27-in. full-door mahogany
console, with aluminized tube, at $700. Line encompasses
screen sizes from 17-in. to 27-in., including first 24-in. sets.
Optional all-channel tuners are available at $50 extra.

line features
twice as pow-

any used in previous GE lines, plus improved picture detail. Other talking points include aluminized tubes
on top-end models, built-in uhf antennas, special blanking
circuit to suppress trace lines,

darkened safety glass and

all-channel tuner featuring click tuning to 3 most frequently used uhf channels in any given area. Full line:

Black Daylite Series: 17-in. mahogany plastic table
model $180, leatherette $200, mahogany wood finish $270;
21-in. ebony plastic table model $240, mahogany plastic
$260, blonde

wood

finish $290,

mahogany

finish $300.

Daylite De Luxe: 21-in. mahogany plastic
table $290; 21-in. open-face mahogany wood console $350
& $375, blonde $365; 21-in. half-door mahogany wood console $400, blonde $420.
Ultra-Vision: 21-in. mahogany wood table model $330,
blonde $350; 21-in. open-face mahogany wood console
$400 & $420, cherry or blonde $420; 21-in. half-door mahogany wood console $460, cherry $470; 21-in. full-door
mahogany wood console $490, cherry or blonde $490.
Also introduced were 10 new clock radios ranging
from $27 to $50, eight new table models from $18 to $70.

Black

*

*

Distributor Notes:

*

RCA

*

Victor

Distributing

Corp.,

Detroit, will temporarily service dealers in Michigan ter-

by Morley Bros., Saginaw, which
dropped line last week (Vol. 8:25)
David Kaufman’s
Sons Inc., Baltimore, drops Zenith franchise “because of
differences in merchandising policies,” according to pres.

ritory formerly served

.

Edgar Kaufman

.

.

.

.

.

Peninsular Distributing Co., Detroit,

gives up Crosley line, replaced by George L. Johnston Co.
(Jack M. Barager, gen. mgr.); Seattle factory branch
appoints J. Ralph Slonaker sales mgr.
Billings Wholesale Co., Fresno, Cal. (Admiral) appoints Allan B. Pontius,
ex-Leo J. Meyberg Co. (RCA), as gen. mgr.
DuMont
.

.

.

.

Emery Waterhouse

.

.

Me. (C. Hildreth, pres.); Specialties Distributing Co., Detroit (DuMont) promotes Louis E. Winn to gen. sales mgr.
Sylvania appoints Taylor’s Inc., Dallas (L. M. Taylor,
pres.)
Hoffman Radio appoints newly-formed CarterMcllroy- Johnson Inc., 3900 50th St. NE, Seattle (E. S.

appoints

Co., Portland,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Carter, pres.)

.

.

.

York, appoints Ben

CBS-Columbia Distributors Inc., New
Kaplan, ex-IT&T Distributing Corp.,

Z.

as adv. mgr., and Gilbert Hoffman, ex-Motorola New York,
Bendix Radio names J. H. S. Distributing
as controller
.

.

John G. Gaines &
Atlanta (James Simpson, pres.)
Co., Kansas City (Hallicrafters) moves to 3006 Holmes St.
Raytheon appoints Graybar, San Diego
Gross Distributing Corp., Newark (Stromberg-Carlson) opens East
CBS-Columbia appoints CrenOrange, N. J. branch
shaw-Baine Co., Little Rock.
Co.,

*

is

erful as

.

For others,

chassis,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Capehart-Farnsworth unveiled 12 new TV sets ranging from 17-in. blonde plastic table model at $240 to 21-in.
blonde table at $330. Optional all-channel tuning is $50
Pres. Fred D. Wilson said Capehart plans to inextra.
crease TV-radio production in last half of year by 10-12%
over last 6 months of 1952, added that about 40% of thirdquarter production will be devoted to sets incorporating
uhf tuning.

Sonora unveiled 4 TVs, 5 radios. All TVs were table
models, in 17 & 21-in. from mahogany pyroxylin at $170
to blonde pyroxylin at $210, with optional all-channel
tuner available at $40 extra. Radios, all 6-tube, ranged

—

from $40

to $85.

W. 64th St., New York,
manufacturer, has filed Chapter XI
bankruptcy petition, showing liabilities of $161,170 ($136,It’s proposed to pay
143 taxes) and assets of $30,616.
unsecured creditors 15% over 24 months.
Gotham

small

Television Corp., 123

private-label

—
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TV in the kitchen is feature of
exhibited at National Home Show
in Hollywood, in which remote-control set is built catercornered into wall, with aim of making kitchen the gatherMerchandising Notes:

new “coronation” home

Output of blonde TV cabinets is up
ing place of family
nearly 100% over last year, said Motorola exec. v.p. Robert W. Galvin in address before Home Fashions League
Westingand Society of Industrial Designers June 23
house introduces new line to distributors July 8 on 33-city
closed circuit telecast originating from WNBT, New York;
program will feature NBC’s Ben Grauer and sportscaster
Herman Hickman, latter in connection with Westinghouse’s pro football sponsorship on DuMont this fall
Raytheon shows its new 1954 line July 30 at Chicago’s
Edgewater Beach Hotel, having already introduced suppleMajestic Radio inmentary summer line (Vol. 9:19)
troduces 3 new 24-in. consoles and 21-in. combination at
CBS-Columbia inshow in Chicago July 13-16
creased discounts by 3% on its four 21-in. table models
(Vol. 9:25), with markup to be divided equally between
Muntz TV Inc. enters air condistributors and dealers
half-ton unit listditioner field, ships first units July 1
Phillip’s, big
ing at $230, three-quarter ton at $270
4-store Washington TV-appliance chain, went out of business June 20 after insurance company covering large
creditors rejected Chapter XI plan to pay unsecured
Los Angeles area TV sales totaled
creditors 20%
16,502 in May, lowest monthly figure in 2 years, bringing
total sets-in-use to 1,595,877 as of May 31, according to
American Furniture
Los Angeles Electrical League
Mart votes to establish new annual mid-season market, to
be held Oct. 19-26 this year; dates of subsequent markets
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

NAMM

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

will be

.

.

.

.

.

.

*

*

*

National Electronic Distributors Assn, was given until
July 15 to answer complaint of Federal Trade Commission
charging it with conspiracy to create monopoly in sale of
trial examiner
TV-radio-electronics parts (Vol. 9:16)
Frank Hier setting hearing date of Aug. 3 after granting
half of 6-point motion for bill of particulars filed by
NEDA earlier this month (Vol. 9:24). Hier ordered FTC
to specify what “arbitrary rules and standards” NEDA
used to restrict membership and what “other preferences”
its members gave to manufacturers who refused to sell
He denied NEDA’s request for further
to non-members.
information on which members were aided by NEDA in

—

FTC

allegedly violating

rules or the instances or dates

of the alleged violations.

has all-channel tuner in new line (Vol.
hasn’t forsaken strips, defends latter
as most economical method of uhf conversion in one or
2-channel markets. That defense came from sales official
who told us at Chicago mart that decision to incorporate
all-channel tuning was “simply a result of trying to satisfy
Zenith also belatedly
the greatest number of people.”
added 2 sets to line 17-in. table model in maroon pyroxylin
at $180; 21-in. mahogany table model at $300, blonde
$310. It also reduced price of its 17-in. “Gladstone” mahogany table model from $230 to $220, 17-in. “Bancroft”
blonde table model from $240 to $230.

Though

it

9:24), Zenith

still

:

TV

and radio were credited with stimulating interest
in classical music to such an extent that phonograph
record sales this year will be well above the $200,000,000
annual volume last year. This was word from Emanuel
Sacks, RCA Victor record dept, v.p., addressing meeting
of company’s overseas distributors this week in Camden.
Other factors in boom cited by Sacks include availability
of holiday, industrial and special occasion music, plus jump
in number of players in use since 1946 from 8,000,000 to
24,000,000.

and deliveries?

That question

getting

is

considerable

Govt, plans to form task
group from electronics industry to map out coordinated
post-attack program. Similar groups are being organized
in other industries. Among measures which can be taken
by individual plants, according to director Donald S.
Parris of
Electronics Div., are such preventive ac-

study by mobilization

officials.

NPA

key plants and departments; deconcentration of production so that a single vital item may be
made in any of several plants: plans for storage of “reserve stocks” of important raw materials and items; preplanning for reconstruction and procurement of key items
after attack.
Information on electronics industry postattack program may be obtained from Parris.
tions as dispersal of

Haraden Pratt, one of communications industry’s top
engineers, stepped down this week after nearly 2 years
as Telecommunications Advisor to the President (Vol.
7:31).
The former v.p. of American Cable & Radio Co.
and director of IT&T’s Federal manufacturing and lab
subsidiaries, says he has no plans until fall.
President
Eisenhower, accepting Pratt’s resignation, hailed his
“signal contribution” in dealing with nation’s complex

telecommunications problems, as he turned functions of
Pratt’s office
along with staff of 35 over to ODM, where
director Arthur C. Flemming is expected to name new
chief with duties somewhat similar to those of Pratt, but
on a more limited basis.

—

—

.

determined each year.
*

Electronics Reports: In event of a sneak attack, would
electronics industry be able to maintain vital production

New

electron gun providing greater concentration of
and smaller spot is now being used in National
Union’s 24-in. picture tubes.
Said to improve contrast,
small-area detail and brilliance, it will eventually be in-

electrons

corporated in all of NU’s picture tubes. New gun is said
produce “over-all apparent brightness which is comparable to that of tubes having an aluminized screen.”

to

NPA

June

dies next Tuesday,

30.

Much

of Electronics

Div. staff, under Donald S. Parris, is expected to be incorporated into a new Commerce Dept, electronics div.

but Congress hasn’t yet appropriated funds for Commerce
Dept, reorganization.

RTMA

started preparations this

week on

moves authorized by annual convention

last

3

expansion

week

(Vol.

Establishment of regional office in Los Angeles.
(2) Enlargement of engineering office in New
York. (3) Appointment of mgr. of new export dept. (4)
Creation of govt, relations dept., which will report directly
to electronics industry committee.
9:25):

(1)

Next

TV

Factbook

Our semi-annual

TV

—Pre-Print

Orders

Factbook No. 17

will be off

the presses shortly after July 15, 1953— containing
basic data on all U. S., Canadian and Mexican border
stations & networks (including rates); complete

tabulation of applications for new stations, detailing principals involved, facilities requested, etc.
(and starting new series of weekly Addenda) list
of all new-station grantees (with reported starting
;

dates); directories of

program

TV

set

&

tube manufacturers,

&

studio equipment makers, film & live
suppliers, community antenna systems, the-

transmitter

atres equipped for TV, FCC personnel, legal & engineering consultants; and many other reference features. One copy goes to each full-service subscriber,
including newly enlarged 43x31-in. map insert.
Extra copies, if pre-print orders for 20 or more are
placed by July 3, cost $1.50 each; single copies, $3.

16
Eight applications for new TV stations were filed
with FCC this week. With 6 applications dismissed this
week, total pending comes to exactly 600. Week’s applications included 2 for Irwin, Pa., Ch. 4, one by group headed
by Edward J. Hirshberg, gen. mgr. of AM stations in McKeesport & Kittanning, Pa. and Weirton, W. Va.; the
Other
other by group led by theatre owner Scott Fink.
applications were for Brockton, Mass., Ch. 62, by clothing manufacturer Harry E. Franks; Grand Rapids, Mich.,
Ch. 23, by theatre operators John D. Loeks & Howard W.
Freck, et ah; High Point, N. C., Ch. 6, by High Point
Enterprise; Valley City, N. D., Ch. 4, by KSJB-TV &
KSJB, Minot, N. D. (John Boler) Toledo, Ch. 11, by
group including Hulbert & David Taft (WKRC-TV, Cincinnati. & WTVN, Columbus)
Orangeburg, S. C., Ch. 44,
by local WTND. [For further details about these applications, see TV Addenda 16-Y herewith; for complete list;

;

ings of all post-freeze grants, new stations, applications,
deletions, hearings, etc., see TV Factbook No. 16 with Ad-

denda

to date.]

Purchase of KDYL-TV & KDYL by Time Inc. (Vol.
was approved by FCC June 25, Comr. Hennock not
Sidney Fox group will be paid $2,100,000
participating.
9:14)

T7-Radio Billings

fleiv/ork

May

1953 and January-May 1953

(For April report see Television Digest, Vol. 9:22)

N

BC-TV REGAINED

TV

stood

work

lead over

$864,870.

at

pared with $14,704,722

May

ABC-TV
May billings
in May 1952;

were $87,530,742

billings

vs.

ABC’s $2,593,923, MBS’s
PIB figures:

141,070,
tailed

May
1952

FCC

this

week

NBC

.

CBS

WSGN, Birmingham, along with CP for
(Ch. 42), to Jemison Bcstg. Co. for $375,000;
this sale results from Birmingham News Co.’s acquisition
(Ch. 13) with WAPI (Vol. 9:15,24).
of
Novelist Erskine Caldwell acquires control of CataCo., operating KCNA, Tucson, Ariz.,
holder of CP for KCNA-TV (Ch. 9), with FCC approval
this week of his pui’chase for $39,148 of the stock held by
Wm. H. Johnson, 13.66%; Wm. A. Small, 16.1%; Clare
Ellinwood 14.04%. Mr. Caldwell, president of company,
already held 32.8%. Although Tucson already has one
TV station in opei-ation, KOPO-TV (Ch. 13), and another
pi'omised for next September, KVOA-TV (Ch. 4),
mgr. Wayne Sanders has reported that KCNA-TV expects to get on air next Dec. 18 (Vol. 9:17).

CBS

NBC
ABC
MBS

Way was
tonio’s

cleared for Storer acquisition of San Anfor $700,000 as adjunct to KEYL-

KABC (AM)

by sale this week, through Howard Stark brokerage
of Storer-owned WMMN, Fairmount, W. Va. That
means Storer group now comprises allowable limit of 5 TV
stations, each with AM adjunct, plus 50-kw AMs WWVA,
Wheeling, W. Va. and WGBS, Miami, xnaking allowable

de-

Jan. -May
1953

$18,327,922

$14,704,722

$87,530,742

$75,406,278

1,974,327

$ 4,963,794
3,861,882
3,323,092
1,821,571

$26,009,035
20,753,318
13,242,116
9,347,594

$25,011,175
20,475,920
16,402,402
8,629,703

$14,013,531

$13,970,339

$69,352,063

$70,519,200

—

NETWORK RADIO

NETWORK TELEVISION— January-May
ABC
...

Mar.

......

Apr.

......

CBS

DuMont
982,794
862,299

NBC

819,398
864,870
$ 4,584,218

$37,871,123

$87,530,742

1,481,032
1,728,446
1,640,597
1,813,985

Total $ 8,268,952

$36,806,449

1,054,857

NETWORK RADIO—January-May
ABC

CBS

$ 2,674,622
... 2,538,663
.....
2,797,544
... 2,637,364
2,593,923

$ 5,156,404

Total $13,242,116

$26,009,035

Mar.
Apr.

May

...

.

4,670,089
5,526,360*
5,351,971’*
5,304,211

Total
$17,198,529
15,785,489
18,461.866
17,756,936
18,327,922

$

Jan.
Feb.

1953

$ 7,558,448
6,820,529
7,938,751
7,526,760
8,026,635

$ 7,052,395
6,621,629
7,739,812
7,770,181
7,622,432

$ 1,604,892

May

1952
$35,162,947
27,065,274
9,437,783
3,740,274

Total

Jan.
Feb.

Jan. -May

$37,871,123
36,806,449
8,268,952
4,584,213

$ 5,304,211
4,141,070
2,593,923

lina Broadcasting

KCNA

The

$ 6,822,982
5,602,634
1,504,043
775,063

Total

proved sales of

WAFM-TV

$1,974,327.

7,622,432
1,813,985
864,870

$ 8,026,635

ABC
DuMont

also ap-

WSGN-TV

cumulative Jan.-thru$75,406,278 for same

NETWORK TELEVISION
1953

who became mgr.

net-

1952 period.
Radio continued to hold up well, May network billings
aggregating $14,013,531 vs. $13,970,339 in May 1952. Aggregate Jan.-thru-May billings ran $69,352,063, down only
slightly from $70,519,200 for same 1952 months. CBS continued easy leadei’, with $5,304,211 as against NBC’s $4,-

May

Coy,

May

$1,813,985, DuMont
of $18,327,922 com-

$7,622,432,

Aggregate

about $720,000. G. Bennett Larson, ex-WPIX mgr., native of Salt Lake, will assume management of the stations, will become 25% stockholder in operating company.
Staff will remain virtually same, with Mr. Fox continuing
in consulting capacity for 2 years at $40,000 salary and
It’s Time-Life group’s sec$10,000 expenses per year.
ond purchase; early in 1952, they bought KOB-TV with
IvOB, Albuquerque, N. M., for $900,000, then sold half
interest in operating company to resigned FCC chairman

Wayne

in

time in April,
according to Publishers Information Bureau’s monthly
report l’eleased this week. NBC-TV’s May billings (network only) attained record high of $8,026,635, while CBS-

Lake City properties, including assets totaling

for the Salt

CBS-TV

billings, after losing it for first

MBS

1953

NBC

$ 1,786.134

$ 4,260,555

1,638,075
1,974,699
1,974,359
1,974,327

3,813,602
4,342,082
4,196,009
4,141,070

$ 9,347,594

$20,753,318

Total
$13,877,715
12,660,429
14,640,685*
14,159,703*
14,013,531
$69,352,063

Revised as of June 23, 1953.
Note: These figures do not represent actual revenues to the networks, which do not divulge their actual net dollar Incomes.
They’re compiled by PIB on basis of one-time network rates, or
before frequency or cash discounts. Therefore, in terms of dollars
actually paid to networks they may be inflated by as much as 40%.
Figures are accepted by networks themselves, however, and by the
industry generally, as satisfactory index for comparisons & trends.
*

TV

office,

limit of 7

AM

stations.

Buyer

of

WMMN, CBS

outlet

with 5-kw on 920 kc, paying $350,000 cash, was Peoples
Broadcasting Co., subsidiary of Farm Bureau Automobile
Insurance Co., of Columbus, also operator of AMs WOL,
Washington; WTTM, Trenton; WRFD, Columbus.
Involuntary bankruptcy petition was filed this week
against Preview Television Corp., 80 E. Jackson Blvd.,
Chicago, distributor of “Previewer” device which gives
prospective customer free 4-minute peek at programs on
coin-operated TV sets (Vol. 8:40). Petition charges liabilties of more than $150,000, assets of $50,000 or less.
“Previewer” is intended for use in motels, hotels, etc.,
and has been manufactured by Transvision Inc., New
Rochelle, N. Y., under contract with Preview Corp.

Patent on method of making video tape recordings has
been applied for by Mclvor Parker, engineer with FCC’s
TV div. Unlike other proposed TV recorders, says Parker,
his device requires no fast-moving parts, makes possible
compact, easily-stored recordings.
It uses tape 10-in.
wide, resembling piano roll. Moving at 3-in. per second,
it could convey same information as 1-in. tape moving
300-in. per second.
Same methods can be used for audio
recording, he says, enabling radio station to record 24
hours of pi-ogramming on easily stored roll size of piano
roll.
Another possibility would be high-definition kinescope recordings, using 10-in. film in place of tape. He
estimates recording unit need not be much wider than
tape itself, and other dimensions can be equally compact.
Since Parker did not develop device in course of his govt,
duties, he is entitled to apply for “non-fee patent,” which
gives Govt, non-exclusive l-ights to the development, all
other patent rights resting with inventor.
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STATIONS INCREASE TO 2543 AT MIDYEAR: In our preoccupation with fast-moving TV
Our
we're inclined to overlook fact that radio stations continue to multiply, too.
surprising
total
of
2545
AM
stations
comes
with
count
up
authorized
midyear (July 1)
This is an increase from 2516 as of last
(2395 licensed and on the air, 148 CPs).
Jan. 1 (2377 on air) and considerably more than 2424 July 1 year ago (2341 on air).
Thus TV's inroads into AM would seem to have an offsetting argument
that
radio stations are increasing in number and that the new ones aren't being built for
Fact is, ever since wartime freeze on radio construction was
just for fun of it.
lifted in 1945 (when there were exactly 1056 AMs), total has jumped year by year.
Record also shows that during last 6 months only 3 AM licenses were turned
Applications for new AM stations as of July 1 totaled 223,
in, only 5 CPs dropped.
not much change from the 232 of last Jan. 1.
As for the FM story it's best summarized by the simple word " shrinkage
There were 625 FM stations authorized as of July 1 (561 on air) as against 648 last
During the last 6 months,
Jan. 1 (612 on air) and 655 at midyear 1952 (632 on air).
CPs
dropped.
relinquished
4
At
end
of
licenses
were
1951, there were 654 FMs
55 FM
at end of 1950, there were 706 (672 on air).
(640 on air)
,

—

11

.

,

,

;

TV STATION OWNERSHIPS:

may be somewhat too early to classify the
types of enterprisers venturing into the fast-budding business of telecasting, what
with nearly 400 CPs outstanding and one new station starting just about every day
but an analysis of categorie s of TV station ownership, based on data now being compiled for our July TV Factbook, offers some interesting facts.
Considering only the 198 stations on-the-air to this date (though the Factwill
also list all the nearly 400 CP holders and the 600 applications still
book
with
here are some interesting facts now adducible
their principals)
pending,
(1) All but 15 of the new-operating stations have connections with AM or FM
stations, local or otherwise, mostly identical ownership.
This emphasizes oft-voiced
trade sentiment that telecasting is the "rightful heritage" of the radio broadcaster.
or about a third, are o wned in whole or part by
(2) Exactly 64 of the 198
plus another 7 by magazines and/or weekies.
daily newspaper interests
Some of
top dogs of printed journalism are deep in audio-visual journalism, including the
Scripps-Howard chain with 3 stations, Steinmans (of Lancaster) 3, Chicago TribuneNew York News 2, Washington Post 2, Cincinnati Times-Star (Taft) 2, Cox 2
to mention only multiple newspaper owners. There's also Meredith with 3, Time Inc. with 2.
(3) TV-radio manufacturers are identified with the ownership of 25 TV stations, including the 5 of NBC (RCA-owned), 5 CBS (now deep in set & tube business),
5 Empire Coil (components), 2 Westinghouse
3 DuM o nt
one each GE, Strom 4 Cros l ey
berg-Carlson and Sarkes Tarzian (components).
'PEDIGREE' OF

It

—

—

—

:

,

—

,

(4)

,

,

Theatrical peopl e have interests in only 17 existing stations
COPYRIGHT 1033 RADIO NEWS BUREAU

— includ-

2

ing holdings not only of ABC-UPT (5), Paramount Pictures (1), various local exhibitors, and even entertainers like Gene Autry Bing Crosby, Jimmy Stewart . This small
number is surprising in view of eagerness of movie exhibitors to emulate the historical
example of newspapers-in-radio which was to "join 'em if you can't lick 'em."
,

,

(5) Despite much ado about educational TV, only 3 on-the-air stations are
identified with educational institutions
and 2 of them are commercial operators:
Iowa State College's WOI-TV Norbertine Fathers' WBAY-TV Green Bay, Wis. (St. Norbert
and U of Houston's KUHT which alone carries no advertising.
College)
ABC & NBC have 5 each, limit allowed;
(6) Multiple ownerships are common
Storer Co 5, Crosley 4, CBS 3 (plus minority interest in 2 others). General Tire's
General Teleradio 3, Scripps-Howard 3, Meredith 3, Empire Coil 3, Steinman 3
and
quite a few others with 2 each.

—

,

,

;

,

.

.

—

It must be emphasised that n ew stations taking the air render foreNote
going counts ephemeral, subject to overnight change. But they're here offered to
With our Factbook summaries of the 24 stations involved in
point up trend to date
sales-&-transf er deals since 1949, with our tabulations of CPs outstanding and their
prospective starting dates, with a complete directory of applications still pending
we propose simply to provide you with handy points of reference.
(blue section)
:

.

—

DuMONT'S FIRST UHF AND 3 OTHERS START: Add 4 more uhf to the log of on-the-air staOne of latest to
tions, which means 45 uhf are now operating out of total of 198.
built for Easton Express' WGLV
begin testing has the first DuMont uhf transmitter
It's reported "getting out magnificently."
Easton, Pa. (Ch. 57).
WGLV has been running what it calls "sneak preview tests " without announceMgr. Nelson Rcunsley says it's proceeding slowly,
ment, sporadically since June 26.
won't set commercial date until it's "sure of everything." Meanwhile, he tells us,
initial field tests are extremely gratifying, with no nulls yet reported and viewer
reports from as far away as Harrisburg, 92 mi ., and Germantown, Pa., 45 mi Previous
are getting service first time.
he cited Milford, N.J. as example
"dead" areas
"
Pilot" DuMont transmitter first of 4 made, other 3 not yet delivered, was
rated at 5-kw but is said to be nearer 7-kw and to yield 125-kw ERP
Workshop Associates antenna is on 425-ft. tower atop Gaffney Hill, 7 mi. southwest of Easton
Other new starters :
and halfway to Bethlehem. Rep will be Headley-Reed.
(Ch. 27) reports completing tower at 4 p.m. June 30,
WKOW-TV, Madison, Wis
connecting transmitter to tower cable at 10:30, telecasting first test pattern quite
successfully at 11, starting regular test pattern schedules next morning. On July
4, it began test programming, July 8 goes commercial with CBS-TV programs starting
Test patterns are being carried 9 a.m. to 9 p.m daily "so that
at 5 p.m. daily.
dealers and service men can work overtime to supply great demand for installations,"
wires gen. mgr. Michael Henry. He adds, "We have excellent reports of reception of
test pattern 40 to 50 miles in all directions." Rep is Headley-Reed.
Second Madison uhf station WMTV (Ch. 33) is due to begin tests momentarily.
KIMA-TV, Yakima, Wash
(Ch. 29) began test patterns evening of June 30, will
It's GE-equipped, owned by A.W.
go commercial July 19, affiliating with CBS-TV.
Talbot, managed by Tom Bostic.
Weed is national sales rep.
WOSH-TV, Oshkosh, Wis
(Ch. 48) began test patterns June 27, started program
schedules June 30, affiliating with ABC-TV & CBS-TV.
It's GE-equipped, controlled
and managed by Wm. F. Johns Jr. Rep is Headley-Reed.

—
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FCC HOPES CUT-OFF RULE WILL SPEED CPs: FCC's proposed advertising and 50-day cut-off
rule for processing applications (see p. 3), upon which comments may be filed until
Aug. 10, has these principal provisions:
at least once a week for 2 weeks, in a
(1) Applicant would have to publish
newspaper of general circulation in city for which application is made, the followChannel applied for, proposed transmitter site, power, height,
ing information:
name of applicant. Ad must also state that others desiring to file for the channel
Ad must be published immust apply within 30 days of date of first publication.
mediately following the filing of the application.
,

Y
- 3 (2) If no one else files for channel within 50 days after ad first appears,
application will be granted if it meets FCC's customary criteria.
as well as those to come, would have to be
(3) Applications now on file
Applications
filed prior to effective date of new rule
is
adopted.
if
rule
published
processed
through
the
30 days following publication of ads.
be
continue
to
would
(4) When applicant amends to new channel, or files new application for new
He needn't advertise any other change.
channel, he must advertise all over again.
new
proposal
What constitutes date of filing?
big
question
in
open
O ne
or
when
it's accepted? There's sometimes
tendered
to
FCC
Is it when application is
doesn't
clarify, expects comments to
Commission
substantial lag between the two.
help it decide which date is proper.
Reasons for proposal FCC said, are to aid processing, "to promote the early
establishment of [TV] throughout the country, and at the same time, to insure that
all persons have a fair and equal opportunity to apply for available facilities."
If adopted, proposal would amend Sections 1.304, 1.382 & 1.387 of rules.
available from FCC.
It's designated Doc. 10581, Notice 53-839, Mimeo 91891
,

:

,

—

INCLUDE DECISION ON DENVER'S CH. 7: While producing 6 CPs this week including
final decision awarding Ch. 7 to KLZ group in Denver, FCC proposed a new procedure
involving advertising in local newspapers and a 30-day cutoff date
to discourage
"
Week's other grants
strike" applications and speed processing (see above).

6 CPs

,

—

—

:

Richard H. Balch, Ch. 19; Midland, Tex ., Midessa TV Co., Ch. 2;
Utica, N.
Fairmont, W.Va ., WVVW, Ch. 35; Fairbanks, Alaska Kiggins & Rollins, Ch. 2.
Educational grantee was Denver school system, awarded Ch. 6.
ran for lieut.-gov. in 1950.
Utica grantee Balch is fishing tackle mfr
Midland group also owns KSWO-TV, Lawton, Okla. got channel which was relinquished
Keith Kiggins
by grantee dubious about city's advertising potential (Vol. 9:19).
of Fairbanks grant, is a former ABC v.p., once owned WIKK, Erie, Pa. his associate,
They also seek Ch. 2 in Anchorage.
Richard Rollins, is real estate operator.
.

,

,

.

,

,

,

;
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*

*
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Denver decision favored KLZ over Wolfberg Theatres group largely for same
reasons given by examiner James Cunningham in his initial decision (Vol. 9:6)
longer local residence, more local ownership more ownership-management integration,
Commission tossed out various charges competitors had
greater community activity
regarding anti-trust violations, income tax filings, etc.
leveled at each other
on grounds they weren't serious or willful.
As for ownership of TV stations by theatre interest s. Commission said there
was "meager evidence" in the record to indicate any conflict of interest which would
prohibit such ownership.
answer was a little different. FCC said:
B ut on ownership of TV by AMs
"A grant to Denver Television [Wolfberg group] would bring a qualified newcomer
into the field as opposed to Aladdin [KLZ group] which presently operates an AM
station in Denver, and whose stockholders hold substantial interests in a number of
In the absence of other comparative considerations,
other stations in the country.
a grant to Denver Television would be indicated. .However, Aladdin has demonstrated
its superiority in all other material respects [and] this superiority clearly outweighs the comparative advantage enjoyed by Denver Television because of its lack
of other radio and TV interests."
New KLZ-TV should be on air by Oct. 1 says Hugh Terry, gen. mgr. and 16%
owner, who reports RCA equipment is promised for August delivery.
Station will be
Plan is to start with maximum 316-kw, if possible, with transmitter
basic CBS-T V.
on Lookout Mt., antenna 225 ft. above peak that rises 2380 ft. above Denver.
(For
further details of KLZ-TV plans, see p. 6.)

—
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First exception to priorities of processing applications was granted this
week, moving Montpelier, Vt from 604th place to top cf A-2 gro up.
FCC accepted
arguments of WCAX and Colonial TV Inc., contestants for Ch. 3 there, pointing out
.

4

that city now gets no service, may get none for years unless it gets special treatVermont is only state without any grants.
ment.
Another "first" was achieved this week when WWEZ, New Orleans, asked FCC to
make reserved Ch. 8 available for commercial use, pointing out that no institution
has applied for it.
FCC made more policy on "protests " this week, granting one against WCIA,
Champaign, 111. (Ch. 3), and dismissing those against grantees in Durham, N.C. and
Salinas-Monterey Cal., which are now free to build.
(For details, see p. 12.)
,

ESTIMATE OF UHF SET & CONVERTER OUTPUT: How many uhf receivers are there? Probably
Although no industry statistics are available, we estimate
more than you think.
More than 600,000 vhf-uhf sets have been built so far this year. Add strips
and converters to adapt another 912,000 sets
Then add some 100 000 vhf-uhf sets
and converters (including strips) turned out in 1952.
This gives total of around
1 620 000 uhf receiving units built so far
We believe these are conservative estimates
And it appears that by end of
least
4.500,000
uhf
units
(sets
at
converters)
will have been produced.
&
1953,
RTMA will report on number of sets built with uhf tuners each month, beginBut it will make no attempt to recap number produced to date, nor
ning in August.
will it report on production of converters or strips.
Our figures aren’t estimates of sets-in-use rather they're units produced.
Available research indicates audience of the 45 operating uhf stations doesn't apOur estimate includes those sets and converters in
proach the 1,620,000 figure.
trade pipelines and in homes in areas where uhf stations haven't yet gone on air.
:

.

,

,

.

,

.

;
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First we surveyed 17 leading set
Here's how we arrived at our estimates
manufacturers who are expected to turn out approximately 6,000,000 of the predicted
We asked them:
7,000,000 sets in 1953.
"
output of TV sets for the first 6 months of 1953, what
your
total
Of
(1)
percentage has left your factory equipped with uhf tuners?"
"
What do you anticipate this percentage will be for the entire year?"
(2)
we agreed to keep percentage of individual manuTo assure candid replies
of
the 17 replied, and their percentages for first
Fifteen
confidence.
in
facturers
Manufacturers
using strips as sole means of uhf
from
to
61%
half 1953 varied
8%
tabulation
as
in
our
entered
0%, since their sets are generally conreception were
not
in
the factory. The average, counting the
and
dealers
verted by distributors
strip-users as 0%, came to 23%.
Then we worked out a weighted percentage figure taking into account these
factors:
(1) The top 4 manufacturers make half or more of the sets produced by the
entire industry.
(2) Smaller manufacturers not queried are assumed to turn out leswith uhf built-in. Wherever there was a chance for error in
of
sets
percentage
ser
sure it would be on conservative side.
we
made
computation,
our
This weighted average was then applied to estimated total TV production for
This yielded 608,000 sets leaving factory with uhf
3,800,000.
first hal f 1955
From uhf station operators and their researchers we learn that in actual
tuners.
usage, sets converted in field generally outnumber factory-produced vhf-uhf sets by
1.5 to l7 Using this ratio, we arrived at 912,000 field conversions (converters &
strips )7 Adding this to the estimated 100,000 vhf-uhf sets and converters produced
last year, yielded the total of 1,620,000 uhf sets in homes and in trade pipelines.
:

,

.
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To forecast number of uhf sets by year's end , we used similar method
and came up with these figbased on expected 1953 production of 7,000,000 TVs

—

Field conversions, 2,520,000.
ures: Sets with factory-installed tuners, 1,680,000.
uhf receivers in use and
expected
Total
100,000.
year,
last
made
converters
Sets &
4,300,000.
December,
of
end
by
in pipelines
Despite unexpected softn ess of uh f se t market (Vol. 9:21), most set makers
are setting their sights ahead for second half of year. Of the 15 manufacturers who

.

- 5 -

responded to our survey, 14 plan to boost uhf set productio n during second half of
For all of 1953, individual manuand many of the boosts are considerable.
year
facturers plan to include uhf tuners in 10%-65% of their sets.
Unweighted average
again not including strips shipped to distributors.
comes to 31%
We again call to your attention the fact that these figures are conservative
estimates, and to our knowledge the only published information on uhf production to
They're only estimates, but we challenge anyone to do better.
date.

—

—

*

*

*
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Taking some of sting out of last week's story of first uhf station failure
(Vol. 9:26) is growing indication that Madison Avenue is beginning to
This is exemplified by report this week of visit to
realize uhf c an do the job.
Fort Lauderdale by BBDO's Frank Silvernail known as "the dean of timebuyers"
in Roanoke

,

Silvernail came back with healthy respect for uhf stations and their potentialities. After observing signals from WFTL-TV (Ch. 25) he urged advertisers and
agencies to abandon their fears about uhf, and use the new channels extensively. He
specifically commented on station's clear picture, and the great number of bow-tie
antennas observed on local rooftops.
,

Personal Moles : Leonard F. Erickson, v.p. & director of
McCann-Erickson and onetime CBS sales executive, appointed head of Voice of America and commissioned by
Robert L. Johnson, head of State Dept.’s international information div., to reorganize it; he succeeds Alfred H.
Morton, who becomes chief consultant to Johnson
Walter S. Lemmon, pres, of World Wide Broadcasting System, operating international shortwave WRUL, Boston,
with Washington attorney Leonard Marks, were White
House visitors July 1, and explained to the President opLloyd E.
erations of broadcasting to Latin America
Yoder, gen. mgr. of NBC’s KNBC, San Francisco, was
quietly married in judge’s chambers there June 30 to Alma
Celia, concert singer and daughter of J. B. Celia, founder
of Roma Wines; he’s a widower, ex-mgr. of KOA, Denver,
was 1926 All-American tackle at Carnegie Tech
Werner Michel named DuMont exec, producer in charge of
production, A. L. Hollander in charge of program operation, Richard L. Geismar bus. mgr., in shifting of personnel
this week by James L. Caddigan, program & production
Paul B. Mowrey, ex-ABC, Aug. 1 joins WFILdirector
.

.

.
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TATION REPS

S
wrought by

jockeying for

are

new

positions

as

changing TV-radio structure being
the advent of new TV stations and the shift
of sponsor emphasis to TV. Not all those who have dominated the radio representation field are going to be the
top runners in the national sales representation of TV
stations, judging from a recapitulation of station lineups
to July 1 made possible by data compiled for the Directory
of National Sales Representatives of TV Stations to be
included in the July edition of our semi-annual TV Factbook (No. 17) due off the presses in about 2 weeks.
Some small-fry radio reps are coming to the fore,
some radio reps who never were identified with TV are
appearing on the list for first time. Mere numbers of
result

of

the

stations represented aren’t a true criterion

—

notably as
against markets and network affiliations. But they’re the
simplest index available and here’s the count to July 1,
bearing in mind figures are subject to change as more

—

Moore promoted to mgr. of NBC mgr.
Sydney Eiges; he succeeds
William Lauten, resigned
George T. LaBoda, Colgate

and more CPs are granted:
Katz Agency tops list of active stations, with 29 (6
of them construction permit holders not yet on air).
Hollingbery has 30 (20 of them still CPs); Weed 27 (11
CPs)
Petry 22 (8 CPs)
Headley-Reed 21 (9 CPs)
H-R Television 21 (11 CPs) Blair 17 (4 CPs) Free &
Peters 16 (4 CPs)
Bolling 15 (12 CPs)
John Pearson
15 (11 CPs); Avery-Knodel 14 (5 CPs); Adam Young 16
(8 CPs); Forjoe 14 (10 CPs); O. L. Taylor 13 (7 CPs);
Meeker 11 (4 CPs) NBC Spot Sales 10 (no CPs) CBS
Spot Sales 10 (no CPs) Raymer 10 (5 CPs) Branham 9
Walker 6 (4 CPs) Harrington, Righter & Par(2 CPs)
sons 6 (no CPs)
Everett-McKinney 6 (5 CPs) Joseph
Hershey McGillvra 5 (3 CPs) Rambeau 4 (3 CPs) BurnSmith 3 (2 CPs); Gill-Perna 3 (2 CPs); W. S. Grant 3
(2 CPs); George W. Clark 3 (3 CPs); Donald Cooke 3
(2 CPs); Hal Holman 2 (1 CP).
There are a scattering few others, all minor with but
one or 2 stations signed up and there’s All-Canada Radio
Facilities Ltd. with 7 of the 9 commercial stations thus
far authorized in that country already signed, though the

adv. research chief, succeeds Leslie T. Harris, resigned, as

stations aren’t yet built.

.

.

.

TV & WFIL,

program &

sales advisor
mgr., succeeds Maurice B.
Mitchell as v.p. & gen. mgr., Associated Program Service,
Mitchell becoming president of Encyclopaedia Brittanica
Films, Chicago
Arthur Rankin Jr. quits ABC-TV as
graphic art director to devote full time to own TV art
service firm, Video Associates
Jack Tolen, ex-WDTV,
Pittsburgh, named program director of new KFSD-TV,
San Diego (Ch. 10), due on air in August; Charles Baldour
also leaving
to become KFSD-TV production mgr.
Don Menard and David Murray quitting
to
become sales mgr. & program mgr., respectively, of new
WENS, Pittsburgh (Ch. 16) due on air in August
Earl M. Willhite, ex-Tullis Co., Los Angeles, named gen.
sales mgr. of new KMO-TV, Tacoma (Ch. 13), due on air

Philadelphia, as

Edward Hochhauser

.

.

.

.

.

Jr., sales

.

.

.

.

WDTV

.

.

WDTV

.

.

this

month

.

.

.

.

.

Ellis

of business publicity under v.p.
.

.

.

TV-radio director, Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Sullivan promoted to director of adv.,

.

.

KVTV,

.

stations go on air

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

Donald D.
Sioux City.

Sumner Harris, 53, owner of radio WOKW, Sturgeon
Bay, Wis., and publisher of the Door County Advocate, and
his 50-year-old wife were stabbed to death in their home
there June 30, police charging the slaying to a 15-year-old
neighborhood boy.

Attempted “shakedown” of WBAL-TV, Baltimore, was
being investigated by City Council this week after reports
that unidentified representative of city zoning board had
asked station for $15,000 payoff for assurance that zoning
regulations would be changed to permit it to build 750-ft.
tower on tract adjacent to present site which had been rezoned residential. Station officials declined comment.

ACCELERATED
ised by RCA

shipments of transmitters were promweek also, in wake of “catch-up”

this

week by recently strike-bound GE
Five vhf plants went out of Camden June
(Vol. 9:26).
reports,
30, and 3 more are scheduled week of July 6, RCA
at same time revealing that “crash crew” may keep production and shipments going during July 20-Aug. 3 vacaprogram revealed

last

tion period.

The June 30 vhf shipments were 10-kw

to

WIS-TV,

KGNC-TV,

Amarillo, Tex.
(Ch. 4) 2-kw to KRDO-TV, Colorado Springs, Colo. (Ch.
25-kw amplifier for previously delivered 5-kw trans13)
500-watt to
mitter to KCMO-TV, Kansas City (Ch. 5)
shipped
being
Also
(Ch.
6).
Mont.
Butte,
KXLF-TV,
this week were 10-kw to KCEN-TV, Temple, Tex. (Ch. 6)
and KMO-TV, Tacoma, Wash. (Ch. 13), and week of July
On the
6 a 2-kw goes to KHSL-TV, Chico, Cal. (Ch. 12).

Columbia,

S. C.

(Ch. 10) and

;

;

;

uhf side, RCA this week got off shipments to KEDD,
Wichita, Kan. (Ch. 16) and WPMT, Portland, Me. (Ch.
And week of July 6, uhf shipments go to WICS,
53).
WCHA-TV, Chambersburg, Pa.
Springfield, 111. (Ch. 20)
WTAO-TV, Cambridge, Mass. (Ch. 56) KIT(Ch. 46)
TV, Yakima, Wash. (Ch. 23).
;

;

;

*

*

*

*

fast catching up on production and
deliveries (Vol. 9:26), but is somewhat disturbed by ap-

General Electric

is

“whispering campaign” against its 12-kw uhf
This week, Wm. J. Morelock, gen. mgr.,
commercial equipment subdept., issued this statement:
“Rumors that we are not going to continue to build
12-kw uhf transmitters, using the klystron, are strictly
unfounded. We will deliver this year at least 46 such
While the
units, including antennas and filter diplexers.
strike dealt us a serious blow, we have every reason to
believe our total production will be as planned and most
parent

transmitter.

of our customers will not be seriously delayed.”
DuMont got off 5-kw transmitters July 2 to

KMBC-

TV & WHB-TV, Kansas City (Ch. 5), which will share
and next
time, and to WREX-TV, Rockford, 111. (Ch. 13)

—

day shut down plant for vacation
will be

this

no deliveries during the 2 vacation weeks.

week delivered antenna

to

There

until July 20.

Federal

WACH-TV, Newport

News,

Va. (Ch. 33) and completed shipment of 1-kw transmitter
to WNAO-TV, Raleigh, N. C. (Ch. 28).
He

*

*

*

In our continuing survey of upcoming new stations,
these were the reports received this week:
KLZ-TV, Denver (Ch. 7), which will be Denver’s
third vhf and basic CBS-TV, no sooner got final FCC

grant this week (see p. 3) than it received RCA’s assurance of equipment delivery by August and fixed an Oct.
It plans 316-kw power, with 225-ft. Lehigh
1 target.
tower on Lookout Mt., surmounted by 8-bay superturnstile.
To house both TV & AM, it’s remodeling 3-story 35.000sq. ft. former auto showroom building at 131 Speer Blvd.,
which will include two 2500-sq. ft. TV studios and have
an auto ramp to 100xl25-ft. roof for outdoor pickups.
Mgr. Hugh Terry has detailed Clayton Brace as TV program director, Eugene Jenkins (ex-Crosley and WOAI,
San Antonio) as chief engineer. Jack Tipton, TV sales
mgr., suffered an accident recently which has bedridden
him for next 4 months, said Terry. Katz will be rep.
WTCN-TV, Minneapolis, and WMIN-TV, St. Paul,
Ch. 11 share-time grantees, now hope to begin tests Aug.
25 with RCA transmitter atop Minneapolis’ Foshay Tower
Bldg., reports WTCN promotion & publicity director
George Hudak. Blair will be WTCN-TV rep.
New Channel 14 grantee for Worcester, Mass., Salisbury Bcstg. Corp. (call letters not yet assigned), hasn’t
yet ordered equipment but Dec. 15, 1953, is target date,
reports v.p. & gen. mgr. Ansel E. Gridley, who also is
Raymer is rep.
station WFGM, Fitchburg.
pres, of

AM

M

ANUFACTURE

of color telecasting equipment will

be started “immediately” by RCA on custom-built
basis for delivery in first half of 1954 “approximately a
year in advance of the earliest dates on which regular
production equipment can be made available.” RCA sent
this announcement July 1 to all TV stations and TV-radio
consulting engineers & lawyers, along with order blanks
and lists of prices and equipment groupings, which differ
somewhat from those submitted last week in RCA’s color

—

petition to

FCC

(see p. 9).

Deadline for placing orders is July 31. The custombuilt equipment will be similar to RCA’s prototype gear
used in Camden and New York. Letter to telecasters
notes that “production models” can’t be designed until
FCC finalizes compatible color standards, and that production models may differ in some respects from custombuilt equipment.
It’s also pointed out that it will be necessary to “replace or modify certain monochrome equipment now in use by existing TV stations” to accommodate the additional information needed for NTSC signal.
RCA has arranged 6 groupings of color equipment as
“building blocks” in conversion of station for color. Each
group builds upon preceding ones. For instance, Group A
equipment permits station to transmit only color programs
received from network. To originate color pictures from
slides, Groups A through D are required; for color film,
A through E, etc. RCA requires 25% down payment for
custom-built equipment, 2% for standard items included
in package (racks, amplifiers, power supplies, etc.). Prices
of most major equipment still are tagged as estimates, but
RCA guarantees actual prices won’t exceed these by more
than 10%. Following are major items of equipment specified for each group:

GROUP A, network only: Color stabilizing amplifier, trl -color
monitor, 2 phase correction networks, lower subcarrier notch filter
and additional standard stock items, $14,380.
GROUP B, recommended test equipment: Convergence dot
generator, color monitor analyzer, linearity checker, color signal
analyzer, burst controlled oscillator, color bar generator, square
wave generator, oscilloscope, $12,230.
GROUP C, synchronizing generator equipment (for stations
planning to originate own color programs') Color frequency standard, burst flag generator, standard studio sync generator with
modification kit, cabinet rack, $7480.
GROUP D, color slide camera chain: Slide camera preamplifier,
slide camera pickup, monitor auxiliary, remote control panel,
kinescope equipment, deflection chassis,
slide camera table top
power supply, channel amplifier, aperture compensator, gamma
amplifier, colorplexer, tri-color monitor, monochrome control, bias
supply and standard stock items, $31,378.
GROUP E, color film chain: Projector, projector camera preamplifier
control panel, table top kinescope
mounting, deflection chassis, power supply, channel amplifier, gamma amplifier,
aperture compensator, colorplexer, tri-color monitor, monitor
auxiliary, monochrome control monitor, bias supply, standard
items, $49,399.
GROUP F, studio camera equipment: Color camera, viewfinder
kine, camera channel amplifier, cable terminal
with hood
chassis, focus current regulator, camera control, shading generator, monitor auxiliary, special cables, monochrome control monitor, aperture compensator, bias supply, gamma amplifier, colorplexer, tri-color monitor, standard items, $66,580.
:

&

&

&

&

WELI-TV, New Haven, Conn.
ment on

order, plans start in “8

(Ch. 59) has

months

GE

equip-

to one year,”

writes pres. Richard W. Davis, who heads management
group recently acquiring the AM station from Harry C.

Wilder.

H-R

Television will be rep.
111. (Ch. 17) will get RCA antenna
week late, and now tentatively plans July 14 start in lieu
of last reported July 1 debut (Vol. 9:24), according to

WTVP,
W.

Decatur,

Geo. W. Clark Inc. will be rep.
Lebanon, Pa. (Ch. 15), granted last week,
is negotiating for equipment, begins construction immediately, and plans November debut, writes mgr. Lester P.
Etter. Rep not yet chosen.
WIMA-TV, Lima, O. (Ch. 35), DuMont equipment
ordered, has rescheduled start to “somewhere around the
first of the year” from earlier announced summer debut
(Vol. 8:52), reports gen. mgr. R. W. Mack.
Rep will be
pres.

L. Shellabarger.

WLBR-TV,

Weed

Television.

7
Telecasting Notes: Critic Jack Gould, New York Times,
currently abroad, writes from London that U. S. viewers
“are missing a number of excellent types of presentations”
His
but also “are escaping from some colossal bores.”
June 30 dispatch says: “At first glance, British TV seems
the contemporary American dream come true.
There are no commercials, no urgent pleas to test and
compare, and no interruptions. The peace and quiet in the
English living room are almost indescribable, a delightfully novel and soothing experience in viewing. But there
When the set owner here is trapped in an
is a catch.
interminably wordy play of 90 minutes about Joan of Arc
[his] frustration is complete [and] there is no station
Receivers are pre-tuned to the one and
selector switch.

almost

The American viewer's inonly channel of the BBC.
alienable right to look for a better program might even
One thing that Gould
excuse a middle commercial”
particularly noticed was high quality of film reproduction, which on BBC is “virtually equal to live video in the
U. S. and often superior to live video” in London; British
newsreels on TV are “decidedly superior,” he reports, “and
kinescope and video films seen at home simply are not in
British TV runs to culturally
the same running”
.

.

.

.

higher standards than U. S., but lacks flair for popular
entertainment albeit mysteries, sports, children’s shows
abound. And Gould also noted BBC gives screen credits
to composers and lyricists, which he calls “a sensible idea”
NBC pres. Frank White
and suggests ASCAP take note
will head network contingent at radio affiliates’ July 27
meeting in Chicago (Vol. 9:26), at which AMs are expected

—

.

.

AM & TV, more attention to
White will concentrate mainly on radio
problems next few months, leaving to Chairman Sarnoff
and vice chairman Pat Weaver the administration of TV
ask greater separation of

to

radio; looks like

Station Accounts: Grant Tool Co., Chicago, spotting
10-min. film demonstrating its new “Gay Blade,” combination glass-cutter and tool sharpener, got such big response via Altoona’s WFBG-TV that it’s repeating same
film on same station 6 times, thru Arthur Meyerhoff &
Co., Chicago; station itself, dept, store-owned and a relative

newcomer on

air,

having started last February (Vol.

9:9), reported it was “overwhelmed” by 1275 mail orders
Englander Co. (Airfoam
received from first showing .
.

.

mattresses and Red-Line Foundation ensemble) planning
TV spots to back up magazine & newspaper campaign,
RCA Victor breaks spot
thru Leo Burnett Co., Chicago
campaign in every TV market July 10 to promote new
“Rotomatic” TV line, radios, phonos and “Strato-World”
Universal7-band portable, thru J. Walter Thompson
International has prepared series of 20 & 60-sec. spots on
all its film releases in July & August, to be placed locally
and available from N. Y. office (David A. Lipton, v.p.)
General Foods, for Post Krinkles, sponsoring Rootie
Kazootie, described as “popular Lilliputian program for
the lollipop set,” on WABC-TV, New York, Tue. 6-6:15
p.m., thru Foote, Cone & Belding; Pioneer Ice Cream
.

.

.

.

.

is

.

.

.

.

New CBS-Radio documentary

Mon. sponsor, Gordon Baking

Co.,

Wed.

film

titled

.

.

Time for

It’s

Everybody is reported as excellent job of extolling the
Nice
medium, will be ready for trade release soon
break for NBC-TV’s 7-9 a.m. Today July 1, when exPresident Truman stepped up to window of RCA Exhibition Hall during early-morning stroll, peeked in, was invited inside to be asked a few questions; fact that daughter Margaret is NBC contract artist may or may not
Fascinating artihave contributed to the coincidence
cle on techniques used by WCCO-TV, Minneapolis, in series
.

.

.

.

.

.

Symphony is “TeleSymphony Orchestra” by TV consultant Rudy

of one-hour telecasts of Minneapolis

vising a

May Journal of the Society of Motion Picture &
3-year strike at KSTP-TV & KSTP,
Engineers
St. Paul, ended this week with undisclosed settlement with
IBEV7 technicians
Branham Co. has sued owners of
KFMB-TV & KFMB, San Diego, for alleged breach of
contract by reason of Petry acquisition of 22.22% ownership (Vol. 9:23) and switch of reps; Los Angeles superior
court case asks $400,000 damages, alleging this is potential return on contract with 2 years yet to run
Every
Bretz in

TV

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

weekday at 5 p.m., Bridgeport’s WICC-TV (Ch. 43) carries
Let’s Talk About Television, 5-min. during which gen. mgr.
Philip Merryman talks to local servicemen and dealers,
with occasional guests
Revised weekend rate classification by NBC-TV, effective Sept. 1, changes 1-5 p.m. Sat.
WHAS-TV, Louisville,
& Sun. from Class A to Class B
raises base hourly rate from $600 to $700 July 15.
.

.

.

.

.

.

thru Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford,
N. Y.; Bell Portable Sewing Machine Corp., thru Goold &
BBDO, N. Y.; Art Instruction Inc. (art course by mail),
Tierney, N. Y.; Shell Oil Co. (premium gas with “TCP”),
thru J. Walter Thompson, N. Y.; Dix Minit Donut Corp.
(frozen doughnuts), thru Charles O. Puffer Co., Chicago;
F. Pirrone & Sons (wine), thru Marshall Ford Adv., Sacramento, Cal.
tric vaporizers),

Network Accounts:
week for

1 5-min.

Five

new sponsors signed up

participations on Garry

this

Moore Show,

be-

ginning Sept. 3 on CBS-TV, Mon.-thru-Fri. 1:30-2 p.m.,
completing roster of sponsors. New sponsors: Swift &
Co. (meat products), Thu. 1:30-1:45 p.m., thru J. Walter

Thompson

Co.;

Hoover Co. (vacuum cleaners), Mon.

1:45-2,

.

.

Among

.

.

.

.

July Fortune Magazine out with 8-p. article titled
Steals the Show” containing comparisons between
RCA “dollars” and CBS “showmanship” (with sideswipes
about CBS’s defeat on color issue) that probably won’t
please either ... Ed Sullivan’s CBS-TV Toast of the Town
has dropped much-publicized preview clips of big movie
features, claiming audience reaction wasn’t so hot
.

“CBS

&

Fri.

.

.

.

other advertisers reported using or preparing
to use TV: Blue Star Food Inc. (Blue Star chicken),
thru Laughammer Agency, Omaha; Family Digest for
Better Health Inc. (magazine), thru Zlowe Co., N. Y.;
Republic Steel Corp. (steel kitchens), thru Meldrum &
Fewsmith, Cleveland; Eskimo Pie Corp. (ice cream), thru
Buchanan & Co., N. Y.; Vitamin Corp. of America (Cal-OMetric dietary aid), thru Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford, N. Y.; Roto-Rooter Corp. (Roto-Rooter sewer cleaning machine), thru Cole’s Inc., Des Moines; Gates Rubber
Co. (flexible hose & garden sprinkler), thru Harold Walter
Clark, Denver; N. Y. State Dept, of Commerce, thru
thru Knox Reeves Adv., Minneapolis; Kaz Mfg. Co. (elec-

thru Leo Burnett Co.; Cat’s Paw Rubber Co. (heels &
soles), Tue. 1:30-1:45, thru S. A. Levyne & Co.; Best
Foods Inc., Wed. 1:45-2, thru Earle Ludgin Inc.; Norge
Refrigerators, Thu. 1:45-2, thru J. Walter Thompson Co.
B.B. Pen Co. (ball point pens) buys alt.-week sponsorship of George Jessel Shotv, beginning in fall, on ABC-TV,
Sun. 9:30-10 p.m., thru Roy S. Durstine Co.
Brown &
Williamson (Kools) buys My Friend Irma, beginning in
fall, on CBS-TV, Fri. 10-10:30 p.m., thru Ted Bates &
Co.
Philip Morris Co. (Dunhill cigarettes) to sponsor
Ezio Pinza comedy I Bonino, beginning Sept. 12, on NBCTV, thru Biow
S. C. Johnson & Co. (floor wax), reported buying Life with Father, beginning in fall, on
CBS-TV, Sun. 7-7 :30 p.m., thru Needham, Louis & Brorby
Wrigley (chewing gum) switches Gene Autry Show
from Sun. 8-8:30 p.m. to Tue. 7-7:30 p.m., beginning July
Bristol-Myers Co. reported buying
14, on CBS-TV
Police Story, beginning in fall, on CBS-TV, Sun. 9:30-10
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

p.m., thru Doherty, Clifford, Steers

&

ican Tobacco Co. reported buying

ABC-TV

alt.

weeks starting

in fall,

Schenfield
AmerRay Bolger Show on
.

.

.

Thu. 9:30-10 p.m.

Trade Repori
July

4,

1953

LOTS OF LIFE IN TV MARKET, KARDA TOLD: TV-appliance dealers had their place in the
sun this week
their NARDA convention in Chicago coming out with spirited program
for:
(1) Closer liaison with manufacturers
(2) Better business practices (what
one distributor calls "creative selling") to weed out inept dealers and reduce the
alarming rate of business mortalities among retailers.
NARDA appointed new committee headed by Vergal Bourland Fort Worth, to work
out effective plan to meet with TV & appliance manufacturers periodically on mutual
problems. First step, Bourland said, would be to survey NARDA members on what brands
they carry what they like and dislike about individual manufacturers merchandising
policies. Then the committee members will sit down with manufacturers to see if some
solution can be worked out. All public statements emanating from such meetings will
be cleared with manufacturers to make certain their viewpoint is properly presented.
Retailers rang the changes again on their old complaints of low markups too
many lines etc.
Some of their hopes were answered July 1 when Moto rola announced
it was introducing fewer model s
20 than any other major manufacturer and would
increase discounts to dealers (see Topics & Trends, p. 10).
Not too much worrying about prospect of price increase s this fall was evident, though some manufacturers have declared they're near-certainty (Vol. 9:25,26)
This week, too, Raytheon v.p. William Dunn elaborated on his prediction of price hike
with statement that recent 10% increase in capacitor and CR tube prices gives "us no
choice but to fall in line with economic trends and adjust our TV set prices in accordance with rising costs." He added Raytheon will continue to follow industry
pattern of holding off as long as possible but that hikes seem "a certainty."

—

.

,

'

,

,

,

(

#

Magnavox president Frank Freimann threw down a challenge to dealers and
fighting
tone to the convention when he told them in the main address to cut
set a
out the wailing and bring back some of the hard-selling practices they used in days
when all customers weren't pushovers.
Though there are an estimated 23,000,000 TV receivers in presently served
areas, there are still 7,000,000 families not yet so ld in these areas, plus another
20,000,000 families yet to be sold in upcoming markets, he said, adding:
There are approximately 4,000,000 sets of a size smaller than 17-in. and
Also in use are an estia ready replace m ent market
over 3 years old now in use
mated 6,000,000 sets of inadequate size to provide enjoyable TV viewing
another
The second set market has hardly been touched.
large replacement market.
Any talk
of saturation in the TV business is merly academic and realistically unsound, as
demonstrated by the historical pattern of the radio industry itself."
After Freimann 's challenge dealers settled down to thrash out some of their
problems. Harry Alter president of Harry Alter Co., Chicago Crosley distributor,
quickly put his finger on what he considered 4 major weaknesses besetting trade:
"

—

.

—

,

,

"There are too many
(1) Too many people are in the TV-appliance business
manufacturers, too much production too many distributors and far too many dealers
And not a thing can be done about it except the workings of the oldest law of nature,
survival of the fittest .'" He later predicted economic necessity would eventually
reduce TV-appliance manufacturers to about 10 "big name complete-line national brands
with all others either out of the picture or relegated to position of unimportance.
"Price cutting on big ticket items is too
(2) Too much price-cutting
easily disguised by the trade-in-alloxvance subterfuge so that the maintenance of
fair-trade prices seems like an impossibility to me."
"Everyone is trying to load-up everybody else.
The
(3) Too much stock
factories cram it down the threat of distributors they in turn try to load-up the
.

.

,

'

.

'

'

,

.

;
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"

9

dealer on the theory that if he is overstocked he can't buy from competitors and so
he'll have to cut prices to unload and pay his bills."

Retail ads too often feature price alone neglecting product benefits
"Seldom do we see ads in our daily papers telling a product feature
why someone should buy the product."

(4)

,

to consumers.

story

—

Alter left dealers with this warning "Smart dealers will start shaping their
affairs for the day when they will become exclusive dealers of one complete line,
obtaining along with such franchise, reasonable territory protection.
I am confident that to a great extent better selling will improve profit margins for the dealers
Not only can you do better
who have exclusive and protected full line dealerships
selling but you can again resume creative .selling. Probably the one thing that this
industry is in most need of is 'creative selling.'
:

.

More advice to dealers came from NARDA president Wallace Johnston.
Going
directly to the point of current business failures among retailers, Johnston said
one way of avoiding bankruptcy is to check inventories at least every month.
"
More than a 50-day supply of a product should not be carried by a dealer.
We are retailers, not warehouses. It is the distributor's function to carry the inI think this is the place where good management .can
ventory to supply the dealer.
come to the forefront to know what to buy, how to buy, what not to buy."
Johnston said he makes it a point to see his banker and finance man every 90
days to learn retail trends, status of the economy in his city (Memphis) and any
ideas they have which might benefit his business.
*

*

*

TV produ c tion declined to 105,629 (4804 private label) week ended June 26,
It was year's 25th
down from 122,279 preceding week and 115,469 week ended June 12.
It looks now like 5,850,000 outweek, one short of 6 months by RTMA calculations.
put for first half of 1953 vs. 2,318,236 first half of 1952.
Radio production dropped to 214,777 (103,648 private), lowest since year's
first week, decrease from 271,274 week ended June 19 and 261,609 week before. Week's
radios: 52,521 home, 48,622 portable, 23,672 clock, 89,962 auto.
Clyde S. Gischel appointed gen. mgr.
of consumer products, Westinghouse Electric Supply
Corp., New York, in charge of sales in company’s 17 disYergal Bourland, NARDA
tricts and 112 branch offices
v.p. and owner of Bourland Appliances, Fort Worth,
named chairman of new NARDA committee to serve as
Robert J.
liaison between dealers and manufacturers
Bahr promoted to director of purchases, Emerson Radio,
succeeding Stanley L. Abrams, recently advanced to diDelmus J. Fagge, ex-Sylvania
rector of material div.
tube div. govt, sales representative, Washington, named
Washington engineering representative, Potter & BrumMiss E’lise Harmon, exfield, Princeton, Ind. (relays)
National Bureau of Standards engineer-physicist, named
John
Aero vox director of printed circuit development

Trade Personals:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Lawrence R. Krahe
appointed head of advance development group, Andrew
S.

Brown promoted

to chief engineer,

Wm. H.
(antennas & transmission lines)
Beretish, ex-Dole Valve Co., named special asst, to pres,
Eric Gomof Packard-Bell to plan for new products
pertz, service mgr. of DuMont’s factory branch in Miami,
named Caribbean sales representative for DuMont international div., with offices after Aug. 1 at 7000 N.E. 4th Ct.,
Miami ... II. Hugh Willis, ex-Vitro Corp., appointed director of advanced instrumentation, General Precision
Philo T. Farnsworth, TV inventor,
Equipment Corp.
Corp.

.

.

.

was guest

.

.

.

.

.

OLOR TV

still hasn’t been discussed by FCC commissioners, since RCA filed petition last week (Vol.
9:26), though staff is giving document a lot of study.
Obviously, Commission is waiting to see what NTSC has to

C

—

say though it may get procedures rolling, aimed at speeding consideration of compatible system, before NTSC files
its comments.
NTSC petition is expected by end of month.
Still a question is whether FCC will insist that new
system be put on air in Washington. Chairman Hyde
doesn’t consider it much of a question, though, saying:
“That’s just a detail.”
Commission staff has attended quite a few demonstrations of NTSC color, but FCC has yet to indicate whether
that suffices. Lab Div., at Laurel, Md., has been working
with compatible color signal generator and RCA tri-color
tubes but hasn’t had money needed to convert equipment
to current NTSC specifications.

RCA this week sent to all stations, TV-radio consulting engineers and attorneys details of color transmitting equipment costs and delivery dates (see p. 6).
Another technical symposium on tri-color tubes for its
patent licensees was scheduled for July 15 by RCA. Stating that purpose is to bring manufacturers up-to-date on
production processes, v.p. E. C. Anderson said that “the
decision has recently been made to concentrate on development of a tri-color tube with a glass envelope.”

.

s

of honor at testimonial dinner in his native Salt

Lake City June 30, NARTB pres. Harold E. Fellows delivering main address
Sidney Joffee resigns as pres.,
.

.

.

Pathe Television Corp., N. Y.

NARDA

will seek $209,000

from

TV

industry sources

year as part of 3-year program to aid educational
TV. Fund would be administered by NARDA Educational
TV Foundation, which was chartered last month.
this

10

&

Trends of TV Trade: “Shortest line with
Topics
that
the longest discount” among any of the majors
was Motorola’s keynote as it introduced new 20-model line
at Chicago’s Palmer House July 1, featuring its first 24 &
27-in. sets as well as a high-fidelity radio-phono. It was

—

major manufacturers

last of the

new

to introduce its

new

line

manufacturers, see Vol. 9:23-26).
Motorola made quite a point of fewer sets, exec. v.p.
Robert W. Galvin observing to some 100 distributors attending that every other major company has introduced
“anywhere from 40 to 55 models in their fall lines,” with
resulting complications in warehousing, display, finance,
product identification and service. Without specifying
exact percentage, Galvin said discounts to dealers will be
increased on all models under $300 “not by just a nibble,
but by a good mouthful.”
Engineering features of new line are “Pictron” highvoltage transformer for brighter picture; improved antinoise protection; new all-channel “Roto-tenna” device
mounted in cabinet on pivot and calibrated for easy adjustment by set owner; new all-channel “Robot 82” cascode tuner bringing in all stations with one-knob operation;
new delayed gain control to prevent picture fading in
changing channels. Prices range from 17-in. ebony plastic
table model at $180 to 27-in. full-door mahogany console
(for

line of other

—

at $675.

The

full line:

E MERSON

made trade headlines this week with introduction of 17-in. mahogany wood finish table model

at $150 and 21-in. table model at $200, both including tax
and warranty. Introduction of low-priced leaders came
along with 43 other models at New York’s Plaza Hotel
June 29.
David J. Hopkins, adv. & sales director, emphasized

low-priced sets “are not advertising leaders to be nailed
down on dealers’ floors for promotion or as teasers. This
is in keeping with the traditional Emerson policy of delivering leader models in quantity. We are engaging, and
will continue to engage, in quantity production of these
and all other leader models.”

Benjamin Abrams foresaw bright future for TV
and new markets in next 18 months,
said Emerson’s TV production next year will double 1953
output, added start of color production won’t retard blackand-white sales. He said he expects first few color sets
Pres.

sales in both old

early next year.

Twenty-eight sets are vhf-only, other 16 containing
Feature of line is one-knob “Simplimatic” tuning.
The full line:
Table Models: 17-in. mahogany wood finish $150 or
$200 (uhf), blonde $180 or $230 (uhf)
17-in. grained
all-channel tuning.

;

mahogany

or blonde finish $200; 17-in. limed oak, mahogany or blonde veneer $230 or $250 (uhf) 17-in. early
;

Table Models: 17-in. ebony plastic $180, mahogany
$200; 21-in. mahogany $230, $250, $270, blonde $280.
Consoles: 17-in. mahogany $280, blonde $290; 21-in.
mahogany $300, blonde $320; 21-in. open-face walnut $300,
mahogany $330, blonde $340; 21-in. half-door mahogany
$350, blonde $370; 21-in. full-door mahogany, walnut or
birch $400, blonde $420; 24-in. walnut $400, mahogany
$430; 24-in. full-door mahogany $470 & $550, blonde $490
& $575; 27-in. full-door mahogany console $595 & $675,
blonde $625.
Combination: 21-in mahogany $595, blonde $625.
Also introduced -were “Sonata” high-fidelity radiophono, in walnut bakelite. with 6x9-in. inverted speaker,
listing at $100; clock radio with printed circuits, $30;

American maple veneer $270;

table model radio, $25.

(uhf); 21-in. blonde veneer $550

Trade Miscellany:

An unnamed TV-radio

set

manu-

facturer, seeking a “big league sales mgr.” to handle national operations, has asked Tide Magazine to help find

man;

the

you’re interested, write Reginald Clough, pubPhiladelphia area
232 Madison Ave., N. Y.

if

lisher, Tide,

TV

.

.

.

major brands totaled 6106 sets in May vs.
7000 in May, 1952; in 5 months to May 31, they were 61,475
Motorola plans to spend more than $12,000,vs. 60,689
000 on promotion this year to celebrate 25th anniversary,
using all media
GE’s ad campaign backing new TVradio line will be concentrated on new TV markets, where
heavy local promotions will be launched 2 weeks before
sales of 19

.

.

.

.

.

.

station goes on air, according to E. F. Peterson, TV-radio

marketing mgr.
CBS-Columbia Inc. planning big national and local campaign, including spot TV & radio, to
back up bid to become major brand in TV receiver field
Raytheon is sponsoring entry in annual All-Woman
Transcontinental Air Race July 7 a Beechcraft Bonanza,
piloted by Mrs. Jane White, Glenview, 111.
.

.

.

.

—

Notes:

RCA

Victor

Distributing

Corp.

elects E. Earle Hart, ex-Buffalo-Rochester, as v.p. of

sas City div.

.

.

.

RCA

names Ward Terry

Victor

KanCo.,

Terry, pres.), replacing Hendrie &
Bolthoff Co.; appoints Dulaney’s of Texas Inc., Amarillo,
Mascon of Rhode Island
Tex. (Paul Davis, gen. mgr.)
Inc.,
Providence (Admiral), announces resignation of
Electro-Pliance Corp.,
Henry Grimes as gen. sales mgr.
Milwaukee (Motorola) announces resignation of E.P. Toal
as gen. mgr.; he joins Cosne Callaghan, ex-Chicago manu-

Denver

(Ward

E.

.

.

.

.

.

.

blonde $230; 21-in.

$280.

Consoles: 17-in. mahogany wood finish $230, blonde
$240; 17-in. mahogany veneer $250 & $300 (uhf); 17-in.
blonde veneer $270 & $320 (uhf) 21-in. mahogany wood
finish $250 & $280 (uhf), blonde $270 & $300 (uhf)
21-in.
mahogany veneer $300 & $350 (uhf) 21-in. blonde veneer
$320 & $370 (uhf)
21-in. mahogany veneer with side
controls $390; 21-in. full-door mahogany veneer $430 &
21-in. full-door blonde veneer $460 & $510
$480 (uhf)
(uhf)
21-in. full-door French provincial $430 & $480
(uhf)
27-in. full-door mahogany veneer $750.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Combinations

mahogany veneer $430 & $480

21-in.

&

$630 (uhf).

new TV distributing concern, with headquarters in Schroeder Bldg., Milwaukee
CapehartFarnsworth appoints newly formed Greber Distributing
Co., 929 H St. NW, Washington, headed by Joseph Greber,
ex-sales v.p., Greber Distributors Inc., Baltimore (Motorola), his brothers Ben & Saul continuing Baltimore firm;
Capehart also names Swanson-Nunn Sales Co., Evansville,
Ind. (Wm. Knopsnyder, owner)
CBS-Columbia Distributors Inc., New York, appoints Bert Rice, ex-Zenith
New York, as sales mgr.
Stewart-Warner appoints
Herndon Thomas Electronics, Atlanta (Herndon Thomas,
owner)
Apex Electronic Sales Corp., New York (Philharmonic) announces resignation of A1 Jacobs as pres.

facturer’s rep, in

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

*

.

.

Distributor

finish $200,

mahogany wood
mahogany or limed veneer
21-in.

*

*

*

Picture tube sales for first 5 months of this year
totaled 4,450,249 valued at $105,013,272, compared to

same 1952 period, reports
and larger representing 70%
of sales.
May picture tube sales totaled 744,252 worth
$15,659,541, compared to 907,076 at $21,657,266 in April
and 305,395 at $6,470,060 in May 1952.
Receiving tube sales in first 5 months totaled 200,1,940,142 worth $43,181,847 in

RTMA — rectangular

20-in.

654,663 valued at $135,769,040 vs. 135,818,064 at $97,890,-

279 in same 1952 period. Of sales, 142,210,500 went for
new sets, 43,994,354 replacement, 8,138,606 export, 6,311,-

For May, receiving tube sales totaled 37,253,308
worth $25,093,037, compared to 41,342.599 at $27,720,635
in April and 23,636,484 at $17,037,274 in May 1952.
203 govt.

—
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Elecfc’Gliks Reports: Twenty electronics
are represented on Defense Dept.’s list of
receiving biggest volume of military prime
July 1950 through December 1952. Three

manufacturers
100 companies
contracts from
electronics

and

related companies are above billion-dollar mark in postKorea military prime contracts GE, AT&T and Westinghouse with GE close to $3 billion. Prime contracts of
the 20 firms totaled $10 billion or some 12.5% of dollar
value of all prime contracts let by Govt, since Korea.
Electronics and related companies in “top 100” show
covered
little change in ranking since last list, which
July 1950-June 1952 (Vol. 9:10). None left the list, and

—

—

GE continues in second place,
there are no newcomers.
with more than $2.8 billion in prime contracts, or 3.6%
of the dollar value of all prime contracts. General Motors
prime conis still No. 1, and it has more than $5 billion in
Of the remainder of top ten, 6 are aircraft firms,
tracts.
2 automotive companies.
Many electronic items, of course, are

made by the
big “non-electronic” companies on list (i.e., aircraft companies, with their gigantic guided missile programs) and
many electronic companies make non-electronic items
such as GE with its huge jet engine business. Much of
the contracts have been subcontracted to smaller firms.

how

Here’s

up

in the top

May

1952)

AT&T

——

_

2
13

Bendix
Avco

14
17
18
23

RCA

Hughes Tool Co

24
26

IT&T

Philco
Collins

31
40
42

Raytheon
American Bosch

44
59

Hazeltine
Sylvanla

73
79

—

Minneapolis-Honeywell
Admiral
Stewart-Warner
Motorola
Bros.

NPA

84
92
94
95
96

Electronics

Amount

of

Contracts
$2,855,400,000
1,197,600,000
1,100,000,000
755,800,000
746,700,000
480,800,000
480,400,000
451,600,000
354,600,000
305,200,000
278,000,000
262,700,000
174,800,000
131,200,000
119,300,000
114,300,000
101,300,000
95,400,000
92,100,000
88,700,000

Div. will

Percent- Position
(June
age of
Total
1952)

3.6%
1.5
1.4
0.9
0.9
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

2
12
14
18
19

28
23
22
29
44
40
42
58
70
71
82
84
90
96

94

continue

operations for
NPA was due to be

remainder of month with staff of 4.
supplanted July 1 by Commerce Dept. Business Services
Agency (Vol. 9:23), but reorganization of Commerce
Dept, was postponed until Aug. 1, and NPA was extended
for another month but with about two-thirds of its per-

—

Electronics Div. now consists of director Donald S. Parris; Joseph Bauler, in charge of equipment; Ray Knobbe, expediting & expansion; one mail-&-

sonnel slashed

file

clerk.

sions,

and

feature films for TV, is quoted: “As long as the major
studios are not in the red ink they won’t sell to TV. And
right now, thanks to 40% of their revenue coming from
the foreign market, they’re still in the black.” It would
be “senseless,” he said, for majors to sell to TV while they
have financial interest in 25% of U. S. first-run theatres.

and earnings: Universal Pictures

General Electric

Gilflllan

—

prime contracts and their percent-

Position
(Dec.

Company

TV

and related firms stacked
They’re listed below together with
in December 1952 and June 1952,

total military contracts:

Westinghou.se
Sperry Corp.

Trade Notes:

*

the electronics
100.

their position on list
dollar value of their

age of

&

Paramount’s policy against
remains unchanged, despite
advent of 3-D. President Barney Balaban gave that answer to question by stockholder at recent annual meeting.
He added that current potential revenue from TV was so
small that he could not recommend releasing Paramount’s
oldies.
Total value of all films made by Paramount prior
to September 1952 is carried on company’s books at “no
more than about $100,000 or $200,000,” he said. In answer
to another question he said Paramount’s total investment
in 50%-owned International Telemeter Corp. is “about
$775,000 or $800,000 and an advance of $50,000, plus a
loan to one of Telemeter’s principal officers secured by all
of the latter’s Telemeter stock.”
Note: Big studios won’t release backlogs for another
7 years that’s view of one big distributor of films to TV,
as reported in July 1 Variety. Arche Mayers, president
of Unity TV Corp., described as biggest distributor of

Financial

release of old films to

*

*

One movie producer showing

*

nicely improved gross

Co., for 26 weeks ended
reports consolidated sales up to $34,476,837 from
$30,377,422 same period last year; net earnings $1,346,632
($1.27 a share on 961,698 shares of common) after $2,310,000 taxes, up from $1,220,440 ($1.14) after $1,550,000 taxes.
2,

Sylvania’s place in the industrial firmament, as outby retired chairman Max F. Balcom at recent stockholders meeting: (1) Radio receiving tubes second larglined

—

est manufacturer,

“and not very far from the

top, producing more than one-fifth the domestic output last year.”
“we believe we are among the 10 largest.”
(2) TV sets
“a very strong second position.” (4)
(3) Picture tubes
Incandescent lamps “a much more important third than
a year ago.”
“we probably con(5) Fluorescent lamps
tinue in second place.”
“indisput(6) Photoflash lamps
able position as the leader.”

—

—
—

—

—

Stromberg-Carlson’s upsurge again indicated by figures disclosed by pres. Robert Tait, indicating sales for
1953 will run $60-65,000,000 vs. $48,098,000 in 1952, $33,632,495 in 1951, $39,192,917 in 1950. Net earnings after
taxes estimated at about $2,500,000 are expected to equal
nearly $7 per share on present capitalization vs. $3.28 in
1952, $1.66 in 1951, $2.53 in 1950.

off.

Electronics

was

will be able to

cut more than most other
work on emergency cases

divi-

only,

but director Parris gives assurance that “the military job
Some former NPA personnel may be rewill be done.”
hired when Commerce Dept, industry divisions are set up.
June 30 was changeover day in defense controls program
Controlled Materials Plan dying and being supplanted

Sentinel Radio reports net profit of $404,246 ($1.06 a
share on 380,000 common shares outstanding) on sales of
$15,152,005 for fiscal year ended March 31, compared to
$263,691 (69(?) on $10,150,269 preceding year.
Pres.
Ernest Alschuler in annual report stated company ended
year with low inventories of civilian products, foresaw
even greater volume and profit in current year.

months ended May 31 increased
from preceding year’s $130,834,354,
but consolidated net income declined to $3,315,897 (35((
on 8,990,648 shares) from $3,542,928 (38(i on 8,887,959).

Avco net

sales for 6

—

to record $219,455,797

by Defense Materials System, which rations materials to
defense users only. Also on that day, Congress gave Small
Defense Plants Administration one more month to live.
It dies July 31 unless extended by Congressional action.

plants seriously affected earnings.

La Pointe Electronics Inc. has purchased 95% intermanufacturer of printed circuits,
from J. H. Whitney & Co. for undisclosed amount. Whitney retains 5% interest in Circuitron, which will continue
est in Circuitron Inc.,

as separate corporation.

Pres. Victor

Emanuel explained that

strikes in 3

company

Dividends: Emerson Radio, lOtf regular plus 5tf extra,
payable July 15 to stockholders of record July 6; Weston
Electrical Instrument, 25tf Sept. 10 to holders Aug. 26;
Collins Radio, 50tf plus 10% stock July 31 to holders July
15; American Phenolic, 254 July 24 to holders July 10.
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POLICY on “protest” procedure, inaugurated by
McFaxdand Act last year, has shifted like a weathercock (see p. 2). At first, Commission threw out protests
Then it ran up against opposition from Juswilly-nilly.
granting virtually all
tice Dept., went to other extreme

F CC

—

of stations against which
This week, Commission started
back towards middle course in actions on 3 protests:
(1) WTVP, Decatur, 111. (Ch. 17) had protested
modification of grant to WCIA, Champaign (Ch. 3) which
permitted WCIA to move closer to Decatur and increase
said that WCIA would put Grade A signal
height.
into Decatur; that CBS says it will drop WTVP and shift
has lost “confirmed orders” for
to WCIA; that
sponsored network shows; that WCIA will tend to monopprotests, halting construction

protests were directed.

WTVP

WTVP

its stockholders own Champaign NewsDecatur, and WDWS, Champaign, etc.
FCC weighed protest, decided to call hearing on it July
Case may develop into hot
20, hold up CP for WCIA.
issue, involving vhf vs. uhf and network affiliation policies.
(2) In Salinas, Cal., uhf grantee KICU (Ch. 28)
had protested share-time grant to KSBW-TV, Salinas,
and KMBY-TV, Monterey (Ch. 8). KICU charged that
it hadn’t been given enough time to study share-time proposals before they were granted and that the shared proposal didn’t comply with FCC rules. FCC said it shouldn’t
have granted protest in first place, because it -was too
However, it discussed complaints anyway, convague.
cluded they had no merit.
station WSSB had pro(3) In Durham case,
tested grant to WCIG-TV (Ch. 46), saying it didn’t have
enough time to file competing application when WCIG’s
opposition disappeared; it also raised overlap question.
FCC said, somewhat caustically, that WSSB had the 10
months since April 14, 1952 to file if it chose. Commission also said that WSSB’s protest on overlap was too
vague to comply with statute.

olize

media since

WSOY,

Gazette,

AM

Only

2 applications for

new TV

stations

were

filed

Together with dismissal of 4 applications, they
bring total on file to 592. Week’s applications were for
Kansas City, Ch. 65, by local AM station KUDL (David
Segal) San Antonio, Ch. 41, by Jacob Newborn, owner of
Tyler, Tex., grantee KETX and 25% owner of Beaumont
grantee KBMT. [For further details about these applications, see TV Addenda 16-Z herewith; for complete listthis week.

;

ings of

all

post-freeze grants,

deletions, hearings, etc., see

denda

TV

new

stations, applications,

Factbook No. 16 with Ad-

to date.]

Los Angeles & St. Louis have enough channels for the
present, with 10 and 7 each, respectively, said FCC this
week in turning down petitions to add a uhf channel to
Commission said smaller nearby town might need
each.
the channels and “moreover, we cannot conclude at this
time that the 10 channels in Los Angeles and 7 channels
in St. Louis do not constitute a fair and equitable assignment of the available TV facilities to these communities.”

Power boosts: KGNC-TV, Amarillo,

this

week

re-

RCA

10-kw transmitter, plans to increase power
to 100 kw as soon as it’s installed.
WBAY-TV, Green
Bay, Wis., this week got RCA 10-kw driver.
On RCA
schedule next week is 25-kw amplifier to KBTV, Denver.
ceived

Hearst’s quest for Ch. 10 in Milwaukee, asking FCC to
make it available for commercial rather than educational
Commission turned
use, was again rebuffed this week.
down petition for reconsideration, saying that Hearst has
presented no new facts not previously considered.

WFTL-TV, Fort Lauderdale, Fla. (Ch. 23), was interconnected July 1 to AT&T’s networking facilities, by tapping Jacksonville-Miami cable, making total of 140 stations in 93 cities

now

interconnected.

NBC -TV is “breaking clean” with WTAR-TV, Norfolk
(Ch. 4) as of Sept. 19 when it affiliates with uhf WVEC-TV,
Hampton (Ch. 15) for coverage of big naval base area.

WTAR-TV shifts to CBS-TV then (Vol.
NBC spokesman, even though second

an

9:25) and, said
interconnection

“line” may not be available until “some time in fourth
quarter,” the plan is to sever relations entirely with the
vhf.
Until second AT&T microwave link is available via

Richmond,

WTAR-TV & WVEC-TV

will

px-esent single link on equal basis.

have to share the

Since

WVEC-TV

is

uhf in one-vhf-station Norfolk, it’s being watched by
everyone interested in advancement of uhf, NBC with RCA
expect to make this a njajor uhf “proving ground,” will
start big promotion-publicity campaign next week designed to get 50,000-75,000 sets converted by Sept. 19.
To NBC-TV sponsors who sign for WVEC-TV by Aug. 1,
it’s offering inducement of 8 free weeks, after which $200
first

base rate will prevail.
x-etiring from FCC after servinception in 1934, was given big party at
Commission June 30, his last day, and will again be feted
by Natioixal Citizens Committee on Educational Television
(Dr. Milton Eisenhower) and Joint Committee on Educa-

Comr. Paul A. Walker,

ing since

its

(Ralph Steetle) at dinner in Washing7.
The 72-year-old gentleman
was presented scroll paying ti'ibute to his service, plus a
gold watch. Walker says his plans ax e indefinite, though
it’s pxedicted he’ll join some educational group in consulting capacity.
He’ll receive modest pension fx’om Govt.
Same day, Comr. George Sterling marked completion of
30th year in Govt.

tional

Telev'sion

Statler Hotel, July

ton’s

-

Ultimate

in

antipathy:

A

crazed unemployed shipping

who told police he hated “all television,” invaded
CBS-TV studio 58 at 55th & 9th Ave. in New York June 30
during rehearsal of City Hospital, stabbed cameraman
clerk,

Dennis McBride in the chest with 8-in. carving knife,
struck actor Eric Dressier on the head with a water
pitcher and terx-orized 25 others on stage before he was
subdued by police. The assailant, Richard Gaughan, 29,
told police: “There ought to be a law against TV. I want
to kill a TV operator.”
He especially hated baseball and
wrestling, he said. Next day he was coxxxmitted to Bellevxxe
Hospital for psychiatric examination.

Easing of minimum separation requirements by

5

requested in petition to amend Sec. 3.611 of rules
filed this week by WSAL, Logansport, Ind.
Proposed
amendment provides, however, that transmitter separations would have to meet FCC’s present xmles on separations.
Stations says it’s far more straightforward and
x ealistic to make
such amendxxxent than to get around
substandard spacings by assigning channels to Irwin, Pa.
(near Pittsburgh), Old Hickory, Tenn. (Nashville) and
Warner Robins, Ga. (Macon) as FCC has done in past.
miles

is

-

—

Tiny portable radio weighing less than
ing

6x1% -in.,

selling for $40,

1 lb.,

was introduced

this

measur-

week by

Emerson, which claims it’s world’s smallest portable. It
has built-in antenna axxd full-volume speaker, is product
of many years of development by Emerson’s exec. v.p.
and engineering veteran Dorman Isx-ael. Emerson also
introduced new 60-nxodel radio line ranging from $15 table
model to $100 radio-phono combination.
You’ll never find

it

in

high school Latin books, but a

new word has been added by Pope Pius XII’s official Latin
expert to the third edition of his modern Latin dictionary:
It’s “televisio,” genitive “televisionis,” and it means youknow-what.

Monsignor Antonio Bacci, the Latinist, whose
and px-eserve a dead language, defines
derivation of “televisio” as “sight from afar.”
Add uhf DX’s: George W. Doughtx-y, Bayside. Va.,
repox-ts “perfect audio & video” from Atlantic City’s
WFPG-TV (Ch. 46), more than 200 air mi. distant.
job

is

to popularize

1
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PATTERN OF UHF RECEIVER CIRCULATION: V iewers will convert
it will bring them good programs they can't receive

to uhf in a hurry wherever
on vhf.

—

—

In areas far from vhf stations
where TV penetration is low
uhf stations have no difficulty building up good-sized audiences quickly.
These are becoming the accepted axioms of uhf audience circulation.
We've
stated them before, in reporting on American Research Bureau's widely accepted first
survey of cities served by both uhf and vhf stations (Vol. 9:24).
And ARB's second
uhf survey completed this week and covering 32 cities removes all traces of doubt
that "in uhf as in vhf, the program's the thing."
Rapidity with which some communities are approaching "100% conversion " to
uhf, gives added proof that where uhf is providing a needed service it already is
every bit as much an integral part of the American TV spectrum as is vhf.
And
again, survey shows that uhf stations in highly saturated vhf areas are still having
tough time building sizeable audience where they merely duplicate programs easily
available from vhf stations in neighboring cities.
ARB's new survey includes all communities with uhf stations as of June 1.
It's based on telephone samples of approximately 1000 in each community June 15-30,
and gives data on TV saturation uhf saturation channels received and channels
viewed most in each of the 32 communities. Second survey had been anxiously awaited
since 11-city study made last April gained acceptance as the first definitive research on a wide scale of the uhf audience field.
In the original 11 cities
increase in uhf audience was as high as 28% in
the 3 months between surveys, average being about 12%.
Boost in audience in these
"old" uhf cities shows growing acceptance of uhf stations in their home communities.
,

,

,

,

,

^

^

^

Dividing cities into groups according to percentage of sets equipped for
uhf shows this very marked pattern:
There are 8 communities where more than 80% of sets can pick up uhf station.
Of these, 6 have no good vhf signal readily available.
In the seventh community,
The eighth city has
one vhf station can be easily received in addition to the uhf.
relatively good reception from 5 vhf stations in ether cities, yet close to 90% of
its sets can also receive uhf; the uhf station there is interconnected with CBS, NBC
& DuMont
indicating that good programming and aggressive promotion can overcome
the obstacles of intense vhf competition.
none
Of these 8 communities with highest percentage of uhf-equipped sets
has more than 41% TV saturation.
In these cities, where number of uhf receivers
has virtually " caught up" with total number of TV sets, c onversion is no longer a
p roblem From here on, stations' audience should build up in normal manner, all new
sets added being combination vhf-uhf sets.
Four of these
In 6 other communities, 50-80% of sets are equipped for uhf

—

,

.

.
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cities have only one easily-received vhf signal available. The 2 exceptions: In one
city with 57% conversion, good reception is available from 4 out-of-town vhf stations
but the city has 2 uhf stations, providing programs from all 4 networks.
In the other case, local uhf station carries major network programs, has followed
strong local programming policy, including live sports coverage
and has achieved
over 75% conversion despite proximity of 4 vhf stations.
All 12 of the communities where uhf conversion ranges from 20-50% can also
receive fair-to-good signals from at least one nearby vhf station. Of the remaining
6 communities, where fewer than 20% of sets are uhf-equipped, 5 have 3 or more good
vhf signals available.
TV saturation of these 6 communities ranges from 60-82%,
highest of any group.

—

—

*

*

#

*

Other interesting facts brought to light in surve y: (1) In areas where there
are 2 uhf stations, nearly all uhf viewers report they can receive both channels
indicating very few "one-strip conversion (2) Percentage of sets equipped for uhf
ranges from 1.6% to 99.8% in cities measured.
Median percentage of uhf-equipped
sets is 45%; average is a little over 50%.
This includes stations on air month or
less when survey was made, as well as "old timers" on air for half-year or more.

—

11
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INCLUDE MT. WASHINGTON PROJECT: Station with greatest coverage area in U.S.
perhaps in world, to transmit from top of New Hampshire’s 6288-ft. Mt. Washington,
was authorised by FCC this week.
It was one of 4 CPs, all made possible by amendments, dropouts, mergers, etc.
And FCC examiners knocked off 3 more initial decisions, while even more grants became imminent as competition melted away.
This week’s grants Poland, Me
(Lewiston), Mt. Washington TV Inc., Ch. 8;
Lewiston, Me ., WLAM, Ch. 17; Winston-Salem, N.C ., WSJS, Ch. 12; Norfolk, Va
WLOW (Portsmouth)
Ch. 27.
Initial decisions favored WFMZ-FM, Allentown, Pa. (Ch. 67), where WHOL dis(Ch. 40), where Maria Helen Alvarez dismissed
missed; Cal Tel Co., Sacramento, Cal
WAPA, San Juan, Puerto Rico (Ch. 4), where WKVM dropped out.
In Harrisburg, Pa ., WHGB told Commission it won’t contest initial decision
favoring WCMB for Ch. 22 (Vol. 9:25). And in Worcester, Mass ., WTAG pulled out,
leaving Ch. 20 to Wilson Enterprises. All should result in CPs shortly .
Only non-AM getting no d was Cal Tel Co., Sacramento.
It's partnership of
Ashley L. Robison and Frank E. Hurd. Former owns machine shop, also works with
Albert Zugsmith, Hollywood producer; Hurd is a food importer-distributor.
Interesting angle of Winston-Salem grant is that onetime actress Mary Pickford Rogers
owns one-third, other two-thirds being controlled by veteran publisher-broadcaster
Gordon Gray former Secretary of the Army, now president of U of No. Carolina.
4 CPs
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:
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Company is owned by 9 AMs in area, largest
Mt. Washington grant is a dilly
stockholders being Horace Hildreth (35.2%) and owners of WPOR, Portland (35.2%).
Mr. Hildreth, who owns 50% of WABI-TV, Bangor, is a former governor of Maine, expresident of Bucknell U, now Ambassador to Pakistan. He was president of company
until appointed ambassador; office then went to John W. (Duke) Guider 11.8% stockholder, owner of WMOU, Littleton, N.H., onetime Washington radio attorney.
Grant came after WLAM amended to Ch. 17 and WCOU dropped application to become
CP is conditioned on removal of interlocking ownership with
minor stockholder.
applications in Portland, because of total Grade A overlap.
Calculated Grade A radius is 70-80 mi .. Grade B 90-100 mi., with 3840-ft.
above average terrain, 105-kw ERP. Area-wise, coverage will be greater than that
Mt. Washington station will be higher, will
of Los Angeles stations on Mt. Wilson
put most of its signal over land, won't be blocked by mountains on any side.
It's also most rugged site extant since winds have been clocked at U.S.
record of 188 mph, and icing is so bad that antenna will be encased in fiberglass
Yankee Network once had FM station there; Army and other govt, agenor plexiglas.
Site is inaccesible several months at a time.
cies have facilities there now.
Principals say they expect station on air by Aug. -Sept. 1954.
.

,

.

,

3

Though Mt. Washington is high location of Emilio Azcarraga's XEQ-TV at
13,000-ft. Cortes Pass near Mexico City makes it look like a pimple. But 17,000-ft
peaks beside it limit coverage somewhat in some directions, make comparisons difficult.
Reliable XEQ-TV signal, with 30-kw ERP, is received at 150 mi. or more.
,

,

,

WEEK'S 5 STARTERS OPEN NEW MARKETS: Five new stations took to the air this week
48 of them uhf.
bringing to 203 the total now operating in this country
Three
which turned on the juice were uhf, going into new TV cities. Week's new starters
(Ch. 62) became first post-freeze station in state
WISE-TV, Asheville, N.C
WISE-TV
by putting on first test patterns July 5, one day ahead of WNAO-TV, Raleigh.
opens virgin TV territory, reports 40-mi. range with its RCA transmitter despite
It goes commercial July 20 with §150 base rate.
the mountainous terrain.
Harold
Bolling
is
national
Thoms is president.
rep.
(Ch. 28) began equipment tests July 6, test patterns
WNAO-TV, Raleigh, N.C
July 8, plans to go commercial July 12-15 with what mgr. Charles Stone calls "probably the fattest initial commercial lineup of any post-freeze station." He reports
one weekly hour, 5 half-hour shows sold locally, plus 31 national and 12 local Class
Starting schedule is 5-12 p.m. daily. Base rate is §200. Primary
A announcements.
affiliation is CBS-TV, which is expected to supply 15 hours a week, rest of schedule
coming from other 3 networks, interconnecting Oct. 1. It has Federal's second 1-kw
uhf transmitter, reports reception excellent in all directions. Avery-Knodel is rep.
WMTV, Madison, Wis
(Ch. 33), city's second uhf to start within 2 weeks
(Vol. 9:27), turned on its RCA transmitter July 8, tentatively plans commercial service
with ABC, DuMont, NBC from July 20. Like local rival WKOW-TV, its base rate is §200.
It's owned by group of Wisconsin broadcasters, headed by Gerald A. Bartell, WOKY,
Milwaukee.
Manager is Alan Beaumont. Rep is Bolling.
KLAS-TV, Las Vegas, Nev
(Ch. 8) started test patterns night of July 6, will
begin programs July 20 with service from ABC, CBS, DuMont. It's controlled by local
KLAS interests headed by R. G. Jolley.
First station in state, its GE transmitter
is at Wilbur Clark's famed Desert Inn.
Manager is Alex Struthers. Rep. is Weed.
KIDO-TV, Boise, Ida
(Ch. 7) reported first test patterns as of July 9, is
KFXD-TV, Nampa (Ch. 6), located only 8
second vhf outlet in area within few weeks
mi. to north, having started June 18 (Vol. 9:26).
It has RCA equipment.
Base rate
is §150, networks CBS, DuMont, NBC.
Manager is Walter Wagstaff. Rep. is Blair.
,

—

:

.

.

.

.

.
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VITAL STATISTICS OF COMMUNITY ANTENNAS: Statistics on community antenna operations
are mighty elusive things to track down, since operators are not required by law to
report to any govt, agency.
However, thanks to the cooperation of many operators,
equipment manufacturers, etc., we've been able to keep fairly close tabs on them and
will include an up-to-date directory on systems in our July 15 TV Factbook No. 17.
We've studied new directory rather carefully, extracted some interesting
figures.
Here's nub of our findings:
versus 94 year ago (Vol. 8:27), and about
(1) 240 systems are in operation
30 are reported under construction or definitely planned.
for total of
(2) 92 operators reported number of subscribers each has
39,796, versus total of 13,750 for the 69 reporting a year ago.
(3) Average number of subscribers is 452 for the 92 reporting, versus 199
for the 69 reporting last year.
(4) For 61 systems more than a year old, average is 528 subscribers. The 31
less than year old average 245.
(5) 96 operators estimated potential number of subscribers they can serve
Year ago, 74 estimated they could ultifor total of 167,150, and average of 1741.
somewhat higher than current estimates.
mately reach 144,356, averaging 1950 each
Next are: 2250, 1781, 1600, 1400, 1390,
(6) Largest system serves 2500.
Rest are under 1000.
1340, 1250, 1227, 1110, 1090, 1025, 1004, 1000.
,

—

—

—

*

*

*

*

it's impossible
Since more than half the operators didn't supply figures
We're inclined to believe that
,

to tell whether those who did report are typical.

4

those who reported are generally more alert and successful, so that the average
number of subscribers of the non-reporters is probably less.
Taking an "average" operation here's the income setup: 528 subscribers
At $5.50 per month for service,
$65,000.
at $125 for initial connection fee
yearly income is $22,176. Big question, of course, is expenses
which vary all
over the lot, depending on amount of cable needed, layout of city, kind of equipGenerally, however, system with 528 subscribers or more should be comment, etc.
with capital costs frequently already recovered.
fortably in operating black
,

—

,

—

—

Personal Noles: William S. Paley, CBS board chairman,
among guests at White House dinner July 6; he and Mrs.
Jack Van
Paley sailed July 8 for south of France
.

.

.

Volkenburg, CBS-TV pres., elected to board of Advertising
Federation of America, first TV man to be chosen
J. Robert Kerns, mgr. of WSAI, Cincinnati, sold by Storer
.

interests, slated to

.

.

WBRC-TV and
purchased by Storer

become gen. mgr. of

WBRC, Birmingham,

Ala., recently

Frank G. King promoted to gen. mgr., KECA-TV,
Los Angeles, succeeding Phil Hoffman, resigned; Elton H.
Sylvia D. Kessler,
Rule takes over as gen. sales mgr.

.

.

.

.

FCC

.

.

&

review, decision-writing
arm of commissioners, resigned July 3, hasn’t indicated
Miss Alice E. Cook,
plans; successor hasn’t been named
chief of

of opinions

office

.

.

.

mgr.

charge of
planning, WPIX, New York; Jack F. A. Flynn, ex-weekend
mgr., and John Tillman, ex-night mgr., both named asst,
Richard W. Hubbell, exmgrs. for control operations
Voice of America, has joined new WGLV, Easton, Pa.,
as asst, to pres. J. L. Stackhouse, who also is publisher of
Joseph A. Jenkins, ex-NBC, named
Easton Express
commercial mgr. of new WKJF-TV, Pittsburgh (Ch. 53),
M. Clay Adams, who directed
due on air this month
NBC-TV’s Victory at Sea series, named CBS-TV mgr. of
Thomas L. Milana has sold his TV film
film production
program directory service to Broadcast Information Bu-

named

ex-traffic mgr.,

asst, operations

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

in

.

.

.

from field July 16 to join film distributing
Joe Dwyer, ex-WLWT, Cincinnati, transferred to
Jerry Keefe promoted
WLWA, Atlanta, as office mgr.
to asst, chief engineer, WHBF-TV & WHBF, Rock Island,
111.
Alan Beaumont, from WMTV, Madison, Wis., joins
reau,

firm

is

.

.

retiring

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

NBC-Chicago as production mgr. of WNBQ & WMAQ
Bob Blake resigns as publicity director, WCBS, to become
.

publicity director for all

Reeser.

NBC

ex-RCA Thesaurus

0-&-0 stations

.

.

.

.

Gregory

& ASCAP, Aug.

sales

.

1

be-

comes NARTB station relations representative covering
Nat C. Wildman, ex-Joseph Katz Co., now
midwest
Frank Samuels
v.p. & gen. mgr., Emil Mogul Co., N. Y.
.

.

.

.

.

.

resigns as director of west coast TV-radio, William Morris

Agency
McCreery
.

.

.

director, Walter
Gene Walz, ex-WLW,

Howard Flynn now TV-radio

Inc.,

Beverly

Hills, Cal.

.

.

.

WNBK

& WTAM, Cleveappointed creative program mgr.,
land, succeeeding Brooke Taylor, recently promoted to
James E. Swift, ex-American Toprogram director
bacco Co., joins NBC-TV film div. as asst, supervisor of
adv. dept.; Jason Lane, ex-Schwerin, joins research staff
Raymond F. Guy, NBC, named chairman of NARTB’s
Harry E.
new TV engineering advisory committee
Travis has resigned as gen. mgr. of new WBKZ-TV, Battle
Creek, Mich. (Ch. 64).
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Kobin, TV dir. of Your Show of Shoivs; Bernie Green,
conductor & composer; Dr. Irving Somach. On this year’s
theatre-TV schedule, Mound announced, are 7 Notre Dame
football games
including Dec. 5 Southern Methodist game
which will also be seen on home screens and 4 Globetrotters basketball games. Also under way, said Mound,
are negotiations to present U of Kentucky basketball
games and at least 2 championship fights, as well as
“Broadway shows, concerts and operas.” Box Office TV
plans to use own camera and production crews.

—

WBAL-TV,

Baltimore, for

$15,000 for proposed rezoning ordinance to let station
erect 750-ft. tower on adjacent tract (Vol. 9:27), resulted
in indictment this week of Maurice J. Soypher, Baltimore
lawyer and Democratic delegate to Md. General Assembly,
who represented 300 residents protesting ordinance. Grand
jury said Soypher conspired “to corruptly extort, procure

and obtain the sum of $15,000” on promise that if the
money was paid opposition to rezoning would disappear.

—

Norfolk area’s new

WVEC-TV

(Ch. 15), due to be-

come basic NBC outlet Sept. 19 (Vol. 9:25,27), ran into
bad break afternoon of July 9 when first 180-ft. of 447-ft.
Stainless tower slid off base as a guy hook opened up.
The girders rotated on supporting crane, then toppled
over and sliced into 250-watt WVEC-AM tower 100 ft.
away. The TV tower bounced once, then ended upside
down, still hooked to crane, with 3 sections damaged.
Small boy on top of 100-ft. boom narrowly escaped death
by clinging to it. Insurance covered damage estimated

AM

at about $7-8000 for both, the
getting back on air
next morning with temporary horizontal antenna. Tom
Chisman, WVEC-TV pres., who has launched July promotions totaling more than $50,000, backed by NBC and
looking to uhf conversions, says new tower sections were
shipped immediately and promises no delay in Aug. 1

target for first test patterns.

Another “strike” application, related to one thrown
out by FCC several weeks ago (Vol. 9:25), was summarily
dismissed this week. Burnett Estes, Dallas businessman
who had filed for Ch. 5 in Fort Smith, Ark., was asked to
Estes had been
justify his application, failed to do so.
involved with his partner Gaylord Shaw in Ch. 7 application for Pine Bluff, Ark., which Commission dismissed

when Shaw

CBS
to

a

Attempted “shakedown” of

Ambitious theatre-TV plans were announced this week
by newly formed Box Office Television Inc., 655 Madison
Ave., New York, which has signed 5-year contract with
U of Notre Dame and 7-year pact with Harlem Globetrotters basketball team for closed-circuit theatre telecasts
of sporting events. New theatre-TV firm is headed by
Milton N. Mound, of Lewis & Mound law firm which represents NBC-TV comedian Sid Caesar and producer Max
Liebman. Caesar himself is a v.p. of Box Office TV. Other
officers are Abram Chasins, music dir. of New York Times’
WQXR, v.p.; Wm. B. Rosensohn, secy.; New York Times
promotion mgr. Ivan Veit, treas. Board members include
pres. Walter J. Bergman of Lily-Tulip Cup Co.; Bill

failed to justify application.

sold its Vine St. Theatre in

Huntington Hartford

operate

it

III,

A&P

Hollywood

this

food heir,

who

week
will

as legitimate theatre.

Harry

L.

Nace

Sr.,

67,

controlling

stockholder

of

KTYL-TV & KTYL,

Mesa-Phoenix, whose son is pres,
of radio firm, shot and killed himself in Phoenix June 30.
He had been an Arizona theatreman for 36 years, was suf-

With him in new TV enterprise
ill health.
were Dwight Harkins, 36% stockholder, and Lorenzo Lisfering from
onbee,

10%.

:
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HIPMENTS

of

new transmitters reported by

RCA

this

week included 10-kw, destined next week for share-

time

WTCN-TV & WMIN-TV,

Minneapolis-St. Paul (Ch.

11) which are aiming for late Aug. debut. Along with
unit goes RCA’s first 50-kw power supply for high-band
vhf though 50-kw amplifier, permitting full 316-kw ERP,

—

won’t be delivered until Dec.
apolis

Foshay Tower

site this

Minneweek was 9-bay supergain

Shipped

to station’s

antenna, capable of 7.3 gain.
Only company reporting any shipments this week,
RCA sent out uhf transmitters to WEHT, Henderson, Ky.
(Ch. 56) and WIRK-TV, West Palm Beach, Fla. (Ch. 21)
in addition to those previously reported (Vol. 9:27). Next
week, the 2-kw transmitter of KHSL-TV, Chico, Cal.
(Ch. 12) is due to go out, as well as new 10-kw to WNCT,
Greenville, N.C. (Ch. 9). Rescheduled for shipment week
of July 13 was uhf to WICS, Springfield, 111. (Ch. 20),
and held up at customer’s request was Ch. 23 job pre-

pared for KIT-TV, Yakima, Wash.
*

*

*

In our continuing survey of upcoming new stations,
these were the reports received this week from station
principals
New Ch. 2 grantee for Fairbanks, Alaska, has “tenta-

50% owner Keith Kiggins,
WIKK, Erie, Pa. Construction

tive” Dec. 1 target, reports

ex-ABC

v.p.

&

ex-pres. of

at Fairbanks is to be “synchronized” with proposed
Anchorage Ch. 2 outlet, which still awaits FCC action.
San Diego lab of grantee firm is building composite transmitters for both. Reps not yet chosen.

WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg, Va. (Ch. 3), with GE
equipment due by July 31, plans Aug. 15 tests, goes commercial Sept. 1. “The same mountains that have always
been so good to us on AM now really give us an exclusive
on our TV [for] the Shenandoah Valley,” writes pres.
Frederick L. Allman. Hour rate will be $200. Devney &
Co. will be rep, this being first

TV

grantee to designate

that firm.

KFBC-TV, Cheyenne, Wyo.

(Ch. 5)

hopes to begin

programming Dec. 25, according to mgr. Wm. C. Grove. Rep not yet chosen.
KLZ-TV, Denver (Ch. 7), reported last week for Oct.
testing about Dec.

1,

starts

1 start, is “shooting for Nov. 1 instead,” will use RCA
equipment, reports pres. & mgr. Hugh B. Terry. Rep will
be Katz.
KMBY-TV, Monterey, Cal. (Ch. 8), share-time
grantee with KSBW-TV, Salinas, which got green light
when FCC overruled protest (Vol. 9:27), now plans Aug.
tests, Sept. 1 commercial. Hour rate will be $200. Rep
not yet chosen.
WJHL-TV, Johnson City, Tenn. (Ch. 11), last reported for July 20 start with GE equipment (Vol. 9:26),
is making tower adjustments and now plans test patterns
“by the end of second week in Aug.”, reports mgr. W. H.
Lancaster Jr. Pearson will be rep.
WTOK-TV, Meridian, Miss. (Ch. 11) has ordered DuMont equipment for Aug. delivery, still plans Sept. 27
commercial debut (Vol. 9:24). Headley-Reed will be rep.

General Precision Laboratory, Pleasantville, N. Y.,
week signed sales tieup with Continental Electronics
Mfg. Co., Dallas, to become exclusive sales agent for latter’s new uhf line of transmitters
first of which is being
delivered to upcoming Ch. 34 KANG-TV, Waco, Tex. (Vol.
James Weldon, Continental pres., and Blair
9:24).

this

—

Fouldes,

GPL

v.p.,

signed deal whereby marketing will be

Decatur, 111. (Ch. 17), with RCA equipment
shipped July 14, has rescheduled target to July 22,
according to pres. W. L. Shellabarger. Geo. W. Clark will

WTVP,

to be

be rep.

New Channel 19 grantee for Utica, N.Y., Richard H.
Balch, writes “no plans yet for construction we had expected there would be a long-drawn-out hearing [and]
I am very sure it will be another year anyway before we

—

can get this station on the air.”
KBAY-TV, San Francisco (Ch. 20) has RCA equipment due in Oct. and plans Nov. debut, according to
grantee’s attorney Joseph Brenner. Mt. Sutro (also site
of

KGO-TV & KPIX)

will be transmitter site, he reports.

Rep not yet chosen.

WICS,

(Ch. 20)

now plans

Sept. 15
reported Aug. 1
date (Vol. 9:23), according to newly-appointed mgr. Milton D. Friedland, ex-WBBM-TV and WBKB, Chicago.
Adam Young will be rep.
KCEB, Tulsa (Ch. 23) reports RCA equipment due
in July, expects to begin tests in Sept, or Oct., reports
owner Elfred Beck. Bolling will be rep.
KPIC, Salem, Ore. (Ch. 24), last reported for midsummer (Vol. 9:6), has ordered RCA equipment, plans to
begin 1-kw interim operation in Oct., go to 10-kw in Feb.,
1954. An auxiliary studio may be established in Portland,
reports v.p. Joseph Brenner, ex-FCC attorney now practicing in Los Angeles.
Harold W. Jury named director
of TV operations. Rep not yet chosen.
KCOK-TV, Tulare, Cal. (Ch. 27), earlier reported for
Aug. start (Vol. 9:16,20), begins construction this month
and now plans Sept, debut with GE equipment, according
to owner Sheldon Anderson.
Forjoe will be rep.
KAFY-TV, Bakersfield, Cal. (Ch. 29), last reporting
early July debut (Vol. 9:25), received RCA equipment last
week, now plans July 21 test patterns, special inaugural
program July 28, according to mgr. Naum Healy. Forjoe
will be rep.
KTVU, Stockton, Cal. (Ch. 36), ordering GE equipment for Sept, delivery, now plans Oct. 15 test patterns
and Oct. 30 commercial debut in lieu of previously reported Aug. 15-Sept. 1 date (Vol. 9:3), according to v.p. &
gen. mgr. Knox LaRue, ex-Hollingbery. Rep not chosen.
New Channel 46 grantee for Sacramento, Cal., John
H. Poole, has GE equipment on order for September delivery and hopes to begin “before Christmas.”
Rep not
yet chosen. His other station, KPIK (Ch. 22), Los Angeles, is getting ready for September debut.
WKAR-TV, East Lansing, Mich. (Ch. 60), Michigan
State College grantee, gets transmitter in Oct. (make unspecified), has rescheduled debut to next Dec. or Jan. from
original July-Sept. target (Vol. 8:43), according to promotion mgr. Wm. H. Tomlinson. Ch. 60 in East Lansing is
unrestricted, but only educational non-commercial programs will be carried. Dr. Armand L. Hunter, director
of TV Development at Michigan State, will be station
mgr.; J. D. Davis is operations mgr.; James B. Tintera,
production mgr.; J. Kenneth Richards, program mgr.;
Linn P. Towsley, chief engineer.
start with

Springfield,

RCA

111.

equipment

in lieu of last

Power increases:
WAVE-TV, Louisville, July 6
boosted power to full 100 kw. It previously had switched
from Ch.*5 to 3. RCA last week shipped 25-kw amplifier
to

WFIL-TV,

Bay’s

RCA

Philadelphia.

WB AY-TV

Philadelphia’s

and Denver’s
25-kw units next week.

KBTV

WPTZ, Green

are slated to get

ing camera chains, projectors,, video recorders, rapid film

“Marker beacon signal”, sending out low power audio
note to help servicemen pre-align uhf sets and orient antennas (Vol. 9:8,23) went on air July 6 on Ch. 33 from
antenna of upcoming WACH-TV, Newport News, Va.

processors, etc.

Station itself

done under GPL-Continental trade name, latter stating
that this rounds out complete station “package” compris-

is

slated to go on air in fall.

6

ABC billings, both TV & radio, have
slipped somewhat during first 5 months of this year as
against same 1952 period but new United Paramount
money, new programs planned for fall, new business
signed with major sponsors (American Tobacco, DuPont,
Armour, Pepsi-Cola, Bristol-Myers) leads Tide Magazine
to observe: “After 6 months of enjoying UPT backing,
Telecasting Notes:

—

the

ABC

is

beginning to make the

first

plans for the
long climb back”
its

may

fall

well

tentative

moves

CBS

[and]

NBC

toward challenging the leadership of

mark

and

the beginning of

its

While ABC has signed such talent
as Danny Thomas, George Jessel, Ray Bolger, Paul Hartman, Barry Sullivan, Martin Block most of them to be
featured in special packages, filmed for syndication, with
Danny Thomas already sold to American Tobacco fact is
the ABC sales balance sheet still has to show better results. Last PIB report (Vol. 9:26) shows ABC-TV Jan.thru-May billings down to $8,268,952 from $9,437,783 for
same 1952 months; ABC-Radio billings for Jan.-May down
That’s long way from
to $13,242,116 from $16,402,402
challenging NBC TV’s $37,871,123 (for first 5 months
this year), CBS’s $36,806,449; and from CBS-Radio’s
Tremendous
$26,009,035, NBC-Radio’s $20,753,318
growth of film in the TV picture is delineated by survey
in July 8 Variety, which reports film for TV in all forms,
“from commercials to newsreels to feature pictures,” has
become $100,000,000-a-year business. Some 22% of netis
more than 34 hours weekly
work programming
now on film, says Variety, a 200% increase in past 12
months ... TV films placed as national spot now account
.

.

.

—

—

.

.

.

.

—

—

nearly

600%

week

of all station time, or increase of
In addition, it’s esti-

in year, article adds.

mated some $20,000,000 a year is invested in filmed commercials, $10,000,000 in news & sports reels, $40,000,000
in shorts, serials and features, plus live shows which are
Breakdown of weekly film use by netpartially filmed
.

.

live,

film;

13% hours

NBC, 55%

film;

CBS, 52 hours

live,

8

hours

New pay rates for
all live
commercials are presented in handy
form in pamphlet just published by Screen Actors Guild
Victor McLaglen
and available from all Guild offices
signed by Arthur Kurian Productions for half-hour film
“Operation
series based on Mickey Finn cartoon strip
Doorstep,” 10-min. 16mm film produced for Civil Defense
Administration, showing effects of atomic blasts, being
NBC and KFI concluded new
sent to all TV stations
2-year Los Angeles AM affiliation this week, setting at
rest repeated rumors network is dickering to buy 50-kw
KMPC, now reported being considered by ABC in lieu of
Akron’s new WAKR-TV (Ch. 49),
its own 5-kw KECA
which began testing June 7, starts programming July 9,
DuMont, 27% hours,

actors in filmed

.

.

.

TV

.

.

.

.

.

.

affiliates

with

.

.

.

.

.

.

ABC-TV.

Ronald Reagan, pres, of Screen Actors Guild, has
issued warning to film industry that it’s making mistake
in permitting its creative talent and technicians to quit
studios to go into TV; comment was occasioned by apparent abandonment of contract system (even Betty Grable
was let off) which he said is “what built movie industry.”

stockholders this week approved merger of its
manufacturing and research subsidiaries v*ith parent
company. To become IT&T divisions are Capehart-Farnsworth, Coolerator Co., Federal Telecommunications Labs,
Federal Telephone & Radio, Kellogg Switchboard & Supply.

IT&T

U.

—

S.

WOW

—

Phoenix’s KPHO-TV & KPHO to “stabilize position,”
says article. Each station functions independently, all
reporting to 38-year-old controller Payson Hall, who keeps
tight rein on purse strings while Meredith family “lovingly
nurtures” their new TV “baby.” As for future broadcasting, Hall is quoted as saying: “As opportunities present
themselves, we’ll buy. We had applications for channels in
Minneapolis, St. Louis and Rochester. But we withdrew
them because the expense of preparing for the FCC hearings wasn’t worth the chance of getting the channels.”

FCC
mitting
of

is

AM

paving way for “a public disaster” by peroperators to get into TV.

Washington attorneys Henry

Cooley in article
view.

That’s conclusion

Weaver

B.

Jr.

University of Pennsylvania

in

& Tom
Law Re-

Article assails Commission’s attitude toward

AM

FM

broadcasters in
& TV as inconsistent with its policy
against overlapping
or TV stations owned by same
interests.
“If radio interests are allowed to own TV,
they can be expected to subordinate the weaker service
[AM] to the stronger, as they did with FM,” the authors
argue.
“TV being the more costly, but also the more
popular, owners of both will undoubtedly build up their
TV service and economize on the other in all probability
by duplicating service where possible. The public will
ultimately receive a single service in 3 forms, although 3
services capable of competing [are] actually in existence.”

AM

—

Analysis of

.

works: ABC, 15 hours
hours live, 12% hours
film;

TV

.

.

for 40 hours a

Big Meredith Publishing Co., Des Moines, which owns
and 2 AM stations, is subject of half-page article in
July 10 Wall Street Journal which discloses that, out of
fiscal 1952 earnings of $2,937,776, TV-radio earnings came
to 6.1% and more than absorbed an 8% decline in publishing earnings after taxes. Publisher of Better Homes &
Gardens (circ. 3,700,000 copies monthly) and Successful
Farming (1,200,000) went into TV-radio founding Syracuse’s WHEN, buying Omaha’s WOW-TV &
and
3

AM-FM
was

pre-freeze stations

ownership by

TV

FCC

released by

grantees and

this week,

show-

Total of 90, or 83.3% of the 108 pre-freeze stations with
or
in same city; 10 (9.3%) with AMFM in other cities; 8 (7.4%) with no
or FM. (b) 251
(67.1%) of the 374 post-freeze CPs granted up to June 27
with identical
or
ownership in same city; 13
(3.5%) with AM-FM in other cities; 37 (9.9%) with
majority or minority interlocking ownership in AM-FM
in same or different city, 73 (19.5%) with no AM-FM.
(For our analysis of all TV stations on air, by AM,
newspaper, TV-radio manufacturing, theatre and multiple
ownership, see Vol. 9:27).
ing:

(a)

AM

FM

AM

AM

FM

Struggle to get get Ch. 6 assigned to Bluefield,

High Point, N.
WHPE, High Point

—between

WHIS,

W.

Va.

and
was set down for rule-making by
FCC because requests are mutually exclusive. Comments
may be filed until Aug. 17. La-wrence A. Harvey, Los
Angeles, who lost out in effort to get Ch. 58 added to Los
Angeles, now asks Commission to put it in Beverly Hills.
He also withdrew request that Ch. 30 be added to Washington, D. C., asked for Ch. 50 instead.

or

C.

—

Bluefield,

KWWL

& KXEL, both
Hassle over Ch. 7 between
Waterloo, la., is now in courts, former charging latter with
violating Sherman Antitrust Act. Filing in U. S. District
says KXEL
Court for Northern District of Iowa,
by
has been persuading advertisers to boycott

KWWL

KWWL

claiming

KWWL’s TV

grant to

KXEL.

application

is

deliberately blocking

Station asks $500,000 triple damages.

scribing its TV, AM, FM, microwave, radar units; it’s
available free from Blaw-Knox Co., Farmers Bank Bldg.,

American Medical Assn., through its Journal, last
week assailed TV-radio advertising that feature stethoscopes, white coats and medical claims as “a cheap attempt to mislead the audiences into believing that the

Pittsburgh.

claims have been proven medically.”

Blaw-Knox, which has built more than 13,000 towers,
has issued 20-p. bulletin titled Blaw-Knox Towers, de-

7
Value of TV advertising is clearly
research study, Why Sales Come in Curves,
based on 10,000 interviews in Quad City TV market
(Davenport, Ia.-Moline-Rock Island-East Moline, 111.), released this week and available from NBC. It showed these
results: (1) When customers begin viewing TV, they also

Network Accounts:

shown

in

NBC

(2) When cusstart buying products advertised on TV.
tomers switch brands, they switch to those they’ve seen on
TV. (3) When an advertiser goes off TV, buying of his

product drops appreciably. Total of 42 TV-advertised and
Interviews in
44 non-TV-advertised brands was studied.
market with 2 stations receiving all networks (WOCTV, Davenport & WHBF-TV, Rock Island) were con-

—

ducted in 2 waves in Feb. 1952 and 13 weeks later in
May. Those interviewed were asked the same questions on
buying and TV program viewing, and results were correlated to determine any changes in buying and viewing
habits and relation between the changes. Actual sampling

and field work were done for NBC by W. R. Simmons
Pepsi Cola to sponsor Pepsi
Research Inc., New York
Cola Playhouse, starring Arlene Dahl as hostess, beginning
Lady
Oct. 2, on ABC-TV, Fri. 8:30-9 p.m., thru Biow
Esther Co. (cosmetics) to sponsor Ezio Pinza comedy,
I Bonino, alt. weeks with Dunhill Cigarettes, beginning
Sept. 12, on NBC-TV, Sat. 8-8:30 p.m., thru Biow
American Tobacco Co. (Lucky Strike) to sponsor Danny
Thomas Show every week, rather than alt. weeks as originally anticipated, beginning in fall, on ABC-TV, Tues.
Old Gold to sponsor new Fred
9-9:30 p.m., thru BBDO
Allen quiz, Judge for Yourself, which replaces Herb
Shriner’s Two for the Money, beginning Aug. 18, on
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

10-10:30 p.m., thru Lennen & Newell;
Old Gold moves Two for the Money, beginning Aug. 15,
Duffy-Mott Co. (fruit
to CBS-TV, Sat. 9-9:30 p.m.
juices) to sponsor dramatic series Jamie, alt. weeks, beginning Sept. 28, on ABC-TV, Mon. 7:30-8 p.m. thru

NBC-TV,

Tues.

.

.

.

Young & Rubicam.

TV increased 6% from April
May 1952 to May 1953, reports

National advertising on
to

May, and 25% from

Printers Ink in

its

general index of national advertising.

At same time, radio advertising dropped 3% from April
to May, but was 2% higher in May 1953 than May 1952.
Although TV showed highest increase over last year, all
other media were on the rise too, with advertising expenditures in May 1953 some 17% above May 1952. National
advertising, says magazine, is running 8% ahead of record 1952, promises to reach close to $8 billion for 1953.

Useful reference work for just about everybody connected with advertising and TV station operation is Television Advertising & Production Handbook (Crowell, 480
pp., $6), edited by Irving Settel, merchandising & promotion consultant to DuMont, and Norman Glenn, publisher
of Sponsor Magazine, containing sections by 17 leaders in
TV, advertising and merchandising.
Test of closed-circuit local origination with community
antenna system employing borrowed camera chain, was
conducted June 27 by Trans-Video Corp., Pottsville, Pa.
Half-hour show included talks by mayor, city council members, chamber of commerce officials, officers of National
Community TV Assn., interview with soapbox derby winner, 4-piece orchestra, etc. System manager Frank Waters
reports excellent results technically, enthusiastic reaction

from subscribers.

New community

antenna system in Clarksburg, W.Va.,
operated by Whitney Jerrold group (Vol. 9:4-5),
will get underway shortly. Operators have succeeded in
formidable job of pacifying aged Cecil B. Highland, publisher of local Exponent and Telegram, bitter TV-radio
opponent; fight was reported in Feb. 2 Time Magazine.
to be

Siaiion Accounts: General Teleradio v.p. James Gaines
going ahead with his long-planned “Double Exposure”
sponsorship plan (Vol. 9:20), whereby network sponsors
can place their half-hour films on WOR-TV for free repeats same week, thereby giving that independent station
chance to sell adjacencies to same or other sponsors as
well as balance its program fare.
Starting Sat., July 18,
WOR-TV will repeat Man Against Crime (Camel) at
9:30 p.m., Inspector Mark Sabre (Bayer Aspirin) at 10;
and it’s planned to carry Sky King (Peter Pan Products)
and 3 other children’s shows on same basis Sat., 5-7 p.m.
Says ex-NBC v.p. Gaines: “By trading top-caliber programming for time, we will enable WOR-TV to present
is

programming, in addition to solving the here-todaygone-tomorrow dilemma facing many sponsors who get
but one crack at an audience with their high-cost shows
Sherwood Brothers (paints) and Betholine-Sinclair
dealers (gas & oil) assume sponsorship of This Is Your
Zoo, locally produced on WAAM, Baltimore, Thu. 7-7:30
better

.

.

.

Among other advertisers reported using or prep.m.
paring to use TV: Hosid Products Inc. (Glamur rug &
upholstery cleaner), thru Barlow Adv. Agency, Syracuse;
Allen Products Co., (Alpo dog food), thru Weightman Inc.,
Philadelphia; Arthur Guinness & Sons Co. (ale), thru Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, N. Y.; Country Home Bread,
thru Edward Graceman & Assoc., Hartford, Conn.; International Milk Processors Inc. (Med-O-Milk canned milk),
thru John W. Shaw Agency, Chicago; Martnat Packing Co.
(Big Time dog food), thru Cox Agency, Columbia, S. C.
.

.

.

Commenting on Skiatron’s fee-TV demonstrations
9:24) and subscription TV in general, June 20
Motion Picture Herald editorializes: “The interests of fee
TV and theatres, by nature, are diametrically opposed.
Exhibitors should and must fight it like the plague
That fee TV adherents will fight theatres for product with
all their resources is indicated by the nature of Skiatron’s
test film program.
In what is supposed to be a typical
American home scene, the program asserts that going to
the movies is too expensive, that it is too hard to park,
that baby sitters are hard to find, that youngsters in the
family want to tag along and as a last straw, want to
eat too much expensive popcorn!” Note: NARTB recently
announced new membership of its Subscription TV
Study Committee: Paul Raibourn, KTLA, Los Angeles,
chairman; Clair McCollough, WGAL-TV, Lancaster, and
Ward L. Quaal, WLWT, Cincinnati. Quaal replaces Henry
W. Slavick, WMCT, Memphis. Several weeks ago Zenith
(Vol.

.

.

.

—

refused to cooperate with committee, assailing Slavick’s
“openly expressed opposition to subscription TV.”
Public reaction to fee-TV tests conducted recently in
by Skiatron (Vol. 9:24) shows 93.6% of observers willing to pay for “outstanding programs of types
not otherwise available,” according to Skiatron president

New York

Arthur Levey. He reported that analysis of 1000 questionnaires showed 83.1% willing to pay for hit Broadway
shows, 78.9% for

new

feature movies, 58.7% for educasports, 53.7% for opera,
29.6% for children’s programs. Clarifying Skiatron’s estimate of cost of boxoffice TV service, if approved by FCC,
company official T. J. O’Brien says it would cost $5-$10
to put decoder in subscriber’s home, but it hasn’t been
decided whether subscriber or company would bear cost.
Then, customer would make advance deposit of $10 for
month’s programs, pay only for programs thereafter.
tional

courses,

56.4% for top

Another community antenna system proposing to origown programs in addition to pickups of WRGB,
Schenectady, is Green Mountain TV Corp., Burlington, Vt.,
which has purchased 2 DuMont chains with vidicon cameras. Others experimenting with local originations are in
Florence, S C. and Oil City, Pa. (Vol. 9:23).
inate

Trade Report
July

11,

1953

LISTS OF SET, TUBE, TUNER, ANTENNA MAKERS:
There are fewer manufacturers of TVs now
than there were last Jan. 1, fewer than year ago this month
but not many less . We
detail 82 companies reporting themselves as producers of TV receivers in a Directory
of Manufacturers of Television Receiving Sets compiled for the July edition of our
semi-annual TV Factbook (No. 17 ). Of the 82, ten are merely assemblers of sets; and
there's good reason to believe that several more aren't currently in TV production.

—

Gone from previous listings are such names as American, Crestwood, Keeney
(jukebox TVs), MP Television, Pathe, Peerless, Starrett, Tele-tone, Vidaire. New in
none a major industry factor.
latest list are Guild, Mars, Pacific Vogue, Snaider
Last January our directory listed 87 firms reporting they made TVs, 12 of
them assemblers; in July, 1952 the total was 86, of which 7 were assemblers.
There
have been a few bankruptcies but except for Tele-tone, the brand names involved cut
notably Sonora, Jackson, Freed.
very little ice; several have been revived
Shrinkage of TV manufacturers to a few big-name producers hasn't occurred to
this despite fact that by far
any marked degree as yet, though often predicted
of
a
dozen
or
so
top firms
nearly half total
bulk of U.S. production is in hands
Philco,
RCA,
Motorola)
plus perhaps Zenith.
output attributable to Big 4 (Admiral,
And in Canada whose TV-radio manufacturers are also listed in the directory,
21, to be exact.
the number is actually on the rise
TV Factbook (No. 17 also provides a directory of 50 tubemakers mostly
14
manufacturers of cathode ray picture tubes and of power tubes of various types
Listed too are 4 metal cone spinners, 3 glass
of them also making receiving tubes.
blank makers, 2 faceplate makers.
There are 22 Manufacturers of TV Tuners and UHF Converters other than set
makers who make their own, according to the directory. And there's a surprising
Directories under those titles
total of 72 Manufacturers of TV Receiving Antennas
which
goes
to
all
of Television Digest's fullFactbook,
are included in the July
extra
copies,
week;
$3.
service subscribers in about a

—

,

,

—

—

,

—

—

,
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—
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FIGURES, SURVEYS SPUR TRADE AT MIDYEAR: To£_ TV production for any first-half year
combined with some highly authoritative economic surveys and continued forecasts of
give TV-radio trade vigorous, healthy outlook at midyear.
good business conditions

—

TV production for 6-month period totaled about 3,820,000 subject to final
This is a new record for any first half-year, second only to
adjustment by RTMA.
in second half of 1950 as all-time 6-month record.
produced
This
the 4,327,500 TVs
ahead
of
the
far
2,318,236
in
first
half
stacks
up
of
1952
year's first half also
and well ahead of the 3,334,505 in first half of 1951.
in fact, is running far ahead of 1950 when, at midPresent pace of output
year, the figure was 3,036,300; last half spurt zoomed it to record 7,463,800.
With some factories already shut down for vacations, TV production slumped
last week of first 6 months, down
to 69 144 (3301 private label) week ended July 13
It brought production
from 103,629 preceding week and 122,279 week ended June 19.
for June to about 510,000.
production totaling about
It was a big 6-month period for radio, too
were
auto radios. It compared with
than
little
more
3,000,000
which
a
7,265,000, of
1951.
For week ended July 3, radio
in
and
7,865,340
of
1952
4,838,345 in first half
week
from
214,777
ended June 26 and 271,274
down
output was 134,294 (64,907 private),
portable,
11,058 clock, 56,306 auto.
Week's radios: 40,177 home, 26,758
June 19.
That sets are moving well too, generally, is clearly shown in RTMA data
released this week disclosing 2,344,811 TVs 2,568,080 radios (excluding auto)
For May, retail TV sales were 244,191, compared
sold at retail in first 5 months.
May retail radio sales were 716,407 vs. 412,802 in April.
to 319,721 in April.
,

,

,

,

—

,

8

9

off the presses about July 15, contains monthly TV
Our TV Fact bo ok No. 17
down
statistics,
broken
by types of sets, from 1950 through May 1953, as
production
new
single
table
showing
monthly
TV & radio set sales at factory, distribuwell as
with
factory and distributor inventories on same dates.]
tor & retail levels
[

,

*

*

#

*

Industry folk got added encouragement this week, apart from statistical support, from 4 highly-placed general economic reports :
(1)

Dun & Bradstreet survey among 1281 corporation executives revealed 62%

of them expect fourth-quarter sales this year to increase over corresponding 1952
Broken down by groups,
period; 24% foresaw no change; 14% anticipated declines.
survey showed 65% of manufacturers of durable goods, 64% of non-durables expected
sales hikes in fourth quarter; 58% of wholesalers, 61% of retailers saw increases.

Nearly all thought prices would be about same in final quarter.
Other results of survey: 16% expected their companies to increase their staffs; 77% to have
same number of employes; 7% to employ fewer; nearly 33% expected to increase levels
of their inventories by end of year.
(2) Securities & Exchange Commission disclosed individual savings in first
quarter of 1953 reached $2.5 billion, increase of $100,000,000 over first quarter cf
It was highest first-quarter savings total since war.
1952.
(3) Federal Reserve Board reported in its 1953 Survey of Consumer Finances
that consumers are confident about their economic outlook, plan to increase their
Based on interviews conducted in the first 3
purchases of durable goods this year.
months of year, survey noted that 58% of consumers checked " felt better off " in 1953
Survey also found sharp rise in number of conthan last year, 26% felt worse off.
sumers with $5000-and-over annual income, drop in number with less than $2000.
reported that net profits and sales of
(4) National Retail Dry Goods Assn
both dept, stores and specialty shops were higher in 3-month period ended April 30
Survey covering 244 dept, stores and specialty
than in corresponding 1952 period.
shops with combined annual sales volume of approximately $750 000, 000 showed typical
dept, store earned 1.50 on each dollar of sales, compared with 1.20 year earlier;
specialty shop earned 1.80 on each dollar vs. 1.70 year ago.
,

,

Trade Personals:

&

Dr. Wilbur A. Lazier elected v.p.

&

charge of research

technical director in

engineering.

Sprague Electric Co.; Neal W. Welch named sales v.p.;
Dr. Preston Robinson, a director and ex-research & engiDr. Carsten Cneering chief, continues as a consultant
Steffens, asst, director of Stanford Research Institute from
1947-49, when he joined U of New Mexico faculty, returns
to the Institute as technical research coordinator
Milton R. Schulte, v.p. in charge of electronics & flashers
John H.
div., elected chairman of board, Tung-Sol
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Ganzenhuber, ex-Western Electric, recently Hoffman radio
mgr. of govt, contracts, elected v.p. & gen. mgr., Hughey &
Phillips tower lighting div., Burbank, Cal.
Berne
Fisher, ex-General Instrument Coi-p., appointed engineering director, Standard Coil Products Co. ... A. Raymond
Bermond promoted to adv. mgr., Hallicrafters radio div.
Arnold Lettekcn promoted to sales mgr., Merit Coil &
Transformer Co.
J. K. Pcff, ex-Erie Resistor, now
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Pyramid Electric
Ludwig J.
.
Ulrich Jr. promoted to Stromberg-Carlson sales rep, headquartering in Erie, Pa. .
Charles E. Smith, ex-GE field

sales mgr., jobber div.,

.

.

district

named

.

asst, to F.

.

.

.

pioneer in industrial electronic control, has
GE after 37 years service
H. Joseph Sarlin
named New England sales mgr., DuMont receiver div.,
reporting to Richard O’Brion, eastern regional mgr.
Franlc J. Froehlich, ex-Hazeltine, appointed CBS-Columbia
project engineer for military electronics equipment
R. H. Mulford, Owens-Illinois v.p., elected v.p. & gen. mgr.
of subsidiary Kimble Glass Co., succeeding S. J. McGiveran.
Bailey

retired

Jr.,

from

by joint conference with Canadian
board at General Brock Hotel, Niagara Falls, Ont.,
April 29-30. RTMA’s 30th annual convention will be held
at Chicago’s Palmer House, June 15-17, 1954.
Hotel, latter followed

RTMA

New RCA board member elected this week is Harry
Hagerty, financial v.p., Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.,
filling vacancy left by resignation of Adm. Lewis L.
Strauss, now chairman of Atomic Energy Commission.
Wm, E. Robinson, publisher and exec, v.p., New York
Herald Tribune, takes Adm. Strauss’ place on NBC board.
May excise tax collections on TVs, radios, phonos &
components were $14,517,845, compared with $18,131,401
in April and $10,704,725 in May 1952.
On refrigerators,
air conditioners, freezers, etc., Govt, collected $11,236,220
May vs. $8,677,771 in April and $5,820,645 in May 1952.

in

.

Robert Walker, Los Angeles
mgr. for broadcast equipment sales
Allen E.

engineer,

RTMA

board and executive committee meetUpcoming
ings scheduled for current fiscal year ending June 30,
1954, as released this week: Sept. 15-17, at New York’s
Biltmore Hotel; Nov. 17-19, at Chicago’s Palmer House;
Feb. 16-18 and April 26-27, both at New York’s Roosevelt

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Transistor operation at 425 me, highest frequency
reported to date, was described by RCA’s F. L. Hunter,
who read paper he co-authored with B. N. Slade, at July 7
IRE-AIEE conference on transistor research at Pennsylvania State College.

Alexander Eisemann, 67, one of founders of old
Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp., died of heart attack last
week at his New York home. He retired from radio business

many

years ago.
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narda

Topics
Trends oi
Trade: with
backing idea for first time, new impetus is being given old
and oft-debated objective of TV retailers to emulate automobile industry’s practice of authorizing exclusive-brand
Economic necessity of some

dealers.

inspires revival of the plan, which

TV

dealers clearly

NARDA

is

now

actively

pushing.

NARDA

gave matter serious consideration at its con(Vol. 9:27)
and while it didn’t come up
with any easy answers, it did agree that patterning TV
on the auto merchandising structure should be a definite
goal in coming year.
With slogan, “Give Meaning to
Franchise,” NARDA managing director A. W. Bernsohn
launched promotion campaign this week to urge dealers
to “define their loyalties, to choose 2 or 3 brands and sell
vention last

—

week

their hearts out.”

NARDA

officers see 3

immediate advantages

in exclu-

Increase in turnover of stock, with
Improved
corresponding decrease in inventories.
(2)
credit position with distributors.
(3) Better servicing
sive franchises:

(1)

arrangements.

On

who do not service their own
customers would be expected to work through independent
latter point, dealers

service organizations.

NARDA’s

position

servicing directly by manufacturers,

as

*

against
does, for

RCA

*

Svlvania showed

its

%

42-model

&

775,

blonde

*

line this

week, featuring

new “Photo Power”

One who endorses general

principle of fewer lines by

Bruno-New York,

retailers is Irving SarnofF, exec. v.p. of

biggest RCA distributor.
He said he didn’t think oneline idea is economically feasible right now, but narrowing brands to 2 or 3 was a “must” if many TV retailers
are to stay in business. He saw TV industry coming to
one exclusive franchise ultimately perhaps in 5 or G years
at the earliest.

—

*

*

Westinghouse introduced

*
its

*

new

line

this

week

via

unique closed-circuit telecast to distributors in 32 cities,
originating from NBC-TV studios in New York. Speakerers included T. J. Newcomb, TV-radio mgr.; Sheldon F.
Myers, adv. & sales promotion mgr.; NBC commentator
Ben Grauer; sportscaster Herman Hickman, and Betty
Furness.
Features of line are an improved automatic brightness control; “automatic area selector”; “long-range
tuner”, which amplifies weak signals; all-channel tuner
and built-in “non-directional antenna”. Line starts with
17-in. plastic table model at $180, goes up to 21-in. combination in blonde or walnut veneer, at $600. Full line:
Table Models: 17-in. plastic $180, mahogany veneer
$220 & $240, blonde $240; 21-in. maroon finish $230, mahogany veneer $250, $280 & $350, blonde $290; 24-in. mahogany veneer $400, blonde $410; 27-in. mahogany $500.
Consoles: 21-in. open-face mahogany veneer $300,
$340 & $400, blonde $360 & $420; 21-in. half-door mahogany veneer $380, blonde $400; 21-in. full-door mahogany
veneer $400 & $480, blonde $430 & $500, walnut $500; 24in. open-face mahogany veneer $450.
Combinations 21-in. half-door mahogany veneer $500
& $550, blonde or walnut veneer $600.
Also introduced were 4 table radios ranging from
5-tube brown at $20 to 7-tube ivory at 865; 2 clock radios,
at $30 & $40; 2 portables, $30 & $40.
*

*

*

*

Crosley reduced price this week of its 17-in. de luxe
table model, in mahogany wood or limed oak, to $170 as
a “summer special” for distributors’ introductory period
only.
Model is adaptable to uhf with addition of special

was priced at $190 in mahogany wood,
limed oak, when introduced at Cincinnati convention in June (for full Crosley line, see Vol. 9:25).
all-channel tuner,
in

any $695.
Combinations: 21-in. mahogany $525
8550 & $795; French provincial $560.

is flatly

example.

$200

Hoffman Radio introduced new line featuring “TrioPhonic” high-fidelity sound system in top end of its line,
with calibrated treble and bass tone controls permitting
adjustments up to 20,000 cycles. Also added were noise
rejection circuits and a redesigned chassis intended to give
longer life to set by separating heat elements.
To aid servicemen, models also have removable bottom
plates, plug-in yokes, high-voltage cages, open picture
cups.
Most models are available with standard cascode
tuners or “detent action” 82-channel tuners. Line ranges
in price from 17-in mahogany wood table model at $180 to
21-in. blonde combination at $795. Full line:
Table Models: 17-in. mahogany wood $180 & $200,
blonde $195 & $215, maple $215; 21-in. mahogany $260,
$280 & $320, blonde $270, $290 & $330, maple 290; 24-in.
mahogany $380, blonde $400.
Consoles: 21-in. mahogany $300, $330, $370, $400,
$440, $450 & $465, blonde $300, $350, $380, $390, $400, $420
& $475, cherry wood $390, $420 & $475; 24-in. mahogany
$450, $550 & $695, blonde $465 & $625; 27-in. mahog-

chassis and built-in optional all-channel tuner. John K. McDonough, TV-radio gen. mgr., said
new chassis provides picture tube voltage up to 22,000,
more sensitive receiving circuits, anti-noise circuits.

Another feature

a “panelescent” electric light which
brightness can be adjusted by rheostatic control on back of set.
Prices range from 17-in.
mahogany veneer table model at $190 to 27-in. blonde combination at $930. Full line:
Table Models: 17-in. mahogany veneer $190, blonde

houses the

dials.

is

Its

$200; 21-in. mahogany veneer $250, $300, $330, $360; 21blonde $260, $310, $340, $370.
Consoles: 17-in. mahogany $260 & $280; blonde $280
& $300; 21-in. blonde $360, $400 & $470, mahogany $380
& $450, maple $390; 21-in. full-door mahogany $480 &
$500, blonde $500 & $520. maple $510; 24-in. open-face mahogany $500, blonde $520; 24-in. full-door mahogany $550,
blonde $570; 27-in. mahogany $600 & $650, blonde $620 &
in

$670.

Combinations: 21-in. mahogany $680, blonde $700:

mahogany $900, blonde $930.
Svlvania also introduced 3 table model radios, from
$20 to $28; 3 clock, from $40 to $48; one portable, at $45.

27-in.

$

$

*

$

Stromberg-Carlson introduced 31-model line featuring
4 “Custom 400” high-fidelity combinations.
Restricted
to 21 and 24-in. sets, line has optional strip or all-channel
tuners on all models. It ranges from 21-in. plextone wood
table model at $250 to 24-in. full-door blonde combination
at $1145.
Pres. Robert C. Tait predicted big sales of
high-fidelity equipment in fall and urged speedy FCC approval of a compatible color system so production of color
sets can get under way next year. Full line:
Table Models: 21-in. plextone wood $250, mahogany
veneer $310 & $350, blonde $320 & $360.
Consoles: 21-in. open-face

mahogany veneer $370 &

$420, blonde $375 & $430; 21-in. full-door mahogany $450,
$485, $520, $545, $575 & $645, blonde $480, $495, $535 &

$550; 24-in. open-face mahogany $475 & $525; 24-in. tambour-door mahogany $535 & $595, blonde $545 & $615.
Combinations: 24-in. full-door mahogany, with AMFM radio & phono, $1065 & $1125, blonde $1085 & $1145.

Kaye-Halbert adds 15,000-sq. ft. extension to Culver
City, Cal. plant, due to be completed July 15, to house
executive offices as well as expanded manufacturing space.

11
Merchandising- Notes: Laudatory article on Philco and
Wm. Balderston was feature of New York
Times July 5 financial page, stressed Philco’s contributions in electronics and appliance field, told how company
has kept out of “verbal donnybrook” on color while quietly
its

president

taking orders for new color film scanner (Vol. 9:18)
“Philco Does It Like Nobody Did” captions full-length
article in July 1 Sales Management, recounting recent convention (Vol. 9:24) which brought 8000 dealers to Atlantic City at cost of $2,000,000 with resulting $64,000,000
Motorola taking over giant illuminated sign
sales
previously occupied by Calvert measuring 52 ft. across
on Chicago lake shore, called world’s largest illuminated
Emerson to back its new TV-radio line
display sign
with $7,000,000 promotion campaign, biggest in its history,
.CBSfor year ending June 30, 1954, using all media
Columbia launched big promotion campaign with 4-page
ad in July 8 Retailing Daily, using CBS-TV stars Jackie
Gleason, Arthur Godfrey and Red Buttons to plug new
line
Westinghouse tube div. offering Bermuda-Nassau
cruise as sales prize for 100 distributors next Jan.
Hallicrafters will introduce its new TV-radio line at Chicago’s Drake Hotel, Aug. 3.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Distributor Notes: DuMont, in further expansion of
foreign market development, appoints Cia. de Ingenieros
en Communicacciones Electricas, S.A., Mexico City, and
Davis Autos Ltda, Santiago, Chile; now has 9 distributors
in foreign countries
Harper-Megee Inc. drops RCA
Victor Line in Portland, Ore., will continue as its distributor in Seattle & Spokane; no successor appointed yet
in Portland
Capehart-Farnsworth appoints Hawaii
Piano Co., Honolulu (E.T. Suzuki, mgr.)
CBS-Columbia
appoints Pugh Furniture Co., Charleston, W. Va. (H. C.
Robinson, mgr.)
Westinghouse Electric Supply Co.
Grand Rapids, Mich., appoints Paul Jacobson sales promotion mgr.
Admiral appoints Pacific Appliance Distributors Inc., Santa Barbara, Cal. (R. D. Northrup, pres.).
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Expansion into growing Canadian TV & appliance
market was launched this week by Avco, which purchased
Moffats Ltd., Toronto, one of Canada’s leading household appliance manufacturers (specializes in electric and
gas ranges). At same time, Avco pres. Victor Emanuel
announced formation of new subsidiary, Avco of Canada
Ltd., which will acquire assets of Moffats, as well as those
of Avco’s present Canadian manufacturing subsidiaries,
Crosley Radio & Television Ltd. and Bendix Home Appliances Canada Ltd. In letter to Avco stockholders, extent of growth of 3 Canadian concerns involved in transaction was disclosed.
Net earnings of Moffats for first
5 months of 1953 were $468,198, compared to $662,691 for
all of 1952; for Crosley of Canada, 5-month earnings were
$211,712, compared to loss of $15,990 in all 1952; Bendix
showed 5-month profit of $35,967 vs. $41,567 last year.
“Quick

Facts

About

Color

Television,”

a

17-page

R. G. Baker’s May 25 address
to National Assn, of Electrical Distributors ( Television
Digest Special Report, May 30), is being distributed by
pocket-size digest of Dr.

W.

GE to all its dealers and distributors to equip salesmen
with answers to customers’ queries.
DuMont reports $41,395,000 sales for 24 weeks ended
June 14, compared with $29,036,000 for same 1952 period.
Net profit was $913,000 (36<? a share on 2,361,054 common
shares outstanding) vs. $56,000 for comparable 1952
period.

Argument on GE’s motion to have court declare RCA
has no right to grant or extend sublicenses under GE
TV-radio patents after end of this year (Vol. 9:24), has
been set for October by Federal court in Wilmington.

IRST

F W.

MOVE

petition

in color

(Vol. 9:26)

FCC

by

was

RCA-NBC

since

to send letter this

filed

week to
System

R. G. Baker, chairman of National TV
Committee, asking him “when the results of your field
testing program will be made available to the Commission
for assistance in its consideration of the rule-making

Dr.

petition.”

Letter was brief, noted filing of RCA-NBC petition,
pointed out that color standards proposed in petition are
those approved by NTSC, stated that “the Commission has
maintained a continuous interest in the experimentation
and development conducted by the NTSC in the field of
color TV, and has been kept advised of your progress by
various written reports and attendance at demonstrations.”
Dr. Baker was on vacation when letter was released,
but it’s assumed he’ll reply that NTSC will meet July 21
to consider draft of petition, file in matter of days after
approval which is expected to be unanimous or nearly so.
FCC’s purpose in writing letter is to get things going,
keep industry on its toes, show Congress it’s not dawdling
nothing else.
Some Senators and Congressmen have
begun to get a bit querulous.
GE this week indicated it wasn’t going to permit
RCA to run away with color transmitting equipment busiIt released to its
ness if it can help it (Vol. 9:26-27).
district sales managers statement outlining following
equipment schedule:

—

—

Transmitter kit. demodulator kit, gamma
(1) Network only.
amplifier, diplexer kit, wave form kit, stabilizing amplifier, standard stock items, test equipment total $18,800. Additional stabilizing amplifier, at $1600, recommended. Deliveries—first quarter 1954.
Camera channel, calibration monitor, console sync
(2) Slides.
color adaptor and sync generator kit, color utility amplifier group,
color monitor, monitor switching unit, bar generator, slide projector assembly, stock items total $39,500.
Deliveries second

—

—

—

quarter 1954.
Camera channel, calibration monitor console, sync
(3) Film.
color adaptor and sync generator kit, color utility amplifier group,
color monitor, monitor switching unit, bar generator, 16mm projector, stock items— total $49,500. Deliveries second quarter 1954.

—

and film — $68,500.
Camera channel including camera, control, color
(4) Live.
monitor, cabinet racks, calibration monitor console, monitor

Combination

slide

— total $69,500.

switching unit, stock items

Deliveries

—fourth

quar-

ter 1954.

A peek at GE’s developmental “transparent picture
tube” was given Wall Street Journal reporter Joseph M.
Guilfoyle who, in June 29 article about the varied industrial research programs being conducted in the big Schenectady labs, says tube gives clearer pictures with more
contrast, and adds this description: “The screen of the
new tube, instead of being coated inside with a phosphorescent powder, is coated -with a transparent film.
Looking at one of these transparent screens the viewer
sees through

it

into the

dark recesses of the tube.

It is

this greater

degree of darkness, as opposed to the relative
grayness of the usual screen, which accounts for the better
contrast and clearer picture. At present these new transparent screens show a yellow-orange picture, which isn’t
unpleasing to the eye. But the scientists say it will be
possible to produce a black-&-white picture with the tube,
too.
Further development work will be required before
the tube is ready for commercial use.”
Assets of Preview Television Corp. were sold at public
auction this week by order of Chicago Federal court. Sale
followed filing of involuntary bankruptcy petition against

by 3 creditors (Vol. 9:26). Preview, headed by M. G.
Severinghaus, was distributor of coin-operated TV device
for hotels and motels (Vol. 8:40).
Legal action against
company was taken by Addressors Inc., Arthur Nagel Inc,
and Radio Parts Distributors Inc., all of Chicago.
firm

Motorola distributors have pitched
the Paul V. Galvin Scholarship

alma mater.

Fund

in

at

$13,000 to set up
of Illinois, his

U
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OT TO BE OUTDONE

by CBS’s research dept., which
a brochure detailing county-bycounty TV ownership with total families and percentages
of TV homes (Vol. 9:21), the NBC research dept, is
about to release a detailed study along same lines with
tables of radio ownership added.
Both studies are dated May 1, 1953; both fulfill a longfelt need in the industry and, in the case of NBC-TV, the
recently published

new compilation takes

its

researchers

off

the self-elected

hook of estimating monthly sets-in-use figures for the
areas of each of its affiliated stations. Almost since the
beginning of TV, the latter figures (which we’ve printed
regularly) have been just about the only sets-in-use estimates available though they’ve been subject of consid-

—

erable controversy.
With the new figures both CBS’s and NBC’s station managements (calculating from signal strength and
perhaps fan mail) and advertising & merchandising folk
(drawing their own circles of feasible coverage) are expected to figure out the probable sets-in-use for any par-

—

—

ticular

area

under scrutiny.

that’s

All

they

need

in

maps

that delineate the counties.
NBC’s method of estimating, it explains, was to use
the Nielsen Coverage Service personal interview study,
largest ever conducted, covering 100,000 homes in every
county in the U.S. that sent in questionnaires in the spring
and then projecting these figures on the basis
of 1952
reports on county-by-county set sales to dealers
of

addition are

—

RTMA

months after the NCS survey. NBC says its estimates are “conservative” as indeed they seem to be, being
dated May 1 and considering the way sets have been continuing to move.
for the

—

This week’s 4 applications for new TV stations included 2 by the principals of KDUB-TV, Lubbock, Tex.,
for Big Spring (Ch. 4) and Sweetwater (Ch. 12), Tex.
Other applications were for Newport, Ky., suburb of Cin-

WNOP

(James G. Lang, pres.),
and for Canton, O., Ch. 29, by local group headed by Canton
Economist publisher Morton Frank. These applications
together with week’s CPs and 8 dismissals bring total in
FCC file to 586, of which 190 are for uhf stations. [For

cinnati, Ch. 74,

by

local

further details about these applications, see TV Addenda
herewith; for complete listing of all post-freeze appli17cations, grants, etc., see TV Factbook No. 17, due off
presses next week.]

Ex-Sen. Ernest

W. McFarland

(D-Ariz.),

majority

leader in 82nd Congress and former head of communications subcommittee of Senate Commerce Committee, became president and largest stockholder (40%) of Arizona

TV Co., applicant for Ch. 3 in Phoenix, in amendment filed
this week. Other stockholders: Edward Cooper, TV director of Motion Picture Assn, of America, onetime Senate
Commerce Committee aide who was top assistant to
McFarland when he was majority leader; rancher Leon
M. Nowell and auto dealer-farmer Ralph A. Watkins. Application has 2 competitors for Ch.

3.

TV-radio restrictions embodied in bill
(S. 1396) by Sen. Ed Johnson (Vol. 9:24,26) looked more
& more like dead issue this week after second move to get
it passed by unanimous consent was blocked by objection
of Sen. Long (D-La.). Bill strenuously opposed by NARTB
seems unlikely to be passed this session, since Republican
floor leaders seem averse even to bi'ing it up for debate.
Baseball

to week’s hearing and NARBA
before Senate Foreign Relations subcommittee: Chairman Tobey (R-N.H.), to whom TV has
proved wonderful political windfall, was astonished by
interest in AM, shouted: “Wake up! This is a television

Amusing

sidelight

treaty, covering

age!”

AM,

There’s no disparity between CBS & NBC figures on
homes, of course, since U.S. Census is used; there’s
some disparity, however, in their sets-in-use figures. NBC
tabulates all counties, including those without TV service;
CBS bunches the non-TV counties. NBC also lists, for
each county, total radio homes and percentages and gives
separate tabulations by metropolitan areas, geographical
areas and states.
Both show U.S. family total as 45,639,000 as of May 1,
but CBS shows total TV families as 23,582,240, NBC
23,930,000 approximately 52% in both cases. However,
illustrating more striking variances: For Bronx County,
New York, with 447,000 homes, CBS count is 380,210 TV
homes (85%), NBC 305,740 (68%). For District of Columbia, with 238,700 families, CBS shows 210,060 TV
homes (88%), NBC 226,700 TV homes (95%).
These are only a few random selections, showing how
different researchers can come up with different results.
Their variance, and fact that May 1 figures soon become
dated and should be brought current at least every quarter,
emphasize all the more strongly the necessity of one central clearing source for such estimates
supported not
only by the networks but by RTMA, A AAA, ANA, perhaps others with a stake in accurate, professional, nonpartisan estimates.
Note: We’re publishing both the NfeC & CBS compilations in our TV Factbook No. 17, due off the presses in
about a week; we’re also including therein the April 1,
1953 J. Walter Thompson estimates of households and TV
sets in The First 312 Markets of the United States, first
published under that title as a Television Digest Supplement with our Vol. 9:14 last April 4.

total

—

—

“Thou shall not covet thy neighbor’s TV channel,”
quoth the Senate’s angry and righteous man, Sen. Charles
Tobey (R-N.H.), proposing an “amendment to the Ten

Commandments”

in talk at educator’s testimonial dinner

FCC Comr.

Paul A. Walker in Washington’s
Powerful chairman of Senate Commerce Committee referred to rule-making procedure reInc., New Orleans, so it could apply
quested by
for that city’s Ch. 8 educational assignment and he made
it very clear to FCC members present that he was solidly
against commercial interests “coveting” educational channels, individually or severally. In another educational TV
development this week, Wisconsin Attorney General Thomson wired FCC that application filed by Gov. Kohler for
Ch. 10 in Milwaukee (Vol. 9:21) would be amended to
place it in name of State Radio Council, following passage

to retired

Statler Hotel July

7.

WWEZ

of

bill in

—

legislature requiring such action.

FCC

exhorted amateurs and everyone else concerned
cooperate in reducing intei-ference to TV reception
caused by 21-mc amateur transmissions. In public notice
(53-843) released this week, it stated that amateurs
shouldn’t be blamed as long as they’re operating according
to rules, and that problem can usually be cleared up by
Commission noted that
simple and inexpensive means.
there are about 300 local committees doing good job of
solving problem, urged formation of more.
to

Now TV is sending ’em back to the library. Ruth
Rutzen, head of Detroit Public Library’s home reading
service, told recent American Library Assn, convention
in Los Angeles: “When [TV] was new, librarians noted
a falling off of readers. But as the novelty wore off, people began returning to the library to ask for books on
subjects brought to their attention on the TV screen.”
Ready for uhf: TV dealer in Belleville, 111. told police
somebody stole 2 uhf converters from his shop. St. Louis
area’s first uhf station, Belleville’s WTVT (Ch. 54), is
slated to go on air in next few weeks.
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More

NBC Abandons TV-Radio

Roanoke Points Up Post-Freeze Problems, page 3
Our TV Factbook a Milepost in TV's Upsurge, page 4

page 7
UHF Promotion Norfolk, page 7
NTSC to Act on Color; Network Color Tests, page 8
TV, High Fidelity Stir Music Merchants, page 9

Starters Swell Total on Air to 206, page 1
FCC Revises Processing Procedures, page 7
6 CPs, More Final and Initial Decisions, page 2

[For Complete Text of

New

Transmitter Shipments

—

Kickoff of Biggest

FCC Processing Procedures, Plus Illustrative Tables of

MORE STARTERS SWELL TOTAL ON AIR TO

Integration,

& Upcoming

Cities,

Stations,

See Special Report Herewith]

Four more stations on air and one going off
That means 98 have
(see p. 3) bring total now operating to 206, of which 50 are uhf
started since first post-freeze outlet of just year ago this month. It also means 81
and our records indicate that perhaps 100 more out of
starters so far this year
This week's starters
the 300-odd CPs outstanding will begin before year ends.
206:

.

—

:

WGVL, Greenville, S.C . (Ch. 23) began test patterns July 15, possibly first
It goes commercial Aug. 1, affiliated with ABC,
to hit initial target date on nose.
Opening new TV area in western end of
NBC, DuMont and with base $200 an hour rate.
local
state, it reports reception from its RCA transmitter covering 50-mi. radius
Tower is on Paris Mt., 1142-ft. above av.
signals receivable with indoor antennas.
terrain.
Ben McKinnon is gen. mgr. H-R Television is national rep.
,

WKJF-TV, Pittsburgh, Pa . (Ch. 53) began testing July 14, first of 3 uhf staIt's RCA-equipped, owned by Mrs. Agnes J. Reeves coal and
tions granted that city.
steel operator who also publishes daily Dominion News in nearby Morgantown, W. Va .,
operates radio stations there, in Elkins and in Dover, 0.
Class A hour is $450.
F.G. Raese is mgr.. Weed is rep. [ Note : Pittsburgh's new WENS (Ch. 16) and WTVQ (Ch.
its vhf educational WQED (Ch. 13) not yet heard from.]
47) are promised for Aug.
KROC-TV, Rochester, Minn (Ch. 10) began testing July 14, went commercial
July 16, affiliated with ABC, DuMont, NBC and due to be interconnected in October.
Base rate is $150. Owned by Gentling family, managed by David Gentling, KROC-TV was
scheduled to start earlier but RCA antenna fell while being hoisted atop its 500-ft.
tower in May and had to be replaced. Meeker is national rep.
KFSA-TV, Ft. Smith, Ark (Ch. 22) began testing July 10, goes commercial on
July 19 with ABC, DuMont, NBC affiliations. It uses GE equipment, is owned by newspaper publisher Donald W. Reynolds who also owns 50% of new KRTV, Little Rock (Ch.
Base rate is $150.
Mgr. is Weldon Stamps, rep is Pearson.
17) which began in April.
,

;

.

.

,

FCC REVISES PROCESSING PROCEDURES: New priority procedure adopted by FCC this week
will completely supersede procedures in effect since July 1, 1952, when they become
effective
about last week in August.
Full text of new rule s (Special Report herewith) is largely self-explanatory.
However, to guide you in determining how the rules will affect your city, until FCC
comes out with official tables of cities, we have included in our Special Report the
tables as they would have appeared had rules been effective July 1.
Tables may be
brought up-to-date by applying criteria outlined in new rules.
Only competitive applications are affected since Commission is current on
non-competitive applications, granting almost as fast as they arrive. Current hear ings are not affected. Purpose of revision is to reflect fact that old rules determined a city's priority on basis of whether or not it was served by any of the 108

—

,
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Since number of stations has almost doubled, many of them in
pre-freeze stations.
new markets, old rules are obviously obsolete.
New rules set up 2 processing lines Groups A & B.
Group A comprises cities
with no operating stations (old 40-mi. rule is out the window), in descending order
Group B comprises all cities with stations Group B is subdivided
of population.
into one-station cities, 2-station, etc.
fewer the stations, higher the priority.
Cities will be processed alternately from Groups A & B.
Using the July 1
list in Special Report as example, sequence would be: Des Moines, St. Louis, Hartford, Pittsburgh, and so on.
Whenever a new station begins operating in a city that city moves down the
list.
For example, St. Louis headed Group B July 1.
When a second station starts
there, city will be dropped down to 2-station category.
Since cities will be processed alternately between Groups A & B, St. Louis would move down about 70 places.
A very important clause in new rules is one permitting FCC to ignore priorOnly time can tell what Commisities completely "to prevent manifest injustice."
sion will consider "manifest injustice."
Another area that will take some interpreting is what constitutes an "operating station." Rules say it's one with a license STA for commercial operation or
However, there's sometimes considerable lag between
authority for program tests
STA
on air.
FCC's solution probably will be to withhold
station
gets
and
goes
time
STA until it's sure station means to get going quickly.
At least one situation isn't spelled out clearly.
Assume that KFUO-TV, in
suburban Clayton, Mo ., using St. Louis Ch. 30, starts operating. Does this make
At FCC, offhand opinion is
St. Louis a 2-station city and move it down the list?
On other hand, it's believed that advent of WTVI, Belleville, 111.,
that it will.
won't affect St. Louis' priority, because Belleville has own channel allocated to
even though WTVI may serve St. Louis as well as KFUO-TV will.
it
priorities will be revised every two
To prevent obsolescence of new rules
months to reflect new stations which have begun operating.
Comr. Hennock dissente d, stating that change is too important to be adopted
rule-making
procedure that existing CPs are given no weight that areas
without
without TV are given no weight that the "manifest injustice" clause "may very well
undercut and vitiate the very rule which the Commission has adopted."
.

—

;

,

,

.

—

,

;

;

;

Dismi ssals by c o mpetitors continue to pave
6 CPs, MORE FINAL AND INITIAL DECISIONS:
way for lion's share of CPs
5 of this week's 6 CPs and 3 out of 4 initial deciThis week's grants
sions being derived that way.
Boston WGBH Educational Foundation, Ch. 2 (educational) Weslaco Tex
KRGV, Ch. 5. Final decisions: Sacramento, Cal ., Cal Tel Co., Ch. 40; Trenton, N. .
KOIN, Ch. 6; Allentown, Pa ., WFMZ(FM), Ch. 57.
WTTM, Ch. 41; Portland, Ore
Initial decisions: Tampa, Fl a., WFLA-Tribune Ch. 8; Joliet 111
WJOL,
Wilson Enterprises, Ch. 20; Knoxville, Tenn
Worcester, Mass
Mountcastle
Ch. 48
Only Tampa decision came hard way, after hearing.
Bcstg. Co. Inc., Ch. 6.
Weslaco grant is a record of sorts, 3 competitors dropping out to permit
WHHH-TV, Warren, 0
Week also saw 2 more CPs handed back to Commission
grant.
(Ch. 16), deciding not to build (see p. 3).
(Ch. 67) and WWOD-TV, Lynchburg, Va
WFLA-Tribune wins first round in fight for Ch. 8 in Tampa
but it looks
like lots of legal battling ahead. In 3-way quest, its rivals were WSTP-St. Petersburg Times and newcomer Tampa Bay Area Telecasting Corp. Examiner Basil Cooper used
these criteria in picking WFLA over other two (FCC 53D-32)
somewhat more centrally located
(1) Its studios would be larger and better
and more readily accessible to transportation. Though WTSP's studios would be quite
Tampa
accessible, in downtown St. Petersburg, he felt parking might be difficult.
Bay Area Telecasting Corp. studios would be VA mi. from nearest public transportation, would be wooden structure, thus greater fire hazard, he noted.
(2) WFLA would provide $75,000 to reimburse people appearing on its shows.
He also found that in
This, said Cooper, would encourage more caraful preparation.
3 types of programs out of 8, WFLA offered superior proposals, was equal in other 5.

—

:

,

.

.

.

,

,

;

.

;

.

,

.

,

—

.

.

—

,

,

,

,

- 3 (3) Though Tribune has largest ci rc ulatio n in area, with only 10% of stock
Publishe r
locally owned. Cooper felt it superior applicant in most other respects.
owns 60% of WTSP, will own 100% ultimately.
Ne lson P o ynte r, of St. Petersburg Times
Some of principals in third applicatio n live in area; others planned to move there
if CP were granted; they include figures prominent in advertising circles, each of
St.
the following owning 535% out of 3213 common shares issued: Robert A. James
Petersburg contractor, realtor & trucker; Hal Jame s, TV-radio v.p., Ellington &Co.,
sales mgr., WABC-TV, New York; H arry W. Benne tt Jr.
ad agency; Trevor Adams Jr
TV executive, Wm. Esty & Co.
v.p., Sherman & Marquette agency; John S. Houseknecht
Robert W. Evans business associate of Robert A. James.
,

,

.

,

,

;

,

ROANOKE POINTS UP POST-FREEZE PROBLEMS: The economic facts

of life are being driven
home with force and with suddenness to the operators of new TV statio ns
particularly those in uhf band where problems usually are great deal rougher than in vhf.
Roanoke's WROV-T V (Ch. 27) this week became first operating TV station to
and some other uhf grantees were taking a long second look and in
turn in its CP
some instances were deciding not to build.
Last month, WROV-TV petitioned FCC to let it continue its uhf operation "as
long as resources will permit" while it joins 2-way conflic t for Roanoke's Ch. 7
Without waiting for the verdict, it told FCC this week that further
(Vol.9:26).
operation "has proven to be economical l y unsound ", and that it pl ans to go dark at
It enclosed new application for Ch. 7.
the close of business July 18

—

,

—

.

In the case of WWOD-T V, Lynchbur g
This week saw 2 other uhf C P s returne d.
16), decision obviously was prompted by close observation of its 45-mi. neighSaid Lynchburg grantee: " The economic risks are too great ."
bor in Roanoke.
Other
(Ch. 67), which felt it was doomed by proxCP was turned in by WHHH-TV, Warren, 0
imity of Cleveland's 3 vhf (48 mi.), Youngstown's 2 uhf (13 mi.).
(Ch.

.

—

Six other post-freeze CPs had previously been returned
4 of th em uhf (2
one each in McAllen, Tex. & Gadsden, Ala.), 2 vhf (Midland & San Angelo,
Tex.).
You'll find them listed in our new TV Factbook No. 17.
Financial distress
forced Honolulu's vhf KONA off air for 3 months, but it's now on air under new ownPre-freeze in TV's early days, 16 grantees didn't take the
ership (Vol. 9:26).
plunge
but for 4 of them it was due to conditions beyond their control (Vol. 7:51).
You can expect quite a few more CPs surre nde re d
and not all of them uhf,
And there may
either
by those who see the economic cards stacked against them
well be more on-the-air stations which don't weather the storm.
in Austin,

,

—
—

—

.

•r

^

^

^

In the case of uhf it's obvious that stations which are bucking vhf outlets
for present, at least
can expect much tougher sl e ddin g than those which
have
virtual monopolies in their areas.
Q uite a few uhf stations in otherwise sparselyserved TV areas can see black ink on the horizon if they haven't already reached
it.
And uhf stations in markets where there is only one vhf generally appear to be
except where the vhf has all the major network affiliations.
doing O.K.
,

—

—

,

—

But real danger zone is area in which uhf is buc k ing 5 or more vhf stations
in neighboring cities, as shown so starkly in American Research Bureau's surveys of
Even in this danger zone, there may be room for
uhf set circulation (Vol. 9 :24, 28 .
uhf stations with good management, imaginative programming and ability to operate
at loss during the "set conversion period".
)

It's no secret some uhf stations are having tough time almost without exception they're in areas heavily served by vhf. Programming, of course, is the key.
Many of the complaints of station owners in the trouble spots are aimed at
Again and again we hear the charge that networks have refuse d
the 2 big networks.
to let non-af filiated uhf stations carry some of their programs
those which local
even in cases where the uhf station has
or neighboring vhf outlets don't use
cleared it with the sponsor.
And there's plenty of bitter talk among the uhf operators of an " organiz ed
c ampaign among big vhf stations and networks to hold uhf down ".
One station owner
remarked that WROV-TV's 3-month loss of $11,500 (Vol. 9:26) was "a drop in the bucket"
;

—

—

4

and added: "We lose more than that in a month."
But he's hanging on, he said, and
looking to fall programming and local sponsorships to take him over the hump.
ABC network and its lo ng-antic i pated improvement in programming looms large
in hopes and aspirations of uhf operators.
That network has large number of uhf
affiliates, and good commercial programming on ABC would be big boo n to uhf stations
bucking vhf outlets which offer viewers the enticement of CBS & NBC programs.
Another frequent complaint from uhf operators in "vhf areas" is high cost
often running to $80 or more, including new antenna and transof set co nversion
mission line. "It's like trying to sell a meal to a man who has just stepped out of
Heavier prom o ti on of the less-expensive strips and timea restaurant," said one.
such as RCA-NBC have arranged for the Norfolk area
payment plans for c o nver ters
are given by seme station owners as possible remedies.
(see Vol. 9:25 & p. 7)

—

—

—
%
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Th e last 6 m o nths have sh own that post-freese T V i s not a "fast b uck" busiespecially for uhf operators in already-served vhf areas. Indeed, it's surness
prising that there haven't been more cases of acute financial distress, such as the
uhf WROV-TV and the vhf KONA.
Uhf enterpre neur s fac e i nc ome problem not unlike those of first TV ventures
of the "long-ago" days of 1946-48. Basic ally, it stems from slo w a ccre tio n o f s e ts,
The chronic low-uhf-blood-pressure in
which are the lifeblood "circulation" of TV.
many vhf-served areas is, in turn, due to inability of uhf stations to offer from
the start attractive program ming which doesn't duplicate that already received via
Completing the cycle, this condition results from ne tworks' and ad vertisers'
vhf.
to place big shows on stations which
understandable in many cases
relucta nce
can't boast big audiences.
If the re are mo re mortali ties among the eager uhf starters, there may also
be som e vhf to o, in communities that cannot economically support TV at current stage
Some of these stations could e nd up as satellites of well-heeled staof the art.
tions in nearby metropolitan areas, linked by microwave. The "mo the r stati o n" might
welcome a "whistling post" as a way of widening its range and audience.
Some small-time start er s can't affo rd the blue chips needed not only to go
into TV, but to operate a station through the trying loss period. Many haven't parThey
ental backers, like wealthy AMs, newspapers, networks, manufacturers, etc.
haven't the wherewithal to promote, to sweat out if necessary an obsolescence cycle
of TV sets during which all would be replaced in areas where conversion is slow.

—

—

—

Long-range the prognosis f o r uhf is exc ell ent
Progress to date shows that
there are no technical lim it ati o ns to hamper uhf stations when programming is good.
And the determination of FCC to see that uhf stations get at least an even break
Add to this the protestations of
is a big mark on the plus side of the ledger.
fealty to uhf by all four of the TV networks.
Eyes of uhf enterpr i sers are on RCA-NBC d rive in N orfolk where new WVEC-TV
(Ch. 15) becomes NBC affiliate as of Sept. 1, and gets launching campaign bigger
even than Portland's KPTV (see p. 7). In case of Portland, uhf was the only station
In Norfolk, there's en trenc hed vhf competi tio n
WTAR-TV having switched
in area.
from NBC to CBS. Other big-city uhf grantees are watching, wondering if they'll get
similar buildup from their networks when they take the air.
.

,

—

OUR TV FACTBOOK A MILEPOST IN TV s UPSURGE: From the 4-page "TV Directory No. 1 " of
listing 16 stations then on the air, 55 construction permit holders,
Dec. 1, 1947
our semi-annual TV Factbooks have grown
48 applications pending for new stations
m
id
edi
tio n, our 17th, now in the mails to
New
1953
year
industry.
with
the
apace
all full-service subscribers, comprises 356-pp., compares with 272-pp. last January.

—

—

—

—

and we think the best
It's the most complete
Factbook we've yet comas Set s -in-Use
It brings all old depts. up-to-date and adds such new depts
piled.
by States and Counties (both NBC Research's TV-&-Radio count and CBS's TV count);
the J. Walter Thompson Co. study of House hol d s and TV Sets in First 512 Mar kets of
new directory of T V Stations in Foreign Co u ntrie s tables showing Annual
the U.S.
.

;

;

5

Volume of Advertising in U.S. by Media, 1946-52 tabulation of Financial Data on
Leading TV-Radio Manufacturers first detailed lists of Tuner Converter & Receiving
Antenna Manufacturers and several other new sections.
;

;

,

;

The July Factbook provides personnel listings facilities and ownership data
and rate card digests of all TV networks (including the new Canadian), and of the
227 U.S. stations now operating or due to be in operation by Aug. 1
plus similarly complete data on all Canadian and Mexican border stations.
The 306 Construction Permits for New Stations outstanding as of July 11 are
tabulated in handy format, with facilities granted, national reps & probable startThe usual "Blue Section" gives data on all 594 new-station applications
ing dates.
showing facilities sought, principals, addresses, attorneys,
pending as of July 4
this section can be kept current with our weekly Blue Addenda.
engineers, etc.
These are only a few of the depts that pack this directory edition, now the
Among other features
standard reference for just about everybody in the industry.
are directories of Program Sources FCC Personnel Attorneys Engineers Consultants
There's a current list of Community
Trade Associations Unions, Publications etc.
of Theatres Equipped for TV and the usual direcAntenna Systems (grown to 240)
tories of Manufacturers of Receivers Tubes Transmitters Studio equipment etc.
Channel Allocation Tables and FCC Priority Lists are brought up-to-date, as
1949-53, and FCC reports on Revenues
are the monthly Network TV-Radio Billings
Expenses & Earnings of TV Networks and Stations, 1946-52.
,

—

—

;

.

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

A newly enlarged wall map in color (43x29-in.) is included with each Factbook. It shows all present TV cities, all cities with more than 10,000 pop. or with
TV identities, all actual and projected coaxial-microwave interconnections.
Extra copies of TV Factbook No. 17 are available at $3 each; extra copies of
the map at $1 each. We suggest Newsletter-only subscribers use enclosed order card.
Donald G. McGannon named asst, managing director, DuMont Network, under Chris J. Witting,
who also announced these other appointments: Ted Bergmann, gen. mgr.; Wm. G. Martin, ex-Lennen & Mitchell,
sales director; John H. Bachem, national sales mgr.

Personal Noies:

.

.

.

D. Paglin, FCC hearing div. attorney, named legal
Ward L. Quaal named
Comr. Robert T. Bartley
v.p. & asst. gen. mgr., Crosley Broadcasting Corp., as
chairman James Shouse and pres. Robt. Dunville announce

Max

asst, to

.

.

.

these other new v.p.’s: Gilbert W. Kingsbury, in charge of
Daypublic relations; H. P. Lasker, in charge of
ton; James Leonard, in charge of WLWC, Columbus; Bernard Musnik, in charge of eastern div., N.Y.; Harry P.

WLWD,

Frank
div., Chicago
engineering v.p., named to NARTB’s TV enMurray B. Grabhorn, exgineering advisory committee
managing dir., Station Representatives Assn., resigns posiEarl R.
tion with Edward Petry & Co., station rep firm
Stanley, FCC attorney in TV div., joins Washington law
Douglas R. Clawson,
firm of Dow, Lohnes & Albertson
ex-R. H. Macy Co., recently asst. mgr. of Zion’s Securities
Corp., Salt Lake City, appointed sales director of KDYLTV & KDYL
C. T. Garten promoted from station mgr.
of WSAZ to asst. gen. mgr. of WSAZ Inc., Huntington,
W. Va., supervising WSAZ-TV operations under gen. mgr.
Lawrence Rogers
Don Kratz, ABC-TV Chicago producer, becomes operations mgr. of new WTCN-TV, Minneapolis, due on air Aug. 25
Morton J. Wagner now becomes sales mgr. with addition of new staff at WMTV,
Madison, Wis., which went on air July 8; John Sigrist, exWTMJ-TV, Milwaukee, named studio mgr.; Lee Jenkins,
film mgr.; Nancy Smart, continuity director; Michael Griffin, news editor
Arthur M. Swift promoted to gen. sales
mgr., WOOD-TV & WOOD, Grand Rapids
David F.
Albrecht, in charge of central

Marx,

.

.

.

ABC

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WRGB

.

.

.

.

.

.

Larry Wherry elected pres., Sherman & MarArthur F. Marquette becoming chairman
of board; Louis E. Tilden and Bruce Baker elected v.p.’s
Richard H. Gordon re-elected pres., Screen Extras
Guild (AFL).
Newell

.

.

.

quette, Chicago,

.

.

.

a

New

directors elected to board of National Assn, for

Better Radio & TV (Mrs. Clara S. Logan, Los Angeles,
pres.)
Benedict Cottone, ex-FCC gen. counsel now member
:

of Lucas

& Thomas law

firm;

John

C.

Schwarzwalder,

mgr., educational KUHT, Houston; Dr. Paul Witty, Northwestern U; Mrs. A. Stanley Adams, national v.p., Kappa

Gamma

Phi, honor sorority for Catholic

women’s

colleges.

Dr. Allen B. DuMont, whose hobby is his TV-equipped
cruiser Hurricane III, won Eastern Cruiser Assn, commodore’s trophy for lowest percentage of error in navigational accuracy tests in

Long Island Sound.

Technical description of Lawrence tri-color tube is
contained in July Proceedings of the IRE.
Author is
Robert Dressier, research director of Chromatic TV Labs.

.

.

.

.

gen.

ex-WFBM-TV & WFBM, Indianapolis, named
mgr. of WFAM-TV & WFAM, Lafayette, Ind.,

to

post of late E. R. Herkner

Milligan,

fill

mercial mgr., KRDO-TV, Colorado Springs, elected v.p.
of U.S. Junior Chamber of Commerce
Wm. H. Blackton, from Easton Express, named regional sales & promotion mgr., new WGLV, Easton, Pa.
Ray Scott
named sports director, WDTV, Pittsburgh
Ralph Ginzburg, ex-WNBT & WNBC, joins Wm. H. Weintraub agency
James Cobb promoted to mgr. of adv. & promotion,
& WGY, Schenectady, succeeding George Peck,
now in GE community relations dept.
Terence Clyne,
TV-radio director and supervisor of Bulova Watch account
since 1946, named senior v.p., Biow Co.
Nicholas E.
Keesely, TV-radio director elected a senior v.p., Lennen &

.

.

.

Harry W. Hoth, com-

Mrs. Gordon Gray, 39, wife of president of U of North
Carolina and publisher of Winston-Salem Journal and
Sentinel (WSJS), died in Baltimore hospital July 15.

Her husband

is

ex-Secy. of the

Army.

Four sons

survive.

6

Network Accounts: Pro football TV schedule on DuMont, released this week by sponsor Westinghouse, comprises 20 games, Sat. nights & Sun. afternoons, on 11
consecutive weekends, beginning Oct. 2. To accommodate
Westinghouse, National Football League pres. Bert Bell
said League schedules have been revised to include more
Sat. night games
Admiral buys largest network hookup for any regular TV program 132 stations when
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen’s Life is Worth Living returns to
DuMont Network beginning Oct. 13 Tue. 8-8:30 p.m., thru
Erwin, Wasey Inc.
U.S. Steel to sponsor United States
Steel Theater on ABC-TV, alt. weeks, beginning in early
.

.

.

.

.

—

—

.

BBDO

Oct., Tue. 9:30-10:30 p.m., thru

.

.

.

Aluminum

Co.

Youth Views the News panel show
on CBS-TV, beginning Aug. 18, Tue. 10:30-11 p.m., thru
Scott Paper Co. (tissues) to
Fuller & Smith & Ross
sponsor My Little Margie on NBC-TV beginning Sept. 2,
BrisWed. 8:30-9 p.m., thru J. Walter Thompson Co.
tol-Myers Co. to sponsor Man Behind the Badge, new
series of crime case histories, on CBS-TV, beginning Oct.
of

America

to sponsor

.

.

.

.

.

.

Sun. 9:30-10 p.m., thru Doherty, Clifford, Steers &
Johnson & Johnson (band-aids) buys 10-min.
segment of 10-10:30 p.m. portion, Benrus Co. (watches)
11,

Shenfield

.

.

.

renews 10-min. of 9-9:30 portion, of Your Show of Shows,
beginning Sept. 12, on NBC-TV, Sat. 9-10:30 p.m., thru
Hotpoint Inc. (appliances) renews
Young & Rubicam
alt. week sponsorship of Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet,
on ABC-TV, beginning Sept. 25, Fri. 8-8:30 p.m., thru
Kaywoodie Co. (pipes) joins 5-day DeodorMaxon Inc.
ant Pads in sponsorship of Break the Bank on NBC-TV,
Doeskin Products Inc.
Tue. 8:30-9 p.m., thru Grey Adv.
(tissues) renews Thu. 3:30-3:45 p.m. segment of Kate
Smith Hour on NBC-TV for 37 weeks beginning Sept. 24,
.

.

.

.

N

integration as operating policy,
with decisions of chairman David Sarnoff this week
designating John K. Herbert as v.p. in charge of TV network, Wm. H. Fineshriber v.p. in charge of radio network,
with v.p. Charles (Bud) Barry as TV program chief and
v.p. George Frey as TV sales chief. Ted Cott, in charge
of New York owned-&-operated stations, becomes operating v.p. of the radio network.
Both Herbert and Fineshriber report to pres. Frank
White. Owned-&-operated stations and NBC Spot Sales
continues under v.p. Charles R. Denny. David Adams is
v.p. for administration, and added personnel dealing exclusively with TV and radio program sales will be an-

nounced shortly.

NBC

thus returns to separation of TV-radio operaexcept for top administration, similar to way it
previously functioned and similar to CBS setup (whose
TV and Radio divisions are headed by presidents). Service depts., such as research, engineering, station relations
and accounting, will continue to serve both TV and radio.
Decision on separation comes as network is preparing
for radio affiliates’ meeting in Chicago July 27, at which
stations are expected to demand added emphasis on radio
sales, programming and promotion.
tions,

Some

.

.

.

.

.

thru Grey Adv.

BC ABANDONS

in

—

now have TV as shown
one of new features of our
No. 17.
Compiled from in-

57 foreign countries

handy directory which

is

just-issued TV Factbook
formation direct from foreign govts, wherever possible,
and from U. S. govt, agencies, equipment manufacturers

—

and other trade sources directory presents in tabular
form the locations, technical standards, frequencies and
powers of foreign TV stations on air, under construction
and planned. In addition to the 67 now on air, it shows
some 15 slated to start this year. Cuba apparently is

TV among foreign countries, with 9 stations on
you count the 4 CMQ-TV satellites as individual
stations)..
Others: Great Britain, 8 (including 2 temporary mobile stations & one temporary satellite)
West
Germany, 7; Mexico, 6; Brazil, 4; Canada, France &

leader in

Station Accounts: New stations going on the air report
good sales of test patterns to sponsors some even before
they begin operating commercially. TV set manufactuers,
distributors and servicemen are usually quick to grab up
This week, from Sudbury, Ont., where
availabilities.
CKSO-TV (Ch. 5) may be Dominion’s first commercial
outlet by virtue of Sept. 20 test target, mgr. W. J. Woodill
reports all 9-11 a.m. test patterns sold out from then
Cantrell & Cochran
until Dec. 15 official opening
Corp. (Super Beverages, canned soft drinks), after N. Y.

—

.

.

.

expand TV-radio spots apace with new distribuTed Bates; ex-Pepsi-Cola pres. Walter Mack
heads firm, which has been asked by N. Y. stations to tone
down “throw away bottles” theme after carbonated beverAmerican Tobacco Co.,
age and bottling firms objected
to promote Roi-Tan cigars, buying TV spots in 11 cities,
General Cigar
thru Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv., N. Y.
Co., for Robert Burns cigars, buys Mon.-Wed.-Fri. Sports
of the Night for 22 weeks on WCBS-TV, thru Young &
MGM
Rubicam; Piel Beer sponsors other 3 nights
buying lots of spots to promote openings of its lavish new
musical The Band Wagon, thru Donahue & Coe, N. Y.
tests, to

torships, thru

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Among other advertisers reported using or preparing to use TV: Tidy House Products Co. (Perfex
cleaner, Gloss Tex starch), thru Buchanan-Thomas Adv.
Co., Omaha; Hotpoint Inc. (ranges, refrigerators), thru
Maxon Inc., N. Y.; Vitaco Inc. (Vita-Pakt orange juice),
Jewell Adv., Oakland, Cal.; Shell Oil Co. (TCP gasoline),
thru J. Walter Thompson, N. Y.; Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, thru Richard A. Foley Adv., Philadelphia; General
Foods (Yuban coffee), thru Benton & Bowles, N. Y.;
Bristol-Myers (Ammen antiseptic powder), thru Doherty,
Clifford & Shenfield, N. Y.; A. O. Smith Corp. (Permaglas
watfer heaters), thru Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
.

.

.

air

(if

;

Russia, 3 each; Denmark, Italy, Japan & Venezuela, 2
each; Argentina, E. Germany, Netherlands, Poland, Vatican City & Yugoslavia, 1 each. Factbook contains detailed
information on Canadian, Cuban and Mexican stations.

“These two protagonists in the struggle for radio-TV
supremacy are as opposite in character as are their companies.

Sarnoff rules.

Paley is tentative.
an informal one.

$690,000,000 colossus in the
a sassy upstart that has pushed
sales from $98,000,000 in 1948 to over a quarter bil-

electronics world;
its

Paley presides. Sarnoff is certain.
a formal organization; CBS

RCA is
RCA is a
is

Each company

lion last year.

same

CBS

in its

own way

covets the

objective, neither will be satisfied with the second

From “CBS

position.”

Steals the

Show”

in July

Fortune

Magazine.

ABC sets up new “ABC Syndication” div. Aug. 5 under
George T. Shupert, now v.p.-gen. mgr. of United Artists
TV Corp. and formerly asst, to pres. Paul Raibourn of
Paramount

TV

Productions.

to the purchase

and sale of

New division will be “devoted
TV films to the TV industry,”

ABC-TV affiliates.
TV homes as of June 1 totaled 24,292,600, up 362,600
from May 1, reports NBC Research. Top markets: New
York, with 3,535,000 TV homes; Chicago, 1,570,000; Los
non-affiliates as well as

Angeles,

1,460,000;

Philadelphia,

1,255,000;

Boston,

1,-

061,000.

W.IR, The Goodwill Station Inc. reports sales of $1,617,817 for 6 mo. ended June 30, net earnings after taxes
This compares with $1,670,366
$260,213 ( 50c a share).
sales, $230,161 (44<*) profit for same 1952 period.
1
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OUR NEW VHF
shipped by RCA

transmitters were scheduled to be
week 10-kw drivers to WMT-

—

this

TV, Cedar Rapids, la. (Ch. 2) and KOMO-TV, Seattle
(Ch. 4) and 2-kw to KVOA-TV, Tucson, Ariz. (Ch. 4) and
CKSO-TV, Sudbury, Ont. (Ch. 5). Rescheduled were shipments of 10-kw to WNCT, Greenville, N. C. (Ch. 9) and

KHSL-TV, Chico, Cal. (Ch. 12), now due to leave Camden
July 20, first day of RCA summer vacation shut-down
during which a crash crew is expected to continue working
on transmitter orders.
On the uhf side, only new order reported by RCA
goes to WTAP, Parkersburg, W. Va. (Ch. 15) on July
20, when delayed shipments are also due to go to WITV,
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. (Ch. 17) and WICS, Springfield, 111.
(Ch. 20).

Other transmitter manufacturers, on vacation, had no
new orders or shipments this week.

reports on

*

*

*

*

In our continuing survey of
these were reports received this

upcoming new
week:

stations,

B. C. (Ch. 2) should begin preliminary operation during November, using temporary equipment with reduced power at start, as does Ottawa’s CBOT
(Ch. 4), reports E. L. Bushnell, acting gen. mgr., Cana-

CBUT, Vancouver,

Canadian Marconi equipment
dian Broadcasting Corp.
has been ordered, reports CBC engineering director W. B.
Richardson. CBC regional mgr. Kenneth Caple said that
even with temporary power of 5 kw from antenna on roof
of chalet type transmitter building on Mt. Seymour,
station is expected to provide “excellent signal” in most
parts of metropolitan Vancouver area as well as to the
south of Bellingham, Wash.
WSJS-TV, Winston-Salem, N. C. (Ch. 12), granted
last week, has ordered GE equipment, plans fall debut
using present FM tower site, according to exec. v.p. Harold
Essex. “Back in 1948 when we built that site for FM,
I had in mind that someday it would make an excellent
Sidelight on grant is agreement
site for TV,” he writes.
to purchase $20,000 of local WAAA’s radio time to prowithdrew application
mote WSJS-TV; on July 8,
for Ch. 12 to clear way for grantees Gordon Gray-Mary
Pickford Rogers. Headley-Reed will be rep.

WAAA

K

ICKOFF
ever to

what may be biggest promotion campaign
herald debut of a TV station came at slamfor

WGEM-TV, Quincy, 111. (Ch. 10) beginning Stainless
tower construction this week, has transmitter building
nearly ready, plans “early fall” start with DuMont equipment, reports program director Paul McClelland. Rep will
be Walker.
WHBQ-TV, Memphis (Ch. 13) has begun construction, plans Sept, test patterns with RCA equipment in lieu
of first-reported Aug. 1 (Vol. 9:12), according to gen.
mgr. John Cleghorn. Blair will be rep.
WLAM-TV, Lewiston, Me. (Ch. 17), granted last
week, plans to begin with RCA equipment on Nov. 15, from
Apple Sass Hill location on Pleasant St., Lewiston, according to gen. mgr. Frank S. Hoy. It will be interconnected
with other Hoy-grantee WPMT, Portland, due on the air
by Sept., to make television available to “approximately
half of Maine’s entire population.”
Last week’s other
Lewiston-area grantee, Mt. Washington TV Inc. (Ch.
8), has Aug.-Sept. 1954 target, expects to have 70-80 mi.
Grade A radius with 105-kw ERP (Vol. 9:28).
rep will be Everett-McKinney; WLAM-TV rep not re-

WPMT

ported.

WITV, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. (Ch. 17) now reports it’s
planning start “before 1953 winter season,” using RCA
equipment now on delivery. It will be second uhf in Miami
area; WFTL-TV, Ft. Lauderdale (Ch. 23) began operation last April as NBC affiliate. President and 25% owner
of WITV is Comdr. Mortimer W. Loewi, ex-DuMont executive, also operates nearby “Out-of-This-World” resort;
(AM).
other owners are identified with local
WITV will be DuMont affiliate; rep not yet chosen.
WCIG-TV, Durham, N. C. (Ch. 46) got green light
June 26 when FCC overruled WSSB protest (Vol. 9:27),
but plans remain indefinite because “WSSB may appeal the
decision to the Federal Court,” reports secy.-treas. John G.
Johnson, also gen. mgr. and part owner of WTOB-TV,
Winston-Salem grantee. He reports RCA equipment avail-

WBRD

able for Aug. delivery.

H-R

Television Inc. will be rep.

Decatur, 111. (Ch. 17), now reports RCA antenna due July 21 or 22, plans first test pattern July 27.
Microwave hookup won’t be completed until about Oct. 1,
and initial programming will be principally film. George
W. Clark Inc. will be rep.

WTVP,

NBC-TV stars Dave Garroway, Jimmy Durante,
& Lewis, Bob Hope, Sid Caesar & Imogene Coca,

Martin
Robert

bang pep meeting July 17 at Hotel Chamberlain, Old Point

Montgomery, reminding viewers they can be seen only

Comfort, Va., when executives of RCA, NBC and station
outlined huge drive to build up uhf audience for WVEC-TV
(Ch. 15), new NBC-TV affiliate for Norfolk area, replacing
WTAR-TV which “seceded” to CBS (Vol. 9:20-21,24).
Meeting was attended by some 500 servicemen, dealers,
manufacturers and distributors, as well as mayors of
Norfolk, Portsmouth, Hampton, Newport News and a

on Ch.

small

RCA & NBC executives.
RCA consumer products v.p. J. B.
WVEC-TV pres. Tom Chisman, NBC publicity dir.

army

of

Speakers included
Elliott,

James Nelson, promotion

dir.

Norman

Pader, merchan-

dising mgr. Fred Dodge. Pulling out all the stops, they
announced plans for $100,000 promotional drive before
station’s Sept. 15 on-air date.

Cynosure of everybody in the industry interested

uhf

—regarded

in

—

long-established vhf community WVEC-TV will be
backed by $40,000 in newspaper ads alone. And distributors will place at least $50,000

more

in

newspaper

ads.

Station will place 5 full-page ads in local papers, 40 onethird-page ads, 10 spot announcements daily for 60 days
on 4 radio stations, bus cards, billboards and 5 different

—

all drawn up by
ad dept. Theme of campaign will be, “Beat the rush
get your set converted,” and will feature pictures of

sets of counter display cards in stores

—

set conversion within easier reach of all,
have arranged with Bank of Virginia, Norfolk’s Bank of Commerce and Personal Loan Corp. of
Newark, N. J. for special small-payment “converter loans”
which can be repaid a few dollars a month. In departure
from policy, RCA Service Co. announced it will help any
dealer install or convert any make of TV set.

RCA & NBC

Though

on-air date is still 2 months off, pres. Chissays estimate of 4000 sets already converted in area
appeal's “quite conservative.” On the sidelines but standing to benefit heavily from mass conversion campaign, are
WACH-TV, Newport News
area’s 2 other uhf grantees
(Ch. 33), which plans test patterns by Sept. 1, and WLOWTV, Norfolk (Ch. 27), which received CP last week.

man

—

as first real clinical test of uhf’s potential

in

NBC

15.

To bring

favoring Woodruff Inc. in Portsmouth,
FCC this week “pending review.” No exceptions have been filed to decision, but Commission didn’t disclose reasons for its hesitancy in making
decision final.
Grantee is owned by attorney Edward
Lamb, operator of WICU, Erie, former owner of WTVN,
Columbus, holder of CP for WMAC-TV, Massillon, O.
(Ch. 23), TV applicant in Toledo and Orlando, Fla., and
operator of several AMs.
Initial decision

O. (Ch. 30)

was

held up by

- 8 -
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TSC HOLDS

its important session on color next week,
July 21 and no significant dissent from adoption of
proposed compatible color specifications appears in sight.
Ever since Dr. Allen DuMont expressed dissatisfaction
over NTSC standards because he considers them too complex, and said he has 3-D color system in the works (Vol.
9:19), there’s been speculation he might oppose NTSC
standards when it came to final vote. This week, we asked
him whether he goes along with NTSC now but he said
merely, “I’m leaving the matter up to Doc” meaning research director Dr. T. T. Goldsmith, who was out of town.
Another possible dissenter, some think, may be Paul

—

—
—

Raibourn, v.p. of Paramount, which owns half of Chromatic
TV Labs, tri-color tube developer and an NTSC member.
He also thinks NTSC system too complex, says: “I can
think of a half dozen better ways of doing it, but it’s up to
Chromatic to say what it intends to do.” Chromatic president Richard Hodgson says that he’s quite satisfied with
NTSC system; that Lawrence tube works well with it; that
the impoi'tant thing is to get color production started as
soon as possible. Lawrence tube, he says is simpler and
cheaper to make than any other he knows about.
CBS gives no indication that it will oppose NTSC
specifications, having said frankly that it sees no prospects of reviving its own system (Vol. 9:13).
There’s always possibility some publicity-hungry
fringe operator will pop up with startling claims, but he’s
got to have something really hot to catch FCC’s good ear.
Such possibilities appear extremely slim.
Another big question, meanwhile, is whether FCC will
agree to waive requirement that color be telecast in Washington so that commissioners and staff can test receivers
themselves. Rest of NTSC, in addition to RCA, are urging
waiver, stating that receivers can be set up in New York
under a variety of conditions that will satisfy even the
most finicky commissioner. Commission hasn’t made up
its mind yet, and subject may provoke lively debate.
NTSC chairman Dr. W. R. G. Baker hasn’t yet answered FCC’s letter asking when field test report will be
submitted (Vol. 9:28), so it’s expected his response will
be in form of full-blown petition filed after July 21 meeting.
RCA-NBC continue their experiments, including networking of color. They reported to FCC this week on
results of 3 such transmissions. At this stage, compared
with black-&-white, color improves contrast, reduces definition (see next column).
RCA brought its tube licensees up-to-date on tri-color
tube manufacturing techniques at July 15 technical clinic
in New York, told some 180 attendees that it’s concentrating on 15-in. glass envelope giving same size picture
as previous 16-in. metal-cone envelope because it’s expected to be less expensive.

—

—

Trade Personals:

Joseph J. Peterson, ex-sales mgr. of
Lee Electric & Mfg. Co., Los Angeles, and onetime associate editor of Electronic Industries Magazine, appointed
mgr. of RTMA’s new west cost regional branch in Los
Angeles, to open Aug. 1; Jean A. Caffiaux, ex-Sylvania,
named asst, to Ralph R. Batcher, RTMA chief engineer in
New York both expansion moves recently authorized by
Milton R. Schulte, TungRTMA convention (Vol. 9:26)
Sol v.p. in charge of electronics & flashers, elected a director and not chairman of board, as erroneously reported

—

.

.

.

John
..
executive committee of U.S. Trade
son Dole, Wichita, Kan., elected to
ing Francis L. Monette, Lowell,
because of pressure of business
cil

.

ESTS OF COLOR network transmissions, reported to
Commission by NBC, indicate that color improves

contrast but decreases definition of pictures received in
black-&-white.
Report summarized reactions of stations
on color hookup, said:
“A large percentage of the received comments stated
that the contrast range for the color transmissions was
considerably better than that received from the usual

black-&-white transmissions although the definition was
softer. No stations experienced any difficulty whatsoever
due to synchronization. Some of the more distant stations which received the programs by Bell System microwace facilities reported some attenuation of the color
synchronizing burst signal.
“Those stations receiving the test programs over
facilities which included Bell System cable circuits did
not receive color synchronizing burst or chrominance signals inasmuch as the Bell System does not as yet have in
service the special cable translating equipment required
for transmission of the color signal over these narrow band

network

facilities.

“None

of the stations reported that the picture was
unacceptable and none reported receiving any comment
from public concerning the experimental transmissions.”
Programs transmitted in color were Howdy Doody
June 26, 5:30-6; Bob & Ray June 29, 7:30-7:45; Gabby
Hayes June 30, 5:15-5:30. Eighteen stations picked up
first program, 3 second, 7 third.
Stations were asked to
rate quality of picture in 3 gradations better than black&-white, same, not as good.
In first transmission, 2 stations reported definition
superior to black-&-white, 3 said “same,” 13 “not as good.”
Eight rated contrast better than black-&-white, 8 “same,”
2 “not as good.”
In second transmission, one reported definition same
as black-&-white, 2 said “not as good.” All 3 said contrast
was same. In third transmission, 2 rated definition “same,”
5 “not as good.’ Five termed contrast better, one “same,”
one “not as good.”
Asked about visibility of sub-carrier dots, stations
generally reported picture same as black-&-white.
Synchronization was found to be same.
Quality of picture,
compared to black-&-white, seemed to differ little as between coaxial and microwave transmission.
Following stations participated in first tests: WAVETV, Louisville; WBTV, Charlotte; KOTV, Tulsa; WRGB,
Schenectady; WFMY-TV, Greensboro; KVTV, Sioux City;
KSD-TV, St. Louis; WFAA-TV, Dallas; WMBR-TV, Jacksonville; WSAZ-TV, Huntington; WJAC-TV, Johnstown;
WBZ-TV, Boston; WNBQ, Chicago; WNBK, Cleveland;

—

WNBW,

WPTZ,

Washington;

Philadelphia;

WOW-TV,

Omaha; WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee.

RCA govt, marketing div., Washington, back
as sales coordinator of AM-FM transmitters

recently with
in

Camden

and studio equipment
Thomas W. Massoth promoted
to newly created post of operations control mgr., RCA
Victor engineering products dept.; Wilbur Lloyd promoted
to controller
Roy E. Nelson promoted to mgr. of semiconductor equipment (transistor) sales, RCA Victor tube
dept.
Edwin A. Freed named operations mgr. of Gen.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Wm. Balderston, Philco pres., named
here last week
to industries advisory committee of the Advertising Coun.

T

L. Esterhai, asst, counsel, Philco, elected to

.

.

.

Mark Assn.

NARDA
Mass.,

Edward

.

.

.

Emer-

board, replacresigned

who
J.

Meehan

Jr.,

eral Instrument’s headquarters plant, Elizabeth, N.J.

.

.

.

John T. Caviezal, Crosley mgr. of new TV market development, promoted to mgr., TV sales section under gen. sales
mgr. Harry McCullough; DeWitt Suplee succeeds him
W. T. Buschmann promoted to product sales mgr., Sylvania
radio receiving tubes
Sidney M. Joffee, ex-pres., Pathe
Television Corp., now an officer of Rex Television City,
1440 Fulton St., Fresno, Cal., appliance chain, and west
coast representative for Philharmonic Radio.
.

.

.

.

.

.

"

MERCHANTS: Close affinity of TV and phonograph industries, which have been growing more complementary every year, became even more pronounced this week at National Assn. of Music Merchants convention in Chicago. Record
and phonograph industry leaders were quick to give TV credit for stimulating bo om in
Here’s how big it is:
their business, which is now rolling at peak levels.
TV, HIGH FIDELITY STIR MUSIC

—

Phonographs
24,000,000 players now in use compared to 18,000,000 in 1948
and 8,000,000 in 1946.
Sales to consumers passed $200,000,000 in 1952, with indications
Records
1953 sales will be up to 25% higher.
Frank Freimann Magnavox president, who has been active in development
of both TV and phonographs, said of TV's influence:
"
We believe that this market [for phonographs] is particularly str o ng i n
those areas which have had TV for the longest period of time, since our studies show
that the public has become more selective in its choice of programs and is casting
about for some type of cultural entertainment to supplement TV.
Freimann 's statement was typical of feeling expressed by many of the 8000
music merchandisers at convention. Sentiment was general that TV stimulates interest
and anything that stimulates interest in music is good for business.
in music
They were also happy to report that TV has caused upturn in sal e s of musical
Spokesman for Lyon & Healey Inc., Chicago, one of the nation's largest
i nstruments
musical merchandise retailers, was quoted in July 17 Wall Street Journal: "Five
years of TV have done more for our business than 35 years of radio ever did for it."
after watching their favorites strum a
He referred to fact that TV viewers
ukelele or after listening to a symphony orchestra, are going out and buying ukes o r
As example, he said Arthur Godfrey's strumming on
oboes or trumpets of their own.
Though 1953
TV was credited with stimulating sales of 2,500,000 ukeleles in 1950.
sales are running about 10% below that figure, the uke is still the biggest seller
among fretted instruments, said T. M. McCarty, pres, of National Assn, of Musical
Instrument Manufacturers
and he credited TV with helping to keep sales high.
Glowing picture of record sal es was given convention by John W, Griffi n,
He credited growing demand for
exec. secy, of Record Industry Assn, of Am e ric a.
classical records mainly to technical improvements in reproduction.
Classical records today comprise 40% of total record business vs. 15% few years ago, he said.
,

—

,

—

.

,

—

Griffin termed introduction of 55 1/5 & 45rpm records most important development in records since electrical recording was introduced more than 25 years ago.
Perfection of high-fidelity sets will increase not only classical record sales but
also the market for popular records.
*

*

*

TV traffic at show was very light, indeed
Though all major manufacturers
exhibited their new lines, all had been previously introduc ed and many dealers had
already seen them
so TV as a selling item didn't cut much ice at NAMM show.
But
it rarely does anyway because of the timing, coming right after marts, NARDA convention and in middle of distributor-dealer regional meetings.
This left introduction of new lines to handful of smalle r manufacture rs (for details, see p. 10).
.

—

H igh-fidelity really took ove r the spotlight in absence of TV activity.
To
say that dealers were enthused is understatement many looked to "hi-fi" instruments
as means of filling void left by slumping TV set sales.
For example, one "hi-fi"
manufacturer said a parts jobber had ordered 1000 units of his product, sight unseen.
But amid interest came sobe r warni ng anew about misrepresentation of "hi-fi".
Freimann, who had previously spoken at the furniture marts about mislabeling high;

- 9 -

- 10 -

fidelity (Vol.9:26), said there was growing tendency to apply the label to anything
that reproduced sound, added:
"
Obviously, this type of irresponsible selling will undermine confidence and
may stifle public interest in true high-fidelity.
If we are to realize the tremenous potential that is opening up in this field, we must exercise the utmost integ rity
in presenting high-fidelity merchandise."
For those interested in getting into fiel d, and in absence of official standards, Freimann offers these yardsticks for measurement of high-fidelity instrument:
"
Does it reproduce music precisely as it was recorded, with all its ex(1)
citement, color and richness?"
"
Is it capable of reproducing music in its most pleasing form without
(2)
adding mechanical distortions?"
"
Does it reproduce the instruments of a full symphony orchestra in their
(3)
proper balance and range?"
*

*

*

*

TV production totaled 65,790 units (2620 private label) week ended July 10.
first week of second half of year
lowest week of year, but not unexpected in view
of summer hiatus, vacation shutdowns.
It compared with 69,144 preceding week, 103,629
week ended June 26 and 38,648 in corresponding week last year.

—

Radio production totaled 126,486 (98,677 private), down from 134,294 week
ended July 3 and 214,777 week before, but up from 65,911 corresponding week in 1952.\
Week's radios: 25,518 home, 7958 portable, 3448 clock, 89,562 auto.

&

Trends

TV

Set makers’ demand
for aluminized picture tubes in 24-&-27-in. sizes continues
Some manufacturers
to outstrip supply (Vol. 9:11,22).
consider aluminization a necessity on luxury model extralarge-screen sets. Process greatly improves brightness,
but is extremely complicated. Before introduction of 24-in.
tube, only GE had extensive facilities for mass-production
of aluminized tubes. Now other companies are preparing
Sylvania anto turn out aluminized tubes in quantity.
nounced this week that it is “perfecting methods and
increasing facilities for the mass production of aluminized
picture tubes.” It’s now in limited production, is sampling

Topics

of

Trade:

manufacturers and inviting inquiries from set makers

—

aluminized 24-&-27-in. tubes “or even in
21-in. sizes.” Tube makers’ desire to install aluminization
facilities now presumably is also spurred by their plans
to produce color tubes, which require aluminization for
proper brightness.
interested

in

*

*

*

*

Shipments of TVs to dealers totaled 2,695,856 in first
5 months, when production was 3,309,757, according to
RTMA’s state-by-state and county-by-county tables released this week and available from RTMA on request. It
compared with shipments of 1,799,877 in first 5 months

when production was

New

York, as
usual, led all states with 257,040; Pennsylvania second.
240,371; California third, 193,786. Montana, still without
TV service, trailed with 449. For May alone, shipments
totaled 243,348, compared with 392,492 in April and 235,461 in May 1952.
last year,

1.873,891.

Hallicrafters has started construction of new $400,000
plant in Don Mills development section of Toronto, where
in October it expects to begin producing 200 TVs, 400
radios daily, employing 250. Robert L. Russell will head
subsidiary, with Fred Bardgett as sales v.p.

TV

booming in Canada, may reach 400,000
Canadian Marconi pres. S. M. Finlayson
to Montreal Rotary Club this week. With 3 CBC stations
now operating, 8 private stations thus far authorized, he
foresaw 70 in the Dominion eventually.
sales are

this year, said

Sheraton TV Corp., subsidiary of Video Products
Red Bank, N.J., at
show in Chicago this
week, introduced 20 new models, including its first coinoperated sets. Herman Marsen, v.p. & sales director, disclosed that Sheraton, which has been devoting bulk of its
production to private label, henceforth will hold private
label output to 40
of total. Standard series, on which
coin-operated mechanism is available for $25 extra, ranges
from 17-in. mahogany table model at $180 to 21-in. blonde
open-face console at $300; de luxe series, with coin-operated device at $30 extra, is from 21-in. mahogany table
model at $280 to 27-in. open-face mahogany console at $550.

NAMM

Corp.,

%

Sentinel Radio introduced 38 new TV models at distributors meeting at Chicago’s Sheraton Hotel. New line
features “picture depth control,” built-in uhf antenna and

non-glare control.
finish table

Prices

model at $180

range from

17-in.

mahogany

to 27-in. full-door korina con-

sole at $695.

Jewel Radio introduced 10 TVs ranging from 17-in.
table model at $230 to 24-in. full-door
masonite console at $420, with optional all-channel tuner
$20 extra on all models. Also introduced were 3 highfidelity phonos at $150, $160 & $200.

mahogany wood

Majestic Radio introduced 24 new TV models, including 4 high-fidelity combinations, with optional all-channel
tuner available in all models at $50 extra. Prices range
from 17-in. mahogany veneer table model at $200 to 21-in.
mahogany combination at $675.

new models ranging from
mahogany wood table model at $180 to 27-in. traditional mahogany full-door console at $600, with optional
Tele King introduced 24

17-in.

all-channel tuner $50 extra.

Scott Radio introduced
in

mahogany

new

24-in. full-door

console,

at $495, in blonde at $525.

Col. Francis F. Uhrhane, formerly of staff of Chief
Signal Officer, named head of Signal Corps Engineering
I/ boratories, Fort Monmouth, N. J., succeeding Brig. Gen.
Edwin R. Petznung, recently named Chief Signal Officer
for European command.

—
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Report and Order

lew
Full Text of

TV

Priorities for Processing

FCC

Applications

Public Notice 53-889, Minieo. 92194, Adopted July 14, 1953, and Released

July 17, 1953, Effective 30 Days After Publication in the Federal Register
Tables Listing Cities According to Priorities Will Be Issued by FCC on Date New Rules Become Effective
Amendment to Footnote 10, Section 1.371 of FCC Rules, to Supersede Procedures and Tables on pp. 262-272 of TV Factbook No. 17

the Commission: Commissioner Sterling not participating, Commissioner Hennock dissenting.
1. The Commission has before it for consideration the
establishment of an order of priority for the processing and
designation for hearing of mutually exclusive television
applications.
2. With the lifting of the television freeze and the recommencement of television application processing last July,
the Commission adopted a “temporary processing pro-1
cedure” to handle the expected flood of new applications.
This procedure, in general, established two processing
lines: Group A, comprised of applications for stations in
cities without operating stations and more than 40 miles
from the nearest operating television station, and Group B,
comprised of applications for stations in cities with television stations in operation or less than 40 miles from an
operating station. Group B was further sub-divided into
several subgroups with a priority afforded to communities
where all the VHF channels were in operation and only
channels remained available for application. Within
ea;h group and subgroup, cities were arranged by order
of population. The procedure provided that Group A and
Group B applications would be processed simultaneously
in separate processing lines.
The Commission prepared
and published a list of cities arranged in the order of these
priorities comprised on the basis of the stations on the air
at the lifting of the television freeze.
3. On August 6, 1952, the Commission issued a Public
Notice (Mimeo 78341) with respect to the designation for
hearing of post-freeze competing television applications.
The Commission stated that “for the time being the order
in which the hearings are being scheduled is in accordance
with the order of priorities set forth in the temporary processing procedure now being followed by the Commission
in connection with the initial consideration of television applications.” In designating applicants for hearing and in
setting hearing dates since that time, the Commission has
employed the priorities set out in the temporary processing
procedure. In October 1952, the Commission amended the
above procedure to provide for the processing of “in the
clear” applications with only a sufficient number of conflicting applications to be processed and designated for
hearing in oi’der to maintain a flow of hearing cases.
4. The Commission is now current in the processing of
Such applications
“in the clear” television applications.
may now be processed in the order of filing, and the Temporary Processing Procedure established for handling such
applications no longer appears necessary. However, there
remains on file a backlog of mutually exclusive applications. As noted above, the priorities specified by this Temporary Processing Procedure have been employed in the
processing and designation for hearing of such mutually
exclusive applications. We are of the view that a revised
procedure for the handling of such mutually exclusive applications should now be established in the light of changed
circumstances.
5. Since the existing processing procedure has
been
established on the basis of the service rendered by the 108
television stations on the air prior to the freeze, it no
longer accurately represents the service presently being
received in many of the cities for which applications have
been filed. We believe, in addition, that revised procedures

By

UHF

1

Footnote

10,

Section 1.371 of the Rules.

for the processing and

designation of applications for
hearing should reflect only stations in operation within the

concerned.
Accordingly, the Commission is amending Footnote
10, Section 1.371 of the Rules by revising its procedure for
the processing of television applications. “In the clear”
applications will continue to be processed in the order of
filing.
With respect to the processing of mutually exclusive television applications and the designation of such
applications for hearing, the Commission will publish lists
of cities reflecting revised priorities in accordance with the
rules as amended herein.
This list will be brought upto-date and published at bi-monthly intervals.
7. The processing of mutually exclusive applications
prior to designation for hearing will be commenced in the
order of the priorities as reflected in the above list, with
cities taken alternately from the two lines established.
Upon completion of such processing, the applications will
be designated for hearing. In view of the fact that some
applications may require more time for processing than
others, the actual date of designation for hearing may
differ from the exact oi’der of priorities as reflected by the
cities
6.

list
8.

of cities.

The procedure adopted here provides that the Commay in the public interest and to prevent maniinjustice, process and designate for hearing applica-

mission

fest
tions without regard to the priorities.

9. In view of the foregoing, Section 1.371 of the Commission’s Rules is amended by deleting the present text of
Footnote 10 and substituting the following:

Temporary procedure for processing applications for
television broadcast stations and for designating for
hearing mutually exclusive television applications.
Until further order of the Commission the following temporary procedures shall apply with respect to the processing of applications for television broadcast stations and
for the designation for hearing of such mutually exclusive
applications. The term “operating television station” as
used in this footnote means a television broadcast station
for which the Commission has issued a license for regular
commercial operation, and STA for regular commercial
operation, or authority to conduct program tests.
10

(1) Non-commercial educational applications and applications for the Territories.— Applications for non-commercial educational television stations and applications for
television stations in Puerto Rico, Alaska, Hawaiian Islands
and Virg’n Islands will be separately processed in the
order in which they are accepted for filing.
(2) Processing of non-competing applications for tele(a) An application for a new
vision broadcast stations.
television broadcast station must request a specific channel provided for in the Commission’s Table of Assignment
for the city in which the applicant proposes to construct
his station. Regardless of the number of applications filed
for channels in a city or the number of assignments available in that city, those applications which are mutually exclusive, i.e., which request the same channel, will be designated for hearing. All other applications for channels will,
For
if the applicants are duly qualified, receive grants.

—

example,

X

if

Channels

6, 13,

47 and 53 have been assigned

and there are pending two applications for Chanto City
nel 6, and one application for each of the remaining channels, the latter three applications will be considered for

grants without hearing and the two mutually exclusive applications requesting Channnel 6 will be designated for
hearing. If there are two pending applications for Channel 6 and two applications for Channel 13, separate hearings will be held.
(b) Non-competing applications for television broadcast
stations will be processed in the order of filing.
(c) An application by a licensee or the permittee of a
television broadcast station which seeks to modify an outstanding license or permit to specify a channel other than
that authorized in said license or permit will not be accepted for filing by the Commission, with the exception of
applications
Orders.

pursuant to Commission Show Cause

filed

(3) Temporary procedure for processing and designating
for hearing of mutually exclusive applications for television broadcast stations.
(a) Mutually exclusive applications for permits to construct new television broadcast stations will be processed in the following manner: Such applications will be separated into two groups.

—

Group

A — Applications
.

for

cities

with no operating

television stations.

—

Group B Applications for cities with one or more
operating television stations, subdivided into various subgroups on the basis of the number of such operating stations.
Applications for cities with one operating station
will be listed first; applications for cities with two operating stations will be listed next; etc.
Based on the foregoing, the Commission will publish a
.

of cities for which mutually exclusive

list

have been

applications

Within each group and subgroup,

filed.

cities
will be listed by order of population (1950 Census). Where
cities in Group
and Group B are listed in the Table of
Assignments in combination, the total population of the
cities shall be considered for the purposes of this subpara-

A

graph. Where an application requests a station in a city
not listed in the Table but said city is within 15 miles of
the city so listed, priority will be based on population of
the listed city only. The list of cities will be published
on the effective date of the rule and will be revised and
published thereafter at bi-monthly intervals. The order of
processing is as follows:
All applications for the first city listed in Group A.
All applications for the first city listed in Group B.
All applications for the second city listed in Group A.
All applications for second city listed in Group B, etc.
(b) The Commission may in the public interest and to
prevent manifest injustice, process and designate for hearing applications without regard to the priorities.
(c) Where applications are mutually exclusive because
the distance between their respective proposed transmitter
sites is contrary to the station separation requirements set
forth in Section 3.610 of the Commission’s Rules, said applications will be processed and designated for hearing at the
time the application with the higher priority is processed.
If the question concerning transmitter sites is resolved

before a decision is rendered in the matter, the application
with the lower priority will be returned to its appropriate
place on the processing line.
In order to be considered
mutually exclusive with a higher priority application, the
lower priority application must have been accepted for
filing at least one day before the higher priority application has been acted upon by the Commission. If the higher
priority application is in hearing status at the time the
lower priority application is accepted for filing, the 30-day
cut-off date specified in Sec. 1.387(b)(3) will be applicable.
(d) Applications for new television stations which were
designated for hearing prior to April 14, 1952, and on
which final action had not been taken by the Commission
have been, by order in each docket, removed from hearing
status.
Said applications and all other applications for
construction permits for television broadcast stations which
were filed prior to April 14, 1952, shall be amended by the
filing of a new and complete FCC Form 301 as revised
April 14, 1952. Such applicants and all new applicants
shall set forth complete answers to all questions contained
therein and shall submit new and complete exhibits, data
and other attachments. Applicants may not answer questions or submit exhibits, data and attachments by crossreference to other applications or documents on file with
the Commission except where proposed exhibits, data and
attachments are not obtainable without undergoing undue
In such instances, cross-references must be
hardships.
specific and shall include the file number, page and paragraph of the application and amendment referred to, the
number of the exhibit, and a description thereof. Applicants shall not cross-reference by using such phrasing as
“on file”, “previously filed” or similar phraseology. Applications which have not been amended by the filing of a
completed FCC Form 301, or which fail to comply with
the above requirements by the time they are reached for
processing, will be dismissed.
(e) Where a mutually exclusive application on file with
the Commission which has not been reached for processing
becomes unopposed, or where an amended application or a
new application is filed in place of the several competing
applications and the applicant formed by such a merger is
completely or substantially the same parties as the parties
to the original application or applications, the remaining
application may be available for consideration on its merits
by the Commission at a succeeding regular meeting as
promptly as processing and review by the Commission
can be completed.
10. The amendments adopted herein are procedural in
nature and Notice of Proposed Rule Making pursuant to
the provisions of Section 4 of the Administrative Procedure
Act is unnecessary. The amendments adopted herein are
issued pursuant to authority contained in Sections 4 (i )
5(d)(1), and 303 (r) of the Communications Act of 1934,
as amended.
11. It is Ordered, That, effective 30 days after publication in the Federal Register, Footnote 10, Section 1.371, of
the Commission’s Rules is amended as set forth in para-

graph

9 herein.

ILLUSTRATIVE TABLE OF PRIORITIES BY CITIES
1, 1953 Can Be Brought Up-to-Date by Applying Criteria
Adopted July 14; see story, Television Digest, Vol. 9:29

Editor’s Note: This Unofficial List as of July
Specified in

GROUP A
No Operating
1.

2.
3.

Station

Des Moines, la.
Hartford, Conn.
Madison, Wis.

4.

San

5.

Wheeling-Steuben-

Jose, Cal.

O.
Brownsville, Tex.
Winston-Salem, N. C.
Waco, Tex.
Manchester, N. H.
Springfield, 111.
ville,

6.
7.
8.

9.

10.
11. Columbus, Ga.
12. Topeka, Kan.
13. Portland, Me.
14. Cedar Rapids, la.
15. Augusta, Ga.
16. Durham, N. C.
17. Stockton, Cal.
18. Raleigh. N. C.
19. Waterloo, la.
20. Terre Haute, Ind.
21. Greenville, S. C.
22. Ogden, Utah
23. Lexington, Ky.
24. Pittsfield, Mass.
25. Asheville. N. C.

Amendment
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.

to Footnote 10,

Bay

City, Mich.
Orlando, Fla.
Ft. Smith, Ark.
La Crosse, Wis.

Wilmington, N. C.
Mansfield, O.

W. Palm Beach,

Fla.

Salem, Ore.

Sheboygan, Wis.
Lake Charles, La.
Lewiston, Me.
Tyler, Tex.
Joplin, Mo.

Cumberland, Md.
Biloxi, Miss.

Muskogee, Okla.
Spartanburg, S. C.
Hagerstown, Md.
Enid, Okla.
Petersburg, Va.
Bakersfield, Cal.
Fayetteville, N. C.

Owensboro, Ky.

Ottumwa,

la.

Paducah, Ky.
Bristol, Tenn.-Va.
Reno, Nev.
Clarksburg, W. Va.

54. Wausau, Wis.
55. Daytona Beach, Fla.
56. Odessa, Tex.
57. Provo, Utah
58.
City, la.
59. Sharon, Pa.
60. Rapid City, S. D.
61. Jefferson City, Mo.
62. Las Vegas, Nev.
63. El Dorado, Ark.
64. Florence, S. C.
65. Cape Girardeau, Mo.
66. Goldsboro. N. C.
67. Hastings, Neb.
68. Anderson. S. C.
69. Beckley, W. Va.
70. Bogalusa, La.
71. Plattsburg, N. Y.
72. Modesto, Cal.
73.
Falls, Ore.
74. Clearwater, Fla.
75. Sunbury, Pa.
76. Merced. Cal.
77. Marinette. Wis.
78. Wenatchee, Wash.
79. El Centro. Cal.
80. Kearney, Neb.
81. Montpelier, Vt.
82. Henderson, Nev.

Mason

Klamath

GROUP B
One Operating Station
Mo.

1.

St. Louis,

2.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Buffalo-Niagara
Falls. N. Y.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Houston, Tex.
New Orleans. La.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Seattle,

Wash.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Memphis, Tenn.

10.

Norfolk-PortsmouthNewport News, Va.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Toledo, O.

Worth, Tex.
Miami, Fla.
Ft.

Providence, R.

I.

Oklahoma City, Okla.
Richmond, Va.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Tulsa, Okla.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

20. Nashville, Tenn.
21. Charlotte, N. C.
22. Erie, Pa.
23. Wilmington, Del.
24. Phoenix. Ariz.
25. Little Rock, Ark.
26. Jackson, Miss.
27. Saginaw, Mich.

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Fresno. Cal.

Huntington, W. Va.
Sioux City, la.

Binghampton, N. Y.

Charleston, S. C.
Green Bay, Wis.
Fargo, N. D.
Lafayette, Ind.
2 Operating Stations
36. Minneapolis-St.
Paul, Minn.
37. Boston, Mass.
38. San Antonio, Tex.
39. Omaha. Neb.
40. Roanoke, Va.
41. Amarillo, Tex.
3 Operating Stations
42. Philadelphia. Pa.
43. Detroit. Mich.
44. San Francisco, Cal.
45. Baltimore. Md.
46. Cleveland. O.
47. Atlanta. Ga.
4 Operating Stations
48. Washington, D. C.
6 Operating Stations
49. New York, N. Y.
7 Operating Stations
50. Los Angeles, Cal.
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Distributor Notes: Joseph M. Zamoiski Co., Washing(Philco) announces resignation of Lawrence Lehan,
v.p.-gen. mgr., who becomes partner in Duge Distributing
Admiral appoints
Co., Cleveland (major appliances)

ing

.

.

.

Indianapolis (S. Carroll Kahn,
Radio &
pres.), replacing Griffith Distributing Corp.
Appliance Distributors Inc., Hartford, Conn. (RCA Victor)
appoints Herman M. Sternberg, ex-Electronic Sales of
Motorola-Detroit promotes
.
New Haven, as sales mgr.
Capital

Appliance

Co.,

.

.

.

.

.

James B. Charters from branch mgr. to v.p.; MotorolaNew York promotes Lou Raskin to sales mgr., replacing
Stromberg-Carlson appoints
Harry Schecter, resigned
L. J. McAllister Co., Providence, replacing John J. Moore
.

.

.

going out of business; Gross Distributors
Inc., New York (Stromberg-Carlson) appoints Joseph A.
Emerson Radio of
Kerr, ex-GE, as district mgr.
Washington Inc., names Murray Cantor sales mgr.; Century Distributing Co., Los Angeles (Emerson) appoints
Crosley appoints Graybar, St.
W. J. Moller sales mgr.
Louis (Edward A. Grimes, mgr.); Crosley Distributing
Corp., Atlanta, announces resignation of gen. mgr. J. D.
Admiral appoints Salisbury Distributors
Crawford
inc., Spokane (Harold A. Salisbury, pres.).
Co.,

which

is

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

*

*

*

*

National Assn, of Music Merchants officers, elected at
Chicago convention this week: Russell B. Wells, Charles
E. Wells Music Co., Denver, pres., succeeding Harry E.
Callaway, Thearle Music Co., San Diego, who becomes
chairman; Earl Campbell, Campbell Music Co., Washington, v.p.; Paul E. Murphy, M. Steinert & Sons, Boston,
Parker M. Harris, Philip Werlein Ltd., New
secy.;
Orleans, treas. New directors: Earl Campbell; Thomas J.
Holland, Glen Bros. Music Co., Salt Lake City; James F.
Maroney, Thomas Goggan & Bros., Houston; B. E. Neal,
Neal-Clark-Neal, Buffalo; Oliver H. Ross Jr., Oliver H.
Ross Piano Co., Ft. Worth; R. W. Schirring, Halle Bros.
Co., Cleveland; Rudolph Siegling, Music House Inc.,
Charleston, S.C.; H. J. Sneller, Sneller Music Co.,
Minneapolis.

High regard for TV serviceman generally is shown in
nationwide survey of set owners conducted by Elmo Roper
on behalf of RCA Service Co. 90% of 5000 set owners
sampled indicating approval of servicemen’s quality of
work, compared to 86% who expressed approval in similar
survey last year (Vol. 8:21). Of those who had service
calls, 70% termed work “really good”; 19% described it
as “fairly good”; 6% expressed dissatisfaction; 5% didn’t
reply. Other results of survey: (1) 95% said servicemen
were courteous. (2) 68% considered cost of calls “entirely
reasonable”.
(3) 75% reported service completed same
day as call. RCA Service Co. is forwarding findings to
local Better Business Bureaus.

—

First ready-to-use prealigned IF amplifier for

TV

sets

mass production by RCA tube dept. New printedcircuit assembly comes complete with tubes and will help
set makers pare production time, eliminate complex assembly and alignment operations and provide efficient
and uniform operation, RCA says. Named the “Tandem”
is

now

in

amplifier,

new

unit employs photo-etch printing process,

employs printed IF transformers, coils and traps, 3 amplifier tubes and crystal diode
all mounted on plastic panel

—

less

than 2x9-in.

Andrea Radio Corp. plans to market TVs in Europe,
pres. Frank A. D. Andrea announced on return from 10week trip abroad. To be marketed in Italy through R. T.
C. Radio Television Co., Genoa, foreign line will start
with table model TV-radio to list at about $475. Andrea
was impressed with development of TV in Europe, but
observed that buildup would be faster if the different
countries had uniform transmission standards.

Financial & Trade Holes: American BroadcastingParamount Theatres Inc. reports estimated consolidated
earnings for second 1953 quarter were $818,000, including
$756,000 from opei'ations and $62,000 of capital gain. For
same 1952 quarter, net earnings were $1,459,000, including
$538,000 from operations and balance from capital gain.
For first 1953 quarter, AB-PT reported consolidated
earnings of $5,732,000, including $1,480,000 from operations and $4,252,000 from capital gain, latter derived
largely from $6,000,000 sale of WBKB, Chicago, to CBS
along with divestment of 9 theatres (Vol. 9:16).
For first 6 months of 1953, estimated net was $6,550,-

which $2,236,000 was from operations, $4,314,000
compared with earnings for first 6 months of
1952 totaling $3,508,000, including $2,343,000 from operations. Per-shai’e earnings on 3,967,525 shares of common
stock outstanding were 17<j for first quarter 1953 and $1.59
for first 6 mo.; in 1952, per-share earnings on 3,300,838
shares of common were 44^ for second quarter, $1.06 for
President Leonard Goldenson reported earnfirst 6 mo.
ings from theatre operations for last quarter ran substantially ahead of same 1952 quarter.
000, of

capital gain,

*

*

*

*

Among officers’ and directors’ stock transactions reported by SEC for May 11-June 10: Edmond Ludlow
bought 500 Arvin (Jan.-Nov. 1952), holds 1700; James D.
Shouse sold 3000 Avco, holds 3550; R. S. Pruitt sold 600
Avco (April), holds 25,670; Robt. H. Daisley bought 100
Clevite (Apr.), holds 300; Harold I. Thorp sold 700 Decca,
holds 300; Benjamin Abrams trust bought 1000 Emerson,
he holds 296,639 personally and through trust & foundation; H. M. Ballard bought 100 Gabriel Co. (May 1951 &
May 1952), holds 200; Wm. H. Miller sold 300 Gabriel Co.
(Apr.), holds 13,810; Ralph J. Cordiner bought 420 GE
(Apr.), holds 800; Levin H. Campbell bought 100 General
Precision Equipment, holds 100; Joel Dean bought 500
GPE, holds 1000; Walter E. Green bought 170 GPE, holds
335; John A. Robertshaw bought 100 GPE, holds 100;
Henry Reeve sold 400 Hazeltine, holds 10,000; Wilfred H.
James sold 1000 Muntz TV (Mar.), holds 2300; E. W.
Engstrom bought 139 RCA, holds 300; Max F. Balcom
bought 301 Sylvania, holds 3800; Don G. Mitchell sold 100
Sylvania, holds 3287; Jean E. Witbeck bought 100 TungSol, holds 2951; Willis H. Booth bought 400 Weston Electrical, holds 1600; Earl R. Mellen exercised warrants to
buy 134 Weston Electrical, holds 536.
Hallierafters reports consolidated earnings of $862,282
($1 per share) after taxes of $1,709,469 on sales of $36,102,681 during 9 months ended May 31. Quarterly report

(18 tf) on $9,828,639 sales for
quarter ended May 31, which compares with $296,853
earnings (36c ) on $13,173,463 sales for quarter ended Feb.
28 and $376,096 earnings (46^) on $13,100,579 sales for
quarter ended Nov. 30, 1952. Comparisons of 9-mo. figures
not available because of changed accounting system.

shows $153,333 earnings
4

General Instrument Corp. reports sales and profits in
quarter ended May 31 were highest for any quarter in
its

history.

Sales were $10,633,659, vs. $6,230,220 in

same

Earnings rose to $456,076 (75^ a share)
1952 period.
from $102,487 (17 }) year ago. Chairman Abraham Blumenkrantz attributed increases to demand for vhf-uhf tuning units.
1

Thomas A. Edison

Inc. has purchased Measurements
manufacturer of TV-radio-electronic
Management and
test equipment, for undisclosed sum.
policies will be unchanged, according to Henry G. Riter
III, Edison pres., who becomes pres, of Measurements
Corp. as well as Edison. Harry W. Houck, ex-pres. of
Measurement Corp., becomes v.p.-gen. mgr.

Corp., Boonton, N.

J.,
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Telecasting Notes:

upward

—

this despite fact that, in

new

tion gets keener as
all

many

from Ch. 3

areas, competi-

In digesting
Factbook (No.

stations take the air.

TV

station rate cards for our midyear
we find 44 of the 108 pre-freeze stations

17),

showing

higher rates as of July 15 than they did last Jan. 15.
Most base hour rates were upped $100 to $200, with a
Highest rates are those shown
few up $250 or more
for New York network key stations (WCBS-TV, $4500
per Class A hour; WNBT, $4250; WABC-TV, $3100;
Lowest rate in book is that of KVOSWABD, $2200)
Among the bigger rate
TV, Bellingham, Wash., $90
.

.

.

.

in last 6

.

.

.

WTOP-TV, Washington, up from
WCAU-TV, Philadelphia, $1500 to $1800;
months;

$700 to $1100;
Pittsburgh, $1000 to $1200; WBKB, Chicago, $1500
to $1650; KNBH, Los Angeles, $1500 to $1700; KGO-TV,
San Francisco, $750 to $900; WFBM-TV, Indianapolis,
$600 to $800 and, of course, the aforesaid WCBS-TV’s
New stations, generally, start with
$4000 to $4500
$150 or $200 rate, with some uhf offering sliding scales
WTVN, Columbus, is one staas “circulation” goes up
just
from $650 to $500
tion which downed its rates
after the Tafts of Cincinnati (WKRC-TV) took over in
March (Vol. 9:3,9); on the other hand, when Time Inc.
took over KDYL-TV, Salt Lake City (Vol. 9:14,26), it
KSTP-TV, St. Paul,
upped rate from $400 to $575
has established Class AA rate as of next Sept. 1, covering
Mon. -Sat. 7-10 p.m. & Sun. 6-10 p.m.; it’s $1100. Class
A rate of $900 continues for Mon. -Sat. 6:30-7 p.m., Sun.Comedy variety
Sat. 10-10:30 p.m., Sun. 5-6 p.m.
continues far and away most popular TV fare, with Pulse
rating of 29.6 in June; baseball second, 21.3; comedy situaSpeech by President
tion, 20.8; drama & mysteries, 10.
Leland Hayward, Mary Martin,
Eisenhower hit 55.4
Ethel Merman about to be signed by NBC-TV for $100, 000budget once-monthly Sat. 9-10:30 p.m. show, reports
Variety, they were teamed for recent Ford anniversary
Ham Fisher signs with
show on combined NBC-CBS
Guild Films for Joe Palooka to be featured in 78 half-hour
TV films ... 18 major NBC-TV programs reported already
booked for Sept. 19 switch to new uhf affiliate WVEC-TV,
Norfolk, replacing vhf WTAR-TV, (Vol. 9:25,27-28)
WSBA-TV, York, Pa., now building new 9560-sq. ft. TV
Center, including 40x60-ft. studio, to be ready for occu-

WDTV,

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

New 30,000-sq. ft. studios of KBTV,
pancy Sept. 15
Denver, costing $500,000, dedicated July 11 with George
Jessel and other celebrities participating.
.

.

Two

.

applications were filed this

week

for

new TV

sta-

Together with this week’s 6 CPs, they
bring total applications on file with FCC down to 576, of
which 184 are uhf. Applications were for No. Little Rock,
Ark., Ch. 11, by local KXLR, and for Ch. 7 by WROV,
Roanoke, Va., which this week relinquished CP for Ch.
27 after 4 months on air (see p. 3). [For further details
about these applications, see TV Addenda 17-B herewith;
for complete listing of all post-freeze grants, new stations,
applications, deletions, hearings, etc., see TV Factbook No.
17 with Addenda to date.]
tions, 6 dismissed.

Edward W.

switched

program

&

power increases:

July 11, at same time going from 16 to 100-kw ERP and
putting into use new 1035-ft. tower. WFBG-TV, Altoona
(Ch. 10) July 16 became first post-freeze station to reach
maximum power permitted by FCC, and second high-band
station to telecast at 316-kw
Louisville).

WEEK-TV,

ERP

Peoria

.

.

jumps

WTMJ-TV

to Ch. 4 in middle of special half-hour

Channel shifts

station rates continue to trend

Petry’s 11.1% stock interest in

KSTP

Inc.,

St. Paul (KSTP-TV) has been bought in by the corporation, whose stockholdings now are as follows: Stanley
Hubbard, pres., 61.32%; Didrikke S. Hubbard, 14.07%;
Siems Bros. Inc., 11.25%; Thomas E. Bragg, 4.17%; Vera
Mrs. Paulette E. Godfrey, 2.94%; James
S. Bragg, 4.17%
V. Igoe, 2.08%. Edward Petry & Co., station reps, recently
bought 22.22% interest in KFMB-TV & KFMB, San Diego
;

for $633,333 (Vol. 9:23).

More TV homes than phones or bathtubs reported for
Cleveland-Akron-Canton area, too. Admiral survey shows
700,000 TVs, 660,000 home phones, 640,000 bathtubs.

175-kw this week using new

GE

(other

is

WHAS-TV,

(Ch. 43), went up to
transmitter.
WSB-TV,

Atlanta, put new transmitter in service July 15, bringing
power to 100-kw. KPIX, San Francisco, has begun installation of GE amplifier, will boost power from 16.6 to
100-kw July 31. RCA this week shipped 25-kw amplifier
to WPTZ, Philadelphia, plans July 18 shipment of 25-kw
unit to KBTV, Denver.
RCA has upped rating of its
Ch. 7-13 transmitter TT-20BH from 20 kw to 25 kw and

changed type number to TT-25BH; increase is possible because unit is driven by 10-kw transmitter instead of 5-kw.
Hearst Corp. took its dragged-out fight with educators
for Milwaukee’s non-commercial Ch. 10 to courts this week

—

filing brief

July 15 with U.

Court of Appeals of DisFCC’s 2 decisions
proposal to reallocate channel
S.

of Columbia asking reversal of

trict

denying rehearing on

its

for commercial use (Vol. 9:20).

Among

other educational

TV

developments this week: (1) Joint Committee for Educational TV voted to join NARTB in panel on TV’s impact
on community life, under auspices of United Nations Educational, Social & Cultural Organization, at U of Minnesota Sept. 17.
(2) JCET asked FCC to deny request of
Inc., New Orleans, for reassignment of city’s Ch. 8
to commercial use (Vol. 9:28).
(3) Dr. L. H. Adolf son,
director of U of Wisconsin’s extension div., appointed to
Wisconsin State Radio Council, which will apply for all of
state’s non-commercial channels.

WWEZ

New
ice for

Chieago-Minneapolis microwave went into servtelephone July 13, can be equipped for TV when

needed.

New

use June 15.

Chicago-Milwaukee microwave went
Whole Chicago-Milwaukee-Minneapolis

into

sys-

tem employs 12 intermediate relay stations, covers 423 mi.
New KTVH, Hutchinson, Kan., was interconnected July
14 via 35-mi. AT&T microwave from Wichita. Additions
bring total of interconnected stations to 143 in 95

cities.

Dage Electronics Corp. showed off its compact vidicon camera equipment, for stations and industrial use
(Vol. 9:18), at Washington’s Hotel Statler July 16-17 as
part of tour taking in Philadelphia, New York, Chicago,
San Francisco. It reports sales of 50 units to date, expects
25 more out of tour.
Organization has expanded from
10 people in January to 50 today, and first deliveries are
expected next month.

Sigma Delta Chi journalism fraternity’s Quill devotes
July edition to TV and news, with articles by John Camei-on Swayze, Camel News Caravan; Jack Gould, New
York Times; Walter Annenberg, WFIL-TV, TV Guide and
Philadelphia Inquirer; Richard B. Hull, WOI-TV, Ames,
la.; Frank LaTourette, ABC; William Ray, NBC; James
Byron, WBAP-TV, Ft. Worth; Spencer Allen, WGN-TV,
Chicago.
Commission on International Telecommunications to
study possibilities of international TV among other things,
would be established by S. J. Res. 96, reported July 17 by
Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Resolution provides
$250,000 to finance study. House hasn’t acted on proposal.

—

some 19,000,000 of
Four out of every 5 TV homes
them
watched some part of the June 2 Coronation telecasts, according to Neilsen, Trendex and American Research Bureau surveys.

—

New TV camera

lens with 80-in. focal length has been
by British Marconi, loaned to BBC. It employs reflecting system, has overall length of 20-in., weighs 20 lbs.

built

]
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Text of Final NTSC Color Transmission Standards

NTSC FILES FOR COLOR, TIMING UP TO FCC: With unanimous approval of NTSC color system
by NTSC members July 21, followed two days later by the filing of petition with FCC
(For full text
requesting approval of system, chief question now is one of timing.
of final technical specifications, see Special Report herewith.)
Possibility of serious opposition to new standards seems more remote than
who
Not only did CBS approve standards but its own Dr. Peter Goldmark
ever.
was the
fought entire industry to get his field-sequential system approved by FCC
man who stood up at July 21 NTSC meeting and seconded motion to adopt new standards.
As you can well imagine, it was a dramatic moment.
Chromatic TV Labs president Richard Hodgson voted for the new standards.
Neither Dr. Allen B. DuMont nor his alternate Dr. T.T. Goldsmith attended. What
that portends is anyone's guess, but NTSC chairman Dr. W.R.G. Baker says: "I don’t
attach much significance to it. Dr. DuMont has never attended a meeting and Dr.
Goldsmith has attended only once in a while."
Philco and Sylvania filed independent petitions for approval of NTSC standards July 23 & 24, respectively, while RCA amended wording of its earlier proposed
as it previously said it would. At
standards to conform with final NTSC language
week’s end, there was talk that other manufacturers, such as GE and Hazeltine might
RCA of course,
also petition individually for approval of the NTSC standards.
filed its petition for approval of the standards on June 25 (Vol. 9:26).

—
—

,

—

,

,

*

*

*

*

FCC chairman Rosel Hyde wouldn’t commit himsel f on when and how FCC would
He did say, however,
move, now that matter is completely in Commission's hands.
that if Commission is to issue notice of proposed rule-making aimed towards adoption
more likely a month.
of new system, it can hardly produce it in week or two

—

—

Barring unforeseen hitches, here's timetable envisioned at Commission
with the time periods cumulative:
15-30 days.
(1) Issuance of notice of proposed rule-making
40-45 days.
(2) Period for filing comments pursuant to notice
Period
for
replying
to
comments
days.
30
(3)
20 days.
(4) FCC examination of comments and replies
15 days.
(5) Demonstrations
Time
for
hearing
indeterminate, depending on seriousness of questions
(6)
about system, if any, raised by FCC or parties to hearing.
Whether hearing is oral
or written will depend on questions raised about system.
30-90 days.
(7) Time for FCC to discuss whole record, write decision
30 days.
(8) Period before decision becomes effective
F CC probably can squeeze some water out of that schedule
but not much, in

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—
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opinion of many observers both inside and outside of Commission.
Obviously, final
approval of new standards much before year's end is quite unlikely
.

*

$

*

*

NTSC petition is brief uncomplicated.
It describes makeup of NTSC and its
activities of last two years, points to "hundreds of thousands of engineering man
hours" devoted to problem, concludes by recommending adoption of new standards.
As example of work done petition states that Panel 16 (field testing) utilised 106 engineers contributing over 10,000 man hours.
Chairman Baker also said he would help Commission get representative color
receivers and arrange for demonstrations.
There 's a tremendous untold story behind NTSC's work
Formed when FCC was
completely on the outs with industry, it has deliberately soft-pedaled its work to
avoid arousing Commission. We're told it has employed over 1,000,000 pages of docuIn compatibility field testing, 26,411 separate readings were made, etc.
ments.
,

,

.

*

*

*

CBS 's concurrence with new standards was reemphasized July 25, when TV
president Jack Van Volkenburg sent letter to affiliates advising them of plans to
start feeding experimental colo r programs to network about Sept. 15 and announcing
color clinic to be conducted for them in early fall.
CBS engineering v.p. Wm. Lodge
In letter to chief engineers of affiliates
outlined technical plans and problems. He told them that CBS's New York, Chicago
and Los Angeles studios were being equipped for color and that FCC permission to
transmit experimentally is being requested.
Lodge says that CBS has sufficient color studio gear including cameras, to
everything
it would like to do and that it will successfully compete with NBC
do
He wouldn't say where equipment was acquired, whether from RCA or
or anyone else.
not.
He expects affiliates to have no trouble getting equipment as needed.
,

,

,

*

*

*

*

Noteworthy in Philco's petition is its opinion that color receivers do not
yet comply with FCC's criteria on cost and simplicity as stated in FCC Public Notice 65008, issued June 11, 1951, and known as the "open door policy" on compatible
Philco is completely satisfied with system and with everything in receivers
color.
except color tube and its circuits.
however, that adoption of NTSC system "will greatly stimIt has no doubt
ulate the development of suitable, economical color tubes which will make color TV
available to the great mass of the American people." This will come "within 2 or 3
It also offered color set to FCC.
years," Philco says.
Significant in Philco petition is w ay it stresses its own contributions and
Obviously, it doesn't want RCA to run away with all the
those of GE and Hazeltine.
Significant, too, is its reference to patents
Discredit for developing color.
Philco
state
s:
color
hearing,
work
since
last
NTSC's
cussing
"
Color was added in such a way as to present all the information necessary
The method
for human observance; but no information not necessary was transmitted.
evolved,
for
example,
Philco
multiplexing
as
by
of transmission was by frequency
work
of
original
Gray
see
the
expired
and General Electric (referring back to the
to
Bell
Labs'
Frank
Gray
in
1930.
Patent No. 1,769,920)..." The patent was awarded
Philco's eye is obviously on end of 1954, expiration date for RCA's agreements with
its patent licensees (Vol. 9:24,28).
But none of this patent jockeying is likely to interrupt FCC's considera"If these fiercely competitive
Commission's attitude is this
tion of new system.
If
approve
it if it's good
our
job
to
it's
on
system,
can
agree
a
manufacturers
to
take
care
of
their
on
the
parties
we
can
rely
there are patent squabbles surely
Our job is to pick the best
own interests in the courts and with the Justice Dept
system, not to adjudicate patents."
Sylvania's petition was brief stated that it can produce substantial numbers of tri-color tubes 6-9 months after system is adopted and that it will start
production of color sets within 9 months of adoption of system.
,

,

.

—

:

.

,

.

,

3

CPs GRANTED, LAGGARDS WARNED RY FCC: While granting 6 CPs this week and issuing
FCC told 3 more CP-holders it can't give them more time to
2 initial decisions
build unless they come up with adequate explanation for not having started yet.
Thus
forewarned were WKMI-TV Kalamazoo, Mich. (Ch. 36); WRAK-TV Williamsport, Pa.,
KTVR Galveston, Tex. (Ch. 41). Following are wee k 's CPs the one in
(Ch. 36)
6

,

:

,

,

,

,

;

Harrisburg coming via final decision:
Champaign, 111 ., Champaign-Urbana Television Inc., Ch. 21; Jackson, Miss .,
Bi-States Co., Ch. 13; Oklahoma City, Okl a.
Oklahoma
WSLI, Ch. 12; Kearney, Neb
Ch. 9; H arrisburg, Pa ., WCMB (Lemoyne, Pa.), Ch. 27; Berkeley, Cal ., Bay
TV Corp.
Area Educational TV Assn., Ch. 9 (educational).
Initial decisions favored Queen City TV Co., Allentown, Pa
Ch. 39; KTRM,
Allentown decision followed dropout of competitor, but KTRM
Ch. 6.
Beaumont, Tex
got nod after full-dress 3-contestant hearing.
.

,

,

,

:

.

.

,

,

#

*

*

*

Sidelights on non-AM grantees : Pres.-treas. and largest stockholder (39%)
Dallas W. Smythe oneof Champaign CP-holder is Norman E. Blankman (real estate)
Major printime FCC economist now U of Illinois professor, is v.p. and 4% owner.
cipal in Kearney grant is Dr. F. Wayne Brewster, physician and owner of hospital.
Oklahoma City grant came after KOMA dismissed under option to buy 50% of grantee.
;

,

examiner Annie N. Huntting picked KTRM over KFDM and
In Beaumont decision
KRIC, finding it has greater ownership-management integration, more local ownership,
greater community activity by stockholders, superior program proposals.
,

KTRM was initially har d up financially, couldn't raise enough by public
stock sale, finally arranged stock-loan agreement for $150,000 with W.P. Hobby who
He's ex-gov. of Texas and husband of Oveta
owns Houston Post and KPRC-TV & KPRC.
Culp Hobby, Secretary of Health, Education & Welfare.
,

$

$

*

*

Striking testimonial to magic word of "televisio n" was action of Congress
this week in finally appropriating $7,400,000 for FCC compared with $6,408,460 last
All of the
year, in face of drastic cuts for virtually all other govt, agencies.
House had wanted to give FCC $7,100,000,
increase is earmarked for TV processing .
but Senate insisted on $7,400,000, though gave in to House demand that $1,018,496
none of it to be used for anything else.
be specifically set aside for TV
,

—

New funds permit doubling present corps of 12 examiners plus addition of
enough attorneys, engineers and clerical help to keep hearings running full speed.
As usual, FCC faces considerable job in finding enough competent help for new jobs.
,

SALE'; NEW OWNERSHIPS: You can expect more and more ownerships to
maybe even a few more among pre-freeze
change among post-freeze TV stations
as
the business of telecasting shakes down to some degree of normalcy and as troubles
This week, another "distress sale" was placed
begin to overtake some enterprisers.
since
KONA,
Honolulu (Ch. 11) went under last spring
approval,
first
for
FCC
before
of
of Roanoke uhf WROV-TV (Vol. 9:29).
on
demise
and
close
heels
(Vol. 9:13, 23)
KOLN-TV, Lincoln, Neb. (Ch. 12) has been sold along with KOLN-AM (250-kw on
Grand Rapids, Mich., owned by Mr. & Mrs.
1400 kc, MBS) to Fetzer Broadcasting Co
John Fetzer, operating pioneer WKZO-TV, Kalamazoo with WKZO, also WJEF, Grand Rapids.
Subject to FCC approval, the Fetzers propose to pay $145,000 cash assuming approximately $500,000 in liabilities. Their own financial statement filed with FCC shows
$1,297,503 assets as of May 31, $626,873 total liabilities, $670,629 earned surplus.
They also own one-third of radio WMBD, Peoria, small interest in KXEL, Waterloo, la.
balance sheet and prof it-&-loss statement of KOLN-TV & KOLN, see p. 6.]
f For

ANOTHER 'DISTRESS

—

—

,

.

,

,

In another TV station deal just concluded, Rowley-Brown Broadcasting Co.,

one-third owned by veteran broadcaster Kenyon Brown and two-thirds by Rowley theatre
(Ch. 17),
family, acquire Donald Reynolds' 50% ownership of KRTV, Little Rock, Ark
which started on April 5. Rowley-Brown, who also own KWFT-TV & KWFT, Wichita Falls,
Tex. (Ch. 6), pay $42,500 cash assume $10,000 in notes, release Reynolds from his
Publisher Reynolds
obligations under $85,000 bank loan and $199,291 GE contract
.

,

.

- 4 -

also owns new KFSA-TV Ft. Smith, Ark. (Ch. 22) and has made deal with Mr. Brown to
take over CP for new KZTV, Reno (Ch. 8) due on air in Sept.
he pays Brown $1250
for Brown's 50% interested in Nevada grant.
,

;

Reports were current again that KLAC-TV, Los Angeles (Ch. 13) is being sold
to broadcaster J. Elroy McCaw and ex-theatreman Ted Gamble .
But Mortimer Hall, son
of owner Mrs. Dorothy Schiff (publisher of N.Y. Post) wired us:
"KLAC-TV & KLAC-AM
have not been sold. KLAC-TV could be bought at a price but KLAC-AM is not for sale."
Radio station is understood to be big money-maker T V substantial loser , but offers
to buy them as package have all been rejected.
McCaw and Gamble , each to own 25%,
,

and theatreman Charles Skouras, 50% are currently negotiating to buy Crosley's
WINS, New York (50-kw on 1010 kc) for $450,000.
,

*

*

*

#

Edward Lamb founder of WICU, Erie, Pa., and WTVN, Columbus, 0., latter sold
recently to Tafts of Cincinnati (Vol. 9:39), has made deal with Golden Triangle TV
Pittsburgh holding CP for Ch. 47, WTVQ due on air in Aug. whereby he would
Corp.
One of partners, J. Frank Gallaher, died
take over all outstanding stock for $5000
recently, and partners Ronald Woodyard and Loren Berry propose to pull out.
,

,

,

,

,

.

FACTBOOK NAP SHOWS STATION-NETWORK GROWTH: Wall map accompanying TV Factbook
17
completely redrafted and enlarged (to 43x29-in. from 32x22-in.
reflects
remarkable expansion of stations and networks in the mere 6 months since we printed
last map. Accurate routes of existing TV cable & microwave facilities were supplied
In addition,
by AT&T; also shown are the several privately-owned relays in use
other Bell System cable & microwave facilities in service for telephone or planned,
some of them disclosed for first time.
but not yet equipped for TV, are indicated
Map is up-to-the-minute as of July 15, showing not only all stations on air
All cities of 10,000 pop. or over are included,
but those due to start this month.
Cities under 10,000 with applications or
except those in the most congested areas.
Old Hickory,
CPs, or towns peculiar to FCC allocation plan (such as Irwin, Pa.
One discrepancy has been called
Tenn.
Burnsville, N.C., etc.) are also included.
to our attention: Omaha-Lincoln route should be shown as planned, not in use.
Additional maps
Suitable for framing one map accompanies each Factbook.
larger
orders
on request.
of
Cost
are available at $1 each; 20-100, 500 each.
copies
extra
$3 each.
Factbook itself goes only to full-service subscribers,

No.

)

,

,

.

—

;

;

,

O

NE NEW COMMERCIAL

station got started this
KEYT,
week, bringing total now on air to 207.
Santa Barbara, Cal. (Ch. 3) began test patterns July 24,
programming July 25. Pres. Colin Selph wires that station, affiliated with all networks, went on air “with 14
hours network, 6 hours national, 5 hours local sold, and
excellent spot announcement volume”. Chairman and 14%
owner of station is Harry C. Butcher, owner of radio KIST,
Santa Barbara, operated separately from the TV.
There was one “near miss” this week when an educational outlet turned on juice July 21, suddenly discovered
its

STA from FCC

stipulated different equipment

from the

RCA transmitter being used, decided to call off tests for
time being, may not get going with program schedules before new school year in fall.
It’s KUSC-TV, Los Angeles (Ch. 28), which several
weeks ago also ran into trouble when flooring in transmitter room gave way, causing damage and delay. Station
is underwritten by oil-endowed Allen Hancock Foundation,
has quarters on U of Southern California campus but proposes to change call letters in order to identify itself less
with USC than with entire community’s educational and
public service institutions.

On
most of

basis of reports

from CP holders now constructing,

whom

have their equipment on hand, these have
said they expected to get on the air before end of July and
may be regarded as imminent starters though delays are
usually the rule Vhf plants reported nearing test stage

—

:

KMMT,

Austin, Minn. (Ch. 6); KMO-TV, Tacoma, Wash.
(Ch. 13) KBES-TV, Medford, Ore. (Ch. 5) KIVA, Yuma,
KCMC-TV, Texarkana, Tex. (Ch. 6).
Ariz. (Ch. 11)
Uhf stations reporting they will start very soon:
WTVI, Belleville, Ill.-St. Louis (Ch. 54); KEDD-TV,
Wichita, Kan. (Ch. 16); WTVP, Decatur, 111. (Ch. 17);
;

;

;

Macon, Ga. (Ch. 47); WATR-TV, Waterbury, Conn.
(Ch. 53); WILS-TV, Lansing, Mich. (Ch. 54); KAFY-TV,
Bakersfield, Cal. (Ch. 29) WCAN-TV, Milwaukee (Ch. 25);
WTVU, Scranton, Pa. (Ch. 73); WTVH-TV, Peoria, 111.

WETV,

;

(Ch. 19); WTAC-TV, Flint, Mich. (Ch. 16);
Tex. (Ch. 19).

KETX,

Tyler,

Three-year TV licenses instead of one-year were proposed by FCC this week in rule-making proceeding (Doc.
10597, Mimeo. 92828). Commission concluded that TV has
reached sufficient maturity to give it same license period
as
& FM, with licenses to expire on same geographical

AM

basis as

AM

& FM. Comr. Hennock

arguing that

FCC

should look into

dissented, in 6 pages,

TV programming

first.

commercial TV station is slated to go on
air shortly after Aug. 15, cables supervisory engineer
W. C. Cothron. RCA 10-kw transmitter for JO AX-TV,
owned by Nippon TV Network, is now being installed.
Cothron also handled installation of Mexico City’s XHTV
& Havana’s CMUR-TV (Vol. 6:25,33), credits speed of
Tokyo installation to “engineering ability of the Japanese
and quality of American broadcast equipment.”
Tokyo’s

first

.

:

5

N

BC PRESIDENT Frank White

announce resig-

will

nation at network’s radio affiliates meeting in Chicago’s Drake Hotel Monday, July 27, only 6 months
after he took over from Joseph B. McConnell, now president of Colgate-Palmolive-Peet (Vol. 9:1).
Reasons of
health are given, and in accepting resignation RCA-NBC
chairman David Sarnoff will announce he personally will
assume NBC presidency until new man is selected, probably not by time of next board meeting Aug. 7.
Gen.
Sarnoff states that, after Mr. White has taken long rest
his health requires, he hope “we shall again have the
benefit of his abilities in an appropriate executive position
in the RCA organization.”

Mr. White, 53, onetime CBS v.p. & treas., who quit
there to become head of Mutual, leaves in the wake of
“de-integration” policy separating NBC’s TV-radio operations, ordered into effect last week (Vol. 9:29).
New
plan places v.p. John Herbert in charge of TV network,
v.p. Wm. Fineshriber Jr. in charge of radio, Ted Cott operating v.p. of radio all reporting to president. There’s
no hint yet whether new president will come from within

—

Restiveness of NBC radio
has held leadership in
radio billings & ratings for several years. He will also say
“We know that the task in radio is more complex and
more difficult than in TV and will take moi-e time to
accomplish. TV has its own momentum and will continue
to expand into new markets, new time periods and new
fields, such as color.
In radio, we will have to create the
momentum. And we will have to do it against strong
competition.
“In the past few months, the major NBC effort has
been devoted to clearing away some of the roadblocks that
were obstructing our steady progress in TV. This has
been achieved. Now we are moving in on radio. Here,
the objectives are an immediate strengthening of our
competitive position and the development of a long range
program of action that will keep the NBC radio network
moving ahead until its lead is recognized by all concerned.”
tain

position in TV.”
largely due to fact

its first

affiliates is

CBS

—

Harry Bannis-

Power increases: WKZO-TV, Kalamazoo, Mich., July
from 15.7 to 80 kw ERP; WMAR-TV, Baltimore, July
18, from 25 to 100 kw; WFIL-TV, Philadelphia, July 20,
from 27 to 100 kw; WDSU-TV, New Orleans, July 22, from
15.4 to 100 kw. WNBW, Washington, July 23 began con-

ter are attending for

NBC headquarters, Gen. Sarnoff said
he would be glad to meet with the newly formed organization (sparked by WDSU’s Robert Swezey) when it
meets in New York in Sept. He didn’t go to Chicago, it
was explained, because of a White House appointment.
NBC policy vis-a-vis radio is to be outlined by White
at Chicago meeting; he will reassure the radio affiliates
that “the radio network is of no less importance to NBC
and to RCA than the TV network” and that “the main
attack on our radio problem will be in strengthening our
program structure.” Gen. Sarnoff, he will say, “expects
NBC to occupy first position in radio as well as to main-

struction of additional 184-ft. section atop its tower; when
completed in mid-August, it will increase power from 20.5
to 100 kw.
Probe of possibilities of international TV and other
international telecommunications was approved this week
by Senate. S. J. Res. 96 sets up 9-member commission to
study situation, with $250,000 appropriation (Vol. 9:29).
Measure now goes to House.
John Charles Daly, commentator and m.c., on Aug. 1
becomes ABC-TV v.p. in charge of news, special events &
public affairs, will continue to m.c. CBS-TV What’s My
Line and other shows until contracts expire.

Personal Notes:

early fall
products, joins

the organization.

In message prepared for

affiliates’

White and station relations

cago, which

meeting

v.p.

Chi-

in

Walter Craig resigns as TV-radio v.p.,
Bowles, to become advertising v.p., Pharmaceuticals Inc. (Serutan & Geritol), of which adv. mgr.
Samuel Tedlow has been promoted to exec. v.p.
Frederick A. Long, TV-radio director, Geyer Adv., succeeds
George Shupert, now ABC-TV film v.p., as v.p. & gen. mgr.
of United Artists Television Corp.,
subsidiary
I. E.
(Chick) Showerman, ex-NBC central div. v.p., joins Ziv TV
as sales executive
Carl J. Burkland, CBS-Radio director of station administration, ex-mgr. of its WTOP, Washington, resigns to become exec. v.p. & gen. mgr. of WSAP,
Portsmouth, Va., MBS outlet with 5 kw on 1350 kc, recently purchased by group headed by Charles Duke Jr.;
Wendell B. Campbell, gen. mgr. of CBS-Radio Spot Sales,
named CBS-Radio v.p. in charge of station administration

&

Benton

.

UA

.

.

.

.

Henry Howard

.

.

.

.

.

moves to CBS-Radio program busiN. Y. from head of CBS-TV Holly-

Jr.

ness affairs dept, in

wood business

.

David Klinger assigned to
CBS-TV business affairs in N. Y. from CBS-Radio business affairs
Henri Lepage appointed gen. mgr. of upcoming CFCM-TV, Quebec, in addition to his CHRC-AM
duties; E. W. Miller, ex-RCA-Victor Ltd., Montreal, named
technical director
Alvin G. Pack, ex-KALL, Salt Lake
City, and recently in charge of ad agency there, named
program director of KDYL-TV & KDYL
Joseph M.
Horgan named Ideco gen. sales mgr., heading TV-radio
Bert Shimp, WSAZ radio program ditower sales
rector, named production mgr., WSAZ-TV, Huntington,
.

affairs

.

office;

.

.

.

.

.

.

W. Va.

.

.

.

.

.

Norman

.

.

J.

Werthmann,

asst,

news

director,

appointed executive production for industrial films, WTVJ,
Miami, which has own commercial filming organization
and will soon begin producing Florida Panorama for
syndication
J. R. Troxel, ex-WTVJ, Miami, appointed
operations mgr., WITV, Ft. Lauderdale (Ch. 17), due in
.

.

.

12,

.

.

Ralph

.

L.

Hucaby, ex-RCA engineering

WLAC, Nashville, applicant for Ch. 5,
TV operations under chief engineer F.

in

charge of its
D.
Binns
Herbert Steinberg promoted to program operations supervisor, WAAM, Baltimore; Allen C. Holmes,
cameraman, upped to master control coordinator
Harrison W. H. Eagles, ex-WMAR-TV, named news &
special events director of new WKJF-TV, Pittsburgh
Verne Reynolds promoted to production manager, WOWTV, Omaha
Milton F. Komito, ex-WMAL-TV, Washington, named program director of new WAKR-TV, Akron;
William Mavrides, ex-WNHC-TV, New Haven, is film director
Dana Campbell, ex-Henri, Hurst & McDonald,
becomes director of station promotion at WBBM-TV, Chicago
Humphrey Doulens, onetime Newsweek radio
editor, named TV-radio director, Columbia Artists Management
Eugene Lessere, ex-Ted Bates, joins Wm. H.
Weintraub agency as group head of TV copy
Frank
Brandt, ex-BBDO, joins Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather
as TV art director
John T. Southwell, ex-v.p. in charge
of TV-radio, Hirsch & Rutledge, St. Louis, named v.p. of
Smith. Hagel & Snyder Inc., N. Y.
Hugh O. Kerwin,
ex-KXOK and Crosley Distributing Co., St. Louis, joins
new WTVI as adv. & sales promotion mgr.
Norman
Larson, ex-KBTV, Denver, joins new KMBC-TV. Kansas
City, and Ted Hardy has been promoted to his post of
promotion mgr.
Bill States, ex-NBC-TV and Benton &
Bowles, joins KTLA, Los Angeles
Albert McCleerv
promoted to NBC-TV exec, producer
Felix Kent quits
ABC legal staff to join Lawler & Rockwood law firm, N. Y.;
Wm. Perry Keats, Harvard graduate who once worked for
KSRO, Santa Rosa, Cal., and Raphael G. Scobey, ex-Davis
& Gilbert, added to staff of Mrs. Geraldine Zorbaugh, ABC
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

gen. counsel.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Network Accounts:

Arthur Godfrey returns to CBSTV, with 2 additional daytime hours tentatively on the
books for fall, making total of 7% hours weekly. He returns to Talent Scouts July 27, Mon. 8:30-9 p.m.; to
Arthur Godfrey & His Friends July 29, Wed. 8-9 p.m.;
resumes Mon.-thru-Thu. morning TV program Aug. 3,
10-11
broadcasting from home in Virginia, where special
microwave relay has been installed. Televised portion of
morning simulcast is slated to be extended in fall to

—

10-11:30 a.m., with radio sponsors Gillette (for Toni products) & National Biscuit Co. alternating in 11-11:15 segment, and Chesterfields alternating with unnamed sponsor
at 11:15-11:30, thru Cunningham & Walsh. Esquire Polish reportedly has bought alt. 10:15-10:30 segment, thru
Emil Mogul Co., alternating with Star-Kist Tuna, thru
Rhoades & Davis, San Francisco. Owens-Corning Fiberglas will take over Godfrey Digest Sun. 4:30-5 p.m., thru
Sponsorships for Howdy Doody
Fuller & Smith & Ross
on NBC-TV, Mon.-Fri. 5:30-6, are sold out for fall, with
Colgate Toothpaste, thru Ted
this lineup from Sept. 21
Bates & Co.; Wonder Bread-Hostess Cakes, thru Ted Bates
& Co.; Kellogg Co., thru Leo Burnett Co.; International
.

.

.

:

Shoe Co., thru Henri, Hurst & McDonald; Luden’s Inc.
(cough drops, 5th Ave. candy bar), thru J. M. Mathes;
Standard Brands (Royal desserts), thru Ted Bates & Co.;
Welch Grape Juice Co., thru Doherty, Clifford, Steers &
Florsheim Shoe Co. sponsors one-shot
Shenfield Inc.
Tam O’Shanter Golf Tournament from Chicago on ABCTV, Sun. Aug. 9, 7:30-8:30 p.m., in Chicago, Detroit &
.

.

.

N. Y. program will be offered for co-op sponsorship in
Pontiac negotiating to sponsor revival
other markets
of NBC-TV’s Garroway at Large program, featuring Dave
Garroway, who would also continue his early morning
Hamm Breweries buys Edward R. Murrow’s
Today
Person to Person on CBS-TV in 11 midwest markets, beginning in early Oct., Fri. 10:30-11 p.m., thru CampbellMithun, Minneapolis; Amoco Gas will be sponsor in 40
eastern markets, thru Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore; Aluminum Co. of America renews Murrow’s See It Now, movRemington Rand (electric
ing to Tue. 10:30-11 p.m.
shavers) buys Pentagon Confidential on CBS-TV on alt.
weeks beginning Sept. 10, Thu. 10-10:30 p.m., thru Young
& Rubicam; Philip Morris sponsors program 5 weeks beginning Aug. 6, then alternates with Remington Rand
Philip Morris & Co. (Dunhill
from Sept. 10, thru Biow
cigarettes) to sponsor Sammy Kaye Shoiv on NBC-TV 5
weeks beginning Aug. 8, Sat. 8-8:30 p.m., thru Biow
Brown Shoe Co. (Buster Brown shoes) buys Smilin’ Ed’s
Gang on ABC-TV for 52 weeks beginning Aug. 22, Sat.
10:30-11 a.m., thru Leo Burnett Co.
;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

KMBC-TV, & WHB-TV, Kansas

City

Ch. 9

.

.

share-

time grantees, with DuMont equipment on hand, have advanced debut date to Aug. 1 from original “Sept. 1 or
earlier” target (Vol. 9:26). Other recent vhf Kansas City
grantee, KCMO-TV (Ch. 5), has Oct. 1 target. Though
WHB-TV & KMBC-TV will share time and CBS-TV network affiliation, they will maintain separate studios and
Each plans to
staffs except for transmitter engineers.
carry 9 hours of programs daily, mainly in segments of 1 %
hours, KMBC-TV beginning at 6 a.m., WHB-TV taking
over at 8 a.m. for an hour, then alternating every IVz hours
throughout the day and evening network programs to be
carried by whichever station happens to be on at particular
time. “It was a shotgun wedding,” says press release from
WHB-TV this week, for the 2 radio stations have been
intense rivals. But they took half-a-loaf each rather than
go into competitive hearing, and they think “share-time
plan is setting a new pattern for the TV broadcasting industry which may resolve similar conflicts in many another
community where rivals have applied for the same channel.” Free & Peters is KMBC-TV rep, Blair is WHB-TV’s.

—

SHEET
B ALANCE
KOLN-TV

and profit-&-loss statement of

& Television Corp.,
& KOLN, which it

husker Radio

ating
Fetzer interests

(see

p.

proposes to

sell

to

reveal “distress” condition
Ch. 10 station fell after only

3),

which relatively new

into

Com-

Lincoln, Neb., oper-

short period of operation. It went on air last Feb. 10,
and for 6 mo. to June 30 combined TV-radio showed operating loss of $78,557. Against assets of $326,856 (including $284,400 plant) its total loss before income tax credits
,

came

to $113,576

and

its

earned surplus

deficit

was

$112,-

017 as of June 30.
filed with FCC showed gross TV revenues
from time of commercial debut March 1 to June
30 (4 months), gross radio revenues of $51,055 for 6 mo.
from Jan. 1 to June 30. TV sales were $25,454 from local
spot, $13,683 local programs, $9252 national spot, $2117
national programs, $1353 network programs (DuMont).
Radio sales were $22,473 from local spot, $17,779 local
programs, $4842 national spot, $1069 national programs,
$2450 auction shows, $2439 network (MBS).
Direct expenses were: technical $18,935 TV, $12,315
AM; program $74,190 TV, $21,282 radio; selling $9073
TV, $9703 radio. Combined general & administrative expenses ran $32,192, making operating loss $78,557 and total
loss $113,576 before income tax credits.
The 4-mo. TV technical expense items were broken

Statements

of $51,860

—

—

—

down

thus: salaries, $8566; tubes, $3201; depreciation,
$4861; outside engineering $1240; technical maintenance
$996 total $18,935. The 6-mo. radio technical expense
items were: salaries, $7463; depreciation, $2727; outside
engineering, $760; technical maintenance, $501; power &

—

—

light, $424; tubes, $232
and miscellaneous other items
for total of $12,315.
TV program costs were: films, $44,639; salaries, $17,661; sustaining news services, $5423; and miscellaneous

other items to total $74,190.
Radio program costs: salaries, $15,181; sustaining talent, $2141; sustaining news
services, $1334

TV

— and

other items to total $21,282.

were put down as $9073, radio $9703;
combined general and administrative expenses, $32,192.
selling costs

Fight between stations reps and networks, smouldering and flaring sporadically for years, was stoked anew
this week when
Station Representatives Assn. Inc.;
through counsel James Lawrence Fly, wrote FCC chairman Rosel Hyde and requested Commission to halt network “encroachment upon the station national spot representative field.”
FCC had held hearings on matter in
1948-49 then announced it would withhold decision until
it conducted a general network investigation.
Reps now
say that FCC workload is likely to forestall such investigation but that rep question can be settled separately.
Reps’ basic position is that networks exercise undue control over affiliates, contrary to spirit of Communications
Act and FCC rules, when they represent them. Letter lists
NBC as representing these non-owned TV affiliates: KPTV,
Portland; KONA, Honolulu; KSD-TV, St. Louis. CBS has
WMBR-TV, Jacksonville; KGUL, Galveston. In AM, NBC
has KSD, St. Louis; KGU, Honolulu, and CBS has WMBR,
Jacksonville. Letter also attacks network film productiondistribution, saying: “Contrary to the statutory definition
of network broadcasting, the networks force the recognition of this service as ‘network broadcasting’; station
revenue is diminished accordingly and licensee responsibility further impaired.”

New priority rules governing processing of competing
applications (Vol. 9:29 and Special Report of July 18) were
expected to be published in Federal Register either July 25
or early next week, to be effective 30 days thereafter.
Official list showing status of each city will be released on
effective date.
cial

Report.

For

illustrative list as of July 1, see Spe-

:
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NLY TRANSMITTER

WTVH,

Peoria,

47)

(Ch.

shipments to upcoming new

stations reported to us this

—in

111.

week were RCA’s

to

(Ch. 19) and to KJEO-TV, Fresno, Cal.
to previously reported KIT-TV,

addition

Yakima, Wash. (Ch. 28). Next week, RCA has 10-kw vhf
transmitter with BO-kw power supply scheduled to go to
WTRF-TV, Wheeling, W. Va. (Ch. 7), along with delayed
10-kw transmitter to WNCT, Greenville, N.C. (Ch. 9).
RCA plant in Camden currently is shut down for vaca-

W

ILLYS MOTORS

INC., Toledo, is latest entry in TV
transmitter and equipment field. It plans to come
out in 2 months with low-priced uhf station “package” including 1-kw transmitter, camera, projector, console, etc.
The Jeep-maker, bought out by Kaiser Mfg. Co. last April,
will aim its equipment at educators and commercial stations serving areas of 50,000 population or less, according
to exec, v.p.-gen. mgr. Raymond R. Rausch.
Transmitters will be manufactured by Willys’ elec-

tions, as are other

tronics div., headed by John W. McGee, which in its 3
years of existence has been confined solely to military development work. A. R. Bitter, Toledo radio consulting
engineer, is TV mgr., R. Gibson is purchasing agent. Approximately 100 new technical personnel will be added to
electronics plant on Toledo’s Benore Rd.
Aside from the

and acquire 20% of WTAD and new TV
(Vol. 9:17). Hannibal is only 15-mi. from Quincy, where
WGEM-TV (Ch. 10), controlled by Quincy Herald-Whig,

Willys will be purchased from other manufacturers and
sold in package under Willys brand name.
Rausch says prototype transmitter, now under construction, will be submitted to FCC for approval in about
2 months. It then is scheduled for delivery to Mt. Pleasant (Mich.), Ch. 47 applicant
(Paul A. Brandt).
Toledo educational group and representatives of National
Assn, of Educational Broadcasters are known to have
been in consultation with Willys about possible transmitter orders.
While transmitter’s price and other details haven’t
been revealed, it’s slated to be “economy” model and will
be handled through Willys electronics sales dept.
Distribution and service organization plans haven’t yet been
formulated. Rausch said rate of production will be “determined by demand” and that actual production will begin as soon as possible after FCC approves prototype.

manufacturers, but “crash” crews have
been working to keep current on orders.
DuMont has secured orders for both vhf transmitters
Ch.
111. area, will ship them week of July 27.
Quincy,
in
7 plant goes to KHQA-TV, Hannibal, Mo., CP for which
was recently acquired by owners of WTAD, Quincy, 111.,
with original grantee Hannibal Courier-Post to sell its
radio

KHMO

plans “early fall” start (Vol. 9:29).
*

*

*

*

In our continuing survey of upcoming new stations,
these were reports received this week from principals
KOMO-TV, Seattle, Wash. (Ch. 4) has begun construction, plans Nov. test patterns with RCA equipment,
begins programming Dec. 11, writes v.p. and gen. mgr.
W. W. Warren. Rep will be Hollingbery.
KOIN-TV, Portland, Ore. (Ch. 6), granted last week,
has 50% of GE equipment on hand, with construction underway, plans “early fall” debut, according to pres. C.
Howard Lane. Rep not yet chosen.
WNCT, Greenville, N. C. (Ch. 9), last reporting Aug.
or Sept, start with RCA equipment (Vol. 9:12), now plans

“around the first of Oct.” and programming two weeks
with interconnection by Jan. 1, according to mgr.
A. Hartwell Campbell. John G. Clark Jr., has been named
sales mgr.; Margaret J. Laughinghouse, business mgr.;

transmitters, most of the station equipment marketed by

WCEN

test

later,

Hank

Tribley, chief engineer.

Hour

rate will be $200.

WPTZ,

Pearson will be rep.

KHSL-TV,

Chico,

Cal.

(Ch.

12),

some of

its

RCA

equipment delayed, has rescheduled test patterns to later
in month from original Aug. 1 date (Vol. 9:10), begins
programming Sept. 1. Martin Jacobsen has been named
production mgr.; Boyd Crawford, sales mgr.; E. P. Milburn, chief engineer. W. S. Grant Co. will be rep.
WREX-TV, Rockford, 111. (Ch. 13) began construction
day after FCC issued CP, July 16, has DuMont transmitter
on hand, expects tower and antenna in 2 weeks, plans fall
debut, according to gen. mgr. Soren Munkhof. New studiotransmitter building provides an outdoor studio as well as
2 indoors.

Hour

rate will be $300;

H-R

Television Inc. will

be rep.

KMO-TV, Tacoma, Wash. (Ch. 13), got RCA transmitter July 17, now plans test patterns July 27-28, still
hopes to begin programming Aug. 1 (Vol. 9:26), according
to owner Carl E. Haymond, who will also function as film
buyer.
Jerry Geehan has been named gen. mgr.; Earl
Willhite, commercial mgr.; Gordon Tuell, executive producer, John Boor, chief engineer. Hour rate will be $425;
Branham will be rep. Other Haymond grant, KIT-TV,
Yakima (Ch. 23), still waiting for additional RCA equipment, but hopes to keep Oct. target date.
WARD-TV, Johnstown, Pa. (Ch. 56), granted last
Nov. 19, has completed building and tower and “promises
for delivery of transmitter indicate at this time it might
be possible to have the station constructed by Sept. 15,”
according to v.p. Dr. George D. Gartland, who with Margaret E. Gartland (theatres & real estate) holds controlling stock.
Make of equipment isn’t designated, but last
reports indicated DuMont, with Weed slated to be national

rep.

WILS-TV, Lansing, Mich. (Ch. 54), hoisted 41-ft. antenna atop Olds Tower July 12, plans test patterns soon
with RCA equipment, goes commercial in Sept., reports
pres. & gen. mgr. W. A. Pomeroy.
James Pollock, exPhiladelphia, named program director; John C.
asst. gen. mgr. & chief engineer; Walter L.

Pomeroy,

Dennis, commercial mgr.; Walter Braeger, promotion
mgr.; Dave Froh, sports director; John Maters, news direcHour rate will be $200; Taylor will be rep.
tor.

KNUZ-TV, Houston (Ch. 39), has new two-story
building nearly ready for DuMont equipment delivery,
erection of 750-ft. tower (to be shared with vhf educational
KUHT) begins “shortly,” still plans test patterns between
Aug. 15 & Sept. 1 (Vol. 9:24), according to v.p. & gen. -mgr.
David H. Morris. Forjoe will be rep.
KQTV, Fort Dodge, la. (Ch. 21), owned by same interests as radio KVFD and managed by Edward Breen,
completed 652-ft. Stainless tower July 24, has set Oct. 1
as target date for commercial debut. GE equipment has
been ordered, new studio-transmitter building nearing
completion includes 40x40-ft. studio. Pearson will be rep.
WCOG-TV, Greensboro, N. C. (Ch. 57), has changed
to RCA equipment scheduled for early Oct. delivery, now
plans “before Oct. 15” tests in lieu of last-reported Aug.
15 date (9:4), according to gen. mgr. Vix-gil V. Evans Jr.,

ex-WFMY-TV,

Greensboro.

Hour rate

will be $200.

Bol-

ling will be rep.

WKLO-TV, Louisville, Ky. (Ch. 21), has set Aug. 15
target with GE equipment, goes commei'cial in late Sept.,
writes program dii'ector Jack Everbach. Joe Eaton has
been named gen. mgr.; Russell Pirkey, sales mgr.; D. C.
Summei’ford, technical director. Hour l’ate will be $250.
Petry will be rep.
WIP-TV, Philadelphia

(Ch. 19), granted CP last Nov.
equipment, now reports RCA equipment oi'dered for 1954 delivery. It’s Philadelphia’s first
and only uhf grantee, headed by Benedict Girnbel Jr.

and

first repoi'ting

GE
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iMATES — WITH SOMi, BIG

s: Going out on a king-sized lim b where others
usually fear to tread, consulting economists Boni Watkins, Mounteer & Co. Inc ., 37
Wall St., New York, predict that 56,400,000 TV sets black-&-white and color) will
be sold in next 5 years
an average of 7,300,000 a year
Its report, prepared by
executive v.p. Dr. A.R. Oxenfeldt for an undisclosed electronic parts manufacturer,
who permitted release, finds that:
(1) If general business continues prosperous
6 510 000 TV sets will be sold
this year [some 3,950,000 have already been made in first 28 weeks, according to
RTMA]
7,000,000 in 1954, 7,510,000 in 1955, 7,680,000 in 1956, 7,700,000 in 1957.
sales will dip to 5 250 000 in 1954,
(2) If a "moderate recession" occurs
then go up to 6,200,000 in 1955, 7 410 000 in 1956, 7 950 000 in 1957.
An earlier forecast prepared by same firm " before the recent reopening of
color TV question "
taking into account black-&-white sets only
contrasts with
foregoing predictions in that sales would rise through 1955, then begin to decline.
Black-&-white estimates: 6,710,000 in 1953, 7,430,000 in 1954, 7,160,000 in 1955,
6.930.000 in 1956, 6,620,000 in 1957. If there's recession, sales would be 20% less.
Breakdown of the initial black-&-white forecast indicates 530,000 "junked &
destroyed" sets would be replaced this year, 790,000 next year, 1,020,000 in 1955,
1.650.000 in 1956, 2,520,000 in 1957.
Sets sold as result of "opening of new areas " rise from 2,370,000 in 195 5 to
3.150.000 in 1954; drop to 2,950,000 in 1955, 2,470,000 in 1956, 1,850,000 in 1957.
"
Upgrading of small screens ," report says, would become less important factor after 1954 when 1,400,000 small-screen sets would be replaced.
By 1957, only
470.000 replacements of smaller screens are forecast.
Estimate of color sets sales are 50,000 in 1954 (only 0.7% of total sales),
800.000 in 1955 (10.7%); 1,600,000 in 1956 (20.8%), 3,500,000 in 1957 (45.5%). At
this rate, it can be assumed that more than half sets sold in 1958 would be color.
"
Holdouts" against set purchases because of colo r are estimated at 200,000
this year 550,000 in 1954, 500,000 in 1955, 400,000 in 1956, 350,000 in 1957. Forecast shows some of these holdouts give up and buy black-&-white during 5-year period
But most actually buy color sets.
and small numbers buy second-hand sets.
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TRADE

IN DOLDRUMS, READYING FOR FALL:
These are the dog days of the TV-radio trade
marked by customary seasonal apathy of buye rs, vacation shutdowns, curtailed production and master-minding for the fall-winter season. Things aren't likely to liven
up before autumn brings the new program season, with old and new network favorites
and big-time sports like the World Series, college & pro football, etc.
It would take a prophet or son of a prophet to call the business turn at
this time, but portents are favo r able for most part, optimism runs high and the
economic pundits seem to be of one accord in forecasting good business generally and
high levels of production and sales for rest of the year.
conducted by U of Michigan annually for the
One of most important surveys
Federal Reserve Board has some interesting conclusions regarding consumer buying
and it shows
intentions Though conducted during first quarter, it's only now out
that 8.1% of all U.S. families planned to buy TV sets this year, whereas in 1952
only 5.6% had such intention. TV was just behind furniture (11.5% intending to buy)
in leading FRB categories, which looked good for other household appliances, too.
FRB also found
(1) That substantially fewer consumers this year gave "high
prices" as reason for not planning to buy.
(2) That those who plan to buy durable
goods this year expect to pay more than consumers interviewed last year expected to
pay in 1952, though larger proportion than last year said they expect prices to be

—

,

,

,

—

.

:

8

—

stable or to decline. FRB interprets this as reflecting consumer plans to buy items
higher on the price lists.
of better quality
"U sual fall pickup " is confidently prognosticated by the industrial fraternity in staff survey by N.Y. Journal of Commerce. Most companies expect increasing
civilian business (but "harder selling") to take up any slack left by declining
That seems to be the TV-radio-electronics industry's story, too,
military orders.
already reflected in important first-half P-&-L statements (see Financial Notes).
Summariz i ng other major business reviews United Business Service this week
Although
reported: "Business over the rest of the year will continue to be good.
the high for 1953 has probably been seen, no more than a mild dip is in prospect."
As for production: "Some slowing of production is probable toward year-end, but decline is unlikely to exceed 4-5%."

—

.

Tr en ds within the industry aren't easy to discern at this writing, but so
far pric es seem to be holding the line generally; price-cutting continues rampant
as factories unload old models and dealers push hard to corral cash picture tube
former for price leaders,
sizes definitely have settled down mainly to 17 & 21-in .
while hopes continue high for the new 24 & 27-in. (Vol. 9:22).
It may or may not be significant that Philco besides adding 5 new model s to
big line it presented at recent Atlantic City convention (Vol. 9:23), also raised
pr ices of four 21-in. consoles $10 each to cover higher costs. They're one $360, two
The 3 new item s: 21-in. table in ebony cabinet
$380, one $400 model (new prices).
at $230; 17-in. grained walnut console, $260; 21-in. mahogany console, $320.
Admiral has also raised some list prices of line shown June 5 (Vol. 9:23),
It also increased discounts to diskeeping prices of all leader models unchanged.
tributors & dealers, effective July 27. (For further details, see Topics & Trends.)
Symptoms of trouble may be discernible in report from Philadelphia this week
by Retailing Daily's Ed Lohan, which says repossessions of TVs by local financial
houses have "skyrocketed to all-time high of 70% of these firms' overall business."
TV loans now account for 25-30% of total home furnishings loans, it was found, and
banks which formerly required 10% down, including the amount of trade-in, are now
demanding 15% cash down payment on TVs, excluding dealer trade-in allowance.
;

,

,

*

#

#

!*

Noteworthy in continuing low TV production figures of RTMA is decline in the
number of private-label sets
Week ended July 17 saw 70,619 TVs produced (2490 private label), which compares with 65,790 (2620 private) week ended July 10.
Only
once since late May has private-label figure gotten as high as 10,000.
Radios are holding up fairly well, 131,488 (82,242 private) being produced
week ending July 17 vs. 126,486 (98,677 private) preceding week. Radios were 34,140
home sets, 14,535 portables, 9206 clock, 73,607 auto.
.

Trade Personals: Frank Folsoxn, RCA president, following convalescence on Cape Cod from recent abdominal
operation, due back at desk July 27
Tom Kennally,
Philco v.p., and Mrs. Kennally sailed this week for 3
.

months

.

.

in Europe
Jerome J. Kahn, founder-pres. of
Standard Transformer Corp. from 1930 until recent merger
with Chicago Transformer Corp., has withdrawn from active management in newly formed Chicago Standard Transformer Corp.
Robert C. Sprague, chairman of Sprague
Electric, elected director of Massachusetts Business Development Corp., whose incorpoi-ators include Raytheon
pres. C. F. Adams Jr.
W. H. Jefferey promoted to v.p.
& gen. mgr., Philco Corp. of Canada, Toronto, position
previously held by Sydney L. Capell, pres., Philco International Corp., now headquartering in Philadelphia
Douglas Day, DuMont adv. mgr., has i esigned; company’s
divisions will function with own respective adv. mgrs.
.1. C. Drewry, mgr. of Indiana div., Westinghouse consumer
products, named sales mgr. of Westinghouse TV-radio div.,
Chicago, succeeded at Indianapolis by R. W. Stewart
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Robert L. Klabin, controller, General Instrument Corp.,

new

elected mgr. of its

Sickles Div. plant at Danielson,

Edward P. Atcherley, Chicago sales mgr., apConn.
pointed Sylvania merchandising mgr. for renewal tube
sales, N. Y.
Robert P. Lamons promoted to sales mgr.,
Andrew Corp., Chicago, succeeded as regional sales engineer at Ridgewood, N. J. by Robert C. Bickel; J. F. Moynihan, ex-Philco, replaces Mr. Bickel as mgr. of Andrew’s
John Lyons, ex-Kaye-Halbert, now
west coast office
Los Angeles representative for Philharmonic, associated
with Sid Joffee, ex-Pathe, now west coast rep with offices
in Fresno, Cal.
H. Joseph Sarlin, ex-Emerson, named
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

New

England regional sales mgr., DuMont receiver div.
Austin Cunningham, ex-Ediphone Co., New York,
named Magnavox Chicago district sales rep, replacing
Jason Hurley, resigned; Richard A. Hintz named Des
Michael Muckley, ex-N. Y. district
Moines sales rep
.

.

.

.

named

.

.

H. I.
Danziger has resigned as v.p. & gen. mgr., Henry L. Crowley & Co., Geo. B. Fraser elected president, Astatic.
mgr.,

Hallicrafters eastern factory rep

.

.

.

10 -

distributor franchises are certain to result

REVISED PRICES

by parent Avco Mfg. Corp.

W.

Topics

&

Trends

of

TV

Trade:

Sweeping changes in
from decision

to consolidate distribution of

TV-radio-appliances and its Bendix Home
laundry & kitchen appliances into single
distributor organization. Each division formerly had own
its Crosley
Appliances

div.’s

div.’s

distribution setup.

Crosley has 67 distributors and 5 factory branches,
Bendix 76 distributors and 2 factory branches. While
combined organization is expected to end up with more
than 76 distributors, many current distributors appear
certain to lose the Crosley or Bendix lines. Factory teams
are

now

said to be in the field

making the

decisions, area

by area, of which distributor will be retained to handle
both lines.
Avco chairman Victor Emanuel said move
will reduce distribution costs and will put company in “a
stronger position to coordinate our sales programs for
both [divisions], thus making our advertising and promo-

more effective.”
With announcement of the

tional efforts

consolidation, these top-

level personnel changes were also revealed: Avco
James D. Shouse, who heads all Crosley operations,

v.p.

H. E. McCullough, Crosley TV-radio gen. sales mgr.,
becomes dir. of Crosley electronics sales; W. A. MacDonough, Bendix merchandising & adv. dir., named adv. &
merchandising dir. of combined sales depts. T. H. Mason
mgr. of Crosley eastern dir. appliance sales, named
dir. of Crosley & Bendix kitchen appliances sales; H. P.
Bull, Bendix national sales mgr., named dir. of Crosley &
Bendix laundry sales.
;

*

Distributor Notes:
solidation

*

*

Avco Mfg.

Corp., as result of con-

of distribution machinery of its

on most sets in new Admiral
were announced this week by sales

(Vol. 9:23)

Crosley and

Bendix Home Appliances divisions, names these Bendix distributors to handle both Crosley & Bendix lines:
Grabell-Lyons Inc., Hartford, Conn., and Mory Sales Corp.,
its

New

Haven, both replacing H. M. Towner Co., New
Haven; Western Massachusetts Distributors, Springfield,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Johnson announced list price of new 27-in. mahogany
console with doors would be $675, at which price he said
dealers can offer $75 trade-in allowance and still enjoy
full markup.
Deliveries begin next month.
One new
model added

to line is 21-in. blonde console at $320 list.
placing orders for aluminized picture tubes early,
Admiral is able to offer them as standard equipment on
models on which they formerly were optional, said John-

By

son, who also disclosed his firm has contracted for entire
glass-pouring facility through May, 1954 of manufacturer

producing its exclusive tinted optic filter. He also said
Admiral is well on way toward 1953 production goal of
1,000,000 TVs and industry is headed for 6,500,000 year.

Merchandising Notes: Westinghouse, out to become
major factor in TV, launching ad drive aimed at selling as
many TVs last 6 months of 1953 as it did all of 1952; new
line (Vol. 9:28) getting big promotion with color ads in
Saturday Evening Post, American Weekly, Parade, with
newspaper drive in 75 cities, and with sponsorships of
Studio One on CBS-TV and pro football on DuMont (Vol.
9:29)
Raytheon has leased big Chicago Opera House
for midsummer distributor-dealer meeting July 30, plus
whole wing of Conrad Hilton Hotel for display space; expects 1500 for unveiling of new TV line
Unique service
provided by Citizens & Southern Bank, Atlanta, gives dis.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

play space free to each of 37 TV-appliance distributors
finance plan; bank furnishes props
and signs, giving each wholesaler several days of free
display for his products in area easily seen by bank’s
34,000 customers
Summer credit plan by CBS-Columbia
permits dealers to purchase TVs through Aug. 31 with
only 10% down payment, balance to be financed for 90
days by CBS-Columbia and distributor
Muntz TV Inc.
reports TV sets now selling at rate of 20,000 per month
vs. 10,000 year ago
Motorola-Chicago letting its dealers use 18-ft. balloon on end of 200-ft. cable as current

who patronize bank’s

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Silver Jubilee promotion
Vim opening 3 stores in
former N. Y. Dynamics locations, making total of 54; it’s
now biggest TV-appliance chain
George’s has bought
out bankrupt Phillip’s, Washington TV-appliance chain,
with $290,000 bid, for physical stock, plans to resume 3
of its 4 stores; with accounts receivable of about $200,000,
Phillip’s creditors expected to realize up to 40%.
.

.

.

“TV

.

.

intercom,” in wired and wireless versions, will be

marketed

in 6 months by Douglas Roesch Inc., Los Anmanufacturer (2200 S. Figueroa St.), according
to press release by company.
It will consist of 2 units,
each comprising TV camera & audio circuits and 27-in.
receiver. Whole closed-circuit system will list at approximately $2500. Wireless system, for which FCC license
will be required, is unpriced.
Roesch also introduced line
of 21 new TV sets, 3 of which feature what it calls “3-

geles

TV

.

dimensional effect,” using specially designed tube incorporating mirror behind phosphors to give depth effect.
Sets incorporating this feature have 27-in. tube and “chairside control,” list at $695.

.

.

.

NW

.

.

.

.

v.p.

Johnson, at same time that increased discounts to
distributors & dealers were ordered effective July 27.
List prices of all leader models remain unchanged, some
also getting benefits of increased discounts.
Rebates will
be given dealers on all 1954 models already delivered that
are affected by the higher discounts.
C.

.

replacing Tarbell-Waters Co.
Crosley Distributing
Corp., Atlanta, names Don Smith, ex-chief of Crosley air
conditioning dept., Cincinnati, as gen. mgr., replacing J. D.
Crawford, resigned
Hoffman Radio, continuing eastward expansion, appoints Midland Electric Co., Cleveland
(John U. Walker, pres.), Sacks Electrical Supply, Akron
(Morris Sack, pres.) and newly organized Flamingo Distributors Inc., Miami (John Plunt, pres., Henry Carver,
Hoffman Sales
ex-DuMont Distribs., gen. sales mgr.)
Corp. of Mo., Kansas City, names David Doss as gen.
mgr.; he’s succeeded as Denver district mgr. by Ed Curry,
from Portland . Bruno-New York Inc. (RCA) sales v.p.
Emerson
Gerald 0. Kaye resigns, effective Jan. 1, 1954
appoints newly formed Emerson Mo-Kan Distributors Inc.,
RCA appoints
Kansas City (Dave Sherman, pres.)
Carson Distributors Inc., Saginaw, Mich. (Charles Carson,
CBS-Columbia appoints Straus-Bodenheimer
pres.)
Zenith of N. Y. names
Co., Houston (J. S. Straus, v.p.)
Herbert H. Okrongly, ex-Motorola-N. Y., as adv. mgr.
Trav-Ler Sales Corp., Boston, names George K. Shumrak
McDonald Bros.,
gen. mgr., succeeding J. B. Rembaum
Memphis (Zenith) names Victor Crutchfield sales mgr.
RCA Victor appoints Crawford-Miller-Woodbury Co., 2025
Overton St., Portland, Ore. (John D. Crawford).
.

line

will

be gen. mgr. of combined operation. Wm. A. Blees, Avco
v.p. & Crosley gen. sales mgr., will join top executive staff
of Avco in New York, concentrating on distribution &
merchandising problems. Avco v.p. Hector J. Dowd, who
has been gen. mgr. of Bendix Home Appliances div., returns to executive staff in New York. Parker H. Ericksen, Bendix gen. sales mgr., elected v.p. of Avco and assumes title of dir. of sales for both divisions, with headquarters in Cincinnati.

*

-

.

Bill to repeal

10%

excise tax on TV-radios and other

electronic equipment (H.R. 6314) was introduced by Rep.
Simpson (R-Pa.), member of tax-writing Ways & Means

Committee, who says he has Treasury Dept, backing. But
he sees no chance of action during current session.

;

with Electronics
WASHINGTON

5,

D.

C

Reports

Special Report

July 25, 1953
•

TELEPHONE STERLING 3-1735

FCC

Submitted

to ihe

Final

NTSC

Color Transmission Standards

Full Text of Technical Signal Specifications

Adopted Unanimously by NTSC July 21, 1953
FCC July 23, 1953, as Appendix A to Petition Requesting Approval of New Standards
With Officers, General Membership and Panel Officers (See Page 4)

Filed with

Supersedes

NTSC

Field Test Specifications Published by Television Digest as
Supplement No. 75-A, Feb. 14, 1953

I— GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

Power Ratio
The effective radiated power of the aural-signal transmitter shall be not less than 50 per cent nor more than
70 per cent of the peak power of the visual signal transmitter.

C. Polarization

Ill—THE
shall be horizontally polarized.

COMPLETE COLOR PICTURE SIGNAL

A. General Specifications

D. Vestigial Sideband Transmission

The color picture signal shall correspond to a luminance (brightness) component transmitted as amplitude
modulation of the picture carrier and a simultaneous pair
of chrominance (coloring) components transmitted as the
amplitude modulation sidebands of a pair of suppressed
subcarriers in quadrature having the common frequency

Vestigial sideband transmission in accordance with Figure 2 shall be employed.

E. Aspect Ratio

The aspect ratio of the scanned image shall be four units
horizontally to three units vertically.

relative to the picture carrier of
+ 3.579545 me ± 0.0003
per cent with a maximum rate of change not to exceed
1/10 cycle per sec per sec.

and Synchronization

The

color picture signal shall correspond to the scanning of the image at uniform velocities from left to right
and from top to bottom with 525 lines per frame interlaced 2:1.

B. Delay Specification

A sine wave, introduced at those terminals of the transmitter which are normally fed the color picture signal,
shall produce a radiated signal having an envelope delay,
relative to the average envelope delay between 0.05 and
0.20 me, of zero microseconds up to a frequency of 3.0
me
and then linearly decreasing to 4.18 me so as to be equal
to -0.17 microseconds at 3.58 me.
The tolerance on the
envelope delay shall be
0.05 microseconds at 3.58 me.
The tolerance shall increase linearly to ± 0.1 microsecond
down to 2.1 me, and remain at
0.1 microsecond down to
1
0.2 me.
The tolerance shall also increase linearly to
0.1
microsecond at 4.18 me.

2. The horizontal scanning frequency shall be 2/455
times the color subcarrier frequency; this corresponds
nominally to 15,750 cycles per second (with an actual
value of 15,734.264 ± 0.047 cycles per second). The vertical scanning frequency is 2/525 times the horizontal scanning frequency; this corresponds nominally to 60 cycles
per second (the actual value is 59.94 cycles per second).

±

±

The

color television signal shall consist of color picture signals and synchronizing signals, transmitted successively and in different amplitude ranges except where

±

C.

the chrominance penetrates the synchronizing region, and
the burst penetrates the picture region.

The Luminance Component

An increase in initial light intensity shall correspond
a decrease in the amplitude of the carrier envelope
(negative modulation).
1.

to

The

horizontal, vertical, and color synchronizing signals shall be those specified in Figure 1, as modified by
vestigial sideband transmission specified in Figure 2 and
by the delay characteristic specified in III.B.

2. The blanking level shall be at (75
2.5) per cent of
the peak amplitude of the carrier envelope.
The reference white (luminance) level shall be (12.5
2.5) per
cent of the peak carrier amplitude. The reference black
level shall be separated from the blanking level
by the
setup interval, which shall be (7.5
2.5) per cent of the
video range from the blanking level to the reference white

±

±

G. Out-of-Channel Radiation

The

and

C.

mission for the particular station.

4.

1951

pre-emphasis in accordance with a 75 microsecond time

The picture signal carrier, nominally 1.25 me above the
lower boundary of the channel, shall conform to the frequency assigned by the Federal Communications Com-

3.

1

constant.

B. Picture Signal Frequency

1.

Dec.

Sound Signal Characteristics
The sound transmission shall be by frequency modulation, with maximum deviation of ± 25 kilocycles, and
with

The color television signal and its accompanying sound
signal shall he transmitted within a 6-mc channel.

F. Scanning

75,

B.

A. Channel

The radiated signals

Supplement No.

strength measured at any frequency beyond
the limits of the assigned channel shall be at least 60 db
below the peak picture level.
field

±

level.

II— SOUND

3. The overall attenuation versus frequency of
the luminance signal shall not exceed the value specified by the

A. Sound Signal Frequency

FCC

The frequency of the unmodulated sound carrier shall
be 4.5 me
1000 cycles above the frequency actually in
use for the picture carrier.

±

for black-&-white transmission.

1

Tolerances for the Interval of 0.0 to
fied in the present state of the art.

*

0.2

me

should not be speci-

D. 1.Equation of Complete Color Signal

The

1

IEr-Ey ]

color picture signal has the following composi-

'

Ec

1.14

tion:

E m = Ey

Eg

+

sin (cot +33°)

+Ej

cos(cot —1— 33°)

1

where

Eg = 0.41 (Eg — Ey) +0.48 (E^-E^
e;=-o.27 (e;-e;>+o.74 (e;-e;)
Ey = 0.30 Er+0.59 Eq+0.11 E^
The phase reference

in the above equation is the phase
180°), as shown in Figure 3. The
burst corresponds to amplitude modulation of a continu-

+

of the (color burst

ous sine wave.
Notes: For color-difference frequencies below 500 kc, the
signal can be represented

E m = Ey

by

+ |j-^|^Y^(EB-Ey)

sin cot

+ (E R -Ey)

cos

cot
j

In these expressions the symbols have the following
nificance

Em

is

sig-

Eg and Ej

are the amplitudes of two orthogonal components
chrominance signal corresponding respectively to narrowband and wide-band axes, as specified in paragraph D.5.

:

of the

the total video voltage, corresponding to the scanning

of a particular picture element, applied to the

modulator

of the

The angular frequency
chrominance subcarrier.

picture transmitter.

Ey

is

the

gamma-corrected voltage of the monochrome

Eg, Eg, and Eg are the gamma-corrected voltages corresponding to red, green, and blue signals during the scanning of

for a color picture

ing chromati cities

Red (R)
Green (G)
Blue (B)

X
0.67
0.21
0.14

The chrominance

2.

signal

3.

so

is

=

,

of the

proportioned that
(x

CIE Illuminant C

it

=

Ey, Eg, E; and the components of these signals shall
in time to 0.05 microseconds.

match each other

4. A sine wave of 3.58 me introduced at those terminals
of the transmitter which are normally fed the color picture signal shall produce a radiated signal having an
6.
amplitude,
(as measured with a diode on the R.F. transmission line supplying power to the antenna) which is
down (6
2) db with respect to a radiated signal produced by a sine wave of 200 kc. In addition, the amplitude of the radiated signal shall not vary by more than
2 db between the modulating frequencies of 2.1 and
4.18 me.

y
0.33
0.71
0.08

±

having a transfer gradient (gamma exponent)
3 Forming of the high frequency portion of the monochrome signal in a different manner is permissible and may in fact be desirable in order to improve the sharpness on saturated colors.
3 At the present stage of the art it is considered inadvisable to
set a tolerance on the value of gamma and correspondingly this
portion of the specification will not be enforced.

±

The equivalent bandwidths assigned prior
tion to

IDEALIZED PICTURE TRANSMISSION

k
z

2r times the frequency

vanishes for the chromaticity of
0.310, y
0.316).

E G E R and E B are suitable
tube having primary colors with the followin the CIE system of specification:
,

is

The portion of each expression between brackets represents
the chrominance subcarrier signal which carries the chrominance
information.
5.

(black-and-white) portion of the color picture signal, corre-

sponding to the given picture element. 2

the given picture element.
The gamma corrected voltages

u

Table

the color-difference signals

Eg and Ej

to

modulaby

are given

I.

AMPLITUDE CHARACTERISTIC

Table

UJ

I

Q-channel bandwidth

oc

at 400 kc less than 2 db
at 500 kc less than 6
at 600 kc at least 6

down

db down
db down

I-channel bandwidth
at 1.3

at 3.6

The angles

me
me

less

than 2 db down

at least 20

of the subcarrier

to the burst phase,

db down

measured with respect

when reproducing saturated primaries

and their complements at 75 per cent of
shall be within ± 10° and their amplitudes

full

amplitude,

shall be within
20 percent of the values specified above. The ratios of
the measured amplitudes of the subcarrier to the lumi-

±

nance signal for the same saturated primaries and their
complements shall fall between the limits of .8 and 1.2 of
the values specified for their ratios. Closer tolerances may
prove to be practicable and desirable with advance in the
art.

2

RuLSU

SYNC

HORIZONTAL

INTtAVAL^..

NTCAYAL

National Television System Committee Membership

—

Philco Corp. D. B. Smith; F. G. Blngley, alt.
Radio Corp. of America Dr. Elmer Engstrom; G. L. Beers,
Raytheon Television & Radio Corp. Hugh Christian;

Officers

—

Chairman Dr. W. R. G. Baker, General Electric Co.
Vice Chairmen Arthur V. Loughren, Hazeltine Electron-

—

—

Corp.; D. B. Smith, Philco Corp.; Dr. E. W. Engstrom,
Radio Corp. of America.
Secretary Mrs. Martha Kinzie, General Electric Co.
ics

—

—

General Membership and Alternates

—

—

—

—

alt.

man.

—

—

—

—

—

—

General Electric Co. I. J. Kaar; C. G. Lloyd, alt.
General Teleradio Inc. (VVOR-TV) Charles H. Singer; R. A. O’Con-

—

alt.

Panel 14 (Color Synchronizing Standards) D. E. Harnett, GE,
chairman; R. N. Harmon, Westinghouse, vice chairman.
Panel 15 (Receiver Compatibility) Rinaldo DeCola, Admiral,
chairman; W. O. Swlnyard, Hazeltine, vice chairman.
Panel 16 (Field Testing) Knox Mcllwain, Hazeltine, chairman;
D. W. Pugsley, GE, vice chairman.
Panel 17 (Broadcast System) R. E. Shelby, NBC, chairman; J. M.
Barstow, Bell Laboratories, vice chairman.
Panel 18 (Coordination)— D. B. Smith, Philco, chairman; I. J.
Kaar, GE, vice chairman.
Panel 19 (Definitions)— Dr. R. M. Bowie, Sylvania, chairman; M. W.
Baldwin Jr., Bell Laboratories, vice chairman.

—

—

—
—

—

—

nor, alt.
Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith; D. E. Hyndman, Eastman Kodak Co.,
Hallicrafters Co. Harold J. Adler; Leo R. Mead, alt.
Hazeltine Electronics Corp. A. V. Loughren; Knox Mcllwain,
Hogan Laboratories Inc. J. V. L. Hogan; Frank A. Hester, alt.
Magnavox Corp. John A. Rankin; Frank Norton, alt.
Motorola Inc. Dr. Daniel E. Noble; E. B. Passow, alt.

—

—
—

Electronics Magazine W. W. MacDonald; Vin Zeluff, alt.
Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp. D. D. Israel; R. T. Capadonno, alt.
Federal Telecommunications Laboratories Martin Silver; N. H.
Young, alt.

—

Howard

—

—

—

alt.

Panel 11 (Subjective Aspects of Color) Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith,
chairman; D. E. Hyndman, Eastman Kodak Co., vice chairman.
Panel 11A (Color Transcriptions) Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, chairman; D. E. Hyndman, vice chairman.
Panel 12 (Color System Analysis) D. G. Fink, Philco, chairman;
A. G. Jensen, Bell Laboratories, vice chairman.
Panel 13 (Color Video Standards) A. V. Loughren, Hazeltine,
chairman; W. T. Wintrlngham, Bell Laboratories, vice chair-

—

Color Television Inc.—Robert J. Stahl; Samuel Smith, alt.
Crosley Div., Avco Lewis M. Clement; D. B. Nason, alt.
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories Dr. Allen B. DuMont; Dr. T. T.

Goldsmith,

—

Membership by Virtue of
Panel Chairmanship or Vice Chairmanship

Dressier, alt.

—

—

—

Admiral Corp. Rinaldo DeCola; R. M. Jones, alt.
American Broadcasting Co. Frank Marx; Robert Morris, alt.
Bendix Radio A. C. Omberg; John Miller, alt.
CBS-Columbia Inc. Leopold M. Kay; Israel J. Melman, alt.
CBS Laboratories Div. Dr. Peter Goldmark; Wm. Lodge, alt.
Chromatic Television Laboratories Richard Hodgson; Robert

—

—

Gronemier, alt.
Sentinel Radio Corp. W. J. Schnell; Joyce J. Jackson, alt.
Sylvania Electric Products Dr. R. M. Bowie; B. F. Tyson, alt.
Tele King Corp. Jerome Bresson; Paul Neuwirth, alt.
Tele-Tech Magazine Dr. A. F. Murray; O. H. Caldwell, alt.
Westinghouse Electric Corp. Ralph M. Harmon; M. R. Briggs,
WMAR-TV, Baltimore, Md. E. K. Jett; C. G. Nopper, alt.
Zenith Radio Corp. John Rennick; J. E. Brown, alt.

—

—

alt.

alt.

4
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Financial & Trade Notes: Sylvania’s net sales for
6 months of 1953 achieved all-time half-year record
of $149,092,932, comparing with $104,226,623 for first half
of 1952 and with $130,796,814 for last half of 1952. Net
sales and net income for 3 months ended June 30 were
both highest for any second quarter in Sylvania history.
Net income for first 6 months of 1953 was $5,169,092
($1.87 a share on 2,425,506 shares outstanding), up 52%
from the $3,398,776 ($1.48 on 1,867,763 shares) for same
1952 period. Net income for second quarter of 1953 was
first

(8 6tf) on sales of $69,032,624 vs. $1,445,005
(60(0 on sales of $48,239,162 in same 1952 quarter.
Pres. H. Ward Zimmer reported to stockholders that
earnings before Federal income taxes were $17,387,092

$2,395,849

for first half of 1953, more than double
set sales, he stated,
$8,608,776.

TV

same 1952 period’s
were nearly twice

those of first half of 1952 and distributor requirements
“are expected to be heavy for the balance of the year.”
TV picture tube shipments were doubled and radio receiving tube shipments ran about 80% ahead.
Demand
for incandescent & fluorescent lamps and for photoflash
bulbs continued high.
“Indications for the balance of the year appear to be
even more favorable than they were a few months ago,”
Zimmer stated. Ratio of defense billings to monthly sales
in second quarter

was 24%

vs.

39%

in second 1952 quarter.

Hoffman Radio earnings before taxes were $2,020,528,
or $3.51 a share on 574,726 shares outstanding during first
6 months of 1952.
After providing for $1,323,208 for
were $697,320 ($1.21) compared with
$598,692 ($1.04) same 1952 period. Increased TV demand,
attributed largely to opening of new stations, boosted sales
to $24,688,235 from $15,196,383 for same 1952 period
largest sales volume for any 6-mo. period in company’s
history.
Pres. H. Leslie Hoffman reported govt, orders
continued at high level during last 3 months. “No cancellations have been received,” he stated, “and there have
been no indications of any cancellations or substantial
stretchouts of schedules.”

Electronics Eepoiln; Sylvania advanced transistor development two more notches by announcing it’s prepared
for commercial production of tetrode and pentode transistors.
To date, all commercial transistors have been triodes. Tetrodes will be available Aug. 15, pentodes “later
this year.”
Rate of initial production wasn’t given, but
company says “small quantities” will be available at about

Announcement was made at July 21 press conference
in New York conducted by James J. Sutheidand, gen. mgr.,
electronics div.
As with vacuum tubes, tetrode and
pentode transistors will permit reduction in number of
transistors

many

provision of $20,624,000 for Federal taxes was $18,185,228,
or $1.18 per share after preferred stock dividends, com-

pared with

70((

same 1952

period.

Raytheon reports sales of $179,179,000, net

profit of

$3,859,000 ($1.68 a share) after Federal taxes of $9,150,000
for fiscal year ended May 31. For preceding fiscal year,
sales

were $111,287,000, net

profit $2,047,000 (84<0, taxes

needed for

many

applications

—producing

—%

to

%

as

more compact and versatile equipment.
As example of what new transistors will be able to
do, Sutherland noted that a digital computer built in
1946 had 15,000 vacuum tubes, required air conditioning,
occupied space equal to 3 big living rooms.
In 1950,
computer was built with 10,000 germanium diodes (semiconductor devices related to transistors) and 1080 tubes,
still required air conditioning, but took space half size
of living room. With tetrode transistors, Sutherland said,
computer size could be halved and air conditioning wouldn’t
be needed. Range of new units is up to “low RF.”

He showed desk computer

size of portable typewriter,

said that with triode transistors

it could solve problems to
10th power, but could handle problems to 100th power

when

built with tetrodes.
He also demonstrated tiny
transistorized wrist transmitter through which he talked
across room.

How

taxes, net earnings

RCA and subsidiaries attained all-time record sales
volume of $410,686,162 first 6 months of this year, 34%
ahead of the $305,837,825 of same 1952 period. Earnings before Federal income taxes were $38,809,228, up
$15,472,498 from first 6 months of 1952. Net profit after

Industry will not be sampled.

$25 each.

illustrated

well transistors have captured public eye was
by excellent play the announcement and demon-

stration were given in newspapers.
*

*

*

*

Electronics will enter automotive field in big way with
the perfection of transistor circuits, whose low power re-

quirements will open up whole new area of electronic exPreview of what may be in store was demonstrated this week by RCA’s Dr. Vladimir K. Zwoi’ykin.
Exploring possible electronic aids to driving safety, Dr.
Zworykin and aides at Princeton labs equipped model 5-ft.
car with equipment enabling car to steer itself along
prescribed route, stop itself when approaching metal obstruction and turn into center lane to pass slower car.
As described in current Collier’s Magazine and demonstrated on July 23 Today program, car can be guided by
cable built under road and make driving on superhighways
entirely automatic.
Dr. Zworykin admits that the day
when real cars will drive themselves is far off, but he says
his experiments are leading directly to devices to help
keep cars on course in bad weather and prevent collisions.
pansion.

Ultrasonic machine tool developed by Raytheon util-

$3,900,000.

Dividends: P. R. Mallory & Co., increased to 50tf payable Sept. 10 to stockholders of record Aug. 14; Magnavox, 3714(1 Sept. 15 to holders Aug. 25; Cornell-Dubilier,
Sept. 15 to
30tf Sept. 25 to holders Sept. 10; Hazeltine, 25
holders Sept. 1; Stewart-Warner, 35^ Sept. 5 to holders
July 14; Sentinel, 7%<? Aug. 31 to holders Aug. 17; Servomechanisms, lOtf Aug. 7 to holders Aug. 3; Belden Mfg.,
40(1 Sept. 1 to holders Aug. 17.
if

Henry Lehne, ex-Republic Aviation Corp. v.p. & sales
mgr., appointed director of newly established Sylvania

now located in temporary
quarters in Mountain View, Cal. It has contracts with
Army Signal Corps, plans new 60,000-sq. ft. structure.

Electronic Defense Laboratory,

Rear Adm. Thomas F. Halloran (ret.) named gen.
mgr., transistor development laboratory of Baird Associates Inc., Cambridge, Mass. (Dr. Walter S. Baird, pres.),
industrial physicists and electronic manufacturers.

izes 27,000-cycle vibrations to cut such materials as steel,

stone, cast iron
is

in

form of

and sapphire.

Although machine presently

drill press, it is said to

be adaptable as lathe,
milling machine, boring mill, shaper, planer, saw or router.
Using principal of magnetostriction, tool drives particles
of abrasive in liquid into the work at ultrasonic speed.
Tool’s motion is not visible. Ultrasonic motion is developed
and amplified electronically and mechanically.
Ultrasonic Corp., Cambridge, Mass., has bought 254,ft. 5-story local building for slightly under $1,000,000 from MIT, where it plans to consolidate engineering, research & production facilities now scattered in 6
rented buildings. Company’s 1952 sales totaled $5,000,000.
000-sq.

Wincharger Corp., Zenith subsidiary presently
facturing some 650,000 radios a year, will double
with new 300,000-sq. ft. plant in Sioux City, la.,
about 2500 will be employed turning out 1,000,000
and 100,000 TVs annually.

manuspace

where
radios
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Telecasting Notes: Lower program costs are answer to
daytime TV, which will follow same pattern as did daytime
radio, in opinion of NBC-TV’s Adrian Samish, quoted in
interview in Billboard. Time costs are going up, he said,
as ratings head down due to increasing number of TV
markets, fewer single-station markets, increasing daytime
competition between NBC & CBS. As daytime come-on,
NBC-TV is offering advertisers 6 mo. protection against
any cost increases except union hikes. Samish is now
concentrating on noon-1 p.m. women’s magazine-type show,
counterpart of 7-9 a.m. Today, which may be titled Home
“Mighty K.C. Has Struck Out” headlines July 22
Variety article noting that all CBS-TV clients (15 hours)
.

.

.

WDAF-TV, Kansas City, for
KMBC-TV & WHB-TV, due to start

are being pulled off

ment on new
Aug.

sharing Ch. 9

place-

about

points this out as possible “pattern” in the “imminent breakup of single-station monopoly
with the coming competition”
“Giants” of TV film
1,

;

it

.

.

.

and the number of shows each offers, as reported in
current Tide: CBS, 12; NBC, 12 plus one in production;
Ziv, 9 plus 2 in production; Ziv planning to build $2,500,000 Hollywood studio to increase TV output
Aid in
religious programming is offered by Broadcasting & Film
Commission of Natl. Council of Churches in form of 2 new
booklets compiled by broadcast training dir. Charles H.
Schmitz: Religious TV Program Ideas and TV Production
Techniques by Experts, available from Council, 220 Fifth
Ave., N. Y.
Exchange of newscasters between Cleveland’s WEWS and Toronto’s CBLT had Dorothy Fuldheim
of U. S. station handling James B. McGeachy’s This Week
and Tabloid shows on CBLT while McGeachy took over
field

.

.

.

.

.

.

her Highlights of the News on WEWS; each also narrated
More than 600 titles are
special films about own city
listed in fifth annual edition of Educators Guide to Free
Slidefihns ($4), available from Educators Progress ServNational Tuberculosis Assn, has
ice, Randolph, Wis.
filmed nine 20-sec. and three 1-min. spots for Christmas
Seal campaign, to be made available to TV stations
Crosley’s WLWA, Atlanta,
through local branches
starts work on new 36,000-sq. ft. studio building on PeachEducational Television Institute being spontree St.
sored Aug. 16-22 in Seattle by KING-TV, with classes for
NBC plans creative staff confab at
300 indicated
Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs, Aug. 31-Sept. 3, winding up with dinner addressed by Chairman Sarnoff.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

to

.

.

.

.

.

.

Comments

received since Glenville pro-

changed Commission’s mind, principally because
Weston is 5 times larger than Glenville. Other allocation
petitions: (1) Anderson TV Co., Anderson, S. C., asks
FCC to abandon its proposal to add Ch. 40 to Anderson.
It wants to compete with WAIM for Ch. 58 rather than
have two channels in town. It claims that WAIM, affiliated with local newspaper, sought addition of Ch. 40 to
maintain monopoly in town. Anderson TV says it will
posal

drop application if Ch. 40 is added.
(2) WOAY, Oak
Hill, W. Va., asks assignment of Ch. 4 to Fayetteville,
W. Va. (3) KVSO, Ardmore, Okla., asks allocation of
Ch. 12 to Ardmore, opposing FCC proposal to put it in
Ada. (4) WEBC, Superior-Duluth, asks allocation of Ch.
10 there.

TV stations were filed with
time that’s happened since November
1951. Five dismissals this week, together with 6 CPs leave
total applications pending at 565, of which 181 are uhf.
[For further details, see TV Addenda 17-C herewith; for
complete listing of all post-freeze grants, new stations,
applications, deletions, hearings, etc., see TV Factbook
No. 17 with Addenda to date.]
No new

FCC

this

applications for

week

—

OOPERATION

between uhf stations and TV dealers &
always mutually beneficial a fact
which is being driven home in more and more uhf areas.
An outstanding example is Norfolk area, where NBCRCA and local WVEC-TV (Ch. 15), along with dealers
and distributors, are putting on huge cooperative campaign for conversions before station goes on air (Vol.
9:29)
which station claims has already netted sales of
some 8000 converters. Some other interesting examples
distributors

—

is

—

of this type of cooperation

WLBC-TV,

Muncie, Ind. (Ch. 49), has published 18-p.
TV Reception from UHF the Easy
Way, authored by station pres. Don Burton. “We developed this book,” says Burton, “to combat the work of
a few TV service organizations which were responsible
for some very sloppy uhf installations, and to aid and
support those firms which were doing good work.”
Booklet
was prepared after many tests in Muncie area homes
which had reported poor picture or no reception at all.
In every case, without exception, we have proven
that the poor picture or lack of signal was due to impropillustrated booklet, Best

eily installed antenna or lead-in, defective tuners
or strips
a combination of these,” says booklet. It explains,
in
non-technical language to layman and serviceman alike
best method for installing uhf sets and converters, using

oi

—

strength meter, and urges customers to patronize
servicemen using proper methods and equipment.
WEEU-TV, Reading (Ch. 33), has instituted novel
plan to promote conversions. It has agreed to provide
free
newspaper, radio and TV advertising for every TV dealer
who has at least one salesman “ringing doorbells” to sell
uhf converters. Station exec. v.p. Thomas E. Martin says
first progress report meeting showed campaign
is “averaging one conversion out of each two calls.”
Salesmen are
provided with copies of WEEU-TV’s program schedule,
which they leave at each home they visit. “The
program
field

stresses the interesting local programs of high
caliber
which cannot be received on any other station,” says
Mai tin. He adds that doorbell-ringing campaign has been
so successful it will be continued at least
throughout August, when station is scheduled to step up power
to 170 kw
by adding GE 12-kw transmitter.

.

Unusual action of FCC was to finally allocate Ch. 5
Weston, W. Va., instead of to Glenville, W. Va., as orig-

inally proposed.

C

first

Senator Charles W. Tobey (R-N. H.), chairman of
& Foreign Commerce Committee, died suddenly
July 25 at Bethesda Naval Hospital where he had been
admitted preceding afternoon with heart ailment. He was
73, had been in public service since first serving in state
Interstate

legislature in 1915, was governor of his state 1929-30.
intense crusader and deeply religious, he often carried

An
his

TV-radio both as ranking minority member and
then as head of the committee handling its legislation. He
was noted for his sharp tongue his colleagues frequently
chided him as being “quite a TV performer himself” in
view of fame he gained during televising of Kefauver
Crime Committee investigations.
Ranking Republican
member of his Senate committee is Sen. Capehart
(R-Ind.), onetime phonograph manufacturer, who is chairman of Banking & Currency Committee and must choose
between it and Commerce Committee. If he decides to
remain head of Banking & Currency, Sen. Bricker (R-O.)
will become chairman of Commerce Committee.
Repeal of 20% movie admission tax was approved by
overwhelming voice vote in House and Senate this week,
culminating long campaign by movie exhibitors who hope
to combat TV’s effect on boxolfice by adding extra
20% to
their revenues.
Administration has opposed the bill, and
zeal into

;

it

faces possibility of Presidential veto.
Collier’s

Magazine, which has gone bi-weekly in

of weekly, reportedly due to “TV competition,” using
as well as newspapers to announce change.

lieu

TV
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MORE POST-FREEZE STATIONS REING

SOLD: Our prediction last week that more ownership
changes can be expected (Vol. 9:30) wasn’t long in coming to pass
for this week
2 more transfer deals involving post-freeze stations were revealed. Neither was said
to be a distress sale, yet amounts involved didn't indicate big capital gains deals.
Buying KDZA-TV, Pueblo, Colo . (Ch. 3) with KDZA (250-watt independent on
1230 kc) is Gene O' Fallon of Denver, whose KFEL-TV there was first post-freeze outlet to go on air in July 1952.
He's paying $ 350,000 for 1030 of 1080 outstanding
shares in company, including Zela Seaton's 52% holdings.
That includes assumption
of about $100,000 owed to DuMont on transmitter.
Station began March 16.
Cash payment is to be 26% down, balance in 5 years secured by 5% chattel mortgage.
No overlap is involved since Pueblo is 104 air miles from Denver.
Ex-Gov. Horace Hildreth of Maine now U.S. Ambassador to Pakistan, acquires
(Ch. 5) along with WABI (5-kw ABC outlet on 910 kc)
control of WABI-TV, Bangor, Me
in deal whereby mgr. Murray Carpenter sells his 50% holdings for $125,000 payable
$60,000 down. Details aren't settled beyond Carpenter sale, but it's understood Mr.
Hildreth, who already owns 50%, will hold 60%; Oliver Bcstg. Co. (WPOR, Portland)
will acquire 25%; Kennebec Bcstg. Co. (WTVL, Waterville) 15%.
Bangor AM has long been profitable, TV is well in black says Carpenter, who
now is filing for Portland's Ch. 15 in competition with Guy Gannett interests (WGANPortland Press-Herald & Express).
Gov. Hildreth also is pres, and 35.2% owner of
the Ch. 8 grant to Poland, Me. made by FCC a few weeks ago, involving wide-area coverage station to be built atop Mt. Washington by summer or fall of 1954 (Vol. 9:29).

—

,

1

,

.

,
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FCC LOOKING INTO NETWORK-UHF RELATIONS: Policies of networks toward affiliation of
uhf stations in vhf-uhf markets are now getting quiet scrutiny from FCC
although
there have been no formal complaints or petitions.
Informally, there's been plenty of squawking
nearly all of it directed
at CBS & NBC
by uhf stations in localities where both networks are stringing
along with the same vhf station (Vol. 9:29).
Some of these uhf stations claim that
they're not getting fair shake they say the least the networks could do is place
programs on local uhf stations when time can't be cleared on the vhf.
In areas which are "uhf-only
no vhf within 40-50-mi.
uhf stations are
having no trouble grabbing top-network affiliations. For those beyond the good
reception range of vhf it's been clear sailing, with good network business . But in
the one-vhf markets there are plenty of rumblings from present and prospective uhf
operators.
These quotes from letters from 2 CP-holders are examples of bitterness
of some uhf station owners in or near communities with vhf stations:
"
The networks' attitude toward uhf
in my opinion, can probably be the one
thing that will bring about the licensing of networks by the Govt.
I feel that
networks could save uhf and in the long run it would be to their advantage to do

—

—

—

;

11

—

—

,

,
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However, it is quite apparent that they are only interested in the fast buck
so.
via vhf.
[We] are going to see uhf through to the bitter end, and if necessary find
out just what the position of the Govt, will be in regard to anti-trust."
"
FCC has created a more vicious monopoly in its high-power vhf stations than
exists in AM clear channels.
[Perhaps] the answer may lie in Congress giving FCC
power to regulate network affiliations and service.
It seems to me to be inevitable
unless the networks wake up to their obligation to render a full national service
even though some parts of it may not be as profitable as the big cities.
The people
are going to demand service from more than one station where market can support two."
Another uhf grantee dropped out this week because of vhf competition. Owner
W. Erie White of KTVW, Wichita Falls, Tex
(Ch. 22) told FCC it would be " economi cally unsound to build the station at this time" in city which already has two vhf.
Since freeze, 7 uhf and 2 vhf grantees have turned back their CPs (for list, see
Two uhf applicants dropped out this -week
Vol. 9:29).
in Spartanburg, S.C. and
giving economics and prospect of vhf competition as reasons.
Claremont, N.H.
.

—

—

*

*

*
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What are the policies of the networks with regard to uhf ? ABC & DuMont have
large numbers of uhf affiliates in all types of markets. As to CBS & NBC both say
they have no ironclad rules governing affiliation of stations, but they do follow
broad, general practices with regard to uhf stations in "vhf markets"
and 'these
practices differ between the 2 networks.
NBC, now engaged in big promotion campaign to boost uhf conversions for its
new Norfolk area affiliate WVEC-TV on Ch. 15 (see p. 9), says it is following same
general policy of encouraging uhf in other vhf-served areas.
It would rather affiliate the vhf station in any community
naturally,
But where an existsince vhf at present time can supply larger audience quicker.
ing vhf has affiliation with both major networks, NBC says it often will give the
to place shows which can't be cleared on the vhf,
new uhf a secondary affiliation
in cases where sponsor insists he must have the particular market.
For example, NBC has signed contract with upcoming WJHP-TV (Ch. 36) on a
secondary basis in Jacksonville, where vhf WMBR-TV has all 4 networks. This week it
will announce secondary affiliation with new WKJF-TV (Ch. 53) in Pittsburgh where
In Miami area WFTL-TV, Fort Lauderdale (Ch. 23),
DuMont's WDTV has all networks.
has secondary NBC affiliation, ithough Miami's WTVJ carries all networks.
In markets with no pre-freeze stations where vhf & uhf outlets got an even
But where CBS wins out and gets the only vhf
start, NBC chooses vhf where it can.
station, in many cases NBC is now signing up the uhf as primary affiliate rather
than take second-fiddle position on the vhf. For example, in Hutchinson, Kan ., CBS
So NBC made deal with upcoming KEDD (Ch. 16) in nearby Wichita.
signed up vhf KTVH.
Announcements of more NBC uhf affiliations in post-freeze markets are expected -soon.
As to promotion of uhf stations NBC spokesman says the advertising methods
and material used in Norfolk area (Vol. 9:29) will be available to any and all upcoming NBC uhf affiliates.
,

—
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CBS's current policy as explained to us by station relations v.p. Herbert
Akerberg "We're convinced that the time is coming when the public won't differen But we have an obligation to the public, which bought vhf
tiate between vhf & uhf
sets in good faith; we'd be the last ones to' pull the cork, to tell these people,
'if you want to see Lucy, Godfrey and the Wednesday night fights you'll have to spend
The public is the most important factor.
525, 550 or 580 to convert your set.'
,

:

.

They want maximum circulaOur second obligation is to our advertisers
vhf
losing
our
audience while we wait for
off
our
shows
take
we
can't
And
tion.
competitive."
still
remain
and
conversion of sets
In cities wh er e one vhf station shares both major network affiliations, this
if advertiser wants
is CBS' policy in placing programs: (1) Place it live on vhf
ask
vhf
station
it
live
for time for kine
can't
clear
If
station
the market.
(2)
this,
Failing
if
sponsor
still
wants the marrecording, at request of sponsor.
(3)
"

—

.

—

,
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But CBS
ket and specifically requests use of a local uhf station, "we will do it".
isn't going in for secondary affiliation with uhf stations in same sense as NBC.
In new TV markets with post-freeze vhf & uhf stations, CBS, like NBC, tries
But if NBC gets the only vhf, CBS will settle
to get primary affiliation with vhf.
for secondary affiliation with same station, rather than turn to uhf, at present
time.
Akerberg explains it this way:

When a uhf station can demonstrate substantially equal circulation to the
vhf, at as good or better cost per thousand viewers, there's no problem .
But we
can't go whole hog merely to build up an audience for uhf stations at the expense of
the viewing public."
"

#

#

*1

*1

I ndicative of networks' plans to add new uhf stations are AT&T
applicaFollowing are uhf stations for which networks have
tions pending before Commission.
ordered interconnection, according to FCC : WOSH-TV, Oshkosh, Wis
(Ch. 48); WTOB(Ch. 26)
WKOW-TV, Madison, Wis . (Ch. 27) WTVP, Decatur
TV, Winston-Salem, N.C
WNAO-TV, Raleigh, N.C . (Ch.
WSUN-TV, St. Petersburg, Fla
(Ch. 38)
111
(Ch. 17)
these
WVEC-TV,
Hampton
(Norfolk),
Va
And
vhf: WBAY-TV, Green Bay
(Ch.
15).
28)
WMT-TV, Cedar Rapids, la. (Ch.
(Ch. 11)
KKTV, Colorado Springs, Colo
Wis
(Ch. 2)
2); KTXL-TV, San Angelo',' Tex . (Ch. 8).
'

.

.

.

;

,

;

.

;

;

.

;

,

.

;

;

MORE START, 210 STATIONS NOW ON AIR: Quite a few CP holders were priming for posbut only 3 new ones were definitely
sible starts this week end or early next week
offering test patterns as we went to press. They bring total on air to 210, of which
It's noteworthy that 102 new stations have taken to the air post-freeze,
51 are uhf.
These are the new
and we still see probability of 100 or so more before year's end
starters you can add to your cumulative logs:
(Ch. 47) started testing July 25, plans commercial programWE TV Macon, Ga
RCA equipment is used.
interconnecting
on that date with NBC.
Base
ming Aug. 21,
owned
principals
in
WNEX (E.M. Lowe) and WMBL
is
by
Station
hourly rate is $200.
also a v.p. is Pey(Allen Woodall) who are v.p.'s of licensee Macon Television Co.
ton Anderson, publisher of Macon Telegraph & News, owner of 16% of WNEX. John Hicks
Headley-Reed is national sales rep.
is program director, R.R. Owen chief engineer.
(Ch. 6) began test patterns July 27, starts programming
KMMT, Austin, Minn
It's owned by combination of
Aug. 17, affiliated with ABC and with $150 base rate.
Minnesota-Iowa broadcasters (see TV Factbook No. 17), has DuMont transmitter. L.L.
Station is second in southeastern Minnesota to
McCurnin is mgr. Pearson is rep.
Rochester's
KROC-TV (Ch. 14) having started July 14.
weeks,
many
in
as
get going
(Ch. 5) has been testing since July 14 but held back
KBES-TV, Medford, Ore
Using GE transmitter and temporary one-bay
on fanfare for formal Aug. 1 inaugural.
antenna pending 5-bay due in about 60 days, it reports good reception as far away as
Eugene to west (129 mi.), Bend to east (143 mi.) and Yreka, Cal. to south (47 mi.).
It's first of 2 stations in which veteran broadcaster Wm. B. Smullin has interests;
he owns 50% and also holds CP for KIEM-TV, Eureka, Cal. (Ch. 3) due in about month.
Base rate is $200, will be $150 for new KIEM-TV.
Mgr. of KBES-TV is Everett Faber.
Blair will represent both stations.
3

—

.

.

,
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.
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Mergers, dropouts and the like are still
10 CPs AS MORE COMPETITORS JOIN FORCES:
order of the day, enabling FCC to grant 10 CPs this week, including some for previThe week's grants
ously hotly-contested vhf channels.
Vhf CPs Anchorage, Alaska Kiggins & Rollins, Ch. 2, and KENI, Ch. 11;
WMFD, Ch. 6; Greenville
WCSH, Ch. 6; Wilmington, N.
S.
Portland, Me
CaroMountcastle
Bcstg. Co., Ch. 6 (via final
lina TV Inc., Ch. 4; Knoxville, Tenn
WSIX, Ch. 8.
Nashvil l e, Tenn
decision)
Hawkeye TV Co., Ch. 20; Brockton, Mass
Cedar Rapids la
T he uhf grants
Trans-American Enterprises, Ch. 62; Spartanburg, S.C ., Sterling TV Co., Ch. 17.
details about principals see TV Factbook No. 17.]
f For
:

:
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.

,

.
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Sidelights on grantees Keith Kiggins & R.R. Rollins also hold CP for Ch. 2
Greenville grant is result of 3-way merger
in Fairbanks.
WFBC, WMRC & Carolina
WSIX got Nashville CP when WMAK dismissed under opone AM must be sold.
TV Inc.
:

;

—

:
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tion to buy 25%; it must sell WMAK. WMFD's Wilmington grant came when WGNI simply
dismissed and FCC itself dismissed application of WHPE, High Point. WHPE had asked
FCC to put Ch. 6 in High Point; Commission didn't rule on that petition but it dismissed application with statement that Ch. 6 isn't allocated to High Point.
Cedar Rapids grantee is headed by famed New York realtor Wm. Zeckendorf
Top man in Brockton organization is
68% stockholder; he's an ex-ABC board member.
pres.-treas. Harry E. Franks, clothing mfr. Spartanburg organization has interlocking ownership with WMRC, Greenville, and WBCU, Union, S.C.
.

FCC set dates for new batch of hearings still using old priority lists,
for new lists aren't effective until Aug. 24
Commission will continue to use old
priorities as long as responses to current "McFarland Letters" return.
Thus, it's
possible some hearings will be scheduled under old priorities for a while after the
new ones become effective.
Hearings scheduled:
Aug. 6, Canton, 0
Ch. 29; Aug. 28, Grand Rapids, Mic h., Ch. 23; Little
Rock, Ark ., Ch. 11; Erie, Pa ., Ch. 35; Jackson, Miss ., Ch. 3. Commission also finalized some allocation changes, proposed some new ones.
about foregoing actions see Addenda 17-D herewith;
[ For further details
for complete data on all applications, see TV Factbook No. 17 with Addenda to date.]
,

.

.

,
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FCC ANALYZES 1952 TV INCOME & EXPENSES: Final FCC report on last year's financial
data of networks and stations released this week, agrees fairly well with preliminary report last March (Vol. 9:13) which showed telecasting industry's striking increase over 1951
38% greater total revenues, 33% greater income before Federal
this
week's
final audit report on 1952, biggest change from preliminary
In
taxes.
figures was boost of about 10% in networks' net income.
Report necessarily deals in cumulative figure s, for FCC auditors are pledged
Averages and the market breakdowns make
to keep individual returns confidential.
it possible, however, for station operators to adduce their relative standings.
Aggregate revenues of $324,200,000 are shown vs. $235,700,000 in 1951. Net
income was $55,500,000 (before Federal income taxes) vs. $41,600,000 in 1951.
Here
are summaries of the salient final figures (all before taxes)
,

—

spent $170,(1) Networks and their 15 owned stations took in $180,200,000
(Though the networks and their stations took in only
300,000, netted $9,900,000
$95,800,000 from AM in 1952 expenses were only $85,600,000, leaving slightly higher
net than for TV
$10,200,000.)
(2) The 93 pre-freeze stations not owned by networks enjoyed revenues of
For average station this
$143,400,000 expenses of $97,600,000, net of $45,800,000
The 14 post-freeze
meant $1,541,825 income $1,049,474 expenses, $492,351 net
stations were on air only a few months at most, collected $600,000, spent $800,000.
Of the
(3) Profits were reported by 94 of the 108 pre-freeze stations
14 losers
9 were in New York & Los Angeles and lost average of $457,000.
All teleThere was one loser in the 2-station
casters in the 40 one-station markets made money.
markets, 2 in the 3-station, 2 in the 4-station.
Breakdown of revenues shows network time sales producing $137,664,000
4
For individual stations not
regional
spot $80,255,000 local $65,171,000
&
national
network,
average
was
spot,
network,
$387,252
$626,489
$518,584 local.
owned by
film
included
for
showing
cost
of
is
first
time in report.
Breakdown
(5)
Average station spent $117,006 for film rentals $2374 for film purchases, $3780 for
out of total $468,348 spent for programming.
Only larger
"other film expense"
Entire industry spent
$129,163.
item in programming costs was salaries & wages
$14,590,000 for film rentals, $3,283,000 for film purchases, $2, 607, 000 for "other."
Entire industry had
(6) Also shown for first time are employment figures
The networks and their 15 stations employed 6687
14,099 employes (12,412 fulltime).
while the 93 other pre-freeze stations had 7412. Average station with revenues less
Stations with revenues over
than $1,250,000 had 42 fulltime people, 11 part-time.
$1,250,000 had 94 fulltime, 12 part-time.
,

.
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(7) Importance of talent sales and other non-time-sale income was again
about 25% of total income
In AM, figure
It amounted to $87,677,000
emphasized.
networks,
of
to
the
course,
amounting to
means
most
income
This
about
10%.
is only
of
their
revenues.
$180,200,000
$67,825,000
It's Public
Report is 22 pages contains many other tables and breakdowns.
or we'll get copy for you. To comNotice 93525, may be obtained from Commission
pare salient figures with all previous years in TV, see p. 351, TV Factbook No. 17.
.

,

,

—

FCC COLOR RULE MAKING LIKELY NEXT WEEK: FCC's first critical move on color TV front
in shape of notice of proposed rule-making looking towards
is expected next week
adoption of the compatible system unanimously recommended by industry.
Commission discussed color all day July 31, instructed staff to draft proIf the draft is satisfactory, notice will be issued
posal to be considered Aug. 6.
and wheels will be officially in motion.
next day
Notice will probably give industry 30-40 days to comment
Questions uppermind
whether
the
will
waive
Washington
demonstrations
in
everyone's
FCC
most
and
aren't likely to be answered
ease requirement that color sets be cheap initially
with finality in notice. More likely, document will be rather exploratory, stating
any questions FCC has and inviting industry comment.
Commission is moving with great speed no doubt of it, yet guessing around
FCC is that timetable we reported last week (Vol. 9:30) is still quite realistic
namely, that new system can't be "law of the land" much before year's end.

—

—

.

—

—
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GE this week .joined other petitioners requesting approval of compatible sysLike others
RCA NTSC Philco Syl vania
GE is recommending same system.
tem.
Curiously, some people still don't seem to understand that everyone is asking for
the standards approved by NTSC.
approval of exactly the same system
(For technical details, see our Special Report, July 25.)
GE concedes as did Philco, that current color receivers aren't "cheap
enough in price to be available to the great mass of the American purchasing public"
GE points out that criteria were written when
as FCC's 1951 criteria required.
push
field-sequential system and was assuming that compatible
FCC was hell-bent to
system would come along after a lot of field-sequential sets had been sold.
Since
public has no investment in field-sequential sets, GE says. Commission should be
able to interpret its criteria more liberally once it's satisfied that new standards permit eventual production of inexpensive sets.
GE says it has put over 1000 engineer man months into color, spent millions
Like Philco, it wants its contributions recognized, saying:
dollars.
of
"
Merely as an example of contributions made by [GE's] personnel, it is believed that one of [GE's] engineers made to NTSC the first proposal to proportion
the bandwidth allocated to the chrominance components' signals according to their
importance in contributing to the subjective sharpness of the color picture [narrow
band (B-Y)] so that the sum of their bandwidths would not exceed the allotted bandwidth of the chrominance channel, thereby eliminating any so-called 'cross talk'..."

—
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One of hottest behind-the-scenes stories is in the production and procureLittle Telechrome Inc . , at Amityville, Long
ment of color transmitting equipment .
Headed by former Hazeltine engineer
Island, seems to have its foot in the door .
J.R. Popkin-Clurman Telechrome has been quietly building and selling color equipLast year, it sold color scanner to FCC and to west coast elecment for some time.
(Vol. 8:3,42).
Gilfillan, incidentally, is the
tronics manufacturer Gilfillan Bros
only firm ever to ask NPA for application blank to build color sets under M-90 order.
Situation is really explosive now says Clurman, who reports sales to just
These include: RCA
about every company of prominence except Zenith and Sylvania.
GE Philco Bell Labs DuMont, Raytheon Motorola Sears Roebuck Admira l Sen ti nel
He says he's sold CBS everything except color cameras.
Crosley
Rumor has it that
CBS purchased RCA camera which had been used by WPTZ, Philadelphia, recently sold
,
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Clurman also plans production of cameras in 6-8 months.
by Philco to Westinghouse.
Clurman says he's writing orders and producing at rate of 11,000,000 a year
He's added new plant, has eye on another, now employs 44 and hiring more.
Sales to
CBS alone run about $100,000 to date.
Clurman is completely satisfied with NTSC system foresees no difficulty in
"There's every likelihood of a 25-tube receiver," he
bringing receiver costs down.
For example, there's a new demodulator tube
says, "faster than most people think.
past the development stage which will mean a great deal."
Philco is said to be making hay with its color film scanner (Vol. 9:18).
Trade gossip is that it has sold a 35mm scanner to NBC another to Technicolor has
4 more orders on tap.
In all, it's reported to have sold 17 of its 16mm scanners,
made for black-&-white but adaptable to color.

.

,

,

Personal Notes:

Hamilton Shea, since April 1952 gen.

WNBK & WTAM, Cleveland, named gen. mgr.
WNBT & WNBC, New York, succeeding Ted Cott, now

mgr. of
of

operating v.p., NBC-Radio network; Cott has named
these new executives: Fred Horton, director of radio network sales; John P. Cleary, director of radio programs;
Merrill Mueller, radio news & features executive, suc-

ceeded on Today by Frank Blair, from Washington NBCMort Weinbach, ex-TV operations director,
TV staff
Ardien B.
appointed ABC director of labor relations
Rodner, ex-WPIX commercial mgr., joins WABC-TV as
Nona
program mgr. under new mgr. John H. Mitchell
Kirby, ex-sales mgr. of WLAW, Boston, announces Nona
Kirby Co., TV-radio station reps, with New England headBob Forward,
quarters in Statler Office Bldg., Boston
ex-KTTV, succeeds James Poliak as program director,
Phil Hoffman, ex-Cowles, exKECA-TV, Los Angeles
gen. mgr. of KECA-TV, Los Angeles, recently mgr. of
KOB, Albuquerque, will be gen. mgr. of new KOAT-TV,
Albuquerque (Ch. 7), granted in June, expected to be ready
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Roger S. Underhill. ex-WJIM-TV,
about 2 months
Lansing, Mich, and WICU-TV, Erie, Pa., named asst, commercial mgr. of new WILS-TV, Lansing, due on air Sept.
Henry R. Flynn named gen. sales mgr., CBS Radio
15
Robert C. Mayo placed in charge of sales
Spot Sales
for both WOR-TV & WOR, John F. Sloan named sales
in

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

mgr. of WOR-TV, in integration policy announced by
James M. Gaines, General Teleradio v.p.; Lawrence Menkin
is director of programs for both stations, v.p. Julius F.
Seebach Jr. in charge of operations, with Ivan Reiner
John B. Hayes named gen.
handling as production mgr.
Carl Reinschild,
mgr. of Mutual-WOR recording div.
of Columbia Transcriptions, Columbia Records Inc. subsidiary, named TV-radio consultant to Rev. Dr. Clayton T.
Griswold, exec, director of TV-radio dept, of the PresbyT. R. Thompson, ex-RKO
terian Church in the U.S.A.
branch mgr., named film editor of new KCMO-TV, Kansas
Pierre Boucheron x'esigns as mgr. of WGL, Ft.
City
Robert L. ForeWayne, succeeded by Merrill Johnson
man, BBDO v.p., named chairman of TV-radio plans board,
Tom
retaining responsibilities over TV-radio dept.
McDermott appointed v.p. in charge of TV-radio pi'oduction, Benton & Bowles; he has been acting since resigHenry S. White
nation of Walter Craig (Vol. 9:30)
Sam Chase pronamed mgr. of TV-radio dept., Biow
Lee Gorman, busimoted to TV-radio editor, Billboard
ness mgr., upped to gen. mgr. of WABI-TV & WABI,
Bangor, Me., succeeding Murray Carpenter, who has sold
.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

his half interest

stations

.

.

.

.

Theodore C. (Ted) Streibert, ex-pres. of WOR-TV &
and ex-MBS chairman, this week was appointed by
President Eisenhower as director of new U. S. Information Agency, which on Aug. 1 supersedes State Dept.’s
International Information Administration.
New agency
embraces Voice of America, overseas libraries and other

WOR

overseas

information activities.
Streibert succeeds Dr.
Robert L. Johnson, resigned. He was recalled this week
from Germany where he has been consultant to High
Commissioner James B. Conant, in office of public affairs,
which operates the American radio RIAS in Berlin. He’s
54, a 1921 graduate of Wesleyan U and 1923 graduate
of Harvard Business School, was asst, dean of latter
1929-33.
Directing Voice of America under him will be
Leonard F. Erikson, v.p. & director of McCann-Erickson,
who was sworn in July 27 at its N. Y. offices.

WOOD-TV & WOOD, Grand Rapids, Mich., earned
combined net profit of $183,019 during 12 mo. ended June
30, compared to $60,511 preceding year, according to report
filed with FCC this week in connection with request for
modification of CP to change transmitter location.
Balance sheet showed total assets of $2,279,025, including
earned surplus of $245,102. Licensee Grandwood Bcstg.
Co. is 959c owned by
Inc., Indianapolis (WFBMTV & WFBM), which sho.ws net income of $685,237 for
year ended June 30 vs. $472,763 for preceding year.
Inc. is controlled by Bitner family, who also own
radio stations WFDF, Flint, Mich, and WEOA, Evans

WFBM

WFBM

.

.

.

.

.

Higgins, KMBC, Kansas City, named chairsports committee this week. Other members:
Wm. E. Ware, KSTL, St. Louis; Harold Hough,
WBAP-TV, Ft. Worth; Mortimer Watters, WCPO-TV,
Cincinnati; D. L. Provost, WBAL-TV, Baltimore; Robert
Hanna Jr., WRGB, Schenectady; Robert Tincher, KVTV,
Sioux City, la.; Ben Strouse, WWDC, Washington; Ben
John Fulton, WQXI,
Laird, WDUZ, Green Bay, Wis.
Atlanta; Wm. McGrath, WHDH, Boston.

George

man

Grand Rapids) promoted

to

J.

NARTB

NARTB’s TV

labor advisory committee, appointed this

week by pres. Harold Fellows: Robert D. Swezey, WDSUTV, chairman; John M. Clifford, NBC-TV; Frank B. Falknor, CBS-TV; Leslie C. Johnson, WHBF-TV; Philip G.
Lasky, KPIX; Donald H. McGannon, DuMont; Richard A.
Moore, KTTV; Donald W. Thornburgh, WCAU-TV; Mort
Weinbach, ABC-TV; Edwin K. Wheeler, WWJ-TV. Added

.

Kalamazoo, and

managing

director;

to employe-employer relations dept, as asst, to v.p. Richard
Doherty was Robert P. Gormley, ex-ODM labor economist.

Arthur
.

.

.

Edward

WJEF,

Coveil now chief engineer, Francis Morse, asst, chief
Wm. R. Wyatt, ex-N. Y. v.p., George W. Clark, reps, joins
Hugh Sebastian,
BAB as director of member services
ex-Lever Bros. TV-radio specialist, joins C. E. Hooper Inc.
.

of

;

Carl E. Lee, chief engineer of Fetzer

(WKZO-TV & WKZO,

Ind.

ville,

.

.

.

,

.

div.,

C. Buddy, 46, gen.

mgr. of CBS-TV news film
home in West-

died of a heart attack July 29 at his

port, Conn.

.

Saulpaugh, 54, DuMont Network supervisor
acceptance and a stage-radio director for
years, died July 29 of heart ailment.

Edwin

J.

of continuity

many
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ENERAL ELECTRIC

G

shipped Ch. 4 transmitter July
24 to KGBS-TV, Harlingen, Tex., and in early Aug.
has vhf transmitters scheduled for WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg, Va. (Ch. 3) and KATV, Pine Bluff, Ark. (Ch. 7).
By mid-Aug., or thereabouts, GE will ship to KDRO-TV,
Sedalia, Mo. (Ch. 6) and KOMU-TV, Columbia, Mo. (Ch.
All are 5-kw.

8).

shipped 12-kw uhf transmitters July 21 to WENS,
Pittsburgh (Ch. 16) and WVEC-TV, Hampton-Norfolk,
Va. (Ch. 15), and in Aug. has 12-kw units destined to go
to WILK-TV, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. (Ch. 34) and KETX,
Tyler, Tex. (Ch. 19), both of which already have their
Also scheduled for Aug. shipment
initial 100-kw units.
are 12-kw to WEEU-TV, Reading (Ch. 33), which is already on air; and new 12-kw transmitters to WKLO-TV,
Louisville (Ch. 21) and WIFE, Dayton, 0. (Ch. 22).
Federal this week shipped transmitter to WTVI,
Belleville, Ill.-St. Louis (Ch. 54), which now expects to
Within
be ready for first test patterns in week or so.
next 2 weeks, transmitter of WTVU, Scranton, Pa. (Ch.

GE

73) will be shipped; that station is now managed by exFederal transmitter sales chief Martin Silver. Week of
Aug. 3 Federal is sending its first 16-bay, high-gain, tri-

angular-loop antenna to KSWS-TV, Roswell, N. M. (Ch.
8). This week it shipped new 25-gain antenna to WICCTV, Bridgeport, Conn. (Ch. 43).
DuMont ships transmitter week of Aug. 3 to KOATTV, Albuquerque (Ch. 7), and this week got order from
Television de Quebec Ltd.’s upcoming CFCM-TV, Quebec
(Ch. 4), controlled by Famous Players Canadian Corp.
Ernest Miller, CFCM-TV chief engineer, is spending 2

DuMont
weeks at DuMont plant studying equipment.
also reports sale of 5-kw transmitter and associated equipment for KFBB-TV, Great Falls, Mont. (Ch. 5), total
order amounting to $180,000.
RCA’s only new shipments this week were 10-kw
transmitter to serve as driver for 25-kw, sent to KFSDTV, San Diego (Ch. 10) and 1-kw uhf to WBES-TV,
Buffalo, N. Y. (Ch. 59). RCA has no shipments scheduled
week of Aug. 3 due to readjustments at factory as main
crews return from 2-week vacation.
•

*

•

In our continuing survey of

*

upcoming new

stations,

these are latest progress reports received:

KOPR-TV, Butte, Mont. (Ch. 4), first reporting
spring 1954 debut (Vol. 9:16), has advanced target to
Aug. 15, will use low-power RCA transmitter purchased
from WGAL-TV, Lancaster, Pa., according to pres. Frank
Hollingbery will be rep. KXLF-TV (Ch. 6),
C. Carman.
other Butte grantee, has also reported it will be ready in
Aug. (Vol. 9:25).
KNOE-TV, Monroe, La. (Ch. 8), last reporting July
tests (Vol. 9:13), is not getting antenna up until next
week, now plans tests with RCA equipment week of Aug.
National
24, according to Garland D. Shell, adv. agent.
rep will be H-R Television.
WTOK-TV, Meridian, Miss. (Ch. 11), although construction has been delayed by recent severe rains, hopes
DuMont equipment

to raise

antenna by Aug.

Sept.

test patterns scheduled for Sept. 15,

1,

Robert F. Wright.

15.

due by
according to
is

Headley-Reed will be rep.
Jackson, Miss. (Ch. 12), granted last week,
has ordered GE equipment, hopes to start “in about 6
months,” reports mgr. L. M. Sepaugh. Weed will be rep.
KHOL-TV, Kearney, Neb. (Ch. 13), hasn’t ordered
equipment or begun construction, but expects to make Nov.
15 debut, reports Dr. F. Wayne Brewster, 40% partner.
Rep not yet chosen.
WICA-TV, Ashtabula, O. (Ch. 15), its RCA transmitter shipped July 27, now plans Aug. 15 start, according to business mgr. D. W. Fassett. Gill-Perna will be rep.
pres.

WSLI-TV,

WENS, Pittsburgh (Ch. 16), has 12-kw GE transmitter on hand and, with antenna due momentarily, still
plans latter Aug. start (Vol. 9:26) from “highest site in
the city,” reports co-mgr. Larry Israel. It will be basic
ABC affiliate, also reports it has working agreement with
CBS, and 24 network programs are assured from outset,
according to Israel. Hour rate will be $350. Petry will
be rep.
will be Pittsburgh’s second uhf
first case
where a vhf faces 2 uhf competitors in same city. WKJFTV (Ch. 53) began operation July 14 (Vol. 9:29).
KEDD, Wichita, Kan. (Ch. 16), last reported for

—

WENS

commercial debut (Vol. 9:24), its RCA antenna
to leave Camden this week, now expects to
begin tests Aug. 15, says pres. Stanley H. Durwood.

Aug.

1

now scheduled

WOKY-TV, Milwaukee (Ch. 19), plans mid-Sept.
debut and has named H-R Television as rep, reports H-R
pres. Frank M. Headley.
WNLC-TV, New London, Conn. (Ch. 26), won’t make
announced July target (Vol. 9:2), now has no set date,
awaiting higher power transmitter, according to gen. mgr.
Gerald J. Morey. Rep will be Headley-Reed.
WCMB-TV, Harrisburg, Pa. (Ch. 27), DuMont equipment on contingent order, will adapt its radio studios for
TV use, aims at mid-Dec. start, writes gen. mgr. Ed K.
Smith. Antenna will adjoin
(Ch. 71) which began
operating June 20 (Vol. 9:25). Donald Cooke will be rep.
WHKP-TV, Hendersonville, N. C. (Ch. 27), now plans
“early 1954” start with RCA equipment in lieu of firstreported Aug.-Sept. debut (Vol. 9:12), according to mgr.
Kermit Edney. Rep not yet chosen.
KTVE, Longview, Tex. (Ch. 32), has GE equipment
scheduled for Sept., will not make original July target
(Vol. 9:12), reports new commercial mgr. Wm. M. Morrow.
Other new staffers are sales & program director K. Jay
Hawks and women’s activities director Mrs. Toni Pruett.
Hour rate will be $150. Forjoe will be rep.
WILK-TV, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. (Ch. 34), has GE equipment on hand, now plans to begin programming Sept. 14,
test patterns “a week or so prior” in lieu of last reported
late Aug. date (Vol. 9:26), according to managing director
Thomas P. Shelburne. Avery-Knodel will be rep.
KSTM-TV, St. Louis (Ch. 36) construction is “continuing at a slow pace pending the settlement of the strike
of steelmen and ready-mix concrete workers,” according to
pres. Bill Ware.
Sept. 1 target (Vol. 9:24) has not been
changed. Rep will be H-R Television Inc.
WAYS-TV, Charlotte, N. C. (Ch. 36), last reporting
Aug. 30 target (Vol. 9:16), has met delay in DuMont equipment delivery, now has no set target, according to new gen.
mgr. James P. Poston. Bolling will be rep.
WPMT, Portland, Me. (Ch. 53), has scheduled Aug.
20 tests, will meet Aug. 30 commercial debut date (Vol.

WTPA

9:29), reports pres.

Frank

S.

Hoy.

F. Parker

Hoy named

mgr.; Gerald T. Higgins, adv. & promotion director; Murray Shepard, film & photography director; George
F. Crandon, chief engineer. Hour rate will be $200. Everett-McKinney will be rep.
asst. gen.

WATR-TV, Waterbury, Conn. (Ch. 53), now figui’es
on Aug. 8 test patterns, reports mgr. Sam Elman. It
will maintain own micro-relay station, already up, at Oxford, Conn., to pick up N. Y.
It affiliates with ABC &
DuMont.

Rambeau

is rep.

WTAO-TV,

Cambridge, Mass. (Ch. 56) due to be first
uhf in Boston area, now plans Aug. 31 tests with RCA
equipment and Sept. 28 formal opening, reports gen. mgr.
Frederic S. Bailey.

Rep not yet chosen.

WGBH-TV, recent educational grantee for Boston
(Ch. 2), RCA equipment specified, begins construction at
Blue Hill transmitter site within 60 days. Pi’Ogramming is
scheduled for Oct. 1954, according to Ralph Lowell, pres,
of Lowell Institute Cooperative Bcstg. Council.

Station Accounts: TV has helped piano business so
much, that at least one piano manufacturer is turning to
Piano makers agree that
it as a “natural” for advertising.

—greatest

—

30 years should
largely be credited to TV, which builds up demand for
pianos by familiarizing public with the instrument in use
and by restoring the home to its former position as a

boom

industry’s

nearly

in

center of entertainment. Steinway & Sons, whose agency
is N. W. Ayer, celebrates centennial in October, and Steinway Dealer Assn, plans ad campaign, including TV-radio
Druggists’ Supply Corp., at
to back up newspapers
.

.

.

N. Y. meeting with its 159 wholesale drug company members last week, launched “Gifts Galore for 1953” campaign designed to stimulate independent drugstore sales of
Christmas gifts; TV will be used, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
Chunky Chocolate Corp. sponsoring new Abbott &
Costello film series on local TV stations, thru Peck Adv.,
Remington Arms films series of TV commercials
N. Y.
at Robert Lawrence Productions, N. Y., to be placed by
Swift & Co.-sponsored How Does Your Garden
BBDO
Groiv? live with John Ott on WNBQ, Chicago, being filmed
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

by International Film Bureau for spotting for Swift’s
Vigoro plus other partic. sponsors on other stations
Kasko Mills Inc. (dog food) buys Linkletter & the Kids for
7 new markets from CBS-TV film sales, placed thru Clark
.

.

.

Rickerd, Detroit; it’s now in 25 markets. Nalley’s Inc.
(salad dressing) buys Amos ’n’ Andy for 7 Pacific northwest markets, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, Seattle, making 31
Phillips Petroleum buys Ziv’s I Led 3 Lives for
in all
key midwest markets; Golden State Co. (dairy) buys it for

&

.

.

.

markets

9 California

.

.

.

Alliance Mfg. Co. (Tenna-Rotor)

Standard Oil of Indiana to sponsor
half of each of Chicago Cardinals & Chicago Bears home
football games on ABC-TV for 12 Sundays, beginning at
of each game
2 p.m., thru McCann-Erickson; other half
Corp.
Admiral
sponsorship
co-op
local
to be offered for

Neiwork Accounis:

.

.

.

sponsors All-Star Football Game from Soldiers Field, Chicago, on 69-station DuMont hookup Aug. 14, beginning
Hazel Bishop (lipstick)
9:30 p.m., thru Erwin, Wasey
musical panel show
Jury,
Box
Juke
buys Peter Potter’s
featuring popular west coast disc jockey, for 52 weeks on
ABC-TV beginning Oct. 4, Sun. 9:30-10:30, thru Raymond
Landers, Frary & Clark (Universal apSpector Co.
.

.

.

.

pliances) buys

.

.

Wed. 3:30-3:45 p.m. segment

of

Kate Smith

Sealy MatTierney
tress Co. to sponsor Comeback, new audience partic. drama
on ABC-TV, beginning Sept. 18, Fri. 9:30-10 p.m., thru

Show on NBC-TV,

thru Goold

&

.

.

.

Mutual of Omaha (hospital insurOlian & Bronner
Arthur Godfrey Time on CBS-TV,
of
segment
ance) buys
10-10:15 a.m.,
8 weeks beginning Aug. 3, Tue.-thru-Thu.,
Toni
Jacobs
Bozell
&
thru
Kleenex,
alternating with
Co. buys Bride & Groom on CBS-TV, starting Aug. 4, Tue.
.

.

.

.

.

.

& Thu. noon-1 p.m., thru Leo Burnett Inc.; General Mills
Carter
has Mon.-Wed.-Fri., thru Knox Reeves Adv.
Products (patent medicines) to sponsor Walter Winchell
on ABC-TV alt. weeks, beginning Oct. 11, Sun. 9-9:15 p.m.,
thru Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles; alternates with
Johnson’s Wax to sponsor Life with Father &
Gruen
Mother, based on Clarence Day memoirs, on CBS-TV, beginning in fall, Sun. 7-7:30 p.m., thru Needham, Louis &
Thor Corp. (appliances) renews Quick as a
Brorby
Flash on ABC-TV, alt. weeks, beginning Sept. 10, Thu.
.

.

.

.

.

.

& McDonald.

10:30-11 p.m., thru Henri, Hurst

New mobile unit for TV remotes (type TJ-53A), announced by RCA this week, includes air-conditioned control room, “air exhaust” enclosure for power supplies,
storage space for 3 camera chains, numerous innovations.
Descriptive

equipment

booklet
section,

is

available

Camden, N.

J.

from

RCA

.

.

fall
.

campaign,

thru

&

Foster

Davies,

Paramount buys saturation campaign

of

76 partic., 20-sec. spots and IDs on WCBS-TV to promote
its War of the Worlds, thru Donahue & Coe, N. Y.
Illinois Bell Telephone Co. sponsoring repeats of Victory
at Sea on WNBQ, Chicago, thru N. W. Ayer
Among
other advertisers reported using or preparing to use TV:
Hayr Co. (Hayr hair restorer), thru Lewis F. Herman
Co., Newark; Burma Vita Co. (Burma Shave), thru Bozell
.

.

.

.

.

.

& Jacobs, Chicago; Pharmaco Inc. (Chooz and Feen-amint), thru Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, N. Y.;
Flagg Bros, (shoes), thru Campbell-Ewald, Chicago; Hudnut Sales Co. (Tru-Tint hair coloring), thru Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.; Aerator Sales Co. (Firestone faucet
aerator), thru Jones Frankel Agency, Chicago; Lindavap
Corp. (Bug-It insect control), thru Thomas Lacey Agency,
Ann Arbor, Mich.; Antonio Palazzolo Co. (Duncan Hines
macaroni products), thru Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati;
Sharon-Jay Togs Inc. (playwear for boys & girls), thru
Ovesey, Berlow & Straus, N. Y.; National Tea Co. (food
stores), thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago; George S. May
Engineering Co. (business engineering), thru M. M. Fisher
Assoc., Chicago; Billings & Gage (Puffy-Fluff meringue
mix), thru Fairall & Co., Des Moines; Hirsch Bros. & Co.
(Paramount foods), thru Fred A. Becker Adv., Lexington,
Ky.; Speedy Specialties (Speedy potato cutter & dicer),
thru Alan Cameron Co., San Francisco; Turner-Smith

Drug

Co. (Poundex reducing formula), thru

&

Dowd, Red-

Johnstone, N. Y. Dad’s Root Beer Co., thru Ross
Roy, Detroit; International Latex Corp. (Dryper & Flush-

field

away

T

;

panties), thru Chas. Dallas Reach, N. Y.

HOUGH AT&T
wave

filed

its

first

application for micro-

proposed community antenna system in
Casper, Wyo., this week, some community operators are
seriously exploring idea of using cable for distances as
far as 70 mi.
What’s wrong with microwave, they say,
is that ordinary radio relay will provide only one program
and that FCC is mighty niggardly with its precious frequencies.
They point out that a cable can handle many
programs simultaneously and that FCC doesn’t care how
much cable is used. In some areas parts of Pennsylvania,
for example
a 70-mi. run of cable could feed several
dozen towns, making it economically practical.
Microwave to serve Casper with Denver TV signals
(Vol. 9:7) was applied for by Mountain States Telephone
& Telegraph Co. Proposed community operation will be
headed by Casper insurance man Bill Daniels, backed by
oilmen Earl Lyle & Hal Barnes and attorney W. J. Wehrl.
To date, all other community systems in country, totaling
about 240 (see directory in TV Factbook No. 17), have
to feed

—

—

picked signals directly out of air. Microwave would start
Crow Creek Hill, 9 mi. from Laramie, require 5 intermediate repeaters, could also serve Douglas and Wheatland.
Phone company estimates cost at $166,000, conat

.

.

.

planning new
Cleveland

Broadcast

“The residents of Casper
have expressed a strong desire for this service and it is
the applicant’s belief that the system [will] provide a
type of TV service [which is] not available by any other
method.”
Equipment maker Spencer-Kennedy, Cambridge, Mass.,
reports community system under way in Brattleboro,
Vt., plus new system to begin shortly in Globe-Miami
struction period 8 months, says:

(Ariz.) area.

31,

Power increases: KBTV, Denver boosted power July
feeding 25-kw amplifier into 12-bay antenna. GE im-

ports

shipment of 20-kw amplifier

cago, 35-kw amplifiers to

WMBR-TV,

to

WENR-TV,

Jacksonville;

Chi-

KEYL,

San Antonio; KPIX, San Francisco. RCA shipments included 25-kw amplifier to WBAY-TV, Green Bay, Wis.,
and 10-kw transmitter to KROD-TV, El Paso.

9

AY-AS-YQU-LQOK TV

popped into the news again
week, in wake of introduction of bill to call subscription TV or radio “common carrier” (H. R. 6431), sub-

P

this

mitted by Rep.

who ranks next

Hinshaw (R-Cal.), Pasadena Congressman
to Chairman Wo'lverton on Commerce Com-

Cries of anguish rose from subseription-TV proponents, and understandably so, since status as common
carrier would make fee-TV subject to rate regulation by
FCC, limitation of profits to “reasonable return on in-

mittee.

—

hardly what they have in mind.
be months before House gets around to considering bill, but its introduction may well prove to be
It’s
spark finally setting off official debate on subject.
long been our opinion that Congress will regard subject
Even if
too juicy for FCC to handle alone (Vol. 7:34).
FCC finds time to consider matter (it has petition for

vestment,”

etc.

It will

hearing from Zenith), mere pendency of
forestall decisive

Commission

bill

may

well

action.

get everyone’s views on subject.
bill, Zenith held press conference in New York this week, showed new promotional
Zenith publicity consultant Millard Faught opined
film.
that FCC will “cooperate with the inevitable” and approve idea.
Another fee-TV proponent, Arthur Levey (Skiatron
Corp.) said he was sure Congress would prove reasonable,
In

wake

year while the subject of color TV was being widely
discussed and when some persons were predicting ‘color by
Christmas’ proves that the sale of black-&-white sets
has not been seriously harmed by publicity about color.
The public understands that color TV is a long way off,
that it will be very expensive at first and that it will
continue to get the same high class entertainment now
being enjoyed on new black-&-white receivers.”
last

Hearing that he is being charged with “blocking”
subscription TV, Hinshaw stated that bill is “exploratory,” that purpose

Financial & Trade Notes: A rosy picture of present
and prospective business is painted by Philco exec. v.p.
James H. Carmine, in response to inquiry from Television
Digest. He said company’s 6-mo. report, due in few days,
will show total sales well over $235,000,000, about 40%
ahead of last year, marking records for both second
quarter and first half 1953. Both sales and earnings are
substantially above prior periods despite rising manufacturing costs and strong competition, he said.
“Philco sales of TV receivers in the first 6 months of
1953 were an astounding 59% above same period of 1952.
Sales in new uhf markets have been well up to expectations.
Sales of radio sets were 42% ahead. Sales in the
booming air conditioner market, in which Philco has led
in sales for the last 17 consecutive years, were 62%
above the first 6 months of 1952.
“The fact that Philco’s TV sales were 59% above

is to

of Hinshaw’s

stated he plans west coast demonstration of his punchedcard technique.

*

*

*

*

Motorola achieved all-time peaks in both first half and
second quarter sales, reports pres. Paul Galvin.
First
half sales were $109,532,968, up 57% from the $69,793,051
Second quarter sales were $44,673,of first half 1952.

“Extraordinary expenditures” by NBC in promoting
(Ch. 15) in Norfolk area were suggested as
“proper subject of inquiry” in letter this week to FCC
from Eliot Lovett, Washington attorney for WTAR-TV,
Norfolk vhf which is switching its affiliation from NBC
He said Commission may
to CBS (Vol. 9:20-21,24,29).
wish to determine whether WVEC-TV “has relinquished
control of the station, even on a temporary basis.”

101, up 44% from the $30,939,956 of 1952 quarter. Earnings after taxes for first half were $4,640,679 ($2.40 per
share) vs. $3,129,704 ($1.62), and for second quarter were
$1,466,471 (76(1) vs. $891,569 (46<?).
Pres. Galvin reported communications products and
home and car radios were up considerably over last year
and said Motorola “expects to maintain company’s No. 1

WVEC-TV

TV

WVEC-TV

attorney Marcus Cohen quickly shot letter to

Commission charging “what

WTAR-TV

is

com-

really

plaining about is the fact that it will no longer enjoy a
complete monopoly of newspaper and TV circulation in
Meanwhile, WVEC-TV pres. Thomas P.
the market.”

Chisman announced

station,

due on air in few weeks with

NBC-TV

schedule, has signed $125,000 worth of local
business in last 10 days, including 52-week contracts for
one 30-min. and two 15-min. programs as well as 30
full

weekly station breaks. The 30-min. was sold to Smithfield
Packing Co. (hams) thru Ferguson & Kennei-ly, Norfolk.

two-way and consumer radio.” With new
markets opening and existing stations extending range

position in both

of coverage, he looks for satisfactory last half in TV.
When color is ready, he assured stockholders, Motorola will
be ready for its share of market; but due to smaller picture and prices 3 to 4 times equivalent size black-&-white,

he predicted color will start out very slowly and will
accelerate to become quite important from a sales stand“But black-&-white,” he added,
point in 1956 & 1957.
“will represent large volume and profit for many years
to come.”
*

*

*

*

,

Walter
filed

Schwimmer Productions Inc., Chicago, has
damage suit in Chicago Federal court

$1,000,000

charging copyright infringement by Cowles Publications
Inc., United Television Productions Inc. and Telenews Productions Inc., claiming UTP-distributed Look Photoquiz
In
is copy of Schwimmer’s phone quiz Movie Quick Quiz.
$505,000 plagiarism suit filed in Santa Monica, Cal. against
CBS, N. W. Ayer and sponsors, radio writer John W.
Greene alleges You Are There copies his Broadcasting
History submitted to network in 1947.
National Union Radio Corp. reports sales of $7,723,082,
net profit of $334,844 (13<* a share) for 6 mo. ended June
30 vs. sales of $6,580,642 and loss of $34,963 in same
1952 period.

Muter Co. reports net profit of $261,447 or 40 per
share on 661,825 shares, for first 6 months of 1953 vs.
$212,002 (33 i on 651,200 shares) same 1952 period.
<i

Cornell-Dubilier reports $34,081,000 sales, $1,258,353
net profit ($2.35 a share) for 9 mo. ended June 30 vs.
$27,396,372 sales, $1,105,743 profit ($2.05) previous period.

Stromberg-Carlson sales for

first

half 1953 totaled

$31,042,754, net profit $1,071,271 ($2.43 on 420,875 shares),
compared with sales of $19,861,125, profit of $580,342
Second
($1.56 on 329,119 shares) for first half 1952.

were $17,703,551, profit $404,971 (88d) vs.
$10,860,316 and $248,191 (91tf). Pres. Robert C. Tait said
outlook for rest of year is “encouraging,” predicted “steady
improvement throughout the balance of the year” for
quai-ter sales

div.
Broadcasting div. (WHAM-TV & WHAM,
Rochester) continues to operate profitably, he said, and
along with telephone and sound equipment divisions, has
“assumed major importance in our over-all sales and
earnings picture.”

TV-radio

Packard-Bell sales for 9 mo. ended June 30 were record $24,952,801, net profit $1,151,729, which compares with
$22,724,273 sales for all fiscal 1952 and with $17,008,627
sales and $863,426 profit for 9 mo. ended June 30, 1952.

Magna vox
in

few weeks,

report for
will

show

pared with $37,000,000 in
Frank Freimann.

to pres.

year ended June 30, due
compreceding fiscal year, according
fiscal

sales of about $60,000,000,

Trade Report
August

1,

1953

CLOGGED PIPELINES DETER PRICE HIKES: It, remains to be seen whether Admiral's action
raising list prices of 21 models by $20 to $40 will touch off a wave of price rises
by time the fall trade gets under way. Admiral's avowed purpose was to increase its
discounts to distributors and dealers, though it probably picked up a little margin
for itself, too, to help offset higher labor and materials costs.
Fact that Fhilco hiked four 21-in. models $10 each tended also to create
uncertainty among other manufacturers, particularly the smaller ones, for it's fact
that costs are rising and their profit margins narrowing. It's even less secret, of
course, that distributors-dealers everywhere are clamoring for longer discounts
observing that perhaps the trade is willing to
One of the major producers
sell fewer sets if it can get better discounts by way of higher lists, indicated an
uncertainty about future prices that to us betokens a strong probability that a reasonably good market this fall will quickly signal higher prices Even if the market
is slow, he said, it's conceivable prices will have to go up because of the cost
factors as well as the need to get "a better push from the dealers."
This spokesman noted that refrigerators and stoves which are having tough
With so many new markets
going and loaded with inventory, recently raised prices
opening up, TV should be able to absorb any rises much more readily, he opined.
But he was alone in opinion that prices could go up despite basic economic
factors of supply and demand. Philco says it isn't planning any more hikes, nor are
at least, that's their position now. On the
Crosley Emerson Motorola Magnavox
other hand, should another major entity raise prices substantially, it might very
well set a trend in motion even against present retarding factors.
.

,

.

,

.

,

,

—

,

*

*

#i

*

That main retarding factor of course, is the heavy inventory with which the
industry as a whole enters its fall season. At mid-year some 5,818,000 TV sets had
been produced and about 2,000,000 were in all trade pipelines (693,490 of them facThat compares with 2,300,000 produced, 1,500,000 in pipelines
tory inventory).
at
end of first half of 1952, with no new markets then in sight.
(418,000 factory)
Rate of inventory climb is indicated by fact that pipelines at end of first
1953 quarter held 1,600,000 sets (205,496 factory) and at beginning of this year
they had 1,200,000 (119,345 factory). High factory inventory of all time was 717,000
as of last June 19, but figure has been diminishing gradually since then.
While July 1 total of 2,000,000 TVs in all pipelines is highest on record,
it should be noted that these represent preparation for fall trade for new markets .
Midsummer doldrums are traditional, with pickup always in August and September.
There's nothing alarming about the figures we're told, but an industry
spokesman quickly added that "unless business balloons" the heavily supplied pipelines will lead the industry to cut back production during last 6 months
this
despite fact those are usually better output months than first half.
Good guess is
that not more than 5,000,000 more sets will be made during second half, so that the
In "normal" 1952, it was 6,096,279.
1953 total should fall short of 7,000,000
,

,

,

,

—

.

*

:

*

*

*

Production pace which in May began to go below 100,000 weekly (from as high
as 150,000-190,000 per week first quarter) continued at considerably slackened level
Week ended July 24 saw 68,371 sets produced (5682
third week of this third quarter.
private label) as against 70,619 week ended July 17 and 65,790 week ended July 10.
Figures for first 6 months (see p. 11) embraced 26 weeks ended July 3.
,

Radio sets jumped to 180,200 week ended July 24 (93,960 private label) which
compares with 131,488 week ended July 17 and 126,486 week ended July 10. Radios for
July 24 week were 42,747 home sets, 27,325 portables, 25,307 clock, 84,821 auto.
10 -

.

11

RETMA released revised figures for first 6 months showing 3,834,236 TVs
and 7.266,542 radios produced, which compares with 2,318,235 TVs and 5,456,035 radios
Here's the official breakdown:
in same 1952 period.
Total TVs Total Radios Home Sets Portables
Auto
Clock
361,921
93,962
447,667
1,093,142
January
189,592
402,742
87,711
1,192,439
491,062
February
210,924
442,101
177,656
810,112
654,367
March (5 wks)
1,549,203
275,079
....
286,974
201,476
483,092
567,878
1,158,936
187,394
April
278,156
204,065
1,108,991
497,379
May
129,391
287,724
239,189
505,774
1,163,831
131,144
June (5 wks)
TOTAL
3,834,236
7,266,542 2,059,618 1,004,059 3,079,341 1,123,524
,

. .

.

RETMA—GROWING WITH THE

INDUSTRY: For second time in less than 4 years the trade
association formed in 1924 to serve radio manufacturing industry has had to change
Such is the dizzying progress of the
revamp its organizational setup.
its name
industry based on the magic electron, which this year will do business of more than
and which still has no place to go but up.
$5 billion
Radio-Electronics-Television Manufacturers Assn is new name of old RTMA,
which changed name from Radio Manufacturers Assn, in June 1950 (Vol. 6:23). New
name and bylaws were approved by overwhelming proxy vote of membership counted at
meeting of officers in Washington July 27 (Vol. 9:6,14,17,22,25).
Reorganization recognizes fact that electronics has grown far beyond fields
that dollar volume of military electronof communications and home entertainment
It signals big new recruiting drive by RETMA among
ics alone now exceeds TV-radio.
probably with special emphasis on the
electronics firms not in TV-radio business
now
companies
which
have
large
electronics
aircraft
depts.
New RETMA bylaws divide board of directors into parallel committees
the
Radio-TV Industry Committee headed by board chairman Robert C. Sprague, and the
Electronics Industry Committee headed by Western Electric's Fred Lack. Permanent
committee chairmen will be elected Sept. 17. RETMA's various divisions (set, parts,
technical products, tube, amplifier) will come under one or both committees.
To give representation to new electronics companies
board was empowered to
elect up to 10 additional directors-at-large and set, parts & tube divisions were
allocated total of 9 new directors. Each director will serve on either Radio-TV or
If his company falls in both categories, he may designate
Electronics committee.
alternate to serve on second committee.
some 75% fall within both "TV-radio" and "other
Of RETMA's 350 members
electronics" categories. Alternative to broadening organization would have been the
formation of a second trade association for electronics industry
which would have
meant two "rival" organizations, both pursuing same basic interests, with much of
the same membership and with considerably less strength and prestige than a single
group representing entire electronics industry.
,

,

—

,

—

—

—

,

,

,

,

,

—

Trade Personals: John B. Swan Jr., Philco, reappointed chairman, Wm. L. Fogelson, Mallory, vice chairman, of
traffic committee, to which board chairman Robt. C. Sprague appointed 24 other members this
week. Leslie F. Muter reappointed chairman of annual
awards committee, whose membership includes pres. Glen
McDaniel, the 4 other past presidents (Max Balcom, Paul
Galvin, A. D. Plamondon Jr., H. B. Richmond) and the 5
div. v.p.’s (Robt. S. Alexander, sets; R. E. Carlson, tubes;
R. G. Zender, parts; H. J. Hoffman, technical products;
David
Sidney Harman, amplifier & sound equipment)
Sarnoff, RCA chairman, one of dinner guests at White
James McGuire, ex-Motorola and Thor,
House July 27
named Hallicrafters credit mgr., succeeding Caleb A.
James
Shera, promoted to distributor sales counselor
J. Bacher appointed Pacific northwest sales rep for General Instrument’s new Silverline vhf-uhf converters

RETMA

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Martin W. Krenske, ex-Standard Transformer, joins Edwin
Bert Cole advanced
I. Guthman Co. as asst, sales mgr.
.

.

.

to v.p.

&

moted

to chief engineer, Tele

director of Servel-N. Y.

Jerome Bresson proKing
Sandy Cameron
appointed Arvin TV-radio district mgr. for southwestern
states, succeeding Elmer Jorgensen, promoted to merchandise mgr. at main plant
Harry Goodstein promoted to
mgr., Clarostat precision control div.
Abe Kosakowsy,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ex-Tele King, named field service mgr., Jewel Radio
Bert Miller, ex-Westinghouse, appointed Seattle regional
.

.

.

mgr., Stewart-Wamer
Vinton K. Ulrich, exNational Union renewal sales mgr., joins David Bogen Inc.
John Littlekin promoted to sales mgr., Merit Coil, succeeding W. J. Barron, now manufacturer’s rep on the west
coast
Dr. T. T. Goldsmith, DuMont research v.p., named
sales

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

honorary mayor of his home town of Greenville, S. C. while
there for Aug. 1 formal opening of new WGVL.
Robert B.

J.

Brunn, 42, Hazeltine senior staff engiweek while vacationing at

neer, died of heart attack this

Grand Forks, N. D.
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R AYTHEON

went

showmanship

way

at

Distributor Notes: Crosley distributors appeared this

Chicago Opera
House July 30, attended by some 1500. It had actor
Edward Arnold and bevy of models on stage to introduce
line of 40 new TV models, along with trumpeter Louis
Armstrong with group of entertainers singing music and
lyrics specially written for big sales meeting, which was
addressed by C. F. Adams Jr., pres.; Wm. F. Dunn, TV
sales & engineering v.p.
Wm. J. Helt, TV-i’adio div.
gen. sales mgr.; Henry F. Argento, TV-radio div. v.p.;
George M. Hakim, adv. mgr.
More than half of line, which ranges from 17-in.
leatherette table model at $200 to 24-in. vhf-uhf console at
Line actually is
$600, has built-in all-channel tuner.
comparatively short one, Helt explained, for some vhf
models have vhf-uhf optional in same cabinet, and cabinet
finishes account for most of seemingly large total.
Tables start at $200 for 17-in. vhf, go up to $240 &
$250 for 17-in. uhf-vhf; $240 & $250 for 21-in. vhf; $300,
$320, $360 & $370 for 21-in. uhf-vhf. Consoles are $250 &
$260 for 17-in. vhf, $280 & $290 for 17-in. uhf-vhf, $280 &
$300 for 21-in. uhf-vhf with deluxe line ranging from
$280 to $350 for 17-in. and from $330 to $595 for 24-in.
Aluminized tubes run $10 & $20 more. There are also
two 21-in. uhf-vhf -radio combinations at $545 & $575.
Besides “memory tube” (see below), Raytheon promised it will be in forefront of color tube production, which
v.p. Wm. Dunn called “type of problem right down our
alley.”
But he said, “You cannot possibly expect color
TV receivers on the market before spring of next year
[and] present techniques will permit the production of
only a dribble of tubes [because] entirely new manufacturing processes and techniques must come out of the laboratory before large scale production at reasonable prices
can be expected.” It’s Raytheon’s intention, backed by
big developmental and promotional program, “to storm
the top production ranks of the TV industry,” he added.
Pres. Adams also said: “Color TV is the springboard
from which Raytheon will work itself into of the first
8 set manufacturers in the industry.”

week to be holding onto Crosley franchises and adding
Bendix Home Appliance line, as result of consolidation of
sales organizations of the 2 Avco subsidiaries (Vol. 9:30).
In many cases, reluctance of Bendix distributors to give
up franchises from “big 4” TV manufacturers is reported

its

in for

in a big

distributor-dealer convention in

;

—

New “memory tube’ developed by Raytheon can store
image for 2 months or more and “holds promise of
bringing trans-Atlantic TV nearer to reality.” So pres.
C. F. Adams Jr. told Raytheon distributors and dealers at
Chicago convention this week, in outlining company’s research and development work.
Because memory tube
can be fed information at relatively slow rate, wide bands
of frequencies aren’t necessary and pictures presumably
could be sent across ocean on regular “short waves.” Pictures wouldn’t be in motion, but would consist of rapidly
changing series of stills. “Motion, we believe, will come

TV

later,” said

Adams.

New method
repair

TV

of helping

set troubles

was

TV

servicemen diagnose and

offered in

manual

titled

Service

Saver released at Raytheon Chicago convention this week
by Carroll W. Hoshour, sales engineering director. Booklet

contains photos of 40 possible picture troubles, each

numbered. When something goes wrong with set, owner
calls serviceman and tells him, “My picture looks like
No. 7 or No. 10 or No. 24,” as case may be. Serviceman
has manual giving schematics for each numbered condition,

what causes

trouble, list of parts involved.

RCA Victor this week reported that Schine hotel
chain has ordered 2000 sets for hotels in Miami, Boca
Raton, Los Angeles, Albany, together with master antenna systems.
“When UHF Comes to Town” is new 15-minute film
produced by Philco and shot in 6 different uhf cities; it’s
available to distributors to show dealers in new uhf areas.

have been deciding factor. Reported continuing Crosley
and adding Bendix line were: California Electric Supply,
San Francisco; Pittsburgh Products Tri-State Co., Pittsburgh; Graybar, St. Louis; Superior Distributing Co.,
Kansas City; Walding, Kinnan & Marvin, Toledo; Steel
City Supply, Birmingham, Ala.
Crosley distributorship
discontinued by Capitol Paper Co., South Bend, Ind.
Westinghouse appoints Tristate Electrical Supply Co.,
Baltimore, for Md., Va., W. Va. & parts of Pa. & Del.
Specialties Distributing Co., Detroit (DuMont), elevates
gen. mgr. Wm. Rutherford to v.p.
DuMont Miami factory distributing branch names Edward T. Crane district
mgr. for Jacksonville area, with headquarters at 730 Dellto

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

wood Ave.
Olson & Co., Philadelphia (DuMont) sales
mgr. Rowland Guildford resigns
Graybar names S. M.
Cook mgr. of Milwaukee branch, replacing R. J. Harkins,
who retires Aug. 15
Hoffman Radio appoints Savage
& Son Inc., Los Angeles, replacing Ward-Terry Co., now
handling RCA; Hoffman also names Thomas-Hamilton
Co., Columbus, O. (Gail Thompson, pres.)
Modern Appliance & Supply Co., New Orleans (B. M. Meyers, pres.)
Raytheon appoints Higgins Distributing Co., Baltimore (W. T. Higgins, pres.)
Hallicrafters-Chicago
Inc. names ex-credit mgr. Don. J. Mackenzie to post of
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

gen. mgr., replacing

.

.

Thomas Paxton, resigned

.

.

.

Motorola

up factory branch, Motorola-Baltimore Co., 522 Light
St. (Charles F. Shaw, gen. mgr.), replacing Greber Distributors, Baltimore; Mory Distributors Inc., New Haven,
no longer handling Motorola
Raytheon appoints Daybert Mfg. Co., Detroit (Robert Parkins, pres.)
CBSColumbia appoints Love Electric Co., Seattle-Spokane,
sets

.

.

.

.

.

.

Wash., Portland, Ore. (Jack Burnett, sales mgr.).
•

*

*

•

TV

business is “a Garden of Eden” compared with
refrigerator trade, according to Irving Sarnoff, BrunoN. Y., biggest RCA distributor, also handling Bendix refrigerators. Reason, he says, is that refrigerator field is
90% saturated, hasn’t offered anything technically new
for long while. As for TV “Considering the time of year,
the season looks good to us, though dealers aren’t doing
enough business. But you can’t judge the market by its
activity now.”
Radio business is good, he added, and
record business is extraordinarily good.
:

Scott Radio pres. John S. Meek, in statement July 29,
foresaw TV price increases this fall as result of 21.8%
higher cost of manufacturing than year ago. He said TV
prices “probably will never again be as low as they are
now” and attributed summer overstocks as only reason
Cost increases listed by
they’ve been held down so far.
Meek: labor, up 18.5%; materials, up 8-10%; cabinets, up
14.5%; engineering, doubled; merchandising, up slightly.

DuMont

closed deal this week with Statler hotels of
York, Boston and Hartford for installation of 3800
specially-designed TV sets, all 17-in., all capable of tuning
and/or FM stations as well as TV, with system
in 5
capable of being used by management for announcements
Installation will be by American Communito all rooms.
cations Corp., N. Y. New York and Boston installations
are to be completed this fall, Hai'tford in summer of 1954.

New

AM

Camden

RCA

week that $100,000 worth
Army, had been stolen from

police reported last

of radio crystals,

made

for

They were pilfered gradually since
Victor plant.
Costing about $14 each, they were being sold
at $2 each. No arrests have yet been made.
last

March.

:
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RUCE IN KOREA—what

does it mean, business-wise,
From standpoint of conelectronics-TV-radio?
sumer purchases of TV-radios, outlook is tied to that of
other consumer durable industries autos, furniture, appliances— and question is largely psychological one: Will
So far there
there be “peace panic” among consumers?
are no signs of consumer letdown, and most prognosticators
agree fall business picture looks good.
As to military orders, there seems to be unanimous
agreement that electronics (together with aircraft) will
probably suffer from fewer cutbacks than other defense
industries, with no appreciable slackening of military busiThis week we asked
ness for remainder of fiscal year.
to

—

several of the top TV-radio manufacturers to comment on
business significance of truce, and these are the highlights
Motorola exec. v.p. Robert Galvin says his company
expects “no appreciable change in the military load,” its
1954 defense business running about the same as 1953.
Much of electronics military gear, he points out, isn’t
expendable in same sense as munitions, and many electronics orders are long-range, for advanced equipment or

—

& development vital to preparedness program.
Cutbacks to date, he added, have been balanced by addiAs to civilian busitional orders for other equipment.
Motorola
ness, he looks for “good, stable fall market.”
pres. Paul V. Galvin, in half-year report to stockholders
July 31 (see Financial & Trade Notes), foresaw “no significant change in military production due to the Korean
truce.” As an indication of company’s confidence in the
increasing need for military electronics development, he
announced plans for addition of 40,000 sq. ft. to Phoenix
research

(Ariz.)

ment

lab,

doubling

its

military research and develop-

facilities.

Electronics Reports: Prospects for Commerce Dept.’s
Business Services Agency, which is slated to include an
Commerce
Electronics Div., looked dim at week’s end.
Secy. Sinclair Weeks had asked $7,000,000 to carry on Commerce Dept.’s defense production activities now being handled by Commerce’s NPA. House approved only $4,000,000
and Asst. Secy. Craig Sheaffer pleaded with Senate Appropriations Committee that small appropriation would
delay vital military production. This week Senate voted
$5,500,000 for agency, but Senate-House Conference Committee July 31 cut amount down to $4,200,000. Meanwhile,
3 of the 4 staff members of NPA Electronics Div. were
released July 30, only acting dir. Donald S. Parris remaining. Leaving are Joseph Bauler and Ray Knobbe.
“First Five years of the Transistor,” article by Bell
Labs president Mervin J. Kelly in summer issue of Bell
Telephone Magazine, is restrained yet exciting report on
transistor’s development and potential. Though transistor
will find its way into Bell System only gradually, Kelly
says, “other fields of application

tems,

home entertainment,

—military electronic sys—may well have

special services

the larger initial uses.” Interesting footnote on transistor
production: “The germanium [prepared for transistors]
may very well be the purest material in existence.”
Tactical use of

TV

to observe

ments was demonstrated

this

and direct troop move-

week

to

500 West Point

cadets at Ft. Monmouth, N. J. They witnessed simulated
beach invasion and destruction of “enemy” radar station
at Fort Hancock, 12 mi. away, on 8 TV receivers. Camera
got clear view of action from L-20 plane at 3000-ft. altitude. Picture was microwaved to Signal Corps’ mobile TV
unit at Monmouth, then piped by closed circuit to screens.

Motorola is setting up new test lab at Loyal Oak, O.,
suburb of Akron, to which TV & radio receivers picked at
random from Chicago and Quincy plants will be shipped
Arthur Pape, from service
for quality control checks.
dept., is in charge of lab on Rymer Rd. & U. S. Highway 21.

Said another major electronics manufacturer, who
asked his name not be used: “Our backlog of defense orders as the Korean War ends is the same as it was last
Dec. 31
altogether it will run about 18% of our business
this year.
We’ve had no cancellations and no indications
of cancellations. Govt, business is nice, but not too profitable.
It fills a gap, of course, but I believe our industry
is flexible enough to take any cutbacks in stride.”
One of very biggest electronics companies concurs,
adding it sees no signs of cutbacks as yet though it’s
inevitable that later appropriations for war purposes will
be cut if Korean peace sticks. The electronic defense items
it turns out are highly specialized, much going to Air
Force. Long-range govt, planning has always been predicated on a “plateau” or decline after second half 1954, so
spokesman said this company won’t be taken by surprise.
Moreover, govt, business isn’t highly profitable, represents
less than 20% of this company’s over-all
“and it wouldn’t
hurt much if it all were taken away tomorrow.”
This spokesman added philosophically: “Quite aside
from sentiment, peace is welcome because war business

—

—

—

and doesn’t contribute
wealth.”
Philco exec. v.p. James H. Carmine contributes this
view of truce’s effect on business “Cessation of hostilities
in Korea and possible cutbacks in govt, defense orders
should not have a serious impact on the industrial economy. American industry is better prepared for any economic adjustments that may come than it has been in advance of a similar event in the past half-century. Our
industrial climate is healthy, our financial position is
strong, and our people are psychologically prepared for
a long era of continued expansion and prosperity.”
creates nothing.

anything

It just destroys,

to the national

:

Novel bent-neck picture tube, developed experimenby Philips in Holland, is described in August TeleTech Magazine. With tube neck bent at angle somewhat
more than 90 degrees, complete receiver is housed in cabitally

net 13.6-in. deep, 19.7-in. wide, 14.2-in. high. Picture size
is about 13xl0-in.
Special focusing coil and beam-bending
magnet are used. Technical description is given in Philips’
June Technical Review.

Westinghouse has bought govt.-owned electronics plant
Md. which it has operated under lease since
1942. Purchase price of 60-acre facility, which Westing-

at Lansdowne,

house built for Govt., was not disclosed. It produces inheating equipment, microwave equipment, railroad radios, power line carriers, radio transmitters &
radar components.
duction

Donald A. Quarles, v.p. of Western Electric Co. and
Sandia Corp., Albuquerque, N. M.,
has been chosen by President Eisenhower as Asst. Secy, of
Defense for Research & Development. Quarles was vice
chairman of committee on electronics of govt. Joint Research & Development Board, is past pres, of AIEE, onetime mayor of Englewood, N. J. and ex-Bell Labs v.p.
pres, of its subsidiary

Stanford

Research Institute’s engineering

div.

has

revised its aircraft radiation systems lab and regrouped
technical sections under a radio systems lab headed by
Dr. J. V. N. Granger, asst, chairman of engineering dept.,
with Dr. John T. Bolljahn as asst. head. New groupings:
communications, John F. Honey, head, and Dr. Frank W.
Clelland, supervisor; antenna research, Dr. Bolljahn, head;
'

antenna development, Allen Ellis, head; airborne applications, Dr. Donald R. Scheuch, head, and Henry Blanchard,
supervisor; microwave, Dr. Seymour Cohn, head.
Karl W. Jensen, Jensen Industries Inc., elected chairman, Assn, of Electronic Parts & Equipment Mfrs., succeeding Francis F. Florsheim, Columbia Wire & Supply
Co.; Theodore Rossman, Pentron Corp., is vice-chairman.
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Network TV-Radio

June 1953 and January-June 1953
May report see Television Digest, Vol.

(For

place in network billings, judging

for top

from June Publish-

ers Information Bureau report which for second time this
year gives CBS-TV slight edge. Achieving new summer

CBS-TV

peaks,

was

It

registered $7,399,078 vs. NBC’s $7,249,395.
CBS-TV first took lead away from

in April that

NBC-TV

by about $250,000 (Vol. 9:22). Record June’s
cumulative total for all networks was $17,049,574 vs.
$13,209,836 in June 1952.
Illustrating rising tempo of TV network sponsorships,
6-mo. total of all 4 networks rose to $104,503,846 from
$92,178,666 the preceding 6 mo. and $88,616,114 the same
6 mo. of 1952.
NBC-TV continues to lead cumulative
total slightly for half year, with $45,044,048 vs. CBS-TV’s
ABC-TV is down about $900,000 from same
$44,205,527.
6 mo. of 1952; DuMont is up about same amount.
In radio, CBS continues its consistent lead, June billings totaling $5,220,143 vs. $4,629,252 in June 1952 and
comparing with NBC’s $3,979,471 vs. $3,708,014 in June
1952.
Cumulative radio billings for Jan.-June are $31,-

CBS, $24,732,789 for NBC, $15,353,074 for ABC,
$11,174,831 for MBS all save ABC well ahead of same
281,720 for

—

Cumulative radio billings of $82,542,414
for combined networks are only about $1,000,000 down for
the month. Following is the complete PIB report:
1952 months.

NETWORK TELEVISION
CBS

.....

.

.

—

TotaL

CBS

NBC
ABC
MBS

Total

June

1953

1952

Jan.-June

Jan.-June
$ 32,451,094
40,957,481
10,717,768
4,489,771

$ 5,385,820
5,794,534
1,279,985
749,497

$17,049,574

..

.

$13,209,836

$104,503,846

$ 88,616,114

$ 5,220,143
3,979,471
2,110,958
1,807,206

$ 4,629,254
3,708,014
3,001,314
1,632,977

$ 31,281,720

24,732,789
15,353,074
11,174,831

$ 29,640,429
24,183,934
19,403,716
10,262,680

$13,117,778

$12,971,559

$ 82.542,414

$ 83,490,759

Jan.
Feb.

$ 1,604,892
1,481,032
1,728,446
1,640,597
.....
1,813,985
.._
1,597,253

$ 7,052,395

Total $ 9,866,205

$44,205,527

.

..

.

......

Mar.
Apr.

May
June

DuMont

CBS
6,621,629
7,739,812
7,770,181
7,622,432
7,399,078

$

982,794
862,299
1,054,857

819,398
864,870
803,848
$ 5,388,066

$45,044,048

Jan.
Feb.

$ 2,674,622
2,538,663
....
2,797,544
2,637,364
2,593,923
....
2,110,958

.....

Mar.
Apr.

May
June

Total $15,353,074

MBS

CBS

$104,503,846

$24,732,789

$ 82,542,414

Revised as of July 28, 1953.
Note: These figures do not represent actual revenues to the networks, which do not divulge their actual net dollar Incomes.
They’re compiled by PIB on basis of one-time network rates, or
before frequency or cash discounts. Therefore, in terms of dollars
actually paid to networks they may be inflated by as much as 40%.
Figures are accepted by networks themselves, however, and by the
Industry generally, as satisfactory index for comparisons & trends.
is new chairman of InterForeign Commerce Committee, succeeding late
Sen. Tobey (R-N.H.), after senior committee Republican
Sen. Capehart (R-Ind.) chose to retain chairmanship of
Banking & Currency Committee. Sen. Bricker hasn’t
been particularly active in communications; he was quite
intent on seeing that Ohio State U got an educational TV
grant, though he failed in attempt to get it a vhf channel.

Sen. John Bricker (R-O.)

&

.

duce

series

TV

half-hour

of

famous

historical

comedy

star featured in

.

films,

.

.

starring herself in

romances; partner in venture is Wm.
LeBaron, ex-Paramount chief
Nanette Fabray, musical
.

.

.

RCA-NBC

color experiments, returning from Hollywood to N. Y. to prepare for new series
of NBC colorcasts
Fred Coe on 5-week leave of absence
to produce Horton Foote’s Trip to Bountiful for Broadway,
gets first trial at Westport (Conn.) Playhouse Sept. 7
week; play was first presented on Goodyear Playhouse
(NBC-TV) last March 1
CBS-TV signs Red Skelton
to exclusive contract for Tue. 8:30-9 p.m. show from Hollywood; also signs up producer-writer Carroll Carroll, whose
first assignment will be Boh Crosby Show, Mon.-thru-Fri.
3:30-4 p.m.
Little League Baseball Inc., whose “little
world series” will be played Aug. 28 at Williamsport, Pa.,
has signed exclusively with CBS-TV for 3 years
“TV’s
Best Idea,” caption of article in Aug. 1 Saturday Evening
Post by Maurice Zolotow, is said to be panel-type program;
they’re also easiest to produce and cheapest, says writer
WHAS-TV, Louisville, publishes 38-p. brochure on its
cancer operation telecast of last April 22, gen. mgr. Victor
Sholis stating he hopes other stations and medical associations will undertake similar efforts in battle against
cancer
Some 1400 program ideas and lists of program
production and sales organizations are contained in 156-p.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

“Shows”

.

.

edition of Radio-Television Daily published July

30; very useful reference

volume for

Retry takes over representation of
18. succeeding Headley-Reed
.

.

.

all telecasters

WTCU, Erie,
KROD-TV,

Pa.,

.

.

.

Aug.

El Paso,

rep, succeeding Taylor.

Total
12,660,429
14,640,685
14,182,975*
14,062,832*
13,117,778

*

state

.

1953

NBC

$ 13,877,715

$11,174,831

more appar-

.

names Branham as national

$ 5,156,404 $ 1,786,134 $ 4,260,555
1,638,075
4,670,089
3,813,602
4,342,082
5,526,360
1,974,699
5,375,243*
1,974,359
4,196,009
1,994,358*
5,333,481*
4,141,070
3,979,471
5,220,143
1,807,206

$31,281,720

is

this season and the telepix industry, which mushroomed steadily since its birth several years ago, has
struck its first snag. Comparatively little new production
has been set aside for the coming season.” One leading
film producer said, “TV film is in a very hazardous stage
and may not come out of it for 2 or 3 years.”
Producers queried about Hollywood TV film situation gave
reasons ranging from rising labor costs to lack of original
ideas and lack of prime time slots on networks, noting
that even such film comics as Red Skelton are reverting to
live.
Producer Michael Meshekoff (Dragnet) is quoted:
“There’s a real fight on the part of network interests and
agencies to keep TV shows off film. They feel film spells
doom or death for the networks”
Mae West to pro-

.

Total

$ 7,558,448 $ 17,198,529
6,820,529
15,785,489
7,938,751
18,461,866
7,489,860*
17,720,036*
7,987,065*
18,288,352*
7,249,395
17,049,574

NETWORK RADIO —January-June
ABC

1953

NBC

TV

film in

film

.

NETWORK RADIO

NETWORK TELEVISION— January-June
ABC

1952

7,399,078
7,249,395
1,597,253
803,848

1953
$ 44,205,527
45,044,048
9,866,205
5,388,066

..$

NBC
ABC
DuMont

June

Trend to

ent than real, judging from Hollywood dispatch to July 29
Variety, capitioned “Bring ’Em Back Live Trend Worrying
Vidpix Industry.” Says story: “Despite roseate promises,
not a single live N. Y. teleshow made the transition to

9:26)

NIP & TUCK between NBC-TV and CBS-TV

T’S

I

Telecasting Notes:
Billings

for TV stations were filed with FCC
week, including another for uhf Ch. 31 in New York
City.
Together with this week’s 10 grants and 11 dismissals, these bring total pending to 548, of which 175 are

Four applications

this

uhf.

New York

WHOM
with

(II

application

is

owned half-&-half by

AMs

Progresso Italiano) and WOV, will compete
and city-owned WNYC, earlier applicants.

WNEW

Other applications w ere for Buffalo, Ch. 2, by group
headed by George F. Goodyear, investments, and including ex-Sen. Herbert R. O’Conor (D-Md.)
Portland, Me.,
Ch. 13, by Murray Carpenter, ex-WABI-TV, Bangor,
whose previous application for Ch. 13 with ex-Gov. Horace
Hildreth, was dismissed; Grand Forks, N. D., Ch. 10, by
principals of WMIN-TV (CP) & WMIN, St. Paul, who
hold majority interest in KELO-TV, Sioux Falls, S. D.
[For further details about these applications, see TV Addenda 17-D herewith; for complete listings of all postr

;

freeze grants,
ings, see

TV

new

stations, applications, deletions, hear-

Factbook No. 17 with Addenda

to date.]
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FCC UNANIMOUSLY PROPOSES NTSC STANDARDS: Timing and nature of FCCs color proposal
Aug. 7,
as reported last week (Vol. 9:31), came off exactly according to schedule
Commission released its notice of proposed rule-making looking toward adoption of
standards requested by industry
all 6 commissioners voting unanimously. Industry
given
until
Sept.
file
comments
then 15 more days for replies to comments.
8
to
is
Notice is brief, uncomplicated and defers decision on two matters, as was
expected
on industry's requests that demonstrations in Washington be dispensed
with and that criteria on initial receiver costs be interpreted liberally.
which is still
Commission limited its comments on field-sequential system
officially on the books
to statement that field-sequential equipment isn't being
built that no one plans to use system that it's incompatible that Commission has
always said it would have picked a (compatible system if a satisfactory system had
been available at time field-sequential system was adopted.
FCC then listed the criteria which new compatible system had to meet ibefore
It stated that a signal on air in Washington isn't necesit could be considered.
but that "the Commission will determine at a later date
sary to start rule-making
whether during the course of the proceedings [Washington signal] will be required."
,

.

—

,

,

—

—

—

;

;

;

—

Regarding cost and performance of present color sets the Commission said:
"We are of the view that petitioners have made the required showing that the proposed system has a reasonable prospect of satisfying the listed criteria to the
extent necessary for the institution of rule-making proceedings."
,

*

*

*

*

What these statements mean is that Commission really has no grave doubts
about system but that it wants proceedings to be kept "open-ended" so that it can
Emphasizing this, final paragraph
do anything it considers desirable at any time.
says: "The Commission will specify in subsequent notices the time and nature of demonstrations and tests, and such further proceedings as may be necessary."
When all comments and replies are in on Sept. 23, Commission will decide
whether and when to hold oral or written hearing, observe demonstrations (if it
hasn't already observed them), etc.
Taking everything into account, assuming no
major hitches, it means final approval of system near year's end .
Rep. Wolverton chairman of Commerce Committee, called FCC's action "grati fying " said he hopes Commission can dispense with further proceedings on Sept. 8
(when first comments are due) and adopt system immediately.
All petitions filed to date requesting approval of standards recommended by
NTSC, were automatically included as comments in proceeding.
Petitioners iso far,
are NTSC RCA-NBC Philco Syl vania GE Motorola
Notice is Mimeo 95247, Docket
10637 available from FCC
or we'll get it for you.
For technical details of
standards, see our July 25 Special Report.
,
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Wholeheartedly in compatible color swim now, CBS this week got FCC perCOPYRIGHT 9B3 BY RADIO NEWS BUREAU
1

2

mission to put color on network for sustaining programs Sept. 10-Dec. 10
NBC has
had such authority for some time, has transmitted several color programs to its affiliates (Vol. 9:29). Neither ABC nor DuMont has indicated similar plans yet.
More and more manufacturers and telecasters may be expected to step up color
promotion as the date of final approval of new system nears. Hallicraf ters Wm
Halligan told his Aug. 3 sales convention that first sets will cost about $1000
that color production will really hit stride in 1956 that it will launch TV industry "into a bonanza period which will last for 10 years the greatest the industry
has ever known"
that 1954 will see production of 50,000 color sets "at the most"
and that "hard selling" of black-&-white is now order of the day.
Playing up placement of order for color equipment with RCA, KMTV, Omaha
said it expects delivery May-June, 1954.
It told set owners that only difference
they'll probably detect on black-&-white sets will be sharper or clearer picture,
and station noted that first color sets will run $800-$1000.
.

.
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NASHVILLE & VALLEY

CITY, N. D. CHANTS:
Light action on CP front this week with FCC
granting only two: Nashville, Tenn
Ch. 5, to WLAC
Valley City, N.D
Ch. 4, to
John Boler's North Dakota Bcstg. Co. Nashville's second post-freeze grantee got
vhf channel allocated nearby Old Hickory, Tenn. after competing WKDA dropped out
under option to buy 50% of grant and sell WKDA. WLAC is owned by Life & Casualty
Insurance Co., managed by F.C. Sowell, with ex-RCA engineer Ralph L. Hucaby recently
engaged as technical TV operations director and F.D. Binns to be chief engineer. It
will give city 3 vhf outlets: WSM-TV (Ch. 4) is a pre-feeze station, and WSIX-TV
(Ch. 8) was granted last week (Vol. 9:31).
Valley City grant is second in state to Mr. Boler who opened KCJB-TV, Minot
last April 4 (Vol. 9:15) and who owns KSJB(AM) in Jamestown. Commission scheduled 2
more hearings to start on Sept. 4: Wilmington, De l., Ch. 83, and Saginaw, Mich .,
[For further details about CPs and hearings, see Addenda 17-E herewith;
Ch. 51.
for complete data on all applications, see TV Factbook No. 17 with Addenda to date.]
,
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,
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KANSAS CITY, 3 OTHEES START: Ch. 9 time-sharers KMBC-TV & WHB-TV, Kansas City
authorized June 24 and getting delivery of DuMont 5-kw transmitter week later, hit
air with test patterns near midnight Aug. 1, ran programs next day 3-10 p.m. and on
Aug. 3 went on fulltime schedule starting 8 a.m. They're basic CBS-TV with base rate
Free & Peters represents KMBC-TV, whose pres, is veteran radioof $900 per hour.
Blair is rep
man Arthur B. Church and v. p. -managing director is George J. Higgins
for WHB-TV, headed by Donald D. Davis also a broadcasting veteran.
Intense radio rivals the KMBC (CBS) and WHB (MBS) managements got together
for quick half-time grants, worked out unique deal whereby each is on air from same
transmitter (atop Power & Light Bldg.) about 9 hours daily alternating segments of
Each announces sign-over to the other at the 90-min. intervals.
1 y2 hours.
Kansas City Star's
They bring first fulltime network competition to city
Since
pioneer WDAF-TV (Ch. 4) is NBC basic, heretofore has fed off all 4 networks.
last June, Kansas City has had uhf service from Herbert Mayer's KCTY (Ch. 25), and
the new vhf KCMO-TV (Ch. 5) is due on air on or about Aug 20 as ABC basic.
2 IN
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Three other stations started this week making total on air 215 of which
Others this week:
Post-freeze starters number 107 to date.
53 are uhf.
tests
Aug.
2 at 4 a.m., and at 7 p.m.
KMO-TV, Tacoma, Wash . (Ch. 13) began
put on 5-hour dedicatory program which owner Carl T. Haymond reports drew more than
5000 calls not only from Seattle-Tacoma area but from as far away as Vancouver, B.C .
(139 mi. to north), Portland, Ore . (120 mi. south), Salem, Ore . (162 mi. south). It
Base rate
now has daily 3:45-11 p.m. commercial schedule, including NBC-TV shows.
Transmitter is 10-kw RCA with 12-bay antenna
is $425.
Gen. mgr. is Jerry Geehan .
Branham is rep.
rising 951 ft., highest structure in Puget Sound area.
,

,

KUSC-TV, Los Angeles (Ch. 28), second non-commercial educational to go on air
(first being KUHT, Houston), began testing Aug. 3 and plans to continue test pattern
It's supported by oil-rich
noon-5 p.m. daily reports William H. Se ner, gen. mgr.
,

3

Allen Hancock Foundation, located on U of So. California campus. RCA transmitter is
using interim antenna in lieu of one planned earlier atop KFMV-FM antenna. It’s the
first educational uhf will be watched closely to see whether its programs (in well
vhf-saturated city already served by 7 vhf stations) will attract many viewers.
(Ch. 17), smack in center of state and covering virgin
WTVP, Decatur, 111
TV territory, got first test patterns on air Aug. 4, goes commercial with good backlog of sponsorships and with interconnections with CBS, ABC & DuMont promised Oct. 1.
Gen. mgr. is Harold G. Gowgill hometown boy who quit Washington law practice to set
up station for big miller Wm. Shellabarger. Equipment is RCA, with 602-ft. Stainless
George W. Clark Inc. is national rep.
tower.
Base hourly rate is $200.
In reporting start of KMMT, Austin, Minn
(Ch. 6) last week, we gave
Note
with
and
station
is
affiliated
CBS, ABC, DuMont.
rate;
it's
wrong base
$200,
,

.

,

;

.

UHF GRANTEES SEEK APPROVAL OF FEE-TV; Long -anticipated wedding

of subscription-TV
with
markets
well-served
vhf
was
grantees
in
celebrated
proponents and uhf
this
none of which has yet begun to build
joined in
week when 4 such uhf CP-holders
petition asking FCC to approve pay-as-you-look principle.
Sparkplug behind move is New Brunswick (N.J.) Home News (WDHN-TV, Ch. 47),
He's former executive secy, of
whose TV advisor Will Baltin is credited with idea.
Other signers of petition; WIP-TV Philadelphia
old Television Broadcasters Assn.
Stamford, Conn. (Ch. 27)
WELI-TV New Haven,
Stamf ord-Norwalk TV Corp
(Ch. 29)
Principals say they expect more to join.
Conn. (Ch. 59).
Trepidation of these grantees about economics of their particular situations
is quite understandable, since all are in heavily saturated vhf territory and have
But, merits of feelittle or no prospects of getting strong network affiliations.
TV aside, danger in petition is that some elements of industry may interpret it
which is, of
as indication that all uhf stations have similar tough row to hoe
Petition naturally plays up the difficulties some uhf
course, far from the truth.
stations are encountering, dwells on demise of WROV-TV, Roanoke (Vol. 9:29).
Petitioners don't endorse any particular system of subscription TV, but
they state that "adequate technical, public acceptance and economic information is
available for the Commission to render a decision." They cite at length various
polls indicating public's willingness to pay for certain types of programs and the
statements of sports promoters who feel that fee-TV will protect them from alleged
On availability of current feature films for such service, they
inroads of free TV.
As for basic policy considerations, petition says:
say nothing, however.
"
Petitioners are not in accord with the view that the establishment of subscription TV service would necessarily constitute a drastic revision in the AmeriPetitioners envisage subscription TV service as an
can concept of broadcasting.
adjunct [and] will support at the hearing an approach calling for a limited or regulated amount of subscription telecasting [to] preserve a proper balance..."
Cited also is material based on our reports (Vol. 9:28) of American Research
Bureau surveys showing rate of uhf receiver growth and conversions in various markets,
according to amount of vhf service available in each.
Whole matter "should be of grave concern to Commission ," petition says,
"since it raises a substantial question as to whether a fully competitive nationwide TV system utilizing the uhf spectrum, as envisaged by the Commission in its
Final Television Allocation Report, can be achieved in the absence of a satisfactory solution to the problem."
4
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Hanging over whole pay-as-you-look questio n, however, is Rep. Hinshaw's
dynamite-packed bill (H.R. 6431) making such service common carrier (Vol. 9:31).
One free-TV proponent says that "broadcasters wouldn't touch the idea with a 10-ft.
pole, if this bill passes, unless the whole section of the Communications Act covering common carriers is entirely re-written, too."
Further identification of petitioners
New Brunswick Home News is wellheeled newspaper that sunk $300,000 into FM-only station, lost it all. WIP-TV is
owned by Gimbel store family, operates successful AM.
Stamford group is headed by
:

t

t

t

- 4 -

Prentiss Brown (42%%), ex-Senator from Michigan, chairman of Detroit Edison Co.,
member of Brown, Lund & Fitzgerald, Washington law firm; partner Wendell Lund also
holds 42%%; attorney Vincent Gaughan who figured in Kefauver presidential campaign,
owns 15%, is also 33 1/3 % owner of new WBES-TV, Buffalo (Ch. 59), due on air soon.
WELI-TV principals were among earliest uhf enthusiasts. Besides Brown-Lund firm,
the law firms joining in preparing petition were Welch, Mott & Morgan (E. Stratford
Smith) and Dow, Lohnes & Albertson (John P. Carr).
,

LINEUP FOR 'TALLEST TV TOWER' RACE: Latest contender in "world’s tallest TV tower "
sweepstakes is new Ch. 9 CP-holder KWTV, Oklahoma City building 1556-f
structure
The fantastic 1747-ft proposal of WFAA-TV, Dallas (Vol.8:45)
6 mi. north of city.
held lead until couple weeks ago, when Govt.'s Air Space Committee turned it down.
WFAA-TV was told it could erect the structure south of proposed site, but it hasn't
indicated plans to go ahead with the tower at new site.
Whole KWTV plant will cost $1,167,500 with roughly $750,000 for tower-&Ideco tower will be 1500 ft
surmounted by 56-ft. RCA supergain
antenna system.
Air Space approval has been obtained, so there should be no hitch. Ch. 13
antenna.
educational applicant, Oklahoma State Regents, may also use tower when and if it is
It will take 9-12 months to erect the tower, but KWTV may
granted CP and builds.
interim
setup.
George Davis is consulting engineer.
hit air earlier with
Tower would be world's tallest man-made structure
Empire State Bldg
with
Tallest tower of any kind is still Air Forces
is 1470 ft
TV tower-&-antennas
And the tallest TV tower, so far, is WSB-TV's
1212-ft. loran tower near Rome, N.Y.
KWTV
will weigh about 1000 tons require plot
tower
Atlanta.
in
1059-ft. structure
for
wires.
2000-ft.
guy
square
of land
The KWTV call letters stand for " World's Tallest Video ".
It's owned by
veteran broadcasters backed by millions in oil and theatre money. Grant went to
Oklahoma Television Corp. after competing KOMA dropped application, agreed to buy
Executive v.p of operating company will be Edgar T. Bell ex-Daily Oklahoman
50%.
and WKY, who will own 10%. Voting stock is to be held 50% by KOMA Inc. (John T.
Griffin), and these officers and stockholders are presently listed: Roy J. Turner
oilman and ex-Gov. of Oklahoma, pres., 12%%; Henry S. Griffing chain theatre operator (Video Independent Theatres Inc.), 12%%; Luther T. Dulaney RCA distributor,
Latter are all v.p.'s.
12%%; F.E. Harper oilman and partner of Mr. Turner, 12%%.
.
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Anything higher in the works ? No applicant has proposed anything taller,
but we hear that Air Space Committee has been queried by WCAE applicant for Ch. 4,
about feasibility of 1800-2000-f . tower in Pittsburgh area . Under present rules,
maximum power on Ch. 4 would be limited to 10 kw at 2000 ft. above average terrain.
,

According to FCC files there are 28 stations or CP-holders authorized to
Of these, 9 are now operating with such towers,
use towers of 1000 ft. or more
Of the 28, two don't yet have Air Space
though 5 of these are on Empire State Bldg
WFAA-TV' s request having been turned down, and application of Crosley's
approval
WLWA, Atlanta, still waiting for clearance.
,

.

.

—

For list of the 9 now operating and the 19 with FCC approval see p. 7.
In
addition to these, FCC lists 52 applicants proposing towers over 1000 ft
Some have
been approved by Air Space, some not, but all applicants' proposals have yet to be
approved by FCC, of course.
Talking about tall towers one mustn't forget that Nature has done far betThus, a
ter job of building towers, in form of mountains, than man possibly can.
mere 100-ft. pole atop Mt. Wilson Mt. Washington or Cortez Pass (Vol.9:28), means
much more in terms of area coverage than a 1500-ft. tower in the plains.
,

.

,

,

Another contender for the "world's tallest ", in terms of area coverage, is
It
KOB-TV, Albuquerque owned by Time Inc. and former FCC chairman Wayne Coy, mgr.
tower-&-antenna atop 10,855-ft. Sandia Crest
With 4200-ft.
holds CP to put 185-f
above average terrain, it would definitely outrank all U.S. stations. It's due on air
about Sept. 15, and claims it will beat XEQ-TV at Mexico's 11,975-ft. Cortez Pass.
,

.

.
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UMONT BREAKS

log-jam delaying its uhf shipit sends first 1-kw to WBESTV, Buffalo (Ch. 17), followed before month ends by 5-kw
to WNOK-TV, Columbia, S. C. (Ch. 67) and 1-kw to
KNUZ-TV, Houston (Ch. 39). By end of Sept., another
1-kw goes to WNOW-TV, York, Pa. (Ch. 49). That’s to
be order of next uhf deliveries, DuMont announced, as 5-kw

ments next week when

Easton, Pa. (Ch. 57), which began testing June
and goes commercial Aug. 14, underwent
transmitter was
The
signal surveys this week.
DuMont’s first uhf to be delivered and, except for a few
bad spots due to mountainous terrain, is reported to be
putting “a really solid signal over the area.” Rumor has
it that Eimac klystron in DuMont 5-kw transmitter may
be re-rated to 10-12 kw, for some channels at least. DuMont also has order for KERO-TV, Bakersfield, Cal. (Ch.
10), due for delivery about Sept. 1 and on air Sept. 26.
Note: DuMont announces new Bulletin No. TTD-T201
describing its 1-kw uhf, with diagrams, photos and graphs,
available on request from transmitter div., Clifton, N. J.
GE shipped 5-kw transmitter Aug. 6 to upcoming
KOIN-TV, Portland, Ore. (Ch. 6), with 35-kw amplifier
due to follow in Sept. GE reports order for Aug. delivery
of 5-kw transmitters to WSJS-TV, Winston-Salem, N. C.
(Ch. 12), and for Sept, deliveries to WSIX-TV, Nashville
This
(Ch. 8), and KHOL-TV, Kearney, Neb. (Ch. 13).
week, 12-kw uhf went to WEEU-TV, Reading, Pa. (Ch.
33) orders for Aug. deliveries of 100-watters were placed
by WPFA-TV, Pensacola, Fla. (Ch. 15), with 1-kw to
follow in Sept., and by WCOC-TV, Meridian, Miss. (Ch.
KTAG-TV, Lake
30), with 12-kw to follow in Sept.
Charles, La. (Ch. 25), is now slated for Sept, delivery of
GE also reported these new orders: WLTV,
its 1-kw.
Wheeling, W. Va. (Ch. 51), KTVE, Longview, Tex. (Ch.
32) and WMAC-TV, Massillon, 0. (Ch. 23), each for 100-

WGLV,

(Vol. 9:27)

26,

WGLV

;

watts in Aug., 1-kw amplifiers to follow in Sept.; WTVQ,
Pittsburgh (Ch. 47), 12-kw in Sept.; KSTM-TV, St. Louis
(Ch. 36), 12-kw in Oct.
Full-scale production and shipments of transmitters,
now resumed at RCA after vacation slowdown, will show
fruits next week when 4 uhf transmitters are due to be
shipped— to KSTM-TV, St. Louis (Ch. 36) WNAM-TV,
Neenah, Wis. (Ch. 42) WTAP, Parkersburg, W. Va. (Ch.
;

;

15),

and California Television

Co.,

Sacramento (Ch. 40).

This week, only uhf to be shipped went Aug. 3 to WITV,
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. (Ch. 17). Next week, also, one 10-kw
driver for new vhf to WCIA, Champaign, 111. (Ch. 3).
Federal got off 2 uhf transmitters Aug. 5 to WTVU,
Scranton (Ch. 73), and KFAZ-TV, Monroe, La. (Ch. 43),
having last week shipped to WTVI, Belleville, Ill.-St. Louis
(Ch. 54). Next on list are WACH-TV, Newport News,
Va. (Ch. 33), and KHTV, Baton Rouge, La. (Ch. 40), but
no delivery dates are given.
*

*

*

*

In our continuing survey of upcoming

new

stations,

these were reports received this week:
Buffalo’s 2 uhf grantees are racing to get on air during August and Buffalo, rather than Pittsburgh, may
well be first city where 2 uhf competitiors challenge a
long-establish vhf.
WBES-TV (Ch. 59) last week got
RCA transmitter and on Aug. 15 is due to get 20-gain
antenna, RCA’s second of that type. It now plans to be
on air before end of Aug., this week announced appointments of Roger M. Baker, ex-gen. mgr. of local
as
gen. mgr.; Robert Tryon, ex-KCSJ-TV, Pueblo, Colo., chief
engineer.
WBUF-TV, Buffalo (Ch. 17), has rescheduled target
date to mid-Aug., though it still awaits delivery of DuMont transmitter, now due to be shipped week of Aug. 10.
Exec. v.p. Gary L. Cohen this week announced appointment of G. Paschal Swift, ex-WGR, Buffalo, as commercial

—

WKBW,

mgr.; Thomas

Maloney, ex-WSBA-TV, York, Pa. and

J.

KEYL-TV, San Antonio, program director; Victoria Patrick, ex-WKBW, Buffalo, traffic. H-R Television will be rep.
KSTM-TV, St. Louis (Ch. 36), now that 8-week steelworkers’ strike has been settled, began erection of concrete footings of 600-ft. Blaw-Knox tower Aug. 3, figures
now on 6-8 weeks more to complete that job and installa-

GE

tion of

transmitter, so defers originally announced

Meanwhile, pres. Wm. Ware has proand Federal Trade Commission against

Sept. 1 target date.

tested to

WTVI,

FCC

Belleville,

(Ch. 54), calling itself a St. Louis

111.

and advertising
mi. from downtown

already on

station

it’s

13.8

St. Louis, across Mississippi,

WTVI

has

Bldg., will

its

business

embrace

office in St.

St.

air.

Belleville is

Louis’ Boatmen’s

and

Bank

Louis as primary area when Fed-

eral transmitter, delivered last week, begins telecasting

There’s plenty precedent in both TV & radio for
nearby big city as originating point
of programs and commercials and as identification point in
identifying location of station. H-R Television will represent KSTM-TV. Weed will represent WTVI.
KETC, St. Louis educational grantee (Ch. 9), planning late fall debut (Vol. 9:24) with RCA, GPL and Altec
equipment, has acquired $450,000 capital fund ($100,000
in facilities and equipment pledged by St. Louis and Washington U’s). Grantee chairman Arthur H. Compton reports response to $490,000 operating expense fund-drive
has been most encouraging. About half of $300,000 annual operating cost will come from St. Louis area schools
authorized to appropriate $1 per year for each student; remainder raised by popular subscription. Charles Guggenheim, ex-WOI-TV, Ames, la., named acting station director.
WJPB-TV, Fairmont, W. Va. (Ch. 35), has ordered
1-kw DuMont transmitter and RCA antenna, began construction July 20 of addition to
transmitter
building, hopes to begin testing by mid-Jan. When it goes
commercial Feb. 1, WJPB-TV has agreements, reports
owner J. Patrick Beacom, for affiliations with all 4 networks.
Mr. Beacon recently purchased WBUT, Butler,
Pa., 500-watt daytime
on 1580 kc (with CP for 1050
kc), paying $21,161 to Butler Eagle for property. He also
operates WETZ, New Martinsville, W. Va. and
Fairmont, latter along with WJPB-FM.
Headley-Reed
will be TV rep.
shortly.

utilizing contiguous or

WVVW-WJPB

AM

WWW,

WFIE,

Evansville, Ind. (Ch. 62), last reporting Dec.

(Vol. 9:26), has

RCA

equipment due in mid-Aug.,
studio and transmitter under construction, but now plans
tests in late Sept, and programming in Oct., according to
gen. mgr. Ted Nelson. Taylor will be rep.
start

*

KYTV,

*

*

*

Mo. (Ch. 3), is getting tower this
10-kw RCA transmitter, begins test

Springfield,

week, already has its
patterns Sept. 15, has signed with ABC & NBC, according to gen. mgr. J. Gordon Wardell. Homer Tindle has
been named sales mgr.; Carl Fox, program director; E.
Dennis White, chief engineer; Opal Lawson, traffic mgr.
Hollingbery will be rep.
KVOA-TV, Tucson, Ariz. (Ch. 4), reports it will keep
the Sept. 15 target that was set after many delays (Vol.
9:23), because RCA transmitter is on hand, antenna now
being prepared for installation, studio-transmitter building
will be ready by Aug. 30.
Raymer will be rep.
WCSH-TV, Portland, Me. (Ch. 6), will expand Congress Square Hotel quarters of radio affiliate to provide
TV studio space, has RCA equipment on order, plans transmitter atop nearby Blackstrap Hill, and is “going to try
very hard indeed to get station on the air at least by the
end of 1953,” reports gen. mgr. Bill Rines. Weed is rep.
WMFD-TV, Wilmington, N. C. (Ch. 6), granted last
week, hasn’t ordered equipment but plans debut next
spring, reports pres. R. A. Dunlea. Rep not yet chosen.

6
Personal Notes: Paul D. Miles, chosen as engineering
by FCC chairman Rosel Hyde, is returning to FCC

asst,

after 5-year leave of absence as member of International
Frequency Registration Board in Geneva, Switzerland .
John F. Floberg, ex-asst. Secy, of Navy for Air, rejoins
.

.

.

Head now partners in A. D. Ring & Assoc., Washington
consulting engineers
Frank Samuels, ex-ABC western
div. v.p. recently with Wm. Morris Agency, on Sept. 1 becomes head of CBS-TV Pacific Coast network sales, King
Horton having resigned as combined TV-radio sales chief
to form partnership with George Foley in program packaging field; Bob Reitzel, from N. Y. spot sales office, named
radio network sales mgr.
Robert M. Purcell, director
of operations, KTTV, Los Angeles, resigns to start own
Klaus Landsberg,
management consulting service
v.p. & gen. mgr. of KTLA, Los Angeles, wins 1953 Fairfax
B’nai B’rith Menorah Award, will be honored at testiWarren V. Bush resigns as TV-radio
monial dinner
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Young & Rubicam,
W. C. Swartley
inghouse’s WBZ-TV, Boston,
from

WBZ,

.

.

sales

.

.

director,

Munich

.

.

mgr. of

WOWO,

to join Radio Free Europe,

continues as mgr. of Westas Paul Mills is transferred
Ft. Wayne, to mgr. of radio

newly instituted by WestingHuggins
George
G. Tons, KDKA sales mgr., named midwest sales mgr. for
stations, headquartering in Free &
all Westinghouse
Peters Chicago offices; John G. Stilli Jr., from WBZ-TV &
J. R. Kerns, Storer
WBZ, becomes KDKA sales mgr.
v.p. in charge of WSAI, Cincinnati, named managing director of WBRC-TV & WBRC, Birmingham, recently acquired by Storer; James E. Bailey, ex-managing director
in policy of separation

house Radio Stations

Inc. pres. E. V.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Radio station ownership changes continue at much
TV there are so many more of them,
with so many more owners deciding to quit AM field
because of unwillingness or inability to get into TV.
This week, 2 major sales of 50-kw non-network outlets
were reported WINS, New York, and WJJD, Chicago.
The WINS sale, handled by broker Howard Stark, involves
price of $450,000; purchasing company is headed by western broadcasters J. Elroy McCaw and Jack Keating, with
theatreman Charles Skouras understood to be acquiring
50%. Crosley, operating 4 TV stations and radio WLW,
announced it prefers to concentrate on its “expanding
properties and various network affiliations in the midwest
and south.” The WJJD sale for $900,000 to Plough Inc.,
of Memphis, means the complete withdrawal of Marshall
Field, publisher of Chicago Sun-Times, from the broad-

—

swifter pace than

—

casting

field,

for he recently also sold his

KOIN,

Portland,

and KJR, Seattle. Possible trend away from newspaper
ownership into hands of professional broadcasters may
also be betokened, for Butler (Pa.) Eagle also recently
Plough Inc., drug manufacturing
sold its WBUT there.
firm headed by Abe Plough, owns WMPS, Memphis, and
has competitive application (vs. WREC) for Ch. 3 there.

Wm. J. Scripps, founder and former chief officer of
Detroit News’ WWJ-TV & WWJ, still a director and
stockholder in the newspaper company but no longer active
in it, listed as one of syndicate backing ex-U. S. Senator
Blair Moody in planning new Detroit newspaper.
TV

stations WBZ-TV, Boston, and
switch from NBC Spot Sales to
That rep firm has
Peters as of Jan. 31, 1954.
for long time, will then have
represented
&
the 2 TVs as well as all 5 AMs.

Westinghouse

WPTZ,
Free &

Philadelphia,

WBZ

KYW

WAGA-TV & WAG A,

Storer’s

WBRC

radio mgr.
tion-publicity mgr.,

Brook

.

.

.

Atlanta, appointed
Charles E. Trainor named promoWAGA-TV & WAGA, succeeding Lee
.

.

Thornton W. Chew, ex-KFMB-TV

.

.

Kirkland, Fleming, Green, Martin & Ellis law firm as
resident partner in Washington office
Frank U.
.
.
Fletcher is merging his Washington law practice with that
of Spearman & Roberson and becoming partner in latter
firm as of Sept. 1 . . Stephen W. Kershner and Howard T.
.

of

& KFMB

engineering chief, joins John Poole as engineering-operations director of new KPIK-TV, Los Angeles, and KBICTV, Sacramento
Alan Bunce, New York, reelected
pres, of AFTRA at Hollywood convention last week;
Frank Nelson, Hollywood, first v.p.
Clem Randau,
onetime UP business mgr. who last year purchased control of KXOB, Stockton, Cal. from Lincoln Dellar, has sold
out to Joseph E. Gamble, owner of KCMJ, Palm Springs,
and brother of ex-theatreman Ted Gamble (KOIN, KJR,
KLZ); new KXOB owner says he will file for TV
Robert M. Gillham, ex-J. Walter Thompson v.p. in charge
of TV film, named v.p. of Cunningham & Walsh, in charge
of Liggett & Myers account
Wally Getze, ex-engineering supervisor, named night operations mgr., KLAC-TV,
Los Angeles
Jason Lane, ex-Schwerin, joins NBC-TV
film div. as research director
Reavis Winckler, exFilmcraft Productions, named publicity director, KTTV,
Los Angeles
Alma Graef, mgr. of service dept., promoted to Mutual commercial operations mgr., succeeded
by her asst. Katherine Johnson
Stan Shaw, ex-NBC,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

CBS & DuMont, named program mgr.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

of

upcoming WITV,

Wm.

H. Shaw, ex-trade paper
representative, named mgr. of KHMO, Hannibal, Mo.,
recently purchased by James P. Bolling from Hannibal
Courier-Post, now part-owner of CP for new KHQA-TV,
Hannibal
Lin Mason,
program director, has
.

.

.

.

.

WLWT

.

resigned to enter advertising

N. Littlejohn

Jr.

ex-CBS-TV,

field in

joins

Cincinnati
Francis
as director of
.

.

.

ABC-TV

news & special events under new TV news v.p. John Daly
Emanuel Sacks, RCA staff v.p. and gen. mgr. of RCA
.

.

.

Victor record dept., elected to serve as NBC staff v.p. as
asst, to Gen. Sarnoff while latter is acting pres, of network.

“The Commission had authority

to adopt a nationplan.”
This statement, by
U. S. Court of Appeals for District of Columbia in
Ch. 8 Lancaster, Pa. decision this week, is first court
decision on that controversial subject since end of freeze.
Ch. 8 ease, meanwhile, advanced another step when court

wide

television

allocation

upheld FCC’s action in moving WGAL-TV from Ch. 4
Ch. 8, with low power, pending eventual competitive hearing for Ch. 8 between WGAL-TV and WLAN.
Latter had challenged FCC’s right to grant channel shift.
to

WLAN

One argument of
was that FCC granted the shift
even though WGAL-TV hadn’t made application for it.
Said court, in part:
“If modification of licenses were
entirely dependent upon the wishes of existing licensees,
a large part of the regulatory power of the Commission
would be nullified. The public interest and the interests
of other operators must be afforded some opportunity
for consideration in this field of changing circumstances.”
Court also said:
“The Commission has minimized the
disadvantages to [WLAN] inherent in the situation. The
grant is temporary, and it is for limited power. Moreover the Commission has expressly declared twice that
it would not give any effect to the expenditure of funds
by WGAL Inc., pursuant to the temporary grant.”
Educational TV was subject of discussion at national
conference of state governors in Seattle this week. Iowa’s
Gov. Beardsley praised Iowa State College’s commercial
WOI-TV Gov. Patterson of Oregon and Gov. Driscoll of
New Jersey (whose Dept, of Education holds CP for WTLV,
New Brunswick) urged caution by states in getting into
educational TV, while Gov. Lodge of Connecticut (holds
CPs for WCBE, Bridgeport; WCHF, Hartford; WCNE,
Norwich) suggested TV organizations buy time on commercial stations.
;
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OW OPERATING

with towers 1000

ft.

or higher

Station Accounts:

FCC

tisers totaled 1876 during second quarter 1953, according

files
(see p. 4), are following, according to
(height above ground in parentheses): WSB-TV, Atlanta

WBEN-TV, Buffalo (1057); WHUM-TV, Reading
WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee (1032), plus 5 on Empire

(1059);

(1034);
State Bldg., all listed with 1465-ft. above ground

—WABC-

WABD, WCBS-TV, WNBT, WPIX.

TV,

KARK-TV.

Those with CPs to build such towers:

Rock, Ark. (1333); WLAC-TV, Nashville (1009);
WLWA, Atlanta (1326); WWTV, Cadillac, Mich. (1282);
Little

WJBK-TV (1057) & WW-J-TV (1038), Detroit; WKAR-TV,
E. Lansing, Mich. (1034); KMBC-TV & WHB-TV, Kansas
(1096);
share-time
City,
(1023); WHIO-TV, Dayton
WFMJ-TV, Youngstown
WFAA-TV,
WTAR-TV,

KWTV, Oklahoma City
WHBQ-TV (1073), Memphis;

(1000)

WMCT

(1556);

(1043) and
Dallas (1747);

;

KFYO-TV, Lubbock

Em-

WOR-TV & WATV.

pire State are

WFLA, Tampa

Miami (1073);

(1000), Indianapolis;

WXLW

(1054);
(1064)

KANS

&

(1035)

Wichita

&

TV

(1071), Wichita; WNOE (1045) & WTPS (1000),
New Orleans; KWKH (1138), KTBS (1151) & Shreveport
TV Co. (1200), Shreveport; WEEI, Boston (1006); U of

Corp.

Ann Arbor

(1050); Copper City Bcstg. Corp., Buffalo
(1283) & WHOV-TV Inc. (1283), New
York; Piedmont Electronics, Charlotte (1049);
(1044), Crosley (1032) & Maumee Valley (1055), Toledo;
Mich.,

(1037);

WNEW

WTOD

Oklahoma City (1073)

State Regents,

& KRMG-KVOO
(1050),

(1050), Tulsa;

Memphis;

Ft.

;

TulsaVision (1101)

WMPS

Worth TV

Co.

& WREC

(1100)

(1074);

Houston

& Houston TV Co. (1079), Houston;
KTSA, San Antonio (1084) WSAP, Portsmouth, Va.
WSAZ-TV, Huntington, modification (1101);
(1026);

Area

TV

Co. (1049)

;

WEMP,

Milwaukee (1074).

NBC-TV’s New York

AA

flagship

WNBT

sets

new

Class

hour as of Aug. 15, network
Class A rate having gone up from $4800 to $5200 on
Aug 1. These are first rate-card changes since last November, being predicated on 400.000 increase in area’s TV
families.
Class AA time is 10:30-11 p.m. daily, 6-7:30
p.m. Sun.
Half-hour rate is $2880; 15-min., $1920; 10local rate of $4800 per

Class A time, now 7-7:30 p.m.
continues at $4200, $2550, $1700, $1487.50,
$1062.50; Class B, 6-7 p.m. Mon.-thru-Sat., now $2750,
$1650, $1100, $962.50, $687.50; Class C, all other times,
Class
20-sec.
$1850, $1110, $740, $647.50, $462.50.
station breaks go up from $875 to $975 net (not subject to
discount) and 10-sec. (also net) from $400 to $500. Class
D 20-sec. breaks, sign-on to 3 p.m. Mon.-thru-Sat., go up

min., $1680; 5-min., $1200.

Mon.-thru

Sat.,

AA

from $150 to $200. (For comparisons with WCBS-TV and
other N. Y. area rates, see pp. 80-82, TV Factbook No. 17.)

NBC’s

AM

Norfolk area as of Sept. 19
(5-kw on 1350-kc).
Now
MBS affiliate, WSAP was recently acquired by Charles
Duke group and will be managed by ex-CBS stations administrator Carl J. Burkland. It has no connection with
new WVEC-TV (Ch. 15) which becomes NBC-TV outlet

will

be

affiliate

in

WSAP, Portsmouth

same date as

&

regional

TV

spot adver-

Rorabaugli Report for quarter released July 25 and
based on 145 stations covering 98 markets. This is considerably up from 1260 spot, 160 network in first quarter,
All the
based on 120 stations reporting for 76 markets
spot advertisers are listed alphabetically, with their
agencies and markets used, in Rorabaugh Report (N. C.
Rorabaugh Co., 347 Fifth Ave., N. Y.) which lists these
as the 25 top spot TV users: Procter & Gamble, Brown &
Williamson, Toni, Bulova, Lever Bros., Standard Brands,
General Foods, Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, American Chicle,
Miles Laboratories, National Biscuit, Ronson, Williamson
Candy, Kellogg Co., Best Foods, Pacific Coast Borax,
Borden, Kraft, Camels, Paper Mate Pens, Rival Packing,
Trico Products, Lehn & Fink, Carter Products, S.O.S.
Among other advertisers reported using or planning to
use TV Colorglo Products (Slick auto polish), thru Phillip
J. Meaney Co., Los Angeles; Bristol-Myers (Vitalis), thru
Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, N. Y.; National Carbon Co. (Prestone), thru Wm. Esty Co., N. Y.; Standard
Packaging Corp. (packaging materials, bottle caps), thru
Consolidated Cosmetics
C. Wendel Muench, Chicago;
(Lanolin hand lotion), thru BBDO, Chicago; U. S. Industrial Chemical Co. (Super-Pyro anti-freeze), thru Geyer
Adv., N. Y.; Sawyer Biscuit Co., thru Hartman Adv.,
Chicago; Rapidol Distributing Corp. (Blensol hair coloring), thru Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone, N. Y.; Plastone Co.
(Turtle auto wax), thru W. B. Doner & Co., Chicago;
Hanna Paint Co. (paints & varnishes), thru James A.
Stewart Co., Carnegie, Pa.; Carr-Consolidated Biscuit Co.
(Carr biscuits), thru BBDO, N. Y. Raytheon Mfg. Co.
(TV & radio sets), thru Cowan & Dengler, Chicago; BroilQuik Co. (infra-red broilers & rotisseries), thru Zlowe Co.,
N. Y.; Sweet-Orr & Co. (work clothes), thru Friend, Reiss,
McGlone, N. Y.; Patricia Reid Cosmetics (nail polish),
thru Hepworth Adv., Dallas.
to

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

Jack Stein,

Applicants proposing such structures:

WISH

(1167);

Norfolk (1029); due to join other 5 on

National

WTAR-TV & WTAR

switch to CBS.

Gardner Adv., St. Louis, on Oct. 1 absorbs Brown
Brothers Adv., same city, with S. W. Brown Jr. joining
Gardner and Charles H. Brown continuing Brown Radio
Productions Inc. as TV-radio packagers.
Brown firm
handles Ralston Purina account, which S. W. Brown will
supervise at Gardner.

;

Metwork Accounts:

Largest client list of any program
history that’s boast of NBC-TV’s Today, after 18
months of 7-9 a.m. operation. George Frey, NBC-TV network sales v.p., says Today now has 58 regular sponsors,
with 723 out of 1408 available segments sold for fall, estimates gross of $2,169,000 for final 4 months of year, not
in

—

TV

counting special Thanksgiving and Christmas spots. Program is now carried on 46 stations WSYR-TV, Syracuse,
signing as most recent addition
Admiral’s Life Is
Worth Living (Bishop Sheen) adds WJAR-TV, Providence, becoming first regular weekly network program to
exceed 100 stations; it resumes on DuMont Oct. 13, Tue.
8- 8:30 p.m., thru Erwin, Wasey
Mogen David Wines
buys new quiz show, Dollar a Second, on DuMont, beginning Sept. 20, Sun. 10-10:30 p.m., thru Weiss & Geller
Commercial Solvents Corp. (paints, varnish) to sponsor
new Red Barber show, Peak of the Sports News, on CBSTV, starting Sept. 12, 6 :45-7 p.m., thru Fuller & Smith &
Ross
Seeman Bros. (Air Wick) buys Tue. & Thu.
2-2:15 p.m. segment of I’ll Buy That, on CBS-TV, beginning in fall, Mon.-thru-Fri. 2-2:30, thru Wm. Weintraub
Schick Inc. (electric razors) buys alt. week sponsorship with Carter Products (Rise shaving cream) of This
Is Show Business, on CBS-TV, beginning Sept. 1, Tue.
9- 9:30 p.m., thru Kudner
Gemex Co. (watch bands)
joins with B&B Pens as alt. week sponsor of George Jessel
Show, on ABC-TV, starting Sept. 6, Sun. 6:30-7 p.m., thru
BBDO
Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co. will resume
Chronoscope, on CBS-TV, Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 11-11:15 p.m.,
Armour & Co. (meats)
thru Victor A. Bennett Co.
and Bristol-Myers (Dial soap & shampoo) to be co-sponsors of Pride of the Family, starting Oct. 9, on ABC-TV,
Fri. 9-9:30 p.m., former thru Foote, Cone & Belding, latter
thru Young & Rubicam.

—
.

.

San Diego, Bakersfield, Seattle, Portland, Salt Lake, Denver linked by Oct. 1.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ABC-TV plans Pacific Coast regional network (like
CBS-TV’s), may have Los Angeles, San Francisco, Fresno,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Trade Report
August

TRADE ENTERS ERA OF HARD SELLING: Look for TV sales

8,

1953

to be harder to come by with
little or no help from Washington as national economy begins slow backslide
the
economists call it readjustment
from wartime peaks. Using Korean truce as peg,
NARDA Newsletter this week told the trade: "It's up to us to maintain our economy
on a high level through hard, creative selling."
Hallicraf ters pres. Wm. J. Halligan gave much the same advice to his distributors at annual meeting in Chicago this week. Urging them to disregard color
for time being and concentrate on black-&-white sets, Halligan said:
"
I think that we should regard the outlook for black-&-white sales in the
transitional period between now and 1956 as a good one if all do what we ought to
work hard.
be doing anyway
There are many, many markets to be exploited, but
they won't come easy.
They will require hard selling, pushing and pitching
"
Take the replacement market for instance.
You distributors and dealers
have not as yet awakened to the importance of your real job in vigorously working
these replacement markets. Most distributors have been content to let the manufacturers talk about 'second set' markets and give the replacement market message in
advertising and in other means of publicity."
,

—

—

—

.

,

$

*

*

*

Granted that more intensive selling will be the postwar order of the day,
trade is still wondering what TV price pattern will be in fall.
Price increases
though boosts are likely to be limited in size
still bulk large in any prognosis
and scope sort of hit-and-miss, not across-the-board.
Some think recent actions of Philco & Admiral in boosting prices, latter as
means of raising dealer discounts (Vol. 9:30,31), won't be emulated generally
at
least not before fall-winter market can be gauged. For one thing, there's the checkrein of bloated inventories in all pipelines (Vol. 9:31). For another, recent financial reports by RCA, Philco & Motorola, showing record sales and earnings first 6
months of this year, and similar one expected from Admiral within fortnight, would
tend to make it a bit awkward for them to justify prices increases.
Motorola's trade advertising this week, playing up "shortest line and longest discount at no increase in prices ," would tend to belie any intention on its
part to boost lists. Other majors say they have no such plans for present at least.
Smaller manufacturers hit by higher labor and materials costs, have insisted prices
must go up
but none had announced any changes until this week when CBS-Columbia
raised five 21-in. open-face consoles by $10, pres. David Cogan asserting increased
costs of materials and labor were responsible.

—

,

—

,

—

,

*

*

*

*

Neither help nor much hindrance from Washington seems to be in prospect. The
President did promise to urge reduction of taxes generally when Congress returns in
January, but he held out little hope for any special relief when he vetoed bill to
remove 20% tax on movie admissions, saying it's unfair and discriminatory to single
out one industry for relief at this time.
But the industry next winter will pitch hard for elimination of 10% excise
RETMA pres. Glen McDaniel in statement to House Ways & Means Comreceivers.
on TV
special consideration to exempting color TV sets "in conformance
urged
mittee Aug. 7,
with the tradition of withholding taxes temporarily from new products." He added:
"
We believe that within our present system of selecting excises, it is both
In particular, we think it
inequitable and inexpedient to place an e xcise on TV
would be highly undesirable and a radical departure from the traditional solicitude
shown for new industries to impose an excise on color TV in its early development."
McDaniel also asked committee to remove excise tax on TV-radio parts and
declared cost of collection of tax is greater than revenue derived.
,

,

.

,

8

9

Appliance industry particularly affected by excise tax, also had its representative on Capitol Hill. Mort Farr ex-president of NARDA, last week told committee tax "has caused the price of ironers and dryers to be priced right out of the
average family budget. While consumers wait, inventories are piling up."
,

,

*

*

*

*

TV production climbed to 80,589 (5950 private label) week ended July 31, up
It was year's 30th week
from 68,371 preceding week and 70,619 week ended July 17.
It also brought
and compared with production of 69,962 corresponding week in 1952.
(For Jan. -June figures, see Vol. 9:31.)
July TV production to estimated 285,000.
Radio production went up to 226,027 (101,480 private) from 180,200 week
ended July 24 and 131,488 week before, bringing July radio production to estimated
675,000. Week's radios: 65,035 home, 41,575 portable, 31,332 clock, 88,085 auto.
Trade Personals:

John A. Rankin, director of engi-

neering, and John S. Sturgeon, treas., elected Magna vox
Paul V. Galvin, Motorola pres., reappointed
v.p.’s
.

.

.

chairman of RETMA subscription TV committee. Other
committee chairmen reappointed: Glen McDaniel, legal;
Virgil B.
H. A. Pope, National Union Radio, credit
Day, ex-mgr. of employe & plant community relations in
Syracuse, named mgr. of GE union relations dept., in
charge of negotiating all national union contracts, replacRichard L. Sandefur, exing George H. Pfeif, retired
northwestern regional mgr., named merchandise mgr.,
Westinghouse TV-radio div., Sunbury, Pa., replacing Jack
Van Deman, reassigned to special duties under national
sales mgr. J. F. Walsh; Fred S. McCarthy resigns as
Westinghouse TV-radio sales promotion mgr. to form own
Robert C. Cheek promoted
TV-radio promotion firm
to asst. mgr. for engineering, Westinghouse electronics
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Dave Kapp resigns as administrative asst, to
div.
Emanuel Sacks, RCA Victor record dept. v.p. & gen. mgr.
Ernest N. Kolonsky elected v.p., Muntz TV, replaced
Jerome D. Heibel named
as secy, by Emil N. Levin
Erie Resistor v.p. in charge of research & engineering,
Jack Grand elected chairman,
Allen K. Shenk sales v.p.
Henry Fogel elected pres., Granco Products Inc., Long
M. F. Blakeslee resigns as
Island City (converters)
William T. Dean, exCBS-Columbia eastern div. mgr.
Packard Motor Co., named Scott Radio promotion mgr.
Wm. Wiley, Philco district rep in Washington, BaltiGerrard
more, Wilmington resigns as of Aug. 31
Quinney, veteran Canadian broadcaster, heads new equipment sales div., audio-video productions, S. W. Caldwell
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Katherine Crowley promoted to exec,
A. J. Stobbe resigns as
Co.
Donald W. Jackson, exv.p.
Raytheon, becomes Admiral regional sales mgr. for Indiana area out of Indianapolis; E. A. Freiburger, exPhilco, Milwaukee, will cover for Admiral out of Des
Jacob H. Ruiter Jr., DuMont technical adv.
Moines
mgr., promoted to mgr. of public relations in reorganizaLtd.,

Brown

Crosley-Bendix distribution

Toronto

.

.

.

Henry L. Crowley &
CBS-Columbia operations

v.p.,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

&

by resignation
Keeton Arnett, asst, to Dr.
DuMont, with each division adv. mgr. handling own
Maurice L. Alexander named plant
product advertising
Emil
mgr. of Avco-Crosley Batavia (111.) tube plant
tion of adv.

of Douglas

public relations occasioned

Day; he reports
.

.

to

.

.

.

.

A. Mesics, ex-Otis Elevator Co., named director of personLouis Jesser named
nel, RCA international div.
Majestic district sales mgr. out of Denver
Clarence
M. Clark named mgr. of Westinghouse electronics tube
div. plant at Bath, N. Y.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Greusel Distributing Co.,

Milwaukee (Crosley) adds Bendix line in furtherance of
new Avco policy of consolidating distribution of its 2
subsidiaries (Vol. 9:30,31)
Post & Lester, Hartford
(Motorola) opens New Haven branch (Wm. Thibadeau,
sales mgr.) in expansion to cover New Haven, Fairfield &
Middlesex counties; Electropliance, Milwaukee (Motorola) appoints Wm. Baker gen. sales mgr., replacing E.
Patrick Toal, resigned
Hoffman Radio appoints American Wholesalers, Washington, for Washington & Baltimore
Raytheon appoints City Electric Co., Syracuse
.

.

.

(J.

.

.

.

.

.

.

S. Issacs, pres.)

.

.

DuMont

.

.

.

.

.

Bruno-New York (RCA Victor)
resigns in week which also saw
Arnold Cohan Adv. resign Bruno account so pres. Arnold
Cohan could “continue my business relationship” with
Gerald O. Kaye, who quit as sales mgr. 2 weeks ago after
18 years with Bruno (Vol. 9:30) and is expected to head
Distributor Notes:

adv. mgr. Milton

appoints Alliance Dis-

Kan.
CBS-Columbia appoints Great
Lakes Auto Parts & Machine Works, Duluth, Minn.
Driscoll Distributing Co., Charlotte (Tele King) appoints
William J. Hunt gen. mgr.
Horn & Cox Inc., Los Angeles, terminates Pacific Mercury distributorship by “mutual agreement,” said Pacific Mercury pres. Joe Benaron
Trav-Ler Radio Sales Corp., Boston, names Ray
Graybar appoints
Farnum, ex-Andrea, as sales mgr.
L. J. Hartman TV sales mgr. for Chicago district
Majestic Radio opens new factory branch, Majestic Television Distributors Inc., 1103 Columbus Ave., Boston
tributors, Wichita,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(Manny Rosen, mgr.).
Muntz TV, storm center

many

a pricing controexchanging harsh words with local Better Business Bureau over
cut-price ad by its retail store there offering TV sets as
low as $20. BBB investigated, reported: (1) Store didn’t
have $20 set in stock before, at time of, or following publication of ad.
(2) Other brands advertised were actually competitive makes accepted as trade-ins.
Dallas
Advertising League adopted resolution denouncing Muntz
and its ad agency, Michael Shore Agency, for practices
“contrary to public interest and unworthy of the advertising profession.”
Muntz v.p. Don Adams hotly denied
BBB findings, said cheaper sets were clearly advertised
as “floor samples and demonstrators,” threatened to sue
Dallas BBB for libel unless retraction is made.
of

versy, got into another one last

week

in Dallas,

.

Emerson

is

promoting Conelrad system by producing

radios with special indicators at 640 kc and 1240
kc, the two frequencies to be employed by U. S.
staall its

AM

Frank D. Newbury,

Westinghouse v.p., now
Asst. Secy, of Defense for applications and engineering.

Herman
operations

retired

L. Weckler, retired Chrysler v.p., appointed

v.p.,

Clevite Corp.

tions during

enemy

Conelrad plan requires that
all stations broadcast on one of the 2 frequencies during
attack or go silent. Emerson’s merchandising will stress

meaning

of plan.

attack.

10
Topics

&

of TV Trade: Manufacturers shipped
worth of home TVs, radio & phonos last year,

Trends

$1.3 billion

with TV accounting for 76% of the dollar value.
These figures are from Census Bureau’s preliminary
1952 report, which shows average manufacturer’s price
of TV set to be just a shade under $179. The govt, statistics indicate manufacturers shipped 5,533,000 TVs valued
at $989,470,000

RETMA

&

10,791,000 radios at $262,506,000 in 1952.

statistical report for 1952 in

book No. 17 shows factory sales of 6,193,644

our

TV

Fact-

TVs and

11,-

021,052 radios last year. Apparent inconsistency with govt,
figures is explained by these differences in the statistics:
(1) RETMA’s “statistical year” of 1952 included 53
weeks, whereas Census used straight calendar year.
(2)
figures include TV & radio chassis not shipped in
cabinets as complete home instruments; Census figures
don’t.
figures are based on factory sales,
(3)
Census’ on shipments which sometimes are two different
breeds of cats, especially in case of private-label sets,
which often are “sold” long before being “shipped.”
Further breakdown of Census Bureau statistics for
1952: home type radios (including portables & phono combinations), 7,541,000 units valued at $168,740,000, or 13%
of all factory shipments; auto radios, 3,250,000 at $93,766,000 (7%) coin-operated phonos, 40,000 at $23,589,000;
other electronic phonos, 199,000 at $2,050,000; mechanical
phonos, 69,000 at $797,000; record players, 1,414,000 at

RETMA

RETMA

—

;

$23,386,000.
*

*

*

*

week at distribuDrake Hotel, comprised 8 basic

Hallicrafters’ line, introduced this
tors meeting in Chicago’s

TV

models in 29 styles, plus 2 high-fidelity units. Latter
for $400 in mahogany and silver-grained walnut, $800
in mahogany and maple.
Both offer high-fidelity sound
“covering a majority of 20 to 20,000 cycles per second
sell

detectable

avoid reflections
greater emphasis on cabinet styling.
Optional all-channel tuner is available at $50 extra. Full
;

line:

2

AM-FM

mahogany

*

*

*

*

months totaled 125,TV set sales in Canada
140, at average price of $389, reports Canadian RTMA.
Production in first 6 months totaled 167,853, and proin first 6

production figures indicate 99,086 units will be
turned out in next 3 months. For June alone, sales were
Quebec led in sales with 3283,
10,880, production 28,681.
Toronto 2935, Ottawa and eastern Ontario 1393, Hamiltonjected

Niagara 993, British Columbia 989, Windsor 668, other
Ontario areas 473, Prairies 118, Maritime provinces 28.
Besa y Cia., Santiago, Chile, whose Juan Laporta
cently headed govt, fact-finding commission surveying

named

ment; Sociedad
gal, also appointed by DuMont.

*

*

*

.

.

.

Philadelphia Electrical Assn, reports 4915 TV sets (19
brands) sold in area during June vs. 6138 in June 1952; for
first 6 mo. of 1953 total sales were 66,390 vs. 66,827 same
Des Moines survey by Register & Tribune,
1952 period
based on 2205 telephone interviews in March-April, shows
Motorola leads in sets-in-use among 23 brands listed;
copies available from newspaper’s research dept.
Magnavox reinstates the 2% cash discount to its dealers
Most credwhich it discontinued several months ago
itors of bankrupt Dynamic Electronics-N. Y. reported to
Admiral
have accepted offer of 25% over 4 years
Corp. obtains injunction in Federal district court of N. Y.
restraining Admiral Sewing Stores Inc. from use of brand
on sewing machines and appliances; it’s third such injunction Admiral has obtained on infringement grounds.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Out-of-court settlement of complaint by Federal Trade
Commission charging National Electronic Distributors
Assn, and 37 wholesaler-distributor members with conspiracy to create monopoly in sale of TV-radio-electronics
parts (Vol. 9:16,24) looked fairly certain this week after
lawyers of both sides announced a tentative consent agreement had been reached. Terms weren’t divulged, since
full membership of NEDA must ratify it at St. Louis convention Sept. 14. FTC had charged NEDA with limiting
membership and urging manufacturers to sell only through
NEDA members. NEDA denied the charges.

re-

Commentary on eager demand for TVs when brand
new market is opened: Just about year ago, on July 18,

TV

KFEL-TV began

DuMont telecasting equipCommercial Romar Lda., Lisbon, Portusales rep for

radio-phono combinations at $230.

Trade Miscellany: Chicago area TVs totaled 1,426,396 on June 30, up 10,701 from May 31 and up 253,552
since June 30, 1952, reports Chicago Electrical Assn.

.

Table Models: 17-in. mahogany textured leatherette
$200 & $250, blonde $210; 21-in. mahogany textured
leatherette $290 & $340, blonde $300.
Consoles: 17-in. open-face mahogany $290 & $340,
blonde $300 & $350; 21-in. open-face mahogany $340, $390
& $450, blonde $360, $400, $420 & $470; 21-in. %-door
mahogany $460 & $500, blonde $480 & $530; 24-in. fulldoor mahogany $575 & $625, blonde $595 & $645; 27-in.
full-door mahogany $695 & $745, blonde $725 & $775.
Also introduced were 2 new shortwave portable radios
at $100 & $160, two table models in ivory, blue or green,
at $40 & $50, and a 5-tube clock radio, in French provincial mahogany cabinet, with brass antique face, $60.

week joined growing

bisque $420, mahogany wood $450; 27-in. full-door mahogany wood $725 & $775.
Only combination is a 21-in. mahogany at $795.
Also introduced were 3 radios at $25, $35 & $40, and
*

board-like panel fixed at 30-degree angle from floor for
easy tuning; 2 new improved chassis; tilted screens to

this

ranks of TV manufacturers entering high-fidelity
introducing single “hi-fi” mahogany radio-phonofield
graph combination, along with 16 TVs, at distributors
meeting in Chicago’s Congress Hotel. Though unpriced at
time of introduction, “hi-fi” set will be “moderate” in cost,
according to Antony Wright, commercial products v.p.
Capehart also made big play with its polaroid picture
system, which combines a “circular polarizer” with aluminized picture tube.
It was developed by Polaroid Corp.
in conjunction with Capehart engineers.
J. H. Riddel, director of market research, said table
models will account for 45% of Capehart production this
fall and all of next year.
Line ranges from 17-in. “Floratone” mahogany finish table model at $190 to 21-in. mahogany combination at $795. Full line:
Table Models: 17-in. “Floratone” mahogany finish
$190 & $240, bisque $210 & $260; mahogany wood $230 &
$280, bisque $240 & $290; 2i-in. “Floratone” mahogany
finish $250 & $300, bisque $260 & $310; mahogany wood
$300, $330 & $390, bisque $300 & $350; 24-in. “Floratone”
mahogany finish $300, bisque $370 & $420, mahogany
wood $400 & $450.
Consoles: 17-in. open-face mahogany wood $270, $300
& $320; 21-in. open-face mahogany wood $300, $330, $350,
$380, $400, $420, $470, bisque $370 & $420; 21-in. halfdoor mahogany wood $400 & $450, bisque $430 & $480;
21-in. full-door bisque $450, $475 & $595, mahogany wood
$475, $525 & $575, fruitwood $475; 24-in. full-door mahogany wood or bisque $600 & $650; 24-in. “Floratone”

by the human ear.”

Other features of line, introduced by marketing v.p.
Richard A. Graver, include tuning controls set on dash-

in U. S.,

APEHART-Farnsworth

C—

telecasting in Denver, first post-freeze

station to take the air.

As

Mountain Electrical League,
amounted to 158,350.

1,

according to Rocky

TV

set sales to dealers

of July
total

11
further that the
5 N. Y.
press conference called by J. G. Sherman, pres, of Elgin
National Watch Co. for purpose of announcing that Elgin
is out shopping for “affiliations” with companies in producing miniature electronics components and precision
production instruments. He called it “an intensive search

Electronics Reports: Illustrating

“wave of the future”

is

still

electronics,

was Aug.

to higher return on investment and
greater long-term stability, though he was quick to point
out that Elgin intends to keep its share of the watch
market and is financially in good shape (1952 sales:

program” looking

$50,800,000).

Mr. Sherman noted that manufacturers’ sales of
tronic items rose

from $576,000,000

elec-

in 1946 to $4.35 billion

have had
an annual growth rate of 21% since 1946. He said electronics and instrumentation were both logical diversification choices for Elgin, and released an “enterprises
wanted” brochure which details objectives of his program.
in 1952, while automatic production instruments

Company

prepared, apparently, either to buy out or
but he said it will affiliate only
with firms that have operated profitably over last 2-5
years and that have growing sales volume and $1,000,000
or so net worth.

buy

is

into existing firms

—

*

*

*

*

Control of Canadian Marconi was purchased this week
for unannounced sum by English Electric Co. Ltd., London,
which bought 50.6% interest held by Cable & Wireless
Ltd., London, with approval of British and Canadian govts.
English Electric had purchased Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd. of England several years ago. Announcement of purchase said Canadian Marconi, created 50 years
ago as subsidiary of British Marconi, will continue to
operate as “a Canadian enterprise for the advancement
of the Marconi organization and for the development of
Announcement was
the electronic industry in Canada.”
made jointly in Montreal by Sir George H. Nelson, chairman of English Electric; Maj. Gen. L. B. Nicholls, chairman of Cable & Wireless; Stuart M. Finlayson, pres, of

Canadian Marconi.
“First use of transistors in mass-produced TV sets,”
says Electronics Magazine editor W. W. MacDonald in
August issue, “may be to replace 2 germanium diodes and
a triode tube in noncritical circuits. Junction types are,
we understand, already being used experimentally in this
application.
Circuit parameters are such that good performance is obtained from near-rejects. Higher temperatures than those normally encountered in home equipment do not appear to upset operation.”

Elevator Co. enters electronics field with acquisition of Transmitter Equipment Mfg. Co., and has
set up electronics div. at 35 Ryerson St., Brooklyn, with
Otis

ex-TEC
To

pres.

Morton B. Kahn as mgr.

coordinate

all

govt,

Chairman

of House Commerce Committee introduced
H.R. 6819 to create a Telecommunications Policy Committee to comprise one member each from Depts. of State,
Defense, Commerce and FCC, plus members from other
agencies as President or committee itself deems necessary. Job would be to “formulate plans and policies with
respect to the best possible utilization of the radio spec-

Wolverton

trum and communications media in promoting the interests
of the U. S.,” make recommendations to President, Congress and interested govt, agencies. Function would be
similar to that performed by Telecommunications Advisor
an

hower when
duties, somewhat

curtailed, taken over

Philco’s sales totaled $238,522,000 for record in first

months of 1953, up 44% from the $165,156,000 for same
1952 period and comparing with $171,023,000 for like
1951 period. Net income after taxes also went to record
6

$6,900,000

($1.90

per

common

share)

plus

$5,316,000

income from sale of WPTZ and
prior years’ adjustments. The net income compared with
($1.51) in non-recurring

$4,289,000 ($1.16) in 1952 period, $5,741,000 ($1.58) in
1951. In second quarter of 1953, Philco sales were $109,464,000 vs. $80,917,000 in 1952 period and $57,499,000 in
1951.
Second quarter net after taxes was $3,499,000
vs. $1,948,000
(610) in 1951.
(96<?)

(52tf)

in 1952 period

and $2,220,000

Raytheon plans to increase authorized $5 par common
from 3,000,000 to 4,000,000 shares, subject to stockholders’
approval at special meeting Sept. 17. There are now 2,176,942 shares outstanding. Last dividend was 5% stock
in 1945. Some equity financing is planned and proxy statement says “it is the board’s present intention to inaugurate
a policy of stock dividends [and] when conditions warrant,
cash dividends.” July 1 backlog of orders exceeded $200,000 000
.

,

Though Scott Radio showed net profit of $65,556 (7tf a
share) in fiscal year ended May 31, pres. John S. Meek
told stockholders in annual report that firm’s retail sub-

Meek Television Inc., lost $504,877 in year. Scott’s
was on sales of $4,234,600, compared with net income

sidiary,
profit

of $117,335 (12tf) on sales of $3,908,437 preceding year.

International Resistance Co. reports net profit of
$316,863 (240 a share) after taxes of $557,000 on sales of
$6,776,971 in first 6 months, compared to $193,825 (140)
after taxes of $268,000 on sales of $5,200,364 in corresponding 1952 period.

Trav-Ler Radio Corp. reports $8,431,019 sales

first

months of 1953, more than doubling the $4,111,421 same
period last year. Net profit after taxes was $468,607 vs.
$37,708. Second quarter sales were $3,606,380 vs. $1,374,6

812; net profit $198,490 vs. $8753.

communcations,

to the President,

Financial & Trade Notes: CBS achieved record for
any 6 months in its history during first half of this
year, with sales of $151,253,680, up 30% from $116,543,660
for first half of 1952.
Net profit was $4,003,377 ($1.71
a share) after Federal income taxes of $6,490,000 and
excess profits taxes of $980,000. Earnings were up 40%
from $2,851,415 ($1.22) after $4,270,000 income and $30,000
excess profits taxes for first half of 1952. The CBS report
does not break down earnings by divisions, and figures
represent not only TV-radio time sales but CBS-Columbia
receiver, CBS-Hytron tube, and Columbia Records Inc.
phonograph record sales. For first quarter, CBS net was
$2,404,935 ($1.03) vs. $1,522,796 (65^) same 1952 period.
(For CBS 1951-53 sales and earnings figures, see p. 315,
TV Factbook No. 17.)

abolished by President EisenHaraden Pratt resigned (Vol. 9:26) and his
office

by

ODM.

Tung-Sol reports net income of $1,015,355 ($1.77 a
share on 551,591 common shares) on sales of $20,727,245
for 26 weeks ended June 27 vs. $889,843 ($1.76 on 495,047
shares) on sales of $15,445,814 same pei’iod last year.

Malcolm

named

C. Hutchinson, retired v.p., Irving Trust Co.,
a director of General Instrument Co.

Dividends: Television-Electronics Fund, 14^ payable
Aug. 31 to stockholders of record Aug. 14; Philco, 400
payable Sept. 12 to holders Aug. 28; Tung-Sol, 25tf Sept. 2
to holders Aug. 17; Erie Resistor, 200 Sept. 15 to holders
Sept. 5; Standard Coil Products, 25
Aug. 17 to holders
Aug. 7; General Precision Equip., Sept. 15 to holders
Aug. 25; Westinghouse, 50^ Sept. 1 to holders Aug. 10;
CBS, 40^ Sept. 4 to holders Aug. 21.
<}

12 Film industry is getting from TV
“a brutal but necessary awakening,” said producer Samuel
Goldwyn in interview Aug. 5 in France-Soir while on
Riviera vacation. Does that mean end of Hollywood? he
was asked. His reply: “While TV is the most formidable
competitor Hollywood has ever known, I am personally
grateful to TV. It has provided the film industry with a
He said it has forced Hollywood
badly needed rival.”
“an evolution which marks the
to more quality films
opening of a great era.” To TV, he would bequeath Hollywood’s “quantitative” output in favor of more “qualitaGloomy report on films for
tive” for the theatres
in Aug. 4 Variety with lead
up
followed
is
TV (Vol. 9:31)

Telecasting Notes:

—
.

.

.

story about feature film production captioned “H’Wood
Story says: “Hollywood film
Climbs Up Off Canvas.”
production, virtually counted out by the gloom guys for
the last 4 months, has staggered to one knee and appears
offered by
to have taken good advantage of the respite
the long count.” Thirteen weeks ago, it reports, producOrigition was 11% below normal, now it’s only 7%%.
being
nal predictions of under 250 pictures this year are
275revised upward— “but it’s doubtful that more than
300 will be finished by the year’s end.” Previous low:
WSAZ-TV, Huntington, W. Va., rejected
404 in 1947
.

.

.

its War of the Worlds, call[that
is] unsuitable for home enpicture
“horror
ing it
it thus intertertainment,” even in abbreviated form
Aspen
Rogers
H.
L.
v.p.
says
code,
preted NARTB
Pictures and United Artists earmark $5000 for TV promofilm, Retion of Hollywood premiere of new Gary Cooper
Ed Gardner’s Duffy s Tavern to be
turn to Paradise
Roach
filmed for 39-week annual half hour series by Hal
may
Studios with William Morris Agency; first episodes
TV,
be ready for fall syndication by Motion Pictures for

Paramount spots promoting

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

pres. Matthew Fox states project (117 subjects
hisat $45,000 per) make this one of biggest deals in TV
new
filming
6
30
crew
of
Lord
and
H.
Phillips
tory
Gang Busters episodes on Bartlett’s Island, off Maine coast
William Morris Agency reported negotiating to ac-

whose
.

.

.

.

.

quire Ziegfeld Follies name for what Variety styles reOwners of WIRY, Plattsbirth in cafes and video”
burg, N. Y., competitive applicants for Ch. 28, planning
.

.

.

DuMont equipment at
DuMont transmitter div.

closed-circuit demonstrations with

Clinton County Fair, Aug. 10-15;

Upcoming
has detailed Kenneth Peterson to chore
WENS, Pittsburgh (Ch. 16), due on air in latter Aug.,
reports it has signed up Duquesne U home-&-away basketball games for winter season, has already sold more than
Toscanini due to direct one simulcast of
85% of time
and one full-length opera on NBC-TV
Symphony
NBC
.

.

next season
join ABC with
.

.

.

.

.

.

Bill

.

Stern, sportscaster, quits
starting Sept. 14.

NBC

to

new program

New FCC member to succeed retired Paul A. Walker
had not been chosen up to press time, though trade insiders say he will be Robert J. Dean, 51, a lawyer, pres. &
chief owner of radio KOTA, Rapid City, S. D., CBS affilHe’s supported by Sen. Case
iate and TV applicant.
Backers of avowed candidate Charles Gar(R-S. D.).
land, who manages Gene Autry’s KOOL, Phoenix, were
still working this week on his behalf; they include Sen.
Goldwater (R-Ariz.) and Eugene Pulliam, Indianapolis
& Phoenix publisher. Appointment to post, vacant since
June 30, is now expected to come while President Eisenhower is vacationing in Colorado.
First issue

was delivered

Television Age, new trade monthly,
week, contains 40 pages of advertising
Features of August number are reports

of

this

out of 86 total.
on the CBS-NBC sales battle, what advertisers should

know about

color,

TV

Paul, ex-Broadcasting,

spending by cigarette firms.
is

publisher.

S. J.

Five applications for new TV stations were filed with
this week, making total pending 548 of which 175
are uhf. Applications included one for Ch. 13 in Houston
by company headed by Mayor Roy Hofheinz, who controls
Houston’s KTHT and recently sold his KSOX, Harlingen,
to grantees of KGBS-TV, there (Vol. 9:25); Hofheinz group
thus becomes 6th competitor for Ch. 13. Two rivals applying for Ch. 4 in Big Spring, Tex. are principals in KBST
& KTXC, former including Lewis Seibert, new owner of
KGKL, San Angelo, which recently gave up CP for Ch. 3
(Vol. 9:13).
Sixth applicant for Ch. 10 in Norfolk area
filed this week
new owners of WSAP, Portsmouth, headed
by Charles J. Duke Jr. Seeking uhf Ch. 29 allocated to
Wilmington, N. C. for Carolina Beach, N. C. is company
headed by contractor O. C. Tucker and including Milton
Hammer, producer of TV program Washington Spotlight.
[For further details about these applications, see TV Addenda 17-E herewith; for complete listings of all postfreeze grants, new stations, applications, deletions, hearings, etc., see TV Factbook No. 17 with Addenda to date.]

FCC

—

Channel shifts
cuse, shifted last

&

power increases: WSYR-TV, Syra-

week from Ch.

5 to 3, increased to 100

WKAB-TV, Mobile (Ch. 48), added 12-kw amplifier,
boosted ERP to 258 kw; WEEK-TV, Peoria (Ch. 43), put

kw;

12-kw amplifier
Cincinnati, and

in operation, achieved 175 kw; WLWT,
KPIX, San Francisco, both now operating

GE reports following shipments due
month: 1-kw uhf amplifiers to WOSH-TV, Oshkosh,
Wis. (Ch. 48) KIMA-TV, Yakima, Wash.; (Ch. 29) KRTV,
Little Rock, Ark. (Ch. 17); WLOK-TV, Lima, O. (Ch. 73).
GE has scheduled 20-kw vhf amplifiers this month to
WCPO-TV, Cincinnati, and KGO-TV, San Francisco; 35-kw
units are due for WJBK-TV, Detroit, and KING-TV,
Seattle.
RCA reports 25-kw vhf amplifier shipments to
KBTV, Denver; WHIO-TV, Dayton; WWJ-TV, Detroit.

with full 100 kw.
this

;

Waiver

kw

of

;

power limitations

to permit increase

from

kw (at 3070 ft. above average terrain),
requested by KXLY-TV, Spokane (Vol. 9:25), was turned
down by FCC this week. However, language of denial
indicates Commission may eventually pei’mit such in48

to

146

Order said that Commission is now studying
proposals concerning changes in power-height rules; that
such changes would involve allocation principles and
therefore require more study; that approval of KXLYTV’s request would be a pre-determination of such proposals; that rule-making would be more appropriate way
to effect changes.

creases.

Now come the osteopaths with sure-fire publicity at
expense of TV, their recent American Osteopathic Assn,
convention in Chicago having been warned by one Dr.
George Tarulis that TV can make children more susceptible
to diseases by keeping them indoors and paving way for
“bad body mechanics.”
And Chaplain Louis King, of
Chicago’s Bridewell prison, addressing Moody Bible Institute, comes fourth with this gem: TV programs “cause
a fever of the mind, tuberculosis of the heart and cancer
of the soul [and] are more dangerous to youth than the
atomic bomb.”
Theatre Network Television

(Nathan Halpern) has
Marciano-La Starza heavyweight championship fight in New York’s Polo Grounds
Sept. 24 for reported $125,000 and undisclosed percentage
of theatre boxoffice receipts.
It’s 9th major fight televised by TNT in 3 years, will be “blacked out” in theatres
Fight won’t be
in New York and parts of New England.
lined

up exclusive rights

to

telecast on networks.

Paper on booster experiments, presented at NARTB
convention in Los Angeles (Vol. 9:18) and summarizing
tests conducted by WSM-TV, Nashville, at Lawrenceburg,
Tenn., has been reprinted and is available from NARTB.
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FCC PONDERS ECONOMIC POSITION OF UHF: FCC gave a lot of attention to uhf this week
Following up on its quiet "study"
took no action, will take it up again next week.
program (Vol. 9:31), it spent a good deal of time debating whether to send a " letter
asking them to describe uhf affiliation policies .
Commisof inquiry" to networks
and there's no telling what
sion decided to pass over subject until next week
action will be taken, if any.
not strong yet, about the
It all points up growing Commission uneasiness
promote
the medium.
Commission's
future of uhf and what it can or should do to
consideration of matter is not prompted by formal complaints or petitions from uhf
grantees
except that subscription-TV proposal by 4 uhf grantees last week (Vol.
Informally, however, uhf operators
9:32) may be considered an indirect complaint.
and their attorneys are squawking aplenty (Vol. 9:31).
Feeling at FCC is that uhf operators and CF holders don't want to come out
killing off chances of eventually securing
in open for fear of alienating networks
affiliations and/or inviting other retaliations.
which depressed Commission
The FCC has learned through bitter experience
prestige tremendously
that it can't bludgeon industr y into violating economic
Most notable fiasco was in incompatible color .
laws which govern industry.
There
Under an Eisenhower administration, there isn't ghost of a chance that
was also FM
Commission would try to make industry jump through the hoop.
But FCC is feeling its way
On one hand, it wonders whether it's Commission's responsibility to probe; on other hand, it questions whether such a public
inquiry, indicating concern over uhf, would do more harm than good.
Uhf operators,
meanwhile, are doing what comes naturally
promoting to beat the band (see p. 7).
,

,

—

,

,

—

,

—

—

.

.

—

SECOND-TOTAL ON AIR NOW 219: St. Louis area got its second station, as
did Lansing, Mich .
and others starting in Butte, Mont , and Monroe, La . this week
brought total at press time to 219 operating commercially or testing
5 6 of them
uhf.
For first time, too, post-freeze starters (111) went ahead of pre-freeze (108).
St. Louis' second is uhf WTVI
Ch. 54, officially allocated to nearby little
town of Belleville, 111., but with business offices in city and Federal transmitter
and 600-ft. tower atop Illinois Bluffs on Mississippi, about 6 i mi. from downtown
St. Louis.
It began operating Aug. 10 with telecast of St. Louis Browns-Cincinnati
Reds game, announced by Dizzy Dean.
First competitor of 6V2 -year-old KSD-TV (Ch. 5) was launched amid promotional
fanfare that included spots on 6 radio stations, ads in both St. Louis newspapers,
kits to all dealers
including 5-ft. window streamers and decals calling attention
to baseball telecasts, etc. WTVI affiliates with DuMont, via microwave from Chicago
and Terre Haute, now operates on 6-12 p.m. commercial schedule.
Base rate is $400,
and it starts with exceptional lineup of sponsorships (see Station Accounts). Mainsprings of project are ex-St. Louis TV-radiomen Bernard Wilson, pres.
John Hyatt,
v.p. & gen. sales mgr.
W.H. Averill, national sales mgr.
Weed is national rep.
ST. LOUIS'

—

—

,

]

—

;

;
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St. Louis is fourth major pre-freeze one-vhf station market to get uhf
others having been Miami with uhf WFTL-TV in Ft. Lauderdale since April, another
due soon; Kansas City with Empire Coil's uhf KCTY on air since June, now with new
vhf also Pittsburgh with uhf WJKF-TV now one month old, another due shortly. And
it won't be lcng before one-vhf Norfol k, Buffalo and Milwaukee also get uhf competitors.
This week's starters
in addition to WTVI
WILS-TV, Lansing, Mich
(Ch. 54) began testing Aug. 11, and mgr. Wm. Pomeroy
reported at week's end that "conversion ratio is exceeding most optimistic hopes."
It's now operating 10 a.m.-lO p.m. daily with test patterns, interspersed with one
feature film in afternoon, one in evening. It uses RCA transmitter, with antenna on
Olds Tower Bldg, near state capital.
Base rate is $200, networks are DuMont & ABC.
Wm. Pomeroy and brother John (chief engineer) control station.
O.L. Taylor is rep.
KXLF-TV, Butte, Mont
(Ch. 6) began testing night of Aug. 14, first station
in state and second TV outlet launched by Ed Craney who started in radio in Butte
some 25 years ago now runs string of radio stations in Montana, Washington, Oregon,
and owns half (with Bing Crosby) of KXLY-TV, Spokane.
He thus beats KOPR-TV (Ch. 4)
on air; that Frank Carman-Grant Wrathall Butte project had also been announced for
early start.
KXLF-TV has RCA equipment. Walker is rep.
KFAZ, Monroe, La
(Ch. 43), opening up northeastern section of state to TV
for first time, got jump on ex-Lieut. Gov. Noe's vhf KNOE-TV (Ch. 8), last reporting
it plans start week of Aug. 24, by putting on first test patterns Aug. 11 and preparing to go commercial Aug. 16. Gen. mgr. J.R. White reports 60-mi. radius of signal
from Federal transmitter in early tests.
Base rate is $150.
Headley-Reed is rep.
,

,

,

;

,

.

.

,

.

T

T

T
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Very nearly ready to go several possibly starting this Sat. or Sun., were
KSBW-TV, Salinas, C al. (Ch. 8)
KCMC-TV, Texarkana, Tex (Ch. 6)
WVEC-TV, Norfolk Hampton, Va
WICA-TV, Ashtabul a 0. (Ch. 15) KEDD, Wichita, Kan. (Ch. 16)
(Ch. 15)
WBUF-TV, Buffal o (Ch. 17)
WCAN-TV, Milwaukee (Ch. 25) KAFY-TV, Bakersfield, Cal
(Ch. 29)
perhaps several others. We'll report on them as fast as we get facts.
,

.

.

;

;

;

;

,

;

—

.

;

DROPS, MORE MERGERS: As if to balance last week's light CP output
FCC this week granted 9
At same time, another
3 of them via final decisions.
uhf CP was relinquished after Commission put squeeze on grantee to build.
In dropping the CP for WKMI-TV, Kalamazoo, Mich
(Ch. 36), Howard D. Steere
pointed to "present economic uncertainties of uhf in markets [where] vhf is well
established." Economic problem s face some vhf grantees, too, as indicated by Com(Ch. 9), stating it can't grant
mission's letter this week to KCNA-TV, Tucson, Ariz
information.
Tucson
time
build
on
basis
of
present
(pop. 45,454) already
more
to
has KOPO-TV (Ch. 13) cn air, KVOA-TV (Ch. 4) under construction.
Fresno C al
John Poole, Ch. 53; Jacksonville, Fla .,
This week's grants
WNMP, Ch. 32; Cedar Rapids, la .. Cedar Rapids TV Co.,
WOBS, Ch. 30 Evanston, 111
Boston, Mass ., J.D. Wrather Jr., Ch. 44 Worcester, Mass ., Wilson Enterprises
Ch. 9
WSTV, Ch. 9 A llentown. Pa
Queen City TV
Steubenville, 0
Inc. (WAAB), Ch. 20
Co., Ch. 39; San Juan, Puerto Ric o, WAPA, Ch. 4.
Final decisions were in Worcester, Allentown & San
Sidelights on grants
Fresno grantee John Poo le, long-time uhf enthusiast, also holds uhf CPs for
Juan.
Cedar Rapids grantee comprises group of businessmen,
Los Angeles and Sacramento.
among which largest stockholders are theatremen Myron Blank (32%) and Morris Eban
grant came after competitor Gazette Co. dropped out under agreement to sell
(16%)
its KCRG to new TV grantee and acquire 30% of CP.
Boston CP-holder Jack Wrathe r is the oilman who owns part of KOTV, Tulsa,
Steubenville grant
and KFMB-TV, San Diego, in association with Maria Helen Alvarez.
resulted from termination of bitter struggle with theatreman John R. Osborne he
dropped out and, with associates, will acquire part ownership of new CP.
9

CPs GRANTED,
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—
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With new priori t y ru l es going into e ffect Aug. 24 (Vol.9:29), uhf grantees
in cities with one vhf station are really putting pressure on to begin telecasting
Reason, of course, is that by so doing they can push city's competing
by that date.

;

]

3

vhf applicants further down priority lists and delay start of their hearings by many
Any such delay gives them better chance to acquire strong network affiliamonths.
tions, build uhf audience, before new vhf stations get going.

showing cities' status as of
Since publication of our illustrative list
change
d.
For example, Pittsburgh
picture
has
Report,
July
Special
(see
18),
July 1
new
starters
in
Buffalo
and Norfolk are immihas
Madison
station;
second
now has
2;
undergo
more
and
more
urging to recogCommission
will
nears.
24
nent, etc. As Aug.
according
"operating"
to
new rules.
new
stations
as
recognize,
nize, or not to
,

If network figures can be accepted as index
$450,000,080 THIS YEAR:
it looks like TV time sales are soaring to record heights
and they usually are
this year, may even exceed radio's best year.
Publishers Information Bureau network report for first 6 months, released
end of July (Vol. 9:31), disclosed the 4 TV networks have sold nearly $105,000,000
worth of time first half of 1953, representing steady rise from the $92,000,000 of
preceding 6 months and $88,500,000 in first half of 1952.

TV TIME BILLINGS

—

—

it's reasonable to assume gross
Since TV's best months come in second half
for networks will reach $225,000,000 for all of 1955 -- a considerable climb from
the $180,200,000 of 1952, $128.000,000 of 1951, $40,000,000 of 1950, $12,000,000 of
1949 (figures rounded, for month-by-month details, see p. 350, TV Factbook No. 17).
Both in 1952 & 1951 network grosses ran somewhat more than half combined
network-station revenues, as reported by FCC. So it can be assumed this will happen
in fact, over-all figure should be even better for there are more
again this year
stations this year and many more spot and local sponsors.
Thus a conservative estimate of time billings for all telecasters this year
Compare this with FCC's audits showing telecasters' total
would be $450,000,000
revenues of $324,200,000 in 1952, $255,700,000 in 1951, $105,900,000 in 1950
and,
1948, $8,700,000 (ibid, p. 351).
in the inceptive years 1949, $54, 500,000
,

,

—

.

—

;

This year's $450,000,000 would compare with radio's best year which, accordIt's questionable whether radio will achieve
ing to FCC, was $473,100,000 in 1952 .
this total this year; certainly, it won't go very much higher, if at all. So it can
even be conjectured that TV's 4 networks and 200-odd stations this year may even
exceed radio's 4 networks and 2500-plus stations (Vol. 9:27).
For time-&-talent expenditures on TV Printers' Ink calculated $ 580, 100,000
From that it may be adduced that, if TV network time billings go up 25%
in 1952 .
this year, time-plus-talent will go up commensurately. It's our guess the Printers'
Ink figure for 1953, when finally compiled, will run around $700,000,000.
,

TV-RADIO SPONSORSHIPS— CURRENT TRENDS: Looked at through tlmebuyers' eyes patterns
and the industry is indebted
of TV-radio are shifting fast-&-furiously these days
Magazine
for
Sponsor
an
excellent
authoritative
to the
sizeup of what it all means
to the advertisers who last year spent $580,100,000 for TV time-&-talent (Printers'
Ink estimate) and who this year will spend considerably more.
First, to summarize
TV network trends as culled from Sponsor's jam-packed recent "Fall Facts" issue:
,

—

,

(1) Big single-station markets will practically be thing of the past by
Christmas, when 23 of the 28 one-station markets of April 1 should have 2 or more
Sponsor quotes NBC as expecting new outlets by
most of new ones uhf.
stations
then in Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Milwaukee, Buffalo, Indianapolis, Providence, Kansas
City, Charlotte, Schenectady, Seattle, Houston, Memphis, Rochester, Huntington, Norfolk, N ew Orleans, Oklahoma City, Miami, Des Moines, Greensboro, Jacksonville, Tulsa,
Portland, Ore. None fo r ecas t for Toledo, Richmond, Nashville, Erie, Binghamton.
Second stations are already operating in Pittsburgh Kansas City
[ Editor's Note
about to start in Milwaukee N orfo lk, Buffalo
Houston Miami, St. Louis areas

—

:

,

—

,

,

,

.

(2) Networks will be about twi ce as big this fall as last; 125-station commercial hookups should be commonplace by early 1954.
(3) Program competition wi ll be keene r than ever, spurred by more multiplestation markets, by NBC's entry into late-morning field, ABC’s new stable of stars.

4
(4) Costs-per-1000 will be high in new markets at outset, will be offset
to great degree by declining costs in established markets. Sponsor quotes ad agency
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles study to show that for an unidentified 30-min.
night show, its costs by size of market as of Feb. 1 were: (a) For 500,000 pop.,
SI. 06 per 1000 TV homes.
(b) For 250-500,000 pop., $1.82 .
(c) For 200-250,000,

(d) Under 200,000, $5.07
$2.21
Excluding post-freeze station, average came to
$1.51, compared with average of $1.70 year ago.
(5) Cost trends of top programs are upward (more stations, higher talent
charges) but some low-cost shows will be available
e.g., Stork Club, down from
$14,000 for 30-min. last year to $10,400 now; U.S.A. Canteen, $29,500 for 30-min.
last year, $9000 for 15-min. this year.
Anent new markets. Sponsor warns that market potential is more important
than present set ownership in planning for future.
"If advertiser must choose between one of 2 stations, the market with 20,000 sets and a potential of 100,000 may
be a better buy than 30,000 sets and potential of 60,000, other things being equal."
.

.

—

*

*

*

*

Trends in spot TV can be summarized thus:
(1)

Big advertiser s like Benrus, Bulova, Camels, Procter & Gamble are quick

to move in on new stations to tie up favorable spots. More and more large advertisers are turning to daytime spots as viewers increase and night slots get scarcer;
the earlier in the day, the more availabilities
but TV has long way to go before
it can catch up with radio's hold on breakfast audience.

—

with admen checking closely on
(2) High costs dictate careful spot buying
set penetration, overlap, uhf conversions.
Procter & Gamble, for example, prefers
not to buy until there are 30,000 sets in a market.
,

(3) About 10% of stations will increase their spot rates after next fall,
though most pre-freeze stations will hold steady.
"
Quickie" 10-second identification spots gaining in popularity, some
(4)
big stations completely sold out. Advertisers moving cautiously in making film commercials because of re-use scales in Screen Actors Guild contracts; they're also
using smaller casts in film commercials. A few advertisers (R.J. Reynolds, Colgate)
are already shooting color film commercials to be ready for color TV.
*

*

*

*

Network radio rates are pretty well stabilized Sponsor finds, and outlook
Network program ratings are down
but there are more radios-in-use.
Spot radio outlook is good by and large.
Sponsor finds "TV fright beginning to wear off" and " TV-shy" clients buying so many morning spots that some big
stations must put them on rotating schedules to fit them in. As night rates drop
more sponsors are attracted. Between 30-50% of major radio outlets in TV markets on
single-rate basis now for day-&-night, another 10% going that way by fall. Radio
timebuying is becoming more scientific (utilizing audience measurement services more)
Even Storecasting
and more selective (e.g., appeals to $15 billion Negro market).
the FM in-store broadcasts, is on upbeat with more than 300 advertisers in field.
Note Advertiser expenditures on radio time-&-talent were $722 700,000 in
1952, of which $401,500,000 was national (network and spot) and remainder local,
according to Printers' Ink. While radio total has been going up yearly, its rate of
climb has been slowed.
TV's rate has been meteoric comparatively, its 1952 figure
of $580,100,000 ($442,400,000 of it national) comparing with $388,400,000 in 1951.
It's generally conceded that, just as network TV billings have outstripped network
radio, total TV within year or two will forge ahead of total radio
.

—

is optimistic.

,

,

,

:

;

,

.

TV

XEQ-TV, Mexico City
by Ernest Marx, director of DuMont’s international div., which built station at
Though Pass itself is 11,975-ft. above sea
Cortez Pass.
level, transmitter site is above Pass at 13,405-ft. level and
tower-&-antenna add about 300-ft. more, he says.
He
doesn’t know how station’s area coverage would compare with that of projected stations on New Mexico’s
“Highest

station” claim for

(Vol. 9:32), is stoutly maintained

Sandia Crest, because height above average terrain hasn’t
been calculated for Mexican station. Marx doubts whether
anyone will want to build higher any place in the world
with possible exception of the Alps.
Spokesman for
KGGM-TV, Albuquerque (Ch. 13), incidentally, tells us
that grantee pioneered possibility of putting transmitter
on 10,833-ft. Sandia Crest, will get going there before

KOB-TV

(Vol. 9:32).

5
Harry Ackerman, CBS-TV Hollywood
v.p. in charge of network programs, announces these new
Hollywood appointments as result of expansion of Television City originations (12 shows booked, 5 being lined
up) James Fonda, promoted to director of network programs; Cecil Barker, ex-ABC, appointed exec, producer;
Hal Hudson, exec. asst, to Ackerman, named to new post
of gen. mgr. of CBS-TV, Hollywood; Ben Feiner, exec,
producer, adds new Bob Crosby 5-a-week daytime show
Jerry Danzig assigned by CBS-TV as producer-inLloyd E. Yoder, recently
charge of color programs
shifted by NBC from gen. mgr. of Denver’s KOA to San
Francisco’s KNBC, named gen. mgr. of NBC’s WNBK
& WTAM, Cleveland, succeeding Hamilton Shea, recently
promoted to gen. mgr. of WNBT & WNBC, N. Y.; George
Greaves promoted from asst, to gen. mgr. of KNBC

Personal Notes:

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

NBC

Charles V. Dresser,

promoted

central div.

to director of sales for

TV

.

.

spot sales mgr.,

WNBQ & WMAQ

whose

respective sales mgrs. are John McPartlin & Rudi Neubauer
Leslie Harris, recently resigned TV-radio director, Col-

.

.

.

gate-Palmolive-Peet, now
Ralph C. Robertson, ex-asst. adv.
Productions, N. Y.
mgr., Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, named v.p., marketing director & exec, supervisor of media, TV-radio & merchanWm. R. Seth, exdising depts., Geyer Adv., N. Y.

Bernard Schubert

a partner in

.

.

v.p.,

.

named

.

v.p. in

.

Network Accounts:

charge of TV-

Not

all

.

.

summer TV shows

summer

show comparable in audience appeal to last summer’s Mr. Peepers, current record
Among summer shows to be retained
is fairly impressive.
failed to produce

& dates not yet firm) NBC-TV’s OrigiAmateur Hour (sponsored by Pet Milk) NBC-TV’s
Sound Stage (Campbell Soups); CBS-TV’s Summertime
U.S.A. (GE); CBS-TV’s Medallion Theatre (Chrysler)
year-round (times

:

nal

;

Sherwin-Williams Co. (paints) to be alt.-week sponsor
(with Lucky Strike) of Ray Bolger Shoiv, on ABC-TV,
starting Oct. 8, Thu. 8:30-9 p.m., thru Fuller & Smith &
GE (Telechron clocks) buys 7-week participaRoss
tion on Dave Garroway’s Today, on NBC-TV, starting
Nov. 3, Mon.-thru-Fri. 7-9 a.m., thru Young & Rubicam
Ex-Lax (laxative) to sponsor Leave It to the Girls on
ABC-TV, starting in fall, Sat. 7:30-8 p.m., thru Warwick
Consolidated Chemical Industries Inc. (chemi& Legler
cal products) to sponsor Arthur Murray Show, starting
in fall, on NBC-TV, Mon. 7:30-7:45 p.m., thru Brennan
American Dairy Assn, buys Tues.-Thu.
Adv., Houston
3:30-3:45 p.m. segment of Bob Crosby Show, on CBS-TV,
starting Sept. 14, Mon.-thru-Fri. 3 :30-4, thru CampbellCongress of Industrial Organizations
Mithun Inc.
(labor union) after buying Mon.-thru-Fri. 7-7:15 p.m. news
commentary by John W. Vandercook on ABC Radio,
starting Sept. 7, negotiating with ABC-TV for monthly
panel show, Meeting Place U.S.A., starting in fall, Thu.
Sweets
10-10:30 p.m., thru Henry J. Kaufman & Assoc.
Co. of America (Tootsie Rolls) renews TV Teen Club on
ABC-TV, starting in fall, Sat. 7-7 :30 p.m., thru Moselle &
Serutan Co. (health foods) shifts .Juvenile Jury
Eisen
from NBC-TV to CBS-TV, starting Oct. 11, Sun. 4-4:30
p.m., thru Edward Kletter Assoc.
.
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Harvey B. Otterman, veteran associate chief of State
Dept,

telecommunications policy staff, retired after 44
years with Govt.; his well-known asst., Florence Trail,
incidentally, was married July 21 to Frank B. Dowling.

.

.

.

Matthew Fox, head of Motion Pictures
named chairman of Pola-Lite Co., maker

John Speer, 43, program director of WKZO-TV
Kalamazoo, died this week of a liver ailment.

for Television,
of glasses for

3-D motion pictures, which has signed with National Film
Service for distribution through its 33 exchanges.

&

WKZO,

Station Accounts:

will

—

fade away when autumn leaves fall several sponsors having already renewed contracts for year-round retention of
programs originally intended merely as fill-ins. Though
this

.

.

&

Saylor, N. Y.; Robert Brenner
Joseph R. Matthews
continues as TV-radio director
radio, Lewin, Williams

.

.

.

Needham & Grohmann

appointed western mgr. of A. C. Neilsen Co.’s new TVradio sales & service office at 100 Bush St., San Francisco
C. Herbert Masse, sales mgr., WBZ-TV, Boston,
elected pres., Radio Executives Club of New England
Charles Abel named chief engineer, KFMB-TV & KFMB,
San Diego, succeeding Thornton Chew, now engineering
operations director for John Poole TV-radio stations
Peter McDonald named by CBC to head its new CBUT,
Vancouver (Ch. 2), due on air in Nov.
Edward F.
Murphy, ex-WGN-TV, Chicago, appointed program director of upcoming KSTM-TV, St. Louis (Ch. 36)
C. Lee Smallwood promoted to sales & promotion mgr.,
WALA-TV, Mobile
Soterios Pappas promoted to program supervisor, WBAL-TV, Baltimore
Theodore
Zaer, WNBT-WNBC controller, appointed NBC radio network div. controller, Marion Stephenson appointed asst.
George Hicks returns to ABC as newsman, in addition to
handling new U. S. Steel TV show
Arthur Hein, sales
service mgr., promoted to merchandising mgr., WBBM-TV,
Chicago, succeeded by Ed Cotter
James Schiavone promoted to program-production mgr., WWJ-TV, Detroit.

credited to Belleville,

St.

Louis area’s new

WTVI,

officially

6(4 mi. away, gets off to flying
commercial start with 62 local advertisers, 9 national spot
111.,

accounts and immediate DuMont network interconnection.
WTVI began operating Aug. 10 with $400-500,000 worth
of business already on books, reports gen. sales mgr. John
I. Hyatt.
Its spot accounts: Alliance Mfg. Co. (rotors),
thru Foster & Davies, Cleveland; Falstaff Brewing Co.,
thru Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.; Folger Coffee Co.,
thru Grant Adv., Chicago; Ford Dealers, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.; Chevrolet Dealers, thru CampbellEwald, Detroit; Harpel’s Salad Dressing, thru Curt Freiberger & Co., Denver; Marvel Cigarettes, thru AitkinKynett, Philadelphia; Royal Bedding Co., thru Bozell &
Jacobs, Chicago; Stanback Co., thru Piedmont Adv., Salisbury, N. C.
Frigidinner Inc., Philadelphia, planning
test TV-radio-newspaper campaign there in Sept, for precooked and frozen meals, with possible other markets
later as distribution expands; other new products due to
be introduced via TV: Soap-Up Corp., Grand Rapids, Mich,
(kitchen utensil), thru Ralph Sharp Adv., Detroit; Industrial Research Inc., Miami (Hydrocap Catalyst Battery
Cap), thru Miami office, Hirshon-Garfield Inc.
Procter
& Gamble readying Sept, schedule for Drene, thru Compton Adv., and Oct. spots for Dreft, thru Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
Lambert Pharmacal Co. planning spot TVradio, in addition to its ABC Ozzie & Harriet simulcasts,
starting Sept. 18, to introduce new Listerine Antizyme
Toothpaste, thru Lambert & Feasley, N. Y.
Safeway
Stores’ first major TV buy is Fri. 9-10:30 film period on
WPIX, N. Y., which also signs Jay Broiler Co. (Roto-Broil
broiler) for Roto Magician, Mon. & Wed., 7:15-7:30 p.m.
Among other advertisers using or reported planning to
use TV: Fanny Farmer Shops (candy chain), thru Charles
L. Rumrill Adv., Rochester, N. Y.; Groveton Paper Co.
(Vanity Fair facial tissues), thru Paris & Peart, N. Y.;
Grant Tool Co. (cutlery), thru Wolf, Droleg & Wolf, N. Y.;
Richman Bros. Co. (clothing mfr.), thru Lang, Fisher &
Stashower, N. Y.; Honey Harbour Co., Washington, Conn.
(Woolile Wool Soap), thru Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago;
Venice Maid Co., Vineland, N. J. (food specialties, including Duncan Hines soups), thru Schoenfeld, Huber & Green.
.
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ERY FEW NEW transmitter shipments or orders
were reported by the manufacturers this week but

—

a veritable land-rush

was seen

WOKY-TV, Milwaukee

RCA

in offing.

reported

(Ch. 19) as only new vhf order,
of Aug. 17; it also noted that

due for shipment week
shipments scheduled for week of Aug. 10 have been postponed to Aug. 17 week to KSTM-TV, St. Louis (Ch. 36);
WNAM-TV, Neenah, Wis. (Ch. 42); Capital City TV Co.,
Sacramento, Cal. (Ch. 40), name changed from California

TV

Co.

DuMont
to

reported one

new vhf

WTOK-TV,

Meridian,

order due for Sept. 1
Miss. (Ch. 11), and

our attention to fact that its uhf shipment this
to WBUF-TV, Buffalo (Ch. 17), not WBES-TV,
as erroneously reported last week; transmitter to WBESTV (Ch. 59) was shipped by RCA July 30.
GE got off 5-kw transmitter this week to KOIN-TV,
Portland, Ore. (Ch. 6), ships next week to KATV, Pine
Bluff, Ark. (Ch. 7), and reports new order for 20-kw from
WSLI-TV, Jackson, Miss. (Ch. 12). Uhf 100-watt transmitter went out this week to WCOC-TV, Meridian, Miss.
(Ch. 30), and 3 more 12-kw leave week of Aug. 17 to
WILK-TV, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. (Ch. 34); WKLO-TV, Louiscalled

week goes

—

(Ch. 21);

WIFE, Dayton
*

(Ch. 22).

*

*

*

In our continuing survey of upcoming

new

stations,

these were reports received this week:

WMT-TV, Cedar

aiming for
published rate card with $300 base rate. Now going up is
600-ft. Blaw-Knox tower, to be surmounted by 101-ft.
6-bay antenna. Transmitter is RCA. Wm. B. Quarton,
gen. mgr., reports present AM sales mgr. Lew Van
Nostrand and program director Douglas B. Grant will
continue over both TV-radio, with these others assigned
to TV exclusively: Buzz Hassett, sales director; George
Hixenbaugh, chief engineer; Leo Cole, promotion mgr.;
Jackie Grant, film editor. Katz is rep.
WCIA, Champaign, 111. (Ch. 3) now has its RCA
equipment and has scheduled mid-Oct. test patterns, reports gen. mgr. Harry Maynard. Hollingbery will be rep.
New Ch. 4 grantee in Valley City, N.D., unable to
utilize call letters of own AM station KSJB, Jamestown,
under FCC ruling forbidding use of identical call letters
by stations in different cities, hasn’t yet ordered equipment but will begin construction of quarters in Oct. and
hopes to get station on air early in 1954 as weather permits. John Boler is owner; he also operates KCJB-TV,
Minot, whose rep, Weed Television, is expected also to
Sept. 27

programming

represent

new

Rapids, la.

(Ch. 2)

target, will be

CBS

is

basic, has

station.

KQED, San

Francisco area educational grantee (Ch.
has set up headquarters at 421 Powell St., San Francisco, reports gen. mgr. James Day, and is purchasing
RCA transmitter atop Mark Hopkins Hotel formerly
used by KPIX. Studios will be in Dwinelle Hall on U of
9)

gen. mgr.

of

WVET-TV,

sales mgr.; F.

rate of both stations will be $700.

Bolling will represent

WVET-TV. Everett McKinney will be WHEC-TV rep.
WREX-TV, Rockford, 111. (Ch. 13), project of Gran
Milwaukee (theatres), planning debut

Enterprises,
fall

as

CBS

affiliate,

now has DuMont

this

transmitter and

RCA

antenna on hand, begins erection of 600-ft.
week of Aug. 17, according to gen. mgr.
Soren Munkhof. Howard Elliott, ex-Raytheon and WOWTV, Omaha, has been named chief engineer; Robert Truscott, exAY-TV, Green Bay, Wis., asst, chief engineer;
Jack R. Gennaro, sales. H-R Television will be rep.
WITV, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. (Ch. 17), its RCA
equipment delivered last week, plans to start before 1953
winter season, which means Sept, or Oct. Pres, and 25%
owner of Miami area’s second uhf is Comdr. Mortimer L.
Loewi, ex-DuMont executive who now operates a winter
resort in Hallandale, Fla. Operators have engaged Gil
Sayward Associates, Ft. Lauderdale, as promotion agents;
J. R. Troxel, ex-WTVJ, as operations mgr.; Stan Shaw,
ex-WAAT, Newark, program director; Wallace E. Stone,
ex-AP radio div. and recently with WDGY, Minneapolis,
national sales mgr. Rep has not yet been announced.
KETX, Tyler, Tex. (Ch. 19) has most GE equipment
on hand (except for film chain) and was to begin erecting
Andrews tower Aug. 10. Despite repeated delays, owner
Jacob A. Newborn Jr. hopes to be on air shortly, but
promises no specific date now. Dr. Robert Norris, ex-U of
Texas, has been appointed station mgr.; Wm. R. Schock,
12-bay

Stainless tower

shipment

ville

&

Lyke, pres.

has named
Chase Taylor,
operations mgr.; Ray Jobes, chief engineer. Base hour
F.

Arthur Murrellwright gen.

,

California

campus

in Berkeley.

No

target date set but,

with conversion of old KPIX transmitter to Ch. 9 due to
be completed by mid-Nov., station should get started before end of this year, states Day.
WVET-TV & WHEC-TV, Rochester, N. Y. (Ch. 10),
share-time grantees, plan Nov. 15 tests, Dec. 1 programming- GE equipment having been ordered. Combined stations will be basic CBS-TV, alternating approximately
every 24 hours. For example, WHEC-TV will begin Sun.
at 5 p.m., has all time reserved until 6 p.m. Mon., when
WVET-TV goes on air. Following is the WHEC-TV timeall other times being reserved for WVET-TV
table
5
p.m. Sun. -6 p.m. Mon.; 7 p.m. Tue.-6 p.m. Wed.; 7 p.m.
Thu.-6 p.m. Fri. 5 p.m. Sat.-3 a.m. Sun. WHEC-T'V’s
Glover F. Delaney is coordinator for both stations. Ervin

—

—

:

;

WB

ex-KEYL, San Antonio, chief engineer; Phil Trammell &
Frank Sherry, also ex-KEYL, operations & film engineers;
Garnet Evans, ex-ABC’s Big Jon & Sparky show, promoHelen Snook, ex-U of Texas, program mgr.;

tion mgr.;

Austin Williams, ex-WOAI, news
rep yet chosen.

&

special events.

No

WCAN-TV, Milwaukee, Wis. (Ch. 25) failed to make
July 20 target (Vol. 9:26), now plans Aug. 25 test patterns with RCA equipment and programming shortly
thereafter, according to asst. gen. mgr. Elmer F. Jaspan.
Walter Wesley has been named chief engineer. Taylor
will be rep.
KBMT, Beaumont, Tex. (Ch. 31), has GE equipment
due for shipment this month, plans test patterns the “first
10 days of Sept.,” according to board chairman Randolph
Rep not yet chosen.

C. Reed.

KTVE,

Longview, Tex. (Ch. 32) with GE transmitter
promised for shipment in Aug., plans tests first week in
Sept., programming Sept. 20, according to pres. A. James
Henry. For joe will be rep.

WCHA-TV,

Chanibersburg, Pa. (Ch. 46),

RCA

equip-

ment on hand, plans Sept. 1 tests, Sept. 15 programming,
writes gen. mgr. John S. Booth who (with pres. C. M.
Cassell) also owns WTVE, Elmira, N.Y. (Ch. 24) which
began operating June 1. To stimulate uhf conversions,
WCHA-TV is making available to dealers its Dage industrial camera for in-store “See Yourself on TV” promotions.

It’s

also

running slogan contest, offering 5 free
by persons who have con-

trips to N.Y. for best slogans

Hour

verted.

rate will be $120.

Forjoe will be rep.
Conn. (Ch. 59) is delaying
start while awaiting FCC action on 4-station plea for
subscription TV (Vol. 9:32); also because vhf power increases are putting city right under gun of strong vhf
signals
the local WNHC-TV being due to shift from
Ch. 6 to Ch. 8 with new transmitter in Nov. “Certainly

WELI-TV, New Haven,

—

summer or fall,” says mgr. Richard W. Davis
response to inquiries about possible starting time. H-R
Television is due to be rep.
not this
in

7

D

UMONT AND WGLV,

Easton, Pa. (Ch. 57), went

all

out this week in showcasing DuMont’s first 5-kw
In novel demonstraklystron-powered uhf transmitter.
tion and conference conducted for press, agencies, etc. at
82nd floor of Empire State Bldg., they did good job of
telling their story.

With new transmitter, waveantenna, proper site and height,
100-kw ERP signal can be received at every possible location in “Greater Lehigh Valley” area, which includes
some 126,000 homes in market that has populous EastonAllentown-Bethlehem as hub.
Essence of claim

guide,

tilted

On

is this:

20-gain

basis of field-strength sui’veys, principals assert

area can’t be covered properly by uhfs with less power-&height or by vhf from New York and Philadelphia. Consulting engineer Paul Godley and DuMont propagation
expert Robert Wakeman said they were surprised to find
Antenna is
no holes or ghosts in entire service area.
1063-ft. above average terrain, 471-ft. above ground,
1460-ft. above sea level.

Godley distributed field-strength survey showing comparative signal levels of WGLV, 2 other uhfs, 4 vhfs. For
produced followexample, at 8 locations in Easton,
ing levels in uv/m: 5500, 22,500, 11,000, 7800, 20,000,
Another uhf was unmeasurable at
10,500, 45,000, 1400.
2 locations, produced these signals at other six: 850, 3900,

WGLV

A

third uhf was unmeasurable at 3
locations, produced following signals at other five: 170,
The 4 vhf signals ranged from un1100, 110, 125, 310.
450, 185, 350, 630.

measurable

to 205

In Allentown,

measured as follows at

7 loca-

Sec4400, 10,500, 1350, 2100, 5500, 3500, 12,500.
ond uhf produced 700, 5500, 100, 700, 5000, 1100, 1600.
Third uhf was unreceivable. Vhfs ranged from unmeastions:

urable to 480 uv/m.
In Bethlehem,

WGLV

*

produced these levels at 7 loca-

tions: 15,500, 3300, 5000, 17,500, 10,000, 1100, 25,000.

Sec-

ond uhf had 3000, 630, 2100, 2350, 560, 140, 560. Third uhf
was measured at only 2 points, one producing 400 uv/m,
other not measurable. Vhfs ranged from unmeasurable to
178 uv/m.
Wakeman said that FCC uhf coverage curves are unHe said they indicate 5000 uv/m
realistic, need revision.
needed for good signal, but he felt that 1000 uv/m is perof uhf is essentially what’s suggested
with FCC by Frederick Budelman, pres.,
Budelman Radio Corp., 375 Fairfield Ave., Stamford,
Conn., ex-chief engineer of Link Radio Coi’p., New York.
He feels it may be possible to transfer most of burden
of converting vhf sets from receiver owner to station
operator. His idea: “In any one area, a single, relatively
high-powered unmodulated signal is radiated on say, 800
me. On 855.25 me (carrier frequency) a relatively lewpowered video-modulated signal is radiated. At the receiving location, a crystal mixer is associated with and
located at the receiving antenna. The two signals described above are mixed and the difference frequency
selected and sent down the transmission line to the
This difference signal
standard vhf TV receiver.
is 55.25 me or the TV Ch. 2 visual carrier frequency.
Such a choice would be made in areas where TV Ch. 2
is not in use.
In other areas, difference frequencies corresponding to the other unused frequencies could be
selected.” Possible advantage, he says, is greatelv simplified reception of uhf.
Idea isn’t new, FCC wrote back,
telling him he can ask for formal experimental license.
Commission engineers say possibility is that out-of-tuwn
vhf stations may severely restrict coverage of such setup,
but they seem willing to see it tried.
letter

filed

.

.

.

*

—

proper widths.

WGLV’s

at 8 kw, though

it’s

transmitter has been operated
rated at 5 kw. DuMont has worked
them experimentally at 10 kw and it’s good guess that
Eimac will rate it commercially at 10-15 kw before too

many months.

—

DuMont

transmitters are said to be so

can substitute 10-1 5-kw klystrons for 5-kw
with very few changes.
DuMont engineers are betting
that other transmitter makers will be using Eimac
built that they

klystron before long.

Though DuMont’s next 5-kw transmitter

is sched(Ch. 67) shortly
(Vol. 9:32), it doesn’t divulge any others
and it’s understood they’ll take considerable time to produce.

uled for

WNOK-TV,

Columbia,

*

*

S.

C.

*

—

*

Stunt used at Empire State demonstrations was to
display, side by side on 3 sets, pictures coming from 70-mi.
distant WGLV, from
out-of-the-air, and from
off-the-line. WGLV pictures compared very favorably.
Particularly noteworthy to us wasn’t that picture
could be received but that path of relay to and from
Yv

WABD

GLV

included 55 mi. of vhf.

Signal is picked up from
on vhf at Pattenburg Hill (N. J.), microwaved to
WGLV, then picked up on Empire State on uhf.
Publisher J. L. Stackhouse, of Easton Express, who
owns WGLV, is putting a lot of money and faith into
station, hoping to recoup the hundreds of thousands of
dollar's it has poured down drain in FM-only.
WGLV has
primary affiliation with ABC & DuMont, started commer-

WABD

schedule Aug. 14.
It carries test pattern 10 a.m.-6
programs 6-midnight daily, will expand as fast as it
can. It estimates 97,000 TV homes in area, 15,000 of them
capable of getting uhf.
cial

p.m.,

Vhf reception

in

*

*

DuMont’s point was that low-powered uhf can do
more harm than good. Transmitter sales mgr. Herbert
Taylor says he will deliver 1-kw transmitters if grantees
want them but without much enthusiasm.
Eimac klystron employed has absorbed a lot of sweat.
Early models continuously overheated. Eimac increased
ceramic segments by x/4-in. increments until it found

WABD

uv/m.

WGLV

—

adequate except for some strips, which require
about 2000 uv/m. He claimed that FCC rules should take
into account terrain factors for individual stations.
An
FCC-industry group is studying problem (see p. 11).
fectly

(1)

Petitions regarding channel changes filed this week:
KCJB-TV, Minot, N. D. (Ch. 13) asks that reserved

made commercial and Ch. 13 be reserved, stating
would be able to “provide optimum coverage at

Ch. 6 be
that

it

more reasonable cost” with Ch. 6; assuming identical installations, it said, Ch. 6 Grade B contour would exceed
that of Ch. 13 by 145% and that 33.9 kw on Ch. 6 is equal

kw on Ch. 13. (2) WTRI, Schenectady (Ch. 35)
asks Commission to correct allocation error by substituting Ch. 58 for Ch. 42 in Greenfield, Mass., Ch. 77 for Ch.
to 270

(3) WEVE, Eveleth, Minn, reof Ch. 10 from Hibbing to Virginia, Minn.,

58 in Brattleboro, Vt.

quests

move

Ch. 10 from Hancock, Mich, to Larium, Mich.
tions to petition of
6 in

WHPE,

(4) Opposi-

put Ch.
by WTOB-TV, Winston-Salem,
Charlotte, and Southern W. Va. TV Inc.,

High Point were

WAYS-TV,

High Point, N.

C. to

filed

Beckley.
(5) Opposition to petition of WSAL, Logansport. Ind. plan to put Ch. 6 in Logansport was filed by

WKYB,

Paducah, Ky.

“Drugcasting,” newest addition to broadcasting lexiis t< rm WWDC-FM, Washington, gives to broadcasts
aimed at FM sets in 75 Peoples Drug Stores in area,

con,

Commercials tailored
by home audience.

to start this fall.

also be heard

foi;

the stores will

Trade Report
August

1953

15,

COLOR AROUSES FEARS ALL THROUGH TRADE:
A .NARDA official spoke out publicly this
week on what just about everyone in the TV business who has to meet a payroll is
thinking and saying privately:
"

We're going to need a powerful industry-wide program of consumer education
by fall if we're to keep the prospect of color from butchering our sales this winter
and during the first eight months of 1954."
Thus does big National Appliance & Radio-TV Dealers Assn look on the grimly
ominous prospect that speculation and gossip about the advent of color TV, much of
it based on misleading headlines and unfulf illable promises
could wreak havoc with
black-&-white sales. Problem is intensified by big inventories and much publicity
surrounding petitions to FCC for approval of compatible NTSC standards (Vol 9 :30-32)
Despite every possible reassurance from industry leaders, the fact is that
color, which could be a big boon to business, is adding a new dimension of jitters
many of them already groggy with top-heavy inventories. Headline
to TV retailers
in Aug. 10 Journal of Commerce neatly expressed the double-barreled dilemma of many:
"Specter of Color Video Chills Loaded Dealers."
Try as they may to bring out consumer education on color industry leaders
still can't do much about headlines which fit between column rules but don't follow
the facts. Such headlines can be powerful deterrents to buying because many a consumer, leafing hurriedly through his newspaper, doesn't read below the headlines.
An example of what's driving retailers to worry was contained in Aug. 11
Washington Star. Headline on 2-paragraph Associated Press story read: "Condon Sees
Story quoted Dr. Edward U. Condon, former
Color TV Sets on Mass Market in 1954."
director of Bureau of Standards and now Corning Glass research chief, as predicting
"color TV sets will be sold commercially by the fall of 1954" and that "several
thousand" color tubes will be available this fall but only to eastern luxury market.
Story makes no mention of "mass market " referred to in headline.
Industry
won't
on
"mass
market"
that
color
receivers
be
for
several years
knows, of course,
but does consumer know it? Evidently not, judging from reaction of retailers.
Another example was contained in Aug. 12 Variety, which headlined story:
"Color TV by Christmas Envisioned as FCC Paves Way for Compatibility." But as far
up as second paragraph, story hedged:
"
However, while the networks might be transmitting NTSC color before the end
of the year, there's little chance that the public will be able to buy receivers to
Manufacturers have indipick up the transmissions (in color) before next summer.
to
sets
into production
from
to
months
get
it
will
take
them
6
9
It's
cated to FCC
available
in
quantity
for
some
time."
will
color
tubes
be
also unlikely that
as we've reported chapter-&-verse on the basis of
The simple facts are
knowledge and viewpoints of manufacturers, engineers and others responsible for the
that not only will the tubes be slow in emerging and very
development of color
sets will cost. 2-5 times
but set output will be slow for several years
expensive
and colorcasts will be
more than equivalent black-&-white (probably &800-&1000 up
limited for several years, mainly to occasional network shows.
Certainly, color isn't close enough to the reach of the mass marke t to warrant the average consumer holding off buying a new or replacement black-&-white set,
whose ability to pick up colorcasts in first-rate monochrome is guaranteed by the
forthcoming adoption of NTSC standards.
,

,

.

,

,

.

—

.

—

—

—

;

)

#

*

*

;

*

Granted that uneasiness exists in the trade what can be done about it? On
behalf of dealers, NARDA is trying to inte r est RETMA in a joint consumer education
venture
a publicity campaign to keep the public apprised of the facts.
,

—

- 8 -

9

RETMA is divided on steps to be taken. Most members seem to believe problem
can be handled as new, with each manufacturer entrusting to his distributors and his
own promotion dept, the task of providing current and correct information to dealers.
Some others think RETMA should undertake some sort of program on behalf of all manuIt's a safe bet former viewpoint will prevail, at
facturers
the whole industry.
least until color sets are ready to be sold and market can be assessed more fully.
There's also legal question whether RETMA, acting as an organization, can go
into a venture that might influence sales of either color or monochrome.
And there
are many who feel that the sooner color sets are on the market, limited in supply
and very expensive as they must necessarily be, the better for black-&-white market
As GE's Dr. W.R.G. Baker told National Assn, of Electrical Distributors in May:

—

.

"

There will be a very critical perio d in sales while the public appraises
the value of color against black-&-white and becomes educated to the true facts of
the actual advantages of color TV
the programs that will be available, just how
much color adds to the programs and what they would have to pay over and above the
cost of a good black-&-white receiver.
The quicker we can give the public the opportunity to make this side by side comparison and appraisal, the shorter will be
the period of indecision and hesitancy to buy a black-&-white receiver."

—

NARDA pres. Wallace Johnston said substantially the same thing to delegates
attending his convention in Chicago in June.
*

*

*

*

TV production jumped sharpl y in week ended Aug. 7, totaling 115,450 units
(7339 private label), up from 80,589 preceding week and 68,371 week ended July 24.
It was highest weekly total since mid-June and brought third-quarter production so
far to estimated 400,000 (5 weeks) and year, so far to nearly 4,300,000 (31 weeks).

Radio output totaled 225,452 (92,318 private), compared to 226,027 week
ended July 31 and 180,200 week before. It brought third-quarter production to about
900,000, and for year to nearly 8,200,000.
Week's radios: 63,531 home sets, 45,213
portable, 32,066 clock, 84,422 auto.
Trade Personals: Harry A. Ehle, v.p. of International
Resistance Co. and
board member, elected pres,
of Radio Parts & Electronic Equipment Shows Inc., sponsor of annual Chicago electronic parts show
Dr. W. R.
G. Baker, GE, reappointed chairman of TV committee,
RETMA; A. M. Freeman, RCA Victor, renamed tax chairman
Robert H. Cooper promoted to Philco special sales
mgr., including premium sales
F. R. Glauber, Olympic

RETMA

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Radio v.p. & pres, of its N. Y. factory distributing branch,
has resigned as of Sept. 1
Matthew Wilkin named
Packard-Bell asst, sales mgr., succeeding Tom Talmadge,
resigned to become Packard-Bell San Diego distributor
Jerome Goldman, ex-Tele King & Western Electric,
named CBS-Columbia senior electronic engineer for govt,
equipment; Eugene Lieberman, ex-Emerson, named liaison
engineer, product engineering staff
Robert W. Fordyce
named Raytheon eastern district sales mgr.
Donald
Webster, ex-GE, named Magnavox Charlotte district mgr.;
Morris H. Housel Jr., ex-Nash-Kelvinator, appointed Richmond mgr.; John Roper takes over eastern PennsylvaniaNew Jersey area
Abraham Hyman resigns as consultant to JFD Mfg. Co. to establish own electronic consulting office at 126 West 22nd St., N. Y.
Thomas M.
Fitzgerald Jr., ex-Stewart- Warner, named sales mgr., P.
R. Mallory & Co. capacitor div.
Harley Litteral resigns
as Raytheon director of distributors
J. II. Riddel, exmarketing mgr., promoted to asst, v.p., Capehart-Farnsworth consumer products div.
G. A. Bradford, ex-adv.
mgr. of GE tube dept, in Schenectady, named adv. mgr.,
TV-radio dept., Syracuse.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Sparton TV-radio production resumed this week following settlement Aug. 7 of 72-day strike at 3 plants of
Sparks-Withington Co., Jackson, Mich.

More lenient attitude towards business is definitely
gaining shape at Federal Trade Commission, where Eisenhower-appointed chairman Edward F. Howrey has outlined plans to gain voluntary compliance with FTC regulations rather than force cases into hearing rooms.
He
plans following steps: (1) Establishment of Bureau of
Consultation, in which businessmen will be given free information and advice on FTC regulations to avoid
violations.
(2) Development of new standards for determining proof of violations.
(3) Appointment of outside management survey team to recommend ways to
improve FTC efficiency in handling cases.
International Union of Electrical Workers TV-radio
conference board, at annual meeting in Washington recently, took following steps: (1) Announced plan to launch
industry-wide drive, beginning with negotiations with P.
R. Mallory Co. in 6 months, for such fringe benefits as at
least 8 paid holidays a year, improved vacation provisions,
increased night differential for late shift work, new overtime demands.
(2) Started drive to unionize 250,000
white collar workers in TV-radio-electronics plants.
(3)
Protested to defense mobilizer Arthur S. Flemming “concerted drive” by companies to relocate plants in rural, nonindustrialized areas so as to pay sub-standard wages.

National Bank & Trust
board of Sentinel Radio at annual
stockholders meeting July 21. Ernest Alschuler, Sentinel
pres., announced sales for first quarter fiscal year ended
June 30, 1953 were about 50% ahead of same period last
year with continuing good demand for TV-radio sets.

Curry B. Freeman,

v.p. of City

Co., Chicago, elected to

National Alliance of TV & Electronic Service Assns.
annual convention at Chicago’s Morrison Hotel,

to hold 4th

Oct. 9-11.

- 10 Topics & Trends £ti TV Trsde: Unfitness and mismanagement, not softness of markets, were main causes
of failures of TV-radio and appliance dealers in 1952.
That was major finding- of Dun & Bradstreet, which
studied failures in field at request of Bank of America.
Richard M. Oddie, director of bank’s small business advisory service, revealed findings this week to Interna-

Assn, of Electrical Leagues Conference in San
Francisco in advance of official release of Dun & Bradstreet report
and added his own recommendations for
solutions, based on bank’s experience in dealing with some
5000 TV-radio and appliance dealers in California.
Oddie said survey showed up these specific causes of
failures: (1) Inadequate sales staffs and sales training
programs, 42.5% of TV-radio store failures, 46.9% of
appliance store failures. (2) Inventory difficulties, 18.8%
& 20%. (3) Competitive weakness, 27.5% & 13.1%. (4)
Receivables difficulties, 7.5% & 13.1%. (5) Neglect, fraud,
disaster, etc., 11.2% & 16.2%. Eight factors of small retail operations were cited on which owners and managers
should concentrate to overcome their difficulties:
(1) Careful planning— “checking of facts in advance
to see whether a calculated risk is justified.”
(2) Closer
check on inventory to keep it “fresh, in balance and in
profitable motion.”
(3) Responsible and consistent promotion, particularly on products advertised heavily by
manufacturers.
(4) Improved personnel relations, particularly in small shops where loss of one key man can be
damaging.
(5) Better training of salesmen, pointing to
helping consumers buy wisely.
(6) Cleaner interior of
store, efficient service dept.
(7) Prudent use of credit
“when properly used by legitimate and business-minded
retailers, installment credit is a beneficial sales builder, a
customer service and a defensive weapon against unfair
tactics of discount houses.”
(8) Proper financial management “consisting of knowing the facts derived from
accounting and merchandising records and giving them
simple and consistent interpretation on a forecast basis.”
tional

*

*

*

*

Distributor Notes: More upheavals in distributor
structure of Crosley-Bendix lines are taking place weekly,

with promises of still more changes to come, as trade continues to reverberate from decision of parent Avco to
consolidate its 2 distributing subsidiaries (Vol. 9:30,31).
Rumblings of discontent are being heard from many distributors who apparently object to being forced to carry
both lines when only one is a strong seller
Latest to
join ranks of defections was South Texas Appliance Corp.,
Bendix distributor in San Antonio, which dropped line
this week rather than take on Crosley TV (it now distributes Motorola), its pres. Jack B. Pollock declaring in
bulletin to dealers: “We can serve our dealers better by
representing several national leaders in the appliance
field, rather than in aligning ourselves with one manufacturer who would dictate our policies and interfere with
our relationships with our many dealers. We have again
elected to remain an independent distributor” ... On
other side of coin was action of Harry Alter Co., big
Chicago Crosley outlet, which this week added Bendix
not too surprising since Crosley distributors have been
generally eager to pick up Bendix line
Admiral appoints R. F. Trant Distributing Corp., Norfolk (R. F. Trant
Jr., pres.); Peaslee-Gaulbert Corp., Atlanta
(Admiral)
names Foster Davis, ex-Crosley, as sales mgr.
Sylvania names C. T. Patterson Co., New Orleans (R. L.
Simpson, pres.); Graybar, Buffalo (Sylvania) promotes
Robert S. Laber to appliance sales mgr.
CBS-Columbia appoints Electrical Products Co., Baltimore, replacing
Associated Distributing Corp., which went out of business
.

*

•

first

6

*

.

Aug.

Packard-Bell introduced 35 new models at distribumeeting in Los Angeles, ranging from 17-in. table
model in mahogany, oak & maple, at $220, to 27-in. mahogany combination at $800, with optional 82-channel
detent tuner available at $40 extra on all sets. Featured
in line is new “super power” chassis, with 27 tubes, for improved fringe reception.
Sylvania’s 5,000,000th picture tube

—a

week

was produced

this

unit turned out at Seneca Falls, N. Y.
plant.
Also this week, GE announced plan to increase
output of aluminized tubes by 50% when retooling at
Buffalo and Syracuse plants is completed by year’s end.
27-in.

Stewart-Warner plans new $500,000 TV-radio assembly plant at 1300 No. Kostner Ave., Chicago.

.

1;

Ray Thomas

Co.,

.

.

.

.

Los Angeles (CBS-Columbia)

appoints Jack Bloom field sales mgr.
Olympic Radio
appoints Morton Distributing Co., Asheville, N. C.
.

.

.

.

Leo

.

Meyberg Co., San Francisco (RCA Victor) appoints H. G. Atwater adv. & sales promotion mgr.
Lynn Distributing Co., Savannah, Ga. (Philco) names
Thomas C. Bordeau as exec. v.p. & gen. mgr.; A. K. Sutton
Inc., Charlotte, drops Philco line
Horn & Cox Inc., Los
Angeles, which last week dropped Pacific Mercury franJ.

.

.

(Vol.

9:32),

.

.

.

.

announces resignation of sales mgr.
Inc. appoints Her-

Manny Silver
Emerson-Long Island
man Mendelson, ex-GE, as sales mgr.
.

.

.

Sightmaster Corp., New Rochelle, N. Y., onetime TV
receiver manufacturer, this week announced program of
conversion of black-&-white TVs to color.
Though all

major manufacturers agree that conversion is impractical,
costing about same as new set, Sightmaster’s pres. Michael
Kaplan states in press release: “Price on new color sets
should start out about $800 to $1000.
Under our color
conversion set program, the conversion cost should run
somewhere in the neighborhood of $250. It is difficult to
fix the prices yet, since the production cost of a color tube
has not been established as yet.”

Raytheon’s proxy statement, setting forth proposal to

»

tors’

.

.

.

chise

months of year totaled
5,197,071 valued at $122,493,747 at factory, compared to
1,845,309 worth $41,259,503 in same 1952 period and 2,552,757 at $66,546,932 in first 6 months of 1951, reports
RETMA. Rectangular 20-in. and larger continued to
represent 70% of sales. June picture tube sales totaled
746,822 worth $17,480,475, compared to 744,252 at $15,659,541 in May and 285,975 at $5,871,483 in June 1952.
Receiving tube sales in first 6 months totaled 243,160,348 valued at $165,403,696, compared to 160,183,526 at
Of sales, 168,689,301
$116,169,295 in same 1952 period.
went for new sets, 56,959,736 replacement, 10,491,934 exFor June, receiving tube sales
port, 7,019,377 Govt.
totaled 42,505,685 worth $29,634,656, compared to 37,253,308 at $25,093,037 in May and 24,365,462 at $18,279,016 in
June 1952.
Picture tube sales in

.

.

common stock from 3,000.000 to 4,000,000 (Vol.
9:32), fixes stockholders meeting for Sept. 17 at Waltham,

increase

Mass., sets forth these officers’ annual compensations and
common stockholdings: Charles F. Adams Jr., pres.,

their

$57,600

(7500 shares); David T. Schultz, v.p.

$45,600 (7594); Percy L. Spencer, v.p.

Gammell

Providence Institute for Savings, 13,700;
Goddard, estate trustee, 10,500.

Jr., v.p.,

Robert H.

I.

Shipments of radios to dealers

in first 6

clusive of auto radios, totaled 3,214,024,

from 2,879,706

RETMA
down

treas.,

mgr., power tube
Other major director-stockholdings: Wm.

$31,000.

div.,

&

&

in

months, ex-

up about 10%

sets shipped in first half of 1952, reports

state-by-state

available on request.

and county-by-county break-

11

&

Admiral’s sales for first
did other majors RCA,
record
as
half of year broke
Philco & Motorola previously reported (Vol. 9:30-32)
and profits were up 89% from first half of 1952, though
under record earnings in first half of 1950. Net income
was $1,762,152 ($2.42 a share on 1,965,230 common shares
outstanding-) on sales of $131,222,438. This compared with
earnings of $2,523,355 ($1.28 on 1,928,000 shares) on sales

Financial

of

$83,015,391

Trade Noies:

—

first

in

half of

—

1952;

$4,093,421

($2.08)

on sales of $103,587,355 in same period 1951; $8,485,184
1950-52
($4.24) on $103,295,848 in same period 1950. (For
earnings of Admiral and 36 other leading TV-radio-electronics manufacturers, see pp. 315-316, TV Factbook

No. 17.)
Exec. v.p. John B. Huarisa said June shipments of TV
New markets represented
sets reached record volume.
most important factor in higher TV sales, he said though
replacement market has also increased substantially. For
second quarter of 1953, net earnings were $1,705,274 (87
<)

on sales of $62,030,589 vs. $1,007,849 (510 on
sales of $39,045,035 in second quarter 1952.
a share)

*

*

*

Among officers’ and
ported by SEC for June

*

directors’ stock transactions re-

Irene O. Siragusa
bought 900 Admiral, holds 370,673 personally and 142,224
through trusts; Robert E. Kintner bought 200 AB-PT,
holds 3000; Walter E. Green bought 200 General Preci11- July 10:

sion Equipment, holds 535; Paul V. Gavlin sold 300 Motorola, holds 104,710 personally and 186,696 through trusts;
Robert W. Galvin sold 300 Motorola, holds 157,432 per-

186,696 through trusts; Edward R. Taylor
bought 600 Motorola, holds 1260; Milton R. Rackmil
bought 2285 Decca, holds 9713; L. W. Schneider bought
103 Decca, holds 437; Harold I. Thorp bought 92 Decca,
holds 392; Russell L. Heberling bought 100 Philco, holds
400; Walter A. Buck, jointly with wife, bought 200 RCA,
holds 400; Lewis L. Strauss sold 499 RCA, holds 1; John
R. Read bought 100 Westinghouse, holds 100; Edward F.
Weston bought 1000 Weston Electrical Instrument, holds
sonally and

11,008.

“Electronics capital” will move to San Francisco next
week, with following events scheduled: Joint Electron Tube
Engineering Council, meeting at Civic Auditorium, Aug.
18-19; Western Electronic Show and Convention, Mark
Hopkins Hotel, Aug. 19-21 RETMA transmitter tube secRETMA meeting will
tion, St. Francis Hotel, Aug. 20.
feature address by Lt. Col. William F. Starr of Electronic
Production Resources Agency, on demand and availability
of transmitter tubes.

A

LL SIGNS

First 6 “Studio Zoomar” lenses (Vol. 9:15) have been
TV stations by Television Zoomar Corp. Selling for $5900, as compared to $7500 for standard outdoor
Zoomar, demand for Studio Zoomar has been high, ac-

cording to pres. Jack A. Pegler, who calls new lens “answer
to the one-camera show.” First lens went to WABD, N.Y.
Erie Resistor of Canada Ltd., wholly owned subsidiary of U. S. firm, to build new 21,000-sq. ft. plant at
Trenton, Ont., will dispose of Toronto plant. Also planned
is Australian plant, probably under aegis of Erie Resistor
Ltd. of England.

Sprague Electric Co. soon opens new 30,000-sq. ft.
plant near San Juan, Puerto Rico, its 8th branch, to be
called Sprague Carbide Co. and managed by Lee Fraser,
ex-Arma Corp. production mgr.

New

GE’s measuring equipment catalog,
describing more than 115 testing & measuring devices for
laboratory and production line use, was issued this week
and is available from GE, Schenectady, N. Y.
edition

of

electrical

electronics.

first-half 1953 business, their sales

and

profits are as fol-

lows (add 000):

%

Net Sales

Company

RCA
Philco

_

1952

1953

—

Admiral
Motorola

$410,686
238,522
131,222
109,532

$305,837
165,156
83,015
69,793

%

Net Profit

Change
+34.3
+44.4
+58.0
+57.0

1952

1953
$18,185
12,216
4,762
4,640

$11,299
4,289
2,523
3,129

Change

+ 61.0
+ 185.0
+ 89.0
+ 48.3

Radio Propagation Advisory Committee (RPAC), au7, 1953 by FCC, continues periodic meetings
for purpose of recommending more accurate method for
predicting vhf-uhf coverage as more is learned about
propagation (see p. 7). Nearly everyone agrees there
ought to be a technique for taking into account local
terrain differences instead of relying on a general statistical approach
though latter method was best available
when FCC rules were adopted. RPAC has no target date
for final report, held most recent meeting Aug. 10. Members: Edward Allen, FCC Chief engineer, chairman; Wm.
Boese, FCC, secy.; Harry Fine & George Waldo, FCC;
consulting engineers Stuart Bailey, A. Earl Cullum Jr.,
Fx ank Kear, James McNary; Raymond Guy, NBC; Ralph
Harmon, Westinghouse; Kenneth Norton, Bureau of
Standards; Clure H. Owen, ABC; Robert Wakeman, DuMont; James H. Chisholm, MIT; A. L. Durkee, Bell Labs;
Philip Siling, RCA; J.W. Wright, CBS.
thorized Jan.

—

-

Recording-reproducing unit capable of 24 or 48 hours
automatic recording on a single role of
magnetic tape was demonstrated in New York Aug. 11 by
Walter Niles, pres., Soundscriber Corp., New Haven,
Conn. It was developed in conjunction with Navy, which
uses some 500 for ground-to-air and air-to-ground communications.
Roll of tape is 7-in. in diameter, recorder
has one or 2 separate channels for connections from
microphone and/or from intake on receiving equipment.
Dual-channel unit lists for $1395, single-channel $1250,
demagnetiser or eraser unit $195, dual-channel tape $29,
single-channel tape $17.50.
of continuous

Edward Lamb Enterprises

;

delivered to

are favorable for record financial year for

manufacturers, including TV-radioTV-radio industry’s Big 4 have already turned
in record sales & profits for first half of year (see below).
National City Bank, reporting this week on net incomes
of 21 unnamed electrical equipment, radio and TV firms,
shows total of $147,344,000 profit, up 31% from same 1952
period; for first quarter, total was $44,411,000, up 43%.
Recapitulating reports from TV-radio’s Big 4 on their

most

k

Toledo, operator of

Inc.,

and grantee of WMAC-TV, Massillon, O.,
expands into manufacturing field with purchase this week
for undisclosed amount, of C. L. Bryant Co., Cleveland,
manufacturer of gas & oil furnaces, gas conversion burners and incinerators. Company has 150 employes. Mr.
Lamb recently sold his WTVN, Columbus, to Cincinnati

WICU,

Erie, Pa.

WKRC-TV (Taft) interests for $1,500,000 (Vol. 9:9). He
started with radio WTOD, Toledo, which he still owns;
also owns WIKK, Erie, and Erie
applicant for Orlando, Fla., Toledo

Dispatch, and

&

is

TV

Portsmouth, O.

Only new-station application filed this week was for
Ch. 26 in Eugene, Ore. by owners of local
but
since controlling stockholders aren’t listed, it presumably
will be returned.
With 11 applications dismissed this

KASH —

week, 9 CPs issued, total applications pending have gone
down to 529, of which 163 are uhf. [For further details,
see TV Addenda 17 -F herewith; for complete listings of
all

post-freeze grants,

sals,

hearings,

new

stations, applications, dismis-

see Blue Section of

etc.,

TV

Factbook No.

17 vjith Addenda to date.]

New

technical

Howard A. Chinn,

book.

Television

chief engineer of

will be published early next

Broadcasting, by
audio-video div.,

CBS

month by McGraw-Hill.

12 Telecasting Notes: Too much “muck, murder and mayhem” on current TV rouse Jack Gould’s ire in Aug. 12

N. Y. Times, while Herald Tribune’s John Crosby, taking
up Variety’s report of slump in filmed TV shows, with
no live teleshows transferring

to film (Vol. 9:31), observes: “Well, well, well, well!
This is a condition devoutly to be wished by everjmne except the people in the
telepix industry, who are largely to blame for their own

woes.”

Variety

a

lists

number

—

why

of reasons

filmed

shows are faring so badly rising labor costs, lack of original ideas, lack of prime time on the networks but John
Crosby diagnoses the condition more simply: “The filmed
shows that have come out of Hollywood, most of them,
have been just plain lousy [and] I’m happy that the rush
to film has abated”
Hollywood Daily Variety appar.

.

—

.

ently differs with N. Y. editors about telepix outlook, for
it banners “TV Prod’n ‘Saving’ Indie Studios” Aug. 10
and relates that Hollywood’s independent rental lots are
already operating at about 70% capacity, with 24 out of
35 stages in operation. Example of how well TV film is

going
about

cited in fact General Service, a lot in bankruptcy
years ago, last week paid ofF balance of $1,300,000
owed Bank of America, owners James & George Nasser
attributing salvage solely to telepix rentals
Among
series, mostly 39, now shooting at General Service: Adventures of Ozzie & Harriet, Cavalcade of America, I
Married Joan, Private Secretary at Eagle Lion, Fireside
Theatre and new shows for GE and Hamilton Watches;
at Hal Roach Studios, Life of Riley, My Little Margie,
Racket Squad, International Police, Crown Theatre,
Duffy’s Tavern; at RKO Pathe, Four Star Playhouse, Letter to Loretta; at Goldwyn, Schlitz Playhouse of Stars;
at Walt Disney, Dragnet; at Columbia, Ford Theatre;
scattered shows, Cisco Kid, Big Town, Superman
Kathi Norris signs contract with GE, which plans to use
her as Westinghouse does Betty Furness “femme showcase,” as Variety puts it; in what it sees as industry trend
(“glamor binge”).
Variety also discloses that Candy
Jones is being readied for buildup as Colgate merchandiser
10 CBS-TV spot sales-represented stations set forth
good case for daytime TV in brochure just released titled
Plus 51; it shows 78% more TV families (total 10,000,000)
in their combined areas than 2 years ago and thrice number of viewers for average daytime quarter hour
DuMont Network this week vacated studios and master
control in John Wanamaker Store, N. Y., in favor of new
uptown Tele-Center
NBC’s co-op newspaper advertising campaign starting Aug. 27 on behalf of both TV &
radio has 70% of its 124 TV affiliates and 75% of its 176
radio affiliates going along on 50-50 expenses basis; first
ads will feature TV’s Treasury Men in Action and Martin
Ford Foundation’s new chilKane, radio’s Dragnet
dren’s program on NBC-TV will be titled Excursion, starts
Sun., Sept. 13, 3:30-4 p.m., will be available to 2 sponsors
Faye Emerson engaged by big United Features
Syndicate to turn out 5-a-week newspaper column about
Alex Segal, who
TV news, gossip, interviews, etc.
handled Celanese Playhouse and Pulitzer Prize Playhouse,
engaged by ABC-TV to direct new U. S. Steel Theatre,
Dept,
which premieres Tues., Oct. 6, 9:30-10:30 p.m.
of confusion: NBC film div., syndicating Dragnet re-runs
under title The Cop, changes title to Badge 711 in deference to police objections that word ‘cop’ lacks dignity;
Gangbusters now being syndicated under title Captured.
is
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tions of public policy with reference to the review func-

Commission.”

posal, suggested instead that
in the event

‘

the rules be revised so that

no competing application

is filed during the
30-day period following publication (1) the Commission
may grant, within 2 months following such 30-day period,

the original application without regard to any applications filed subsequent to such 30-day period, and
(2) if
the Commission is not able to grant the original application within 90 days after the first publication of notice
of
the filing of the original application, then all competing
applications shall be considered with the original application.”
Attorney Leo Resnick, former FCC examiner,

speaking for himself, also disapproved, arguing: “If one
of the purposes [is] to prevent strike applications, it must
be remembered that a strike application can be filed within
30 days just as readily as an application filed in good
faith; in fact, from my observations made at a distance,
strike applications can be prepared and filed in less time
than applications filed in good faith.”

Two new FCC examiners appointed this week, bringing total to 14, are Millard F. French and John B. Poindexter, former Civil Aeronautics Board examiners. New
acting chief of FCC’s Office of Opinions & Review is Sol
Schildhause, succeeding Sylvia Kessler, resigned.

Taking

his place on acting basis is Forest McClenning.
to Office of Opinions & Review, decision-writing

Added
arm of

Commission and

its

biggest bottleneck, are Paul R. Con-

way & Gerald F. Hadlock, ex-OPS; Julius S. Egre, exCAB; Richard M. Hartsock, ex-Army (JAG); Edith M.
Klein, former municipal judge in Boise, Ida., most recently in private practice; Vernon B. Romen, Salt Lake
City native, just graduated from George Washington

U

Law

School.

Pittsburgh Pirates, up to now sole holdout against
televising of its games, 'will permit 4 to be carried via new
(Ch. 29)
with St. Louis Cardinals from Forbes
Field, Aug. 29, to be fed also to KSD-TV, St. Louis;

—

WENS

doubleheader from Cincinnati, Sept. 13; local game with
N. \ Giants, Sept. 26. Branch Rickey is permitting “experiment” by arrangement with attorney Tom Potter,
.

major owner of
Pittsburgh

club,

who

WENS

also is

pres.

Second

uhf— first was WKJF-TV

—

gan testing July 14 is
to go commercial Aug.

Two men were

(Ch. 53), which bedue to begin testing shortly, plans
22.

Aug. 8 when their light plane
struck guy wire of 1034-ft. tower of WHUM-TV, Reading,
near Pine Grove, Pa. Weather u as foggy and it’s assumed pilot was navigating by following road wffiich
passes near tower. FCC engineers don’t recall any similar accident in U. S., thoug’h there have been a fewT instances of planes ramming towers. Aviation industry has
been plumping for lighting and marking of guy wires, but
Commission proposal to that effect was abandoned as imkilled

T

Presumably, aviation interests will redouble
sort of guy wire marking mandatory.

practical.
efforts to

.

FCC’s 3-year TV license proposal (Vol. 9:30) was
opposed this week by Americans for Democratic Action
(Edward D. Hollander, national director) which requested
public hearing and stated that proposal “raises basic questions of the

FCC’s application-advertising proposal (Vol. 9:27)
drew two comments by filing deadline this week, but deadline was extended to Sept. 15 at request of Federal Communications Bar Assn, which reported “substantia! disagreement” among members. CBS disapproved of pro-

make some

Power

kw Aug.

increases:

14 and

WPTZ,

WNBW,

Philadelphia,

went

Washington, increases

to

to 100

100

kw

Aug. 17 after adding 184 ft. to tower, making it 537 ft.
DuMont shipped 25-kw unit to KFEL-TV, Denver, wffiich
expects to put out 100 kw shortly. WEEU-TV, Reading,
expects to put 12-kw GE uhf amplifier into operation Aug.
1 7.
GE reports 20-kw amplifier going next week to
WXYZ-TV, Detroit. Next week, RCA plans to ship 10-kw
units to KFDX-TV, Wichita Falls, and WFBM-TV, Indianapolis; 25-kw^ to WSLS-TV, Roanoke; 50-kw to

WNHC-TV, New

Haven.

'
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No

Decision in FCC's

Nine more on the air this week constituted
9 NEW STATIONS START:
something of an all-time high in TV, bringing to 227 the total now operating and/or
allowing for the demise of another post-freeze starter (see story, p. 2).
testing
Five of the new stations are in brand new TV towns 4 are second outlets in cities
2 being the new uhf stations launched to compete with vhf
already having service
These are the latest starters :
in one-station Buffalo and Norfolk.

RECORD WEEK SEES

—

,

—

(Ch. 15) began testing Aug. 15 with 12-kw GE
WVEC-TV, Hampton-Norf oik, Va
transmitter and 500-ft. antenna giving 200-kw ERP and with reported excellent signal
It's now on 9 a.m.-9 p.m. patterns
over tidewater terrain ideally suitable for uhf
pending Sept. 19 commercial debut when it joins NBC-TV as basic affiliate. Bulwarked
with top-hole programs, given heavy RCA-NBC promotional backing with all set makers
working overtime to promote conversions, this project is regarded as a prime "test"
Base hour rate is $300.
Tom Chisman is pres. & gen. mgr.
Rambeau is rep.
for uhf.
(Ch. 16) also began tests of RCA transmitter Aug. 15,
KEDD, Wichita, Kan
already claims 90% of the 20-25,000 receivers in area are equipped for uhf. Nearest
other signal comes from KTVH, Hutchinson, Kan. (Ch. 12), about 40 mi. away.
KEDD is
owned by Durwood theatre chain family of Kansas City, is managed by Stanley H. Durwood.
It affiliates with NBC & ABC.
Hour rate is $300. Petry is rep.
KCMC-TV, Texarkana, Tex (Ch. 6), after first tests Aug. 16, reported good
coverage from GE transmitter to Pine Bluff, Little Rock & Hot Springs, Ark., up to
Marshall, Tex., 65 mi. It's owned by Texar140 mi.
Shreveport, La., about 65 mi.
kana Gazette (C.E. Palmer) interests, affiliates with CBS, ABC & DuMont, is managed
Taylor is rep.
Base rate is $200.
by Frank 0. Myers.
KSBW-TV, Salinas, Cal. & KMBY-TV, Monterey, Cal
(sharing Ch. 8) took t o air
with 2-kw RCA transmitter Aug. 17, go commercial Sept. 11.
Towns are 15 mi. apart,
KSBW-TV mgr. is John C. Cohan, co-owner with
about 85 mi. south of San Francisco.
Lewis Terven & Wm. Oates, with understanding with San Francisco Chronicle (KRON-TV)
KMBY-TV is managed by S.M. Aston, 30% owned by Texas broadthat it will buy 25%
caster Kenyon Brown 30% by banker George L. Coleman 24% by Bing Crosby
Both stations have $200 rate.
KSBW-TV rep is Hollingbery, KMBY-TV lists no rep.
WBUF-TV, Buffalo, N.Y
(Ch. 17) went on air Aug. 17, reported "superb picture" and "null-free reception" over 35-40 mi., with some viewing in Toronto, 70 mi.
It runs test patterns 1-5:30 p.m., commercials 7-11 p.m., with good lineup of CBS
ABC & DuMont shows
Co-managers Gary Cohn and Sherwin Grossman say uhf set sales in
one-vhf-station city are booming, claim 20-25,000 conversions already as result of
heavy promotion.
Transmitter is DuMont. Base rate is $200. Rep is H-R Television.
(Ch. 73), under mgr. Martin Silve r, ex-Federal transWTVU, Scranton, Pa
mitter sales chief, went commercial from start Aug. 17, second uhf in city, third
in area (WBRE-TV, Wilkes-Barre). Silver reports good response from first signals of
Federal transmitter.
Hour rate is $200.
Bolling is rep.
.
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KAFY-TV, Bakersfield, Cal . (Ch. 29) started testing Aug. 20, only 9 days
after arrival of RCA transmitter.
It's first TV in rich Bakersfield, about 100 mi.
north of Los Angeles. Chief owner is Sheldon Anderson (43%). John P. Hearne onetime FCC attorney now practicing in Los Angeles, owns 25%; Charles Thierot of San
Francisco Chronicle family (KRON-TV) owns 15%. Naum Healy is mgr. NBC & DuMont
network service will be carried. Base rate is $250. Forjoe is rep.
WTVH-TV, Peoria, 111
(Ch. 19) began test patterns Aug. 20, second uhf in
city, with RCA transmitter.
It goes commercial in latter Sept. Co-owners are Hugh
Norman, operator of KSTT, Davenport, la., and Walter F. Kean, consulting engineer
of Riverside, 111.
Rate is $250 an hour. Petry is rep.
.

.

*

*

*

*

Note
At week's end, several other CP holders were poised to start
including Buffalo
second uhf WBES-TV (Ch. 59) and Pittsburgh's second uhf WENS (Ch.
but they had not reported up to press time.
Some are eager to begin before
16)
Monday, Aug. 24, when new FCC priority lists go into effect, in order to push hearing dates for other applicants in same cities further into future (see story, p. 3).
;

'

—

IDAHO STATION CAN'T MAKE GRADE, QUITS: Another post-freeze TV station casualty is
(Ch. 6) which has given up the ghost, probably permanently.
KFXD-TV, Nampa, Ida
It
is the second to quit operating altogether, other having been uhf WROV-TV, Roanoke
(Ch. 27), which also couldn't stand the economic gaff (Vol. 9:26,29).
Two other post-freeze stations which fell on bad times are still on the air
They're KONA, Honolulu (Ch. 11) which was rescued from management disboth vhf.
(Vol. 9:11,13,23) and KOLN-TV, Lincoln, Neb
new
owners
tress by
(Ch. 12) which has
Fetzer
interests, transfer approved by FCC this week (p. 12).
been sold to John
Thus we have spectacle of 3 vhf hitting rocks, one uhf though most of worryKFXD-TV quit after operating only
ing about economics of TV seems to surround uhf.
8 weeks (June 18-Aug. 12) due to "series of circumstances" related by mgr. Edward P.
Hurt, who succeeded his father, pioneer broadcaster Frank E. Hurt, deceased about 2
years ago, in management of family's profitable AM independent KFXD (5 kw on 580 kc).
Investment ran less than $25,000 thanks to special equipment arrangements,
said Mr. Hurt. Losses were running about $200 per day on 2 hours of operation daily,
Station wasn't strictly Nampa-only (pop. 16,142) but also figured to cover
6-8 p.m.
Boise (pop. 34,152) with its Gates transmitter located on 6558-ft. height just 9%
mi. from Boise, 24% mi. from Nampa.
Signal into Nampa was regarded "excellent "
but it " overshot" Boise
oddly
Hurt, an engineer, blames this on comenough, though that city is nearer by 15 mi.
a folded dipole and reflector only 8 ft. above the ground.
posite antenna
Add fact that NBC affiliate KIDO-TV, Boise (Ch. 7) got on air July 9, and
KIDO-TV is reported doing very
lined up CBS & DuMont while KFXD-TV got no network
well, so economics weren't all of its rival's troubles. Mr. Hurt said he figured on
operating without special sales or program staff, soon learned his theories about
"
You break your back for the film
cheap programming for small towns didn't hold.
film
for
for
which
you might get $100 from an adverpeople in New York to get a
$75
tiser, whereas in radio you take in $100 and sometimes can keep $75," he said.
He thinks KFXD-TV might have been made to pay off just the same, except for
foregoing "and other factors" he was reluctant to talk about. But if one thing was
learned by his experience, he agrees, it's that vhf is no open sesame to profit
As for well-managed KIDO-TV Hurt thinks its chances of success are excellent, and he thinks same of KBOI (renamed from KTOO), allocated to nearby Meridian
Fourth vhf assigned area went to KTVI,
(Ch. 2) which may now hasten construction.
Boise (Ch. 9), a Frank Carman-Grant Wrathall project, not due until spring of 1954.
No effort was made to sell the defunct station, no offers received. Mr. Hurt
formally turned in his STA (special temporary authorization) to the FCC this week,
his counsel asking it go back on CP status pending possible equipment changes and
This means he reverts to CP until next Nov. 11 when permit lapses.
higher power.
Meanwhile, equipment has been dismantled, some of it sold, and transmitter goes back
Mr. Hurt admitting frankly he's unlikely to start up again in TV.
to Gates
.
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NEW PRIORITY

LIST FOR TV HEARINGS: New processing procedures for competitive
with a completely new priority list.
go
into effect Aug. 24
IV applications

FCC'S

—

as printed herewith, remains in effect for 2 months
The list
then will be
the order of cities being changed to reflect new stations
superseded by new one
going on air and new cities for which competitive applications are on file.
We printed full text of new rules as Special Report on July 18, along with
Today's list is also unofficial
unofficial "sample" list as of July 1 (Vol. 9:29).
but it should be identical with official list issued Aug. 24 unless any stations
begin operation over the week end, which would cause minor changes in order of the
After Aug. 24, there'll be no changes in list for 2 months.
In using list,
cities.
these points should be borne in mind:
since Commission grants non(1) It affects only competitive applications
Thus, new list
competitive applications virtually in order in which they're filed.
actually determines only when hearings will be scheduled.
(2) Hearings will continue to be scheduled and held under old priorities for
All applicants who have received "McFarland letters" notifying them
time.
some
as well as those whose hearings are
that they are to be scheduled for hearing
of
line.
Under
old priorities, McFarland letters
are at head
already scheduled
sent
applicants
in
cities
list,
25
on new
as indicated by asterisks.
have been
to
Beginning next week letters will be sent according to new order but the letters
which have already been sent carry top priority.
first city in Group A will
(3) Groups A & B will be processed alternately
One unanswered question: Since
come first, then first city in Group B, and so on.
applicants in first 11 Group A cities have already been processed (sent McFarland
letters) under old procedure, will Commission process first 11 in Group B before
which is really first "unprocessed" city in group?
taking 12th city in Group A
(4) An "operating station" for purpose of list is one which is actually pronot merely transmitting test patterns or holding STA.
gramming
When FCC issues
an STA, it instructs station to notify it at start of "regular operation".
List is
made up on basis of these responses.
which permits it to ignore priorities
(5) Commission has an escape hatch
entirely "to prevent manifest injustices", as yet undefined.
Reason list is so short compared to old priority listing is that only cities
Our unofficial list as of July 1
included are those with competitive applications.
hearings
have
already cut number to 117.
had 132 cities; mergers, dropouts and
,

,

—

—
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—

—
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*

*

*
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Here is new priority list (asterisks indicating cities in which applications
r old priorities)
have been processed
GROUP A— (Continued)
GROUP A— (Continued)
GROUP B— (Continued)
GROUP A
1.

City

»Des Moines,
’Hartford,

la.

Conn

2.
3.
4.
5.

’San Jose, Cal.
’Waco, Tex.

6.

’Springfield,

7.

’Columbus, Ga.
’Topeka, Kan.
’Portland, Me.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

’Manchester, N. H.

..

111.

—

’Charleston, W. Va..
’Augusta, Ga.
Durham, N. C.
Stockton, Cal
Waterloo, la.
Terre Haute, Ind.

—

—

Ogden, Utah
Lexington, Ky.
Pittsfield, Mass
Bay City, Mich
Orlando, Fla.

La Crosse. Wls.
Mansfield, O.

—

W. Palm Beach. Fla.
Salem, Ore
Lake Charles, La
Tyler, Tex.
Joplin, Mo.

_

Cumberland, Md.
Biloxi,

Miss.

Muskogee, Okla
Spartanburg, S. C
Hagerstown, Md.
’Enid, Okla.
Petersburg, Va.

_..

No Operating

No Operating Station

No Operating Station
No.

Pop.

No.

177,965
177,397
95,280
84,706
82,732
81,628
79,611
78,791
77,634
73,501
71,508
71,311
70,853
65,198
64,214
57,112
55,534
53,348
52,523
52,367
47,535
43.564
43,162
43,140
41,272
38,968
38,711
37,679
37,425
37,289
36,795
36,260
36,017
35,054

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.

City
Alexandria, La.
Fayetteville, N.

Ottumwa,

C.

—

la.

Lafayette, La.

Paducah, Ky.
Bristol, Tenn.-Va.
Reno, Nev.

—

Clarksburg, W. Va.
Albany, Ga.
Wausau, Wls.
Jackson, Tenn.
Daytona Beach, Fla.
Odessa, Tex.
..

Provo, Utah

Mason

City, la.

Sharon, Pa.

.

.

.

Rapid

City, S. D.
Jefferson City, Mo.

Las Vegas. Nev.
El Dorado. Ark.
Florence, S. C.
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Goldsboro, N. C.
Hastings, Neb.

Anderson,

S. C.

Beckley, W. Va.
Bogalusa, La.
Plattsburg, N. Y.
Modesto, Cal
Big Spring, Tex.

Klamath

Falls, Ore.
Clearwater, Fla.

Sunbury, Pa.
Merced, Cal.

Pop.

No.

34,913
34,715
33,631
33,541
32,828
32,725
32,497
32,014
31,155
30,414
30,207
30,187
29,495
28,937
27,980
26,454
25,310
25,099
24,624
23,076
22,513
21,578
21,454
20.211
19,770
19.397
17,798
17,738
17,389
17,286
15,875
15,581
15,570
15,278

69.
70.
71.
72.
73.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

One Operating Station

Station

Pop.

No.

14,178
13,072
12,590
4,228
3,643

25.
26.
27.

City
Green Bay, Wis.
Fort Smith, Ark.
Fargo, N. D.

GROUP B

28.

2 Operating Stations
Minneapolis-St. Paul,

One Operating Station

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

City
Marinette, Wis.

Wenatchee, Wash.

..

El Centro, Cal.
Irwin, Pa.

Henderson, Nev.

St. Louis, Mo.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Houston, Tex.

New

Orleans, La.

Seattle.

Wash.

6.

Indianapolis, Ind.

.

7.

Memphis, Tenn.

_

Minn

856,796
637,392
596,163
570,445
467,591
427,173
396,000

8.

Norfolk-PortsmouthNewport News, Va. 335,910

9.

Toledo, O.
Fort Worth, Tex.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

....

Miami, Fla.
Providence. R.

I.

Richmond, Va
Jacksonville, Fla.
Tulsa, Okla
Charlotte, N. C.

Phoenix, Arlz.
’Roanoke, Va.

Huntington, W. Va.
’Sioux City,

la.

’Binghamton. N. Y.
Charleston, S. C.
Raleigh, N. C.
Asheville, N. C.

.

pop.
52,735
47,942
38^256

303,616
278.778
249,276
248.674
230,310
204.517
182,740
134,042
106,818
91,921
86.353
83,991
80,674
70,174
65,679
53,000

Boston, Mass.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Buffalo, N. Y.
San Antonio, Tex.

Omaha, Neb.
’Amarillo,
3

833,067
801,444
676,806
671,004
408,442
251,117
74,246

_

Tex.

Operating Stations

35. ’Philadelphia, Pa.
2,071,605
36. ’Detroit, Mich
1,849,568
37.
San Francisco - Oak-

land, Cal.

1,159,932
949,708
914,808

38.
39.
40.
41.

’Baltimore, Md.
’Cleveland, O.
’Cincinnati, O.
’Atlanta, Ga.

42.

4 Operating Stations
’Washington, D. C. .. 802,178

43.

’New York,

6

7

44.

__

503,998
331,314

Operating Stations
N. Y.

7,891,557

Operating Stations

’Los Angeles, Cal.

1,970,358

4
CPs GRANTED, 10 LAGGARDS ON CARPET: Three uhf C?s and one initial decision were
this week's yield from FCC as 10 grantees laggard in construction plans were undergoing Commission scrutiny that presages refusals of some extensions.
Week's grants were all results of dropouts of competitive applicants.
The
grantees: Milwaukee Ch. 31, WMIL Owensboro, Ky
Ch. 14, WVJS
Joliet
111
Ch.
Week also produced examiner's initial decision on Jackson, Miss., favor48, WJOL.
ing WRBC for Ch. 3 after competing Delta Sales Corp. dismissed its application.
Milwaukee principals are attorney Gene Posner and broadcaster Jerome Sill
grant resulting when Harold Murphy droppe d application for suburban Shorewood, Wis.
in consideration of $1000 for out-of-pocket expenses plus retainer as consultant
for 57 months at $200 a month.
It will be city's third uhf
with WCAN-TV (Ch. 25)
due on air momentarily and WOKY-TV (Ch. 19) due in mid-Sept.
Owensboro grant came when Messenger & Inquirer's WOMI dropped out to hasten
TV service into area; chief owner is coal operator V.J. Steele.
Joliet station won
final decision after competing applicant Sanders Bros., failed to show up for the
hearing. WJOL pres. Willard H. Erwin Jr. owns 32% of WGKV, applicant for Charleston,
W.Va.
Jackson already has WJTV (Ch. 25) on air and CP granted to WSLI-TV (Ch. 12).
Commission also finalized some allocation change s, proposed some new ones.
further details about foregoing actions, see Addenda 17-G herewith; for
[ For
complete data on all applications, see TV Factbook No. 17 with Addenda to date.]
3
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.

;

,
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,
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,
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Ten CP holders have had letters from FCC in recent weeks, under McFarland
procedure, noting their lack of diligence in pursuing grants and asking explanations
within 30 days on pain of failure to get CP extensions. Letters were mostly in same
vein, noting that equipment has not been ordered and that Commission is "unable to
find that you have been diligent in proceeding with construction. .. or that you have
been prevented from commencing with construction by causes not under your control."
As happened when FCC went after pre-freeze laggards
16 of whom forfeited
their CPs rather than embark on then-uncertain economics of TV (for list, see p. 12),
KTVW, Wichita Fal l s, Tex
2 of those notified have surrendered CPs
(Ch. 22) and
One quickly informed FCC it has ordered equipWKMI-TV, Kalamazoo, Mich
(Ch. 36).
ment and intends to go ahead: WRAK-TV, Williamsport, Pa
(Ch. 36).
only one had vhf KCNA-TV, Tucson, Ariz
Of the 7 others
(Ch. 9).
Others:
WEOK-TV, Poughkeepsie, N.Y (Ch. 21) KTVR,
(Ch. 18)
KITO-TV, San Bernardino, Cal
(Ch. 48)
WJLN-TV, Birmingham, Ala
KIRV, Denver (Ch. 20)
Galveston, Tex (Ch. 41)
Latter is one of 4 petitioning FCC to open up subWIP-TV, Philadelphia (Ch. 29).
scription TV as only means of uhf support in entrenched vhf areas (Vol. 9:32).
Eleven post-freeze CPs have thus far been turned in including the 2 aforementioned, one that actually went on air but quit (WROV-TV, Roanoke, Ch. 27) and the
following: KMID-TV, Midland, Tex (Ch. 2) KGKL-TV, San Angelo, Tex (Ch. 3); KCTV
KRIO-TV, McAllen, Tex
(Ch. 20)
(Ch. 18) & KTVA (Ch. 24), Austin, Tex
WWOD-TV,
(Ch. 21)
WHHH-TV, Warren, 0. (Ch. 67).
WTVS, Gadsden, Ala
Lynchburg, Va
(Ch. 16)
Another permanent casualty seems to be KFXD-TV, Nampa, Ida. (Ch. 6)
see p. 2.
More CPs are due to be turned in voluntarily, too
one such having
Note
notified FCC this week: WLEC-TV, Sandusky, 0. (Ch. 42).
,

:

.

.

.

:

,

.

.

.

.

;

.

;

;

;

;

,

.

.

.

;

.

.

;

;

.

—

:

New WPMT,

Portland, Me. (Ch. 53) is assured network
microwave from Boston, when it goes on air
about Aug. 30, AT&T informed Rep. Hale (R-Me.). Facility
will be temporary pending permanent construction, and
service via

already placed order for service. Additional
channels on New York- Washington and PhiladelphiaWashington microwave routes, planned by AT&T through
installation of additional transmitting equipment, include
two northbound Washington-New York TV channels and
one northbound Washington-Philadelphia channel. Additional channels will be used mainly for telephone.

WNOK-TV, Columbia, S. C. (Ch. 67), last reporting July debut (Vol. 9:21), has DuMont equipment promised for this month, now plans to start Sept. 1, accord-

—

ing to gen. mgr. H. Moody McElveen Jr. W. C. Bochman
has been named national sales mgr.; Dave Campbell, program director; Donald Willoughby, chief engineer. Hour
rate will be $200. Raymer will be rep.

CBS-TV has

TV

;

;

WITH-TV, Baltimore

(Ch.

60),

holding

CP

since

reports pres. Tom
Tinsley, who states order has been placed for 5-kw DuMont
transmitter. Since no delivery date has been promised, no
target date has been set. Rep will be Forjoe.
last Dec.

17,

definitely will be built,

New interconnections by AT&T this week bring network service to WEEK-TV, Peoria (Ch. 43) and WBUFTV, Buffalo (Ch. 17), making total of 150 interconnected
U.

S. stations in

99

of July 15, 1953.]

cities.

[See also Television Digest

map

EDERAL’S ORDER for 1-kw transmitter for upcoming WTSK, Knoxville, Tenn. (Ch. 26), formerly allotted call letters WCEE-TV, is due for shipment about

F

when Federal also ships similar plant to
WACH, Newport News-Norfolk (Ch. 33) and these will
bring to 7 the number of Federal uhf transmitters so far
Other 5, all now on air: WICC-TV, Bridgeport (Ch.
sold.
mid-Sept.,

—

WNAO-TV, Raleigh (Ch. 28) WTVI, Belleville, 111Louis (Ch. 54); KFAZ-TV, Monroe, La. (Ch. 43);
WTVU, Scranton (Ch. 73).
GE this week got off 100-watters to WCOC-TV, Meridian, Miss. (Ch. 30), to be followed by 12-kw later;
WLTV, Wheeling, W. Va. (Ch. 51), with 1-kw to go in
Oct.; KBMT, Beaumont, Tex. (Ch. 31), 1-kw to go in
Oct.; WPFA-TV, Pensacola, Fla. (Ch. 15), 1-kw to go in
Sept. These holders of 100-watt transmitters, none on air
as yet, this week got their 12-kw: WILK-TV, WilkesBarre, Pa. (Ch. 34); WKLO-TV, Louisville (Ch. 21);
43)

;

;

St.

WIFE, Dayton

(Ch. 22).

this week was 2-kw transmitter to WROL-TV, Knoxville, Tenn. (Ch. 6), while
scheduled shipment of 10-kw to WCIA, Champaign, 111.
(Ch. 3) was held up until week of Aug. 24. Week’s uhf
shipments went to WTAP, Parkersburg, W. Va. (Ch. 15)

RCA’s only vhf shipment

;

WLBR-TV, Lebanon,
Milwaukee (Ch. 19)
Held up were shipments originally announced to go this week to KSTM-TV, St. Louis (Ch. 36)
WNAM-TV, Neenah, Wis. (Ch. 42) Capital City TV Co.,

WOKY-TV,
Pa.

(Ch.

;

15).

;

;

Sacramento, Cal. (Ch. 40).
DuMont this week shipped new Ch. 9 transmitter to
Cedar Rapids (la.) Television Co., grantee last week (Vol.
9:33) which is aiming for Oct. start.
*

*

*

*

In our continuing survey of upcoming
these were the reports received this week:

KGBS-TV,

Harlingen, Tex.

new

stations,

(Ch. 4), whose acquisi-

tion of radio KSOX from Houston Mayor Roy Hofheinz
for $225,000 has been approved by FCC, this week was to

get GE antenna, and with 5-kw transmitter having been
shipped by GE about month ago, it’s due to get on air
about Sept. 15. It will provide first competition in Rio
Grande Valley to XELD-TV, Matamoros (Ch. 7), oppoPearson will be rep.
site Brownsville, Tex.

WAPA-TV, San

Juan, Puerto Rico (Ch. 4), granted
hasn’t ordered equipment yet but owner Jose
Ramon Quinones, sugar cane grower, reports radio station was built to accommodate TV with addition to build-

Aug.

12,

ing and he wants to get on air “as soon as possible.”
Melchor Guzman Co., N. Y.

Na-

tional rep will be

KHQA-TV,

Hannibal, Mo. (Ch. 7) expects to begin

testing about Aug. 31, reports Walter J. Rothschild, gen.

mgr., its DuMont transmitter having been shipped July
Station is controlled by Lee Syndicate interests (Lee
27.
P. Loomis, pres.), operator of WTAD, Quincy, 111. and
recent purchaser of Hannibal Courier-Post’s KHMO, sold
Wayne Cribb, ex-KHMO
to new owners (Vol. 9:32).
national sales dept. Courier-Post
mgr., is now in

WTAD

acquires

20%

interest in

TV

Other

outlet.

KHQA-TV

Merritt Milligan,
program director; Ernie Gray, chief engineer; Charles
Lotz, film editor; Don Nicholson, news editor; Gene Terry,

executives: Herbert R. Ohrt, exec. v.p.

promotion.

Rep

KOAT-TV,

is

;

Weed.

Albuquerque, N. M. (Ch. 7) now has DuMont transmitter on hand, plans Sept. 15 debut, reports
v.p. & gen. mgr. Phil Hoffman, recently with KECA-TV,
Los Angeles, formerly mgr. of KOB-TV & KOB, Albuquerque. Hollingbery will be rep.
KOMU-TV, Columbia, Mo. (Ch. 8), II of Missouri’s
commercial grant, which last reported Sept. J target, is
due to get 5-kw GE equipment in early Sept, and plans

tests as soon thereafter as possible, according to advices

from

office

of mgr. George J. Kapel.

It

has already pub-

lished a rate card quoting $200 base rate.

H-R

Television

be rep.

will

WSTV-TV, Steubenville, O. (Ch. 9), granted last
week, has ordered RCA equipment, but has not begun
construction, set target date or named rep, according to
John Laux, whose group
TV, Atlantic City (Ch. 46).

exec. v.p.

also controls

WFPG-

WIS-TV, Columbia, S. C. (Ch. 10), headed by G.
Richard Shafto, with ex-NARTB’s Charles A. Batson as

& managing director, last reported Sept. 1 target
date but now aims for early Oct.
RCA 10-kw transmitter was shipped June 30, and 580-ft. tower is being
erected.
Radio WIS will continue to be controlled by
interlocking stockholders, but owners of radio WMSC,
v.p.

which had competing application but joined with WIS
group for early grant, are divesting selves of WMSC
stock.
This week, WIS engineer Barnett Goldberg was
named technical supervisor of WIS-TV and Stephen Wesley,

tor.

ex-WNAO, Raleigh, named
Free & Peters will be rep.
CHCH-TV, Hamilton, Ont.

chief transmitter opera-

(Ch.

13)

now

expects

RCA

equipment to be delivered sometime after Oct., is
building studio & transmitter house meanwhile, aims to
begin testing next Jan. or Feb., reports gen. mgr. Kenneth D. Soble, who heads group of 3 local radio stations
which combined to get grant (Vol. 9:14). Rep. will be
All-Canada TV.

WIRK-TV, West Palm

Beach, Fla.

(Ch.

21)

now

RCA

equipment on hand, has taken quarters on 12th
floor of Harvey Bldg., plans test patterns by Sept. 1, reports operations mgr. Arthur L. Gray. Weed will be rep.
KPIC, Salem, Ore. (Ch. 24) has RCA transmitter
scheduled for Sept, delivery, plans to begin 1-kw interim
has

operation early in Oct. from new Silverton Hills site
approved July 29 by FCC, goes to 10-kw in Feb. (Vol.
9:28), according to v.p. Joseph Brenner, ex-FCC attorney, now practicing in Los Angeles. Project is headed by
grantee Lawrence A. Harvey, attorney, son of Leo Harvey,
pres., Harvey Machine Co., Torrance, Cal. (aluminum &
brass products). Rep not yet chosen.
WTSK, Knoxville, Tenn. (Ch. 26), its call letters
changed from originally assigned WCEE-TV, has engaged ex-Washington consulting engineer Harold B. Rothrock as gen. mgr. and Guy Smith III, ex-WKGN, Knoxville, as commercial mgr., and hopes to begin test patterns with Federal transmitter and Workshop Associates
antenna by end of Sept. This might make it first on air
in that city (though WROL-TV, Ch. 6, got RCA 2-kw
transmitter shipment this week).
Tower and studiotransmitter building are being built at Sharps Ridge, 3
mi. from center of city. Rothrock announces CBS affiliaPearson will be rep.
tion contract signed this week.
WNBH-TV, New Bedford, Mass. (Ch. 28) ran into
site problem when airport proved to be too close to “best”
transmitter location and a projected move farther north
had to be resolved with Worcester uhf allocations, reports
grantee Basil Brewer. RCA equipment has been ordered
and “full speed” is now planned, but no target date has
been set as yet, said Mr. Brewer, publisher of New Bedford Standard-Times and holder also of CP for WBOS-TV,
Boston (Ch. 50).
WRTV, Asbury Park, N. J. (Ch. 58), following
ground-breaking ceremonies Aug. 15 attended by theatre-

man Walter Reade

Jr. (pres.)

and

local celebrities,

began

footings for 425-ft. Stainless Steel tower, to be topped by
Work on new studio-transmitter building
40-ft. antenna.
at rear of Reade chain’s Eatontown Drive-In Theatre begins immediately, with early Dec. tests of 1-kw RCA
Rep not yet chosen.
transmitter planned.

6
Personal Notes: Edward D. Madden, resigned NBC-TV
operations v.p. and onetime McCann-Erickson executive,
joins Motion Pictures for Television Inc. Sept. 1 in charge
of new programming and production & distribution of
“name” films made for TV
Robert Kintner, pres, of
ABC div. of AB-UP, sailed Aug. 14 for vacation in Europe, returns Sept. 5
Sylvia Kessler, who resigned
July 3 as chief of FCC Office of Opinions & Reviews, has
joined Cohn & Marks law firm, Cafritz Bldg., Washington
Dr. Forest L. Whan, ex-U of Wichita faculty member
who has conducted several audience surveys in Iowa and
Kansas cities in last 2 years, joins Kansas State College
faculty as member of TV policy committee for its educational grantee KSAC-TV (Ch. 8)
Omar F. Elder, ABC
staff attorney, promoted to asst. gen. counsel
Nicholas
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

joins
.

.

NBC

James F.

O’Grady promoted to asst, mgr., ABC co-op program dept.;
John Dullaghan, ex-March of Time, named mgr. of ABCTV news dept.’s technical and film operations
Edwin
Metcalfe, ex-KECA-TV, Los Angeles, named TV mgr..
Weed Co., Hollywood
John Esau resigns as gen. mgr.
.

.

KTUL,
homa City

.

(Ch. 25), which he heads
deputy director since 1950, succeeds

.

.

.

.

.

N

.

BBC’s Derek Russell

.

.

ETWORK-UHF

relationships came in for more discussion by FCC this week with no action decided on.
Tentative drafts of a “letter of inquiry” to networks were
being prepared, although there is no certainty that they
will be sent or any action taken at all (Vol. 9:31,33).
Commissioners have received number of informal complaints

by uhf

stations, but there

have been no petitions

or formal requests for action.

Strong complaint from one uhf grantee went to Congress this week, however, when CP-holder WACH, Newport News, Va. (Ch. 33) wired Senate majority leader
Knowland (R-Cal.), Sen. Johnson (D-Colo.) of Commerce
Committee and Sen. Byrd (D-Va.) “We are struggling
uhf TV station. Local vhf hogging 3 different networks
after enjoying monopoly for years. We believe this subverts the FCC, constituted by the Congress, in their attempt to institute superior uhf TV service. Yet networks
are unregulated by FCC. This is unfair to public. Will
:

you investigate?”
That this complaint came from grantee in NorfolkPortsmouth area is ironic, in view of fact that area’s
pioneer vhf station WTAR-TV which loses NBC affiliawrote Sen. Johnson retion to uhf WVEC-TV Sept. 19

—
—
cently protesting that NBC threatens to feed World Series
solely to
new uhf competitor — WVEC-TV (Ch. 15),
its

which began testing Aug. 15.
Meanwhile, a uhf grantee under the gun of New
York’s 7 vhf stations expressed confidence in the future
of free uhf telecasting without network affiliation, lashing out at foursome of uhf CP holders who petitioned FCC
In ground(Vol. 9:32).
to approve subscription TV
breaking ceremonies for his WRTV, Asbury Park, N. J.
(Ch. 58), theatreman Walter Reade envisioned “bright
future for a locally operated TV station” to render important service to local viewers and “local merchants who
cannot afford to buy time on any of the competing New

York vhf

As

stations.”

to the

.

.

.

KFPW

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

new KABS (Ch. 4) due this fall
Tracy Lounsbury,
ex-KSTP, St. Paul, named production mgr. of new WTOBTV, Winston-Salem (Ch. 26), due on air in Sept.
Edward F. Favors, ex-GE & KRLD-TV, Dallas, named chief
for

.

.

.

.

.

.

new KSTM-TV,

mitter supervisor.

Mrs. Joy Wright,

DuMont, whose WABD carries Bories-produced
Food for Thought
Frank K. Spain, ex-NBC,
.

.

joins

new KTVQ, Okla-

.

.

.

daily

.

as director of Press & Radio Div., British Information
Services, N. Y.
Kurt Jadassohn has resigned as v.p.
Walter B. Bruce, ex-adv. mgr.,
& gen. mgr. of SESAC
Grand Union grocery chain, joins Robert A. Bories Co.,
608 Fifth Ave., N. Y., to direct “Televizing” operations on
.

.

St. Louis (Ch. 36), due on air
Ross L. Whiteside appointed technical director of CBC’s new CBUT, Vancouver, B.C., due on air in
John McBride, TV production director at Wayne
Nov.
U, appointed to head educational TV at U of Nebraska
Milton F. Allison promoted to CBS Radio eastern spot
Lewis Thomas, ex-Denver Post, appointed
sales mgr.
promotion mgr. of KLZ-TV, Denver, scheduled for Nov. 1
Walter Stinson has resigned from Tulsa’s KVOO
debut
as chief engineer to join James Weldon’s Continental Electronics Mfg. Corp., Dallas, recently announcing its entry
into uhf transmitter field; he’s succeeded at KVOO by
John Bushnell, with Howard Phillips promoted to trans-

.

Tulsa, to devote fulltime to

.

Syracuse, as chief engineer
S. H. McGovern,
appointed mgr. of that
city’s
James P. Walker, exmgr.
(AM), Fort Smith, Ark., appointed mgr. of
KATV, Pine Bluff, Ark. (Ch. 7), due on air in Sept.
Ross B. Baker Jr. named mgr. of new KETV, Little Rock,
Ark. (Ch. 23) due on air in Sept.
Theo. B. Pitman Jr.,
ex-WKNB-TV, New Britain, Conn, and onetime TV-radio
director of James C. Dowd Agency, Boston, joins new
WTAO-TV, Cambridge, Mass. (Ch. 56), due in Sept., as
asst, to gen. mgr. Frederic S. Bailey; John H. Kimball Jr.,
ex-Hall Publishing Co., named WTAO-TV sales mgr.
Hugh Ben LaRue, ex-WOR, N. Y., onetime sales mgr. of
Hawaii’s Aloha Network, returns to Hawaii as sales v.p.

KSO (AM), Des Moines,
upcoming KTLV (Ch. 17)

.

Gordon, ex-Keystone Broadcasting System,
0-&-0 stations div. as rate & price analyst

of

WHEN,
ex-mgr.

uhf fee-TV proponents, he said: “Without

engineer of
Sept. 27
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

putting a shovel in the ground or laying out a dollar in
[they] have arbitrarily resigned themselves to the
belief that they cannot be a financial success unless they
are supported by an untried and improbable boxoffice TV

cash,

gimmick.”
Prime mover in crusade for pay-as-you-look TV,
Zenith Radio this week reported to its stockholders that it
expects FCC hearing on subject shortly. It has retained
Pierson & Ball law firm as counsel for Phonevision, while
Teco Inc., which it set up as promotion organization for
Phonevision with paid in capital of $1,000,000, has retained as counsel Loucks, Zias, Young & Jansky.
These
Washington law firms are in addition to its regular Washington Counsel, Wheeler & Wheeler (ex-Sen. Burton K.
Wheeler and son).
William A. Porter, ex-pres. of Federal Communications
in law firm of Bingham, Collins,
Porter & Kistler, this week became asst, director of defense mobilization for telecommunications under defense

Bar Assn, and partner

mobilizer Arthur S. Flemming.
the functions as well as staff

—

He

—of

takes over

Haraden

many

of

Pratt, Tele-

communications Advisor to the President, who resigned
in June after serving nearly 2 years (Vol. 7:31 & 9:26).
Job involves formulation of policy on allocation of radio
frequencies to govt, users, notably the military, and use
of communications during emergencies.
Mrs. Dorothy Schiff, owner of KLAC-TV & KLAC, Los
Angeles, and publisher of New York Post, was married in
L.A. Aug. 18 to Rudolph Sonneborn, head of N. Y. Chemical & Petroleum Corp.; her son Mortimer Hall, KLAC
pres., acted as best man for his stepfather.

NBC

radio affiliates committee (Robt. Swezey, chairsecy.-treas.) has completed plans for

man; Harold Essex,

meeting of all affiliates with Gen. Sarnoff in Chicago’s
Drake Hotel, Thu., Sept. 17, 10 a.m.; committee will hold
preliminary meeting with NBC staff Sept. 1 in N.Y.

7
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OTHING MODEST

about uhf reception and convernow being sent out by
the new stations which generally also enclose facts and
Among this
figures to back up their coverage estimates.
week’s reports:
sion claims in the promotion

—

Aki-on’s

WAKR-TV

(Ch. 49) encloses letter from cer-

accounting firm reporting at least 26,121 uhf sets and
converters sold in area on basis of questionnaire sent to 27
distributors July 31, about 7 weeks after first tests and 2
weeks after programming began. Pres. S. Bernard Berk
credits local programming and big promotional campaign
for heavy conversion rate in vhf-saturated area. Weed TV,
WAKR-TV’s rep, issued release this week reporting uhf
conversions in Cleveland, 30 mi. away, including one 400unit apartment house, whose master antenna system has
tified

been adapted to receive

WAKR-TV

as well as Cleveland’s

vhf stations.
Research dept, of McClatchy Newspapers, under name
of Pacific Coast Measurement Bureau, has released first of
series of comprehensive surveys of audience and families
12-county area claimed by McClatchy’s KMJ-TV,
in
Fresno, Cal. (Ch. 24). As of July 8, survey shows 37,499
uhf sets in 90-mi. contour. Only 12% of sets in area
couldn’t receive uhf station.
Buffalo’s WBUF-TV (Ch. 17), which began test patterns Aug. 17 (see p. 1) reports 20-25,000 sets in area
equipped for uhf as result of 6 months of continuous plug2-3000 converters and
ging, and adds: “Sales are terrific
2-3000 new sets a week.” WEEK-TV, Peoria, 111. (Ch. 43),
which boosted its power early in July, points to sworn
statement of its research dept, claiming coverage of 81,740
And Milwaukee’s upcoming
uhf sets as of July 30.
WCAN-TV (Ch. 25) quotes survey by Dr. Adolph A.
Suppan, extension program dir., Wisconsin State College:
“16% of those called [within city] have TV sets now
3

—

able to receive Ch. 25; 46% intend to convert within 90
days. Such percentages indicate several thousand sets
and 192,000 additional
already equipped for

WCAN-TV

sets

ready for Ch. 25 within 90 days.”

One
claims

station

new

is

which

folk area,

that’s

NBC
is

quite

conservative in conversion

WVEC-TV

(Ch. 15) in Norgetting tremendous publicity buildup
affiliate

Aug. 15 (see p. 1)
with claimed 7800 conversions toward goal of 50, GOOSaid pres.
75, 000 by start of programming Sept. 19.
Thomas Chisman: “But 95% of the dealers were not making conversions, awaiting a test pattern. We fully anti(Vol. 9:29, 31).

cipate

began

test patterns

1000 conversions a day, now that the
on a regular schedule.”

at

pattern

It

least

is

Crackdown on “lukewarm” applicants was threatened
this week in amendment to rules (Mimeo 93905)
permitting Commission to dismiss application with prejudice when applicant losing initial decision fails to follow
up by filing exceptions. Rule change, which goes into
by

FCC

30 days after publication in Federal Register, is
designed to “eliminate unnecessary effort by the Commission in considering applications which applicants are no
longer interested in prosecuting.”
Although prompted
mainly by lackadaisical
applicants, it is equally applicable to TV and other services.
effect

AM

Power increases: KGNC-TV, Amarillo, Tex., boosted
power from 2 to 10 kw Aug. 21. Transmitter and amplifier shipments slated for this week and not previously
reported: RCA 10-kw to KFDX-TV, Wichita Falls, Tex.;
GE 35-kw to WJBK-TV, Detroit, and KING-TV, Seattle.

FCC
3-year

sees “no reason” to hold public hearing on its
license proposal (Vol. 9:30,33) as requested in

TV

petitions

from Americans for Democratic Action and CIO

United Automobile Workers

—both

denied this week.

Network Accounts:
Your Show of Shows

Two more

sponsors for NBC-TV’s
week, making that 90-min. variety near sellout for season starting Sept. 12.
Latest
to sign were Cat’s Paw Rubber Co. (heels & soles), thru
S. A. Levyne & Co., Baltimore, and Johnson & Johnson
(band aids), thru Young & Rubicam each for 10-min. of
10-10:30 p.m. segment
General Foods (cereals) renews
sponsorship of Red Buttons Show, starting Sept. 21, on
CBS-TV, Mon. 9:30-10 p.m., thru Benton & Bowles, on
106 stations, which network claims is largest hookup for
any regular network program, surpassing Admiral’s Life
Is Worth Living (Bishop Sheen), on DuMont, which resumes Oct. 13 on 101 stations (Vol. 9:32)
Another
NBC-TV show, Dave Garroway’s Today, Mon-thru-Fri.
7-9 a.m., added sponsors: General Mills (O-Cello sponge),
starting Sept. 4, for 18 weeks, thru Comstock & Co., Bufthis

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

Foods Co. (La Choy sauce), starting Sept.
for 13 weeks, thru Foote, Cone & Belding; Harry &
David Corp. (fruit shippers), for week starting Nov. 4,

falo; Beatrice
3,

through Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco
DuMont signs with National Basketball Assn, to televise
14 Sat. afternoon games, starting Dec. 14, but may push
up schedule to Oct. 31 to add 6 more, which would compete with General Motors sponsorship of National Col.

.

.

games at same time
Brewing Co. (High Life beer) to sponsor National
Football League championship game Dec. 27 on DuMont

legiate Athletic Assn, football

.

.

.

Miller

& Assoc., MilSealy Inc. (mattresses) to sponsor Comeback
on ABC-TV, starting Sept. 18, Fri. 9:30-10 p.m., thru
Olian Adv.
Consolidated Royal Chemical Corp. (Kranks
shaving cream) to sponsor Arthur Murray Dance Party
on NBC-TV, starting Oct. 12, Mon. 7:30-7:45 p.m., thru
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
Jacques
Kreisler
Co.
(watch bands) buys co-sponsorship, with American Chicle
Co. (chewing gum), of Rocky King, Detective on DuMont,
starting Sept. 27, Sun. 9-9:30 p.m., thru Foote, Cone &
Gerber Products Co. (baby food) buys Wed.
Belding
3:45-4 p.m. portion, Corn Products Refining Co. (Linit
starch) buys alt. Mon. 3:45-4 p.m., of Kate Smith Show
on NBC-TV, starting Sept. 21, Mon.-thru-Fri. 3-4, former
Block Drug
thru D’Arcy Adv., latter thru C. C. Miller
Co. (Amm-i-dent tooth paste) buys alt. week sponsorship,
with Speidel Co. (watchbands), of Name That Tune on
NBC-TV, starting in fall, Mon. 8-8:30 p.m., thru Cecil &
American Cigarette & Cigar Co. (Pall Mall)
Presbrey
buys 5-week sponsorship of Doorway to Danger on ABCTV, starting Sept. 3, Thu. 8:30-9 p.m., thru Sullivan,
Mars Candy Co. (Milky
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles
Way) renews 5:30-6 p.m. segment of Super Circus on
ABC-TV, starting Sept. 6, Sun. 5-6, thru Leo Burnett Co.
Gruen Watch Co. renews sponsorship of Walter
Winchell simulcast on ABC-TV, starting Sept. 6, Sun.
9-9:15 p.m., thru McCann-Erickson.
for second straight season, thru Mathisson

waukee

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

No TV channel for Beverly Hills, FCC this week told
Lawrence A. Harvey, grantee of KPIC, Salem, Ore. (Ch.
24) and applicant for Los Angeles’ Ch. 34. Harvey’s request to add Ch. 58 to Los Angeles was turned down last
month (Vol. 9 28 ) and he lost out also in this week’s effort
to get it allocated to Beverly Hills, which Commission
noted “is completely surrounded by the city of Los An:

,

Petitions regarding channel
changes filed this week: (1) Coastal Bend TV Co. and
H. L. Hunt, competitive applicants for Ch. 22, Corpus
Christi, Tex., asked assignment of Ch. 43 to that city.
(2) Oppositions to petitions of WHIS, Bluefield. W. Va.
and WHPE, High Point, N. C. both seeking assignment
of Ch. 6 to their respective cities were filed by
AY,
Oak Hill, & WJLS, Beckley, W. Va.; WTVR, Richmond.
geles,” assigned 10 channels.

—

WO

8

OLOR STANDARDS proposed by NTSC, on which
FCC has asked for comments by Sept. 8 (Vol. 9:32),

C

meet first overt opposition from Ulysses A. Sanabria,
head of American Television Inc., Chicago manufacturer
of receivers & tubes and operator of a technical radio
He hasn’t yet carried formal appeal to FCC,
school.
which reports no adverse comments on the standards as
yet, but he is conducting an advertising crusade warning
against pitfalls of color TV and urging readers to write
or wire the FCC “to proceed slowly and with great care.”
I.
Harvey Levinson, 33 No. LaSalle St.,
Chicago, told us this week that formal objections will be
stating also that several
filed before Sept. 8 deadline
other “major manufacturers,” whose names he declined

His attorney,

—

to divulge,

Thus

may

join.

far, this is first definite evidence of opposition

standards which major elements of industry (including
are pressing
for adoption without formal hearing. Curiously enough,
Sanabria’s own consulting associate, the venerable inventor Dr. Lee deForest, now 80, has come out squarely
for the standards. In letter to us from his Los Angeles
office, dated Aug. 18, he writes:
to

one area, until the ‘bugs’ can be worked out of the whole
color system ... It is the plain and simple duty of the

FCC
so

to insure that a conservative

ing

“I have followed fairly closely the development of the
compatible color TV system and its standards.

NTSC

are essentially the same. The demonRCA’s intensive developments, courageously pursued throughout the past 4 years, appear
abundantly to justify the adoption of the present NTSC
standards.
“The TV industry and the FCC are jointly to be
congratulated on the acceptance of these standards, so
long delayed by ‘the stupendous stupidities’ which for an
unjustifiable period prevented a much earlier solution of
the vitally important TV problem.
“We may now anticipate with confidence an ultimate
solution of the still vexing problems of moderately priced
color TV receiver production, and eventually large-sized

Those of the

strated results of the

color

TV

screens.”
#

*

*

*

campaign, judging from heavily-texted
full-page ad copy in Aug. 18 Chicago Sun-Times, seems
aimed less against NTSC standards than against disruption of consumer confidence in present sets. Nub of his
plea: “Let’s confine our experiments in color TV to just
Sanabria’s

Important step toward high-powered uhf transmitters
this week’s disclosure that Stanford U physicists
have developed and tested two 30-kw klystron tubes.
Physicist John H. Jasberg of Stanford’s W. W. Hansen
Laboratories told IRE’s Western Electronics Conference
in San Francisco that power output of 15-kw klystron
had been doubled, largely through improved design along
with some increase in power input. Although the Stanford klystrons are to be used in atomic installations at
the university, the design improvements presumably will
be of great help in developing higher powered uhf transmitters. Highest powered klystron available today for
uhf transmitters is Varian Associates’ 12-kw, being made
for GE. Eitel-McCullough (Eimac) is making uhf klystron rated at 5 kw, the first in TV use being in DuMontequipped WGLV, Easton, Pa. (Vol. 9:33). Both Eimac
and Varian are working toward tubes which could be
used to develop FCC’s maximum uhf power of 1000-kw
ERP. Eimac aiming at 50 kw, Varian at 60 (Vol. 9:13).

was

Commercial operation of satellite stations will be proposed “in the near future” by Sylvania, which has 2 experimental satellites in Emporium, Pa. (Vol. 8:25, 29 &
9:20i.
Rep. Bush (R-lJ a.), whose district includes Emporium, fired opening gun in battle for FCC approval with

is

made

ever increassafe and sane

its

manner.”
Ad warns against

14-in. “squinties,” speaks of 58
tubes in color sets, lack of servicemen and of “$250
you’ll be paying for a new color tube [and] the $150 a
year service policy it would take to cover it.”
Mr. Levinson’s petition, he indicated, will allege RCA
and CBS have gotten together, will claim NTSC standards
promote monopoly, will object to networking of color programs. He said American Television Inc. is now one of
biggest manufacturers and distributors of TVs in the
country, accounting for “one-third of the sales in the
Chicago area.”

—

*

*

CBS) have endorsed and which proponents

RCA

enough start

be certain that TV will spread
blessings across the nation in a

we can

*

*

Favorite subject of columnists and headline writers,
color TV continues to get more publicity than trade wants
as yet. This week, AP reported “NBC plans to broadcast
color TV to all parts of the country starting Aug. 30,”
but story pointed out quite fairly that public will be
able to get the shows only in black-&-white and that less
than half a dozen stations have been equipped to carry
experimental network colorcasts that started last June.
Inquiry at NBC develops that Aug. 30 story probably
evolved out of fact that Kukla, Fran & Ollie will be colorcast with NBC Symphony Sun., Aug. 30, 5-5:30 p.m. But
this is only one of series of FCC-authorized experiments
and, though RCA is getting lots of orders for color equipment from both NBC & CBS stations, there is no intention of giving impression that local stations are ready
for color that network colorcasting is ready for scheduled
operation, or that sets will be on market less than 6-8
months after FCC puts final stamp of approval on NTSC
standards. Fact is, color tests were shut down this summer while Colonial Theatre studios in N.Y. were renovated and resumed Aug. 15 but not on schedule. It’s
hoped to go on schedule before end of year; meanwhile,
tests with various shows have included My Son Jeep,
Gabby Hayes, Howdy Doody, Meet the Veep.
Demonstrations are largely for advertisers, as well as
field testing, and NBC will ship apparatus to Chicago
shortly for closed-circuit demonstrations at Sept. 21-22
convention of Assn, of National Advertisers.
;

Aug. 17 Congressional Record of speech lauding satellites as only “quick and practicable solution to
problems which otherwise would take years to resolve before satisfactory TV service would be provided for small
insertion in

and isolated comunities.” He pointed out there are 8721
communities with less than 50,000 population, which he
said cannot economically support TV stations, and added
that: (1) Satellites can be installed for $15,000-$20,000.
(2) They’re preferable to booster stations in that they
create no interference problems and aren’t tied to the
“mother” stations but can select from programs of all
available stations.
(3) Advantages over community antenna systems are freedom from connection and service
charges, simplicity of operation and lack of complex servicing requirements.

Brighter view of

TV

Still another report on relation
one by New York State Optometric
Assn., says improper viewing, not TV itself, is responsible for “eye deficiencies.”
It recommends: Use small,
indirect light near set; never wear dark glasses while
viewing; avoid long periods of viewing without rest.

of

TV

:

to eyestrain, this

is 72-p. UHF Noteby Edward M. Noll ($1), published by Paul H.
Wendel Publishing Co., Box 1321, Indianapolis.

Latest technical booklet on uhf

book No.

7,

Trade Report
August 22 1953
,

MANUFACTURERS REPORT UHF SALES UPBEAT: There’s no crepe-hanging by TV

set makers
Buoyed by imminence of traditional
now about prospects for sales of uhf receivers.
fall TV pickup, they expect sets with uhf tuners to constitute growing proportion
of their output and sales in the 1953-54 season.
now feel they have firm finger on buyers'
S et manufacturers' research aepts
When first uhf went on air in Portland last
pulse -- after several false starts.
September (Vol. 8 :3S-40) manufacturers were caught with their plants down
there
just weren't enough sets to meet demand. It appeared that demand for uhf converters
and sets would be practically inexhaustible as long as new stations were opening.
Spurred by the first
Then set makers went too far in the other direction
of
them
anticipated
vhf-uhf
combinations
most
would account for
Portland,
of
flush
output
this
spring
(Vol.
Actually,
half
their
by
9:21).
the figure came
at least
(Vol.
9:27).
much closer to 25%
With 2,000,000 or more uhf receivers and converters now in use and in trade
pipelines, comments of the manufacturers bear out our July estimate of at least
4,300,000 uhf units by end of 1953 (Vol. 9:27).
Biggest impetus to uhf sales this fall and winter will be the big-city uhf
added to growing demand from "old" uhf cities as programming improves.
debuts
Since July 1, uhf stations have gone on air with test patterns or programs in such
areas as Pittsburgh (where second uhf is also imminent), Los Angele s (educational
KUSC-TV now testing), St, Louis Buffalo Norfolk Madiso n (2 stations), Lansing
Others are due next few weeks in Milwaukee and Louisville
Raleigh
.

—

,

.

—

,

,

,

,

.

.

*

*

*

Extremely bullish on uhf is Admiral's market-wise Ross Siragusa, who tells
us it's going great guns in his line, which features both strips and continuous
tuner.
He puts it this way: "God and the FCC have contrived to limit the number of
channels available to TV, and the public wants competitive TV so eagerly that it
will certainly convert to get it, even pay higher prices." He brushes aside compariuhf provides a new service, he says, not just "more of the same."
sons with FM
"We expect an upsurge in
Similar view comes from Motorola's Robert Galvin.
uhf sales this fall," he says, "and we think it will be much bigge r than even the
retailers and distributors anticipate." He adds that in a large number of areas it
As to summer slump, he says uhf set and
won't be possible to sell a vhf-only se t.
converter sales haven't suffered any more than vhf-only receivers.
which asks that its name not be used
From one of largest set makers
"
comes report that uhf is "moving much better now", and this forecast:
The outl ook
for example, we recently had an order from a vhf-only
for uhf is very encouraging
city for several thousand vhf-uhf sets to pick up uhf from a neighboring city.
One
of these days, all TVs will have combination tuners
but we must come up with a
cheaper tuner first."
And big Standard Coil Products C o. now reports "extremely heavy demand" for
uhf strips, after letdown which began in June and extended into July.

—

—

—

—

—
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*

*

*

More indications of high leve l of TV busi n ess in first 6 months showed up
this week in RETMA compilation of 2,775,000 TVs so ld at retai l, and 5, 022,250 sets
shipped to dealers during that period (see Topics & Trends, p. 10).
Retail sales
were considerably above 2,098,906 sets sold in first 6 months of 1952, when Dun &
Bradstreet compiled figures (RETMA started its survey in Sept. 1952).
For June
alone, retail sales totaled 431,089, well up from 244,191 sets in May.
TV production had sharp rise for the second straight week, totaling 150 111
(7944 private label) week ended Aug. 14, up from 115,430 preceding week and 80,589
,

- 9 -

10
It was year's 32nd week and highest production total for any
week ended July 31.
Output was 119,049 in corresponding week year ago.
week since April 17.
Radio production to t aled 226,608 (102,527 private), compared with 225,432
week ended Aug. 10 and 226,027 week before. Radio production was 153,035 same week
Week's radios: 62,195 home, 43,921 portable, 32,678 clock, 87,814 auto.
of 1952.

&

Topics

Trends

TV

of

Shipments of TVs to

Trade:

dealers totaled 3,022,250 in first 6 months,

when production

3,834,236, according to RETMA’s state-by-state &
county-by-county tables released this week. It represented
42% gain over first 6 months of 1952, when shipments were
2,118,510, as against production of 2,318,236. Every state
in nation shared in shipments, New York as usual leading
with 286,953; Pennsylvania second, 261,516; California

was

third, 232,840.
6)

went on

air

Montana, where Butte’s KXLF-TV (Ch.
Aug. 14 as state’s first station (Vol. 9:33),

with only 659 sets shipped in first half of
For June alone, TV shipments to dealers totaled
year.
326,394, compared with 243,348 in May and 318,533 in
trailed

list,

RETMA

June 1952.

state-by-state figures for 6

(complete county-by-county tables available from
on request)

months

RETMA

:

Total

State

Alabama

49,413
21,264
20,389
232,840
41,794
46,057
7,114
25,504
53,862
52,382

Arizona
Arkansas
California

Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District

of

j

Columbia

Florida

Georgia
Idaho

6,601

175,286
99,413
61,452
28,067
44,110
43,366
22,856
38,508
95,277
121,420
52,434
24,629
73,663
659

Illinois

Indiana
Iowa

Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana

Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan

Minnesota
Mississippi

Missouri

Montana

New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania

Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas

Utah
Vermont
Virginia

Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

Wyoming
Grand Total

Upsurge

in coin-operated

Total

State

Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire

TV

...

26,152
1,038
9,847
81,773
8,155
286,953
59,592
7,197
182,433
58,262
40,263
261,516
13,667
24,713
8,178
44,494
200,049
21,799
5,554
68,605
72,506
40,634
59,088
1,422

__3,022,250

DuMont added

is

new models,

7

Dr. William L. Everitt, dean of U of
engineering and past president of IRE,
named recipient of IRE’s Medal of Honor for 1954, highest technical award in radio engineering, to be bestowed
at next convention in N. Y., March 24, 1954
Frank W.
Mansfield, Sylvania, reappointed chairman of industry
statistics committee, RETMA; Leslie E. Woods, Raytheon,
renamed industrial relations chairman; H. J. Schulman,
DuMont, appointed service chairman, succeeding R. J.
Yeranko, Magnavox
Ernest A. Marx, director of DuMont international div., off on 2-month survey trip to 9
European countries
Russell Eggo, Scott Radio secy.treas., elected exec. v.p. & secy., Samuel W. Block asst,
secy.
Herbert P. Neimann, pres, of Hertner Electric
Co., Cleveland, subsidiary of General Precision Equipment
Co., elected pres, of GPE subsidiary Ampro Corp., Chicago
(tape records), succeeding Arthur J. Palmer, now with
GPE parent office in N. Y.
Charles McKinney, Raytheon
TV adv. mgr. for last 2 years, appointed director of
marketing & merchandising for Raytheon TV lines
A. E. Cascino named market research director of Avco’s
Crosley and Bendix divisions
H. Joseph Sarlin, exNew England sales mgr., appointed mgr. of DuMont Chicago factory branch, replacing Frank Hogan
Robert
.

.

.

disclosed at distributors

meeting Aug. 17 in New York, to its 1954 line introduced
June 17 (Vol. 9:25) 17-in. walnut table $200, mahogany
wood & blonde $210; 21-in. mahogany wood table $270,
:

blonde $280; 21-in. open-face mahogany console $340 &
$360, blonde $350 & $370 21-in. full-door mahogany console $430, $445 & $475, blonde $450 & $465; 24-in. openface mahogany console $500, blonde & maple $530.
;

Sparton introduced new 13-model line this week following resumption of production after 10-week strike
(Vol. 9:33). Line starts with 17-in. table model at $200,
goes up to 27-in. full-door console at $715. Optional allchannel tuning is available at $40 extra.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

promoted to chief engineer, Webster-Chicago
Gordon E. Bloom, ex-Westinghouse Chicago,
govt. div.
transferred to Milwaukee as TV-radio sales mgr., replacing Joseph Flynn, resigned
Kenneth W. Connor appointed Sylvania TV-radio southeastern sales mgr.
George D. Butler appointed sales v.p., Warren Electronics
John W. McLeod named mgr. of
Inc., Irvington, N. J.
new Andrew Antenna Corp. Ltd., Whitby, Ont., new affiliate of Andrew Corp.; he’s ex-Canadian Marconi, was
Redfield

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

formerly with Andrew in Chicago.
Distributor Notes:

set sales, principally in

reported in Aug. 22 Billboard,
Magazine on basis of its own survey of manufacturers and
distributors. Keen competition among motel owners to introduce new gimmicks to tempt travelers is credited with
stimulating market. Sets are sold to motels, hotels and
other institutional users (1) directly from manufacturer
or distributor to proprietor, and (2) through coin-machine
companies, which install and service sets on commission
basis.
Listed are following leaders among manufacturers
& distributors: Bendix Radio, Baltimore; Hotel Radio
Corp., Detroit; National Telco Ltd., Omaha; Reemtsma
Tel-a-Vue Systems, Davenport, la.; Sheraton Television
Corp., Red Bank, N. J.; Starrett Television Corp., New
York; Telequip Radio Corp., Chicago; Trad Television
Corp., Red Bank; Transvision Inc., New Rochelle, N. Y.
nation’s 43,000 motels,

Trade Personals:

Illinois college of

Boston

Co.,

(Robert

appoints Bigelow & Dowse
Watts, exec, v.p.), replacing

DuMont
H.

Equipment Distributors

Inc.,

now CBS-Columbia

outlet

Stromberg-Carlson appoints newly-formed Litteral
Distributing Co., Indianapolis, headed by Harley Litteral,
who resigned last week as Raytheon director of distribuSylvania appoints Electric Supply
tors (Vol. 9:33)
Bendix Radio appoints newly-formed
Co., Albuquerque
Zickgraf Distributing Co., 1932 So. Calhoun St., Fort
Capehart-Farnsworth
Wayne, Ind. (A1 Zickgraf, pres.)
appoints Dahl-Conger Inc., Denver (Lou Dahl, pres.), reCBS-Columbia names
placing Larson Distributing Co.
J. J. Crouch Appliance Co., El Paso (J. J. Crouch, pres.)
Olympic Radio appoints Olympic of Southern California, Los Angeles (John D. Tracy, pres.); Texas Home
Equipment Co., Dallas, and H. T. Gallagher Distributors,
Andrea names Golden Electric Co.,
Sioux Falls, S. D.
Inland Distributors Inc.,
Newark (Ben Golden, pres.)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Kansas City (Philco) names Harry Ardman, ex-Macy’s,
as sales promotion mgr.

NPA Electronics Div., under director Donald
has been increased to 6, with return of 3 former
members William Dulin, Edward Glacv, Ray Knobbe
Division will be incorporated
plus secretary and clerk.
into Commerce Dept, defense business agency, slated to be
organized early next month.
Staff of

S. Parris,

—

“How Trade

Associations Help Small Manufacturers”

new booklet in Small Defense Plants Administration’s
Management Aids series, free at SDPA field offices.
is

11 Financial

&

Reflecting TV boom, parStandard Coil Products Co. reports 83%

Trade Notes:

ticularly in tuners,

gain in earnings, 64% boost in sales for first 6 months of
year over same period last year. Pres. G. E. Swanson
states in semi-annual report: “During the past 6 months
the TV industry has experienced its greatest growth since
the advent of this new medium of communication. With
the opening of new telecasting stations across the country
the demand for new sets should remain high for some time
to come. We are hopeful that our TV business for the remainder of the current year will continue at the present
first 6 months were $2,736,431 ($1.86 a
share) after taxes of $4,012,000 on sales of $49,450,324,
compared to profit of $1,490,547 ($1.01) after taxes of
$1,614,759 on sales of $30,081,049 in same 1952 period, and
$1,042,725 (710 after $1,130,000 on $19,651,584 first 6

months of 1951.
^

$

^

Zenith Radio, said to be pushing Motorola for 4th posiamong TV manufacturers, reports record earnings of
$2,776,190 ($5.64 a share) in first 6 months, more than
double profit of $1,336,357 ($2.71) in same period year ago.
Sales were $82,207,174 vs. $46,925,511 same 1952 period,
pres. E. F. McDonald Jr. saying first-half TV sales increased by more than 150% over first 6 months last year.
For second quarter ended June 30, profit was $666,729
($1.35 a share) on sales of $34,308,401, up from earnings
of $253,115 (51(5) on sales of $21,170,179 same 1952 period.
Profits were reduced by $1,000,000 flood damage in June to
Wincharger Corp., Zenith subsidiary at Sioux City, la., a
Missouri River town where flood insurance is unobtainable, report added. [For financial summaries of TV’s Big 4
Admiral, Motorola, Philco, RCA see Vol. 9:33.]
tion

—

—

Webster-Chicago Corp. reports record sales in first
half of 1953, up 73% over same period in 1952. Earnings
were $354,973 (78 1 a share) on sales of $13,301,570 compared to loss of $272,432 on sales of $7,674,945 in first half
of 1952. Pres. R. F. Blash, in semi-annual statement, credited greater demands of TV industry as a primary cause
of increased volume.
Dividends: Indiana Steel Products, 37%tf payable Sept.
10 to stockholders of record Aug. 25; Zenith Radio, 50(5
Sept. 30 to holders Sept. 11; Oak Mfg. Co., 35(5 Sept. 15 to
holders Sept. 1; Standard Radio A & B, 10(5 Oct. 18 to
holders Oct. 9; Clevite, 25^ Sept. 8 to holders Aug. 28;
Radio Condenser Co., 5^ Sept. 21 to holders Sept. 1;
Sprague Electric, 40tf Sept. 14 to holders Aug. 27.

Sparks-Withington Co. 1953 fiscal year report, due in
show sales exceeding $27,000,000, up $7,000,000
from fiscal 1952, with backlog of about $20,000,000 in defense orders, according to pres. John J. Smith.
Sept., will

Competition of TV was cited this week by a Charlotte,
N. C. drive-in theatre operator in petition to U. S. Supreme
Court to void city ordinance requiring theatres to close
6:30-9 p.m. Sundays. He points out that Charlotte’s WBTV
shows motion picture films during those hours, contends
“there is now a life-and-death struggle on the part of those
who exhibit motion pictures in theatres to survive the

TV

AM

standby

Union charged General Teleradio was
“double up” on job assignments;

facilities.

Twelve-man committee

also

includes

GE

v.p.

D. L. Millham.

More than 200 patents, most of them electronic, have
been made available for public use without charge or
royalty by Westinghouse. They’re included in new list of
6009 free public patents, available from U.S. Patent Office.

to

management charged union with “featherbedding”. Fedhave scheduled new meeting Aug.

eral mediation officials

24 in effort to settle strike. Another strike has been keeping New York
station
off air since Aug. 16,
IBEW engineers walking out in dispute over pay increases
ironic because
was named for Eugene V. Debs,
Socialist labor leader, and was dedicated to cause of labor.

AM

—

WEVD

WEVD

Wholesale DX-ing in TV-less Winnipeg is reported by
Canadian electronics parts distributor and radio ham
(VE4TJ) Albert C. Jebb, of Factory Products Ltd., 88
Arthur St., Winnipeg. In one day he picked up 20 stations, has logged total of 42, some as far away as Dallas
and Atlanta. He uses 7-in. Motorola and 10-in. RCA table
models, 50-ft. tower with Electro-Voice Tenna Top booster
and Decimeter DM1 booster and dual stacked 5-element
yagi and vertical coaxial antenna (homemade). Among
the stations he reports he has logged, some for 5-6 hours at
a time: WBTV, Charlotte, N. C. (1300 air mi.); WFMYTV, Greensboro, N. C.; WSYR-TV, Syracuse; WCBS-TV,
New York; WPTZ & WFIL-TV, Philadelphia; WDAF-TV,
Kansas City; WKY-TV, Oklahoma City; KFEL-TV, Denver; WJAC-TV, Johnstown, Pa.; WSAZ-TV, Huntington;

WMAR-TV, Baltimore; WSM-TV,
Memphis; WDAY-TV, Fargo.

Nashville;

WMCT,

To make theatre-TV presentations more attractive to
theatre owners, these moves were revealed this week by 2
different theatre-TV syndication firms: (1) Box Office
Television Inc., which is offering Notre Dame football

games and Harlem Globetrotters basketball games to theatres (Vol. 9:28), announced it will assume most of financial risk of theatres showing the events; its terms are 50%
of proceeds, with no advances or guarantees, and it will

pay

AT&T

TV

Inc.,

and local line charges. (2) Theatre Network
which will theatre-televise Sept. 24 MarcianoLa Starza heavyweight title bout (Vol. 9 :32) has arranged
with RCA and General Precision Lab for theatres to rent
theatre-TV equipment for the evening; about 20 units are
,

said to be available.

Aid to subway safety in N. Y. via recorded announcements of TV stars imploring riders not to “crowd, shove
or push” will be instituted in few weeks by City Transit
Authority. Plan is to broadcast, via public address system
in crowded stations, spot safety announcements by TV
stars who would identify themselves and station before
reading message.

ex-NBC &

MBS

Idea

news &

is

brainchild of A. A. Schechter,

now head of
A. A. Schechter Assoc., 250 Park Ave., hired by transit
authority to promote subway patronage.
ABC-TV &

NBC-TV

stations.”

Industry group named by Defense Secy. Charles E.
Wilson to overhaul military accounting and reporting
system is headed by Charles P. Cooper, ex-AT&T v.p. and
director.

operations were resumed at 6 p.m. Aug. 21, with supervisory personnel. All programs were back on air except
Brooklyn Dodgers’ home baseball games (Lucky Strike &
Schaefer Beer) which were transferred to WABC-TV for
rest of season. Only minor interruptions to
programs
resulted first day as supervisory personnel rushed to Carteret, N. J. transmitter to keep station on air by using
forcing engineers

peak level.”
Earnings for

competition of the

WOR-TV was back on air as we went to press, following 3-day blackout caused by strike of 160 IBEW engineers
against General Teleradio, which began Aug. 18.
TV

special events chief,

agreed to cooperate; CBS-TV refused for time
DuMont deferred decision.

being, and

Julius G. Aceves, 65, partner in N. Y. electronics consultant firm of Amy, Aceves & King, died Aug. 18.
A
student of Dr. Michael Pupin at Columbia U, Class of
1913, he served as his assistant there until 1927, was coinventor with Ernest V. Amy of multiple coupler system
for master radio antennas for apartment houses, hotels,
etc.

He was

a bachelor.

12

ABC-TV intends to capitalize on
reputation for “the common touch” friendly, easy
approachability, easy to do business with; and at meeting
of dept, chiefs last week pres. Kintner had high praise
for work so far in building up staff morale, developing
new programs, signing more sponsoi's. He took occasion
also to introduce new news v.p. John Daly and film v.p.
Geoi-ge Shupei't.
ABC’s pitch will be, he said, to prove
its place by “doing a job and making friends” rather than
wasting effort on futile claims and rivalries. Inference
about NBC-CBS rivalry often verging on the personal
and growing out of the Sarnoff-Paley feuds over 45 vs.
33%rpm and over color systems wasn’t lost on ABC
topkicks
Rating claims & counterclaims: CBS-TV, with
Pabst boxing in No. 1 position, gets 7 out of top 10 places
in Nielsen report covering 2 weeks ended July 25; gets 9
out of top 10 Ti’endex ratings for Aug. 1-7.
NBC-TV
claims 13 of top 25 Nielsens, 8 of top 15, noting this is despite summer hiatus of top shows
ABC-TV signs
$l,000,000-a-year exclusive film processing conti’act with
General Film Labs, Plollywood, believed to be first of its
kind
ABC-TV stalled consti’uction this week on new
5-story $1,500,000 TV-radio center at Golden Gate Ave. &
Hyde St., San Fi'ancisco, to house studios and offices of
its KGO-TV & KGO; it’s scheduled for completion in
May 1954 but telecasts may originate thei’e by Feb.
Charles (Bud) Barry, NBC pi’Ogram v.p., due back from
Hollywood next week with favorable report on bx-eakdown
Telecasting Notes:

—

its

—

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

of major studies’ aversion to pei-mitting name stars to
appear on TV trade report has him contracting for exAdmiral’s adv. mgr.
clusives on MGM stars for guests
Seymour Mintz cites 93,818 attendance at Aug. 14 All-Star
grid game (sponsored on 84-station DuMont hookup plus
;

.

.

.

530 MBS radio stations) as proof that TV doesn’t cut into
sports boxoffice if it’s top-notch event; mediocre event
won’t get much attendance even with TV blacked out, he
opines
TV-radio promotion kit has been prepared by 9
top advertising agencies for 1953 Community Chest drives,
Greyhound
which seek to l-aise $260,000,000 this fall
racing is being televised by British Broadcasting Corp.,
despite swiftness that makes it difficult to announce
Ring Lardner stories to go on TV, Hollywood producer
Robert Aldrich having acquired rights and planning to
New TV seahave son John Lardner write teleplays
son, with its multifarious duties, given as reason for calling off NBC-TV executives’ seminar that was scheduled at
Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs, W. Va., Aug. 31-Sept. 1
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

KDYL-TV,

.

.

.

.

under new chief Bennett
Larson and new sales director Douglas Clawson, is separating TV-radio operations along lines of recent NBC
realignment, with Clawson handling both TV-radio national spot sales but separate staffs of 3 each for local
.

.

.

TV &

radio

all

Lake

Salt

City,

reporting to him.

Of the hapless 16 who

forfeited their pre-freeze

CPs

for vhf channels, mostly out of fear of economics of TV
(see p. 4), one now has a uhf station in operation (WEEKTV, Peoria, Ch. 43) 2 are now CP holders (WJHP-TV,
Jacksonville, Ch. 36, and Portland Oregonian, which must
;

KGW

to acquire 50% interest in KOIN-TV,
applicants (WJAX & WPDQ, Jacksonville, competitors for Ch. 12; KGDM, Stockton, Cal., Ch.
13; WMBD, Peoi’ia, Ch. 8; Minneapolis Star & Tribune,
The other 7, who lost or dropped their CPs and
Ch. 9).
sell its

Ch. 6)

;

radio

6 are

now

are not now applicants were Raytheon Mfg. Co., Waltham,
Mass., requii'ed by FCC to give up Ch. 2; WSMB, New
Orleans, gave up Ch. 4; WAGE, Syracuse, gave up Ch.
10; KARO, Riverside, Cal., required to give up old Ch. 1;
Sunshine Television Corp., St. Petersburg, Fla. (Robt. R.
Guthrie), gave up Ch. 7; Utica (N. Y.) Observer-Dispatch (Gannett), gave up Ch. 3; Wm. H. Block Co., Indianapolis dept, store, gave up Ch. 3.

FCC appointed new general counsel this week, announced resignation of secretary (since 1937) Thomas J.
Slowie at end of leave period that began Aug. 10. New
Warren E. Baker, 39, native of Ft. Wayne,
1937 graduate of Indiana U and 1940 graduate of
its law school where he was an editor of Indiana Law
Review. He was recommended by Sen. Capehart (R-Ind.)
and approved unanimously. He has had some communications experience, gained during Navy service 1942-46,
which included training at Cornell, Harvard & MIT, and
serving as communications officer on seaplane tender
Humboldt for 28 months. Married, father of 4 children,
he was a hearing examiner for Civil Aeronautics Board
from 1946 to 1951 when he became executive asst, to CAB
member Oswald Ryan. He comes from that job to FCC
post he didn’t actively seek, which was one of factors
which apparently commended him to the FCC commissioners.
He will be given free hand, it was indicated, in
selection of aides.
No one has yet been considered for
seci-etaryship, usually a political plum, and veteran asst,
secy. Wm. Massing will continue as acting secretary until
someone is chosen; it’s understood White House offered the
job to Charles Garland, mgr. of Gene Autry’s KOOL,
Phoenix, and candidate for FCC vacancy, but he declined.
legal chief is
Ind.,

George Storer’s $700,000 purchase of KABC, San An(50-kw D and 10-kw N on 680 kc, ABC) was approved by FCC this week, at same time that it also agreed
to transfer of Stoi’ei’-owned WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.
(5-kw on 920 kc, CBS). San Antonio station was purchased from Texas State Network interests and will be
tonio

operated as adjunct of Storer’s TV station KEYL there
(Ch. 5) for which he paid $1,050,000 in 1951 (Vol. 7:30,
41). Faii’mont outlet was sold for $350,000 to Peoples
Bcstg. Co., which also operates WOL, Washington; WTTM,
Trenton; WRFD, Columbus, O. Storer group now comprises allowable limit of 5 TV stations, 7 AMs. Note: FCC
this week also approved transfer of control of WCMI, Ashland, Ky., from J. Lindsay & Gilmore N. Nunn to Great
Trails Bcstg. Co. for $140,000. Great Trails, controlled by
Charles Sawyer, ex-Secy. of Commerce, thus takes over
Ashland station’s TV application for Ch. 13 in nearby
Huntington, W. Va.

KOLN-TV,

Lincoln, Neb. (Ch. 12), along with radio
(250-w on 1400-kc), goes into hands of Fetzer
Bcstg. Co., Grand Rapids, Mich. (Mr. & Mrs. John Fetzer)

KOLN

as result of
fi'om the

FCC

authority this week to transfer control

Edward M. O’Shea-Bennett

S.

Martin interests

for $145,000 cash plus assumption of about $500,000 in
liabilities. Gi-ant came just 4 weeks after application (Vol.

9:30).

It’s

the Fetzers’ second

TV

station; they

own

pre-

WKZO-TV, Kalamazoo, where they also operate
i-adio WKZO, and theyYe owners of radio WJEF, Grand
Rapids, part owners of WMBD, Peoi'ia, and KXEL, Water-

freeze

loo,

la.

Another example of changing radio ownerships being forced by TV: FCC this week approved transfer of
KALL, Salt Lake City (1-kw on 900 kc) to 25% stockholders George C. & Wilda G. Hatch in consideration of
Sellers are Salt Lake Tribune and Telegram
$125,000.
(50%) and Abrelia S. Hinckley, wife of Robert H. HinckNewspaper company
ley, ABC Washington v.p. (25%).

was

obliged to divest itself of radio station to qualify for
interest in projected
(Ch. 2) along with
Frank Carman and Grant Wrathall, 25% each, both re-

KUTV

50%

taining their radio

KUTA

holdings.

Radio coming along nicely, too: MBS leports gross
billings first 7 months of 1953 were $12,833,249, up 10%
from same 1952 period; July billings of $1,658,422 were
23% up. And NBC radio network v.p. Wm. H. Fineshriber
Jr. repoi-ts $18,000,000 in new & renewal business signed
in last 60 days, $2,000,000 in

new

orders.
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Not much question about the RCA-NBC purpose
COLOR PROMOTION BEGINS IN BIG WAY:
they're going to push color TV publicly for all it's worth, announcing their network
colorcasts in advance and launching a series of "color premieres starting Sept. 28
designed eventually to embrace all the network's programs and advertisers.
11

Let the commercial chips fall where they may let competitive networks fend
RCA is going all out for color even before FCC
for themselves as best they can
authorizes new NTSC standards or factories are ready to begin producing sets. Having
won its crusade for compatibility, it's new out to win the colorcasting field
all
assuming, of course, that FCC approves the standards, as everybody now expects.
,

—

—

Newsmen were invited this week to an experimental colorcast of Kukla, Fran &
with the NBC Symphony no less,
Ollie doing the opera "St. George and The Dragon"
narrating
carried
sustaining
Garroway
as
on NBC, Aug. 30, 5-5:30.
Dave
with
and
viewable
from
New
York's
WNBT
experimental
adjunct
on color receivers
It was to be
viewable
at
time
on
all
existing
same
sets in black-&-white.
in Center Theatre

—

—

,

—

It's the first publicly announced major show of kind though several other
name acts have been done in color without telling viewers beforehand. NBC justifies
out-and-out publicity on grounds public will actually see show in superior black-&white due to the inherent qualities of compatible color. That the trade isn't going
to jump with joy, goes almost without saying.
,

*

*

*

*

NBC v.p. Sylvester (Pat) Weaver detailed to handle color planning, reveals
and long-range plans involve not only the series of "color premieres"
immediate
that
probably 2 a week
but preparation of big Warner Bros, sound
starting Sept. 28
stage in Brooklyn for color shows; conversion of Bijou Theatre on W. 45th St. for
receiving colorcasts for projection on full-size movie screens; everyday operation
already of Colonial Theatre on Broadway for preparing and originating color shows.
,

—

—

Tournament of Roses in Pasadena will be colorcast next Jan. 1 from mobile
unit, piped to affiliate monitors for studio viewing -- for few if any people will
So far, 55 NBC stations have signed agreements to
have color receivers by then.
albeit deliveries by RCA,
carry color, and presumably all have ordered equipment
GE, Telechrome, possibly others, are still a nebulous prospect.
"
All producers and directors are ordered to think of color when planning all
shows," said Weaver. All NBC personnel, he added, is being "indoctrinated" in color
problems, and "commercial clinics" on the subject are being held for ad agencies.
Special showing of another color program to a mass audience, first ever in
midwest, is scheduled for Sept. 21-22 convention of Assn, of National Advertisers
in Chicago
Piped from Colonial Theatre in New York to Chicago outlet, musical star
Nanette Fabray and Hit Parade dancers will be viewed by some 400 admen, along with

—

.
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demonstrations of sample commercials developed at recent color advertising clinics.
These clinics, incidentally, are continuing "until all advertising agencies and NBC
clients have had an opportunity to work in the new sales medium."
Movie color expert Richard Day 6-time Academy Award winner, has been hired
as consultant on color scenery and color research, Weaver announced.
And, as if to
cap the intensity and seriousness of his (and his boss Gen. Sarnoff's) purposes, he
said: "RCA-NBC by end of this year will have spent $25,000,000 developing color and
we will invest another §15,000,000 to establish color TV as a commercial reality."
,

,

$

As for present receivers

£

$

—

the RCA-NBC "party line "
which actually is what
whole industry is trying to stress for fear of retarding current sales
was put
thus by Weaver, emphasizing compatibility of present receivers and cost of color:
,

—

"

There is no reason why anybody should hesitate to make an investment in the
purchase of a black-&-white TV receiver now, or in the future, particularly since
that receiver will continue its usefulness under compatible TV standards.
"
We must emphasize that quantity production of color receivers cannot be
But meanwhile the public can get all
achieved for many months after FCC approval.
our colorcasts on their black-&-white sets, as high quality black-&-white pictures.
"
The first color sets with 14-in
Color makes TV more exciting than ever
picture size are expected to cost between §800 and $1000 The TV industry now offers
superb black-&-white sets at low prices with large screens and with long life ahead."
.

.

.

STARTERS JUMP TOTAL ON AIR TO

Biggest batch of new stations to begin testing
and still more were getting ready
in any one week totaled 11 between Aug. 22-28
Since we count all new stations on air from time of their
to start next few weeks.
172 vhf
66 uhf
first test patterns, total now operating is 238
Week's starters include 2 in Minneapolis-St Paul sharing Ch. 11 plus 8 in
new TV cities some quite sizeable and most getting primary service for first time.
notably Portland. Me and Columbus, Ga
uhf gets in ahead
In several instances
Week's openers
of impending vhf and with good network affiliations.
WTCN-TV, Minneapolis & WMIN-TV, St. Paul granted time-sharing on Ch. 11,
began test operation Aug. 27 from mutually owned RCA transmitter with supergain anRCA 10-kw unit is driver portion of first air tenna on Foshay Tower, Minneapolis.
Stations split schedule, using separate
cooled 50-kw to be delivered about Jan. 1.
New
studios, both affiliated with ABC (KSTP-TV is NBC affiliate, WCCO-TV is CBS).
Minneapolis station is controlled by Robert Butler, ex-Ambassador to Australia and
Don Kraatz as TV operations director, K.M. Light
Cuba, with Edward G. Smith as mgr
is
headed
by N.L. Bentso n as trustee for estate of late
station
Paul
mgr.
St.
sales
Reps
are Blair for WTCN-TV, Taylor for WMIN-TV.
are
§750.
Hoffman.
Base
rates
Edward
WPMT, Portland, Me. (Ch. 53 ), opening up brand new market, hit Aug. 27-28
target dates on nose. RCA transmitter with 200-ft. Truscon tower and 40-ft. antenna
It gets
began testing then, goes commercial Aug. 30 with CBS's Toast of the Town.
live service from all 4 networks via AT&T microwave from Boston, already available.
First vhf isn't promised before "end of 1953" by Ch. 6 grantee WCSH-TV (Vol. 9:32),
Chief owner Frank S. Hoy, of Lewiston, is gen. mgr.
so uhf gets good head start
Base rate is
George E. Curtis Jr., station mgr.
gen.
mgr.;
asst.
Hoy,
F. Parker
and
Kettell-Carter
(Boston).
(national)
Everett-McKinney
Reps are
§200.
(Ch. 28) began testing Aug. 27, getting good head
WDAK-TV, Columbus, Ga
start on this week's vhf grantee on Ch. 4 there to open up new area 95 mi. southwest
New uhf outlet, RCA equipped, is equally owned by WDAK (NBC) and the
of Atlanta.
Martin theatre chain, affiliates with ABC & NBC. WDAK's Allen Woodall is gen. mgr.
Base rate is $150. Rep is Headley-Reed.
(Ch. 7) began test patterns Aug. 27 with DuMont
KHQA-TV, Hannibal, Mo
transmitter located approximately 4 V2 mi. northeast of Quincy where owner Lee Bcstg.
Station covers
Co., interlocking with Lee newspapers of Iowa, operates radio WTAD.
Keokuk-Hannibal-Quincy area, got on just ahead of WGEM-TV, Quincy (Ch.10). It joins
Manager is Walter J. Rothschild, who
CBS & DuMont network, quotes §250 base rate.
reports to exec. v.p. Herbert R. Ohrt and pres. Lee P. Loomis. Weed is rep.
11

238:

—

—

.

,

.

,

—

.

.

—

:

,

.

.

,

;

.

.
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(Ch. 10) got its DuMont transmitter on air at 2 a.m.
WGEM-TV, Quincy, III
after
neighbor KHQA-TV, Hannibal, Mo
(Ch. 7) across the
hours
exactly
19
Aug. 28,
with
It's
testing
2
side-mount
distant.
Andrews antennas
Mississippi only few miles
diplexer
due
in
mid-Sept.
and
scheduled to sur(visual & aural) pending RCA bridge
Station is controlled by Quincy Herald-Whig, managed by Joe
mount 675-ft. tower.
Base rate is $200.
Rep is Walker.
It goes on NBC & ABC networks.
Bonasinga.
(Ch. 15) began oft-delayed tests of RCA transmitter
WICA-TV, Ashtabula, 0
It's owned by Rowley estate (Ashtabula Star-Beacon and other Ohio newsAug. 25.
D.W. Fassett is busipapers) and located about halfway between Cleveland & Erie.
Gill-Perna is rep.
Base rate is $200.
ness mgr.
(Ch. 19) began testing with GE equipment Aug. 24, opening
KETX, Tyler, Tex
Owner is Jacob A. Newborn Jr.,
up new TV area about 85 mi. southeast of Dallas.
laundry business and real estate. Mgr. is Robert Norris, ex-U of Texas professor
No rep has been announced.
Base rate is $200.
of TV-radio.
.

.

.

.

KRBC-TV, Abilene, Tex (Ch. 9) began test patterns Aug. 24 and was scheduled
It uses DuMont antenna and 400-ft. FM tower
to go commercial at 1 p.m., Aug. 30.
Howard Barrett is mgr. and 8% stockholder, will sell holdings
11 mi. south of town.
along with others to n ew local group in transfer deal filed with FCC for approval
Rep is Pearson.
Base rate is $150.
(see p. 6).
(Ch. 4) began tests Aug. 23, using RCA transmitter
KOPR-TV, Butte, Mont
purchased from WGAL-TV, Lancaster, Pa. Frank Carman is pres.. Grant Wrathall a director, each owning 16.75%; Ed Cooney is v.p. & gen. mgr., 10%. It's Butte's second
station, Ed Craney's KXLF-TV (Ch. 6) having started Aug. 14. It will get ABC & CBS,
Rate is $150.
Rep is Hollingbery.
starts commercials Sept. 1, operating 6-11 p.m.
(Ch. 12) began testing Aug. 22 with RCA 2-kw transmitKHSL-TV, Chico, Cal
ter and 6-bay superturnstile. It's owned by Ruth Me Clung managed by M.F. Woodling,
with Martin Jacobsen as production mgr. It affiliates with NBC & CBS. Located about
75 mi. north of Sacramento, nearly 150 mi. from San Francisco, it opens up brand new
TV area.
Base rate is $200, rep is W.S. Grant Co.
.

.

.

,

VHF GRANTS, NEW PRIORITIES IN EFFECT: FCC granted 4 vhf CPs this week and put into
effect its new priority rules for processing mutually exclusive applications.
Ch. 4, WRBL & WGBA
Columbus, Ga
This week's grants
Manchester, N.H .,
Ch. 12, Texas Telecasting Inc.
Sweetwater, Tex
Jackson, Miss
Ch. 9, WMUR
Ch. 3,
Jackson grant finalized last week's initial decision (Vol. 9:34).
WSLI.
Columbus grant was conditional arose from merger of 2 local AMs this week.
Commission ordered CP held up until all its officers and stockholders divest selves
of interest in WGBA. Grantee is owned 51% by Columbus Enquirer & Herald and Bradenton (Fla.) Herald (WGBA), 49% by J.W. Woodruff Sr. & J.W. Woodruff Jr. (WRBL).
Grant was made over strong objections of Phenix City (Ala.
city commission
and state legislator J.W. Brassell, both attacking "monopoly of communications" and
alleged "slanting" of news about Phenix City by Herald. FCC reminded them they have
Station will be Columbus' second, WDAK-TV (Ch. 28)
until Sept. 10 to file protest.
having begun test pattern this week (see p. 2).

4
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;

,

;

,

.

;
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,
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Manchester grantee is 97% owned by ex-Gov. Francis M. Murphy
Competing
WFEA dropped out when Murphy agreed to buy its physical assets for $175,000.
Sweetwater group has same ownership as Lubbock's KDUB-TV (Ch.13), principal
stockholder being W.D. (Dub) Rogers
Jackson grantee is controlled by Standard Life
Insurance Co., will provide vhf competition for well-established uhf WJTV (Ch. 25).
.

.

*

*

*

*

Commission's official priority list issued Aug. 24, was exactly same as our
unofficial one in last week's issue
except for one asterisk misplaced on our list
through typographical error.
Official list is reprinted in this week's TV Addenda
17-H herewith
List is to be used with FCC's new rules for processing TV applications, which we printed as a Special Report July 18.
[We have additional copies of
the processing rules, available at $1 each.]
It will be some time before FCC begins to set hearing dates on basis of new

—

.

,

4

The 25 asterisked cities on list represent 72 applications which had been
list.
processed under old priorities, but which had no hearing dates set when list came
However, Commission this week slated hearings beginning Sept. 25 on 15
out Monday.
applications for 4 cities already processed under the old priorities: Roanoke, Va .
Detroit (Ch. 50 & 62) Philadelphia (Ch. 17 & 23) Baltimore (Ch. 18).
(Ch. 7)
This week FCC staff began processing applications from cities without asterisks on new list, in priority order
They're being processed alternately from Group
A & B. Because applications from first 11 cities in Group A (cities without TV stations) had already been processed under old priorities, the 12th city in Group A
Durham N C
is first to be processed under new rules.
Then comes first city in
Group B, St Louis then A-13, Stockton, Cal
followed by B-2, Milwaukee and so on.
In compiling first bi-monthly priority list based on number of operating
"
stations in each community, FCC applied these considerations
(1) In "hyphenated
cities (such as Norf olk-Portsmouth-Newport News), an operating station in one city
is considered an operating station in all of them.
(2) Where station is operating
of city listed in allocation table, station is
in unlisted community within 15 mi
not considered as operating in listed city.
For instance, if KFUO-TV, in suburban
Clayton, Mo., were now on air, it wouldn't make St. Louis a "2-station city", even
though channel is actually allocated to St. Louis.
;

;

;

.

,

.

.
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—
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UHF PROBLEMS-NETWORKS & CONVERSION:

FCC study of network-uhf relations continues
but best bet now is that no actio n will be taken for a long time,
(Vol. 9 :31, 33-34)
if at all. Hope is that industry will straighten out situation of its own accord
and there's every reason to believe it will.
,

—

Most urgent complaints by uhf grantees come from areas where one vhf station
has several network affiliations while uhf stations can get no network programs at
Policies of the 2 most powerful networks as
not even on secondary basis.
all
reported in Vol. 9:31, appear to differ widel y — but there are strong indications
that they'll both be signing up increasing numbers of uhf stations in coming weeks.
First big-city "vhf market " in which uhf station has signed primary affiliation contract with major network is Norf olk-Portsmouth area where NBC chose WVEC- TV
WVEC-TV is now trans(Ch. 15) after lone vhf WTAR-TV bolted to CBS (Vol. 9:21,25)
mitting test pattern, plans to begin programming Sept. 19 with full NBC schedule and
accompanied by huge NBC-directed promotional campaign for uhf conversion.
Almost exactly the same thing -- but in reverse
happened this week in
C BS signe d primary affiliation conMilwaukee where Journal's WTMJ-TV is sole vhf.
which is slated to begin test pattern on Labor
tract with upcoming WCAN-TV (Ch, 25
Day.
As of Sept. 27, all CBS programs l e ave WTMJ-TV whose gen. mgr. Walter Damm
once one of NBC's severest critics -- was leader of affiliates pledging loyalty to
NBC in last May's crisis when it appeared many NBC stations would bolt (Vol. 9:22).
to build up uhf
So CBS in Milwaukee now faces same task as NBC in Norfolk
audience from scratch, and fast. With the 2 major networks plugging uhf stations in
major cities, uhf gets its biggest boost to date. Milwaukee and Norfolk certainly
herald the day when TV, like radio, is conducted on one-network-per-station basis.

—

,

,

.

—

)

,

,

—

*

*

—

—

most of them uhf
Bleakest economic prospects are faced by new stations
which have competition from 4 network stations and therefore have no hope of getThey must live on local and film programming
or will they
ting any affiliation.
turn to subscription TV as the answer?
Don't write off as a "stunt" the subscription-TV proposal filed with FCC by
4 eastern uhf CP-holders, all under the gun of big-network competition (Vol. 9:32).
Proposal is being taken seriously by plenty cf harassed uhf operators and grantees.
TV adviser Will Baltin for New Brunswick (N.J.) Home News (WDHN-TV, Ch. 14), prime
mover in campaign, has invited 55 uhf grantees to meeting on subscription TV next
month in Philadelphia, at Benedict Gimbel's WIP, one of the fee-TV petitioners.
20 indicated they'd attend.
Replies came
Of 22 replies receive d to date
from 9 states, from Kentucky to New Hampshire, and included 5 uhf stations already
Subscription-TV backers Zenith Telemeter and Skiatron have been invited.
on air.
,

,

,

—

5

Fifth uhf grantee this week joined subscription-TV petition. It was WACH-TV
same station which last week wired Senate leaders askNewport News, Va. (Ch. 33)
WACH-TV
ing investigation of networks' reluctance to affiliate with it (Vol.9:34).
is affiliated with radio WHYU, is slated to begin test pattern Sept. 15.

—

,

*

*

*

*

—

First and most important task of any uhf station is p romotion
to sell
idea of set conversion to change tuning habits to sell the desire for TV in new
"Circulation Promotion
To this end, NBC has just published 50-pp. handbook
homes.
VHF",
of
UHF
and
based
on
experiences
stations
Stations
already on air.
for TV
Much of book is aimed at uhf stations in markets already served by vhf, and
new grantees will be most interested in its outlines on planning and pre-broadcast
Book, available from NBC on request, stresses these points
operations.
"Set yourself an air date you can comfortably meet"
(1) Make a basic plan
and set a "quota" or goal for conversions "so you can measure your progress as you
approach your air date".
"
Basic uhf policy -- Work with dealers on conversion", starting long
(2)
of time to assure successful launching of station.
ahead
enough
actually the key to successful conversion campaign
On latter point
the
First, it recommends holding distributor book presents rather detailed timetable.
Working committee
dealer meetings to discuss station plans and secure cooperation.
of dealers and distributors should be formed to provide continuing liaison between
Other ideas:
station and trade.
Take dealers on tours through statio n, let them see "inside story".
Hold
engineering clinics for dealers and servicemen to assure good conversions.
Keep
trade informed of station's progress, through newsletters or periodic releases.
In
turn, ask dealers to keep you informed of conversion progress through regularly
conducted surveys. Help dealers promote sales by providing posters and photos of TV
Promote dealer in your advertising.
stars, etc. for their ads and window displays.
one
of
first
steps
is quest ion-&-answer newspaper
As to your own promotion
to tell story of your station: When it
used successfully by many stations
ad
But above all, says the
will go on air, meaning of uhf, the conversion story, etc.
For advertising, use of all media is suggested: radio,
handbook: Keep it simple
newspapers, billboards, direct mail, car cards, matchbooks.
Other pre-broadcast ideas discussed are special newspaper supplements; public studio tours; lectures and discussions; TV set show at local armory, exhibiting
all makes of sets and featuring closed-circuit telecasts, etc.
For reports on how
some uhf grantees are promoting their upcoming stations, see story on p. 8.
;

;

,

—
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MORE TV-RADIO STATIONS CHANGING OWNERS:

So many transf er-of-ownership deals involv-

ing TV stations are cooking, that it seems as though venture capital is literally
bursting its vaults to get into telecasting.

That TV is changing the face of broadcasting with nearly every AM station
operator of any consequence either in it or trying to get in is indicated by list
preponderantly radio folk (Vol.
of present TV operators and by current grantees
But quite significant, too, is the swift rate of changing ownerships.
9:27).
This was first discernible in the numerous transfers of pre-freeze stations
Now, we see more sales and proposed sales coming
(see p. 33, TV Factbook No. 17).
up, this time involving mostly post-freeze projects, including many AM sales with TV
For example:
motivations.
KRBC-TV, Abilene, Te x.
Ch. 9
which went on air only this week, has been
sold subject to FCC approval; Newark's WATV (Ch. 13 is again being eagerly sought;
KXLY-TV, Spokane (Ch. 4) is in negotiation for sale; and several radio stations have
filed transfer papers with FCC that have TV motivations
including proposed sale of
control of Eitel-McCullough s KSBR (FM), atop Mt. Diablo Cal., Ch. 13 applicant,
to big TV-radio sponsor H. Leslie Hoffman
Los Angeles TV-electronics manufacturer.
For details about foregoing, see p. G
And to bring record up-to-date, we
note here that since our Factbook tabulation of 1949-53 transfers, we have reported
,

,

—
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)

,

)

,

'

,

,

.

- 6 (Ch. 12) to Fetzer interests, approved by FCC (Vol.
on sale of KOLN-TV, Lincoln, Neb
9:30); proposed sale of KDZA-TV, Pueblo, Colo . (Ch. 3) to Gene O'Fallon, of KFEL-TV,
Denver (Vol. 9:31); sale of control of WABI-TV, Bangor, Me . (Ch. 5) to ex-Gov. Hildreth (Vol. 9:31); transfer of control of KRTV, Little Rock, Ark . (Ch. 17) granted
to Rowley-Brown interests (Vol. 9:30); acquisition of CP for WTVQ, Pittsburgh (Ch.
47) sought by Edward Lamb. There also was projected $2,000,000 deal to buy W ALA- TV
Mobile, Ala . (Ch. 10), which didn't come off (Vol. 9:25), and we've reported on sundry AM station transfers involving TV considerations.
.

,

S

TATION SALE

deals are mostly in negotiation stages

—

some still quite secret but you’ll be
hearing about more and more of them in coming weeks.
at this writing,

TV transfer-of-ownership actually filed (bethose mentioned on p. 5) was the one involving
IvRBC-TV, Abilene, Tex. (Ch. 9), with KRBC for purchase
Only new

sides

price of $500,000.

Purchasers are Lewis J. Ackers, local oilman &
rancher; Mrs. Sybil Ackers, his wife; Dale Ackers, son,

Ford Agency; Jack Andrews,
mgr. for big cotton brokers Anderson-Clayton
They would own 25% each, buying out
Co., Houston.
64% holdings of Mrs. Eva May Hanks, widow of newspaper publisher Bernard Hanks, plus those of all other

who

is

sales mgr. for local

district

stockholders.

Purchase price includes guaranteed acquisition of
$125,000 in assets over liabilities. Assets of present company include some $85,000 worth of equipment, with net
worth reported as $204,468, including about $180,000 in
earned surplus.

AM

WAAT

adjunct
has long
WATV, Newark, with its
been quarry of various interests eager to crash New York
market. Approach recently was made on behalf of George
Storer, already owning limit of 5 TVs, 7 AMs (3 of the
TVs acquired by purchase). Though station is reputed to
be in the black, it’s currently faced with necessity of moving transmitter to Empire State Bldg., involving cost of
some $200-250,000 as well as high rentals. Hence possibility station may be sold.
is said to exceed $3,000,000, with chairPrice of
man Matthew Rosenhaus, who owns control with mgr.
Irving Rosenhaus, a brother, understood to want to retain
a stock interest. Matthew Rosenhaus also heads Serutan
Co. All stock except Frank Bremer’s 10% is in family
hands. If Storer should buy, he’d presumably have to sell
one of his present TV properties most likely either the
one in San Antonio or Birmingham.
Fact that Storer discussions were under way apparently gave rise to rumor that he’s interested in acquiring WOR-TV, New York, reputed to be deep in red.
But that was flatly denied on behalf of General Teleradio’s
Tom O’Neil. There was story current, too, which may have
some substance, that Newark News’ prospective sale of
its radio WNJR (5-kw independent on 1430 kc) is prelude

WATV

—

to possibile acquisition of

WATV

and

WAAT.

Several weeks of negotiations have gone into proposed
acquisition of 8-month-old KXLY-TV, Spokane, with
ICXLY, for reported $1,750,000. Owners are 50% group
headed by E. B. Craney, with Bing Crosby holding 47.6%
to be leaning toward selling for sake of capital
Purchasers would be group headed by Joseph Harris,
wealthy N. Y. insurance man who controls rights to
Swperman and who is principal backer of big TV film
syndicator, Motion Pictures for Television, Inc.
Engineering the deal is Richard E. Jones, ex-mgr.
of Storer’s WJBK-TV, Detroit, recently mgr. of DuMont’s
WABD, N. Y. Among other principals are MPT’s Sy
Weintraub and David Wolpert. KXLY-TV, it’s reported,
has been operating in the red, but recently began to show

and said
gain.

a profit.

There were reports again that KLAC-TV, Los Angeles,
to be sold, but, though admitting it can be had
at a price, spokesman for owner Mrs. Dorothy Schiff
Sonneborn denied anything cooking. Also flatly denied
was rumor that City of St. Petersburg was about to sell
its 3-month-old WSUN-TV (Ch. 38) to undisclosed N. Y.
interests, though city manager Ross Windom admitted
there have been frequent approaches none lately.
Filed with FCC this week were 2 proposed California
radio station transfers with TV overtones. Lincoln Dellar
proposes to sell KDB, Santa Barbara, for $75,000 to F.
Robert Baer as he said he would at recent competitive
FCC hearing on Ch. 3 for Sacramento, where he operates
KXOA. Other deal involves FM station KSBR, San
Bruno, Cal., owned by Eitel-McCullough (tube mfrs.)
with transmitter atop Mt. Diablo. Hoffman Radio’s H.
Leslie Hoffman proposes to buy control for $62,000 and
form new company to take over KSBR with its TV appli-

was about

—

—

cation for Ch. 13 assigned Stockton. Competitive applicants are Stockton’s
& KGDM, and it’s now No. 13
on new FCC priority list.

KXOB

Crosley isn’t buying or buying into Mutual Broadcasting System, despite published rumors, but it is completing a program origination deal whereby it will feed shows
daily from Cincinnati to full MBS Network. That’s reply
from Crosley spokesman Aug. 26 to inquiries by Television
Digest.
Crosley recently sold its 50-kw radio WINS,

New York (Vol. 9:32) and it has no “gleam in its eye”
for acquiring either TV or radio there again, spokesman
said.

He added: “While we have been a basic NBC staWLW-radio for many years, we have always carMutual shows, and we were one of the founders of

tion at

ried

Mutual, along with

WGN

& WOR,

several decades ago.

At present we carry 6 Vz hours of commercial shows a week
from Mutual, and before long we’ll most likely be carrying more, originating shows of varied type daily beginning
Sept. 1, union conditions permitting.
We are in no way
interested in any part of Mutual, nor in any other subsidiary of the General Tire & Rubber Co.”

KONA, Honolulu, which went silent last March but
resumed June 24 under new owners Honolulu Advertiser
(50%) and Jack Keating & J. Elroy McCaw (25% each),
has been sued by its first gen. mgr. George H. Bowles for
$237,000 for alleged breach of contract.
He claims he
signed 5-year irrevocable contract at $1500 per month plus
15% of net, but was dismissed after 2 months “without
cause.” Mgr. John Keating says Bowles was fired before
new owners took over. Keating is also operator of KYA,
San Francisco, may shortly buy KGW, Portland, which
had CP for Ch. 3 but dropped it pre-freeze and whose present owner, Portland Oregonian (Newhouse), is due to acquire 50% of upcoming KOIN-TV (Ch. 6).

TV is druggists’ best sales aid, according to 33-city
survey by Fact Finders Associates Inc., 400 Madison Ave.,
N. Y., which reported 86% of druggists giving TV first
place. Magazines achieved poor second place with 29.2%,
newspapers 25.6%, radio 23%, outdoor 10.2%, displays
2.6%, others 3.6%. Votes for more than one medium
bring total to more than 100%.

—Elation A'S&UIlSs: Rep Edward Petry & Co. has just
released brochure titled Airline Advertising Airborne, via
Spot TV, analyzing huge increase in TV spot usage by
airlines.
Sponsoring airlines up from 5 in 1950 (Delta,
Eastern, Piedmont, United, Western) to 17 currently
namely, the foregoing plus Capital, Colonial, Continental,

North American, Northwest, Pan American, Chicago

&

Southern, El Al, Frontier, National, Skycoach, West Coast
Canada Dry Ginger Ale Inc., through CBS-TV film
sales div., has contracted for 52 weeks of westerns titled
Annie Oakley to be produced at Gene Autry’s Flying A
Pictures ranch in California at reported cost of $27,500
each, with Gail Davis as heroine; more than 50 stations
will be used, starting next Nov., thru J. M. Mathes, N. Y.
Peter Paul’s Inc. (Mounds & Almond Joy candies) re.
suming TV-radio spots this fall, thru Maxon Inc., N. Y.
Alfred Dunhill of London Inc. will use TV-radio with
other media in $250,000 campaign Sept. 10-Nov. 29 for its
Denicotea cigarette holders, thru Lawrence C. Gumbinner
20th Century-Fox buys 156 spots, various
Adv., N. Y.
for Sept.
participations and guest appearances on
20-Oet. 10 buildup of its Cinemascope production of The
American Viscose Corp., to promote Minifil rayon
Robe
yams, is providing its retailers wdth kits containing TVradio scripts; agency is Hirshon-Garfield, N. Y. ... Of 79
sponsors of Guild Film Co.’s Liberace, 32 of them banks,
most unusual is Boise ldoiho Daily Statesman, via KIDOAmong other advertisers reported using or preTV
paring to use TV: Cott Beverage Corp. (soft drinks),
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WNBT

.

.

.

.

.

.

thru John C. Dowd, Boston; Armstrong Rubber Co., thru
Biow, N. Y. (formerly handled by Maxon Inc., N. Y.);
Griest Mfg. Co. (sewing machine attachments), thru
Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y.; Ex-Lax Inc. (laxative), thru
Warwick & Legler, N. Y.; Piel Bros. (Piel’s beer), thru
Young & Rubicam, N. Y.; General Cigar Co. (Robt. Burns
cigars), thru Young & Rubicam, N. Y.; Climalene Co.

T

7 (cleaning preparations), thru W. S. Hill Co., Pittsburgh;
Ivano Inc. (sponges), thru Arthur R. MacDonald, Chicago; Perfect Plus Hosiery Mills, thru Arthur Meyerhoff,
Chicago; II. Hiks & Son (fruit baskets & food packages),
thru Steiner, Towers, Dobrin & Kaus, N. Y.; Figaro Co.,
Dallas (barbecue sauce), thru Hepworth Adv., Dallas; Detroit-Michigan Stove Co. (Detroit Jewel ranges), thru
BBDO, Detroit; House of Worsted-Tex, Philadelphia
(suits), thru Hirshon-Garfield, N. Y.; Pillsbury-Ballard
div. of Pillsbury Mills (Ballard oven-ready biscuits), thru
Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis; Boscul Co. (tea & coffee),
thru Wm. F. Scull, Philadelphia; Southland Coffee Co.,
Atlanta (Bailey’s Supreme coffee), thru Donahue & Coe.

Neiwork Accounts: afl and cio will get together
for joint sponsorship of ex-President Truman’s Labor Day
address from Detroit Sept. 7. NBC-TV and ABC-Radio
will carry speech live, 1:30-2 p.m., NBC-Radio will reGeneral Electric (applibroadcast it 10:30-11 p.m.
.

.

.

ances) to sponsor new situation comedy, Meet Mr. McNutley, on CBS-TV, starting Sept. 17, Thu. 8-8:30 p.m.,
Sp^jdel Co. (watchbands) to be co-sponsor,
thru BBDO
with American Tobacco Co. (Lucky Strikes), of new Danny
.

.

.

Thomas show Make Room for Daddy on ABC-TV, starting Sept. 29, Tue. 9-9:30 p.m., thru Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles
Quality Importers Inc. (Welch’s
Wine) to sponsor quiz show On Your Way on DuMont,
starting Sept. 9, Wed. 9:30-10 p.m., thru Monroe Greenthal Co.
Simmons Co. (Beautyrest mattresses) and
International Silver Co. (sterling) to co-sponsor My
Favorite Husband on CBS-TV, starting Sept. 12, Sat.
9:30-10 p.m., both thru Young & Rubicam
General
Foods (Maxwell House coffee) renews sponsorship of
Mama, on CBS-TV, starting Sept. 4, Fri. 8-8:30 p.m., thru
Benton & Bowles
Procter & Gamble (Tide detergent)
moves On Your Account on NBC-TV, starting Sept. 21,
from 4-4:30 p.m. to 4:30-5, thru Benton & Bowles.
.

.

.
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.
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HE CANADIAN

advertiser “must constantly bear
mind the proximity of many American TV stations and the readiness of Canadians to avail themselves
of American programs. The magnetic appeal of good, ac-

stations covering about

75%

in

names dominate sponsor

list.

Canadians
Already a definite pattern
Twice the number of Canadian eyes are
is taking shape.
presently on American TV as are on Canadian TV programs.” This from Television as a Medium of Canadian
Advertising, 24-p. brochure just published by James Lovick
& Co., Toronto agency. Since Canadians are being “indoctrinated” with U. S. television, agency says, they will
have to be “won over from top-calibre U. S. network shows
whose talent-dollar investment makes dizzying statistics.”
Does this, then, mean Canadian advertisers should
buy time on U. S. stations to reach Canadian audiences?
With 2 possible exceptions, the answer is no, says report:
WBEN-TV, Buffalo (Ch. 4), with its “surprisingly complete coverage of Toronto at a straight time cost of less

sons Ltd., British-American Oil, Imperial Oil, Canadian
Westinghouse, Canadian Admiral, London Life Insurance

cessible entertainment is proving irresistible to

from Victoria

to Kingston.

than the cost of similar time on Toronto’s CBC-TV station”; KVOS, Bellingham, Wash. (Ch. 12), 30 mi. from
Vancouver, which has geared its operations to offer Canadian advertisers at low cost the opportunity of reaching
the most densely populated areas of British Columbia.
As for WBEN-TV, definite barriers are (1) that advantageous time is hard to get and American talent is
costly, and (2) the “intangible barrier” of a Canadian
company using an American medium to sell Canadians.
*

*

*

*

Canadian sponsorships are coming along nicely on
CBC’s 3 stations, only ones in Dominion as yet, reports
Sponsor Magazine, which estimates 30% of population
already TV-served and quotes CBC chairman A. D. Dunton
as predicting that by 1954 Canada should have at least 22

U. S. brand
For example, program spon-

of population.

sors include Ford, Frigidaire, Bristol-Myers, Chesebrough,
Schick, Gillette, Philco, Remington Rand, as well as Addi-

Co.,

Maple Leaf

Milling,

Northern Electric, Canadian

Starch, Canadian Structural Steel, Labelle Forrure Ltd.,
and Dominion, Molson’s & Dow’s Kingsbeer breweries.
Among spot users: General Foods, Bulova, S. C. Johnson, Buick, Studebaker, Seven Up, General Motors, Salada,
Shell Oil,

RCA, Revlon

as well as

Canada Bread

Co.,

Im-

perial Tobacco Co., Moffats Ltd., Phillips Industries, Gattuso Olive Oil Corp., Guardian Trust Co., Savon Campeau

Soap, Bradings Brewery. And Sweet Caporal (cigarettes)
latest Canadian sponsor to go spot on all 3 CBC stations,
has ordered 15 films from Robert Lawrence Productions.
is

New CBC

Rate Sheet No.

4, effective Sept. 1, estabrates for its 3 stations now operating,
also fixes rates on 3 new stations due on air soon. CBLT,
Toronto (Ch. 9), has $750 per hour, $450 half hour, $300
quarter hour A rate; CBOT, Ottawa (Ch. 4), $150, $90 &
$60; CBFT, Montreal (Ch. 2), $490, $294 & $196; CKSO-

lishes Class A,

B &C

TV, Sudbury, Ont. (Ch. 5), due in early Sept., $120, $72 &
CPFL-TV, London, Ont. (Ch. 10), due in Nov., $160,
$96 & $64; Vancouver, B. C. (Ch. 2), due in Nov., $160,
$96 & $64. Class B time (5-6 p.m., Mon. thru Fri., 1-6
p.m. Sat. & Sun.) is 75% of Class A, and Class C (all other
$48;

%

times) is 60%, with frequency discounts of 2(4
for 1325 times; 5%, 26-38 times; 7%%, 39-51 times; 10%, 52
or more times. Interconnection charges range from $120
an hour for Buffalo-Toronto to $280 for Buffalo-Toronto-

Ottawa-Montreal.

Personal Noies: Lester Krugman, ex-Grey Adv. and
Emerson Radio, named adv. mgr., Bulova Watch Co.,
under Raymond F. Warren, adv. v.p.
Wm. Maxwell,
.

.

.

Hutchins Adv. art director, handling Philco account, appointed v.p. & art director of Philadelphia & N. Y. offices;
James Burton, mgr. of TV dept, in N. Y., appointed v.p.
of TV-radio dept, under H. Pierson Mapes, v.p. & gen.
mgr. of N. Y. office
Norman Blackburn l-esigns as
TV-radio v.p., Geyer Adv.
Victor M. Ratner, ex-CBS
v.p. in charge of promotion, later R. H. Macy Co. adv.
v.p., reported resigning from Nathan Halpern’s Theatre
.

.

.

.

.

.

Network Television Inc. to join McCann-Erickson
Wm.
R. Stuhler, ex-partner of Price Robinson & Frank, Chicago,
on Sept. 8 joins TV-radio dept., Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
.

&

Bayles

WFIL,

.

.

Roger W.

.

Clipp, gen.

.

mgr. of WFIL-TV &
of 26-man commit-

named chairman
advertising of U. S. Chamber
Philadelphia,

.

of Commerce
E. Chaffetz, pai’tner in Washington law fii-m of
Kirkland, Fleming, Green, Martin & Ellis, named by Atty.
Gen. Bi’ownell to national committee of 58 to study antitrust laws
Kenneth D. Fry, ex-TV-i’adio director of
tee of

.

.

.

Hammond

.

.

..

Democratic

National Committee, has purchased 250-w
WHCC, Waynesville, N. C. for $36,250 and plans to operate it with Mrs. Fry
Dallas Townsend Jr. named
mgr. of CBS-TV news, succeeded as CBS-Radio special
Charles Black, exevents dii'ector by Robert Skedgell
Navy commander and husband of Shirley Temple, named
Michael M.
business mgr. of KECA-TV, Los Angeles
Sillerman, ex-pres., Keystone Broadcasting System, latRobert
terly with Ziv TV, resigns from Ziv sales staff
T. Crom, TV specialist, Dept, of Agriculture, on Sept. 1
becomes director of communications, North Dakota AgriDave Crockett, ex-Cole & Weber
cultural College
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Agency in Seattle, named program mgr. of new KOMOCharles T.
TV, Seattle (Ch. 4) due on air in Nov.
Lynch promoted to program director, WKZO-TV & WKZO,
.

.

.

R. J. Rockwell, Ci’osley BroadcastKalamazoo, Mich.
ing Corp. engineering v.p., issued U. S. patent on new
William T. Romaine
high power tube development
promoted to administrative asst, to gen. mgr. Lawrence
Marvin
H. Rogers, WSAZ Inc., Huntington, W. Va.
Young resigns as TV-radio director, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Ted Fetter, ex-BBDO (Hit Parade), joins
Hollywood
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

CBS-TV

.

.

.

.

to woi'k

on color programming

.

.

Nelson L.

.

Gross, ex-CBS, named TV-radio mgr., Leonard Wolf
Carmine Patti, from WABD, apAssoc. Adv., N. Y.
Robert
pointed asst, traffic mgr., DuMont Netwoi’k
Connors has resigned as chief engineer, KLAC-TV, Los
Angeles, to i*eturn to broadcast div., RCA engineering
.

.

.

.

.

.

products dept., which has also appointed Floyd A. Timber-

Non-striking engineer who refused to pull switches
kept Brooklyn Dodgers’ home games off TV this week and
inspired court action by DuMont. During IBEW strike at
WOR-TV, which is still going on though station is on air
with supervisory personnel (Vol. 9:34), sponsors Lucky
Strike and Schaefer Beer shifted Dodgers’ games to
WABC-TV. But Ebbetts field engineer, member of IBEW
not on strike, refused to pull switches, so sponsors turned
games over to DuMont’s WABD, only to run into same
On Aug. 28 DuMont asked N. Y. Supreme Court
difficulty.
for injunction to restrain local from interfering.

KSTM-TV, St.
mgr. Wm. E. Ware

Louis (Ch. 36), whose pres. & gen.
died suddenly last week at age of 44,
still aims for Sept. 27 target date— and attoi-ney Wm. H.
Boggs, chaii-man of grantee company, announces 3 operating vice presidents: Edward F. Murphy, programs; Ted
Favors, engineering; Alvin M. King, sales. Succeeding to
ex-aide to Mr. Wai*e.

H-R

—
—

—

“We attend and speak at all weekly service and dealer
meetings. We furnish all kinds of ‘shop’ aids.
We have
40 lull-color 24-sheet billboards on a cooperative
basis
[with dealers] for the past 90 days, and are
starting a
radio saturation campaign Sept. 1 for 60 days.
We will
use 6-10 spots daily on all 7 radio stations.
“We

are also sponsoring the ABC network football
KTOK [local AM, not affiliated with KTVQ].
We are appearing before every civic, cultural and business club to explain Ch. 25. We’ll speak to any
group at
the drop of a hat.
However, we are most proud of the
saturation radio campaign. Each spot is a musical
jingle:

games on

and 5
Man alive
Adapt to Channel 25
.’ followed by a tag giving the name, address and phone number of a cooperating serviceman or dealer.
‘2

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

“We know
we

will ring

hard

It is

Tulsa

to

at the rate we are going that by air date
up 35-50,000 sets— a sizeable starting hunk.
walk away from 17 years of radio [KTUL,

& KFPW,

KTVQ with a
24-hours-per-day-7-days-per-week
type staff we are capturing some of the early radio ‘push’
and are going to prove conclusively that uhf is TV and
Ft. Smith, Ark.], but at

hustling,

enthusiastic,

damn

TV

fine

to boot.

“We

are not going about this blindly, but are constantly probing, surveying, teaching and selling. I’m making book that KTVQ will open in the operational black
and in 60 days will be returning some of the investment.”

Two diametrically opposite views on basic methods of
promoting uhf stations are exemplified by trade publicity issued by Walter Reade’s WRTV, Asbury Park,
N. J. (Ch. 58) and John Poole’s KPIK, Los Angeles (Ch.
22), neither of which is yet on air.
WRTV’s weekly
newsletter to dealers, distributors and servicemen takes
this approach:
“You may have noticed that in our letterhead and
material, we don’t call WRTV a ‘uhf’ station— rather it’s
TV station W RTV on Ch. 58.’ Our reason? Operators
of other new [uhf] TV stations tell us that stress on uhf
tends to confuse the public to most people TV is TV
whether it’s uhf or vhf, and their only concern is the pic-

—

lake as field sales rep out of Chicago.

managership of radio adjunct, KSTL,

>.

due to begin tests Oct. 1 is beginning to pay off, according to pres. John Esau. Using every promotional
method
and gimmick in the book and then some he reports certified proof from city’s Servicemen-Dealers
Assn, that
there were 11,373 sets ready for uhf on Aug. 15. Among
the unusual promotional stunts used by station are
postcards in invisible ink (message appears when dipped in
water), sponsorship of football games on AM, singing
radio commercials, luminescent stickers for auto bumpers.
Writes Esau:

.

.

.

LL-OLT CAMPAIGN for uhf conversions and set
sales by live-wire KTVQ, Oklahoma City (Ch.
25) —

A

is

Chai'les C. Fari’ar,

Television will be rep.

ture they receive.
[So] may we suggest that you, too,
refer to
as a TV station rather than a uhf TV
station?”

WRTV

the other hand, KPIK is undertaking to promote
uhf stations to trade. Recent mailing to trade
points out that Los Angeles’s TV saturation is extremely
high, and dealers will have to “re-sell and re-service”

On

—

uhf

all

—

by replacing small-screen sets with
vhf-uhf large-screen receivers and by converting present
their old customers

sets. For dealers’ and distributors’ bulletin boards, KPIK
periodically sends out Southern California
Report,
giving latest data on status and plans of all uhf channels

UHF

allocated to area (there are 9), rather than

KPIK

alone.

In last week’s item about upcoming WCAN-TV, Milwaukee (Ch. 25), new CBS affiliate (Vol. 9:34), we
erred in quoting survey by Dr. Adolph A. Suppan of Wisconsin State College. Item should have said “survey indicates 70,000 sets ah-eady equipped for WCAN-TV” (we
said “several thousand”).
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A SHIPPED

25-kw transmitter this week to WCIA,
and next week planned to get another off to KOMO-TV, Seattle (Ch. 4) and a 10-kw to
KCEN-TV, Temple, Tex. (Ch. 6). Only new uhf transmitter order to go this week went to WARD-TV, Johnstown, Pa. (Ch. 56); uhf transmitters previously reported
but not shipped until Aug. 24 went to KSTM-TV, St.
Louis (Ch. 36) and Capital City Television Co., Sacramento, Cal. (Ch. 36). Next week, another is due to go to

Champaign,

111.,

KCEB,

Tulsa (Ch. 23).
reports shipping antenna to KSTM-TV, St. Louis
(Ch. 36), on July 30 but 12-kw transmitter is being held up
This week, 12-kw went out to WIFE, Dayton
until Oct.
Antennas
(Ch. 22), reported aiming for Sept. 1 tests.
have been delivered to WBLN, Bloomington, 111. (Ch.
15), and WKJG-TV, Ft. Wayne, Ind. (Ch. 33), but their
transmitters aren’t due for delivery until early Sept.,
former to get 1-kw and latter 12-kw.
Dumont shipped its third uhf transmitter Aug. 25 to
WNOK-TV, Columbia, S. C. (Ch. 67), and principals are
working to get 5-kw job on test by Sept. 1. Others shipped
and operating: WGLV, Easton, Pa. (Ch. 57), and WBUFTV, Buffalo (Ch. 17). Latter is reported to have developed
some “aural nulls” but these were said to have been ironed
out this week with new diplexer. DuMont ships vhf trans-

GE

mitter

week of Aug. 31
week of Sept. 7

(Ch. 10);

to

KERO-TV,

to share-time

TV, Phoenix (Ch. 10); about Oct.

1

Bakersfield,

Cal.

KOY-TV & KOOL-

to

KBOI, Meridian-

Boise, Ida. (Ch. 2).
*

*

*

In our continuing survey of upcoming
these were reports received this week:

new

stations,

KBOI, Meridian, Ida. (Ch. 2), with DuMont equipment
ordered for Oct. delivery, is rushing work on Deer Point
transmitter site about 10 mi. from Boise, near site of nowdefunct KFXD-TV, Nampa (Ch. 6), and is aiming for
Thanksgiving Day debut, reports pres. & gen. mgr. Westerrnan Whillock. Free & Peters will be rep.
KRGV-TV, Weslaco, Tex. (Ch. 5), isn’t yet decided
on equipment but anticipates air date of Nov. 1, reports
Millman Rochester, TV director. Gen. mgr. is Byron W.
Ogle. Studio construction in Weslaco is well under way
way but work on transmitter building at 752-ft. site in
LaFeria, Tex., hasn’t yet started. Pres. 0. L. Taylor, who
also heads rep firm bearing his name, also is applicant for
Ch. 3 in Wichita, Kan., pending hearing decision. Taylor
Co. will be rep.
WROL-TV, Knoxville (Ch. 6), with 2-kw RCA transmitter on hand and antenna due up by Sept. 1, aims to start
programming by Oct. 1 or earlier, reports exec. v.p. W. H.
Linebaugh. Race with local uhf WTSK (Ch. 26) is indicated by oilman W. R. Tulley’s announced order for Federal transmitter due in mid-Sept. and on air as soon as
possible thereafter.
With Chattanooga-Knoxville coaxial
ready, network programs will await only the completion
of Atlanta-Chattanooga link.

with

KOY-TV, Phoenix, Ariz (Ch. 10), share-time grantee
KOOL-TV, reports DuMont equipment promised for

Construction has begun and Sept. 20
with programming in early Oct., according to mgr. Albert Johnson. Rep will be Blair.
KGGM-TV, Albuquerque (Ch. 13), slated to be CBS
outlet, has set Sept. 27 as target date, reports pres. A. R.
Hebensteit. It will share RCA transmitter site with new
plant of KOB-TV (Ch. 4) atop 10,655-ft. Sandia Crest,
about 11 mi. north of city. [Note: KOAT-TV, Albuquerque,
reported last week that DuMont transmitter, shipped Aug.
12, will be turned on Sept. 15; Phil Hoffman is mgr., and
networks will be ABC & DuMont.] Weed will be rep.
Sept. 10 delivery.

tests are planned,

WHBQ-TV, Memphis

(Ch. 13) expects to begin testing Sept. 20, with big special sections of local newspapers

due Sept. 28-29. It will affiliate with CBS, starts with
$700 base rate, reports mgr. John H. Cleghorn.
It’s
owned by local Harding College, has studios nearly ready
Blair will be rep.
in Hotel Chisco.
WWOR-TV, Worcester, Mass. (Ch. 14), has ordered
1-kw RCA transmitter and 24-gain antenna for Sept, delivery, now plans Oct. 31 debut in lieu of original Dec. 15
date (Vol. 9:27), according to v.p. & gen. mgr. Ansel E.
Gridley. WGTR-FM building and grounds atop Mt. Asnebumskit in Paxton, Mass., about 5 mi. from downtown
Worcester, have been purchased from General Teleradio
and are being remodeled for TV. Leonard V. Corwin, exZiv, has been named commercial mgr. Raymer will be rep.
WLBR-TV, Lebanon, Pa. (Ch. 15), has studio-transmitter building ready and RCA transmitter on hand, now is
erecting tower, reports mgr. Lester P. Etter. Target has
been advanced to Oct. 1 (Oct. 15 programming) from
original Nov. date (Vol. 9:27). Rep not yet chosen.
WITV, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. (Ch. 17), has now set Nov.
target date, reports it will be first to use RCA custombuilt “peanut pattern” directional antenna for pinpointing signal strength in high population areas (Miami particularly).
RCA equipment has been shipped. Plan is to
join DuMont Network, which part-owner Comdr. Mortimer
Loewi once headed. No rep has been chosen.
WUTV, Youngstown, O. (Ch. 21), has GE confirmation of Sept, shipping date for transmitter and, with all
present equipment on hand, including 275-ft. Blaw-Knox
tower, will definitely be in operation in early Oct. That’s
latest report form E. G. Polan, of Polan Industries, Huntington, W. Va., which also holds CPs for WLTV, Wheeling
(Ch. 51), and WPTV, Ashland, Ky. (Ch. 59). Transmitter
deliveries for latter are presented scheduled for Oct., Mr.
Polan adds. Zoning detail has held up Wheeling construction, Ashland transmitter-studio is 80% completed.
KTVQ, Oklahoma City (Ch. 25), has launched an extraordinary campaign of promotion to build up uhf’s advent pending Oct. 1 tests and Oct. 10 commercial debut
dates (see p. 8), and pres. John Esau reports he expects it
to be city’s second station because its GE 12-kw order antedates that of KMPT (Ch. 19), announced for early Sept.
Antenna is already on hand and will surmount beacon atop
35-story First National Bank Bldg., where other construction is nearing completion.
Full-page ads, billboards,
radio spots, dealer displays, postcards, etc., are heralding
station, which will start at $300 base rate (with discounts to charter advertisers) and has these staff men lined
up: Harry Abbott, ex-KTUL, Tulsa, mgr.; Wm. H. Sadler,
ex-WFAA-TV, production director; Wayne Taylor, exKTUL, film editor; Wayne Wilkes, ex-WKY-TV, Oklahoma
City, stage mgr.; Haroles E. Coomes, ex-WAVE-TV, Louisville, chief engineer.
Mr. Esau, ex-gen. mgr. of KTUL
has disposed of stock interests in KATV, Pine Bluff, Ark.,
to devote fulltime to KTVQ. H-R Television will be rep.
WTOB-TV, Winston-Salem, N. C. (Ch. 26), with RCA
transmitter now going in and 547-ft. tower about onefourth up, moves into new TV-radio studios Sept. 1 and
plans test patterns between Sept. 15-25. Pres. James W.
Coan announces rate card with $200 base. H-R Television
will be rep.

KCOK-TV, Tulare, Cal. (Ch. 27), GE equipment scheduled for Sept, shipment, has rescheduled start to Oct. 1
from last reported Sept, debut (Vol. 9:28), according to
mgr. J. Alan Rinehart. Hour rate will be $250. Forjoe
will be rep.
It’s second for owner Sheldon Anderson, his

KAFY-TV,
Aug.

Bakersfield

(Ch.

29),

having begun testing

20.

Evanston, 111. Ch. 32 grantee, Northwestern Television
Bcstg. Corp., plans April 1954 start, but hasn’t ordered

any equipment as yet, reports Angus D. Pfaff, pres, and
co-owner with Howard S. Martin, scientific glassware
manufacturer. Rep not yet chosen.
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Telecasting Notes: “Stories about Hollywood producers
by their TV sets at home and finding new talent for
movies or rediscovering seasoned performers who have
dropped out of picture business are becoming commonplace.”
But, adds Thomas M. Pryor, New York Times
Hollywood reporter, that’s how director Hugo Fregonese
came to sign Lillian Bond and Isabell Jewell to portray
pair of ex-stage stars in Panoramic’s Man in the Attic.
It used to be that movie scouts found talent in vaudeville,
or sitting at a soda fountain (Lana Turner), or running
an elevator at Marshall Field’s (Dorothy Lamour)
Most recent newcomer to films from TV is Jack Lemmon,
signed by Columbia Pictures to be Judy Holliday’s leading
man in comedy A Name for Herself
WSAZ Inc., Huntington, W. Va„ dedicated its new $500,000 studios Aug. 23
with big party attended by industry representatives from
New York and Washington, plus West Virginia Gov.
Marland, in all-day celebration climaxed in hour-long local simulcast emceed by NBC-TV’s Ted Mack. Hosts were
sitting

.

.

.

.

.

.

90-year-old Col. J. H. Long, founder-president of parent

Huntington

and Advertiser his son,
and grandson Lawrence
H. (Bud) Rogers, v.p. & gen. mgr. of station
Martha
Rountree sells out her interest in Meet the Press (NBC)
and Big Issue (DuMont) to Larry Spivak, will form
Rountree-Presbrey Inc. with husband, adman Oliver Presbrey, and will continue to own and produce Leave It to
the Girls (ABC) and Washington Exclusive (DuMont)
they will continue on one another’s programs, however
Milton Berle’s show, resuming Sept. 29 under Buick sponHerald-Dispatch

Walker Long,

WSAZ

Inc. secy.,

.

.

.

.

.

.

sorship, to get promotional buildup via series of 20-sec.

commercials shot in Telefilm Studios
Kenyon & Eckhardt survey discloses 80% of TV stations offer advertisers merchandising & promotional services (soliciting
and placing displays, store checks, trade mailings, etc.);
station-by-station tabulation of survey will be published
later in year
Notre Dame grid games will be carried
on ABC-TV via film day after each game, Sun. 7:45-9
p.m., by arrangements with Leslie G. Arries Sr., ABC-TV
Student loan fund for children and desports director
pendents of employes of WBTV & WBT, Charlotte, financing them for 4 years of college, set up by Jefferson StandStudy guides for WOI-TV’s
ard Bcstg. Co., licensee
.
Iowa TV Schooltime, resuming Oct. 5 at 10 a.m., 5 days
and dealing with topics selected by teachers and school
administrators, to be sent to 500 schools in station’s area
.

.

.

.

.

as

.

Empire

DuMont

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Coil Co.’s

.

KCTY, Kansas

City (Ch. 25) signs

basic, 144th affiliate of that network.

Under headline “Godfrey: Man or Superman?”, famil-

—

who’s boss talent, sponsor or network
airing by George Rosen in Aug. 26 Variety,
off by recent action of star in junking a scheduled
CBS-TV Talent Scouts program as “substandard entertainment” in favor of makeshift format of his Arthur
Godfrey and His Friends. Always controversial, Godfrey
iar stickler of

given
touched

is

new

New 15-kw uhf klystron tube is now in production
by Eitel-McCullough Inc. (Eimac), San Bruno, Cal. Several deliveries have already been made, says field engineering dir. O. H. Brown, and Eimac “is now in a position
to fill orders for the tubes within a week after they’re
placed.”
Several unnamed transmitter manufacturers
are buying the new external cavity tube, although no
transmitter built around the tube has yet been announced.

Information on new tube was supplied by Brown to corby story in last week’s Television
Digest that Eimac’s highest powered klystron is rated at
5 kw.
DuMont now uses Eimac 5-kw, but its transmitters are said to be so built that they can use 15-kw with
very few changes (Vol. 9:33). Research dir. Thomas T.
Goldsmith Jr. announced that DuMont’s sights are now
set on transmitter which will deliver FCC’s
maximum
rect impression conveyed

power of 1000-kw ERP, and that “Eimac as tube manufacturing specialists and DuMont as circuit manufacturing
leaders form an excellent team” to work toward this goal.
In development in Eimac labs is 50-kw klystron which
could power a 1000-kw station.
Joint operation of TV station by 3 competing applicants pending hearing decision, was proposed to FCC this

week by Shreveport (La.) Ch. 12 applicants KCIJ, KRMD
and Shreveport TV Co. Although Ch. 12 hearing has already been completed, trio has formed Interim TV Corp.
and applied for temporary Ch. 12 grant. Each applicant
owns equal share, and all 3 have agreed to share equally
in cost of operating station until final grant is issued to
one of them. Then, successful applicant would purchase
unsuccessful applicants’ interest in temporary corporation. Applicants say they could get on air within 2 months
after interim grant is made. Idea of interim operation by
“trustee corporation” isn’t new having been espoused
early this year by FCC chairman Hyde and others (Vol.
9:7,9)
but Commission staff is wrestling with legal

—

—

by application. Strictly speaking, it’s new
application for a channel which has already been subject
issues raised

—

hearing an application by 3 parties which already
have applications for TV station in same city.
to

NARTB AM

committee, at conclusion of 2-day meet-

The Principles of Profitable Radio Station
Operation, survey of 5 unidentified markets, which had
been discussed orally at Los Angeles convention in May.
TV stations were in 2 of markets remaining 3 were radioonly. Report warned: “In a TV market, your very existence is dependent upon your development of new radio
advertisers your drive is not primarily against TV, but
must be for radio against all other media and for the advertising business of the retailing or service trade which
perhaps has never used advertising to any degree.” Coming, released

;

—

mittee also adopted resolution urging board of directors
to approve expansion of committee membership by addition of representative from each network.

“Marker signal” transmissions (Vol. 9:8,23) have been
discontinued by upcoming WACH-TV, Newport News, Va.
(Ch. 33), which hopes to begin actual test patterns Sept.
15, commercial operation Oct. 1 as second uhf outlet in

even deeper controversy by his latest action
sponsor Lipton’s Tea announcing it wouldn’t pay for program while deluge of telephone calls to network applauded
Godfrey gesture as “one more evidence that he’s always
thinking of his audience.” Article points out that Godfrey
is more strongly entrenched than ever, what with his wellpublicized pipelines to White House and Pentagon, plus
fact that he’s given credit for turning Lipton’s Tea into
“multi-million dollar subsidiary” of Unilever Corp., and
that his combined TV-radio appearances alone have
brought network $15,000,000 annual gross billings, $7,-

Norfolk area.
“Marker” consisted of low-power transmitter sending out audio note on Ch. 33 to permit servicemen to “pre-align” uhf tuners. In letter to FCC, mgr.
Frederic F. Clair called experiment successful, but added
that its value would have been greater if: (1) signal

000,000 profit.

produce alternate horizontal black-&-white bars.

Rate hikes have been ordered by 14 national magazines, including Saturday Evening Post and Life, latter’s
black-&- white page going up 6% to $20,350 as of Feb. 1.

Stanley Sutherland Harris, 25-year-old son of Washington Senators’ mgr. Bucky Harris, joins Washington law
firm of Hogan & Hartson after passing D.C. bar exam.

stirred

had been put on air further in advance of station’s debut;
one at aural and one at
(2) there had been 2 signals
visual frequencies, the visual signal modulated so as to

—
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High-f idelity moves front and center again next
'HI-FI' No. 1 TOPIC OF CHICAGO SESSIONS:
week at Chicago, where it's expected to dominate International Sight & Sound Exposition at Palmer House, Sept. 1-3. And as if to emphasize the growing importance of
subject to industry, RETMA's high-fidelity equipment section will meet at same hotel
Sept. 2 to discuss proposed standards and try to agree on definition of "hi-fi".
Though it's never been major stop on trade circuit. Exposition this year is
heightened by the possibility that
coming in for more than its share of interest
new
high-fidelity
equipment
Philco has
Philco may use it as occasion to introduce
been winding up all week for a big pitch, with double-page trade ads proclaiming:
"The news from Philco next week will make radio and TV history all over America."
But it won't talk in advance, won't even throw out the smallest hint as to
what's in the works. Philco, of course, previously introduced "high-fidelity 200"
chassis in more expensive models of its new line (Vol. 9:23), may even be preparing
system for incorporation in its less expensive receivers.
High-fidelity manufacturers seek to capitalize on 2 natural factors which on
(a) fact that TV set owners get FM sound, and (b) tremensurface dovetail nicely
All major manufacturers are
dous upsurge in classical record buying and listening.
now in field, and in their wake have mushroomed elaborate systems of distributors
and dealers to serve the popular demand.
RETMA meeting is outgrowth of complaints of some set makers, notably pres.
Frank Freimann of sound-conscious Magnavox that public is being short-changed by
indiscriminate use of high-fidelity terms to describe sound that is something less
than faithfully reproduced (Vol. 9:26).
Admiral joined ranks of high-fidelity manufacturers this week in announcing
20-tube "hi-fi" AM-FM radio-phonograph combination. And set maker H. Leslie Hoffman,
in Washington this week to introduce his Hoffman Radio line in expansion to eastern
markets (see p. 14), made big pitch for his own Trio-Phonic "hi-fi" system, then went
on to tell why high-fidelity is so important to manufacturers at this time:
"
High-fidelity sound has become a subject of national interest this year.
However, until now its use has been limited almost entirely to phonographs & radios,
and even there the application has been so expensive that it has been well out of
the reach of the average consumer.
"
High-fidelity is something we manufacturers have got
It's something we
and until we can,
now. We can't deliver color
at least not yet
can deliver
high-fidelity can send our sales upward." He said that sales were "phenomenal" in
first month after Hoffman's high-fidelity system was introduced.
Hoffman's system featured in 17 of 42 models, incorporates 2 speakers
a small one designed to reproduce high notes, and larger one for bass or low notes.
Larger speaker is 11%-in.
smaller 5%-in.
System has new "tone gate" which funnels
high and low notes automatically, is capable of reproducing 20-15,000 cycles.
Admiral's system which won't be priced until delivery starts in September,
isn't a mass-market radio-phonograph, according to sales v.p. W.C. Johnson. He said
it will be retailed "only through dealers who know music and can demonstrate the
excellence of true high-fidelity reception and reproduction." Twin speaker system
consists of 15-in. bass "woofer" in 6.7 cu.-ft. wood enclosure lined with special
sound-absorbing material and smaller compression-type "tweeter". Former gives response from 3500 cycles down to 30 cycles, lowest range of human hearing, while the
"tweeter" gives response from 3500 up to 16,000 cycles.
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TV production keeps rising steadil y, while high-fidelity boom continues,
totaling 157 885 (7723 private label) week ended Aug. 21, up from 150,111 preceding
week and 115,430 week ended Aug. 7.
It was year's 33rd week and was highest output
,

11

12 -

for any week since March 27.
Production was 138,705 corresponding week last year.
Radio production also went up totaling 254,353 (103,908 private), increase
from 226,608 week ended Aug. 14 and 225,432 week before. Week’s radios: 78,327
home, 41,586 portable, 43,791 clock, 90,649 auto.
,

—

ElONGMIC CONCENSUS MILD DIP IN VIEW: Some recession in general business activity
toward end of year seems to be indicated by the business surveys
but how TV-radio
trade will fare this fall and winter is anybody's guess.
But as TV-radio-appliance
business is subject to economic fluctuations, no less than other industries, it may
be well to review what the economic soothsayers are saying
It's interesting to
note they don't all agree -- but economists seldom do.
For example:
UNITED BUSINESS SERVIC E: "The recession will be of moderate proportions and
many companies will be able to take it in stride. Business will continue to be good
While the high for 1953 has probably been seen, no more than a moderate
this fall.
dip is indicated.
Prices will show considerable irregularity."
ALEXANDER HAMILTON INSTITUT E: "No severe business recession is in prospect
this year in view of outlook for continued high Federal spending.
Letdown may not
come before late 1954. With volume holding above a year ago, full-year retail sales
seem certain to set a new record."
BABSQN'S REPORT S:
"Overproduction and mounting inventories will plague
over
rest
of
1953.
No major slump is expected, but trend in most lines
business
Retail demand will continue relatively good.
will be down.
"Business should hold near the high plateau of earlier
BROOKMIRE SERVICE
months with few signs of faltering demand for goods and services during the rest of
1953. Sales gains will be more modest due to expected flattening of consumer income
[and] prices may tend to drift lower.
INTERNATIONAL STATISTICAL BUREAU "Production trend will be moderately downward this fall, and decline will continue into 1954."
STANDARD & POOR'S "Despite some exceptions, increasing competition and
ample supplies foreshadow lower prices."
Concludes U.S. News & World Report Aug. 22: "Consumer buying is one of the
Many people are saving a big share of income. They could
imponderables, of course.
any
decline.
But why should they?
Some economists answer
spend more and so arrest
that business will find ways to cut prices substantially. This could improve sales.
At any rate,
Or it might incline the consumer to wait for still better bargains.
there are no signs of sizable price cutting immediately ahead."
Govt, itself gave official imprimatur to general reports of good business
Commerce Dept., in its July Survey of Current Business,
conditions during summer.
little immediate impression" on nation's economy, that
"made
said Korean truce has
business this summer has been the best ever.
Nation's payroll continued to rise at moderate rate and was accompanied by
corresponding increase in consumer buying. Commerce report noted. Price level has
shown "unusual" steadiness since first of year. As for future, high rate of defense
spending is expected to continue for some time but private spending by individuals
and business firms will assume i ncreasing importance in months to come.

—

.

:

:

:

,

RCA

Victor distributors reportedly got letter over

week end advising them of plans to increase list prices of
dozen or more TV sets out of current 32-model line. Increases would range from $10 to $30 and would take in
both low and high-end models. RCA is thus joining Admiral, which recently raised list prices of 21 models by
$20 to $40, and Philco, which hiked four 21-in. models by
$10 each (Vol. 9:30-31). Crosley also announced raising

TV models by $10 to $20 but reductions
$30 on 20 others; of those increased 10 are
vhf-only, one is all-channel, and of those reduced 4 are
Crosley also introduced 2
vhf-only and 16 all-channel.
new table models this week a 17-in. at $230 and 21-in.
of prices of 11

from $10

to

—

at $270.

Penetration of deep valleys with two huge rhombic
receiving antennas appears to be having considerable suc-

mountainous Colorado, according to an article in
Developed by Dr. Richard C. Webb, of
Denver U’s Research Institute, antenna comprises two
rhombics, each about 146 ft. wide and 80 ft. on each leg
Rhombics are placed at right angles to each other on nearest peak, directed toward home in valley; once receives and
other re-radiates.
Institute reports some 6000 inquiries
about setup, has prepared bulletin describing it. Though
cess in

Retailing Daily.

cost of materials is slight, about $25, Dr. Webb says it’s
“an engineering feat” to install rhombics properly. Rocky

Mountain Electrical League is promoting idea vigorously,
looking for widening and “deepening” of markets.
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TV

Trade: Nation’s TV-radio
dealers increased at rate of nearly 1000 per month in 10
months ended June 30, for total of 105,150, up from 95,400
dealers in Aug. 1952, reports RETMA on basis of survey.
Largest gains were chalked up in Midwest and Far West
as TV service expanded in those areas; slight increase
was reported in Southwest, while North and South Atlantic regions both showed decreases. Largest percentage
gains were in towns of under 10,000.
On other side of coin was report released this week
Topics

Trends

of

by Dun & Bradstreet listing 189 business failures among
TV-radio-appliance retailers in first 7 months of 1953, up
from 136 in same period of 1952. Liabilities involved in
failures this year totaled $10,145,000, almost triple liaReport
bilities of $3,408,000 corresponding 1952 period.
also showed 16 failures among TV-radio-appliance distributors, compared with 12 in same period year ago.
Liabilities amounted to $587,000, compared with $502,000
first 7

months

last year.
*

*

*

Merchandising Notes: Recommended reading: 5-artiby Howard Landis beginning Aug. 25 in Retailing Daily on revolutionary changes now underway in
New monthly
appliance merchandising structure
Mart, slanted to interests of TV-appliance dealers, listing prices and selling features of brand lines, makes
debut Sept. 4, published by Caldwell-Clements ( Tele-Tech
Television Retailing, TV Technician) ... 19 TV brands
reported 8879 set sales in Philadelphia area during July
vs. 11,885 July 1952; Jan. -July total was 75,269 vs. 78,712
New market for auto radios opened up this week after
N. Y. Hack Bureau lifted 4-year ban on radios in city’s
cle series

.

.

,

.

.

.

11,000 taxicabs; Motorola-New York spokesman quoted as
saying stocks were almost depleted few days after ruling
Vidaire Mfg. Co., 6 E. 39th St., New York, offering
free copies to distributors, dealers, servicemen of its 2
pamphlets, Better Sound for Your Picture and TV InterNovel promotion: Admiral
ference and Its Remedies
distributor for Cuba, Television y Aire Acondicionado,
S. A., Havana, gives away phonograph album of English
language instruction to all purchasers of combination TVs.
.

.

.

.

.

National educational program for electronic parts diswas voted by board of Radio Parts & Electronic

Equipment Shows Inc., which allocated $15,000 to match
similar amount provided by National Electronic DistribuAssn.
Money will finance regional seminars and
educational programs to be held throughout coming year,
in place of educational sessions formerly held during annual parts show. Show pres. Harry A. Ehle, of International Resistance Co., last week named these chairmen
for 1954 show, to be held in Chicago next May: Bernard
J. Cahn, Insuline Corp. of America, budget committee;
Francis F. Florsheim, Columbia Wire, publicity; Matt
Little, Quam-Nichols Co., entertainment; Leon Ungar,
Ungar Electric Tools, housing; Karl Jensen, Jensen Industries, education.
tors

who had other

set makers up in arms over widely pubhe sent to all FCC commissioners informing
them: “Within 18 months after approval of [NTSC]
standards, Emerson aims to produce color TV receivers at
prices approximately 25% above present day black-&white receivers.”
Elaborating later, he estimated color set would sell
for something over $312. Most other responsible industry
sources have predicted early color sets will cost $800-$1000
and up. While trade didn’t challenge Abrams’ sincerity,
nobody seemed to believe he could deliver without taking
tremendous loss in view of fact RCA color tubes are expected to cost in neighborhood of $200 each and tube is
only part of cost of color circuits.
But trade did explode over the timing of Abrams’
statement right at start of fall selling season. Said one
of the larger manufacturers: “Nothing could have been
better calculated to hurt black-&-white sales.”
A small manufacturer, not now making TVs, also
caused some raised eyebrows when it announced it has located an undisclosed source of color tubes selling from
$90-$100 each. Sightmaster Corp., New Rochelle, N. Y.,
which recently announced program to convert black-&white sets to color at about $250 each (Vol. 9:33), this
licized letter

—

week said it would also make color slave units to sell at
same price, based on the $90-$100 tube.
As Sept. 8 deadline for comments on color TV proposal approached, there still were none on file with FCC
opposing NTSC standards. Three more petitions requesting approval of the standards were filed this week
by
NTSC members Hazeltine and Admiral, and Hollywood
consultant Harry Lubcke. NTSC itself will file documen-

—

tation for its petition

TV

Westinghouse moved TV-radio div. headquarters this
week from Sunbury, Pa. to Metuchen, N. J. Div. mgr.
T. J. Newcomb said TV-radio production will continue at
same level at Sunbury, though big expansion in output
is

by Sept.

8.

planned at Metuchen.

Avco stepped up tempo of its disweek in carrying out consolidation of

Distributor Notes:
tributor shifts this

Bendix & Crosley distributing subsidiaries (Vol. 9:30-31,
33), with following developments: (1) Crosley N. Y. factory branch formally took over distributorship of both
temporarily replacing big RCA Victor distributor
Inc. (Irving Sarnoff), which had held
Bendix appliance franchise since 1937. (2) Brown-RogersDixson Co. appointed in Charlotte, Reader’s Wholesale
Distributors Inc. in Houston.
(3) Fred Kuhne resigns as
electronics sales mgr., Leonard Rutstein quits as adv. mgr.
of Crosley N. Y. factory branch
Capehart-Farnsworth
names Gordon-Sewall & Co., Houston (H. J. McKinnon,
sales mgr.)
Emerson appoints Carolinas Auto Supply
House Inc., Charlotte (Wade A. Montgomery, pres.)
CBS-Columbia appoints Hendrie & BolthofF Co., Denver;
Pugh Furniture Co., Charleston, W. Va.
Kaye-Halbert
appoints Flying Dutchman Stores (E. T. Bauman, pres.),
Wichita, Kans.
Scott Radio (Meek TV) appoints Ohio
Valley Distributors, Evansville, Ind.
Philadelphia Distributors (Stromberg-Carlson) appoints Joseph Morris
central Pennsylvania sales mgr.
Hynes Bros., Washington (Stewart-Warner) appoints Irvin Dalo electronics
sales mgr.
GE Supply Corp., Chicago, announces retirement of commercial v.p. Axel Kahn
Transvision Inc.
appoints Kyoritsu Dempa Co., Tokyo, in expansion of coinoperated sets to Japan
CBS-Columbia appoints Treasure State Gas & Electric Co., Butte (Dr. J. J. Kirby, pres.).
lines,

Bruno-New York

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

serviceman came from RETMA exec,
v.p. James D. Secrest in speech Aug. 28 to Texas Radio &
Television Service Clinic and Electronics Fair in Fort
Worth. He said servicemen have been vigilant in policing
their own industry, obviating need for licensing, and
have gained respect of set owners who “learn either by experience or common sense deduction that the serviceman
who advertises the cheapest home call may not present
the most reasonable bill when the work has been done.”

capacity

—

that about
publicity about color TV you’ll
be seeing in ever-increasing quantities from now on. Biggest splash this week was made by Emerson’s Ben Abrams,

.

tributors

Defense of

to get into the act

sums up the reams of

—

*

.

E VERYBODY WANTS

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

RCA

.

.

.

.

Victor to be exclusive distributor of movie 3-D
by Polaroid Corp., Cambridge,
Mass., following cancellation of Polaroid’s distribution
agreement with Natural Vision Corp. J. F. O’Brien, mgr.
of RCA theatre equipment sales, will be in charge.
glasses

manufactured

14 Trade Personals: William h. Eutzy promoted to asst,
to T. J. Newcomb, mgr. of Westinghouse TV-radio div.,
now located at Metuchen, N. J., succeeding L. J. Fitzpatrick, now with lamp div., Bloomfield, N. J.; J. N. Van
resigns as special asst, to sales mgr. J. F. AValsh
Bruce R. Carlson, from Chicago investment firm of
Stein, Foe & Farnham, named special asst, to Julian K.
James T. McSprague, pres, of Sprague Electric Co.
Murphy appointed TV-radio div. mgr. in reopening of
Philco’s sales office at 1025 Conn. Ave., Washington; AlCarfred O. Tepper named mgr. of major appliances
roll J. Tressler, onetime Philco Chicago branch mgr., proFrank J.
moted to gen. mgr. of Servel Chicago sales
Powers, ex-Federal Radio, named mgr. of industrial engineering dept., CBS-Columbia; Robert E. Savold promoted
to mgr. of field engineering, Robert A. Caswell named
Joe Lowry resigns as Admiral
midwestern sales mgr.
electronics coordinator to join Republic Electric Co., South
R. J. Burgess, exBend, Ind., Admiral distributor
Canadian Westinghouse, named sales mgr. of Canadian

Deman
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Westinghouse Supply Co. appliance div., replacing G. L.
Harrison, now mgr. of major appliances at Canadian
Westinghouse; Eric Hall appointed Ontario regional mgr.
.

.

.

Newland F. Smith, ex-engineering

director,

MBS &

York, appointed gen. mgr. of Gray Research &
Development Co., Manchester, Conn. (TV studio equipWilliam McAllister, ex-Shaw Television, named
ment)
eastern sales mgr., Capehart-Farnsworth, replacing James
D. Walker, who becomes gen. mgr. of N. Y. factory branch
IT&T Distributing Corp., succeeding Martin L. Scher,
resigned; J. L. (Jud) Albers, ex-Stromberg-Carlson, appointed Capehart’s New Orleans regional sales mgr., reW. Ward Willett applacing L. W. Reynolds, resigned
pointed adv. mgr., LaPointe Electronics Inc., Rockville,
Conn, (antennas), succeeding L. N. Kinnicutt, now asst, to
G. Milton Ehlers, exgen. sales mgr. Webster E. Barth

WOR, New
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Centralab and recently pres., Plerlac Corp., Milwaukee
subsidiary of Sprague Electric, named Aerovox chief reJoseph H. Morin, ex-distributor sales
search engineer
mgr., Shure Bros. Inc., Chicago, named sales promotion
.

.

.

mgr., Howard W. Sams & Co., Indianapolis (technical
Samuel Portnoy named gen. traffic mgr.,
publications)
Emerson Radio.
B
.

.

.

TV ownership in Detroit area is analyzed in detail in
report released this week by U of Michigan’s Institute of
Social Research, which conducted survey with aid of Ford
Foundation grant. Highlights; (1) 80% of area homes
have TV, up from 26% three years ago. (2) 90% of set
owners have children in home. (3) 92% of families earning over $10,000 have

set,

40% under

ISTRIBUTION

eastward, on which Hoffman Radio
is now bent, led pres. H. Leslie
Hoffman to refer to himself as “Horace Greeley in reverse” at news conference and dealer dinner in Washington this week to announce expansion into Washington Baltimore market. On hand with his sales chief Walter
Stickel, he announced appointment of American WholeCorp., Los Angeles,

salers for Washington-Baltimore (D. L.

.

.

.

D

$2000

own TV.

Edison Radio Amateur Award for “ham” who performs outstanding public service of 1953 now accepting
nominations, which should be addressed to Award ComJudges: R.
mittee, GE Tube Dept., Schenectady, N. Y.
Roland Harriman, American Red Cross; George E. Sterling, FCC; Goodwin L. Dosland, ARRL; Gardner Cowles,
Look Magazine.

Admiral reports $2,000,000 fall ad schedule, plus separate campaign for radios, with alternate weekly 2-p color
inserts on TVs in Life, Time, Look, Saturday Evening
Post, Ebony, Farm Journal, Better Homes & Gardens.

New Crosley product is industry’s first portable clock
radio-phono combination, with 3-speed record changer and
automatic cutoff; known as F-120, it weighs 24 pounds, has
4 tubes plus one rectifier, is unpriced.
Hearing on sale of assets of bankrupt Tele-tone Radio
Corp. was set this week for Sept. 24 in Newark Federal
Court. Merritt Lane Jr., Newark, is court-appointed trustee for Tele-tone, which had plant at Elizabeth.

as latest in growing

list

Krupsaw, owner)

of eastward distributors that al-

ready includes:

Emmons TV & Appliance Co., New York (Emmons
Moser); Thompson & Hamilton Co., Columbus, O. (Gail
Thompson) Midland Electric Co., Cleveland, O. (John U.
Walker); Sacks Electrical Supply, Akron (Morris Sacks);
Modern Appliance & Supply Co., New Orleans, (B. M.
Meyers) Flamingo Distributors, Miami & Tampa (John
Hunt); Jones Distributing Co., Omaha (Wm. Jones); Graybar Electric Co., Des Moines & Davenport; plus 3 others
to be announced shortly.
Trade newsmen asked Hoffman why he was breaking into highly saturated eastern markets, and the dynamic
young manuacturer, whose white hair belies his 47 years
and who hails originally from Jackson, Mich, and played
and coached football at Albion College (’28), said it was
because: (1) New $1,000,000 Kansas City plant opening
Oct. 1, plus increased facilities in Los Angeles, will mean
50% increase in production this year. (2) Hoffman receiver
is “ideally suited” for second set in home. (3) Price-cutting
of established brands in established markets seems to open
way for a “new, clean line, comparatively unknown in the
east, which gives good performance and which looks good.”
“California styling and merchandise,” he said, “is setting the pace in all of the major markets of the east as
He added:
well as nationally.”
“Our industry is going through its awkward stages
and there’s now a shaking down among manufacturers,
;

;

distributors

and dealers that will eliminate shoestring opand non-service dealers. Companies are

erators, pirating,

being tested at

all levels

during this period

My own

—what

I like

that TV, now
running about $1% billion in output, will be double that
by 1956. The country is heading for a $450 billion economy in 1960, and we’re right on top of it.” As for other
industry problems, he commented:
to call the Selling

Color

—If

Age.

FCC

feeling

is

NTSC

standards by end of
market by April or May,
2 years before they come down to

approves

year, first color sets should be on

but

it

will be at least

Color, he said, is not going to revolutionize the industry immediately, any more than did Technicolor. The
show’s the thing that will continue to sell TVs and there
He called the
won’t be many color shows for awhile.
NTSC battle for compatibility “a great victory”; had the
field sequential system prevailed, he said, it would have
been the first time in history that the industry would have
forced by a govt,
failed to keep faith with its customers
order that would have rendered it impossible for millions
of set owners to get the service for which the sets they

$500.

—

bought were sold.
Movies and subscription TV Big movie companies
will open vaults to TV very quickly, for “none of the new
gimmicks introduced by the movie people (3-D, widescreen, etc.) has proved effective enough to stem the tide
Hoffman opposed pay-as-you-look
of TV competition.”
TV as “completely unnecessary” and “contrary to the
American way.”

—

Excise taxes on TVs, radios, phonos & components
netted Uncle Sam $159,383,000 in fiscal 1953, increase of
34.8% over $118,244,000 collected in fiscal 1952. In June
1953, collections totaled $12,593,000, compared with $8,164,000 in June 1952.

:
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Electronics Reports: New all-welded transistors designed for automatic production at price “competitive
with the general range of vacuum tubes” are now being
turned out by General Electric. The junction transistors,
evacuated and in hermetically-sealed metal housings, are
said to permit “power ratings up to 3 times those of any
previously announced transistors.” At demonstration at
San Francisco Western Electronics Show, GE’s germanium products sales mgr. James H. Sweeney said new
construction allows power ratings of almost one watt,
using 2 units in Class B push-pull circuit. GE is developing “automatic factory” for eventual total mechanization
of transistor production.
Sweeney said GE engineers in
Syracuse are currently developing small transistorized
portable radio, with total size of 20 cu. in. GE predicts
industry-wide production of transistors to reach 2,900,000
in 1954, as against present yearly rate of about 100,000.

&

Trade Roles: Emerson Radio and subreport consolidated net profit before taxes of
$5,189,077 for 39 weeks ended Aug. 1, compared with
$2,330,404 for like 1952 period.
After taxes, profit
amounted to $2,333,227, or $1.21 per share on the 1,935,187
shares outstanding, compared with $1,005,359 (52(1) for
same 1952 period. Sales figures weren’t released.
Financial

sidiaries

Equipment Corp. reports for 6
sales of $41,102,567, more than
double the $19,216,574 for same 1952 period. Net profit
was $1,469,067 ($2.22 a share) vs. $361,112 (54<!) last
year. For quarter ended June 30, sales were $20,985,580,
General

Precision

months ended June 20

net profit $649,087 ($1.21) vs. $11,436,566 sales, $325,452
(48 (!) net profit in 1952 quarter.
Allied Electric Products Inc., parent of Sheldon ElecCo. div. (tubes), reports net sales of $6,685,196 for

tric

year ended April 30, 1953 and net income of $212,Chairman Nathan Chirelstein notes improvement of
working capital position, amounting to $200,566 as against
fiscal

Electronic Control Systems Inc., 2138
Los Angeles, is newly formed research

Westwood

Blvd.,

& development

owned by Stromberg-Carlson, which

will concentrate on development of automatic process control and

firm, partly

data handling equipment and may later go into manufacStromberg-Carlson pres. Robert C. Tait is a dituring.
rector.
Leonard Mautner, ex-Hughes Aircraft Co. and
onetime DuMont transmitter div. mgr., is pres. Alexander
F. Brewer, also ex-Hughes, is exec. v.p. & secy.

Methods of extremely precise measurement of frequencies up to 75,000 me are described by Bureau of
Standards in technical report 1790, now available. For
highest frequencies, ammonia and oxygen clocks are being developed and, says Bureau, “even greater absolute
accuracies are possible from a standard based on atomic

beam

techniques, as in the

NBS

cesium clock.”

Texts of all papers presented at 1953 Electronic Components Symposium Apr. 29-May 1 in Pasadena, Cal.,
sponsored by RETMA, IRE, AIEE & West Coast Electronic Mfrs. Assn., are available in book form for $4.50
from Suite 1011, 621 S. Hope St., Los Angeles 17.
Old line-sequential color system has been brought up
again by Dana Griffin, Communications Measurements
Laboratory, Plainfield, N. J., who wrote NTSC chairman
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, arguing that line-sequential system
may offer cheaper, though somewhat inferior, color sets
than are possible with NTSC system. Dr. Baker answered
“It is hardly to be expected that during the early stages
of commercialization when production must, of necessity,
be limited to some extent that the price of color TV receivers will be of the same order as when the annual production rates are several million receivers.” Note: Color
TV Inc., which espoused line-sequential system during
last hearing, is member of NTSC, goes along with its
recommendations.

Avco deferred usual quarterly dividend of

15<f

at

board meeting Aug. 28, chairman-pres. Victor Emanuel
explaining it was due to current earnings and working
capital requirements and that next common stock dividend
consideration will come at year-end meeting in Nov. Earnings since beginning of second fiscal quarter have been
adversely affected by strikes in 4 plants, he added, and
working capital is being conserved for increasing defense
contracts and for big promotion of Crosley-Bendix lines.
Avco stock fell same day from 6% to year’s low of 5%.
Pacific

unit of its

Van Nuys,
neering &

Mercury started construction this week on first
at Hayvenhurst Ave. & Chase St.,

new factory

house executive offices, research, engiproduction depts. and TV receiver assembly
lines.
It’s scheduled for completion about Dec. 1, according to pres. Joe Benaron.
Cal., to

922.

deficit of

Pye

$198,513 as of April 30, 1952.
Ltd., big British

TV-radio-electronics manufac(£235,717) for year
ended March 31, compared with $454,212 (£162,219) for
same 1952 period. Both figures are after taxes amounting
to approximately double the net profit.
turer, reports net profit of $660,000

Arvin shows net profit of $910,596 ($1.02 a share on
common shares) after taxes of $1,017,095 on sales
of $17,309,104 in quarter ended June 28 compared to
$778,639 (87(0 after taxes of $858,641 on sales of $13,262,890,625

026 same 1952 period.

Dividends: Sylvania, 50 <£ payable Oct. 1 to stockholders of record Sept. 10; Stromberg-Carlson, 37%^ Sept.
30 to holders Sept. 15; Aerovox, 15^ Sept. 15 to holders
Sept. 1; Wells-Gardner, 15^ Sept. 15 to holders Sept.
Bendix Aviation, 75 Sept. 30 to holders Sept. 10.

3;

(j;

National Union Radio Corp. reports profit of $334,844
per share) on sales of $7,723,082 in first 6 months of
1953, compared to net loss of $34,963 on sales of $6,580,642
in same period year ago.
(13tf

n

Educational TV advocates got heartening assurances
on future of their channel reservations this week from
FCC, which turned down request of
Inc., New
Orleans, for rule-making procedure so it could apply for
that city’s Ch. 8 educational assignment (Vol. 9:28). It
was first such request to come before Commission since
end of one-year reservation June 2 and educational TV
leaders promptly expressed hope Commission’s action
would discourage other would-be commercial applicants
from making same request. In turning down
request, Commission cited “substantial progress” made by
Greater New Orleans Educational Television Foundation
in raising money to establish educational station, said it
should be given more time. Joint Committee on Educational TV had joined New Orleans educational group in
opposing
request.

WWEZ

—

WWEZ

WWEZ

Tokyo’s

work

Corp.’s

first

commercial

TV

station,

Nippon

TV

Net-

JO AX-TV (newspaper

publisher Matsutaro
Shoriki) went on air Aug. 20 with RCA 10-kw transmitter.
Other Tokyo station, operated by Broadcasting Corp. of
Japan (NHK) went on air last March with 500-watt transmitter.
First station in Philippines, Bolinao Electronics
Corp.’s DZBC-TV, Manila (Juan Quirino) is nearing completion and plans to start soon on Ch. 3.

Tea Council of the U.S.A., 500 Fifth Ave., N. Y. has
completed 4-min. TV film titled No Dishes Today, prepared in cooperation with National Restaurant Assn, to
support National Restaurant Month in Oct. Tea Council’s agency is Leo Burnet Co., N. Y.
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Network TV-Radio

Billings

July 1953 and January-July 1953
(For

F

June report

OR THIRD TIME
billings

see Television Digest, Vol. 9:31)

in last 4

away from NBC-TV

months,

CBS-TV

took top

in July, according to

Pub-

Information Bureau and even cumulatively, for
months of this year, it has about caught up with
CBS-TV’s July
the former consistent billings leader.
billings were $7,411,657, NBC-TV’s $6,903,092; CBS-TV’s
cumulative for the 7 months was $51,617,184, NBC-TV’s
lishers

7

first

$51,947,140.

Midsummer month’s

billings for all networks went up
from $12,761,620 for same month last year;
for the 7 months, networks aggregated $120,639,180 vs.
$101,377,734 same 1952 period.
Network radio held up well, too, totaling $12,052,501

to $16,125,267

months, $94,604,597 total just about stands off $94,745,198 total same 1952
months. CBS as usual maintained its radio lead, running
well ahead of NBC, with ABC third (considerably down
from 1952) and MBS fourth (but ahead of 1952). The PIB
in July vs. $11,254,439 in July, 1952; for 7

report:

NETWORK TELEVISION
CBS

_

Total

July

1953

1952

Jan.-July
1952

1953

799,074

$ 37,367,339
46,921,031
11,800,519
5,288,845

$12,761,620

$120,639,180

$101,377,734

$ 4,916,245
5,963,550
1,082,751

$16,125,267

NETWORK RADIO
CBS

NBC
ABC
MBS

$ 4,869,719
3,494,330
2,030,989
1,657,463

$ 3,920,643
3,621,810
2,372,710
1,339,276

$ 36,157,392
28,227,119
17,386,830
12,833,256

$ 33,561,072
27,805,744
21,776,426
11,601,956

.$12,052,501

$11,254,439

$ 94,604,597

$ 94,745,198

.

Total

NETWORK TELEVISION— January-July
ABC
Jan.
Feb.

Mar.
Apr.

May

.

June
July

_

_

Total $11,175,743

DuMont

CBS

$ 1,604,892 $ 7,052,395
6,621,629
1,481,032
7,739,812
1,728,446
1,640,597
7,770,181
_ 1,813,935
7,622,432
1,607,320*
7,399,078
1,299,471
7,411,657

_

$51,617,184

NBC

ABC
Mar.
Apr.

May
June
July

CBS

819,398
864,870
803,848
511,047

$ 5,899,113

$51,947,140

$120,639,180

1,054,857

MBS

_

_

$12,833,256

15,785,489
18,461,866
17,720,036
18,288,352
17,059,641*
16,125,267*

NBC

$ 2,674,622 $ 5,156,404 $ 1,786.134 $ 4,260,555
3,813,602
2,538,663
4,670,089
1,638,075
4,342,082
2.797,544
5,526,360
1,974,699
5,375,243
1,974,359
4,196,009
....
2,637,364
2,593,923
5,333,481
1,994,358
4,141,070
2,113,725*
5,226,096*
1,808,168*
3,979,471
4,869,719
1,657,463
3,494,330
2,030,989

$36,157,392

$28,227,119

$ 94,604,597

Revised as of Aug. 28, 1953.
Note: These figures do not represent actual revenues to the networks, which do not divulge their actual net dollar Incomes.
They're compiled by PIB on basis of one-time network rates, or
before frequency or cash discounts. Therefore, In terms of dollars
actually paid to networks they may be Inflated by as much as 40%.
Figures are accepted by networks themselves, however, and by the
Industry generally, as satisfactory index for comparisons & trends.

Five applications for new TV stations were filed with
this week, making total pending 511, of which 152
are uhf. Included were merged WRBL &
applications for Columbia, Ga., Ch. 4, granted this week, and
Interim TV Corp. for Shreveport, La., Ch. 12 (see p. 10).
Others were for Charlotte, N. C., Ch. 9, by Salisbury,
N. C. lumber dealer Dan Nicholas; Grand Forks, N. D.,
Ch. 10, by KNOX; Odessa, Tex., Ch. 7, by Clarence E.
Wilson & Philip D. Jackson, owners of KWCO, Chickasha,
Okla. and part owners of grantee KTVQ, Oklahoma City
(Ch. 25).
[For further details about these applications,
see TV Addenda 17 -H herewith; for complete listings of

FCC

WGBA

grants, new stations, applications, deletions, hearings,
see TV Factbook No. 17 and Addenda to date.]

etc.,

AAAA, ANA, RETMA.
Power boosts: WEEU-TV,

Reading, Pa. (Ch. 33) increased power from 1.4 to 165-kw ERP. Other GE amplifiers on this week’s shipment list: 35-kw to WJBK-TV,
Detroit (Ch. 2) 20-kw to WCPO-TV, Cincinnati (Ch. 9)
1-kw to WLOK-TV, Lima, O. (Ch. 73). RCA’s shipments
this week: 10-kw units to WDAY-TV, Fargo, N. D. (Ch.
6); WTAR-TV, Norfolk (Ch. 3); KCBD-TV, Lubbock,
Tex. (Ch. 7); KTSM-TV, El Paso (Ch. 9). Also, 10-kw
driver with 50-kw power supply to WNHC-TV, New
Haven (Ch. 8); 25-kw to WGN-TV, Chicago (Ch. 9) &
WSLS-TV, Roanoke, Va. (Ch. 10).
First Dr. Lee deForest Award, set up by National
Assn, for Better Radio & Television, Los Angeles, announced at luncheon on his 80th birthday Aug. 26, will
go to Joyce C. Hall, pres., Hallmark Greeting Card Co.,
sponsor of Hallmark Hall of Fame on NBC-TV, as “the
person most consistently responsible for the highest educational and moral standards in radio and TV programs.”
Mr. Hall’s firm also sponsored the Menotti opera Amahl
& The Night Visitors and Maurice Evans’ 2-hour Hamlet
on TV. Gold statuette designed by architect Welton Becket
will be presented later.
Petitions for changes in allocation plan filed this week:

Total
$ 13,877,715
12,660,429
14,640,685
14,182,975
14,062,832
13,127,460*
12,052,501

*

all

—

1953

...

Total $17,386,830

Total
$ 17,198,529

982,794
862,299

NETWORK RADIO—January-July
Jan.
Feb.

1953

$ 7,558,448
6,820,529
7,938,751
7,489,860
7,987,065
7,249,395
6,903,092

$

—

;

Jan.-July
$ 51,617,184
51,947,140
11,175,743
5,899,113

7,411,657
6,903.092
1,299,471
511,047

..$

NBC
ABC
DuMont

July

Total TV sets-in-use increased to 24,895,000 as of Aug.
up from 24,519,000 on July 1; 24,292,600, June 1; 23,930,000, May 1. Figures are from NBC Research, which
released its last state-by-state and county-by-county breakdowns as of May 1 (see complete tabulations, pp. 321-332,
TV Factbook No. 17) and has refused to furnish further
breakdowns since then except for coverage figures on its
own affiliates which it furnishes to clients only. Reason,
as explained by research director Hugh M. Beville, is that
NBC is awaiting still-secret report of NARTB proposing
setup to supply sets-in-use figures regularly on all-industry basis.
NBC is willing, he said, to get behind such
project if it knows more about it, but plan submitted by
researcher Dr. Frank Cawl to NARTB committee (Campbell Arnoux, Kenneth Carter, Clair McCollough) is still being kept under wraps. Inquiry at NARTB reveals that
new and bigger committee has yet to be chosen to evaluate
plan but disposition there is to get behind any all-industry project that will provide figures on regular basis, especially if it has combined backing of all networks plus
1,

WBEN-TV,

FCC

Buffalo, asked
to permit vhf sta(1)
tions to operate on maximum power at 2000-ft. maximum

height in Zone

under allocation plan Zone I
if they go above 1000 ft.
(2) WTVB, Coldwater, Mich., asked allocation of Ch. 10
to Coldwater in lieu of Ch. 24. [For channel changes proposed this week by FCC, see TV Addenda 17-H herewith.]
stations

TV

I

(northeast)

;

must reduce power

film industry’s

5%

royalty payments to American

Federation of Musicians’ music performance trust fund,
set up in 1950 by
pres. James C. Petrillo, totaled
$363,000 in 1952, which indicates TV film producers making pictures with music grossed $7,250,000.
Last year’s
sum is more than twice amount collected for the 20 months
from May 1950 through 1951. Second half 1952 payments
of $207,600 is rate of about 20% what entire record industry pays into
trust fund.

AFM

AFM

ASCAP

expected to hit peak income of nearly
$17,000,000 this year, up $2,000,000 from last year, thanks
chiefly to TV.
Variety says TV royalties wall probably
run $5,000,000 this year, or $1,000,000 more than last.
Radio is still biggest revenue source $9,000,000. Steadily
is

—

rising income

Network

may

TV

hit $25,000,000

service

by 1960,

was extended

this

it’s

estimated.

week by

AT&T

Wichita, Kan. (Ch. 16) and WETV, Macon, Ga.
(Ch. 47) making total of 154 interconnected stations in
103 U. S. cities.

to
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NEW STARTERS-ONE-A-DAY FOR REST OF YEAR:

If we can accept promises of CP holders
and assurances of transmitter manufacturers, we may see 50 or more new starters this
these in addition to the ones reported below as having gone on air
month alone
In fact, our carefully kept records show nearly 60 reporting
during last 8 days.
that they expect to begin testing during Sept., and of course we count all new stations as being on the air from the moment of their first test patterns.

—

but didn't, plus some 90 who have
Add 6 who said they would start in Aug .
and
thus far reported to us that they plan to get under way during Oct . -Nov. -Dec
the grand total of "promised starters" rest of this year exceeds 150.
,

.

—

—

though most of the ones
Even discounting those who can't or won't make it
reporting have been checked against equipment makers' orders and shipments
and it
is a fair assumption that average will run one-a-day during the nearly 4 months left
We figure about 120 more, which means total on air at end of 1953 will exceed 360.

—

.

That means at least 235 new stations will have started this year for at end
Thus our prediction in May
of freeze total was 108 and at end of 1952 it was 125.
(Vol.9:18) was quite pat when we stated, "Unless grantees give up CPs in wholesale
,

lots, and that isn't likely, 200-400 new stations could begin telecasting this year."
At guesstimated average of $250,000 per station
250 post-freeze stations
represent investment of $62,500,000. As for impact on telecasting as whole, on radio
well, your deductions are as good as ours.
and on structure of the networks
,

—

—

It's our conviction that the new markets being opened up
for the new stations to great extent are going into new TV cities, large and small
are providing an outlet for enough new TV set sales to assure a good year to manufacturersdistributors-dealers as a whole. New markets should more than offset the retarding
influence of color publicity on the let s-wait-f or-color consumers.

—

'

We'll shortly publish a new up-to-minute lo g of TV stations on the
Note
air, with additional list of those among the nearly 300 present CP-holders who have
reported, in our continuing survey, that they expect to start before end of 1953.
:

UHF AMONG WEEK'S 9 NEW STARTERS: Buffalo and Pittsburgh each with one vhf and
one uhf on air, got second uhf outlets this week as Milwaukee and Boston areas got
thus intensifying competition and stimulating buildup of uhf.
their first uhf
where uhf WETV got head start last July 25 (Vol.
Only new vhf went into Macon, Ga .
Uhf also got good head start this week in Columbia, S.C
There are now
9:31).
The latest starters:
247 stations on the air 173 vhf, 74 uhf.

8

,

—

,

.

,

WCAN-TV, Milwaukee (Ch. 25) wired Sept. 4 that test patterns begin Sept. 5
weekend and that programming begins week of Sept. 7. RCA-equipped station has published notarized statement that 16% of sets in area are already equipped for uhf
(nearly 70,000) and claims 46.1% more will be ready within 3 months (192,000).
It
becomes p rimary CBS-TV outlet as of Sept. 15, has base rate of $300.
Veteran broadCOFTilfKT

Ur RADIO

NIWI BUREAU

2

casters Lou Poller, Cy Blumenthal and Alex Rosenman own station, with Poller as gen.
sales mgr.
Elmer F. Jaspan, asst. gen. mgr. Rep is Taylor.
VVBES-TV, Buffalo, N.Y
(Ch. 59), second uhf in that one-vhf city, was all
set to turn on juice Sept. 5, just about 3 weeks after Ch. 17 WBUF-TV (Vol. 9:34)
and goes on regular commercial schedule Sept. 14. It's joint project of banker Chas.
Diebold, heating-refrigeration contractor Joseph Davis and attorney Vincent Gaughan.
Roger M. Baker, ex-WKBW mgr., is gen. mgr. & Robert Tryon, ex-KSCJ-TV, Pueblo, Colo,
is chief engineer.
Equipment is RCA.
Base rate is $350.
Rep is Bolling.
WATR-TV, Waterbury, Conn
(Ch. 53), managed for veteran broadcaster Harold
Thomas by Sam Elman, began testing RCA equipment Sept. 4, about month later than
its last reported target.
It will get ABC & DuMont service from New York via own
microwave relay at Oxford, Conn.
Base rate is $200.
Rep is Rambeau.
WCHA-TV Chambersburg. Pa (Ch. 46) put on first test patterns Sept. 3,
second uhf project of John S. Booth-C. M. Cassell team who started WTVE, Elmira,
N.Y. (Ch. 24) in June.
Mr. Booth is gen. mgr.
National rate card has base Class A
rate of $120, local card quotes $80.
Network is DuMont. Equipment is RCA. Antenna
on nearby Snowy Mt. is 1314 ft. above average terrain.
Forjoe is rep.
WNOK-TV Columbia, S.C. (Ch. 67 ), second to get new 5-kw DuMont uhf transmitter using Eimac klystron, started out immediately on commercial schedule Sept. 1
and is now operating on daily 2-11 p.m. schedule.
It’s already interconnected for
CBS & DuMont service, starts with $200 base rate. Reception reports exceeded 70 mi.
on first night of operation from 500-ft. tower giving antenna 624-ft. height above
av. terrain, reports program director David Campbell.
H. Moody McElveen Jr. is gen.
mgr., W.C. Bochman, national sales mgr.
Rep is Raymer.
WT AO-TV, Cambridge, Mass
(Ch. 56), first uhf in Boston area, began testing
Aug. 31, will shortly go commercial under general managership of Frederic S. Bailey,
with ex-WKNB-TV program supervisor Theodore B. Pitman Jr. as asst. RCA equipment is
used with studios & transmitter on Zion Mt., Woburn, Mass., antenna 629-ft. above
Station is controlled by Harvey Radio Laboratories Inc., electronics
sea level.
manufacturer (Frank Lyman Jr. No rate card has yet been released nor rep announced.
WIRK-TV. West Palm Beach, Fla
(Ch. 21) went on test patterns Aug. 31 and
goes commercial Sept. 13, claiming "first time residents of the rich Palm Beaches
saw a clear sharp TV picture in their homes." RCA transmitter with antenna atop
downtown Harvey Bldg, gives radiation from 248 ft. above ground.
Joseph S. Field
Jr. is pres., with Arthur S. Gray, ex-WTVJ national sales mgr., as operations mgr.
ABC network was announced, along with base rate of $150.
Weed is rep.
WM AZ-TV. Macon, Ga
(Ch. 13), technically allocated to tiny Warner Robins,
began testing Aug. 29, begins regular programming Sept. 27, affiliated with
Ga.
Wilton E. Cobb is gen. mgr. Herman Hatton, director of TV operaCBS and DuMont.
Station's chief engineer George P.
tions Norman Gray director of production.
Rankin Jr. is pres, of grantee corporation (71% owner) Frank "Red Cross" Crowther,
commercial mgr.
Equipment is DuMont. Base rate is $200. Rep is Katz.
WENS, Pittsburgh (Ch. 16), city's third station and second uhf (first having
been Ch. 53 WKJF-TV, which first tested July 14), began commercial operation Aug. 29
First commercial program was Pirates-Cardinals
after initial test pattern Aug. 25.
game from Forbes Field, first of baseball "test" series (Vol. 9:33).
Station is
sold out nightly from 7 :30-midnight reports managing partner Larry Israel, who with
A.D. Faust (also ex-WDTV) owns 5% of project backed by attorney Tom Johnson, chief
Transmitter is 12-kw GE. Base
owner of Pirates (45%) and Tom Rea, steelman (45%).
Rep is Petry.
rate is $300, with CBS & ABC service.
&
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4 CPs, 'PROFIT' DEALS PROMPT DISSENT:
Some of most elaborate deals to date produced
Providenc e Waterloo, la . & Bay City, Mich .
in Des Moines
4 vhf CPs this week
Amount of money involved in some of them stirred dissent from Comr. Bartley who is
generally a hands-off-industry man. Disagreeing with the rest of Commission in Des

—

,

,

,

Moines and Providence cases, he said:
"
Where I differ with the other commissioners is in their belief that we will
be able to keep the situation from getting out of hand by curbing possible abuses

,

3

on a case-to-case basis, without establishing a firm policy of drawing the line in
Here's what disturbed him ;
'drop-out' cases at the 'no-profit' point."
12
applicants
WPRO, Greater Providence Bcstg.
the 3 Ch.
In Providence
will form Cherry & Webb TV Bcstg. Co
owned 55% by WPRO,
Co. & Hope Bcstg. Co.
Greater Providence stockholders Charles G.
25% by Hope, 20% by Greater Providence.
Taylor and Robert T. Engles have 12-month option to buy 13% of new corporation from
But if WPRO and Hope cancel option (possible after 7 months have
WPRO and Hope.
passed), they'll pay Taylor and Engles $205,500. Stockholders of Greater Providence
FCC granted
also get total of $12,500 yearly, for 5 years, for personal services.
Ch. 12 to WPRO pending its action on the agreements.
,

—

—

.

,

WHO got Ch. 13 CP, paying competing KIOA $25,000 for out-ofIf FCC doesn't permit KIOA
pocket expenses and giving it option to buy 40% of CP.
to exercise option, WHO will pay it $75,000.
KWWL obtained Ch. 7 grant after KXEL dropped out under these
In Waterloo
conditions: KWWL bought 500-ft. tower from KXEL for $25,000, leased KXEL studiotransmitter space for $25,000, settled litigation (Vol. 9:28) by paying $50,000 to
Comr. Bartley didn't dissent in this case.
KXEL.
WGRO and WSAM formed
In Bay City WBCM, WGRO & WSAM got together on Ch. 5.
WBCM has option
2/3 owned by former, 1/3 by latter.
new North Eastern Mich. Corp
Bartley entered no objection.
to buy 40% for $120,000.
KCNA-TV, Tucson (Ch. 9).
Week also produced another vhf CP cancellation
That makes 3 vhf, 10 uhf post-freeze grants surrendered thus far (see Vol. 9:34 for
Three more hearings were set this week, to start Oct. 2: Sioux City, la.,
others).
Ch. 4; Cleveland, 0., Ch. 19; Cincinnati, 0., Ch. 74.
In Des Moines

,

,

,

.

,

—

First allocation changes requiring channel amendments by applicants were
finalized by FCC this week. Acting on proposal of John F. Easley, Ardmore, Okla.
Commission dropped its proposal affecting Elk City and Ada, Okla. came up with this
parlay: Add Ch. 10 to Ada; substitute Ch. 11 for 10 at Ft. Worth, Ch. 10 for 11 at
Waco, 26 for 12 at Elk City.
further details about foregoing actions, see Addenda 17-1 herewith; for
f For
complete data on all applications, see TV Factbook No. 17 with Addenda to date.]
,

INTENSE STRUGGLE FOR COLOR PRE-EMINENCE: Fierce back-of-the-scenes jockeying on
and no one reveals much.
color among manufacturers and networks is getting fiercer
Hottest focal point is probably tri-color receiving tube
RCA has had lead
planning,
is
determined
to
maintain
and
it.
production
RCA
in tube
makes no secret
but won't tell how many it has or present
of fact it has been stockpiling tubes
production rate. How about sizes larger than the 15-in. envelope, which produces
"Plans are not frozen," is all RCA topkicks will say.
14-in. picture?
Chromatic TV Labs Paramount Pictures affiliate which has been developing
Lawrence tube, says it has been continuing discussions with "large tube and set manufacturers," looking towards construction and use of tube. Chromatic president Richard Hodgson insists tube makers should be able to produce Lawrence tube to sell
to set makers at " less than $100
compared with about $250 for the RCA tube."
Hodgson reports additional developments of tube still 22-in. and 1-gun,
including a technique for applying color-difference and luminance signals directly
to gun without decoding.
This, he says, produces complete uniformity of grey scale,
eliminates several tubes in receiver. Method will be demonstrated shortly.
Then there was note in columnist Drew Pearson's newsletter Aug. 29, stating
that " CBS has privately developed a sensational new color electronic tube which can
whittle down RCA's lucrative monopoly and royalty arrangement in the TV field." CBS,
which owns tube-maker Hytron merely says "No comment."
Common speculation is that
Hytron and/or GE may take license to produce Lawrence tube, perhaps 3-gun version.
With all this to-do in the labs there are bound to be some sleepers
There
always are when there's so much at stake.
On the station equipment side RCA has lead which may be even more difficult
to cut down.
Of the big equipment makers, only GE has announced plans to make sta-

—

.

—

,

—

,

,

,

,

.

4

tion gear. Unconfirmed rumor has it that CBS also plans to make station equipment
Until this week, as far as we know, little Telechrome Inc. has been the only other
outfit producting station equipment (Vol. 9:31).
This week, it develops that the
Wickes Engineering & Construction Co ., 12th & Ferry Sts., Camden, N.J., has been
quietly producing special color equipment.
Sparkplug on color at Wickes is engineering v.p. John Million ex-RCA color
engineer.
Primarily a military electronics manufacturer, Wickes has completed over
$30,000,000 worth of military contracts, has backlog of $6,000,000 new. Most of its
color work has been for one big company on custom basis.
It makes bar generators,
color coders, vector display equipment for signal certification, dot generators.
Due soon is portable test unit for color sets
for which big demand is seen.
.

,

—

*

*

*

*

How about AT&T ? Will it be able to relay color to affiliates everywhere?
A qualified "yes " is given by AT&T spokesmen.
Says one: "We expect to do about the
same sort of job for color as we did for black-&-white. "
Such performance would be
quite good, since AT&T hasn't often lagged far behind orders for service.
AT&T says
rate of expansion depends on networks' demands.
We asked whether AT&T could put color coast-to-coast by Jan. 1 and answer
This also means that intermediate stations along microwave route
was affirmative
plus many feeding off route (as well as other microwave routes), could get color
Whether such stations could also telecast the color, once they got it, designals
pends on their acquisition of color rebroadcasting equipment.
A modest number of stations in the biggest cities should be able to telecast
color by Jan. 1, according to manufacturers and networks.
It's said group will
certainly include New York Chicago Los Angeles Philadelphia Washington
Those
stations now served by the 2.7-mc cable will have to wait longer for color service,
How much longer? AT&T won't guess,
generally, since cable needs extra equipment.
says it depends on networks' orders.
NBC and CBS are stoking color fires meanwhile, among their affiliates and
scheduling demonstrations clinics etc.
sponsors
NBC's much heralded Kukla,
Fran & Ollie opera in color Aug. 30 (Vol. 9:35) produced customary raves from newsmen who monitored program on color sets. We saw it
and it was good.
,

.

,

.
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,
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*

*
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FCC received only a few comments so far on its proposal to adopt compatible
NTSC, for one, is making quite a ceremony of its
system, but deadline is Sept. 8 .
Chairman W.R.G. Baker, to accompaniment of flashbulbs, will
filing on that date.
hand FCC chairman Rosel Hyde 16 documents weighing 50 lbs., after which Dr. Baker
will go to Statler Hotel for press luncheon.
Those filing recently were Admiral, Hazeltine and one Howard H. Wixon of
Admiral told FCC it had participated wholeheartedly in NTSC,
Chicago (see p. 8).
It also said that its chief engineer Robert Jones and his
endorsed its findings.
staff have devoted practically all their time during last 3 years to color experiments at Palo Alto, Cal. laboratories.
Hazeltine outlined its work with NTSC described its contributions, included
description of compatible standards in best non-technical language we've seen yet.
,

TV bow as an ex-president
on premiere of NBC-TV’s
Excursion, unsponsored weekly youth series produced by
Harry Truman makes

Sept.

20

in

first

10-min. address

Ford Foundation (3:30-4 p.m.). Speaking live from his
Kansas City office, he will discuss Point 4 program, will

was represented in
Kagran Corp., New
York, program packagers ( Howdy Doody, Johnny Jupiter,
be paid $8000 for single appearance,
negotiations by Martin Stone, pres, of

Ford Foundation also revealed that negotiations
put ex-President Hoover on subsequent program are
under way.
etc.).

to

Transcript of low-budget TV station operation symposium, conducted by NARTB at April convention in Los
Angeles, now available from NARTB.

Exception to new priorities for hearings, under “mani(Vol. 9:34), is requested by Westinghouse (KDKA), Ch. 11 Pittsburgh applicant. It told
FCC that under old priorities it probably would have been
set for hearing shortly but that new priorities would delay
It also notes that Pittsburgh
its hearing at least 2 years.
has had only one station until recently and that Philadelphia, Detroit and Baltimore, which have had 3 stations
each for years, have been set for hearings starting Sept. 24.
fest injustice” clause

Adlai Stevenson’s report on his world tour will be
NBC-TV hookup Sept. 15, with time
donated by network as public service. In addition, more
stations of all networks will carry it live
than 500
(9:30-10 p.m. CDT).
carried on 70-station

AM

5
Telecasting Notes: One station throwing down gauntlet to newspapers on comparative costs, one newspaper reviving old argument about charging for program listings,
were very much in trade news this week. That TV reaches
more people than newspapers at half the cost, is thesis of
22-p. study Newspapers vs. Television prepared by WOAITV’s commercial mgr. Edward V. Cheviot ( ex-San Antonio
Light) and promotion mgr. Morton E. Grossman (exWashington Post) for San Antonio retailers
Major
.

.

.

points in WOAI-TV study: (1) Station can reach 1000
people at half cost of any one of 3 local newspapers for
same number. (2) Station reaches 38% more audience

than newspaper with biggest circulation, 92% more than
2nd newspaper, 112% more than third.
(3) Half hour
Oklacosts less than 1200-line ad in any local paper
homa City Daily Oklahoman, which owns WKY-TV &
WKY, now charging own stations for printing daily pro.

.

.

gram

logs, and demanding national rate (75<* a line) from
Local stations, complaining bitterly,
other stations.
claim listings are news, saying charges against newsNewspaper
paper’s own stations are mere bookkeeping.
carried statement on radio page Aug. 21 headed “Radio
Stations Are Commercial Enterprises, Too” and using old
argument that they’re operated for profit and should pay
for space
Sign of times:
announces in Hollywood this week that it will make only 18 pictures between
now and next July, a reduction of 50% in its average annual production; it’s going in for the “qualitative” presumably leaving “quantitative” production for TV outlets,
Movie business “can’t afford to stay
a definite trend
out of TV,” said Herbert Yates, pres, of Republic Pictures
in policy statement Sept. 3 paving way for Republic’s entrance in full-scale distribution and production of films for
all

.

.

MGM

.

—

.

.

.

Network Accounts:
gramming was

Something new

disclosed this

in

network pro-

week when Kraft announced

would sponsor a second Kraft Television Theatre on
starting Sept. 15, Thu. 9:30-10:30 p.m., thru J.
Walter Thompson, while continuing to sponsor program
by same name on NBC-TV, Wed. 9-10 p.m. Each series
will have separate production staffs and will present different plays.
It’s estimated 104 shows planned will init

ABC-TV,

Five new
volve outlay of $8,000,000 in time & talent .
sponsors sign for participations on NBC-TV’s 7-9 a.m.
Today: Capital Airlines, 39 partic., thru Lewis Edward
Ryan; Standard Packaging Corp. (bottle caps), 13 partic.,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Mutual’s new option-time plan for

affiliates goes into
under which it delivers 14 hours weekly of
big-name unsponsored programs for local or national spot
sales for which network receives no payment. In exchange,
maximum network option time is reduced from 9 to 5
hours daily, which all contracting affiliates must carry but
for which stations receive no payment. New option times:
Mon.-thru-Fri. 8:45-9 a.m. & 11 a.m-12:30 p.m., 2-3, 5-6,

effect Oct. 1,

7:30-8:30, 9-9:16 p.m.; Sat., 11:30 a. in. -12:30 p.m.

7:30-8:30 p.m.; Sun.. 9-11:30 a.m.
4-5, 5:30-6 p.m.
5-6,

&

He was mum on

prosper.”

&

TV
TV exclusively
of Screen Directors Guild’s 740 active members, taking up slack in movie employment, and provides
.

.

.

40%

employs

$2,000,000 of Guild membership’s $12,000,000 annual income, reports SPG pres. George Sidney, who commented:
“If it weren’t for TV we’d really be in trouble”
Testing film re-run value, NBC flagship
next week
starts setting aside 7-7:30 p.m. 3 times a week for second
.

.

.

WNBT

runs of first-rate film properties, under local sponsorships;
mgr. Ernest de la Ossa says object is to build demand for
7-7:30 slot similar to 10:30-11 period, with prize-winning
Victory at Sea scheduled for next week’s repeat
Butler
U’s School of Religion, working with Broadcasting & Film
Council of National Council of Churches, conducting
2-week training course for 28 churchmen in TV-radio techniques, using Indianapolis’ WFBM-TV &
as workshop
Cal Kuhl’s Lux Video Theatre has moved lock,
stock and crew of 10 from N. Y. to Hollywood, began this
week producing live in CBS’s big Television Center
Bob & Ray (Bob Elliott & Ray Goulding) have gone from
NBC to ABC under contract, will first occupy 7-7:15 p.m.
WKAB-TV, Mobile,
weekdays on WABC-TV, N. Y.
Ala. (Ch. 48), now on full power, has expanded daily
schedule to start at noon and run to midnight
WDSUTV, New Orleans, has released Rate Card No. 7 effective
Oct. 1, raising Class A base rate from $500 to $600, oneCBS-TV fall promotion cammin. fi om $110 to $130
paign was launched this week with mailing of 24-p.
brochure, Eye Opener, to affiliates, clients and agencies.
.

.

.

WFBM

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

.

.

.

Argument for maximum vhf powers with 2000 ft.
above average terrain in Zone I instead of present 1000-ft.
limit is supported by 111-page engineering study by A.
Earl Cullum firm which concludes: (1) For Ch. 2-6, area
within Grade B contours would be 89% greater with 2000
ft. than with 500 ft.
(2) For Ch. 7-13, area would be 109%
(3) Throughout service areas, field intensity
would be 12-26 db higher with 2000 ft. than with 500 ft.

greater.
In

says, “An increase in field intensity
allows additional population to receive

summary, report

at any

location

satisfactory

service,

results

in

an improvement

in

the

quality of service provided, and lessens the requirements
for receiving antennas.”

A

$5,000,000 plan to recoup radio leadership will be

presented to
17.

As

NBC

Radio

affiliates

meeting in Chicago Sept.
Ted Cott to affiliates

outlined by operations v.p.

committee

in closed session

include 28

new

Sept.

1,

top-flight sustainers,

programming plans

many

featuring top

show business names. They include Laurence Olivier
drama series, James Stewart western adventure, Jessica
Tandy & Hume Cronyn situation comedy, Robert Montgomery Radio Playhouse, 2-hour Sunday “newspaper of
the air” series, new Gertrude Berg situation comedy, new
Fibber McGee & Molly show, possibly Frank Sinatra.
WVEC-TV, Hampton-Norfolk (Ch. 15), now testing,
which becomes primary NBC-TV outlet Sept. 19, won parttime NBC affiliation for its radio adjunct this week when
network agreed to duplicate programs after 6 p.m. on

WVEC, Hampton

(250-w independent on 1490 kc) with re-

WAVY,

cently-signed

from WSAP).

Portsmouth

Having

lost

WTAR

(call

letters

affiliation,

WAVY

changed

NBC-Radio

signed
(5-kw on 1350 kc) but decided to add
nighttime because of WAVY’s night directional.

Wm.

2-3,

1:30-2, 3-3:30,

prospects for release of Re-

public’s theatrical film backlog to

.

thru C. Wendel Muench & Co.; Congoleum-Nairn (floor
coverings), 13 partic., thru McCann-Erickson; PrinceGardner Co. (billfolds), 12 partic., thru Grey Adv.;
Crowell-Collier Publishing Co., 4 partic., thru Kudner
Pan-American World Airways to be alt. week sponsor of
Meet the Press, on NBC-TV, starting Jan. 3, Sun. 6-6:30
p.m., thru J. Walter Thompson
S.O.S. Co. (cleanser)
buys Tue. & Thu. portion of Hawkins Falls, U.S.A. on
NBC-TV, starting Sept. 15, Mon.-thru-Fri. 11-11:15 a.m.,
Tappan Ranges buys 3:30-3:45
thru McCann-Erickson
portion of Bob Crosby Show, on CBS-TV, starting Sept.
10, Tue. & Thu., thru Kethum, MacLeod & Grove.
.

TV. Head of first major studio to go “whole hog” into TV,
Yates said movies and TV “must find a common ground
to serve the public at large; they must live together and

with

J.

offices

Wagner, operator of
in

staff as officer in

Seattle,

WVEC

6 radio stations in Alaska,
appointed to territorial defense

charge of radio broadcasting.
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ENERAL ELECTRIC

G

shipped 12-kw transmitter this
Polan Industries’ WUTV, Youngstown, 0.
(Ch. 21), which is aiming to get on air in about month
(Vol. 9:35). Week’s new GE orders included 5-kw transmitter for KRGV-TV, Weslaco, Tex. (Ch. 5), to be shipped
by Oct. 12, and 20-kw for WSLI-TV, Jackson, Miss. (Ch.
12), for shipment Nov. 12.
Only new transmitter shipments this week reported by
RCA were destined for WBTM-TV, Danville, Va. (Ch. 24);
WECT, Elmira, N. Y. (Ch. 18). DuMont reported no
new shipments or orders this week, but verified Sept. 7 as
shipment date for Ch. 10 transmitter for time-sharing
KOY-TV & KOOL-TV, Phoenix, and said it would shortly
announce new 5-kw uhf transmitter orders and possible
delivery dates. Its next 1-kw uhf are due to go out Sept.
15 to KNUZ-TV, Houston (Ch. 39), and Oct. 1 to WNOW-

week

to

TV, York Pa. (Ch. 49).
*

*

*

In our continuing survey of

*

upcoming new

stations,

these were reports received this week:

KFIA, Anchorage, Alaska (Ch. 2), should be ready
about Nov. 1 and KFIF, Fairbanks (Ch. 2), by Jan. 15,
reports Keith Kiggins, ex-ABC v.p. and co-grantee with
Richard R. Rollins, onetime radio station owner, ex-Des
Moines banker, now a director of Solar Aircraft Co. Operating as Kiggins & Rollins, 841 Turquoise St., San Diego,
they’re planning first TV stations in what Kiggins calls
“boom cities whose populations are pyramiding faster than
they can be recorded.” Both stations will be locally staffed,
so far as possible, and this month James Duncan, exWBKB, Chicago, KTLA, Los Angeles, and KFMB-TV,
San Diego, will move to Anchorage to make his home and
be gen. mgr. of both stations. Bill Williams, ex-KFMBsupervise construction and engineering.
Comtransmitters built in San Diego are due to be
shipped, along with RCA antennas.
Reps have not yet
been designated.

TV,

will

posite

WCSH-TV, Portland, Me. (Ch. 6), has moved forward
starting date to Dec. 1 as result of discussions with
RCA and local contractor which managing director Wm.
H. Rines reports makes it possible to be “completely real-

its

Weed will be rep.
KFEQ-TV, St. Joseph, Mo.

istic.”

(Ch. 2), has had RCA
transmitter since June but has been proceeding slowly.
It now aims for Sept. 27 commercial debut, its 810-ft.
Lehigh tower being up and RCA studio equipment all on

hand

in

new

5% -acre

50x80-ft.

brick studio-transmitter building

Veteran broadcaster Barton Pitts is
gen. mgr.; J. Wesley Koch, chief engineer; Glenn Griswold,
commercial mgr.; Carleton Schirmer, program & film mgr.;
J. Ted Branson, promotion mgr.; Wally Johnson, production mgr. Headley-Reed is rep.
KZTV, Reno (Ch. 8), Nevada’s second outlet, is aiming for Sept. 8 test patterns, plans to go on 4:30-11 p.m.
schedule about Sept. 15, affiliates with CBS (kine) and
will have working arrangements with other networks, reports gen. mgr. Harry Huey, handling station for controlling Donald W. Reynolds newspaper-radio interests of
Arkansas. State’s first was KLAS-TV, Las Vegas (Ch.
8), which began July 8 (Vol. 9:29). KZTV chief engineer
program director Louis Zegerman.
is Curtis I. Kring,
Pearson is rep.
KERO-TV, Bakersfield, Cal. (Ch. 10), with DuMont
transmitter and antenna and Motorola microwave unit
shipped via motor express this week, plans test patterns
approximately Sept. 20 and commercial programs with
on

site.

CBS affiliation Sept. 26, reports pres. Gene DeYoung. It’s
promoting fact it will be only vhf in San Joaquin Valley,
and that its transmitter location atop 7600-ft. Breckenridge Mt. is highest on Pacific Coast. Base rate will be
$200. Rep is Avery-Knodel.

KTVA,

Anchorage, Alaska (Ch. 11) has ordered DuGE antenna and studio equipment and,
though construction hasn’t started yet, proposes to get on
air about Dec. 15, reports pres. A. G. Herbert. Tower and
antenna will be atop 14-story Mt. McKinley apartment
building, whose first floor will house studios and transmitting equipment.
Mr. Herbert resigned recently as
mgr. of radio KENI, Anchorage, along with chief engineer
Jack Walden, to launch new project.
WJHL-TV, Johnson City, Tenn. (Ch. 11), which has
planned to test with GE transmitter by mid-Aug., has
completely discarded present TV tower, is having it replaced, now figures on start some time in Oct., reports
mgr. Hanes Lancaster Jr. It has published rate card with
$200 base, will be represented by Pearson.
KIVA, Yuma, Ariz. (Ch. 11), last promised in Aug.,
is about 30% ready and, with DuMont transmitter on
hand and tower due to be completed by Sept. 20, should
begin test patterns before Oct. 1, reports gen. mgr. Walter
Stiles, ex-Boston consulting engineer, who built KOPO-TV,
Tucson. W. S. Grant will be rep.
WTOK-TV, Meridian, Miss. (Ch. 11), is due to test
Sept. 9, connects will all 4 networks Sept. 27
DuMont
equipment having been shipped Aug. 27. Headley-Reed

Mont transmitter,

—

will be rep.

WSJS-TV, Winston-Salem, N.

C. (Ch. 12), two-thirds
publisher-broadcaster Gordon Gray, exSecy. of the Army, now pres, of U of North Carolina,
one-third by former film star Mary Pickford Rogers result of merger for quick grant (Vol. 9:28)
will have its
GE transmitter on air week ahead of World Series, when
it proposes to debut commercially.
That’s Sept. 30, and
v.p. & gen. mgr. Harold Essex reports he will have separate program and sales staffs for TV and radio, with
Robert C. Estes detailed as program mgr.; Harry B. Shaw,
sales mgr.; Phil Hedrick, operations mgr. Base rate will
be $400.
Rep is Headley-Reed.
New Sweetwater, Tex. Ch. 12 grantee, W. D. (Dub)
Rogers, operator of KDUB-TV, Lubbock, Tex., has ordered
DuMont equipment but has no call letters, target date or
construction plans yet, will appoint Avery-Knodel as rep.
WTAP, Parkersburg, W. Va. (Ch. 15), should get test
patterns on air last week in Sept., following erection of
tower scheduled to start Sept. 14, reports mgr. T. A.
Eiland. Transmitter building is virtually completed, RCA
transmitter on hand, and studio building will take about
3 weeks to complete.
Station is 42.5% owned by Howard
L. Chernoff, mgr. of KFMB-TV, San Diego, has James F.
Cox as sales mgr.; Don Painter, program mgr.; George W.
DeBlieux, chief engineer. Base rate will be $150. Forjoe

owned by

local

—

is

—

rep.

WECT, Elmira, N. Y. (Ch. 18), has switched to RCA
equipment, now plans to begin tests between Sept. 15-25,
and has published 2 rate cards national fixing base hour

—

It will program from Sept. 29,
at $150, local at $110.
reports gen. mgr. Walter A. Valerius.
Station is 51%

owned by Corning Leader, 49% by Elmira Star-Gazette
(Gannett). Rep is Everett-McKinney.

WICS, Springfield, 111. (Ch. 20), should be ready to
go on tests by Sept. 15 with RCA equipment and is aiming for commercial start about Oct. 1 with $200 base
rate.
It affiliates with all 4 networks, expects interconnections by Oct. 1.
Station is one-third owned by Harry &
Elmer Balaban, Chicago theatremen who also are half
owners of WTVO, Rockford, 111. (Ch. 39), and controlled
by the Scheftel-Burger theatrical interests who operate
WFTV, Duluth, Minn. (Ch. 38), and hold CPs for KETV,
Little Rock, Ark. and KCTV, Sioux City, la.
Milton D.
Friedland is mgr.; James K. Harelson, ex-WBKB &
WBBM-TV, Chicago, program mgr.; Basil O’Hagan, ex-

WBKZ-TV,
Young

is

Battle Creek, Mich., chief engineer.

rep.

Adam

7

KCEB, Tulsa, Okla. (Ch. 23), broke ground for new
plant Aug. 21 and, with RCA transmitter delivered, has
fixed Oct. 15 as target for first test patterns and Oct. 31
Project is backed by oilman Elfred Beck,
for programs.
with N. Ray Kelly as gen. mgr.; he’s ex-NBC mgr. of
eastern div. program production, was later film div. director and then a consultant with Noran Kersta, now mgr.
Elaborate studio
of WFTL-TV, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
structure

is

described

as

“America’s

finest

and

most

Personal Notes: Edward Lamb, owner of WICU, Erie,
grantee of CP for WMAC-TV, Massillon, and proposed
purchaser of assets of WTVQ, Pittsburgh, also publisher
of Erie Dispatch, appointed to advisory committee of Democratic National Committee and reported by AP Sept. 3 as
under consideration as next treasurer
Benito Gaguine,
FCC examiner and former asst, to Comr. Rosel Hyde, becomes partner in firm of Fly, Shuebruk, Blume & Gaguine,
Don Fedderson has resigned as gen. mgr. of
Sept. 9
KLAC-TV & KLAC, Los Angeles, succeeded by Mortimer
Hall, son of owner Mrs. Dorothy Schiff Sonneborn; Fedderson is opening Beverly Hills offices to handle package
shows, continuing an old affiliation with Guild Films
John K. Herbert, NBC-TV sales v.p., elected to NBC boaixl
of directors taking the place of ex-pres. Frank White
Lowell E. Jackson resigns as sales mgr. of ABC central
.

.

modern

TV program

plant.”

KETV, Little Rock, Ark. (Ch. 23), won’t make previously announced Sept. 15 starting date, has set no definite target, but gen. mgr. Ross B. Baker reports it’s workStation is one of uhf
group launched by theatremen Herbert Scheftel and Alfred Burger. Rep will be Adam Young.
ing to get on within 60-90 days.

WMAC-TV, Massillon, 0. (Ch. 23), an Edward Lamb
GE equipment but has postponed probable

project, has

starting date to mid-Oct., pending modification of
transmitter site necessitated by CAA requirements.

CP

for

James

Bushman has been named

sales representative, $200 base
Petry will be rep.
WJRE, Indianapolis (Ch. 26), has ordered RCA equipment but is holding construction in abeyance pending final
appearance before local zoning board, scheduled Sept. 14,
reports grantee John L. Ramp, auto dealer and owner of
radio WBAT, Marion, Ind. No rep has yet been chosen.
WMIL-TV, Milwaukee (Ch. 31), has ordered GE
equipment, will be on air between Dec. 15-31, reports
gen. mgr. Jerome Sill. National rep not yet chosen.
WACH-TV, Newport News-Norfolk, Va. (Ch. 33), is
definitely slated to get test patterns on air Sept. 15, begins programs Oct. 1, reports gen. mgr. Frederic F.
It’s second uhf to test in area, WVEC-TV, (Ch.
Clair.
15) having started testing Aug. 15 and due to become basic
NBC outlet Sept. 19. Federal transmitter is going in,
351-ft. antenna up, $200 base rate set.
Avery-Knodel will

rate has been set.

be rep.

within 30 days, plans Nov. 1 tests, Dec. 1 programming,
according to gen. mgr. Tom Gilchrist.
Owner Jacksonville Journal Co. (Perry Newspapers) was one of 16 that
turned in pre-freeze CP (Vol. 9:34). Rep will be John H.
Perry Assoc.
WKNE-TV, Keene, N. H. (Ch. 45), has ordered RCA
equipment, affiliated with NBC, but pending approval of
new transmitter site isn’t aiming to get on air before Jan.
Meeker will be rep.
1, 1954, reports pres. Joseph K. Close.

WMEV-TV,

Marion, Va. (Ch. 50) controlled by executives of local Lincoln Industries, furniture manufacturers
and TV cabinet makers, is negotiating for Federal equipment but hasn’t yet decided on target date, reports v.p.
Robert C. Wolfenden.
Donald Cooke will be rep.
WRAY-TV, Princeton, Ind. (Ch. 52), has switched to
RCA equipment, plans north-south directional antenna to
get Grade A signal into Evansville and Vincennes, has
target date of Oct. 1-15, reports gen. mgr. Robert L.
Epstein, successor to Bryan Davidson, resigned.
Mr.
Epstein is v.p. and part owner of new So. Indiana TeleCasting Inc., headed by M. R. Lankford, farm & hatchery
operator. No rep yet announced.
WBCK-TV, Battle Creek, Mich. (Ch. 58), awaiting
DuMont equipment, has changed target date to Dec., reports E. F. Cahill, program mgr. Headley-Reed will be rep.

Power increases:

,

GE

this

week shipped 35-kw ampli-

KING-TV, Seattle (Ch. 2) and 1-kw uhf transmitter
KRTV, Little Rock, Ark. (Ch. 17), which has been oper-

fier to

to

ating with
mitter to

100-watt driver.
RCA shipped 10-kw transRochester, Minn. (Ch. 10).

KROC-TV,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Sept. 15 to become sales mgr. of new WAKR-TV,
Akron
Roht. H. Boulware, ex-WSAI commercial mgr.,
named mgr. of WLWT, Cincinnati
Carl Haverlin, BMI
pres, and a noted Lincoln scholar, awarded honorary degree by Lincoln College (111.) at Sept. 1 ceremonies addressed by former “Veep” Alben Barkley and broadcast
via WBBM, Chicago, and other midwest stations
B.
div.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Lowell Jacobsen, ex-RCA Victor home instrument dept,
Frank
personnel mgr., named NBC personnel director
D. Rubel, ex-WTVJ, Miami, named gen. mgr. of newly
granted Ch. 9 station in Cedar Rapids, la., whose prime
movers include Iowa theatreman Myron N. Blank and
Cedar Rapids Gazette; it’s due on air before end of year
Robert B. Owens Jr., ex-Young & Rubicam (General
Foods accounts) named v.p. & chairman of plans board,
Maurice Morton promoted to
Robert W. Orr & Assoc.
.

.

.

.

.

CBS-TV, Hollywood

.

.

.

.

.

.

director of business affairs,

.

Wm.

WABC

A. Berns resigns as program mgr. of
to become
news & special events mgr.,
& WNBC, N. Y.
Stanley Sievers new chief of technical operations, KKTV,
Colorado Springs; L. V. Hostetler, ex-WBAP-TV, Ft.
James E. Chubb, exWorth, named production mgr.
March of Time, named film supervisor of KDYL-TV, Salt
Don Moore, ex-Warner Bros, eastern story
Lake City

WNBT
.

.

Jacksonville, Fla. (Ch. 36), has GE equipenroute and construction scheduled for completion

WJHP-TV,
ment

.

.

.

editor,

.

.

.

.

.

.

named head

CBS-TV

of

story, script

&

rights dept.;

Arthur Heinemann, story editor Janet Wood
Riley Gibson,
and asst. Bernice Galland have resigned
ex-KOME (AM), Tulsa, named gen. mgr. of KXO, El
A1 Constant,
Centro, Cal., applicant for Ch. 16 there
ex-KRON-TV, San Francisco, named operations mgr.,
Edward H. Feldman, ex-Biow,
KONA-TV, Honolulu
named head of new commercial dept, of Desilu Productions
Inc. (Desi Arnaz) which is going into film advertising
George Wolf, ex-TV-radio production director, Foote, Cone
& Belding, named TV-radio director, Geyer Adv., N. Y.,
David E. Durston, exsucceeding Norman Blackburn
script editor

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Chicago, named director of TV radio productions,
J. E. (Jake) Hines, exLynn Baker Adv., N. Y.
& WTAM, Cleveland, named gen. mgr. of new
TV-radio dept., R. C. Wellman & Assoc., Cleveland indus-

ABC

.

.

.

WNBK
trial

adv.

agency

.

.

.

Tom Dawson, ex-KTTV, named

Los Angeles office, American ReJerome L. Joss, ex-Olian & Bronner,
of Radio Features Inc., named v.p. of Weiss &

client sei’vice director of

search Bureau
ex.-v.p.

.

.

.

Geller agency, Chicago.
Orville B. Littick, 62, president and gen. mgr. of the
Zanesville Times-Recorder and Signal and 25% stockholder in WHIZ-TV & WHIZ there, died Sept. 2 of a rare
bone disease. His brothers Clay & Arthur also own 25%
each of the stations.

Canadian Assn, of Radio

&

Television Broadcasters

new name adopted by Canadian Assn, of Broadcasters
recognition of advent of privately owned TV stations
Canada.

is

in
in

8

&

Financial
Trade Notes: Sparks-Withington Co. reports net profit of $951,895 ($1.03 a share) after taxes of
$960,000 on sales of $27,577,807 in year ended June 30, up
from $528,293 (560 after $476,000 taxes on $20,621,271
sales preceding year. Profit was highest in last 23 years,
Out-of-court settlement of
reports pres. John J. Smith.

company and 2 ex-officers, which had been
pending in Jackson, Mich. Circuit Court for 2 years, was
Ex-pres. Harry G. Sparks and
also disclosed this week.
Charles J. Kayko, onetime Sparton gen. mgr., had sued in
May 1951 for $135,000 for back salaries and other compensation after they were ousted when stockholders, led
by Smith, then company accountant, gained control of firm.
Sparks-Withington, in countersuit, charged they had diverted company contracts and revenue to Mastick Co. Inc.,
Settlement calls for
in which they had financial intex-est.
Mastick to pay Sparks-Withington $40,000 within 10 days,
and Kayko will receive compromise salai-y settlement.
suits involving

Gabriel Co. reports sales of $11,240,046 for first 6
of 1953, net income of $285,308, compared with
sales of $7,997,494, and loss of $2999 for first half 1952.
For second quarter, sales were $5,623,126, net income $164,-

months

124 (30c a share) vs. $3,945,000 sales, $21,907 loss in same
1952 period. Company is now disposing of undisclosed segments of its business which are showing loss—which “may
result in substantial non-recurring book losses” but will
“materially improve the operating results and capital
structure of the company,” according to pres. John
Briggs.

H.

Dividends: Admiral, regular 25^ quarter payable Sept.
30 to stockholders of record Sept. 15, plus 20% stock dividend payable Oct. 19 to holders Oct. 9, subject to ratification at stockholders meeting Oct. 5; Sparks-Withington,
15^ payable Oct. 1 to holders Sept. 19; Muter Co., 15<^
Sept. 30 to holders Sept. 15; Arvin Industries, 50<!- payable
Sept. 30 to holders Sept. 14; WJR, The Goodwill Station
Inc., lOtf Sept. 16 to holders Sept. 9.

UBSCRIPTION TV

protagonists will gather in Philadelphia for all-day meeting Sept. 17 but pendency
of Congi-essional action appeared to cast a pall over any
prospects for early consideration of subject by FCC.
Sponsors of conference the 4 uhf grantees who petitioned FCC last month for approval of subscription TV
(Vol. 9:32,35)
say they expect 30-40 telecasters and CP
holders to attend meeting in studios of WIP, Ch. 29 grantee
and one of petitioners. Chairman will be Hugh N. Boyd,
gen. mgr. of New Brunswick (N. J.) Home News, permitee

S

—

—

—

WDHN-TV

(Ch. 47).
Morning session, he says, will
be devoted to discussion of “economic factoi's confronting

of

TV broadcasters; of programming and economic problems facing uhf broadcasters in areas where vhf service
is now strongly entrenched
and avenues of relief possible,
should FCC authorize a limited service of subscription TV.”
Afternoon meeting will be addi-essed by Dr. Millard
C. Faught for Zenith’s Phonevision, attoi-ney James M.
Landis for Skiatron Subscribei’-Vision, International Telemeter v.p. Paul McNamara, Madison Sq. Garden Corp.

all

;

exec. v.p. Ned Irish, and additional “prominent sports and
entertainment figures.” RETMA will be represented by
house attorney Wm. L. Reynolds.

There’s considerable feeling that question of fee-TV
FCC to handle, that it should be thrashed out
in Congress.
Pi-oposed legislation by Rep. Hinshaw (RCal.)
to classify subscription TV as “common carrier”
(Vol. 9:31-32), makes it quite likely FCC will withhold
any consideration until Congress at least has had chance
to hold hearings.
Original uhf petitioners for subscription TV, in addiis

too hot for

,

tion to

reorganization, following in wake of recent
consolidation of Crosley and Bendix distributing subsidiaries, merges old Crosley and Bendix divisions into new
Appliance & Electronics Div., with 4 subdivisions, each
headed by gen. mgr., all reporting to v.p. James D. Shouse.

New

subdivisions:

TV-radio,

gen.

mgr.

Leonard

F.

home

appliances, Parker H. Ericksen; govt,
products, C. G. Felix; administration, L. W. Adkins.
Shouse said new organizational setup would give first 3
gen. mgrs. complete control of their product lines while

Cramer;

shifting their administrative tasks to Adkins.

Objecting to NTSC color standards for not-too-clear
reasons, Howai’d H. Wixon, 3657 W. 59th Place, Chicago,
says he has a new and better system. Identifying him-

an inventor with a “record extending back 50 years
in the U. S. Patent Office,” Wixon says his proposal “is
based on a system wherein a single carrier, ordinarily
self as

from the usual picture

carrier, also conbe resolved into a color
picture in something like 5 or more different ways.” Then,
he says, “there is evei'y reason to believe that CBS can
surpass the proposed standard.”

indistinguishable

tains the color quality

which

may

Coronet Television Corp., Walkerville, Ont. (Wm.
Horowitz, pi es.), claiming 100 sets per day production now
-

and announcing

first

line

of own-brand 21-in.

sets

via

skywriters over Canadian National Exposition in Toronto
this week, has arranged to manufacture for Mexican distribution by Industrias Comerciales S.A. Television (M.
Zykofsky, pres.) which later will set up own assembly
Manufacturing for private brands until now, Corolines.
net claims it has sold some 35,000 sets in Canada.

and WIP-TV, are graxitees Stamford-

to begin test patterns Sept. 15.

Aid to educational
stations

New Avco

WDHN-TV

Norwalk TV Corp., Stamford, Conn. (Ch. 27), and WELITV, New Haven, Conn. (Ch. 59). They were joined last
week by WACH-TV, Newpoi't News, Va. (Ch. 33), slated

is

Committee

cited

TV programming

by report of NARTB’s

by commercial

TV

Information

listing 226 hours of educational progi amming
-

by commercial stations at cost of $128,000 during sample
week in May. Titled Facts About TV, pamphlet available
from NARTB on request stresses value of TV in home education, says children are watching TV more frequently
than in 1950, but also are reading more books. Among
other educational TV developments this week: (1) Max F.
Balcom, Sylvania, reappointed chairman of RETMA educational TV committee.
(2) Dr. Kenneth Christiansen, on
leave as TV-radio education chainnan at Stephens College,
Columbia, Mo., appointed to dii’ect 2-year suiwey of possible educational program sources in 14-state ai-ea of South,
under auspices of Southern Regional Conference on Educational TV.

WABD started telecasts of Brooklyn Dodgers’ home
games Sept. 1 after applying for court order to prevent
members of IBEW, striking against WOR-TV, from interfering with originations from Ebbetts Field (Vol. 9:35).
Violence flared on picket line in 3-week strike against
WOR-TV, Mutual’s engineering v.p. Earl M. Johnson and
traffic dept, supervisor Wm. McEvilly being hospitalized when assaulted by 4 pickets outside
bldg,
as they arrived for work Aug. 30. On another labor front,
3-week strike at New York’s radio station
was
settled with average $10 weekly raise to engineers.

WOR

WOR

WEVD

Subscription-TV service in Palm Spring, Cal., via community antenna system, is to start Nov. 1, according to
latest word from International Telemeter Corp.
Oft-delayed beginning, says publicity director Paul
will feature premiere of major feature movie.
is

50% owned by Paramount

Pictuies.

McNamara,
Telemeter

s

wmmmm
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BOA & ZENITH RAISE SOME PRICES, TOO:

It seems pretty academic now to speculate on
possibility of new round of TV price increases. Fact is we're already well into the
RCA Victor frequent bellwether in industry trends, raised prices on 14
new round.
(For
models Sep. 1. And Zenith upped prices by $10 to $30 on 32 models same day.
details of RCA and Zenith price increases, see pp. 10-11).
These added starters must now be fitted into pattern triggered by actions
boost of
of Admiral in raising list prices of 21 models by $20 to $40, and Philco
$10 on four 21-in. models (Vol. 9:30-31).
and nobody
Only Motorola among major manufacturers hasn't raised price s
there was prepared to rule out the possibility that it will be forced to go along
with trend.
Spokesman told us Motorola had no "present plans " to raise TV prices,
but that costs of components and labor have been rising steadily this year.
Hallicraf ters
Other manufacturers were cautious in their comments
Hoffman Radio Packard-Bell and Kaye-Halbert spokesmen all quoted as saying their
Crosley made a vertical price adjustcompanies planned no increases at present.
ment last week, raising prices on 11 TVs, reducing 20 others (Vol. 9:35).
It said increases
RCA price boost took in both low and high ends of line .
were dictated by rising costs of labor and materials but, as did Admiral, added
that discounts to distributors and dealers will also go up as result.
Of equal significance in RCA announcement was fact that it will retain its
current line until next spring
thus ostensibly bringing it into camp of advocates
of one-line-a-year.
Few set makers now are expected to bring out completely new
lines in fall, though occasional models will be added as market conditions dictate.
,

'

—

—

,

,

—

*

*

*

*

Price increases seem aimed at fast-expanding TV market, which finds new
many of them in
stations going on air at clip of at least one a day (see p. 1)
new, untapped areas.
They're still hungry for TV everywhere and the manufacturers,
though wary of how much the traffic will bear, are poised to supply their needs to
the hilt.
Motorola for example, is increasing production by 25-50% in final 3
months of year to take care of increased demand.
Production is now hitting on all six standing at about 4,820,000 through
August
Output through August is highest on record, comparing with 4,004,214 for
first 8 months year ago.
RETMA revised its July output total this week to 316,289,
bringing official 7-month production to 4,150,525; add this figure, plus 524,479
for June, to table on p. 318, TV Factbook No. 17, for official 7-month TV output.)
TV production climbed again
to 166,585 (7154 private label) for week
ended Aug. 28, up from 157,885 preceding week and 150,111 week ended Aug. 14.
It
was year's 34th week, compared with 144,212 in the corresponding week year ago, and
brought August output to approximately 650,000 units.
Radio also shared in boom totaling 239 454 (88,626 private), compared to
254,353 week ended Aug. 21 and 226,608 week before.
It compared to 170,208 in
same week year ago.
It brought month's production to about 950,000 and for year
to about 8,890,000, also a record.
Against these encouraging factors stands spectre of loade d inventorie s.
Industry statisticians estimate about 2,25 0 ,000 TVs were in all pipelines at end
of August (630,000 at factory, estimates RETMA).
How quickly all levels of industry
can clear these stocks may well be key to entire price structure.
One manufacturer,
revealing his m ix is currently 50% table models due to demand for lower-priced units
which he attributed largely to publicity about color
told us he wanted to be
sure his stocks were clean by end of year before making any decision on prices.
He
added that stock carried into January may have to be sold at cut prices.

—

,

,

.

(

—

,

,

—

—
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10 Topics & Trends of TV Trade: “Big business sufferfrom discount distemper.”
That’s how reporter
Francis P. Douglas describes $100,000,000 Washington
TV-radio business in penetrating close-up in Sept. 2 Washington Star after making personal calls on distributors,
dealers, dept, stores and discount houses to ascertain if
Washington’s reputation for price-cutting and back-door
ing

His conclusion It is.
Plenty of dirty pool was seen in making the rounds.
Example: Visiting 2 dealers, dept, store and a discount
house, Douglas found price ranged from $300 to $400 on
same 1953 model 21-in. console which had been advertised
in newspaper; in one of the stores, he was told model
wasn’t available but could be obtained.
Emergence of discount house in Washington market
in last few years has raised hackles of distributors and
dealers alike.
Discount house, which apparently is confined to few highly-saturated markets, is usually small
store crowded with merchandise, most of it in factory cartons.
Usually they don’t advertise, except by word of
mouth, but display window signs that they’ll cut prices
5% below wholesale. They get merchandise from overstocked distributors, resulting in low overhead, another
cause of irritation to dealers “with shiny stores, a fleet of
delivery trucks and elaborate service departments.”
selling is deserved.

:

Bitter internecine warfare between distributors and
Distributors comdealers seethes beneath surface, too.

60%

plain that

of retail business is in hands of group of
downtown who, by controlling

10-block area

dealers in

volume, cut prices indiscriminately on established brands
and dictate trade policies to distributors. Dealers complain that distributors short-circuit normal trade channels
by going directly to discount houses and even to consumers
with promises of saving markups.
Results of sharp competition are constantly evident
Head of one of Washington’s
in the Washington market.
largest retail chains, after splashing alleged “half-price”
sale of DuMont sets in local newspapers, presently faces
action on 2 charges of fraudulent advertising. Big Phillip’s
chain, operating 4 retail stores, recently went into bankruptcy.

Whole problem of distributor-dealer relationships will
be discussed at regional meeting of National Appliance &
Radio-TV Dealers Assn, at Washington’s Shoreham Hotel,
Principal speaker will be Crosley v.p. William
Sept. 15.
A. Blees, whose speech is appropriately titled “Facing the
Evils of the Industry.”
*

*

*

*

Trade Miscellany: Philco kicks off what it boasts is
biggest ad campaign in TV-radio history this week to celebrate 25th anniversary; it runs through Christmas, will
include consecutive double-page 4-color spreads in leading

weekly magazines, as well as TV, radio and newspaper
NARDA TV Blue Book
ads in 200 leading markets
for 1954, listing suggested trade-in values on more than
4000 TV sets produced by 50 manufacturers, plus evaluation of 1954 market, now available at $5 per copy, $3.50 for
2-5 copies, from National Appliance Trade-in Guide Co.,
Chicago area TVs
3132 Fordem Ave., Madison, Wis.
totaled 1,439,693 as of July 31, up 13,297 from preceding
month and 251,274 over July 31, 1952, reports Chicago
Retail TV sales in 24-county area
Electric Assn.
served by Pennsylvania Electric Co. (excluding Philadelphia & Pittsburgh) totaled 24,866 in first 7 months, up
.

.

from 16,892
ton area in

same 1952

in

.

.

.

.

same 1952 period
months totaled

first 7

.

.

.

TV

30,644,

sales in

Washing-

down from

34,500

period, reports Electric Institute of Washington.

Hallicrafters

Canada

CA VICTOR’S

price increases were on 14 models of
32-set line introduced first week in June and supplemented week later (Vol. 9:23-24). Uhf prices remain $30-

$60 higher:
Table Models: Craig, 17-in. ebony metal, increased
from $180 to $190; Barton, 21-in. ebony metal $230-$240;
Cameron, 21-in. maroon metal $240-8250; Blake, 21-ir.. mahogany wood $260-$270, blonde $270-$280.
Consoles: Denham, 17-in. open-face mahogany $270$280, limed oak $285-$295; Hillsdale, 21-in. open-faced mahogany $350-$360; Latham, 21-in. open-face, walnut or
oak $380-$390; Preston, 21-in. half-door mahogany $400$420, limed oak $420-$440; Powell, 21-in. full-door mahogany, cherry or maple $430-$440; Sutton, 21-in. full-door
walnut or oak $430-$440; Chadwick, 21-in. full-door mahogany or walnut $430-$440; Caldwell, 21-in. half-door
mahogany $465-$475, limed oak $485-$495.

Combinations Whitfield, 21-in. mahogany $525-$550,
oak $550-$575; Birchfield, 21-in. mahogany $525-$625.
Unchanged were following: Table Models
Brent,
17-in. maroon metal $200, blonde $210; Bristol, 17-in. mahogany wood $230, blonde $240; Hays, 17-in. mahogany
$260, blonde $275; Bentley, 17-in. mahogany $325, blonde
$340; Dunbar, 21-in. mahogany $350, limed oak $365.
Consoles: Highland, 17-in. open-face mahogany $290,
$300 & $340, limed oak $350; Talbot, 21-in. open-face mahogany $300, blonde $315; Lockwood, 21-in. open-face mahogany $330, blonde $345; Hayward, 21-in. open-face mahogany console $390, limed oak $410; Talmadge, 21-in.
open-face mahogany $395, limed oak $415; Vincennes,
21-in. full-door mahogany, cherry & natural cherry $495;
Bradbury, 21-in. full-door mahogany or walnut $495; Beaumont, 21-in. full-door maple, mahogany or cherry $525;
Copeland, 27-in. full-door mahogany or walnut $700; Longchamps, 27-in. full-door mahogany or maple $750.
Combinations: Lawrence, 21-in. full-door mahogany
$525, oak $550; Montgomery, 21-in. full-door mahogany or
walnut $595; Rutherford, 21-in. full-door mahogany $795.

—

—

Picture tube sales in first 7 months of year totaled
5,831,271 valued at $137,649,617 at factory, compared to
2,623,013 worth $57,323,570 in same 1952 period, reports

RETMA.
of sales.

Ltd., Toronto, started construc-

tion of $400,000 branch plant on 6-acre site northeast of

Toronto, to have daily production of 200

TV

receivers.

Rectangular 20-in. and larger represented 71%
July picture tube sales totaled 634,200 worth

compared to 746,822 at $17,480,475 in June
and 324,143 at $6,847,290 in July 1952.
Receiving tube sales in first 7 months totaled 269,622,417 valued at $183,646,726, compared to 118,128,357 at
$131,036,805 in same 1952 period.
Of sales, 184,082.608
went for new sets, 66,439,944 replacement, 11,766,804 export, 7,333,061 Govt. For July, receiving tube sales totaled
26,462,069 worth $18,243,030, compared to 42,505,685 worth
$29,634,656 in June and 20,944,831 at $14,867,509 in July
$15,155,870,

1952.
*

.

.

.

R

*

*

*

Draft of high-fidelity standards was agreed upon this
week at meeting of RETMA’s high-fidelity equipment section in Chicago, will be submitted for ratification at next
meeting of section in New York, Oct. 14. Proposed minimum “hi-fi” standards: wide-range loudspeakers, minimum range of 60-10,000 cycles per second; tuners, sensitivity on FM, minimum standard of 30db of signal, with 25
microvolts into antenna; amplifiers, minimum frequency
response, plus or minus 3db from 30-15,000 cycles at no
less than 10 watts, with maximum of 5% intermodulation
distortion.
High-fidelity also dominated International
Sight & Sound Exposition at Chicago’s Palmer House,
drawing estimated 14,000 visitors to booths of some 50
exhibitors.
Few new products were exhibited, most having been introduced to trade at parts show in May (Vol.
9:21).

:

::

;

;
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RAISED prices on 32 out of its 49 models,
selecting middle and higher end of line for boosts,
which it attributed to increased cost of parts, material

Z ENITH
and labor.

Dealer discounts will be lengthened as result.

Price changes:

Trade Personals: Wm. L. Dunn, Raytheon, elected
chairman of sales mgr. committee, RETMA
Larry H.
Kline, chairman of RETMA antenna section, promoted to
newly created post of gen. sales & merchandise mgr. of
Gabriel’s Ward Products Div.
F. G. Hickling, veteran
of 43 years with Westinghouse, named asst, to central
district v.p. J. E. Payne, succeeded as Cleveland mgr. by
E. S. Rehagen, ex-St. Louis mgr.
John A. McDougald,
chairman of Avco of Canada Ltd., named a director of parent Avco Mfg. Co.
E. Terry Southard resigns as naRaymond Fox,
tional sales mgr., Columbia Records Inc.
asst, treas. of Stromberg-Carlson, retired Sept. 4 after 24
years with firm
Martin W. Krenske, ex-Standard
Transformer, named asst, sales mgr., Edwin I. Guthman
Co., Chicago
A. L. Champigny promoted to adv. mgr.,
.

Table Models (21-in.): Dale, mahogany wood, increased from $240 to $250; Franklin, mahogany pyroxylin,
$260-$270; Winston, blonde pyroxylin, $270-$280; Clybourn, mahogany wood, $280-$290; Wellington, blonde
wood, $290-$300; Aldrich, mahogany wood, $300-$310;
Robinson, blonde wood, $310-$320.
Consoles (21-in.): Sutton, mahogany wood, $310-$320;
Abbott, blonde wood, $320-$330; Washington, mahogany
wood, $330-$340; Calhoun, blonde oak, $350-$360; Byron,
mahogany wood, $370-$380; Cameron, blonde oak, $390$400; Nightingale, mahogany wood, $450-$470; Mendelssohn, blonde wood, $470-$490; Nocturne, ebony wood,
$480-$500; Patrician, cherry, wood, $490-$520.
Brewster, mahogany wood, $460Consoles (2U-in.)
$480; Bailey, mahogany wood, $500-$525; Todd, blonde
wood, $500-$525; Gibson, mahogany wood, $550-$575; Fulton, blonde wood, $570-$600; Dynasty, ebony, $580-$600.
Consoles (27-in.) Clark, mahogany wood, $595-$625
Drew, blonde oak, $625-$650; Carroll, mahogany wood,
$675-$695; Archer, blonde wood, $695-$725.
Combinations Thornton, 21-in. mahogany wood, $420$430; Barlow, 21-in. blonde oak, $430-$440; Classic. 21-in.
mahogany wood, $550-$580; Rodgers, 21-in. mahogany
wood, $650-680; Wentworth, 21-in. blonde wood, $695-725.
Unchanged were following: Table Models Sargent.
17-in. mahogany pyroxylin, $180; Lexington, 17-in. mahogany pyroxylin, $200; Medallion, 17-in. blonde pyroxylin,
$210; Gladstone, 17-in. mahogany wood, $220; Bancroft,
17-in. blonde wood, $230; Hamilton, 21-in. mahogany wood,
$290; Balboa, 21-in. blonde wood, $300.
Consoles: Mozart, 17-in. mahogany wood, $270; Brent.
17-in. blonde oak, $290; Appleton, 21-in. walnut wood,
$300; Saratoga, 21-in. mahogany wood, $400; Astor, 21-in.
cherry wood, $390: Voltaire, 21-in. blonde wood. $390;
Georgian, 21-in. mahogany wood, $400; Bernhardt, 21-in.

—

cherry wood, $470.
Combinations:

Sutherland, 17-in. mahogany wood,
$470; Carleton. 21-in. walnut wood, $400; Austin, 24-in.
mahogany wood, $795; Barry, 24-in. cherry wood, $850;
Stratosphere, 27-in. cherry wood, $1250.

—

year will be “considerably under 100,000
feel that we’re getting on the ground
There are no real
floor of the air conditioning industry.
giants and leadership can go to anybody who plans his
entry in a correct manner.” Emerson’s announcement followed by week disclosure that Westinghouse will re-enter
air conditioning field next year after 12-year absence, makproduction

first

units,” added

:

“We

.

new

line this fall at Mansfield, O.

RETMA’s

.

.

.

meeting under

its

new name

will con-

industry conference at New York’s Biltmore Hotel,
with 2 newly-created board committees—
Radio-Television Industry Committee and Electronics Industry Committee convening final day, just prior to meeting of full board. All RETMA directors serve on one of
the 2 committees, and all directors whose companies engage in both TV-radio and electronics manufacturing may
name alternates to serve on second committee. In addition, special subcommittee headed by II. .1. Holfmaii, Mach
lett Laboratories, will report to Electronics Industry Committee on proposals for reorganization of electronics group.
15-17,

—

.

.

.

.

GE

tube dept., Schenectady, succeeding G. A. Bradford,
Edwin M.
now adv. mgr. of TV-radio dept., Syracuse
Perkins, ex-Hoffman Radio & Admiral, named CapehartPat
Farnsworth New England sales mgr., Boston
Cominsky, ex-Philco Distributors, Philadelphia, named
electronics district rep for Philco’s new sales office in
Washington
Chester A. Wallack, ex-KVGB (AM),
Great Bend, Kan., named Denver field sales rep, RCA VicTheodore H. Cook Jr.
tor broadcast marketing div.
appointed senior electronic engineer, Israel Melman named
chief engineer for special products, CBS-Columbia
Robert S. Windt, ex-DuMont, joins CBS-Columbia as publicity-promotion mgr.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Distributor Notes: Avco continued this week to expand own factory branch setup and regroup distributors
to effect consolidation of Crosley and Bendix lines.
At-

lanta factory branch took over Crosley-Bendix distribution from Charles S. Martin Distributing Co., while Cain
& Bultman Inc., Miami, added 5 new salesmen. Elsewhere, there were these Avco appointments: Graybar Norfolk, for Virginia, replacing Bowers Wholesale Corp.

Denver, replacing Graybar;
Co., Dayton, O.; Globe Television & Appliance Co. (ex-Emerson TV & Radio Center),
Bruno-New York Inc. (RCA) takes on Thor
Charlotte
appliance line to replace Bendix franchise, now in Crosley
factory branch (Vol. 9:35), appoints Cai'l Sonnet, exKane Distributors, as adv. mgr., replacing Milton Brown,
resigned
Simon Distributing Corp., Washington (Zenith) appoints Saul Greber, onetime pres, of Greber Bros.,
Motorola distributor in Washington-Baltimore, as mgr. of
Hotpoint appliances div.
Bendix Radio names newlyformed David & Sexton Co., 5606 Kingston Pike, Knoxville (Fred David & Calvin Sexton, partners)
ElectroPliance Distributors, Milwaukee (Motorola) names Bill
Olympic Radio appoints Jack Haizen,
Baker gen. mgr.
pres, of Olympic of Chicago, as supervisor of all distributor operations, replacing E. R. Glauber, resigned; Olympic
also appoints newly-formed Connor, Teal & Callaghan
Peaslee-Gaulbert Corp., Cincinnati
Inc., Milwaukee
(Sylvania) appoints Raymond J. Turner appliance sales
mgr.
Haynes & Waller, Washington (Stromberg-Carlson) appoints Joseph Camp TV mgr.
Tubbs Electric
Co., Spokane (Hallicrafters) appoints Peter Plakos, exLeo J. Meyberg Co., ‘San Francisco (RCA), as sales mgr.
American Wholesalers, Washington (Hoffman Radio)
opens branch at 2330 No. Howard St., Baltimore (Joseph
Casale and Nick Nechamkim, co-mgrs.)
Scott Radio
(Meek TV) appoints Oliver Specialty Co., Tucson, as facLeo J. Meyberg Co., Los Angeles (RCA
tory sales rep
Victor) announces resignation of adv. mgr. George Oliver,
who becomes Westinghouse district sales promotion mgr.
Transvision Inc. appoints Morris F. Taylor Co., PhilaRaytheon appoints G. M. Popkey Co., San
delphia

Larson

Distributing

Co.,

Miami Valley Distributing
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

first

sist of

Sept.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

Emerson Radio is latest entry in fast-expanding ailAbrams anpres. Benjamin
conditioner manufacture
nouncing plans this week to introduce 4 models at distribHe said he’s entering
utors’ conference early next year.
field “at a crawl rather than a headlong rush,” estimating

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Francisco.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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EORGE STORER interests, already holding
limit of 5 TV stations, filed this week for

Ch. 10 in
Miami, his home base again indicating willingness to
divest one of the 5 operating stations in eagerness to get
There are already 4 others on file for
into that market.
that channel (see TV Factbook No. 17), auguring hear-

—

with Miami No. 11 on Group B priority list.
Storer application stipulates plant costing $1,393,187,
yearly operating cost of $780,000. Balance sheet shows
total assets of $15,069,000 as of July 31, 1953, current
assets $6,277,205, current liabilities $3,595,889, net income
after
in 1951 after all taxes $1,539,260, net income in 1952
ing,

taxes $1,458,173.
This application was one of only 3 filed this week,
One of others, for
bringing to 502 total now pending.
Ch. 5 in Bay City, Mich., was granted this week alsorepresenting merger of 3 competing applicants (see p. 3).
there
Other was for Ch. 2 in Springfield, 111., with
WTVJ,
of
mgr.
gen.
Ruwitch,
Lee
and
owner
as 50%

all

WMAY

Miami, as v.p. with 28%.
[For further details about foregoing applications, see
TV Addenda 17-1 herewith; for complete listings of all
grants,
see

TV

new

stations, applications, deletions, hearings, etc.,

Factbook No. 17 and Addenda to date.]

Portland Oregonian, which in 1948 voluntarily gave up
(5-kw on 620
Ch. 3 CP, this week sold its radio
acquisition
kc, NBC) for $500,000 in order to pave way for
of half -interest in CP outstanding for KOIN-TV (Ch. 6).
The selling price of $500,000 included approximately
$100,000 in cash assets. Purchasers are Mrs. Scott Bullitt,
owner of KING-TV, Seattle (Ch. 5) and group of Port-

KGW

its

land businessmen with whom she is associated in North
Pacific Television Inc., in Portland, one of 4 competitors
in recently concluded Ch. 8 hearing, on which examinMrs. Bullitt owns 40% of the
er’s report is awaited.
station, other stockholders
radio
the
buying
organization
being: Henry A. Kuckenberg, contractor, 35%; Paul F.
Murphy, realtor, 16%; Gordon D. Orput, insurance, 6%;
W. Calder McCall, heating oil distributor, 2%; Prescott

W. Cookingham,

attorney,

In other radio

1%.

station

sales deals reported this week, Rollins Bcstg. Co., owner
of string of east coast radio stations, purchased heavy loser

WNJR, Newark (5-kw on 1430 kc, Ind.) from the Newark
News for $145,000 through brokers Blackburn-Hamilton,
and WICH, Norwich, Conn. (250 watts on 1460 kc, Ind.)
has been sold for $75,000 to J. K. Lasser, the N. Y. tax accounting authority, whose son Donald will take part in
All of these deals are subject to
station’s management.

FCC

approval.

RCA’s next step in uhf transmitters will be to 10-kw
—available some time next year using type A-2500 tetrode, and driven by 1-kw uhf units now in production.
RCA this week notified consulting engineers that “we have

—

been unable to obtain a satisfactory klystron which will
develop 5 kw over the uhf band, and it does not appear
that such a tube will be available in the near future.” It
added that all development on its proposed TTU-5A 5-kw
transmitter has been discontinued, “and we are puttingon
all possible enginering and manufacturing pressure
RCA engineers feel next step
the 10-kw [TTU-10A].”
after 10-kw transmitter will be klystron or magnetronpowered 50-kw capable of putting out full FCC-authorized
power of 1000 kw, but that such a transmitter is at least
3 years in the future.

Novel statistics produced by GE: Average TV-radio
home has more vacuum tubes than light bulbs (31 vs. 19.5)
and nation’s homes as a whole have more tubes than bulbs
(964,000,000 vs. 905,000,000).

has 21.5 tubes, average radio

GE

9.5.

Network TV service was extended to 6 more stations
week by AT&T’s long lines dept. Newly interconnected

allowable

figures average

TV

set

this

WPMT,

Portland, Me. (Ch. 53); KHSL-TV,
Pittsburgh (Ch. 16); WNOKTV, Columbia, S. C. (Ch. 67); and shared-time stations
WMIN-TV, Minneapolis '& WTCN-TV, St. Paul (Ch. 11).
Scheduled to get AT&T interconnection next week is
KFMB-TV, San Diego, Cal. (Ch. 8), which has been using
off-air pickup for network programs.
AT&T also filed 2
applications with FCC for additional TV network facilities: (1) Microwave routes serving KCEN-TV, Temple,
Tex. (Ch. 6); KCMC-TV, Texarkana, Tex. (Ch. 6); WREX-

stations are

Chico, Cal. (Ch. 12);

TV, Rockford,

111.

Two

WENS,

(Ch. 13);
additional

KTTS-TV,

Springfield,

Mo.

TV

channels from Chicago
to Milwaukee, to serve Milwaukee, Green Bay & Oshkosh,
Wis., and one additional channel from Palmyra, Wis. junction (88 mi. north of Chicago) to Minneapolis.
(Ch. 10).

(2)

Construction of 2 new 1900-ft. TV towers got underWFMJ-TV, Youngstown, O. (Ch.
in recent weeks.
73), began construction of its new $225,000 tower Aug.
29.
In suburban Dania, Fla., Miami’s WTVJ (Ch. 4)
is now completing new transmitter building and paving
way for “highest structure ever attempted in the Florida
hurricane belt.” Of unique design, 990-ft. tower is now
being built by Lehigh in New York, with erection slated
to begin Nov. 1. It will be first commercial tower of comparable size to house Otis elevator with all safety features
found in regular building elevator. Florida’s hurricanes
posed unusual problems in design of tower solved principally by constructing tower of rounded steel. Tower is
stressed for force of 70 lb. per sq. ft., or “approximately
twice that of ordinary antenna towers,” according to station
to withstand hurricane winds up to 160 mi. per hour.

way

—

—

Rubbing

Show”

the

layout

ries

it

in: In

wake

(Vol. 9:29),

captioned

of July article on

“CBS

Steals

September Fortune Magazine car-

“NBC

presidents

exit

smiling”

and picturing Niles Trammell, Joseph McConnell, Frank
White. Caption goes on to tell how David Sarnoff, RCA
head, has had difficulty finding right man to run NBC,
which since founding in 1926 has had 5 presidents, “all
Sarnoff appointments.” Fortune’s diagnosis: “Principal
trouble has been that most NBC presidents seem to be
out-maneuvered regularly by William Paley of CBS.” Digging harder, Fortune concludes: “Sarnoff’s sixth appointment to the NBC job: David Sarnoff.”

Why

do old folks go for wrestling on TV in such a big
Dr. Winfred Overholser, chief of St. Elizabeths,

way?
big

Washington mental

legal

way

hospital, explains

it’s

“a safe and

to let out one’s hostilities, to vent one’s aggres-

sions.” It’s good for Grandma, this authority on psychiatry avers, and can even prevent high blood pressure and
ulcers.
He likes wrestling himself, he added in interview

with Lawrence Laurent in Aug. 30 Washington Post.

County-by-county TV “set circulation” figures as of
1, 1953 are published in August Television Magazine,
copyrighted, based on own reseai-ches with “market definition largely a matter of judgment of our Research Dept.”
Tables are alphabetically by TV markets (125 of them),
include also tables of population, buying income, x-etails
July

sales, etc., sources not stated.

RCA
at

engineering sets next

TV

clinic for Sept.

Benjamin Franklin Hotel, Philadelphia

— 17th

14-18

in series.

Technical training course will feature latest uhf & vhf
equipment, including new 25 & 50-kw transmitters, specialized antennas, etc.

TV

station licenses of 3 years, instead of one, were

urged by all networks, NARTB and many stations this
Only objector,
week, endorsing FCC’s 3-year proposal.
asking hearing, was American Veterans Committee.
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LOG OF OPERATING & UPCOMING STATIONS: They* re going on the air so fast these days
and so many more CP holders are promising early starts, that today's records are outdated tomorrow. Nevertheless, as an interim service between our semi-annual TV Factbooks of July 15 & Jan. 15, we're sending you herewith a handy quick reference list
of all stations on air as of this date, plus all CPs outstanding for new stations.
It's published as a Special Report herewith and includes what data we can
Altogether, it lists 252
get on the prospective starting dates of most CP holders.
stations now operating with channels and with radio affiliations and national sales
It also lists 295 CPs for stations yet to start, with
representatives (if any).
Operating stations in Canada
same basic data plus starting dates where procurable.
and on Mexican border are listed, too, plus Canadian CPs also, there's list of the
15 post-freeze U.S. grantees which have relinquished their CPs.
These lists recapitulate our carefully kept master files, which incorporate
a continuing survey of upcoming new stations, with records of equipment shipments.
We hope you find them useful. If you tell us you do, we'll publish them periodically.
Note : We startled a lot of you last week, apparently, with prediction that
new stations will go into operation at rate of one-a-day for last 4 months of 1953.
If you'll tab the dates given by CP holders in the Special
That means about 120
Report herewith, you'll note why we went out on that limb.
Counting in the "fall
1953" reports, adding the 9 that have already started since Sept. 1, allowing for
those who can't or won't make it, we still think the figure will run about 120.
,

,

,

;

.

COLOR COMMENTS

IN, DEMONSTRATIONS OCT. 1-2 :
Deadline for filing color TV comments
final approval of
Sept. 8, has come and gone and situation remains about same
compatible standards is due in couple months, with effective date near year's end .
,

—

Though some newspapers and trade press found news angle in fact that some
comments questioned NTSC standards on basis of initial station and receiver equipment costs, prospects for standards approval are unchanged.
That starting costs
will be substantial, is something FCC has long known
and knew when it unanimously
proposed adoption of NTSC standards (Vol. 9:32).
For current sizeup on receiver
costs and impact on trade see p. 9.
Though further FCC inquiry into costs is conceivable
particularly if
color proponents don't elaborate on costs in counter-comments due Sept. 23
CBS
situation
has stated
as well as anyone.
In comments well-written by v.p. Richard
Salant, who was CBS counsel during the bitter 1949-51 color struggle, CBS said
"
CBS believes that the risk to the successful realization of color TV in
the foreseeable future is too great if the Commission, by literal application of its
criteria [on costs and complexity], should refuse now to adopt the one available
color system which, as noted, has general industry sponsorship is, in basic principle, completely developed and which is fundamentally capable of producing satis -

—

(

,

—

—

:

,

,
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factory color pictures
To reject the NTSC system now might well be to blunt industry interest and activity in color, and postpone color TV indefinitely."
Indicative of FCC's general disposition is its attitude on demonstrations.
It's now amenable to demonstrations in New York though it reserves right to call
for Washington transmissions if it considers them necessary.
Out of the blue
on Sept. 10, Commission asked color parties to meet informally with staff next day to discuss demonstrations
Suddenness of notice made it
impossible to get officials capable of committing their organizations; representation was generally by Washington counsel
However, FCC staff said Commission wants
demonstrations in New York Oct. 1 or 1-2 wants it to be "joint industry" affair.
Another meeting next week, probably Sept. 16, is expected to iron out details.
Demonstrations in Washington comprising rebroadcasts of New York originations, are now possible, NBC having equipped its WNBW for such transmissions.
It
asked for and received FCC permission to test equipment this week.
It's expected
NBC will next equip its KNBH Los Angeles, and WNBQ Chicago.
KNBH will have to be
geared to originate color to handle Jan. 1 Tournament of Roses (Vol. 9:35).
.

,

,

.

.

,

,

,

,

*

*

*

*

NTSC's comments were presented to FCC Chairman Hyde Sept. 8 by NTSC chairman
Baker, who told Comr. Hyde he thought they'd "make good reading".
Comr.
Hyde smilingly limited himself to statement that they'd "prove helpful".
Dubbed "Dr. Baker's 5-ft. Shelf of Books ," NTSC's comments comprised 16 volThey include everything
technical monographs, field test
umes weighing 52 lbs.
data sheets, correspondence, minutes of meetings, etc.
but some of FCC staff are
a bit miffed at enormous job of culling the mass, calling it "an unfair imposition".
Dr. Baker said the 3825 pages represent 1,000,000 man-hours and an investment of
about $10,000,000.
Principal questions on equipment costs were raised by Paramount Pictures,
through Paramount TV Productions (KTLA, Los Angeles) and Chromatic TV Labs, develSpeaking for former, Paul Raibourn said FCC should withhold
oper of Lawrence tube.
final action until it has assurance 17-in. color set can be sold for $500 or less.
He then proposed a "4-color" system of his own employing "color sequences of equal
luminance," claimed it would result in cheaper sets, said NTSC was studying it.
NTSC's comments included evaluation of the idea by ad hoc subcommittee headed
Group concluded: "Because of the severe pictorial
by Hazeltine's Knox Mcllwain
degradation resulting from large area flicker, or moving patterns upon the picture
surface, or both, none of the various forms of the proposal [can] properly be called
compatible [and] cannot generally reproduce acceptable color pictures."
Regarding Raibourn' s criticisms of receiver costs group said he was unduly
concerned about the "normal difficulties facing any new consumer product" and that
NTSC comments also included
his proposal seemed to offer little in cost reduction.
analysis of another system advanced earlier by Raibourn, found it similarly wanting.
It reached the same conclusions on Dana Griffin's proposals for exhuming the linesequential system killed off in last color hearing (Vol. 9:35).
Chromatic called cost of prospective color receivers " fantastically high ,"
It said
said FCC should get detailed cost breakdowns of equipment before acting.
that sets would cost too much, even with its Lawrence tube (see p. 9).
A rambling attack on CBS, RCA, "monopolies ," etc., constituted comments of
He asked that color be confined to one area of country
U.A. Sanabria (Vol. 9:34).
for at least 3 years until economics are settled.
Research InstruAnother filing was that of M. Soghoian and S.L. Cooke Jr
invention
to
make
CBS
system
compatible.
claiming
Va.
Richmond,
Co.,
ment
Westinghouse came through with solid endorsement of standards.
Dr. W.R.G.

—

—
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CBS's comments while urging adoption of standards, were concerned about the
It was only party going into
cost of transmitting equipment as well as receivers.
It stated that initial complete color camera chain
detail about transmitting gear.
2-3 times that of comparable monochrome
costs $95,000 additional chains $65,000
,

,

—

- 3 -

FurThe "special trio" of image orthicons in color camera cost $5700.
equipment.
thermore, CBS estimated, camera tube operating costs would run 12Zz times those of
It said that on annual basis, this would mean increase from $350,000
black-&-white
In addition, CBS stated, fourfold increase in studio lightto $4,200,000 for CBS.
ing would be required, necessitating air-conditioning.
Though CBS called field-sequential standards a "nullity " which should be
withdrawn, it said it still believes those standards to be free of the "complexity,
costliness, sensitivity and instability which still mark the presently known camera
and receiver equipment which now must be used with the NTSC standards."
Despite NTSC equipment problems CBS said, it has completely equipped a New
York studio is training personnel, will shortly begin experimental network transmissions, plans clinics for affiliates and advertisers next month and: "Promptly
upon the effective date of the proposed standards, CBS will begin regular commercial
network color broadcasts."
.

,

,

*

*

*

*

Gen. Sarnoff stated
RCA-NBC seem to be completely color-oriented nowadays.
that this week's NBC executive realignment (see p. 5) is dictated by color considDetailed for months to head up NBC color activities, vice chairman Pat
erations.
Weaver is again in charge of all TV network programming.
dress rehearsals of
NBC this week released schedule of "color premieres "
its regular commercial programs, in color, until FCC approves standards and permits
commercial colorcasts: Robert Montgomery Presents Sept. 28; Dinah Shore Oct. 6;
Paul Winchell Oct. 11; TV Playhouse Oct. 18; Show of Shows Oct. 24; Hit Parade
Nov. 7; Bob Hope Nov. 17.
Those normally originating in Hollywood will be brought
to New York to be staged at Colonial Theatre.
All phases of programming are caught up in color preparations . For example:
O.B. Hanson NBC engineering v.p., cautions film producers to go slow on shooting
color film until they know requirements for color TV more precisely; Max Factor's
makeup specialists are conferring with NBC color experts on proper cosmetics.
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ON AIR THIS WEEK BRING TOTAL TO 252: One new market was opened up and additional
stations went into 4 already-served vhf & uhf areas as result of latest accretions
to fast-expanding list of telecasters on the air commercially and/or with test patterns. Strategically located Henderson, Ky. -Evansville
Ind area got first station
a uhf
and first uhf went into Louisville to compete with 2 pre-freeze vhf. The
uhf-only Wilkes-Barre area got second uhf this week, while more vhf competition went
into San Diego and Kansas City
Of total of 252 stations now on air (for full list see Special Report herewith), 175 are vhf, 77 uhf.
These were the week's starters
WEHT, Henderson, Ky
(Ch. 50), just across Ohio River from Evansville, Ind.,
opening brand new TV area, began testing late in afternoon of Sept. 11, aiming for
commercial target Sept. 27 and CBS affiliation. It's headed by broadcaster Hecht S.
Lackey, backed by Malco Theatres Inc. & Citizens Theatre Co. Donald T. Maloney, exWJIM-TV, is asst. gen. mgr.
Base rate is $150.
Equipment is RCA.
Rep is Meeker.
KFSD-TV, San Diego (Ch. 10) began testing Sept. 9, planned some network programs starting Sept. 13. It's NBC-TV "must " buy at $700 rate, with $500 local rate.
Using RCA transmitter and 6-bay antenna on Mt. Soledad, station will operate noonmidnight at start, gives city second local outlet
though nearby Tijuana's XETV
Station is result of get-together of rival appl i cants
(Ch. 6) also offers coverage.
for Ch. 10 with veteran broadcaster Tom Sharp who pooled his radio KFSD with TV,
built station and optioned one-third interest to TBC (group of 34 local citizens who
exercised option Sept. 2 to buy for $456,402) and one-third to Charles Salik (operating local KCBQ, which he now will sell).
Sharp is pres., with Louis N. Paperno w
of TBC as gen. executive, John Merino as mgr., Jack Tolen as program director, Chas.
Baldour as production supervisor
latter 2 from WDTV, Pittsburgh.
Rep is Katz.
K CMO-TV, Kansas City (Ch. 5) began testing Sept. 8, fifth TV and fourth vhf
in that longtime one-station city (others being pre-freeze WDAF-TV, time-sharing
WHB-TV & KMBC-TV and uhf KCTY) and it will become basic ABC outlet.
Formal debut
5

—
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—
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date is scheduled for Sept. 27.
Transmitter is RCA.
Tom Evans-Lester Cox project
(each 49.5%) has E.K. Hartenbover as gen. & commercial mgr.
Clarence Breazeai,
asst. mgr. for both TV & radio; S.R. Tremble, program director; Ken Heady, production mgr. Karl Troeglen, technical director.
Base rate is $750.
Rep is Katz.
WILK-TV, Wilkes-Barre, Pa
(Ch. 34) got video portion of its transmitter on
air Sept. 7 & 8, then ran into transmission line trouble and signed off until end of
week.
Audio didn't work due to klystron trouble, but that also was soon remedied,
and gen, mgr. Tom Shelburne states station was deluged with phone calls commenting
favorably on video signal even though no advance announcement was made. Good reception as far away as Northumberland, Pa., 65 mi. southward toward Harrisburg, was reported and excellent reception in Scranton, 20 mi. to north. Area already has uhf
outlets in both Wilkes-Barre & Scranton, is regarded as uhf-only territory
GE 12-kw
is used, with 250-ft. Truscon tower on 2140-ft. Penobscot Summit, 4 air mi. away.
Networks will be ABC & DuMont.
Base rate is $250.
Rep is Avery-Knodel.
WKLO-TV, Louisville (Ch. 21) began testing with 12-kw GE transmitter evening
of Labor Day, Sept. 7, first uhf in city with 2 pre-freeze vhf outlets. It will run
daytime test patterns all through Sept., going commercial next month. Antenna is on
730-ft. Bald Knob.
Joe Eaton is gen. mgr.
Russell Pirkey, sales mgr.
Jack Everbach, program mgr.; D.C. Summerford, technical director.
Networks will be ABC and
DuMont.
Base rate is $250.
Rep is O.L. Taylor.
;

;

.

.

;

;

CP, MORE UHF ASSIGNMENTS PROPOSED:
It would have been a week without CPs
first
of its kind since end of freeze, had not a final decision come through granting KOA
Ch. 4 in Denver
There were 2 initial decisions which should become final before
long
WDSM, Duluth-Superior Ch. 6; WERC, Erie Pa .
Ch. 35.

ONE

,

.

—

,

,

,

,

Week also saw 2 more vhf CPs go by the boards Texas oilman M.B. Rudman dropping KNDK, Minot, N.D. (Ch. 10) and KBSM, Bismarck, N.D. (Ch. 12), saying he'll keep
KRHT, Billings, Mont. (Ch. 8).
That makes 15 CPs turned in since lifting of freeze.
In effort to obviate a flock of hearings
speed grants, FCC suddenly proposed allocation of 55 uhf channels to "tight” cities where the competitors are now
In some cases, move may prompt filing of more applications,
headed for hearings.
but chances are that quite a few grants will result soon
again tieing things up
In separate allocation proceedings. Commission also finalized and proposed other
channel changes.
(For list of cities and channels, see p. 7 and TV Addenda 17-J.)
Examiner Cunningham had proposed to grant
KOA grant has quite a history
KOA if it paid off $1,250,000 note held by NBC, deciding that NBC would control the
Then, after examiner's decision, competitor KMYR agreed not to
station otherwise.
prosecute its application further if KOA paid it $125,000 for expenses incurred in
hearing.
Comr. Hennock dissented.
KOA is controlled by 2 groups, one headed by
actor Bob Hope other including Denver Mayor Quigg Newton
Principals hope to beat
the weather on Lookout Mt., get on air in 8-10 weeks.
WDSM, Superior, owned by Ridder publishing family was awarded initial decision by Examiner Sharfman after competing Lakehead Telecasters dropped out under
option to buy up to 49% of grant.
WERC got Examiner Huntting's initial
In Erie
decision after Civic TV Inc. dismissed. WERC has agreed to pay Civic $6750 for expenses and take $2250 option on land held by Civic.
Commission also scheduled more hearings this week, to start Oct. 9: Topeka
Kan
Ch. 42; B inghamt on
N
Ch. 40.
,

,

—
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WOR-TV

,

goes

off air for indefinite

of telecasting Sept. 13.

IBEW

Now

in fourth

.

.

,

period after close

week

of strike by

engineers (Vol. 9:34-36), General Teleradio pres.
F. O’Neil announced N. Y. station would take this
“opportunity to plan the physical transition of WOR-TV
from our North Bergen [N. J.] transmitting site and our
67th St. studios to a consolidated new operation in the
Empire State Bldg.” WOR-TV is negotiating with “several other TV and related entertainment production organizations” for sale or lease of old studios when station
moves to smaller quarters on 83rd floor of Empire State

Thomas

Strike against station has also caused work stoppage by IBEW members working on Empire State installation, and station’s moving day appears to depend on settlement of strike. O’Neil said WOR-TV expects to resume
operations about a month after settlement.
He denied

Bldg.

persistent reports that

up for

TV

station, said to be deep in the

“We have

no intention of selling it,”
he said. “We are going to try out some new program
ideas, but they’re still on the drawing board at present.”
Radio WOR, Mutual flagship, continues to be operated
by supervisory personnel during strike.
red, is

sale.

;,

- 5 Personal Notes: Eugene S. Thomas, TV v.p. for Hollingbery rep firm, on Sept. 14 joins Herald Corp., publisher of
Omaha World-Herald, and applicant for Ch. 7 there, as
gen. mgr.; he’s ex-operations mgr. of WOR-TV, New York,
was first mgr. of old WOIC, Washington (now WTOPTV), and ex-pres. of Advertising Club of N. Y. John I.
;

Robert
Peterson named Hollingbery TV-radio v.p.
J. Landry returns to Variety Sept. 14 as managing editor
after absence of 11 years; George Rosen promoted to asLandry recently
sociate editor in charge of TV-radio.
James Shathas published newsletter Space & Time
tuck, from commercial copy dept., named CBS-TV color
L. T. Steele, Benton & Bowles v.p., named
sales mgr.
exec, head of all TV-radio activities, succeeding Walter
Craig (now with Pharmaceutical Inc.); Tom McDermott
elected v.p. and placed in charge of TV-radio programming
Perry Nelson, ex-sales mgr. of KFBK,
and production
Sacramento, transferred by McClatchy to KMJ-TV & KMJ
Fresno, as mgr., succeeding Wm. S. Sanford, deceased
Guy F. Main, ex-KTLA-TV, Hollywood, named sales mgr.
Mori Greiner
of upcoming new WCIA, Champaign, 111.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

has returned to WHB-TV, Kansas City, as director of TV
recently he has been copy chief of Rogers & Smith agency
Harry Kalkines named program director of WMBR-TV,
Jacksonville, with Windsor Bissel promoted to production
Alvin M.
mgr. and Gerard White to sales service mgr.
King, ex-midwest rep, Lang-Worth, joins upcoming new
Dan
KSTM-TV, St. Louis, as commercial mgr.
Wozniak, news editor of WOI-TV, Ames, la., resigns to
become asst, professor at U of Florida, working on TVradio; he’s succeeded by Wallis Bishop; Creighton Knau,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ex-WOI, named farm director of WABY-TV & WABY,
Jack Goodman, ex-Salt Lake City
Green Bay, Wis.
Tribune, joins KDYL-TV & KDYL as news & special
Frank LaTourette, ex-ABC Hollywood
events director
news editor, joins KNXT in same capacity, Wm. Whitley
R. V.
being transferred to mgr. of public affairs
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Pollock, film specialist, joins D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit,
Peter
as asst, to TV-radio v.p. Kenneth G. Manuel
Clapper has resigned from KFEL-TV, Denver, to join
Oscar Elder, NARTB pubnews staff of CBS, N. Y.
licity mgr., named asst, to govt, relations v.p. Ralph W.
.

.

.

.

.

.

James
Hardy; Fran Riley becomes information mgr.
A. Von Striver promoted to studio-control room supervisor, KGMB-TV, Honolulu; John S. Lugt, ex-KMJ-TV,
Morton A. Barrett,
Fresno, appointed chief producer
ex-WCBS-TV operations & sales service mgr., joins BollGeorge Crothers, producer, named CBS-TV
ing Co.
director of religious broadcasting; Elmer W. Lower, exasst. public affairs director, U. S. High Commission for
.

.

.

starts daytime

program-

TV

version of radio’s Turn to a Friend,
audience partic., Mon.-thru-Fri. 4-4:30 p.m., and
Westmore Show, featuring make-up & beauty expert,
Mon.-thru-Fri. 4:30-5 p.m., both sustaining. For earlier
afternoon schedule, network is considering half-hour Dean
Murphy Show, audience partic. featuring the radio m.c.,
and TV adaptation of radio’s My True Story, possibly beginning around Xmas. Further in future thei'e’s possibility of going into morning programming with simulcast
of ABC Radio’s long-time favorite Breakfast Club, Mon.NBC-TV reports night-time sellout,
thru-Fri., 9-10 a.m.
with signing of these sponsors: Pontiac dealers for new
Dave Garroway Show, starting Oct. 2, Fri. 8-8:30 p.m.,
thru MacManus, John & Adams; Camels for Man Against
Crime, beginning Oct. 11, Sun. 10:30-11 p.m., thru Wm.
Esty Co.; RCA Victor and Armour & Co. for first halfhour of Your Show of Shows, alt. Sat. 9-9:30 p.m., former
thru J. Walter Thompson, latter thru Foote, Cone & Belding; Consolidated Royal Chemical Corp. (cosmetics) for
Arthur Murray Dance Party, beginning Oct. 12, Mon.
7:30-7:45 p.m.; only vacancy in night-time lineup is 10min. segment of Your Shows of Shows, for which “order
is expected within a week” ... To bolster afternoon lineup,
NBC-TV topkicks are previewing kines of proposed noon1 p.m. “electronic magazine” aimed at women, titled
Home; it would be sold on partic. basis like highly successful early morning “electronic newspaper” Today
Three more sponsors sign for participations on NBC-TV’s
7-9 a.m. Today: Murine (eye drops), 13 partic., thru
BBDO; Spring Mills (sheets), 9 partic., thru Ellington &
Co.; Robert Co. (Smoothedge carpet installation), 1 partic.,
thru Neale Adv., Los Angeles
RCA Victor moves
Dennis Day Show on NBC-TV to Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
Oct. 5, with

Em

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ABC-TV

Network Accounts:
ming

.

.

.

.

.

Germany, named CBS-TV Washington news

director.

Iowa State College’s WOI-TV, Ames-Des Moines, continues on commercial basis indefinitely, accepting network
and spot like any private station, as result of 6-1 vote of

State Board of Education Sept. 11. Chairman abstained
from voting and one member was absent as attack on com-

mercial operation of state’s first station (founded Feb. 21,
1950) came to head with vote of confidence in present management (Richard B. Hull) and resolution pointing out that
its futile to expect support from public tax sources when
station can pay own way. Iowa Broadcasters Assn, recently
passed resolution opposing “continuance of WOI-TV as a
commercial station after other facilities become available.”

Speculation is still rife about who’s going to become
next president of NBC, job recently vacated by Frank
White and being filled temporarily by RCA-NBC chairman
David Sarnoff. With no likelihood of its being filled before
end of year, Gen. Sarnoff this week announced new lineup
of network executives as result of new policy of separating
TV and radio and “integrating” all TV assignments with
color planning (see p. 3). Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, vice
chairman, recently detailed to color, resumes charge of all
TV network programs with film v.p. Robert W. Sarnoff as
his asst, and the following reporting to young Sarnoff:
Thomas A. McAvity, national program mgr.; Frederic W.
Wile Jr., production v.p.; Davidson Taylor, director of pub-

Gustav B. Margraf, v.p. for program business
John K. Herbert is v.p. in charge of TV network
sales and reporting to him is Charles C. (Bud) Barry,
named v.p. for program sales, and George Frey, continuing
lic

affairs;

affairs.

as v.p.

&

director of sales.

Hugh

Beville Jr., director of

planning, and Sydney H. Eiges, v.p. for press &
publicity, will report to Herbert. Joseph V. Heffernan is
v.p. for finance & services, and reporting to him are David
C. Adams, administrative v.p.; O. B. Hanson, engineering
v.p.; Harry Bannister, station relations v.p.; Joseph McDonald, treas. Reporting to Adams are Wm. S. Hedges,
v.p. for integrated sendees; Thomas E. Ervin, v.p. & gen.
attorney; Charles Cresswell, controller. Reporting directly
to Chairman Sarnoff are Weaver, Herbert, Heffernan and
John K. West, v.p. for Pacific div.

research

&

headquartered in Washington, was a painter, expert in
typography, amateur astronomer and inventor. His widow
is Lois Miller McGill, organist at Convention Hall, Atlan-

“Radio and Television Rights,” monumental 1254page 5-year effort of Washington attorney Harry P.
Warner, is now off presses. Subtitled “The Law of Copyright, Trade-marks and Unfair Competition and the Broadcasting Industry,” volume covers every conceivable phase
of those topics including history of ASCAP, AFM, BMI,
Sesac, etc. Publisher is Matthew Bender & Co., 443 Fourth

tic City.

Ave., N. Y.; price, $35.

W. Byron

McGill, 54, adv. mgr. of Westinghouse Radio
Stations Inc., died of a heart seizure Sept. 6 at his summer
home in Atlantic City. With Westinghouse 14 years, he

—
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ENERAL ELECTRIC

reports order for 20-kw transmitter for newly authorized WPRO-TV, Providence
(Ch. 12), due for Dec. shipment. GE this week also reported order for uhf transmitters from KTVU, Stockton,
Cal. (Ch. 36), a 1-kw to be shipped this month and 12-kw
in latter Oct., and from KNAL-TV, Victoria, Tex. (Ch.
This week, also, 10019), 1-kw for March 1954 delivery.

watt transmitter went to KTVE, Longview, Tex. (Ch. 32),
by 1-kw Sept. 22; 1-kw to WPFA-TV, Pensacola, Fla. (Ch. 15), which already has 100-watt; 100-watt
to KCOK-TV, Tulare, Cal. (Ch. 27), to be followed by
12-kw Sept. 28. In addition, GE reports 1-kw going Sept.
28 to WMAC-TV, Massillon, 0. (Ch. 23) 1-kw week of Oct.
5 to KQTV, Fort Dodge, la. (Ch. 21).
DuMont reported that delayed shipments to timesharing KOY-TV & KOOL-TV, Phoenix (Ch. 10), would
go out this week end or Sept. 14, and to KNUZ-TV, Houston (Ch. 39), on or before Sept. 19. In addition, it got new
order for 5-kw from KTVA, Anchorage, Alaska (Ch. 11),
for shipment before end of Sept.
RCA reported only one new-station shipment this week
to WWOR-TV, Worcester, Mass. (Ch. 14).
to be followed

;

—

*

*

*

*

In our continuing survey of upcoming

new

stations,

these were the reports received this week:

KID-TV, Idaho Falls, Ida. (Ch. 3), granted last Feb.
but delayed by transmitter site problems, is locating atop
East Twin Butte, 32 mi. west of Idaho Falls, where av.
height of 1600 ft. should give it Grade A coverage not only
and 200,000 pop., reports
mgr. C. N. Layne. It has purchased old KSL-TV 5-kw
GE transmitter which will be used to drive RCA 25-kw
amplifier into 6-bay antenna. Construction is now under
way, with target date for test patterns Dec. 1. No rep
of that city but of Pocatello

yet chosen.

WEAR-TV, Pensacola, Fla. (Ch. 3), is still awaiting
aeronautical clearance for proposed 680-ft. tower, expects
it momentarily and should be on air within 60 days thereafter, reports gen. mgr. Mel Wheeler, who is also gen.
mgr. of upcoming new WJDM, Panama City, Fla. (Ch.
7). RCA equipment is on order. Hollingbery will be rep.
Carolina Television Co., holding CP for Ch. 4 in
Greenville, S. C. (call letters not yet assigned), has ordered RCA equipment, expects to have construction completed by Nov. 1, has set Dec. 15 as target date, reports
pres. Alester G. Furman Jr. Weed will be rep.
KFBB-TV, Great Falls, Mont. (Ch. 5), aiming to get
on air before winter, now figures on Dec. 1 start, though
DuMont transmitter must yet be delivered. It’s controlled (58.8%) by Joseph P. Wilkins, with Fairmount
Corp., Anaconda subsidiary and publisher of chain of
state newspapers, as 23.8% stockholder. It will join CBS.
Weed will be rep.
KOIN-TV, Portland,

Ore. (Ch. 6), its 5-kw GE transmitter delivered and 35-kw amplifier due to be received
this week, and its 271-ft. tower erected and antenna
mounted, should be ready for test patterns by end of Sept.,

Commerreports C. Howard Lane, managing director.
Ted
cial target date is Oct. 15, with base rate of $500.
W. Cooke is program director, Louis Bookwalter, chief
Station is owned by Ted Gamble-Howard LaneHarry Buckendahl group, but half interest will be acquired by Portland Oregonian after sale of its radio KGW
(Vol. 9:36). Avery-Knodel will be rep.
engineer.

will start as

NBC

interconnected with $200 base rate, he
is asst, to pres.; Harry Stone, gen.
mgr.; W. O. Crusinberry, chief engineer; W. G. Egerton,
engineer consultant. Hollingbery will be rep.
WJDM, Panama City, Fla. (Ch. 7), has RCA equipment, should be ready by Oct. 15, reports gen. mgr. Mel
Wheeler, who states that George Blackwell will be station mgr., and Jim Smith chief engineer.
Mr. Wheeler
also is in charge of upcoming WEAR-TV, Pensacola (Ch.
3), of which Mr. Smith will also be chief engineer. Hollingbery will be rep.
KATV, Pine Bluff, Ark. (Ch. 7), with GE equipment
delivered, plans test patterns about Nov. 20, has published
rate card fixing $300 rate, reports gen. mgr. James P.

Burton Bishop

states.

Walker.

Ownership is interlocking with Griffin TV-radio
and Oklahoma City (KTUL & KOMA).

interests of Tulsa

Rep

is

Avery-Knodel.

KWIK-TV,

Pocatello, Ida. (Ch. 10), will utilize com-

work on transmitter and studio
building within a month, aims to get started by mid-Feb.
1954, reports gen. mgr. Charles Crabtree. Frank C. Carposite equipment, starts

man and Grant Wrathall

are part owners (12%% each).
Hollingbery will be rep.
WPRO-TV, Providence, R. I. (Ch. 12), has ordered
GE equipment, will proceed with construction as “fast as
possible,” hopes to get on air “within a couple of months,”
says Arnold F. Schoen Jr., mgr. of WPRO, radio station
operated by big Cherry & Webb dept, store, grantee. Blair,
recently appointed for radio, will probably be TV rep, Mr.

Schoen stated.

WIBW-TV, Topeka, Kan. (Ch. 13) has ordered RCA
equipment and 905-ft. Lehigh tower, has already set up
its camera chain at current Kansas Free Fair for closedcircuit telecasts, and should make Nov. 15 target, reports
gen. mgr. Ben Ludy. Art Holbrook has been named TV
mgr., with Lewis Dickensheets as chief engineer.
Base
rate will be $300.
Capper Publications Inc. will be TV
it is for the AM.
KEPO-TV, El Paso,
tension of CP to Dec. 23,

rep, as

Tex. (Ch. 13) has secured ex1953 and pres. -gen. mgr. Miller
C. Robertson reports “original T-Date has been junked
and no new one set.” He explains it’s due to fact that
ABC has only 5 half-hour programs for El Paso, hasn’t
yet submitted 1953-54 schedule. “When ABC provides us
with adequate program service,” he states, “we will set a
T-Date and turn the crank rapidly.” City already has 2
stations, both vhf.
Avery-Knodel will be rep.
WPFA-TV, Pensacola, Fla. (Ch. 15) gets GE equipment this week, has Trilsch tower all ready, is due to
turn on test juice in about 2 weeks, plans Sept. 27 commercial debut carrying CBS & DuMont. Base rate is $150,
reports v.p. & gen. mgr. F. E. Busby. Station is a Charles
Lamar-Tom Gibbens enterprise (also WAFB-TV, Baton
Rouge). Max Anderson is program mgr., N. V. Pieler is
chief engineer.
Rep is Adam Young.
KTAG-TV, Lake Charles, La. (Ch. 25), with GE equipment due this month and Trilsch tower up, is scheduled to
go on air Oct. 15, reports exec. v.p. Warren Berwick, and
has signed a primary agreement with CBS and interim
agreements with ABC & DuMont. Ownership interlocks
with WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge (Ch. 28), operating since
last April. Base rate will be $150, rep Adam Young.

mitter and 833-ft. Ideco tower halfway between Temple
and Waco, and with transmitter building completed and
tower now under construction, has “firmed” target date

KANG-TV, Waco, Tex. (Ch. 34) has moved up test
target to October, reports owner Clyde Weatherby. It will
use first transmitter turned out by Continental Electronics Mfg. Co., Dallas (Vol. 9:24) but completion was
delayed due to change of site. Rep will be H-R Television.
KCCC-TV, Sacramento, Cal. (Ch. 40), aiming to be

for Nov. 1, reports Frank W. Mayborn, pres., who also
He adds he expects to get
publishes Temple Telegram.
Station
test pattern on air before that date, however.

first on air in that state capital, has RCA equipment now
going in, 510-ft. Stainless tower up, and will have test
patterns between Sept. 20-26, reports half-owner Ashley

KCEN-TV,

Temple, Tex. (Ch. 6), with

RCA

trans-

—
7
L. Robison, of Los Angeles, a nephew of late Harold A.
Robison
Lafount, onetime Federal Radio Commissioner.
formerly was mgr. of Mr. Lafount’s WORL, Boston, now
owns a machine shop in L. A. and is associated with broker
He will manage station, with Pau^
Albert Zugsmith.
Leake, ex-KRON-TV, San Francisco, as chief engineer.
His partner in Sacramento project is Frank E. Hurd, of
N. Y. & L. A. (investments). Rep will be Weed.

WKNA-TV,
RCA equipment

Charleston,

W. Va.

in place this

(Ch. 49) reported

all

week with exception of one

and reasonable certainty first tests
will start week of Sept. 14. Joe L. Smith Jr., owner also
of WJLS, Beckley, is pres. & gen. mgr.
Base rate will
piece of coaxial cable,

be $200.

Weed

will be rep.

WNOW-TV,

York, Pa. (Ch. 49), awaiting 1-kw DuMont transmitter by Oct. 1, expects to start Oct. 15, reports gen. mgr. Lowell W. Williams, who announces appointment of Wm. Whittaker, ex-WEEU-TV, Reading,
as program director, and Richard Gillespie, ex-WGAL-TV,
Lancaster, as production mgr.
Base rate will be $200.
Hollingbery will be rep.

WCIN-TV, Cincinnati (Ch. 54) has concentrated
mainly on building new AM counterpart WCIN during
last few months, and it’s due on air in Oct.
Work on TV

& studio equipdecided upon, and tentative plans are to start it
in Jan. 1954, reports co-owner R. W. Rounsaville, who also
owns radio WBAC, Cleveland, Tenn.; WLOU, Louisville
(TV grantee) WQXI, Atlanta;
Miami Beach,
Fla.
His partner is banker George M. Clark, who owns
part of WBEJ, Elizabethton, Tenn. Forjoe will be rep.
station will begin as soon as transmitter

ment

is

WMBM,

;

Station Accounts: Rayco Mfg. Co. (auto tops & seat
coverings) won’t curtail ad budget this fall and winter,
instead will continue present schedule of 135 spots weekly
on 43 TV stations, plus some local TV films, plus 1159 spots
weekly on 51 radio stations and ads in 83 newspapers,
thru Emil Mogul, N. Y.
Necchi Sewing Machine Sales
Corp. planning $3,000,000 budget for 1954 advertising, including TV-radio, thru Doyle-Dane-Bernbach, N. Y.
American Brands Corp., new firm offering new Tobyjell, 294 package of powder for quick making of jellies
in the home, to get TV-radio promotion in N. Y. market
(WNBT & WCBS-TV) thru Douglas Leigh, N. Y. Mr.
Leigh has formed partnership with Alfred D. McKelvy,
originator, who introduced Seaforth toiletries about 10
years ago and sold out to Vick
Levolor Lorentzen
Inc. (Venetian blinds) buys Invitation Playhouse, 15-min.
film, on WCBS-TV, New York, 13 weeks from Sept. 26,
Sat., 5:45 p.m., thru Friend-Reiss-McGlone, New York
National Frozen Food Locker Institute, polling
104 local operators, reported 7 using TV advertising,
32 radio, 45 direct mail, 78 newspapers
Among
other advertisers currently reported using or preparing to
use TV: Oakite Products Inc. (cleaning materials), thru
Calkins & Holden, Carlock, McClinton & Smith, N. Y.;
Steinway & Sons (pianos), thru N. W. Ayer, N. Y.; Albert
Ehlers Inc. (coffee), thru Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone,
N. Y.; Sunkist Growers Inc. (oranges), thru Foote, Cone
& Belding, Los Angeles; Sayres Crest Co., Seattle (buildit-yourself furniture package), thru West-Marquis, Seattle; Warner-Hudnut
(Reelshav automatic razor), thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.; Jacmar Mfg. Co. (electrical
games), thru A. D. Adams, N. Y.; William Wrigley Jr. Co.
(Spearmint gum), thru Arthur Meyerhoff, Chicago; Simmons Co. (Hide-A-Bed), thru Young & Rubicam, N. Y.;
B & B Enterprises (TV Time popcorn), thru Sherwin
Robert Rodgers & Assoc., Chicago; Sluilton Inc. (toiletries), thru Wesley Assoc., N. Y.; Prince Macaroni Mfg.
C'o., Lowell, Mass, (spaghetti & macaroni), thru Reingold
.

.

.
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;
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MART MOVE OF
was

FCC, bound

to produce

some

results,

action in proposal to assign an additional uhf
channel to each of 35 cities this week (see p. 4). In some
instances, where applicants are fighting for vhf, they may
its

ignore the

new

The 35

result.

Ark.

—

Ft.

uhf.

In others, one or 2 quick

cities

and channels:

Smith, Ch. No. 39.

—El
—
—
—

Cal.

CPs may

Centro 56,

Merced 66, Modesto 58, Stockton 64. Fla. Clearwater 50,
Daytona Beach 53, Orlando 47. Ind. Terre Haute 73.
Iowa Ottumwa 63, Waterloo 46.
Ky. Lexington 70,
Paducah 72.
La. Alexandria 74, Bogalusa 78, Lake
Charles 60. Md. Cumberland 30, Hagerstown 68. Mo.
Cape Girardeau 69. N. C. Asheville 78, Durham 73,
Ore. Klamath Falls 17,
Fayetteville 54, Goldsboro 72.
Salem 66. S. C. Charleston 17, Florence 60, Spartanburg
74.
Tex. Big Spring 34, Tyler 72. Wash. Wenatchee
Beckley 66, Clarksburg 69. Wis. Green Bay
67. W. Va.

—

—

—

—
—

70,

La Crosse

—

—

—

—
—

72.

In other allocations actions, some of which may have
similar effect. Commission finalized addition of Ch. 5 to
Lake Placid, N. Y., proposed adding Ch. 43 to Corpus
Christi and Ch. 50 to Washington. It denied petition asking that Ch. 71 be added to Cleveland, saying 6 channels
are enough for that city. It also turned down request of
KCJB-TV, Minot, N. D., that Commission issue it a “show
cause” order to switch from Ch. 13 to 6, leaving Ch. 13
for educators.
FCC said such orders are issued only in
exceptional circumstances; however, it left door open for
KCJB-TV to make request via another route. Station
claims it can cover more area more economically with
lower channel.
Co., Boston; Gold Medal Candy Corp., thru Emil Mogul,
Chicago; Albert Dickinson Co., Chicago (pop corn), thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago; Drake America Corp. (chocolates), thru Abbott Kimball, Chicago; Norman M. Morris
Co. (Omega watches), thru Williams & Saylor, N. Y.; C. C.
Lang & Son (Baroness pickles), thru W. Buddemier Co.,
Baltimore; Magla Products (Magla silicone ironing board
covers (thru Lewin, Williams & Saylor, N. Y.; Monsanto
Chemical Co. (All detergent), thru Needham, Louis &
Brorby, Chicago; Hudson Motor Car Co., thru Brooke,
Smith, French & Dorrance, Detroit; Petco Corp. (oil refineries), thru Mathisson & Assoc., Milwaukee; Pines
Publications (True Life Stories), thru Franklin Bruck
Adv., N. Y. Hawaiian Pineapple Co., Dole Sales div., thru
N. W. Ayer, San Francisco; Francis H. Leggett & Co.
(Premier food products), thru Peck Adv., N. Y.; Sage
Laboratories (Sage air refresher), thru Paris & Peart,
N. Y. Bluehill Foods Inc., Denver (cheese, peanut butter,
candy), thru Glasser-Gailey, Los Angeles; Helene Pessl
Inc. (Little Lady toiletries for children), thru Saul Kreig
Assoc., N. Y.; Dorothy Gray Ltd. (Satura, new skin cream,
and other cosmetics), thru Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y.
;

;

General Precision Laboratory, Pleasantville, N. Y.,
preparing to round out its TV line with transmitter equipment, will begin getting uhf transmitters from Continental
Electronics Mfg. Co., Dallas (James O. Weldon) sometime in Jan. Meanwhile, E. A. Hungerford Jr., on leave
to act as engineering consultant to Joint Committee on
Educational TV in Washington, has returned to GPL as
mgr. of its TV dept., functioning chiefly in sales and sales
promotion and opening up new district offices.
Continental’s first uhf, Ch. 34 plant for new KANG-TV, Waco,
Tex., hasn’t yet been delivered pending plans to change
location.

New NARTB

engineering publications: Conelrad SimRecording and Reproducing Standards, latter supplement to NARTB engineering handbook.
plified

and

NARTB

8

C

RYING NEED

for quality TV film programming, and
the sharp cutbacks in movie production, are enticing

more and more Hollywood producers to swing wholeheartedly into TV. Biggest to make the jump to date is Republic, whose pres. Herbert Yates last week announced fullscale entry into TV film production and distribution (Vol.
9:36). “If it weren’t for TV,” he said, “Republic would
have to shut down”. In addition to its production and
Republic has one of biggest film
processing laboratories in country and last year it processed more TV than theatrical film. He indicated studio’s
backlog would be released to TV, but didn’t say when.
Yates’ statement aroused far less comment and controversy in Hollywood than would have been the case even
a year ago. For virtually every studio now is reported
blueprinting plans to “go TV” in big way, when the proper
time comes. Independent Hollywood producers have been
moving toward TV for some time. Trend is strongly delineated in these recent developments:
The Filmakers Inc., independent theatrical film producers owned by Ida Lupino and Collier Young, is producing series of 39 half-hour travel adventure films for TV,
titled Ports of Call, to be distributed by Comet TV Films
distribution facilities,

—

(Oliver Unger, pres.).

New TV

film

distributor,

Television

Programs

of

America, has been organized to represent independent TV
film producers in same manner that United Artists disPrime
tributes product of independent movie makers.
mover is board chairman Edward Small, veteran Hollywood producer. Financial expert Milton Gordon, who
piloted United Artists’ reorganization, is pres. Exec. v.p.
and gen. sales mgr. is Michael Sillerman, ex Ziv-TV and
founder of Keystone Broadcasting System, radio transcripTPA has bought out Arrow Productions,
tion syndicate.
distributor of Ramar of the Jungle, and Peerless Productions, which has been distributing films produced by Small,
and is now negotiating to take over other top TV films.
Perhaps most ambitious TV film project announced in
recent weeks is deal by Vitapix Corp., distributor headed
by ex-NBC exec. v.p. Frank E. Mullen and owned cooperatively by 20 independent TV stations (Vol. 9:19), with
Princess Pictures Inc. (headed by Burt Balaban, ex-Paramount Pictures and son of Paramount pres. Barney Balaban) to produce and market 26 top-budget feature films
for TV. According to announcement, pictures will feature
such name stars as John Ireland, Alexis Smith, Joan Drew,
John Hodiak, and may be made available to theatres after
their TV runs. Some will be in color. Pictures are slated
to be available in both full-length and 54-minute versions,
most of them made abroad. Five of the films will be
delivered by Jan. 1, remainder by Oct. 1954.

H

IGH MOUNTAINS, now considered serious obstacles
to TV reception, may some day be harnessed to pro-

“tremendous power gains” for vhf stations. Ten
research and experimentation on effects of high
mountain ridges on vhf propagation lead to that conclusion
but scientists stress that it will be long time before
enough is known about propagation for broadcasters to
vide

years’

—

harness this phenomenon to increase service contours.
Meanwhile, 2 newly released reports on subject, first published data on actual experiments, help to explain such
TV “freaks” as clear, long-distance reception in mountains.
U. S. Bureau of Standards this week released summary of experimentations in “obstacle-gain” vhf transmission conducted jointly with Signal Corps and RCA Laboratories (Technical Report 1805), proving theory first published in 1933, that “high mountain ridges can actually
become powerful aids for reducing both transmission loss
and tropospheric fading”. Recently declassified was another report on similar experiments conducted in 1944 by
consulting engineers Jansky & Bailey for Office of Scientific Research & Development, titled Effects of Hills &
Trees on Radio Wave Propagation.
As practical application, Bureau of Standards suggests: “In a region of the country like Colorado, it may
prove more advantageous to locate FM & TV stations at
lower elevations a short distance out on the plains away
from the mountains rather than on the foothills right up
against the very high mountains of the continental divide.”
Basically, research in “obstacle-gain” transmission indicates that considerable increase in received signal strength
should result when a large knife-edge obstacle is located
midway between transmitter and receiver.
Bureau of Standards report summarizes experiments
made in Alaska and Japan, which tend to prove “obstaclegain” theory. Alaskan experiments were made on 38-mc
Transmitting and
160-mi. CAA communications circuit.
receiving antennas were both about 200-ft. above sea level,
with 9000-ft. mountain range in between the two. Engineers calculated that if earth’s surface had been smooth,
circuit’s transmission loss would have been 207db. Actually
gain of 73db over field strength norit was about 134db
mally expected over smooth path. Over 30-day period,
transmission loss varied by less than 2db, indicating virtual elimination of atmospheric fading usually associated
with vhf transmissions beyond horizon.
Propagation engineers caution that principal beneficiaries of this phenomenon will probably be point-to-point

—

vhf communication services, where signal

from transmitter

to receiver,

and that

—as

is

“beamed”

one put

it

“TV

stations shouldn’t start revising their service conIt does offer practical explanation of unusual
tours”.

TV reception in some areas, and gives hope
vhf telecasters that areas shaded from transmitter by
high mountains won’t necessarily be blacked out.
Knowledge of phenomenon is potentially very useful to
community antenna operators. It means that under certain circumstances community receiving antennas need not
be placed atop inaccessible mountain crags, that better
locations may sometimes be located on lower mountains, or
even in valleys. Community antenna system in Astoria,
Oldest in country, it started
Ore., may be good example.
by picking up Seattle’s KING-TV, 120-mi. over mountains.
long-distance

Add subscription-TV proponents: Matta Enterprises,
grantee of WOCN, Atlantic City (Ch. 52), joins 5 other
uhf grantees asking FCC to authorize fee-TV service (Vol.
9:32,35-36). Grantee said it has bleak economic outlook,
blamed networks’ affiliation practices, noted that WFPGTV, Atlantic City (Ch. 46) has “preempted” all 4 networks, said FCC’s 1941 network regulations are “wholly
inadequate” to deal with current situation. Meanwhile,
meeting of grantees favoring subscription TV, in Philadelphia Sept. 17, has added another speaker Abe J. Greene,
National Boxing Assn, commissioner.

—

McCarthy (R-Wis.) says he may have own weekly
beginning in Jan., bankrolled by private
(and unnamed) sponsor. Networks deny any knowledge
Sen.

TV show

15-min.

of plans for programs.

Caracas, Venezuela (Ch. 7) began operating
reports supplier RCA. It’s known as Television
Caracas, uses 10-kw, is third station in country (note on

YVKS,

Sept.

3,

p. 127,

TV

Factbook No. 17).

to

Power increases: WBKB, Chicago (Ch. 7) Sept. 18
boosts power from 28 to 114-kw ERP, with maximum 316kw output slated to be achieved by fall of 1954. Having
received aviation clearance for 1113-ft. Truscon tower in
Meadowbrook, WBAP-TV, Fort Worth (Ch. 5) this week
announced plans to install new RCA transmitter, boost
power

kw this winter. GE plans
WHBF-TV, Rock Island, 111.

to full 100

unit Sept. 24 to

to ship

35-kw

(Ch. 4).
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EVOLUTION OF COLOR, IMPACT ON TRADE:

12,

1953

TO£f»MONE STERLING J-17S4

—

S£ eculation about color TV sets
their price,
is certain to intensify until receivers are
size, availability, stability, etc.
finally on dealers' floors. No one sees how consumer uncertainty, in this interim
though
period, can fail to act as something of a brake on black-&-white sales
of
depressant
will
how
much
a
this
be.
on
just
agreement
there's no
There's strong consensus on other hand, that actual appearance of the first
color sets, at Cadillac prices will convince the consumers that black-&-white sets
remain their best buy until mass production of color is reached.

—

—

,

,

As industry leaders have pointed out time and again, there's every reason
You'll recall
to believe that color evolution will repeat that of black-&-white .
that radios sold at record levels in 1946-48 after first TVs appeared on market
because TV sets were too expensive and too few and TV programming was limited.

—

,

too, with color and black-&-white
say marketing experts.
of
quite
pat,
course,
because
1946-48
isn't
no
radios were produced
with
Parallel
of
TV
opening
new
markets
helps
make
But
up difference.
during World War II.
It will be thus,

,

If anyone fears that manufacturers will forget color once FCC approves comFirst, there's too much cream
patible system, he's reading the portents all wrong.
to be skimmed by those pioneers who can capture the "10% market " -- the customers,
not necessarily the wealthiest, who will buy almost anything new at almost any price.
Secondly, and more importantly, industry counts on actual color sales to make up for
Beyond that, industry looks
any volume lost while people are "waiting for color".
of
cycle
sales
based
on
color.
forward to a great new
,

*

*

*

#

—

What will first sets be like ? Prospects are still about the same
14-in
manufacturers are eyeing each other
There may be some sleepers
at $750-$1000
nervously
but no one foresees anything sensational in price or size at start.
RCA's tri-color tube still looks like the keystone of first sets.
As one of its
major competitors acknowledged: "RCA's glass tube begins to look like a production
item.
The Lawrence tube doesn't seem to be as far along, production-wise; for example, we're still concerned about the power it takes to drive it."
CBS's comments to FCC this week stating that its Hytron div . is working on
both RCA-type and Lawrence-type tubes, say that the first sets will sell for about
"and even this price excludes all engineering, tooling, or starting load
$1000
costs."
Current price of RCA tube to manufacturers is $175 CBS said. Gun assembly
alone, it stated, costs $34
compared with $1 for black-&-white guns.
CBS concludes nevertheless, that: "It is of first significance that [the]
problems of devising practical and economical equipment on a mass production basis
are precisely the kind of problem which the ingenuity of the industry has in the
past demonstrated itself as being best able to solve."

—

—

.

.

,

—

,

—

,

*

*

*

*

Giving his "curbstone opinion on color production, during press conference
this week, NTSC chairman Dr. W.R.G. Baker sized up probable evolution this way:
4-5 times that in
(1) Color set production will run 50-75,000 next year
about
in
and
he
forecast
1,500,000
1956
a period of 3-4 years before we
1955,
reach "color for the millions".
"

,

—

(2) The 14-in. size will last 12-18 months, then industry will jump to the
21-in., avoiding black-&-white s growing pains with interim sizes.
"
Prices are irrelevant in the initial stages
They're a function of
(3)
production. Mass production will bring them down, same as it did in black-fc-white. "
(4) Whether color converters will be built for existing black“&-white sets
"will be determined by the housewife ". It means another cabinet in the living room,
'

.

- 9 -

10 -

he said, and he implied that few women would stand for it.
that cost would be almost that of complete new color set.)

(He might have added

(5) Current considerations about tri-color tubes are
1-gun vs. 3-gun and
grid (Lawrence) vs. hole-plate (RCA).
Dr. Baker said grid-type seems a little less
expensive, "particularly as you go up in screen size."
Industry is leaning towards
3-gun, he said, adding that 1-gun is a source of radiation "which is a pain in the
neck."
GE is not far from a tube of its own, he added.
(6) Color set servicing should present no particularly tough problems.
"
There won't be any more miracles in color than we had in monochrome," was
the way Dr. Baker summed up the whole color problem.
:

*

*

*

*

TV production continues steady high rate of latter Aug.
totaling 160,070
units (5830 private label) week ended Sept. 4.
It was 35th week of year, compared
with 166,383 preceding week.
It brought year s cumulat ive total to date to nearly
making
foregone
certainty 1953 total will surpass 1952's 6,096,279.
5,000,000
it
Radios also held up
Sept. 4 week's total being 255 864 (86,393 private
Year to date now exceeds 9 000 000
label) compared to 239,454 preceding week.
The
week's radios were: 86,056 home sets, 36,656 portables, 39,160 clock, 71,992 auto.
,

'

—

—

,

,

Topics

&

Trends

of

TV

Trade:

Federal Trade Com-

mission’s final draft of trade practices for TV-radio industry, released this week, was noble effort to please everyone and comes pretty close to doing it. Industry got just

—

about what it asked for as result of public hearings and
recommendations of 3 all-industry trade conferences (Vol.
8:15,19,25). Copies are available from the FTC, Washington, or we’ll get one for you if you wish.
Interested parties have last chance to make recommendations at FTC public hearing in Washington, Oct. 8.
Barring major revisions, rules could be effective by March
They’re not binding, of course, merely represent
1, 1954.
suggested practices which implement trade laws. Violators of rules can be cited by FTC only if it believes laws
have been broken. It depends on voluntary compliance.
Most important feature to trade was elimination of
controversial “Rule 33” banning discriminatory prices,
discounts and other allowances on all levels of TV-radio
merchandising. This rule, crux of Robinson-Patman Act,
was included in first 2 FTC drafts, but was subsequently
eliminated on recommendation of RETMA pres. Glen McDaniel and several manufacturers. In final draft it appears as appendix. Other salient points:
Rule 12 Any parts which are used or have been rebuilt (including CR tubes) must be clearly labeled as
second-hand in all advertising. Receivers and containers
of such sets must bear names of firms performing repair-

—

ing, reconditioning or rebuilding.

Rule 14
taxes,

—Full

price of receiver, plus state and local
All so-called
in all advertising.

must be stated

.

,

Trade Miscellany: Cuban TV sales are booming, with
100,000 sets already in use, ranking Cuba after U. S., England & Canada in set ownership, reports James R. Oberley,
pres.,

Admiral Corp. Interamericana

.

.

.

TV

Muntz

re-

has scheduled production of 210,000 sets in 12 mo.
from Sept. 1, comparing with more than 175,000 preceding
year; claims this puts it in 11th place among TV manufacturers
Hoffman Radio’s new Kansas City plant, being
readied for Oct. 1 start, will not only turn out TVs for
new eastern markets (Vol. 9:35) but will make all Hoffman radios, expected to run 80-100,000 annually
Kansas City Electric Assn, reports 7809 TVs sold in Aug., 5404
radios; TV sales jumped 3214 over July and were 2830
ahead of Aug. 1952, and total sales to date are 313,062
In addition to its NBC-TV Sun. Philco TV Playhouse, that
company on Sept. 30 starts Philco Radio Playhouse for 52
weeks on ABC hookup of 300
stations, Wed., 9-9:30
ports

it

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

AM

EST.
As first step

p.m.,

sentation

RETMA

this

in reorganization to give greater repre-

electronics

to

manufacturers

(Vol.

9:31),

week announced membership of TV-radio

and electronics industry committees of board of directors.
All board members selected the committee on which they
will serve, and majority of them named alternates to represent them on the other committee.
Radio-TV industry
committee, temporarily headed by board chairman Robert
C. Sprague, has 44 members; electi-onics industry committee, under acting chairman F. R. Lack, has 37. Permanent chairmen for 1953-54 will be elected at RETMA board
meeting Sept. 17 in New York’s Hotel Biltmore.

“hidden charges” are banned.
Color also was made an issue in advance of marketing
sets, Rule 3(m) banning ads which falsely represent or
imply that a blacl<-&-white receiver can present programs

CR tubes exploded “like popcorn,” according to AP
report on fire that gutted plant of Pacific Mercury Tele-

in color.

high vacuum.) Damage was estimated at $500,000
covered by insurance. Pacific Mercury
leased the 12,000-sq. ft. structure, pending completion of
own new $750,000 plant due to be occupied in about 6
months.
Firm is a main supplier of Silvertone models
for Sears Roebuck, which is part owner.

vision

Mfg.

3-4000

TV

Co.,

Van Nuys,

sets.

Cal., Sept. 8, destroying some
(Actually, the tubes would “implode” due

to their

Immediate, unofficial reaction of RETMA spokesman
was that industry got most of what it sought, though a
few problems remain to be ironed out. Among them is
possibility that rule on misrepresentation of cabinet composition may go further than necessary to prevent deception.
RETMA may also press for some minor rewordings
at Oct. 8 hearing.
E

Winthrop H. Withington, 77, retired ex-chairman of
Sparks-Withington Co., died Sept. 4 while vacationing in
Harwich, Mass. With his late brother Philip and Capt.
Wm. Sparks, he founded company in 1900, retired in 1950.

to $1,000,000, all

New developments in field of uhf propagation based
on studies at Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, Md.,
with emphasis on the “system approach and concept” make
up new book, Ultra High Frequency Propagation by Dr.
Henry R. Reed of U of Mai-yland and Carl M. Russell,
chief engineer, Naval Air Test Center electronics test div.
(John Wiley & Sons, 562 pp., $9.50).

Handy Reference Log

of the

252 Television Stations in Operation in the U. S.
and the

293

CPs

for

New

As
With

And

Stations Outstanding

oi Sept.

1953

12,

Name of Grantee, AM Affiliate (if any) and National Sales Representative
& Mexican Stations on the Air and Canadian New-Station Grantees to Date

Call Letters, Channel,

Lists of Canadian

Dagger
For further

(f) indicates non-commercial educational station.

details about these stations, consult station directory and application listings
Factbook No. 17 with Weekly Addenda to date.
in

TV

Editor’s Note: This log brings up-to-date the status reports on CPs to Sept. 12, 1953. All grantees
have been queried at regular intervals about their starting plans, names of representatives, etc.
Data here given was received directly from principals and/or from FCC, stations' counsel and
trade sources deemed reliable. Where no starting date is given, or no national rep mentioned,
principal would not or could not reply as yet. We do not guarantee accuracy of information on
starting dates; in fact, we caution that these more often than not are optimistic expectations, for
experience has shown that you can often add a month or more to estimates given. In some cases,
where no starting date is given, it’s possible station will never be constructed, for appended list
of 15 CPs thus far relinquished bears evidence that not all CPs will be pursued.
The weekly
Television Digest Newsletters will continue to report latest data on new stations starting and
upcoming new stations as fast as received.

Stations in Operation as oi Sept. 12, 1953
Total 252 (175

KNBH, Los

ALABAMA
13)—Birmingham News Co. (WAPI).
Rep: CBS-TV Spot
changed from WAFM-TV.]

WABT, Birmingham
[Call letters
Sales.

(Ch.

WBRC-TV, Birmingham

(Ch.

6)—Storer

Bcstg.

Corp.

(WBRC).

Rep: Raymer.
WALA-TV, Mobile (Ch. 11)—Pape Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WALA). Rep:
Headley-Reed.
WKAB-TV, Mobile (Ch. 48)—Pursley Bcstg. Service (WKAB). Rep:
Porjoe.

WCOV-TV, Montgomery

20)—Capitol

(Ch.

Co.

Bcstg.

(WCOV).

Bcstg. Co. Inc.

Rep: NBC-

—

—

—

;

—Salinas Bcstg. Corp. (KSBW); shares
Rep: Hollingbery.
KFMB-TV, San Diego (Ch. 8) —Wrather-Alvarez Inc. (KFMB)
Rep: Petry.
KFSD-TV, San Diego (Ch. 10) —Airfan Radio Corp. Ltd. (KFSD)
Rep: Katz.
KGO-TV, San Francisco (Ch. 7) —American Bcstg. Co. (KGO).
Salinas (Ch. 8)

time with

Bcstg. Inc. (KTYL).
Rep: Avery-Knodel.
KPHO-TV, Phoenix (Ch. 5) Meredith Engineering Co. (KPHO).
Rep: Katz.
KOPO-TV, Tucson (Ch. 13)—Old Pueblo Bcstg. Co. (KOPO). Rep:

KTYL-TV, Mesa (Phoenix)— (Ch. 12)—Harkins

—

Forjoe.

KMBY-TV,

Monterey.

Rep: Petry.

ARKANSAS
KFSA-TV, Fort Smith

22)—Southwestern Publishing Co.

(Ch.

Rep: Pearson.

Little

Rock

(Ch.

17)

—Rowley-Brown

Bcstg.

Co.

Rep:

Pearson.

CALIFORNIA
KAFY-TV.

Bakersfield
Rep: Forjoe.

KPIX, San Francisco (Ch. 5)—KPIX Inc. (KSFO). Rep: Katz.
KRON-TV, San Francisco (Ch. 4)—Chronicle Publishing Co.

(KRON-FM). Rep: Free & Peters.
KVEC-TV, San Luis Obispo (Ch. 6)— Valley

(Ch. 12)— Golden Empire Bcstg. Co. (KHSL).
Rep: W. S. Grant Co.
KMJ-TV, Fresno (Ch. 24)—McClatcby Bcstg. Co. (KMJ). Rep:

KKTV,

(Ch. 7)

— American

Bcstg. Co. (KECA). Rep:

Colorado Springs

Rep: Hollingbery.
KBTV, Denver (Ch.
Free

Raymer.

KECA-TV, Los Angeles

Electric Co.

Rep: W. S. Grant Co.
KEYT, Santa Barbara (Ch. 3)—Santa Barbara Bcstg.
Corp. (KIST). Rep: Hollingbery.

&

(KVEC).

Television

29)—Bakersfield Bcstg. Co. (KAFY).

(Ch.

KHSL-TV, Chico

&

Peters.

KFEL-TV, Denver

COLORADO
11)—TV

(Ch.

Colorado Inc.

(KVOR)

—Colorado Television Corp. (KVOD).
(Ch. 2) —Eugene P. O’Fallon Inc. (KFEL).
9)

Rep:
Rep:

Blair.

Petry.

KHJ-TV, Los Angeles

(Ch. 9)

H-R Television Inc.
KLAC-TV, Los Angeles
Katz.

4)—National

(Ch. 2) Columbia Bcstg. System Inc. (KNX)
Rep: CBS-TV Spot Sales.
KTLA, Los Angeles (Ch. 5)—Paramount Television Productions Inc
Rep: Raymer.
KTTV, Los Angeles (Ch. 11)—KTTV Inc. Rep: Blair.
tKUSC-TV, Los Angeles (Ch. 28) Univ. of Southern California
Allan Hancock Foundation (KUSC-FM).
KMBY-TV, Monterey (Ch. 8) Monterey Radio-Television Co
(KMBY) shares time with KSBW-TV, Salinas. Rep- Hollin°--

KSBW-TV,

ARIZONA

KRTV,

Angeles (Ch.

TV Spot Sales.
KNXT, Los Angeles

bery.

Rep: Taylor.

(KFSA).

VHF, 77 UHF)

—General Teleradio Inc.

(Ch.

13)

— Dorothy

Schlff

(KHJ). Rep:

(KLAC).

Rep:

KCSJ-TV, Pueblo (Ch. 5)—Star
Avery-Knodel.
KDZA-TV, Pueblo (Ch.

3)

(KCSJ).

Rep:

Radio Co. Inc. (KDZA).

Rep:

Bcstg.

—Pueblo

Co.

Inc.

McGillvra.

Extra Copies of this Special Report available at $1 each; 50^ each

in

quantities of 10 or more.

CONNECTICUT
WICC-TV, Bridgeport

(Ch.

43)

KANSAS

—Southern

&

Connecticut
Rep: Adam Young.

Island Television Co. (WICC).
Britain (Ch. 30)— New Britain Bcstg. Co.

WKNB-TV. New

Long

KTVH, Hutchinson

TV

(Ch. 12)— Hutchinson

KEDD, Wichita

(Ch.

16)—C.W.C. Co.

Rep: Petry.

Inc.

Rep: Bolling.

WNHC-TV, New Haven

6)—Elm

(Ch.

City Bcstg. Corp.

KENTUCKY

(WNHC).

Rep: Katz.

WATR-TV. Waterbury

WEHT, Henderson

53)—WATR

(Ch.

(WATR).

Inc.

(Ch.
Valley Television Co.

Rep:

Rambeau.

WAVE-TV,

DELAWARE
(Ch. 12)— WDEL

WDEL-TV, Wilmington

(WDEL).

Inc.

Louisville (Ch. 11)— WHAS Inc.
rington, Rlghter & Parsons.

WHAS-TV,

Rep:

WKLO-TV,

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
(WMAL).

WNBW,

(Ch.

7)

—Evening

Star

Co.

Bcstg.

Inc.

TV Spot Sales.
WTTG, Washington

DuMont

B.

WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge

(WTOP).

Rep:

Laboratories Inc.

(Ch.

23)

—Tri-County

4)—Florida

(Ch.

Jacksonville

Bcstg.

Co.

—

Bcstg.

& TV

St.

Equipment Co. Rep:

38)—City

Petersburg, Fla. (Ch.

MARYLAND

—WAAM Inc. Rep: Harrington, Rlghter
& Parsons.
WBAL-TV, Baltimore (Ch. 11) —Hearst Corp. (WBAL). Rep: Petry.
WMAR-TV, Baltimore (Ch. 2) —A. S. Abell Co. Rep: Katz.

WAAM,

of St. Petersburg

Rep: Weed.

WIRK-TV, West Palm Beach

(Ch.

—

Bangor

—

(WMBR).

Co.

Peters.

(WSUN).

21)—WIRK-TV

(WIRK).

Inc.

Rep: Weed.

Baltimore (Ch.

13)

GEORGIA
WAGA-TV,

Atlanta

5)—Storer

(Ch.

MASSACHUSETTS
Bcstg.

(WAGA).

Co.

WBZ-TV, Boston (Ch. 4) —Westlnghouse Radio Stations Inc.
WBZ). Rep: NBC-TV Spot Sales.
WNAC-TV, Boston (Ch. 7) —General Teleradio Inc. (WNAC). Rep:
H-R Television Inc.
WTAO-TV, Cambridge (Ch. 56)— Middlesex Bcstg. Corp. (WTAO).
WHYN-TV, Holyoke (Ch. 55) —Hampden-Hampshlre Corp. (WHYN).
Rep: Branham: Weed (New England only).

Rep:

Katz.

WLWA,

Atlanta (Ch.

—Crosley Bcstg. of Atlanta

8)

(

Inc.

Rep: Cros-

ley Bcstg.

— Atlanta Newspapers Inc. (WSB). Rep:
WDAK-TV, Columbus (Ch. 28) — Television Columbus WDAK).
Rep: Headley-Reed.
WETV, Macon (Ch. 47) —Macon Television Co. (WBML and WNEZ).

WSB-TV, Atlanta

(Ch. 2)

Petry.

(

WWLP,

WROM-TV, Rome (Ch. 9)—WROM-TV
WMAZ-TV, Warner Robins (Macon)
(WMAZ).

KIDO-TV, Boise

Inc.

13)

— Southeastern

WPAG-TV, Ann Arbor

WBKZ-TV,

WNBQ, Chicago
NBC-TV Spot
WTVP, Decatur

Sales.

WEEK-TV,

—National Bcstg.
17) — Prairie TV Co.

(Ch. 5)
(Ch.

43)— West Central

Peoria (Ch.

4)

(Ch.

Avery-Knodel.
WILS-TV, Lansing (Ch. 54)

Co. Inc.

(WMAQ). Rep:

WJIM-TV, Lansing

Bcstg. Co.

—Lansing

Bcstg.

Rep: Geo. W. Clark.
(WEEK). Rep:

(Ch. 6)

WKNX-TV, Saginaw

WTVO, Rockford
WHBF-TV, Rock

(Ch.

19)—Hilltop Bcstg. Co. (WTVH).

Rep:

KMMT,

— Quincy

(Ch. 10)

(Ch.

Rep:

WFTV, Duluth

(Ch. 39)

—Winnebago Television
4)—Rock

Island (Ch.

Rep:

—WJIM

Rep: H-R Tele-

(WJIM).

Inc.

57)—Lake Huron

Bcstg. Corp.

(WKNX).

Corp. Rep: Weed.

Island Bcstg. Co.

—Sarkes Tarzian

(Ch. 10)

Inc.

Rep:

Adam Young.

Paul (Ch. 4)— Midwest Radio-TeleRep: Free & Peters.
WTCN-TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul (Ch. 11)—Minnesota Television
Public Service Corp. (WTCN); shares time with WMIN-TV, St.

WCCO-TV,

(WHBF).

(WTTS).

—Minnesota-Iowa Television Co. (KAUS).
38) —Great Plains Television Properties of

6)

(Ch.

Minnesota Inc.

Mlnneapolls-St.

vision Inc.

INDIANA

WTTV, Bloomington

Austin (Ch.

Rep: Pearson.

(WGEM).

Bcstg. Co.

Rep: Avery-Knodel.

Paul.

Rep:

Rep

(

:

WCCO).
Blair.

(Ch. 10)—So. Minnesota Bcstg. Co. (KROC).
Rep: Meeker.
KSTP-TV, St. Paul-Minneapolis (Ch. 5) KSTP Inc. (KSTP). Rep:

KROC-TV, Rochester

Meeker.

WFBM-TV,
WFAM-TV,

Indianapolis (Ch.

6)—WFBM

(WFBM). Rep: Katz.
(WASK). Rep: Ram-

Inc.

Lafayette (Ch. 59)— WFAM Inc.

—

Petry.

beau.

WLBC-TV, Muncie

(Ch. 49)

—Tri-City

Radio Corp. (WLBC).

WMIN-TV,
(WMIN)

Rep:

Walker, N. Y.; Hal Holman, Chicago.

WSBT-TV, South Bend

(Ch.

;

St.

Paul-Minneapolis (Ch.

shares time with

(Ch. 5)

chanic Arts (WOI).

WOC-TV, Davenport

—Iowa

State College of Agriculture

&

(Ch. 25)

—Mississippi

Me-

Rep: Weed.
(Ch.

5)

—Central

Bcstg.

Co.

(WOC).

KHQA-TV, Hannibal

Rep:

Peters.

Sioux City (Ch.
Rep: Katz.

111.).

9)

—Cowles

Bcstg. Co.

— WMIN

Bcstg. Co. Inc.

Minneapolis.

Rep: Tay-

Publishers Corp.

Rep: Katz.

MISSISSIPPI

WJTV, Jackson

IOWA
WOI-TV, Ames

11)

WTCN-TV,

lor.

34)—South Bend Tribune (WSBT).

Rep: Raymer.

S. D.).

(WILS).

Rep: Gill-Perna Inc.

Bcstg. Co.

Walker.

KVTV,

Rep:

MINNESOTA

Peoria

WGEM-TV, Quincy

&

Co.

(WKZO).

vision Inc.

Petry.

Free

3)—Fetzer

Taylor.

Headley-Reed.

WTVH-TV,

(WJBK). Rep: Katz.
News Assn. (WWJ). Rep:

Bcstg. Co.

—Evening

Rep: Katz.

WKZO-TV, Kalamazoo

—

Sales.

(Ch.

WXYZ-TV, Detroit (Ch. 7)— WXYZ Inc. (WXYZ). Rep: Blair.
WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids (Ch. 7) —Grandwood Bcstg. Co. (WOOD).

Rep: Weed.
Chicago (Ch.
(WBBM). Rep: CBS-TV Spot Sales.
WBKB, Chicago (Ch. 7) American Bcstg. Co. (WENR). Rep: Blair.
WGN-TV, Chicago (Ch. 9)—WGN Inc. (WGN). Rep: Hollingbery

WGN-TV

2)—Storer

(Ch.

Hollingbery.

— (Ch. 54) —Signal Hill Telecasting
2) — Columbia
Bcstg.
System Inc.

Corp.

Rep: Weed.

WJBK-TV, Detroit
WWJ-TV, Detroit

Belleville (St. Louis, Mo.)

WBBM-TV,

Battle Creek (Ch.

tions Inc.
Blair.

— Washtenaw Bcstg. Co. (WPAG).
64) —Booth Radio & Television Sta-

(Ch. 20)

Rep: Weed.

Rep: Katz.

ILLINOIS

WTVI,

Corp.

MICHIGAN

(WROM). Rep: Weed.

— (Ch.

IDAHO
7)— KIDO Inc. (KIDO). Rep:

(Ch.

Springfield (Ch. 61)—Springfield Television Bcstg.
Rep: Hollingbery.

(WSPR).

Rep: Headley-Reed.

Bcstg. Co.

—

Community Telecasting Service
5)
(Ch.
(WABI). Rep: Holllngberry and Kettell-Carter Inc. (New England only).
WPMT, Portland (Ch. 53) Portland Telecasting Corp. Rep:
Everett-McKlnney and Kettel-Carter (Boston).

Rep: Weed.

WSUN-TV,

and

(Ch. 28)

Blair.

WABI-TV,

Rep: CBS-TV Spot Sales.
WTVJ, Miami (Ch. 4) Southern Radio

&

Rep: Har-

MAINE

WFTL-TV, Fort Lauderdale

Free

(WHAS).

—

Rep: CBS-

FLORIDA
(WFTL).

&

Modern Bcstg. Co. of Baton
Rouge Inc. (WAFB). Rep: Adam Young.
KFAZ, Monroe (Ch. 43) Delta Television Inc. Rep: Headley-Reed.
WDSU-TV, New Orleans (Ch. 6)— WDSU Bcstg. Corp. (WDSU).

(WRC).

Inc.

Blair.

WMBR-TV,

Rep: Free

LOUISIANA

NBC-TV Spot Sales.
WTOP-TV, Washington (Ch. 9)— WTOP

—Allen

—Ohio

21)—Mid-America Bcstg. Corp. (WKLO).

Louisville (Ch.

Rep: Katz.

Washington (Ch. 4)—National Bcstg. Co.

(Ch. 5)

Ind.)

Rep: Taylor.

Inc.

Rep:

Rep:

Louisville

allocated to Evansville,

50,

(WSON). Rep: Meeker.
(Ch. 3)— WAVE Inc. (WAVE).

Peters.

Meeker.

WMAL-TV, Washington

Rep: H-R Tele-

Inc.

vision Inc.

(WKNB).

Katz.

2

MISSOURI
7)—Lee Bcstg.

Inc.

(WTAD, Quincy,

Rep: Weed.

KCMO-TV, Kansas

(WNAX, Yankton,

(Ch.

City (Ch.

5)— KCMO

Bcstg. Co.

(KCMO). Rep:

;

KCTY, Kansas

City,

Mo. (Ch.

—Empire

25)

.

WAKR-TV,

Avery-Knodel.

KMBC-TV, Kansas

City

9)—Midland

(Ch.

WHB-TV. Rep:

shares time with

WDAF-TV, Kansas

&

Louis (Ch.

St.

5)

—The

(

WHB)

WKRC-TV,

WLWT,

Bcstg. Co. (KTT8).

WEWS,

4)

Hollingbery.

KXLF-TV, Butte

(Ch.

(KOPR).

Rep:

(KXLF).

Rep:

Raymer.

WBNS-TV, Columbus

KMTV, Omaha

—

Rep: Petry.

WOW-TV, Omaha

WTVN, Columbus
Corp.

(Ch. 6)

—Meredith WOW

(Ch. 8)

Rep: Weed.

Inc.

(WOW).

WLWD, Dayton

la.).

WLOK-TV, Lima
Rep:

4)

—Crosley

—Las

Rep: Pearson.
13)

—Bremer

Weed.

(Ch. 6)

—WTVN Inc.
7)—Miami

(Ch.

KOB-TV, Albuquerque

(Ch.

Rep: Branham.

Bcstg.

Corp.

—Crosley

(Ch.

4)—Albuquerque

(Ch. 12)

—Clark

(WAAT).

(KSWS).

Rep:

(Ch. 7)

—Oklahoma Quality Bcstg. Co.

OREGON
(WNBF).

Associates Inc.

Buffalo (Ch. 17)— WBUF-TV Inc.

KBES-TV, Medford

Rep:

H-R

KPTV, Portland

(WEST, Easton).

—Empire

Coll Co.

Inc.

Rep:

NBC-TV

Rep: Meeker.
(Ch.

46)

—Chambersburg

Bcstg.

Co.

Rep: Forjoe.
WGLV, Easton (Ch. 57) Easton Publishing Co. (WEEX-FM). Rep:
Headley-Reed.
WICU, Erie (Ch. 12)—Dispatch Inc. (WIKK). Rep: Petry.
WHP-TV, Harrisburg (Ch. 55)— WHP Inc. (WHP). Rep: Bolling.
WTPA, Harrisburg (Ch. 71) Harrisburg Bcstrs. Inc. Rep: Headley-

—

—

Reed.

WJAC-TV, Johnstown (Ch. 6)— WJAC Inc. (WJAC). Rep: Katz.
WGAL-TV, Lancaster (Ch. 8) —WGAL Inc. (WGAL). Rep: Meeker.
WKST-TV, New Castle (Ch. 45)—WKST Inc. (WKST). Rep:

—WPIX Inc. Rep: Free & Peters.
6) —Stromberg-Carlson Co. (WHAM).
Rep: Hollingbery.
WRGB, Schenectady (Ch. 4) —General Electric Co. (WGY). Rep:
NBC-TV Spot Sales.
WHEN, Syracuse (Ch. 8) —Meredith Syracuse Television Corp.

Meeker.

(Ch. 11)

WCAU-TV, Philadelphia
CBS-TV Spot Sales.

Rochester (Ch.

WFJLL-TV,
(WFIL).

(Ch.

Philadelphia

10)—WCAU

(Ch.

6)

Inc.

—Triangle

(WCAU).

Rep:

Publications

—

Inc.

Rep: Katz.

WPTZ, Philadelphia (Ch. 3) —Westinghouse Radio Stations
(KYW). Rep: NBC-TV Spot Sales.
WDTV, Pittsburgh (Ch. 2) —Allen B. DuMont Laboratories
Rep: DuMont-TV Spot Sales.
WENS, Pittsburgh (Ch. 16) —Telecasting Co. of Pittsburgh,

Rep: Katz.
WSYR-TV, Syracuse (Ch. 3)—Central N. Y. Bcstg. Corp. (WSYR).
Rep: Headley-Reed; Kettell-Carter (Boston).
WKTV, Utica (Ch. 13) Copper City Bcstg. Corp. (WKAL, Rome,
N. Y.). Rep: Donald Cook.

Inc.
Inc.

Pa.

Rep: Petry.

—

WKJF-TV, Pittsburgh

(Ch. 53) Agnes J. Reeves Greer (WKJFRep: Weed.
WEEU-TV, Reading (Ch. 33)—Hawley Bcstg. Co. (WEEU). Rep:
Headley-Reed.
WHUM-TV, Reading (Ch. 61)—Eastern Radio Corp. (WHUM). Rep:

NORTH CAROLINA

FM).

Inc.

(WISE).

Rep: Bolling.

—Jefferson Standard Bcstg. Co. (WBT).
—Greensboro News Co. Rep: Har-

Rep: CBS-TV Spot Sales.
WFMY-TV, Greensboro (Ch. 2)
rington, Rlghter & Parsons.

H-R
Rep:

Raleigh (Ch. 28)—Sir Walter Television Co. (WNAO).
Rep: Avery-Knodel.
Free

Pa. (Ch. 22)

—Scranton

Bcstrs. Inc.

(WGBI).

Blair.

WTVU, Scranton

—

(Ch. 73) Appalachian Co. Rep: Bolling.
Wilkes-Barre (Ch. 28) Louis G. Baltimore (WERE).
Rep: Headley-Reed.
WILK-TV, Wilkes-Barre (Ch. 34)—Wyoming Valley Bcstg. Co.
(WILK). Rep: Avery-Knodel.

WB RE-TV,

NORTH DAKOTA

—WDAY Inc. (WDAY). Rep:
13) —North Dakota Bcstg. Co. Inc.

Television Inc.

WGBI-TV, Scranton,

WNAO-TV,

(Ch.

Rep:

(WCHA).

Vol. 9:37.]

KCJB-TV, Minot

(Ch. 27)

WCHA-TV, Chambersburg

Rep: Avery-Knodel.

(Ch. 6)

Oregon Bcstg. Co.

PENNSYLVANIA
WFBG-TV, Altoona (Ch. 10)—Gable Bcstg. Co. (WFBG). Rep:
H-R Television Inc.
WLFV-TV, Bethlehem, Pa. (Ch. 51) — Associated Bcstrs. Inc.

Television

WCBS-TV, New York (Ch. 2) —Columbia Bcstg. System (WCBS).
Rep: CBS-TV Spot Sales.
WNBT, New York (Ch. 4)—National Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WNBC). Rep:
NBC-TV Spot Sales.
WOR-TV, New York (Ch. 9) —General Teleradio Inc. (WOR). Rep:
WOR Sales; H-R Television Inc. (West Coast). [Note: Temporarily silent pending move of transmitter; Television Digest,

Peters.

—Southern

Spot Sales.

outside N. Y.).
B. DuMont Laboratories Inc.

62)—Radio Station WISE

(Ch. 5)

Blair.

Inc.

WDAY-TV, Fargo

(KSWO).

—

—

Charlotte (Ch. 3)

Television Sys-

Rep: Everett-McKinney and Clyde Melville Co. (Southwest only).
WKY-TV, Oklahoma City (Ch. 4)—WKY Radiophone Co. (WKY).
Rep: Katz.
KOTV, Tulsa (Ch. 6) Wrather-Alvarez Inc. Rep: Petry.

(KOB).

Bcstg. Co.

WTVE, Elmira (Ch. 24) —Elmira Television. Rep: Forjoe.
WABC-TV, New York (Ch. 7)— American Bcstg. Co. (WABC). ReD:

WBTV,

(WKBN)

OKLAHOMA

—

Asheville (Ch.

Bcstg. Corp.

WHIZ-TV, Zanesville (Ch. 50) Southeastern Ohio
tem (WHIZ). Rep: Pearson.

Rep: Bolling.

WISE-TV,

(WLOK).

27)—WKBN

(Ch.

Rep:

Buffalo (Ch. 4) WBEN Inc. (WBEN). Rep: HarringParsons.
ton, Rlghter
WBES-TV, Buffalo (Ch. 59) Buffalo-Nlagara Television Corp.

WABC-TV Sales In N. Y. (Petry
WABD, New York (Ch. 5)—Allen

Inc.

—

(WFPG).

Rep: Bolling.

&

Rep: Crosley Bcstg.
Rep: H-R Tele-

Bcstg. Corp.

73)—WLOK

NEW YORK

WHAM-TV,

(WHIO).

Rep: Headley-Reed.

KSWO-TV, Lawton

—

WNBF-TV, Binghamton

WPIX, New York

Rep: Katz.

Valley Bcstg. Corp.

Rep: Raymer.
Bcstg. Corp.

(Ch. 8) John A. Barnett
Meeker; Clyde Melville Co. (Southwest only).

KSWS-TV, Roswell

(h. 2)

WKBN-TV, Youngstown

NEW MEXICO

WBUF-TV,

Rep: Crosley

vision Inc.

Vegas Television Inc. (KLAS).

WFPG-TV, Atlantic City (Ch. 46)—Neptune

WBEN-TV,

Corp.

Bcstg.

WSPD-TV, Toledo (Ch. 13)—Storer Bcstg. Co. (WSPD). Rep: Katz.
WFMJ-TV, Youngstown (Ch. 73) —Vindicator Printing Co. (WFMJ).

NEW JERSEY
(Ch.

Rep:

10)—Dispatch Printing Co. (WBNS).

(Ch.

(Ch.

WHIO-TV, Dayton

NEVADA

WATV, Newark

(WLW).

Bcstg. Corp.

Bcstg.

Blair.

KLAS-TV, Las Vegas

5)—Crosley

Rep: Hollingbery.

May Bcstg. Co. (KMA, Shenandoah,

(Ch. 3)

(WKRC).

Blair.

WLWC, Columbus
Rep:

Rep: Weed.

(KOLN).

Cincinnati (Ch. 12)—Radio Cincinnati Inc.

—Scrlpps-Howard Radio Inc. Rep: BranWNBK, Cleveland (Ch. 4) —National Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WTAM). RepNBC-TV Spot Sales.
WXEL, Cleveland (Ch. —Empire Coll Co. Inc. Rep: Katz.

NEBRASKA
(Ch. 10)

KOLN-TV, Lincoln

Radio (WCPO).

9)

—Combelt Bcstg. Corp. (KFOR).
(Oh. 12) —Comhusker Radio & Television

KFOR-TV, Lincoln

—Scrlpps-Howard

Cleveland (Ch. 5)

Rep:

Walker.

9)

ham.

—Copper Bcstg. Co.
6) —Television Montana

(Ch.

(Ch.

Cincinnati (Ch.
Crosley Bcstg.

MONTANA

KOPR-TV, Butte

Cincinnati

Rep: Katz.

Pulitzer Publishing Co. (KSD).
Spot Sales after Oct. 1.)

—

Rep: Glll-

Rep: Branham.

shares

;

(WAKR).

Corp.

Perna.

WCPO-TV,
Bcstg. Co.

Rep: Free & Peters. (NBC-TV
WTVI, St. Louis (Ch. 54)—See Belleville, 111.
KTTS-TV, Springfield (Ch. 10) Independent

Rep: Weed.

(WDAF).

City Star Co.

Akron, O. (Ch.

Rep: Weed.
WICA-TV, Ashtabula (Ch. 15)—WICA Inc. (WICA).

Parsons.

WHB-TV, Kansas City (Ch. 9)— WHB
time with KMBC-TV. Rep: Blair.
KSD-TV,

&

4)— Kansas

City (Ch.

Rep: Harrington, Rlghter

Free

(KMBC)

Co.

Bcstg.
Peters.

OHIO
49)—Summit Radio

Rep:

Co. Inc.

Coll

&

WSBA-TV, York

—

—

(Ch. 43) Susquehanna Bcstg. Co. (WSBA). Rep:
Radlo-TV Representatives Inc.

(KCJB).

Rep: Weed.

3

RHODE ISLAND
WJAR-TV, Providence

(Ch. 10)

—The

Outlet Co. (WJAR).

Rep:

Weed.

,

Rep: Free

&

Peters.

WLVA-TV, Lynchburg

25)—Radio Columbia (WCOS).

(Ch.

Rep:

Headley-Reed.

67)—Palmetto Radio Corp. (WNOK).

(Ch.

Rep: Ravmer.

WGVL,

Greenville
Television Inc.

Norfolk (Ch.

(Ch. 23)

Television Co. Rep:

(Ch.

H-R

Rep: Taylor.

TENNESSEE

WMCT, Memphis

(Ch. 5)

—Memphis

Publishing Co. (WMC).

Rep:

Branham.

WSM-TV.

Inc.

(WSM). Rep:

Petry.

KFDA-TV, Amarillo

(Ch.

(WSLS).

Rep: Taylor.
KTBC-TV, Austin

4)—Plains Radio

(Ch.

Rep:

(Ch.

Bcstg.

Co.

(KGNC).

7)

Branham.

KTSM-TV,

El Paso (Ch. 9)— Tri-State Bcstg. Co. Inc. (KTSM).
Rep: Hollingbery.
5)

—Carter Publications

Rep: Free & Peters.
KGUL-TV, Galveston (Ch. 11)—Gulf Television Co.
Spot Sales.

KPRC-TV, Houston

(Ch.

2)

—Houston

Post Co.

Inc.

(WBAP).

Rep: CBS-TV

(KPRC).

KIMA-TV, Yakima

(Ch.

WSAZ-TV, Huntington

tKUHT, Houston (Ch. 8)—University of Houston (KUHF-FM).
KCBD-TV, Lubbock (Ch. 11) —Bryant Radio & Television Inc.
Rep: Pearson.
(Ch. 13)

—Texas

Rep:

Martin Inc. (WMBG).

Rep-

10)

—Shenandoah

Life

Stations

Inc.

)

.

29)

—Cascade

Bcstg.

Co.

(KIMA).

Inc.

WEST VIRGINIA
3)—WSAZ Inc.

(WSAZ).

Rep: Katz.

WISCONSIN
WBAY-TV, Green Bay

(Ch.

2)— Norbertlne Fathers (WBAY). Rep:

Weed.

WKOW-TV, Madison

(Ch.

27)— Monona Bcstg. Co. (WKOW). Rep:

Headley-Reed.

Madison (Ch. 33)— Bartell Television Corp.
WMFM
Rep: Meeker.
WCAN-TV, Milwaukee (Ch. 25)— Midwest Bcstg. Co. (WCAN).
Rep: Taylor.
WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee (Ch. 4)—The Journal Co. (WTMJ). Rep:
Harrington, Rlghter & Parsons.
WOSH-TV, Oshkosh (Ch. 48)—Oshkosh Bcstg. Co. (WOSH). Rep:
Headley-Reed.

WMTV,

(

)

TERRITORIES

KGMB-TV, Honolulu

(KCBD).

Sc

(Ch.

Rep:

Petry.

KDUB-TV, Lubbock

.

KVOS-TV, Bellingham (Ch. 12)—KVOS Inc. (KVOS). Rep: Forjoe.
KING-TV, Seattle (Ch. 5)—KING Bcstg. Co. (KING). Rep: Blair.
KHQ-TV, Spokane (Ch. 6)—KHQ Inc. (KHQ). Rep. Katz.
KXLY-TV, Spokane (Ch. 4) — KXLY-TV KXLY
Rep: Walker.
KMO-TV Tacoma (Ch. 13)—KMO Inc. (KMO). Rep: Branham.
KTNT-TV, Tacoma (Ch. 11)—Tribune Publishing Co. (KTNT).

Rep:

Taylor.

Fort Worth (Ch.

)

Rep: Weed.

—Texas Bcstg. Corp. (KTBC). Rep.
KRLD-TV, Dallas (Ch. 4) —KRLD Radio Corp. (KRLD). Rep:
Branham.
WFAA-TV, Dallas (Ch. 8) —A. H. Belo Corp. (WFAA). Rep: Petry.
KROD-TV, El Paso (Ch. 4) —Roderick Bcstg. Corp. (KROD). Rep:
(Ch.

WTAR

Rep: Avery-Knodel.

Branham.
Amarillo

(

Rep: Weed.

—Reporter Bcstg. Co. (KRBC).
10) —Amarillo Bcstg. Corp. (KFDA).

(Ch. 9)

Pearson.

WBAP-TV,

Radio Corp.

,

TEXAS
KRBC-TV, Abilene

KGNC-TV,

— WTAR

(

4)—WSM

Nashville (Ch.

—

WASHINGTON

11)—Midcontinent Bcstg. Co. (KELO).

Falls (Ch.

Norfolk)

Lynchburg Bcstg. Corp. (WLVA).

6)—Havens

SOUTH DAKOTA
KELO-TV, Sioux

to

Blair.

WSLS-TV, Roanoke

—Greenville

4)

allocated

Rep: Rambeau.

Petry.

WTVR, Richmond

WNOK-TV, Columbia

(Ch. 13)

Rep: Hollingbery.

WTAR-TV,

WCOS-TV, Columbia

VIRGINIA
Hampton -Norfolk (Ch. 15,

Peninsula Bcstg. Corp. (WVEC).

SOUTH CAROLINA
(Ch. 5)— WCSC Inc. (WCSC).

WCSC-TV, Charleston

WVEC-TV

—

9)
Hawaiian Bcstg. System Ltd.
Rep: Free & Peters.
KONA, Honolulu (Ch. 11)—Radio Honolulu Ltd. (KGU). Rep:
NBC-TV Spot Sales.

(Ch.

(KGMB).

Telecasting Inc. Rep: Avery -

Knodel.

KTXL-TV, San Angelo

(Ch.

Rep: Taylor.
KEYL, San Antonio (Ch.

5)

8)—Westex

—San

Television Co.

(KTXL).

Antonio Television Co.

Rep:

Katz.

San Antonio (Ch. 4) Southland Industries Inc.
Rep: Petry.
KCMC-TV, Texarkana (Ch. 6)—KCMC Inc. (KCMC). Rep: Taylor.
KETX, Tyler (Ch. 19) Jacob A. Newborn Jr.
KFDX-TV, Wichita Falls (Ch. 3) Wlchtex Radio & Television Co.
(KFDX). Rep: Taylor.
KWFT-TV, Wichita Falls (Ch. 6)—Wichita Falls TV Inc. (KWFT).
Rep: Blair.
(WOAI).

—

KDYL-TV,

—
5) — Radio

Salt Lake City (Ch. 4) Intermountain Bcstg.
vision Corp. (KDYL). Rep: Blair.
Salt Lake City

Rep:

(Ch.

Rep: CBS-TV Spot

Sales.

&

Service Corp. of

Tele-

Utah

Adam Young.

XETV, Tijuana, Mexico, near San Diego

—

(Ch. 6) Licensed by Mexican Govt, to Radio-Television, S.A. (Emilio Azcarraga). Rep:
Weed.

—

UTAH

(KSL).

opposite Brownsville, Tex. (Ch. 7)
Licensed by Mexican Govt, to Romulo O’Farrill Sr., Mexico City.

—

WOAI-TV,

KSL-TV,

Mexican Border Stations
XELD-TV, Matamoros, Mexico,

Canadian Stations
CBFT, Montreal, Quebec (Ch.
(CBF & CBM).
CBOT, Ottawa, Ontario (Ch.
(CBO).
CBLT, Toronto, Ontario
(CBL & CJBC).

NOTES

(Ch.

—Canadian
4) — Canadian
9) — Canadian
2)

Broadcasting Corp.
Broadcasting

Corp.

Broadcasting

Corp.

Construction Permits Outstanding and Starting Dates as Reported
Total as oi Sept.

12-293 (104 VHF, 189 UHF)

ALABAMA
WJLN-TV, Birmingham

FCC on

[Cited by

FLORIDA

Bcstg. Co. (WJLD).
extension of CP; Television Digest, Vol. 9:34.]

48)—Johnston

(Ch.

WITV, Fort Lauderdale
November,

WSGN-TV, Birmingham (Ch. 42) —Jemison Bcstg. Co. Inc
WSGN). Early in 1954.
WMSL-TV, Decatur (Ch. 23)—Tennessee Valley Bcstg. Co. (WMSL).

—Gerico Investment
11) —Fort Myers Bcstg.

(Ch. 17)

Co.

(WBRD).

(Ch.

Co.

(WINK).

1953.

WINK-TV, Fort Myers
Late Fall, 1953.

(

WJHP-TV,

36)—Jacksonville Journal Co. (WJHP).
November, 1953.
WOBS-TV, Jacksonville (Ch. 30) Southern Radio & Equipment
Co. (WOBS).
WOTV, Lakeland (Ch. 16)—WONN-TV Inc. (WONN).
Jacksonville (Ch.

Rep: John H. Perry Assoc.

ARIZONA
KOOL-TV, Phoenix

(Ch.

10)

—Maricopa

—

Bcstrs.

Inc.

(KOOL);

September, 1953.
will share time with KOY-TV.
KOY-TV, Phoenix (Ch. 10)—KOY Bcstg. Co. (KOY) will share
time with KOOL-TV. September, 1953.
KVOA-TV, Tucson (Ch. 4) —Arizona Bcstg. Co. (KVOA). Rep:

Raymer. September,
KIVA, Yuma (Ch. 11)

City (Ch. 7) J. D. Manly. Rep: Hollingbery
October, 1953.
WEAR-TV, Pensacola (Ch. 3)—Gulfport Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WEAR).
Rep: Hollingbery. November-December, 1953.
WPFA-TV, Pensacola (Ch. 15) WPFA-TV Inc. September, 1953.

1953.

—Valley

Rep: W.

Telecasting Co.

S.

—

WJDM, Panama

;

—

Grant

Co. September, 1953.

Rep:

Adam Young.

GEORGIA

ARKANSAS

—

WRBL-TV, Columbus
WTOC-TV, Savannah

4)
Arkansas Radio & Equipment Co.
(KARK). January or February, 1954.
KETV, Little Rock (Ch. 23) Great Plains Television Properties of
Arkansas Inc. Rep: Adam Young. November or December, 1954.
KATV, Pine Bluff (Ch. 7) Central-South Sales Co. Rep: Avery-

KARK-TV,

Little

Rock (Ch.

—
—

November,

Knodel.

Inc.

(KERO).

1953.

ber, 1953.

—

KIFT, Idaho Falls (Ch. 8) Idaho Falls Television Inc. (KIFI).
Rep: Hollingbery. April, 1954.
KBOI, Meridian (Ch. 2, allocated to Caldwell) Boise Valley
Bcstrs. Inc. (KDSH, Boise). Rep: Free & Peters. November, 1953.
KFXD-TV, Nampa (Ch. 6) Frank E. Hurt & Sons Inc. (KFXD).
[Note: This station began operating June 18, 1953 but quit the

—

—

(Ch. 3) Redwood Bcstg. Co. Inc. (KIEM).
September, 1953.
KBIF-TV, Fresno (Ch. 53) John Poole Bcstg. Co.
KJEO, Fresno (Ch. 47) O'Neill Bcstg. Co. Rep: Hollingbery. September, 1953.
KPIK, Los Angeles (Ch. 22) John Poole Bcstg. Co. October, 1953.
KCCC-TV, Sacramento (Ch. 40) Capital City TV Corp. Rep:
Weed. September, 1953.
KBIC-TV, Sacramento (Ch. 46) John Poole Bcstg. Co.
KICU, Salinas (Ch. 28) Salinas-Monterey Television Co. Rep:
Blair.

—

—

—

—

air

—
—

KWIK-TV,

1953.

Springs (Ch. 13)— Pikes
(KRDO). Rep: McGillvra. September, 1953.
KDEN, Denver (Ch. 26) Empire Coll Co. Inc.

Peak

Bcstg.

59)

Inc. WELI
Rep: H-R Television Inc.
WNLC-TV, New London (Ch. 26)—Thames
(

)

Rep: Headley-Reed.
(Ch.

Televi-

October, 1953.
Rep: HollingTelevision Inc.

Radio

Corp.

(Ch.

24)

Joliet

(Ch.

48)—Joliet Television

Inc.

—Plains

(WJOL).
Television Inc.

Television Corp.

Rep:

Adam

INDIANA
Co.

Inc.

(WTRC).

Rep: Pearson.
WFIE, Evansville (Ch. 62)—Premier Television Inc. Rep: Taylor.
September or October, 1953.

WKJG-TV,

Fort

Wayne

—

(Ch. 33) Northeastern Indiana Bcstg. Co.
October, 1953.
WJRE, Indianapolis (Ch. 26)—Marion Bcstg. Corp. (WBAT,
Marion, Ind.).

Rep: Raymer.

WNES, Indianapolis (Ch. 67) —Empire Coil Co. Inc.
WMRI-TV, Marion (Ch. 29)—Chronicle Publishing Co. Inc.
(WMRI-FM).
WRAY-TV, Princeton (Ch. 52)—Southern Indiana Tele-Casting
Inc. (WRAY). October, 1953.
WINT, Waterloo (Ch. 15, allocated to Angola, Ind.) —Tri-State
Television Inc. (WDOK, Cleveland). October, 1953.

(WNLC).

27)—Stamford-Norwalk Television Corp.
•

—

tWCBE, Bridgeport (Ch. 71) Conn. State Board of Education.
tWCHF, Hartford (Ch. 24)—Conn. State Board of Education.
fWCNE, Norwich (Ch. 63)— Conn. State Board of Education.

IOWA
KCRI-TV, Cedar Rapids (Ch. 9)—Cedar Rapids Television

Co.

September, 1953.
WMT-TV, Cedar Rapids (Ch. 2) American Broadcasting Stations
Inc. (WMT). Rep: Katz. September, 1953.
Cedar Rapids (Ch. 20) Hawkeye Television Corp.

—

DELAWARE
WHRN,

—Champaign-Urbana

WSJV, Elkhart (Ch. 52)—Truth Publishing

Radio Foundation

Bcstg. Corp.

(Ch. 21)

WICS, Springfield (Ch. 20)
Young. September, 1953.

.

WSTF, Stamford

3)

15)

WREX-TV, Rockford (Ch. 13) —Greater Rockford
Rep: H-R Television Inc. September, 1953.

L. Liftlg.

—Connecticut

—Cecil W. Roberts.
—Midwest Television Inc.

(Ch.

Danville

WJOL-TV,

Co.

CONNECTICUT

—Harry

&

,

—
—

WELI-TV, New Haven (Ch.

Television

(WDAN). Rep: Everett-McKinney. November,

—
—
—

49)

&

—Northwestern Publishing Co.
1953.
Evanston (Ch. 32) — Northwestern Television Bcstg.
Corp. April, 1954.
WSIL-TV, Harrisburg (Ch. 22) —Turner-Farrar Assn. October, 1953.
WDAN-TV,

KIRV, Denver (Ch. 20) Mountain States Television Co. [Cited
by FCC on extension of CP; Television Digest, Vol. 9:34.]
KLZ-TV, Denver (Ch. 7) Aladdin Radio & TV Inc. (KLZ). Rep:
Katz. November, 1953.
KOA-TV, Denver (Ch. 4)
Metropolitan Television Co. Rep:
Petry.
November-December, 1953.
fKRMA-TV, Denver (Ch. 6) School District No. 1 in the City &
County of Denver and State of Colorado School District.
KFXJ-TV, Grand Junction (Ch. 5)— Western Slope Bcstg. Co. Inc.
(KFXJ). Rep: Hal Holman.
WSJL-Bridgeport (Ch.

Idaho Bcstg.

(WIND).

COLORADO
KRDO-TV, Colorado

—Eastern

WHFC-TV, Chicago (Ch. 26) — WHFC Inc. (WHFC).
WTND-TV, Chicago (Ch. 20) —Johnson-Kennedy

(KSTN).

November,

(KJRL). Early

Co. Inc.

bery. October, 1953.

WCUI, Champaign

October, 1953.

Rep:

Pocatello (Ch. 10)

WCIA, Champaign (Ch.

S.

(KCOK).

—Tribune-Journal

ILLINOIS

McGill vra.

—
KCOK-TV, Tulare (Ch. 27) —Sheldon Anderson
Forjoe. October, 1953.
KAGR-TV, Yuba City (Ch. 52) — John Steventon.

6)

WBLN, Bloomington

—Lawrence A. Harvey. Novem32) —
H. Patterson (KSAN). Rep:

KVIE, San Jose (Ch. 48)— John A. Vietor Jr.
Stockton (Ch. 36) San Joaquin Telecasters

status; for details, see Television

(KWXK). Rep: Hollingbery. February, 1954.
KLIX-TV, Twin Falls (Ch. 11)—Southern Idaho Bcstg.
sion Co. (KLIX). Spring or Summer, 1954.

(Ch. 20)

KTVTJ,

CP

Co.

Digest, Vol. 9:34.]

(Ch.

reverting to

Fall, 1953.

Bolling.

KSAN-TV, San Francisco

12,

KISJ, Pocatello (Ch.

KITO-TV, San Bernardino (Ch. 18)—KITO Inc. (KITO). Rep:
Hollingbery. [Cited by FCC on extension of CP; Television

ber, 1953.

Aug.

Digest, Vol. 9:34.]

—

KBAY-TV, San Francisco

Novem-

IDAHO

(Ch. 9, allocated to San Francisco)— Bay Area
Educational Television Assn. “Before end of 1953.”

KIEM-TV, Eureka

(WGOV).

KTVI, Boise (Ch. 9) Idaho Bcstg. & Television Co. (KGEM).
Rep: Hollingbery.
KID-TV, Idaho Falls (Ch. 3)—Idaho Radio Corp. (KID). Decem-

tKQED, Berkeley
Rep:

Valdosta (Ch. 37)— WGOV-TV Inc.

—

—Kern County Bcstrs.

September,

(WRBL).
(WTOC).

ber, 1953.

1953.

Bakersfield (Ch. 10)

Rep: Avery-Knodel.

Bcstg. Co. Inc.

11)—Savannah Bcstg. Co.

(Ch.

Rep: Katz.

WGOV-TV,

CALIFORNIA
KERO-TV,

4)— Columbus

(Ch.

Dover (Ch. 40)— Rollins Bcstg. Inc.

,

5

—

.

IOWA— (Continued)
KDIO, Davenport (Ch.

36)

KGTV, Des Moines

WTAC-TV,

Flint (Ch. 16)— Trendle-Campbell Bcstg. Corp. (WTAC).
Rep: Raymer. Fall of 1953.
WIBM-TV, Jackson (Ch. 48)— WIBM Inc. (WIBM). Rep: Forjoe.
WTVM, Muskegon (Ch. 35)—Versluis Radio & Television Inc.

—Mel Foster-Harold Hoersch.
17) — Rib Mountain Radio Inc.

(Ch.
Rep:
October or November, 1953.
WHO-TV, Des Moines (Ch. 13)—Central Bcstg. Co. (WHO).
KQTV, Fort Dodge (Ch. 21) Northwest Television Co. (KVFD).
Rep: Pearson. November, 1953.
KCTV, Sioux City (Ch. 36) Great Plains Television Properties of
Iowa, Inc. Rep: Adam Young. September, 1953.
KWWL-TV, Waterloo (Ch. 7)—Black Hawk Bcstg. Co. (KWWL).
Hollingbery.

(WLAV, Grand Rapids).

—
—

MINNESOTA
WJON-TV,

Rep: Rambeau. Fall of 1953.
St. Paul (Ch. 17)— WCOW Telecasting Co. (WCOW).

MISSISSIPPI

WCBI-TV, Columbus

—

8)
Kansas State College of AgriculApplied Science (KSAC).
KOAM-TV, Pittsburg (Ch. 7)—Pittsburg Bcstg. Co. (KOAM).
Rep: Pearson. October, 1953.

ture

&

WIBW-TV, Topeka
(WIBW).

(Ch.

—

13)

Topeka Bcstg. Association
November, 1953.

—Polan

Industries.

Inc.

Rep: Petry.

(Ch. 3)

Headley-Reed.

September,

Rep: Forjoe. "Sometime in 1954."

WVJS-TV, Owensboro

(Ch.

14)

— Owensboro

On The

Air

(Ch. 60)

—Blue

Inc.

KGMO-TV, Cape
(KGMO).

Grass Television Co.

KFUO-TV

—Capital Television & Bcstg. Co.
1953.
Late
KTAG-TV, Lake Charles (Ch. 25) —KTAG-TV Inc. Rep: Adam
Young. October, 1953.
KNOE-TV, Monroe (Ch. 8) — James A. Noe (KNOE). Rep: H-R
Television Inc. Fall of 1953.
WCKG, New Orleans (Ch. 26) —CKG Television Co. (WMRY). Rep:
Adam Young.
WCNO-TV, New Orleans (Ch. 32) —Community Television Corp.
Rep: Forjoe. January, 1954.
WJMR-TV, New Orleans (Ch. 61) —Supreme Bcstg. Co. Inc.
(WJMR). Rep: Bolling. October, 1953.
WTLO, New Orleans (Ch. 20) —New Orleans Television Co.

KACY,

of the University of MisTelevision Inc. Fall of

H-R

Fall

—

St. Joseph (Ch. 2)
KFEQ Inc. (KFEQ). Rep: HeadleySeptember, 1953.
tKETC, St. Louis (Ch. 9) St. Louis Educational Television Commission. "Perhaps late Fall, 1953.”
KSTM-TV, St. Louis (Ch. 36)— Broadcast House Inc. KSTL
Rep:
H-R Television Inc. September, 1953.
WIL-TV, St. Louis (Ch. 42)—Missouri Bcstg. Corp. (WIL). Rep:
Adam Young.
KDRO-TV, Sedalia (Ch. 6)—Milton J. Hlnleln (KDRO). Rep:
Forjoe. December, 1953, or earlier.

—

(

KYTV,

Springfield (Ch. 3)

Rep: Hollingbery.

—Springfield

September,

)

.

(KGBX).

Television Inc.

1953.

17)

MONTANA
KOOK-TV,

Hollingbery.

1953.

60)—WITH-TV

WITH-TV, Baltimore

(Ch.
Latter 1953.
WFMD-TV, Frederick (Ch.
“Fall of 1953.”
WBOC-TV, Salisbury (Ch.

Inc.

(WITH).

Forjoe.

62)— Monocacy

Bcstg.

Co.

16)— Peninsula Bcstg. Co.

(

September,

1953.

Rep: Weed. December, 1953.
Great Falls (Ch. 3) Montana Farmer Inc. (KMON).
Missoula (Ch. 13)— Mosby's Inc. (KGVO). Rep: Glll-

—

KMON-TV,
KGVO-TV,

Rep:

WFMD

2)—The Montana Network (KOOK). Rep:

Billings (Ch.

KRHT, Billings (Ch. 8) —Rudman-Hayutln Television Co.
KFBB-TV, Great Falls (Ch. 5)—Buttrey Broadcast Inc. (KFBB).

MARYLAND

Perna.

June, 1954.

NEBRASKA

)

KHOL-TV, Kearney-Holdrldge

(WBOC).

Rep: Burn-Smith.

(Ch. 13)

— Bl-States

November,

Co.

1953.

NEVADA

MASSACHUSETTS
WBOS-TV, Boston (Ch. 50) — E. Anthony & Sons Inc.
fWGBH-TV, Boston (Ch. 2) — WGBH Education Foundation
(WGBH) October, 1954.

KZTV, Reno
Pearson.

(Ch.

8)— Nevada Radio-Television

September,

—

Boston (Ch. 44) J. D. Wrather Jr.
Brockton (Ch. 62) Trans-American Enterprises Inc.
WSEE-TV, Fall River (Ch. 46) New England Television Co. Inc.
WGLM, Lawrence (Ch. 72) General Bcstg. Co.
WTEV, New Bedford (Ch. 28)— E. Anthony & Sons Inc. (WNBH)
Rep: Walker.
WMGT, North Adams (Ch. 74)—Greylock Bcstg. Co. (WBRK).
Rep: Walker. Fall of 1953.
WNOH, Northampton (Ch. 36) Regional TV Corp. (WACE,

WKNE-TV, Keene

—

,

—

January,

—

Inc.

45)— WKNE Corp. (WKNE).

Rep: Meeker.

1954.

(Ch. 9)

— Radio

Voice of

New Hampshire

(WMUR).

NEW JERSEY
(Ch. 58)

—Atlantic

Video Corp.

December,

1953.

WOCN, Atlantic City (Ch. 52) — Matta Enterprises.
WDHN, New Brunswick (Ch. 47) — Home News Publishing

—

fWTLV, New Brunswick
N.

—

(Ch.

19)

— Dept,

of Education,

Co.
State of

J.

WTTM-TV, Trenton

1953.

41)— People's

(Ch.

Bcstg. Corp.

(WTTM).

NEW MEXICO

MICHIGAN

(Ch. 13) — New Mexico Bcstg. Co. Inc
(KGGM). Rep: Weed. September. 1953.
KOAT-TV. Albuquerque (Ch. 7) — Alvarado Bcstg. Co. Inc. (KOAT).

KOGM-TV, Albuquerque

58)— Michigan Bcstg. Co. (WBCK).
December, 1953.
Bay City (Ch. 5) North Eastern Michigan Corp.
WHFB-TV, Benton Harbor (Ch. 42)— Palladium Publishing Co.
Battle Creek (Ch.

Rep: Headley-Reed.

—

,

(Ch.

WRTV, Asbury Park

Late 1953 or early 1954.
WAAB-TV, Worcester (Ch. 20) Wilson Enterprises Inc. (WAAB).
WWOR-TV, Worcester (Ch. 14) Salisbury Bcstg. Corp. Rep:

October-November,

(KWRN). Rep:

WMUR-TV, Manchester

Springfield).

—

Corp.

1953.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

.

Rep: Hollingbery.

September, 1953

KNEH, Clovis (Ch. 12) —Telepolltan Bcstg.
KTVK, Santa Fe (Ch. 2)—Greer & Greer.

(WHFB).

WWTV,

Louis)—Lutheran

Reed.

8,

WBCK-TV,

St.

Festus (St. Louis)— (Ch. 14)—Ozark Television Corp

KFEQ-TV,

—Lewiston-Auburn Bcstg. Corp.
(WLAM). Rep: Everett-McKlnney. November, 1953.
allocated to Lewiston) — Mt. Washington
WMTW, Poland (Ch.
TV Inc. August-September, 1954.
WCSH-TV, Portland (Ch. 6) —Congress Square Hotel Co. (WCSH).

Raymer.

Rep:

to

of 1953.

MAINE

December,

allocated

30,

1953.

fall,

Rep: Weed.

(Ch.

[Commercial grant.]

souri

(Ch. 40)

(Ch.

Clayton

,

—

KSPJ, Alexandria (Ch. 62)—Barnet Brezner.

WLAM-TV, Lewiston

Girardeau (Ch. 18)— KGMO Radio Television Inc

Church —Missouri Synod (KFUO).
KOMU-TV, Columbia (Ch. 8) Curators

LOUISIANA

KHTV, Baton Rouge

1953.

MISSOURI

(WVJS).

WBGT, Richmond

Rep:

Gulfport (Ch. 56)

WJDT, Jackson

41)—Robert W. Rounsaville (WLOU).

(Ch.

(WCBI).

Jr.

—WGCM Television Corp. (WGCM).
—Lamar Life Bcstg. Co. (WRBC). Rep:
Hollingbery.
WSLI-TV, Jackson (Ch. 12) —Standard Life Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WSLI).
Rep: Weed. January, 1954.
WCOC-TV, Meridian (Ch. 30) —Mississippi Bcstg. Co. (WCOC)
Fall of 1953.
WTOK-TV, Meridian (Ch. 11) —Southern Television Corp. (WTOK).
Rep:
WGCM-TV,

KENTUCKY
59)

(Ch. 28)— Blrney Imes
“Late 1953-Early 1954."

McGillvra.

Rep: Capper Publications Inc.

WPTV, Ashland (Ch.
WLOU-TV, Louisville

Cloud (Ch. 7)—Granite City Bcstg. Co. (WJON).

WCOW-TV,

KANSAS
tKSAC-TV, Manhattan (Ch.

St.

13)—Sparton Bcstg. Co. November, 1953.
East Lansing (Ch. 60)— Michigan State Board of Agriculture, Michigan State College
WKAR). [Commercial channel.! January, 1954.
WCTV, Flint (Ch. 28) Trans-American Television Corp.
Cadillac (Ch.

Co.

NEW YORK

WKAR-TV,

WPTR-TV, Albany

(

WROW-TV,

—

(WROW).
6

23)— Patroon Bcstg. Co.
(Ch. 41)— Hudson Valley

(Ch.

Albany
Rep: Bolling.

Inc.

(WPTR).

Bcstg.

Co.

Inc.

1

WECT, Elmira
McKinney.

(Ch.

18)

—El-Cor

September,

Television

WHCU-TV,

Ithaca (Ch. 20)—Cornell University
mercial channel.) November, 1953.

(WHCU).

—

WJTN-TV, Jamestown

(Ch. 58) James Bcstg. Co. Inc.
(Ch. 66)—Kingston Bcstg. Corp.
Fall of 1953.

WEOK-TV, Poughkeepsie

(Ch.

21)

—

Mid-Hudson

KTVF, Eugene-Sprlngfleld

[Com-

Eugene (Ch.

(Ch. 6)— Mt. Hood Radio & Television Bcstg.
(KOIN). Rep: Avery-Knodel. September, 1953.
KPIC, Salem (Ch. 24) Lawrence A. Harvey. October, 1953.

—

Inc.

PENNSYLVANIA
WFMZ-TV, Allentown (Ch. 67)—Penn-Allen Bcstg. Co. (WFMZ).
WQCY, Allentown (Ch. 39)—Queen City Television Co. Inc.
WCMB-TV, Harrisburg (Ch. 27)—Rossmoyne Corp. (WCMB. Le-

(WEOK). Rep: Everett-McKlnney. Latter 1953. [Cited by FCC
on extension of CP; Television Digest, Vol. 9:34; granted CP
extension from Sept. 2 to Nov. 26, 1953.)

WCBF-TV, Rochester (Ch. 15) —Star Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WGVA).
WHEC-TV, Rochester (Ch. 10)—WHEC Inc. (WHEC); will share
time with WVET-TV. Rep: Everett-McKlnney. November, 1953.
WVET-TV, Rochester (Ch. 10) —Veterans Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WVET);
will share time with WHEC-TV. Rep: Bolling. November, 1953.
WRNY-TV, Rochester (Ch. 27) —Genesee Valley Television Corp.
WTRI, Schenectady (Ch. 35) —Van Curler Bcstg. Corp. JanuaryJune, 1954.
WFRB, Utica (Ch. 19)

Weed.

November,

moyne).

About

H. Balch.

(Ch. 48)

WARD-TV, Johnstown
Rep: Weed.

WWLA,

—Brockway

July, 1954.

WTVQ,

—

Pittsburgh

—

(Ch. 47) Golden Triangle Television Corp.
(Transfer of ownership pending; Television

Rep: Headley-Reed.

tWROH, Rochester (Ch. 21) —University of the State of New York.
tWHTV, Syracuse (Ch. 43) —University of the State of New York.
Note: Funds have not yet been made available for the construction and operation of these non-commercial stations and ma-

Digest, Vol. 9:30.]

WARM-TV,

Scranton (Ch. 16)— Union Bcstg. Co. (WARM).

Holllngbery.

Williamsport (Ch. 36)— WRAK Inc. (WRAK). Rep.
Everett-McKlnney. [Cited by FCC on extension of CP; Television Digest, Vol. 9:34: granted CP extension to Jan. 12, 1954.1
WNOW-TV, York (Ch. 49)—Helm Coal Co. (WNOW). Rep Holllngbery.

NORTH CAROLINA

October. 1953.

—Inter-City Advertising Co. of Char-

(WAYS). Rep: Bolling.
WCIG-TV, Durham (Ch. 46)—T. E. Allen

FaU

RHODE ISLAND

of 1953.

W

Television Inc.

(Ch.

57)

—Inter-City

Advertising Co. of
Rep: Bolling. October, 1953.

(WCOG).

—

WNET,

Rep: H-R

Sons Inc.

Sc

Providence (Ch. 16) Channel 16 of Rhode Island Inc.
PRO-TV, Providence (Ch. 12)
Cherry Sc Webb Bcstg. Co.
(WPRO). Rep: Blair. Before end of 1953.

WACA-TV. Camden

—

January

Rep: Hcadley-Reed.

12)

—Triangle

,

Weed.

.

September,

—

Camden

(WACA).

Bcstg. Corp.

10)

— WIS-TV Corp. (WIS).
—Carolina Television

October, 1953.
Greenville (Ch. 4)

December,

Rep: Free
Inc.

Rep:

1953.

WCRS-TV, Greenwood (Ch. 21) —Grenco Inc. (WCRS).
WSCV, Spartanburg (Ch. 17)—Sterling Telecasting Co. <WBCU.

Bcstg. Corp. (WSJS).

Union,

1953.

WTOB-TV, Wlnston-8alem (Ch. 26)— Winston -8alem Bcstg.
WTOB). Rep: H-R Television Inc. September. 1053.

14)

1954.

Sc Peters.

of 1954.

WSJS-TV, Winston-Salem (Ch.

(Ch.

WIS-TV, Columbia (Ch.

WPAQ-TV, Mt. Airy (Ch. 55)— Ralph D. Epperson (WPAQ). Rep:
Thomas F. Clark Co. Fall of 1953.
Spring
WMFD-TV, Wilmington (Ch. 6) — WMFD-TV Inc. WMFD
)

—

SOUTH CAROLINA

—

Greenville (Ch. 9) Carolina Bcstg. System Inc. (WGTC).
Rep: Pearson. October, 1953.
WHKP-TV, Hendersonville (Ch. 27) Radio Hendersonville Inc.
(WHKP). Early 1954.

(

Rep:

Fall of 1953.

WRAK-TV.

of Special Legislative Commission has recommended
against state grants. [See Television Digest, Vol. 9:9.]

jority

WNCT,

(Ch.

Fall of 1953.

—Lebanon Television Corp. (WLBR).
38) — Lewis town Bcstg. Co. (WMRF)
29) — Pennsylvania Bcstg. Co. (WIPi.

Television Station.

—

Charlotte (Ch. 36)

(WARD

Realty Co.

WIP-TV, Philadelphia (Ch.
[Cited by FCC on extension of CP; Television Digest, Vol. 9:34;
granted CP extension from July 29 to Dec. 26. 1953.)
tWQED, Pittsburgh (Ch. 13)— Metropolitan Pittsburgh Educational

tWIET, Ithaca (Ch. 14) University of the State of New York.
tWGTV, New York (Ch. 25) University of the State of New York.

Greensboro, N. C. Inc.

(Ch. 15)

Rep: Burn-Smith.

lotte. N. C. Inc.

Rivoll

Lancaster (Ch. 21)— Harold C. Burke.

WMRF-TV, Lewlstown

Rep:

—

(Ch. 56)

Fall of 1953.

October, 1953.

(WWNY).

Co.

1953.

WCOG-TV, Greensboro

—

Rep: Meeker.

tWTVZ, Albany (Ch. 17) —University of the State of New York.
fWQTV, Binghamton (Ch. 46) — University of the State of N. Y.
tWTVF, Buffalo (Ch. 23)—University of the State of New York.

WAYS-TV,

Rep: Donald Cooke. December, 1953
(Ch. 63) Hazleton Television Corp. (WAZL).

WAZL-TV, Hazleton

WLBR-TV, Lebanon

—Richard

WWNY-TV, Watertown

13)

Corp.

(WKNY).

Bcstrs.

—W. Gordon Allen.
—Eugene Television Inc.

(Ch. 20)

KOIN-TV, Portland

(WJTN).

WKNT-TV, Kingston
Rep: Meeker.

OREGON

Rep: Everett-

Inc.

1953.

S. C.).

Co.

TENNESSEE

(

WOUC, Chattanooga

49)—Chattanooga T-V Inc.
Rep: Pearson.
WTVT, Chattanooga (Ch. 43)— Tom Potter.

NORTH DAKOTA
KFYR-TV, Bismarck

(Ch. 5)

— Meyer

Bcstg. Co.

(KFYR).

October.

WJHL-TV. Johnson

1953.

KXJB-TV,

4)— North Dakota

Valley City (Ch.

Jamestown).

Rep: Weed.

Pearson.

(KSJB,

Bcstg. Co.

WROL-TV,

Co.

Rep: Forjoe.

(Ch.

54)

— Rounsavllle-Ac-Clark

January, 1954.
(Ch. 65)—Cleveland

Bcstg.

Television

Inc.

Blair.

(WERE)

WIMA-TV,
(WIMA).

WMAC-TV.

Lima

—

(Ch.

Rep: Weed.

35)

1953.

— Northwestern

January,

Ohio

Bcstg.

September.

Corp

TV

Co.

Rep: Petry.

Petry.

H-R

KMIV, Miami (Ch.

58)

City (Ch. 19)— KLPR Television Inc.

(KLrRI

1953.

—

Republic Television At Radio Co.
Rep: H-R Television Inc. October, 1953.

(Ch. 9) Oklahoma Television Corp
Aprll-May. 1954.
23)

— Elfred

Bock.

Rep: Bolling.

Rep

El

Paso (Oh. 131— KBPO Inc. (KEPO)

Rep

Avery-

KTCO. Fort Worth (Ch. 201—Tarrant County Television Co.
KTVR. Galveston (Ch 41)- Rudman Television Co. [Cited by
FCC on extension of CP; Television Digest, Vol. 9 34.
KOBS-TV, Harlingen (Ch 4) Harbenlto Bcstg Co. Inc (KQDSi

Television Co.

—

(KLIP),

Knodel.

KMPT, Oklahoma

Avery-Knodel.

September.

Television Inc.

K1CPO-TV.

OKLAHOMA

KCEB, Tulsa (Ch.

Inc.

Dallas (Ch. 23)— UHF Television Co.
KLIF-TV. Dallas (Ch. 291—Trinity Bcstg. Corp.

Oc-

tober, 1953.

(Ch. 25)

Bcstrs

KDTX.

(

September,

(Ch. 31)— Television

1953.

WSTV-TV, Steubenville (Ch. 9)— WSTV Inc. W8TV).
WUTV, Youngstown (Ch. 21)— Polan Industries. Rep:

Rep: Bolling.

Rep:

TEXAS
KBMT, Beaumont

Oc-

tober. 1953.

KTVQ, Oklahoma City
(KWCO, Chlckasha).
KWTV, Oklahoma City

13)— Harding College (WHBQt.

1954.

Massillon (Ch. 23)- Midwest

— Miami

(Ch.
1953.

Nashville (Ch. 5, allocated to Old Hickory )— Life As
Casualty Insurance Co. of Tennessee (WLAC).
WSIX-TV, Nashville (Ch. 8)— W8IX Bcstg. Co. (WSIX)
Rep:
Holllngbery. Before end of 1953.

(Ch. 34)—Ohio State University (WOSU)
22)
Skyland Bcstg. Corp. (WONE).
Rep:

September,

Rep

—

WLAC-TV.

Rep: Taylor.
(Ch.

(WJHL).

Inc.

—

WHBQ-TV, Memphis

tWOSU-TV, Columbus
Headley-Reed.

II)—WJHL

(WROL).

WTSK.

WERE-TV, Cleveland

WIFE, Dayton

City (Ch.
October, 1953.
Knoxville (Ch. 6)

(WMFS)

Mountcastle Bcstg Co. Inc.
Scptember-October, 1953.
Knoxville (Ch. 26) Television Services or Knoxville Rep:
Pearson. October, 1953.

Early 1954.

OHIO
WCIN-TV, Cincinnati

(Ch.

Rep; Pearson.

September,

KNUZ-TV. Houston

Rep:

Forjoe.

7

1953.

39)—KNUZ Television Co (KNUZI. Rep

Fall of 1953.

KTVP, Houston

October, 1953.

(Ch.

(Ch.

23)— UHF Television Co.

TEXAS— (Continued)
KXYZ-TV. Houston

&

Free

(Ch. 29)

Peters.

KTVE, Longview
September,

TERRITORIES

—Shamrock Bcstg.

—

KFIA, Anchorage, Alaska (Ch. 2) Klgglns & Rollins. Rep: Art
Moore & Son, Seattle. November, 1953.
KTVA, Anchorage, Alaska (Ch. 11) Northern Television Inc.
December, 1953.
KFIF, Fairbanks, Alaska (Ch. 2) Klgglns & Rollins. Rep: Art
Moore & Son, Seattle. January, 1954.
KABS, Honolulu, Hawaii (Ch. 4)—American Bcstg. Stations Inc.
WMT, Cedar Rapids. Ia.). Rep: Adam Young. [Formerly KULA-

(KXYZ). Rep:

Co.

—

—East Texas Television Co. Rep. Forjoe.
(KFYO).
(Ch. 5) — Plains Radio Bcstg. Co.

(Ch. 32)

1953.

KFYO-TV, Lubbock
Rep: Taylor.

(Ch.

KTRE-TV. Lufkin

9)—Forest

Co.

Capital Bcstg.

(KTRE).

(

TV.]

Rep: Taylor.
KMSL, Marshall (Ch. 16)—Marshall Television Corp.
KMID-TV, Midland (Ch. 2) Mldessa Television Co.
KALA. San Antonio (Ch. 35) Alamo Television Co.

WAPA-TV, San Juan,

—
—
KSHM, Sherman (Ch. 46) —Sherman Television Co.
KPAR-TV, Sweetwater (Ch. 12) — Texas Telecasting Inc. Rep.
Avery-Knodel.
KCEN-TV, Temple (Ch. 6) —Bell Publishing Co. (KTEM). Rep.
Holllngbery. October 1953.
KNAL-TV, Victoria (Ch. 19) — KNAL Television Co. (KNAL).
Spring of

NEW CANADIAN
cember,

WCHV-TV,

November,

—

Rep: Walker.
(Ch.

24)—Piedmont

Bcstg.

Corp.

(WBTM).

Rep: Holllngbery. October, 1953.
WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg (Ch. 3) Shenandoah Valley Bcstg. Corp.
(WSVA). Rep: Devney & Co. September, 1953.
Mountain Empire Bcstg. Corp.
WMEV-TV, Marion (Ch. 50)
(WMEV). Rep: Donald Cooke.
WACH, Newport News (Ch. 33)—Eastern Bcstg. Corp. (WHYU).
Rep: Avery-Knodel. September, 1953.
Commonwealth Bcstg. Corp.
WTOV-TV, Norfolk (Ch. 27)

1953.

—
—

KOMO-TV,

November,

1953.

CKLW-TV, Windsor,

Ont.

(CBU).

Seattle (Ch.

CBWT, Winnipeg, Man.

Station Inc.

(KOMO).

Inc. (KIT).

WBEY, Beckley (Ch. 21) —Appalachian Television Corp.
WKNA-TV, Charleston (Ch. 49) —Joe L. Smith Jr. Inc. (WKNA).

Sept.

—

Aug.

KBFM,
Sept.

KNDK,

:

—

Aug.

Bcstg.

June

Rep: George

—Central

31)— Cream

—Bartell

Bcstg.

Co.

(WEAU).

City

Bcstg.

19)

Bcstrs.

(WNAM). Rep: George W. Clark

Co..

Inc.

Inc.

Co.

Dropped

—Rudman Television Co.
10) —Rudman Television Co.

Bismarck, N.D. (Ch.
11,

1953.

Minot, N.D. (Ch.

25,

12)

Dropped
Dropped

O. (Ch. 42)

— Lake

Erie Bcstg. Co.

Dropped

1953.

Dropped July

O. (Ch.

67)—Warren Tribune Radio Station

10, 1953.

Austin, Tex. (Ch. 18)
4,

1953.

Dropped May

Inc.

6,

1953.

[Channel and

call

letters reassigned to

Midessa Television Co.]

(WOKY).

—KGKL Inc. Dropped March
KTVW, Wichita Falls, Tex. (Ch. 22) —White Television Co. Dropped
July 28, 1953.
WWOD-TV, Lynchburg, Va. (Ch. 16) —Old Dominion Bcstg. Corp.
1953.
Dropped July
WROV-TV, Roanoke, Va. (Ch. 27) —Radio Roanoke Inc. [Note:
KGKL-TV, San

Angelo, Tex. (Ch.

3)

27, 1953.

Septem-

WYOMING

10,

KSPR-TV, Casper (Ch. 2) —Donald Lewis Hathaway (KSPR).
KFBC-TV, Cheyenne (Ch. 5) —Frontier Bcstg. Co. (KFBC). Rep:
December,

Dropped

19,

1953.

ber, 1953.

McGillvra.

Jr.

—Capital City Television Co. Dropped
1953.
KTVA, Austin, Tex. (Ch. 24) — Tom Potter. Dropped May
KRIO-TV, McAllen, Tex. (Ch. 20) —Texas State Network Inc.
1953.
Dropped June
KMID-TV, Midland, Tex. (Ch. 2) —Permian Basin Television Co.
KCTV,

(WGEZ).

WOKY-TV,
Rep: H-R Television Inc. September-October, 1953.
WNAM-TV, Neenah (Ch. 42, allocated to Appleton) —NeenahMenasha

Corp.

21,

13)

October-November,

December, 1953.
Milwaukee (Ch.

Broadcasting

1953.

12,

WHHH-TV, Warren,

WISCONSIN

(WMIL).

—Canadian

1953.

2,

WLEC-TV, Sandusky,
Inc.

(Ch.

4)

Sept. 11, 1953.

—

Rep: Holllngbery.

Canada Tele-

KFXD-TV, Nampa, Ida. (Ch. 6) —See notation In CPs Outstanding.
WKMI-TV, Kalamazoo, Mich. (Ch. 36) —Howard D. Steere. Dropped

Rep: Weed. September, 1953.
WJPB-TV, Fairmont (Ch. 35) Fairmont Bcstg. Co. (WWW).
Rep: Headley-Reed. January, 1954.
WTAP, Parkersburg (Ch. 15)—West Virginia Enterprises Inc.
Rep Forjoe. September, 1953.
WLTV, Wheeling (Ch. 51) Polan Industries. Rep: Petry. October-November, 1953.
WTRF-TV, Wheeling (Ch. 7) Tri-City Bcstg. Co. (WTRF, Bellaire,
Rep: Holllngbery. October, 1953.
O.)

WMIL-TV, Milwaukee

(Ch.

WTVS, Gadsden, Ala. (Ch. 21) —Jacob A. Newborn
May 26, 1953.
KCNA-TV, Tucson, Ariz. (Ch. 9) —Catalina Bcstg.

WEST VIRGINIA

Bcstg. Co.

All

(Cancelled at Request of Grantee)

Rep: Branham. Oc-

tober, 1953.

WRBJ, Beloit (Ch. 57) —Beloit
W. Clark Inc.
WEAU-TV, Eau Claire (Ch.

&

CONSTRUCTION PERMITS RELINQUISHED

1953.

KIT-TV, Yakima (Ch. 23)—KIT

(for U. S.)

(CBW).

4)—Fisher’s Blend

November,

(CKLW). Rep: Adam Young

Ltd.

vision.

WASHINGTON

Rep: Holllngbery.

—Cape Breton Bcstrs. Ltd. (CJCB).
2) —Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
(Ch. 9) — Western Ontario Bcstg. Co.

CJCB-TV, Sydney, N. S. (Ch. 4)
Rep: All Canada Television.
CBUT, Vancouver, B. C. (Ch.

—

(WLOW)

City, Que. (Ch.

(CHRC, CJQC, CKCV).

—
—

Television Corp.

VIRGINIA
—Barham & Barham (WCHV).

Danville

1953.

4)—Television de Quebec LlmRep: Joseph Hardy & Co.
CKCK-TV, Regina, Sask. (Ch. 2) Trans-Canada Communications
Ltd. (CKCK). Rep: All Canada Television
CJBR-TV, Rlmouski, Que. (Ch. 3) Lower St. Lawrence Radio Inc.
(CJBR). Rep: H. N. Stovln & Co.
CHSJ-TV, Saint John, N. B. (Ch. 4) New Brunswick Bcstg. Co.
Ltd. (CHSJ). Rep: All Canada Television.
CKSO-TV, Sudbury, Ont. (Ch. 5)—CKSO Radio Ltd. (CKSO).
Rep: Weed (for U. S.) & All Canada Television. September,

Charlottesville (Ch. 64)

WBTM-TV,

STATIONS AUTHORIZED

1953.

CFCM-TV, Quebec
itee

&

Ramon Quinones

CFPL-TV, London, Ont. (Ch. 10)—London Free Press Printing Co.
Ltd. (CFPL). Rep: Weed (for U. S.) & All Canada Television.

UTAH
Salt Lake City (Ch. 2)— Utah Bcstg.
Rep: Holllngbery. Spring of 1954.

—Jose

CBHT, Halifax, N. S. (Ch. 3) — Canadian Broadcasting Corp. (CBH).
CHCH-TV, Hamilton, Ont. (Ch. 13)—Niagara Television Ltd.
(CKOC, CHML, CJSH-FM). Rep: All Canada Television. De-

1953.

KUTV,

4)

Juan, P. R. (Ch. 2)— El Mundo Bcstg. Corp.
Rep: Inter-America Publications Inc. January, 1954.

(WKAQ).

1954.

November,

(Ch.

WKAQ-TV, San

KANG-TV, Waco (Ch. 34)—Central Texas Television Co. Rep:
H-R Television Inc. October, 1953.
KRGV-TV, Weslaco (Ch. 5) —KRGV Television Inc. (KRGV). Rep:
Taylor.

R.

P.

(WAPA).

This station began operating Feb. 15, 1953, but quit the air permanently July 18; for details, see Television Digest, Vol.9:29.]

1953.

NOTES

8

—
11 Walter H. Hawk, ex-director of

Trade Personals:

elec-

production engineering and ex-chief engineer of
rectifier & intelin div., appointed mgr. of TV operations
tronic

Telecommunication Labs (IT&T) in charge
and development of vhf-uhf telecasting &
John F. Gilligan, Philco, reappointed
studio equipment
chairman of RETMA public relations & adv. committee by
Robt. S. Alexander, set div. chairman; Ellis L. Redden,
Motorola, reappointed vice chairman, advertising; Stanley
H. Manson, Stromberg-Carlson, vice chairman, public relaA. M. Fisher, ex-Chicago district mgr., named
tions
Westinghouse mid-America regional mgr., succeeding late
Henry B. Vidal, Buffalo branch mgr.,
Fred T. Whiting
appointed mgr. of new N. Y. State sales district set up by
Westinghouse, with headquarters in Buffalo and branch in
Charles McKinney, ex-adv. mgr., named to
Syracuse
new position of distribution & merchandising mgr., RayDonald L. Clark promoted to mgr. of marketing
theon
research, GE TV-radio dept, under E. F. Peterson, marketW. O. Spink promoted to asst, equipment
ing mgr.
sales mgr., Sylvania electronics product sales dept., New
Gilbert Sherman, ex-Hughes Aircraft electronics
York
engineer, named Pacific Coast electronic sales rep, Westinghouse, succeeding Robert F. Roberts, now mgr. of tube
Albert E. Hylas, exequipment sales, Elmira, N. Y.
of

Federal

of production

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

DuMont, joins Industrial Television
ment engineer; Walter V. Tyminski,

Inc. as chief develop-

ex-DuMont, joins

also

Irwin
ITI as commercial product design engineer
Perton, ex-Fuller & Smith & Ross, named Emerson Radio
.

.

.

tors,

ex-Horn & Cox DistribuJ. C.
named national sales mgr., Pacific Mercury

Van

Arsdell

art director

.

.

.

Manny

Silver,

.

named

.

.

asst. gen. mgr., electronics div., Erie

Resistor Corp.; Philip B. Ehrman named supt., Horace S.
Fred T. Schick,
Herrick named mgr. of quality control
.

.

.

ex-DuMont & Emerson, named chief mechanical engineer
Clifford J. Wood. ex-Hallicrafters,
of CBS-Columbia
named mgr. of Capehart-Farnsworth research dept., suc.

.

.

J. H. Riddel, recently promoted to
commercial products div.

ceeding

asst. v.p. of

Distributor Notes: Hoffman Radio appoints Mytelka
DuMont pro.
Inc., Newark, for all New Jersey
motes sales mgr. Philip P. Geth to mgr. of N. Y. factory

& Rose

.

.

Sam

Electronics Reports: “After many false starts, excurand alarums, the transistor has reached the threshold
of maturity.” Laying facts on the line and summing up
disappointments in development of the transistor, Philco
TV-radio-appliance research dir. Donald G. Fink told recent Western Electronics Conference in San Francisco
that after 5 years of development, only 2 of the transistors’
anticipated commercial applications are realities today
its use in telephone exchanges and in hearing aids.
Many of the transistor’s “great expectations” have
failed to materialize so far, he pointed out.
Principal
among these has been the expectation of unlimited life.
“Sufficient time has now passed to show that long life is
not a natural attribute of transistors as we now know how
to build them.” Breakdowns in transistors are caused by
moisture, mechanical breakage in wires due to no explainable cause, spontaneous appearance of defects in the germanium. These limitations to useful life “occupy the attention of nearly every research worker in the field,” he said.
sions

“But the expectation of long, possibly unlimited, life
with us, with more justification. We know much
more about the causes of early failure in transistors than
is

still

we

did 2 years ago.

this

[In] another 5 years

we

should have

problem behind us.”

Of the other “great expectations” of 5 years ago, only
one has been realized: The transistor is far more efficient
than the electron tube as an amplifier of weak signals.
But “in every other department, the vacuum tube is still
Commercial transistors

in full control of the situation.”

today can’t compete with tubes in sensitivity, frequency
range, power, operation at high temperatures.
Disappointing as first commercial transistors have
been, developments in the laboratory now clearly indicate
many of the obstacles will be surmounted. Fink cites
marked improvements in power and frequency range one
unit has output power of 2 watts at 30 me reported by
Penn State. Lower power units have oscillated as high
as 425 me, and “great strides have been made in the matBut really high-power, high-temperature
ter of noise.”
operation “awaits the development of a non-germanium
transistor, probably one made of silicon,” now in sight
And one of biggest probafter many disappointments.
lems is devising automatic machinery to mass-produce re-

—

—

Brechner, resigned
Co., Denver (Melvin
Graybar appoints J. M. Ferguson
M. Zelinger, owner)
mgr. of Davenport, la. branch, succeeding E. L. Johnson,
Satterlee & Blue Columbian Electrical Co.,
retiring
Kansas City (Zenith) appoints Harold L. Kittinger sales
Philco Distributors Inc., Chicago, names George
mgr.
Capehart-Farnsworth
Hickman TV-radio sales mgr.
CBSappoints Baltimore Wholesalers Co., Baltimore
Columbia names Cannon Distributing Co., Charleston, S. C.
(Norman L. Cannon, pres.).

liable transistors at

“Sales counselors to their dealers instead of mere
salesmen” that’s role of sales management today, in
opinion of Motorola sales v.p. Edward R. Taylor, addressMotorola’s
ing Atlanta Sales Executive Club Sept. 10.
recent workshop conferences, reaching 600 distributor
sales personnel in series of 3-day workshops in 12 key
cities, were cited as example of salesmen’s eagerness to
learn selling techniques. “As the fat is skimmed from the
national economy and a more durable kind of stability is
built into marketing practices through sales training and
education,” he said, “salesmen are willing to sacrifice
much of the razzle-dazzle such as elephants, magicians

commercial station JO AX-TV, which began
programming Aug. 28. It’s owned by Japan’s 3 most powerRCAful newspapers and 60 Japanese businessmen.
equipped, it’s Tokyo’s second station, first being JOAKTV, non-commercial outlets owned by semi-governmental
Broadcasting Corp. of Japan (NHK), which also has outNew station has 10-kw translets in Osaka and Nagoya.
Federal’s
mitter, as opposed to JOAK-TV’s 500 watts.
foreign TV chief, Jimmy Valentine, now in Tokyo, writes:
“There is a wide selection of TV sets in stores, from 7 to
27-in. Sets are mainly U. S. make [modified for 100-volts
50 or 60-cycle house current], although local production is

and showgirls in sales meetings in exchange for more tips
on how to sell, comparisons with competitive products and
maiket data.
Western Merchandise Mart’s next winter market in
San Francisco has been set for Feb. 8-12.

increasing

distributorship, succeeding

.

.

.

Emerson appoints Public Distributing
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

As

moderate

to the future:

price.

“We must remember

that there are

homes of America today 25,000,000 TV receivers,
virtually all of which contain RF & IF amplifier tubes
which were known to be completely impossible to build in
1940. With this record behind us, we can confidently predict that the transistor, 1958 version, will be no glamor
boy. It will, very probably, be a workhorse full worthy of
the stable so long and nobly occupied by the electron tube.”
in the

TV

receiver

debut of

boom

in

Tokyo

is

anticipated as result of

first

rapidly.

Tokyo 5000, Osaka

Realistic

1500,

sets-in-use figures are:
400.” Hayakawa Elec-

Nagoya

Co., one of Japan’s leading TV manufacturers has
ranging from 14-in. at $400 to 21-in. at $750. Prices
have decreased rapidly with improved production methods.

tric

line

- 12

—

Telecasting Notes: Of the 20 top advertisers
in
magazines, newspaper sections, network radio, network
TV PIB lists only one (Miles Laboratories) as not using
network TV during first 6 months of this year; all used
network radio. [Note: Miles Labs uses lots of TV spots,
however] ... Of the 100 top, only 19 were not network
TV users, 25 were not network radio users during same
period
Top 10 and their total and network TV expenditures (TV figure in parentheses) Procter & Gamble, $19,General Motors, $15,016,396 ($2,461,840 ($7,606,096)
($5,247,Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, $13,300,790
807,980)
655); General Foods, $12,088,016 ($3,238,088); Lever
Bros., $9,111,352 ($2,773,632); R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
American Tobacco Co., $7,Co., $8,192,411 ($4,366,647)
912,946 ($3,450,162); General Mills, $7,378,787 ($2,610,616); General Electric, $7,105,774 ($2,080,406); Ford
Procter & Gamble
Motor Co., $6,677,641 ($2,107,256)

—

.

.

.

:

;

;

;

.

.

.

expenditures on network radio ($7,416,638) make it biggest sponsor in that medium, as it is in TV, with General
Foods No. 2 ($3,713,504), Miles Labs No. 3 ($3,590,989),
TV blackout in
Sterling Drug No. 4 ($3,245,464)
Kansas City, when its WDAF-TV was struck for 4 weeks
in May-June (Vol. 9:22-24), boomed drive-in movies and
stimulated family life but when it was all over, people
were mighty glad to welcome TV back into their homes,
writes Kansas City Star’s Bill Vaughan in Aug. 28 TV
School of Journalism of U of Houston, operating
Guide
(Ch. 8) offering course in TV
own educational
.

.

.

—

.

.

IEWING HABITS have matured into stabilized pattern in New Brunswick, N. J. — the “Videotown” of

Cunningham & Walsh’s continuing survey

sumably

KUHT

.

.

.

.

WABD, DuMont

.

program day

.

.

N. Y. key, on Sept. 14 opens

at 11 a.m. instead of 12:15 p.m., and from
New rate of $4800 an hour
. .

Oct. 5 will start at 10 a.m.

for Class

A

time,

TV, N. Y. as of

WPTZ,

.

into effect on

up from $4500, goes
Sept. 15; Class

sound spots are $1075, with

A

WCBS-

1-min. film or 20-sec.

10-sec.

shared IDs $550

.

Philadelphia, has published

&

KTBC-TV,
Fri. 15-min. Home, Garden & Farm show
Austin, Tex., which began last Nov., owned by wife of
Sen. Johnson (D-Tex.), publishes first rate increasebase rate going up Oct. 1 from $250 to $300
are new call letters of Birmingham Neivs’ WAFM-TV.
.

.

.

.

.

.

WABT

They like to eat, too: Prominent TV-radio attorney
Horace L. Lohnes elected pres, of Madrillon Co. Inc., operator of big Madrillon restaurant in downtown WashingConsulting engineer E. C. Page and partner
ton Bldg.
Joe Waldschmitt buy control of La Salle du Bois, a favorite
restaurant in Connecticut Ave. area. And publisher Sol
and reportedly
Taishoff, Broadcasting, is now landlord
part owner of exclusive Colony Restaurant in building on

—

—

DeSales

—

—

—

in 1951.

While replacement sales doubled last year, they still
amounted to only 21% of total sets sold. “Second set”
market appears negligible so far. When people do buy
second set, the purchase is actually replacement for
smaller screen set; the owner generally just “hangs on”

St.,

to old set.

Only

4%%

of

TV

homes have 2

sets.

High-cost-of-maintenance myth appears to be exploded by latest survey. Some 19% of owners have never
had their sets repaired; of sets purchased before 1951,
there are still 4% which have never been repaired. Average annual TV repair bill is $11, except for those few

who have had

to replace picture tube.

AA

new

Class
$425
rate of $2000 an hour, effective Oct. 1, and on Sept. 14
moves up start of program day to 6:45 a.m. for Mon.-thru.

pre-

Agency’s sixth
annual survey (Vol. 5:28, 6:26, 7:35, 8:30) of sample TV
community 40 mi. from New York shows evening viewing
has leveled off at what is probably its peak, but daytime
viewing is still in development stage. More than 90% of
sets are used every weekday evening
as compared with
86% last year but sets are now tuned in average of 414
hours as against 4% hours last year. Morning viewing increased from 1% of TV homes in 1952 to 8% this year,
while afternoon viewing is unchanged at 14%.
Movie-going and magazine reading by TV families
remains same as last year. Newspaper reading, which
never was affected by TV, is higher than year ago. Morning radio listening increased this year as it did in 1952.
On average weekday morning, 42% of women listen to
radio boost of 27 % over last year. Afternoon listening
showed slight decline and evening listening remained same.
During year, set ownership increased from 62% to
71% of families. Set sales continued to drop off, following 2-year dowmvard pattern, with 20% decline anticipated for 1953. Sales this year should be equally divided
between new sets and replacements, survey predicts, compared with 2 new sets to 1 replacement in 1952 and 5 to 1

.

rights

—and

in other multiple-station markets.

.

film reporting, taught by KPRC-TV’s Bob Gray
George Jessel elected v.p. in charge of product promotion
for B.B. Pen Co., Los Angeles, sponsor of his new ABC-TV
show . P. G. Wodehouse’s Jeeves stories to be adapted
to TV, Rockhill Productions having obtained exclusive

.

V

opposite Mayflower Hotel, into which his oper-

ation will soon move.

BBC went in the red $2,126,900 last year, and will be
bankrupt by 1955 at the rate it’s going, board of governors
of Britain’s govt.-owned broadcasting monopoly warned
Sept. 8. Supported by license fees paid by set owners, BBC
said additional income from increase in licenses was more
than offset by Govt.’s decision last year to withhold 15%
Previously, Govt, kept 5%. The 1951-52
income from licenses totaled $34,348,683, but shrank in
1952-53 to $32,745,532 because of bigger treasury bite.
of license fees.

Alarmed by complaints

of “excessive commercialism”
code review board Sept. 10 ordered concentrated 3-month study of programming, hinted special
session may be necessary to cope with problem. In most
strongly warded announcement since code went into effect
18 months ago, board headed by John Fetzer (WKZO-TV,
Kalamazoo) said probe would pay particular attention to
evidence of “excessive interruption of programs for advertising announcements; excessive length of commercial
messages, ‘bait’ advertising, excessive ‘billboarding’ or
‘background’ display advertising on TV, and multiple spotting between programs.” Edward H. Bronson, director of
TV code affairs, was directed to conduct 3-month review
and report at Jan. board meeting unless special session is
held before then.
Fetzer explained board “believes that
greater attention should be given to commercial practices,
and it is supported in this viewpoint by various complaints
it has received not only from the general public but from
some broadcasters themselves, and from other interested
parties.”
At next meeting, he added, board will “determine whether or not it should take formal action toward
eliminating [excessive commercial] practices in specific
areas.” He said he didn’t believe any charges would have
to be filed, since telecasters have already demonstrated
their determination to conform voluntarily to “acceptable

on TV,

NARTB’s

—

ethical practices.”

Practical guide to technical operation of

TV

station

is

nications

newly published Principles & Practices of Telecasting
Operations by Harold E. Ennis, staff engineer, WIRE,
Indianapolis, and TV-radio instructor, Butler U (Howard

near Vienna, Va., Sat., Oct. 17.

W. Sams

Annual stag outing and barbecue of Federal CommuBar Assn, will be held on Horace Lohnes’ farm

&

Co., Indianapolis,

596 pp., $7.95).
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Transmitter Shipments

Station a

FGC ASKS FACTS IN UHF-NETWORK PROBE: FCC has decided to take a closer look at post particularly as it affects uhf and network-station relations
freeze TV economics
of
study at both staff and Commission level (Vol. 9:31,33-35).
culminating weeks
Unanimously, Commission voted to fire out 3 sets of fact-finding letters
Letters to networks
post-freeze stations and equipment manufacturers
to networks
FCC
decision.
Station
same
day
as
letters will go out
Sept.
18,
and RETMA were sent
Budget
Bureau
approval.
Replies
are due Oct. 15.
Sept. 21 or 22, after necessary

—

—

—

.

,

Complaints by uhf grantees about networks' affiliation policies have aroused
some CP-holders even demanding Congressional investigation
deep concern at FCC
Commission's study showed basic uhf problem
networks.
of
or Federal regulation
most uhf stations having connections with
isn't merely to get network affiliation
one or more networks, at least on paper. And they found problems of set circulation
and conversion intertwined with most uhf troubles.

—

—

What is a network affiliation?
These questions arose in course of study
How much are stations actually paid for network programs? Are so-called "affiliates"
getting any significant number of network shows?
:

—

Letter to networks seeks answers to these questions
and requests each to
supply list of all its post-freeze affiliates.
Letter to stations goes to all post-freeze outlets, uhf and vhf.
It asks
financial
statement
revenues
expenses
month-by-month
profit
or loss
from
for
the day they went on air. Stations are also asked to comment on any technical problems they've encountered, whether transmitters are working okay, etc.

—

,

,

—

Letter to RETMA seeks figures on production of uhf transmitters and receivto
date,
and asks about prospects for higher powered uhf transmitters, as well
ers
report
on
functioning of existing uhf equipment.
as

ONE NEW STATION A DAY SINCE AUG.

—

1:
Six more starting test patterns this week
5
brought total TV stations on the air
in new TV cities, 2 of them state capitals
of which 178 are vhf, 80 uhf. More are coming along, and fast
at week's end to 258
our predicted one-a-day prospect (Vol. 9:36) still holding.
Nearly 90 CP holders
in
files
are still listed
our
as promising to start in Sept., Oct., or "this fall".

—

—

,

Since freeze was lifted in mid-July 1952, exactly 150 stations have gone on
the air (not counting 2 that quit) and 133 of them started since last Jan. 1. Since
Aug. 1 (49 days to this writing) there have been exactly 49 starters.
This week's :

WTOB-TV, Winston-Salem, N.C
(Ch. 26) began test patterns Sept. 18 and first
reports indicate "excellent snow-free pictures 50 miles," according to mgr. John G.
Johnson. It's first station in city, heretofore dependent for TV service on Greensboro, about 30 mi. away, and Charlotte, about 75 mi.
Station for months has been
.

COPYRIGHT 1053 BY RADIO NEWS BUREAU
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conducting intensive uhf conversion campaign with strong dealer-distributor support.
Equipment is RCA, with 547-ft. tower.
James W. Coan is pres, of licensee company,
Tracy Lounsbury is production mgr., Hassell Bailey
also IV applicant for Richmond.
chief engineer.
Networks are ABC & DuMont.
Base rate is $200, rep H-R Television.
WREX-IV, Rockford, 111 . (Ch. 13), where uhf WTVO (Ch. 39) began operating
last April 29, turned on the juice night of Sept. 18, immediately on receipt of STA
from ECC, using 5-kw DuMont transmitter, 600-ft. Stainless tower, 12-bay RCA antenna.
Pres, is Louis E. Caster head of several big Illinois baking companies and past
pres, of American Institute of Baking, who selected call letters in memory of son
Rex, killed in action during World War II.
Licensee company includes more than 30
stockholders, mostly local citizens, with Rockford Star & Register-Republic owners
(WROK) to hold 10% by virtue of withdrawal of an application and theatreman Rolando
Frederick Gran owning 22.4%. Mgr. is Soren Munkhof ex-WOW-TV, Omaha, with Elden
Anspach as program director and Howard Elliott as chief engineer. Networks will be
Base rate is $300.
H-R Television is rep.
CBS & ABC.
WICS, Springfield, 111
(Ch. 20), further opening up central Illinois to uhf
got first test pattern on air at noon Sept. 17, plans to go commercial about Oct. 1
In nearby Decatur, about 35 mi., WTVP (Ch. 17)
with service from all 4 networks.
began operating only 6 weeks ago (Vol.9:32). WICS is second uhf outlet to start in
group launched by Telenews theatremen Herbert Scheftel & Alfred Burger (other being
Duluth's WFTV, others planned being KETV, Little Rock, and KCTV, Sioux City, la.).
It is Illinois capital's first TV station, is part owned (one-sixth each) by brothers
Harry & Elmer Balaban Chicago theatremen who own half of WTVO, Rockford, 111. (Ch.
Its equipment is RCA, mgr. is Milton D. Friedland program mgr. James Harel39).
Base rate is $200. Rep is Adam Young.
son, chief engineer Bazil O'Hagan.
WKNA-TV, Charleston, W.Va
(Ch. 49), the first station in that capital city,
started test patterns Sept. 17, reports owner Joe L. Smith Jr., who also owns local
It opens up new uhf area, is 44 mi. from nearradio WKNA and WJLS, Beckley, W.Va.
RCA equipped, WKNA-TV will join
est TV station, vhf WSAZ-TV, Huntington (Ch. 3).
ABC, has $200 base rate. George J. Gray is station & commercial mgr., Don 0. Hayes,
program director; A.J. Ginkel, chief engineer. Weed is rep.
KGBS-TV, Harlingen, Tex . (Ch. 4), first competitor in rich Rio Grande Valley
to the pre-freeze XELD-TV, Matamoros, opposite Brownsville, Tex. (Ch. 7), reported
initial test pattern night of Sept. 17 and, according to mgr. Troy McDaniel, showed
Station is controlled by ex-publisher McHenry Tichenor who
a "beautiful signal".
recently purchased Houston Mayor Roy Hofheinz's radio KSOX there (10-kw N, 50-kw D
on 1530-kc for $225,000 to replace his 250-w RGBS on 1240 kc. (Vol.9:25).
KGBS-TV
Rep is Pearson.
is GE equipped, joins CBS, has $200 base rate.
KFEQ.-TV, St. Joseph, Mo
(Ch. 2), located 50 mi. north of Kansas City, began
test patterns Sept. 13, is preparing to go on daily 9:30 a. m. -11:30 p.m. commercial
schedule as of Sept. 27. Controlled by pres. & gen. mgr. Barton Pitts with the St.
Joseph News-Press and Gazette as 43% owner, station joins CBS & DuMont networks, has
$300 base rate. Equipment is RCA, with 750-ft. tower, antenna 810 ft. above average
terrain. Glenn Griswold is commercial mgr.; E. Carleton Schirmer, program director;
Wally Johnson, production mgr. J. Wesley Koch, chief engineer. Headley-Reed is rep.
,

,

.

,

,

.

,

)

.

,

;

INCLUDE SHREVEPORT 'INTERIM' DEAL: Unpre cedented variety of TV actions some of
them unique, came out of FCC this week, included 8 CPs and 2 initial decisions . The
Shreveport comprising 3
most unusual of group was Ch. 12 grant to Interim TV Corp.
competitors who have gone through hearing, 2 of whom will sell out to winner when
final decision is rendered (Vol. 9:35). Week's grants
Corona, Cal ., KOWL, Ch. 52; Merced, Cal ., Merced Television Corp., Ch. 34;
Paducah TV Corp., Ch. 43;
Augusta, Ga
WJBF, Ch. 6 & WRDW, Ch. 12; Paducah, Ky .
Shreveport Interim TV Corp., Ch. 12.
Lafayette, La ., KVOL & KLFY, Ch. 10 (shared)
8 GPs

,

,

,

:

.

,

,

,

;

Initial decisions Wilmington, Del ., WILM, Ch. 83; San Bernardino, Cal .,
Orange Belt Telecasters, Ch. 30.
for WNOH, Northampton, Mass
Another CP was surrendered to Commission
(Ch. 36), while KIRV, Denver (Ch. 20) became the first post-freeze CP-holder to be
:

—

.

,

3

And
called on carpet for formal hearing on its request for more time to build.
James Rubenstone, grantee of WCTV, Flint, Mich . (Ch. 28) indicated in letter to us
this week that he will probably cancel.
Shreveport is one of best illustrations to date
Grant to Interim TV Corp.
Chairman Hyde took
of Commission's willingness to take bold steps to expand TV
Venture is owned equally by KRMD, KCIF & Shreveport TV Co
lead in pushing idea.
with building-operating costs to be shared equally Winner of hearing decision will
pay the losers for their actual expenses in station, take over operation within 10
Parties accepted grant with understanding Commission
days after it receives CP.
can pull it back at any time without notice and without hearing.
Commission made it clear in issuing grant, that it won't necessarily view
but there will undoubtedly be more such proposals
all similar proposals favorably
tendered for Commission approval.
WJBF was granted Ch. 6
The two Augusta grants were merger-dropout deals .
Ch.
6
application
and
Augusta
TV Co. (WTND, Orangedropped
Theatres
Martin
after
option
application,
each
having
to
12
buy
Ch.
dismissed
burg)
22%% of the grant for
no
out,
but
has
part
of
option
also
dropped
deal.
WAUG
Grantee got
$100,000 each;
500-watt
DuMont
with
transmitter,
operate
ordered
it
delivered at
immediate STA to
once, presumably will take to air with great speed.
WRDW's CP for Ch. 12 in Augusta was made possible by dropouts of WTND and
WGAC with chairman F.F. Kennedy of latter holding option to purchase 20% of CP.
Merced and Paducah grants went to 2 New York investment groups, both sparked
He and associates hold varying interests in grants for
by attorney George Becker.
Champaign, 111
Becklev, W.Va
Cedar Rapids, la
and applications
Marshall, Tex
Goldsboro, N.C.
Clarksburg, W.Va.
Becker must drop interest
for La Crosse, Wis.
in Merced grant, limit his ownership to 5 stations.
,

,

.

.

.

,

—

,

.

.

;

.

;

.

;

,

;

;

Comr. Bartley is getting leery of share-time grants prefers letting 2 AMs
He concurred in the Lashare ownership in single station, as in Macon (Vol.9:7).
fayette grants solely because "we do not have a better proposition before us."
Share-time operations, he said, "confront the Commission with many problems of a
managerial nature in which we should not engage. Furthermore, it is clear to me
that as much, if not more, cooperation and collaboration between owners of sharetime stations are required than if both AM stations owned a single TV station. This
is true because of the additional problems faced by sharing time stations which do
not arise in the case of single licensee responsibility."
When final decision awards Ch. 85 to WILM, Wilmington it will be first to
Initial decision favoring San Bernardino grant
hold CP for highest channel of all
but
was
concerned
with ability of group of youngsters to
competition
involved no
Examiner
Butts
gave them his blessing (see p. 9).
build station for $25,984.56.
,

,

.

*

*

*

*

The FCC continues putting pressure on grantees whose diligence it questions
This week, it sent query to KICU, Salinas, Cal
9:34).
(Ch. 28), asking for
Of* the others still pending,
clarification of construction and equipment status.
WJLN-TV, Birmingham (Ch. 48) and KITO-TV, San Bernardino (Ch. 18) have replied, await
Oilman M.B. Rudman's KTVR, Galveston (Ch. 41) hasn't replied,
Commission action.
is expected to cancel before long.
(Vol.

.

*

*

*

*

In first allocation change affecting mileages proposed since end of freeze.
Commission initiated rule-making which recognizes that there are enough transmitter
sites authorized to substitute them for postoffices
Principal effect would be to
move channels now assigned to such towns as Old Hickory, Tenn. and Warner Robins,
Ga. to cities where they naturally belong
Nashville and Macon, for those examples.
proposed
FCC
that if postoffice in one city comes within 5 mi. of minimum
separation from an authorized transmitter site in another city, a channel can be
assigned to first city
but transmitter site must comply with minimum.
Proposal
is based on petition of WSAL, Logansport, Ind. (for text of amendment, see p. 16).
.

—

—
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SYLVANIA ASKS FCC TO APPROVE SATELLITES: Long-anticipated petition for satellite TV
stations filed with FCC this week by Sylvania, is bound to get serious Commission
attention sooner or later.
The idea of little repeater stations
reaching into
towns which can't get big-city signals and can't support own regular stations
was
first given impetus by former FCC chairman Charles Denny at the 1947 NAB convention
Vol 3:38), and has had several champions at the Commission ever since.
FCC hasn't given satellite principle much thought up to now simply because
it has been too busy with more important job of authorizing regular stations.
In
addition, Commission has always been fearful that satellites might discourage establishment of regular local stations capable of providing local expression.
Sylvania has come up with ingenious proposal however, which it believes
should dissolve such fears, hasten favorable action. It would provide for cessation
of satellite operations in any town where a regular statio n is subsequently authorIf grantee of regular station reimburses satellite operator for costs inized.
curred, satellite would cease promptly
If agreement on payment can't be reached,
satellite could continue only for balance of license period, but not more than 3
years. Another concept Sylvania is banking on is provision permitting satellites to
grow into regular stations of type currently authorized.
Basing its petition on "most encouraging" experience with experimental satellite stations KG2XDU (Ch. 22) & KG2XEL (Ch. 82) in Emporium, Fa during last year,
Sylvania asks for following additional rules to govern satellites
from existing or proposed regular sta(1) Operation no nearer than 50 mi
for
station
being
one
which
"proposed"
a "valid application" has been filed.
tion
vhf or uhf, where available.
(2) Use of regularly-allocated TV channels
If none available, low-powered operation to minimize co-channel or adjacent-channel
interference to stations 50 or more miles away.
(3) Licensees to be selected by same criteria used for regular stations
no entity owning more than 5 TV stations of any kind, etc.
(4) Power ceiling of 100 watts (no minimum), with height limited to 300 ft.
greater height permitted only for "good cause".
above average terrain
operate no regular schedule or mini(5) Satellites permitted to sell spots
mum hours. Aural station identification allowed.
(6) One-man operation permitted by remote control if desired, with operator
to be free for other duties not interfering with satellite operation.
,

—

(

—

.

,

.

.

:

.

—

,

—

—

,

,

*

*

*

*

Sylvania says satellites can be built for $15-20,000 each with operating
costs very low, states that it and other manufacturers can make them and that it
"
Thus, Sylvania envisions not only the
will make its patents available " to others.
broadening of TV set market, of which it expects to get its share, but its own sales
of satellite equipment and royalties from patents.
Coverage of 6-mi. radius with 10-watt transmitter and 175 watts ERP was
achieved during its Emporium tests Sylvania reports, "without any appreciable change
in the interference conditions of existing broadcast stations."
,

,

*

*

*

*

First to feel the impact of satellites if they're authorized, would be the
community antenna system operators. A free signal from satellite would be hard to
However, unless numerous satellites are established for each town or
compete with.
way is found for satellite to provide several signals economically, community antenna operator's strong suit would be choice of programs.
Community operators would be free to apply for satellites of course, but
it's hard to visualize satellite profits comparable with those of community antenna
Local TV-radio dealers and big-city station operato rs, perhaps jointly,
systems.
As it is, many commuwould appear to be likeliest potential satellite operators
nity antenna operators are also dealers, working both sides of street. Also seen as
potential licensees, under Sylvania's proposal, would be municipalities themselves.
Sylvania* s argument against boosters which retransmit on same channel as
,

,

.

,

5

originating station, is that satellite would be " locally controlled " and "permit
program selectivity ". The only experimental booster operation, so far, is that conducted in Lawrenceburg, Tenn. by WSM-TV, Nashville. Station is still experimenting,
hasn't yet asked Commission to commercialize boosters.
Illustrative of potential for satellites Sylvania says that there are 8721
4437 with 1000-2500, 1846 with 2500-5000,
communities with population under 50,000
with 25-50,000.
252
with
10-25,000,
1176 with 5-10,000, 778
,

—

UHF SETS & CONVERSION UNITS:

The TV manufacturing industry's first-year uhf
record : Some 2,000,000 uhf receivers and converters in use and in trade pipelines.
in absence of industry statistics on strip and
While this is an estimate
we believe it is good sizeup of progress made by manufacturers
converter output
Portland's KPTV
turned on
exactly one year since first commercial uhf station
now
limited
only
is
by
demand
of
uhf
units
Production
manufacturers
juice.
the
are equipped to double their output virtually overnight if necessary.
For comparison the first "big TV year", 1947, saw production of less than
180.000 sets, and fewer than 1,000,000 were produced following year.
2,000,000

—

—

—

—

—

,

Breaking down the 2,000,000 it includes: (1) 800,000 sets factory-equipped
with uhf tuners.
(3) About 850,000 con(2) Strips to convert some 350,000 sets.
verters, internal and external, for field installation.
They're units produced to date
Our figures aren't estimates of sets-in-use
in
pipelines
converters
trade
and in areas where uhf staand
sets
include
they
and
figures
Sets-in-use
would
air.
be considerably lower.
gone
on
yet
haven't
tions
These figures bring up-to-date our estimates of last July 4 (Vol.9:27), and
are bolstered by brand new RETMA statistics on vhf-uhf receiver production.
RETMA this week reported 622,507 sets were produced with built-in uhf tuners
or 15% of industry's 7-month TV output.
This
from Jan. 1 through July 31, 1953
converted
in the field.
Our July 4 estimate came
figure doesn't include receivers
very close to RETMA' s actual figures: We reported 608,000 sets factory-equipped for
or 16% of total output.
uhf during first 6 months of 1953
Projecting RETMA' s figures up-to-the-minute on basis of about 5,000,000 TV
sets produced so far this year, we figure nearly 800,000 had uhf built-in at the
From uhf stations and distributors, we learn that sets converted in the
factory.
field (strips and converters) outnumber factory-built vhf-uhf sets by about 5-to-2
Applying this ratio to estimate of factory-equipped sets, we reckon nearly
ratio.
Add 100,000 uhf
1.200.000 field conversions in use and in pipelines as of today.
sets produced or converted in 1952, and total comes to just about 2,000,000 uhf sets
and "conversion units" produced to date.
To get breakdown of "conversion units " as between strips and other types of
converters, we applied statistics from distributors in representative samplings of
indicating that about 40% of field conversions are made with strips .
uhf areas
,

.

—
—

,

—

*

*

*

*

Our surveys of manufacturers in July (Vol.9:27) and August (Vol.9:34) show
virtually all of them expect big boost in production of vhf-uhf sets for remainder
Consumer demand, of course, will be deciding factor
of year.
and it's getting
tremendous push from high-powered promotion by the new uhf stations .
If outlook for uhf is as good as manufacturers tell us it is, the cumulative
total of uhf sets-converters-strips could reach 4,000,000 by year's end.
With recent opening of uhf stations in such large vhf markets as Pittsburgh,
Kansas City, St. Louis, Boston, Buffalo, Norfolk and Milwaukee, demand for strips
and converters for old sets can be expected to continue high in proportion to demand
for brand new vhf-uhf sets.
Could be that days of vhf-only receivers are numbered
A glance at list of
CPs for new stations (see Special Report, Sept. 12), and applications pending, shows
that very few areas will be without uhf
So while converter-&-strip sales may reach
peak within year or so, production of factory-built vhf-uhf sets should continue to
climb until the set without uhf is the exception rather than the rule.

—

.

.
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NEW DIRECTIONS THAT RADIO MUST

FOLLOW': As it did during the recent crisis forced
by raids on its TV affiliates (Vol. 9:20-22), NBC brought up its big guns led by
RCA-NBC chairman and acting NBC president David Sarnoff to meet the problem of its
and result was a head-on facing of " facts of radio life "
declining radio revenues
Result also, as with TV affiliates last May, was a vote of conas wrought by TV .
fidence from radio affiliates attending Sept. 17 sessions in Chicago, who called the
Sarnoff analysis of "new directions that radio must follow" and the new NBC programming and sales plans "a milestone in the history of the NBC radio network.
It's no secret that CBS's consistent leadership in radio billings over last
Nor is it a secret that many NBC affilfew years has irked the RCA-NBC hierarchy
have been accusing that network of
at least those who didn't get into TV
iates
neglecting radio in favor of TV . Detailed plans for building up sales and promises
to regain No. 1 position in radio were designed to allay that criticism.
Sarnoff's
speech was intended to crystal-ball radio as he often has TV, and he began it by
not as they were in
urging all broadcasters to "face the facts of life in radio
the past, or as we might wish them today, but as they are."

—

.

—

—

,

—

Speech was a long one and, though the salient portions are excerpted below
we commend a reading of its full text by everybody interested in the business of
broadcasting; you don't have to be an affiliate to get copies from NBC press dept..
New York (address Sydney Eiges, v.p. in charge).

,

Personal Notes:

George Henderson, ex-sales direcgen. sales mgr. for the 4
Bernard Barth promoted
to gen. program director for all TV-radio outlets and
Chester Herman program director. Neal Van Ells, exWLWD, Dayton, named program director of WLWT, Cincinnati, and Robert Head succeeds him at Dayton
Tom
James Burgess succeeds Henderson at WLWC
Howard has resigned as chief engineer of WPIX, New
York, to become director of engineering of the TV-radio
interests of Jefferson Standard (WBTV & WBT, Charlotte,
Fred
et al.) Otis S. Freeman succeeds him at WPIX
M. Thrower, recently named gen. mgr. of WPIX, N. Y.,
succeeding G. Bennett Larson, now head of KDYL-TV &
HarKDYL, Salt Lake City, elected v.p. of WPIX Inc.
old C. Burke, onetime mgr. of WBAL-TV & WBAL, Baltimore, appointed managing director of new WRTV, Asbury
Park, N. J. (Ch. 58), due in early Dec.; he retains own CP
for WWLA, Lancaster, Pa. (Ch. 21), due on air next Feb.
Don L. Kearney, asst. ABC-TV network sales mgr.,
promoted to national sales mgr. of ABC film syndication
Morris A. Mayers,
div. under v.p. George T. Shupert
from DuMont transmitter div., appointed gen. mgr. of
C.

tor of WLWC, Columbus, named
Crosley WLW-TV stations, with

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

closed circuit operations for
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

NBC

Jacob A. Evans,

.

.

WABD &

DuMont Network

&

director of adv.

promotion,

TV

while Ridgway Hughes, formerly TVradio sales promotion mgr., becomes director of network’s
radio adv. & promotion dept, in new separation of functions; James Nelson named adv. mgr. for radio; Robert
takes over for

Hitchens,

promotion mgr.; Carl Dorese, program

sales

sales promotion; Thaine Engle, audience promotion super-

Stephen W. Pozgay, ex-DuMont transmitter sales
of new WNAM-TV, Neenah, Wis. (Ch.
Allan Lewis, ex-WGR, named com42) due on air soon
Jerry Burns,
mercial mgr. of new WBES-TV, Buffalo
visor

div.,

.

.

.

named mgr.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Lake City, joins upcoming KOOL-TV,
Phoenix, as director of TV; Wm. Connelly upped from AM

ex-KDYL-TV,

Salt

mgr. to sales director for combined TV-radio operaDuane L. Watts, gen. mgr. of KHAS, Hastings,
tion
Neb., to be mgr. of upcoming new KHOL-TV, KearneyEarl Hamner Jr., NBC script-writer,
Holdredge, Neb.
author of novel Fifty Roads to Town just published by
Dick Kepler, ex-program director of
Random House
KXLY-TV, Spokane, named mgr. of new KGTV, Des
Moines (Ch. 17), due on air in Oct.
sales

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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HITHER RADIO?

Looking into his crystal ball,
which so accurately foretold what has happened in

TV, RCA-NBC’s Gen. Sarnoff told NBC affiliates at Chicago meeting Sept. 17, “I do not see the picture in radio
as one of unrelieved gloom.”
But “Neither do I look
upon it with the bubbling optimism that has characterized
some public statements on the subject as if resolute
cheerfulness would solve all problems.”
“Instead,” he said, “I recognize that basic changes
have taken place and are continuing to take place,
and that they disturb the old patterns of this medium.
Those changes have created new problems for radio, some
of them real with menace, others exaggerated by un-

—

—

justified jitters.

“But these new problems also point to new directions
that radio must follow. If these directions are opened up
without too much delay and are developed boldly, radio
stations can continue to operate at a substantial profit,
and a profitable network operation is also possible.
“It is no secret that the changes in radio which have
been brought about by TV have had their initial and
most drastic impact on radio networks. The reasons are
not far to seek. The economic base for network radio was
built on major advertisers and time-&-talent units of
about $1,000,000 a year. It is for investments of that
magnitude that TV competes directly and successfully.
“Radio stations, selling their time in smaller and
more diversified units, selling not only to national but to
regional and local advertisers, could accommodate themselves more quickly to shifts and pressures imposed by TV.
“But any radio station management which feels smug
or complacent on this account is short-sighted. The prospects of profitable station operation and profitable network operation cannot be dissociated. If the networks
operate in the red over a period of time, their existence
would be in jeopardy; and the collapse of any radio network might destroy the profit potential of its affiliates.
*

*

*

*

“I for one will not cast a vote of ‘no confidence’ in

the future of radio.
I am convinced that there is and
that there will continue to be a large audience and substantial advertising revenue for a national radio service.
This does not mean that the field is unlimited, or that

everyone

in it is sure to survive.

I believe,

however, that

the field will remain large enough to support those net-

works which possess basic strength, a true sense of their

—
7
and a capacity

obligations to the public,
selves to the

new

facts of

to

adapt them-

life.

time of transition, we can
But in an industry like
ours, which rests on ‘public interest, convenience and
necessity,’ the tests of fitness are highly exacting. They
certainly do not include policies of expediency, flash performance, talent piracy, or the kind of practices which
focus on today and ignore tomorrow.”
Obvious reference to bitter competition wasn’t lost
on audience, but there was speculation as to what he meant
in adding: “NBC is not in business for the short term and
the quick turnover [and] is not for sale or merger.”
“We are prepared,” Sarnoff continued, “to devote im-

“As

in

any industry

look for survival of the

in

fittest.

elfort and capital to revitalize network radio
provided our affiliates go along with us to make these
investments effective.” He promised initiative in programming and sales from NBC, explained new “de-integration”
of TV and radio operations, remarked on the sales plans
outlined at the meeting by NBC executives, epitomized
by radio sales director Fred Horton’s assertion: “We are
going to sell radio on the basis of its total values its
quality as a low cost, effective advertising medium, its
influence on the people, and the sales results it gives
by converting listeners to customers.”

mense

—

*

*

*

*

Aside from promising big things from NBC’s radio
network, Gen. Sarnoff went into considerable detail in
spelling out his thinking about TV, and some of his pet
radio peeves, notably what he calls the 3 R’s “Ratings,”
“Raiding” and “Rebates.”
“Our industry from the outset has been plagued by
rating systems which do not say what they mean and
do not mean what they say. They develop figures which
give an appearance of precision, even unto decimal points,
until you read the fine print.

—

“Unhappily these figures are seized upon by the advertising community as a substitute for analysis and judgment. They are used as the main standard for advertising
values in broadcasting, and millions of dollars are spent
or withheld each year on the basis of a drop or rise of a
few rating points!
“This situation was bad enough when radio was in a
But it is much more aggravated now,
stable condition.
because the rating systems have not kept pace with the
changes in radio listening.
“There was a time when practically all radio listening
was done in the living room, with the family gathered
around the living room set. Now with TV and new leisure
habits, all this has changed.
In millions of homes, TV
has taken over as the living room set. But for the past
several years, more and more radio sets have been bought.
They are going into bedrooms, kitchens, playrooms, and
bathrooms. They take the form of automobile radios and
portable sets. Family listening is giving way to individual
listening.

“In the
bile

sets

first

half of this year, the output of automo-

almost equalled the

full year’s production in
Sales of clock-radios are now higher than they
were last year, and since 1947 almost half of all radios
sold were automobile sets, portables and clock radios.

1952.

“But present rating systems do not even credit this
new audience to radio. They measure listening as if
this were still 1947.
The only existing national rating
system is based on a sample of 1500 homes with one or
two sets. That leaves out of reckoning over 5,000,000
vast

with 3 sets or more.

It

ignores listening to 5,000,000 sets

in public places, millions of portable sets,

and more than

“For instance, there is the tendency to devalue radio
by comparing the size of the audience today with what
it was in the past
which is pointless nostalgia. The
advertiser is buying present values, not past values. The
only valid comparison should be radio with other available
media today, in terms of cost and effectiveness. And on

—

such a comparison, radio is certainly entitled to a much
larger share of the advertising dollar than it is getting.
“A related evil is the preoccupation with the toprated programs, as if the Top 10 or Top 20 are the only
good buys. By contrast, careful advertisers do not judge
printed media by circulation alone. They select the advertising vehicle to suit their particular product or service.
In this way they reach a particular market.
They
consider the economic level of readers, their buying habits,

But somehow, these experienced advertisers
ignore these vital facts when they decide their
radio budgets.
“Ratings, today, simply do not reflect the real audience.
They are certainly not conclusive on the essence
of the matter, which is the ratio between listening and
their tastes.

often

sales. We have found cases where competing advertisers
were getting about the same ratings, but where one of
the programs produced many more customers than the
other.
And we have also found cases where competing
advertisers were getting about the same sales effectiveness from their programs, although one had a much

lower rating than the other!

measure the

take to indicate the quality and influence of the medium.”
*

As

*

*

for Raiding and Rebates: “I

have left myself little
time for the other of the 3 R’s “Raiding” and “Rebates.”
Do not judge my appraisal of these evils by the brevity
with which I must cover them. They are typical of

—

present-day industry practices that strike at the vitals
of radio broadcasting.
“Special ‘deals’ and ‘concessions’ are a blight on the
radio network business.
From what I have heard, the
practice is also not unknown in station operations. NBC
did not start the pernicious system of deals and concessions, and NBC alone cannot put an end to these practices.
You all know that we have lost business because
we have been unwilling to match concessions offered by
other networks.
“Yet we are in a fight for business in a changing
medium, and short of withdrawing from the fight, we
cannot adopt a rigid policy that would only benefit competitors.

“If anyone has a prescription whereby NBC alone
can cure the evils which have befallen the industry, I
would like to hear it. If it is practical and legal we
would be delighted to adopt it. We want to avoid deals
and concessions. We are taking a long step in that direction by opening our network for new advertising operations under the specific sales plans Bill Fineshriber has
outlined to you. They provide low cost opportunities and
new types of flexibility and they will enable us to offer
all
advertisers attractive opportunities while resisting
rate cutting devices. We believe ours is the right approach
towards bringing the medium back to sound business
practices.
If you agree with us on the dangers of deals
and concessions, you will support the sales plans we have
developed and will help us to develop others.”

—

*

*

sfc

—

*

Besides promising leadership in radio, Gen. Sarnoff
apparently couldn’t resist a few more sideswipes at competitors and an I-told-you-so reminder about

26,000,000 auto sets. In short, radio is judged on ratings
that have lost touch with the realities of the medium.

sightedness in TV.

And

tions in association with

this has led to a host of other evils.

Ratings do not properly
and do not even under-

size of the audience,

“Many

He

NBC’s

fore-

said:

of you have established successful

NBC

TV

opera-

and have prospered as a

8
result.

You

entered the

NBC & RCA.

If

field

with the encouragement of

we had not devoted

a major effort in

these past years to the establishment of a prosperous TV
service, there would have been no TV field to enter. Those
of you who did not heed our advice on getting into TV,
at the outset, can scarcely blame

RCA

or

NBC.

But you,

soon be part of this new medium, and will benefit
from the impetus given TV by RCA and NBC leadership.
“Our concentration on developing the new industry of
TV has been in your direct interest, as well as the interest of the public. You cannot fairly separate your benefits in TV from your interests in radio, and close your
eyes to the overall values you have received or will soon
begin to x’eceive from the course NBC has followed.
“The course we have followed has brought rewards in
the past and will continue to bring them in the future.
Surely leadership does not rest only on a few rating
points, on talent raids, or on rebates, or on a temporary
increase in gross billings which these devices may bring.
However impressive these may appear in the short run,
they mean little in the long run. Those of us who are in
the industry to stay, who cherish its reputation and enduring vitality, have remembered the fable of the goose that
laid the golden egg.
“The next great advance in broadcasting the development of black-&-white TV was from the beginning led
by RCA and NBC. While some other networks stuck to
too, will

—

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

—

—

expediencies for which their
can scarcely be grateful NBC affiliates
were urged to lose no time in getting into the new field.
The first TV network in the country was established by
NBC, along with a service which made station operation
short-sighted

temporary

affiliated stations

—

and profitable.
“Then came RCA-NBC exploration and charting of
the UHF band. Many of you who plan to enter television
will be able to do so only because the UHF band has
feasible

been made available for commercial broadcasting.
“Last but not least came our successful straggle for
compatible color TV which now promises a vital new and
expanded service to the nation, and great benefits to all

who

are in the

TV

industry.”

*

*

*

*

Network Accounts: Ecko Products Co. (housewares)
buys alt. week sponsorships of 4 ABC-TV programs in single package which network claims, without disclosing sum,
is one of largest sales in TV.
Placed thru Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Ecko will sponsor George Jessel Show
(with BB Pen Co.), starting Sept. 27, Sun. 6:30-7 p.m.
Quick as a Flash (with Thor appliances), starting Oct. 1,
Thu. 8-8:30 p.m.; Jamie (with Duffy-Mott apple juice),
starting Oct. 5, Mon. 7:30-8 p.m.; Comeback (with Sealy
Mattress Co.), starting Oct. 9, Fri. 9:30-10 p.m.
Dow Chemical Co. (Saran-wrap paper) buys into 3 NBCTV shows, all thru McManus, John & Adams, taking 10
min. of 10-10:30 p.m. segment of All-Star Revue, starting
Dec. 19, Sat. 9-10:30; 3:45-4 p.m. segment, alt. weeks, of
Kate Smith Show, starting Nov. 17, Mon.-thru-Fri. 3-4; 3
partic. a week for 52 weeks, on Dave Garroway’s Today,
starting Nov. 16
Lewis Howe Co. (Turns) and Adolph
Ltd. (meat tenderizer) each buys 10 min. of 10-10:30 p.m.
segment of Your Show of Shows, on NBC-TV, on alt.
weeks starting Sept. 26, Sat. 9-10:30, former thru DancerFitzgerald-Sample, latter thru Erwin, Wasey & Co.
Bishop Sheen’s Life Is Worth Living, in returning to DuMont Oct. 13, Tue. 8-8:30 p.m., will go on 131 stations,
which sponsor Admiral claims is largest hookup in TV
history
Telecasts of World Series, starting Sept. 30
and sponsored by Gillette on NBC-TV, will probably include Norfolk’s WTAR-TV (Ch. 4), along with new affiliate WVEC-TV (Ch. 15), despite former’s severance of
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

NBC
ment

.

.

.

.

affiliation

as of Sept. 19

cigarettes)

Quiz, on

.

to be alt.

DuMont, starting

Benson & Hedges (Parliaweek sponsor of Pantomime

.

.

.

Oct. 20, Tue. 8:30-9 p.m., thru

Benton & Bowles
A. C. Gilbert Co. (electric trains)
buys 12 partic. on Today, starting Nov. 24, Vick’s cough
drops buys 5 partic., former Erwin, Wasey & Co., latter
Procter & Gamble (Dreft & Oxydol) moves
thru BBDO
.

.

.

.

.

.

Welcome Travelers, on NBC-TV, starting

Sept. 21,

from

3:30-4 p.m. to 4-4:30, thru Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.

TV

income of Canadian Broadcasting Corp., whose
& Montreal stations got started in Sept. 1952,
Ottawa in June 1953, totaled $585,496 in fiscal year ended
March 31, 1953, according to CBC annual report to Parliament. TV expenditures were $2,914,882, of which $1,854,589 was for programming, with talent taking $621,000 of
Toronto

Chicago meetings were attended by 165, represented
more than 100 of network’s 198 affiliates. At close, chairman of subcommittee Robert Swezey, WDSU & WDSUTV, New Orleans, read resolution which stated NBC Affiliates Committee will be continued as a permanent organization and pledged NBC radio affiliates “to make every
reasonable cooperative effort [to] keep NBC in the No.

for

American radio.” Resolution also stated:
“We were unanimous in our enthusiastic reception of
the overall plans and proposals presented us today by the

enue out of total income of $14,773,856 (including $6,250,000 statutory grant from Govt.).
CBC staff numbers
2075, increase of 565 during year due mainly to TV; TV

1

position in

NBC

executives for the revitalization of the

network and the strengthening of the medium.

NBC
The

favorably

impressed

with

staff is 464.

KRBC-TV, Abilene, Tex. (Ch. 9) with KRBC went into
hands of new owners this week as FCC approved $500,000
sale to oilman-rancher Lewis J. Ackers and family who
bought out group headed by Mrs. Eva May Hanks, widow
of publisher-broadcaster Bernard Hanks (64%).
Deal
was made before TV station went on air Aug. 24 (Vol.
9:35) under management of part owner Howard Barrett
(8%). AM station is ABC outlet with 5-kw D and 1-kw
N on 1470 kc.

Gen.

and cogent analysis of the present radio
broadcasting picture and his penetrating views with reSarnoff’s frank

spect to the future of radio. It is our sincere belief that
today’s meeting constitutes an important milestone in the
history of the
radio network. We are confident that
the approach taken in that meeting will aid materially in
insuring the continuing effectiveness of the network as a

NBC

vital public service

and advertising

facility.”

AM

NBC

years.

“We were most

& Montreal. Operating loss on TV of $2,563,118 compared with operating surplus of $2,939,478 on
operations which enjoyed $2,513,714 commercial rev-

on Toronto

radio

radio affiliates endorse the new program concepts which
show originality and basic soundness and which, coupled
with the promotional support and fresh, aggressive sales
approach which were outlined to us, give excellent promise
of success. This effort on the part of NBC is to our mind
the most significant and constructive forward step which
has been taken in the network broadcasting business in

many

programming budget. Govt, loans financed capital outlays
new stations, which totaled $1,875,934, spent mainly

Earle Ludgin, pres, of Chicago ad agency bearing his
name, elected pres, of American Assn, of Advertising
Agencies, succeeding late Henry M. Stevens, J. Walter
Thompson Co. Others elected: Wm. R. Baker Jr., chairman, Benton & Bowles, vice chairman; Clifford L. Fitz-

chairman, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, operations
committee; James M. Cecil, pres., Cecil & Presbrey, direcgerald,

tor-at-large.
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UMONT WILL

SHIP next 5-kw uhf

transmitters to

Ky. (Ch. 59) and WARD-TV,
Johnstown, Pa. (Ch. 56) by end of Oct., possibly as early
as mid-Oct. same transmitter for which great success

WPTV,

Ashland,

—

claimed in initial installations now operating at WGLV,
Easton, Pa. (Ch. 57) and WNOK-TV, Columbia, S. C. (Ch.
They have first priorities, says DuMont, with firm
67).
orders also on hand for first or second quarter 1954 deliveries to KCOK-TV, Tulare, Cal. (Ch. 27); WIMA, Lima,
is

(Ch. 35); WACA-TV, Camden, S.C. (Ch. 14); WECT,
Elmira, N.Y. (Ch. 18); WNET, Providence, R.I. (Ch. 16);
WCOG-TV, Greensboro, N.C. (Ch. 57); WAYS-TV, Charlotte, N.C. (Ch. 36); WCMB-TV, Harrisburg, Pa. (Ch.
27); WITH-TV, Baltimore (Ch. 60).
Three stations already on air with 1-kw uhf transmit0.

—

orders in for DuMont 5-kw WBKZ-TV,
Battle Creek, Mich. (Ch. 64); WHIZ-TV, Zanesville, 0.
(Ch. 50); WBUF-TV, Buffalo (Ch. 17). Former 2 use
RCA 1-kw transmitter, latter DuMont 1-kw. DuMont
also reported this week that 500-watt transmitter for

ters also have

newly granted Georgia-Carolina Bcstg. Co. station in
Augusta, Ga. (Ch. 6) was shipped this week, and that
another 500-watter for new CFCM-TV, Quebec City (Ch.
4) should be ready for shipment within 10 days.
RCA this week reported order for 25-kw transmitter
from KNOE-TV, Monroe, La. (Ch. 8), shipped Sept. 15.
Uhf transmitters were shipped Sept. 12 to WNAM-TV,
Neenah, Wis. (Ch. 42); Sept. 14 to WFIE, Evansville, Ind.
Sept.
(Ch. 62) and WSIL-TV, Harrisburg, 111. (Ch. 22)
18 to WDAN-TV, Danville, 111. (Ch. 24). Also due to be
shipped momentarily were uhf transmitters for KGTV,
Des Moines (Ch. 17) and WLAM-TV, Lewiston, Me.
;

(Ch.

17).

order for 5-kw transmitter for new
Ga. (Ch. 11) due for mid-Nov.
shipment; also order for 12-kw uhf from WMGT, Adams,
On
Mass. (Ch. 74), also to be delivered in mid-Nov.

GE

reported

WTOC-TV, Savannah,

Sept. 14, a 12-kw went to WKJG-TV, Ft. Wayne, Ind. (Ch.
which had received its antenna Aug. 13, and 5-bay

33),

antennas went out to KTVQ, Oklahoma City (Ch. 25)
and WTVQ, Pittsburgh (Ch. 47). Pittsburgh antenna
precedes 12-kw transmitter, due to be delivered in Oct.
Federal shipped 1-kw transmitters this week to
WACH, Newport News, Va. (Ch. 33) and to WTSK, Knoxville, Tenn. (Ch. 26).
*

*

*

*

new

34,000-sq. ft. Radio-TV Center at 131 Speer Blvd.
and transmitter building atop Lookout Mt., reports pres.
& gen. mgr. Hugh B. Terry, and should readily make its
Nov. 1 target. Jack Tipton will be sales mgr.; Clayton
Brace, program director; Eugene Jenkins, TV engineering
director.
Equipment is RCA with 12-bay superturnstile.
Network will be CBS. Rep is Katz.
KCRI-TV, Cedar Rapids, la. (Ch. 9), backed by
theatremen Myron Blank and Morris Ebin, among others,
with Cedar Rapids Gazette to acquire 30%, has DuMont
equipment on hand and partly installed, should begin test
patterns about Oct. 15, reports Frank D. Rubel, gen. mgr.
Base rate will be $200, networks ABC & NBC, rep H-R

Television Inc.

WAAB-TV, Worcester, Mass. (Ch. 20), has signed for
5-kw DuMont transmitter with studio equipment, flying
spot scanner and 24-bay Workshop antenna, has purchased old WGTR-FM tower and will begin construction
shortly.
However, due to delays in transmitter, it does
not expect to get going before next April, reports pres.
George F. Wilson. Hollingbery will be rep.
WCOC-TV, Meridian, Miss. (Ch. 30), despite delay
caused by damage to antenna in transit, necessitating return to factory, will be on air in late Sept, or early Oct.,
reports pres. & gen. mgr. Withers Gavin. GE equipment
has been ordered, with 100-watt unit already delivered
and 12-kw to follow. Rep not yet announced.
KJEO, Fresno, Cal. (Ch. 47), second in that city since
McClatchy’s KMJ-TV (Ch. 24) started last May, has
definitely set Oct. 1 target date, with RCA transmitter
delivered, tower going up on 4670-ft. Bald Mt. in the High
Sierras and staff now mustered.
It’s headed by J. E.
O’Neill, past pres, of American Automobile Assn., has
Charles Theodore, ex-KTLA, Los Angeles, as director of
operations; Joe Drilling, ex-KMJ-TV, business mgr.; Bert
Williamson, chief engineer. It will be part-owned by operators of local KYNO.
Equipment is RCA. Rep is
Hollingbery.
WROW-TV, Albany, N.Y. (Ch. 41), has Oct. 8 target
date for test patterns with 12-kw GE equipment, plans
to go commercial Oct. 15 with ABC & CBS service, reports
gen. mgr. Harry L. Goldman.
Advent of uhf into area
was subject of 16-p. special edition of Albany TimesUnion Sept. 13, and Mr. Goldman claims 12,000 TV sets
already converted to uhf in area with goal of 50,000 by
Oct. 15.
Charles Heisler is chief engineer, Leon Lewis,

stations,

Rep is Bolling.
Adams, Mass. (Ch. 74), formerly designated
for North Adams, has set target date of Dec. 25, having

KOA-TV, Denver (Ch. 4), granted last week, placed
order for RCA equipment immediately, has already begun
construction of studios and tower on Lookout Mt., has
Dec. 24 target, reports exec. v.p. Don Searle. It will be
NBC outlet. Petry will be rep.
KLZ-TV, Denver (Ch. 7), is making progress with

been assured delivery of GE equipment in time, reports
gen. mgr. John T. Parsons. Transmitter is to be located
atop 3600-ft. Mt. Greylock. Station is controlled by Leon
Podolsky, of Sprague Electric Co., who also controls
WBRK, Pittsfield. It has tentatively set base rate of
Walker will be rep.
$250.

sales

In our continuing survey of upcoming

new

these were reports received this week:

Shoestring TV operation on Ch. 30 in San Bernardino,
which got FCC examiner’s nod this week (see p. 3),
is ambitious project of Hal R. Heywood, 26; Everett L.
Carson, 31; Bertram W. Shaw, 25. They convinced examiner Wm. Butts they can build station themselves for
$25,984.56, with $12,000 of that for RCA antenna.
They
propose to operate minimum of 31 hours weekly, film and
slides only, for $56,029.84 first year.
First-year revenues
anticipated are $110,168, based on sale of 163 spots weekly
at $13 each. The boys are really strapping themselves to
raise money. For example, Heywood is selling $800 worth
of govt, bonds, borrowing $700 on his signature (secured
by 1949 Chevrolet) Carson will sell $1000 airplane, borrow $500 on 1949 Dodge, etc. Fathers and friends are
chipping in a few dollars here and there. Butts obviously
Cal.,

;

mgr.

WMGT,

admired boys’ courage, said: “We believe that applicant’s
have displayed the requisite determination, ability,
and ingenuity to insure the developing of a good program
service.” FCC must pass on recommendation.

officials

—

First vhf helical antenna is being built by GE which
has constructed many for uhf to be used by Rochester’s
share time WHEC-TV & WVET-TV (Ch. 10) due on air
Nov. 1. Initially, stations will use 5-kw transmitter and
1-bay batwing antenna, then shift to 20-kw transmitter
and helical next spring, radiating 120 kw. Helical unit
has 7.2 gain, 36 ft. long, with helix 38-in. in diameter,
supporting column 29-in. diameter. It will be mounted on
tower of WHAM-TV, whose 6-bay Ch. 5 antenna will be
placed atop the helix.

—
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UBSCRIPTION TV

as possible solution to economic
principally uhf was explored by 19 telecasters, grantees and applicants at allday session in Philadelphia Sept. 17, under enthusiastic
leadership of the 4 original uhf petitioners for fee TV

S

ills

of non-network stations

—

—

But the inquiring broadcasters made
Most had come to hear what
had to offer and many left meeting still

(Vol. 9:32,35-37).

no commitments as a group.
subscription
undecided.

TV

—

Meeting launched coordinated campaign for FCC approval of fee-TV petition. Pres. Richard Davis of grantee
WELI-TV, New Haven, Conn. (Ch. 59) outlined plans to
set up Broadcasters Committee for Subscription TV by
Oct. 1 “to unify TV broadcasters and grantees in support
[of] immediate authorization of a limited service of subscription TV.”
[For one FCC commissioner’s views on
subject, see below.]
Coordinating group would set up central headquarters
under an “operating executive,” expected to be Will Baltin,
who was exec. secy, of old Television Broadcasters Assn.,
now is consultant of grantee WDHN, New Brunswick,
N. J. (Ch. 47). It would retain counsel to prepare arguments before FCC presumably Stratford Smith, of

—

Welch, Mott & Morgan, who prepared original petition
and attended Philadelphia meeting. Headquarters organization would be supervised by steering committee of
broadcasters and would carry on “concerted public rela-

aimed at broadcasters and public.
Meeting was addressed by representatives of 3 developers of subscription-TV systems.
Paul McNamara,
v.p. of International Telemeter (50% owned by Paramount Pictures) suggested cooperation between local
theatre owners and TV stations to present locally-shown
feature pictures via fee TV. Skiatron counsel James M.
Landis told group that “all the advertising budgets in
tions effort”

subscription TV and FM are among topics to
be discussed at NARTB district meeting at Sun
Valley, Ida. Sept. 21 by FCC Comr. Edward Webster,
who has generally concentrated on non-broadcast services.
Essence of his prepared speech:
Compatible system proposed has “ex(1) Color.
cellent possibilities” of satisfying Commission but he
isn’t going to be rushed into its approval.
“I cannot permit myself to be forced into a premature conclusion,” he
says, “by those whose special interests would place them
in a position of benefiting by an early decision.”
“It would involve such a
(2) Subscription TV.
fundamental change in the American system of broadcasting that it may well be that the Commission, when it
becomes necessary to consider the matter, will conclude
that the change should be made only after Congress has
What if fee-TV is apestablished the new policy
proved and turns out to be the most profitable method of
operating a station? he asks. If it does, he says, telecasters will aim to put pay-as-you-look on at best viewing hour while viewers will clamor for more free service
and “reasonable and non-discriminatory fees for the subThis seems to point to common
scription programs.”
Whole problem recarrier type of regulation, he says.
quires a hearing, he concludes.
(3) FM. Commission may have erred, he says, in
authorizing so many AMs which “resulted in an increased
FCC
coverage with which [FM] could not compete.”
may have been wrong, too, in permitting AM-FM program
might be given a
He thinks
duplication, he adds.
break by operating at lower powers and with fewer hours
than now permitted, says he’d plump for change in rules.
He also believes functional music and multiplexed operations may help but that legal questions require a hearing.
Then, he warns: “Any radio service which is not making

C

OLOR,

.

.

FM

America, both national and local, [would] be insufficient
to support 500 uhf & vhf TV stations.”
Zenith Phonevision’s Millard C. Faught, formerly an arch critic of TV
advertising, viewed subscription TV as “compatible” and
“complementary” to sponsored TV.
Group also heard hearty endorsements of fee TV by
Yale athletic director Robert A. Hall, ex-NCAA TV committee chief, and in statements prepared by boxing commissioner Abe J. Greene and Madison Sq. Garden exec,
v.p. Ned Irish.
Statement by RETMA pres. Glen McDaniel, read at meeting, took no stand on issue but expressed view that if FCC approves fee TV “the manufacturers will be ready [with] the requisite equipment.”
Only vhf telecaster attending meeting was General
Teleradio v.p. Dwight Martin (WOR-TV, New York;
WNAC-TV, Boston; KHJ-TV, Los Angeles), whose New
York outlet has worked with Skiatron on fee-TV tests.
Three uhf stations already on air were represented at
meeting: WFPG-TV, Atlantic City (Ch. 46) WEEU-TV,
Reading, Pa. (Ch. 33) WBES-TV, Buffalo (Ch. 59).
The 4 uhf grantees who called meeting are WDHNTV, New Brunswick, N. J. (Ch. 47) WELI-TV, New
;

;

;

Haven (Ch.

WIP-TV,

Philadelphia (Ch. 29) WSTF,
Stamford, Conn. (Ch. 27). Also represented at meeting
was fifth petitioner for fee TV, grantee WACH, Newport
News, Va. (Ch. 33). A sixth petitioner WOCN, Atlantic City (Ch. 52)
was not represented. Other uhf
CP-holders represented were WIFE-TV, Dayton, 0. (Ch.
WLBR-TV, Lebanon, Pa. (Ch. 15) WTEV, New
22)
Bedford, Mass. (Ch. 28) WNLC-TV, New London, Conn.
(Ch. 26); WBOC-TV, Salisbury, Md. (Ch. 16).
These uhf applicants were represented: WIBG, Philadelphia; WILM, Wilmington, Del.; WKDN, Camden,
N. J.; WTTM, Trenton, N. J. Also represented was radio
KWBC, Ft. Worth, a onetime TV applicant.
59)

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

is, in my opinion,
position with respect to justifying
right to retain all the frequencies allocated to it.
.

efficient

in a
its

use of

its

available frequencies

somewhat untenable

.

.

fear that [FM] may find itself in such a position in the
face of the constant demand for additional frequencies by
.”
the non-broadcast services
I

.

.

Maiden speech of FCC Comr. John Doerfer, before
National Institute of Municipal Law Officers in Washington Sept. 15, stressed “the practicality of solving local
problems on a local basis.” He used two examples: (1)
Interference problems. Doerfer suggested that FCC detect
the interference, encourage local agencies to eliminate it.
(2) Educational TV. Doerfer reiterated his belief that
States themselves, rather than “sectarian schools and
minor or branch” institutions should have first crack at
channels. Regarding length of resei-vations, he said that
“present policy of the FCC is to continue the reservations
for a reasonable time.
Personally, I am in accord with
such a policy.”

TV clinics at NARTB’s district meetings will be conducted by these station managers: Harold E. Anderson,
KOLN-TV,

Lincoln, Neb.

Dallas,

Oct.

Russell,

KKTV,

14-15;

—at

Biloxi,

Ardmore, Okla., Oct. 12-13;

Miss.,

Oct.

16-17.

James D.

—at Atlanta, Oct. 19-20;
Asheville, N.C., Oct. 21-22; Philadelphia, Oct. 23-24.
Gaines Kelley, WFMY-TV, Greensboro, N.C.—at Albany,
Oct. 26-27; Boston, Nov.
Vernon A. Nolte, WHIZ-TV,
Zanesville, O. — at Sun Valley,
Sept. 20-22; Cedar
Rapids,
Sept. 23-24; Minneapolis, Sept. 25-26. James
H. Moore, WSLS-TV, Roanoke, Va. —at Milwaukee, Sept.
Colorado Springs

4-5.

Ida.,

la.,

28-29; Indianapolis, Sept. 30-Oct. 1; Cincinnati, Oct. 1-3.
Jr., KDUB-TV, Lubbock, Tex., has conducted

W.D. Rogers

clinics in Seattle,

San Francisco and Los Angeles.

—
11
Station Accounts: First of NBC-TV’s so-called “coordinated” programs for its 0-&-0 stations, Jinx Falkenburg’s
Diary, weekdays 1:45-2:30 p.m. starting Sept. 21, already
has these participations sold on WNBT, N.Y. Charles P.
Rogers, Belmont Race Track, The Robe, Ullman Co., Pro
Fresh Spot Remover, Premier Foods, Lysol, Dr. Posner’s
Shoes, Maltex Cereal, St. Joseph Aspirin, Rountree Candy,
Rival Dog Food, International Mineral & Chemical, NaShow is aired
tional Home Show, Pilgrim Laundry.
locally first 15-min., then piped simultaneously to WNBW,
alone, $350
Washington. Spots cost $275 each on
“Coordinated” plan also inif Washington is added
cludes Creative Cookery starting Oct. 3 from WNBQ, Chi&
cago, Sat. 11 a.m.-noon, piped to WNBT,
WNBK, Cleveland; homemaking show Our Place, Sat.
noon-12 :30 p.m., starting Oct. 3; beauty show Here’s
Looking at You, Sat. 10-10:30 a.m., starting date unannounced, and other similar participations. Idea may be
extended to other stations represented by NBC Spot Sales
Trans-World Airlines to co-sponsor Amos n’ Andy,
resuming on WCBS-TV, N. Y., Oct. 4, Sun. 2-2:30 p.m.;
other sponsor is Cott Beverages Inc., with BBDO and
Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone as respective agencies
Playskool Mfg. Co.’s “Lincoln Logs” building contest for
children, introduced in Philadelphia on Pioneer Playhouse,
boosted toy sales so sharply during traditional post-Xmas
slump last winter that sponsor has bought Sat. 11-11:30
a.m. on Chicago’s
for same show starting Oct. 10,
Admiral, GE, RCA,
thru Friend-Reiss-McGlone, N. Y.
Westinghouse buy test patterns on new CKSO-TV, Sudbury, Ont. (Ch. 5), Canada’s first privately-owned station,
due on air Sept. 20
Among other advertisers reported
using or preparing to use TV: Alsol Products Co. (Alsol
auto wax), thru Furman Co., N. Y.; Merry Mfg. Co., Cincinnati (toys), thru Rowe & Wyman, Cincinnati; Pennsylvania Tire Co. (tires & tubes), thru D’Arcy Adv., Cleveland; Rosita Products Co., Phoenix (Rosarita Brand Mexican foods), thru Rockett-Lauritzen Co., Los Angeles;
Yeast Products Inc. (brewers dried yeast), thru Tracy,
Kent & Co., N. Y.; Dako Chemical Co., Hawthorne, Cal.
(Dish-A-Way detergent), thru Jimmy Fritz & Assoc.,
Hollywood; Advanced Products Corp., Beverly Hills, Cal.
(Jet Glow wax), thru Yambert-Prochnow, Beverly Hills;
Gold Seal Co. (Glass Wax, Snowy powdered bleach), thru
Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis; Skinner Mfg. Co., Omaha
(Skinner’s macaroni), thru Bozell & Jacobs, Omaha; Continental Oil Co. (Conoco gasoline), thru Benton & Bowles,
N. Y.; Barton Mfg. Co. (Dyanshine shoe polish), thru
Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis; Northern Paper Mills (Northern tissue), thru Young & Rubicam, Chicago; Hoffman
Candy Co., Los Angeles (Cup-O-Gold candy bar), thru
Mayers Co., Los Angeles; Calgon Inc. (Calgon water
softener), thru Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, Pittsburgh;
Mason Shoe Co., Chippewa Falls, Wis. (men’s & women’s
shoes), thru Bozell & Jacobs, Chicago; Lone Star Gas Co.,
:

WNBT

.

.

.

WNBW

’

.

.

.

.

.

.

WBKB

.

.

.

.

.

.

Dallas, direct.

Hearing between

CBS and

step nearer this

Zenith over Ch. 2 in Chi-

WBBM-TV now

moved
week when FCC sent both “McFarland

cago, on which CBS’s

operates,

WBBM-TV shifted to Ch. 2 from Ch. 4, operates
on channel temporarily pending conclusion of hearing and
final court ruling on Zenith’s claim Commission had no
right to give Ch. 2 to CBS without giving Zenith equal
crack at it.
letters.”

Report of first educational TV workshop, held at Los
Angeles Apr. 22-May 1, has been published under title
TV, a New Community Resource by Council of the National Organizations of the Adult Education Assn. (Wells
Publishing Co., Leonia, N. J., $1).

O

FFICIAL COLOR demonstration
fixed for Oct. 15,

for

FCC

has been

moved back from proposed

Oct. 1

date (Vol. 9:37), will be conducted at site to be selected
probably on Long Island. Transmissions will be provided
by NBC, CBS & DuMont, and dozen or so set makers will
show one color receiver each, though some offered to

provide more

if Commission desires.
At amicable FCC-industry conference

at

Commission

Sept. 18, the following outline of demonstrations was presented by Philco v.p. David Smith, speaking for industry,

accepted by FCC staff group headed by Broadcast Bureau
chief Curtis Plummer:
studio pro(1) NBC will present 15-20-min.
gram running about 12-12:20 p.m.; then, with AT&T, will
show both coaxial and microwave transmissions with closedcircuit loop to Washington and back.
(2) CBS will handle outdoor colorcast over WCBS-TV
starting about 1 p.m.

WNBT

(3) DuMont, with its experimental uhf KE2XDR, will
show standard NTSC color test patterns and slides.
Commissioners and staff were welcomed to observe
preparations earlier in week and to stick around after demonstrations to experiment with sets themselves. About 20
from FCC will attend. DuMont’s uhf will be on all day.
In calling conference earlier in week, Commission

asked that demonstrations include variations in lighting
levels at studio and receiver locations, opportunity to compare original subject matter with received image, wide
range of hue and chroma, closeups and distant shots, normal and rapid movement. Smith said industry would be
glad to comply.
Hell-bent for speed, RCA was a bit miffed at 2-week
delay from proposed Oct. 1 date, v.p. & gen. counsel Robert
Werner saying new date was arranged without RCA’s
knowledge after “a GE representative” called Commission.
Werner said RCA is ready for Oct. 1 but would go along
with whatever FCC desired. RCA also offered its Centre

Theatre for the demonstration, plus more color sets and
further demonstrations if Commission wants more. RCA’s
next showings are Sept. 21-22, in Chicago, for convention
of Assn, of National Advertisers and press; demonstrations
will be closed-circuit from New York.
[For Comr. Edward
Webster’s opinion on color timetable, see p. 10.]

Four new community antenna systems being built, as
reported by Jerrold: Elkins, Hinton & Weston, W. Va., and
Walla Walla, Wash. Last is joint Jerrold-J.H. Whitney
has 11-mi. run of 114-in. cable from 4000-ft.
cable is being buried by Western Electric
cable-laying machine. And Jerrold public relations mgr.
Ben Katz, just back from Sept. 15-16 TV show promoted
by TV Cable Co., Oil City, Pa., as sendoff for its closedcircuit originations, says attendance and enthusiasm were
comparable to that ordinarily accompanying start of new
TV stations. Local newspapers joined in promotion,
reaped heavy windfall of dealer ads.
project,

Pike’s Peak;

—

New monitoring system for TV stations the “Monitran” now in production by RCA, transmits both picture
and sound via coaxial cable and permits use of standard
commercial TV sets for monitors. No modification of TV
sets is necessary, and one Monitran can feed any number
of monitors throughout studio.
Monitored signal can be
transmitted via cable on any vhf channel, doesn’t interfere with use of receiver in picking up pictures off the

—

air

from other

stations.

Price

is

$565.

Industrial and other films offered stations without cost
edition of Directory of “Free” TV Film
by Broadcast Information Bureau, 535 Fifth
Ave., N.Y. (Julienne Dupuy, editor).
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FALL TV MARKET

]

ISN'T ALL MILK & HONEY:
Color, inventories, uncertainties about uhf
all these factors, plus some which aren't as readily apparent
combine to put
industry in a mood of cautious optimism as it surveys fall & winter outlook. TV set
makers hope business will be good, and most think it will be good
but they also
have their fingers crossed against possibility of disappointment.
In talking to manufacturers this week at RETMA industry conference in N.Y.
we found the element of restraint was most evident.
As for predictions, there was
no uniformity in their evaluations of the fall market, and all seemed guarded in
(For other RETMA news, see Topics & Trends, p. 14.)
their observations.
Though new markets are opening up at fast clip trade doesn't seem much excited. As one big manufacturer put it, "It takes a helluva lot of little towns going
on the air to make up for those big drops in places like New York and Philadelphia.
Color worries some industry leaders more than they'll admit. A high Zenith
official told us he fears Christmas business will suffer as new color standards move
closer to acceptance, with much attendant publicity, and as consumers begin to ponder sinking money into black-&-white when color is promised in few years.
Wait-f or-color philosophy has already cut deeply into big-screen sales.
The 24 & 27-in. sets aren't moving anywhere near as well as anticipated, we were
told by several manufacturers, who agreed that the thoughts of color were at least
partly responsible for decisions of some consumers not to buy at this time.
You could get optimism on color too. DuMont's Dan Halpin sides with those
who theorize that a color set displayed on showroom floor beside black-&-white will
stimulate sales of latter. And James M. Toney RCA Victor's distribution director,
told dealers in Washington, at the first of series of NARDA regional meetings, that
color will be "the biggest bonanza ever when it is mass produced."

—

—
—

,

,

,

*

*

*

*

Immediate spectres of overproduction and bloated inventories are giving rise
to some apprehension. Factory inventories have been dropping in last few weeks, now
but total in all pipeline s is about 2,000,000 .
standing at slightly under 600,000
All levels of industry are keeping much closer tab on inventories than ever before.

—

You could get almost any shading of opinion on production this year.
One
major manufacturer expressed belief industry shouldn't try to exceed 6,500,000 TVs.
Beyond that figure, he foresaw risk of overproduction and danger of recurrence of
dumping evils of early 1951. Another TV maker disagreed, saying industry is too
"we've learned a lot since the early days and we know
smart today to overproduce
you just can't jam sets down the throats of distributors and dealers anymore."
Prices for balance of year should remain firm
certainly no lower, perhaps
All majors except Motorola have already raised prices during last few
no higher.
months (Vol. 9:36). This week GE raised prices $10 on 11 of its 24 vhf-only sets and
on 3 with built-in uhf. GE said boosts were necessary because of increased material
costs, made no mention of longer dealer discounts.

—

—

*

*

*

*

Uhf could be the key to success or failure of fall market some believe.
It's common knowledge that uhf sales in many areas have been below expectations this
Having just concluded a cross-country tour of key markets, Halpin blames the
year.
but biggest headache is
failure of many stations to meet announced on-air dates
unfamiliarity of dealers & servicemen with technical uhf problems of installation,
Stations have more recently been more cautious about on-air promservicing, etc.
ises, and technical problems are generally being overcome, says Halpin.
That business is picking up in such saturated markets as Washington Chicago
and Philadelphia was evident in scattered retail trade reports this week.
Seasonal
,

—

.

12 -

13 -

lift to market these days is to be expected, what with new network shows, and the
upcoming football season, World Series, etc.
*

#

*

*

TV production totaled 141,522 (5437 private label) week ended Sept. 11, down
It was the year's 36th
from 160,070 preceding week and 166,383 week ended Aug. 28.
week compared with 156,987 corresponding week in 1952, and bring' s year's total
output thus far to approximately 5,150,000.
Radio production also declined totaling 225,978 (92,369 private), down from
233,864 week ended Sept. 4 and 239,454 week before, compared with 208,809 in 1952.
Week's radios: 88,724 home, 29,734 portable, 32,148 clock, 75,372 auto.
,

,

Trade Personals:

W. Gross

Sol

rejoins

Emerson as

sales v.p., having resigned in 1944 as a director and v.p.

& purchasing to form Tele-tone, now out
most recently he was Pacific Mercury’s eastern sales rep. David J. Hopkins continues as sales & adv.

for production
of business;

Robert E. Peterson, exec,
Standard Coil Products Co., has taken 3 months leave
Wm. L.
of absence to recuperate from recent illness
Dunn, Raytheon v.p. for sales & engineering, resigns to
director, reporting to Gross

.

.

.

v.p.,

.

.

RETMA

.

.
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.

.

.
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New RETMA

committee chairmen, elected at indusweek in N. Y. Max Balcom, Sylvania,
for TV-radio industry; F. R. Lack, Western Electric, for
electronics industry. Other RETMA actions: (1) Authorized 9 new div. directors.
(2) Added 14 new members,
bringing membership to 355.
(3) Authorized pres. Glen
McDaniel to oppose any move to classify subscription TV
try conference this

as

common

carrier.

:

(4)

Approved

office

,

ing

Harry

Schecter,

new CBS-Columbia

sales v.p.

.

.

.

Capehart-Farnsworth appoints Callander Distributing
Corp., Columbus, O. (D. G. Callander, pres.); Allied Distributing Co., Omaha (W. H. Ricke, gen. mgr.) and Appliance Wholesalers Inc., San Antonio (Emory A. Roscheni,

.

accept undisclosed connection outside TV industry; Dan
Halpin, DuMont, succeeds him as chairman of
Harry Schecter, ex-gen. mgr. of
sales mgrs. committee
CBS-Columbia Distributors Inc., N. Y., elected CBS-Columbia sales v.p.; Mort Barron promoted to adv. operaElwood W. Schafer, ex-GE & RCA, retions mgr.
cently v.p. of National Union Radio Corp., named asst, to
Charles F. Stromeyer, CBS-Hytron manufacturing-engipresident, apGlen McDaniel,
neering v.p.
pointed chairman of international & comparative law
Henri G. Busignies,
committee, American Bar Assn.
technical director of IT&T’s Federal Telecommunications
Labs, appointed a v.p. and member of management adEdward Schulz, ex-NYU professor of
visory hoard
management & industrial relations, named RCA Labs perNathanial M. Marshall promoted to
sonnel director
eastern district mgr., General Precision Labs, in new sales
setup under TV dept. mgr. E. Arthur Hungerford Jr.;
Edward Manzo assigned as southeastern mgr. out of Atlanta, and Robert F. Johnston, ex- WILL, Champaign, 111.,
Jack D. Hughes, Littlenamed midwest mgr., Chicago
fuse sales v.p., promoted to v.p. & operations gen. mgr.
Stanley Niciejewski appointed sales mgr., Sarkes
Tarzian rectifier div.; Alfred D’Urso named asst. mgr. for
distributor sales, Fred Lucas asst. mgr. for industrial
Isadore Waber, ex-Radio Electric Service Co.,
sales
named sales v.p. of C-B-C Electronics Co., Philadelphia,
Allen N. White, exproducing TV tube brighteners
Bendix Radio, named sales promotion mgr., Westinghouse
TV-radio div., succeeding Fred S. McCarthy, resigned
Ed Berliant has organized Ed-Berl Products Inc., 7 Garden
PI., Baldwin, L. I., manufacturing electronic tool kits.
.

Notes: CBS-Columbia Distributors Inc.,
York, appoints Martin L. Scher, ex-IT&T Distributing Corp. (Capehart-Farnsworth) as gen. mgr., succeedDistributor

New

of paid mgr. for

electronics affairs.

Walter S. Marder, Daystrom Furniture, elected pres,
of National Assn, of Furniture Mfrs., succeeding Wm.
Brenner, Wm. Brenner Industries. John M. Snow, exNational Sales Executives Inc., elected exec, secy., succeeding J. C. McCarthy, retired.

Emerson appoints Woodward Wight & Co., New
Orleans (L. C. Deckbar, pres.)
Lone Star Wholesalers,
Dallas Bendix distributor, adds Crosley TV line; Apollo
Distributing Co., Newark (Crosley & Bendix) appoints
Wm. H. Jarvis sales mgr.
DuMont N. Y. factory branch
names Harry Ripps as sales mgr., succeeding Philip P.
Geth, now gen. mgr.
Arvin names Banks-Miller Supply
Co., Huntington, W. Va.; McCutcheon Distributing Co.,
Pittsburgh (Arvin) elects Charles E. Klein pres., succeeding Earl McCutcheon, resigned
Olympic Radio forms
Olympic of So. California Inc. (John Tracy, pres.), 6101
So. Central Ave., Los Angeles, as L.A. area distributor
Bruno-New York Inc. (RCA Victor) names Norman Axelband sales promotion mgr.
Sacramento Electronics,
Sacramento (Raytheon) appoints Edward C. Berick sales
mgr.
Westinghouse Electric Supply Co., Los Angeles,
names George W. Oliver, ex-Leo J. Meyberg Co. (RCA)
as sales promotion mgr. of consumer products
Canadian Admiral Sales Ltd., 207 Second Ave. W., Vancouver,
B.C., has been set up to distribute in British Columbia
and the Yukon
Capehart appoints Coby Distributors
Inc., Wilkes-Barre, Pa. (Stanley Green, pres.) and PaulJeffret Co., Syracuse (Samuel P. Solomon, pres.).
pres.)

.
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New

National Electronic Distributors Assn, officers
week at St. Louis convention: pres., Dahl W.
Mack, Scranton Radio & Television Supply Co., Scranton,
succeeding W. D. Jenkins; exec, v.p., L. B. Calamaras,
Chicago, reelected; 1st v.p., Anthony Dabowski, Dymac
Inc., Buffalo; 2nd v.p., J. V. Tonahill, Scooter’s Radio
Supply Co., Ft. Worth; secy., Albert Steinberg, Albert
Steinberg & Co., Philadelphia; treas., R. C. Whitehead,
Whitehead Radio Co., Columbus, O. Reelected chairman
was Aaron Lippman, Aaron Lippman & Co., Newark, with
following board members: J. G. Prestwood Jr., Prestwood
Electronics Co., Augusta, Ga.; John G. Bowman, J. G.
Bowman & Co., Chicago; R. V. Weatherford, R. V.
Weatherford Co., Glendale, Cal.; H. Tory Horn, Western
Electronic Supply Co., Seattle; Henry F. Morrison, Morrison’s Radio Supply Co., Ashtabula, O.; H. M. Carpenter,
elected this

Thurow

Distributors Inc.,

Tampa.

Dr. Colin G. Fink, 71, one of world’s leading chemists,

whose inventions included discovery of tungsten filament,
died Sept. 17 in Red Bank, N. J. As a GE researcher, he
developed copper-clad nickel and steel lead-in wire to substitute for platinum in electron tubes and lamps.
Walter M. Skillman, 55, mgr. of marketing administion for GE’s TV-radio div., ex-GE district mgr. in Dallas,
died in Lankenau Hospital, Philadelphia, Sept. 15.

14 Topics & Trends oi TV Trade: The electronics boom,
paced by TV, had big National Electronic Distributors
Assn. (350-plus members) in high state of exuberance at
St. Louis convention this week, judging from what they
said publicly and to newsmen.
For example, past pres.
W. D. Jenkins, who heads Radio Supply Co., Richmond,
was quoted as saying:
‘‘If any business is depression-proof, this is it.
People
might stop buying new TV sets, but as the sets get older
they need more repairing. That means sales of tubes and
other parts.” And NEDA chairman Aaron Lippman, head
of Newark company bearing his name:
“We’re in the most envious business in the world. Ten
years from now you won’t be able to turn around without
turning to electronics in your office, at home, in your
car and practically every object you use will be made

—

—

with electronic devices in the background. All of that
means a bigger market for replacement parts.”
Panel topics also reflected the optimistic moods:
“How to Provide Proven and Adequate Facilities for Expansion” and “How to Finance Future Growth.”
These middlemen handle no receivers, for most part,
dealing mainly in components and accessories. TV equipis biggest item, and some idea of the growing magnitude of their business is given in figures quoted by John
ReT. Thompson, GE mgr. of tube replacement sales.
placement market for receiving tubes, he estimated, would
run 123,000,000 in 1954; 133,500,000 in 1955; 150,000,000
in 1956; 152,000,000 in 1957.
It will taper down to 150,000,000 in 1958 and to 140,000,000 in 1960, he added.
Picture tube replacements were estimated as 4,200,000
in 1954, black-&-white 5,500,000 in 1955, of which 50,000
will be color; 7,550,000 in 1956, of which 350,000 will be
color.
By 1959-60 volume will level off to 6,500,000 units,
of which 2,000,000 will be color, the GE marketeers estimate.

ment

;

RCA’s

R. B.

Sampson

figured distributors’ sales of

and equipment this year at around
$650,000,000, compared with $600,000,000 last year and
$360,000,000 in 1950. Next year, he predicted, it will hit
$800,000,000 and by 1955 it will reach $1 billion.
all

electronic parts

*

Ray A.

*

*

*

Rich, Philco v.p. -refrigeration div., forecast a

$7.5 billion volume of retail trade in TVs and appliances
by 1960, about twice present volume, in speech Sept. 16 at
fall conference of Bureau of Home Appliances of San
Rise was attributed to increasing
Diego County, Cal.
population, larger payrolls, more family group formations
plus replacement market for electric appliances such as
refrigerators, ranges and TV sets.
The U. S. economy is a dynamic one, said Rich, and
by 1960 the nation will enter an era of prosperous living
for all greater than any yet known. Citing growth of the
appliance industry, he pointed to 1941 sales of 20,284,400
major appliances and radios at $1,295,572,150 retail, ris-

—

ing in 1951 to 26.244,000 units (including TVs) at $4,927,For 1960, he predicted sales of 6,000,000 re707,300.
frigerators, 2,500,000 electric ranges, 2,400,000 electric
clothes dryers, 5,000,000 ironers and nearly $1 billion

worth of air conditioners.
Canadian TV boom, and how it spreads prosperity not
only to allied electronics industries but also stability to
such basic economic businesses as steel and textiles, is described in Sept. 12 Financial Post, Toronto;

it

foresees

TV

sales of nearly 400,000 this year, as against 146,370 last

year.

Sylvania breaks ground for 50,000-sq.

Trade Miscellany: Record Industry Assn, of America
launch 3-week promotion of phonograph players in
Baltimore Oct. 5 to study relationship of sales of players
and records; list will be kept of all new phonograph
buyers, and after 120 days RIAA will query them on how
many and what type of records they’ve bought since then
N. Y. residents spend $167,000,000 a year on TV &
radio, $250,000,000 for appliances, according to New York
Times survey
Raytheon’s TV-radio div. has prepared
new 20-min. sales training film in color titled Nothing to
Argue About
Kansas City municipal committee shelves
proposed ordinance for mandatory inspection of all TV
will

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

antennas, instead amends building code for safety regulagrounding of supporting poles and
masts, and lightning arrestor for lead-ins
Temple U
survey of Philadelphia families early this year showed
more than 50% of families interviewed bought TV sets
at discounts averaging 25% ... George’s, largest Washington TV-radio retail chain (12 stores), plans to add
home furnishings line in near future, pres. Geo. Wasserman saying move’s due to low markups on TVs and aptions, to include safe

.

.

.

pliances.

Cumulative TV sales by Canadian factories will total
about 575,000 by end of year, representing retail value of

RTMA

$250,000,000, reports
of Canada on basis of sales
to date.
It gives this breakdown: Sales prior to 1950
8212, value $3,418,500; in 1950—29,611 at $12,858,083; in
1951—40,615 at $21,237,442; in 1952 146,373 at $64,677,-

682; estimate for 1953

—
—350,000 at $148,750,000.

TV

sales

months this year totaled 134,472, at average price
of $384, compared to production of 187,833. Projected profirst 7

duction figures estimate 134,420 sets will be turned out in
next 3 months. For July alone, sales were 9332, production 19,980, inventory 59,715 at month’s end. Toronto led
in sales with 2783, Quebec 2394, Hamilton-Niagara 1120,
British Columbia 1024, Ottawa and eastern Ontario 883,
Windsor 673, other Ontario 313, Prairies 75, Maritime
provinces 67.

Shipments of TVs to dealers totaled 3,335,262 in first
months, when production was 4,150,525, according to
RETMA’s state-by-state and county-by-county tables released this week and available from RETMA upon request.
It represented 39% gain over first 7 months of 1952, when
shipments were 2,406,757, as against production of 2,517,157.
Every state in nation shared in shipments, New
York as usual leading with 314,778; Pennsylvania second,
281,831; California third, 264,834. Montana, where Butte’s
KOPR-TV (Ch. 4) and KXLF-TV (Ch. 6) went on air in
Aug., trailed list with 1461 sets but, as portent of better
days to come, 802 of them were shipped in July alone, as
compared with only 659 for entire preceding 6 months.
For July, TV shipments totaled 313,012, compared with
326,394 in June and 288,247 in July 1952.
7

—

Video Products Corp., 370 Seventh Ave., N. Y. (Richard A. Marsen, pres.) filed petition under Chapter XI of
the Bankruptcy Act in N. Y. Federal district court this
week, proposing 100% settlement payable in monthly installments of 2% after 6 months. Firm has plant in Red
Bank, N. J., and same interests own Sheraton Television
Corp., making TV sets under that brand name. Liabilities
are estimated at $945,000, assets at $878,000.
Largest
creditors are RCA, $143,000; GE, $75,000; Sylvania, $42,135; Standard Coil, $30,000; Empire Coil, $30,000; Buck
Engineering Co., $17,250; American Specialty Corp., $13,500; Thomas Electronics, $11,000; Arcturus Electronics,
$9000: Hytron, $8260.

Canadian Admiral reduces price of its 17-in. mahogplastic table model from $270 to $250, sets these other
prices: 24-in. mahogany or walnut open-face console $650,

any
ft.

tube plant

mahogany

at Fullerton, Cal., near Los Angeles, due for completion

blonde

by March, 1954.

27-in. blonde full-door console $900.

$670;

27-in.

half-door

console

$850;

15 Electronics Reports: Swift progress toward age of the
automatic electronic factory was revealed this week by
Navy, Bureau of Standards and Air Force. Navy Bureau
of Aeronautics and Bureau of Standards removed security
wraps from “Project Tinkertoy,” completely automatic
Plant, lopilot plant to produce electronic assembles.
cated near Pentagon in Arlington, Va., is result of work
begun in 1950. It uses printed circuits, adhesive tape
resistors and special ceramic capacitors made from raw
Only
and semi-processed materials within the plant.
major parts not produced automatically are tubes.
System is based on “modular” design, employing series
of small wafers as building blocks, each containing a subsub-assembly.
All operations, from manufacture of re-

and capacitors to quality control (inspection and
Pilot plant
test by electronic computer) are automatic.
is geared for production of 1000 “modules” per hour.
Project Tinkertoy will be adapted to production of military
equipment by Sanders Associates Inc., Nashua, N. H.,
research and development firm. Among first automatically
produced items will be radio altimeter, sonar device and
sistors

radio control receiver.

Motors

Inc. designed

Kaiser Electronics

div. of

Willys

and constructed several of the ma-

and holds contract to carry out pilot production.
Another approach to automatic electronic plants is described in Sept, issue of Stanford Research Institute’s
news bulletin, Research for Industry, outlining progress
after 3 years work on Air Force contract to develop autochines,

matic

production

techniques

for

electronic

equipment.

Automatic production line designed by Institute’s Advanced Techniques Laboratory could turn out approximately ten 5-tube electronic assemblies per minute. Institute’s improvements in etching techniques for printed
circuits have lowered etching time to 30 seconds from 3-11
Another development is
minutes previously required.
machine which can align and attach resistors and capacitors into circuit at rate of .4 second each. Copies of
bulletin describing automatic production line are available
from Stanford Research Institute, Stanford, Cal.
*

New TV

*

*

film

RCA’s new low-priced vidicon film
reproduction camera, slated for production by year’s end,
by RCA’s H. N. Kozanowski; Continuous All-Electronic
Scanner for 16mm Color Film, by Motorola’s V. Graziano
& K. Schlesinger; New TV Film Scanner, by Philco’s F. J.
Other papers of interest to TV engineers inBingley.
clude Alignment of a Monochrome TV Transmitter for
Broadcasting NTSC Color Signals, by Philco’s J. F. Fisher,
and Transition Effects in Compatible Color TV by Philco’s
will be description of

B. Chatten

&

&

Trade Notes:

Indiana Steel Products Co.

tion of Indox, “the first entirely

new magnetic material

since the introduction of Alnico in 1931.”

It’s a ceramictype magnet using no critical materials “certain to find
wide usage in TV [and] is suitable for new uses which
should broaden the field of permanent magnet application.”

Raytheon stockholders Sept. 18 approved increase in
authorized common stock from 3,000,000 to 4,000,000
shares, but pres. Charles F. Adams Jr. said market conditions have caused management to postpone plans to
issue additional shares.
He said company plans to pay
stock dividend when market conditions improve, but there
is no chance of cash dividend unless excess profits tax
expires. He said company’s sales for 3 months ended Aug.
31 were in excess of the $31,000,000 reported for same
period last year, with net profit about the same as last
year’s $640,000 (274 a share).

Howard W. Sams &

Co., Inc., Indianapolis, electronics

data publishers, will propose at Sept. 28 stockholders meeting issuance of an additional 60,000 shares of common and
1000 preferred stock and elimination of present sinking
fund requirement for redeeming preferred. New issue is
Latest
proposed to acquire additional working capital.
Sams statement shows net sales of $1,293,225 for 6 months
ended June 30, profit of $83,745 before taxes, estimated
Federal taxes of $56,000. Total assets are $636,835, running 2.21 to 1 over liabilities.
Packard-Bell expects volume for

fiscal

year ending

Sept. 30 to exceed $32,000,000, partly as result of sales

program of
embrace other consumer prod-

of hollow-core flush doors, first item in its
diversification,

which

will

ucts soon.

*

equipment by 3 manufacturers will be
described at National Electronics Conference at Chicago’s
Hotel Sherman, Sept. 28-30. Among engineering papers

J.

Financial

reports record sales and profit for first 6 months of 1953,
although dollar sales figures aren’t given in report. Net
income was $209,602 ($1.47 a share) compared with $145,165 ($1.02) for first half 1952. Pres. Robert F. Smith, in
letter to stockholders, reported record 6-month production,
and said 14,000-sq. ft. of plant space will be added by Nov.
in Valparaiso, Ind.
Company will shortly begin produc-

Oxford Electric Corp., Chicago

(speakers)

reports

sales of $2,498,063, net profit of $57,000 (244 a share) for
first

half 1953, compared with $1,261,151 and $6886 (34)
period.

same 1952

Dividends: Packard-Bell, 254 payable Oct. 26 to stockholders of record Oct. 9; Motorola, 37% 4 Oct. 15 to holders
Sept. 30; ABC-Paramount, 254 Oct. 20 to holders Sept. 25;
IT&T, 254 Oct. 14 to holders Sept. 18; Corning Glass, 254
Sept. 30 to holders Sept. 21.

Sightmaster Corp., for 9 months ended June

30, re-

ports sales of $820,000, net earnings of $84,000 vs. $260,000
sales and loss of $8000 same period last year.

R. C. Moore.

Slash in govt, tax aid to industrial expansion, announced recently by defense mobilizer Arthur Flemming,
isn’t expected to be applied to electronics.
Flemming said

expansion goals under tax amortization program will be
decreased for some industries. Because of importance of
electronics in long-range defense planning, most govt, observers don’t believe industry’s goal will be changed.

Goal

or tax-aided expansion of electronic productive capacity
$396,000,000, of which about

76%

is

has already been author-

This figure doesn’t include construction of facilities for research and development, which are handled on
case-to-case basis with no specific goal.
ized.

K. T. Keller resigned this week as director of Defense
Dept.’s guided missiles office to

resume chairmanship of
Defense Dept, said Keller recommended

Chrysler Corp.
last June that office be abolished “in view of the present
advanced state of guided missile development.”

DuMont

transmitter div. realigned technical and sales

service setup this week, with div. mgr. Herbert Taylor
promoting Charles E. Spicer to sales operation mgr. and

head of sales engineering dept. Joining Spicer’s staff are
Robert Bollen, ex-WDTV, Pittburgh; W. K. Terrell, ex-

WABD,

N. Y. ;

Felix D.

Bonvoulior,

cester; Lyle O. Keys, ex-Philco;

DuMont

research;

ex-WAAB, Wor-

Lawrence

Litchfield, ex-

Frank Klimowski, ex-Stavid Engineer-

Norman C. Ritter, ex-Keith Electrical Co., Des
Moines latter 2 among those who built WOI-TV, Ames,
la.
Stephen Pozgay has resigned to become mgr. of upcoming WNAM-TV, Neenah, Wis. Kenneth Petersen has
been assigned to New England and Vernon Russell to
ing Co.;

—

southeastern territories.

onetime asst, to pres, of RCA,
Telegraph Age, editorial dii’ector
Radio Engineering and 2-term mayor of Roselle Park,
N. J., died Sept. 17 at Roselle Park.

Donald McNicol,

editor of Telephone

78,

&

16
Telecasting Notes: Audience and network, as well as
sponsor and agency, were naturally disturbed by the sound
and fury over someone’s discovery first hinted on Walter
Winchell’s telecast that Lucille Ball (I Love Lucy) had
registered as a Communist in 1936. She explained to Rep.
Jackson (R-Cal.) that she had done so to please her aged
grandfather, now deceased, but had not voted in the election.
She got clean bill from him but lots of unwanted
publicity.
Telegrams and calls to CBS Hollywood headquarters, said v.p. Harry Ackerman, were mostly favorable.
“The people seem to think this thing is silly, not
serious.
They all love Lucy.” CBS-TV recently signed
Miss Ball and husband Desi Arnaz to $8,000,000 contract,
and spokesmen for sponsor Philip Morris said at no time
were they even considering invoking usual “morals” clause
... Is daytime TV going the way of daytime radio dominantly soap opera? Variety apparently thinks it is, headlines Sept. 16 article “More Soap in Daytime TV Eye,”
reports that soap and detergent manufacturers are “preparing to invade daytime TV in a big way next year.” It
sees “tipoff” in fact that Young & Rubicam has set up new
daytime TV development dept, under its daytime radio
chief Beverly Smith after having pulled out of all production in last few months. “Smith expects to have at
least one soaper ready to put on the air by the first of the
year,” says Variety, “and with that as a starting point,
expand the dept, into a full-fledged operation, with comMarion Harper
plete production staffs for each show”
Associates Inc., outdoor poster research organization, reports that use of TV in addition to billboards can increase
an advertiser’s “outdoor observation score” by as much
WKNB-TV, New Britain-Hartford (Ch. 30)
as 5%
has purchased 4%-acre plot in W. Hartford and next

—

—

—

—

.

.

month

.

.

.

.

starts

new

modern structure

160xl30-ft.

to

cost

$350,000 and featuring main TV studio 60x40x20-ft.
Angeles, originates two 3-hour roller derby
telecasts from Edmunds Field, Sacramento, 360-mi. via
Songstress Jo StafAT&T microwave, Sept. 14 & 21
ford signs 4-year exclusive contract with CBS-TV, thru
.

.

.

KTLA, Los

.

.

.

General Artists, calling for total payments of $1,000,000;
Dave Garroway, with 3
she will be used on colorcasts
DuMont
NBC shows, has had contract extended to 1960
hikes rates of its WABD, New York, from $2200 to $3200
per Class A hour, of WTTG, Washington, from $850 to
WWJ-TV, Detroit, has pub$950, both effective Oct. 1
lished new Rate Card No. 12, effective Sept. 1, establishing Class AA base rate at $1600 an hour, min. $320; Class
WTAO-TV, Cambridge-Boston
A rate is $1400 & $280
(Ch. 56), which began operation Aug. 31, appointed
Everett-McKinney as rep.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

;

all

grants,

etc.,

new

stations, applications, deletions, hearings,

see TV Factbook No. 17 with Addenda to date.]
AT&T network service was extended Sept.

to

(Ch. 49) and WILK-TV, Wilkes-Barre,
Wilkes-Barre interconnection follows temporary microwave route with terminal at Big Boulder ski
run in Pocono Mountains, whence signals are transmitted
to WILK-TV’s transmitter site at Penobscot Mt., Pa.

Pa. (Ch. 34).

TV

107 U.S.

cities.

service

is

now

Canadian Broadcasting Corp. board of governors will
consider 12 applicat ons for TV licenses, including first for
uhf, among other duties at Sept. 24 meeting in Ft. Garry
Hotel, Winnipeg. The applicants: Calgary, Alta. Calgary

—

—

Television Ltd., Ch. 5. Edmonton, Alta. Edmonton Television Ltd., Ch. 3; Wm. Rea Jr., Ch. 3; Sunwapta Bcstg.
Co., Ltd., Ch. 3. Kingston, Ont.
Brookland Co. Ltd., Ch.
11. Kitchener, Ont.
Central Ontario Television Ltd., Ch.

—

—

Grand Television

Ltd., Ch. 13.
Peterborough, Ont.
Ch. 22. Charlottetown, P.E.I.
Island
Bcstg. Co. Ltd., Ch. 13. Saskatoon, Sask. A. A. Murphy
& Sons Ltd., Ch. 8; Saskatoon Community Bcstg. Co. Ltd.,
Ch. 8; Saskatoon Star-Phoenix Ltd., Ch. 8.

13;

Brookland

Co.,

—

—

NARTB’s “5 major accomplishments” in the last year,
as outlined in annual report of pres. Harold E. Fellows
being delivered at current district meetings: (1) Defeat
of Johnson baseball bill.
(2) Reduction by FCC of its
operator requirements and provision for remote transmitter control. (3) Provision for group tower insurance plan.
(4) Success in drive to remove talent fees from considera-

tion in overtime

payments required by wage & hour regu-

(5) Public relations cooperation

with such organizations as UN, Advertising Council, veterans, civic and
religious groups. Fellows reported 192 active station TV
lation.

memberships

in

1099, associate

NARTB
members

plus 4 networks, radio members
TV code subscribers 155.

109,

Text of new rule regarding mileage separation, proposed this week by FCC (see p. 3) “If the distance from
the authorized transmitter site in one community and the
reference point in said other community is less than, but
within 5 miles of, the minimum separation requirements
of Sec. 3.610, the channel may be assigned to said other
community with condition and notation that any transmitter site proposed must be so located as to fully satisfy
the minimum separation requirements of Sec. 3.610.”
Comments may be filed on or before Oct. 26.
:

Worst

crash in history involving a radio tower
when American Airlines plane struck
two 364-ft. towers of WPTR, Albany, killing all 28 aboard.
Crash came within 6 weeks of wreck Aug. 8 in which 2

was

air

Sept. 16 disaster

were

killed

when

light plane struck

guy wire of

1034-ft.

WHUM-TV, Reading, near Pine Grove, Pa. (Vol.
CAB is investigating both accidents. Albany sta-

tower of
9:33).
tion

went

off air

only for few seconds, and towers were

not seriously damaged.

& channel shifts: WMBR-TV, Jackputting out full 100 kw, up from 14.8;
WLWA, Atlanta, plans to shift from Ch. 8 to Ch. 11
Sept. 20, boost power to 316 kw within 60 days. Shipped
this week were RCA 10-kw driver units to
(Ch. 5)
Power increases

16

WAKR-TV, Akron

Network

Total of 44 theatres in 33 cities will carry

on Theatre TV.

.

Only one application for new TV station was filed
FCC this week by San Diego printer Elliott L.
Cushman (Southwest Color Press) he’s also gen. mgr. of
San Diego Shopping News. He seeks Ch. 21 there, first
and only applicant for that uhf channel. With grants and
dismissals this week, applications still pending have gone
down to 479 (142 of them uhf), continue to dwindle each
week.
[For further details about foregoing application,
see TV Addenda 17 -K herewith; for complete listings of
with

subscribe.”
fight

.

.

.

Defying TV-radio blackout of delayed blow-by-blow
Marciano-La Starza heavyweight
championship bout, New York radio WOV announced it
would recreate round-by-round from wire sex-vice reports.
There were indications other stations would follow suit.
Because bout is being carried exclusively on theatre-TV,
International Boxing Club has “banned” blow-by-blow
summaries from TV-radio stations, although they’re carried by the wire services. NARTB pres. Fellows Sept. 16
scored IBC action as “arbitrary and capricious,” expressed
doubt that club has “privilege of ordering that broadcasting stations may not pick up and broadcast such material
as they may receive from the wire services to which they
accounts of Sept. 24

available to 166 stations in

sonville (Ch. 4)

now

WEWS

&

WNBK

inson,

(Ch. 3), Cleveland, and 25-kw to KTVH, HutchKan. (Ch. 12). Also GE 12-kw ti-ansmitter to

KETX-TV, Tyler, Tex. (Ch. 19) and
KTNT-TV, Tacoma, Wash. (Ch. 11).

6-bay antenna to
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THE SHAPE OF NETWORK TV GROWTH TO CONE: Clear-cut prediction

of network TV growth
one of the very rare post-freeze estimates by a responsible network official, was
As member of TV panel
offered this week by CBS-TV president Jack Van Volkenburg .
of
National
Advertisers
in
Chicago,
he stated that :
of
Assn,
meeting
22
Sept.
at
with 41 of them "must buy" and other
(1) CBS-TV affiliates now number 140
Though only 41 are "must ", average
The 41 cover 21,000,000 homes.
99 "optional".
Gross nighttime half-hour rate
national advertiser buys 63, many more than 100.
for the basic network is $25,827.

,

,

network will be about same size, half-hour rate will
(2) By Jan. 1, 1954
be $27,800 and 22,500,000 homes will be reached.
"
Situation in 1955 is impossible to pinpoint."
(3)
,

Ultimate development stage" will come in 1956 when CBS-TV will comCost of
prise 59 "must buy ", 51 "basic optional" and 125 "supplemental" stations.
nighttime half-hour on "must" stations will be $48,000, reaching 35,000,000 homes.
depending solely on circulation.
(5) Stations will be both vhf and uhf
including Van Volkenburg, NBC’s Pat
All network representatives on panel
reiterated that an adverWeaver, ABC’s Robert Kintner, DuMont's Chris Witting
tiser needn't have a giant budget to buy network TV; that "it comes in all sizes";
that "flexibility" is the byword as more stations go on air and more AT&T interFor example,
connection facilities become available for regional networks etc.
Witting pointed out, DuMont has as many as 5 football games going some Sundays, sold
to different regional sponsors.
FCC chairman Rosel Hyde asked if small stations can be supported without
network affiliations, said: "We haven't concluded that a station must have a network
to exist. TV is a new and growing industry. We have hopes that film, tape and other
efficient techniques will help.
But the Commission depends on the judgment and
prudence of the applicant." As of today, he added, he sees about 750 TV stations
in prospect
about 525 already granted about 200 more channels sought.
The 750,
he said, should cover 80% of population, give most viewers choice of 3.
(4)

"

,

,

—

—

,

,

—

,

AT&T'S UNPRECEDENTED RATE OF CONNECTIONS: AT&T uncorked its Sunday punch this week
announced that in the few days remaining this month it will bring network service
to so many stations that total new connections for September will total 41 stations
in 35 cities
most of them not previously announced.
Start of World Series on
Sept. 30 undoubtedly sparked unprecedented burst of activity.
Many are relatively simple connections for new stations in cities now getting network service or one-hop microwave to nearby routes
but some involve first
TV service over great chunks of coaxial or microwave previously used for telephone.
Following are stations connected this month or due to be connected before

—

—

COPYRIGHT 1953 BY RADIO NEWS BUREAU

,

2
Oct. 1: Akron WAKR-TV Buffalo
WBES-TV; Cambridge, Mass ., WTOA-TV Cedar Rapids
WMT-TV Columbia, S.C ., WNOK-TV Decatur WTVP E l Paso KROD-TV & KTSM-IV, Hampton
Norfolk
WVEC-TV Johnstown, Pa ., WARD-TV; Kansas City KCMO-TV Lansing WILS-TV
Lima, 0
WLOK-TV Little Rock, Ark
KRTV Louisville WKLO-TV Madison WKOW-TV &
WMTV Memphis WHBQ-TV Meridian, Miss
WTOK-TV Milwaukee WOKY-TV & WCAN-TV
Minneapolis WTCN-TV & WMIN-TV Monroe La
KNOE-TV Portland, Ore
KOIN-TV
Raleigh WNAO-TV; Rockford, 111 ., WREX-TV & WTVO San Diego KFSD-TV St. Joseph
KFEQ-TV Sacramento KCCC-TV St. Petersburg, WSUN-TV Springfield, 111 ., WICS
Mo.
Tucson KVOA-TV & KOPO-TV Warner Robins (Macon), Ga
WMAZ-TV Waterbury, Conn
WATR-TV; Wilkes-Barre WILK-TV Winston-Sale m, WTOK-TV & WSJS-TV; Yakima KIMA-TV.
,

;

,

;
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,
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;
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LiKE COLOR, ASK 'WHEN?; RCA-NBC s color pitch to advertisers this week,
via closed-circuit show from New York's Colonial Theatre to Chicago's Drake Hotel,
was smash success
no question about it.
The presumably hardened ad managers of big national advertisers, attending
convention of Assn, of National Advertisers, reacted as enthusiastically as general
public.
They applauded singing of Nanette Fabray, laughed at antics of Burton's
now-famous lovebirds. Almost invariably, they remarked about excellent rendition
of the birds' fluttering multi-colored wings, a critical test.
Will they buy color, however ? Undoubtedly
but
That "but" relates to
many factors.
They don't know how much it will cost, when it will come, how many
stations will handle it, how many sets will be sold.
But they say they'll use it.
Here are reactions we got from a few ANA members;
Elmer Ward Jr.
Goodall Fabrics (Palm Beach suits, etc.)
"Wonderful.
We
My dad, who is president of the company, has
use a lot of color in printed media.
always said that when color TV comes it will be the medium for us
The demonstration didn't show much soft goods, but that fur coat came through beautifully."
"It looked awful good to us.
Rex Budd, Campbell Soups
We'll undoubtedly
try it. We'd like to know how it looks with our other products." Campbell's red-&white soup can was displayed in demonstration.
"What's the word for supercolossal ? We don't
Robert Barbour, Bakelite
ourselves,
but
it looks terrific for many of our customers.
have many end products
It does an amazing job of showing filmy things, like veils, etc.
Most colors are
very faithful, though the red on the Lucky Strike package looked a bit orange."
Said J.A. Burgess of
But color doesn't mean much to some apparently.
But what can it do for us? Nothing.
Gulf Oil Co
"Oh, it's fine.
What do we have
to show? You can't show oil."
NBC gave them a good commercial pitch delivered by announcer Ed Herlihy.
A few of the products shown; Oxydol, Sugar Crisp, Model, Halo, Wheaties, Old Gold,
Pride, Parliaments, Cornfetti, Cheer, Duz, Quaker Oats, Prell, Tide, Dreft, Camels.
NBC engineers credited AT&T with wonderful job of microwaving the show.
It
"Reverse compatibility"
looked as good to us as previous New York shows.
the
was best yet, with contrast
appearance of black-&-white pictures on color set
There was slight color tinge however.
considerably improved.
f

—

—

.

—

,

.

—

—
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,

.

;

,

—

—
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*

*

*

*

—

size of picture
Did advertisers have any criticisms ? Yes
Almost all
The demonstrations were on six 14-in. sets
each
asked when larger tube will come.
Since color tube
with a 14-in. black-&-white set beside it to show compatibility.
Area seems to
is round, picture has rounded sides with top and bottom squared off.
rectangular.
black-&-white
14-in.
be somewhat less than
Question of size was tossed at NBC's Pat Weave r during TV panel session.
He said he'd seen 21-in and projections in the labs and that they'd come along
[For status report on color tube production, see p. 10.]
Weaver's a fellow with a lot of charm and contagious enthusiasm, and he
In answer to other questions, he stated
bubbled over with excitement about color.
color kin es are satisfactory; that coverage of color stations will be same as with
black-&-white that conversion of black-&-white sets would be too costly; that color
is bound to produce " some dramatic innovations " in programming.
.

,

.

;

.

s

"

3

He admitted "we don't know much about c ost of color programming yet, though
and that good existing color film reproduces well but
it will be somewhat higher"
;

best color film standards are yet to be chosen and recommended to film producers.
How fast will color sets be produced ? Weaver said: "They're guessing about
That's not my guess.
I
50,000 next year and a couple hundred thousand in 1955
think color will catch on so fast there will be 5-4,000,000 in 1955 ."
DuMont's Chris Witting asked Weaver why movies haven't converted completely
Said Weaver:
"In the
to color, after all these years, if color is so important.
In
TV,
real
unnatural.
it
s
movies, color isn't real; it's
.

'

*

*

.

*

*

On cost of equipping stations for color Cox stations' Leonard Reinsch said
that RCA salesmen quote $22,000 for equipping stations to rebroadcast color picked
ABC's Robert Kintner
up from network, $ 450,000 for local origination equipment.
for
each
studio.
$800,000-$l,000,000
ABC
cost
will
stated it
"FCC's figures show that networks kept 40 of
Said Witting with a grin:
Looks to me as if the
each dollar of billings in 1952, while stations kept 350.
stations, not the networks, ought to finance color."
,

,

Shouldn't we limit our color experimentation to commercials, since sets
Weaver replied
will be so few?" asked Wm. Weddell TV v.p. of Leo Burnett agency.
that advertisers should get experience in color programs now and that color commercials alone "will hardly move sets."
"

,

*

*

*

#

Nothing new on color at FCC this week though, to surprise of some at Commission, Sept. 23 deadline for filing replies to original comments passed with nary
Messrs. M. Soghoian and S.L. Cooke Jr ., of Richmond,
a word from major parties.
pushing both 405-line and 525-line versions of CBS system (Vol.9:37), filed docuOne Otto H. Luther
ment to support their claims and attacked compatible system.
said he has system featuring vertical scanning.
Woodville Rd. New Preston, Conn.
Industry is still seeking site for official FCC demonstration Oct. 15, first
considering then abandoning Western Union Bldg., New York*. Meanwhile, CBS is aiming
to keep its affiliates in competitive color swim with NBC's, has scheduled affiliates meeting Oct. 9, will outline plans then.
,

,

,

,

MORE START, SOME OPEN NEW TV AREAS: One-a-day average

of new station starters
a
firmly.
Eight
got
under
way
holding
this
week,
bringing
up
predicted (Vol.9:38), is
Many more are nearing completion, so
184 vhf 82 uhf.
total to 266 now on air
There have been 57 starters since Aug. 1 .
that no diminution of rate is in sight.
Knoxville
Three sizeable new areas got first cutlets this week, all vhf
Second vhf stations went into Albuquerque Colorado Springs
Cedar Rapids Augusta
Week's starters:
and Tucson, second uhf into Milwaukee & Fresno
KVOA-TV, Tucson, Ari z. (Ch. 4) put first test pattern on air at 8:42 p.m.
Sept. 25, plans to begin programming in time for first World Series game Sept. 30.
NBCIt's second station in that city, KOPO-TV (Ch. 13) having started in January.
affiliated, it has $200 base rate, is RCA-equipped. Controlled by radio KTAR, Phoenix, station's pres. & gen. mgr. is R.B. (Bud) William s, program director Ben Slack,
local sales mgr. John C. Underwood Jr. chief engineer Raymond Holsclaw, coordinator
of planning & public relations E.P.H. (Jimmy) James.
Raymer is rep.
WOKY-TV, Milwaukee (Ch. 19) began test patterns Sept. 25, reported getting
many phone calls describing "brilliant picture throughout Milwaukee area."
Commercial programming starts next week, with affiliations with ABC & DuMont. It's city's
second uhf WCAN-TV on Ch. 25 having started Sept. 5. Gen. mgr. Lee Bartell reports
"conversions are astounding even the most skeptical" and "200,000 sets before Jan. 1
now a reality."
Same interests Bartell-Beznor also own WMTV, Madison (Ch. 23),
which began July 8. RCA equipment is used, with slotted-pylon atop downtown buildRep is H-R Television.
Base rate is $300.
ing.
Zinn Arthur is commercial mgr.
(Ch. 2) started daily test patterns Sept. 24 on
WMT-TV, Cedar Rapids, la
1-5 p.m. basis, begins special programming Sept. 30 with World Series and goes on
5-11 p.m. schedule thereafter until daytime programs start about Jan. 1.
A 703-ft.
8

—

,

,

—

,

.

,

.

,

,
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.
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Blaw-Knox tower with 6-bay RCA antenna and transmitter give it maximum 100 kw ERP
It affiliates immediately with CBS & DuMont.
from start.
Like radio counterpart,
controlled
TV is
by LeRoy Mark estate, with Wm. B. Dolph as executive officer and
part owner; he’s mgr. of Fulton Lewis Jr., has interests in various radio stations.
Mgr. is Wm. B. Quart on with Douglas B. Grant as program director; Lew Van Nostrand,
sales mgr.; Buzz Hassett, TV sales director; George Hixenbaugh, chief engineer.
Rep is Katz.
Base rate is $300.
WROL-TV, Knoxville, Tenn
(Ch. 6)
area's first station, began testing Sept.
24 and goes commercial with start of World Series.
It got on air just about month
after delivery of 2-kw RCA transmitter, is telecasting from temporary antenna atop
old FM tower on Sharp's Ridge, plans new tower with 12-bay antenna later. Integrated
operation with radio is planned at outset by owner Paul Mountcastle with veteran
W.H. Linebaugh as exec, v.p.-gen. mgr.
John Reese, program director; Fred Andrews,
Networks are NBC & ABC. Base rate is $250. Rep is Avery-Knodel.
chief engineer.
KGGM-TV, Albuquerque, N.M
(Ch. 13), first competition for pre-freeze KOB-TV
which is now half-owned (with Time Inc.) and managed by ex-FCC chairman Wayne Coy,
went on air with first intermittent test patterns Sept. 24 from RCA transmitter on
10,833-ft. Sandia Crest.
Commercial debut date is Sept. 30. A. A. Hebenstreit who
owns local CBS outlet KGGM and Santa Fe's KVSF, is pres. & gen. mgr.
Leonard Dodds,
chief engineer; E. Jonny Graff, commercial mgr.; BobVanDriel, program director; Ed
Sanchez, production mgr. U.S. Senator Clinton P. Anderson (D-N.M.
ex-Secretary of
Agriculture, will be a stockholder. Network is CBS. Base rate is $250. Rep is Weed.
WJBF-TV, Augusta, Ga
(Ch. 6) went on air with first test patterns Sept. 22,
a record. Veteran broadcaster Joseph B. Fuqua had placed
just 6 days after grant
order for 500-watt interim DuMont transmitter before Sept. 16 grant, and it was sent
STA was issued Sept. 18, and 4 days later station started daily test
out that day.
patterns 3-6 p.m. from temporary cross-dipole rigged atop old Colonial mansion on a
300-ft. eminence above city that's used as transmitter house, where 500-ft. Blaw-Knox
soon will go up. Fuqua reports he's in no hurry to go on commercial schedule, though
area now gets only fringe service from Atlanta & Charlotte, each about 150 mi. He
may hold off commercial debut until AT&T interconnects station with ABC & NBC, maybe
New 40x60x20-ft. studio
by mid-Nov.; it's on Charlotte-Jacksonville coaxial route.
J.H. Manning, local airport mgr., new to TV-radio,
building is under construction.
Steve Maderson & Thomas J. Hennesy, from AM, commercial & program
will be gen. mgr.
mgrs.
John Jopling, chief engineer. No rate card yet. Hollingbery will be rep.
(Ch. 13), controlled by Joseph H. Rohrer,
KRDO-TV, Colorado Springs, Colo
second vhf in city (KKTV on Ch. 11 having started last Dec. 8), finally got first
signals on air Sept. 21 after many delays since first promised for last spring and
It will be NBC outlet, has not yet
since delivery of 2-kw RCA transmitter in July.
released rate card, though $125 base was set last June. Owner is Joseph Rohrer with
Harry Hoth as commercial mgr. Jean Gitz, program mgr. Robert Fitzmorris, production mgr.
Herbert Schubarth, chief engineer. Rep is McGillvra.
KJEO, Fresno, Cal
(Ch. 47), second uhf in that San Joaquin Valley capital,
turned on test juice Sept. 20, is now running patterns 10 a.m.-5 p.m. daily, formally dedicates Oct. 1 with Gov. Warren as guest, then on Oct. 2 goes on commercial
First reports from station indicate clear picschedule of 3 p.m. -midnight daily.
Equipment is RCA throughout. This is the project sparked by
ture in 6-county area.
ex-pres. of American Automobile Assn. J.E. O'Neill heading local ownership group.
Charles Theodore, ex-KTLA, is operations director; Joe Drilling, business mgr.
G.L.
Engstrom, information dir.
Network is ABC. Base rate is $250. Rep is Hollingbery.
,
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FCC STATES SHARE-TIME POLICY: Only one grant this week, to KVAN, Vancouver
FCC picked
12), controlled by publisher-broadcaster Sheldon F. Sackett.
KVAN over KGON because former applied for Vancouver rather than Portland Ore., and
all other stations built or contemplated in area picked Portland as home base.
Decision satisfies "equitable distribution" clause of Communications Act, FCC said.
CP,

Wash.

,

(Ch.

,

In PhilMore CPs are in the making however, through dropouts and mergers.
adelphia, for example, Lou Poller pulled out, leaving Daily News' WIBG free for
,

,

- 5 -

WIBG says it plans to put nearly $1,000,000 into plant, including
grant on Ch. 23.
studios at Wannamaker's store.
Competition for Hartford's Ch. 3 became a 2-way rather than 3-way affair
this week when veteran broadcaster Franklin Doolittle agreed to join WTIC sell his
WTIC's compeitor,
WDRC, acquire 23.076% of TV grant for $369,216 if WTIC wins.
Hartford Telecasting Co ., reorganized this week. Formerly 99% owned by Clifford
Strike, applicant now has these major stockholders: Strike 25.26%; Harry Butcher
Oilman
(chairman of KEYT, Santa Barbara), 24%; George E. Cameron Jr ., 24.21%.
Cameron, once owner of KOTV, Tulsa, is lending Butcher $102,000.
.

,

*

*

*

*

FCCs first policy statement on operations of share-time stations came
this week in response to query from WTCN-TV, Minneapolis, sharing Ch. 11 with WMINStation asked if stations must switch according to schedule during crucial
TV.
point in football game and whether it could produce all commercials "so that continuity in production staff and efficiency can be maintained."
In answer to first question Commission said station can delay switch for
"extremely brief" period during such crucial moments. As for second matter FCC
said: "The Commission recognizes that the practices engaged in by share-time licensees or permittees may take on a variety of forms and, in the absence of exceptional
circumstances, believes it inappropriate to advise licensees on the validity of each
particular practice on an isolated or individual basis. In conclusion, we emphasize
that the share-time licensees or permittees must govern their actions so as to maintain separate, independent operations."
Oct. 23 for Des Moines' Ch. 8 and
Commission set dates for more hearings
construction
time requested by KIRV, Denver
for
additional
Oct.
29
Waco's Ch. 10,
Claire
W. Hardy, 1911 graduate of
examiner
another
appointed
It
also
(Ch. 20).
New
York
and
Chicago,
privately
in
served in Army, was
Cornell who has practiced
and
legal
control.
field
operations
most recently chief of OPS
,

.

—

,

A LOOK AT UHF MARKETS AFTER ONE YEAR:

Set conversion continues to be No. 1 task
for majority of uhf operators and grantees as commercial uhf enters second year.
and conversions and set
Programming and sponsorships hinge on conversions
sales, in turn, hinge on programming.
FCC recognized these facts last week when it sent letters of inquiry to the

—

Although
networks, stations and manufacturers asking facts and figures (Vol.9:38).
data on both uhf & vhf were requested, Commission has its eye principally on uhf.
Distance (from vhf makes the heart grow fonder (of uhf
and surveys of the
that
principal
have
established
factors
in speed of audi(Vol.
9
:24,
markets
uhf
28)
vhf
from
nearest
station,
and
distance
(b)
number
of vhf sigare:
(a)
ence buildup
nals available to area.
Analytical look at uhf as it exists today reveals there's no such thing as
There are uhf stations in virtually every kind of a market
a "typical uhf market ".
And with the one-a-day rate of new station debuts,
situation, from coast to coast.
today's uhf-only market is tomorrow's vhf -uhf market and today's one-station city
is tomorrow's multiple-station city.
Uhf stations taking air since freeze outnumber vhf 82 to 76.
The 82 uhf
stations are located in 69 cities in 29 states. More than half of nation's uhf outlets are in 9-state belt extending west from New York and Massachusetts to Illinois
Pennsylvania has by far the greatest number of uhf stations
and Wisconsin.
15 in
Next are Ohio and Illinois each with 6 in 5 cities.
10 cities.
There are 50 uhf stations with direct vhf competition
that is, they're
Of these, 15 are located in 12 cities
within 50 miles of one or more vhf stations.
which also have vhf stations (counting such contiguous areas as St. Louis-Belleville
The other 35, in 29 cities,
Norf olk-Hampton, Boston-Cambridge as one "city" each).
have vhf competition within 50 miles, but not in same city.
five have 1 uhf and 1 vhf
Of the 12 cities wit h b oth vhf and uhf stations
each, four have 1 uhf and 2 or more vhf, three have 2 uhf and 1 vhf.
There are 52 uhf stations which have no vhf competition within 50 miles
)

)

,

,

—

,

—

,

—
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Of these, 10 stations in 8 cities are 50-75 miles
located in 28 different cities.
from the nearest vhf, 12 in 11 cities are 75-100 miles, and 10 in 9 cities have no
vhf competition within 100 miles.
There's no city with more than 2 uhf stations yet although 13 cities have 2
each, and there are several cities where 4 or more uhf stations can be received.
,

*

*

*

*

FCC's letter to networks sparked by complaints from uhf grantees, seeks a
considerable amount of detailed information on their relations with stations.
It
asks definition of "basic" affiliate as compared with other affiliated stations,
and differences between " primary " and " secondary " affiliated stations.
For typical week, Sept. 14-20, Commission asks networks to go through their
entire program lists and specify: (a) each station carrying program and time it was
carried; (b) whether it was commercial or sustaining; (c) which stations carried
program free on "bonus" arrangements or were required to pay line charges
(d) plans
for adding or subtracting any stations from lineup for each program series.
Heart of questionnaire is section asking networks to report
for Jan. 1total hours of commercial and total sustaining time delivered to each
Aug. 31
"In each case where payments
station, and " total compensation " paid each station.
to a station thus far in 1953 have totaled less than $50,000," letter requests networks to "set forth the information [in] month-by-month detail."
,

;

—

—

*

*

*
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Eleven uhf CPs have been surrendered to date by grantees who investigated
their markets' potential and decided not to build. There are bound to be many more.
Principal reasons cited for dropping out Difficulty in getting affiliation
with a leading network and attracting advertisers entrenched vhf competition. A
letter to us from James L. Rubenstone holding CP for WCTV, Flint, Mich (Ch. 28),
expresses the situation as viewed by many of those who have turned in their CPs:
"
Neither NBC nor CBS is interested in affiliation with a uhf station in
Also, we have encountered increasing resistance [to uhf] from national adFlint.
vertisers. Unless the situation changes radically within the next week or so, we
will inform the Commission that we are withdrawing from the Flint market.
"
I do not feel that uhf is going to be put into the same grave with FM
but.
generally it is not destined for success. The antipathy of the 2 largest networks
even those on the outer fringe of vhf coverage
toward uhf stations
[and] these
networks' encouragement of a system of fewer and more powerful [vhf] operations, add
up to make uhf an economic question
"
This doesn't apply to those isolated locations which are more than 100
miles from any vhf service. Perhaps this fate for uhf can be traced back to the
length of the freeze perhaps the Commission should have held all vhf in a freeze
Or perhaps it just had to happen."
for 3 years while granting only uhf.
:

;

,

.

.

—

—

.

;

#

*

*

#
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WROV-TV, Roanoke, Va
Only one uhf station has left air to date
now an
In
order
to apply for vhf channel,
applicant for Ch. 7 in that city (Vol. 9 :26,29)
it was required by FCC rules to surrender CP.
Proposal filed this week would permit uhf stations to apply for vhf channels
under certain circumstances. WFTV, Duluth, Minn (Ch. 38), petitioned FCC to change
rules to let existing on-air stations apply for transfer to new channels which have
been allocated to city since end of freeze.
City originally was allocated 2 vhf, 2 uhf
Situation in Duluth is this
channels.
FCC now proposes to move Ch. 12 from Brainerd, Minn, to Duluth, delete
Duluth's Ch. 32, leaving city with 3 vhf, 1 uhf. WFTV argues this unjustly penalizes
uhf pioneers, asks right to apply for Ch. 12 while staying on air on Ch. 38.
.

,

.

.
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Useful in predicting uhf coverage, RCA has reprinted
Experimental Study of Wave Propagation at 850 me,
by Jess Epstein & Donald R. Peterson, originally printed
in Proceedings of the IRE and describing results of uhf
its

from WOR-TV tower on Hudson Palisades, N. J.
Limited number of reprints are available from RCA’s

tests

Washington

office,

Princeton, N. J.

1625

K

St.

NW,

and from

RCA

Labs,

—
7

P
—

ROMOTION OF UHF

conversion

is

teaching station

managers a lot about the business of merchandising
indeed, some are virtually “in the business” as result

of extremely close cooperation with set dealers, distributors and manufacturers. Most upcoming uhf stations are

now

setting up committees with station and trade reprecooperation is paying off in sales for

sented, and this

the trade and audience for the station. Several of these
committees are now negotiating with local banks and
finance companies to devise easy time payment plans for

uhf converters and antennas.
Station merchandising plan which has attracted most
attention and is due to be emulated by other uhf grantees
was devised last spring by WEEU-TV, Reading, Pa.
It’s clever combina(Ch. 33), and is still going strong.
tion of station promotion and old-fashioned selling, and
results have been very good. Nub of plan:
Station provides newspaper, TV and radio advertising
for every dealer who puts salesmen on street “ringing
doorbells for uhf.” Dealers may call on anyone they choose
including their past TV-appliance customers. Salesman
leaves copy of WEEU-TV program log at each house,
He fills out report form
offers to demonstrate converter.
for each call, returns it to station. In turn his firm gets

—

—

—

free individual

How

newspaper
worked?

ads, radio

& TV

spots.

been pretty expensive, but
WEEU-TV exec. v.p. Thomas E. Martin quotes reports
from the dozen dealers participating as showing that
approximately one sale is made for every 2 calls. One
participating dealer reports 65% success. Despite heavy
penetration of vhf in Reading, the reports filed with station show 60% of customers buy new vhf -uhf sets, 30%
has

it

buy converters, 10% buy

One

strips.

dealer reported:

Charles M. Underhill, director of ABCcharge of network pro-

Personal Nolss:

TV program

It’s

dept., elected v.p. in

gramming; Jean MacDonald, ex-NBC, now asst, to Underassuming some of duties of Betty Forsling, recently
Allen W. Kerr, ex-H-R Representatives and
resigned
hill,

.

.

.

WCBS, and

Robert Miller, ex-NBC Spot Sales, Cleveland,
Sales office opening Oct. 15 in PenobFrank Coffin, ex-KGW, becomes nascot Bldg., Detroit
tional adv. mgr. of new KOIN-TV, Portland, Ore., due on
air in about month
J. A. Cowan, AT&T Long Lines information mgr., Oct. 1 becomes commercial development
engineer, succeeded by F. W. Shelton Jr., asst, to gen.
Loy R. Lee named
mgr. for Long Lines eastern area
asst. mgr. of NBC merchandising dept., succeeded as
southeast merchandising supervisor by Holland C. BourDave Harris, ex-KWG,
beau, ex-WBAL, Baltimore
Stockton, named mgr. of KMJ, Fresno, as Perry Nelson is
transferred by McClatchy from KFBK to be gen. mgr. of
KMJ-TV; they succeed late Wm. S. Sanford
Richard
E. Farnham, ex-Westinghouse TV-radio div. public relations director, now adv. & sales promotion mgr., WBZ-TV,
David Russell, ex-KVTV, Sioux City, la., joins
Boston
TV-radio dept, of W. D. Lyon Co., Cedar Rapids ad agency,
staff

new NBC Spot
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

will also serve as advisor to

new

WMT-TV

there

.

.

.

R.

Lee Black, having purchased control of KWAL (Wallace,
AM), resigns as v.p. & gen. mgr. of Cascade Bcstg.
Co., licensee of KIMA-TV & KIMA, Yakima, Wash., is reMilton R.
placed by KIMA-TV mgr. Thomas C. Bostic
Slater promoted to program director of WWLP, SpringWm. Gibbs, ex-Jam Handy Organization,
field. Mass.
appointed asst, production supervisor for TV films, Fuller
Marshall Pengra, ex-mgr. of KGKB,
& Smith & Ross
Tyler, Tex., named pres.-gen. mgr., KTSM-TV, St. Louis
Lew Kerner
(Ch. 36), succeeding late Wm. Ware
named v.p. of Motion Pictures for TV.

Ida.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

“It is

my

experience that most folks want the newer

with built-in uhf. Once the consumer sees the clarity
Another
of local uhf reception, he’s as good as sold.”
sets

June business in history of his firm.
Modified form of same plan was inaugurated this

repoi’ted best

week by Walter Reade’s upcoming WRTV (Ch. 58) in vhfsaturated Asbury Park, N. J., near New York. His station reimburses dealers 25<f for each

home

WRTV

call.

going in for trade cooperation in big way. House-tohouse campaign was launched with big dinner meeting
for dealers, distributors and servicemen. Station has already put out 8 issues of its weekly newsletter to local
trade, although on-the-air date isn’t until December.
Norfolk-Portsmouth area’s new NBC affiliate WVECTV (Ch. 15) began programming Sept. 19 with big inaugural show featuring Margaret Truman, Faye Emerson,
is

Skitch Henderson and other

NBC

publicity buildup.

NBC

Pres.

stars, after

tremendous

Tom Chisman

estimates

40,000-50,000 uhf sets in area, with conversions building

up rapidly now that programming has actually begun
but he says it’s difficult to pinpoint number of sets because of large number of converters ordered from Army
PX’s and Navy ships’ stores in area and from mail order
houses by the 100,000 servicemen and their families in
area.
Last reported count of sets sold by distributors
and dealers in area came to 16,872 as of Sept. 5, with
firm orders for 4,102 more.
In Buffalo

vhf

—sales

—where

there are 2 uhf stations and one

of refrigerators, dryers, freezers

and ranges

are building up uhf audience. New gimmick is offer by
dealer Music House to convert any set to uhf, including
antenna, as bonus with purchase of major appliance.
Color

TV

dominate session on broadcasting sysconvention in Kansas City. Papers
on color will be presented by RCA Labs’ George H. Brown,
GE’s J. E. Allen, Philco’s J. F. Fisher & A. J. Anderson.
On other broadcast subjects, session will hear paper on
uhf amplifier operation by RCA’s Wen Yuan Pan, TV
picture quality by DuMont’s B. Amos & C. Quirk, TV
service standards by Oscar Reed of Jansky & Bailey Inc.,
Conelrad by NARTB chief engineer A. Prose Walker, hi-fi
by Stromberg-Carlson’s Frank A. Slaymaker.
will

tems Nov. 3-4 at

NARTB TV

AIEE

film committee,

named

Sept. 25

by

pres.

KRON-TV, San Francisco,
WFAA-TV, Dallas; Ray-

Harold Fellows: Harold See,
chairman; Martin Campbell,

Wellpott, WRGB, Schenectady. Committee will
hold first meeting Oct. 13 in Chicago with TV v.p. Thad

mond W.

Brown and

his assistant

Howard

Bell “to look into the

form of standard film contracts” for guidance of stations and film industry. Com-

feasibility of establishing a

may later be enlarged.
New ANA officers, elected

mittee

at Chicago convention this
week: B. R. Donaldson, Ford Motor Co., chairman, succeeding J. Ward Maurer, Wildroot Co.; Guy Berghoff,
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., vice-chairman. Other directors elected: Charles W. Rice, American Viscose; Storrs
Case, Sun Oil; Edwin W. Ebel, General Foods; George
Park, GE; M. F. Peckels, International Harvester.

Philippine

Islands’

first

TV

station,

DZAQ. Manila

(Ch. 3) went on air Sept. 25 with RCA 2-kw transmitter.
It’s owned by Bolinao Electronics Corp. (Juan Quirino).

Edward

J.

Nally, 94, original pres, of

RCA, having

from Western Union messenger boy to head newly
formed RCA when it was organized to succeed British
Marconi here in 1919, died Sept. 22 at his home in Bronxville, N. Y.
Although retired since 1925, he continued as
risen

a director of

RCA, RCAC & NBC.

G

ENERAL ELECTRIC

shipped 7 transmitters this
week, 3 of them 12-kw Sept. 25 to WROW-TV, Albany, N. Y. (Ch. 41); WKJG-TV, Ft. Wayne, Ind. (Ch.
33); KBIF-TV, Fresno, Cal. (Ch. 53). Latter is one of 3
uhf grants to John Poole, who will push its completion
now ahead of his CPs in Los Angeles and Sacramento.
Two 1-kw transmitters went Sept. 25 also to KTVE, Longview, Tex. (Ch. 32) and KTAG-TV, Lake Charles, La.
(Ch. 25).

GE

also shipped 100-watt units Sept. 22 to

KCOK-TV,

Tulare, Cal. (Ch. 27) and Sept. 24 to KQTV, Ft. Dodge,
la. (Ch. 21); former will get 12-kw amplifier about Oct.
10, latter gets

by

GE

this

1-kw sometime

week was 35-kw

in Oct.

Only vhf shipment

amplifier to

KOIN-TV, Port-

land, Ore. (Ch. 6), which already has its 5-kw.
Frank P. Barnes, GE broadcast sales mgr., announced

Sept. 24 that GE’s 12-kw uhf transmitter amplifier will

be

made

available to stations

now operating with

lower-

power transmitters of other makes, with deliveries promised about 90 days after order. Ten stations now use the
12-kw driven by 100-watt GE exciter units: WHUM-TV,
Reading, Pa. (Ch. 61) and WEEU-TV, Reading (Ch. 33);

WWLP,

Springfield, Mass. (Ch. 61);

WHYN-TV,

Holyoke,

Mobile, Ala. (Ch. 48); WGBITV, Scranton, Pa. (Ch. 22); WEEK-TV, Peoria, 111. (Ch.

Mass. (Ch. 55);

WKAB-TV,

WENS, Pittsburgh (Ch. 16); WVEC-TV, HamptonNorfolk (Ch. 15); WILK-TV, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. (Ch. 34).

43);

*

RCA
initial

*

*

*

shipped to KLZ-TV, Denver (Ch. 7) this week

units

of

new

air-cooled 50-kw transmitter, most

powerful it has yet made; shipment included complete
10-kw high-band driver and 50-kw power supply with
custom-built 12-bay antenna. Final portions of transmitter, the 50-kw amplifier stages which will enable station
to boost video to 316-kw, are to be shipped next Jan.
Station is due to begin operating commercially Nov. 1,
may test before then. Also scheduled for shipment by
RCA this week were uhf transmitters to WAYS-TV,
Charlotte, N. C. (Ch. 36) and KCEB, Tulsa (Ch. 23).
Federal this week shipped complete microwave system, including audio, video and two 10-ft. dishes, to
KFEL-TV, (Ch. 2) for private interconnection with
KDZA-TV, Pueblo (Ch. 3) which Gene O’Fallon interests
recently purchased for $350,000 (Vol. 9:31); they’re 104
air miles apart, will have one-hop relay.
DuMont’s only report this week was order for 5-kw
transmitter for KWWL-TV, Waterloo, la. (Ch. 7), to be
followed by 50-kw later; first unit is due for delivery
within 2 weeks, and station will rush completion.
*

*

*

*

In our continuing survey of upcoming

new

stations,

these were reports received this week:

KFYR-TV, Bismarck, N. D. (Ch. 5), with TV antenna due to surmount 700-ft. radio tower, has deferred
target from Oct. 1 to Nov. 15, reports exec. v.p. F. E.
RCA equipment has been ordered. Rep
Fitzsimonds.
presumably will be Blair, who represents AM.
KDRO-TV, Sedalia, Mo. (Ch. 6), has broken ground
for elaborate new 93x37-ft. TV building, has GE 5-kw
transmitter on hand, will go on air by first of year, reports owner Milton J. Hinlein.
It should be ready for
Herb Brandes, radio mgr., will also head
tests by Dec.
TV. Forjoe will be rep.
WTRF-TV, Wheeling, W. Va. (Ch. 7), plans Oct. 15
tests with RCA equipment, goes commercial Oct. 24 or 31
as basic NBC affiliate, has secondary agreements with
ABC & CBS, reports v.p. & gen. mgr. Robert W. Ferguson.

AM

affiliate is
be interconnected from the start.
by Albert V. & Gordon C. Dix, publishers of nearby Bellaire (O.) Leader, who will hold

It will

WTRF, 48% owned

WTRF-TV. News

Publishing Co., 34% owner,
applicant for Clarksburg and publishes Wheeling Intelligencer & News-Register and other W. Va. newspapers.
H. Needham Smith is sales mgr.; Howard L.
Daubenmeyer, chief engineer; Judy Lawton, program di-

29.9% of
also

is

TV

Wm. Ney, film editor. Hour rate will be $400.
Hollingbery will be rep.
KWIK-TV, Pocatello (Ch. 10), is now aiming for
debut around Dec. 1 using composite equipment, according
to gen. mgr. Charles Crabtree. KID-TV, Idaho Falls (Ch.
3) also has Dec. 1 target (Vol. 9:37), expects 100-kw
ERP from transmitter on East Twin Butte to give Grade
A signal in Pocatello, 32 mi. away. Another Pocatello
grantee, KISJ (Ch. 6) reported fall target (Vol. 9:10),
but equipment hasn’t been delivered.
KID-TV will be
CBS-TV affiliate; KWIK-TV, ABC-TV. Hollingbery will
be rep for KWIK-TV.
KLFY-TV, Lafayette, La. (Ch. 10), last week’s sharetime grantee (with KVOL-TV), hasn’t ordered equipment
yet, but plans to get on the air in early spring 1954,
reports pres. Paul H. DeClouet. Rep not yet chosen.
WINK-TV, Ft. Myers, Fla. (Ch. 11), under construction after many delays, now plans Dec. start with RCA
equipment, reports gen. mgr. A. J. Bauer.
Owner is
United Garage & Service Corp., Yellow Cab operators of
Cleveland.
(Daniel Sherby, pres.). Weed will be rep.
KACY, Festus, Mo. (Ch. 14), in St. Louis area, has
filed and had accepted by FCC this week change in stockholders indicating project, delayed since grant last Dec.,
may now go forward. Equipment order has been placed
with GE but delivery held up, though site for 644-ft.
tower and studio building at Kimmswick, Mo., 12% mi.
south of St. Louis, has been selected. Carl G. Mclntire,
ex-KSD, 16.4% stockholder, is acting pres, until officers
are chosen.
New stockholders: Philip L. SincofF, dress
mfr., 17.5%; Jack G. Garrison, ex-KSD-TV, 15%; Clarence H. Kilker, physician, 8.7%; Ernest H. Schultz Jr.,
insurance broker, 7%; John E. Simon, stockbroker, 7%;
Julian Sincoff, real estate, 7%; N. J. Thomson, banker,
4.2%; Donald E. Kilker, physician, 2.1%; Esther C.
Thomson, 1.7%; W. Donald Dubail, attorney, 1.1%;
Charles R. Judge, lawyer, 1.1%; Charles A. Molden, physician, and Robert S. Kilker, attorney, less than 1% each.
WVJS-TV, Owensboro, Ky. (Ch. 14), granted Aug.
19, has dropped that CP, having applied for Ch. 9 at Hatfield, Ind., inasmuch as that channel has been authorized
by FCC (see TV Addenda 17-K). Meanwhile, construction plans are in abeyance, according to v.p. & gen. mgr.
Malcolm Greep.
WBLN, Bloomington, HI. (Ch. 15), now plans Oct. 25
tests with GE equipment, goes commercial Nov. 1, according to owner Cecil W. Roberts, who owns group of
Mo. & Kan. radio stations. Jerrell Henry is gen. mgr.,
William T. Whitlock, commercial mgr. Hour rate will be
$200.
Rep will be McGillvra.
KPIK, Los Angeles (Ch. 22), has its GE equipment
for installation on Mt. Wilson but won’t start until late
1953 or early 1954, reports Wallace Hutchinson, TV promotion mgr. for the John Poole stations (he also has uhf
grants in Sacramento & Fresno)
Rate card hasn’t been
drawn up yet, nor rep chosen. Staff will comprise Mr.
Poole as gen. mgr.; Robt. McAndrews, commercial mgr.;
Cliff Gill, operations mgr.; Thornton Chew, chief engineer; Dan Russell, film buyer.
WKJG-TV, Ft. Wayne, Ind. (Ch. 33), has GE 12-kw
equipment, has test target date of Nov. 1, reports gen.
rector;

—

.

mgr. Edward G. Thoms. It will have primary affiliation
with NBC. supplementary with DuMont, expects to carry
CBS & ABC, he adds. Raymer will be rep.
WTOV-TV, Norfolk, Va. (Ch. 27), affiliated this week
with both ABC & DuMont and, with RCA equipment due

for immediate delivery, expects to test by Oct. 15, reports
Portsmouth, grantee.
Robert Wasdon, mgr. of
It’s first uhf to be located in Norfolk proper, will utilize

WLOW,

v.p.

410-ft. radio tower, is constructing new building
designed expressly for TV and due to be completed within
90 days. Rate will be $200. Rep is Forjoe.
WTRI, Schenectady, N. Y. (Ch. 35), will go on air
late in Jan. with 12-kw GE equipment and 500-ft. stainless tower, reports Col. Harry C. Wilder, owner of WTRY,
Troy, and pres, of group building station who include

unused

Fabian theatre interests (see
rep has yet been designated.

WCOG-TV,

TV

Factbook No. 17).

No

(Ch. 57), which set
equipment (Vol. 9:30)
and proposes to bring uhf into a pre-freeze vhf city,
hasn’t completed network affiliations and now doesn’t expect to be ready until Jan. or early Feb. 1954, reports
gen. mgr. Virgil V. Evans Jr. Pres, is George W. Dowdy.
Ownership interlocks with WAYS-TV, holding CP for
Ch. 36 in Charlotte, and WISE-TV, Asheville, N. C., whose
owner Harold H. Thoms has 25%; B. T. Whitmore, mgr. of
WFBC, Greenville, S. C., also owns 25%. Jack Rimmer
will be sales mgr.; Johnny Parker, program director; Joe
Lamb, chief engineer; Mrs. Nell King, sales-service direcHour rate will be
tor; Betty Varnadoe, traffic director.

Greensboro, N. C.

Oct. 15 target with switch to

RCA

Bolling will be rep.
Brockton, Mass. (Ch. 62) is still negotiating for equipment, building, etc., has no definite target
in mind yet, but with sites temporarily set should commence operations in the spring of 1954, reports Harry E.
$200.

WHEF-TV,

Franks, pres.-treas.,

Trans-American Television Enter-

prises Inc., Boston, grantee.

WKNY-TV,
RCA equipment,

Kingston, N. Y. (Ch. 66), has ordered
has affiliated with NBC and made working agreement with CBS, but, pending approval of transmitter site, doesn’t look like starter before Jan. 1, reports
Meeker will be rep. Note: Last
pres. Joseph K. Close.
week, we reported WKNE-TV, Keene, N. H. (Ch. 45),
also controlled by Mr. Close, as being due on air Jan. 1
but he advises debut date of that station is uncertain.

Telecasting Notes: “Electronic spot buying” is NBCTV’s term for latest device to boost spot sales closedcircuit telecasts originating from N. Y., Washington,
Chicago and Hollywood and giving “samples” of shows
open for spots. About 150 time-buyers in local studios
thus got preview of live local shows this week, with repeats scheduled 3 times a week for next 2 weeks, under
direction of Charles R. Denny, 0-&-0 v.p., and Thomas B.
McFadden, spot sales director. System of “auditions” via
closed circuits may become regular procedure of NBC Spot
Sales henceforth
Variety’s George Rosen calls NBCTV’s 7-9 a.m. Today biggest of all network earners, with
SRO in Dec. when billings will run $1,200,000; total for
year, its second, will exceed $7,500,000 on show costing
about $24,000 weekly
“TV paying off as tune source,”

—

.

World Series on NBC-TV, starting

Sept. 30 at 1 p.m., will link 105 interconnected stations in
100 cities in U. S., Canada and Mexico 37 of the cities

—

seeing Series on TV for first time. Gillette also will sponsor daily 15-min. pre-game program featuring ex-big
leaguer Frankie Frisch intei’viewing individual Yankees
DuMont’s ambitious
and Dodgers before they take field
50-game pro football lineup, in addition to Westinghouse
as national sponsor of 24 games, starting Sept. 27, will
have these regional sponsors of remaining 26: Miller High
.

Life Beer in N. Y.,

New England &

.

.

Wis., thru Mathisson

Assoc.; Atlantic Refining Co. in N. Y., New England,
Pa. & Ohio Valley, thru N. W. Ayer; Carling’s Beer in Ohio
Valley, thru Benton & Bowles; Wm. S. Scull Co. (Boscul

&

and Chester (Pa.) Ford Dealers Assn, in eastern
former thru Lamb & Keen, Philadelphia, latter thru
J. Walter Thompson; Pittsburgh Zone Chevrolet Dealers
Remington Rand
in western Pa., thru Campbell-Ewald
to be alt. week sponsor (with Stopette) of What's My
Live?, on CBS-TV, starting Oct. 4, Sun. 10:30-11 p.m.,
Camel to sponsor Topper, on
thru Young & Rubicam
CBS-TV, starting Oct. 9, Fri. 8:30-9 p.m., thru Wm. Esty
Co.
Three new sponsors sign for participations on
NBC-TV’s 7-9 a.m. Today: Lever Bros., for unspecified
products, minimum of 104 partic., starting Nov. 11, thru
Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather and .1. Walter Thompcoffee)
Pa.,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

son; Tetley Tea, 26 partic., starting Oct. 2, thru Geyei
Adv.; Hathaway Mfg. Co. (curtains), 11 partic., starting
Oct.

5,

thru Fletcher D. Richards.

.

.

.

.

says Sept. 23 Variety, pointing to disk success of Dragnet
theme music, now being followed up by arrangements of
themes from Mr. Peepers and Martin Kane. Plug on TV
gives tune big boost in popularity, notes RCA Victor records v.p. Mannie Sacks, who reports immediate record
sales increase following use of a song on TV
Seven
series of top “name” filmed TV shows, said to cost total
of $30,000,000, are announced by chairman Matthew Fox
of Motion Pictures for TV, first being Duffy's Tavern,
now before Hal Roach Jr. cameras; all shows will be
filmed in both Eastman color and black-&-white and entire
group will be available only to local TV stations “we
will not consider network offers,” says Fox
Re-run TV
films may soon be sold to stations in direct competition to
feature films, predicts Sept. 26 Billboard.
It’s due to
.

.

.

—

.

.

.

scarcity of new features, and article cites MCA-TV’s offering of more than 200 separate 30-min. dramas to stations at price competitive with available features, which
some stations are already using in daily morning and late
night segments formerly occupied by features
CBS-TV
newsfilm service will be syndicated henceforth, first to
sign for it being o-&-m stations plus KLZ-TV, Denver,
due on air Nov. 1 ... 50 Samuel Goldwyn films of 10 or
more years ago, recently gifted to his wnfe, who set up
Howard Productions, will be syndicated to TV, and exLouis Cowan v.p. Manny Reiner is expected to handle
sales
Youngstown’s WKBN-TV, CBS outlet and after
10 months on air a highly successful uhf commercial operation, dedicates elaborate new $1,500,000 TV-radio
building Oct. 8, which also marks 27 years in radio for
Rate hikes are genowner-mgr. Warren Williamson
.

.

Network Accounts:

.

.

.

.

.

.

among

TV

.

.

but two stations
be bucking the trend vhf XELD-TV, Matamoros, opposite Brownsville, Tex., lowering from $250 to
$200; uhf KCTY, Kansas City, from $400 to $240
WMAR-TV, Baltimore, on Oct. 15 raises Class A hour
rate from $800 to $960, min. from $150 to $180; new Class
WBAL-TV, Baltimore,
A time is 8-10:30 p.m. daily
with same Class A time, ups from $800 to $1000 & $150
WGN-TV, Chicago, raises rates 10% acrossto $175
the-board in Rate Card No. 12, effective Oct. 1- Class A
KNXT, Los Angeles,
goes from $1200 to $1320 an hour
raises Class A hour rate from $1500 to $1750, with proportionate increases down the line to station breaks, which
“Quick kines” will be used by
go from $375 to $450
both NBC-TV & CBS-TV starting next week, to permit
programs to be shown on west coast on same hour of
local time as they appeared in east; thus, show scheduled
in N. Y. at 10 p.m. eastern time will be seen on west coast
at 10 p.m. Pacific time, instead of live at 7 p.m., as preABC-TV to spend $750,000 in 9-week campaign
viously
which began Sept. 13 to promote big-name shows; $425,000
will be on-air promotion, balance mainly in newspapers
Copies of petition for satellite stations, tiled last week
by Sylvania (Vol. 9:38), are available from counsel Lyon,
Wilner & Bergson, Wyatt Bldg., Washington.
eral
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PICTURE TURE MAKERS' SIZEUP OF COLOR: Surprises in color tube and set production may
but a careful check of tube makers fails to disclose any so far.
be in prospect
Everyone seems to have a hunch that more and larger tubes will be forthcoming than
manufacturers are prepared to disclose now. We don’t know, but we must confess that
for the simple reason that the color tube
we share such suspicions to some extent
seems to be key to entire competitive situation for the industry's next major sales
cycle.
For your evaluation, here's current sizeup as we've been able to glean it:
RCA is working on 15-in. round glass tube giving about 14-in. picture, has
shown 21-in round which produces about 19-in. RCA has indicated that first production will be 14-in., won't comment at all about 19-in.
RCA will sell tubes to other set makers says it hasn't set price
though
industry apparently understands it will run somewhere in $175-$250 range
Parts for
tubes will be sold to other tube makers, though RCA notes: "Although demand might
exceed RCA's supply of parts during the initial production stages, we will make
every effort to meet industry demand as soon as possible."
Though GE has been rumored planning to make other types of tubes, spokesman
probably starting this year. He
now says first production will be RCA-type 14-i n.
says GE will make some of own parts, buy some from RCA and others at first. He says
he has no idea when GE will produce sizes larger than 14-in.
including 19-in.
John Q. Adams, v.p. -sales mgr, of CBS-Hytron says that his company hasn't
decided on any particular tube yet, is experimenting with several. When decision is
made, he adds, production will take place in new Kalamazoo plant which is due for
completion during latter part of next year.
Sylvania director and ex-chairman Max Balcom says Sylvania expects to start
making RCA-type tube about Dec. 1 and that "it will cost more than people are sayNot much is known about Lawrence tube, he adds.
ing."
Spokesman for Zenith subsidiary Rauland says he isn't accepting orders for
any tubes yet, has made only a few and that RCA-type is furthest developed. Experimental tubes made by Rauland for NTSC fields have gained respect of competitors.
Another tube maker asking not to be identified, has this comment: "We're
working frantically on a tube of our own but I'm frank to say that we don't have
Industry will have to go along with RCA type at first.
it yet.
There are objecThe 19-in. RCA type won't come quickly
tions to performance of the Lawrence tube.
because of 2 reasons
the envelope isn't available yet and deflection angle is too
Kimble sent us a rectangular 21-in. bulb for the tube and it fell apart
narrow.
while we were looking at it. Deflection of the RCA tube is under 50 degrees; that
means a tube about 3-ft. long for 19-in."
Most outwardly hopeful about the Lawrence tube is Asher Cole president of
National Video Corp
who identifies his company as the "largest independent tube
He reports that Kimble
maker", meaning it's largest not affiliated with set maker.
is working on bulb
One of tube's
hopes to have it shortly after first of year
toughest aspects, he says, is that it takes about 20 watts to drive it, producing
severe radiation problem.
However, Cole says all color tubes and sets have similar
problem and he has hopes of licking it. He expects the Lawrence tube will sell for
about same price as RCA-type
but it will be 21-in. instead of 14-in
Corning Glass president Wm. Decker reports 15-in. round bulb most advanced,
19-in . sometime in future
He says company is now in pilot
both for RCA type.
production of 15-in. bulb, hasn't set price yet will be able to meet any demand.
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RCA has said it will be able to produce 2000 tubes monthly 6-9 months after
FCC gives go-ahead.
Its competitors believe that figure to be conservative, at the
10

11

One tube maker's guess is that industry ought to be producing at rate
very least.
that 100-150,000 may be turned out next year; that
of 15,000 by next Feb. -March
color tubes could comprise 25% of total tube production in 1955.
there were 2 more evaluations this
As for set production rate and prices
week: (1) Sylvania engineering v.p. E. Finley Carter reporting that company will
have receiver at FCC demonstration Oct. 15, says that Sylvania several months ago
predicted first 14-in. sets would sell for $1000 and "no developments have occurred
since that time which would cause us to alter that estimate."
(2) Capehart v.p
Antony Wright stated that Capehart will begin production about first of year but
that pilot production probably will be limited to a couple hundred sets.
;

,

,

.

—

RECEIVING TUBE PRICES IN UPWARD TREND: Another item in TV-radio costs goes up
several manufacturers disclosing moderate increases in receiving tube prices this
These raised prices: Sylvania
week, others saying they intend to do so shortly.
RCA hinted rise and Westinghouse
GE Raytheon CBS-Hytron National Union Radio
plans to increase receiving tube prices 5-7% by mid-Oct.
Increases weren't large amounting to 5^ to 500 apiece, consequently aren't
Sylvania spokesman said increases
likely to force further boosts in TV set prices.
wouldn't add as much as a dollar to cost of producing receiver, was sure all set
makers could absorb it because some other components have been reduced.
Higher costs were cited as reason for receiving tube increases, first of
their kind in 2 years.
In addition to usual boosts in labor and material, recent
freight rate increase played large part in decision to hike prices since tubes are
generally shipped f.o.b. destination.
It's a different story with picture tubes
Manufacturers agreed almost
unanimously that picture tube prices won't rise in foreseeable future
In fact,
one pointed out, picture tubes were priced downward recently notably in larger
sizes (24 & 27-in.) which aren't moving as well as expected.
,

,

.

,

,

,

.

.

,

Further proof that set sales generally have been holding up well came from
RETMA report this week showing 5,116,506 TVs sold at retail in first 7 months, compared to 2,555,955 in same period last year.
This despite seasonal slump in July,
when 540,406 sets were sold, decrease from 451,089 TVs sold in June.
Radio sales at retail totaled 5,585,862
exclusive of auto radios
in
7-month period.
This was below 5,496,552 sold in same 1952 period, though output
this year is higher
RETMA spokesman attributing difference to current bloated
radio inventories, which are near 2-year peak.
For July alone, retail sales were
566,666, compared to 449,116 in June.

—

—
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TV output moved upward again after 2 weeks of declining production, totaling
158,726 (4609 private label) week ended Sept. 18, up from 141,522 preceding week
but down from 160,070 week before.
It was year's 57th week, compared with 156,791
corresponding 1952 week, and brought year's production to date to about 5,500,000.
(Total 1952 production was 6,096,279.)
Radio production also went up, totaling 259,681 (101,595 private), up from
225,978 week ended Sept. 11 and 255,864 week of Sept. 4.
It compared with 191,215
same week of 1952, and brought year's output to approximately 9,500,000.
Week's
radios: 115,815 home sets, 52,572 portable, 55,046 clock, 76,448 auto.
Plan for consumer information booklet on color, to be
published soon by National Assn, of Better Business Bureaus, was approved this week by RETMA, which recommended that each manufacturer furnish BBB all necessary information.
previously rejected request
from National Appliance & Radio-TV Dealers Assn, for
joint consumer education project on color.

RETMA

New color test instrument offered by Telechrome Inc.
Model 1601-AR “Chromoscope,” designed to measure
performance, alignment and phase errors of color equip-

is

ment, presenting information on

CR

tube.

Transvision

Inc.,

460 North Ave.,

lately specializing in coin-operated

largest manufacturers of

TV

New

Rochelle, N. Y.,

TVs and

once one of

Chapter XI petition
under Bankruptcy Act in N. Y. Federal Court this week.
No schedules were filed but assets were stated at $946,750,
liabilities at $700,000.

kits, filed

Full settlement of claims, payable

monthly installments at 2%, is proposed. It now has
$357,000 worth of electronics contracts on order to Air
Force. Another TV manufacturer, Video Products Corp.,
filed Chapter XI petition only last week (Vol. 9:38).

in

12 Trade Personals:

Raymond S. Perry promoted to pres,
IT&T’s Federal Telephone & Radio Co., succeeding
Henry C. Roemer, who becomes v.p. for administration of
IT&T’s domestic divs.
Meade Brunet, RCA International v.p., and IT&T pres. Wm. H. Harrison named
to 121-member advisory committee on international trade
appointed by Senate Banking & Currency Committee to
Henry F.
explore methods of expanding foreign trade
Argento, Raytheon v.p. & TV-radio gen. mgr., assumes
added duties of sales v.p. Wm. L. Dunn, who resigned last
week to become president of Magnecord Inc. (tape recorders)
Ned J. Marandino promoted to mgr. of Sylof

.

.

.

.

.

vania’s

.

.

.

.

new TV

receiver plant in Batavia, N. Y., due to be

completed about Feb. 1, 1954
Wm. J. Morlock promoted
mgr. of newly-formed commercial equipment dept.,
Jerry Minter, v.p. of
GE electronics div., Syracuse
Measurements Corp., Boonton, N. J., elected pres, of Audio
HarEngineering Society, succeeding F. Sumner Hall
old C. Tipping appointed industrial relations director,
Willard W. Brown,
Avco appliance & electronics div.
asst, to Clevite Corp. pres. James L. Myers, takes on
James F. Whitaker,
added duties of marketing director
ex-International Resistance Co., appointed sales mgr. of
M. L. Finneburgh, exWeller Electric Co., Easton, Pa.
Liquid Carbonic Corp., appointed v.p. of Finney Co., CleveLeo J. Emerson, ex-personnel direcland (antennas)
tor, named asst, factory supt., Jensen Mfg. Co.
.

.

.

to gen.
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Trav-Ler Radio, announcing plans for increased TVradio production, appoints 9 regional sales reps, all reporting to sales mgr. Tully Friedman: John Schwaryk,
Syracuse; Jerry Kaufman, Pittsburgh; Ben Osco, Atlanta;
Homer Frank, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.; Bill Goodman, Norfolk; Ed Byrne, Dallas; James Gray, Denver; Phil Torrey,

Omaha; Les Brickman, Kansas

City.

Dempster McIntosh, ex-pres., Philco International,
and a foreign trade expert, reported in Washington slated
to become next Ambassador to Uruguay.

New

Gerald O. Kaye Assoc. Corp.,
headed by Gerald O. Kaye, who resigned recently as sales
v.p. of Bruno-New York (RCA Victor), takes over N. Y.
distribution of Crosley TV and Bendix appliances lines,
latter franchise formerly held by Bruno. Other officers of
new company, with offices at 1114 First Ave., are Samuel
Brechner, ex-DuMont N. Y. exec. v.p. & gen. mgr.; Milton
Brown, ex-Bruno adv. & merchandising v.p.; Arnold
Cohan, pres, of Arnold Cohan Adv., secy.
KenrowGeorgia Inc., 451 Bishop St., Atlanta, is new Motorola
Distributor Notes:

.

.

.

from merger of Kenrow Inc.
and Georgia Distributors Inc.
Officers are Vance C.
Woodcox, pres.; Harry Hurt, exec, v.p.; Wm. R. Logan,
TV sales mgr.
Admiral appoints Charles S. Martin
distribution firm resulting

.

.

.

Distributing Co., Atlanta (Charles S. Martin, pres.)
Avco appoints Gas Electric Equipment Co., Oklahoma
City, for Crosley-Bendix line; Donald C. Smith appointed
Crosley Atlanta branch mgr.
CBS-Columbia appoints
Bruno-New York
Peninsular Distributing Co., Detroit
(RCA Victor) promotes David Oreck to sales v.p., replacing Gerald 0. Kaye; Richard Harris elevated to merchandising v.p., David Wagman continues as sales mgr. of
Raytheon Distributor Inc., ChiRCA Victor products
cago, appoints Dick 0. Klein v.p. & gen. mgr.
Hallicrafters-Kansas City appoints John Liss gen. mgr.; Marshall T. McGuineas named adv. mgr. of Chicago, Milwaukee & Kansas City distributing branches
J. E.
Miller, Pittsburgh (Philco) names Gilbert Katz adv. mgr.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

RETMA
seph

opens west coast regional

office in

Ambassador Hotel, telephone Dunkirk
J.

.

.

.

geles’

.

.

.

.

away premiums

to consumers as incentive to purchase,
and he added about one-tenth of Admiral’s $20,000,000 ad
budget for 1953 will be spent on premiums.
He said experience has shown that customer usually

so satisfied with receiving a useful premium with purchase of TV receiver or refrigerator that he doesn’t try
to negotiate a discount.
Speaking of Admiral’s premium
experiences, he declared:
is

“During the 1952

.

.

.

&

Topics
Trends of TV Trnde: Premium selling is at
a 20-year peak today and should continue to figure more
prominently in TV-appliance merchandising as an effective means of combatting evils of discount houses.
That
was theme of address this week by Admiral adv. v.p.
Seymour Mintz to N. Y. Premium Show at Hotel Astor
citing success of his company in last few years in giving

Peterson, ex-Caldwell-Clements,

is

.

.

.

.

Los An-

5-2179.

mgr.

Jo-

Admiral dealany person who
They gave away

political conventions

ers offered a set of 4 green glasses free to

came

and inspected our products.
meant that approximately 500,000
persons entered our dealers’ stores. Many of them purchased an electric appliance before leaving.” Other examples
(1) Sales of combination TV-radio-phonos boomed
in

2,000,000 glasses which

:

during conventions last year, when a plug-in automatic
record changer was given away with each purchase.
(2) More than 10,000 refrigerators were sold during
a recent premium promotion in which a $40 liquid blender
was presented free to purchasers.
(3) A 600% increase in sales of 9-cu.ft. refrigerators
resulted during a 60-day period this spring when 21-piece
cutlery set was given away. At end of 4 weeks company

had sold out

its

entire supply of this model.
*

*

Top

*

*

TV

producers this year, accounting for 5,355,000 of expected 7,000,000 production, are “guesstimated”
for Retailing Daily as follows by Edgar N. Greenebaum
Jr., the Chicago financial consultant in electronics: Admiral, 900,000; Philco, 900,000; RCA, 900,000; Motorola,
10

600,000; Zenith, 500,000; Emerson, 375,000; GE, 375,000;
Westinghouse, 350,000; Sylvania, 235,000; Crosley, 220,-

Greenebaum cautions that figures are “what we
think they will produce, which does not necessarily mean
they will sell this many sets.” He adds that Admiral is
also shooting for 100,000 from its Canadian subsidiary,
not included in foregoing, which would constitute better
than 25% of estimated Canadian 1953 total of 330,000.
000.

More TV price adjustments were disclosed this week,
Westinghouse raising lists on 11 unspecified TVs by $10
each while Arvin boosted 2 consoles by $20 each and reduced 5 low-end table models by $20. Westinghouse TVradio sales mgr. J. F. Walsh attributed rise to increased
production costs, said distributors
discount, as result.

&

dealers will get bigger

Arvin TV-radio

Tanner said dealer discounts

sales

will be hiked

mgr. Paul W.
2% on 2 con-

soles increased this week.

Motorola has leased 2 plants now under construction
on N. Cicero Ave. near North Ave., Chicago, to house its
manufacturing, parts & service depts. now centered at
1015 N. Halstead St. and 1327 W. Washington Blvd. Move
into new factories, which cover 150,000-sq. ft., starts in
Oct.
Halstead plant will be relinquished, but latter will
be retained for microwave equipment manufacture and

warehousing

facilities.

RCA

Victor selects 3 employes to take management
courses at Harvard School of Business Administration as
part of program of developing executive personnel. James
B. Burke, mgr. of gen. purchasing div., materials dept.,
takes 3-month advanced management course.
Wm. A.

Wright, buyer in gen. purchasing

div.,

and Raymond A.

Wissolik, supervising production engineer at Cincinnati.

—

—

- 13 Financial & Trade Notes: TV -radio -phono makers
showed average profit of 84% more in first half of 1953
than in corresponding period year ago, well above average
national industrial earnings gain of 13%, according to
New York Times survey of 663 manufacturing concerns.
The unidentified 10 companies in TV-radio-records category showed profit of $49,356,000, up from $26,804,000
same period of 1952. Fourteen manufacturers of electrical
supplies and equipment showed increase of 23% ($121,718,000 vs. $98,886,000), which the survey attributed
largely to gains of 32% by GE, 13% by Westinghouse.
Home appliances (12 companies) gained 17% ($18,197,000
vs. $15,594,000).

Olympic Radio reports net profit of $21,115 (54 per
share) on sales of $7,628,352 in first 6 months, compared
to loss of $36,511 on sales of $5,276,518 in first half of
1952. Pres. Morris Sobin told stockholders TV unit sales
increased 13% over corresponding period last year, added
first-half profit this year was reduced by expenditure of
$200,000 on research program. Working capital on June
30 amounted to $2,867,740 vs. $2,902,780 on Dec. 31, 1952.
Inventories stood at $5,594,221, with backlog of military
contracts about $20,000,000. Sobin said prospects for second half look “very favorable,” added company is investigating program “to merchandise allied products through
the present channels of distribution” starting next year
to aid

summer and spring

sales,

but didn’t elaborate.

RCA

appears to be headed for its best year, reports
Sept. 10 Wall Street Journal, which reports speculation
that directors before end of year may vote to pass some of
increased profits to stockholders either as an increased
dividend or an extra disbursement. In first 6 mo., profit
was $18,185,228 vs. $11,299,930 year ago (Vol. 9:30).
Sales of TV station equipment are booming and receiver
sales are holding up, while record div. (under new v.p. &
gen. mgr. Emanuel Sacks) has had best hot weather business in 9 years. Whereas records usually slump in summer, dollar sales first 7 months were up 38% from year
before, July alone up 46%, Aug. up 40%, and fall expected to run 33-50% ahead. NBC-TV is also showing
substantial gains, with radio holding its own (Vol. 9:34).

Wilcox-Gay Corp., parent of Majestic, reports record

Electronics Reports: Military spending for electronics
and guided missiles is expected to continue its slow increase through June 1954 for remainder of fiscal year
despite fact that total defense outlays will decline during
that period. That’s sizeup as indicated in reports from

Pantagon and Budget Bureau. Principal reason for increase in electi’onics spending is that many projects are
only now leaving drawing-board and pilot production stage
for full-scale output and delivery.
Some electronic procurement will be decreased for such expendable items as
walkie-talkies because, like ammunition, they are no
Many of the
longer being used up on the battlefields.
large electronics production contracts have already been
let, although Pentagon is expected to continue placing
production orders in electronics and guided missile fields
through the fiscal year.

—

—

*

*

*
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Faster and more accurate production of printed circuits is claim made by Emerson for “Autobrader,” fully
automatic component adjusting machine developed under
senior engineer Jack Bayha. Machine abrades away resistor and capacitor material from printed circuit units
to standardize their value to precise point required by
designers, inspecting units both before and after abrasion
and sorting good from bad pieces all in “a matter of
split seconds,” according to exec. v.p. Dorman D. Israel.

—

NPA Electronics Div. moves next week to 4115-4121
Commerce Dept. Bldg, in anticipation of its integration
into new Commerce Dept, business & defense services
agency, now slated to be organized by Oct. 1.
Use of TV on battlefield, as demonstrated by Signal
Corps, will be discussed at convention of National Alliance
TV & Electronic Service Assns. at Chicago’s Morrison
Hotel, Oct. 9-11.
of

Dr. Louis T. Rader, mgr. of engineering, appointed
GE specialty control dept., Schenectady, responsible largely for industrial electronic, regulator and

gen. mgr. of

aircraft control equipment.

Aerovox combines its Wilkor resistor and Hi-Q
ceramic capacitor operations into Hi-Q division, moving
Wilkor from Cleveland to the 3 Hi-Q plants at Olean &
Franklinville, N. Y. and Myrtle Beach, S. C.

sales of $9,118,886 for first half 1953, despite cancellation

Net income for period
of $1,250,000 in govt, contracts.
$198,735. For same 1952 period, sales were $8,434,-

was

044,

profit

$265,428.

Pres.

Leonard Ashbach reported

high sales of civilian items, anticipated boost in second
half due to “recent pickup in TV receiver sales” and new
modestly priced hi-fi phonograph to be introduced in October with promotion in 16 magazines.
Avco, with no breakdown by products, reports net
on sales of $312,728,859
in 9 months ended Aug. 31 compared to profit of $6,647,079
(72 4) on sales of $219,939,742 in corresponding period
year ago. Smaller profit on greater sales volume is attributed by chairman Victor Emanuel to series of strikes
in last 6 months, some of them still in progress.
profit of $3,163,343 (324 a share)

Reeves Soundcraft Corp. and wholly-owned subsidiary
Bergen Wire-Rope Co. had consolidated net profit before
taxes of $92,251 for 6 months ended June 30, and realized
net long-term capital gain of $343,270 before taxes on sale
under prior option of Cinerama Inc. common stock to
Cinerama Productions Corp., reports pres. Hazard Reeves.
Reeves Soundcraft still owns 431,849 shares of common
stock of

Cinerama

IT&T and

Inc.

subsidiaries achieved consolidated gross in-

come of $203,724,412 in first half of 1953 vs. $176,359,660
same period last year. Consolidated net, including that of
newly merged manufacturing subsidiaries, was $4,808,549
($1.37 per Bhare) vs. $4,500,515 ($1.35).

Among officers’ and directors’ stock transactions reported by SEC for July: Irving B. Babcock sold 700 Avco,
holds 10,097; Samuel Yamin bought 200 Decca Records,
holds 288; Max Abrams trusts bought 1000 Emerson
(June) and he now holds 186,240 personally and through
trusts; Leicester W. Fisher bought 1000 General Instrument, holds 1599; Leon A. Kolker sold 3500 General Precision Equipment, holds 2500; Joseph A. Zock sold 300
General Precision Equipment (June), holds 7100; Geoffrey
A. Ogilvie bought 200 IT&T, holds 305; Paul F. Swantee
bought 100 IT&T, holds 100; Charles C. Moskowitz bought
1000 Loew’s Inc., holds 5500; Y. Frank Freeman bought
400 Paramount Pictures, holds 800; Russell L. Heberling
bought 100 Philco, holds 500; Charles B. Jolliffe bought
100 RCA, holds 600; Gwilym A. Price sold 1000 Westinghouse, holds 4350; Decca Records bought 74,400 Universal
Pictures (June & July), holds 544,575.
Dividends: Emerson Radio, 10 4 regular and 54 extra
payable Oct. 15 to stockholders of record Oct. 5; American
Phenolic Corp., 254 Oct. 30 to holdei’s Oct. 14; General Instrument Co., 254 Oct. 16 to holders Oct. 5.

I-T-E Circuit Breaker Co. reports net income of $1,237,255 on sales of $32,964,796 in first 6 months of 1953,

compared with $1,332,418 on $32,197,270
Servomechanisms Inc. reports first

in

1952 period.

half

sales

of

$6,817,001, profit of $183,716 (244 a share) vs. $5,108,767
and $179,040 (244) for first half 1952.

14 Willys Motors’ uhf station “package” (Vol. 9:30) will
for about $100,000, with first delivery tentatively
scheduled second quarter 1954. Three more deliveries are
planned for third quarter 1954, TV mgr. A. R. Bitter tells
us.
Package includes Yv'illys-made 1-kw transmitter, as
well as complete studio equipment and antenna, to be
made for Willys by “a number of other companies in the
field.”
Although arrangements aren’t complete, it’s expected camera chain will be made by Dage Electronics
Corp., Beech Grove, Ind., incorporating vidicon tube (Vol.
Also included in package will be film chain, con9:29).
sole, etc.
With most of “bugs” ironed out, prototype
model is now being readied for FCC approval. Then it’s
slated for delivery to Mt. Pleasant (Mich.) Ch. 47 applicant
(Paul A. Brandt). Transmitters will be
manufactured by Willys’ electronics div., 6225 Benore Rd.,
Toledo.
George W. McGee is div. mgr.; Thomas Bender,
transmitter design engineer; Richard Gibson, purchasing
agent.
Merchandising and distribution plans are now
being formulated. Willys Motors is subsidiary of Kaiser
sell

WCEN

Mfg. Co.
Five applications for new TV stations this week, together with 14 dismissals, bring total pending FCC action to 469. Of this week’s applications, 4 were by principals who previously filed for channels in same or neighboring cities: Hatfield, Ind., Ch. 9, by WVJS, Owensboro,
Ky., which relinquished CP for its Ch. 14; Durham, N. C.,
Ch. 73, by WSSB, which once had application for Ch. 46;
Petersburg, Va., Ch. 8, two applications by Petersburg
TV Corp. (Thomas G. Tinsley, principal owner) and
Southside Virginia Telecasting Corp. (WSSV, principal
owner) each with list of new minority stockholders. Also
filed this week was application for San Francisco’s Ch. 2
by group headed by oilman Edwin W. Pauley.
[For
further details about foregoing applications, see TV Addena 17-L herewith; for complete listings of all grants,
new stations, applications, deletions, hearings, etc., see
TV Factbook No. 17 with Addenda to date.]
,

Dispute over football TV restrictions flared up anew
week on eve of season’s first big “college football
Saturday.”
Justice Dept, said it was “stepping in”
controversy over NCAA’s grid dimouts, but offered no explanation.
Anti-trust officials have been watching situation for last 2 seasons, have deferred action pending outcome of current anti-trust case against National Football
League.
Sparking this week’s flareup was request by
Oklahoma Board of Regents that Notre Dame-Oklahoma
game at Norman, Okla. be carried on all TV stations in
state.
NCAA’s TV committee had given permission for
Oklahoma City’s WKY-TV to carry it since rules permit
televising “local” games when they’re sellouts. It turned
down requests to let game be carried on KOTV, Tulsa,
this

and

KSWO-TV,

Lawton.

news coverage, far more dramatic than
newspapers, was provided Sept. 23 by CBS-TV & WGNTV, which trained their cameras on woman who perched
on 20th-floor ledge of Chicago’s Tribune Tower more than
hour in suicide attempt before being rescued when disThrilling spot

in

tracted by sight of pet dog;

CBS, whose

WBBM-TV

cam-

eras were trained from studio window across street, fed
to network, while WGN-TV, in whose building action took
place, filmed it for later showing.

Defendants in anti-trust suit to compel 12 leading momakers to release their 16mm films to TV and
other non-theatrical outlets (Vol. 8:30,36) were given
until Oct. 15 to answer suit in Los Angeles Federal Court.
tion picture

Power increases: RCA this week shipped 10-kw transmitters to KFOR-TV, Lincoln, Neb. (Ch. 10) and KSLTV, Salt Lake City (Ch. 5). GE shipped 12-kw unit to
KETX, Tyler, Tex. (Ch. 19).

Revival of interest in theatre TV by exhibitors seems
be under way, as result of success of Marciano-La
Starza title bout Sept. 25, and no doubt due in some measure to flagging interest in 3-D which has turned out not
to be the salvation the theatremen expected. Heavyweight
fight was shown in 45 theatres in 35 cities, and early reports indicated heavy crowds. Preceding day, N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Irving L. Levey refused to grant
International Boxing Club injunction banning round-byround fight summaries on New York’s
(Vol. 9:38).
Judge said it was all right to summarize each round right
after it happened, so long as it’s “in the past tense, not
a blow-by-blow.” Large number of radio stations summarized fight round-by-round, probably many more than
would have done it if IBC hadn’t gone to court. In another
important theatre-TV development, sales promotion firm
of Cappel, MacDonald & Co. announced it is offering
weekly live theatre-TV boxing to theatres every Tuesday,
beginning Oct. 27, under arrangement with International
Boxing Guild, rival of IBC. Theatres are expected to
present fights as “second feature.” Company also plans
entertainment programs via theatre TV, under commercial sponsorship like home TV. It expects to spend $5,000,000 promoting theatre TV, with $1,000,000 slated for first
year. Leo Rosen, ex-Fabian Theatres theatre-TV consultant, is in charge of theatre TV for firm.
to

—
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Height vs. power, for achieving greatest coverage
with least interference, drew comment from FCC chairman
Rosel Hyde at ANA Chicago convention this week. When
one advertiser on TV panel questioned need of buying
time on smaller stations “when some stations cover 175

Hyde smilingly called attention to fact that cochannel spacing is only 170 mi. in some parts of country;
that new stations will tend to reduce long-distance reception.
Then, he said, “We haven’t issued any policy statement, but it appears that you can get more coverage with
less interference by adding height than by increasing
power.” Regarding vhf vs. uhf coverage, he said, “We
believe that the allocation provides opportunity for adequate coverage by all stations.”
miles,”

Summer

—

viewing replacements vs. year-round shows
analyzed in Advertest survey of N. Y. audience of 11
shows which continued through summer and 11 which
used replacements. Of programs continuing through summer: (1) Summer audience was 28% smaller than winter
audience.
(2) 31% of winter audience didn’t watch in
summer. (3) 97% of summer audience also watch in winter, and 3% are new viewers.
Of shows with replacements: (1) Replacement audience was 37% smaller than
winter program. (2) 59% of winter audience didn’t watch
replacement. (3) 65% of replacement audience also watch
Survey also found 2%
in winter, 35% are new viewers.
fewer people watched TV daily this summer than last.

—

is

Theatre-TV discussion, led by AT&T long lines engineering chief F. A. Cowan, will highlight 74th semiannual convention of Society of Motion Pictures & TV
Engineers in New York’s Hotel Statler, Oct. 5-9. Reports
at convention will deal with TV films and new developments in movie industry. Keynote speaker will be news
commentator Henry J. Taylor. SMPTE’s annual Samuel
L. Warner award will be presented to Dr. W. W. Wetzel
of Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. for his contributions to
development of magnetic sound recording tapes.

TV has replaced checkers and cards as off-duty pastime for firemen, according to UP interview with Chicago
fire commissioner Michael J. Corrigan, who laments: “I
don’t know of a station in the city that doesn’t have a
TV set. You can’t find a good pinochle player for love
or money these days. Even the old-timers sit around and
watch that darn machine.”
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STATIONS START, TOTAL ON AIR 277: Round-the-clock labor to get new stations on air
in time for start of World Series Sept. 30 resulted in opening of 11 stations since
tieing all-time record of week ended Aug. 28 (Vol. 9:35).
our report last week
Nine were vhf, 2 uhf, and since we count all stations on the air from time of their
195 vhf
84 uhf
first test patterns, total now operating is 277
Week's starters opened up new TV cities of Reno Sacramento and Meridian
and gave additional outlets to 9 already-served areas, including first vhf
Miss
second for Memphis and third for Albuquerque, N.M
for Portland, Ore
(Ch. 40), first on air in state capital, got test
KCCC-TV, Sacramento, Cal
pattern on air at 2:45 a.m. Sept. 30, began programming 9 a.m. same day with first
It's RCA-equipped, with 510-ft. Stainless tower 3.4 miles northWorld Series game.
Owners are Frank E. Hurd and Ashley L. Robison the latter nephew of
west of city.
late Federal Radio Commissioner Harold A. Lafount and onetime mgr. of Lafount's AM
Pete Watts, commercial mgr. Albert Hellenthal,
WORL, Boston. Robison is gen. mgr.
program director; Paul E. Leake, engineering director. Base rate is $300, rep Weed.
(Ch. 3) began testing Sept. 30, programming Oct. 1.
KYTV, Springfield, Mo
Networks are NBC & ABC, and AT&T has promised interconnection next spring.
It's
RCA-equipped, with 10-kw
second in city, KTTS-TV (Ch. 10) having begun last March.
transmitter, it's owned by newspaper interests (Springfield News and Leader & Press).
Homer Tindle, sales mgr.
J. Gordon Wardell is gen. mgr. & commercial mgr.
Carl
Base hour rate is $200.
Fox, program director; E. Dennis White, chief engineer.
Rep is Hollingbery.
WECT, Elmira, N.Y . (Ch. 18), first local competition for 4-month-old WTVE
(Ch. 24), turned on RCA transmitter Sept. 30 for regular commercial operation.
An
affiliate of NBC, it's owned 51% by Corning Leader (WCLI, Corning), 49% by Gannett
Gannett interests also own grantees WHECnewspapers' Elmira Star-Gazette (WENY).
TV, Rochester (Ch. 10) and WDAN-TV, Danville, 111. (Ch. 24).
Walter A. Valerius is
Kenneth Powell, program director; Allen N. Bell, chief engineer. Base
gen. mgr.
Everett-McKinney is rep.
rates are $150 national, $110 local.
WSJS-TV, Winston-Salem, N.C
(Ch. 12) is first vhf in that city, followed
It began tests Sept. 29, programming
WT0B-TV (Ch. 26) on air by less than 2 weeks.
It uses GE 5-kw transmitter and
Sept. 30 with first NBC-TV World Series telecast.
The station is two-thirds owned by
335-ft. FM tower built in 1948 with TV in mind.
publisher Gordon Gray ex-Army Secy, and now pres, of U bf North Carolina, and onethird by former film star Mary Pickford Roger s. Harold Essex is exec, v.p.-gen. mgr.
Sales mgr. is Harry B. Shaw, program mgr. Robert C. Estes, operations mgr. -chief
engineer Phil Hedrick. Base hour rate is $400. Rep is Headley-Reed.
KOIN-TV, Portland, Ore
(Ch. 6) brought vhf to nation's first uhf market
where Empire Coil's KPTV (Ch. 27) has been on air one year.
Station turned on test
pattern 3 p.m. Sept. 29 with output of 15-kw ERP from GE transmitter. Power will be
11
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stepped up to 56 kw by Oct. 15 when it begins programming as primary CBS affiliate.
"Results even better than expected with reports of especially strong signal as far
south as Eugene and north to Centralia, Wash.", wires president & managing director
who with theatreman Theodore R. Gamble holds controlling interest.
C. Howard Lane
Portland Oregonian (Newhouse newspapers), having sold its radio KGW has option to
buy half interest in KOIN-TV & KOIN.
In addition to Lane, staff includes program
director Ted W. Cooke, national adv. mgr. Frank Coffin and chief engineer Louis
Bookwalter.
Base hour rate is $500.
Avery-Knodel is rep.
KOAT-TV, Albuquerque, N.M (Ch. 7) is third in that city, followed KGGM-TV
(Ch. 13) on air by 4 days with tests on Sept. 28, commercial programming Oct. 2.
First Albuquerque station is Time Inc.'s pre-freeze KOB-TV (Ch. 4).
New station has
5-kw DuMont transmitter, RCA antenna 540-ft. above ground, is non-interconnected ABC
affiliate. It's jointly owned by radio KOAT and Albuquerque Exhibitors Inc. (theatre
chain), A.M. Cadwell pres, and Francis A. Peloso first v.p.
Phil Hoffman ex-KECATV, Los Angeles, is gen. mgr.
Ted L. Snider, program director; William H. Carman,
chief engineer.
Hour rate is $250. Hollingbery is rep.
WHBQ.-TV, Memphis (Ch. 13) put test pattern on air 3 p.m. Sept. 27, began CBS
programming 6:30 p.m. same day, reporting "signal clear and sharp and response was
With pre-freeze WMCT (Ch. 5) it makes Memphis 2-station city
wonderful".
Owned by
Harding College, Searcy, Ark., studios are in Memphis' Hotel Chisca. New station is
powered by RCA 10-kw transmitter, already has received initial units of 50-kw transJohn H. Cleghorn is gen. mgr.
mitter for planned boost to 316 kw early next year.
William H. Grumbles, operations mgr. Gorden A. Lawhead, program & film director;
Wilson Northcross, production director; Welton M. Roy, chief engineer. Base hourly
Blair is rep.
rate is $700.
(Ch. 8), opening up brand new market, began tests from RCA
KZTV, Reno, Nev
transmitter 4 p.m. Sept. 26, started programming Sept. 27 in plenty of time for the
World Series, after some anxious moments over diplexer lost in transit. Primary CBS
affiliate, it's second TV in state KLAS-TV, Las Vegas (Ch. 8) being first. KZTV is
owned by Southwestern Publishing Co. (Donald W. Reynolds), publisher of Las Vegas
Journal-Review and newspapers in Ark. & Okla. which also operates KFSA-TV, Ft. Smith,
Gen. mgr. is Harry Huey program director Lou Zegerman, chief engiArk. (Ch. 22).
Rep is Pearson.
Base rate is $225.
neer Curtis Kring.
KNOE-TV, Monroe, La . (Ch. 8), second in that northern Louisiana city, began
It's basic CBS interconnected
tests at 2:20 p.m. Sept. 26, programming Sept. 27.
outlet, also carries ABC and DuMont programs, has RCA 25-kw transmitter, which with
superturnstile antenna 775 ft. above ground gives it ERP of 175 kw. Monroe's first
New station is owned by ex-Gov.
station, KFAZ (Ch. 43), began operations Aug. 11.
Paul H. Goldman
James A. Noe owner of Monroe's radio KNOE and New Orleans' WNOE.
is v.p. & gen. mgr.; Irving Zeidman, program director; Jack Ansell Jr., sales & promotion mgr. Ray Boyd, v.p. & technical director; Jack Ratliff, chief engineer. A
H-R Television Inc. is rep.
base rate of $200 is quoted.
(Ch. 10), city's second station and only vhf in
KERO-TV, Bakersfield, Cal
San Joaquin valley, hit " first and only target date " on the nose with test pattern
at 6 a.m. Sept. 26, commercial programming debut later on same day from its DuMont
5-kw transmitter and RCA antenna on " highest transmitter location on Pacific Coast",
7600-ft. Breckenridge Mountain, claiming population of more than 750,000 within lineBakersfield's KAFY-TV (Ch. 29) went on air Aug. 20. Other TV
of-sight contour.
stations in valley are Fresno's KJEO (Ch. 47) & KMJ-TV (Ch. 24), with KCOK-TV in
Principal owner is
Tulare (Ch. 27) imminent. KERO-TV is affiliated with CBS & NBC.
Albert E. DeYoung managing combined TV-AM operation, with sales mgr. Edward Urner,
program mgr. Kenneth Croes and engineering director Edwin Andress. Basic hour rate
is $200.
Rep is Avery-Knodel.
(Ch. 11), opened another new TV area when it began
WTOK-TV, Meridian, Miss
A CBS primary, it's prestests Sept. 25 with DuMont 5-kw transmitter, RCA antenna.
ently interconnected with all networks, and went on air commercially Sept. 26 with
"we carried
NCAA football game. Next day, wires pres. -gen. mgr. Robert F. Wright
first professional football game ever seen in this area and are now carrying first
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It's Mississippi's first vhf, only other station in state
World Series ever seen."
being Jackson's WJTV (Ch. 25), some 85 miles away; Meridian's second, WCOC-TV on
Staff under Wright, who is principal
Ch. 30, is due for debut very soon (Vol.9:38).
owner, includes v. p. -commercial mgr. Wm. B. Crooks, program director Cecil Germany,
Rep is Headley-Reed.
Base rate is $200.
chief engineer Joe H. Saxon.

MINNESOTA-WISCONSIN CHANNEL FIGHT: Four CPs, one an educational, and 3 initial
Commission also set dates for more
d ecisions constituted FCC's action this week.
others
in
big-city
markets. The week's grants:
of
start
3
postponing
while
hearings
U of North Carolina, Ch. 4
Salem, Ore ., KSLM, Ch. 3; Chapel Hill N.
Ch. 34; Anderson, S.C ., WAIM,
(educational); Goldsboro, N.C ., Goldsboro TV Corp.
Initial decisions gave nod to WS GW, Saginaw, Mich. (Ch. 51) WIBG PhilaCh. 40.
all of them made possible by
delphia (Ch. 23) WCAX, Montpelier, Vt. (Ch. 3)
dropouts of competing applications.
U of North Carolina
Salem grant followed dropout of Willamette-Land TV Inc.
months
Goldsboro
CP
went
CP
in
to
New
York investment
educational
grant is first
(Vol.9:38),
applications
is
contingent on disposigroup with numerous grants and
to hold his interests to 5 stations.
tion of holdings by attorney George Becker
4 CPs,
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Commission revised its hearing priorities slightly this week, deciding that
contestants in cities with fewer than 4 operating stations should have higher priOnly New York Los Angeles and Washington are
ority than those with 4 or more.
Hearings in those cities
affected, and their hearings are postponed indefinitely.
were imminent, but FCC said it "appears manifestly unfair to applicants and the listening public in communities such as St. Louis Milwaukee Houston and many others"
to have to wait until better-served cities are heard.
Hartford, Ch. 3; SpringFCC set dates for following hearings, meanwhile
all Oct. 30.
field, 111., Ch. 2; Amarillo, Tex., Ch. 7
FCC's grant of WPRO-TV, Providence (Ch. 12) to combination of 3 applicants,
involving $205,500 and other payments (Vol. 9:36), was challenged this week by uhf
Through counsel Benedict Cotgrantee Channel 16 of Rhode Island Inc., Providence.
tone, former gen. counsel of FCC, grantee worked frantically in attempt to persuade
Commission didn't take back
Commission to keep WPRO-TV from going on air with STA.
Channel 16, meanwhile,
its STA, gave WPRO-TV until Oct. 5 to answer complaint.
filed formal protest, challenging legality and fairness of grant.
amid long FCC-court litigation over educational Ch. 10, Hearst
In Milwaukee
In surprise petition, it
Radio this week " found" another vhf channel for area
asked Commission to switch channels 6 & 5 in Marquette, Mich. & Green Bay, Wis.,
permitting addition of Ch. 6 to Whitefish Bay, Wis ., just north of Milwaukee.
Northern Minnesota channel situation is really stirred up
WEBC has asked
for reallocation permitting either Ch. 10 or 12 to be added to Duluth.
Opposing
reallocation: WFTV, Duluth (Ch. 38) Minnesota Gov. C. Elmer Anderson; U of Minn.
North Star Televising Co., filing application for Ch. 10 in Hibbing this week,
opposes move of Ch. 10 to Virginia, Minn.
,
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HOW NEW STATIONS AFFECT COVERAGE: Though

it should come as surprise to no one
some industry people seem to be shocked by the fact that the more stations there
are the smaller coverage each can have. FCC has a phrase for it: " Implementation of
For the present, and probably for some time to come, the
the allocation plan ."
situation will be confined largely to vhf.
To state matter in simplest terms
the 108 pre-freeze stations were lucky
the freeze . When freeze was clamped on,
beneficiaries of an artificial situation
many a station found itself with no other station on its channel or an adjacent
Remote viewers were then free to pick up very
channel within hundreds of miles.
feeble signals and amplify them into useable pictures without interference from
Situation spawned highly sensitive receivers boosters, great another stations.
tenna arrays, rotors, etc.
Though some of the 108 pioneers are shocke d to find j ohnny-come-lately stations in their fringes paring their coverage, they're far better off than they would
,

,

—

,

4

have been had there been no freeze. Had the FCC continued granting stations as it
did before freeze, not only would the 108 have plenty of local competition but their
fringe coverage would have been much smaller than it is and will be under present
allocation plan. Reason is simple: present allocation plan places co-channel and
adjacent-channel stations much farther apart generally, than they would have been
under old plan. Matter of fact, in case you've forgotten, whole reason for freeze
was that interference was striking directly at heart of major-city coverage
not
Signals from Detroit, for example, were actually ruining a Clevemerely at fringe.
land station's coverage of significant part of Cleveland itself.
,

—

*

*

*

*

Situation is going to jockey back and forth for some years.
If an existing
station boosts its power and height before its nearest co-channel and adjacentchannel stations get on air, it can achieve truly phenomenal coverage.
Then, when
newcomer gets going, coverage may be pared substantially. Yet, in the Commission's
opinion, all will end up with reasonably good coverage.
Though some viewers may lose some service temporarily Commission says its
allocation plan will eventually give more people choice of more signals
Chairman
Rosel Hyde told ANA convention last week (Vol.9:39) that plan contemplates minimum
coverage of 20-40 miles, maximum of 56-75 miles, per station.
There's no good rule-of-thum b on mileage coverage to fit all stations. Each
Some stations, notably in sparsely populated
must be examined engineering-wise.
Others are scheduled for an inevitable
West, are covering incredibly large areas.
but none, FCC insists, to an unreasonable degree.
trimming
FCC's calculations are wrong some stations claim, asserting that interferNot so, FCC retorts
ence is reaching farther than expected.
Best informed engiComr. Sterling, Broadcast Bureau chief Plummer, Chief Engineer
neers at Commission
stick by their engineering curves, say nothing has altered them.
Allen
Aside from interference question old stations are bound to lose some fringe
viewers to new stations simply because newcomers are easier to receive. Assuming
and that's a very big assumption, of course
comparable program service
viewers
are naturally going to watch stations easiest and cheapest to receive.
And there's
nothing like proximity to produce ease of reception.
.
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ECONOMICS OF COMMUNITY ANTENNA OPERATION: What does a community antenna cost ? And
what can you expect on your investment? The most definitive answers to date were
supplied this week by Milton Shapp, president of Jerrold Electronics Corp. which
has supplied equipment to about 80% of all systems built.
Costs vary enormousl y, as you'd imagine, just as they do for TV stations
depending on size of community, accessibility of antenna site, type of equipment,
etc., but Shapp has found an excellent rough-and-ready rule-of-thumb to be:
About $5-$6 for every member of populatio n in community.
Speaking for his own equipment Shapp produces following breakdown of starting costs, i.e., costs of building system before any subscribers are tapped on:
This has tremendous variations.
(1) Antenna, tower and cable run to town
If site can be reached by road, has power supply nearby, isn't far from town
If phone or power poles are available for run into town, a 3that's one thing.
about $2600-$2700 per mile
up to 2-2% miles.
runs
system
If the run is
channel
running
cost
needed
to
cable
is
up
about
$3500 a mile
longer, heavier
If road
For example,
must be bulldozed, power lines run, etc., costs mount accordingly.
Shapp says that one system under consideration takes $6000 for this portion of costs.
Another, already built, cost $40,000.
"
Wiring up the town ,” i.e., getting cable within reach of homes on the
(2)
Jerrold figures roughly $3000 per mile. Another way of estimating is $20streets.
and Jerrold finds average community has 135 homes per mile.
$22 per home
"
fixed costs "
trucks, legal expenses, office, test equipment,
Other
(3)
for
most
systems, depends upon whether the organization
etc.
This runs $5-$10,000
already has portion of these facilities on hand.
,
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Preliminary operation costs "
maintaining office, promotion, etc.,
Runs about $1500-$2500.
before revenues begin to come in.
That is what's involved in getting starte d.
Then subscribers can be conat cost of $18-$20 per home.
Average system charges subscriber $125-$>135
nected
for connection, which goes toward defraying cost of whole installation.
Then, the
subscriber begins paying his monthly service charge of $3.50-$3.75.
From there on, it's up to the operator
Shapp says that if system is operated properly, "it's like shooting fish in a barrel." Conversely, a poorly operated
system can turn out to be a complete loss.
Operating costs may be quite modest after system is built, comprising small
Average system has staff of 4-8 people.
office and maintenance crew.
Operators are understandably reluctant to divulge profits but, says Shapp:
"I think you can get a good idea of the prospects from the nature of groups investFox, Wells & Co
ing substantial sums in systems
J.H. Whitney & Co
Goldman
Sachs & Co
They don't play for peanuts."
Biggest fault of entrepreneurs Shapp believes, is starting with too little
"They put in a few miles of cable, run out of money, then wait for revecapital.
nues to come in before they can expand. Meanwhile, dealers are reluctant to promote
because too little of the town is served."
heavily and encourage connections
(4)

"
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Future of systems is brighter than ever according to Shapp. New stations
Availability of one free signal, he
on air have encouraged viewers to subscribe.
through community system. He won't
says, whets appetites for choice of signals
oppose satellites, whenever FCC gets around to considering them, for same reason.
He believes it will be uneconomical to build satellites to provide choice of sigIn fact, he believes satellites should be encouraged for some towns
those
nals.
can't
antenna
get
strong
enough
community
that
signal
from
regular
stations
so far
In such cases, satellites or boosters are only way to get TV.
to relay to town.
,

—

—

Staunchly defending boosters against satellites experimenter Jack DeWitt,
president of WSM-TV, Nashville, wrote Business Week magazine:
"
The chief advantage of the booster is that the viewer does not pay anything
for the service, nor does he have to buy a set equipped with uhf...We will soon ask
the FCC to hold a general hearing on subject of community antenna systems, boosters
and satellites. We feel that these systems are not mutually exclusive and that the
FCC should [take them] out of the experimental category..."
,

Five new community antenna systems are reported
in Dayton, Clarkston & Everett,
under construction
Wash.; Worthington, W. Va.; Climax, Colo. while pioneer
of them all, operated by engineer L. E. Parsons in Astoria,
Ore., is reported in receivership.
Climax is molybdenum
mining town, and mine owners installed antenna on 13,000ft. Mt. McNamee in time for World Series, hoping to
hook up 500 receivers.

—

—

Nature of community antenna systems was explored
by National Labor Relations Board in dispute between
IBEW and International Telemeter’s system in Palm
Springs, Cal., and NLRB decided systems aren’t involved
in interstate commerce, thus don’t come within NLRB
jurisdiction.
Said NLRB about system: “The impact of
its operations on [interstate] commerce is so negligible
as

t.o

be de minimis."

On

heels

of

FCC Comr.

John Doerfer’s suggestion

(Vol. 9:38), Lincoln, Neb., city council passed ordinance

forbidding operation of any device producing interference
to TV
including vacuum sweepers, electric saws, mixers

—

and what have you.

Add long-distance

records:

WKY-TV, Oklahoma

City,

received letter from Charles W. Batley, London, England,
reporting reception of station there on experimental U. S.-

type set

—and enclosing photo of station’s

identification.

United Press Telephoto service, based on new facsimile
will be available to TV stations within month.
Service uses new receiver compatible with UP Telephoto,
which can operate unattended at TV station. Pictures unreel from machine on aontinuous strip of paper as news
device,

dispatches do from teletype.
Machine will receive pictures directly from more than 100 nationwide UP transmitting points, eliminating delay and loss of quality
inherent in machines which can receive from only one
transmitting point, according to UP pres. Hugh Baillie.

Excellent sessions on color, uhf, transistors, spurious
reliability, etc., are scheduled for Oct. 26-28

radiation,

U. S. -Canadian

RETMA-IRE

particularly intriguing paper

meeting
is

“A

in Toronto.
One
Color Picture Tube of

Advanced Design” by N. F. Fyler, W. E. Rowe & C. W.
Cain, of CBS-Hytron.
And illustrating growing significance of spurious radiation is fact that FCC Comr.
George Sterling will address group on subject.

Can boxing live with TV? That’s subject of special
meeting of boxing officials and network executives in New
York Oct. 20, called by Col. Harvey L. Miller, exec. secy,
of National Boxing Assn, because “NBA records indicate
that, due to the terrific financial impact of TV on boxing,
some commissions are flat broke, others are nearly so and
are getting by on income from wrestling or state appropriations.”

W
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ALDORF-ASTORIA’S
chosen as

Oct. 15,

Starlight

site for official

FCC

Roof was

finally

color demonstration

and 14 set makers were invited

to

demonstrate

Beside parties themselves, it’s expected observers will include about 50 reporters, 20 FCC representatives and handful of communications experts from Canada,
Britain, Cuba, Mexico, Australia.
Set makers invited to demonstrate include the 12 who
provided sets for NTSC field tests, plus CBS-Columbia
and Chromatic TV Labs. The 12: GE, Sylvania, Admiral,
Crosley, Emerson, Hazeltine, Motorola, Zenith, Philco,
RCA, Tele King, Westinghouse.
receivers.

*

*

*

*

Meanwhile, Emerson president Benjamin Abrams
made news by displaying 14-in. set, to retail for $700,
during his Sept. 28 talk to New York Society of Security
Analysts. He said set would be available “within weeks”
after FCC approves compatible system.
Receiver is
on legs, measures 36-in. wide, 28-in. deep, 37%-in. high.
Mr. Abrams stated that initial production would be
limited; reiterated belief that color sets would cost 25%
more than black-&-white 18 months after FCC gives goahead; that color and black-&-white wouldn’t cost same
for 10 years, if ever; that black-&-white will remain best
buy for long time to come.
Mr. Abrams stated that color will revive projection
sets, saying: “Color TV, even more than black-&-white, will
speed up the development of projection TV and this will
ultimately result not only in achieving larger picture sizes
but also lower production costs. Projection TV will also
make for a better quality of color picture.” Emerson had
high hopes for black-&-white projections when it first
began TV production after war but abandoned them, as
did the rest of industry, when public demonstrated clear
preference for direct-view sets on cost and quality basis.
But Mr. Abrams is being misunderstood, Abraham
Blumenkrantz, chairman of General Instrument Corp.,
maker of tuners and other components, told same group
of analysts Oct. 1. “Ben Abrams is my friend and a valued
customer,” he said. “I do not want to contradict him. But
that 3, 4, and probably 5 years
I stand on what I said
must elapse before color sets become practical for the average consumer in terms of cost, size of screen and efficiency.” He urged closer reading of Abrams’ statement,
saying “There’s more to it than a plain and simple prediction that color sets will sell for 25% higher than black&-white.”

—

WOR-TV returned to air Sept. 30 to telecast World
Series “as a public service” after settlement this week of
7-week IBEW TV-radio engineers’ strike (Vol. 9:34-37)
on undisclosed terms.

After conclusion of series,

TV

sta-

down operations to facilitate move from
North Bergen, N. J. to new studio-transmitter facilities in
Empire State Bldg. Station is expected to resume daily

tion will shut

telecastings,
effected

evenings

only,

Oct.

12.

WOR-AM

is

not

Motorola v.p. Robert Galvin, addressing National Electronics Conference in Chicago Sept. 28, had this to say
about color: “Truly, we are swimming in swift waters.
Color TV will be tinged with blue for many manufacturers,
dealers and customers during the period of promise, limited
color programs, small experimental screens and high
priced receivers.
Not one who isn’t color blind can fail
to anticipate the blue tinge in the beginning will be replaced by the most rosy hue as color
matures, the
problems solved, and the public begins to enjoy the im-

TV

proved service of the large color picture with low cost
and mature equipment. It may be some time before this
is all realized to our satisfaction, but it is a great horizon
to look toward.”
Motorola also displayed a color film scanner at conference, but offered neither production date nor price.
GE displayed its color tube, 14-in. hole-plate
(Vol. 9:39), indicated price would run $175-$200.

After postponing several projected color debuts of
commercial shows, NBC this week announced that hourlong opera Carmen would be presented Oct. 31 under FCC
authorization permitting colorcasts of noncommercial proEight more one-a-month operas are scheduled,
some of them in color.

grams.

For work on compatible color, including constant
luminance, Hazeltine’s Arthur V. Loughren will be presented David Sarnoff Gold Medal Award at convention of
Society of Motion Picture & TV Engineers in New York
next week.
For another phase of color, closed-circuit, Theatre

Network TV employed field-sequential (CBS) system for
large-screen “Tele-Session” in which Frank E. Lee hat
company displayed new wares to retailers at Plaza Hotel
in New York.
As TNT president Nathan Halpern stated:
“Since closed-circuit TV is a completely private system,
the compatibility issue with regard to black-&-white sets
does not arise, as has occurred in home TV.
The proceedings pending before the FCC relating to the approval
of standards for a home color TV system will not affect
these closed-circuit operations.”
Still another problem in color: Milwaukee Journal sent
reporter Doyle Getter to cover NBC’s color demonstration to
in Chicago last week.
About to embark for
Chicago, Getter suddenly remembered he’s color blind, told
the desk someone else would have to go. About 8% of men,

TV

ANA

.5% of women, are color blind, according to National Society for the Prevention of Blindness.

Power increases: KTSM-TV, El Paso (Ch. 9) Sept. 29
increased transmitter power from 2 to 10 kw. RCA this
week shipped 25-kw transmitter to WTAR-TV, Norfolk,
due to switch from Ch. 4 to Ch. 3; 10-kw units to KGMBTV, Honolulu (Ch.

WTTV,

New TV

camera, using vidicon tube, “provides
picture quality comparable with live pickup performance,”
National Electronics Conference in Chicago was told Sept.
29 by RCA engineer Dr. Henry N. Kozanowski. He said
camera is slated for production early next year, described
it as 3 times more sensitive for film operation than present
iconoscope film camera.
film

9),

WTVR,

Richmond, Va. (Ch. 6),

Bloomington, Ind. (Ch. 10) and

WOOD-TV, Grand

Rapids, to be followed by 50-kw amplifier early next year
when station shifts from Ch. 7 to 8.

by move, continues operation.

Radio stations reaped harvest of around $300,000 as
result of N. Y. court’s refusal to ban round-by-round
descriptions of Marciano-La Starza title bout (Vol. 9:39),
Radio Daily reports, noting that many stations got sponsors for fight summaries, some using big-name sportscasters to read wire services’ running accounts.

type

ABC-TV

stations advisory committee meets with netOct. 9 in network’s executive offices, with

work executives
pres.

Robert E. Kintner presiding at all-day meeting.

Committee members slated to be present are Kenneth
Berkeley, WMAL-TV, Washington; Otto P. Brandt, KINGTV, Seattle; Roger W. Clipp, WFIL-TV, Philadelphia;
E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO-TV, Kansas City; Franklin

WXEL, Cleveland.
New frequency allocation

Snyder,

wall chart in color, 25x40has just been printed by RCA Frequency Bureau. Ideal
for framing, it’s revision of chart last printed in 1947,
shows all allocations, U. S. and foreign, for entire radio
spectrum. We have a supply, will send you one free on
in.,

request.

:
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IRST TV TRANSMITTERS

for Puerto Rico and Alaska
shipped 5-kw to WKAQ-TV,
San Juan, P. R. (Ch. 2), and DuMont Oct. 1 sent 500-watt

F

to

went out

week.

this

KTVA, Anchorage

ter

TV,
8);

25)

Mo.

GE

(Ch. 11).

Other GE shipments this week were 5-kw transmitand antenna to U of Missouri’s commercial KOMUColumbia (Ch. 8); 5-kw to WSIX-TV, Nashville (Ch.
100-watt uhf units to Oklahoma City’s KTVQ (Ch.
& KMPT (Ch. 19), and antenna to KDRO-TV, Sedalia,
(Ch. 6). Only new order reported this week was 12-

kw GE

WMIL-TV, Milwaukee

transmitter for

(Ch. 31),

for early Dec. delivery.

In addition to the Anchorage shipment, DuMont dispatched 1-kw transmitter Oct. 2 to KNUZ-TV, Houston,
Tex. (Ch. 39).
RCA shipped 1-kw uhf transmitters to KCEB, Tulsa
(Ch. 23), Sept. 25 and
Sept. 28.

WRAY-TV,

Princeton, Ind. (Ch. 52),

^

In our continuing survey of

>[;

upcoming new
week

stations,

these were the reports received this

KOOK-TV,
testing about

15 with

gen. mgr. V. V. Clark.

Rep

Mont. (Ch. 2) expects to start
DuMont equipment, reports
Owners are C. L. Crist and Carter

Billings,

Oct.

will be Hollingbery.

KRHT

(Ch. 8), other
hasn’t announced target, but owner
Texas oilman M. B. Rudman recently dropped CPs for
Minot and Bismarck, N. D., said he’ll keep KRHT.

Johnson.
Billings

grantee,

A

WSTV-TV, Steubenville, 0. (Ch. 9), granted an ST
equipment ordered for mid-Oct. delivery,
Sept. 16, has
plans Nov. 15 commercial debut, according to exec. v.p. &

RCA

gen. mgr. John Laux. It will be primary CBS-TV affiliate.
Ownership interlocks with WFPG-TV, Atlantic City and
Dixie TV Corp. applicant for Ch. 29 in Richmond, Va. Hour
rate will be $400. Rep not yet chosen.

KLIX-TV, Twin Falls, Ida. (Ch. 11), owned by Frank
C. Carman-Grant Wrathall group, now has target date of
May 1, 1954, writes v.p.-gen. mgr. Frank C. McIntyre.
Transmitter and other equipment is being custom-built in
Salt Lake City workshop operated jointly by all Carman
stations. Transmitter building on Flat Top Butte is completed, he writes, and finishing touches are being put on
40x60x20-ft. studio. Station will be represented by Hollingbery who will offer it under “group market plan” along
with 4 other stations with interlocking ownership KOPRTV, Butte, Mont. (Ch. 4), and upcoming KUTV, Salt Lake

—

City (Ch. 2); KWIK-TV, Pocatello, Ida. (Ch. 10);
Idaho Falls (Ch. 8).

KIFT,

WTOC-TV, Savannah, Ga. (Ch. 11), 5-kw GE transmitter due in mid-Nov. and GE antenna to top 500-ft. Ideco
tower by Dec. 20, plans Jan. 1 tests, March 1 programming,
reports pres. & gen. mgr. William T. Knight, Jr. F. Schley
Knight is v.p. for TV; Ben B. Williams, commercial mgr.;
Dwight J. Bruce, program director; Kyle E. Goodman,
chief engineer. It will be primary CBS-TV affiliate. Rep
will be Katz.
Eugene, Ore., Ch. 13 grantee (Eugene Television Inc.,)
got go-ahead recently when FCC oven-uled KTVF (W.
Gordon Allen) protest, but hasn’t set target date because
decision can be appealed, according to gen. mgr. S. W.

McCready.
is

RCA

chief engineer.

equipment

is on order.
Alvin Barnard
Hollingbery will be rep.

KACY, Festus-St. Louis, Mo. (Ch. 14), has long-standing order for GE equipment, plans Oct. 20 tests, Nov. 7
commercial debut now that FCC has approved change in
stockholders, according to pres. Carl G. Mclntire.
Rep
not yet chosen.

WLBR-TV,
ment on hand,

is

Lebanon, Pa. (Ch. 15), has RCA equipwell ahead of construction schedule, antici-

pates no difficulty in meeting Oct. 15 test target and Oct.
commercial date, reports operations mgr. Julian F.

31

Skinnell.
Arthur Simmers is production mgr.; Jack
Schropp, promotion mgr.; M. Leonard Savage, chief engineer.
Hour rate will be $150. Rep not yet chosen.
WINT, Waterloo, Ind. (Ch. 15), has rescheduled start
to latter Dec. with RCA equipment, reports pres. R. Morris
Pierce.
Rep not yet chosen.

KQ TV Ft. Dodge, la. (Ch. 21), 652-ft. Stainless tower
ready (\ol. 9:30), now has 100-watt GE transmitter, has
,

rescheduled tests to mid-Oct., begins programming early
in Nov., according to pres. & gen. mgr. Ed
Breen. Max
Landes is commercial mgr.; Drexel Peterson, progx am
oiiector.
Hour rate will be $150. Rep will be Pearson.
\\ SIL-TV, Harrisburg, 111. (Ch.
22), last reporting
Oct. target (Vol. 9:18), has RCA equipment on hand,
now
plans Nov. tests, goes commercial late that month,
accoi ding co pai'mer Harry R. Horning.
Grantee operates
southern Illinois theatre chain. Rep not yet chosen.
-

W

DAN-TV, Danville, 111. (Ch. 24), RCA transmitter
on hand, has moved target date to Dec. 1.
Gen. mgr.
Robert J. Burow writes new building addition to
studios is about 95% completed, should be finished
in next
10 days. Everett-McKinney will be rep.
WNLC-TV, New London, Conn. (Ch. 26), RCA equipment on order, has studios ready for equipment installations, soon will begin transmitter construction
at new site
on Sharps Hill Rd., expects to get underway
by early
1954, according to gen. mgr. Gerald J. Morey. Rep
will be
Headley-Reed.

AM

WCBI-TV, Columbus,

Miss. (Ch. 28), granted March
hasn’t definite plans, expects to ask
for vhf channel instead, says gen. mgr.
Bob McRaney.
11 to Birney

Imes

Jr.,

KSTM-TV,

St. Louis, Mo. (Ch. 36)
target, will begin with 1-kw
ports new pres. & gen. mgr. Marshall H.

test

now has

Oct. 15
transmitter, rePengra who takes
E. Ware. It will be ABC affiliate.
Television will be rep.

RCA

over duties of late
Hour rate is $450.

Wm.
H-R

UHF stations and dealers report impressive
progress on conversion front. Milwaukee, which
was
a one-station city a month ago, now has 2
uhf and one
v hf with uhf stations claiming over 100,000 sets already.

B

IG-CITY

—

The Milwaukee Journal, which owns vhf WTMJ-TV,
this
week quoted estimate of 50,000 uhf sets in city.
Uhf
V CAN-TV (Ch. 25) and \\ OKY-TV (Ch. 19) insist the
number is about double that. At any rate, distributors
’

and dealers there are enjoying biggest boom in years.
In Milwaukee, Retailing Daily reports one distributor
moved average of 3000 converters a week during September. Bill Seemuth, Motorola distributor, is
quoted as having sold 900 sets in one week. WCAN-TV’s CBS program
lineup is credited with giving big boost to uhf conversions
and set sales, and, according to the trade paper, “uhf is the
No. 1 topic of conversation” in Milwaukee.
enjoying uhf boom. WTVI (Ch. 54)
now area’s only uhf station, but is
expected to be joined very soon by KSTM-TV (Ch. 36)
and KACY in nearby Festus (Ch. 14). WTVI claims
125,000 sets have already been converted to receive uhf,
St. Louis, too, is

in

nearby Belleville

is

and hotels and apartments are modifying their antenna
distribution systems to pick up and convert the uhf signals. St. Louis’ Better Business Bureau has been vigilant
in policing advertising, has held meetings with trade and
station representatives in attempt to discourage ads which
don’t tell whole story about uhf receivers and converters.
In Norfolk-Portsmouth area where vhf WTAR-TV is
now CBS outlet and WVEC-TV (Ch. 15) is NBC, American Research Bureau survey conducted for both stations
Sept. 15-21 indicates 12.5% of all sets in metropolitan
area were equipped for uhf. Translated into actual sets,
this would come to something over 17,500.
WVEC-TV
began programming Sept. 19.

8

N

Committee for Educational TV
estimates that 27 educational stations will be on air
by end of next year, with “well-advanced plans” in 86
other communities. That’s from committee’s first annual
report, to be presented to board in New York Oct. 6 by
Robert Mullen, exec, director.
In a comprehensive review of educational TV’s progress, report states that committee, which is financed by
Ford Foundation, was confronted with 3 “formidable problems” when it started functioning at beginning of 1953:
(1) Attitude of FCC. “It was abundantly clear that
the FCC had only tentatively provided for educational TV.
Although the official language was somewhat Delphic, the
plain fact was (as Chairman Walker reiterated up and
down the land) that the educators had been given a year
in which to show what they could do.
The FCC reserved
the right to withdraw the reservations for educational

Personal Notes: Joseph V. Heffernan, NBC finance v.p.,
and Robert W. Sarnoff, film div. v.p., elected to NBC
Four Mutual v.p.’s elected to board this
board
week: James M. Gaines, in charge of WOR-TV & WOR,
New York; Earl M. Johnson, station relations & engineer.

.

.

ing; Adolf N. Hult, sales; Robert A. Schmid, adv., public
Arden X. Pangborn, who quit
relations and research
.

.

.

Oregon radio several years ago to become gen. mgr. of
WOAI-TV, San Antonio, returns soon to become editor
of Portland Oregon Journal, part-owner of new KOIN-TV
.

.

.

W.

Frederick

Ford, chief of

FCC

hearing

leaves

div.,

Commission to become first asst, to Asst. Attoi’ney General
S. H. McGovern,
J. Lee Rankin, Office of Legal Counsel
ex-mgr. of KSO, Des Moines, named mgr. of new KGTV
.

.

.

there (Ch. 17), due on air in late Oct.; Bernice Hulane, exWalter
KSTP-TV, St. Paul, named program director
Compton, ex-mgr. of WTTG, Washington, elected v.p. of
North Dade Video Inc., Miami, applicant for Ch. 10
Wilson C. Wearn, ex-FCC engineer, named chief engineer
of WFBC-TV, Greenville, S. C. (Ch. 4), due on air in Dec.
...Miss Marion Lonsberry named mgr. of WCBS-TV op.

.

.

.

stations.”

.

.

Haworth White appointed station business
resigns as program operations mgr.,
join upcoming KOMO-TV there as
to
Seattle,
KING-TV,
production director; Tom Dargan promoted as his successor and as administrative asst, to program chief Lee
Schulman, with producer Bernie Carey named production
Dick Kepler, ex-KXLY-TV, Spokane, to be promgr.
gram director of new WEAU-TV, Eau Claire, Wis. (Ch.
gen. mgr. Harry
13), due on air Thanksgiving Day, under
Hyatt; Marvin Greeley, chief engineer of WISC, Madison,

erations dept.,

mgr.

.

.

.

Tom Rogstad

.

.

.

John
supervising installation and will be chief engineer
Henry, ex-WDAF-TV, Kansas City, named sales mgr. of
Alfred Butterfield,
upcoming KOA-TV, Denver (Ch. 4)
news & public
CBS-TV
of
producer
exec,
named
ex-Pathe,
Robert Z. Morrison named sales mgr. of new
affairs
KCRI-TV, Cedar Rapids, la. (Ch. 9) ... Warren Walden
Fred
appointed news director, WJAR-TV, Providence
to
process,
picture
motion
Cinerama
of
inventor
Waller,
receive Progress Medal award, highest honor bestowed by
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

SMPTE, at society’s convention in New York Oct. 5
Richard E. Goebel appointed TV director, KOY-TV,
John Clay promoted to chief engineer, WSAZPhoenix
Bruce Compton, ex-WJTV,
TV, Huntington, W. Va.
Jackson, Miss., joins upcoming KATV, Pine Bluff, Ark.
as sales mgr.; Roy Pickett and Louis Brown, both
(Ch.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

7)

ex-KTUL, Tulsa, named program

director and chief engi-

Chauncey C. Brown, ex-KRLD-TV,
neer, respectively
KNUZ-TV,
Dallas, named production mgr. of upcoming
to sales
promoted
Naylor
W.
Oliver
...
Houston (Ch. 39)
Wm. J. Adams
mgr., WBRC-TV, Birmingham, Ala.
.

.

.

.

W HEC-T\

.

.

Frank
Rochester
Barton, TV-radio mgr., Lennen & Newell, elected v.p.;
Tony Pan, ex-Wm. Esty, named TV-radio commercial proJack Van Nostrand upped to v.p. in charge
duction v.p.
Bayles
of west coast office, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
George Dorsey named production mgr., Burton

named program

.

.

director,

,

.

.

.

.

Bridgens mgr. of public service programs, WNBW, WashKenyon Brown, KWFT, Wichita Falls, Tex.,
ington
appointed chairman of NARTB committee arranging next
annual convention scheduled for May 23-28 in Chicago’s
Palmer House.
.

.

.

57, “Golden Voice of Radio” for more
such NBC shows as Waltz Time and
on
than 20 years
American Album of Familiar Music until he retired in
1946, died Oct. 1 at his brother-in-law’s home, Long Island.

Frank Munn,

Honorary degree
College for

Women,

her work in the

in fine arts

awarded by Lake Erie
Peggy Wood for

Painesville, 0. to star

CBS-TV Mama programs.

ATIONAL CITIZENS

“Some
(2) Attitude of commercial broadcasters.
would be with us, we knew from support already pledged;
but we were fearful of large-scale attempts to change
non-commercial channels to commercial status. The principle focus of fear in

this area involved

the persistent

Hearst Radio to take over the Milwaukee channel.
There were indications that the FCC would not stand
with us in Milwaukee, and we felt that Milwaukee was a
effort of

bellwether for the nation.”
“Nat(3) Financing construction and operation.
urally, the educators had turned first to sources of funds
they usually tapped. In a number of cities they appealed
to municipal authorities for money with which to build
and operate TV stations. In some 22 states legislatures
were asked to support more or less elaborate state networks.
Even by the time NCCET began operations, it
was clear that these appeals would, for the most part,

meet chilly reception.”
One year’s experience has overcome the first 2 obstacles but third is still far from resolved, report states.
It cites FCC rejection of petition by WWEZ, New Orleans, for rule-making procedure so
city’s educational Ch. 8

it

(Vol. 9:35)

could apply for that
as example of how

FCC opposition has melted. And it cites $1,250,000 worth of assistance by commercial broadcasters in
form of equipment and financial grants as evidence of improved attitude.
As for problems of financing, NCCET says it’s convinced the best policy is to encourage local citizens interested in educational TV to organize non-profit foundations
or corporations broadly representative of all the elements
It lists
in the community to build and operate stations.
Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, Boston and Cincinnati among
cities where this plan is proving effective.
Observing that greatest progress has been made in
larger communities, report notes that “the whole problem
of supplying educational TV to rural areas even well-todo areas and to small communities in less favored areas
remains a problem unresolved.”
NCCET noted lack of enthusiasm for going on air,
even where money and equipment is on its way, explained
that personnel problems, such as finding competent station mgrs., accounted in part for delays, as well as a fear
of inadequate local program resources.
Among other educational TV developments this week:
(1) U of North Carolina granted CP for Ch. 4 in Chapel
Hill.
(2) U of Bridgeport offers hour of college credit
U of Toledo
courses, weekdays 3-4 p.m., via WICC-TV
offers daily 9:30-10 a.m. credit courses via WSPD-TV; U
of Michigan offers 2 hours week, starting Oct. 5, on
WPAG-TV. (3) American Council on Education schedules panel on “The Role of Educational TV” Oct. 8 at
Washington’s Statler Hotel as part of its 2-day meeting.
possible

—

—

;
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Telecasting Notes:

gramming

in foreign

Demand for U.S.-type
markets has resulted in

TV

pro-

first sales

TV films” in Central American market
by Ziv-TV, and has spurred company to organize worldwide “flying task force” and foreign-language TV production unit. Ziv this week announced these sales in Central
America: Favorite Story to GE of Mexico and Canada
Dry in Cuba; Yesterday’s Newsreel to American Airlines,
Mexico; Cisco Kid to Bimbo Bread, Mexico; Sports Album
to Esso of Cuba.
On completion of Central American discussions, Ziv task force moves to Venezuela, Colombia,
Brazil and Peru, thence to Philippines, Hongkong and
Singapore ... In recognition of TV’s growing stature and
the tremendous public interest it has created, conservative
Baltimore Sun (owner of WMAR-TV) announced this
weekend it has abolished post of drama and film critic and
is transferring its 25-year drama critic, Donald Kirkley, to
post of TV editor; Kirkley says he’ll “report on TV, rather
than criticize”
“Sob-story giveaway programs” were
assailed by N. Y. Welfare Commissioner Henry L. McCarthy as “a return to the outmoded concept of streetcorner tin-cup begging”; addressing Public Welfare Assn,
conference in Washington, he said that such programs
may “scar for life” children who appear on them, that
they increase N. Y. relief load since welfare authorities
must feed and lodge those families who trek to city and
are turned away, that FCC ought to do something about
World Series audience estimated at 75,000,000 by
it
NBC, costing sponsor Gillette something between $1,000,“As a service to a sister TV sta000 & $1,500,000
tion,” Iowa State College’s WOI-TV, Ames, is kinescoping
NBC-TV World Series telecasts and shooting them via
plane to non-interconnected KCJB-TV, Minot, N. D. for
Heart disease, “nation’s No.
rebroadcast same day
1 health problem,” will be first in monthly series of 3
special medical telecasts, March of Medicine, on NBC-TV,
of “multi-lingual

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Station Accounts:

.

.

Plenty of national spots, as well as

CBS

programs, are being carried on uhf
WHUM-TV, Reading, Pa., which lists these current accounts: Alka Seltzer, Alliance Tenna-Rotor, Bulova, Marvel Mystery Oil, Esslinger Beer, Ethyl Gas, Etiquet, Ford
Dealers Assn., Billy Graham, Princess Place Mats, Rival
Dog Food, Sun Oil, Tasty Kake, Tetley Tea, 20 Mule Team
Borax, Y-B Cigars, Paper-Mate Pens, Oldsmobile, Arthur
Murray School of Dancing, Aunt Jemima Mix, Ballard
Biscuits, Mallory Converters, J.F.D. Antennas, Sylvania
Tubes, Philco TVs, Ken Ya Gem Hearing Aid, Nucoa
Margarine, Plymouth, Prestone, Prince Albert Tobacco,
Raytheon TV, Rotiss-o-Mat Broilers, Reese Candy, WilCommonliamson Candy, Westinghouse TVs, DeSoto
wealth Edison Co., Chicago, to stimulate electric stove
sales, is sponsoring Petticoat Party live show for housewives weekday afternoons on WBBM-TV, Chicago, backed
up with newspapers, billboards, TV spots, dealer promoDaily contest is run for
tions, thru J. R. Pershall Co.
work saver ideas and weekly contest for best 25 words on
Washington Gas
“Why I want an electric range”
Light Co. sponsoring Dione Lucas Show, cooking lessons,
Sunset
with Hazel Markel on WTTG, Wed. 2-2:30 p.m.
Oil Co., Los Angeles (Golden Eagle gas) utilized half
hour from 10 a.m. on KTTV Sept. 24 for “meeting” with
its dealers to demonstrate new product, originating teleN. Y. State CIO
cast from one of its filling stations
Council planning to spend $100,000 on TV-radio to elect
“liberal” Congressmen, auguring continually heavy use of
the media by labor in forthcoming state and local elections generally especially in view of break with Eisenhower Administration signaled by Secy, of Labor Durkin’s
White Sewing Machine Co., dept, store
resignation
div., to use film spots in new $250,000 TV campaign, thru
nice lineup of

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

AMA

and sponsored by
8, presented by
Smith, Kline & French Laboratories, featuring doctors and
patients; second telecast Nov. 5 will feature cancer, “No.
2 health problem”; third Dec. 3 will be telecast from
clinical meeting in St. Louis
“Flying studio” 3000-ft.
above San Francisco was origination point for recent 30min. KRON-TV program when station’s 7-ton mobile unit
was loaded into Air Force Douglas C-124 Globemaster;
toughest job, according to chief engineer Lee Berryhill,
was keeping airborne microwave horn aimed at Chronicle
Bldg, studios
Broadcast News Ltd., news service for
privately owned Canadian TV & radio stations, formed by
Canadian Press, with own 9-man board of directors composed of broadcasters, to begin service Jan. 1
Chicago
Symphony to be televised on DuMont network Sun. 5-6
p.m., beginning Oct. 11, from Chicago’s WGN-TV studios,
first consecutive series of hour-long network symphony
concerts
Consecration of 2 Bishops as Auxiliaries to
the Archbishop of N. Y. will be televised Oct. 5 by
from St. Patrick’s Cathedral
TV film distributor United
TV Productions Inc. now fully owned by producers Jack
Gross & Phil Krasne (Gross-Krasne Productions), who
bought out all other stockholders for reputed $250,000
CBS TV Film Sales to be represented by S. W. Caldwell
Ltd., Toronto, for distribution of commercial programs and
newsfilm in Canada
Charles Chaplin studios in Hollyat 10 p.m. Oct.

AMA

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WABD

.

.

.

.

.

wood

sold to

.

.

.

.

Webb & Knapp,

real estate development firm
for $700,000, to be leased to several
film makers
.

TV

.

.

Playwright Robt. Sherwood has finished 2 scripts out of
series of hour dramas for which he contracted with NBC;
first will be comedy-satire on quiz shows, titled The Backbone of America, and it’s due on NBC-TV Dec. 29, 8-9
p.m.
Northwestern U’s Medill School of Journalism
.

.

.

News Handbook, conby leading TV newsmen at first National
News Seminar held there in May.

publishes 112-p. guide, Television
sisting of talks

TV

BBDO, N. Y.
Flex-Let Inc. (band watches & bracelets)
sponsoring Ziv’s Yesterday’s Newsreels on WABC-TV,
N. Y., Sun. 11-11:15 p.m., thru Ben Sackheim Adv., N. Y.
Sonic Industries, N. Y., marketing new plastic portable
3-speed phonograph at $29.95 called “Capri,” using TV
along with ads in slick magazines, thru Getschal Co., N. Y.
Peoples Gas Light & Coke Co., Chicago, using basic
theme “In Chicago, more people than ever are cooking with
gas,” sponsors 35 one-min. daytime commercials a week on
alft Chicago TV & radio stations
General Foods to
sponsor Magic Clown film program on WNBQ, Chicago,
alt. Sun. 3-3:30 p.m., thru Foote, Cone & Belding
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of N. Y. to sponsor Sense and
Nonsense, on WABD, N. Y., starting Oct. 5, Mon.thru-Fri. 6:30-7 p.m., thru D’Arcy Adv.
Among
other advertisers reported using or preparing to use
TV New York & New England Apple Institute, Kingston, N. Y. (apples), thru Charles W. Hoyt, N. Y.;
Taylor-Reed Corp. (Q-T Frosting), thru Charles W. Hoyt,
N. Y.; International Harvester Co. (farm equipment), thru
Young & Rubicam, Chicago; Alum-A-Lite Co. (aluminum
storm windows & doors), thru Olian & Bronner, Chicago;
Toni Co., Div. of Gillette Co. (Bobbi hair pins), thru Weiss
& Geller, Chicago; Megs Macaroni Co., Harrisburg, Pa.
(Pennsylvania-Dutch Brand Bott Boi & Egg noodles), thru
Weightman Inc., Philadelphia; Purity Bakeries Corp.
(Grennan cakes), thru Young & Rubicam, Chicago; Emerol
Mfg. Co. Inc. (Marvel Mystery Oil), thru Hilton & Riggio,
N. Y.; Tasty Baking Co., Philadelphia (Tastykake &
Tasty-pie), tlmi Parkside Adv., Philadelphia; Yocum
Brothers. Reading, Pa. (Y-B cigars), thru Wm. Jenkins,
.
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Philadelphia; Marlum Mfg. Co. (Black Angus Rotisserie),
thru Posner-Zabin; Carbona Products (shoe polish), thru
C. J. Herrick Assoc.

RECEIVER MARKET CREATED BY NEW STATIONS:
Those new post-freeze markets that have
been opening up at such a fast clip
what do they mean in terms of potential set
sales? Arbitrarily defining a new market as one at least 60 miles from a pre-freeze
transmitter, we come up with some 5,500,000 households in 80 such new markets.
We further assume a saturation estimate of about 25% for such new markets
when freeze ended in July 1952
consequently figure about 2,700,000 households
added to market potential in new markets alone since that date.
In some cases, 25%
is too low; in others, too high, depending on proximity of market to 60-mi. radius.
This takes into account only so-called "new markets ," doesn't attempt to
measure many other markets less than 60 miles from pre-freeze transmitter, where
higher percentage of "penetration" exists. Even in these areas, however, market
potential has been increased by the addition of new local stations and power-height
Furthermore, we don't attempt to measure population
boosts of pre-freeze stations.
reached by new stations beyond their immediate metropolitan areas.
Many of those 2,700,000 "wide-open" households have been sold since end of
(Denver was 52.8% saturated as of April 1, 1953, according to
freeze, of course
Thompson's
First
312 Markets of the United States, as published on pp. 341Walter
J.
No.
Factbook
but a sizable percentage is still open for first sales.
17)
349, TV
Ripest of the new markets are those which opened most recently.
In last 3
months alone, we count 36 new markets which contain some 1,250,000 households Again
allowing for 25% penetration, this alone is a potential of just under 1,000,000
households now being tapped. And more new markets are opening every week.
Our "guesstimate" is just that of course, doesn't pretend to be pinpoint
It's intended merely as a broad sweep of the new TV
perfect to the last household.
markets opened up since the freeze. For purposes of this informal survey, we used
the J. Walter Thompson market statistics which are based on and bring up to Jan. 1
A market is usually regarded as synonymous
1953 U.S. Census data procured in 1950.
with a "standard metropolitan area."
Census Bureau defines a "standard metropolitan area " as the central city and
A household inall surrounding communities which comprise a single economic unit.
of
the
persons
who
occupy
a
house,
apartment,
or
other
group
of rooms,
cludes "all
or room that constitutes a dwelling unit."

—

—

—

—
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TV production in the first 8 months set new record as expected, totaling
4,754,285 of which 726,690 had built-in uhf tuners, according to revised RETMA
It compared with 2,914,925 TVs produced in same 1952
statistics released this week.
For Aug. alone, TV output
period and 4,184,400 in record production year of 1950
was 603,760, of which 104,183 were uhf-equipped and 8960 had FM circuits.
Radio production in the first 8 months totaled 8,932,638, up from 6,558,303
In August, radio output was 991,637, of which 31,665
radios in same 1952 period.
It compared with output of 674,459 in July, 991,637 in Aug. 1952.
had FM circuits.
TV production totaled 161,995 (5321 private label) in week ended Sept. 25
It was year's
up from 158,726 preceding week and 141,322 in week ended Sept. 11.
38th week, compared with 168,308 corresponding week year ago, and brought production
for year to date to about 5,400,000.
Radio production also went up totaling 266,307 (91,381 private), up from
It compared with 212,841 in
259,681 week ended Sept. 18 and 225,978 week before.
same 1952 week and brought year's production to date to about 9,900,000.
,

,

.

—

,

Excise taxes on TVs, radios, phonos & components
netted Uncle Sam $7,608,000 in July, compared with $12,593,000 in June and $6,744,000 in July 1952.

DuMont’s 1952 annual report was judged best-prepared, in electronics-TV-radio div., of Financial World's
annual survey. RCA’s was second, P. R. Mallory’s third.

10 -
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Topics

&

Trends

of

TV

Trade: Using

TV

as an ex-

ample, Sylvania chairman Don G. Mitchell told top-level
conference of corporation officials this week that development of capable executives is most important issue now
facing American industry. Mr. Mitchell’s speech, to some
100 executives at “briefing session” of American Management Assn, in N. Y., listed 2 major reasons for pressing
problem of executive development:
(1) “The tremendous physical expansion of existing

and growth of many

industries and the rapid development

ones, brought about by unprecedented advances in
technology and enormous increases in demands for goods

new

and services.”
(2) “The growing complexity of business operations
with a resultant high degree of specialization in various
phases of management.”
He said that large-scale industrial expansion had resulted in “an aggravated case of too many Indians and
not nearly enough chiefs,” added “executive development
has the obvious benefit of creating a trained reserve to
There are still plenty of key men
fill front-line vacancies.
in industry who feel that they and only they, are capable
of filling

their jobs, and that thinking of a successor

is

absurd.”
*

%

*

*

Trade Personals: Paul L. Chamberlain named gen.
mgr. for broadcast equipment in GE electronics div.’s
newly-formed commercial equipment dept.; H. Brainard
Fancher appointed gen. mgr. for germanium products,
Harrison VanAken Jr., communication equipment, all reporting to dept. gen. mgr. Wm. J. Morlock
E. R.
Glauber, ex-Admiral, named director of Emerson distributors
Ross Siragusa, Admiral president, now visiting
England, France, Spain, Italy
J. K. Ryan appointed mgr. of marketing administration, GE TV-radio
dept., Syracuse, succeeding late Walter M. Skillman
.
Ray C. Brewster, ex-pres. of Dioptric Instrument Corp.
(optical equipment), named asst, to Capehart-Farnsworth
pres. Fred D. Wilson, in charge of commercial activities;
E. W. Gaughan, ex-Crosley, named gen. sales mgr. of conAshley A. Farrar, ex-mgr. of govt,
sumer products div.
contracts, Raytheon equipment div., appointed asst. v.p.
Donald LeRoy, ex-A. O. Smith Co. (Permaglass),
named Raytheon TV-radio div. adv. mgr., succeeding C. J.
McKinney, now field promotion director; he reports to adv.
J. H. Seider named gen.
director George M. Hakim
counsel & asst, secy., CBS-Columbia
Robert T. Cotton
promoted to export sales mgr., Hallicrafters
Edwin
C. Roworth retires as Stromberg-Carlson secy, after 48
Robert Eliot, ex-Standard Coil &
years with firm
RCA, named distributor sales mgr., Erie Resistor
Elmer C. Jorgensen named merchandising mgr., Arvin
TV-radio div., replacing Paul W. Tanner, now gen. sales
Wm. P. Frost named southern Pacific mgr., Westmgr.
Edward W. Stone, electronics
inghouse TV-radio div.
sales mgr., Graybar Atlanta, named sales engineering disCorp., subsidiary of
trict mgr., Standard Electronics
Sydney Jurin named southwestern facClaude Neon
Frank
tory sales rep, Brach Mfg. Co. (antennas)
Krempel named chief engineer of govt, development and
electronics production contracts, Stewart- Warner Electric;
Dick Glaholt named southeastern sales mgr.
.
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In drastic and unprecedented anti-trust decision, Federal Judge Philip Forman Oct. 2 divested GE of exclusive
rights to light bulb patents and ordered company to share
with industry any future bulb patents it might acquire.
Disposing of 12-year-old suit in Trenton, N. J., he also
demanded GE make available to industry its blueprints
for lamp machinery, but rejected govt, proposal to make
company divest itself of at least 50% of bulb and bulb
part production facilities. Six co-defendants, accused of
aiding GE to maintain monopoly, are also subject to the

judgment: Philips of Netherlands, Consolidated Electric
Co., Hygrade Sylvania Corp., Chicago Miniature Lamp
Works, Tung-Sol. Two co-defendants, Westinghouse and
Corning Glass Co., previously had entered into consent
judgment. GE officials said they didn’t know yet whether
they’ll

appeal decision.

Trade Miscellany: Admiral adds 21-in. open-face conand green plastic table model radio-phonoMotorola starts delivery
graph at $90 to its new line
of its new “VIP” desk clock-radio, with matching standard holding Parker “51” pen and pencil set, listing at $100
Arcturus Electronics, Newark, to consolidate all TV
tube manufacturing operations in newly-acquired plant at
Pioneer Electronics Corp.
228 S. Third St., Easton, Pa.
(Laurence M. Perrish, pres.) opens new $450,000 TV tube
Philadelplant at 2235 Cermelina Ave., Los Angeles
phia TV sales totaled 75,269 in first 6 months, compared
to 78,214 in same 1952 period, according to survey of
TV sales in Washington
Philadelphia Electrical Assn.
totaled 34,308 in first 8 months, compared to 39,381 in same
1952 period, reports Electric Institute of Washington;
Dynamic
Aug. sales were 3664 vs. 4881 in Aug. 1952
Electronics-New York hearing on its Chapter XI plan offering creditors 25% payable over 4-year period will be
RCA Victor acheld Oct. 8 in N. Y. Federal Court
quires new warehouse at 130 Express St., Dallas (John
Cavallaro, mgr.) for storage of TV-radio tubes & batteries.
sole at $350
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Kaye-Halbert purchases Pacific Instruments
trol Co.
it

Con-

move
on Hayden

Kaye-Halbert facility
Los Angeles. Samuel Aronoff continues as Pacific pres.

to plant adjacent to

St.,

&

(aircraft instruments) as a subsidiary, will

Standard Coil Products Co. general offices now located
N. Hawthorne Ave., Melrose Park, 111., phone

at 2085

Fillmore 4-5680.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

Distributor Notes: Admiral appoints Capitol Light &
Co., Hartford (Mrs. Edith Goldberg, pres.) .
Emerson Radio of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, now owned
100% by founder-pres. A. Irving Witz, following dis-

Supply

.

.

50% of stock from family of Emerson pres. Benjamin Abrams; it will continue as Emerson
Emerson appoints Peaslee-Gaulbert Corp.,
distributor
Atlanta, ex-Admiral; Warren Radio Inc., Erie (Emerson)
plans move in early 1954 to new bldg, at 1313 Peach St.
Hoffman Radio appoints Graybar, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Capehart-Farnsworth appoints Coby Distributors Inc.,
Wilkes-Barre (Stanley Green, pres.) and Paul-Jeffrey Co.,
Raytheon DisSyracuse (Samuel P. Solomon, pres.)
tributors Inc. sets up factory branch in Little Rock
Arvin appoints Twin States Distributing Co., Charlotte
O’Donnell Distributors Inc.,
(H. D. Albright, pres.)
Syracuse (Crosley) opens branch at 48 Main St., Johnson
Westinghouse Electric Supply Co., Fort
City, N. Y.
Wayne, names Harold W. Schnelker mgr., succeeding Ray
B. Mowe, now Indianapolis mgr.
closure of purchase of

.
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Raytheon reduced prices by undisclosed amount on 12
“interim” receivers introduced prior to new line July 30.
Under new price schedule, 17-in. table models start at
$180, 17-in. consoles at $200, said TV-radio v.p. Henry F.
He also disclosed plans to eliminate several of

Argento.

the 30 “interim”
stimulant.

receivers

designed

as

seasonal

sales

First uhf receiver booster to go into production is
Autobooster,” manufactured by Industrial TV Inc.,
Clifton, N. J., and designed by Walter Tyminski, ITI engi-

“UHF

neer formerly with DuMont.
as yet unpriced.

It

tunes entire uhf band,

is

12 Financial & Trade Notes: Magnavox reports highest
sales and earnings in its 42-year history in fiscal year
ended June 30, and pres. Frank Freimann added in annual
report that July and Aug. sales this year were well ahead
of last year. Earnings in 12-month period were $2,238,337 ($2.93 a share), up 67% over $1,343,760 ($1.80) in
Sales were $57,979,669,
corresponding period year ago.
up 57% over $36,837,503 in fiscal year ended June 30,
Assets were listed at $25,742,668, liabilities $18,571,Backlog of orders amounted to $55,000,000. Frei-

1952.
335.

said “the large increase in sales came from the increasing volume of electronic military apparatus as well
The
as a major gain in TV & radio-phonographs,” added:
TV industry as a whole faces a favorable market for a
continuing high level of business in spite of the chionic
Though such
adversities characteristic of this industry.

mann

negative factors as ‘color talk’ may engender some buying
the
hesitancy, however, the expanding new TV market,
laiger
the
in
markets
older
the
of
portion
large unsold
metropolitan areas, plus the second set market aggregate
months.”
to a very large sales potential for the coming

Emerson Radio sales for fiscal year ending Oct. 31
profits should be
will be highest in company history and
more than 50% higher than in 1952, though not a record.
That was report by pres. Benjamin Abrams to N. Y. SoIn preceding

ciety of Security Analysts this week.
year, Emerson had net income of $2,362,555

fiscal

($1.17

a

on sales of $57,664,200, but its record in both
($3.36
profits and sales was in fiscal 1950, with $6,514,716
Abrams said about 25% of
a share) on $74,188,297.

share)

company’s volume is in defense billing. Emerson this
week made news on another front, acquiring majority inMfg. Co., Newterest, for undisclosed sum, of Quiet Heet
will make air
which
manufacturers,
conditioner
air
ark
conditioners under Emerson label, starting by year’s end.
continue under
will be an Emerson subsidiary but will
It

its

present

management (Samuel

Peters, pres.).

Raytheon reports net profit of $884,000 (38<i a share)
in first
after taxes of $1,430,000 on sales of $37,272,000
to
$640,000
compared
Aug.
ended
31,
year
fiscal
of
quarter
after taxes of $1,325,000 on sales of $31,260,000
corresponding quarter year ago.
(27tf)

General Instrument Co. profit for 6 months ended Aug.
than doubled the $303,592 reported in same 1952
more
31
to
period, reported chairman Abraham Blumenkrantz
sales
Six-month
Analysts.
Security
of
Society
N. Y.
added.
totaled over $19,000,000 vs. $12,071,483 year ago, he

Unusual souvenir from Washington’s
it’s

WRC —to

call

—

WRC

Telecommunications Planning Committee
telecommunications William
Sept. 23 by ODM director
up
set
officially
A. Porter was
Arthur S. Flemming. An FCC commissioner will be v.p.
and other member agencies will be State, Defense and
Commerce Depts. and Central Intelligence Agency.
Top-level

under

ODM

asst, director for

Basic principles required to convert radio technician
into TV serviceman comprise Television Fundamentals
Theory, Circuits & Servicing by GE’s Kenneth Fowler
& Harold B. Lippert (McGraw-Hill, 524 pp., $7), featuring
same fundamental course given GE servicemen.

—

Surgical colorcasts will be microwaved between

creased use of synthetic fibers in upholstery as continued
TV viewing wears out furniture more quickly. He suggested home furnishings industry make greater use of TV
advertising to display new interior decorating techniques.

Trend

U

of

Kansas Medical Center and Veterans Administration Hoscompleted by
pital, both Kansas City, when facilities are
equipment.
color
CBS
has
Kansas
of
U
phone company;

is

toward

17-in. set

—in Britain, that

is.

It

was

Radio Show in London, which
attracted more than 250,000, at 35tf a head. More than
30 TV manufacturers exhibited sets, nearly all featuring
17-in. models
shown for first time last year and already
accounting for more than one-fifth of all TV sales in
Britain, at $290 and up.
Two manufacturers His Masshowed 21-in. sets, and Pye Ltd.
ter’s Voice and Cossor
created sensation with 27-in. at $700.
Still in evidence
were 9-in. sets, beginning at $120. Pye reportedly had
planned demonstration of own compatible color system,

hit of recent 11-day National

—

—

—

but cancelled it when show’s management expressed fear
it might injure black-&-white sales.

Westinghouse listed 11 TV models on which $10 increase disclosed last week will be applied (all 21-in.)
maroon table model, $230 to $240; mahogany table model,
$250-$260; mahogany table model, with built-in uhf, $300$310; open-face mahogany console, $340-$350; open-face
blonde console, $360-$370; half-door mahogany console,
$380-$390; open-face mahogany console, with uhf, $390$400; half-door blonde console $400-$410; open-face
blonde console, with uhf, $410 to $420 half-door mahogany
console, with uhf, $430 to $440; half-door blonde console,
with uhf, $450-$460.
:

;

TV

Canadian factories totaled 156,736 in first
compared to production of 215,553, reports Canadian RTMA. Projected prosales by

8 months, at average price of $414,

duction figures estimate 129,875 sets will be turned out in
next 3 months. For Aug. alone, sales were 22,264, production 27,720, inventory 65,171 at month’s end.

Quebec

led

6745; HamiltonNiagara 2606; Ottawa & eastern Ontario 2271; Windsor
1572; other Ontario 766; British Columbia 322; Prairies
83; Maritime Provinces 53.

in

going into 31st year was a tiny
crystal radio, workable too, made by Philmore Mfg. Co.,
N. Y. Inquiry develops that some 50,000 crystal sets are
and that
still being made annually, largely for export,
more than 250,000 are in use around the world.
publicity chief Jay Royen says he paid $1.29 per set, retail.
attention to fact that

TV’s influence on furniture industry has been extenand will continue to challenge imagination of designers as TV markets expand. That was theme of address by RCA Victor industrial designer Henry Dreyfuss
to Home Fashion Week luncheon at Philadelphia’s Adelphia Hotel. TV has replaced fireplace as center of interest in living room, said Dreyfuss, adding: “Who is the
manufacturer who will relieve the restlessness that comes
with watching TV for 3 or 4 hours? The idea of a revolving, reclining or rocking chair is a possibility. How
about the nervous fingers of both children and adults, intent on watching a show?
Antimacassars might be the
answer, or perhaps wooden rings on the ends of arms.”
He also foresaw expanded market for slip covers and insive

sales

with

7846,

Toronto

second,

Low-cost uhf receiving antenna, built in one piece and
weighing 3 oz., is seen as answer to high cost of conversions by mgr. Frederic F. Clair of upcoming WACH-TV,
Newport News-Norfolk, Va. (Ch. 33). Station’s engineering staff devised and tested antenna, which “requires minimum of material and virtually no apparatus to manufacture.” It may be used either indoors or outdoors, according to Clair, and “it works beautifully indoors over 10
miles from the station.”

Realignment of DuMont transmitter div. under new
mgr. Charles E. Spicer (Vol. 9:38) is as
follows: Harry Del Muro, vhf engineering; George H.
Shearer, uhf engineering; F. Cecil Grace, product planning
& development of special field equipment; Eugene Wald,
storage & shipment of station equipment; Charles F.
Brandt, customer service.
sales operations

Chicago Sylvania distributor, sponsoring
titled TV Warehouse on WBKB, Sat.
9:30-10, will have dealer participants.

Remco

disc jockey

Inc.,

show

13

&

Electronics Reports: Business
ministration

was formed

Oct. 1

Defense Services Adby Commerce Dept, as

between Govt, and business. In addition to taking
over defense functions of old NPA, Commerce Secy. Weeks
announced it will be “listening post and sounding board
for bringing business information and business opinion on
vital matters relating to Govt, and industry, including
reports on business conditions, to the direct attention of
the Commerce Dept, for appropriate action.” Agency is
temporarily headed by career employe Horace B. McCoy.
It will include 25 industry divisions, most of them transferred from NPA, each to be supervised by industry advisory council composed of “top echelon” businessmen.
Director of each division will be businessman serving
without pay.
Director of BDSA’s Electronics Div. has yet to be
chosen.
Donald S. Parris, former chief of NPA Electronics Div. is deputy dir., and his staff, transferred from
NPA, includes industry specialists William Dulin, Edward
W. Glacy and Charles Fess.
liaison

Note:

NPA

Electronics Div. has been cut back from
of 5 in
sheared.
industry

maximum of 92 staff members to current total
BDSA. Other divisions have been similarly
Many of the staff members have gone to private

posts.
Some, recently severed from NPA jobs through
budget cutbacks, have acquired intimate knowledge of
especially in fields of
electronics and other industries

—

market research, management procedures,

statistics, personnel administration. If you’re interested in people with
these qualifications, we’ll be glad to supply you with
further information on request.

*

£

Challenges faced by electronic engineers today, as outby Motorola exec. v.p. Robert W. Galvin in address
Sept. 28 to National Electronics Conference, Chicago: (1)
Transistors “When [they] are available with a reliability
equal to that of tubes, and a cost less than tubes, or when
the over-all use of transistors will result in lower manufacturing costs for consumer electronic equipment of satisfactory performance, then transistors will be used in very
large quantities.” He expressed hope “that some thoughtless set manufacturer will not resort to the drama of a
misleading sales promotion scheme and introduce transistors into TV sets before they become a reliable and
dependable device.” (2) Printed circuitry and automation
Before maturity can be reached “new concepts in mass
production must be learned and accepted by production
managers,” and new developments must offer something
more than mere novelty. (3) Military equipment “We
have learned that we can do almost anything the military
wants us to do, but we haven’t learned how to help the
military determine what they shouldn’t want to do.”
(4)
“Reliability is much more than ruggedizing receiver tubes
and component parts. [It] must begin with the basic concept and design of the equipment and its functions.”

—

—

—

Magnetron-powered uhf transmitter appears

to be in
probably at least a couple of
year's off.
Progress toward harnessing magnetron for
uhf was described Sept. 29 at Chicago National Electronics Conference when RCA tube engineer D. E. Nelson
discussed developmental 10-kw continuous wave magnetron oscillator designed for use in uhf transmitters. RCA
magnetron has thoria dispenser-tvpe cathode which remains stable at very high temperatures, allowing operation at high power. It tunes 785-845-mc by adjusting diaphragm to vary capacitance within a tuning cavity which
is coupled to one of the magnetron cavities.
RCA has
already announced that its 10-kw uhf transmitter, available next year, will use tetrode tube (Vol 9:36). Magne-

tron seems

which

RCA

RCA—but

most

it’s

likely to

engineers say

show up
is

fense program subsides in future years, it’s doubtful that
TV-radio production at least until mass production of
color sets
could take up slack, nor will increasing production of commercial and industrial electronics maintain
today’s high levels, in BLS’s opinion. Nevertheless, even
if defense production slackens considerably, employment in
industry will probably stabilize at higher level than preKorean period. Productivity of electronics workers is increasing.
For example, electronics output in 1952 was
300% higher than in 1947 but was produced by only 40%
more workers. Automatic manufacturing processes are
expected to further increase output per man.

—

—

New traveling-wave amplifier, said to be most compact ever developed, was described at Chicago National
Electronics Conference Sept. 29 by RCA tube engineer
W. W. Siekanowicz. Designed for output stage of microwave transmitters, new RCA developmental tube measures
9/16 by 8%-in., and “provides higher gain, more power
and wider bandwidth than the triodes and klystrons normally used.” Efficient opei’ation at 700 volts is claimed.
It uses permanent magnet for electron-beam focusing.
“Mariners Pathfinder,” first adaptation of big-ship
radar for small crafts tugs, workboats, yachts,
motor launches, small fishing vessels introduced this
week by Raytheon at undisclosed “moderate price.”

—

type

*

lined

the works by

Electronics employment will hit peak levels toward
end of 1953, Bureau of Labor Statistics forecast in study
released this week. Decline next year will be determined
by extent of cuts in defense procurement, especially in
aircraft.
Other conclusions in BLS survey: In mid-1953,
almost 200,000 electronics workers were engaged in defense production. If defense output were completely curtailed, industry would have to double its current TV set
output to maintain present employment levels.
As de-

in

50-kw transmitter,

at least 3 years

off.

—

Five Canadian private TV grants were recommended
week by CBC’s board of governors tantamount to
authorization, though subject to cabinet confirmation.
The grants: Calgary, Alberta, Ch. 2, Calgary TV Ltd.,
company formed by local Radio CFAC, CFCN & CKXL;
Edmonton, Alta., Ch. 3, CFRN; Kingston, Ont., Ch. 11,
CKWS; Kitchener, Ont., Ch. 13, Central Ontario TV Ltd.,
formed by Famous Players Canadian Co., CKCR & local
businessmen; Saskatoon, Sasic., Ch. 8, CFQC. Two applications
CHEX, Peterborough, Ont. (Ch. 22), and CFCY,
Charlottestown, P.E.I. (Ch. 13), were recommended for
deferment. Also revealed this week was CBC’s plan to
build second Montreal station, to be programmed in
English, leaving CBFT as French-language station. RCA
transmitter has been ordered and target date is in December. CJBR-TV, Rimouski, Que. (Ch. 3), with French
programming, is reported preparing for April 1954 debut*
[For list of other Canadian CPs and target dates, see Spe-

—

this

—

cial

Report of Sept.

12.]

Electronic detectives have bootleg TV owners on the
run in Britain. British Postoffice Dept, recently displayed
detection equipment it uses to ferret out TV sets whose

owners haven’t paid the $5.60-a-year license fee which
supports BBC. Equipment was shown at big radio exhibition which was held in London recently
and its presence
there was warning of accelerated crackdown on tax-evading viewers. A Postoffice spokesman implied that the psychological effect of equipment is probably more important

—

that the actual detection, since the publicity given the
mobile unit, when it comes to a community, usually causes
a flurry of tax payments. In one town, the mere announcement that detector truck was coming produced 900 applications for licenses. Postoffice officials explained Scotland is
particularly difficult area to collect fees
“even after
they’ve bought a set they feel it’s unwise to invest in a

—

license until they’re sure

TV

is

here to stay.”

14 Network TV-Radio Billings
August 1953 and January-August 1953
(For July report see Television Digest, Vol. 9:35)

NCREASING LEAD OVER NBC-TV in August, CBSalso surpassed NBC-TV in billings for first 8

I TV

this year, according to Publishers Information
Bureau. CBS-TV’s August billings were $7,783,813, NBCTV’s $6,589,409. For the 8 months, CBS-TV total was

months of

$59,442,901, NBC-TV’s $58,861,589.
All 4 networks’ billings were $16,275,961 for August,
up slightly from July’s $16,135,947, well above the $12,-

For the 8 months, 4 networks’
853, 3S6 in August, 1952.
cumulative was $137,282,085 vs. $114,231,120 same 1952
period.

Though radio

were down a bit from previous
August vs. $12,225,505 in July,

billings

month, $11,706,295 in
cumulative for 8 months was $106,701,855 vs. $105,719,033
same 1952 period. CBS continued ahead of NBC, $4,790,114 vs. $3,219,250, and ABC’s lead over MBS narrowed
$1,958,683 vs. $1,738,248, compared with $2,281,852 for
ABC and $1,325,059 for MBS in August, 1952. The PIB
report

NETWORK TELEVISION
August

1953
$ 7,783.813
6,589,409

1952

1952

1953
$ 59,442,901

$ 42,558,273

1,244,993
657,746

58,861,589
12,420,736
6,556,859

52,539,674
12,998,548
6,134,625

$16,275,961

$12,853,386

$137,282,085

$114,231,120

,.

Total

Jan. -Aug.

Jan. -Aug.

$ 5,190,934
5,618,643
1,198,029
845,780

CBS

NBC
ARC
DuMont

August

CBS

$ 4,028,081
3,338,843
2,281,852
1,325,059

$ 40,947,506

$ 37,589,153

31,446,369
19,345,513
14,962,467

31,144,587
24,058,278
12,927,015

$11,706,295

$10,973,835

$106,701,855

$105,719,033

.
_

Total

-

$ 4,790,114
3,219,250
1,958,683
1,738,248

.

NETWORK
ABC
Jan.
Feb.

$ 1,604,892
1,481,032
Mar. ... 1,728,446
Apr. .... 1,640,597
1,813,985
May
1,607,320
June
1,299,471
July
1,244,993
Aug.
_

.

.

.

_

TELEVISION —January-August
NBC
DuMont
CBS

982,794
$ 7,083,619* $
862,299
6,621,629
1,054,857
7,739,812
819,398
7,770,181
864,870
7,622,432
803,843
7,399,078
511,047
7,422,337*
657,746
7,783,813

pre-freeze

KMBC-TV

WDAF-TV
(Ch. 9) and

share-time WHB-TV &
(Ch. 25). Present owners
Lester E. Cox, 49.5%; new li-

(Ch.

4),

KCTY

are Tom L. Evans, 49%;
censee will be publishing company’s subsidiary Meredith
Engineering Co., Evans remaining as chairman of executive committee. In another sale, filed with FCC this week,
Greenville, S. C., publisher Roger Peace, ex-U. S. Senator,
is buying Asheville, N. C., Citizen and Times, with
& WWNC-FM, TV applicant for Ch. 13, for $2,300,000.
Transfer is from Asheville Citizen-Times Co. to Asheville Citizen-Times Pub. Co., to be 100% owned by Greenville News-Piedmont Co., operator of
& WFBCFM, Greenville, and 37%% owner of CP for WMRC-TV,
Greenville (Ch. 4).

WWNC

WFBC

NARTB’s plan for measuring TV circulation gets
once-over by representatives of the 4 networks in New
York Oct. 8. All details of set census project have been
kept tightly under wraps, although special committee has
been studying subject since February.
Membership of
TV circulation study committee, which will meet with
networks, was released this week by NARTB: Campbell
Arnoux, WTAR-TV, Norfolk; Richard A. Borel, WBNSO.; Kenneth L. Carter, WAAM, Baltimore;
McCullough, WGAL-TV, Lancaster, Pa.; J.
Leonard Reinsch, WSB-TV, Atlanta; Donald W. Thornburgh, WCAU-TV, Philadelphia; Lee B. Wailes, Storer
Bcstg. Co.
Also attending meeting will be TV board
chairman Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV, New Orleans;
NARTB pres. Harold Fellows, TV chief Thad Brown, research dir. Richard M. Allerton and Dr. Franklin R.
Cawl, marketing & advertising consultant who assisted in
development of NARTB’s circulation study method.
Three new TV applications and 5 dismissals this week
bring total pending to 462. The new applications: Oakland, Cal., Ch. 2, by KROW Hibbing, Minn., Ch. 10, by
North Star Televising Co., comprising minor stockholders
of WTCN-TV, Minneapolis and WSPT, Stevens Point,
Wis. and numerous local businessmen, headed by adman
Q. J. David; Ada, Okla., Ch. 10, by KADA.
Set maker
H. Leslie Hoffman takes over Ch. 13 application for Stockton, Cal., of FM station KSBR, San Bruno, after FCC’s
approval this week of his purchase of station for $62,000
from tube maker Eitel-McCullough (Vol. 9:33). Among
dismissals was application of Georgia Tech, operator of
commercial AM station WGST, Atlanta, which had sought
commercial Ch. 36; it dropped out of competition with
WQXI when latter agreed to pay $4500 for expenses to
date and to provide facilities for training WGST person-

TV, Columbus,

NETWORK RADIO
NBC
ABC
MBS

Purchase of its 4th TV station, KCMO-TV, Kansas
(Ch. 5) with KCMO & KCMO-FM, was negotiated
this week by big publisher Meredith Publishing Co. (Better Homes & Gardens, Successful Farming).
Price won’t
be disclosed until application for transfer is filed with FCC
next week.
Meredith’s other TV stations are WHEN,
Syracuse;
WOW-TV, Omaha; KPHO-TV, Phoenix.
KCMO-TV went on air Sept. 8; other stations in city are
City

1953

Total

$ 7,604,638* $
6,876,029*
7,998,131*
7,513,430*
8,052,545*
7,324,315*
6,903,092
6,589,409

17,275,943*
15,840,989*
18,521,246*
17,743,606*
18,353,832*
17,134,561*
16,135,947*
16,275,961

Clair

R.

;

Total

$12,420,736

$ 6,556,859

$59,442,901

$58,861,589

NETWORK RADIO — January-August
»

ABC
Jan.
Feb.

.

Mar.

...

Apr.

....

$ 2,674,622

$ 5,156,404

2,538.663
2,797,544
2,637,364
2,593,923
2,113,725
2,030,989
1,958,683

4,670,089
5,526,360
5,375,243
5,333,481
5,226,096
4,889,719
4,790,114

$19,345,513

$40,947,506

May
June

....

July
Aug.

.._

..

Total

CBS

MBS
$ 1,786,134

1,638,075
1,995,478*
2,008,990*
2,038,210*
1,926,865*
1,830,467*
1,738,248

$14,962,467

$137,282,085

1953

NBC
$ 4,260,555

3,813,602
4,342,082
4,196,009
4,141,070
3,979,471
3,494,330
3,219,250

$31,446,369

Total
$ 13,877,715
12,660,429
14.661,464*
14,217,606*
14,106,684*
13,246,157*
12,225,505*
11,706,295

$106,701,855

* Revised as of Sept. 30, 1953.
Note: These figures do not represent actual revenues to the networks, which do not divulge their actual net dollar Incomes.
They're compiled by PIB on basis of one-time network rates, or
before frequency or cash discounts. Therefore, in terms of dollars
actually paid to networks they may be inflated by as much as 40%.
Figures are accepted by networks themselves, however, and by the
Industry generally, as satisfactory index for comparisons & trends.

—

-

Denver’s city fathers have figured out that, since
TV first came to town in July 1952, with more than
$9,000,000 worth of sets sold to date, property tax valuations have risen

by $5,600,000 and next year’s property

tax payments will amount to nearly $250,000. State and
city sales taxes on the sets have brought in another
$250,000.

BAB
Places to

—

has issued new study titled Now 110 Million
Listen, showing 2,000,000 growth in radio homes

during 1952, to 44,800,000 as of Jan. 1953.

nel in

TV.

“Shrinking nitery attendance” may bring further restrictions on performers doubling on TV. Many nightclub
owners, especially in N.Y., feel TV is cutting into their
business, reports Variety, which adds: “With prospective
customers glued to receivers several nights weekly, it’s
becoming increasingly difficult to get acts that haven’t
been seen previously [and] many customers [feel] they
haven’t gotten their full money’s worth when paying for
an act that they have seen for free on video.”

TV shares blame with book clubs, pocket editions and
neighborhood rental libraries for 37% decline in book borrowing from 1932-1951, according to report by Newark
Public Library.
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GOVT. INVESTIGATOR APPOINTED FGC MEMBER: Newest FCC commissioner, Robert Emmett Lee
appointed by President Eisenhower Oct. 6 and sworn in same day, is an accountant and
an experienced govt, investigator
joining FBI in 1938 and becoming its chief
clerk before being "loaned" to House Appropriations Committee in 1946 and serving
until now as director of surveys and investigations.
Lee becomes 4th Republican on FCC brings it to full 7-member strength. The
other Republicans are Chairman Hyde, Comrs. Sterling and Doerfer.
Comrs. Bartley &
Hennock are Democrats, Webster an independent. Lee was appointed to a full 7-year
term, filling vacancy left when Paul Walker retired June 30. It’s a recess appointment, subject to confirmation by Senate when it reconvenes.
Choice of Lee was something of a surprise though he has been mentioned as
possibility along with many others, since he didn't appear to have stronger support
than the others. He credits Rep. Taber (R-N.Y.), chairman of Appropriations Committee, with initiating move, says he had backing of all Republicans on committee.
Lee says he's a good friend of Sen. McCarthy but that the Senator had nothMrs. Lee was matron of honor at Sen. McCarthy's recent
ing to do with appointment.
Lee says he campaigned actively for Eisenhower last year, took no part in
wedding.
local elections. In 1950, he and Mrs. Lee worked for election of Sen. John Marshall
Butler (R-Md.) over Millard Tydings, vigorous critic of Sen. McCarthy.
Claiming no intimate knowledge of TV-radio Lee says: "I don't even know
He has served as guest moderator of Facts Forum discussion program,
the problems."
Program is backed by
filmed in Washington and distributed to stations nationally.
Texas oilman H.L. Hunt who is reported planning to sponsor Sen. McCarthy on TV.
Lee is 41, native of Chicago a 1931 graduate of DePaul U who also attended
From 1930-1935, he was an auditor of Chicago's
Chicago College of Commerce & Law.
From 1935-1938,
Congress and Great Northern Hotels and St. Louis' Roosevelt Hotel.
before joining FBI, he was employed as an auditor for American Bond & Mortgage Company Bondholders Protective Committee.
Lee's first job at FBI included examination of records of organizations involved with anti-trust laws. He also served as an FBI public relations representative, making more than 200 speeches. He later became administrative asst, to DirecAt House committee, his job
tor J. Edgar Hoover, then was appointed chief clerk.
was to uncover excessive spending by govt, agencies.
Lee says he's not at all related to Confederate Gen. Robert E. Lee but is of
He's father of 3 chilLike Comr. Doerfer, he's a Roman Catholic.
Irish descent.
dren: Patricia, 15; Robert, 14; Michael, 8

—
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CBS COLOR UNIMPRESSIVE BUT MAY HOLD PROMISE: Possibilities for the future only
That about sums up C BS's bag of color tricks as
fair performance for the present.
disclosed to press in demonstrations at New Yoi’k's Waldorf-Astoria Hotel Oct. 8
Almost simultaneously, RCA turned over to its patent licensees the manufac,

,

.
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,
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—

turing know-how on its basic commercial color receiver
repeating its historical
performance of 6 years ago which gave black-&-white major impetus.

—

CBS showed off two new developments
color receiver tube and a camera
both of which may have considerable promise, but half-hour colorcast from WCBS-TV
indicated that final judgment should be withheld pending further refinement.
From
technical performance standpoint, CBS undoubtedly would have been wiser to hold off
public showings for 6 months or so. Competitive commercial considerations are something else, must have prompted decision to show now.
CBS's end product reminded us of RCA's early color demonstrations.
Colors
varied from time to time and from receiver to receiver. Resolution was generally
unsatisfactory.
Tinges of various colors sometimes pervaded whole picture.
CBS's
best pictures were quite passable, but best were seldom achieved.
Newspaper critics were quite harsh almost all terming results "disappointing". Few considered fact this was a first showing or tremendous haste and pressure
involved
situation very reminiscent of 1949 when tables were turned and RCA was
fighting desperately to stave off approval of CBS's field-sequential system which
had years of refinement behind it.
,

—

,

Some of CBS's competitors watched colorcast on their own receivers.
One
engineer termed it "ghastly", but conceded that CBS has shown better pictures. They
hope CBS will do better at official FCC sh o wing Oct. 15
since everyone is pulling
for quick Commission approval of standards.

—

Most attention was riveted on new color tube naturally, since cost, performance and availability of sets hits man-in- the-street most directly.
But CBS's
actually employing a fieldefforts to provide stations with cheaper equipment
was what CBS pres. Frank Stanton
sequential camera with single image orthicon
No one knows whether CBS's approach to pickup equipment
called "our atomic bomb".
will prove a permanent answer to station costs, but it may hold good promise of
quicker, cheaper entry into colorcasting for some stations.
,

—

—

Confused newspaper and trade gossip preceded showing of new tube.
Then,
when tube was finally demonstrated, it was impossible to judge its quality, because
there was no way of telling whether imperfections in final picture were caused by
novel camera or the tube itself.
It's an adaptation of the RCA, or
Chances are tube is quite good, however
Lawrence
grid-type,
not the
as previously rumored.
We talked
shadow-mask, type
to technical press editors who saw tube on special closed-circuit demonstration at
CBS-Hytron plant in Danvers, Mass, earlier in week. They raved about it considered
it as good as RCA's if not better in some respects.
CBS touted tube as "revolutionar y, low-cost and vastly improved. .. ready to
go into mass production." It also said it will cost only 30% more than "comparable"
black-&-white tubes when mass production is reached.
Some reporters read no further rushed into print with stories to effect
that 21-in. color tubes will be available shortly for §20-$30, compared with the
$175-$200 currently quoted for RCA-type 15-in.
But CBS-Hytron pres. Bruc e A. Coffin made it clear that only 15-in. samples
will be available this year; that p ilot production will start at Newburyport, Mass,
plant in February; that m ass production at still-to-be-completed Kalamazoo plant
won't start until next September (Vol. 9:39) when 15,000 per month production rate
will become possible.
E laborating further on cost factor at Oct. 8 press conference, Stanton said
that when Coffin stated mass-produced color tubes would cost 30% more than "comparable" black-&-white tubes he meant cost of black-&-white tubes at the same relative
namely, when they were first introduced.
stage of development
.

—

,

,

—

Further nailing down prices in answer to our questions at the press conference, CBS officials said first CBS-Columbia sets to be offered after FCC approves
,

3

compatible system will be 15-in., sell for $1000 . By late 1955 or early 1956, Stanton said, mass-production economies should reduce cost of sets by about 40%.
as new tube is called, differs from RCA's as follows:
The "CBS-Colortron "
In RCA tube, tiny phosphor dots are printed on a flat glass plate by silk screen
process. A flat, thin metal plate (shadow mask) is pierced with holes, one for each
Both plates are carefully aligned, bolted securely to heavy metal frame,
3 dots.
placed inside tube envelope which is then sealed.
,

dots are placed directly on spherical face of tube envelope
Tube uses 3 guns,
Shadow mask is also curved placed behind faceplate.
itself.
CBS claims its tube has many advantages over RCA's: that mask
just as does RCA's.
weighs 6 oz. vs. 6 lbs. for the RCA mask-plate assembly; that its mask needn't be
stretched, introducing many complexities; that it's far simpler to scan curved surface than flat that exhaustion of bulb is much more painstaking with RCA tube than
with CBS's, results in more rejects; that CBS can get bigger picture with shorter
tube; that CBS tube is less susceptible to overload damage, etc.
In CBS tube

,

,

,

;

Since placement of phosphors on faceplate is obviously desirable, if pracAnswer of one very extical, we asked other tube makers why they haven't done it.
perienced engineer: " It's f ar cheaper, quicker and easier to print the dots on a
flat surface than to use a photographic process to put them on a curved screen.
Then, there's only a small percentage advantage in scanning a curved surface instead
of a flat one. Furthermore, it just isn't true that a bigger tube with a flat plate
A 21-in. tube with a flat plate is about the same length
needs to be much longer.
But the CBS tube is much lighter; that's certainly desirable."
as the 15-in.
"I don't say
It's another step, probably forward ," said another expert.
The real need is to get rid of those dots altogether."
that it's a big one.
And RCA v.p. Ewen Anderson addressing licensees Oct. 7, said: "The only
difference is that the phosphor dots are on the rear of the faceplate instead of on
Following RCA's lead in adopting
a separate plate directly behind the faceplate.
a 15-in. glass envelope, this tube is also enclosed in a 15-in. glass bulb and uses
As this tube uses the
the principle of a faceplate sealed in with metal rings.
if it functions satisfactorily
basic principles of RCA tri-color tube, it should
work in the all-electronic compatible color receiver developed by RCA."
Tube specifications : 18% lbs., 26%-in. long, 15%-in. diameter, 11%-in.
Voltages: anode 20,000,
screen, 45-degree deflection, 750,000 color phosphor dots.
convergence electrode 9300, focus electrode 3100. Anode and convergence voltages
Competing engineers say they're surprised at small
must be maintained within 2%.
usable screen area (about 104-sq. in.) and small deflection angle.
"

,

—

—

The real trick in CBS tube is photographic process of putting dots on face.
One colored phosphor is settled over entire screen and a photosensitive material is
Then, with curved shadow mask serving as negative, a point source
placed over it.
rest of phosphor is washed away.
of light is directed at the screen, fixing dots
Theoretically, this should result in perProcess is repeated for other 2 colors.
CBS-Hytron has experimented with shadow
fect alignment.
The tube is alum i nize d.
mask of "Photoform" glass produced by Corning, says it has advantages over metal.
;

Color receivers employed during demonstration had 36 tubes, 4 rectifiers,
CBS-Columbia pres. David Cogan told us.
*

#

*

#

It's field-sequential, very similar to
CBS's camera was well-kept secret
vertically,
v.p. Dr. Peter Goldmark said, feeds
It scans scene
one used previously.
signal to "Chromacoder" which converts output to NTSC spe c ificati o ns
Chromacoder
CBS officials didn't describe prinhas CR tube, dichroic mirrors, 3 pickup tubes.
ciples of the new device, but it's presu me d to e m ploy storage t ube s.
Other engineers say they've tried the idea through the years, always found it wanting, producing more problems than it solves. O ne big drawbac k has been proper storage tube,
Said one expert: "Never discount Goldmark."
v/hich CBS may now have.
Advantages of this pickup equipme nt, CBS says, are in initial costs, operatCBS camera costs $50,000 vs. $65,000 for RCA 3-image
ing expenses and simplicity.
.

.
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orthicon camera.
One coder, costing $34.000 is enough to handle any number of cameras.
CBS says device will produce these savings: (1) For network operation using
100 cameras, $9,690,800 for CBS equipment, $13,500,000 for 3-tube camera gear.
(2) For large station with 8 cameras, $1,455,300 vs. $1,694,000.
(3) For medium
station with 4 cameras, $781,000 vs. $874,500.
Estimating annual tube replacement costs CBS says a network would spend
$1,818,000 with CBS equipment, $6,650,000 with 3-tube cameras; station with 8 cameras $191,300 vs. $382,500; station with 4 cameras $173,500 vs. $266,000.
GE wi ll produce the equipment
Stanton said. We asked him if his affiliates
"
would be able to keep up with NBC's in equipping themselves for color.
It depends
"If they can produce, our affiliates will do all right.
on GE " he said.
If our
affiliates depend on RCA, they won't."
Camera is same size as black-&-white employs whirling disk, is one-fourth
the weight of RCA camera, CBS says.
,

,

,

,

,

*

*

*

*

Color show was sent to many stations throughout country, all of which sent
Black-Sc-white version was acceptable on monochrome sets
standing beside color receivers at Waldorf-Astoria, but quality was considerably
below that produced by RCA
We sat in front row, 12-15 ft. from sets, thought picOur staff, watching program in
tures below the quality of ordinary black-fc-white
Washington, said quality was considerably down from ordinary monochrome.
Variety program was produced with CBS's customary flair for showmanship.
Emceed by Ed Sullivan, it featured Carmen Miranda, Gene Autry, dancers Gwen Verdon
Autry and rodeo group
and Nanci Crompton, Kajar the magician, singer Polly Bergen.
performed in Central Park. Carmen Miranda's fruit-salad hat came through quite well
Outdoor pickup
at times, and we considered Polly Bergen's number most effective.
was
down
show.
Resolution
way
and
we
noted considerable
averaged poorer than studio
misregistration -- despite CBS's claims one-tube camera produces almost none.
it out in black-&-white.

.

.

UHF's THIRD QUARTERLY REPORT CARD': Give 'em good programming which isn't duplithat continues to be key to success in uhf.
cated on any nearby vhf station

—

it should be dispelled by American Research
If there's any doubt remaining
which goes out to ARB clients next week.
markets
of
uhf
-vhf
third
survey
Bureau's
,

—

New survey covers more than 50 cities with uhf stations, and includes for the first
time the big-city uhf markets which opened during the summer.
Its results fortify the conclusions we drew from the April survey of 11 uhf
namely that build-up
cities (Vol. 9:24) and July survey of 32 cities (Vol. 9:26)
direct
and
calculable
generally
has
relationship
circulation
to: (1) number
uhf
of
in
area;
length
available
of
time
of
vhf
signals
uhf
station has
and quality
(2)
been on air; (3) amount and quality of local programming.
There's another factor involved and it shows up particularly in cases which
which always
appear to be "exceptions" to these rules: It's good, hard promotion
even
in
areas
well
conversions,
saturated
uhf
with
off
in
vhf.
to
pay
seems

—

,

5jC

—

Jj?

5p

Latest ARB survey was made Sept. 15-0ct. 1 on basis of 1000 phone calls in
each area. Viewers were asked to identify each station they could receive. Report
gives percentage figures on vhf saturatio n, uhf saturation channels received and
Because survey was conducted privately for
channels viewed most in each community.
ARB clients, we can't disclose city or station identities, but ARB has permitted us
to study survey carefully and report the highlights as we see them:
"
Conversion problems are ove r" in 11 uhf cities (excluding Portland, Ore.,
that is, 85% or more of the sets in use in these cities can
which wasn't surveyed)
Eight of these cities had passed 85% mark in July survey.
The 3 new
receive uhf.
O f the 11 "converted" cities
9 are
ones include 2 which went on air since July 1.
The other 2 cities can readily
beyond "easy reception range" of any vhf station.
receive good signals from 1 and 2 nearby vhf stations.
,

;

,

Four more cities are 80-85% "converted ".

In 9 others 50-75% of sets can re-

o

Another 25 cities have less than 50% conversion, and all of these can
ceive uhf.
get good reception from at least one vhf station; nearly all had high vhf saturation
before uhf came to town; 11 of them didn’t get uhf until July 1 or later.
At very bottom of ladder the 3 cities with less than 10% conversion include
Residents of 3 of these 8 cities get good reception
4 which got uhf after July 1.
from at least 3 vhf stations.
,

But all uhf markets are moving forward
In every city measured in July survey and remeasured in latest one, there was i ncrease in ratio o f uhf sets to vhf-only
sets. Total of 23 cities were remeasured, those with 85% conversion or more in July
Increase varied widely
from 1% to 28%
but average rise
survey eliminated.
At same time, average increase in total TV satwas more than 10 percentage points
proving that even in "older" uhf markets
uration in same cities was less than 3%
viewers are converting existing sets to uhf and trading in old vhf-only sets much
faster than brand-new viewers are buying their first sets.
Demand for conversions and new sets in big-city marke ts apparently is still
In one of larger cities, ARB's
outstripping servicemen's ability to install them.
researchers found that for every home in which uhf signal could actually be received
there was another which had uhf receiver or converter on hand awaiting installation,
or being installed. Same pattern may hold true for other cities which got first uhf
stations this summer.
.

—

.

—

.

—

NEW STARTERS MAINTAIN ONEA-DAY

PAGE: Seven more stations reported test patterns on
bringing total TV stations on air at week's
4 in new TV cities
air this week
Of post-freeze stations on air, there are now 88 vhf
end to 284 .
88 uhf
Exactly 75 stations have gone on air in the 70 days since Aug. 1, a little
better than the one-a-day we predicted for rest of year (Vol. 9:36).
Our "upcoming"
file indicates plenty more starters are imminent.
This week's new stations:
KIEM-TV, Eureka, Cal
(Ch. 3), in extreme northern part of state, began test
patterns Oct. 9 from GE transmitter, using temporary antenna atop transmitter house
Station is owned by veteran broadcaster Wm. B. Smulli n.
while awaiting 3-bay GE.
who owns 50% of KBES-TV, Medford, Ore. (Ch. 5), which made its debut July 14.
A noninterconnected affiliate of all 4 networks, it has base hour rate of $ 150
Gen.
Rep is Blair.
mgr. is John G. Bauriedel.
WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg, V a. (Ch. 3) brought first local signal to Virginia's
It goes commercial next
Shenandoah Valley when it began tests at 4 p.m. Oct. 9.
week with CBS & DuMont programming, at $200 base hour rate. GE 5-kw transmitter and
antenna on 300-ft. Stainless tower are located atop 5000-ft. Big Mt ., near Endless
Caverns in center of valley. Antenna is 2131 ft. above average terrain, which ownergen. mgr. Frederick L. Allman says is "highest antenna above average terrain in the
state." Power output is 8.3 kw, maximum permitted by FCC at that height.
Allman
says station's main service area extends from Winchester to Lexington, Va. his site
being about 100 air miles from stations in Washington, Richmond and Roanoke. Robert
Harrington is commercial mgr. Warren Braun, chief engineer. Rep is Devney & Co.
(Ch. 11), turned on test juice at 6:05 p.m. Oct. 8, goes
KIVA, Yuma, Ariz
opening
new area extending into California's Imperial Valcommercial about Oct. 15,
Studio, 5-kw DuMont transmitter and RCA antenna
ley and Mexicali section of Mexico.
Arizona's fifth station, it's affiliated
are in Kiva, Cal., 7 miles west of Yuma.
Principal owner is G. Park Dunford fertilizer
with DuMont, has $200 base rate.
manufacturer, who is station's operations v.p. Gen. mgr. is Walt er Styles who built
Phoenix's KPHO-TV and Tucson's KOPO-TV, program mgr. is Robin Adair, chief engineer
Rep is W.S. Grant Co.
is J.H. Fleet.
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(Ch. 33) became third station and second uhf in the
WACH, Newport News, Va
Norf olk-Portsmouth area when it began tests at 1 p.m. Oct. 6, programming at 6 p.m.
same day from Federal transmitter and Workshop antenna located at downtown studio
"Dealers, distributors, viewers universally raving over strength, quality and
site.
clarity of our signal; del uged with phone cal ls and mail saying same," wires gen.
Area's other uhf, WVEC-TV (Ch. 15) began tests
mgr. -chief engineer Frederick C l air
Aug. 15, started programming Sept. 19 as basic NBC outlet, same day that pre-freeze
.

.

6

WTAR-TV (Ch. 4) switched affiliation from NBC to CBS. Area's third grantee, WTOV-TV
(Ch. 27), plans to begin this month.
With no network affiliation, WACH's initial
programming is on film, with base hour rate of $ 200
Grantee also owns radio WHYU,
principal stockholder being John Doley Etoyse Patterson is commercial mgr.
Thomas
0. Bradshaw Jr., operations mgr.
Rep is Avery-Knodel.
WTAP, Parkersburg, W.Va
(Ch. 15) turned on test patterns in new TV area at
2 p.m. Oct. 8 from RCA transmitter on Dole's Knob, Constitution, 0. It's second uhf
in W.Va.
will serve area including Marietta, 0., across Ohio River, is 42.5% owned
by How a rd L. Chernoff mgr. of San Diego's KFMB-TV. Pres. & gen. mgr. is Te d Eiland
ex-program director, WSAZ-TV, Huntington, W.Va.
Sales mgr. is James F. Cox; program-production mgr. Don Painter, chief engineer George W. DeBlieux. Base hour
rate is $150.
Rep is Forjoe.
WIFE Dayton, 0
(Ch. 22), first uhf in market with 2 pre-freeze stations,
turned on test pattern at 2:55 p.m. Oct. 3, using GE 12-kw transmitter.
Dayton's 2
vhf stations
WHIO-TV (Ch. 7) & WLWD (Ch. 2)
both have been on air since 1949.
Ronald B. Wo o dyard pres. & gen. mgr., and Loren M. Berry, v.p., hold principal ownership in grantee corporation, which is licensee of Dayton's radio WONE. Woodyard
& Berry also own Pittsburgh grantee WTVQ (Ch. 47), whose sale to Edward Lamb awaits
FCC approval (Vol.9:30). New Dayton outlet is DuMont affiliate, has $300 base rate.
Staff under Woodyard includes commercial mgr. Roger J. LaReau, program mgr. Del
Shook, chief engineer Joseph Gill.
Rep is Headley-Reed.
WTSK, Knoxville, Tenn
(Ch. 26) began daily test patterns this week after
first cne-hour test Oct. 1, following by about a week its vhf competitor WROL-TV
(Ch. 6), which turned on power Sept. 24.
Equipped with 17-kw Federal transmitter
and Workshop antenna at same location as studio on Sharps Ridge, 3 miles north of
center of city, station plans to begin CBS & DuMont programming Oct. 18 via kinescope,
reports "clear pictures throughout metropolitan area" and as far as Athens, 50 miles
south. Station is owned 80% by oil producer W.R. Tuley; 20% each by Harold H. Thoms,
owner of WISE-TV, Asheville, N.C., and J. Horton Doughton, who with Thoms is part
owner of grantees WAYS-TV, Charlotte & WCOG-TV, Greensboro, N.C. H arold B. Rothroc k,
Jay Miller, Jerry Danziger
ex-Washington consulting engineer, is v.p. -gen. mgr.
program
and Peter Fenelly, all formerly of WTTV, Bloomington, are production mgr.
mgr. and chief video technician, respectively; Guy L. Smith 3d, commercial mgr.;
Hour rate is $250. Pearson is rep.
Joe Broyles, chief engineer.
.
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DEBUT OF PROVIDENCE STATION DELAYED: FCC issued 2 CPs and 2 initial decisions
this week and, in unique action, ordered WPRO-TV, Providence (Ch. 12) to postpone
its start pending disposition of protest filed by Providence grantee WNET (Ch. 16).

2 CPs,

The week's CPs
Ter re Haute
Ind., WTHI
Ch. 10; Madiso n, Wis., Wisconsin
Initial decisions favored: WSFA, MontState Radio Council, Ch. 21 (educational).
gomery, Ala., Ch. 12; Alf M. Landon (WREN), Topeka, Kan., Ch. 42.
WTHI's CP was made possible by dropout of competitor John R. Figg, but it's
subject to final court decision on appeal of WSAL, Logansport, which contests the
allocation of Ch. 10 to Terre Haute. Alf Landon Republican presidential candidate
in 1936, was favored in initial decision when competing R.F. Schoonover dismissed.
WSFA, Montgomery, became free for grant after FCC ruled competitor Wm. Benns tried
to amend his application too extensively and too near hearing time.
Com mission decision to hold up WPRO-TV's on-air debut climaxed hot allegation by WNET that big "pa y-off" of $205,500 was involved in dismissals of 2 applications which paved way for CP, countered by WPRO-TV's answer that not only was no
skulduggery involved but that W NET hasn't moved a muscle to build since getting CP
April 8.
Comr. Doerfer dissented said Commission ought to get station on the air
first, listen to argument later. If protestant really had public interest at heart,
he said, "he would himself have made substantial progress in the construction of
facilities to implement the grant made to him almost 6 months ago."
FCC acted qu ick ly on Hearst's petitio n to add Ch. 6 to Whitefish Bay, Wis.,
just north of Milwaukee (Vol.9:40), initiating rule-making to put plan into effect.
It also scheduled another hearing: San Jose, Ch. 11, Nov. 6.
:
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,
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ENERAL ELECTRIC

shipped 6 uhf transmitters to
Shipments included 12kw units to KACY, Festus (St. Louis), Mo. (Ch. 14);
KCOK-TV, Tulare, Cal. (Ch. 27), and KTVQ (Ch. 25) &
KMPT (Ch. 19), both in Oklahoma City. Latter 3 stations have already received GE 100-watt driver units. Also

G

upcoming stations

this week.

shipped were 1-kw transmitter to KQTV, Ft. Dodge, la.
(Ch. 21), which received 100-watt unit week of Sept. 24,
and 100-watt transmitter to WJHP-TV, Jacksonville, Fla.
(Ch. 36). GE reports orders for 12-kw uhf transmitters
from Lawrence A. Harvey for his KPIC, Salem, Ore. (Ch.
24), and his KBAY-TV, San Francisco (Ch. 20), both for
Nov. delivery. Former already has RCA 1-kw transmitter.

RCA’s only shipment

week was 10-kw trans-

this

KOAM-TV,

Pittsburg, Kan. (Ch. 7).
DuMont shipped no transmitters this week, but has
scheduled 1-kw unit for WNOW-TV, York, Pa. (Ch. 49),
next week, and 5-kw transmitter for KBOI, Meridian, Ida.

mitter to

“week or 10 days.”
Federal reports shipment this week of
mitter to WWTV, Cadillac, Mich. (Ch. 13).
(Ch. 2), in

*

*

*

7.

5-kw trans-

*

In our continuing survey of upcoming
these were the reports received this week:

new

stations,

WCIA, Champaign, 111. (Ch. 3), has 25-kw RCA transmitter on hand, plans Oct. 26 tests, goes commercial Nov.
15 with CBS and DuMont programs, reports gen. mgr.
Harry Y. Maynard. Hour rate will be $350. Hollingbery
will be rep.

WUNC-TV, Chapel Hill, N. C. (Ch. 4), last week’s
educational grant to
of North Carolina, hasn’t ordered
equipment yet, but has Sept. 1954 target, according to
director of television Robert F. Schenkkan. Facilities will
include a mobile unit as well as studios at Chapel Hill,
State College, Raleigh, and The Women’s College, Greensboro each with 2 cameras and film chain linked by micro-

U

—

wave

—

to

Chapel Hill transmitter.

KOMO-TV, Seattle (Ch. 4), 25-kw RCA transmitter
on hand, has Ideco tower on Queen Anne Hill nearly
ready for RCA 6-bay superturnstile antenna, will begin
testing in Nov., according to v.p. & gen. mgr. Bill Warren.
Coaxial hookup is now being made for Dec. 11 commercial
debut as NBC basic outlet. Special week-long promotion
began at Bon Marche Dept. Store on Oct. 12 during which
beauty demonstrations, style shows and films are telecast
via closed circuit to 40 TV sets placed throughout the store,
including one in display window. Rate will be $700, rep

Station Accounts:

Nearly

DuMont

$ 3 000,000
,

WABD,

in

fall

sales

is

with $1,330,894 sold
during last 3 weeks. Among its 46 new sponsors, 36 are
national accounts. Food advertisers account for 38.3%;
drugs 17%; politicals 8.5%; home appliances and automotive 6.4%; oils, lubricants and breweries 4.3%; tobacco
WENS, Pittsburgh’s new
2.1% miscellaneous 10.6%
Ch. 16 outlet, also is doing well commercially, reports v.p.
Larry Israel; besides 251& hours of ABC & CBS, 20 hours
of local programming, 54 local commercials, it lists these
national spots: Sun Oil, Virginia Dare Wines, Motorola
TVs, Bulova, Benrus, Grennan Bakeries, Ben Gay Medicants, Alliance Tenna-Rotor, Prestone, Rival Dog Food,
Cavalier & Viceroy Cigarettes, Pacquins Hand Lotion, Max
Factor Creme Puff, Northern Tissue, Sunkist, Rol-rite
WOR-TV, which returns to air Oct. 12 with 4-11
Pens
p.m. schedule following shutdown dui-ing IBEW strike,
has lined up $750,000 in new and returned business, among
them prize-winning Broadvjay TV Theatre, sponsored by
Nash Dealers of N. Y. and Sun Oil Co., thru Geyer and
WGLV, Easton, Pa. (Ch. 57), reRuthrauff & Ryan
flagship

.

;

.

.

KPIC, Salem, Ore. (Ch. 24), 1-kw RCA transmitter on
hand, reports delay in RCA antenna delivery, now plans
early Nov. tests from Silverton Hills site, according to v.p.
Joseph Brenner, ex-FCC attorney, now practicing in L 03
Angeles.
Owner Lawrence A. Harvey, attorney, is son
of Leo Harvey, pres. Harvey Machine Co., Torrance, Cal.
(aluminum & brass products) and also owns KBAY-TV,
San Francisco (Ch. 20), which has Nov. target and is Ch.
34 applicant in Los Angeles. KPIC rep not yet chosen.
Other Salem CP was granted Sept. 30 to KSLM-TV (Ch.
3), plans not reported as yet.

KBIC-TV Sacramento, Cal. (Ch. 46), GE equipment
on order, may change transmitter site to hillside near city,
probably won’t get on the air this year, according to owner
John H. Pocle. Decision followed reports on coverage obtained by KMJ-TV (Ch. 24) which has tower high on hill
near Fresno. Recently, Mr. Poole decided to push compleFresno grant, KBIF-TV (Ch. 53), which now
12-kw GE transmitter, ahead of his uhfs for Los
Angeles and Sacramento. KBIC-TV rep not yet chosen.
WWTV, Cadillac, Mich. (Ch. 13), still plans late Nov.
start, but with temporary 450-ft. tower supplying 500-ft.
radiation center for Federal transmitter, reports gen. mgr.
L. T. Matthews. Tower manufacturer was unable to meet
commitments and 1200-ft. tower is now scheduled to go up
next spring. Owner is Sparks-Withington Co., manufacturer of Sparton TV-radio sets with headquarters in Jackson, Mich. Allen W. Daubendick is chief engineer; Keith
L. Adams, program director; Donald F. Cunningham, news
tion of his

has

W. C. Heisler, education & public
Weed will be rep.
KMPT, Oklahoma City (Ch. 19), GE 12-kw

film director;

.

.

.

.

.

.

service

director.

shipped

this week, already has 100-watt unit, plans Oct. 15 tests

from “southwest’s tallest tower,” 960-ft. above av. terrain
and 2138-ft. above sea level, according to asst. mgr. Monty
Wells. Hour rate will be $400. Rep will be Bolling. Also
imminent is other GE-equipped Oklahoma City grantee

KTVQ

Hollingbery.

reported by

WHEC-TV and WVET-TV, Rochester, N. Y. (Ch. 10),
share-time grantees, got new transmitter building completed 12 days ahead of schedule, now have advanced tests
to “somewhat earlier” than Oct. 21, go commercial Nov.
Combined stations will begin with 5-kw GE trans1.
mitter, as primary CBS-TV affiliates, alternating every
24 hours (Vol. 9:33). Next spring, they plan shift to 20-kw
GE transmitter with first vhf helical antenna, now being
built by GE, to be mounted on WHAM-TV (Ch. 5) tower.
Hour rate will be $700. Bolling will represent WVET-TV.
Everrett-McKinney will be WIIEC-TV rep.

(Ch. 25).

50% of available spots sold out in 7 weeks it’s been
on air, with 30 national advertisers, according to mgr.
Richard W. Hubbell
Rare on TV, classical music show
Great Music resumes for 4th consecutive season on WPTZ,
Philadelphia, sponsored by Fidelity-Philadelphia Trust Co.,
Sun. 12:30-1 p.m., thru Gray & Rogers Adv. it features
Guy Marriner, Franklin Institute music director, discussing works of composers with guest ai'tists
National
Carbon Co. (Prestone anti-freeze) to sponsor N. Y. area
election coverage Nov. 3 on WCBS-TV, thru Wm. Esty
B. Altman & Co. to sponsor Fashions in Sewing on
Co.
WABC-TV, Thu. 1-1:30 p.m., thru Kelly Nason Adv.
Ohio Bell Telephone Co. sponsors weekly historical drama,
The Ohio Story, thru McCann-Erickson, on 6 Ohio stations: WXEL, Cleveland; WBNS-TV, Columbus; WHIOTV, Dayton; WSPD-TV, Toledo; WKBN-TV, YoungsFlexlet Watch Bands
town; WHIZ-TV, Zanesville
sponsors weekly Public Prosecutor on WFAA-TV, Dallas,
Drake America Corp.
thru Ben Sackheim Inc., N. Y.
(Rountree’s Dairy Box chocolates) expands fall TV-radio
promotion in 13-week campaign in all major markets.
ports
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high as $8 billion

.
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Network TV outstripped all other
in August over August 1952,

28%

increase, Printers’ Ink reports. Total ad volume
for all media than in same 1952 week, with

network radio’s gain 4%, magazines 4%, newspapers 14%,
.

.

.

.

.
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Personal Notes:
Post-Dispatch’s

George Burbach, gen. mgr. of St. Louis
honored by stations’

KSD-TV & KSD, was

week

this

staff

.

.

at party on his 40th anniversary with

Leland Matthews, ex-asst. to Sparksnewspaper
Withington pres, and onetime Jackson (Mich.) CitizenPatriot staffer, appointed station mgr. of Sparton Radio’s
Barton
WWTV, Cadillac, Mich. (Ch. 13), due in Nov.
K. Feroe named station mgr., WDEL-TV, Wilmington,
Jerry Burns named
Del., succeeding Gorman Walsh
TV director, Win. Connelly sales director, of upcoming
F. .T. Brott named engiKOOL-TV, Phoenix (Ch. 10)
neering director, S. D. Bennett chief TV engineer, Paul
Morris technical coordinator of upcoming KOMO-TV,
Shaun Murphy, ex-WTVE,
Seattle (Ch. 4), due in Nov.
Elmira, N. Y., appointed commercial mgr. of upcoming
Lee Kerry resigns
KCRI-TV. Cedar Rapids (Ch. 9)
as promotion mgr. of KPHO-TV & KPHO, Phoenix, to
join Bill Burton, station’s former exec, producer, in Los
Dixon Lovvorn.
Angeles talent management venture
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ex-WHAS-TV, Louisville, named
upcoming WIS-TV, Columbia, S.

.

.

production supervisor of
C. (Ch. 10),

due

in late

George Ross, ex-W. S. Grant, appointed national
sales mgr. of new KHSL-TV, Chico, Cal. (Ch. 12), with
new offices in Central Tow-er Bldg., San Francisco
Donald 1*. Wise, ex-WBZ-TV, named chief engineer of upLawrence L.
coming WWOR-TV, Worcester (Ch. 14)
Oct.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Shenfield, co-founder of Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, retires as chairman, will continue to serve as con-

Howard Gordon, ex-Diamond Adv., San Franappointed production mgr. of upcoming WPFA-TV,
S. J. Frolick named director
Pensacola, Fla. (Ch. 15)
sultant

.

.

.

cisco,

.

.

.

.

.

WTAR-TV

NBC

as well as area’s

affil-

uhf WVEC-TV, and WTAR-TV thanked RCA-NBC
chairman David Sarnoff in full-page ads
ABC film
syndication div. under v.p. George T. Shupert, acquires
distribution rights to Racket Squad (96 episodes)
and Playhouse, formerly Schlitz Playhouse of Stars
(26)
O.
Henry stories go on TV film in next few -weeks for
national
.

.

.

.

.

.

sponsorship in series of 39 half-hour films,
Gross-Krasne
productions having acquired TV rights to the
240

.

.

.

iate

;

.

to

World Series for

—
.

listen to radio, listen to

League to be carried by all networks Nov. 23 7-8 p.m. from Washington, staged
by
Rogers & Hammerstein and with President
Eisenhower.
Bernard Baruch, Eleanor Roosevelt among guests
Truce in bitterness between NBC and Norfolk’s
WTARTV, which switched from NBC to CBS: NBC
okaved

was 11% higher

outdoor 3%, business papers 5%
TV talent costs are
at all-time high, reports Oct. 7 Variety, which says 4 of the
5 top-spending variety shows have had to boost thenweekly budgets $10,000-$15,000 each above last year. These
5 shows
Colgate Comedy Hour, Show of Shores, Milton
Bcrle (Buick), Toast of the Town (Lincoln-Mercury)
Jackie Gleason cost total of more than $300,000 weekly
for talent and production (excluding time) including network time charges they’ll cost $24,000,000 for 39 weeks,
reports Variety
What to do about TV is one of magazine industry’s major problems, Tide Magazine quotes publishing analyst Martin Roston of New York’s Arnold
Bernhard & Co. (investments). “For many publishingcompanies,” he says, “TV poses a threat to survival itself,” adding that in a period of “hard sell” TV will be
preferred over magazines as advertising medium because
it’s “fast sales-producing medium,” and that color TV
will further injure magazines by attracting more cosmetic and fashion advertisers
NAM’s weekly TV film
series, Industry on Parade, begins fourth year with claim
it’s telecast by more stations than any other program
one in each of 125 markets plus stations in 9 foreign
countries through Voice of America; formerly filmed by
NBC, since Oct. 1 it has been produced by new Arthur
Lodge Productions Inc., 550 Fifth Ave., N. Y. Lodge was
TV boosts radio in
producer of NAM’s series for NBC
new NBC campaign; 0-&-0 stations to use announcements
plugging new NBC-radio shows and local NBC-AM out-

keyed

you

B’rith Anti-Defamation

media in advertising gains
with

lets,

out-of-home listening: “Wherever, whenever
NBC radio”
Mayoralty
candidates in hot New York race using TV in big way;
4 major contenders said to have some $250,000 earmarked
for TV-radio, with about 75% of that going for
TV
Hour-long telecast marking 40th anniversary of B’nai

Telecasting Notes: Advertising outlays this year will
be about 10% above 1952 levels even if predicted dip in
business occurs.
That’s forecast of Eldridge Peterson,
editor of Printers’ Ink, whose advertising figures are generally accepted by industry. He said 1953 advertising bill,
national and local, will come to $7.7 billion, possibly as

Henry

O.

stories

from Doubleday

&

Co.

New

twist in
open-end TV films: Charles Michelson Inc., radio
transcription firm, enters TV field in Jan. with Capsule
Myslei ics, series of 5-min. films for local
sponsorship, with
series

made

.

.

.

star John Ridgely to appear in commercials
tailor-

who order series before filming is
completed
Peabody awards entry blanks and descriptive material available this month from
Dean John E.
Drewry, School of Journalism, U of Georgia,
Atlanta;
closing date for 1953 entries is Jan.
9, 1954
WJAR-TV,
for local sponsors
.

.

.

.

.

.

Piovidence, releases Rate Card No.
6, effective Oct. 1
raising Class A hourly rate from $850 to
$1000. 1 min. or
20 sec. spots from $50 to $160
WROW-TV,

Albany (Ch.
41), due on air shortly, publishes Rate Card No.
1, effective Oct. 1, establishing Class
hourly rate of $250
.

.

.

A

Upcoming KANG-TV, Waco

late of $150 in Rate Card No.

(Ch. 34) sets Class
1,

effective Sept.

A

hourly

1.

of TV-radio commercial dept., Fletcher
D. Richards Inc.
Carl Cooper, international v.p. of International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
(IATSE), elected
pres, of Hollywood
Film Council; Ralph
.

.

.

AFL

Clare re-

elected v.p., Edwin T. Hill, treas.
Fred M.
be commercial mgr., Douglas Carruth program
.

.

.

Farha

will

director of
O. K. Gar-

upcoming KMPT, Oklahoma City (Ch. 19)
land named chief engineer, Wm. B. Shell program
director
of upcoming WJHL-TV, Johnson City, Tenn.
(Ch. 11)
David E. Partridge, ex-gen. sales mgr. for Crosley TV
stations, named adv. & sales promotion mgr.,
Westinghouse
Radio Stations, succeeding late W. B. McGill.
.

.

.

Oswald F. Schuetfe, 71, ex-newspaperman who successfully directed attack on setup of RCA as
originally
organized by GE. AT&T, Westinghouse and General
Motors, died Oct. 8 of heart attack at Washington’s National Press Club.
Acting for group of radio manufacturers, he led fight that resulted in anti-trust consent
decree of 1932 which left RCA an independent corporation.
Schuette had been an extremely active newsman, was last
reporter to leave Berlin after war was declared in
1917,
served as president of National Press Club in 1913.

Newly elected officers of SMPTE announced at New
York convention: Axel G. Jensen, Bell Telephone Labs,
engineering v.p.; Barton Kreuzer, RCA, financial v.p.;’
George W. Colburn, George W. Colburn Lab Inc., treas!
New members of board of governors: F. N. Gillette & G. C.
Misener, eastern district; R. O. Painter

& R. H. Ray, cenGrignon & R. E. Lovell, western disHerbert Barnett is president.

tral district; L. D.
trict.

—
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TV PRODUCTION UP, INVENTORIES DOWN:

Most gratifying feature of TV picture is not
only high production level but fact that inventories have fallen correspondingly
Little-noticed in acclaim for high output, inventories at all levels fell average
10% in both Aug. and Sept., stood at slightly above 500,000 at fa c tory at end of
Sept., with RETMA spokesman estimating about 1,400,000 TVs in all pipelines.
It's important evidence of healthy status of TV trade, as sales eat into
production, not only in new markets but in big pre-freeze markets as well. In fact,
RETMA spokesman attributed upsurge in old-market sales as one of biggest factors
contributing to declining inventories. He ventured the opinion that second-set and
replacement market s were finally taking hold as a factor to be reckoned with.
Happy situation was duly noted this week by Sylvania pres. H. Ward Zimmer.
Speaking at cornerstone-laying of Sylvania's new TV plant at Batavia, N.Y.
he said
good inventory condition resulted from greater coordination between factory, dealer
and distributor in keeping inventories at bare minimum, added:
"
Like any relatively new industry whose products obtain unprecedented public
In 1950 and 1951,
acceptance, the TV industry has had its share of growing pains.
for example, factory production got out of line with demand, and the industry succeeded in producing its own recession.
"
Now that better information is available and is more effectively studied
and utilized, the possibilities of the industry and the ultimate consumer getting
out of phase with one another have been considerably decreased."
Radio inventories present a different picture
They have been rising slowly
in last 2 months, standing at about 660,000 at factory level at end of Sept, and
the prospect is that some cutbacks in production in fourth quarter may be necessary
to head off possibility of "dumping" in first quarter of next year.
.

,

.

T

l
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Coupled with low TV inventories has been continuing high production. Output
was about 5,590,000 compared to
for 9 months ended Oct. 2, including 5-week Sept.
3,670,591 in first 9 months of 1952. Notwithstanding possibility of some TV output
cutback in final quarter, total 1952 production of 6,096,279 seems likely to be
surpassed by end of Oct., leaving 2 full months, including 5-week Dec., to shoot for
1950’s record production of 7,463,800. It’s doubtful that production this year will
beat that record, most industry "guesstimates" now ranging from 7,000,000 to
Nine-month output in 1950 was 5,028,200.
7,200,000.
Earlier fears of overproductio n seem to be pretty well shot. No major TV
manufacturer plans to cut back in the final quarter, though some smaller companies,
notably Hallicraf ters have announced moderate reductions in output
Motorola, for
one, has scheduled 25-30% increase in production over 4th quarter of 1952.
Spokesman said third-quarter Motorola sales were 25% above same period last year.
Some companies are already announcing p l ans for next year. Sylvania, DuMont
all anticipated increased TV production in 1954 in statements this week.
Magnavox
&
,

,

.

,

*

#

$

*

TV production totaled 170,685 (8483 private label) week ended Oct. 2, up
It was year’s 39th
from 161,995 preceding week and 158,726 week ended Sept. 18.
week, final week cf third quarter by RETMA calculations, and brought Sept, output
to about 790,000 and quarter to about 1,710,000.
Radio production totaled 250,39 9 (82,518 private), down from 266,307 in the
It brought Sept, production to about
week ended Sept. 25 and 259,681 week before.
1,300,000 and quarter output to approximately 3,000,000. Radio output for year to
date totaled about 10,200,000.
- 9 -
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Trade:

Federal Trade Com-

mission’s draft of trade practices for TV-radio industry

moved no

closer to adoption at what was supposed to be
hearing Oct. 8 and after all-day wrangling which
saw discussion on only 11 of 29 rules in FTC’s final draft
(Vol. 9:37), session was adjourned until Dec. 7.
final

FTC

hopes for quick adoption were jolted at outset
when RETMA pres. Glen McDaniel asked for
postponement until Dec. 7 to allow more time to study
impact of color and recent resurgence of high-fidelity on
trade rules. He said color pi-ovisions in final draft are
the same incorporated in first draft in 1951 and are now
obsolete, added final draft should also include definition of
high-fidelity, on which RETMA committee is currently
working.
of hearing

Settlement was further delayed when attorney Wm.
A. Roberts, representing DuMont Labs, interposed several
objections, principally to wording of cabinet styling and
McDaniel said Roberts’
labeling of used CR envelopes.
objections came as surprise to him, later explained that
DuMont had been unrepresented on RETMA’s industry
committee working on problem since DuMont adv. mgr.
Douglas Day resigned in July, added he hoped for replacement soon to present united front.
Greatest opposition came on Rule 6, in which FTC
proposes to prevent deception in composition of TV-radio
McDaniel obcabinets, noting misuse of “mahogany.”
jected to rule as too sweeping, asked additional time to
offer amendments.
Spokesmen for furniture industry also
objected to it and demanded complete rewording of rule,
with specifications for each type of wood.

Biggest fight at Dec. 7 hearing is likely to center on
controversial “Rule 33” banning discriminatory prices,
discounts and other allowances on all levels of TV-radio
merchandising. This rule, crux of Robinson-Patman Act,

was included in first 2 FTC drafts, but was subsequently
made an appendix on McDaniel’s recommendation. It’s
known that National Electronic Distributors Assn, plans
to

renew

its fight to

get

*

it

*

returned to body of rules.
5jt

*

Anti-trust consent judgment against GE and International General Electric Co. was entered Oct. 7 in Federal Court at Trenton in settlement of 8-year-old complaint charging companies entered into illegal cartel agreements with foreign concerns in several European and
Asiatic countries for manufacture and distributon of

Consent judgment requires eliminaagreements and provides that GE
must license, on a “reasonable royalty and non-exclusive
basis,” the 600-odd U. S. patents relating to electrical
equipment it acquired under cartel pact.
electrical equipment.

tion of all restrictive

Irade Personals: Frank P. Barnes, ex-sales mgr. of
broadcast equipment, promoted to marketing mgr. of GE’s
new commercial equipment dept. (Vol. 9:40), C. Graydon
Lloyd named engineering mgr., Glenn R. Lord manufacturing mgr.
Robert C. Tait, Strornberg-Carlson pres.,
elected to board of newly-organized Electronic Control
Systems Inc., 2138 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles, headed
by Leonard Mautner, ex-mgr. of DuMont TV transmitter
div.
G. S. Perkins appointed Los Angeles district mgr.
GE TV radio dept., replacing II. G. Randolph, named
Houston district mgr.
Robert T. Shreve, ex-Magnavox,
named Fort Wayne regional sales mgr.. Capehart-Farns.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

worth
Aaron M. Krakower named mgr. of electronic
and high voltage transformer sales, GE specialty transfoi-mer dept., Schenectady
S. W. Sorensen named defense contract mgr. of Crosley’s new west coast office, 215
West 6th St., Los Angeles, reporting to C. G. Felix, gen.
mgr. of govt, products
Ben Z. Kaplan, ex-adv. mgr. of
CBS-Columbia Distributors, N. Y., appointed national
sales coordinator, CBS-Columbia, reporting to sales v.p.
Harry Schecter
Charles C. Kayhart named service
training director, Magnavox
Harry E. Allen, ex-senior
engineer, promoted to govt, products mgr., Jensen Mfg. Co.
Brig. Gen. Peter C. Sandretto promoted to technical
dir., Federal Telecommunications Labs
R. B. Lanskail
named mgr. of govt, contracts administration div., B. J.
Sibbold mgr. of engineering products, commercial sales
div., RCA Victor Co. Ltd., Canada.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Picture tube sales in first 8 months of year totaled
6,710,440 valued at $159,385,803 at factory, compared to
2,479,539 worth $55,338,117 in same 1952 period, reports

RETMA.

Rectangular 20-in. and larger represented 72%
Aug. picture tube sales totaled 879.169 worth
$21,736,186, compared to 634.200 at $15,155,870 in July
and 394,605 at $8,913,358 in Aug. 1952.

of sales.

Receiving tube sales in first 8 months totaled 308,222,valued at $210,533,254, compared to 211.269,893 at
$151,864,441 in same 1952 period.
Of sales, 209,919,663
went for new sets, 76.899,976 replacement, 13,509,646 export, 7,893,626 Govt. For Aug., receiving tube sales totaled
38,600,494 worth $26,886,528, compared to 24.462 069
worth $18,243,030 in July and 30.141,536 at $20,827,635 in
911

Aug. 1952.
Distributor Notes: Philco appoints newly-formed
South Alabama Distributors, Montgomery (Herbert F.
Levy, gen. mgr.), replacing Walther Bros. Co., whose pres.
Joseph P. Walther is retiring
Motorola appoints Harry
Dooley & Co., 725 L St., Fresno (Harry Dooley, pres.),
replacing Kierulff & Co., Los Angeles; Radio Service
Laboratory of New England, Portland, opens branch at
703 Pine St., Burlington, Vt. (C. J. Cekut'-s, mgr.)
Crosley-Bendix appoints Carter-Mcllroy- Johnson, Seattle
(Stewart Carter, pres.), ex-Hoffman Radio distributor;
Lone Star Wholesalers, Dallas (Crosley) opens San Antonio
branch (W. F. Linville, mgr.)
Emerson appoints Appliance Wholesalers Inc., Portland, Me. (Peter A. Anderson, pres.)
Sparton appoints Reid Co., Johnstown, Pa.
Stewart-Warner appoints Alamo
(A. J. Reid, pres.)
Distributing Co., San Antonio (H. L. Roper, pres.) and
new H. E. Verble Co., 2829 Hamilton Ave., Fresno (H. E.
Verble, pres.)
Olympic Rad ; o appoints Russ & Dorothv
Gray Co., Miami; S. R. Slater, gen. mgr. of Olympic AppliWarren-ConnoHv Inc.,
ances of New Jersey, elected v.p.
New York (Hallicrafters) now controlled by v.p. Edward
L. Frohlich, who acquired majority interest this week
Admiral opens factory branch at 700 Union St., Jacksonville, Fla., under gen. mgr. Charles B. Birehwood, ex-State
.

.

.

.

In another anti-trust case, a judgment was filed Oct. 4
by Federal Judge Philip Forman in Trenton against General Instrument Corp., Radio Condenser Co., Camden,
N. J., Variable Condenser Corp., Brooklyn, and Condenser

Development Corp., Newark. Judge found defendants had
engaged in an “unlawful combination and conspiracy in
restraint of trade and commerce in variable condensers,”
enjoined them from “limiting, restraining or preventing
the sale of tools, dies, fixtures or jigs used in manufacture
of variable condensers” and ordered dissolution of Condenser Development within 60 days.

Howard W. Sams &
service

Co., big publishers of electronics

and technical data,

to build

new $200,000 plant

at

St. & Sutherland Ave., Indianapolis, to consolidate all
printing, warehousing and shipping operations now conducted in 5 different locations in city. Its administration,
sales, engineering and analytical work will continue at

33rd

company’s main plant at 2201 E. 46th St. New 38,000-sq.
ft. building is expected to be completed by April 1, 1954.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Distribution Co., Jacksonville.
Philco Inte~nat ional moved its sales
to Philadelphia.

week from N. Y.

&

adv. depts. this

11
Trade Miscellany: Lacy’s, big- Washington TV-radio
chain (6 stores), filed petition of voluntary bankruptcy in
U. S. District Court Oct. 8, listing about 200 creditors,
with debts of $320,000, was given until Oct. 23 to file
schedule of assets and liabilities. It was second Washington chain to go out of business in recent months, Phillip’s
TV having been adjudged bankrupt and its assets purchased by George’s, sole remaining chain
Something
new in promotions: CBS-Columbia New Orleans distributor, Interstate Electric Co., piped Mississippi and Louisiana dealers aboard Mississippi River showboat to present
National Assn, of Music Merchants
its new TV line
exec, committee meets Oct. 15-16 at New York’s Essex
House to consider new assn, projects and finalize memberNARDA board to meet Oct. 14
ship promotion plans
Los Angeles area TV sales
at Louisville’s Brown Hotel
totaled 20,186 in Aug., bringing total sets-in-use to 1,652,206 in area embracing Los Angeles, Kern, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, Ventura and Santa Barbara Counties,
Sales of
reports Electrical League of Los Angeles
.
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.
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components will amount to $70,000,000 this
year, and together with phonographs will total $200-$300,000,000 next year, predicts RCA Victor v.p. Henry Baker
Radio Condenser Co. started production this week in
its 00,000-sq. ft. plant at Camden, N. J., for tuner and
“UHF AutoBooster,” uhf
special appai-atus output
receiver booster made by Industrial TV Inc. (Vol. 9:40),
high-fidelity

.

.

.

.

lists

.

.

at $49.95.

Network Accounts: Big-name shows have resulted in
$20,000,000 annual gross billings for ABC-TV in new fall
business, reports v.p. Alexander Stronach Jr. He lists 23
new national advertisers in impressive fall line-up, adds:
“That ABC has now established itself as a strong contender in the never-ending race of attracting blue chip
sponsors is an established fact. What is more important
and the proof of having established itself as a top competitor is our ability to hold these and other sponsors on
our roster of national advertisers”
Four new sponsors
for NBC-TV’s Today, Mon.-thru-Fri. 7-9 a.m.
American
Maize-Products Co. (Amazo dessert), 18 partic. starting
Oct. 27, thru Kenyon & Eckhardt; Magic Chef (ranges),
12 partic. starting March 22, thru Krupnick & Assoc., St.
Louis; Brown & Haley (“Almond Roca” candy), 3 partic.
starting Nov. 23, thru Honig-Cooper Co., Seattle; Kiwi
shoe polish, 16 partic., starting Nov. 9, thru N. W. Ayer
Benrus (watches) sponsors Meet Your Congress, for
13 weeks, on DuMont, starting Oct. 18, Sun. 1:30-2 p.m. or
4:30-5 p.m., depending on football schedules, thru Cecil &
Presbrey
Englander Co. (mattresses) buys Fri. 3:303:45 p.m. segment of Bob Crosby Show, on CBS-TV, starting Dec. 25, Mon.-thru-Fri. 3:30-4, thi’u Leo Burnett Co.
American Chicle Co. to sponsor Name’s the Same, on
ABC-TV, starting Dec. 1, on alt. weeks, Tue. 10:30-11
p.m., thru Dancer-Fiztgerald-Sample
Anacin to sponsor John Daly and the Netvs, on ABC-TV, starting Oct. 12,
Mon.-thru-Fri. 7:15-7:30 p.m., thru Biow
Carter Products (Arrid, Rise shaving cream) to be alt. sponsor, with
Gruen watches, of Walter Winchell show, on ABC-TV,
starting Oct. 18, Sun. 9-9:15 p.m., thru Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles
Camels to sponsor Man Against
Crime on both NBC-TV and DuMont, starting Oct. 18,
Sun. 10:30-11 p.m., thru Wm. Esty Co.
.
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Hoffman Radio sales for first 9 months totaled about
839,000,000, up from $25,728,140 in same 1952 period, estimates pres. H. L. Hoffman in statement this week. At
present pace, Hoffman sales for 1953 will exceed $52,000,000, increase of $17,000,000 over the $34,769,201 sales reported for 1952, he said, adding that Sept, sales volume

year was about $7,000,000, best in company’s history,
over Sept. 1952.
He also disclosed additional
common stock offering may be made next year; it noAV has
574,726 common shares outstanding but public distribution
is limited to 170,000 shares, held by some 3000 investors.

.

.

.

.

.

this

up 50

DuMont signed first contract this week with Local 420,
International Union of Electrical Workers (CIO), covering 2500 production and maintenance workers at 5 company plants in E. Paterson, Clifton & Passaic. N. .T. Twoyear contract provides 10d hourly wage increase, with additional automatic 5<'- hourly increase on March 4, 1954.
On another labor front, members of Hytron Employes
Union of Massachusetts rejected offer of average 8c hourly
boost covering 4000 CBS-Hytron employes in Newburyport, Danvers & Salem, Mass.

New

entry in commercial electronics field is Thompson
Products Inc., Cleveland, which this week purchased Bell
Sound System Inc., Columbus, O. (high-fidelity amplifiers
& tape recorders) for estimated $1,000,000. Thompson,
big producer of automotive and aircraft parts, will operate
Bell as a subsidiary, will provide capital for expansion of
Bell’s line.
Thompson, which has been making high-frequency electronic components for defense since 1950, appointed Wm. M. Jones, mgr. of its electronics div., as director of Bell operations.
Trar.svision Inc.,

New

Rochelle, N. Y., specializing in

manufacture of coin-operated TV sets which filed Chapter
XI petition under Bankruptcy Act in N. Y. Federal Court
Sept. 25 (Vol. 9:39), this week filed schedules listing assets
of $998,011, liabilities of $722,589.

Among

principal cred-

were Croyden Syndicate Inc., $252,759; GE, $18,645;
Sylvania. $15,093; Standard Coil, $11,638.

itors

Federal reduces prices of its TV microwave cquipm< nt, distributed by Graybar. Video link has been cut to
$13,000 from $15,500, associated sound channel equipment
to $3090 from $4500.

Another uhf grantee asked
this

week

—making

FCC

to

approve fee-TV

total of 7 CP-holders requesting sub-

TV rules. WTTM-TV, Trenton, N. J. (Ch. 41),
noted in petition that its area receives 7 New York and 3
Philadelphia stations, that only “exceptionally high quality, unique and different programming” could stimulate
mass conversion to uhf. Also this week, the 4 original uhf
scription

TV (Vol. 9:32,35-38) in new
that pendency of Rep. Hinshaw’s bill
(H.R. 6431) to make fee-TV a common carrier service
(Vol. 9:31-32) “makes it highly desirable that the Commission thoroughly explore this issue at a hearing at an
early date [so] that it and Congress may be fully advised in the matter.” Meanwhile, Broadcasters for Subpetitioners for subscription
petition, told

FCC

TV, formed at Philadelphia meeting called Sept.
17 by 4 petitioners (Vol. 9:38), issued first edition of its

scription

Newsletter

Subscription TV, summing up fee-TV activiother subscription-TV fronts, one ambitious pay-as-you-see test was cancelled and another apparently came closer to reality
both of them, oddly
enough, in Palm Springs, Cal.
At request of grantee
IIoward-Yale Corp., FCC cancelled STA for experimental
booster station to relay “scrambled” signals from Los
Angeles TV stations to Palm Springs (Vol. 9:13). Telemeter’s Palm Springs community antenna system, with
coinbox feature scheduled to be put into use next month,
plans to televise world premiere of a movie by closed circuit from local theatre simultaneously with theatre showing as first pay-as-you-see attraction. Picture reportedly
will be Forever Female, starring Ginger Rogers and Wm.
Holden, made by Paramount.
on.

ties to date.

On

—

CP

was relinquished this week by WRBJ,
which told FCC it had been unable to sign
up a network, that market is now well ser\ed from Milwaukee, Madison, Wis. and Rockford, 111. To date, 13 uhf
grantees and 6 post-freeze vhf grantees have given up.
for Ch. 57

Beloit, Wis.,

12 -

TV set census plan being prepared by
probably won’t be ready for many months. Topsecret project, being studied by special committee working
with researcher Dr. Franklin Cawl, is still in preliminary
stages, requiring plenty of work on technical level, but
it’s understood current proposal envisions measuring not
only sets-in-use by area but sets covered by each individual
NARTB committee met in New York Oct. 8 in
station.
all-day session to give network researchers first look at
Network repreinitial proposals for survey (Vol. 9:40).
sentatives will meet for further study and report back
their suggestions and recommendations in near future.
“Following subsequent conferences,” says NARTB, “it is
anticipated that the study will be in form for general
presentation,” but no timetable has been set up for the
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV, New Orleans
project.
who also is chairman of NARTB TV board was elected
chairman of TV circulation study group at N. Y. meeting.
All-industry

NARTB

—

TV sets-in-use passed 25,000,000 mark during August,
reaching total of 25,233,000 as of Sept. 1 increase of
338.000 over 24,895,000 sets-in-use on Aug. 1 and 6,521,000
over Sept. 1, 1952 figure. Figures are latest estimate by
NBC research director Hugh M. Beville Jr. They indicate
moi-e than 55% of U. S. homes now have TV.

—

“Converting to vhf” is unique problem in Portland,
Ore. where vhf KOIN-TV (Ch. 6) began test patterns last

week

just as

ICPTV (Ch.

27), the rather

young granddaddy

uhf stations, was celebrating its first birthday.
Portland servicemen are busy making vhf “conversions”
adding vhf antennas to present installations and “touching up” Ch. 6 tuning strips. Some sets which were improperly converted to Ch. 27, or which feed uhf signal
of all

—

through Ch. G strip, must also be altered by servicemen.
Summing up year of uhf TV, Portland Oregonian staff
writer Wallace Turner estimated that city is at least
86,000,000 richer as result of profits from sales and maintenance cf TV sets, and that “there are probably 12001500 persons making a living off TV [sales and servicing]
that were in other lines of work a year ago.”
Three new

TV

applications were filed this week, 2 for

channels newly allocated by FCC. With 5 dismissals this
week, total applications pending dropped to 460. The applications: Hatfield, Ind., Ch. 9, WOMI, Owensboro, Ky.,
publisher of Owensboro Messenger and Inquirer; Bloomingdale, N. Y., Ch. 5 (allocated to nearby Lake Placid), by
principal stockholders of WIRY, Plattsburg, N. Y. Asheville, N. C., Ch. 13, by insurance dealer-accountant Wm.
W. Orr. [For further details about these applications,
see TV Addenda 17-N herewith; for complete listings of
all grants, new stations, applications, deletions, hearings,
etc., see TV Factbook No. 17 with Addenda to date.]
;

Power increases: WGN-TV, Chicago (Ch. 9), Oct. 3,
from 11.2 kw to 115 kw; KTVH, Hutchinson, Kan. (Ch.
12), Oct. 5, from 20 to 240 kw. RCA Oct. 6 shipped 50-kw
unit to WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids (Ch. 8), and 10-kw to
WTVR, Richmond (Ch. 6). On Oct. 9, GE shipped 35-kw
amplifier to WTVJ, Miami (Ch. 4), and reports order from

KJEO, Fresno, Cal. (Ch. 47), for 12-lcw amplifier, for Dec.
delivery. It’s first GE 12-kw ordered by station operating
with lower-power transmitter of another make (Vol. 9:39).

DuMont 25-kw

amplifier

is

slated for delivery to

WDTV,

Pittsburgh (Ch. 2) within 2 weeks.

Three more TV stations have been interconnected for
live network service, AT&T announced this week. They
are WBAY-TV, Green Bay, Wis. (Ch. 2), connected by
110-mile microwave link between Milwaukee and Green
Bay; KJEO, Fresno, Cal. (Ch. 47); KAFY-TV, BakersTotal interconnected stations in U. S.
field, Cal. (Ch. 29).
is 204 in 130 cities.

Sale of profitable uhf WSHN-TV (Ch. 38) and radio
municipally owned, was voted unanimously Oct.
6 by St. Petersburg, Fla. city council, “providing a satisfactory offer is received and [disposition of city-owned sta-

WSUN,

may

be legally consummated.” Vote came after
months of discussions by city council with TV
performer Ted Mack and Lou Goldberg who with 10 associates own TV’s Original Amateur Hour. Group told city
it will submit firm offer if stations are put up for sale.
City has also received informal proposals from other
groups. City and station attorneys are pondering legal
obstacles involved in transferring station which has transmitter on land leased from state, studios on city-owned
pier.
Council resolution favored disposal by “lease or
sale,” and sealed bids would be required.
WSUN-TV’s
first 4 months of operation (it started May 15) showed
operating profit of $50,974, excluding depreciation and
some overhead, but it’s understood it showed profit even
with all expenses considered. Combined TV-radio operation has obligations totaling $465,000
owing $201,000 for
AM and $264,000 for TV equipment.
tions]

several

—

the

Former FCC chairman Paul Walker popped back in
news this week, pleading for support of Chicago’s

non-commercial Ch. 11 in address to group of local civic
and business leaders. He declared that 11% of America’s
adults are illiterate, said it was obvious what help TV
teaching could be to them “in the comfort and privacy of
their homes.” Among other educational TV developments
this week: (1) Dr. John Adams, pres, of Hofstra College,
Long Island, and chairman of educational TV committee,
American Council on Education, told panel discussion TV
was so important no college could afford to ignore it.
(2) KTHE, Los Angeles (Ch. 28), formerly KUSC-TV,
started experimental programming from Los Angeles
County Fair, Pomona, appointed Philip Booth station production director.
(3) New TV-radio production center to

open shortly at

Newburn,

U

ex-pres.,

of Michigan, to be headed by Dr. H. K.
U of Oregon. (4) WQED, Pittsburgh

FM

tower, will have studios in
(Ch. 13) will use KDKA’s
$300,000 bldg, at 4337 Fifth Ave., donated to U of Pittsburg by Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., whose v.p. Leland
Hazard is prime mover in Pittsburgh grantee.

Basic revenue-expense statistics of TV-radio stations
gathered and published by FCC on basis of
revised Form 324 adopted this week, but detailed balance
sheet information will no longer be required. Commission
also eliminated Form 324- A preliminary financial data;
therefore, figures will be issued only once a year for each
service, in final form. Commission had considered dropping
the statistics entirely, but industry impressed it with continued need for accurate, official figures on financial trends.
New form probably will comprise two sides of one sheet,
compared with 8 pages of old form.

will still be

—

Price of KCMO-TV, Kansas City (Ch. 5), with KCMO
& KCMO-FM (Vol. 9:40), paid by Meredith Pub. Co. to
owners Tom Evans and Lester E. Cox, is $2,000,000, plus
long-term debt not to exceed $450,000. New owners plan
to

spend additional $500,000 in building program. Station
This week, FCC approved $125,000

will be Meredith’s 4th.

sale of

Murray Carpenter’s 50% holdings

WABI,

Bangor, Me.,

to ex-Gov.

in

WABI-TV &

Horace Hildreth -who owns

other 50%.

New TV

books, by John Battison, National Radio Into be published by Macmillan Co.:
Battison’s Television Broadcasting, Planning and Producing TV Commercials, Special Effects for Movies & TV.
stitute,

Washington,

Novel color systems, proposed to FCC by petitioners
New Preston, Conn, and Marshall Soghoian
& S. L. Cooke Jr., Richmond, Va., were tossed out by Commission which said they are “merely paper systems.”
Otto Luther,
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Stations Switched to CBS,

COLOR GO-AHEAD BY NOVEMBER OR DECEMBER: FCC approval of compatible color has been
foregone conclusion for months. Now, after smash all-industry demonstration for the
Commission Oct. 15, only thing left for Commission to do is to write a decision.
This doesn't mean a decision tomorrow
Comrs. Webster and Bartley are out
of town, won't be back until Nov. 1, want to be in on decision.
When they return,
it will take 2-3 weeks to produce final document.
T hen there's question whether
Commission will decree new standards effective immediately or declare them effective
30 days after publication in Federal Register; such delay is matter of FCC discretion, though it’s customary, and several commissioners haven't made up minds on it.
So it's late November or late December
that's the current estimate.
.

—

T

T

T

^

We talked to most membe rs of Commission and top staff members after industry's tremendous performance at New York's Waldorf-Astoria this week, found none
with any serious questions or desire for further proceedings.
Commission has some
minor questions, but they're meaningless in absence of any alternative standards to
those endorsed unanimously by entire industry.
Commissioners were impressed not only by excellence of color demonstrated
15 color se ts made by 13
but by ample evidence of competitive forces at work
manufacturers, 5 different makes of tube s, 2 kinds of camera pickup equipment. Even
the veteran commissioners seemed to be excited at prospect of firing starting gun
in the vital color TV sweepstakes.
Everything went off without a hitc h under demonstration committee chairman
David Smith of Philco, and top assistant K nox Mcllwain of Hazeltine; latter had
previously ridden herd on NTSC engineers during months of laborious field tests.
All 13 receivers worked satisfactorily most of time
Quality varied somewhat among them, but top half dozen or so ran neck and neck.
Eleven had tubes made
by RCA
Zenith used its own mask-type, built by subsidiary Rauland.
CBS employe d
(Vol.
CBS-Hytron
div.
built
its
and
it
mask-type
by
became clear immediately
9:41),
that CBS's poor showing of last week (Vol. 9:41) was due to pickup vagaries, not to
because tube performed beautifully this time. All tubes were same size,
the tube
producing about 11%- in. picture in 15-in. glass envelope.

—

,

,

.

.

,

—

Manufacturers were limited to one set each and observers soon learned who
produced which even though they were supposed to be anonymous.
T hose showing were:
CBS-Columbia Haze ltine Admiral, Zenith Hallicraf ters Westinghouse Syl vania
To demonstrate compatibility, 3 conCrosley RCA GE, Motorola Philco Emerso n.
ventional black-&-white sets were displayed.
NBC presented first part of demonstratio n
studio program telecast over
It was the now-familiar series, performed with usual brilliance
WNBT.
singer
Nanette Fabray, lovebirds, dancers, Kukla, Fran & Ollie, commercial products.
At 30-second intervals,
NBC and AT&T then showed intercity transmission
signal was switched from microwave to coaxial to a direct cable pickup from AT&T
,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

—
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control room to Waldorf. Most important part of this series was to show that color
can be sent over ordinary 2.6-mc coaxial by converting 3.6-mc color subcarrier to
2.4-mc. Both coaxial and microwave were fed to Washington and back
Most observers
sat at more than normal viewing distances
up to 15-25 ft.
couldn't tell a bit
of difference.
Even closer, differences were still negligible.
CBS put on second part of show remote pickup, employing its novel fieldsequential camera and "Chromacoder" setup (Vol.9:41).
To everyone's relief, it was
vast improvement over last week's press show, but it was still well below quality of
other parts of demonstration. Some sets failed to pick up colors when remote began,
had to be adjusted.
CBS showe d zoom shots of skyline and program of ballet, songs,
etc. at Museum of Modern Art.
At its best
quality was quite good .
DuMont then transmitted standard NTSC test slides with uhf signal and flying
spot scanner.
These were exceptionally fin e, gave FCC experts opportunity to look
for nuances not apparent in live pickups.
Commissioners returned after lunch, to adjust dials and tune sets to their
They had no trouble, appeared satisfied .
hearts' content.

—

—
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,
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NBC had set up a remote program, showed it to
Then came a surprise sequel
commissioners and few others remaining. Results compared very favorably with NBC's
superior to CBS's remote
featured truck-borne carousel, several
studio program
brightly-clothed children, fiery red Buick convertible.
.

—

—
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*

*

*

FCC Chairman Hyde told reporters when show was over, that he was " very much
impressed " that Commission would move expeditiously that no further proceedings
were scheduled; that approval by Christmas "is not an unreasonable estimate."
We asked Comr. Sterling what he considered next step. "Write the standards,
Comr. Doerfe r considered demonstration excellent, said: "OffI guess," he said.
hand, I see no need for further proceedings, though I want to compare notes with the
other members and the staff." Brand new Comr. Lee said: "I'd like the public to
Comr. Webster's comment:
have it in a hurry, but I've got some studying to do."
I've got to study the technical standards some
"It was certainly an improvement.
I'd like to know, for example, whether the fuzziness of the CBS remote was
more.
I doubt if more proceedings are needed."
due to the equipment or the standards.
Comr. Hennoc k was all atwitter, and she seemed quite impressed.
,

;

;

House Commerce Committee had a large delegation led by Chairman Wolverton
There is no reason for any more
(R-N.J.) who said: " Color is ready for the public.
delay." Other members present Reps. Heselton, Hoffman, Carrigg, Derounian, Klein,
plus staff members Elton Layton, Andrew
Granahan, Carlyle, Williams, Thornberry
No Senator s were there, but Interstate Commerce CommitStevenson, Kurt Borchardt.
tee staff specialist Nick Zapple was present.
Seldom if ever have more industry chairWho le affair was something to see
There were more than 400
men, presidents and v.p.'s been gathered in one spot.
We spotpeople, including govt, representatives from Can ada Britain and Australia
ted ex-FCC chairman Paul Walker ODM telecommunications director Wm. Porter Commerce Dept, electronics expert Donald Parri s, NARTB engineering chief Prose Walker
and about 50 reporters, most of w hom found little fault with demonstration.
Several FCC staff m embers had been at Waldorf all week, watching receivers
Only problem on their
and cameras being aligned, observing innumerable rehearsals.
They would have preferred more data on
is interference
and it's minor
minds
interference, but they seem to feel that any problems involving interference can be
solved by careful (if more expensive) receiver design and production.
:
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Though o pe n competitive warfare won't break out until FCC gives the word,
intensity of backstage struggle deepens. No Lawrence-type tube s were used, but we're
Chromatic TV Labs pres. Richard Hodgson said time was
told several almost were.
C rosle y has made set with the Lawrence tube, had it at Chromatic's
just too short.
Others remain impressed with tube, and one quite savvy engiParamount Bldg. labs.
-- too much radiation.
neer says his company has licked one of tube's major bugaboos

3

Then the CBS-Hytron tube got plenty of attention after what New York Times'
Jack Gould termed its "dramatic comeback" from week before.
Notably absent among receiver demonstrators was DuMont
We asked Dr. DuMont
"
We'll show a big picture when we show," said the man who pioneered big tubes
why.
in the early days of black-&-white
"These pictures," he added, "are no bigger than
our old 12%-in." Asked about CBS-Hytron tube he said there's no question about
but he didn't disclose whether
its potential for cutting costs in mass production
his company will use the CBS-Hytron approach.
,

.

.

,

—
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BUFFALO NEWS STATIONS SWITCH TO

CBS: The ever-changing face of network TV
and
radio
is once again reflected in the forthcoming shift of Buffalo News' pioneer
WBEN-TV (Ch. 4) to CBS, along with its radio station WBEN (5 kw on 930 kc).
It's
second such defectio n from NBC since CBS began series of "raids" on longtime NBC-TV
affiliates last spring, weaning away Norfolk's WTAR-TV & WTAR (Vol. 9:20-23).
WBEN-TV actually won't change until next Nov. 2 when it becomes a primary
basic of CBS-TV at present base network rate of $1125 per hour.
Radio WBEN an NBC
affiliate more than 20 years, becomes " secondary basic " of CBS Radio immediately at
$315, but because NBC contract runs to May 51, 1954 that network continues to have
first call on its option time until then
unless NBC arranges earlier to switch to
WGR (5 kw on 550 kc) whose contract with CBS expires June 1, 1954 or to WEBR (5 kw
on 970 kc, MBS), owned by Courier-Express, whose editor is veteran radioman Cy King.
Change caught NBC unawares was engineered by CBS station relations v.p.
Herbert Akerberg with publisher Edward Butle r, his v.p. A.H. Kirchhofer and WBEN-TV
Butler issued statement in Buffalo saying "we can't tell
gen. mgr. Robt. Thompson.
at this time when all the changes will take place" and adding that they were being
made to bring Buffalo "the dynamic program facilities and resources of the CBS."
First station in Buffalo and its only vhf to date, WBEN-TV has been basic
NBC since inception in May 1948, had been getting choices of all 4 networks until
uhf WBUF-TV (Ch. 17) began operating Aug. 17 and procured some ABC, DuMont & CBS.
Second uhf, WBES-TV (Ch. 59), began operating Sept. 5.
Since Buffalo's other 2 vhf allocations seem to be inextricably tied up in
and could be delayed for year or more
competitive hearings not yet held
the
assumption is that NBC will turn to one or other of the uhf and give it same promotional push it's giving new uhf affiliate WVEC-TV in similar one-vhf Norfolk area.
T hat would not only be another fillip for uhf in another major market (14th
in J. Walter Thompson rankings) but would further commit NBC to speedier program and
technical buildups of uhf in general. Even CBS takes position it's encouraging uhf,
and fast-rising ABC-TV & DuMont are necessarily committed to it.
There seems to be little doubt about uhf's strength where it gets in first
(as in Portland, Duluth, Fresno, Sacramento, Wilkes-Barre, Peoria, Rockford, etc.)
and where it offers only competition in otherwise single-station vhf markets (such
as Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Milwaukee, St. Louis, Norfolk, etc.).
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But there's no doubt that CBS hit NBC where it hurt
not only its pride
Timebuyers are still inclined to favor vhf and uhf still has
but its pocketbook.
big job to do to build up comparative "circulation" in old vhf areas.
,

Though later into TV than NBC fast-moving and intensely competitive CBS-TV
has also taken away NBC's long-standing lead in network TV billings
But the NBC-TV
people are inclined to laugh that off as a "temporary condition which the sale of
one or two daytime accounts will overcome." Actually, CBS-TV August billings jumped
some $1,200,000 ahead of NBC-TV's (see PIB figures, Vol. 9:40).
and hurt
by the switch was CBS's longtime AM
Also taken by surprise
affiliate WGR whose head is veteran Leo J. Fitzpatric k, the man who handled major
shift of Detroit's 50-kw WJR to CBS a score years ago; WGR's gen. mgr. is I. R. (Ike
Lounsberry ex-chairman and still member of CBS Affiliates Advisory Board.
But the current legen d in the broadcasting industry -- that " network loyal is particularly apparent today, with jockeying for
ties are only dollar deep "
top position in TV the dominant motivation of networks and stations.
,

.

—
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CPs GRANTED AFTER COMPETITORS DROP: Six CPs this week
3 vi a final decisions
plus 2 initial decisions.
All actions were made possible by dropouts of competing
applications.
The week’s grants
Wilmington. Del ., WILM, Ch. 83; Orlando, Fla ., WDBO, Ch. 6; Mason City, la
KGLO, Ch. 3; Cape Girardeau, Mo ., KFVS, Ch. 12; Erie. Fa ., WERC, Ch. 35; Duluth Superior, Wis ., WDSM, Ch. 6. Initial decisions favored: UAW-CIO Bcstg. Co., Detroit
Ch. 62; WHK, Cleveland
Ch. 19.
And FCC cancelled a CP for failure to build
KTVR, Galveston, Tex
grant held by oilman M.B. Rudman.
Ch. 41
CPs produced by final decisions were in Wilmington, Erie, Duluth-Superior.
W ilmington grant is first for highest frequency of all, Ch. 83, went to Hawkins family, including W.W. Hawkins Jr., drama critic of N.Y. World-Telegram & Sun.
Duluth
CP came after competing Lakehead Telecasters pulled out under option to acquire 49%
of grant.
Dropout of Civic TV Inc. paved way for Erie CP
Grant to UAW-CIO when
it becomes final, will be first to a union
UAW was once ardent FM grantee, lost
enthusiasm and cancelled licenses when it failed to make go of it.
In further effort to speed hearings
Commission this week announced that
before hearing starts, applicants must furnish detailed information on background
and experience of principals, programs, studio and auxiliary facilities, management
and whatever else examiner desires.
and staffing, budget for first year
Commission also granted protest of WNET, Providence (Ch. 16), against CP
issued to WPRO-TV, Providence, Ch. 12 (Vol. 9:41), set matter for hearing on date
to be chosen.
FCC also scheduled more comparative hearings all starting Nov. 13:
Portland, Me ., Ch. 13; Charleston, W.Va ., Ch. 8; Durham, N.C ., Ch. 11.
6
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NEW STATIONS BOW, 292 NOW ON AIR: Add 8 more to your log of on-the-air stations
bringing total to 292, of which 199 are vhf, 93 uhf. Week's starters
3 vhf & 5
uhf
bring first local pictures to Pensacola, Fla. & Lebanon, Pa.
added service
to 5 other areas. These new stations began test patterns and/or programs this week
KOOL-TV & KOY-TV, Phoenix, Aria ., time-sharing grantees on Ch. 10, reported
test patterns Oct. 17, scheduled first programming Oct. 24, splitting time schedule
Other stations in the area are pre-freeze KPHO-TV (Ch. 5) and
and CBS affiliation
New stations share 5-kw DuMont
KTYL-TV, Mesa-Phoenix (Ch.12), which began Apr. 23.
South
Park,
and
both
have
Mt.
studios at 511 W. Adams St.
transmitter, RCA antenna in
It's third pair of share-time stations to go on air, others being in MinneapolisKOOL-TV is 85% owned by cowboy star Gene Autry
Cal.
St. Paul & Salinas-Monterey
KOY-TV is owned by
who also owns 48% of KOPO-TV, Tucson (Ch. 13) and several AMs.
principals of KYMA, Yuma, who are also officers of WLS, Chicago. KOOL-TV' s gen, mgr
TV director Jerry Burns, commercial mgr. Wm. Connelly, engiis Charles Garland
neering director Walter Stiles. KOY-TV pres. & 20% owner John Hogg is also commerRichard Goebel, TV director; Clifford
cial mgr.
20% owner Albert Johnson is mgr
Both stations have $250 rate, with Blair as rep.
R. Miller, chief engineer.
WPFA-TV, Pensacola, Fl a. (Ch. 15), began test pattern Oct. 9, started commercial operation Oct. 16 with CBS & DuMont programming. Using 1-kw GE transmitter
and Trilsch tower, station's "coverage is beyond all expectations", says v.p.-gen.
Nearest TV is in Mobile, Ala., 53 miles away; Pensacola's second
mgr. F.E. Busby
station, WEAR-TV (Ch. 3) expects to begin in Nov. or Dec. WPFA-TV's principal owner
who owns 75% of upcoming KTAG-TV, Lake Charles, La., and
is Charles W. Lamar Jr
Baton Rouge. Max L. Anderson is program mgr. N.V.
in
WAFB-TV,
minority interest
Rep is Adam Young.
Base hour rate is $150.
Pieler, chief engineer.
(Ch. 9) became second in that city when it began
KCRI-TV, Cedar Rapids, la
tests Oct. 14, NBC & ABC programming Oct. 16 after inaugural show Oct. 15. Using
DuMont 5-kw transmitter, antenna atop old FM tower, it has $200 base rate, followed
Largest stockholder is theatreman
local WMT-TV (Ch. 2) on air by exactly 3 weeks.
will acquire 50% of stock and
Gazette
Myron Blank under merger deal. Cedar Rapids
owners is Harrison Spangler,
minority
Among
sell its radio facilities to grantee.
Frank D. Rubel is gen, mgr. Robert Z. Morrison,
ex-Republican national chairman.
commercial
ex-WJAR-TV, Providence, sales mgr.; Shaun Murphy, ex-WTVE, Elmira, N.Y.
H-R Television is rep.
Carl Rollert, chief engineer.
mgr.
8
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WARD-TV, Johnstown, P a. (Ch. 56) is first local competition for pre-freeze
WJAC-TV (Ch. 6), transmitted first test pattern Oct. 15 after month of delays caused
first by equipment difficulties, then by rigger trouble.
It has RCA transmitter,
has been promised delivery of DuMont 5-kw by end of month.
It’s principally owned
by local Rivoli theatre interests
Gen. mgr. is Robert R. Nelso n, chief engineer is
Millard Coleman, both from AM operation.
Base rate is $200.
Rep is Weed.
WROW-TV, Albany, N. Y
(Ch. 41) put first pattern on air at 8 p.m. Oct. 14
from interim 100-watt GE transmitter and 5-bay GE antenna, will soon increase power,
having received 12-kw transmitter Sept. 25.
It's second in Albany-Schenectady-Troy
area, first being GE's pre-freeze WRGB (Ch. 4).
DuMont affiliated, it will carry
some CBS programs, has base rate of $250. "All reports wonderful", wires exec. v.p.
who claims 50,000 sets already converted in 3-city
& gen. mgr. Harry L. Goldman
area and converters selling at rate of "800-1000 a day". Area has 2 other uhf CPs,
Schenectady's WTRI (Ch. 35) with Jan. target and Albany's WFTR-TV (Ch. 23), no date
announced.
Station is owned by Goldman and 5 local professional men, including
Congressman Taylo r (R-N.Y.), now in sixth term. Kay Feily is asst. mgr. Leon
Lewis, sales mgr.
Charles Heisler, chief engineer.
Rep is Bolling.
KNUZ-TV, Houston, Tex
(Ch. 39), first uhf and second commercial outlet in
that city, turned on test patterns afternoon of Oct. 10, begins regular programming
Oct. 22.
It has 1-kw DuMont transmitter and DuMont antenna atop 750-ft. Trilsch
tower shared with the U of Houston's educational KUHT (Ch. 8), which began May 12.
Houston's other local station is pre-freeze KPRC-TV (Ch. 2).
Two-story building
housing KNUZ-TV studios is first to be erected in new Texas TV Center. Management
reports "signal coming in fine 40 mi. away on Gulf Coast area", 27,900 sets already
Sliding rate card begins with basic hour rate of $280, goes up $10 per
converted.
hour for each additional 1000 converted sets until rate reaches $340. David Morris
Chauncey C. Brown, production mgr. Roger
is v.p. -gen. mgr.
Jack Healy, sales mgr.
chief
program
mgr.
Crossland,
engineer.
Forjoe is rep.
Van Duzer,
O.C.
WLBR-TV, Lebanon, P a. (Ch. 15), in center of Pennsylvania's "uhf belt", went
on air for tests Oct. 9, beating target by 6 days, goes commercial as non-network
station Oct. 25 with $150 base rate. RCA transmitter is on South Mt., with antenna
Reports Julian F. Skinnell operations & national
880-ft. above average terrain.
mail
and calls reporting perfect reception in Harris"Swamped
with
sales manager:
burg, York, Reading and Lancaster, with good signal at other points up to 72 miles
Station is affiliated with
Sales and prospective business also very gratifying."
Lebanon News. Lester P. Etter is pres. & part owner; Arthur Simmers, production
No rep has been announced.
M. Leonard Savage, chief engineer.
mgr.
.
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Personal Noles:

TV & WGAL,
stations, elected

Clair R. McCollough, pres, of

Lancaster, Pa.,

&

WGAL-

gen. mgr. of Steinman

chairman of TV-radio

dept.,

Presbyterian

Church in the U.S.A., succeeding Rev. Theodore F. Savage
James T. Quirk, ex-promotion mgr. of Philadelphia
Inquirer, named publisher of TV Guide; Roger Clipp, gen.
mgr. of Inquirer's WFIL-TV & WFIL who has been serving as business mgr. of TV Guide, returns fulltime to stations
Paul A. Walker, ex-FCC chairman, to open
Washington law office by Dec. 1, location not yet selected
David C. Williams, ex-marshal of U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington and onetime secy, to late Rep. A.
.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Piatt

Andrew (R-Mass.), appointed

legal adviser to

new

Karl Nelson, ex-sales mgr.,
FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee
advanced to commercial mgr. of WICU, Erie, replacing
Don Boyce
Jack S. Atwood, ex-WRDO (AM), Augusta,
Me., appointed national sales mgr. of upcoming WCSHTV, Portland, Me. (Ch. 6), due about Dec. 1
Hilliard Gates named asst, mgr., Carleton B. Evans commercial mgr., Calo O. Mahlock, program mgr., Eugene A.
Chase chief engineer, of WKJG-TV, Fort Wayne, Ind. (Ch.
Robert L. Sabin appointed operations
33) due in Nov.
mgr. of upcoming WKNY-TV, Kingston, N. Y. (Ch. 66),
due on air in Jan.; Carl C. Egolf, ex-WHUM-TV, Reading,
Pa., named chief engineer
Glen Robitaille is technical
.
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CFPL-TV, London, Ont. (Ch. 10) due in Nov.
George Johannessen, ex-Harry B. Cohen Adv., named
research mgr., Edward Petry TV-radio div.
Gunnar
Rugheimer, ex-CBLT, Toronto, named mgr. of CBC’s new
TV news service, under chief news editor W. H. Hogg,
headquartering at 354 Jarvis St., Toronto
Richard A.
Jackson, ex-Sponsor Magazine, named business news editor, WOR-TV & WOR
John W. McGuire, ex-ABC-TV,
named central sales mgr. of Motion Pictures for TV Inc.
Charles Vosso promoted to asst, chief engineer, WPIX,
Ray Wagner named TV-radio mgr., Young &
N. Y.
Rubicam, Hollywood
Charles L. Hutchins, from
agency’s Los Angeles staff, heads new TV-radio dept.,
Ei-win, Wasey Co., London
Charles G. Baskerville, exgen. mgr. of WFLA, Tampa, appointed gen. mgr. of
director of
.
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WNAO-TV & WNAO,

.

.

Raleigh, N. C.

.

.

.

Chris Witting,

DuMont Network gen. mgr., is TV chairman for Feb. 21-28
Brotherhood Week of Conference of Christians & Jews.
se

Arden X. I’angborn, resigning as gen. mgr. of WOAITV, San Antonio, returns to Portland Nov. 1 as editor of
Portland Oregon Journal, which owns KPOJ there and is
one of competitors for Ch. 12 not part owner of new
KOIN-TV, as erroneously stated in this column 2 weeks
ago.

We

regret the error.

6
Station Accounts!

In addition to 90 local accounts and
schedule, pioneer uhf KPTV, Portland, Ore., on
occasion of first anniversary celebration Sept. 30, counted
exactly 111 national and regional spot accounts. Besides
full

NBC

—

.

general run of spot users such as Dentyne, Bulova, Elgin, Canada Dry, Kools, Raleighs, Paper-Mate, SOS, General Mills, Lever, Servel, Toni, Kellogg, Lipton, Ford,
Pabst, etc. its national spot list includes: Casite I)iv.,
Hastings Mfg. Co. (Casite Products), thru Keclin Co.,
Chicago; Loma Linda Foods (Rusket Flakes) and Cinch
Products, thru Ehvood Robinson, L. A.; John C. Charles Co.
(Formula 40 hair preparation), thru John Freiburg Co.,
L. A.; Chemicals Inc. (Vano Starch), thru Sidney Garfield
& Assoc., S. F.; United Airlines, thru N. W. Ayer, N. Y.;
Continental Airlines, thru Galen E. Broyles, Denver; Chun
King Sales Co. (Oriental Foods), thru Stockton, West,
Burkhardt, Cincinnati; Doughboy Industries Inc. (plastic
toys), thru BBDO, Minneapolis; Plot-o-Products (toys),
direct; 12 Products Inc. (42 Sho-Curl), thru McNeill &
McCleary, L. A.; Florida Citrus Commission, thru J. Walter Thompson, N. Y.; Hawaiian Pineapple Co. (Dole), thru
N. W. Ayer, N. Y.; Mason Root Beer Co., thru Irving J.
Rosenbloom, Chicago;
Dietetics (Pream), thru Benton & Bowles, N. Y.; Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co., thru BBDO,
S. F.; Plastone Inc. (Turtle Wax), thru W. B. Connor,
Chicago; Shaler Co. (Rislone), thru Hoffman & Yoi’k,
N. Y. Sperry Flour Co. (Wheathearts and pancake &
waffle flour), thru Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, S. F.; Union
Pacific R. R., thru Richard Montgomery Assoc., Portland;
U. S. Envelope Co. (Self-Seal Envelopes), thru S. R. Leon
& Co., N. Y.; Wesco Waterpaints Inc. (paints), thru Long
Adv., S. F.; White Rock (cherry soda), thru Wm. HarTV doing well—but so’s radio (see Telecastvey, L. A.
ing Notes) and Sponsor Magazine points out: “Against
Tea Council’s $1,000,000 all-TV ad budget, Pan American
Coffee Bureau’s betting entire $500,000 ad wad on spot
Coast Fisheries Div.,
radio (100-plus markets)”
Quaker Oats Co., starts TV-radio campaign Oct. 19 for its
Puss N’ Boots Cat Food, thru Lynn Baker Inc., N. Y.
National Carbon Co. (Prestone anti-freeze) launches an-

—
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Neiworfc Accounts;
Wool worth's, which last year sponTournament of Roses, will pick up the tab for NBCTV’s colorcast of big event at Pasadena New Year’s Day,
making it one of first color TV sponsors
GE sponsors
Bing Crosby’s long-awaited TV debut as “leading man”
sored

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

nual 4-mo. campaign, using TV-radio spots, magazines and
Among other ad510 newspapers, thru Wm. Esty Co.
vertisers reported using or preparing to use TV Iceberg
Freezer Corp. (home freezers & air conditioners), thru
Robertson Potter Co., Chicago; Louisiana Sweet Potato
Advertising & Development Comm., Opelousas, La. (Louisiana yams), thru Fitzgerald Adv., New Orleans; Monsanto Chemical Co. (All detergent), thru Needham, Louis
.

.

;

.

Alfred I. duPont Awards Foundation this week invited
nominations for its 1953 annua) awards to a TV or radio
news commentator for “aggressive and consistently excellent and accurate gathering and reporting of news in the
public interest”; to a TV or radio station of more than
5 kw and to one of less than 5 kw for “outstanding public
service.”
Nominations will be accepted through Dec. 31
by O. W. Riegel, Foundation curator, Washington & Lee
U, Lexington, Va.
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.

Groom on NBC-TV,

starting Dec. 1, Mon.-thru-Fri. 1212:30 p.m., thi’u Robert Orr Adv.
Purex powder bleach
buys 712 min. of Thu. 3:15-3:30 portion of Kate Smith
Hour, on NBC-TV, starting Oct. 29, Mon.-thru-Fri. 3-4
p.m., thru Foote, Cone & Belding.
.

.

.

Replying to Hartford Telecasting Co. challenge of
validity of granting

owned

TV

insurance company-

licenses to

stations, Ch. 3 competitor Travelers Broadcasting

Service Corp., which has combined with Dr. Franklin M.
WDRC, cited 26 TV & radio stations presently

Doolittle’s

11 companies in motion before Oct. 30 FCC
Hartford Telecasting Co. has among principals
Clifford S. Strike, chairman, 25.26%
Harry C. Butcher,
pres. & gen. mgr., 247c (he would be resident mgr.);
George E. Cameron Jr., oilman, onetime chief owner of
KOTV, Tulsa, 24.2171; Charles F. Gannon, adman, 6.8%;
and others. Study of records shows these insurance com-

owned by

hearing.

;

panies, in addition to Travelers,

TV,

:

Brorby, N. Y.; Anahist Co, (Super- Anahist), thru Ted
Bates & Co., N. Y.; Evinrude Motors Div. of Outboard,
Marine & Mfg. Co. (outboard motors), thru Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee; Parker Pen Co. (fountain pens), thru
J. Walter Thompson, Chicago; CBS-Columbia Inc. (TV &
radio sets), thru Ted Bates & Co., N. Y.; Tea Garden Products Co., San Leandro, Cal. (preserves, jellies, syrups),
thru BBDO, San Francisco; U. S. Plywood Corp. (Weldwood Plywood doors), thru Kenyon & Eckhart, N. Y.; lairmont Foods Co., Omaha (frozen foods), thru Allen &
Reynolds, Omaha; Gehhardt Chili Powder Co.. San Antonio (Eagle Brand chili powder), thru Glenn Adv., Dallas;
Weldon Farm Products Inc. (Alba non-fat dry milk solids),
thru Doyle Dane Bernbach, N. Y.

.

Dec. 27 on CBS-TV, 9-9:30 p.m., in telefilm produced by
Bing Crosby Enterprises. Supporting will be best of GE’s
TV-radio properties, including Fred Waring, Ray MilJand,
Joan Davis, Jane Fvoman Bing’s only 2 TV appearances
to date were as guest on NBC Bob Hope show and in
a
charity telethon
Fedders-Quigan (air conditioners)
buys 110 segments on NBC-TV’s Today for $400,000, one
of 7-9 a.m. program’s largest sales; they start Dec. 1 and
continue to Aug. 1954, thru BBDO.
Other new Today
sponsors: Druggist Supply Corp., N. Y., 16 partic., starting Dec. 2, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan; Jarmas-Williamson
Co., Portland. Ore. (Bag Boy golf carts), 1 partic. Dec. 1.
thru Joseph R. Gerber Co., Portland
J. B. Watch Band
Co. to be alt.-week sponsor of new Joey Adams comedyquiz show, Back That Fact, on ABC-TV, starting Oct. 22,
Thu. 9-9:30 p.m., thru Lewin, Williams & Saylor
Jergens Lotion buys Mon.-Wed.-Fri. portion of Brule and

.

&

.

AM

or

FM

stations

owning or applicants for

(TV grants

in

parentheses): Dur-

ham

Life Insurance Co.; Farm Bureau Mutual Automobile
Ins. Co., Jefferson Standard Life Ins. Co. (WBTV, Char-

lotte,

100%, &

WFMY-TV,

Greensboro

16.

6%

)

;

Lamar

Jackson, Miss., CP 100%); Life &
Casualty Ins. Co. of Tenn.; Midland National Life Ins.
Co.; National Equity Life Ins. Co.; National Life & Accident Ins. Co. (WSM-TV, 100%); Riverside Insurance Co.
of America (WTVI, Belleville, 111., 4 %); Standard Life
Ins. Co.; Shenandoah Life Ins. Co. (WSLS-TV, Roanoke,
100 %).
Life Ins. Co.

(WJDT,

Wm. R. McAndrew, NBC-TV special events chief, with
producer James Fleming, writer Arthur Helch and director
Charles Christensen among recipients of Christopher
Awards for third quarter 1953 for their Assignment Tomorrow; also cited were Dr. Frances Horwich for her
NBC Ding Dong School and producer Judith Waller and
Also winning citations
director Reinald Werrenrath Jr.
were radio writer James Poe and producer William Gay
for CBS’s Sam Houston and CBS newsman Allan Jackson
for his survey of educational conditions.
Christopher
movement was started by Fr. James Keller in 1945 to
stimulate greater sense of personal obligation by individuals

in

education, govt.,

labor relations, journalism,

literature and entertainment.

Signs of the times: Radio Executives Club of New
to Radio, Television & Advertising
Executives Club of New England (C. Herbert Masse, WBZTV, Boston, pres.).

England changes name

—”—
7
Telecasting Notes: Business of broadcasting is boombig and little AM stations alike reporting billings
nicely ahead of 1952 and a few even talking of rate ining,

— almost

taboo subject since TV came on the
scene.
Local and spot are going great guns and even
network is slightly ahead (see 8-mo. PIB figures, Vol. 8:40,
Washington’s
p. 14).
(MBS) actually reports
“wait listing” new advertisers, because it’s so full-up
NBC Radio reports $7,000,000 in new & renewal business ($1,750,000 new) signed in 6 weeks Sept. 1-Oct. 15,
making $25,000,000 ($3,750,000 new) since mid-June
Best explanation of radio boom, despite upsurging TV, is
(1) that advertising generally is doing extremely well, and
(2) that the radio broadcasters, singly and collectively,
have really put over the idea, as Broadcasting Magazine
puts it, that radio “is still the least expensive saturation
medium of them all” ... At NARTB district meetings,
there’s lots of backstage talk about letters from veteran
broadcaster Wm. B. Way, KVOO, Tulsa, urging new trade
association devoted to radio only but nobody seems to be
doing anything about it and project is expected to go way
of most splinter proposals. NARTB looks stronger than
ever to us, albeit some TV-only folk also object to “one big
tent” structure for the same reason Bill Way does
Coup for network radio: Socony-Vacuum Oil Co. signs to
sponsor 22 NBC Symphony Concerts on NBC conducted by
Toscanini in Carnegie Hall, starting Nov. 8, Sat. 6:30-7:30
p.m.; no TV appearances for the maestro yet announced
TV film industry, just 5 years old, is crowding out 50year-old movie business as principal Hollywood industry.
Lee Zhito, in Oct. 17 Billboard, on basis of survey of
Hollywood unions, reports: “TV film industry is today
responsible for employing more than 50% of Hollywood’s
asst, directors, more than 40% of its directors, 40% of its
film editors, cameramen and sound technicians, a third of
More than 50% of its Class
its established screen writers.
creases

a

WWDC
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MALL MARKET TV

who

can pay

off

—

if

right market, and the right formula.
apparently has found the right formula

you’ve got the

One

telecaster

—

and the right
(Dub) Rogers, who guided San Antonio’s KEYL through TV’s early red-ink days and then
built KDUB-TV, Lubbock (Ch. 13) about a year ago. He
let broadcasters in on some aspects of his formula at
NARTB meetings in Seattle. San Francisco & Los Angeles.
Rogers’ energetic plans for small market TV go beyond Lubbock (county pop. 101,000), which now has 2 vhf
stations.
He’s building KPAR-TV (Ch. 12) in Sweetwater, Tex. (county pop. 19,800), which he intends to
operate virtually as a satellite of KDUB-TV. Connected
by private microwave, most programs will originate in
Lubbock, with some local programming originating in
Sweetwater. He has same plans for Big Springs, Tex.
(pop. 26,700), where he has application for Ch. 4.
Talks to district meetings amplified and updated
Rogers’ comments as chairman of Small Market TV panel
at NARTB 1953 convention, printed bv us as Special Report May 9.
His advice to would-be small-market telecastors: “Study your market, get as much information as
possible [before deciding whether to build]. There is too
little serious thought being put behind these proposed

markets

—

operations

is

in

W.

D.

many

—too

cases

much

aimless drifting.”

Minimum outlay for station construction is $185,000
using new equipment, or possibly $135,000 with some
second-hand equipment, be said. He gave this breakdown
of revenue dollars received by his 11-month old noninterconnected station in relatively small 2-station market:
Local revenue accounts for 84% of total (“it is very
simple to figure out who will be feeding you”); this breaks
down

to

camera,

announcements 33%, programs 29%, production,
22%. National is 11% (announcements 7%,

etc.

.

A

actors are working in telepix.
[And] film processing
working at new high to keep with TV’s demands”

labs are

Screen Extras Guild, among other contract demands
submitted to Assn, of Motion Picture Producers, asks 5%
additional payment for extras in theatrical films subsequently released to TV and for re-runs of TV films
“TV film stock company” planned by veteran producer Hal
Roach Sr., reports Oct. 17 Billboard, which quotes him as
saying he’ll put top stars and competent supporting casts
under contract, using them to make both theatrical and TV
films
following same formula he used in Our Gang comedies, Laurel & Hardy pictures, etc.; he’s said to have national sponsors lined up already for 3 of 4 planned TV
series
Plugging opposition, Cleveland’s vhf
produces 20-min. promotional film, Right Before Your
Eyes, tracing growth of TV in northeastern Ohio, showing plants and key staff members of 4 uhf stations, 2
grantees and one applicant in area, plus explanation of
maximum power authorizations for 3 Cleveland stations,
only time
is shown or mentioned
San Francisco’s KPIX complaining that certain nearby stations are
picking up its CBS network shows without authorization
and this week KSTP-TV’s Stanley Hubbard tells FCC one
station picked up its NBC World Series exclusive and is
“pirating” NCAA football games
Martha Rountree
quits Meets the Press and The Big Issue in next few weeks,
having ended partnership with Lawrence Spivak; she and
adman spouse Oliver Presbrey own Leave It to the Girls,
Washington Exclusive, Nation’s Press Conference
Variety front-pages “indications” that Pat Weaver will be
next NBC pres, and that acting pres. David Sarnoff won’t
move back upstairs to RCA until March 1 but it’s sheer
guesswork
“High School Day” set for Feb. 5 by upcoming WRTV, Asbury Park, N. J. (Ch. 58) students at
local high school will “operate station,” take over announcing, put on entertainment, even sell commercials.
.
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programs 4%

Network revenues account for mere 5%.
).
As to operating costs, general & administrative are
32%, program 28%, selling 20%, technical 20%. Other
cost statistics: (1) Sustaining film costs amount to 39%
of total program costs. (2) Expressed in relation to total
expenses, film costs ore 25%, depreciation 12%, advertising & promotion 8%, salaries 31%. (3) “Overhead” items
such as taxes, royalties, heat, light are 24% of total.
KDUB-TV has 35 fulltime employes, 6 part-time,
working under “dual function plan” most employes having one or more secondary duties in addition to their

—

primary ones. “Without this plan,” says Rogers, “the
small market station cannot survive.” Part-time employes
arc engineering and TV-radio majors at local Texas Tech.
Secret of building up local accounts, Rogers believes,
in doing real educational job on TV as a medium.
Local merchants’ first reaction always is that TV is too
lies

expensive. “Why? Because they have been buying radio
spots for $1.50 up [and] when you approach them with an
$18 or $20 spot rate they go berserk. But never let them

AM—

TV station with the rate of
but rather with the rate of the local newspaper. TV in a
small market can deliver the audience on a cost-per-thoucompare the rate of a

sand basis just as cheaply as the large markets do. Most
of the time we have a greater percentage of sets-in-use

—

than the large markets
[because] we do not have the
competition of the entertainment world that metropolitan
stations have. You either go to a movie, or watch TV.”
Live programming is a necessity in big or small market, says Rogers.
“We produce 64 live shows per week
80% of them commercial.” As for films: “In the small
market station you cannot assume a bigger responsibility
than that of a film buyer.” Good film libraries are smallmarket best buys. “In a small market station I do not see at
this time how anyone can keep program costs under 28%.

5-kw transmitter to KBOI, Me(Ch. 2) this weekend, slated for shipment in next 2 weeks similar units to KFBB-TV, Great
la. (Ch.
Falls, Mont. (Ch. 5) and KWWL-TV, Waterloo,
DuMont also reports order for 25-kw transmitter

D

UMONT SHIPPED
ridian, Ida.

7).

from KGLO, Mason City, la., which got Ch. 3 grant this
week, delivery due after first of year. DuMont announced
equipment to:
this week it has shipped complete microwave
KVEC-TV, San Luis Obispo, Cal. (Ch. 6); KTVH, HutchKan. (Ch. 12); KERO-TV, Bakersfield,
KTYL-TV, Mesa-Phoenix, Ariz. (Ch. 12).

inson,

10);

Cal.

(Ch.

reports these uhf shipments this week: 12-kw
transmitter to WJHP-TV, Jacksonville, Fla. (Ch. 36),
comOct. 12; 100-watt driver to Michigan State College’s

GE

mercial
unit to

East Lansing (Ch. 60); and 100-watt
Louis (Ch. 36), to be followed by
Latter station also has 1-kw RCA trans-

WKAR-TV,
KSTM-TV,

12-kw Nov. 1.
mitter, presumably

St.

will

sell

it

when GE

installation

is

complete.

RCA shipped three 10-kw transmitters this week to
upcoming new vhf stations KFYR-TV, Bismaick, N. D.
(Ch. 5), sent Oct. 13; WCSH-TV, Portland, Me. (Ch. 6),
Oct. 16.
*

*

*

*

In our continuing survey of upcoming new stations,
these were reports received this week:
WJON-TV, St. Cloud, Minn. (Ch. 7), about 65 mi.
from Twin Cities, is having site trouble and has postponed
target from Oct. 15 to next March 1, reports counsel.

Chief owner is Max H. Lavine, adv. mgr. of Superior
(Wis.) Telegram. Equipment has not yet been ordered.
Rep will be Rambeau.
KWTV, Oklahoma City (Ch. 9), contender for
“world’s tallest TV tower” with 1500-ft. Ideco, has moved
up target date from April-May 1954 to early Dec. 1953,
when it plans to begin interim operation with 10-kw RCA
transmitter, 6-bay RCA antenna, according to gen. mgr.

KOMA

(AM) which will
T. Bell, now also mgr. of
will
be basic CBS,
station
New
KWTV.
of
half-owner
be
Averyfirst vhf competitor for pre-freeze WKY-TV.
(Ch.
KMPT
19)
stations
uhf
Two
Knodel will be rep.
and KTVQ (Ch. 25) are imminent, both with towers
Edgar

—

over 900

—

ft.

Greenville, N. C. (Ch. 9) has again been delayed due to lack of tower, but erection begins in about
week and station should be ready by about Nov. 15, reports
mgr. A. Hartwell Campbell. RCA equipment will be used,
and CBS & DuMont interconnections are due Jan. 1. Staff
thus far selected: John G. Clark Jr., commercial mgr.;
Mrs. M. J. Laughinghouse, bus. mgr.; Larry Carry, program director; Tom Chick, production director; Ec Wall,

WNCT,

promotion mgr.; Malcolm Nicholson, film editor; Hank
Tribley, chief engineer. Pearson is rep.
CKWS-TV, Kingston, Ont. (Ch. 11), recently recommended by CBC for TV grant, hasn’t ordered equipment
connect
as yet, expects to get on air in 10-12 months, will
Bath,
at
transmitter
with
microwave
via
studios
Kingston
pres,
12 mi. to west of city, reports J. M. Davidson, asst, to
radio
operates
Northern
Ltd.
Co.
Bcstg.
of Northern
CKWS and will operate TV for owner Brookland Co. Ltd.,
which also owns CHEX, Peterborough, Ont. Brookland
of
Co. is 51% owned by Senator W. Rupert Davies, owner
Thomson,
Roy
owner
is
Other
Whig-Standard.
Kingston
chain newspaper publisher. Rep not yet chosen.
WRAY-TV, Princeton, Ind. (Ch. 52), RCA transmitNov. 1-7
ter now being installed, has reset target date to
mgr.;
gen.
Epstein,
L.
Robert
and announced this staff:

Warren Wittekind, program

director;

Ray

Shigley, en-

gineering director; Harold Bass, film director, Gene PeteiWalker
son, news director; A1 McElfresh, program director.

has been named rep.

(Ch. 16) has all RCA equipft. building on Lapeer
Rd. “in heart of metropolitan area,” hopes to begin transmissions Nov. 1, reports Jack D. Parker of Parker Adv.

WTAC-TV,

ment on hand

Flint, Mich.

in

new

12,000-sq.

Agency, Saginaw, handling station’s promotion and publicity.
Station is backed by II. Allen Campbell and George
Trendle, former owners of WXYZ, Detroit, who own TVradio properties Lone Ranger, Sgt. Preston of the Yukon
and radio’s Green Hornet. Rubin Weiss, TV-radio producer-writer-actor from Detroit stations, has been appointed mgr. City’s other uhf grantee, whose principal is

James F. Rubenstone, ex-WFIL-TV, Philadelphia, last
month reported it is considering surrendering CP because
of inability to get major network affiliation (Vol. 9:39).
WTAC-TV rep is Raymer.
KVAN-TV, Vancouver, Wash. (Ch. 21) has ordered
5-kw DuMont transmitter, plans Jan. 15 debut, writes
grantee Sheldon F. Sackett. Transmitter will be across
Columbia River in Portland, Ore., studios in Vancouver.
It will be first uhf competition for pioneer KPTV (Ch. 27)

and third in area, where
Sept. 29, programs Oct.

KOIN-TV
15.

(Ch. 6) began tests
hasn’t chosen

KVAN-TV

rep yet.

WHA-TV, Madison, Wis. (Ch. 21, educational),
granted last week to Wisconsin State Radio Council, is
buying RCA 1-kw transmitter and Workshop antenna,
to be mounted on present FM tower, plans Jan. 1954 start,
according to exec, director H. B. McCarty, who points
out that state-owned radio
is the “oldest station in
the nation.”
Studios in old Chemical Engineering Bldg,
are ready, equipped with 3 GPL camera chains, kine reAllotment of $19,000
cording equipment and projector.
provides for addition of TV personnel during 1953-54.
WMAC-TV, Massillon, O. (Ch. 23), awaiting FCC approval of changed site and lower power, has postponed
target date to Dec. 7, reports commercial representative
Jim Bushman. It’s an Ed Lamb project, got GE equipment last month. Staff hasn’t yet been mustered, though
$200 base rate has been set and DuMont affiliation signed.
Rep will be Petry.
KTVU, Stockton, Cal. (Ch. 36), antenna on hand
and GE transmitter due soon, has nearly completed conversion of East Theatre into studio bldg., now plans Oct.
30 tests. That’s report from v.p.-gen. mgr. Knox La Rue,
ex-San Francisco v.p. of Hollingbery, 20% owner. Fontana (Cal.) Herald News owns 75%. Transmitter will be
10 miles north of Livermore, Cal., on mountain-top 1620ft. above average terrain.
Rep is Hollingbery.
WKNY-TV, Kingston, N. Y. (Ch. 66) held groundbreaking ceremonies Oct. 19 at new transmitter site near
Port Ewen water tower, west of State Hwy. 9-W. Construction of studio-transmitter building is scheduled to
start Nov. 1 and tower work begins Nov. 15-Dec. 1, so
that test patterns should start by early or mid-Dec., according to TV operations mgr. Robert Sabin. Rep will
be Meeker.

WHA

Proposal to replace 2 St. Louis vhf channels with 4
uhf was filed with FCC Oct. 15 by St. Louis’ KSTM-TV
(Ch. 36) through Washington attorney Franklin C. Salisbury. Petition argues that competition by 7 applicants for
the 2 vacant vhf channels will “deprive the people of
prompt additional service,” and removing vhf channels
from city would prevent some grantees from enjoying
“unfair competitive advantages” over others. Petition also
“suggests” Commission reconsider allocation plan with
idea of avoiding intermixture of vhf & uhf in “all other
communities similarly affected.”
Clint Youle, NBC’s Chicago weather reporter, this
week purchased the 100-vear-old Galena (111.) Gazette <£
Advertiser, recently a daily,

now semi-weekly.

Trade Report
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PIPELINE TOTAL NEAR 2,400,000 ON SEPT. 30: Inadvertently we didn't give full story
The figure of 1,400,000, which we
last week in our trade report on TV inventories
incorrectly stated represented TVs in all pipelines, actually related to factory and
failed to take into consideration estimates of
distributor inventories only
dealer inventories for 9-month period, which were not then available.
It's now estimated that dealer inventories totaled between 900,000-1,000,000
Added
at end of Sept., slightly above the 900,000 in dealer stocks at end of Aug.
to 1,400,000 factory 500,0 00, distributor 900,000 ), this makes quite a difference
in the over-all inventory picture, of course, but industry spokesman believes that
TV inventory position is good, as long as sales continue high.
Many manufacturers spaced their production more evenly this year for first
time, this spokesman pointed out, keeping output higher than usual over lean summer
to avoid rush in final quarter.
months
thus keeping inventories relatively high
TV industry has historically gone into fall season with very low inventories,
a condition which found it unprepared to satisfy sudden calls for receivers in final
quarter. Then usually begins big production push. Industry this year made concerted
effort to alter this deficiency with higher output, as attested by the 1,322,704
sets produced in May, June & July, months when production is usually lowest, as compared to 1,075,460 in same months of 1952.
,

.

—

(

—

—

S ales pickup in TVs was evident this week as fall season really started in
Scattered but well-documented reports from the new and old markets alike
earnest.
pointed to steadily rising sales sparked by World Series, football game telecasts,
bigger & better variety and dramatic shows on networks, etc.
Reports reaching our desk from such widely-separated points as Winston-Salem
all reflect growing optimism about the TV trade
and many in between
and Seattle
Many
picture, though usual regional differences existed on how long it would last.
dealers were preparing big Christmas promotions especially in new markets.
,

—

—

,

That sets were selling well even in summer, is shown by RETMA report listing
5,546,407 TVs sold at retail in first 8 months, well up from 2,569,384 in same 1952
In Aug, alone, 430,101 TVs were sold at retail, up from 340,406 in July
period.
Radios also held up wel l, totaling 3,875,293 (excluding
and 233,429 in Aug. 1952.
auto sets) at retail in 8 months, compared to 3,505,516 in corresponding period year
ago.
Aug. radio sales were 491,431 vs. 366,666 in July, 417,327 in Aug. 1952.
Speculation still continues on effect of color on TV sales, as FCC decision
Wall Street Journal
on color system draws closer (for latest on color, see p. 1).
reports some dealers complaining bitterly about effect of color publicity. Official
of White House dept, store in San Francisco was quoted: "Even people buying sets on
Chicago dealers report need
time wonder if they should continue their payments."
for intensified selling, one asserting: "Even though profit margins on TV sets now
are the smallest for any big cost item, we can't afford to lose them."
,

*

*

*

•*

TV production got off to flying start in first week of final quarter, totaling 175 040 (6375 private label) week ended Oct. 9, highest for any week since Feb.
It compared with 170,685 preceding week, 161,995 week ended Sept. 25 and 179,147
corresponding week year ago. It was year's 40th week and brought production to date
Output at same time last year was about 4,000,000.
to about 5,760,000.
,

Radio production totaled 247,289 (84,061 private), compared to 250,399 in
It compared with 206,855 corresponding
week ended Oct. 2 and 266,307 week before.
production
to date to about 10,400,000.
brought
this
year's
week last year and
portable,
42,113 clock, 68,022 auto.
Week's radios: 99,856 home sets, 37,298
9

4

10 Topics & Trends o! TV Trade: Side by side with tv,
major appliances are also moving nicely. National Electrical Manufacturers Assn, this week reported substantial
gains in factory shipments of several large appliances in
first 8 months over corresponding period last year.
Household refrigerators led the advance, totaling
2,742,914 units, up from 2,376,318 in same 1952 period.
Gain in refrigerator shipments is regarded by trade as
especially significant in view of continuous reference to
home refrigerator market as well-saturated.
Second largest gain was in electric ranges, totaling
855,453 units, compared to 630,370 in first 8 months last
year. Other shipments: home and farm freezers, 628,682
vs. 534,325; water heaters, 425,952 vs. 358,437.
Though
distributes figures without comment,
manufacturers and distributors agreed that sales pickup
in summer was largely responsible for good showing. Sales
in first 5 months were poor compared to preceding year,

NEMA

*

TV

*

*

*

service will cost about $250,000,000 this year, com-

pared to approximately $150,000,000 last year, increase
from greater number of sets-in-use and larger
proportion of older receivers.
That was estimate of
Frank J. Moch, pres, of big National Alliance of TV &
Electronic Service Assns. at Chicago convention this week.
On another sei-vice front, John F. Rider, technical publisher, advised TV service firms they could increase their
incomes by including all electronic maintenance work and
repair of home appliances. He told Greater Chicago TV
Service Industry Group that TV servicemen have neglected
repair of record players, high-fidelity equipment, home
radios, electronic organs, room air conditioners, etc., added
he searched N. Y. 4 months before he could find 2 men
willing to contract for service of an electronic computer.
resulting

Bullish phonograph record business is described in
comprehensive survey in New York Times, wherein financial reporter Alfred R. Zipser Jr. gives this explanation for recent buying upsurge: “Record manufacturers
have discovered something that honest and canny Highland distillers of Scotch whisky have known for centuries.
An acquired taste often becomes stronger and more enduring than an inherent one.” In article, Emanuel Sacks,
v.p. & gen. mgr. of RCA Victor’s record dept., foresees
industry-wide sales of $225,000,000 worth of records this
year, compared to $200,000,000 last year. Other signs of
prosperity: James B. Conkling, Columbia Records pres.,
says this will be company’s best year, surpassing sales
peak of 1952; Decca, with peak 6-month profit of $430,000,
looks forward to busy final quarter, says exec. v.p. Leonard W. Scheider; Capitol Records figures on 15-20% sales
boost over 1952, may beat its “bonanza” 1948, when $17,000,000 sales were achieved, says pres. Glenn E. Wallichs.

Space Cadet Dept.: TV sets in 1975 will be “twofaced”—with pictures on both sides of cabinet and when
placed in wall opening will permit viewing of same program in 2 rooms. That bold look in future came from
Vivian Overand, Admiral home economics director, in talk
She
this week to newspaper editors food conference.
added that future TV sets will be designed to look more
like a framed picture, and that engineei's may be able to
design CR tubes 27 or 30-in. in diameter but no more
than 10 or 12-in. deep, enabling sets to be placed in shallow
wall cavities or on breakfronts where they won’t be out

—

of proportion to other

room furnishings.

Thias Research Div., Standard Coil Products Co., is
name of new entity resulting from separation of research

Headed by Standard Coil engineering v.p. Edwin Thias, division will encompass all
research facilities for uhf, sound, color TV and other
forms of advanced electronics.
and production operations.

Trade Miscellany: Lacy’s, Washington TV-radio chain
which last week filed petition of voluntary bankruptcy
(Vol. 9:41), lists 197 creditors, with accounts payable
of $320,507.
Among creditors: Greber Distributing Co.,
Washington
(Capehart-Farnsworth)
Philco
$41,712;
Corp., $40,923; General Electric Supply Co., Washington,
$25,747; Samson Distributing Co., Washington (Motor,

ola), $22,898

Sylvania to lay off temporarily 100 of its
1540 employes at Seneca Falls, N. Y. tube plant in next 2
or 3 weeks because of “normal leveling off” of tube inventories, says personnel director Henry Prisby
GE
to construct 44,000-sq. ft. addition to receiving tube plant
.

.

.

.

.

.

at Tell City, Ind., will dedicate new 25,000-sq. ft. western
regional tube warehouse at 11840 Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, Oct. 22

.
.
.
Stromberg-Carlson starts construction
of addition to electronics engineering bldg, at Rochester,

CBS-Columbia launches series of 19 service
conducted by field service engineer Morton S. Klein,
to be held in conjunction with distributors in Tampa,
Miami, Atlanta, Knoxville, Johnson City (Tenn.), El Paso,
Albuquerque, Phoenix, Houston, San Antonio & Dallas
Raytheon has min. and 30-sec. spot commercial films
N. Y.

.

.

.

clinics,

.

.

.

promoting its new TV line, available to distributors and
dealers from TV-radio adv. dept., 5921 W. Dickens Ave.,
Chicago
Entron Co., maker of community antenna
equipment, moves soon to larger quarters at 4902 Lawrence St., Bladensburg, Md.
Radios account for onethird of all RCA Victor sales, according to consumer products v.p. Joseph B. Elliott
Novel promotion: Canadian
Admiral 17-in. TV table model ($250 list) given free to
purchasers of certain makes of new or used autos by
Toledo Motors Ltd., Montreal
Coronet Television Corp.,
Windsor, Ont. (Wm. Hurwitz, pres.) plans to set up own
TV receiver production line in Mexico in near future
Tax liability of manufacturers of phonograph player attachments is clarified in Internal Revenue Service Bulletin
No. 21, dated Oct. 12.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Jerrold showed its first 5-channel community antenna
equipment Oct. 15 to 37 operators at meeting in Mahanoy
City, Pa. City TV Corp. (Wm. McLaughlin, owner), pre-

viously carrying the 3 Philadelphia stations, now also
feeds subscribers WEEU-TV (Ch. 33) and
(Ch. 61), Reading, Pa. New signals are converted to subTV frequencies 24.5-30.5 me and 40.5-46.5 me, fed through
receivers’ channels 5 & 3. Jerrold estimates it costs about
$400 per mile to add 2 channels to its existing 3-channel
systems. Company also reports construction of Reno, Nev.
system under way by John Colling, operator of system in
Grass Valley, Cal. System is to pick up San Francisco
signals, bring them to Reno via AT&T microwave.

WHUM-TV

“The character, integrity and

ethics of our business
the process of slow but sure deterioration now. Unless we can get industry cooperation now, at all levels,
it may one day
to put respectability back in the business
is in

—

be too late.” This warning came from J. A. Broadhurst,
Jenkins Music Co., Wichita, at meeting of TV-radioappliance dealers in Omaha sponsored by
and
Nebraska-Iowa Electrical Council. He said misleading
advertising “continues to corrode the structure of appli-

NARDA

ance retailing.”

“sandwiched” TV safety glass, made in 2 layers
was announced this week by Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Co. Slated to be available to set makers next
month, glass is tinted gray, which Pittsburgh claims pro-

New

like auto glass,

vides better contrast, eliminates “double reflections.”

Paul Hetenyi,
(radio

&

63, retired pres,

electronic devices),

of Solar Mfg. Corp.

who had

lately been serving

as Aerovox consulting engineer, died Oct. 14 in N. Y. Son
of a Hungarian nobleman, he was cited by Govt, for wartime work in producing electronic devices for Signal Corps.

-
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Trade Personals: Dr. O. G. Haywood
who organized and headed Office
Air Research and

search,

ex-Air Force

Jr.,

of Scientific ReDevelopment Command, ap-

colonel

pointed Sylvania mgr. of engineering planning
J. A.
Frabutt, ex-govt, sales mgr., named gen. sales mgr. of
Federal Telephone & Radio Co. (IT&T), succeeding R. S.
Perry, now Federal pres.
Robert C. Sprague, chairman
.

.

.

.

.

.

named

adviser to Senate armed services subcommittee studying continental defense
John
D. Small, ex-Munitions Board chairman and onetime v.p.
of Sprague Electric,

.

&

Emerson

.

.

Benjamin Abrams, elected
exec. v.p. of Quiet Heet Mfg. Corp., recently purchased by
John
Emerson as air-conditioner production subsidiary
P. Boksenbom, ex-v.p. in charge of RCA Service consumer
products div., elected pres, of American Dyewood Co.
Edward J. Davenport named chief of CR tube commercial
James H.
engineering div., National Union Radio
Sweeney named marketing mgr. for germanium products
in GE’s new commercial equipment dept.; James E. Keister
appointed engineering mgr., Theodore E. Jamro manufacturing mgr. Sweeney & Keister headquartering in SyraEdward Altschuler resigns
cuse, Jamro in Clyde, N. Y.
as marketing mgr., Kaye-Halbert, his duties to be absorbed
temporarily by pres. Harry Kaye and adv. mgr. Jack Bremback
T. C. Gilliland resumes duties as San Francisco
exec. asst, to

pres.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

GE TV-radio dept., after year’s service in
Alexander Cameron Jr., ex-Crosley,
naval reserve
named Los Angeles district mgr., Arvin TV-radio div., succeeding Elmer C. Jorgensen, now div. merchandising mgr.
Wm. E. Skinner, ex- Arvin Distributors, Chicago, named
James N. Ryan, exZenith Ohio regional sales mgr.
Tele-tone, named sales & adv. mgr., DeWald Radio
Louis W. Selsor promoted to distributor sales mgr., Jensen
Henry D. Clark appointed sales
Mfg. Co. (speakers)
training mgr., Westinghouse TV-radio div., Metuchen,
James W. Shackleford named DuMont southN. J.
eastern regional sales mgr., Atlanta.
district mgr.,

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Distributor Notes: Shares of

*

Avco stock

will be given
N. Y. dealers with each large-volume purchase of Crosley
or Bendix products before Dec. 24, according to plan revealed this week by new distributor Gerald O. Kaye &
Assoc. Each dealer buying at least $3000 worth of Crosley
TV, radio or phonograph products in single order will get
20 shares; purchasers of 60 pieces of Bendix home laundry
equipment or Crosley refrigerators, freezers, ranges &
dishwashers (except Bendix Dialamat washer and Crosley
7-cu. ft. refrigertor) will get 25 shares; 27 units will bring
10 shares. Also this week, Kaye disclosed election of W.
DuMont apLee Booth as treas. & controller of his firm
points Alliance Distributors Co., Wichita (Charles Fischer,
pres.) Chicago factory branch promotes H. Joseph Sarlin
to gen. mgr.; Standard Distributing Co., San Antonio (DuMont) appoints Robert Frank sales mgr.
StewartWarner appoints Ott-Heiskell Co., Wheeling (Henry Roth,
Arvin names Graybar, Providence (T. A. Purpres.)
Bruno-New York (RCA Victor) appoints
cell, mgr.)
Victor A. Harris, radio sales mgr., as secy.
Warren
Connolly Inc., N. Y. (Hallicrafters) elects Edward L.
Frohlich pres., succeeding C. B. Wari'en, retired; Frohlich
acquired majority interest in concern last week (Vol. 9:41)
CBS-Columbia Distributors Inc., N. Y., appoints Fred
Okon adv. & promotion mgr., succeeding Ben Z. Kaplan.
.

.

.

Financial

&

Trade Notes:

rca

chairman

David

SarnolT and pres. Frank Folsom, in virtually identical letters to stockholders dated Oct. 1, disclosed that on Sept. 22
they sold 75,000 and 37,000 shares of their RCA stockholdings, respectively, through Lazard Freres & Co. to a
small number of investors and investment trusts.
Gen.
Sarnoff bought 100,000 shares and Folsom 50,000 last Feb.
at 17% under an option agreement approved by stockholders in May 1951.
On Sept. 22, RCA common closed

but sale was reportedly at 2 points below that
leading N. Y. Journal of Commerce to estimate that
Sarnoff’s profit was about $200,000 and Folsom’s about
$100,000 after capital gains taxes.
Both Sarnoff and Folsom explained they are not
wealthy men and had to obtain personal loans from banks
to buy the stock, then had to sell to repay the loans.
Sarnoff’s remaining holdings are 30,000 shares, of which
25,000 were acquired under the option. Folsom now owns
13,000, of which 12,500 were from option.
In his letter,
Sarnoff stated:
at 23(4
level,

“This represents substantially all my life savings. Because of my faith in the futui’e of RCA and my belief
that my investment in RCA stock is, and will remain, a
sound investment, I intend to retain for investment the
stock I now own and I have no present intention of distributing this stock.” Folsom’s letter said much the same
thing.
%

sfc

%

if.

General Instrument Corp. reports net profit of $711,400 ($1.15 a share) on sales of $19,139,300 in 6 months
ended Aug. 31 vs. $303,600 (50d) on $12,071,500 corresponding 1952 period. For quarter ended May 31, profit
was $456,077 (75<f a share) compared to $102,487 (17d)

same

quai’ter last year.

Official Films Inc., TV film distributing firm organized
by Isaac D. Levy, now chairman, and headed by pres.
Harold L. Hackett, reports net income of $76,882 before
and $69,632 after taxes for fiscal year ended June 30,
contrasting with net loss of $524,027 for preceding fiscal
year.
Income was $1,685,700, and deficit in earned surplus dropped to $717,867 as of June 30, 1953 from $786,867
on June 30, 1952.

Among officers’ and
SEC for Aug.

ported by

:

directors’ stock transactions reR. S. Pruitt sold 4000 Avco com-

mon, bought 200 pfd., holds 21,670 common, 481 pfd.;
Richard A. Wilson bought 200 Magnavox (July), holds

W. Brown

400; H.

sold 573

Muntz TV, holds 6000; Court-

nay Pitt

sold 200 Philco, holds 1070; Leslie J. Woods sold
300 Philco, holds 7899; Meade Brunet bought 100 RCA,

holds 500; Alfred H. Busch bought 100 Stewart-Warner,
holds 100; Milton Schulte bought 100 Tung-Sol, holds 2045.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Admiral

stockholders voted last week to increase
shares from 2,000,000 to 2,400,000, clearing
way for 20% stock dividend voted by directors on Sept. 4,
in addition to 25 4 quarterly dividend, payable Oct. 15.

authorized

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Fight over commercial

After he retired as chairman, Krich-Radisco was reorganKrich-New Jersey
(RCA), Allied Distributors-New Jersey, Associated Distributors-New Jersey and K-R Services. His 3 sons
Max, Paul and Barney manage the 4 corporations.

ized in 1950, creating 4 corporations:

—

—

nears climax in Britain.

had rejected his offer of $3,000,000 a year for use of
studios for 7 hours daily when BBC-TV isn’t on air.
tied his

Harry Krich, 79, who acquired control of KrichRadisco, Newark, in 1922 and became first RCA distributor
in nation, died Oct. 11 at his home in Beverly Hills, Cal.

TV

Blow for competitive, sponsored TV was struck this week
by Norman Collins, ex-BBC chief, now head of High Definition Films Ltd., big TV film company. He revealed BBC

govt,

statement to recent

BBC

monopoly went $2,000,000

financial report

TV
He

showing

in red last year, wdll be

bankrupt by 1955 if present rate of losses continues (Vol.
9:3/). Meanwhile, Admiral pres. Ross Siragusa, returning
from business trip to England, predicted decision on commercial TV as early as next month. He said Britain is on
threshold of prosperous period, reported TV as popular
there as in U. S., despite limited programming, higher
cost of sets and smaller screens.

12 Managing partners A. Donovan Faust and Larry H.
each of Pittsburgh’s WENS
(Ch. 16), which began operation Aug. 25 with ABC & CBS
service, in formation of Telecasting Inc., proposed new
licensee.
Formerly holders of 5% each and sparkplugs
of the enterprise, they will hold titles of v.p., with pres.
Thomas P. Johnson (now 44.5%) reducing holdings to
13.8% and Henry Oliver Rea (now 44.5%) to 8.35%. Mr.
Johnson is a chief owner of Pittsburgh Pirates, and one
of nearly a score of new stockholders will be John W.
Galbreath, pres, of Pirates and Forbes Field (5.55%).
Other stockholders include Tyrone Corp. (5.55%), which
owns 35.2% of Mt. Washington Television Inc., grantee of
Ch. 8 for projected WMTW, Poland, Me., and steelman
Donald Lott (2.77%) who owns 14% of WPGH, Pittsburgh. Mr. Rea and brother W. H. Rea also own about
37% of WPOR, Portland, Me. Station lists assets of
$350,068 (franchise & license being down for $6,755.27),
with partnership investments of $85,000 and operating
loss of $17,987 as of last June 30. Pro forma balance sheet
as of Aug. 31 shows $904,802 assets, including $253,831
cash and $452,149 in plant and equipment, with 18,000
shares of Class A capital stock outstanding out of 24,000
authorized and 2000 Class B out of 24,000 authorized.
Israel acquire

25% ownership

Big Meredith Publishing Co. ( Better Homes & GarSuccessful Farming), which last week purchased
KCMO-TV, Kansas City (Ch. 5) with KCMO for $2,000,-

dens,

000, plus certain indebtedness (Vol. 9:40-41), lost $198,638
on first fiscal year’s operation (ended June 1949) of its

WHEN,

Syracuse, which it founded in Dec. 1948, lost
$204,423 in 1950 fiscal year, then earned net profits after
taxes of $42,704 in 1951 fiscal year, $164,626 in 1952, $135,936 in 1953 and $19,564 in first 2 months of 1954 (July &
Aug. 1953). Figures are revealed to FCC in official statement of publishing company’s total earnings for same
periods, which ranged from $2,536,996 in 1948-49 to

Meredith also owns WOW-TV &
Phoenix, whose
licensee subsidiary Meredith Engineering Co. showed
but figures involve other
profits for each of those years
properties than TV-radio.
$3,349,153 in 1952-53.

WOW,

Omaha, and

KPHO-TV & KPHO,

—

Three TV applications this week and 8 dismissals
brought total pending FCC action to 449, including 119 uhf.
Week’s applications were for Marquette, Mich., Ch. 5, by
group headed by Jerome Sill, who owns 25% of upcoming
WMIL-TV, Milwaukee (Ch. 31) and 50% of Ch. 38 application for LaCrosse, Wis.; for Traverse City, Mich., Ch.

by local WTCM; for St. Louis, Ch. 11, by hotel owner
Harold Koplar and others, replacing application withdrawn
this week by same principals. [For further details about
these application, see TV Addenda 17-0 herewith; for com77,

plete

listings

Have TV and radio helped make baseball a commercial
enterprise subject to anti-trust laws? Yes, argued attorneys charging baseball with monopolistic conspii’acy in 3
big test cases before U. S. Supreme Court this week. No,
Supreme Court hasn’t
said representatives of baseball.
said anything yet, is expected to announce a decision next
spring.
Cases are based on alleged unfair treatment of
two minor league players and a minor league club owner.
In 1922, the Court decided in a similar case that baseball
was a sport of local and not interstate nature, hence not
subject to anti-trust laws.

Last

2 stations to

move

to

Empire State Bldg, antenna

—WATV & WOR-TV—appear headed for photo

mast

WATV’s
Oct.

9,

specially designed

will be

put

in use

by Alford Engineering
for use “in 3-4 weeks.”

Andrew antenna was

Nov.

Co., is

14.

WOR-TV

now being put

finish.

delivered

antenna,

made

in place, slated

new

grants,
etc.,

see

stations,

applications,

TV Factboolc No.

17 with Ad-

denda to date.]

TV

stations averaged $10.27 revenue for every

TV

set

areas last year, NARTB v.p. Richard
Doherty told members attending second series of district
meetings. Highest per-set revenue was $13.60 in Cincinnati, lowest $8.36 in Philadelphia.
Average per-station
operating cost in 1952 (excluding network-owned stations)
was $1,049,474. Lowest reported operating expense was
He gave these breakdowns
$166,366, highest $2,944,371.
of expenses of average station: technical, 19.6% of total
expenses; programming, 44.5%; selling, 8.4% general administration, 27.5%.
in their circulation

;

Tiny RCA vidicon TV film camera tube (Vol. 9:40),
weighing only 2 oz., was put into use by NBC-TV this
week on 2 filmed shows Dennis Day Show and Superman.
New tube, said to produce picture “equal or superior in
quality to that produced by the iconoscope tube,” is 3 times
more sensitive, contributes no appreciable noise to video
signal and results in vastly improved gray scale, according to RCA. Compact TV film camera using new tube is
slated for production eai'ly next year.

—

Legality of TV-radio giveaway programs will be reS. Supreme Court, with hearing to be conducted on date to be set. Court agreed to review case on
FCC’s appeal from special 3-judge Federal court ruling
in New York that Commission’s ban on giveaways should
apply only when contestants have to furnish money or
anything of value or have sponsor’s product in their pos-

viewed by U.

session.

Joe Brechner and John Kluge, who launched daytime
WGAY, Silver Spring, Md., suburb of Washington, when
they got out of seiwice, have purchased 5-kw WLOF, Orlando, Fla. (5 kw on 950 kc, MBS) for $215,000 from
Jacksonville co-owners Wm. Sears & Walter Shea, and
with it acquire contested application for TV Ch. 9.
Brechner, who once wrote entertaining article in Saturday
Evening Post about vicissitudes of small-town radio station
operations, will own 26%, Mr. & Mrs. Kluge 35%. They
placed $50,000 in escrow, will pay additional $50,000 when
FCC approves, take $115,000 in 5% notes to be amortized
in 48 monthly payments. Blackburn-Hamilton was broker.

of all

dismissals, hearings,

NBC, CBS & ABC opposed Supreme Court

review.

Power increases: WKY-TV, Oklahoma City (Ch. 4),
Oct. 10, from 16.9 to 100-kw ERP; WJIM-TV, Lansing,
Mich. (Ch. 6), Oct. 17, from 19 to 31 kw, with new 600-ft.
tower, plans 100-kw in January.
GE this week shipped
20-kw amplifiers to KTTV, Los Angeles (Ch. 11) & KGOTV, San Francisco (Ch. 7), 1-kw uhf unit to WOSH-TV,
Oshkosh, Wis. (Ch. 48),

now using 100-watt

transmitter.

TV

has given possums new lease on life. Quoting
conservation officials, UP reports from Montgomery, Ala.
that time-honored southern sport of possum-hunting is
dying out because more and more people Tvould rather
stay home and watch TV.

New .Tacksonville-Orlando, Fla. microwave system was
proposed by AT&T this week in petition to FCC. The
134-mile telephone route would release 2 additional channels on current Jacksonville-Orlando cable for TV service.
Yanks won the Series

—or

was

it

Gillette?

Sponsor

sold its wholesalers 2,600,000 “special offer” razor-&-base-

ball-book kits (to retail at $1), featured on Series telecasts.

Delbert Clark, 53, ex-New York Times newsman who
had been supervising educational TV fund grants for last
2 years as eastern representative of Ford Foundation’s

Fund

for Adult Education, died suddenly Oct. 11 in N. Y.
graduate of U of Michigan, he sei’ved on Times for 20
years in N. Y., Washington and Berlin, was public relations officer for 5th Army in Italy during war and for
Mediterranean theatre following V-J Day.
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NO JACKPOTS FOR POORLY PLANNED STATIONS: From an expert who knows whereof he speaks

—

from
comes note of caution about hell-f or-breakf ast pace of TV station expansion
NARTB's able employe-employer relations v.p. Richard P. Doherty who is now winding
up 17 district meetings all over the U.S. At each meeting, a heart-to-heart session
on TV was conducted, so Dick Doherty's conclusions make a lot of sense.
Total TV revenues will exceed $500,000,000 next year he begins. This would
compare with $438,000,000 he estimates for this year and the $324,000 000 in FCC's
official audit for 1952. We think his 1953-54 estimates are somewhat low (see Vol.
but let that pass.
Then he goes on to state:
9:33)
"
There will be no jackpot for many new stations during 1954
The year ahead
will be one of overexpanded activity during which new operations will tend to expand
at a relatively faster rate than total TV revenue will rise. In all probability, at
least 50% of the new stations will lose money during the next 12-15 months, and such
red ink operations will include vhf as well as uhf some of them network affiliates.
"
The fault rests not with the dynamic character of the industry but with the
naive innocence of many persons who have rushed into the field." Spelling this out:
,

,

,

—

.

,

,

}

T

*T*

T

"

TV income within a few years will adequately support at least 500 stations
the interim growth process will be rough on the inadequately conceived, overcapitalized and inadequately managed new stations.
The impact of this new station
growth will unquestionably also be felt by some of the established stations.

— but

"

(

Already we are seeing a few 2-station markets where a 50-50 split of income
Other markets which have potential
provides a very slim margin for each station.
Near-term marginal
for 2 good profitable stations are in process of getting 3 or 4.
or even over-marginal operations are bound to emerge in such markets.
"
The 'gold mine* of TV has attracted the venture capital of many persons and
groups who seem to know very little about the economics of sound broadcast station
They will learn the hard way and the experience will cost them plenty
management.
of money before they turn red ink into legitimate profits.
"
Marginal operations moreover, are not likely to do the best programming
and operating job and, if fairly widespread, the TV industry itself may suffer as
a medium serving the public interest."
,

,

[

*

*

*

*

What to do about it ? Plan more prudently and enlist management know-how
Doherty says he has been "appalled" by the utter lack of understanding of some prospective TV operators concerning proper capital investments, market potentials, film
let alone "the art of practical broadcasting".
costs and other essential details
backed up by physical facilities and some sem"T hey think that a license
They need plenty
blance of a staff are the only ingredients necessary to success.
of information, guidance and experience..."
.

—
,

COPYRIGHT 1063 BY RADIO HEWS BUREAU
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Doherty thinks management know-how will "rise to the surface" within next
12-15 months and predicts
"By the end of 1S54, the unsound and inadequately managed TV operations will be obvious to everyone, especially those who tossed their
money into this 'sure thing' and figured a TV tower was akin to an oilwell derrick.
Well-run stations new as well as old, will prosper even in the face of mounting
TV as an industry has a fabulous future
competition.
but the process of growth
and expansion will be hard and cruel upon the inadequately managed stations."
:

,

—

Note: If new station enterprisers expect FCC to worry about their economics
they might heed words of new GOP Comr. Doerfer before National Conference of Business
Paper Editors in Washington this week. Noting average TV station in 1952 enjoyed
$492,000 income before taxes on gross revenue of about $1,050,000, he said Commission
"cannot promise that this bonanza will continue" and noted some stations are losing
"
Radio is a competitive business ," said Doerfer, "with a chance of making a
Our responsibility in this respect ends when we defortune or losing a fortune.
termine that an applicant is legally, financially, technically and otherwise qualified to operate a broadcasting station."
.

GRANTED, REVISED PRIORITY LIST OUT: FC C issue d 5 CPs and an initial decision
this week while publishing its revised bi-monthly hearing priority list
This new
tabulation for full list, see Addenda 17-P herewith) shows Commission has been getting 10 cities lined up for hearing each month, means virtually all contested applications should be well into their hearings by next year.

3 CPs

.

(

General-Times TV Corp.
This week's CPs Hartford, Co nn.
Ch. 18; Philadel WARN, Ch. 54.
Initial decision favored WQXI,
WIBG, Ch. 23; Aiken, S, .
Grant to WIBG (Paul Harron-Philadelphia Daily News) was
for Ch. 36.
Atlanta, G a.
Poller, president of new Ultra High
via final decision after Lou Poller dismissed.
Frequency TV Assn, (see p. 7), operates WCAN-TV, Milwaukee (Ch. 25).
Hartford grant res ul ted when General Teleradio (O'Neil) and Hartford Times
General Teleradio
which controls Mutual network, oper(Gannett) joined forces.
keeps its WONS, Hartates WOR-TV, New York; WNAC-TV, Boston; KHJ-TV, Los Angeles
ford, while Times will s e ll WTHT acquire 45% of new corporation with proceeds of
General Teleradio also informed FCC it was dropping its 40% interest in Chessale.
apeake Services Inc., Ch. 10 applicant for Norfolk, Va.
:

phia. Pa

.

,

,

,

,

,

—

—

,

[

For this week's actions on protests, channel changes
t

*r

etc.,

,

see p.

14.]

*r

—

42 in Group A (those with
New hearing priority list has mere 63 cities
21 in Group B (those with stations now on air).
Though FCC
sent them "McFarland Letters"
at rate of
has processed contested applications
10 cities a month for last 2 months, even more cities should be moved in the next 2
months, because cities remaining are generally smaller and have fewer applications.
"
McFarland Letters" to all currently contested applicants will probably be
This doesn't mean their hearings will start then.
It is
mailed within 4—6 months
usually several more months before hearings actually get underway. After that, the
length of hearings is impossible to predict, but it's certain that very substantial
chunk of current contests will be resolved by end of next year.
no operating stations),

—

—

.

EXACTLY

—

TV STATIONS NOW ON THE MR: Thi s week's new starters numbered

8
and
Billings. Mont
Waco, Tex
and
they included first outlets in W hee l ing. W.Va.
They also included vhf going into 2-uhf Columbia, S.C and first
Anchorage, A l aska
Also under way
uhf in New Orleans second uhf in St. Louis third uhf in Norfolk
is first privately-owned station in Canada, making 4 in Dominion to date. Score for
Latest to get going:
203 vhf, 97 uhf.
U.S. now is 300 on air
300

.

;

.

;

,

.

.

.

,

,

—

(Ch.10), first vhf in 2-uhf-station town, ran tests
WIS-TV, Columbia, S.C
of 10-kw RCA transmitter and 582-ft. Ideco tower Oct. 23-24, was all set to go on
daily 1-6 p.m. test patterns Sun., Oct. 24, plans 3 nights also of 8-10 p.m. tests
Commercial programand 2 mornings of 9:30-12 noon tests to help orient antennas.
ming starts Sat., Nov. 7 when it will f eed No. Carolina-So Carolina grid game to
.

.

3

earlier Sat. & Sun.
NBC-TV (NC AA), after which it will operate daily from 3:30 p.m.
shows.
rate
of
may
get
some
CBS
It's 81% owned
at
base
interconnected
It's NBC
$350,
Shafto
pres.)
which
operates
of
South
G.
Richard
radio WIS
the
by Broadcasting Co.
TV
Managing
director
of
station
is exand WIST, Charlotte, and WSPA, Spartanburg.
Adrian
NAB television chief Charles A. Batson with Thomas F. Daisley, sales mgr.
Herbert Eidson Jr., chief
Munzell, program director; Dixon Lovvorn, production mgr.
engineer. Rep is Free & Peters.
(Ch. 7), first station in populous area between
WTRF - TV, Wheeling. W.Va
patterns Oct. 23, planned interconnected NBC
began
test
Pittsburgh & Parkersburg,
agreements"
also with ABC & CBS. It's result of conservice Oct. 24 with "secondary
solidation, owned 34% by Wheeling Intelligencer & News-Registe r, 29.9% by Albert V
& Gordon C. Di x, publishers of Bellaire (0.) Leader and string of other Ohio-W.Va.
Mr. Bloch is pres.
v.p.
newspapers, 30.1% by Tho m as M. Blo ch interests (tobacco).
Staff in6% owner, formerly with Dix newspapers.
& gen. mgr. is John W. Ferguson
Judith Lawton, program director; Howard Daubencludes H. Needham Smith, sales mgr.
Equipment is RCA.
Base rate is $400. Rep is Hollingbery.
meyer, chief engineer.
WJMR-TV, New Orleans (Ch. 61), first new outlet in pre-freeze one-station
vhf city, began testing Oct. 15, is now on commercial schedule, has enough billings
to assure in-the-black operation from outset, reports exec, v.p. Geo. Mayoral ex-GE
His gen, mgr. James E. Gordon also wires: "Have wonderful pattern
uhf specialist.
throughout the area and have certified count of 56,443 sets capable of tuning us."
Nearby Baton Rouge has had uhf since April, and uhf sales and conversions have been
Station joins ABC, CBS, DuMont at $250
going good in New Orleans too, said Mayoral.
base rate, is affiliated with WJMR (AM) and WCMR (FM), the latter carrying Muzak
and specialized programs. It has 12-kw GE transmitter and 416-ft. Andrew tower atop
Bolling is rep.
Attorney Chester F. Owens is chief owner.
Jung Hotel.
(Ch. 27), affiliated with AM local WLOW, Portsmouth,
WTOV - TV, Norfolk, Va
third uhf to start in
began tests Oct. 22 with RCA transmitter and 410-ft. tower
Others are WVEC-TV (Ch. 15) and WACH (Ch. 33), former
area within last few months.
Latest starter reports it's affiliated
the new NBC outlet replacing vhf WTAR-TV.
with ABC & DuMont, and exec. v.p. -gen. mgr. Robert Wasdon wires its tests are being
received in downtown appliance stores with indoor antenna and that estimated converJack Siegel, who with Wasdon and pres. E.L. Scott,
sions in area now total 42,000.
shares equal ownership of station, is technical director. Rate is $300, rep Forjoe.
K5TM-T7, St. Loui s (Ch. 36) was to begin commercial operation Sun., Oct. 25
after week of test patterns, giving area its second uhf competitor to pre-freeze vhf
It will carry ABC & CBS network programs, has published $450 rate
KSD-TV (Ch. 5).
Louis, DuMont outlet which started on Ch. 54 last
(vs. $400 for WTVI, Belleville-St
KSTM is in unique position of having 2 transmitters
Aug. 10).
an RCA 1-kw, GE
100-watt, with 12-kw GE due for delivery by Nov. 1.
Pres. -gen. mgr. is Marshall
Pengra longtime broadcaster recently at KGKB, Tyler, Tex.
sales v.p., Alvin M.
King; program v.p., Edward F. Murphy; engineering v.p., Ted Favors. Pending Nov. 12
occupancy of own new studio-office building, operations are from temporary quarters
H-R Television is rep.
at 5915 Bertnold Ave., with offices at 632 Buder Bldg.
KANG-TV, Waco, Tex
(Ch. 34) began test patterns and short films on Oct. 17
It's first station in city, which is
and expects to start commercials in early Nov.
about 100 mi. south cf Dallas-Ft. Worth. It's also first to install new Type PA-714
1-kw uhf transmitter manufactured by Continental Electronic s M f g. Co ., Dallas (James
Weldon), prototype of units to be marketed by General Precision Laboratory. Station
auto dealer, who also owns KCLW, Hamilton, Tex. and is
is owned by Clyde Weatherby
It will be ABC & DuMont
managed by Bob Walker, with J.H. Smith as chief engineer.
Pearson is rep.
outlet, starts with $150 base rate.
KFIA, Anchorage, Alaska (Ch. 2) brought first test pictures into that boomIt's first of 2 Alaskan outlets
town Oct. 16, with commercials due to start Nov. 1.
projected by K iggins & Rollins San Diego, partnership of ex-ABC v.p. Keith Kiggins
and financier Richard R. Rollins, ex-Des Moines, a director of Solar Aircraft Co.
due about Jan. 15.
Other outlet will be KFIF, Fairbanks (Ch. 2
Stations will get
ABC, CBS & NBC shews via kinescope, start with $150 base rate.
KFIA has composite
,
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transmitter with 3-bay RCA superturnstile atop downtown Westward Hotel.
Its mgr.,
also directing the installation of Fairbanks outlet, is James Duncan recently at
KFMB-TV, San Diego, who also is chief engineer.
W.R. Williams is operations supervisor; Phil Howarth, sales mgr.
John H. Lueken, program & news director; John Mihelich, technical supervisor.
Rep is Art Moore & Son, Seattle-Portland.
KOOK-TV, Billings, Mont. (Ch. 2), state's third outlet (2 others, both vhf,
in Butte), began testing DuMont transmitter Oct. 23, according to DuMont field report.
It has DuMont transmitter, RCA antenna, affiliates with CBS-TV on non-interconnected basis at $150 rate, same as KOPR-TV, Butte. Owners are C.L, Crist pres.,
and J. Carter Johnson v.p., with V.V. Clark as gen. mgr.
John Conner, commercial
mgr.
Edmund Peiss, program mgr.
Grant French, chief engineer.
Weed is rep.
,
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CKSO-TV, Sudbury, Ont
(Ch. 5), more than 200 mi. northwest of Toronto, put
on first test patterns Oct. 20 from RCA transmitter and tower atop modern new office
building overlooking northern Ontario's nickel basin. It's first privately-owned TV
station in Canada, due to be followed next month by CFPL, London, Ont. (Ch. 10) and
CFCM-IV, Quebec City (Ch. 4) as well as CBC’s CBUT, Vancouver (Ch. 2).
It will get
CBC as well as U.S. network programs via kinescope, starting with commercial debut
It will sign on at 6:45 p.m. daily, 3 p.m. Sun., starts with $150 base
Oct. 25.
W.J. Woodill is gen. mgr.
All-Canada TV is Dominion rep, Weed in U.S.
rate.
In reporting debut of Fhoenix's time-sharing KOOL-TV & KOY-TV last
Note
week, we erroneously stated they would have CBS affiliation. They will get CBS film
service, but KPHO-TV has CBS basic affiliation in that city and KTYL-TV is NBC basic.
.

:

—

PITTSBURGH—BIG-CITY VHF-UHF MARKET: Uhf is off to a running start in Pittsburgh
nation's biggest "single-vhf city” and second biggest "uhf market" (Boston is first).
T hree months after first uhf station went on air there
and 2 months after
debut of second, most TV deale rs are enjoying biggest demand since TV's early days.
Estimates of uhf sets-in-use range all the way from 50,000-110,000 depending on who
Thanks to heavy promotion, every Pittsburgh resident who
is doing the estimating.
isn't deaf and blind knows about uhf, and good programming is building up bigger
demand for sets and converters.
Ad mittedly, uhf stations there still have long way to go and there are some
troublesome obstacles ahead for them.
We visited Pittsburgh this week talked with TV set distributors, parts
Our observawholesalers, dealers, servicemen, telecasters and just plain viewers.
tions there reinforce our oft-expressed view on uhf's No. 1 fact of life:
The key to success in uhf, as in vhf, is programming.
Sec ond to good programming we are convinced that big-city uhf's most imporis high power
especially in mountainous regions like Pittsburgh
tant need
,

,

,

,

,

—

—

.

Pittsburgh's only TV station from Jan. 1949 to July 1953 was DuMont s WDTV
Many Pittsburgh homes also watch Johnstown's WJAC-TV (Ch. 6), and
(now on Ch. 2).
the number has increased since station's power boost.
Pit t sburgh's other co mme rcial vhf allocation Ch. 11, is tied up in 3-way
contest by Westinghouse s pioneer KDKA (NBC), WJAS (CBS) and independent WWSW. Five
Because Pittsburgh and Irwin are well down on
others seek Ch. 4 in suburban Irwin
but
FCC's priority list, these applications appear to be bottled up for some tim e
anything can happen, so there's no way of knowing when city will get more vhf.
City's second station and first uhf was WKJF-TV (Ch. 53), backed with steel
money by Agnes J. Reeves Greer, who also owns radio and newspaper properties in West
It's managed by F. G. Raese, who took over ailing FM-only WKJF
Virginia and Ohio.
several years ago, put it in the black through specialised programming and "saturaWKJF-TV u'ent on air July 14.
tion sales" plan.
WENS (Ch. 16) made programming debut with Pittsburgh Pirateslater,
month
A
Its president and principal financial
from Forbes Field.
game
St. Louis Cardinals
Station's dynamic sparkplugs
Pirates.
of
chief
owner
backer is Thomas P. Johnson,
H.
Israel,
both ex-WDTV.
and
Larry
are managing partners A. Donavan Faust
'

,

'

.

—
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Pittsburgh’s educational WQED (Ch. 13 is slated to begin early next year.
is quiescent pending FCC action on proposed transfer
Third uhf grant, WTVQ, (Ch. 47
of ownership to Edward Lamb interests (Vol. 9:30).
)

)

,

*

*

*

*

Tieup of vhf channels by competitive applications gave new uhf stations big
Though neither has affiliation contract with CBS or NBC, both
programming
are getting good quantity of top-network shows which sponsors can't clear through
WDTV. For example, WKJF-TV has such choice NBC items as NCAA football, Milton Berle,
Show of Shows, Kraft Theatre, Philco-Goodyear Playhouse, Kate Smith, Garroway evening show. WENS has CBS's Godfrey Talent Scouts, Strike It Rich, Lux Theatre, Edw.
R. Murrow, etc., and in addition is basic ABC affiliate. Both stations have base hour
rate of $350, compared with $1200 for WDTV, which claims 683,000 sets in its area.
Both uhf stations are completing studios at their transmitter sites to permit staging of big local shows.
What will happen when city gets its 2 additional vhf stations ? Facing the
facts, operators of both uhfs know they have very little chance of hanging onto the
but they know that good
They have other programming plans
biggest networks.
shows now build conversions, and they're making hay while the sun shines.
b reak in

.

—

—

WENS is placing great stock in ABC's rise in the network firmament
but
its trump card is sports
first time
This summer it televised 4 Pirates games
home games have been seen on Pittsburgh TV screens
and it's arranging to dish up
plenty of baseball next year.
This winter it will televise Duquesne U basketball
both from Pittsburgh and New York's Madison Sq. Garden, has other sports lined up.
Commercially, WENS is off to good start
"In a month we expect to be in the
operating black ," Faust told us, "and by December we should be showing a profit considering all expenses". But he added: "We're prepared for a long haul, if necessary."
Currently, station's revenue breaks down to 40% local, 35% national spot,
25% network, with network due for increase as new fall shows come on. Of 44 network
commercial shows on station, 17 are CBS, the rest ABC.
Station has 41 employees will add more when studios are completed next
month.
As to conversions, Faust and Israel estimate they'll hit 25-45% by Jan.,
50% by next April, 100% by end of baseball season.
WKJF-TV carries some 56 hours of network programming weekly
21 hours of
it commercial
plus 8 hours of local
It has 42 fulltime employes
plus 3 which
it shares with its FM operation.
Gen. mgr. Raese wouldn't venture prediction as to
when station would be showing profit. What if he loses network shows to a vhf competitor? Well, he points out his FM is bucking tide, yet showing profit
and he
indicates he has plenty of ideas for independent TV.
.

—

—
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It's really ironic when you consider optimism about uhf in Pittsburgh, for
you'll recall that during allocation hearings Pittsburgh was always cited as prime
example of rough terrain where uhf could scarcely compete with vhf propagation-wise.
Yet uhf is working there today
and servicemen say there are very few places in
city and immediate suburbs where at least one good uhf signal can't be received.
Surprising number of sets which aren't in line-of-sight are picking up reflected
signals from hills and buildings.
Uhf stations' transmitters are in opposite parts
of town
both on high hills
and there are areas where it is difficult to pick
up one or the other.
WKJF-TV has 1-kw RCA transmitter, WENS 12-kw GE which hit its peak power 2
weeks ago after period of exasperating difficulties.
Servicemen and dealers report
"tremendous improvement" since latter station went to its full 200-kw ERP, and they
feel that more power
when it's available
will clean up most of the remaining
problems.
They point out some sections of Pittsburgh were "blind" to vhf in early
days, before they were cleared up by more sensitive sets, better antennas and increase in station power.

—

—

—
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Best news of all in Pittsburgh is that people are buying
Both uhf stations
enjoy good relations with trade and with press
and the uhf fever which began last

—

.
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July and rose sharply when the second station went on air continues at high pitch,
although it isn't expected to reach epidemic stage until cold weather sets in.
"
The timing was perfect ", we were told t ime-i-again by tradespeople.
Good
business replaced usual summer slump, and best of all, uhf supplied the push that
started second-set business rolling.
N ew set sales and converter sales are running neck-&-neck, TV distributors
not including the sizable converter business by parts jobbers who don't
told us
handle sets.
From 2 big dealers we got estimate that 90% of set sales were second
"Everybody seems to want to replace his old 10-or-12-in klunker," said one.
sets.
But very f ew sales are on trade-in basi s, old sets generally going to kids' rooms,
bedrooms, etc.
Needless to say, there's no market for vhf-only sets in city.
Distributors reported shortages of certain models. RCA said demand exceeds
supply for 60% of line, principally in lower end. Philco and Sylvania both reported
shortages of 21-in. consoles.
RCA's Sept, sales in Pittsburgh area were double last year's, and ran 25%-30%
above last year all summer, said radio-TV mgr. Ralph Will of Hamburg Bros., big RCA
distributor.
They would have been much higher, he added, were it not for shortages.
One big dealer said Oct, sales
Others reported sales up 25%-100% over last year.
Two service chains said they were 10 days behind
are already biggest in his history
on installations, but dealers we queried said they were now keeping up-to-date.
One downtown dept, store however, called business "about average for this
Neither store had installed
time of year"; another reported "a slight pickup".
permanent uhf antenna; both showed rather poor uhf pictures.
We made our own unscientific survey counting antennas as we passed through
Of 100 masts, 22 had uhf as well as vhf antennas
various parts of city.
but we
noticed sharp dropoff in percentage of uhf antennas outside of city.

—
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Personal Holes; J. Howard McGrath, ex-Attorney Genunder President Truman, has been appointed exec,
v.p. of Edward Lamb Enterprises Inc., Toledo, which ineral

clude WICU, Erie, CP for WMAC-TV, Massillon, 0., 3
radio stations, and recent acquisition of 70% interest in
White Products Corp., Middleville, Mich., manufacturing

hot water heaters. McGrath will continue his Washington
James O. Juntilla resigns
& Providence law offices
from FCC hearing div., plans to join private TV-radio law
firm
Theodore C. Streibert, ex-pres. of WOR-TV &
WOR, ex-chairman of Mutual, presented with plaque of
appreciation this week by WOR-Mutual employes; he’s
now director of U. S. Information Agency, in charge of
Geo. Mayoral, GE uhf project engiVoice of America
neer at Syracuse, resigned Oct. 15 to devote full-time as
exec. v.p. & chief engineer of new WJMR-TV, New Or.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

leans (Ch. 61); Jack Petrick,
becomes technical director

.

western

div.

ex-GE &
.

WOW-TV,

Wm.

.

Nov.

1

ABC

Phillipson,

gen. mgr., has resigned as of Nov. 1

.

.

.

Henry T. Hede promoted to administrative mgr. of ABCHugh B. Terry, pres, of KLZ and
TV network sales
upcoming KLZ-TV, Denver (Ch. 7), appointed TV-radio’s
first representative on accrediting committee of American
.

.

.

Win. H. FineCouncil on Education for Journalism
shriber Jr., NBC v.p., and Earl Johnson, Mutual v.p., added
Richard B. Wheeler, ex-gen.
committee
to NARTB
sales mgr., WTOP-TV, Washington, and a son of ex-Sen.
Burton K. Wheeler (D-Mont.), named gen. mgr. of up.

AM

.

.

.

.

.

coming WTRI, Schenectady (Ch.
Harry S. Wilder and due in Jan.

headed by Col.

35),

Charles Dillon, exchief of TV-radio branch of Defense Dept., with Henry
Rau, ex-DPA consultant and former Memphis appliance
(250 watts
distributor, have purchased Washington’s
Maurice Corken
on 1450 kc) for reported $125,000
.

.

.

WOL

.

promoted

to asst. gen.

mgr. of

.

.

WHBF-TV, Rock

Island,

succeeded as sales mgr. by Ted Arnold; Philip Nesbit, exWITH, Baltimore, named asst, to Forest Cooke, program
director, and Don Wooten named TV production super-

—

visor
James T. Campbell, ex-Trans-World Airlines
communications & sales depts., named Washington sales
mgr., Standard Electronics (transmitters)
John
Thompson, ex-Ted Bates & Co., N. Y., named production
mgr., WCOV-TV, Montgomery, Ala. (Ch. 20)
Wm.
Templeton, TV-radio director, Sherman & Marquette,
elected v.p. in charge of dept.
J. G. (Buck) Weaver,
ex-Crosley electronics adv. mgr., joins Benton & Bowles on
Pream account
John Devine, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
new chairman of AAAA TV-radio production committee.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Chris J. Witting, who joined DuMont in 1947 as an
accountant and rose to managing directorship of DuMont
Network, on Jan. 1 becomes pres, of Westinghouse Radio
Stations Inc., with headquarters in Washington.
One
of TV’s youngest top executives, he’s 38, will report to
E. V. Huggins, Westinghouse financial v.p. in Pittsburgh,
will have as his chief aide Joe Baudino, exec. v.p.
Westinghouse operates TV stations in Boston (WBZ-TV) and
Philadelphia (WPTZ), radio stations in those cities and
in Pittsburgh, Ft. Wayne & Portland, is expected shortly
to announce acquisition of other TV properties.
It’s also
expected to move headquarters next year from Washington
to N. Y.

David E. Tolman, 42, attorney in Washington firm of
& Hennessey, was found shot to death in his
office Oct. 20; he had been in ill health for some time,
suffered nervous breakdown recently. Weapon was .35-cal.
rifle kept in office, used for deer hunts.
Native of Utah,
Tolman came to Washington about 20 years ago, joined
attorney Paul Segal as a stenographer before obtaining
law degree from George Washington U. He leaves wife
and 2 daughters, age 13 and 8.
Segal, Smith

Leslie

W.

Joy, 62, onetime NBC announcer who remgr. of KYW, Philadelphia, died Oct.

tired in 1947 as gen.

22 at his

home

in Chester Springs, Pa.
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We nominate for the Pulitzer Prize
the Pulitzer Prize in Journalism and for TV’s
public service prizes of the year Ed Murrow’s Oct. 20 See
He and producer Ed Friendly took a “loaded”
It Now.
Telecasting Notes:

—

— yes,

crusading job in the best traditions of journalTheir “Case for Milo Radulovich,” in fact, sets a
new example for either audible, visual or printed journalism. He’s the young ex-GI, now a meteorological student
at U of Michigan, recommended for dismissal from Air
Force Reserve by board of 3 colonels because his sister is
alleged to have Communist leanings and his aged father
was reported seen reading a pro-Communist foreign-language newspaper. He wasn’t faced by accusers, board
absolved him personally and “guilt by kinship” thesis
isn’t likely to stick on appeal after the superb Murrow
Arthur disinherited 2 “little Godfreys” this
expose
topic, did

ism.

—

.

.

.

week, evoking reams of publicity and this warning to his
staff from CBS’s No. 1 dollar-volume performer: “Do
better or I’ll drop you.” Right in front of network audience, he bounced singer Julius LaRosa for breaking Godfrey “rule” in hiring an agent; Godfrey denied baritone’s
romance with singer Dorothy McGuire had anything to
Bandleader Archie Bleyer
do with sudden dismissal
.

.

.

got ax from Godfrey, too, because Cadence Records fea-

tured rival

Don McNeill on new recording.

Bleyer stays

terested in money, lost “humility” that appealed to audi.
ence.” Scuttlebutt has more trouble brewing in cast

.

.

.

land news company bearing his name) has earmarked
$250,000 for a TV film to promote magazine readership
World Broadcasting System has prepared for TV
stations what it claims is TV’s first transcribed service of
music and sound, with new indexed catalog including all
possible music, theme, backgrounds, bridges and sound
.

.

.

George Sanford
program mgr. might need
Holmes named Washington correspondent of KFEL-TV &
KFEL, Denver; an ex-Denverite, he will file daily news
dispatches about Colo. & Wyo. delegations in Congress
CBS’s WBBM, Chicago (AM) raises daytime rates in new
Seven TV stations in N.Y. “no longer
Rate Card No. 24
that a

.

.

.

.

IRST

formed

last

Pittsburgh, v.p.;
f

Harry Tenenbaum, WTVI,

Belleville,

111.

Acting exec. secy, is Melvin Goldberg,
DuMont sales research-promotion under re-

St. Louis), treas.

formerly in
search director Dr. T. T. Goldsmith, now a consultant in
Govt.’s U. S. Information Agency.
Public relations arc
handled by J. Bernard McDonnell, who has performed
similar chores for DuMont through Washington counsel
Wm. Roberts.
Directors, in addition to Poller,

Tenenbaum & Faust:

Ren Baylor, KEDI), Wichita; Marshall Pengra, KSTM-TV,
St. Louis; Jack Garrison, KACY, Festus, Mo. (St. Louis);
Sherwin Grossman, WBUF-TV, Buffalo.
Organization meeting was held Oct. 16 in Chicago’s
Blackstone Hotel, attended by most of officers and directors
plus Wm. Johns, WOSH-TV, Oshkosh; Stanley Durwood,
KEDI), Wichita; Robert Kilker, KACY, Festus; John
Esau, KTVQ, Oklahoma City; Berthold Berkwich, WCANTV, Milwaukee; Harold Cowgill, WTVP, Decatur, 111.
Counsel Roberts reports that 6 stations have signed
up as founder members at $5000 each and that association
is seeking coopei’ation of Assn, of Federal Communications
Consulting Engineers with idea of getting it to collect
information on coverage, power, etc.
Roberts wrote FCC this week, informing it of objectives and charging that processing procedures have
been changed drastically from what uhf entrepreneurs
were led to expect by Commission’s end-of-freeze decision.
He said group is convinced that all TV must ultimately
go to uhf. Outlining “serious disabilities affecting uhf,”
letter pointed to:

.

.

.

.

.

.

pose a threat to the economic well-being of the city’s many
radio operations,” concludes Variety, which polled 8 independents and the 4 network-owned AMs and found their
said Sept, was
business better than last year;
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
best month in its history
signs American Newspaper Guild agreement covering 60
Center Theatre, RockeTV-radio newsroom employes
feller Center, to be demolished to make way for 19-story
office building as soon as NBC lease expires next May.

WNEW

.

.

.

MOVES

of new Ultra High Frequency TV Assn.,
week, will be to go to FCC with motions
and petitions asking Commission to: (1) Vacate proposed
assignment of additional vhf channels to such cities as
Milwaukee. (2) Drop processing procedures which permit
vhf grants at faster clip. (3) Set up rules whereby stations now operating, particularly uhf, can apply for different channels without quitting present operations.
Group also elected officers this week: Lou Poller,
WCAN-TV, Milwaukee, pres.; A. Donavan Faust, WENS,

F

.

.

.

with Talent Scouts for 8 weeks and LaRosa, Godfrey discovery who is under CBS contract at reported $900 a week,
has signed for 2 guest appearances at $3000 each and has
movies in view
Godfrey’s version: They got too in-

.

.

“Prescription Television” is title of tribute to TV by medical profession in Oct. Facts About TV, published by
NARTB’s TV information committee, citing American
Medical Assn, survey last May showing 91% of state
medical societies, 77% of county medical societies were
Bureau of Independent Publishers &
using TV & radio
Distributors (George R. Klein, pres., gen. mgr. of Cleve-

(1)
ters.

(3)

.

in availability of high powered transmit“Lack of adequate converters” and all-channel
“The new apparent disinclination of national net-

Delays

(2)

sets

.

works

to affiliate with uhf stations, largely the result of
slower development of a uhf audience and prior history
of standard broadcast affiliation with
stations now
operating vhf TV outlets.”
Roberts also wrote FTC attorney H. Paul Butz, who
has been conducting conference on trade practices (Vol.
9:41), urged that definition of TV receiver be written “so
that term can only be used to describe a receiving set
which is constructed for and capable of receiving with
reasonable or adequate consistency all channels allocated
by the FCC. If a receiving set is not capable of such
reception, additional disclosure should be required in
order to protect the consumer from deceptive advertising.”
Association says it has no intention to splinter off
NARTB. It was also made clear that it has no connection with group of uhf stations petitioning for approval

AM

of subscription TV.

goes without saying that group will have tough
FCC to change some of its procedures.
It will take some doing to talk Commission out of adding
vhf channels or any other kind of channels—where they
can be dropped in without disturbing allocation rules &
standards. Tough, too, will be job of stopping vhf grants
via mergers and dropouts among competitors.
Interestingly, new KSTM-TV, St. Louis, this week applied for modification to move from Ch. 36 to Ch. 11. Last
week, it asked FCC to replace the 2 unused vhf channels
in St. Louis with 4 uhf (Vol 9:42).
Station said purpose
of asking for Ch. 11 is to protect itself regardless how
FCC acts. Another novel request was that of uhf grantee
WITH-TV, Baltimore, which asks modification from Ch.
60 to Ch. 18, still uhf.
It

job persuading

—

in New York City area are 17% of
compared with 36% two years ago, according to
Advertest Research which predicts non-TV homes will

Non-TV homes

total,

decline to

9%

in next 2 years.

8
Station Accounts: Those 111 national & regional spot
accounts on pioneer uhf KPTV, Portland, Ore., some of
which were published in this column last week, include
Pacific Northwest sponsorships that merit listing because
some are or will be national and they serve to point up
the growing importance of that area as a source of TV
business.
Placed by Portland agencies: Acme Beer, thru
Blitz Adv.; North Pacific Canners & Packers (Flav-r-paek
frozen foods), thru Coleman Adv.; Stanley Drugs, thru
Richard H. Seller Adv.; Tillamook County Creamery Assn.
(Tillamook Cheese), thru Burkett Adv.; Montag Stoves,
thru Pacific National Adv.
Placed by Seattle agencies:
Alaska Fish Fertilizer, thru Burke Co.; Arden Farms
(dairy products) & Columbia Aluminum Co., thni Adv.
Counselors; Biscelgia Bros. (Paradise Wine), thru Penman-Neil Adv.; Centennial Mills (Crown Flour) & Union
Pacific R.R., thru Richard Montgomery & Assoc.; Alt
Heidelberg Beer, thru How. J. Ryan & Son; Dirks & Co.
(Miracle Power), thru McGrath & Assoc.; Mission Macaroni Co. & Williams Potato Chips, thru Taskett Agency;
Bailey Potato Chips, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan; Olympia
Beer, thru Botsford, Constantine & Gardner; Pacific Chemical Co. (Balance Soap), West Coast Airlines & Bardahl
Oil Co., thru Wallace McKay Co.; Brew 66, thru Miller &
Co.; Sunny Jim Peanut Butter, thru Dave Crockett Adv.;
Brown & Haley Candy Co. (Mountain Bars), thru HonigCooper; Amalgamated Sugar Co. (White Satin Sugar),
Standard
thru David W. Evans & Assoc., Salt Lake City
Oil of California buys Walter Reed Productions film series,
Waterfront, starring Preston Foster, for placement on 12
.

.

.

Network Accounts: Pitch for holiday and specialty advertising was made this week by NBC-TV with plan called
“Run-of-Schedule Advertising Holidays” (ROSAH) in-

—

volving quick sale of 1-min. filmed commercial participations on unsold segments of any of 6 Mon.-thru-Fri. daytime programs at $3530 gross for each partic. NBC will
determine placement of announcements, and after pro-

when it was run and circuPlan will run until Dec. 31, will take in
Ding Dong School (10-10:30 a.m.); Glamor Girl (10:3011); Hawkins Falls (11-11:15); Bennett Story (11:1511:30); Three Steps to Heaven (11:30-11:45); Follow
CBS-TV reduces base rate for
Your Heart (11:45-12)
Sun. afternoon programs by 25% in Rate Card No. 10, ef-

gram purchaser

will be notified

lation reached.

.

fective Oct. 15,

applicable to

all

.

.

making Class B rates (75% of Class A)
network programs between 1-5 p.m. Sun-

day, local time; heretofore Class A rates have applied to
Motorola became another ABC-TV
this time period
“blue chip” sponsor this week, buying Motorola TV Hour
.

.

.

for $80,000 time-&-talent per show, alt. -week with U. S.
Steel Theatre, starting Dec. 1, Tue. 9:30-10:30 p.m., thru

Ruthrauff

& Ryan

.

Longines-Wittnauer Watch

.

.

Co.,

for 5th straight year, to sponsor hour-long Thanksgiving
and Christmas music festivals on CBS-TV, 5-6 p.m., thru

Borden's Coffee to sponsor Wed.
segments of Hawkins Falls on NBC-TV, starting

Victor A. Bennett Co.

&

Fri.

.

.

.

Oct. 28, Mon.-thru-Fri. 11-11:15 a.m., thru Doherty, Clif-

Procter & Gamble buys alt.& Shenfield
Mon. of Welcome Travelers on NBC-TV, starting Oct. 26,
Mon.-thru-Fri. 4-4:30 p.m., thru Benton & Bowles
Swift & Co. (Pard dog food) to sponsor Kukla, Fran &
Ollie, on NBC-TV, tentatively set for Sun. 3:30-4 p.m.,
Parker Pen to sponsor filmed
thru J. Walter Thompson
Greatest Football Plays of All Time for 15-min. followingpro football telecasts on DuMont, Dec. 5 & 12 or Dec. 6 &
13, thru J. Walter Thompson.
ford, Steers

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

a

Wm.

Itogow, pres, of old Neff-Rogow Adv. Agency,
onetime
salesman and partner of late Walter C. Neff,
died Oct. 17 in N. Y., 3 days after death of his wife.

WOR

western stations, thru
ucts

(Amazo

Inc.

BBDO

American Maize Prodpremiered Adventure % of
on WABC-TV, N. Y. Oct. 17, Sat.,
.

.

.

dessert)

Blinkey, puppet series,
11:30-11:45 a.m., thru Kenyon & Eckhardt .
Among
other advertisers reported using or preparing to use TV:
Dennis Chicken Products Co. (Dennis boneless chicken),
thru Arthur Sampson Co., Boston; Martinson’s Coffee Co.
(Coffee Candy Gems), thru Anderson & Cairns, N. Y.;
Russell-Miller Milling Co., Minneapolis (angel cake mix),
thru Olmstead & Foley, Minneapolis; Presto Beverages
.

.

(nonfattening beverages), thru Wexton Co., N. Y.; Grove
Laboratories (Antomine), thru Harry B. Cohen, N. Y.;

Mishawaka Rubber & Woolen Mfg. Co. (all weather
boots), thru Fletcher D. Richards, N. Y.; Artistic Card
Co. Inc., Elmira, N. Y. (greeting cards), thru Franklin
Bruck Adv. Corp., N. Y.; Cities Service Co. (gasoline),
thru Ellington & Co., N. Y.; White Cross Sleep Products,
Philadelphia (Streamline Beauty mattress), thru David
Zibman Adv., Philadelphia; Booth Bottling Co. Inc., Philadelphia (beverages), thru Fiegenbaum & Wermen, Philadelphia; Ben Hur Products, Los Angeles (Golden West
coffee), thi-u Warwick & Legler, Los Angeles; Burgermeister Beer Co., San Francisco, thru Emil Reinhart, San
Francisco; Cardinet Candy Co. (Cardinet candy), thru
Elliott Agency, Oakland; Set of 7 (kitchen utensils), thru
Philip E. Green Co., Los Angeles; Blue Magic Inc. (Easy

Monday

starch), thru Adrian Bauer Adv., PhilaLeader Electronics Inc. (Superotor antenna rotator), thru Sylvester & Walsh, Cleveland; Trix-Stix Inc.
(toy kits), thru Monroe Greenthal & Co., N. Y.
liquid

delphia;

Plugging uhf hard, ABC has issued The P’s & Q’s of
V’s & U’s, 60-p. report on uhf “as a service to advertisers,
advertising agencies and the TV industry generally.” It’s

many angles of uhf
49 uhf affiliates (out of total 154),

available from network, touches on
picture.

ABC, with

stands to gain significantly by success of uhf.
Booklet
explains that launching of uhf stations “vastly improves
ABC’s clearance picture.” The single-station market is
rapidly disappearing, ABC notes, pointing out that of
the 40 pre-freeze single-station markets, all but 13 now
have more than one station. “Last year, before the thaw,
ABC-TV had 63 affiliates. About 2 out of 3 were in singlestation markets.
By Sept. 1, ABC had 154 affiliates, 3
out of 5 in multi-station markets.” Adds report: “This
fall ABC will be able to deliver coverage of approximately
85% of all TV homes, against 2-network competition.
[ABC] can now clear, in prime evening time, over 50
markets on a live basis.”

Another subscription-TV petition was filed with FCC
week by KBST, applicant for Ch. 4, Big Spring,
Tex., joining 7 uhf grantees which had already asked ap-

—

this

proval of fee

TV

(Vol. 9:32,35-38.41).

KBST’s

petition

argued pay-as-you-see system “will enable TV stations in
medium-size markets to provide a better program service
and operate longer hours than would otherwise be economically feasible.”
Meanwhile, Skiatron showed subscription TV to physicians in New York Oct. 21, to demonstate how it can be used to give doctors clinical instruction in their homes and offices without letting general
public eavesdrop.

Frank Stanton, CBS president, and Niles Trammell.

ex-NBC chairman now

pres, of

Biscayne Television Corp.,

applicant for Miami's Ch. 7, appointed to advisory board
of Ford Foundation’s TV-Radio Workshop (Omnibus, Excursion).

Forecast that radio spot & local will “probably increase by another $100,000,000 in the next few years” was

made by N. W. Ayer & Son

NARTB

exec. v.p. C. L.

Philadelphia district meeting Oct. 23.

Jordan

at

9

F EDERAL

reports shipping 7'/2-kw transmitter Oct. 19
Sparks-Withington’s WWTV, Cadillac, Mich. (Ch.
also reports new
13), due on air next month (Vol. 9:41)
order for complete uhf station from WAIM-TV, Anderson,
This week, GE got orders for 5-kw transS. C. (Ch. 40),
mitters for newly authorized Ridson station in DuluthSuperior, Wis. (Ch. 6) and for WAPA-TV, San Juan,
GE also
Puerto Rico (Ch. 4), both for Nov. delivery.
reports 12-kw order from Tom Potter’s WTVT, Chattato

;

nooga (Ch. 43) for Jan. delivery.
Previous orders shipped this week by GE: 5-kw Oct.
22 to KHOL-TV, Kearney-Holdrege, Neb. (Ch. 13); 20-kw
amplifier Oct. 22 to WSIX-TV, Nashville (Ch. 8), supple-

menting 5-kw shipped Oct. 6; 12-kw Oct. 23 to KTVU,
Stockton, Cal. (Ch. 36), supplementing 100-w shipped Oct. 8.
These 6-bay vhf antennas have been shipped by GE
KTTV, Los Angeles (Ch. 11); KTVA, Anchorage, Alaska (Ch. 11); WSIX-TV, Nashville (Ch. 8);
WTVJ, Miami (Ch. 4); and 4-bay to KING-TV, Seattle
These 5-bay uhf antennas have been shipped
(Ch. 5).
since Oct. 17:

KCOK-TV, Tulare, Cal. (Ch. 27); WJMRNew Orleans (Ch. 61); KMPT, Oklahoma City (Ch.
19); KACY, Festus, Mo. (Ch. 14); WKAR-TV, E. Lansing,
Mich. (Ch. 60); WLOU-TV, Louisville (Ch. 41); and 4-bay
to Polan’s WUTV, Youngstown (Ch. 21).
since Oct. 10:

TV,

*

*

*

*

upcoming new
week:

In our continuing survey of

these were reports received

this

stations,

KGLO-TV, Mason City, la. (Ch. 3), has ordered 25-kw
DuMont transmitter, plans start early next summer, writes
Ownership interlocks with
Globe-Gazette. Weed will be rep.
KRGV-TV, Weslaco, Tex. (Ch. 5), has its 5-kw GE
transmitter, awaits GE antenna for 750-ft. Phillips tower
exec. v.p.

Herbert R. Ohrt.

Mason City

under construction in La Feria, Tex., now plans start
between Thanksgiving-Dec. 1, reports owner 0. L. Taylor,
head of rep firm bearing his name, who also is applicant
for Ch. 3 in Wichita, Kan. Barney Ogle is gen. mgr. Taylor will be rep.
KLZ-TV, Denver, Colo. (Ch. 7), has interim RCA
equipment installed in new transmitter house atop Lookout
Mt., should begin testing any day now with 55-kw ERP
from temporary 6-bay superturnstile RCA antenna, according to pres.-gen. mgr. Hugh B. Terry. Power hike
to 120-kw will be made after permanent 225-ft Lehigh
tower goes up in Nov. Maximum 316-kw power awaits
Jan. delivery of all units needed to complete air-cooled
RCA 50-kw transmitter. New staff members are Lewis
Thomas, TV promotion mgr.; Carl Akers, news supervisor; Ruth Willhite, traffic mgr. Hour rate will be $380.

Rep

will be Katz.

KWWL-TV,

Waterloo, la. (Ch. 7), with 5-kw DuMont
shipped Oct. 23, plans Nov. 15-Dec. 1 start with 30-kw,
goes to 316-kw when 50-kw is delivered later, according
to pres. -mgr. R. J. McElroy.
It will be NBC & DuMont
affiliate.
Headley-Reed will be rep.
KOMU-TV, Columbia, Mo. (Ch. 8), U of Missouri’s
commercial grant, has its 5-kw GE transmitter, but hasn’t
set specific target date, according to mgr. George J. Kapel.
It will be primary NBC, but will also feed from other 3
networks.
Hour rate will be $200. Rep will be H-R
Television.

WMUR-TV, Manchester, N.
RCA equipment, is remodeling

H. (Ch. 9), plans to order

existing studio & transmitter buildings for TV, will add 24-ft. to old
tower
on S. Uncanoonuc Mt. by Dec. 15, hopes to begin “limited
network only” operation by Christmas, reports gen. mgr.
Hervey Carter. It will be first TV in state. Full pro-

FM

gramming

is

Francis P.

Murphy who

Owner is ex-Gov.
1, 1954.
recently bought
for $175,000.
Rep not yet chosen. WKNE-TV, Keene (Ch. 45),
state’s only other grantee, hasn’t ordered equipment or
announced plans.
planned for Feb.

WFEA

KHOL-TV, Kearney-Holdrege, Neb.

(Ch. 13), has
has transmitterstudio building on Hwy. 44, 16 mi. east of Holdrege, nearly
ready for 5-kw GE due soon, begins tests approximately
Nov. 1, according to station mgr. Duane L. Watts. It
affiliates with CBS & DuMont, begins with films, gets
interconnection next March.
Hour rate will be $200.
Meeker will be rep.
WWOR-TV, Worcester, Mass. (Ch. 14), with RCA
1-kw transmitter on hand, is erecting 200-ft. Stainless
tower next to new studio-transmitter building atop Asnebumskit Hill in nearby Paxton, now plans mid-Nov. tests,
reports v.p.-gen. mgr. Ansel E. Gridley. It has signed as
basic ABC-TV, will also get DuMont. Tom Sawyer is program director; Don Wise, chief engineer. Rep will be

begun erection of

500-ft. Stainless tower,

Raymer.

WLAM-TV, Lewiston, Me. (Ch. 17), 1-kw RCA transmitter on hand, will meet Nov. 15 test target, may begin
programming by Thanksgiving Day, according to ownergen. mgr. Frank S. Hoy. It will be interconnected with
other Hoy station WPMT, Portland, which began last Aug.
27 as CBS primary affiliate, but feeds from all networks.

WLAM-TV hours will approximate WPMT’s 4 p.m.-midnight Mon. thru Fri. and noon-midnight Sat. & Sun. The
two stations are said to cover about half of Maine population.

rate

is

Combination hourly rate
$150;

WPMT,

is

$300.

WLAM-TV

Rep for both

$200.

is

WMTW

hour

Everett(Ch. 8),

McKinney. Other Lewiston- area grantee,
has Sept. 1954 target.
KQTV, Fort Dodge, la. (Ch. 21), now plans tests of
GE 1-kw plant week of Nov. 2, goes commercial week of
Nov. 23, according to pres. & gen. mgr. Ed Breen. Hour
rate will be $150. Pearson will be rep.

KTAG-TV, Lake

Charles, La.

(Ch. 25),

its

Trilsch

tower up, is now installing 1-kw GE transmitter, now
plans Nov. 1 tests, commercial Nov. 5-15, according to
exec. v.p. Warren Berwick.
Ownership interlocks with
WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge (Ch. 28), which began last April.

Hour

rate will be $150.

WNAM-TV,
now has

Adam Young

Neenah, Wis.

(Ch.

will be rep.

42),

oft-postponed,

1-kw RCA transmitter and aims for Dec. 1
start from new “Radio-TV Park,” reports mgr. Steve
W.
Pozgay.
It will serve Neenah-Menasha-Appleton
area.
George W. Clark will be rep.
its

WJHL-TV, Johnson

City, Tenn. (Ch. 11), striving for
week, ran into bad break Oct. 17 when its
552-ft. Skyline tower collapsed, 5 sections falling
on trans-

start

by

last

mitter building in 2 places.
Though one hit just over
control room, no one was hurt and no damage
was done
to that equipment.
New 550-ft. tower is planned,

Ont. (Ch. 10), owned by London
Free Press, plans tests during week of Nov. 8 from 500-ft.
Canadian Bridge Co. tower, using RCA equipment, and
goes commercial Nov. 28, according to commercial mgr.

but
lower part of first tower, triangularbased, is being fitted with 140-ft. GE antenna with
aim
of getting on air in matter of days, according to
gen. mgr.
W. Hanes Lancaster Jr. Pearson is rep.

Murray T. Brown. R. A. Reinhart is operations mgr.;
G. Robitaille, technical director; R. Laidlaw, film & news

ville (Ch. 21)

CFPL-TV, London,

Hour rate will be $200. U. S. sales rep
Weed; Canadian, All-Canada Television.

director.

will be

in

meantime the

Network
System

60-ft.

service

and

was extended

WTVH-TV,

to

Peoria,

WKLO-TV,
111.

Louis(Ch. 19) by Bell

last week end, making total of 207 interconnected
stations in 131 U. S. cities.

r
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TELEPHONE STERLING 3-J75S

DEALERS DREAD COLOR IMPACT ON XMAS TRADE: Uneasiness over effect

"color talk ”
on sales seems to increase day-by-day among dealers, and they hope fervently that
FCC will withhold its go-ahead on commercial color until after Christmas.
Most dealers appear reconciled to a transitional dislocation to come when
color sets are actually on floors.
In fact, they expect color to uncork a dramatic
new boom
eventually.
What worries them is that a headline-bedazzled public will
simply sit on its collective wallet through vital Christmas season, buying nothing.
Market for top-of-the-line 24-in. & 27-in just hasn't grown as predicted
and almost everyone attributes that partly to color news (see below).
This disappointment has been absorbed with an unhappy shrug, but the real fear now is that
demand for average bread-&-butter sets will narrow down to a critical trickle.
NARDA has surveyed dealers found that "customers' talk about waiting for
color is tremendous."
It notes that Christmas season ordinarily accounts for 36%
of entire year's volume, says any sizable dropout now would be "disastrous".
Add
that seasonal factor to the 2,400,000 sets in all pipelines (Vol. 9:42)
and there's
no question but that situation could become dangerous in a hurry.
What to do about it ? Dealers are frankly imploring FCC to hold off decision
until end of year at least. As of today, however, with pressures from Congress and
certain elements of industry to get the standards out quickly, chances are greater
FCC will act before Christmas than after.
But there's no way to predict exact date beyond our estimate last week that
and, of course, burden is on the
it will come in late Nov. or late Dec. (Vol. 9:42)
such facts as:
trade to tell public the real facts about color availability
of

—

—

.

,

—

,

;

—

—

(1)

Color sets will be very expensive at first

(2)

Initial pictures will be small

(3)

Production will be negligible

(4)

Number of color programs will

(5)

Equipping stations for color will take plenty of time.

(6)

Black-&-white sets are bigger, cheaper and better than ever before.

$700-$1000.

— actually about 11%-in. in 15-in. bulb.
first year — 50,000-250,000, perhaps.
be limited — for year or so, at least.

£

5{C

5}C

Reflecting color's impact on consumer is diminished demand for 24 & 27- in
models.
Major manufacturers agreed it's at least partly due to holding off by the
higher bracket buyers, against the day first color sets emerge.
"
It's only natural that folks should hold off buying an expensive set," said
Motorola's Robert Galvin "when they read every day about color for Christmas or
There doesn't seem to be much we can do about it.
We just hope it
thereabouts.
does not affect the movement of 17 & 21-in. sets which are holding up well
.

,

,

.

,

An Admiral spokesman while not minimizing color talk, said it isn't as big
a factor elsewhere as it is in East, where tests were conducted and press coverage
which are
is much more extensive. But Philco blames color for slow sales of 24-in.
"not moving nearly as well as anticipated" and 27-in. which are "not a big seller."
,

,

,

RCA intends to buck indifference to 24 & 27-in. sizes apparently, for it
reveals plans to start Dec. production of a 24-in. console, 2 models to be introduced
Its four 27-in. have enjoyed "only fair" sales,
early in 1954, no prices set yet.
said a spokesman, but he too observed prices ($700, $750, $760, $810) may be reason.
,

*

*

*

*

TV production maintains high pace totaling 175,663 units week ended Oct. 16,
It was year's
compared to 173,040 in preceding week and 170,685 week ended Oct. 2.
,

10

11

41st week and brought year's output to date to about 5,930,000 closing in on 1952
Output this time last year was about 4,200,000.
total production of 6,096,279.
Radio production totaled 254,705 down from 247,289 week ended Oct. 9 and
It brought year's production to date to about 10,650,000.
250,399 week before.
,

,

Note New RETMA policy discontinues release of weekly figures for private
label TV-radio production, as well as weekly breakdown on radio output by types of
This information will henceforth be released on monthly basis only.]
sets.
:

[

C

OLOR GO-AHEAD

from

FCC

by late Nov. or Dec.

is

best guess around Commission, with no intention to take action before all commissioners are on hand
Sen. Johnson (D-Colo.), longafter Nov. 1 (Vol. 9:42).
time color enthusiast, and Robert L’Heureux, counsel for
still

Trade Personals:

Wm.

resigns

become DuMont

H. Kelley, Motorola sales v.p.,
v.p. in charge of
marketing; he remains, until mid-Nov., at Motorola, wffiere
exec. v.p. Robt. W. Galvin states “no additions or changes
of executive personnel are contemplated at this time”
Brig. Gen. Tom C. Rives (ret.), transferred from technical
military liaison mgr. to mgr. of GE electronics div.’s new
laboratories dept., Syracuse, comprising lab at Syracuse
and Advanced Electronics Center at Cornell U
Wm. W.
Garstang, works mgr., promoted to asst. v.p. in charge of
manufacturing, Raytheon TV-radio div. Francis D. Edes,
from legal dept., named administrative asst, to Raytheon
v.p. Henry F. Argento
James J. Shallow, sales mgr.,
Philco Distributors Inc., Philadelphia, appointed mgr. of
accessory div., Philco Corp., succeeding Herbert S. Riband,
transferred to refrigeration div.; Shallow is succeeded by
David Brody
Arthur A. Currie promoted to Sylvania
TV-radio sales mgr., John Suor to contract & special sales
mgr.
Marcus N. Brooks, from standard control div.,
named purchasing agent, Westinghouse TV-radio div.,
Metuchen, N. J.
Gordon S. Humphrey, exec. asst, to
David R. Hull, gen. mgr. of Raytheon equipment div., proDec.

31

to

.

Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, in letters to Commission urged speed, as did Rep. Wolverton last week.
Comr. Sterling, thinking over last week’s demonstration, says he regrets not having sufficient time to tune
receivers himself. He said he had checked only a couple
before he was urged to watch something else. He’s satisfied with those tuned but would have liked to work on all
13 sets and discuss tuning controls with engineers of each
Sterling says he appreciates great pressure to get
demonstration over -with, but that he’s “smarting” under
the “rush” he received. “I’d still like to check more sets,”
he adds, “not necessarily all in a group perhaps individually.”
He also regrets that demonstration didn’t include color film, says he would have insisted on it if he
had been present when Commission arranged program.
RCA-NBC take color to Hollywood for first time Nov.
3 for demonstrations to movie executives, advertisers,
agencies, talent, bankers, newsmen and movement is already afoot, sparked by Blair TV’s Lindsey Spight on behalf of San Francisco Ad Club, for showing there, too.
Half-hour show will be sent over AT&T circuit from N. Y.
Colonial Theatre to NBC-TV’s big Studio A in Burbank,
where 11 a.m. pi’ess showing will be followed by one for

—

—

industry folk.
It will be longest line haul yet attempted with color,
but is expected to offer no more difficulty than did highly
successful recent showing before Assn, of National AdShow
vertisers in Chicago’s Drake Hotel (Vol. 9:39).
will have Ben Grauer as m.c., with Nanette Fabray, Hit
Parade cast, and for first time excerpts from color film.
Gear is being flown out this week, and RCA-NBC delegation going to Hollywood will include Sarnoff, Folsom,

.

;

.

company.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

moted

.

.

.

to asst. v.p.

.

.

Frank R. Norton, ex-Magnavox,

.

named to new post of Sparton engineering director
S. W. Muldowny, chairman of Lanston Monotype Machine
.

Camden

Oct. 28-29,

and some engineers are so impressed

importance of learning job facing stations that
RCA also announced
they’re bringing along entire staff.
that week that first deliveries of equipment to enable stawith

—

up from network first
begin in Dec. and that one or
have placed orders. Delivery of

tions to rebroadcast color picked

—

stage of colorcasts will
more stations in 57 cities
equipment for local color originations, including cameras,
will start in

March.

And NBC reminded

its first

Yale campus will have own TV station, closed circuit,
using DuMont camera donated by Sponsor Magazine.

They intend to
pay for itself.

call

it

WBYC-TV,

sell

time,

make

station

.

onetime pres, of National Union Radio
chairman of Tele-Ray Tube Co.,
Yonkers, N. Y., following purchase of “substantial interest in company
Kenneth R. Hesse promoted to chief
engineer, Tel-O-Tube Corp. of America, E. Paterson, N. J.
Wm. P. Short appointed asst, to pres. John H. Briggs
of Gabriel Co. (antennas), in charge of new product development in electronics div., Norwood, Mass.
Stanley
W. Cramer, named acting mgr., special apparatus div.,
Radio Condenser Co., succeeding Frank A. Cowgill, resigned because of ill health
Patrick Irwin appointed
mgr. of Ideco erection dept., supervising TV-radio towers
as well as industrial & commercial steel buildings
Herbert A. Frank, ex-Majestic, Jackson & Starrett, named
CBS-Columbia district sales mgr. for upper N. Y. State,
Scranton & Wilkes-Barre
John DuBroy named CBSColumbia resident field engineer for western LT. S., C. H.
Ehrhard for midwest.

&

v.p. of

RTMA,

elected

’

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

New RETMA committee chairmen: promotion, H. J.
Hoffman, Machlett Labs, and Jerome J. Kahn, ex-pres. of
Standard Transformer Corp. who retired in July from
management of new Chicago Standard Transformer Corp.
shortly after merger of 2 companies, co-chairmen; jobber
relations, J. A.

opera in color, Carmen, will be telecast Oct. 31, 5:30-6:30 p.m. All affiliates
will have to rebroadcast program in black-&-white, since
NBC says there are no
they’re not equipped for color.
plans to make color monitors available in any city for
VIPs, press, etc.
that

.

Co., Philadelphia,

.

Sacks, Weaver, Robt. Sarnoff.
Meanwhile, RCA announced that first technical color
seminar for consulting engineers will be conducted in

Jolliffe,

.

.

Howard V

.

(Shine)

Sams

Inc.,

sports, J. B. Elliott,

Milling, exec. v.p.

&

gen. mgr.,

and ex-NPA electronics director;

RCA

Boston Conference on

Victor (reappointed).
Distribution,

at

25th annual

named 122 industrial leaders to “Distribution
Fame” for significant contributions to “advance-

convention,
Hall of

ment of distribution” in last 25 years. Included: David
& Frank Folsom, RCA; Allen B. DuMont; Ralph
J. Cordiner, GE; Victor Emanuel, Avco; Don G. Mitchell,
Sylvania; Stanley Resor, Arno H. Johnson & Vergil D.
Reed, J. Walter Thompson Co.
Sarnoff
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TV

ci

Trade:

Giant

its

screens, 10-15% have 17-in., remainder 24-&-27-in.;
all

60%

of

sets are table models.

Though he

said over-all business has

mgr. T.

cently, TV-radio div.

improved

re-

Newcomb was

exception
to general industry belief that new-market sales are
largely responsible.
Actually, he said, new markets are
“sticky”
attributing this to “generally poor programming, low power of many stations and small size of many
new markets.” He thinks importance of new markets has
been overestimated.
J.

—

Sales mgr.
3 weeks in

F.

J.

new and

Walsh

said sales picked

markets

old

alike,

now moving

anticipated, and are

up

somewhat

nicely.

in last

later than

Company had

figured on spurt right after Labor Day, which he said
didn’t materialize to extent hoped.
$

$

$

Trade Miscellany: Major

work on spurious radiations to
Sterling feels that “the manudo more in the factory to lighten the

Disappointed

Westinghouse,

share of TV receiver output, will produce at least 400,000 TVs this year. A spokesman said
its share last year was about 4% of the approximately
6.100,000 TVs produced, which means nearly 250,000.
Behind-the-scenes glimpse into Westinghouse’s expanding TV operations was afforded newsmen Oct. 21
when they visited new TV plant in Metuchen, N. J., which
in Feb. replaced Sunbury (Pa.) plant now turned over
largely to radio and a few TV models. Company spokesman also revealed that 27% of Westinghouse sets in
current production are uhf-equipped; 80% have 21 -in.
out to enlarge

with

FCC Comr. George

date,

facturer needs to
burden in the field.” In speech prepared for delivery at
Oct. 26 session of RETMA-IRE U. S. -Canadian technical
group in Toronto, he said industry has been too slow in
cleaning up unwanted radiations in both transmitters and
receivers. In TV transmitters, he said, FCC’s interim requirement of 60-db suppression of harmonics still permits
an airplane 10 mi. from 100-kw TV station to pick up 100
uv/m interfering signal. In TV receivers, he went on,
Commission has urged, without success, further reduction
from limits set in 1951. As for uhf receivers, he noted
that industry has only a proposed standard of 500 uv/m
at 100 ft. to be effective July 1, 1954.
But, he said, FCC
measurements in Portland, Ore., found radiations on
fundamental oscillators of thousands of uv/m. He called
attention to Comr. Doerfer’s suggestion that local ordinances be passed to declare unwanted radiations a “nuisance (Vol. 9:38). “I will leave it to you,” Sterling said,
“to evaluate the merits of Comr. Doerfer’s thinking on
this subject and resultant impact on manufacturers if oscillator radiation is declared a nuisance and subject ot
municipal ordinances. While it would be the user and
not the manufacturer who would be subject to the penalties
for violations [the] fact remains that the reverberations
in terms of local goodwill of the public is of vital concern
to the manufacturer.”

$

Community antenna system

TV

in

now under

Reno, Nev.,

manufacturers gave unofficial approval this week to plan of American Furniture
Mart to open to public Julv 9-17, after annual summer

construction by John Colling, Grass Valley, Cal. system
operator (Vol. 9:42), will pick up San Francisco stations
with antenna on Slide Mt., a remarkable 180 mi. from San

Set makers said they saw no objecsubmitted to Mart’s board of
governors in Jan.
RETMA publishes booklet, The Kite
and the Key. tracing development of electronics and TV in
non-technical terms
RCA laying off 350 workers at
Cincinnati tube plant before end of year; plant employs
2000, is said to have been producing above normal capacity
Admiral publishes 12-p. booklet, What You Should
Know About Hiyh Fidelity, available for 10c from adv.
Canadian Admiral
dept., 3800 Cortland St., Chicago
has agreed with IUE local (CIO-CCL) on 8<f an hour genCorrection: J. B. Elliott, RCA Viceral wage increase
tor consumer products v.p., said portable radios account
for one-third of RCA’s total radio production not that
radios accounted for one-third of RCA total output, as

Signals will be microwaved, via AT&T, 16 mi.
Ryland Bldg, in center of Reno, fed out radially from
there through Jerrold equipment. This week, Jerrold reports additional systems under way: Charlottesville, Va.,
by Kramer family which operates theatres in Washington
and small southern towns, managed by Tom Carruthers,
511 E. Main St.; St. Johnsbury, Vt., St. Johnsbury Community TV Inc., 1 Southard St., Eugene S. Ellingwood Jr;

market for buyers.
tion to plan, which
.

will be

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

we reported

last week.

Shipments of TVs to dealers totaled 3,797,832 in first 8
months of 1953, when production was 4,754,285. according

RETMA’s state-by-state and county-by-county tables
upon rereleased this week and available from
gain over first 8 months of
quest.
It represented 39
1952, when shipments were 2,722,089, as against producEvery state in nation shared in shiption of 2,914,925.
to

RETMA

%

ments, New York as usual leading, with 357,087; Pennsylvania second, 325,040; California third, 304,354. Wyoming,
where Cheyenne’s KFBC-TV (Ch. 5) is expected on air
For
in Dec. as state’s first station, trailed with 1743.
Aug. alone, shipments totaled 462,570, compared to 313,012
in July and 315,332 in Aug. 1952.

Francisco.

to

mgr.; Montpelier, Vt., Montpelier Community TV Inc., 22
Langdon St., Phillip C. Lothrop mgr.; Windsor, Vt., Windsor Community Antenna Corp., Dr. L. J. Tomasi, owner.
And J. J. Barni, operating B. K. P. TV Systems Inc. in
Catawissa, Pa., is now feeding these additional towns
from antenna: Bloomsburg, Danville, Riverside.
*

*

*

*

Distributor Notes: Motorola-New York appoints Paul
L. Lewis, ex-sales mgr. of major appliances (Hotpoint)
of GE Supply Co., N. Y., as v.p. & gen. mgr., succeeding
Edward L. Pincus. who returns fulltime as pres, of

Motorola-New York also disclosed
was dropping distribution of all major appliances, with
exception of some seasonal items, to concentrate on company’s own electronic consumer products. Bruno-New York
Motorola-Philadelphia.

it

Inc.
(RCA Victor) took over International Harvester
freezers and refrigerators from Motorola, leaving Hamilton appliances line as only non-Motorola item with comHoffman Radio establishes Seattle distributing
pany
.

.

.

subsidiary, adds Davis Distributing Co., Norfolk; Graybar,
Sylvania apMadison, Wis.; Straus-Frank Co., Dallas
.

Predictions about color set prices are sometimes mis-

maker Frank A. D. Andrea, pres,
Andrea Corp. and onetime owner of Fada. “I have seen

leading, says pioneer set

of

statements concerning the price of color TV receivers
ranging from S250 to $700,” he says, “with some individuals making the $250 price prediction one day, and a few

weeks later offering sets for sale for $700.” Andrea estimates that consoles will run $800-$1000, table models $700$750, unless color component prices drop considerably,
says

he’ll offer

color in fall of 1954.

points Electronic Wholesalers Inc.,

Mont appoints Pirmacs Distributors,

Kemp

.

.

Washington

.

.

.

Du-

replacing
B. Mitchell

Buffalo,

Arvin appoints J.
Stewart-Warner appoints Industrial
Motor Service, No. Tonawanda, N. Y. and Keystone Sales

Co.,

Distributors Inc.

Baltimore

.

.

.

.

.

.

Mid-Atlantic Appliances Inc., WashCo., Sharon, Pa.
ington (Admiral) appoints Howard Rendelman TV-radio
sales mgr.
National Electronics Co., Minneapolis (CBSSylvania
Columbia) appoints A. L. Toepel sales mgr.
appoints Radio & Television Supplies Inc., Jacksonville.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

Willard Kiplinger’s Washington newsletter and his magazine Changing Times
are stalwarts of American business journalism.
7,e also confess to a predilection for his brand
of reporting because his counsel was of inestimable aid in getting Television Digest started
just after VJ-Day. Moreover, this article so patly states what we ourselves learned on a recent
business tour, during which we visited with many telecasters, distributors and dealers, that we
felt it ought to be read by all management in the TV-radio-electronics fields, among whom TeleAccordingly, we secured permission from Mr.
vision Digest enjoys the bulk of its circulation.
Kiplinger and the New York Times to reprint it in full.

Editor’s Note:

From The New York Times Sunday Magazine, October

Man
j

By W. M. KIPLINGER
|

quitting
your
yourself
and traveling out
regular job
around the country for three or
four months, north, south, east and
west, talking to business men about
what they think. Talk to some big
shots that head up the big corporaTalk to a lot of little fellows
tions.
who run stores along the streets of the
cities you visit, some with the aid of
Talk to
their families as store help.

I

the

men who run little factories, with
men or women working for them.

fifty

Or

talk

to

the
that

women,

too,

for

it’s

plenty of them are
getting so
"business men.”
Why do this? What does it matter?
Who cares what business men think?
They don’t control elections, for there
aren’t enough of them to outweigh the
other voters. They often don’t control
If a
the city or county government.
small community, yes, but if a big city
with factories, no, for back behind the
scenes the labor unions are more likely
Then why bother to find
to control.
out what business men think?
The answer is this: They are the
bosses of their groups of workers.
They may have five or fifty or five
thousand employes, but they are the
bosses who sit in indirect control of
They are
that number of families.
custodians of this separate portion of
the economy, which is a fancy wav of
putting it. They don’t rule, but they
govern, at that all-important point, the
job point.
They exercise more influence, for good or for bad, than all the
politicians and all the law-makers.
You might not think this from reading the newspapers, for the news is
full of the doings at the court house,

the state capital, or
Washington, or the United Nations.
But back behind all these news fronts,
working on you every hour of every
day, is the boss of your job, and the

the

city

hall,

line of responsibility

business man. That’s
man is a V. I. P.

heads up

why

in

j

some

the business

TA

HE first thing you realize after
your visiting with business men is that
they are not all alike, they think different things, they are not homogeneous,
they really are not a "group” at all.
Yes, but there are things they think
Your imor less in common.
pressions of these may be as follows
On the outlook for business next
year, half the business men you talk
to think there will be a falling off, or
a slide, or a softening next year. The
other half don’t say or think much

more

it,
for they are too busy handling the business of the present. They
haven’t time to study the charts or
the statistics, and they do not employ

about

economists.
You notice that the half
who expected some sort of a decline
were the bigger shots, the heads of
the bigger corporations who normally
have facilities for looking further
ahead than the average man.

On

the severity of the slide next
three-fourths are not alarmed.
They think it will be mild, or moderate,
or shallow, certainly not a “depression” or even a “recession,” which is
the medium word used by the sophisticated folks when they speak of a business “down.” The bulk of business men
are making their plans on the assumption that the business decline in 1954
year,

be a gentle down-rolling sort of
a steep dip, not a bust.
By thinking of a slide, do they make
a worse slide f
No, it works to the
contrary.
By anticipating a downgrade they slacken their business speed
to avoid a possible crash.
They are
lightening their inventories. They are
avoiding the possibility of being caught
with stocks of high-priced stuff which
they might have to dump at lower
prices.
They are preparing against
inventory panic, which means price
panic.
The advance sensing of a
change in the business curve is the best
assurance that the curve will be taken
on all four wheels, instead of two.
On politics, two-thirds say they are
Republicans,
and
probably
threefourths voted Republican last year.
Not all of these are habitual Republicans.
Quite a number voted merely
as a protest against the New Deal or
Truman Deal, or because “we needed
a change,” rather than out of enthusiasm for the Republican party. They
do not say they are “conservative,”
for they think that is a term invented
by fancy people who have more time
to think than to do productive work.
thing, not

His attitude on business, politics and economics
is important because of the power he wields.

MAGINE

1S53

will

What's on the Mind
Of the Business

18,

;

M

At AANY
credit

of them claim they are truly
more so than they are given
for.
They insist they think and

work

for the

“liberal,”

for their

own

common

good, not just
can’t help
of the truly big

profits.

You

noticing that many
business men are more “liberal” than
the middle-sized or small. The reason
is
that their big corporations are
strongly influenced by the currents of
public thought.
Although managed
“privately,” these corporations do a
service which is essentially “public
service.”
Nevertheless, on the average, the typical business man is what
you’d call a political conservative.
As for Eisenhower, 90 per cent of
them are for him, and wish him well.
They think he hasn't had enough time
to demonstrate.
They tell you what
they think he can do vvhen he has a
year or two more.
What you discover is that they think he can do
what they have previously thought he
ought to do. You suspect that they

have created Eisenhower in their own
image. You have a vague feeling that they

—

)

are a

little

less

with

in love

Manufacturers of goods which
are exported, such as automobiles and machinery, are for
lower tariffs in order that foreigners can sell more in this
market and consequently have
more dollars to spend for

Eisenhower today than they
were when they voted for him,

but— still in love.
On next year's elections, you
learn only one thing from talking to business men. You learn
that Congress ought to back
up the President, and that
therefore, the good sense of
the American people will back
him up in the Congressional
vote
There is hardly any
doubt about it, so you learn.
If you dare to suggest,
in
your talks with your interviewees, that the union men
and the farmers might not feel
too warm toward the Eisenhower Administration, you are
slapped down by the suggestion that "you just wait and

American

Business men

in rural areas:
dissent from the assumption that their customers
will necessarily vote for the

Republican candidate for Connext year.
They are
Republican-minded, but they
aren’t very cocky about it.

gress

policy,

you

cally

think in world terms are

distinctly in the minority. Of
course this varies geographically.
Easterners are relatively international ifi their

tariff,

you

find

a

good

deal

intelligent.

to society,

and some

little

emThe

ployers are the same.
variance is with the men, not
the size of the business.

A

highei
have beer

Wealth or income
ness

men

of businaturally.
have better inpeople.
other

varies,

Most of them
comes than
They live in better

houses,
suburbs. But you
don’t find them conspicuously
"rich,” as a couple of generations ago, but more likely of
income
middle
upper
the
time.
The heavy taxes
Attitude
unions: brackets.
toward
Most
business
men don’t have brought the "rich” busireally like the unions.
Most ness men down the scale
would rather get along with- toward middle, just like othout them, and down deep they ers.
men are great
Business
are inclined to think they
would be fair to employes “doers." In talking with them
without union goading.
But you get the sense of restlessthey “accept” the unions out ness, of working always for
of necessity, and work with something better, of never bethem, some in harmony, some ing satisfied, of trying new

Washington to reduce foreign aid would be popular
with the business men. Those

On

EVERTHELESS, they are
there in the background of the
mind.
Bigness or smallness
of the
enterprise does not
seem to make as much difference in the "moral attitudes”
as you might think, for some
big employers are unusually
sensitive to their obligations

college.
They have embraced the idea of quantity
production and relatively low
price.
They understand mass
purchasing power, and the
value of high wages as a business prop, and for this reason
there is less resentment of
high wages than once upon a

in

in

|

them

talking both ways at the same
time.
Retail merchants, by
and large, are for lower tariffs because they are the purchasing agents for consumers,
and their interest is in a large
quantity of goods to sell at
lowest possible prices.
the

N

to

the cross-section of American
business men.
You feel that
most of them, down deep in
their hearts, are for American
interests first, and foreigners
quite incidentally.
Most of
them seem to think we have
done too much for the foreigners, with too little appreciation or results.
Any move

thinking, and so are West
Coast business men, and so
even are many Southerners.
But to the great bulk of business men in the interior, foreign affairs are pretty far off
from the day-to-day realities.

ress.

than

proportion of them

feel

a bit muddled after talking to

who

men

—

—

they were
twenty or thirty years ago.
They come closer to comprehending what makes the economic
wheels
go
'round
causes and effects, than thej
formerly did.
A larger proportion of them are economi

They

foreitjn

talk religion, but you can’t
escape the impression that
they always have in the back
of their minds
in varying degrees the welfare of their
employes, and the welfare of
their customers. Usually these
considerations are secondary
to their own business prog-

Many

As for economic understanding of things, you find
alert

and

Business morals enter your

ing.

business

over pay

mind when you are talking to
business men. They don’t talk
morals any more than they

slow, and there is still
is
plenty of protectionist think-

more

disputes

benefits.

smaller
manufacturers
are
pretty much protectionist. It
is
true that business sentiment in this country is slowly
moving toward freer world
trade, including lower tariffs
of our own, but the movement

see."

On

products.

basic

j

a latent

spirit

and

methods,

of antago-

nism. But there isn’t the violent
"anti-union”
sentiment
that prevailed one or two decades ago.
The unions have
been integrated into business
life and operations, and business men know they are here
to stay. The top men of business feel much irritation at
unions for their petty quarrels, their jurisdictional squabbles, their disruption of work
over minor grievances. These
are more disconcerting than

in the

i

|

|

new machinery, new

products, and of thinking years
especially
(This
is
ahead.
true of the bigger business
men and their organizations.
They are not hidebound by
They
tradition or custom.

switch from one idea to another without crying over the
discarding of the old. Amerithe
undoubtedly
cans
are
world’s best business men, far
and
ingenuity
superior
in
flexibility to the British, the
Only
French, or the others.

the

Germans are a runner-up.

In political horse sense, you
find many business men deficient. Having climbed in the
business world, they are apt
to think that politics can be
managed like business. They
cultivate their customers, their
markets, but they are often
inept when it comes to cultivating masses of people for
vote-making purposes.
They
have yet to learn the arts of
the skilled politician, and they
don’t learn very fast, for .they
often look down theii; noses
at the politician. Observe the

Eisenhower Administration
so-called business men.
It

of

doing some things well, as

all

is

will admit.

It is also neglectthe fine arts of wooing
millions by the psychological
processes known as

ing
the

“politics.”

T

HERE

are differences in
of thinking among
business men, and these represent an excellent thing. If
they all thought alike they
would rule and dominate, and
none of us likes to be ruled

ways

and dominated by anv single
class or group.
But ^:he outstanding fact about business

men

is that they are not merebusiness men.
They are
husbands, fathers, neighbors,
church goers, sons-in-law and
brothers-in-law, cellar tinkerers, amateur gardeners, sound

ly

sleepers,

light

sleepers,

and

involved in a thousand
things other than business.
They probably don’t die of
heart strain any more than
others do.
It is merely that
their deaths are more conspicuous.
They are just human
beings,
some well dressed,
some not, some with trousers
creased, some not.
In striving for something
bigger, something better for
their companies, they are usually motivated more by the
idea of being big shots of one
sort or another than they are
by. the mere wish to make
money. Their idea is to appear big, to get ahead, to play
the game in a bigger way
all

like

They

grown-up boys

at

sport.

are entrepreneurs, organizers,
builders,
pioneers,
managers, doers. Their specialty in life is busy-ness.

—
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Financial & Trade Notes: American BroadcastingParamount Theatres Inc., pres. Leonard H. Goldenson, reporting Oct. 20 on third quarter, noted loss in operations
(ABC) but profit in operation of
theatres not only for the quarter but for year to date.
But loss in broadcast operations, he stated, “reflects both
the normal seasonal slack and the initial costs involved
in reorganizing- and stiengthening the operations of the
of broadcast division

radio and

TV

networks of ABC.”

He

forecast profitable

fourth quarter for ABC.
Consolidated earnings for third quarter are estimated
at $1,003,000, including $946,000 from operations and
$63,000 capital gains equivalent to 22c per share on
3,967,518 shares of common stock outstanding. This com-

—

1

pares with net earnings of $1,927,000 in 1952 quarter,
including $1,627,000 from operations and $300,000 capital
gains or 58c on 3,300,830 shares outstanding.
For first 9 months of 1953 estimated net was $7,599,000
($1.82), of which $3,182,000 was from operations and
$4,377,000 from capital gains, comparing with $5,435,000
($1.65) for same 1952 period, of which $3,970,000 was from
operations and $1,465,000 from capital gains.
In third
quarter, AB-PT divested itself of 12 theatres, 6 of them
under terms of consent judgment under which it still has
to get rid of 29 wholly-owned and 41 part-owned theati-es

—

by March

1

3,

1954.
*

*

*

*

Svlvania enjoyed record sales of $224,469,0S7 and
record earnings of $7,562,941 ($2.73 on 2,425,506 shares)
for 9 months ended Sept. 30 vs. sales of $162,222,117 and
earnings of $5,031,701 ($2.18 on 1,867,872) same 1952
period. Third quarter sales were $75,376,155 vs. $57,995,494 year ago, earnings $2,393,849 (86<‘) vs. $1,632,925
(70d) last year. Net income before taxes for the 9 months
was $24,572,941 vs. $12,291,701 year ago, for third quarter
$7,185,849 vs. $3,682,925 year ago. Pres. H. Ward Zimmer
noted that demand for TV picture tubes is below begining of year but still above 1952; that exports picked up
toward end of quarter, though “competition from both
American and foreign manufacturers is becoming greater”;
that govt, business is slightly less than last year but unfilled defense oi'dei's have increased to $100,000,000.

RCA sales of $609,428,166 for 9 months ended Sept. 30,
an all-time record, represented 29% increase over same
1952 period’s $473,501,673. Earnings before taxes were
$53,651,018 vs. $36,443,110.
Net profit after taxes wei e
$25,152,018 ($1.62 per common share), up 41% from
$17,847,110 ($1.12) same period last year. Third quarter
also was record one, sales running $198,742,004 vs. $167,663,848 same 1952 quarter.
Earnings before taxes were
$14,841,790 vs. $13,106,180.
Net profit after taxes was

Electronics Reports:

Availability

of

crystal diodes for commercial research

may improve

as result of

new order now being considered

by Commerce Dept.’s Business
ministration, successor to

transistors and
and development

NPA.

&

Defense Services Ad-

Civilian companies have

found it difficult to obtain certain types of transistors and
diodes where military services and contractors are gobbling up entire supply.
At request of electronics industry, acting director Donald S. Parris of BDSA’s Electronics
Div. says agency is considering adding transistors and
diodes to Order M-17, which now applies only to tubes.

The order sets ceiling on amount of military orders any
manufacturer is required to accept for any one type of
tube. If order is amended, it will also provide that BDSA
will assist any military contractor who cannot place a
rated order for transistors and diodes because of M-17.
Transistorized test equipment is being used in CBSColumbia’s Long Island City TV plant. Pres. David Cogan
said company is using transistors in high-gain low-level
voltage amplifiers, used with uhf signal generators for
testing uhf converter units. Use of transistors, he said,
allows testing at low voltage levels, closer than ever before to those at which the converter normally operates
with minimum of hum and vibration.

Novel idea for video tape, reported in Oct. 21 Retailing Daily: Three engineers, including Lee Bunting, chief
engineer of Bell TV Inc. (remote TV receivei-s), propose
that tape be in shape of a tube, perhaps 6-in. diameter,
and recording head revolve around it like a high-speed
pipe-threader.
They claim this would get away from
moving tape at high speed. Tape could be flattened out

when not
GE’s

in use.

Milton Lang, tube dept, mgr., forecast growth
West Coast may be “several
times the growth in the rest of the country,” at Oct. 22
dedication of new GE western tube warehouse at 11840
Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles.
J.

of electronics industry on

Earl B. Smith, General Mills

named

v.p.

&

traffic

director,

&

communications under
Asst. Defense Secy. Charles Thomas.
Position formerly
covered transportation only under director Kenneth L.
Vore, whom Smith succeeds.
director of transportation

Dr. David C. Luck, of RCA Princeton labs, wins
Franklin Institute award “for his development of an omnidirectional radio range system.”

-

$6,966,790

(440

Magnavox

vs. $6,547,180

reports

(42d).

record

$16,052,000 in 3 months ended

first-quai’ter

Sept.

30,

up

sales

of

42% from

$11,336,000 for same period last year. It will reveal firstquarter earnings at stockholders meeting in Ft. Wayne
Oct. 28. Pres. Frank Freimann predicted similar gains in
second quarter, added there’s “every indication” company’s
all-time record sales volume of $57,979,669 for fiscal year
ended last June 30 (Vol. 9:40) will be surpassed in current
fiscal year by good margin.

Big GE isn’t satisfied with its low place on the TV
totem pole and is bent to get its “rightful share.” Thus,
in effect, spoke GE pres. Ralph Cordiner at board meeting in Los Angeles Oct. 20. He said GE’s push will not
be based on price, but big promotion will accent quality.
Syracuse factory, hitherto tied up with govt, production,
is now free for all-out production of home TVs, he said.

—

DuMont

weeks of 1953 to Oct. 3
up 26.4% from $52,128,000 for same
1952 period. Profit before taxes was $1,910,000 vs. $718,000
sales for first 40

totaled $65,896,000,

for corresponding 1952 period; after taxes, $935,000 (36<j
per share) vs. $359,000 (lid). New record volume of sales
is

expected for full year.

Muter Co. reports net profit of $315,690 (48d per
share) on sales of $11,625,109 for 9 months ended Sept. 30,
which compares with $256,555 profit (39d) on $8,691,609

Packard-Bell sales for fiscal year ended Sept. 30 are
expected to exceed $32,000,000, more than 40% ahead of
record $22,724,273 last year, exec. v.p. Robert S. Bell reported to stockholders’ meeting this week. He estimated
net profits before taxes will be $3,450,000, after taxes
$1,100,000, compared to $3,054,000 and $968,051 year ago
tVol. 8:42).
This is fifth consecutive year company has

& Co., for 9 months ended Sept. 30. reports sales of $55,411,671. r.et profit $2,157,739 ($3.19 a
share); no comparison with 1952 available.

set sales record, Bell said.

Sept. 30; sales for

in

same 1952

period.

P. R- Mallory

WJR The Goodwill Station Inc. l’eports net profit after
taxes of $346,543 on sales of $2,416,816 for 9 months ended
same 1952 period were

$2,424,610.

- 14 General Teleradio Inc., TV-radio subsidiary of General
& Rubber Co. headed by Thomas F. O’Neil, had consolidated gross sales of $14,977,963, earned net profit of
$1,097,404 in calendar 1952, according to report filed with
FCC in connection with this week’s Ch. 18 grant in HartTire

Breakdown shows Yankee

ford.

$4,994,406,

net

profit

WOR

(ABC, CBS, DuMont) were shown

sales

were

Div.’s

sales

sales $5,160,430,

Div.’s

WNAC-TV

Yankee’s

$415,002.

total

Don Lee

$1,135,763;

$4,681,389, profit $337,983;
loss

Div.

network revenues
total

to

$1,129,587.

WNAC-TV’s

rep-placed accounts totaled $1,598,196 and
local $746,058.
KHJ-TV showed $404,995 & $893,414, respectively.
WOR-TV showed $2170 & $1,456,300, respectively, for Jan. 25-Dec. 31 period. Radio revenue and cost
breakdowns were also included. Also this week, General
Tire’s report for 9 months ended Aug. 31, 1953 disclosed
that General Teleradio earned approximately $850,000 for

parent company, whose

statement showed
net profit for that period of $5,505,856 ($4.34 per share)
on sales of $153,842,551, compared with $4,449,570 ($3.48)
on sales of $132,761,695 same 1952 period.
In variety of actions,

consolidated

FCC

this

week:

(1)

Let

Ed Lamb

dismiss his application for Portsmouth, O. (Ch. 30), for
which he already had initial decision, because he has
maximum of 5 stations or other applications pending.

Again denied

(2)
to

WSSB

protest against grant of Ch. 46

WCIG-TV, Durham, N.

cision

C.

Issued an initial de-

(3)

WGRD, Grand Rapids, against
WTVM, Muskegon. (4) Stayed effec-

tiveness of initial decision to

Orange Belt Telecasters, San

(Ch. 30), pending review.
(5) Denied
joint petition of WORA, Mayaguez, P. R. and Dept, of
Education of Puerto Rico for reduction of adjacent-channel separation from 60 mi. to 58.6 mi., informing them
other channels are available to avoid problem.
(6) Finalized addition of Ch. 3 to Wilmington, N. C., Ch. 4 to Fay-

Bernardino, Cal.

etteville, W. Va., denying other proposals.
(7) Threw
into complex Minnesota-Wisconsin channel situation an-

other proposal

—as

KGW

(5-kw on 620 kc,
Portland Oregonian’s sale of
to group headed by Mrs. Scott Bullitt, KING-TV,

NBC)

Seattle,

was approved by FCC

interests for $500,000 permits
est in
filed

Oct. 22.

them

new KOIN-TV, Portland

with

quires

;

Power increases:

now putting

FCC

this week.

Sale by

Newhouse

to acquire half inter-

(Ch. 6), for which they

Samuel

I.

Newhouse

Jr.

ac-

33%% interest in KOIN-TV & KOIN, Mitzi New16%% for total of $600,000. Other stockholdings are

house
in voting trust to be voted by pres. Theo. R. Gamble &
asst. secy. Harvey Benson. Gamble owns 21.75%, Howard
Lane 15%%, Harry Buckendahl 5.87%. Lane is v.p. &
mgr. for TV, Buckendahl for radio, each at $20,000 salary.
Gamble gets $12,000 salary as pres., not devoting fulltime.
mgr.
Quenton Cox continues as

KGW

Minimum

of Federal control,

FCC Comr. John

more

local regulation,

address to
National Conference of Business Paper Editors in Washington Oct. 22. Noting that FCC’s 1954 budget, just submitted to Budget Bureau, asks $300,000 less than current

was burden

of

Doerfer’s

$7,400,000, he said: “I believe that Federal regulation in
the field of radio, TV and common carrier services should

be limited to that which is essential to carry out the
intent of Congress. I believe further that we can safely
resolve doubts in favor of the people back home especially those doubts which stem from either distrust in our
American system or a blind uncompromising faith in a
planned economy.”

—

WABT,

Birmingham, Ala. (Ch. 13)

ERP, using 50-kw Standard
GE Oct. 23 shipped 35-kw am-

out full 316-kw

Electronics transmitter.

WRGB, Schenectady (Ch. 6) and 1-kw transmitter to KFSA-TV, Fort Smith, Ark. (Ch. 22), now using
100-watt driver, reports order from WCAN-TV, Milwaukee
plifier to its

(Ch. 25) for 12-kw to be shipped in Dec. KOB-TV, Albuquerque (Ch. 4), on Oct. 21 moved transmitter to 10,800-ft.
Sandia Crest, boosted ERP from 5.2 to 11 kw. KFDX-TV,
Wichita Falls (Ch. 3) also increased transmitter power
this week from 2 to 10 kw.

Transcript of extremely informative panel discussion,

“The Future of TV,” conducted by Assn, of National Advertisers in Chicago Sept. 22 (Vol. 9:39), is now available
from ANA, 285 Madison Ave., N. Y.; NARTB also has
supply.
Session featured discussion of network growth
and rates by CBS’s Jack Van Volkenburg, color by NBC’s
Pat Weaver, FCC policies by chairman Rosel Hyde, rates
and network policies by ABC’s Robert Kintner, regional
sponsorship by DuMont’s Chris Witting, stations’ viewpoint by Cox group’s J. Leonard Reinsch.
Theatre-TV football was thrown for

alternative to one already proposed

add Ch. 10 to Duluth, Ch. 13 to Buhl, Minn., delete Ch.
32 from Superior, Ch. 10 from Hibbing, Minn. & Hancock,
Mich., Ch. 26 from Virginia, Minn.

to

—

—

denying protest of

grant of Ch. 35 to

—

—

TV stations all uhf were
with FCC this week. Five were dismissed, bringing
total pending to 444 (115 uhf).
Week’s applications included one for Hartford, Conn., Ch. 18, by combined General Teleradio and Hartford Times interests replacing
2 competitive applications
and it was also granted this
week. Others were for LaGrange, Ga., Ch. 50, by group
consisting of LaGrange Daily News publisher Roy G.
Swank, theatremen Wm. K. Jenkins & Arthur Lucas, and
Fuller E. Calloway Foundation (charitable trust)
for
Baltimore, Ch. 18, by WSID, Essex, Md., controlled by
Richard Eaton who also has 5 other AMs. [For further
details about these applications, see TV Addenda 17-P
herewith; for complete listings of all grants, new stations,
applications, dismissals, hearings, etc., see TV Factbook
No. 17 with Addenda to date.]
Three applications for

filed

Box

Office

TV

loss Oct. 17

when

Inc. presented its first theatre telecast to

sparse audiences in 10 theatres in 8 cities (Vol. 9:28,34).
Total theatre gross for Notre Dame-Pittsburgh game reportedly came to only $6,000, heavy financial loss for Box
Office TV, which paid line charges. Most exhibitors blamed
competition of football on free home TV. Oct. 24 Notre
Dame-Georgia Tech game is seen as crucial test of future
of

Theatre-TV football

TV

is

series.

“squawking and wetting

its electronic

diapers

Wald, Columbia Pictures exec, producer, dismissing TV competition with a
sneer in Oct. 20 Film Daily. “When it is man-sized it will
constitute man-sized competition,” he goes on.
“What
puzzles us is the general assumption that the movie industry will not have learned how to control this brash youngster by then.” Even now, he maintains, TV commercials
are driving people back to movie houses.
just as radio once did,” says Jerry

Walter Reade Jr., 38, head of Reade theatre chain,
upcoming WRTV, Asbury Park, N. J. (Ch. 58),
reported by Variety as likely next pres, of Theatre Owners of America, electing at Chicago convention Nov. 1-5.
He belongs to “join ’em if you can’t lick ’em” school of
builder of

exhibitors, as did predecessor Mitchell

Wolf son, Wometco

chain (WTVJ, Miami). Possible opponent is E. D. Martin,
of Georgia chain owning 50% of WDAK-TV, Columbus.

New

portable microwave antenna, for field broadcast
is now in production by RCA.
Lightweight
(RCA MI-26182-51) is designed for very short

operations,
reflector

is said to provide good performance in transmission
paths up to 5 miles.

hops,
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INDUSTRY WARNED ON TV INTERFERENCE: TV-radio and broadcast equipment makers were

—

told sharply this week
by an FCC commissioner and by leaders of their own industry
to do much more about reducing the radiations from TV receivers and transmitters which interfere with reception on govt., aircraft, amateur and TV-radio bands.
In the new fields of color and uhf TV industry was told to start with clean
slate, lick radiation problems now, rather than try to patch them up later when they
become virtually insurmountable.
Occasion was Radio Fall Meeting of combined RETMA, RTMA of Canada and IRE in
T oronto
attended by some 600 top-echelon engineers in TV-radio manufacturing inThere was no mincing of words at Oct. 26 TV interference symposium, led by
dustry.
RETMA engineering director Dr. W.R.G. Baker at which main speaker was FCC's engineering Comr. George Sterling.
of the importance of Comr. Sterling’s appeal to manufacturers (and
[ Because
broadcasters) to redouble their efforts to cut down radiation, we have printed it as
including extemporaneous remarks not in prepared text.]
a Special Report herewith

—

,

,

,

—

*

#

*

*

We attended the session and it was apparent from reactions of engineers
along with warnings by industry leadthat Comr. Sterling's address had hit home
ers on radiation hazards in color and uhf receivers . Particularly noted by audience
was a pointed departure by the commissioner from his prepared text, reminding manuwhich in some cases
facturer's of FCC's new power to issue cease-&-desist orders
could have the effect of putting an offending company out of business.
,

—

—

FCC received 22,264 interference complaints in fiscal 1953, said Sterling.
More than 12,600 resulted from spurious responses of broadcast receivers
6100
from TV sets.
Some 9600 were result of spurious radiations from transmitters.
"By
failing to take preventive measures," he said, "manufacturers are, in fact, limiting
the market for their products."
Pr ogre s s by industry in cutting down radiation and susceptibility to interference has been good so far as indicated in report by C rosley's Lewis M. Clement
chairman of RETMA engineering dept, executive council.
This Comr. Sterling called
"encouraging".
Based on manufacturers' replies to questionnaires, Clement reported
that 25 out of 28 companies submitting data
including all of the top 10
will
be using the standard 41.25-mc IF (intermediate frequency) in all their sets by late
1953.
Last year, only 8 used it in all sets.
Report also showed vast majority of manufacturers have now reduced spurious
vhf oscillator radiation below RETMA 's "interim" maximums (50 uv/m at 100 ft. for
Ch. 2-6 and 150 uv/m for Ch. 7-13), whereas in 1950 only 2 manufacturers were below
the current limit for low channels, and only 1 below limit for high channels.

—

,

,

—

—

Real challenges to design engineers and manufacturers were the reports by
COPYRIGHT 1053 BY RADIO NEWS BUREAU
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industry's foremost engineers in RETMA radiation task groups, in NTSC and in JTAC
indicating magnitude of job yet to be done.
The highlights
(1) Color TV receivers and amateur radio transmitters potentially can cause
Color subcarrier frequency is within 3.5-4 me amateur
each other plenty of trouble.
band, and its harmonics fall within several other amateur bands.
Ad hoc committee
of NTSC and American Radio Relay League, set up to deal with situation, reported complete agreement that good design of color receivers can prevent this trouble without
unduly adding to costs, and urged manufacturers to "attack problem before it occurs".
(2) RETMA task group tentatively recommended reducing by half the present
limitations on vhf oscillator radiation to increase the margin of safety against
It also discussed tentative
interference with aircraft range and amateur bands.
proposals for maximum permissible TV sweep circuit radiation (100 uv/m at 15ft.) to
cut down interference by TV sets to standard broadcast receivers.
(3) Uhf receivers and conv e rters generally are more susceptible to interferBecause most uhf receiving
ence, and emit more spurious radiations, than vhf sets
"temporary
expedient"
of
double
the
conversion
devices employ
using 2 intermedimany of them pick up interference from amateur and other services.
ate frequencies
GE's D.W. Fugsley chairman of RETMA's TV receiver committee, recommended "companies
which have sold such receivers or converters or turret strips assume it as a moral
obligation to satisfy the customer in each case of complaint". Reports showed that
oscillator radiation from average uhf set is far above maximum tentatively established by RETMA (500 uv/m at 100 ft.).
(4) While FCC e s tablished limits for spurious radiations from TV transmitters last June (Vol. 9:24), the necessary equipment to accomplish suppression of
these radiations won't be available till first and second quarters of 1954.
(5) JTAC reported progress in monumental task, assigned to it last December
by FCC, of making complete study of entire problem of spurious radiations throughout spectrum from 14 kc to 30,000 me (Vol. 9:1).

—

:

,

.

—

—

,
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MORE START, ONE-A-DAY PACE BETTERED: Ninety- eight new stations have gone

on the

air in the 91 days since Aug. 1, when we pegged prediction new starters would averThis week, 7 took to the air (2 being timeage one-a-day for remainder of year.
and that brought on-air total to date to 307
sharers in Rochester, N.Y
208 vhf,
That means 199 new stations since freese-end in July 1952, or 182 so far
99 uhf.
Johnson City, Tenn
Week brought first into Flint, Mich
Temple, Tex
this year.
Rochester and Oklahoma City get first competition, Denver adds third. New starters:
.

—

)

.

.

;

;

.

WHEC-TV & WVET-TV, Rochester, N.Y (Ch. 10), sharing time with separate
studios and common transmission plant, were all set Oct. 31 to begin testing GE 5-kw
transmitter and temporary antenna on Pinnacle Hill tower of rival WHAM- TV (Ch. 6).
They go commercial Nov. 1 as basic CBS outlet s, will also carry ABC & DuMont shows.
Gannett Newspapers (Rochester Times-Union and Democrat & Chronicle) own WHEC-TV, with
Glover DeLaney as gen. mgr. Lowell MacMillan, asst. gen. mgr. LeMoine Wheeler, gen.
sales mgr.; Wm. Adams, program director; Bernard O'Brien, chief engineer. WVET-TV
has more than 100 stockholders, these top executives:
is headed by Ervin F. Lyke
Paul C. Louther, program v.p. Arthur Murrellwright sales mgr. F. Chase Taylor,
They divide time equally on staggered
operations mgr. Ray Jobes, chief engineer.
schedules (Vol. 9:33), with respective reps Everett-McKinney and Bolling empowered
Base rate is $600.
to sell across-board time and splitting commissions.
KLZ-TV, Denver (Ch. 7) began preliminary tests Oct. 27, test patterns Oct.
RCA transmitter is used, with a
29, goes commercial Nov. 1 as basic CBS outlet.
be mounted later on 225-ft. Lehigh
Lookout
Mt.
to
temporary 6-bay superturnstile on
55-kw
ERP,
will be 316-kw when 50-kw amtower still under construction. Power is
plifier is delivered by RCA. Quarters are in Shirley-Savoy Hotel pending move in
month or so to own 34,000-sq. ft. TV-Radio Center. Project is headed by Hugh L. Terry
16% stockholder, other major owners being theatremen Harry Huffman 13%, Frank Ricketson 13%, Ted Gamble 20%, and broadcaster J. Elroy McCaw 20%. Executive staff includes Clayton Brace, program director; Jerry Wyatt, production mgr.; Jack Tipton,
Rep is Katz.
Base rate is $380.
Eugene Jenkins, engineering director.
sales mgr.
.

;

;

,

,

;

;

;

,

,

;
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(Ch. 16) got test patterns started Oct. 28, will keep
WTAC-TV, Flint, Mich
them on until Nov. 14 when programming starts with NCAA football fed from NBC.
The
first station in auto metropolis, early reports tell of good signals and co-owner
H. Allen Campbel l (with George Trendle says local dealers are in "fever pitch" over
Flint is 57 air mi. from Detroit, 48 from Lansing, nearest vhf
boom in set sales.
Technicians say uhf Ch. 16
cities, gets uhf from Saginaw's WKNX-TV (Ch. 57), 31 mi.
Station is staffed
provides at least 45 mi. of Grade A service in flat terrain.
largely by WXYZ veterans (formerly owned by Trendle-Campbell who are originators and
owners of such shows as Lone Ranger & Green Hornet), headed by J.R. McKinley, managing
director; Rubin Weiss, station mgr. James Gimbel, chief engineer. Network affiliation
Base rate is $200.
Raymer is rep.
is ABC, with per-program arrangement with NBC.
.

)

,

;

KTVQ, Oklahoma City (Ch. 25), heralded by enormous promotional buildup (Vol.
9:35) and rushing to be first uhf in one-station vhf city, put on first patterns at
about midnight Oct. 28, then in morning began transmitting them regularly from tower
Pres. John Esau wires: "Reports from suratop downtown First National Bank Bldg.
rounding area indicate excellent picture. We are all tremendously happy." Buildup
included full-pages in Daily Oklahoman (owner of vhf WKY-TV, pre-freeze pioneer)
captioned "Facts You Should Know About UHF Television". Also rushing to get on air
KTVQ has 12-kw GE transmitter,
soon in city are KMPT (Ch. 19) and KWTV (Ch. 9).
Bill Sadler,
has as executives Harry Abbott station mgr. Raymond Ruff, sales mgr.
It
reports
it
will
engineer.
carry
ABC & CBS
chief
Coomes,
Harold
director;
program
H-R
Television.
Rep
is
is
rate
$300.
Base
shows.
WJHL-TV, Johnson City, Tenn . (Ch. 11) began test patterns Oct. 28, exactly
9 days after collapse of its 552-ft. tower and partial destruction of transmitter
house (Vol. 9:43) and was all set to begin commercial programming night of Oct. 31.
EquipIt will get kine services from all 4 networks, starts with $200 base rate.
is
gen.
mgr.
of
Lancaster
Jr
project,
Hanes
headed
W.
by
ment is GE throughout.
director;
Patty
Smithdeal,
production director;
father, with Wm. Shell as program
Rep is Pearson.
O.K. Garland, chief engineer.
;

,

;

.

KCEN - TV, Temple, Tex (Ch. 6) wired at press time that it will have test
pattern on air Oct. 31 and will carry NCAA football game from NBC as part of test,
then open officially Nov. 1 with dedication program attended by Sen. Lyndon Johnson,
On coaxial
whose wife owns KTBC-TV, Austin; FCC Comr. Bob Bartley, other notables.
between Waco and Austin, it starts as NBC interconnected, using RCA 10-kw transOwner is Frank W. Mayborn publisher of Temple
mitter, Ideco tower 672-ft. tall.
Telegram and Sherman Democrat, with Harry Stone as gen. mgr., W.O. Crusinberry chief
Hollingbery is rep.
Base rate is $200.
engineer.
.

,

—

GRANTS, FT. WAYNE INITIAL DECISION: Two CPs and an initial decision this week
The grants
latter coming the slow way, i.e., after competitive hearing.
WKBH, Ch. 8.
WSGW, Ch. 51; La Crosse Wis
Favored in
Saginaw, Mich
initial decision for Ch. 69, Ft Wayne was Anthony Wayne Bcstg. (partnership).
WSGW's CP came via final decision after Tri-City TV Corp. dismissed. WKBH
grant was result of agreement whereby La Crosse Bcstg. Co. sells its WKTY, buys 41%
of grant, and La Crosse residents buy 10%; WKBH will have 49%.
2

:

.

,

,

.

.

,

,

by examiner Annie Neal Huntting, concluded that
Ft. Wayne initial decision
partnership of James R. Fleming & Paul V. McNutt should be preferred over WANE for
,

following reasons: better ownership-management integration; more local ownership
more diversified business interests of owners greater civic leadership and community activities. Examiner Huntting also said that WANE hasn't always "fully effectuated" its past programming promises to FCC.
;

;

Also in Anthony Wayne's favo r, she said, was its proposal to produce remote
Cancelling each other, she said, was
programs and general better program schedule.
fact one owns newspaper (Journal-Gazette), other a radio station.
Principals of the winner James Fleming is an attorney with several other
business interests besides newspaper; Paul V. McNutt was a New Deal jack-of-allincluding stint as high commissioner to Philippines, chairman of Federal
trades
:

—

4

Security Administration, chairman of War Manpower Commission, etc. A 14.5% owner
of WANE is Frank E. McKinney, former chairman of Democratic National Committee.
In other actions this week Commission: (1) Assigned Ch. 50 to Washington
Ch. 43 to Co rpus Christi
(2) Set Nov. 18 for start of hearing on protest by WNET
Providence (Ch. 16) against grant of Ch. 12 to WPRO-TV. (3) Informed KLIF-TV, Dallas
(Ch. 29) it can't have more time to build without giving better reasons for delay.
Coming up next we ek is action extending TV stations' licenses from 1 year
to 3 and finalization of the assignment of 35 new uhf channels to relieve a lot of
tight spots (Vol. 9:37).
,

,

.

RCA TEACHES COLOR TV TO CONSULTANTS: Average TV station engineer has a lot to learn
before he'll be able to handle color and average station will put on some pretty
but broadcasters will certainly master color just as
awful color shows at first
That about sums up views of 40-50 consulting engineers
they did black-&-white.
after Oct. 28-29 color seminar conducted by RCA experts in Camden, N.J.
"
Sloppy practices can't be tolerate d," engineer John Wentworth told audience
Tolerances are closer, he
in his brilliant 2-hour lecture on color fundamentals.
said, but added that techniques for maintaining them are available.
For example,
color subcarrier of 3.579545 me must not vary more than .1 cycle per second
yet
RCA equipment maintains it within 1 cycle per day, 5 cycles per week.
While attending sessions we queried engineers, found them fascinated by
live studio pickups
every aspect of colorcasting, up to the ultimate
but most
These are: rebroadcasts of network color, originations
concerned with first steps.
of slide and film
in that order.
RCA-NBC is putting first emphasis on rebroadcasts too. Big goal currently
is to put Jan. 1 Tournament of Roses, from Pasadena, on as many stations as possiPresent plans are to have stations in 14 cities. New York to Los Angeles,
ble.
equipped to transmit color. RCA engineers indicated belief that stations with RCA
equipment will be easier to adapt to color than those with competitors' gear.
Planning requires a nice balance of AT&T's ability to equip its facilities,
RCA's supply of equipment and installation crews, priority of stations' orders for
As you can imagine, it will be quite a
equipment, NBC's orders for AT&T service.
Beyond the Jan. 1
feat to juggle all these priorities and keep all stations happy.
target, AT&T isn't telling its color expansion plans to RCA or anyone else.
It's assumed RCA will have at least one color receiver in each of the 14
Incidentally,
cities for maximum promotion, but RCA isn't confirming that yet.
Rose Bowl game itself will not be colorcast. RCA-NBC will have only one mobile unit
there, to pick up the famous parade.
RCA-NBC 's major color efforts before Jan. 1 are the Oct. 31 colorcast of
opera Carmen and Nov. 3 New York-Los Angeles closed-circuit transmission, latter
bringing top company brass to west coast (Vol. 9:43). For Carmen, it turns out that
Some of FCC staff members expect to watch it
some stations will carry it in color.
from WNBW at Commission labs in Laurel, Md. Westinghouse s WPTZ, Philadelphia, had
plans to try to radiate the program in color.
,

—

—

,

—

—

—

,
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Aside from the solid "how-to" sessions most significant development at
Three methods
Camden seminar was disclosure of details on color film equipment
were described: (1) Fast pull-down projector, 16mm.
(2) Projector with 3 vidicons,
RCA made it
16 & 35mm, slides and opaques.
(3) Continuous-motion projector, 35mm.
clear that only the first was ready; other 2 are in developmental stages.
Fast pull-down projector wasn't shown in action because NBC is using it in
But the 3-vidicon unit and continuous-motion model were demonstrated,
New York.
appear to have considerable promise.
Fast pull-down unit is so-called because it pulls film down at 4-5 times
In 1250 microseconds, it moves film from stop to
speed of conventional equipment.
It doesn't wear regular film any more than other projectors,
22mph to stop again.
engineers said, though old stock and splices must be handled more carefully. Eastman Kodak is now working on more rugged splices.
,

.
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The vidicon is emerging as a remarkable Cinderella of camera tube family .
type
6326 gives full resolution, has lower signal-noise ratio and better detail
New
Though it's now less sensitive than 10 RCA scienimage orthicon.
than
contrast
100-1000
times present sensitivity, well above 10.
of
potential
has
tists say it
replace
it for black-&-white as well as color .
The
well
it
may
Far cheaper than 10,
was
employed
with
"breadboard"
stage,
film
of
in
rough
still
3-vidicon color setup,
cartoon.
girl model and a "Woody Woodpecker"
Continuous-motion projecto r is based on principles worked out by Bell Labs
Such projectors have been age-ol d goal of movie & TV engineers,
ago.
years
several
motion until recently. Now, with DuMont, Philco Motorola and
perpetual
elusive as
probably others working on it, it seems that electronics has supplied just what the
On Nov. 15, DuMont starts shipping its continuousmechanical engineers needed.
motion projector, black-&-white plans to deliver 30 by year's end. DuMont doesn't
say when color version will be ready.
RCA also showed off flying-spot scanner for slides and 3-tube live camera.
Both were excellent, and live pickup of girl model provided best color TV pictures
and we've seen a lot.
we've ever seen
Much of color film equipment is good for black-&-white as well, said RCA
Furthermore, much of present black-&-white equipment can be used with
engineers.
relatively little modification.
with
gear
color
,

,

,

—

#

*

*

*

Engineers were welcomed by v.p. W.W. Watts who said that RCA is convinced
that it can best serve its own long-range interests, as well as those of entire
industry, by disclosing its know-how, hastening growth of color, just as it did
in black-&-white shortly after the war.
,

We're sticking to things that are proved out ," v.p. Ted Smith said.
Then,
taking a swipe at CBS's latest developments (Vol. 9:41), he said that RCA has long
"in fact, we have a patent on it"
experimented with field-sequential pickup
but isn't satisfied with it.
More seminars are planned for station engineers and others.
"

—

—

,

Personal Notes: Ted Bergmann, who rose from time
salesman in 1947 to gen. mgr. of DuMont Network last
spring, promoted to managing director, succeeding Chris
J. Witting, resigned to head Westinghouse stations (Vol.
Ralph L. Helmreich, operating v.p. of Mountain
9:43)
States Telephone & Telegraph, named operations director
cf AT&T’s long lines dept., succeeding A. F. Jacobson, who
moves up to asst. v.p.
Bernard Koteen has formed law
partnership with Wm. C. Burt, ex-OPA and recently chief
of CAB rate div., continuing offices as Koteen & Burt in
Wyatt Bldg., Washington; Alan Naftalin, FCC attorney,
.

.

.

.

.

.

has resigned to join firm
Tom Murray named v.p. in
Slocum
charge of TV-radio for Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
Chapin assigned by ABC to director of TV network; Don
Durgin, TV sales development director; Donald Coyle, TV
network research director
Oliver Treyz, research chief,
.

.

.

.

.

promoted to director of

.

.

.

.

ABC

Eugene

Radio network;

Accas, network radio sales development director; Dean
Shaffer, radio research director; Norman E. Cash, exDonn Tatum,
& NBC, asst, radio sales mgr.
ABC-TV western div. director, takes over functions of Ed
Leven, resigned director of studio operations, programming & production
Charles E. Denny leaving management of WERC, Erie, Pa., to be gen. mgr. of newly authorized Ch. 35 station there;
successor is sales mgr.
Arthur Ingram
Labe B. Mele has resigned as gen. mgr.
of Reela Films Inc., subsidiary of Miami’s WTVJ, to join
So. Florida Television Inc., Ch. 7 applicant there: he’s
Elizabeth
succeeded at Reela by Frank J. Brodock
(Beth) Black quits as media director of Joseph Katz Co.
to become TV-radio timebuying chief of Harry B. Cohen
Adv., N. Y., succeeding Mary Dunlavey, resigned
Fred

WLW

.

.

.

.

.

.

WERC

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Wagenvoord, mgr. of V/ONS, Hartford, will be gen. mgr.
newly authorized General-Times Television Corp. Ch.
18 station in that city (Vol. 9:43) ... George E. Ledell Jr.,
ex-KHJ-TV, appointed special Los Angeles-San Francisco
representative of new KCCC-TV, Sacramento (Ch. 40)
Lionel F. Baxter resigns as radio operations v.p., WAPI,
Birmingham, to become v.p. -gen. mgr. of WSFA, Montgomery, Ch. 12 applicant; Herbert M. Martin Jr. succeeds
him at WAPI
David Scott promoted to national sales
mgr., Erwin Needles shifted from AM to local TV sales
mgr., WKNB-TV, New Britain-Hartford
Elmer F.
Jaspan resigns as asst. gen. mgr. of WCAN-TV, Milwaukee
Thomas L. Thompson, ex-WBAP-TV, Ft.
Worth, named program director, KGUL-TV, Galveston
Fred L. Vance, ex-mgr. of O. L. Taylor Co.
(Ch. 11)
Dallas office, named sales mgr. of KWTV, Oklahoma City
of

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(Ch. 9) due in Dec.
Charles E. Bell, ex-WBTV, Charnamed gen. mgr. of upcoming WAPA-TV, San Juan,
P. R. (Ch. 4)
Bob Drepperd promoted to program di.

.

.

lotte,

.

.

.

rector of WTOV-TV, Norfolk (Ch. 27) which began Oct.
Jack Lewis, ex22, continues also at radio
KGFW, Kearney, named chief engineer of KHOL-TV,
Kearney-Holdrege, Neb. (Ch. 13) due on air momentarily.

WLOW

.

.

.

Jack Gilbert, ex-WTTV, Bloomington, Ind., program mgr.
A1 Constant named station mgr., Jack Irvine gen. sales
mgr. of KONA, Honolulu.

Raymond B. Bottom, 60, publisher of Newport News
Daily Press and Times-Herald since 1931, died Oct. 29
at his home in Hampton, Va. He had been suffering from
a heart condition.
He also headed company controlling

WGH,

applicant for Norfolk’s Ch. 10.

6
Telecasting Notes: Networks abhor network-plus-spot
placements of their sponsor’s film shows, hope to see them
diminish or end as interconnections increase but the
practice is quite extensive right now, reports Billboard.
Even network-controlled Ozzie & Harriet on ABC-TV
(Hotpoint & Lambert, alt. sponsors) goes to 32 additional
stations on spot basis, magazine says; so do these sponsorowned shows: Scott Paper’s My Little Margie, CBS plus
16 stations; Schlitz Playhouse, CBS plus 23; Ford Theatre, NBC plus 17; Derby Food’s Sky King, ABC plus 46;
Revlon Mirror Theatre, CBS plus 23; GE’s Meet Mr. McNutley, CBS plus 28; Chesebrough’s Greatest Fights,
NBC plus 40; Brown Shoe’s Smilin’ Ed’s Gang, ABC plus
“Even under optimum network conditions,”
several
Billboard quotes some reps as believing, “there will be
some TV film sponsors who will want to supplement their
network circulation with spot in order to get the deepest
possible penetration and to spread the amortization of
Major Hollywood studios
their talent cost thinner”

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

aren’t likely to make films for TV “in foreseeable future,”
said MGM’s Dore Schary in Oct. 24 lecture, because they’re

“so economically geared that potential revenue from TV
Republic pres.
films makes it unwise and unprofitable.”
Herbert Yates, however, this week set up new subsidiary,
Studio City Productions, saying movie business “can’t
NBC-TV added 27 affiliates in
afford to say out of TV” .
.

.

recent months, now has 126 on air, 12 about to start, reports station relations v.p. Harry Bannister ... In the
black after only 2 months on the air, is rep Joseph J.
Weed’s report on WTVI, which began testing Aug. 10 with
transmitter in Belleville, 111. and headquarters in nearby
first of 5 uhf scheduled for St. Louis area to
St. Louis
Frank Leahy’s much-publicized use of closedget going
circuit TV to coach Notre Dame football team from hospital

—
.

.

.

first time TV had ever been used this
Hookup was arranged by gen. mgr. Neal B. Welch,
Red Barber quits play-by-play
WSBT-TV, South Bend

bed this week was

way.

.

H

.

.

IGHER POWERED UHF

transmitter

is

slated to be

Tetrode
unveiled by RCA in next few weeks.
powered, long-awaited first step up uhf power ladder by
biggest transmitter maker probably will be rated somewhere between 10-15 kw, will be driven by RCA 1-kw
transmitter.
It’s no secret RCA has been losing some business to
and DuMont because of inability to deliver uhf transmitters with power over 1 kw. In last few months, it has
been bombarded with queries by consultants who say
they’ve been unable to advise clients exactly how and
when to move in high-power uhf. RCA promises answer
very soon, and spokesmen say they haven’t come out sooner
with new unit because “we wanted everything to be exactly right, wanted to give it the proper life tests, and
make sure it can handle color.” They claim other uhf
transmitters may have trouble transmitting color.
Only manufacturers now offering uhf transmitters
rated at higher than 1-kw are GE with 12-kw and DuMont with 5-kw, both klystron powered. The really high
powered transmitters of 50-100 kw, capable of producing
FCC-established maximum of 1 megawatt, still appear to

GE

be long way off.
Meanwhile, Sarkes Tarzian, Bloomington, Ind. broadcaster-telecaster and electronic equipment manufacturer,
revealed details of his low-cost uhf station package. He
will sell “complete station,” including 300-ft. guyed tower
and building to house transmitter, control room, small
studio and minimum offices, with 1-kw transmitter, for
$180,000. Also included in package are 2 studio vidicon

cameras of original design,
light

16mm

equipment.

projectors,

film

studio

&

switching

Microwave gear and

tional at additional cost.

slide vidicon, 2 cold-

500-ft.

& monitoring
tower are op;

for Dodgers to do before-&-after clubhouse telecasts for

Yankees next season, sponsored by Camels
Bakeries
TV grew from 116 to 182 since end of 1952, advertising in 70 markets as compared to 51 in mid-1952, reports study on The Baking Industry & Television prepared
Elmer Davis, ABC commentaby Edward Petry & Co.
tor, retires on own volition for reasons of health; Austin
.

.

.

using

.

.

.

Kiplinger takes over his spot

.

.

.

James

Minifie, ex-N. Y.

Herald Tribune, named Washington representative, CanaAfter 15 years on radio and
dian Broadcasting Corp.
TV, Author Meets Critics was dropped by DuMont this
week, provoking outraged comment by N. Y. Times columnist Jack Gould: “If there is a program that deserves to
be saved, this is one [yet] it is now being asked to make
way for, of all things, the likes of Boston Blaekie. Scant
wonder that a few viewers are beginning to shut off their
TV sets and turn to something else. A good book, perhaps.”
.

.

.

Rate increases are being announced by many TV stabeing latest to issue new rate cards effective
Oct. 15 or Nov. 1: WFIL-TV, Philadelphia, fixing new Class
AA rate (8-10:30 p.m. daily) at $2000 an hour, $375 min.,
keeping Class A rate (7:30-8 p.m. Mon.-Fri., 10:30-11 p.m.
daily, 6-8 Sat. & Sun.) at $1500 & $300; WNBQ, Chicago,
up from $1800 to $2200 an hour, $350 to $450 Class AA station break, $300 to $330 Class A; WNAC-TV, Boston, new
Class A 7:30-10:30 p.m. weekdays, 5-11 p.m. Sat. & Sun.,
up from $1250 to $1700 & $250 to $340; WTOP-TV, Washington, up from $1100 to $1250 & $165 to $195; KMTV,

tions, these

Omaha, from $550 to $700 & $110 to $140; KPTV, Portland,
Ore., from $350 to $450 & $75 to $90; WABT, Birmingham, from $500 to $600 & $100 to $150; WJIM-TV, Lansing,
Mich., from $525 to $700; WKBN-TV, Youngstown, from
$250 to $300; WBAY-TV, Green Bay, Wis., from $250 to
$300. Lowering their rates: WIFE, Dayton, from $300 to
$150 per Class A hour; KONA, Honolulu, from $175 to

B

$150 per Class

hour.

Prototype unit will be ready for showing in Jan., says
Tarzian, who has set up plant in Bloomington to produce
package. Microwave is already being produced in same
plant by new Sarkes Tarzian Broadcast Equipment div.
Morton Weigel, chief engineer of Tarzian’s WTTV, is
gen. mgr. of new division, assisted by engineers Wendell
(Slim) Fuller, Biagio Presti, Miles Blazek and George
Morel.
Says Tarzian: “Our own station experience in
operation and management will be applied to our final
product. We have retained top-flight architects to work
with us in designing the ultimate in using minimum building space in the most efficient manner.”

Power increases: KCBD-TV, Lubbock, Tex. (Ch. 11),
on Oct. 23 increased transmitter power from 2 to 10 kw;
KROC-TV, Rochester, Minn. (Ch. 10), was slated to boost
transmitter power from 2 to 10 kw Oct. 30 both with RCA
transmitters. RCA shipped 50-kw transmitter Oct. 31 to
WBAL-TV, Baltimore (Ch. 11); 25-kw amplifier Oct. 30 to
WTTV, Bloomington, Ind. (Ch. 4) 10-kw driver Oct. 29

—

;

WALA-TV,

Mobile, Ala. (Ch. 10). DuMont this week
shipped 5-kw amplifier to KCJB-TV, Minot, N. D. (Ch. 13),
which plans to hike power early in Nov. WDTV, Pittsburgh (Ch. 2), has DuMont 25-kw transmitter on hand,
to

GE reis slated to go to maximum 100-kw ERP Dec. 1.
ported orders for 20-kw amplifier for KVTV, Sioux City,
la. (Ch. 9), and 12-kw uhf transmitter for WTVI, Belleville, 111. (Ch. 54), both for Dec. delivery.
Clinic on uhf-vhf equipment’s basic theory, design,
operation and maintenance will be held at RCA Victor
Camden plant, Nov. 30-Dec. 4.
It’s

now Colgate-Palmolive

into effect Nov.

1.

Co. as shortened

name goes

7

HIPMENTS

S

of 5 vhf and 2 uhf transmitters

were

re-

RCA this week. The vhf were 10-kw that
WEAU-TV, Eau Claire, Wis. (Ch. 13); WGCT,

ported by

went

to

(Ch. 4);

Greenville, S. C.

WSTV-TV,

Steubenville,

0.;

5-kw to KMID-TV, Midland, Tex. (Ch. 2) 2-kw to WINKTV, Ft. Myers, Fla. (Ch. 11). The uhf, both 1-kw, went
;

to

WKNY-TV,

Kingston, N. Y.

(Ch. 66)

;

WSJV,

Elk-

hart, Ind. (Ch. 52).

GE

week reported 20-kw

amplifier will be shipped
Pine Bluff, Ark. (Ch. 7), which got 5-kw
transmitter in Aug. and last reported Nov. 20 target. DuMont’s last uhf transmitter shipment, to WNOW-TV,
York, Pa. (Ch. 49), was reported complete except for
Prodelin diplexer, due Oct. 30, that was to enable it to be
ready by Nov. 9. DuMont will shortly announce other
this

in Dec. to

KATV,

uhf delivery dates.
*

*

*

*

In our continuing survey of upcoming stations, these
were the reports received this week:

WJDT, Jackson, Miss. (Ch. 3), transmitter house ready
and new $500,000 studio scheduled for Dec. 1, is due to have
all RCA equipment by late Nov., plans Dec. 15 tests, goes
commercial in Jan., according to secy.-treas. Fred Beard.
Owned by Lamar Life, it will affiliate with NBC. Hour rate
Rep will be Hollingbery. Other Jackson
will be $200.
grantee, WSLI-TV (Ch. 12), owned by Standard Life,
plans Jan. start. Jackson News’ WJTV (Ch. 25) began
last Jan.

WRBL-TV, Columbus, Ga. (Ch. 4), is adapting Ideco
tower for 6-bay antenna, plans Nov. 8 tests with 5-kw
GE transmitter, reports pres. -gen. mgr. J. W. Woodruff
Jr., who manages WRBL and who, with father, owns 49%
of new TV station. R. W. Page Corp. ( Columbus LedgerEnquirer) owns 51%. George Gingell will be operations
director; Joe Gamble, technical director; Perry Jenkins,
chief engineer. Hour rate will be $200. Hollingbery will
be rep. Columbus’ first TV outlet WDAK-TV (Ch. 28)
began last Aug. 27.
KABS, Honolulu (Ch. 4), has ordered DuMont equipment for Jan. 1 delivery, is now working on studio-transmitter plans, has commercial debut scheduled March 1,
1954 “or before,” according to Herbert L. Pettey, pres, of
Pacific Frontier Bcstg. Co. Ltd., which under recent reorganization took over grant from American Bcstg. Sta-

FM

41% control. American Bcstg.
WMT-TV, Cedar Rapids, which began Sept. 24.
Rep will be Adam Young.
KFYR-TV, Bismarck, N. D. (Ch. 5), won’t get going
tions Inc., latter retaining

operates

before Dec. 1, having run into insulator trouble on tower,
which is temporary 20-ft. single-bay RCA antenna
mounted atop 240-ft. State Capitol on edge of city, reports
exec. v.p. F. E. Fitzsimmonds. Townsfolk are eager for
first TV, so station had no trouble getting officials’ perNext spring permanent 500-ft. Truscon tower
mission.
with 12-bay antenna goes up. Blair will be rep.
KFBB-TV, Great Falls, Mont. (Ch. 5), with DuMont
5-kw scheduled for shipment soon (Vol. 9:42), now plans
start around Dec. 15, according to TV director LeRoy Stahl.
Pres.-gen. mgr. Joseph P. Wilkins is 58.8% owner; Fairmount Corp., Anaconda subsidiary and publisher of chain
of state newspapers, is 23.8% stockholder. Wilbur Myhre
will be chief engineer; Robert Froemming, program direc-

Weed

be rep.
Duluth-Superior (Ch. 6), which got its CP
Oct. 14, has ordered 5-kw GE, will ask for construction
bids shortly, but hasn’t set target date yet, according to
gen. mgr. Rodney A. Quick. It’s controlled by Northwest
tor.

will

WDSM-TV,

Publications Inc., publisher of Duluth Herald and NewsTribune (Ridder), which also operates WCCO-TV, Minneapolis: Free & Peters will be rep.

KLIX-TV, Twin

Falls, Ida. (Ch. 11), won’t take to air
1954 but in meantime already has fulltime salesman out selling, plans to add another, has published $120
rate. Transmitter building on butte 14 mi. from town has
been completed, and equipment is being engineered in workshop of part-owner Frank Carman. Frank C. McIntyre is
v.p.-gen. mgr. Hollingbery will be rep.
WEAU-TV, Eau Claire, Wis. (Ch. 13), now plans
either Dec. 6 or 13 start with RCA equipment from new
studio-transmitter building at 2415 S. Hastings Way, according to mgr. Harry S. Hyett. It’s controlled by Morgan
Murphy-W. C. Bridges interests, part owners of Des
Moines’ grantee KGTV and applicants for Ch. 3 in Superior-Duluth. Eau Claire Leader-Telegram owns 24%%.
Sales mgr. will be Robert Trump; chief engineer, T. O.
Jorgenson. Hour rate will be $150. Hollingbery is rep.
KCEB, Tulsa (Ch. 23), has elaborate new studio-transmitter building atop Lookout Mt. nearly ready for 1-kw
RCA transmitter, hopes to get tower and antenna up within
2 weeks, reports gen. mgr. N. Ray Kelly, ex-NBC and recently in consulting business with Noran Kersta, now mgr.
of WFTL-TV, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. Originally slated for
Oct. start, KCEB will probably test in Nov. It’s backed by
oilman Elfred Beck and will be first competition to prefreeze KOTV (Ch. 6). Hour rate will be $300.
Bolling
will be rep.
WDAN-TV, Danville, 111. (Ch. 24), has plant nearly
ready, with exception of tower, now expects to be ready for
tests by Dec. 15.
Robert J. Burow, bus. mgr. of Danville
Commercial-News, grantee (Frank Gannett chain), will be
gen. mgr., Miss Honore Ronan program director. No rate
card has yet been published. ABC affiliation has been
signed. Rep will be Everett-McKinney.
T
BCK-TV, Battle Creek, Mich. (Ch. 58), has DuMont
equipment installed and tower now going up, will not begin
programming until interconnection is available, expected
about Jan. 1, according to program director E. F. Cahill.
It’s DuMont affiliate.
Hour rate will be $250. HeadleyReed will be rep. Other Battle Creek station, WBKZ-TV
until

May

W

(Ch. 54) began last

May.

WRTV, Asbury

Park, N. J. (Ch. 58), to be operated by
Walter Reade Theatre interests, has 1-kw RCA transmitter on hand, is rushing completion of new studio-transmitter house at rear of Reade chain’s Eatontown Drive-In
Theatre, expects to meet Dec. 1 target, according to managing director Harold C. Burke, ex-WBAL-TV, Baltimore,
and himself CP holder for Ch. 21, Lancaster, Pa. The 465ft. tower due Nov. 15 will be one of the tallest structures
in Jersey shore area. Newly named chief engineer is Donald L. Volkman, ex-NBC, recently asst, chief of field operations, Radio Free Europe.
Programming begins approximately 2 weeks after tests, will stress local news. Rep not
yet chosen.

WKAR-TV, East Lansing, Mich. (Ch. 60), owned by
Michigan State College, has 1000-ft. Ideco tower up, topped
by 34-ft. GE antenna, awaits early Nov. delivery of GE
transmitter, plans late Nov.-early Dec. tests, according to
director Armand L. Hunter. It’s a commercial channel, but

only educational non-commei’cial programs will be carried.
WAZL-TV, Hazleton, Pa. (Ch. 63), granted last Dec.
and announced for fall of 1953, is holding plans in abeyance due to “lack of a network,” according to pres. Victor
C. Diehm. “I still think,” he writes, “that the FCC certainly
did a terrible thing in creating a difference in TV service.
Radio is radio whether your frequency is 550 or 1600. TV
should be TV whether your channel is 2 or 83 not vhf
or uhf.”

—

—

George Storer’s CMTV, Havana (Ch. 11), known as
Television del Caribe and headed by A1 Shropshire, due to
begin programming in early Nov.

8

Network Accounts:

General Motors drops planned Nov.

Financial

&

Trade Notes: Admiral’s 9-mo. sales soared
up 55% from same 1952 period’s

7 “panorama” of 4 games on NBC-TV in favor of regional
hookups of Florida-Georgia, Kansas-Kansas State, North-

to record $189,856,035,

western-Wisconsin games and local (WIS-TV) of So.
Carolina-No. Carolina; fans objected to “watching 4 parts
of 4 movies at once” and NCAA agreed to regionalized
“experiment” ... 5 more sponsors sign on 7-9 a.m. Today
on NBC-TV: Luden’s Cough Drops, 9 partic., starting
Nov. 2, thru J. M. Mathes Inc.; Pontiac, 8 partic. starting
Dec. 14, thru McManus, John & Adams; National Cranberry Assn., 3 partic. starting Nov. 1, thru BBDO; General
Electric (Mascot photoelectric exposure meter), 2 partic.
Dec. 7 & 10, thru Foster & Davies, Cleveland; Pinnacle
Orchards, Medford, Ore., 1 partic. Nov. 13, thru Carvel,
Miller High-Life Beer to
Nelson & Powell, Portland
sponsor Detroit Lions-Green Bay Packers football game
Thanksgiving Day (Nov. 26) on DuMont, thru Mathisson

fourth quarter prospects are bright and should enable company to set new sales record for full year. Net earnings
were $6,564,848, or $3.34 a share on 1,965,230 shares outstanding, up 75% from the $3,741,107 of 1952 ($1.90).
Third quarter sales were $58,633,597, up 50% from $39,119,116 in 1952 period. Profits were $1,802,696 (92?) vs.
$1,217,752 (62?).

.

.

.

Pan-American World Airways
to be alt.-week sponsor, with Revere Copper & Brass, of
Meet the Press on NBC-TV, starting Jan. 3, Sun. 6-6:30
Old radio favorite,
p.m., thru J. Walter Thompson
Dr. I.Q., coming to TV in similar format as co-op on ABCTV, starting Nov. 4, Wed. 9:30-10 p.m.

&

Assoc.,

Milwaukee

.

.

.

.

T

.

.

ELEVISING

President’s news conferences seems
pretty much out of question as long as present regulation against quoting President directly remains in effect, in opinion of White House press secy. James Hagerty.
He told Radio-TV News Directors Assn, convention in

Washington
of TV-radio

that, in lieu of live telecasts, selected groups
newsmen may be invited to film question-&-

answer show periodically with President, with film submitted to White House for editing before release.
Atty. Gen. Herbert Brownell also told newsmen Justice Dept, may approve “in principle” idea of televising
court trials if cameras and lights “can be modified so as
not to upset courtroom decorum.”
Following officers were elected: pres., James A. Byron,

WBAP-TV & WBAP,
KRNT, Des

Ft.

Moines; exec,

Worth;
secy.,

v.p., Russ Van Dyke,
Bob Downey, WKAR,

E. Lansing, Mich.; treas., Sheldon Peterson, KLZ-TV &
KLZ, Denver. Elected to board for 3-year terms Godfrey

$122,134,507, reports exec. v.p. John Huarisa, adding that

Motorola sales set records for both 9-mo. and 3-mo.
periods ended Sept. 30, while earnings were at near-record
level for those periods.
Nine-month sales were $158,-

48% from $106,967,680 same period of 1952;
was $6,176,837 ($3.19 a share on 1,935,131 shares
outstanding) after taxes of $9,816,303, compared to $4,603,127, up
profit

079,262 ($2.11) after taxes of $5,198,371 in first 9 mos.
of 1952.
Three-month sales were $49,070,159, up 32%

from $37,174,629 same quarter year ago;

Journalism. WBAP-TV won award for “outstanding
reporting” for film coverage of southwest drought.

TV

Kudos and comment on our p. 1 treatment of story
captioned “No Jackpots for Poorly Planned Stations” (Vol.
9:43) received this week from gen. mgr. Ken Carter,
WAAM, Baltimore: “A few years ago I helped put one TV
station on the air and subsequently have been employed
by 2 others. Also, I have talked with many men contemplating entering TV [and] am appalled at the incredible
number of otherwise sound businessmen who are tossing
their bankrolls into new TV stations in many parts of the
We who have lived closely with this business
country.
during the early days and who have had to meet good,
hard competition, know that many of them are going to
lose huge sums of money needlessly. I honestly wish that
every person contemplating entering the TV industry could
digest thoroughly [NARTB’s] Dick Doherty’s remarks
[for] I know that Dick Doherty has worked long, hard and
very thoroughly to compile the figures quoted and I am betting that he’s right.”

Hoffman Radio reports net income
a share)

of $1,115,533 ($1.92
for 9 mo. ended Sept. 30 vs. $994,282 ($1.73)

year earlier.

was

$1,-

Collins Radio reports profit of $1,953,613 ($4.50 a
share) on sales of $80,028,767 in fiscal year ended July 31
vs. $1,685,651 ($3.87) on $64,130,371 preceding year. Company’s backlog of unfilled orders increased to $255,000,000

from $250,000,000 at end of preceding fiscal year. Pres.
Arthur A. Collins predicted record sales and earnings for
current fiscal year. Govt, contracts form biggest part of
company’s business, but stronger market is seen for replacement broadcasting equipment as radio “adjusts itself competitively with TV.”
Stromberg-Carlson reports 70% increase in earnings,
gain in sales in first 9 months over corresponding
period year ago. Earnings were $1,328,391 ($2.84 a share
on 445,822 common shares outstanding) after taxes of $3,098,000 on sales of $46,398,402, compared to $779,614
($2.06 on 329,482 shares) after taxes of $1,274,000 on $31,-

48%

333,382

first 9

months

of 1952.

*

:

Hudson, CFQC, Saskatoon; Jim Monroe, KCMO, Kansas
For one-year term:
City; Ed White, WMCT, Memphis.
Dick Cheverton, WMT-TV & WMT, Cedar Rapids.
WTVJ, Miami, for second straight year won RTNDA
annual award as “outstanding TV news station” in competition conducted by Northwestern U’s Medill School of

profit

536,158 (79?) after taxes of $2,346,778 vs. $949,558 (49?)
after $1,200,087 taxes corresponding quarter last year.
Pres. Paul V. Galvin said all 5 divs. showed substantial
increases in both profits and sales.

*

*

*

Dividends: Sylvania, regular quarterly 50? plus 10%
dividend, both payable Dec. 18 to stockholdei-s of record
Nov. 12; GE, $1 extra, payable Dec. 15 to holders Nov. 17;
Magnavox, 37 %? Dec. 15 to holders Nov. 25; Westinghouse. 50? Dec. 1 to holders Nov. 9; P. R. Mallory, 50?
Dec. 10 to holders Nov. 24; RCA, 50? Nov. 23 to holders
Oct. 16; Howard W. Sams, 10? Nov. 16 to holders Oct. 31;
Weston Electrical Instrument, 50? Dec. 10 to holders Nov.
24; Stewart- Warner, 40? (up from usual quarterly 25?)
Dec. 12 to holders Nov. 20.

Godfrey

wasn’t

funny

—to

TV-radio sponsors with

multi-million dollar stakes in broadcast advertising,

saw

who

their vulnerability to contretemps of stars in stark

outline during recent Godfrey-LaRosa-Bleyer affair (Vol.

9:43), says leading p. 1 story in Oct. 31 Billboard. Appalled by enthusiasm with which press and competitors

went after Godfrey, sponsors were said to “realize that
the lives and actions of their video artists are and must
be wide open books for viewers to read and that one misstep

may

result in destruction for artist, network, sponsor

and agency.” Advertisers are concluding they must pick
performers with irreproachable private lives and keep tight
line on them.
CBS, meanwhile gave Julius LaRosa own
radio show, Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 7:35-7:45 p.m.
Report was

who has TVbeing considered for NBC show
featuring ex-members of her brother’s cast. Miss Godfrey
denied publicity centering around Arthur had anything to
do with it, said “It’s been in the mill several weeks.”
also circulating that Godfrey’s sister, Kathy,

radio shows in Phoenix,

is

Trade Report

with Electronics Reports
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NOBODY KNOWS WHETHER TROUBLE'S AHEAD:

]

As IV production for first 42 weeks mounted

to very nearly the 6,096,279 total for all of prosperous 1952, industry leaders held
ranging from puzzlement to extreme
varying opinions on threat of overproduction
optimism to dire foreboding. Nearly everyone expressed fear that " color talk " ad-

—

,

mittedly affecting current price-buying, may hurt sales for an indeterminable period
maybe far longer than prospects of color's general availability warrant.
With 10 weeks more of RETMA figures to come with industry producing 170,000plus receivers each of last 4 weeks, it begins to look like 1950 record output of
Good guess is 7,000,000 minimum
7,463,800 will at very least be nearly approached.
predicated on average of only 100,000 per week rest of year.
Yet Sept. 50 total pipelines of about 2,400,000 (Vol. 9:42) aren't expected
to show much reduction when Oct. 31 figures are available, for unseasonably hot OcNatural question to ask the set manufactober wasn't too hot a month trade-wise.
turers, tube makers and components people, was whether they anticipate cutbacks soon.
We did query a sizeable cross-section, and the essence of what most said was:
"
but not us 1"
Cutbacks ? Sure, the other fellow certainly ought to
It's a fuzzy trade picture to
Whatever that portends is anybody's guess.
try to piece together, with no one thread of thought seeming to run through what we
we're told. Everyone had his own opinion, based on his own company's experience and
There were lots of "no comments " and nobody wanted to be
his own research sources.
quoted directly for fear of affecting the market adversely or of being held accountable later for bad guessing.
It's easy to see why.
"
I don't know ."
This was one of
Frankest statement we got from anybody
the top figures in the industry. He admitted his firm cut back long ago
out of simple prudence.
He thinks others did too, and that this led to some companies rushing in to grab off what they expected would be a shortage market.
His own planning ?
"
Well, we had a terrific last quarter of 1952 and a good first quarter 1953
which a lot of people thought was a pattern.
But the fact is there are no patterns
in this business, and we have to play it by ear.
For our part, we're not running to
the showers and I don't think we ought to talk ourselves into a depression.
I don't
see any collapse and I still think there are a lot of people who are going to want
to buy a lot of TV sets."
But he did admit his company is planning further cutbacks for 1954.

—

,

,

—

,

:

,

,

,
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Another keen observer saw "trouble ahead" because : "We can see inventories
mounting and lots of deals are going around, unusual for this time of year." His company, he said, will taper off production in November and December, spreading output
into January
relatively easier this year because one-line-a-year policy means no
full new lines until the spring of 1954.
Items now selling are mainly low end of line $275-$375. "Anything over $300
is tough to sell."
Output of all high-end items ended this month at his plant.
On the very optimistic side another major producer pointed to new-market
sales which he estimated would account for 2,000,000 out of 7,000,000 production.
He looked at things this way:
"
We think business is going to continue good for the rest of this year. Fall
business got off to a late start because of unseasonable weather all over the country
the hot spell that lasted too long.
People are now going indoors again, and we
already see it reflected in better movement of sets.
"
Dealers have been buying too cautiousl y to expect any trouble on account of
their inventories, and of course we can lengthen production schedules from one month

—
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,

—
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10 to the next. You simply can't cut back one week to next; there has to be 3-4 weeks,
but we see no such need at this time."
Another declined to com m ent on threat of overproduction, said he would conStill another said he regarded inventories as "relatinue current production rate.
tively low for this time of year" and saw no reason for cutbacks . This wasn't shared
by spokesman for an equally large company, who said it had had one cutback this year
but plans no more . This spokesman believes the industry may overproduce, and opines:
"This year may separate the men from the boys among the manufacturers
and some of
the boys may get hurt."

—

*

*

*

*

F our other second-echelon producers told us they share fear of overproduction
but all said they plan no cutbacks. Several
but mainly of more expensive unit s
tube makers sai d they sense that "manufacturers are beginning to worry" and doubted
whether their own output pace will continue rest of this year. One said he was down
to about 80% of capacity another pointed to fact that no longer are overtime shifts
at work and no longer are there many advertisements for operators (though there was
an ad in Oct. 29 Newark News for Tung-Sol, seeking operators).
Fact that RCA laid off 350 workers at Cincinnati tube plant (Vol. 9:43) may
Tube makers often are barometers of the trade
or may not be symptomatic.
though
not too accurate, inasmuch as some companies stock up heavily on relatively low-cost
standard receiving tubes while competition is so keen in CR tubes that it's hard to
point up a trend from what a few companies, however large, may say.
But receiving tubes have been in short supply for several years, so any curtailment in their output now could very well be indicative.
And one whose position enables him to draw usually accurate conclusions on
and whose opinion we highly respect on basis
set, tube and component operations
of past experience, observes:
"
Personally, I believe some cutback by late November is almost inevitable.
That's the time production is normally on the rise, but the reduction may be needed
this year to avoid a repetition of 1951, v/ith its 'dumping' crisis.
Remember that
a good percentage of what's produced in late 1953 must be sold in the first part of
1954
and the industry wants to avoid what happened in early 1951."

—

—

,

—

—

—

*

*

*

*

T V production totaled 173,114 units week ended Oct. 23, compared to 173,663
preceding week, 173,040 week ended Oct. 9 and 170,685 week ended Oct. 2. Radio output totaled 273,882, up from 234,705 week ended Oct. 16 and 247,289 week before,
bringing year's radio output to date to about 10,920,000.

Trade Personals:

Ernest Fiske, ex-managing director of EMI and ex-chairman of Amalgamated Wireless,
now an electronics consultant, in U. S. for month’s visit,
Dr. Harvard L. Hull,
staying at Hotel Barclay, N. Y.
director of remote control engineering at Argonne National Laboratory, Chicago (atomic research), appointed
v.p.-gen. mgr. of research & development div., CapehartFarnsworth; Philo T. Farnsworth, v.p. & technical director, continues in charge of special research
W. C.
Brown, mgr. of Raytheon’s magnetron research & deRoss Siragusa,
velopment labs, promoted to asst. v.p.
Admiral pres., returned to Europe this week to complete
TV survey
J. F. Walsh, ex-sales mgr., appointed marketing mgr., Westinghouse TV-radio div., replaced by
R. L. Sandefur, ex-merchandise mgr., both reporting directly to div. mgr. T. J. Newcomb; A. H. Kuttruff named
Don Adams resigns
service mgr., reporting to Sandefur
as national sales mgr., Muntz TV, his duties absorbed by
S. H. (Steve) Simpson Jr., asst, v.p.,
pres. Earl Muntz
district mgr. of RCA Communications & Washington repSir
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.

resentative of

.

.

.

.

RCA

International,

named supervisor

of

Southwest Research Institute, San
Antonio; he’s succeeded by C. J. Rennie, adv. & publicity

communications

labs,

mgr., RCA Communications, N. Y.; R. J. Angliss, asst,
Herman Kaye resigns as
adv. mgr., succeeds Rennie
secy., Kaye-Halbert, but retains his large stockholdings
Tom Cronin appointed Hoffman Radio district mgr. out
Robert F. Lewis, ex-technical director,
of Cleveland
appointed v.p., Prodelin Inc. (waveguides, transmission
Martial A. Honnell elected v.p.
lines), Kearny, N. J.
& chief engineer, Measurements Corp., Boonton, N. J.,
electronics manufacturing subsidiary of Thomas A. Edison
Inc.
Joseph S. Robb appointed engineering director,
Radio Condenser Co.; Melvin V. Weiss named chief engiDonald H. Stover, exneer of special apparatus & TV
RCA Service Co., named Sentinel Radio service mgr.
Fred D. Wilson, DuKane Corp. (intercoms), reappointed
chairman of
school equipment committee.
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Willys Motors Inc. and parent Kaiser Motors Corp. will
consolidate their electronics research & production faciliJohn W. McGee, mgr. of
ties under v.p. Clay P. Bedford.
div., will be gen. mgr. of new division,
which will consist of Willys electronics plants at Toledo
& Anderson, Ind., and Kaiser facilities at Nashua, N. H.
& Arlington, Va. Willys recently announced plans to manufacture 1-kw uhf transmitters at Toledo (Vol. 9:30,39).

Willys electronics

with Electronics
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Solving the Problems
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E. Sterling

Before Radio Fall Meeting Sponsored by RETMA Engineering Dept., RTMA of Canada and
the IRE Professional Groups Committee, Oct. 26, 1953, Toronto, Ont., Canada

EDITOR’S NOTE: In view of the great expansion of TV, the old problems of interference resulting from spurious radiations have taken on added seriousness. Since uhf TV is still a very
young service and since the advent of color is imminent both with their particular interference
problems this address by engineering commissioner George Sterling is especially timely and contains important advice and implications for receiver manufacturers and TV -radio broadcasters.

—

—

WELCOME

this opportunity to tell you something
about the Commission’s problems of radio interference
arising out of deficiencies of transmitters and receivers
which are in essence, in my opinion, blights on the radio
spectrum and retard its maximum and efficient utilization.
The Commission asked for the help of the Joint Technical Advisory Committee last December in making a reexamination of all phases of this problem. The i-esponse
of the JTAC, with the support of the Radm-EIectronicsTelevision Manufacturers Assn, and the Institute of Radio
Engineers, is most gratifying to the Commission. We are
looking forward to continued assistance from JTAC and
also you as manufacturers, not only on some immediate
problems, but also with respect to a long term program
JTAC, in its
of spectrum conservation and utilization.
report entitled Radio Spectrum Conservation, made this
important statement:
“As new regions of the radio spectrum have been explored and opened to practical operations, commerce and
industry have found more than enough new uses to crowd
them. As a result it has become increasingly clear that
the spectrum is a public domain which must be conserved

band.

have been encouraged by a Canadian developCW vacuum tube stabilizers operating on as-

signed frequencies.

The Commission is currently studying the problem of
radio interference from community antenna systems as
well as other carrier current communication, campus
broadcasting systems, ignition systems and electrically
operated apparatus.
However, today I am going to address myself to interference problems associated with communication and broadcast transmitters and receivers.
When it comes to interference from communication
equipment, the Commission is usually caught in the middle
between opposing considerations.
In the first place, when a new system or a portion of the
spectrum approaches commercialization, the proponents
concentrate on the service aspects without giving full consideration to the interference aspects.
The Commission
is interested and as a matter of fact required by law to
“encourage the larger and more effective use of radio in
the public interest,” and is understandably hesitant to
hamper a new development with restrictions and safeguards against dangers which may be largely theoretical
at the time. I think that the best, or worst, according to
one’s point of view, example of this was the post-war vhf
TV allocation plan which was urged upon us by the industry and which did not allow sufficiently for the vagaries
of tropospheric propagation.
Secondly, we are asked by broadcast receiver manufacturers to withhold or limit assignments on certain frequencies in order to protect broadcast reception, principally
on intermediate frequencies. While we are sympathetic
to the reduction of receiver cost, it is impossible to find
sufficient frequencies for other important and vital communications services. The need for better use of frequencies is of grave and immediate concern to the Commission.
It seems that everything that I’olls, and every industry,
both within and outside its plants, is using or planning to
use radio in its day-to-day operation. Representatives of
industry tell me that having once geared their production
to radio operation that the loss of it would seriously cripple
their output.

as carefully as if it were farm land, forest preserves,
water power or mineral wealth.”
I am aware that this is a tough and complex job, yet it
is with a sense of encouragement and some disappointments that I come before you.

Non-Broadcast Interference Problems
particularly pleased to participate in this meeting
with our Canadian friends and colleagues. Radio problems
know no national boundaries and the spurious interference
The Commission has exchanged informais no exception.
tion on this subject with Cecil Brown, Controller of Telecommunications of the Department of Transport of the
I

We

ment using

I

am

Canadian Government; however, we have been mostly on
My impression is that the Canadians
the receiving end.
have a more comprehensive approach to the subject because of their basic act centralizing control of all sources
of interference to radio reception.
As you are aware, intei'ference can originate from a number of sources. Industrial, medical and scientific applications of radio frequency energy are regulated under Part
18 of the Commission’s Rules through a program of equipment approval and field certification. I believe that progress is being made in this phase. However, there are continuing developments and new problems.
One particularly thorny problem confronting us has to
do with the growing use of radio frequency energy for
Oscillating sparks and
stabilizing electric arc welders.
arcs seem to offer operating advantages but at the risk of
creating havoc with radio services over a broad frequency

Complaints from the Public
In the third place, when a service is a going operation,
people suffering interference, particularly broadcast listeners or viewers, immediately write to their representatives

FCC field offices. In
the receiver itself. In such
cases it is sometimes difficult to successfully assign responsibility and take remedial action.
Our chief approach is
to establish contact and understanding, through which coin Congress, the

many

1

Commission, or phone

instances the trouble

is in

operative corrective action can be accomplished. However,
I think that you will agree that the best place to solve many
of these problems is at the factoi’y before the equipment is

receive signals from a ground station. At a distance
of 10 miles from the TV station, the aircraft would
be receiving a signal of the order of 100 uv/m on the
second harmonic. Such a signal is greatly in excess
of that which would be a perfectly usable signal on
these frequencies.

fabricated.

The local amateur Television Interference Committees
(TVI) which have been formed with the cooperation of
manufacturers, servicemen and manufacturer’s distributors, amateurs and broadcasters, with the assistance of our
The development of uhf
field staff, have done a fine job.
and color will require further effort along this line. However, I believe that the manufacturer needs to do more in
It is too
the factory to lighten the burden in the field.

That this problem is serious with existing stations, some
of which do not attenuate their spurious emissions by as
much as 60-db, goes without saying. With respect to each
TV band there is a non-broadcast band directly above, or
almost so. In the case of the lower vhf, there is the 108132 me aeronautical band, including the omnidirectional
range, localizer, emergency, distress and other important
aeronautical frequencies.
Above the upper vhf there
is the 225-400 me band which is the govt. band.
In the
uhf there is the 960-1700 me air navigation and traffic
control band. Keeping these bands free of interference is
of utmost importance to safety of life and property in the
air as well as the areas surrounding airports.
Another immediate problem is that of small boat transmitters in the 2-to-3-mc band, the harmonic frequencies of
which are jeopardizing the United States implementation
of international commitments and allocations to the en
route aeronautical frequencies.
The method of solving the long range problem of out-ofband radiations is in connection with our type acceptance
program whereby manufacturers will be required to submit test data showing affirmatively that the external performance meets the Commission’s requirements before the
product is made available for licensing. It is expected that
proposed rules on this subject will be forthcoming in the
near future.

much

to expect that these voluntary committees will keep
on functioning through the years resolving problems which
obviously should be eliminated in the factories.
In order to keep pace with the continuously expanding
dynamic communication industry and streamlining Commission procedures and adopting speed-up techniques, we
can no longer give personal attention, as much as we
would like, to individual problems. The Commission must
necessarily place more responsibility on its licensees as
well as look to the industry to help by building into each
piece of equipment a versatility and reliability of operation under adverse signal conditions.
In response to a request from Mr. Arthur Loughren, the
chairman of the JTAC, the Commission has been making
a review of the interference complaints received during
It was a surprise to me, as it may be to
fiscal year 1953.
you that they totaled 22,264. More than 12,600 resulted
from spurious responses of broadcast receivers, over 6100
being from TV receivers. Some 9600 complaints resulted
from spurious radiations from transmitters.
Originally, the Commission’s Rules on spurious radiation
were written as hopes that the equipment would be designed in accordance with “good engineering practice,” or
that the spurious radiations would be reduced “in accordance with the state of the art.” Furthermore, it was left
up to the licensee to correct any interference problems in
This did not give the transmitter designer a
the field.
definite target and because of price competition has not
proved to be practical. Also, other factors have made the

Receiver Radiation Problems
to the receiver radiation problem, the Commission, in 1949, proposed radiation limits for radio receivers under Part 15 of its Rules. However, in the interim,
and
there has been voluntary cooperation by the
progress has been made in this regard.
For example,
I am not sure that it is all that it might be.
radiation limit of 50 uv/m at 100 feet for the low vhf band
and 150 uv/m for the high band, made effective in 1951 was
regarded by the Commission as an interim standard. Since
that time, we have urged the industry to consider a further reduction which is believed to be both practical and
necessary. However, we have received no encouragement
in regard to the prospects for improvement.
This, too, is
indeed disappointing to the Commission.
The Commission is in receipt of interference complaints
from both the Civil Aeronautics Authority and the Department of the Air Force in regard to interference from
vhf receivers, which has been temporarily solved by reassignment of station frequencies; however, we can no
longer consider reassignment of station frequencies to
compensate for receiver deficiencies.
With regard to the uhf TV receiver radiation problem,
I understand there is only a proposed industry standard
of 500 uv/m at 100 feet, which is to be effective on July
1, 1954.
The Commission has been making extensive field measurements in Portland, Ore., the site of the first commercial
uhf station, on the radiation from uhf TV receivers and
converters.
Making field intensity measurements outside of a home installation is not a precise technique, but
it is a useful way of getting a measure of the problem
with respect to a great variety of sets under actual operation conditions.
Generally, it is believed that the values
might be lower than if made by the standard IRE method.
Frankly, I believe that the results give great cause for
concern. In the instance of strips and separate converters,
excessive radiation was observed in the region between
200 and 500 me. In many instances the fields were in excess of 100 uv/m at distances in the order of 100 feet. The
radiation from fundamental uhf oscillators was in the order
of thousands of uv/m, and in one instance a field of 10,000
uv/m at 100 feet was observed from a set of one of our
major manufacturers. In one instance, even the second
harmonic of a fundamental uhf oscillator falling on 900 me

With regard

RETMA

approach less successful. With this in mind the
Commission has been revising its Rules, and for a number
of years the land mobile service Rules have contained
numerical values of attenuation of harmonics and spurious
radiations required on a sliding scale basis with 60-db
attenuation required for power just under 150 watts.
field

Spurious Emissions

From TV

Stations

postwar expansion of TV was accompanied
by harmonic interference with aviation instrument landing
systems and communications. This problem was studied
by the RETMA in the United States and it recognized the
importance of further harmonic radiation reduction. However, the Commission was concerned to find that the post-

The

initial

TV transmitters was in accordance
standard of 30-db attenuation. To avoid
large numbers of such transmitters being built without a
reasonable amount of spurious emission attenuation, the
Commission proposed a 60-db temporary attenuation of
such emissions which was effective July 1, 1953. It was
recognized this requirement would have to be increased at
a later date, especially for high power equipment. Frankly,
the Commission is disappointed by the slowness of the
industry in designing filters which will meet the interim
60-db requirement. I think you will agree that this problem is serious enough to require more effort in the design
and production of appropriate filters.
The inadequacy of the 60-db requirement for spurious
emission attenuation of TV stations and the need for
greater attenuations for high-powered TV stations can be
demonstrated by an example:
freeze production of

with an

RETMA

Assuming a TV station on Ch. 2 or 3 with 100-kw
power and 60-db attenuation of the second harmonic,
we find that the harmonic power is a tenth of a watt.
A tenth of a watt sounds like a small amount of
power. But let’s look at it from the point of view of
an aircraft flying at high elevation and attempting to
2

:

marine and other services, but on the other hand you
permit horizontal sweep frequency harmonics from TV
receivers to interfere with aural reception on these bands;
whereas, if a little shielding and filtering were added to
the TV receivers, this interference would be eliminated.
I have heard complaints from those who love to listen
to the Metropolitan Opera on Saturday afternoons, but
since they live in buildings where a TV receiver is in the
adjoining apartment they turn their AM receivers off in
disgust because of the interference from the horizontal
sweep frequency harmonics emanating from the TV receiver. When you return to your home, take one of your
own radio receivers and tune through the standard broadcast band and you will understand the magnitude of this
interference of which I speak.

was 500 microvolts at 40 feet. In all, something like twothirds of the models checked showed radiation capable
of causing interference to other radio services.
Interference to Other Services

The likelihood of interference to other TV receivers is
of major importance, but even more serious is the interference potentiality to other services particularly the
aeronautical services in the 225 to 400 me range, as I have
In the uhf TV allocation plan,
previously pointed out.
there is some provision for oscillator radiation but the
minimum separation protects only a service distance of
30 miles and is applicable only to 41.25 me intermediate
frequency with single conversion.
My attention has been called to one of the current technical publications describing a new vhf-uhf tuning device
which embodies some significant improvements in perHowever, the worst vhf radiation was 165
formance.
microvolts and 2880 microvolts per meter at 100 feet on
the worst uhf channel. The article reports that the radiation was reduced by a factor of 5 with the addition of a
simple shield. However, I understand the shield has not
been incorporated in production.
With respect to the matter of broadcast receiver selectivity and spurious responses, I realize that this is properly a matter of primary and direct concern between the
manufacturer and the customer. However, I believe there
is a need for more coordination between the Commission’s
service allocation and assignement plan and receiver performance. This is particularly true in the uhf TV band
where the present assignment plan provides for some protection against oscillator radiation and some spurious
responses.
For example, in the new TV rules and standards we
have set up a mileage separation or “taboo” which attempts to limit the amount of interference to TV reception
due to receiver spurious responses. The minimum spacings are based on a 41.25-mc IF upon which the industry
has agreed and an attempt to achieve an interference-free
service similar to that obtained from the co-channel spacings. It also assumes a rejection such as 30 to 40 db for
the image frequency. This taboo table hits a balance between receiver design and the assignment of stations in
order to solve these receiver problems.

Inconsistent and Shortsighted

seems apparent to me that manufacturers are
following an inconsistent as well as a shortsighted policy
in the design and manufacture of communication equipment. Within the same family we find one branch manufacturing receivers for military, aeronautical and other
services with high sensitivity and selectivity; whereas,
another branch of the same family is manufacturing receivers as home products that spew their harmonics and
other spurious emissions into the bands for which the
other equipment was designed, thus defeating the whole
effort looking towards maximum utilization of the spectrum by the govt, and non-govt, services.
Recently, one of our new Commissioners voiced his views
on the subject of how these kinds of interference problems
might be treated. Comr. Doerfer, speaking before the
National Institute of Municipal Law Officers, stated as
So,

it

follows

“This whole problem is a difficult one. While it is now
the province of the FCC, municipalities could be of immeasurable assistance.
“Local ordinances could be devised which would declare
proven electrical interference to be a public nuisance.
“It is the detection and proof which is difficult and expensive for local governments. The creation of another
‘inspection department’ in most cities may prove too costly
for local taxpayer acceptance. But why could not the local
officials, voluntary groups and inspectors of the FCC cooperate?

The Price of Protection

“The first step would be detection; the second, a marshalling of legal evidence; the third, a common sense appeal to the malefactor to adopt prompt and effective
corrections; the last, enforcement of the ordinance, or

It should be pointed out that even here a price has been
paid in a greater limitation on the number of assignments
that could be made in areas where there is a demand for uhf
channels. It may well be that some of these taboos may be
lessened as a result of receiver improvements and there
is an incentive for further improvements in receiver deThis is the first instance in which the Commission
sign.
has taken into account receiver spurious responses and,
in a sense, it is a trial. So far, there may be some reservations as to whether this was a good idea or not.
Happily, the concern of the Commission and the long
term self-interest of the industry are compatible. Maximum utilization of the radio spectrum and a healthy economy are compatible. By failing to take preventative measures to suppress oscillator radiation from TV receivers and
provide better selectivity, manufacturers are, in fact, limiting the market for their products. To me this seems like
a short-sighted policy on the part of the industry. The
production of some sets which are “bloopers” ruining reception for a whole block is not promoting good will and
user satisfaction for which all of you, as an industry, are
striving. To me it seems like a throw-back to the days of
regenerative receivers when each of us often ruined the
reception of our neighbors. The time for reforming these
wasteful practices is at hand.
Most of you are manufacturing radio receivers. I wonder if it is good business to omit a few cents worth of
shielding on a TV receiver which by horizontal sweep
radiation will limit the market for sound receivers.
As
manufacturers, most of you spend considerable money and
effort to extoll the merits of your radio receivers to the
public, including some with high-frequency bands, encouraging the public to listen in on international broadcasting,

FCC

action.

“The detection and proof could be upon a Federal level.
The facts could then be submitted to the local officials who,
if they acted wisely and promptly, could retain control
over their local affairs.
“Thus the Federal Govt, could devote major efforts to
That is, contacting the manua program of education.
facturer of the original equipment or appliances, pointing
out the causes of interference and in a spirit of cooperaThe retion attempting to effect remedies at the source.
calcitrants could be dealt with harshly.
“The local officials could use effectively technical assistance of the FCC without the creation of a costly ‘inspection department’ and at the same time take great strides
in securing prompt relief.”

FCC’s Cease-and-Desist Authority
I will leave it to you to evaluate the merits of Comr.
Doerfer’s thinking on this subject and the resultant impact on manufacturers if oscillator radiation is declared
a nuisance and subject to municipal ordinances. While it
would be the user and not the manufacturer who would be
subject to the penalties for violation of municipal ordinances, the fact remains that the reverberations in terms
of local good will of the public is of vital concern to the
manufacturer of the offending product.
The Commission now has the authority to issue ceaseand-desist orders, and recently one was issued because of
interference emanating from an industrial heating device

3

radiating radio frequency energy.

The Commission has
weapon to combat all forms of interference
arising from the operation of radio frequency devices and
this

the recent

legal

am

Land Transportation.
Here we find very important

services already hard
pressed for frequencies which can ill afford the loss of
any channels.
The suggestion has been made that each service provide
an unused channel in the frequencies allocated to it so as
For example, if TV
to solve IF interference problems.
Ch. 2 could be kept open from TV assignments, interfering
signals falling in the IF response of the receivers would
do no harm. Here again a price must be paid, and in TV
it would mean the loss of a valuable vhf channel.
I will
to convince the broadcast interests
leave it to the
and other users that we should give up a 6-mc vhf channel for the purpose of covering receiver deficiencies.

ways

tests

relation of interference to color TV to and from the amateur service is being covered by papers in this meeting by
Messrs. Anderson and Grammer.
It is the hope of the
Commission that industry will comply with the recommendations of Mr. Anderson’s Ad Hoc Committee. I congratulate them on the completeness and objectivity of their

RETMA

tests

superheterodyne receivers to reject
signals at the IF is not a new problem. Under the Cairo
frequency allocation table, the requirements for the maritime mobile service made it necessary to assign coast
telegraph station frequencies right through the band of
frequencies normally utilized by the IF channels of reFor example, since 1928 and up to 1952, it was
ceivers.
necessary to assign the frequency 462 kc to the highpowered RMCA coast station, WSC, Tuckerton, N. J.
The same problems existed in operating coast stations
under the Atlantic City allocations when, in 1952, new
assignments in the “IF” band were made. In the case of
KOK on 464 kc near Los Angeles, thousands of complaints
of broadcast interference arose immediately and it was
necessary to issue a form letter explaining the situation.
Under the international frequency allocations for the coast
In none
service, it is necessary to use these frequencies.
of these instances has the FCC seriously considered the
geographical reassignment of station frequencies.

and

of

of Radio

find

familiar

Committee

I come now to the subject of Intermediate Frequency
interference.
The question is often asked, “Why do we
not take care of interference to TV reception due to IF
response by allocation principles?”
By allocation principles usually is meant the allocation
of bands of frequencies to be left free of the assignments
to stations so as to avoid this type of interference.
With
respect to the creation of unassigned bands, let us look at
the services allocated frequencies in the currently used TV
IF in the band 41-47 me. These are: Government, Public
Safety, Industrial, Maritime Mobile, Domestic Public,

Waste

report on Radio Spectrum Conservation.
believe that the ingenuity of the design

with the National Television System
on interference susceptibility which have
led to the conclusion by the NTSC that color TV is
not
significantly more susceptible to interference than monochrome. The one exception, which may be more important
than it seems, is the additional susceptibility of the
chrominance channel. I think that this points up the need
for extra concern to the spurious radiation problem and
inadequate selectivity. I believe that the 41.25 me frequency was originally selected so that the various spurious
responses would result in beat frequencies lying in the
3-4 me video band, which is least susceptible in the case
of monochrome.
This is now the part of the band used
for the color information resulting in color receivers being
20 to 30 db more susceptible to interference according to
the rather limited NTSC tests. Unless more selectivity is
built into color receivers, the receivers would be more
vulnerable to adjacent channel interference, as well as the
communication channels adjacent to TV channels, which
is particularly important in the band from 72-76
me. The
I

IF Interference Problems

inability

I

and production engineers of your industry can
of improving receivers at a small cost.

apparatus.

The

J1AC

Furthermore,

findings.

Buyer Would Be Willing
I

to

Pay

am aware

of the existence of the competitive factors
well-intentioned manufacturer, by spending

whereby a
and materials to provide a reasonable selectivity
and freedom from oscillator radiation and spurious responses, may find himself at a disadvantage in the market
place in competition with a manufacturer who cuts
corners. I have a feeling, however, that the set purchaser,
if properly informed, would be willing to spend the small
additional cost which may be involved.
effort

I think that a hard-headed look at the future will indicate that our growing use of the radio spectrum, particularly of uhf and color TV, is assured only if the industry
takes prompt and effective action to minimize the potential
interference problems. The blights on the radio spectrum
I have discussed here today are not of the incurable kind,
as many of you know. The cure is worth the cost of the
remedy to you and the general public if we are to extract
the maximum utilization from the precious radio spectrum
and the constant and increasing demands on it.
The industry and the engineering profession have an
important task in this field and you can be assured of the
continued cooperation of the Commission in arriving at
solutions which are for the public’s benefit, which you, as
manufacturers, and we, as Commissioners, have as a

Spectrum

recognized that it might be possible to somewhat
reduce the cost of broadcast receivers to the public by
having the intermediate frequencies used as guard bands,
but I think that any saving would not compensate for the
loss of portions of our precious and irreplaceable frequency spectrum. Certainly, this is not consistent with
It is

common

4

interest.
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AGNAVOX

vox Chromatic Television.” Plan is to run same ad in
New York Times, Time, Newsweek, U. S. Nevjs & World

grabbed the color dilemma by both horns
launched a “don’t wait for color” campaign with nearly-full-page ad in Oct. 28 Wall St. Journal
first such attempt by a manufacturer, following pleas
this week,

Report.

—

of dealers for

any sort of action

In bulletin to dealers, Magnavox said it’s estimated
50,000 color tubes will be produced next year. That many
sets, it says, “will enable the industry to sample about

to forestall possible stag-

nation of pre-Christmas blaek-&-white sales (Vol. 9:43).
Over signature of pres. Frank Freimann, ad begins:
“If you are the man who is driving an expensive foreign
car and your wife owns a platinum mink, or if the trials
of pioneering are a joy to you, you will want to be first in
your set to own color TV. Magnavox will have one in the
fall of 1954 and we’d like to have you on our prospect list.”
Ad then goes on to tell why public should buy monochrome now: Color will be “in the $1000 class”; picture

half of the existing dealers.”
*

*

*

*

Dr. Allen B. DuMont, addressing Industrial Council at
his alma mater Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy,
N. Y. Oct. 30, said color is at same stage that black-&white was in 1941 ready for standards, that’s about all.
“However, in 3 or 4 years time,” he added, “I believe
that technical and manufacturing progress will be such
that a color TV receiver with a screen size equivalent to
present 21-in. black-&-white sets will be manufactured

—

same size we produced on a round 12% -in.
tube in 1949”; cost of servicing will be proportionately
more, etc.
Amplifying on costs: “Some color promoters wishfully
promise that in a few years mass production and inventive genius will reduce the cost to not more than 50%
above a comparable black-&-white receiver. That’s like
promising to bring the cost of an automobile down to the
While, over the years, color reprice of a motorbike.
ceivers will become less costly, they always will be relatively much more expensive than the black-&-white rewill be “the

and can be sold for somewhere

in the neighborhood of
high price for mass usage and purchase, but there will be a fair number of consumers who
will purchase color receivers at that price.
I don’t see
any immediate widespread swing to color TV, because of
these cost factors. But eventually over the 10 to 20 years,
color TV will be integrated with our present black-&-white
broadcasting.”

$500.

It is still a

*

*

*

*

by urging public to purchase
now and avoid “the position of the

Seeking accurate color information, National Better
Business Bureau has started survey, with RETMA approval, of all set and tube manufacturers, asking when
they plan to make color sets, size of tubes, prices, etc. In
Los Angeles, Electric League got reporters and manufacturers together in press conference on color.

Trade Miscellany: Suit for $3,000,000 against George’s
Washington appliance chain which for $290,000
purchased assets of bankrupt Phillip’s group in July, was
filed in D. C. court this week by 2 ex-major stockholders
They allege
Philip & Wolfe Filderman.
in Phillip’s
interference by George Wasserman in business relationship between Phillip’s and suppliers forced the bankruptcy
Phonograph industry will sponsor biggest Christmas
promotion campaign in its histor-y, capitalizing on resurgence of hi-fi interest, reports Oct. 26 Wall Street JourPhilco radio div. sales mgr. John J. Moran promotnal

RCA Victor tube dept., under v.p. Richard T. Orth,
organizes over-all marketing operation to unify all sales
and commercial activities, creating 4 new marketing divs.
receiving tube & transistor (Kenneth G. Bucklin, mgr.);
CR & power tube (Michael J. Carroll) electronic components (Harry B. Wilson) parts & equipment (Leonard
J. Battaglia). Lawrence S. Thees, dept. gen. sales mgr.,
is promoted to gen. commercial mgr. and Douglas Y.
Smith, sales operations mgr., moves up to new post of gen.
marketing mgr. for all 4 divs., both reporting to Orth.
New sales structure coordinates all activities in sales div.
under Lee F. Holleran. Reporting to him are 4 section
sales mgrs.: Harold F. Bersche, renewal; Lawrence D.
Kimmel, equipment; Gene R. Rivers, govt.; Charles W.
Taylor, tube industry.

ceivers.”

Ad

concludes

black-&-white sets
man driving a ‘Model T,’ awaiting the revolutionary improvement in automobiles.”
Laymen may find ad somewhat confusing in that Magnavox refers to its present black-&-white sets as “Magna-

Radio, big

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

ing gifts of radios to employes, customers, business associates, etc., offering “special Christmas radio-bonus and
gift plan”

.

.

.

RCA

closed-circuit industrial

TV

system

described in new 8-p. brochure Supervision by Television,
available on request from RCA Victor, Camden, N. J.
Sylvania publishes consumer information booklet,
How You Can Be Sure Of Television Picture Tube Quality,
.

.

.

CBSfrom headquarters at 1740 Broadway, N. Y.
Columbia Inc. changed from subsidiary to a division of Columbia Broadcasting System.
free

.

TV

.

.

sales by Canadian factories totaled 199,376 in first

average price of $411, compared to producProjected protion of 253,326, reports Canadian RTMA.
duction figures estimate 142,285 sets will be turned out
rest of year. For Sept, alone, sales were 42,640, production 37,773, inventory 60,304 at month’s end.
Toronto
led in sales with 14,083, Quebec second, 13,829; HamiltonNiagara, 5309; Ottawa & eastern Ontario, 3494; Windsor,
2865; other Ontario, 1624; British Columbia, 1307; Maritime Provinces, 74; Prairies, 55.
9 months, at

;

;

Raytheon reduced prices by $10 to $50 on 20 allchannel sets in effort to stimulate uhf sales in large metropolitan markets, according to TV-radio v.p. Henry F. Argento.
Also reduced were 3 vhf-only sets 2 by $60, one
by $30. Raytheon’s all-channel sets now start at $200 for
17-in. table model, go up to $550 for 24-in. console.

—

To ease logjam in transistors and crystal diodes for
Commerce Dept. Business & Defense Services
Agency this week amended Order M-17 to establish ceiling on amount of military orders any manufacturer is required to accept for any one type (Vol. 9:43). Order pre-

civilian use,

viously applied to tubes only.

End-use controls on nickel

Hallicrafters

Canada Ltd. dedicated new

42,000-sq.

ft.

250, with' production slated to begin Dec.

mgr. of factory branch operations,

is

1.

R. L. Russell,

acting mgr.

Nov.

1.

Distributor Notes: Legum Distributing Co., 108 Light
Baltimore, takes over Washington distribution of

St.,

TV-radio plant in Don Mills suburb of Toronto Oct. 26.
Participating in ceremonies were FCC Comr. Sterling,
RETMA pres. Glen McDaniel & exec. v.p. James Secrest,
Hallicrafters pres. Wm. Halligan and representatives of
Canadian govt. & Canadian RTMA. Plant will employ

will be discontinued

a

Crosley-Bendix line

Raytheon appoints Appliance
Buffalo (Edward W. Watson, pres.); Raytheon
Distributors, Chicago, appoints James Flora branch mgr.
Republic Electric Co., South Bend (Admiral) names
Assoc.

.

.

.

.

.

Inc.,

.

H. Lowry sales v.p.
(Philco) appoints Edward M.

J.

.

.

.

J.

E. Miller Co., Pittsburgh

Brown

sales promotion mgr.
Westinghouse Electric Supply Co., Los Angeles, appoints Hans E. Von Kahrs TV-radio sales mgr.
.

.

.

12 -

FCC has no intention of letting uhf stations apply to
switch over to vhf channels. It made this clear this week
in denying 2 such petitions
(Ch. 38)
by Duluth’s
to amend rules to let operating stations seek channels al-

Network TV-Radio Billings

—

September 1953 and January-September 1953
(For August report see Television Digest, Vol. 9:40)

ETWORK TV BILLINGS

rose to all-time peak in
Sept., according to Publishers Information Bureau,
with radio also on upgrade. CBS-TV again led monthly
billings with $8,504,925, all-time record for any network,
NBC-TV running second with $7,748,619. Total billings of
$18,232,127 for all 4 TV networks compared with $16,251,393 in Aug., $14,611,511 in Sept. 1952. For 9 months so
far this year, network billings aggregate $155,489,644 vs.
$128,842,631 same period last year.
Network radio billings ran $12,158,189 in Sept., nicely
ahead of the $11,706,295 reported for Aug. and only slightly
under the $12,889,963 for Sept. 1952. For 9 months, radio
was $118,860,044, about $250,000 ahead of same 1952

The PIB

period.

figures:

NETWORK TELEVISION
September

CBS

NBC
ABC

.
.

DuMont

_

Total

1953
$ 8,504,925
7,748,619

September
1952

Jan. -Sept.

Jan. -Sept.
1952

1953

1,376,017
602,566

$ 5,860,751
6,769,228
1,172,057
809,475

$ 67,847,826
66,585,640
13,796,753
7,159,425

$ 48,419,024
59,308,902
14,170,605
6,944,100

$18,232,127

$14,611,511

$155,489,644

$128,842,631

$ 42,436,131
35,046,302
26,592,063
14,534,500

NETWORK RADIO
CBS

..

NBC
ABC
MBS
Total..

1,777,795

1,607,485

$ 45,954,415
34,667,788
21,497,579
16,740,262

$12,158,189

$12,889,963

$118,860,044

$ 5,006,909
3,221,419
2,152,066

$ 4,846,978
3,901,715
2,533,785

NETWORK TELEVISION—January-September
ABC
Jan.
Feb.

DuMont

CBS

982,794
862,299

$ 1,604,892
1,481,032
Mar. .... 1,728,446
Apr. ..... 1,640,597
1,813,985
May
June .... 1,607,320
July . . 1,299,471
1,244,993
Aug.
Sept.
1,376,017

$ 7,083,619
6,621,629
7,739,812
7,770,181
7,622,432
7,399,078
7,422,337
7,783,813
8,504,925

819,398
864,870
803,848
511,047
657,746
602,566

Total $13,796,753

$67,947,826

$ 7,159,425

....

$

1,054,857

NBC

Jan.
Feb.

CBS

MBS

Total

$ 7,604,638 $ 17,275,943
6,876,029
15,840,989
7,998,131
18,521,246
17,743,606
7,513,430
18,353,832
8,052,545
7,324,315
17,134,561
16,135,947
6,903,092
16,251,393*
6,564,841*
18,232,127
7,748,619

$66,585,640

NETWORK RADIO —January-September
ABC

$118,608,996

1953

$155,489,644

1953

NBC

Total

2,538,663
2,797,544
2,637,364
2,593,923
2,113,725
2,030,989
1,958,683
2,152,066

$ 5,156,404
4,670,089
5,526,360
5,375,243
5,333,481
5,226,096
4,869,719
4,790,114
5,006,909

$ 1,786,134
1,638,075
1,995,478
2,008,990
2,038,210
1,926,865
1,830,467
1,738,248
1,777,795

$ 4,260,555
3,813,602
4,342,082
4,196,009
4,141,070
3,979,471
3,494,330
3,219,250
3,221,419

$ 13,877,715
12,660,429
14,661,464
14,217,606
14,106,684
13,246,157
12,225,505
11,706,295
12,158,189

Total $21,497,579

$45,954,415

$16,740,262

$34,667,788

$118,860,044

Mar.
Apr.

_...$ 2,674,622
....

_..
...

.

May

....

June

....

July
Aug.

.

.

Sept. __

Revised as of Oct. 26, 1953.
Note: These figures do not represent actual revenues to the networks, which do not divulge their actual net dollar Incomes.
They’re compiled by PIB on basis of one-time network rates, or
before frequency or cash discounts. Therefore, in terms of dollars
actually paid to networks they may be inflated by as much as 40%.
Figures are accepted by networks themselves, however, and by the
Industry generally, as satisfactory index for comparisons & trends.

WFTV

located since end of freeze (Vol. 9:39), and by St. Louis’
KSTM-TV (Ch. 36) to waive rules and let it apply for
switch to Ch. 11 (Vol. 9:43). In decision on latter petition, Commission said purpose of current rule “is to pre-

vent ‘straddling’ of channels by a permittee or licensee,
thereby tying up 2 channels in same community.” It told
KSTM-TV it must decide whether it wants to continue
operating on Ch. 36 or turn in its CP and compete with
other applicants for Ch. 11 but it can’t do both. Meanwhile, new Ultra High Frequency TV Assn, sent 2 communications to FCC: (1) Protesting latest revision of

—

list
(Vol. 9:43), which it said discriminates
against uhf stations by removing from list cities where
applicants had been sent McFarland letters, “thus assuring FCC action much ahead of the time the applications
would have been reached in regular order.” (2) Opposing
proposal to assign Ch. 6 to Milwaukee area, and arguing
that “piecemeal, city-by-city and case-by-case” assignment of new channels “distorts the assured [allocation]
plan under which uhf stations were financed and built.”

priority

National Airlines applied for Miami’s Ch. 10 this week
total of 6 applicants for that channel.
Another highly coveted channel Buffalo’s Ch. 7— got new
applicant this week in group of 4 local businessmen headed
by attorney-auto dealer-wine producer Michael J. Montesano. Only other TV application this week was for Chicago’s Ch. 38 by Lewis College of Science & Technology.
With 4 applications dismissed, total awaiting FCC action dropped to 441 (111 uhf).
[For further details about
these applications, see TV Addenda 17-Q herewith; for
complete listings of all grants, new stations, applications,
dismissals, hearings, etc., see TV Factbook No. 17 with

—making

Addenda

—

to date.]

Loss of part of FM broadcasting band to other servconsidered an eventual possibility by FCC Comr.
Webster in recent speech (Vol. 9:38), so worried broadcasters that Ben Strouse (WWDC, Washington), NARTB’s
FM committee chairman, asked him to say it isn’t so.
Webster wrote back this week, said he doesn’t favor one
service over another but is concerned about how long FM
band can be used with less than maximum efficiency.
However, he added, if anyone came up with proposal to
take away any part of band, he would consider it solely
on its merits after full hearing. He emphasized that he
spoke only for himself.
ices,

*

No new TV

circulation figures can be expected

the networks this year

—but A.

C. Nielsen Co., for

from

an un-

compiling them by states and by “NCS
areas” (about 1500 counties or groups of counties) as of
next Nov. 15 and hopes to have them ready for release by
Feb. 1, 1953. Tables will show total families in each area,
number of vhf & uhf sets, percentages of total. It will be
first such survey showing uhf, last county-by-county figures compiled by NBC & CBS as of May 1, 1953 showing
total sets only, along with families and percentages. (For
the NBC & CBS tabulations, see TV Factboolc No. 17).
Neither network plans to update these figures, in immediate future at least, and Standard Audit & Measurement
Services (Kenneth H. Baker) has abandoned plan to do so
Meanwhile,
because of expense and lack of support.
NARTB committee is still mulling ways and means for
providing regular counts, one of industry’s urgent needs.

named

client, is

Network interconnections were slated for 4 more staweek end: KCEN-TV, Temple, Tex. (Ch. 6);
KROC-TV, Rochester, Minn. (Ch. 10); KTVQ, Oklahoma

tions this

WJMR-TV, New Orleans (Ch. 61). AT&T
FCC Nov. 2 for approval of $29,000,000 construction program for 1954.
Principal TV item will be
new coaxial cable between Miami & W est Palm Beach,
City (Ch. 25);
will

apply to

T

with provision for 3 southbound channels, one northbound. It will supplement present 2-channel cable.

On allocations front this week. Educational TV Commission of Tennessee asked FCC to assign 3 new reserved
channels to Tennessee towns to make possible full coverage of state with educational network Ch. 11 to Lexington, Ch. 7 to Rock Island, Ch. 2 to Sneedvilie. WMON,
Montgomery, W. Va., sought addition of Ch. 2, asked FCC
to act on that request before considering application of
WSAZ-TV, Huntington, to move transmitter; the move,
said, precludes addition of Ch. 2 to Montgomery.

—

WMON

We have supply of RCA’s new frequency allocation
chart in color, 25x40-in. and covering entire radio spectrum,
suitable for framing, which we will furnish without cost to
subscribers.

)
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COLOR FIRSTS 'WOW' RELUCTANT HOLLYWOOD: Another great technical triumph for RCA
was this week's first extension into Hollywood of compatible color, live
and AT&T
and off film, via an all-microwave closed circuit all the way from New York.
Except for first showing of color film on TV it was much the same demonstration shown several times in New York and Washington, then in Sept, before Assn, of
National Advertisers in Chicago (Vol. 9:39), and just recently to FCC (Vol. 9:42).
however
seeing color TV for first
It was a smash hit in the film capital
Even more
time and verifying with own eyes the glowing reports published about it.
significant than the color firsts was disclosure of RCA's new video tape recording
said to be capable of taking down and reproducing either color or black-&-white
and so revolutionary in its implication s that it certainly had tongues wagging and
ulcers palpitating in an already plenty worried film colony.
We heard one man obviously from the movie industry, remark as he shook his
head ruefully while leaving the first of the 2 demonstrations in the NBC Burbank
studio on Nov. 3: " This is the end ." He wasn't smiling, either.
detailed story on magnetic tape recording see pp. 4-5.]
f For

—

,

—

,

—

,

,

,

—

and their concern is quite
Misgivings aren't co nfined to film folk alone
TV receiver manufacturers, distributors and dealers aren't happy
understandable.
about color TV's latest blaze of publicity fearing a further sag in receiver sales
Telecasters fear more new cost
as black-&-white inventories pile up (see p. 11).
Program folk shudder at thoughts of revolutionary new techniques.
factors.
There were 2 showings in Burbank identical half hours, attended by total of
1000 or more showfolk, technicians, admen, newsmen. Eight production line receivers
were used, RCA's first such, embracing for first time all-glass 15-in. round tubes
3-gun, framing 12-in. color pictures and standing alongside comparable 14-in. blackfc-white sets getting good-quality compatible images.
RCA shipped 12 sets from Camden factory had local service men install them
4 sets were held in reserve. (The 12 sets
"just to show how easily it can be done"
are staying in Hollywood for local placement during promised colorcasts off-the-air
of Jan. 1 Tournament of Roses Parade in Pasadena.
Pictures were clear, sharp virtually flawless to the untrained eye. Transmission over some 4000 miles of zig-zagging microwave relays (actually 120 hops)
was as good as any we've ever seen in New York, Princeton, Washington or Chicago,
either off the line or off the air.
Both of the audience s, whatever the individual emotions that may have been
evoked, a ppl au ded vigorously from time to time.
You could hear gasps of astonishment and comments of wonderment as brilliantly clear closeups and distance shots of
,

,

,

,

;

,
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Nanette Fabray, dancers, models, flowers and Burton's inevitable lovebirds were put
with plenty of motion to show this was all for real.
on
There was even applause when the show switche d for 8 or 10 minutes to a 16 nm
British T e chnicolor film flashing lovely nature shots and then pieces of a documentary detailing looms in action in a textile factory and their design fabrics. Also
drawing surprising applause, to say nothing of neighbor-to-neighbor comments, were
the utterly realistic shots of b rand-name packages
Chesterfield, Ipana, Dreft,
Quaker Oats, Toni, Camay, etc.
same shots that "wowed" ANA convention in Chicago.
Occasionally a slight purplish haze was noticeable, and the film sequences
seemed to us to be somewhat more subdued than live.
Twice, for fleeting seconds,
there were apparent " breaks in the line " whose sources, as AT&T's supervising engineer James Ray remarked to a fellow technician, "we'll probably never know."
Any and all kinds of color film including Kodachrome, could be similarly
handled, it was also explained. Original Technicolor film was 35mm, reduced to 16mm
for this showing; now in commercial production is the special 16mm fast pulldown
projector, with flying-spot scanner, which was used in this demonstration
and
under development are 3-vidicon and continuous projectors (Vol. 9:44).

—

,

—

—

,

—
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*

*

*

The question-answer periods evoked much the same responses as at all the
previous demonstrations in the East: Color TV will eme r ge slowl y because mass production of receivers, even if FCC approves NTSC system by Christmas, is still a long
way off because the intricate color tube presents a m anufacturing bottlenec k that
even an intensely competitive tube industry won't overcome for several years.

Not more than 50-100,000 color sets are foreseen from all factories for all
Even under mass production and competitive
and
they will cost $800 to $1000
1954,
conditions, color sets will cost 25-40% more than today's monochromes.
The prospective set buyer is foolish therefore, if he holds off buying to
Sarnoff emphasized: "The transition from black-&-white to color
"wait for color".
It should come normally and gradually."
will take years.
NBC vice chairman Pat Weaver's theme as at Chicago, was that color TV
will bring new stimuli to entertainment and adver"seeing things as they are"
tising; that color will eventually prove "as potent in changing present advertising
services as TV itself has been" that the national advertising budget of $7 billion
will go up as advertisers shift their direct marketing more and more to color TV.
As for size of picture it's by no means pegged at the 15-in. tube or 12-in.
There's no reason why screen sizes shouldn't ultimately be as large as any
image.
The 21-in. stepup involves only 2-in. longer tube.
in black-&-white, said Sarnoff.
.

,

—

,

—

;

,
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We kept ears cocked for remarks after each showing, asked a lot of people we
know v/hat they thought of it. Nobody was adversely critical, and the reaction of
surprise and awe was pretty well epitomized by what Artur Rubinstein the pianist,
This is wonderful beyond words."
told us: "I'm absolutely thrilled.
Also, by the question put to Gen. Sarno ff from the audience: "How are you
going to make color any better than what we saw just now? All grins, the RCA head
replied, "I gather from your question that you liked what you saw." (More applause.)
"
Now watch the agencies buy up time just to hold it ," said a veteran radio
broadcaster. We heard another radio old timer, who had missed the TV boat, say that
pointing to the demonstration
he'd " like to be the distributor for that product"
sets and opining that they would sell very readily even at that size and price.
"This is terrific
remarkable." The
A n e ngi neer for a rival network said
highly respected Klaus Landsber g, of Paramount's KTLA, an engineer as well as a production man and executive, allowed us to quote him as saying: "If we want to be very
I'd like to know what happens to off-the-air signals
technical, we can find flaws.
when there's interference and maybe loss of sync. There's no question but that this
was good electr o nic colo r inherently ought to be better than film col or because
there's the facility to adjust each color individually by electronic means, which
is far more adequate than adjusting by chemical or optical means."
,

—

‘

,

;

—
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From th e trade came a noteworthy lack of jubilation albeit an admission the
color was good; rather, we detected strong currents of resentment against RC A for
Some of the comments:
playing up color at this time.
"
"Why try to sell a load of peaches not yet
Watch the trade j it ters now ."
grown when you have a load of apples on hand to sell." "Why does Sarnoff persist in
calling it the RCA system, when it’s really the NTSC all-industry system?" "I don’t
see how 96 set manufacturers can survive the changes that this is going to force."
There were plenty of remarks more caustic more bitter. But there were some
Said a big dept, store TV merchandiser:
philosophical observations, too.
"
Well, at last we've seen what it’s all about and it should help us better
to crystallize our thinking and to be able to present the facts to our customers.
I was impressed by the one remark, which I wish would get as much publicity as color
itself, and that's Sarnoff ’s statement that 1954 isn't going to see any avalanche
And a West Coast TV-radio manufacturer:
of either color tubes or color sets."
"
We will have to face this sooner or later and some day it's going to be
We had a thriving industry when we produced and sold
a wonderful product to sell.
3,000,000 sets in one year [1949] and maybe it's too much for us to hope and expect
The adjustment is
that we can keep on enjoying a 6-7,000,000 market each year.
trade,
though."
tough
on
the
be
going to
,

,

,

,

*

*

*

*

Particularly noteworthy was the restraint evident in Los Angeles newspapers
There were no s c are headlines writers showed full comprehension
and trade papers.
of compatibility factors, no one is taking up the old color-in-a-hurry cry of FCC
and its political protagonists of recent memory. There seemed to be complete understanding that colorcasting, however excellent on test and in demonstration, isn't
But they did like what they saw:
springing into being full blown overnight.
Sheilah Graham of North American Newspaper Alliance, called it "superb".
Los Angeles Times' Walter Ames stated: "All in all, it was ample proof that color
Examin er 's Jack Lait Jr wrote: "TV has reached virtually the
TV is a reality."
same color perfection as have motion pictures."
,

,

.

strangely, played story down to mere
W.R. Wilkinson's Hollywood Reporter
minor
caption,
conceding
in its one non-press release phrase
under
a
paragraphs
4
that achievement of video tape was "a bombshell in the entertainment media".
New Y o rk Times Hollywood correspondent Thomas M. Pryor filed full column.
He called reception "technically perfect" and observed: "The color, in definition
and consistency, was deemed the equal to anything the movie theatres had to offer."
Daily Variety's Ja c k Hei lman said in the live portions "seemingly all the
colors of the spectrum were bright and clear" but in the film portion "more warmth
of color without the brilliance or sharpness of the live elements."
Editorially
Daily Variety's editor Joe Schoenfeld spoke of an " emotional jolt " and "cold shiver
through Hollywood's motion picture colony." Calling the color a "tremendous milestone for the electronic age we are living in," he berated Hollywood's tycoons for
their failure to "take the trouble to attend what should have been a 'must' for
everybody connected with the use of film for entertainment."
There was a big turnout of show people of course, including quite a few big
Dick Powell, Sarah Churchill, Dinah Shore, June Allyname actors and directors
son, Red Skelton, Dennis Day, Barbara Britton, Jim & Marian Jordan (Fibber McGee &
There were lots of technical folk
But there was a noticeable paucity o f
Molly).
The invitation list included them all, and most said they'd
major st ud io executives
but Walt & Roy Disney, MGM's Wm. Goetz, Columbia's Jerry Wald, Republic's
come
Herbert Yates and Hal Roach Jr. were only top executives our spotters saw.
"A s and when they get their heads out of the san d," wrote Schoenfeld, "the
major studio executives had best learn the nat u re of the 'beast they will have to
contend with on a national level in the next 2 or 3 years.
We predict that it will
make the competition from black-&-white TV look like a pygmy against Camera."
Note For newspaper critics' raves over hour-long colorcast of opera Carmen
by NBC-TV Oct. 31, see p. 16.
,

,

,
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4 START THIS WEEK: Four new uhf stations started up this week
for total of 511 TV stations now in operation
Since freeze, 100
vhf and 103 uhf stations have gone on air. St. Louis became 4-station market, O kla homa City got third station this week, while Fort Dodge, la and Lake Charles, La
Week's new starters:
got their first local TV service.
KLPR-TV, Oklahoma City (Ch. 19), city's third station and second uhf, was
It goes commercial Nov. 8, beaming
all set Nov. 7 to turn on 12-kw GE transmitter.
City's other uhf, KTVQ
ABC & DuMont from 979-ft. tower built by Aerial Tower Co.
owner of
(Ch. 25) went on air last week. KLPR-TV' s principal owners are Byrne Ross
R.
Lewis
Barton.
Ross
theatreman
is
pres.
KLPR,
and
gen.
mgr.
Monty
radio
&
Wells,
Douglas Carruth, program director;
Fred Farha, commercial mgr.
asst. gen. mgr.
Base hourly rate is $400.
Bolling is rep.
Jay Davis, chief engineer.
(Ch. 14) went on air with tests Oct. 31, then
KACY, Festus-St. L ouis, Mo
shut off power to make equipment changes and adjustments, was slated to resume test
patterns this week end. It's third uhf in St. Louis area, others being WTVI, Belleville, 111. (Ch. 54), and KSTM-TV, St. Louis (Ch. 36). It has 12-kw GE transmitter,
which with studio and 742-ft. antenna is located near Kimmswick, some 12 miles south
Jack G. Garrison and Carl G. McIntyre both formerly of KSD-TV, are
of St. Louis.
Richard Dawson, with office in New
pres, and v.p. -station director, respectively.
James Bonfils, local sales mgr.
John J. Weber, proYork, is national sales mgr.
Station has no network affiliation as
duction mgr. Leo Tevlin, chief engineer.
Raymer is rep.
Base hourly rate is $500.
yet.
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STATIONS ON AIR,

,

2 in big cities,

.

.

.

,

;

;

;

.

,

;

;

;

(Ch. 21) started regular tests Nov. 2 after "sneak
KQTV, Fort Dodge, la
previews" which brought reception reports from as far as Ames, 42 miles away, wires
Programming will begin week of Nov. 23, with base
pres. -gen. mgr. Edward Breen .
Station has no network as yet, is only local service in Fort Dodge.
rate of $150.
It's equipped with GE 1-kw transmitter, Workshop antenna, 625-ft. Stainless tower,
Max Landes is commercial mgr. Drexel
has interlocking ownership with local KVFD.
Peterson, program director; David Sinclair, chief engineer. Pearson is rep.
.

;

(Ch. 25) opened up new TV area when it began test
KTAG-TV, Lake Charles, La
pattern Nov. 2. GE equipped and using Trilsch tower, first reports indicate "perfect
picture as far as 40 air miles and good reception in Beaumont, Tex.," according to
A basic CBS affiliate, it will also carry
exec. v.p. & part owner Warren Berwick .
begins about Nov. 14. AT&T interregular
operation
when
ABC & DuMont programming
Principal
owner is Charles W. Lamar who
June.
next
connection is expected about
Fla.
(Ch.
and
15% of WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge,
15)
also owns 64% of WPFA-TV, Pensacola,
Quitman Henley is sales
Berwick is temporarily serving as gen. mgr.
La. (Ch. 28).
Adam Young is rep.
Base rate is $150.
Sam Eaton, chief engineer.
mgr.
.

,

;

;

ERA OF THE ELECTRONIC MOTION PICTURE:

Colo r TV had them gaga in H ollywood Tuesday
recording
of both color and b!ack-&-white TV
magnetic
tape
of
announcement
but
news.
Does
it mean the end of film?
Will it
sensational
more
even
pictures was
now,
when
will
How
good
is
it
and
it
be
ready?
production?
movie
reduce cost of
RCA's Gen. Sarnoff didn't tell all but obviously relished sensation his
totally unexpected announcement created as he made a short speech after each color
Since he has the reputation for delivering what he promises in the
demonstration.
the audiences of about 500 each hung on his every word.
things,
way of new
He first recalled how at his 45th anniversary with RCA in 1951, he had asked
his company's scientists (Vol. 9:13) to "give me 3 presents to mark my half-century
(2) An inexpensive electronic
milestone in 1956": (1) A TV picture tape recorde r.
amplifier
of light.
A
true
(3)
air conditioner without moving parts.
"
Already I have seen a tape recording of a TV proTwo years have passed
recorded on tape at the RCA Laboratories
simultaneously
N.Y.
and
gram broadcast in
was played back instantl y. Of course,
recording
The
in Princeton, N.J., 45 mi. away.
they knew
this
surprise
in black-&-white
given
me
as soon as our scientists had
would
up-to-date
they
have to
that to bring the fiftieth anniversary present right
record and play back TV programs in color as well as in black-&-white.
,

,

.

,

,

.

5
"

Nov/ I will let you in on a secre t : Our men already have achieved recording
of color as well as black-&-white TV programs on magnetic tape
I

"

When I watched a demonstration a week or two ago in our laboratories, I was
amazed at the results. In fact, we are so confident of the promise of this research
and development work that I can announce today that on Dec. 1 this year, v/e will
demonstrat e in our Princeton Laboratorie s the present status of tape recording of
TV pictures both in black-&~white and in color."
"
We consider it vital for the future of the TV art to move rapidly toward
perfection of video tape recording in order to provide the TV industry with a practical, low-cost solution of program recording, immediate playback and rapid distri Further, an unlimited number of copies of such tapes can be made quickly,
bution
and copies can also be preserved for historic reference or other uses.
In fact,
magnetic tape recording has many advantages over photographic fil m processes and
kinescope recording which I am sure are obvious to you in this film capital."
Dec. 1 demonstration will provide technical details he promised, disclosing
only that the tape has plastic base coated v/ith iron oxide; it's half-in. wide and
moves at 200 ft. per second whereas the magnetic tape being developed by Bing
Crosby Enterprises is 1-in. wide and rolls at 100 ft. per second.
"H ere is an electronic development ," Gen. Sarnoff said, pointing his remarks
directly at the awed and spellbound audience many of them high film industry technical executives, "endowed with a far wider horizon than its immediate purpose in
It obviously holds great promise for the motion picture industry
TV broadcasting.
He explained:
as well as for the TV industry."
"
The pictures can be viewed the
It does away with all che mi ca l processing
instant they are taken, which adds new flexibility in the making of motion pictures.
There will be no need to wait for the next day or day's to see the 'rushes '.
"
The process is electronic for the camera for the making of the tape record
And there is the added advantage that the tape may be
and for playing the tape
Moreover, the original tape can be multi'wiped off' and re-used again and again.
plied to many tapes for convenient and widespread distribution to TV stations [and
theatres?] throughout the country and eventually throughout the world."
There wa s only a hint that it's not a cheap process in present stage. "I believe," the RCA-NBC chairman said, "that further technical progress, which is certain to continue, will make the magnetic tape process inexpensive and economical."
Another gimmick A set ov/ner can make recordings of TV pictures in the home,
just as he can now record sound, and then play them back at will, same as phonograph records, with no need to send the tape away for processing.
Note It was manifest to oldtimers in the business that the head of RCA
hugely enjoyed the sensation he evoked, particularly because some 20 years or so
ago, when radio was riding high, he and his company were taken for the proverbial
ride by Hollywood in an ill-starred financial foray into the movie business (RKO).
,

.

,

,

,

.

,

.
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CPs ISSUED, INCLUDE 3 EDUCATIONAL;

Educators h ad big week at FCC garnering 5 CPs
Commission issued 2 commercial grants and one initial decision. At same time,
WBGT, Richmond, Ky.
3 uhf CP-holders relinquished their permits
Ch. 60; WSEE-TV,
Fall River, Mass., Ch. 46; WHKP-TV, Hendersonville, N.C., Ch. 27.
For their reasons
This week's grants:
for pulling out, as given to Commission, see p. 16.
5

.

,

v/hile

:

,

Educati o nal Champaign, 111 ., U of Illinois (WILL), Ch. 12; Chicago, 111 ..
Chicago Educational TV Assn., Ch. 11; Ann Arbor, Mich
U of Michigan (WUOM-FM)
Palm Beach TV Inc., Ch. 5; Topeka, Kan
Comm ercial W. Palm Beach, Fla
Ch. 26.
WREN, Ch. 42.
Last came from final decision.
In Wichita initial decision, KAKE
was favored over Mid-Continent TV Inc.
:

.

:

.

,

,

.

West Palm Beach grant is result of me r ger WJNO dropping out of competition
Chairman and 20.5% owner of grantee is Ted Granik moderator of
in return for 50%.
American Forum of the Air.
,

,

Hoping to obviat e many uhf hearings Commission this week finalized addi3 6 channels to 35 cities
Allocation was precisely as proposed (Vol. 9:37)
,

tion of

.

6

except that Lexington, Ky. also got Ch. 18, and Ch. 72 was substituted for Ch. 18
In other allocations actions
in Gallipolis, 0.
Commission moved Ch. 8 from West
Point, Miss, to Selma, Ala., assigned Ch. 4 to Columbus, Miss., denied WSAL's petition for addition of Ch. 6 to Logansport, Ind.
Hopes for early vhf hearings in Pittsburgh area were squelched when Commission denied petitions for immediate hearing filed by applicants XDKA and KQV.
.

In another action
Commission extended TV station licenses to 5 years the
same as for AM & FM, effective 30 days after publication in Federal Register.
Wichita initial decisio n, issued by examiner Hugh B. Hutchinson, gave nod to
KAKE over Mid-Continent TV because its ownership-management is " much more deeply
rooted in the l ife of the comm unity " through long residence, "outstanding" record
of civic activities and 6 years' experience programming radio for Wichita.
These
factors, he said, more than offset the considerable TV experience of Mid-Continent
key employes, its superior facilities, its plans to employ 100 vs. KAKE's 54.
Hut c hinson also ruled that XAXE's deviati o ns from its original programming
promises when it first applied for AM were not serious and that "rigid adherence to
such proposals is not always feasi ble or desirable in the light of knowledge gained
by station licensees of the needs and interests of listeners served in a particular
area as result of the actual operation of the station therein." In addition, he
said, though Mid-Continent has an advantage in that it has no radio interests
this
is offset by XAXE's other qualifications and fact that Wichita already has considerable AM-FM-newspaper competition.
,

,

'

,

—

SET, CONVERTER SALES AT PEAK RATE: Uhf is finally going to town
in a quiet
With more than 100 uhf stations on air, there are ever 1,500,000 uhfsort of way
equipped sets in use, another 1,000,000 sets and converters in various stages of
and both demand and production are at record highs.
distribution pipelines

UKF

.

—

The one br i ght spot in the whole trade pi ct ure " is hew one big manufacturer
and other receiver makers tell same
described demand for his uhf-equipped sets
Demand for converters and strips is at all-time high, too. And there is
story.
little doubt that uhf sets will continue to account for increasing share of market.
"

—

—

a pickup which went far beyond the fall
Pickup began just after Labor Day
increase in sales of vhf sets. Rising demand is illustrated by RETMA figures on
production of receivers factory-equipped with uhf tuners. They accounted for 15% of
For month of August figure rose
total industry TV output first 7 months of 1953.
Then, in newly released Sept, figures, uhf share of production
slightly to 15.6%.
or 193,212 sets out of total 770,085. For first 9 months
jumped to more than 25%
of year, 919,902 sets were made with built-in uhf, of total output of 5,524,370.
This m e ans some 2,500,000 uhf sets and "conversion units" (converters and
based on
sets of uhf strips) have been turned cut since birth of commercial uhf
estimated 3 sets converted in field to every 2 sets coming off production line with
That this figure m ay be on conservative side is indicated by fact that
uhf tuners.
(Average
Standard Coil Products Co. has already turned out nearly 1,500,000 strips
number of uhf strips per set is probably between 2 and 2.5.)

—

—

.

*

*

*

*

—

who together make
W e ta l ked with a number of leading set makers this wee
considerably more than half of the industry's total output of TV sets. While they
rarely all agree on any aspects of trade picture, their comments on movement of uhf
sets were so similar as to give indisputable evidence of very strong trend.

Demand for sets with continuous uhf tuners is greater than they can supply
As one commented: "After Portland,
at the present time, they unanimously reported.
Then
we lowered our sights
and sudwe misjudged, made too many and were stung
Demand isn't as high as we once thought it was
denly, this fall, we were swampe d.
going to be, but it's increasing steadily, and we hope to catch up with it soon."
It's not only the newer big-city uhf areas where sales are good.
They're
where
who
cities,
too
folks
held
off
at first have
holding up well in "older" uhf
finally decided that uhf must be here to stay.

—

.

—

7

These are today’s "hottest" uhf cities according to records of one of biggest TV set manufacturers: Milwaukee, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Kansas City,
Peoria, Rockford (111.), New Orleans, Monroe (La.), Boston, Bridgeport, Springfield,
Houston, Knoxville, Henderson (Ky. ), Louisville, Wichita, Fresno.
,

O ne of largest se t makers says uhf-equipped sets now represent 50% of his
In
output; another says they're "far higher" than the 22% he predicted last June.
fact, every manufacturer we queried this week was producing uhf sets at greater rate
than he himself had estimated for second-half 1953 in confidential questionnaire we
circulated to 17 top set makers last spring (Vol. 9:27).
Converter sales are going along at record -Slip* too, although most TV set
manufacturers have never cut much ice in that field, which is dominated by parts
More than 2 dozen manufacturers have all-channel converters on the market,
makers.
It's a highly competitive field, and list prices of some
priced from $19.95 to $75
and there's been price-cutting on some others.
makes were lowered recently
.

—

Biggest converter maker P.R. Mallory & Co says sales now are better than at
Exec,
but still not at the racetrack pace once anticipated.
any time in past
by the public
replacing the
v.p. Ray F. Sparrow calls today's demand "real"
movement of converters mainly to fill trade pipelines, which formerly was the rule
as the new uhf areas opened up.
Orders by set makers for uhf tuners are continuing at good pace, says Mr.
Sparrow, who expects uhf sets to continue for some time at 25% of TV output.
.

—

—

—

"

They're screaming for strips ”. Standard Coil pres. Glen E. Swanson told us.
He said upsurge in demand began immediately after Labor Day first in midwest, then
Then another big pickup began last week in Oct., and "now we're supplying
in east.
strips on an expedited basis".
,

Biggest manufacturer of TV tun ers. Standard is now turning out its new 82channel detent-type vhf-uhf tuning unit (Vol. 9:9,21) at well over 1000-a-day rate
in its Los Angeles and Chicago plants.
Though few of the new "automatic" tuners
have thus far appeared on sets in marketplace, Mr. Swanson says 50-60 set makers are
now getting shipment, with bigger quantities to come as soon as output can be upped.
Howard

Personal Notes:

Nov. 6 as
gen. mgr. of
San Diego, succeeded by
George Whitney, ex-KHJ-TV, Los Angeles, recently with
General Teleradio, N. Y.
Ruddick C. Lawrence, ex-NBC
director, promotion, planning & development, named v.p. of
N. Y. Stock Exchange, in charge of coordinating market research, adv. & public relations
Murray Grabhorn, exEdward W. Petry Co. & onetime ABC v.p., appointed sales
director of WATV & WAAT, Newark
John Peffer,
L. Chernoff, resigns

KFMB-TV & KFMB,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

named

operations mgr.,

WTAR,

asst.

.

mgr.,

gen.

.

WTAR-TV &

Robert Bordley promoted to gen.
sales mgr., WTOP-TV, Washington, replacing Richard B.
Wheeler, now gen. mgr. of upcoming WTRI, Schenectady
(Ch. 35) ... Richard C. Dawson named national sales
mgr. of new KACY, Festus-St. Louis (Ch. 14)
Mike Nidorf, v.p., elected chairman of Official Films, succeeding founder Isaac D. Levy, who continues on board;
Herman Rush, sales mgr., elected v.p.
Harry R. Lipson
promoted from sales rep to new post of asst, managing
director for Storer Broadcasting Co.’s WJBK-TV & WJBK,
Detroit
George Tichenor, ex-T elevision Magazine, joins
Thomas
Forjoe in charge of sales promotion & research
P. Robinson, ex-business mgr. of ABC Sales & lately exec,
v.p. of Fairmont & Clarksburg TV Cable Corps., appointed
Roy J. Johnson, exasst, sales mgr., WPIX, N. Y.
WETV, Macon, named production director of upcoming
Herbert Robinson,
WRBL-TV, Columbus, Ga. (Ch. 4)
ex-Seattle Times, named news editor of upcoming KOMOJohn B. Burns
TV, Seattle (Ch. 4), due in latter Nov.
appointed supervisor of Chicago sales office, ABC film
Norfolk

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Frank Freeman named administrative
syndication v.p. George T. Shupert, Joseph Greene

syndication
asst, to

.

div.;

named

mgr.

Arthur Hamilton appointed conYork, succeeded by John
A. Lavan as controller of
& WRC, Washington
Edward W. Pearson named program director of upcoming WMGT, Adams, Mass. (Ch. 74), due in Dec.
James O. Juntilla, resigned recently from FCC hearing
div., joins Washington law firm of Dempsey & Koplovitz
on temporary assignment
Norman S. Livingston, onetime member of planning board of General Teleradio &
traffic

troller of

.

.

.

WNBT & WNBC, New

WNBW

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

program operations for its WOR-TV & WOR,
resigns as v.p. for TV-radio & motion pictures, Edward
Kletter Assoc., N. Y. (Serutan, Geritol), effective Jan. 1.
director of

b

Homer

Theatre
Guild on the Air for last 8 years, died Nov. 2 in New York.
Previously associated with such productions as Cavalcade
of America, This Is My Best and March of Time, Fickett
had been newsman in Rochester and Buffalo, then worked
for

Fickett, 55, director of U. S. Steel

Young & Rubieam, BBDO,

J.

Walter Thompson.

Belgium got its first TV stations Oct. 31. Two lowpower stations initiated programming in Brussels. Govt.controlled, one uses the French 819-kine system with
French language programming, other is on 625-lines with
Flemish spoken. Receivers are compatible with both systems, equipped with switch to change from one to the
other.

Some 4000-5000

sets are already in use in country

where France’s 819-line picture and Holland’s 625-line
picture can be received.

—

—

Portugal gets first look at TV for doctors only with
order for RCA closed-circuit equipment for surgical operation theatres in Lisbon’s New University Hospital.

8 -
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ATELLITES AND BOOSTERS arose again this week
when WSM-TV, Nashville, petitioned FCC to commer-

both kinds of stations and Jerrold Electronics Corp.
applied for permission to conduct 5-day test of satellite
equipment to be delivered to Mexico’s TV-movie tycoon

cialize

Emilio Azcarraga.

WSM-TV’s petition, based on considerable experience
with experimental booster KI2XCI, Lawrenceburg, Tenn.
(Vol. 9:18), differs somewhat from request filed by Sylvania (Vol. 9:38). Specifically, WSM-TV asks that following rules be set up for boosters (which operate on same
channel as “mother” originating station) and satellites
(which use different channel):
(1) Licenses limited solely to operators of originating
stations.
(2) Vertical polarization for both kinds of stations.
(3) ERP limited to 10 watts for Ch. 2-6 stations, 31.6
watts for Ch. 7-13, 100 watts for uhf all limited to 300 ft.
above average terrain or the equivalent in different com-

—

—

binations of powers and heights.
(4) “Operation of such stations shall not cause interference to existing stations determined in accordance with
the field strengths and interference ratios for co-channels
and adjacent channels as set forth in Para. 97 of the Commission’s Sixth Report and Order.”
(5)

Unattended operation, aural

identification.

Field intensities for regular stations inapplicable;
goes for present multiple ownership rules.

(6)

same

(7)

Minimum hours same

as for regular stations.

The “whistling posts” can be built for about $10,000
each and operated at negligible cost, petition says, compared with about $100,000 for minimum regular station.
Station summarizes by saying that it has proved technical practicability of such stations. Probably most controversial recommendation is ownership solely by “mother”
station.
Such ownership, petition says, “will enable the
licensee of the booster or satellite to maintain full and
complete control over the programs to be broadcast and
will also assure uninterrupted programming. [Otherwise],

the booster or satellite would be entirely dependent for
its ability to obtain the consent of
originating station and would have no control whatever

programming upon

over the programs broadcast.”
Another advantage, it says, is that proposal “will permit a choice of programs in any given small community
without having the same licensee install one or more
booster stations in the same community.”
Previously pushing only boosters, station says that its
experiments prove that satellites using vertical polarization don’t require additional spectrum space.
*

*

Since Jerrold

*

*

leading manufacturer of equipment
for community antenna operations, to which satellites &
boosters are potentially poison, it makes abundantly clear
its belief that such stations don’t have a chance in
U. S.
Reasons, it says, are that U. S. public wants more than
one signal and that there just aren’t enough channels to
is

WSM-TV

supply towns with several satellites each. In neighboring
countries, it says, there are plenty of channels, public
would be satisfied with one signal and Govts, may even
help finance such stations.

lack of support for regular stations in small towns. Station

For tests in Clinton, Jen-old will use 10-watt Ch. 3
transmitter radiating 5 watts ERP. It will rebroadcast

To

illustrate potential value of boosters

&

satellites,

says that within 150-200 mi. of Nashville there
are 48 towns with 294,500 people who now get less than
Grade B service. It points to economic surveys indicating
notes that of all grants and applications to date, only 22
are from cities 10,000 or less and all but 3 of these are
Furthermore, it says, there are no
near larger cities.
grants or applications in 898 of the 1283 cities to wh-ch
FCC assigned channels. Of the 898, 114 have over 20,000
pop., 253 have 10-20,000, 531 under 10,000.

—

New programming

arrangement which may benefit
New York Daily News’
WPIX was announced this week by the New York station,
Two Pennsylvania uhf stations Scranton’s WTVU and
will pick up and retelecast
Bethlehem’s WLEV-TV
WPIX’s Madison Sq. Garden sports programs, the latter
taking programs directly off air and the former picking
them up on receiving antenna in Pocono mountains, microwaving them rest of way. WTVU begins service Nov. 10,
WLEV-TV a week later. WPIX v.p. Fred M. Thrower
said negotiations are underway with other uhf stations,
including upcoming WMGT, Adams, Mass. & WKNY-TV,
Kingston, N. Y., station in Troy, N. Y. area and 2 in
He said stations would pay “small service
Connecticut.
charge” to WPIX and Madison Sq. Garden, can sell programs and insert own commercials. He added setup
would provide uhf stations with “top-flight programming
at low cost” and enable WPIX “to present more attractive
programs to its own audience by increasing the base over
which the cost of local programming can be spread.” Offthe-air pickups aren’t new
a few stations have been picking up network programming directly from New York
for some time, thereby saving line charges.
several uhf stations as well as

—

—

—

Microwave to serve Casper, Wyo. community antenna
system with Denver TV signals (Vol. 9:7) was granted to
phone company this week, but proposal is so novel that

FCC

said authorization

is

without prejudice to further

action on problems raised by contract between phone com-

pany and community operator.
ing grant to bring

TV

Commission said

to area promptly.

it’s

mak-

WTOP-TV, Washington (Ch. 9) during hours
won’t interfere with Ch. 4 signals of WNBW.
Purpose of tests is to study field intensities, determine
whether gas-powered generator produces interference, see
whether there’s any interaction between transmitting and
signals of

when

it

receiving antennas.

Application for theatre-TV service will be submitted
soon to FCC. if National Exhibitors Theatre TV Committee

(NETCC)
week

in

follows up resolution it adopted at meeting this
Chicago.
NETTC, which with Motion Picture

Assn, of America prosecuted case for theatre-TV frequencies before FCC and got rui ng that theatre-TV seivice
qualifies as “specialized common carrier” (Vol. 9:26),
voted to apply for inter-city and/or intra-city theatre-TV
service.
It may apply to become common carrier itself
or set up new group to make application, or unite with

some group which already has some facilities and knowhow, such as Western Union. Marcus Cohn, NETTC attorney, said application will be filed “sometime before the
end of the year or shortly thereafter.” NETTC also voted
urge manufacturers to develop theatre TV in color and
with wide-screen aspect ratio.
Meanwhile, annual convention of Theatre Owners of America, held simultaneously
in Chicago, expressed greatest interest to date in theatre
TV. Both NETTC chairman S. H. Fabian, head of FabianWarner Theatres & Cinerama, and telecaster-theatre owner
to

Mitchell

(WTVJ-Wometco

Wolfson

flayed subscription

TV

at

TOA

Theatres,

Miami)

panel session, urged that

office TV be confined to theatres.
Making rounds at
convention was report that 2 of the biggest shows in
theatre-TV history ne'ther of them sporting events will

box

—

—

be announced in next few weeks.
Start of coinbox pay-as-you-look

antenna system

in

Palm Springs,

TV

over community
Nov. 28,

Cal. is set for

according to International Telemeter Corp.
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WERE SHIPPED

IVE TRANSMITTERS

to upcoming
1-kw units to
WBLN, Bloomington, 111. (Ch. 15) and WMAC-TV, Massillon, 0. (Ch. 23) Nov. 7, and 100-watt drivers to WTRI,
Schenectady, N. Y. (Ch. 35) and KXYZ-TV, Houston, Tex.
(Ch. 29) Nov. 6. It also shipped 5-bay Ch. 41 antenna
Nov. 7 to WROW-TV, Albany, now on air with temporary

F

stations

GE — all

week by

this

uhf:

antenna.
Federal Nov. 6 shipped 1-kw transmitter, antenna and
AIM-TV, Anderson, S. C.
complete studio equipment to
(Ch. 40).
RCA’s only new-station shipment this week was 10-kw
driver to KOA-TV, Denver (Ch. 4) on Nov. 6, to be fol-

W

lowed later by 25-kw transmitter.
*

*

*

*

In our continuing survey of upcoming stations, these
were the reports received this week:
WKBH-TV, La Crosse, Wis. (Ch. 8), granted last
week, has ordered RCA equipment, plans start next summer, according to pres. Howard Dahl. Rep not yet chosen.
KQED, San Francisco educational grantee (Ch. 9) will
convert KPIX’s old RCA transmitter to Ch. 9 this month,
is now replacing KPIX antenna atop Mark Hopkins Hotel

with RCA unit that will rise 354-ft. above ground, may get
on air with test pattern late Nov.-early Dec., hopes to begin programming in Jan., according to gen. mgr. James
Day. Studio space has been leased at U of California
Berkeley campus, but negotiations are underway for space
Fund drive
in San Francisco to permit easier operation.
Jonathan C. Rice has
to raise $234,000 begins shortly.
been named program mgr.; Renee Peterson, community
relations director.

Va.

Rep

will be

Steubenville,

O.

Avery-Knodel.

KSLA,

Shreveport, La. (Ch. 12) has about 75% of
RCA equipment on hand, is building studio-offices in downtown Washington-Youree Hotel and begins tower-transmitter work at Cotton St. site in few weeks. Station is
shooting for Dec. target, according to assoc, mgr. Deane R.
Flett.
It will be NBC primary affiliate.
Grantee Interim
TV Corp. was set up by 3 competing applicants in order to
go ahead with construction pending outcome of FCC hearing (Vol. 9:38). KRMD, KCIF & Shreveport TV Co. share

Network Accounts:

One TV-satisfied sponsor is Schick
whose pres. Chester G. Gifford said
TV was a major factor in 41% sales increase recorded by
company in first 9 months over same period last year.
Schick is co-sponsor of Jackie Gleason Shovj (CBS-TV,
Sat. 8-9 p.m.) and This Is Show Business (CBS-TV,
Tue. 9-9:30 p.m.) thru Kudner. Says Gifford: “TV has
been extremely effective in showing the public the advantages of electric shaving because of its visual and demInc. (electric razors),

Revlon Products (cosmetics)
onstration facilities.”
.
drops Mirror Theatre film series on CBS-TV, Sat. 10:3011 p.m., effective Dec. 12, will sponsor Mr. and Mrs. North
series on NBC-TV, starting Jan. 26, Tue. 10:30-11 p.m.,
thru Wm. H. Weintraub .
Procter & Gamble (Duz soap
.

.

.

.

powder) buys Three Steps to Heaven, on NBC-TV, starting Dec. 1, Mon.-thru-Fri. 11 15-1 1 :30 a.m., on alternating schedule: first week Tue., Wed. & Fri., following week
Tue. & Fri., thru Compton Adv.
Parker Pen Co. buys
:

:

.

.

.

Hallmark Theatre time Sun. 5-6 p.m. Dec. 6, on NBC-TV,
show in conjunction with Time Magazine to
publicize latter’s Man of the Year nominees; Parker also
buys, as one shots, Welcome Travelers, Mon. 4-4:15 p.m.
Dec. 7 & 14, and Meet the Press, Sun. 6-6:30 p.m. Dec. 20,

for special

winner

will

pay the losers for their actual

expenses and take over operation within 10 days after final
decision. Rep not yet chosen.
WJRE, Indianapolis (Ch. 26) has ordered RCA
equipment, awaits zoning approval of new site outside
city limits before beginning construction, now plans January debut, according to owner John L. Ramp, auto dealer
and also owner of radio WBAT, Marion, Ind. Rep not yet
chosen.

KVIE, San Jose, Cal. (Ch. 48), granted last June,
probably will not build, according to owner John A. Vietor
Jr., who writes that after investigating possibilities of
successful uhf station in Bay area, “I have come to the
conclusion that without basic network affiliations which
seem virtually impossible to obtain, it would be difficult
Consequently,
to make such an undertaking profitable.”
he adds, “unless I can find others who are willing to share
the risk of operation with me, I will relinquish my permit by the first of January.” Vietor is also part owner of
KFSD-TV, San Diego (Ch. 10).
WSBM-TV, Saginaw, Mich. (Ch. 51), granted last
week, hasn’t “firmed” construction plans but, with RCA
and DuMont equipment ordered, plans June 1954 start,
according to pres. John L. Booth who also operates WBKZcall letters were chosen to indiTV, Battle Creek.
cate station’s coverage of Saginaw-Bay City-Midland area.
Pearson will be rep.

WSBM

*

CBUT, Vancouver,

*

*

*

B. C. (Ch. 2),

now

plans early Dec.

with Canadian Marconi equipment. It will begin with
2.5-kw visual, 1.25-kw aural ERP, later goes to 100-kw
tests

55-kw aural. Studios and offices are at 701 Hornby
Chalet-type transmitter house is on Mt. Seymour,
2400-ft. above av. terrain. Hour rate will be $175.
CFCM-TV, Quebec City, Que. (Ch. 4), first reporting
Nov. debut with DuMont equipment (Vol. 9:26), now hasn’t
specific target date because of delays in finding acceptable
transmitter site, according to gen mgr. Henri Lepage. It’s
jointly owned by Famous Players Canadian Corp. and
visual,

(Ch. 9), 10-kw RCA
transmitter on hand, now plans Dec. 1 tests, according to
exec. v.p. & gen. mgr. John Laux. It will be basic CBS-TV
Ownership interlocks with WFPG-TV, Atlantic
affiliate.
City and Dixie TV Corp. applicant for Ch. 29 in Richmond,

WSTV-TV,

costs equally;

St.

AM

stations

CHRC, CJQC, CKCV.

E.

W.

Miller

is

technical

Claude Garneau program mgr. U. S. sales rep
Weed; Canadian, Jos. Hardy & Co.
CHSJ-TV, St. John, N. B. (Ch. 4), with transmitter
building ready about Nov. 30 and Canadian GE equipment

director,
will be

ordered for Jan. 1954 delivery, plans Feb. tests, reports gen.
mgr. G. A. Cromwell. Hour rate will be $165. Canadian
rep will be All-Canada TV; U. S. rep not yet chosen.

NBC-TV, thru J. Walter Thompson
Walter H.
Johnson Candy Co. (Power House candy) to sponsor Thu.
portion of Captain Video, on DuMont, starting Jan. 7,
Mon.-thru-Fri. 7-7:15 p.m., thru Franklin Bruck Adv.
General Motors to sponsor Army-Navy football game, in
addition to its regular NCAA schedule, on NBC-TV Nov.
28
Swift meat products buys Wed. 1:30-1:45 p.m. segment of Garry Moore Show, in additional to the Thu. 1:301 :45 portion it already sponsors, on CBS-TV, starting Dec.
2, Mon.-thru-Fri. 1:30-2, thru J. Walter Thompson; Pacific
Mills (linens) to be alt.-week sponsor (with Masland carpets) of Mon. 1:30-1:45 segment, thru J. Walter Thompson
2 more sponsors for Kate Smith Hour, on NBC-TV,
both

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Mon.-thru-Fri. 3-4 p.m.: Borden’s instant coffee, Wed. 3:303:34, starting Jan. 6, thru Doherty, Clifford, Steers &

and Luden’s cough drops, 7% min. of Thu. 3:15starting Nov. 5, thru J. M. Mathes
Wesson Oil buys Wed. & Fri. portions of Hawkins Falls,
Shenfield,

3:30 portion,

on

NBC-TV,

.

starting

Jan.

.

.

Mon.-thru-Fri., 11-11:15
Orleans
Sheaffer Pen
Co. renews co-sponsorship of Jackie Gleason Shovj for 26
weeks, on CBS-TV, starting Dec. 19, Sat. 8-9 p.m., thru
Russell M. Seeds Co.
a.m., thru Fitzgerald Adv.,

6,

New

.

.

.

10
Telecasting Notes: “Telepix Producers Singing Blues
as Companies, Programs Fold,” headlines story in Nov. 4
Variety, which reports increased competition in TV film
field is bringing “demand from sponsors and agencies for
increased quality in product.” Article says Key Productions, organized chiefly to produce Red Skelton TV films,
has folded (CBS-TV insisting Skelton show be telecast
live), and Sovereign Productions, Interstate TV (Allied
Artists subsidiary) & Bing Crosby Enterprises have suspended production indefinitely, although latter will temporarily reopen to film Bing Crosby’s TV debut. Two TV film
Revlon Mirror Theatre and Chevron Theatre
(Standard Oil of Calif.) have been dropped, says Variety
Widely acclaimed by critics as top-notch drama,
P.O.W., first play on ABC-TV’s United States Steel Hour
(Oct. 27, 9:30-10:30 p.m.), wdll be used as training film for
men in armed forces handling problems posed by GIs
repatriated from Korea; network is forwarding film of
live telecast in response to request by Defense Dept.
“Sabotage” was cried by angry Detroit viewers when
equipment failure blacked out P.O.W. show on WXYZTV in response to “unprecedented reaction,” station reran show Nov. 3 via kine, with permission of unions involved
First time in 12 months, CBS’s I Love Lucy
series

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

was toppled from first place in ARB national ratings during week of Oct. 8-14, NBC’s Dragnet copping No. 1 spot
with 64.2 rating vs. Lucy’s 60.2; Lucy, however, still had
biggest audience 43,750,000 viewers on 102 stations comHit records of
pared with Dragnet’s 41,520,000 on 81
Dragnet theme and Stan Freberg’s parody on show
credited with boosting audience for TV program, Nov. 7
Billboard noting that Dragnet’s “city-by-city rating seems
to match up solidly with the sales picture of the recordings
Cameras will be permitted in
in the same areas”
Canada’s House of Commons for first time to televise

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

Station Accounts: Average of 70 national & regional
spot TV accounts was carried on each of 156 reporting TV
stations during first 9 months of this year, according to
quarterly Rorabaugh Report on Spot TV Advertising released Oct. 25. Reporting stations showed total schedules
up from 8294 in first quarter to 10,962 in second and then
to 10,088 in third. Individual stations varied from 2
such accounts on a new outlet to 174 on an established
station.
For 9 months in top 8 markets: New York, 7
stations reported average of 73 accounts; Chicago, 4 av.
101; Los Angeles, 7 av. 90; Philadelphia, 3 av. 109; De-

down

Boston, 2 av. Ill; San Francisco, 3 av.
Ill; Pittsburgh, 1 reporting 149. Rorabaugh Report lists
Heavier spot schedall accounts cumulatively by cities
ules from auto makers heralded as Chrysler uses TV with
other media in introducing new 1954 models last week,
Kent Cigarettes has bought
thru McCann-Erickson
troit, 3 av. 92;

.

.

.

.

.

.

series of Ziv half-hour films, to be billed in

major markets

as Kent Theatre, thru Young & Rubicam
Antell Inc. (lanolin hair lotion) has bought
.

.

Charles

.

Badge

71U,

re-run of Dragnet, for 8 more cities, making 78 total, thru
Lambert Pharmacal
Television Adv. Assoc., Baltimore
Co. (Listerine Antizyme Toothpaste) sponsoring new Les
Paul-Mary Ford Show on WABC-TV, Mon.-Fri., 6:40Falstaff Brewing
6:45 p.m., thru Lambert & Feasley
Co. buys MCA-TV’s City Detective series for 118 stations,
Peter
one of largest regional spot sales in film annals
Paul Inc. (Mounds candy) spending its entire ad budget of
$1,500,000 this year on TV-radio, using 14 top TV markets,
Esso launches 2-mo. cam135 radio, thru Maxon Inc.
paign, most extensive in its history, for new Total Power
Esso Extra gasoline, using 1500 TV & radio spots, thru
Trans World Airlines planning to
Marschalk & Pratt
double TV expenditure next year, with $300,000 set aside
Two more sponsors sign for WOR-TV’s
for spots
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

President Eisenhower’s Nov. 14 address to Parliament;
address will be offered by CBC to U. S. stations
ABC
advising TV & radio affiliates on local advertising, promo.

tion

.

.

and publicity

in series of 7 regional meetings; first
6 in N. Y., to be followed by Nov. 9 meet in
Cleveland, Nov. 11 Atlanta, Nov. 13 Fort Worth, Nov. 16

was Nov.

Denver, Nov. 18 San Francisco, Nov. 23 Minneapolis
telethons on network hookups, say talent unions;
AFTRA exec. secy. George Heller revealed unions have
jointly agreed to forbid appearances by their members on
future network telethons, which many in show business
see as unfair competition to night clubs, theatres as well
as other TV shows
Drew Pearson to make 26-week
series of 15-min. TV films, produced and released by Mo.

.

.

No more

.

.

TV

tion Pictures for

.

Inc.,

available for Jan. 8 starting

“Films for TV” is new service by Standard Rate
& Data Service, providing basic information on film and
slide requirements of all U. S. TV stations
Following
complaint by American Medical Assn., NARTB calls on
all members to designate as “dramatized” any TV commercials featuring endorsements made by actors portraying
members of medical profession
CBS Television City’s
first anniversary will be celebrated on special program
Nov. 15 7-7:30 p.m. with Edward R. Murrow taking viewers on “tour” of mammoth Hollywood TV production
center ... A permit for use of streets in Los Angeles for
telecasts, to minimize traffic tieups, is proposed by city
council; permits are now required of film industry
WSYR-TV, Syracuse, Nov. 1 increased Class A hour rate
from $550 to $660, min. from $110 to $132
WBES-TV,
Buffalo, releases Rate Card No. 2, effective Nov. 15, reducing Class A hourly rate from $350 to $300, min. from $70
to $60
WICU, Erie, Pa., in Rate Card No. 9, effective
Nov. 15, raises Class A hour from $600 to $760, min. $60
date

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

to $70.

Broadway TV Theatre, Mon.-thru-Fri. 7:30-8:55 p.m.:
Seeman Bros. (White Rose tea) and Block Drug Co.
(Polident tooth powder), both for 13 weeks, thru Cecil
Presbrey
National Brewing Co. (National Bohemian beer) to sponsor TV-radio of new Baltimore
Orioles, in addition to Washington Senators, thru Ken-

&

yon

.

.

& Eckhardt

.

Alliance Mfg. Co., one of nation’s
spot, placing films on all 3 Milwaukee stations featuring Braves baseball players’ endorsements of its uhf converters and antenna rotators,
thru Foster & Davies, Cleveland; Alliance now using more

biggest users of

.

.

.

TV

than 130 stations in 100 markets
Among other advertisers reported using or preparing to use TV Standard
Brands Inc. (Fleischmann’s yeast), thru J. Walter Thompson, N. Y.; National Selected Products Inc. (7-Minit cake
frosting), thru Duane Jones, N. Y.; Nestle Co. (Decaf,
coffee without caffein), thru Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
N. Y.; Pierce & Stevens Inc., Buffalo (Fabulon floor finish),
thru John Harder Fenstei'macher Adv., Corry, Pa.; Heet
Div. of Demert & Dougherty (Heet gas line anti-freeze),
thru Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago; Deering, Milliken
& Co. (cotton, woolen, rayon fabrics), thru Sterling Adv.,
N. Y.; FR Corp. (photographic & X-ray chemicals), thru
Wexton Co., N. Y.; Orkin Exterminating Co., Atlanta
(termite & pest control), thru Bearden-Thompson-Frankel
Adv., Atlanta; Centlivre Brewing Co., St. Louis (Old
Crown ale & beer), thru Westheimer & Block. St. Louis;
Duncan Coffee Co., Houston (Maryland Club coffee), thru
Tracy-Locke Co., Dallas; Griesedieck Bros. Brewery Co.,
thru Krupnick & Assoc., St. Louis; Mechanical Products
Inc., Jackson, Mich. (Mini fuse permanent circuit protector), thru E. C. Watkins Co., Detroit; House of Huston,
Miami (pet products), thru Harris & White Adv., Miami;
Burton-Dixie Corp. (mattresses & pillows), thru Robert
.

.

.

:

Wesley

&

Assoc., Chicago.

OCTOBER INVENTORIES SHOW LITTLE CHANCE: TV inventories totaled about 2,550,000 in
all pipelines at end of October, very little altered since end of September, and
One marketing expert pointed out that
that’s what worries many in the industry.
inventories (about 520,000 factory, 825,000 distributor, 1,000,000 dealer at end of
October) sh ould have declined last month in keeping with traditional pattern. Even
allowing for fact there are about 1500 more TV dealers in country today than year
ago, he opined comfortable inventory now should be about 1,800,000 for all levels.
High inventories spread feeling of u n easiness throughout trade, now entering
Christmas season with overlay of anxiety. R CA Victor l aid off some 500 employes at
Indianapolis TV receiver plant, planned another cut at its Bloomington TV factory,
spokesman telling us company wanted to make sure its inventory and that of its distributors was in balance at year’s end, adding he felt RCA's was in good shape now.
GE, Crosley, Rayt h eon and Arvin were among other set manufacturers who also
put layoffs and furloughs into effect this week, all indicating output cutbacks
would follow unless sales cut more deeply into inventories in next few weeks.
How much was anybody’s guess, as
Color contributed to concern of course.
few would speak up publicly, perhaps in fear of upsetting an already precarious sales
One who d id speak up was Mort Ear r, ex-president of NARDA and now chairman
picture.
of its govt, relations committee, who asked the FCC to delay its decision on color
until as cl o se to Christmas as pos sible so as not to spoil business in 4th quarter,
(For status of color at FCC, see p. 12).
when dealers normally do 36% of volume.
Several manufacturers, acknowledging
Picture wasn't all gl oom y, howe ver.
that Oct. was a bad month, reiterated they plann e d no cutbacks or layoffs
at
Counseled one: "We should wait about 2 more weeks before taking
least for present.
If sales don't show any improvement in November, then I would
any drastic action.
but I would wait until then."
Source of ensay industry was headed for trouble
couragement: increasingly high level of uhf sales (see p. 6).
Those usually accurate barome ter s of trade the parts makers, told us they
sensed a premonition of some braking of TV production as early as 2 months ago.
Said one of largest component manufacturers:
"
Parts sales were at a low ebb in September and October.
We're confronted
with a lack of new orders and holdups of some orders already placed. The TV fellows
who produced at a good rate all summer are now slackening off in the fall.
"I believe caution by manufac t urers is a good thing
By cutting back now,
they could prevent a depression which might be caused by overproduction.
Manufacturers are consoli dating their positio n, balancing production with inventory.
There's a minimum of gambling
and that's good."
Another pa rts m ake r expressed it thi s way "There actually have been very
few cancellations of orders at my place but a lot of 'hold for delivery '.
One day
a manufacturer will place a big rush order and the next few days order it held up."
,

,

—

—

,

.

—

:

He felt most set makers were "playing it by ear" from one day to the next.

TV p ro duction for 9 mont hs totaled 5,524,370 of which 919,902 receivers
were uhf-equipped, according to RETMA's revised statistics released this week.
As
expected, it set record for any such period, c omparing with 5,670,590 TVs produced
in first 9 months last year.
For Sept, alone, TV production was 770,085, of which
193,212 were uhf-equipped.
(For month-by-month TV production table, see p. 13.)
R adi o production total e d 10,149 ,165 in first 9 months, highest since 1950 's
10,638,800 in that period, and up from 7,528,412 produced in 9 months last year.
September radio production was 1,216,525, compared to 970,109 in Sept. 1952.
TV production totaled 158,052 week ended Oct. 30 down from 173,114 in pre,

,

11 -

12
It was year's 43rd week and brought
ceding week and 173,663 week ended Oct. 16.
to about 6,200,000
Production
for
year
and
680,000
about
to
October production
for all of 1952 was 6,096,279.
Radio production totaled 261,614 down from 273,882 week ended Oct. 23 but
It brought Oct. production to about 1,200,000 and for
234,705 week before.
from
up
11,350,000.
about
to
date
to
year
.

,

N

O COLOR ACTION from FCC

this week, and possimeeting on it next week is uncertain.
From here on out, it's a week-to-week affair, with approval
of compatible system coming almost any time, but our own
bility of a

current guess is last week of this month or first week in
And chances are Commission will make “effective
Dec.
date” of action, meaning commercial go-ahead, come the
customary 30 days after publication in Federal Register.
Thus, it seems that ail wraps should be off around end of
year.

NARDA,

whose govt,
Commiscome no
sooner than Christmas. This request and pressures from
exactly opposite direction appear to cut little ice with
Commission, whose members tell us they’re studying matExcerpts from
ter individually until they’re satisfied.
This schedule ought to hearten

relations committee chairman Mort Farr wrote
sion and frankly stated hope color approval will

i
Farr’s letter:
“With the advent of color TV almost upon us, we
have that good expectant feeling of an already-great servlook
ice expanding in its scope and effectiveness, and we
forward to it with interest and enthusiasm and the determination to do an even better job with its introduction

TV

.
we did with black-&-white
“It seems that production of color TV will be most
moderate during 1954, with the industry probably not producing more than one color TV receiver for each of the
This, in
105,000 TV dealers in the country that year.

than

.

.

would be only around l/24th of the present number
of TV receivers in dealers’, distributors’ and manufac-

added that “color
broadcasting as a widely-used household realty is a long
time away."
Chromatic Labs’ pres. Richard Hodgson said that
Crosley is concentrating on one-gun tube, though others
prefer 3-gun. Asked about “excessive radiation” bugaboo
of tube, referred to by proponents of competing color tubes,
Hodgson said radiation is now below FCC specifications
50 uv/m at 100 ft. for Ch. 2-6, 150 uv/m for Ch. 7-13.
Furthermore, he said, company is working on new
grid structure which will vastly improve situation. Present
radiation, he added, is produced by frame which holds
grid; aluminized face-plate blocks grid radiation. A glass
frame is in the works. Purpose of new grid, he stated, is
to produce more usable picture area.
Hodgson expects more tube makers to take licenses
shox-tly.
He didn’t disclose royalty rate.
Another excited convert to color is Glen Swanson,
pres, of Standard Coil Products, major manufacturer of
TV tuners. After seeing RCA-NBC’s New York-Los
Angeles closed-circuit demonstration this week, he told us:
“I’m sure it’s going to sell and I want to be right in
thex-e.”
He sees color catching on like wuldfix’e, bringing
tremendous new demand for parts and components. He
says Standard is giving “serious thought” to putting on
market a color decoder, selling it to set makers as it does
tuners—saving small manufacturers expensive and diffiever, echoing other manufacturers, he

cult job of setting

up own

facilities.

units,

turers’ inventories.

Trade Miscellany: Westinghouse electric appliance div.
spend more than $4,000,000 in next year as first step
in large-scale expansion of plant at Springfield, Mass.,
reports plant mgr. J. R. Weaver, with entire sum to be
spent for x-etooling and reai-ranging of facilities to inwill

“The day your decision is made and published by the
newspapers, we can expect a marked decline in demand
for black-&-white sets in many, if not most, of our principal markets, no matter how ably we present facts about
higher cost, smaller images, limited availability and few
programs. The effect could mean a sharp decline in employment and serious economic problems. Traditionally,
we sell 36% of the year’s volume during the fourth quarter of the year.

production of appliances currently made there
(kitchen items) and “additional products and components

cx-ease

that were formerly bought from other companies because
of a lack of production space.”
To make x-oorn for new
items, refrigerator manufacture will be transferred to

Columbus, O. plant, starting late next summer
Tips
ax-e contained in new monthly magazine,
Motorola Service Neivs, sent free to 19,000 service contiactors and distributor servicemen, edited by Russell C.
Hansen, Motorola sex-vice contract mgr.
Western
Furniture Mart. San Fx-ancisco, sets annual mai'ket Jan.
31-Feb. 10
Emerson delays until next spx-ing px-ojected
fall move into new headquarters at 524 West 23rd St.,
Thias Research Div., newly formed reseax-ch
N. Y.
branch of Standard Coil Px-oducts Co. (Vol. 9:42), Dec. 15
occupies new Los Angeles plant now beiixg x-ushed to comAerovox dedicates new $500,000 plant at Myrpletion
tle Beac-h, S. C., housing Hi-Q div. (condensers).
.

“If your decision were announced around Dec. 24, unemployment in our industry based on the advent of color

would be minimized, the economic penalty of the announce-

ment from (probably) the manufacturers’ and distribuminitors’, and certainly from dealers’ viewpoint would be
mized, and the start of color would in no
*

*

*

way

be delayed.”

Meanwhile, industry is boiling with color activity in
RCA-NBC’s powerful drive (see p. 1). Items:

week became first picture tube maker
from Chromatic TV Labs to manufacture
Lawrence “Chromatron” color tube. Announcing action,
Crosley’s TV-radio gen. mgr. Leonard Cramer said “The
Chromatron is recognized as the only color tube at this
time which permits large picture size, rectangular in
shape, to which the public has become accustomed ... It
can be more readily mass-produced, and its design allows
[in] such sizes as 21 & 24-in. or
it to be manufactured
(1) Crosley this

to take license

:

even larger.”
plant purchased
Tube will be made
last year from Sarkes Tarzian (Vol. 8:43) where, Cramer
Howsaid, pilot line has been in operation for some time.
111.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

7

.

.

*

addition to

in Batavia,

for servicemen

.

.

Parts for color tube guns are
tion quantities, accox-ding to

now

available in produc-

John Volkert Metal StampI., N. Y., which says it has

ings Inc., Queens Village, L.
made about 35% of all xnetal parts for black-&-white
tubes.

Emerson Radio enjoyed higher sales in fiscal year
ended Oct. 31 than in any previous year in its history, announced pres. Benjamin Abrams, adding current capacity
production is planned well into first quarter next year.

—
13 Topics & Trends of TV Trade: TV sets and automosometimes referred to as “production brothers,” look
more like production twins this year their output curves
showing remarkable parallel so far, with every indication

biles,

—

their total production for year will be roughly the same.
Motor vehicle industry, operating free of govt, re,
strictions

this

year

for

first

time

since

started, produced 5,772,071 passenger autos
first 9

Korean War
and trucks in

months, compared to 5,524,370 TVs in that period.

A

further comparison:
Auto industry expects to produce about 7,300,000 units
this year, which would be second only to the approximately
8,000,000 units turned out in 1950, its best production year.
It’s generally expected TV industry will also turn out
about 7,300,000 sets this year, which would place it second
to 1950’s record of nearly 7,500,000.

Compared

to last year, parallels are even

more

strik-

how both

industries have expanded apace,
despite wide difference in average price of their products.
Auto industry had produced 3,879,734 units at end of 9

ing and show

last year, compared to 3,670,591 TVs. Govt, mandate limited auto production last year to 4,500,000 it actually produced 4,336,477 units, compared to 6,096,279 TVs.
We’re not offering the comparison as proving anything more than perhaps another indication of the vitality

months

;

—

American economy plus the growing feeling that
TV has become as essential to the American family as an
automobile some think even more essential. There’s also

of the

—

the added consideration that second TV sets in the home
are bound to become much more common than 2 automoHere’s latest month-by-month breakdown of both
biles.
the TV figures from RETMA, the automobile from Automobile Manufacturers Assn.:

Auto
565,172
583,001

730,597
810,112
567,878
481,936
524,479
316,289
603,760

—

April

May
June
July

August
September

700,685
723,532

.

.

661,992
705,132
615,386

.

.

770,085

573,684

Picture tube sales in first 9 months of year totaled
7,522,862 valued at $179,133,671, compared to 3,908,745
worth $85,526,225 in same 1952 period, reports RETMA.

Rectangular 20-in. and larger represented 72% of sales.
Sept, picture tube sales totaled 875,712 worth $20,524,677,
compared to 879,169 at $21,736,186 in Aug. and 788,107 at

.

Receiving tube sales in first 9 months totaled 347,152,450 valued at $237,934,820, compared to 245,689,629 at
Of sales, 235,196.724
$176,938,899 in same 1952 period.
went for new sets, 87,823,262 replacement, 15,518,657 export, 8,613,707 Govt. For Sept., receiving tube sales totaled
38,929,539 worth $27,401,566, compared to 38,600,494 worth
$26,886,528 in Aug. and 34,196,286 at $24,432,748 in Sept,

.

.

*

*

*

*

—

How Motorola grew between 1928 when it was
founded by pres. Paul V. Galvin and his brother Joseph
with $565 capital and 1953, when it anticipates record
$225,000,000 in sales, is told in lengthy but interesting
article by Ray Vicker in Nov. 4 Wall Street Journal. Article says company has already achieved its goal of a minimum of 10% of TV market, adds company’s proportion of
sales last year was TV 45%, communications & electronics

—

30%, auto radios 18%, home & portable radios 7%.

It

says Motorola expects to have 100 pilot models of color sets
by end of year, output of “several thousand” in 1954.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Assoc., Los Angeles (tape recorders)
Sid Cohen named
midwestern district sales mgr., Spirling Products Co.,
Hicksville, N. Y. (antennas)
Irwin Stange, ex-Muntz
TV, named Los Angeles area sales mgr., Sentinel Radio.
.

.

.

Capehart-Farnsworth appoints
Bieglow & Dowse,
Emerson appoints Graybar for Colum-

Notes:

Distributor

Henry N. Clark

Co., Boston, replacing

now DuMont

.

bus

.

.

.

.

& Dayton and

G. Fetter Puthuff Co., Jacksonville, Fla.

Arvin appoints Home Appliance Distributors Inc., San
Antonio (George Delavan Jr., pres.)
Philco Distribu.

.

.

.

.

Dave Brody gen.

tors, Philadelphia, appoints

sales mgr.,
replacing James J. Shallow, now gen. mgr. of Philco acHough-Wylie Co., Charlotte (Philco) excessory div.
pands distributorship to cover North and South Carolina
Hoffman Sales Corp., Seattle, appoints Paul Van Dusen
gen. mgr.; Kansas City branch appoints Darrel Await to
new post of dealer mgr.
Raytheon Distributor Inc.,
Chicago, appoints John H. Kelly gen. sales mgr.
GE
Supply Co., Charlotte, names E. L. Dugger TV-radio district mgr.
American Television Co. (Emerson & Majestic) opens sales offices at 3511 Oak Lawn, Dallas.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

last year.

.

.

.

.

$17,232,438 in Sept. 1952.

.

tube div., Seneca Falls, N. Y.; J. E. Schlener, ex-sales engineering supervisor, appointed merchandising mgr., Sylvania electronics div., Woburn, Mass.
Stanley D. Crane
promoted to director of engineering & research for special products, Raytheon TV-radio div.; Wm. T. Welsh,
sales mgr. of Raytheon power tube div., named asst. v.p.
Paul W. Jansen promoted to sales mgr. for sound recording tape, Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.
Moorhead
Wright appointed mgr. of management development services, GE
Henry D. Clark appointed sales training mgr.,
Westinghouse TV-radio div.; John C. Drewry named
northwestern district sales mgr.
Edson J. Freeman
named Latin American export rep, Admiral Corp. Interamericana
H. G. Boehm appointed director of international div., P. R. Mallory Co.
Harry R. Carradus,
chief accountant, advanced to asst, treas., Philco Corp. of
Canada, succeeded by Merritt L. Harding, from Philco International headquarters in Philadelphia
Ira L. Lavin,
onetime NARDA managing director, named Chicago district mgr., CBS-Columbia
Lee Girson resigns as eastern
sales mgr., Muntz TV
Caywood Cooley, asst, to Jerrold
pres. Milton Shapp, named v.p.-gen. mgr. of Jerrold Service Corp.; Robt. J. Tarlton becomes mgr. of new community operations div., encompassing antenna systems in
which company holds interest
Edward A. Altshuler,
ex-Kaye-Halbert, named marketing director of Berlant

.

____

.

.

.

643,487

.

.

Raytheon pres., appointed vice chairman of new Naval
Ernest A. Marx, director
Reserve Evaluation Board
of DuMont international div., returns from inspection of
Edelectronic installations in 8 European countries
ward W. Allen Jr. appointed mgr. of publicity & publications, DuMont Labs, in charge of all corporate and divisional publicity except DuMont network, which continues
Ray
under David O. Alber Assoc, and A. Lescarboura
Brewster, ex-asst. to pres. Fred D. Wilson, elected commercial v.p., Capehart-Farnsworth ... A. W. Keen promoted to commercial engineering mgr., Sylvania picture
Jr.,

.

January
February

March

TV
719,234

Trade Personals: M. Robert Wilson resigns as Hallicrafters sales v.p., his duties to be absorbed temporarily
Charles F. Adams
by marketing v.p. Richard A. Graver

.

.

.

.

.

Completion of 200,000-sq. ft. extension to Seneca Falls,
N. Y. tube plant for construction of 24 and 27-in. picture
tubes and for “pilot production” of color tubes was announced this week by Sylvania. Div. gen. mgr. W. H.
Lamb said 82,000-sq. ft. have been earmarked for color
screen work, production of color tubes, equipment development & storage. He added “It is too early to predict just
when Aye will fully equip and operate this section of the
plant for complete color work.”
:
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Financial
Trade Notes: CBS earnings and sales set
records for both 9-mo. and 3-mo. periods ended Sept. 30.
Nine-month profit was $5,661,343 ($2.42 a share) after
taxes of $9,300,000 on sales of $223,109,649, compared to
$3,807,171 ($1.63) after taxes of $5,640,000 on $174,819,597

months year ago. Third-quarter profit was $1,657,966
on sales of $71,855,969, compared to $955,576 on $58,275,937
in corresponding 1952 quarter.
The CBS report does not
break down earnings by divisions, and figures represent
TV-radio time sales as well as all manufacturing
in 9

operations.

Zenith Radio profit in first 9 months was $4,098,074
a share), increase of 59% from the $2,576,212
Sales were
($5.23) for corresponding period year ago.
Third$125,762,591, up 52% from $82,563,305 year ago.
quarter profit was $1,321,884 ($2.68) on sales of $43,555,417, compared to $1,239,855 ($2.52) on $35,637,794 corresponding period last year. Pres. E. F. McDonald Jr. said
there was no question about the ultimate development of
color but that because of small picture size and high price
of color sets, black-&-white would continue to be backbone
of industry for long time.
($8.32

ABC-TV

show “good profit” in fourth quarter but
about $200,000 for entire 1953, predicted
AB-PT pres. Leonard H. Goldenson in speech to N. Y.
Society of Security Analysts. He said ABC-TV had opperated at a slightly larger loss in first 9 months of 1953
than in same period last year (when net loss was $659,000)
because of the need for rebuilding programming and facilities, placing expenditures for facilities alone at $4,500-,
000. Next year, Mr. Goldenson said, ABC will be “well on
the way toward earning its keep.” He admitted that fourthquarter earnings from its 627 wholly-owned and 53 partlyowned theatres were running behind fourth quarter 1952.
will

breakdown for electronic subBrush Electronics Co. and Transistor Products

Clevite Corp., with no
sidiaries

reports over-all earnings of $2,771,221 ($1.42 a share
on 1,799,652 shares) after taxes of $4,155,813 on sales of
$53,688,991 in first 9 months, compared to $2,432,693 ($1.38
on 1,599,695 shares) after taxes of $3,281,009 on $39,050,723 in first 9 months last year. For quarter ended Sept.
Inc.,

30,

earnings

$646,313

were

(360 on

$755,802

$11,891,582

(384)

on

$16,003,433

vs.

same period year ago.

Olympic Radio reports earnings of $65,327 (15c a share
on 431,925 shares) on sales of $11,907,058 for 9 months
Third quarter earnings were $44,212
ended Sept. 30.
Pres. Morris Sobin also
(10c) on sales of $4,278,706.
announced this week that firm will enter room air conditioner field in Jan., marketing % & 1-ton models designed
by Olympic but manufactured by others.

Webster-Chicago Corp. reports record sales of $19,763,094 for 9 months ended Sept. 30, exceeding record sales
for all of 1952 of $19,580,686 and comparing with sales of
Earnings were
$11,795,120 in first 9 months last year.
$539,933 ($1.19 a share) vs. loss of $350,793 after tax
carry-back for same period last year.

Stewart-Warner reports net sales of $98,689,330 and
earnings of $3,187,186 ($2.37 a share) for 9 months ended
Sept. 30, vs. $89,992,482 and $2,828,306 ($2.20) same period
last year. Third quarter sales were $31,350,389, earnings

$1,044,121
ago.

200 “B,” holds 11,302 “A” & “B” directly and through
D. H. Cogan Inc.; Wm. H. Miller sold 400 Gabriel Co.,
holds 13,410; Sidney J. Weinberg sold 200 GE, holds 800

and through Goldman Sachs & Co.; R. B. LaRue
bought 200 General Precision Equipment, holds 1300; Paul
R. Doelz and trusts bought 900 Indiana Steel Products,
holds 3780; Charles A. Maynard bought 200 Indiana Steel,
holds 440; Kenneth C. Meinken bought 5000 National
Union, holds 38,600; Peter B. Atwood bought 300 Oak
Mfg. (Aug.), holds 300; Frank M. Folsom sold 37,500 RCA,
holds 13,000; David Sarnoff sold 75,000 RCA, holds 30,000;
Harold D. Coddington bought 200 Sparks-Withington,
holds 800; Harold M. Johnston bought 100 Sparks-Withington, holds 400; Richard Schneidewind bought 200
Sparks-Withington, holds 700; John J. Smith bought 1501
Sparks-Withington (Aug.), holds 6841; John J. McCloy
bought 100 Westinghouse, holds 100.
directly

Earnings of TV-radio manufacturers were up average

will

lose

still

Among officers’ and directors’ stock transactions reported by SEC for Sept.:- Irving B. Babcock sold 1200
Avco (Aug.), holds 8897; Wm. A. Blees sold 500 Avco
(Aug.), holds none; C. Coburn Darling sold 3000 Avco
(Aug.), holds 3000; David H. Cogan sold 200 CBS “A” &

(770

vs. $27,790,876

&

$1,018,728

(790 year

Tung-So! reports earnings of $1,423,284 ($2.46 a share
on 554,051 shares) on sales of $30,464,739 for 39 weeks
ended Sept. 26 vs. $1,288,324 ($2.49 on 495,663) on $23,826,364 same period last year.

Arvin reports

profit of $484,073 (54c a share) on sales

months ended Sept. 27 vs. $190,452
(21c) on $14,506,165 corresponding 1952 quai-ter.

of $17,809,501 for 3

17.7 G

in third quarter of 1953 over corresponding period
year ago, according to Wall Street Journal survey covering 425 companies, including 6 unidentified TV-radio com-

Earnings of the 6 totaled $12,135,000 compared
same quarter last year. Leading group was
iron and steel, with 100.8% gain, mining and metals second, 58.7%; chain stores 37.1%.
Electrical equipment
manufacturers showed 8.1% gain.
panies.

to $10,306,000

Weston Electrical Instrument Corp. reports profit of
$825,395 ($1.93 a share) after taxes of $874,000 on sales
of $23,779,724 in 39 weeks ended Oct. 2 vs. $810,080 ($1.89)
after taxes of $859,000 on $20,612,284 corresponding period
For first half of calendar 1953, profit was $647,112 ($1.51) vs. $586,825 ($1.37) in first half of 1952.

year ago.

General Precision Equipment Corp. reports profit of
$2,283,830 ($3.46 a share) on sales of $62,493,972 in first

months, up from $890,433 ($1.34) on $35,633,521 same
period last year. For Sept, quarter, earnings were $814,763 ($1.24) vs. $529,321 (804) comparable period of 1952.

9

Dividends: CBS, regular 404 plus special 25c dividend
on Class A & B stock, both payable Dec. 4 to stockholders
of record Nov. 20; Tung-Sol, regular 254 quarterly plus
254 extra, payable Dec. 2 to holders Nov. 17; Erie Resistor, 204 Dec. 15 to holders Dec. 5; International Resistance, 54 Dec. 1 to holders Nov. 16.
Virgil

named

tor,

M. Graham, Sylvania technical relations direca v.p. of U. S. National Committee of Inter-

national Electrotechnical Commission, international standardizing organization in electrical and electronic fields, of

which American Standards Assn, is U. S. parent body.
Other officers, all reelected: R. C. Sogge, GE, pres.; P. H.
Chase, Philadelphia Electric Co., v.p.; J. W. McNair,
American Standards Assn., secy.; Adm. G. F. Hussey Jr.
(ret.), treas.

Components SympoWashington under sponsorship of AIEE, IRE, RETMA & West Coast Electronics
Mfrs. Assn., with participation by Defense Dept, and BuFifth

sium

govt. -industry

will be held

May

Electronic

4-6 in

reau of Standards.
is how Dr. Allen B. DuMont charera of industrial and social uses of TV in

“The (electronic age”
acterizes

new

surgery, railroading, banking, education,

—

etc.

Motorola starts $750,000 expansion of Phoenix research
completed in 3 months.

facilities, to be
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Electronics Reports: “Revolution” in microwave wiring,
Federal Telecommunication Labs’ “Microstrip” printedcircuit waveguide which replaces current bulky and expensive plumbing (Vol. 8:12) will be made available to
electronics manufacturers on industry basis, the IT&T subsidiary announced this week. A boon for TV microwave
systems, new printed carrier weighs few ounces, costs
“a few cents,” compared with bulky tubular guides costing
well over $100. Microwave receiver incorporating Microstrip weighs 5 lbs., compared with 62 for conventional type.
Licenses for the process will be granted to prospective
users on 1% royalty basis, which includes technical assistance by Federal.

Robot factory control, which operates machines by
means of magnetic tape, has been announced by GE. In
development for 5 years, recording unit is installed on a
machine, and, when played back, automatically makes machine turn out an exact duplicate of the piece of work
produced while recording was being made. First unit is
scheduled for delivery early next year to Giddings & Lewis
Machine Tool Co., Fond du Lac, Wis., where it wall be
put to work as electronic nerve center for milling machine
turning out jet plane structures.
Power transistor 100 times more powerful than present commercial types has been developed in MinneapolisHoneywell research laboratories, the controls firm announced this week. Research director Dr. Finn J. Larsen
said new unit, with 20-watt output, is now in pilot production.

No

substantial cutback in military electronic procure-

ment is anticipated that he knows of, newsmen were
this week by Defense Secy. Charles E. Wilson.
Theft of a

TV

told

camera from ABC-TV’s Prospect Ave.

studios in Los Angeles (on famed old Vitagraph lot) was
solved by police there in veritable Dragnet style. After

they found the RCA unit, worth about
$8500 but somewhat the worse for wear, in a mock studio
set up by a young “electronic kleptomaniac,” self-styled.
Still lens-less, it had been lifted off mounting, spirited
away, under cover of night, repainted a battleship gray
Thief obviously was
with new “call letters” BH-TV.
mental case, was leading police to warehouse containing
other stolen goods when he slipped away and made getaway. Curious sort of theft points up to other station
operators necessity of placing some sort of safeguard on
unwatched cameras, to say nothing of other expensive
3- month search,

studio items.

Post-graduate

TV

series designed solely for practicing

physicians will be offered by
cine through facilities of

U

Utah College of MediSalt Lake City, Tues-

of

KDYL-TV,

days 7-8 a.m. from Salt Lake City General Hospital for
4- week experimental period.
First series of its kind, it
will not be aimed at laymen or carried in newspaper program listings. TV is being tested, according to college’s
dean Dr. John Z. Bower, in attempt to solve problem of
making continuing program of medical education available
to the 800 physicians in Utah, southern Idaho, western
Wyoming and eastern Nevada within reach of KDYL-TV’s
signal. Professional viewers will be able to ask questions
during clinics through special telephone numbers in each
region covered by telecasts.
Competitive sports are dead

jams are to blame

Tatum

—U

of

told press this week.

in

East

Maryland

Tatum

—and TV &
many

Jim

people

East would rather flick on TV than battle Saturday
crowds and that “TV of pro football games on Saturday
nights is hurting attendance for college games, too.
[If]
pros don’t call off their Saturday night TV, they’re going
to knock college football down to level of college baseball,
then where will the pro teams get their new players?”
in

revealed in SEC statement was recent purchase of $1,450,000 in Storer Bcstg. preferred stock by Jefferson Standard

owns WBTV & WBT, Charlotte,
WBIG (FM), Greensboro, and has minority
WFMY-TV, Greensboro. Jefferson Standard

Life Insurance Co., which

N.

C.,

controls

interest in

now owns all of Storer’s preferred stock except for $50,000
worth held by Storer v.p.-treas. J. Harold Ryan. Pres.
George B. Storer still holds 51% of voting stock. Stock
offered for public sale comprises 165,625 shares formerly
held by Ryan, and wife, and 24,375 by Storer family trust.

Storer stock reportedly will be listed on American and
Midwest stock exchanges. Company owns WAGA-TV &
WAGA, Atlanta; WJBK-TV & WJBK, Detroit; WSPDTV & WSPD, Toledo; WBRC-TV & WBRC, Birmingham;

KEYL

(TV)

& KABC, San

Antonio;

radio

WWVA,

W. Va. & WGBS, Miami, as well as 95% of
Television del Caribe, Havana TV grantee, Miami Beach
Florida Sun and large interest in Standard Tube Co., De-

Wheeling,

Jefferson Standard described its purchase of
preferred stock as investment, is known to be seeking
other southern TV stations through purchase as well
as by application.
troit.

Ad budgets will increase next year, with TV due for
•biggest rise of all media, Assn, of National Advertisers
found in its 1953 annual survey. Of 170 companies covered, 123 indicated their 1954 advertising budgets will
be greater than 1952, 7 said they’d be smaller.
Of 75
companies using TV in 1953, 80% said they plan to spend
more on that medium in 1954 than they did this year,

15% will
80% was

spend same amount,

5%

will

spend

less.

TV’s

biggest anticipated gain of any medium. The
85 radio users surveyed indicated 34% would increase
radio spending, 39% spend same amount, 27% decrease.
Latter decrease is biggest for any medium. Among other
media standings in
survey: Newspapers (117 advertisers)

— 39%

ANA

increase,

46%

same,

15%

decrease.

Con-

sumer magazines (138)— 51% increase, 37% same, 12%
decrease. Meanwhile Wall Street Journal, surveying 92
companies, found 59 expect to boost advertising next year,
29 keep it same, 4 cut ad spending, with about one-fifth
of companies surveyed planning to spend more on TV
advertising. Printers’ Ink this week again reported TV’s
advertising revenue showed biggest gain in its monthly
advertising index. For Sept, all national advertising was
15% higher than same 1952 month, with network TV up

26%, newspapers up 18%, outdoor up 15%, magazines up
8%, business papers up 5%, network radio down 2%.
Seven stations got network interconnections last week
end: time-sharing WHEC-TV & WVET-TV, Rochester,
N. Y. (Ch. 10); KLZ-TV, Denver (Ch. 7); KCEN-TV, Temple, Tex. (Ch. 6); KROC-TV, Rochester, Minn. (Ch. 10);
KTVQ, Oklahoma City (Ch. 25); WJMR-TV, New Orleans
(Ch. 61). Slated to be interconnected next by AT&T

—

—

probably during this week end are KLPR-TV, Oklahoma
City (Ch. 19) and WIS-TV, Columbia, S. C. (Ch. 10).
AT&T this week filed application with FCC to construct 2
new microwave TV channels between Albany & Buffalo.

traffic

football coach

said that

Offering stock to public for first time, Storer Broadcasting Co. has filed registration statement with SEC for
sale of 200,000 shares of common stock at $14 a share,
for total of $2,800,000, through Reynolds & Co., N. Y. Also

Revised U.S.-Canadian TV channel agreement, released
this week, recapitulates all changes within 250 mi.
of border. Following are Canadian additions since publication of table on p. 251 of July 15 TV Factbook No. 17:
Red Deer, Alta. Ch. 6; Dawson Creek, B. C. Ch. 5; Amos,
Que. Ch. 4; La Sarre, Que. Ch. 13; Matane, Que. Ch. 7;
Roberval, Que. Ch. 8; Rouyn, Que. Ch. 11; Val d’Or, Que.
Ch. 8; Ville Marie, Que. Ch. 2.

by

FCC
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EES FOR LICENSES,
lected by FCC starting

etc., must be colon or before May 1, 1954. In
the works for many years, but never before required, such
collections were ordered this week by Budget Bureau Director Joseph M. Dodge, who ordered all such govt,

F

agencies to make similar chai-ges.
Executive depts. now collect about $20,000,000 annualDodge wants agencies to bring
ly for licensing activities.
in $30,000,000 more to pay for total cost of administering

such

activities.

its

work

is

is

about $6-7,000,000 annually and

licensing, direct or indirect,

Commis-

that amount each
year.
FCC staff, headed by exec, officer Robert Cox,
meets Nov. 9 to discuss subject, to which it had previously
given considerable attention after being urged to do so by
Congress.
Commission has wide latitude in levying fees, so
there’s no telling what they’ll be like. Dodge’s order says
collections can be made for “processing of applications

may have

sion

to

collect

almost

all

and the issuance, renewal, modification, transfer, or
termination of any license, permit, certificate, charter,
registration, exemption or similar form of authoriza.”
It can also charge “general fees to be paid
tion
annually by all parties holding such licenses.” These can
graduate according to “volume of business, revenue, or
for

.

.

other appropriate characteristics of the individual entities.”

In figuring costs of services to be paid for by those
regulated, Dodge said following should be included: labor,
plus 15% for indirect
supplies, depreciation, maintenance
But costs do not include enforcement, rate regulacosts.
tion or “denial proceedings instituted by the agency when
involving charges of misconduct or revocation proceed-

—

ings.”

FCC now

has over 1,000,000 licenses and permits out-

standing, including: 5600 TV-AM-FM and their auxiliaries, 243,000 safety & special services, 730,000 commercial operators, 110,000 amateurs, 1300 common carrier,

500 experimental.
By Feb. 1, Commission will institute rule-making to
establish fees, under terms of order.

needed, recommendations
Bureau by Jan. 1.

is

If

new

must be submitted

legislation
to

Budget

h

Three more uhf grantees relinquished their CPs this
week. WHKP-TV, Hendersonville, N. C. (Ch. 27) wrote
FCC that networks have “reversed” the attitude expressed
in early conversations with station and “national and
regional advertisers that were once interested in using
our facilities now show little or no interest,” concludes
that “a uhf station built here at the present time would
not only show a financial loss from the start but would
have little hope of breaking even in the foreseeable future.” WSEE-TV, Fall River, Mass. (Ch. 46) gave up CP
after receiving letter from FCC questioning its diligence
WBGT, Richmond, Ky. (Ch. 60) notiin pursuing grant.
fied FCC its decision not to build “was motivated in part
by a change in the Commission’s allocation plans after the
construction permit was issued.” Since freeze, 17 uhf and
5 vhf grantees have surrendered their CPs.

Power increases: KROC-TV, Rochester, Minn. (Ch.

WDAY-TV,

10)

Fargo, N. D. (Ch. 6) boosted transmitter
output last week from 2 to 10 kw; both use RCA equipment.
RCA this week shipped 25-kw transmitter to WBNS-TV,
Columbus, O. (Ch. 10). GE shipped 35-kw amplifier to
WHBF-TV, Rock Island, 111. (Ch. 4) Nov. 7. KGO-TV,
San Francisco (Ch. 7), GE equipment on hand, plans to
increase ERP from 25.4 to 120 kw early next month.
WNAC-TV, Boston (Ch. 7) now on full 316-kw power.

and

from

colorcast of

Carmen by NBC-TV

Oct.

TV-radio critics tell their own
story: (1) Jack Gould, New York Times, first non-industry
observer to get color set (Emerson) in his home “The
doom of black-&-white TV seems only a question of time
Electronic reproduction of delicate shadings seemed
pure magic. Color TV in the home now is much better
than the earliest black-&-white
Tuning [was] surprisingly easy
Color TV seems certain to precipitate
some lively family discussions
The hoots and howls
that are set up when the husband insists he has properly
tuned in magenta can be very disturbing to masculine
dignity.”
(2) John Crosby, New York Herald Tribune
syndicate, watching at NBC Center Theatre “The addition of color to Carmen [added] about 50% to its effective31

3 top hard-to-please

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Since FCC’s budget

most of

Comments on

applications,

.

.

—

An immensely

and arresting experience.
of most of us
who sample color TV are going to get mighty
restive with their old black-&-white sets.
While Technicolor has never pushed black-&-white movie-making off the
market. I doubt that the same parallel holds good for color
TV. Within a very few years, black-&- white may well be
obsolescent.”
(3) George Rosen, Variety, also at Center
Theatre “A giant step forward
Unquestionably the
most ambitious and successful effort yet made on the rainbow spectrum ... A stunning event and a milestone in
colorcasting.” Also present at Center Theatre were Sam
Goldwyn, Sir Alexander Korda, MGM’s Howard Dietz.
FCC staff watched show at Laurel, Md. labs, was very
much impressed— particularly by fact that show came off
without hitch for whole hour.

ness

.

.

.

Color TV is
[but] those

still

vivid

ways from the reach

a long

—

.

.

.

Application for East St. Louis, 111., Ch. 11, was filed
week by KSTM-TV, St. Louis (Ch. 36), whose petition
to switch to Ch. 11 in St. Louis was rejected last week
by FCC (Vol. 9:44). In covering letter, station argued
its application should be considered even though it already
is on air on another channel, since application is not for
“same community” in which it is now operating. Other
applications filed this week were: for Bangor, Me., Ch. 2,
by Murray Carpenter, whose purchase of
there
pends FCC approval; for Buffalo, Ch. 2, by real estate dealers Samuel B. Darlich & Thomas P. Carley and sugar
distributor Vincent C. Bonerb; for Milwaukee, Ch. 12, by
local group led by hotel operators Eugene V. Roemer &
Leo N. Levy. Seven applications were dismissed, and applications pending now total 433 (109 uhf). [For further
details about these applications, see TV Addenda 17 -R
this

WGUY

herewith; for complete listings of

all

grants,

applications, dismissals, hearings, etc., see

new

TV

stations,

Factbook

No. 17 with Addenda to date.]
Full-page ad in color in Oct. 29 Oklahoma City OklaWKY-TV, is captioned “Color TV Is
WKY-TV will pioneer the way.” It
juxtaposes pictures of identical bunch of flowers, one in
monochrome and other in color, promises “WKY-TV will
be nation’s first station, outside of networks, to have color
TV” and bases promise on having placed firm orders with

homan, operator of
Coming and again

RCA for more than $309,000 worth of special color studio
& transmitting equipment. To dismay of local distributors, ad’s tagline reads:

“When

color

comes (and

it

won’t

Station
be long now) you’ll see it first on WKY-TV.”
has repeatedly claimed and RCA won’t confirm or deny
—that it’s first of the 40-odd stations on priority list for

—

colorcasting equipment

Westinghouse
of

49%

of

is

when

available.

definitely

negotiating for purchase

KPIX, San Francisco, nothing

final

yet.

On

denied by all principals, Westinghouse is reported buying all or part of DuMont, possibly its 3 stations.
Westinghouse now owns WBZ-TV, Boston, and WPTZ,
Philadelphia, is permitted 3 more under FCC rules.

rumor

side,
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TINE RUNNING OUT ON HOLLYWOOD? Onrush of color IV and prospect of magnetic tape
recording of both black-&-white and color motion pictures (Vol. 9:45) impels Hollywood correspondent Thomas L. Pryor (New York Times) to pose this pertinent question:
"
What happens now to the tremendous reservoir of old movies television long
has eyed covetously and which the studios have refrained from releasing to protect
theatre business? There are Technicolor prints among this group, but the vast majority of the pictures are black-&-white.
"T he business men at the heads of the movie companies will have to decide
without undue delay whether to drain the last dollars out of these properties by
releasing them to TV while there still is a market for them..."
Pictures in vaults of the major producers though played out in theatres and
investment written off, have long been counted the biggest props in their financial
structures
reported by Variety in 1951 as totaling 4057 features 6000 shorts and
several score serials in vaults of MGM, 20th Century, Paramount, Warner, RKO, ColumThere are probably more by now (though Republic has
bia, Universal and Republic.
released some) and it’s interesting to recall an April 1951 report by N.Y. stockbroker Reyno lds & Co ., titled "Hidden Values in Motion Picture Production Companies."
Reynolds report estimated then when there were only about 100 stations on
the air (Vol. 7:18) that TV could pay $20,000 per half-hour film, that Hollywood
movies run for 2 hours, therefore each film is worth $80,000.
Here's what Wall St.
firm figured the 5 majors had in way of films made between 1955 & 1949 MGM 670,
value for TV estimated at $53,600,000; Paramount 732, $58,560,000; RKO 694, $55,520,000; 2 0th Century 758, $60,640,000; Warner Bros
665, $53,200,000.
The figures look like guesses at best
but it's significant that Paramount
v.p. Paul Raibourn, also a TV pioneer, has frequently spoken publicly about these
"hidden assets" (Vol. 7:13), as have other movie leaders.
IS
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Deeply impressed by the color TV he saw in Hollywood last week, including
first telecasts of color film, Pryor states: "The cold fact is that color TV even
in its present experimental stage, is the equal when seen under ideal circumstances,
of the best quality color m ovies to be seen in theatres.
He adds, in Nov. 10 story:
,

,

The demonstration foreshadowe d a new, more intensified era of competition
between the 2 giants of the entertainment business. There no longer can be any doubt
about the future importance of color in TV.
And when it takes firm hold within the
next 2 to 3 years the effects of the new set-buying scramble will bite deep into the
public's amusement spending money... the challenge is real and can't be ignored..."
Nov. 11 Variety headlines
"Miracle-Groggy Film Men Respectful of Sarnoff's
Electronic Prophecies" and relates that disclosure of magnetic tape "has exhibs wondering what other innovations the electronic age might have instore for them... Film
"

:
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biz execs, including the N.Y. labs, received the news with interest but without any
apparent sense of immediate danger. n
"All -time low" in m otion picture production was reported at Nov. 10 meeting
of Screen Actors Guild (AFL) in Hollywood, representing some 8000 performers. But it
predicted 1953 is probably "rock bottom".
Blame was placed not merely on TV but on
"
technological evolution " from so-called "flat" pictures and on increase in production abroad of pictures aimed for American market.
On other hand. Guild noted that
employment of actors in TV movies and filmed commercials has " taken up some of the
slack " caused by decrease in output of theatrical films.

UHF START, DOZEN ABOUT READY: Six more can be added to list of on-the-air
including Topeka Kansas capital. They bring
stations, 5 going into non-TV cities
to 517 total now operating commercially and/or testing, of which 108 started in the
ZVz months (106 days) since Aug. 1 when we predicted one-a-day for rest of this year.
Readying to start momentaril y are more than dozen others, some possibly at
notably KOMO-TV, Seattle WSIX-TV, Nashville KTVU, Stockton, Cal .
week’s end
WLAM-TV, Lewiston, Me
WWOR-TV, Worcester, Mass
KCOK-TV, Tu lare, Cal
WKJG-TV,
KGTV, Des Moines WBLN, Bloomington, 111
Ft. Wayne, Ind
WCOC-TV, Meridian Miss.
WJDM, Panama City, Fla
CFPL-TV, London, Ont
This week's:
WNCT, Greenville, N.C .
3 VHF, 3
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WIBW-TV, Topeka, Kan
(Ch. 13) began testing Nov. 10, was all set to start
programming Nov. 15 with CBS affiliation and some ABC & DuMont shows.
It's the
first station in capital city, which is about 60 mi. west of Kansas City, also the
first venture into TV for Capper Publications (Topeka Capital, Capper's Farmer,
etc.).
Gen. mgr. is veteran broadcaster Ben Ludy with Art Holbrook as TV mgr.,
Lewis Dickensheets as chief engineer.
Equipment is RCA throughout, with 905-ft.
Lehigh tower. Base rate is $300. Rep is Capper Publications.
WCIA, Champaign, 11 1. (Ch. 3) began intermittent test patterns Nov. 12, is
It's first vhf in area (with U of Illinois'
slated for CBS & DuMont affiliation.
WILL-TV on Ch. 12 not due until late 1954), plans to pick up network from ChicagoIt's owned
Terre Haute coaxial via Danville with parabolic on roof of Inman Hotel.
by combination of broadcasters, including publisher of Champaign News-Gazette. Equipment is RCA, with Ideco tower. Pres. & chief stockholder is attorney August C. Meyer
sales mgr.
Guy F. Main, also
gen. mgr. is Harry Y. Mayn ard, ex-KTLA, Los Angeles
is
Rep
chief
engineer,
Hunnicutt
Jr.
Base
rate
is Hollingbery.
ex-KTLA
M.D.
$350.
WRBL-TV, Columbus Ga
(Ch. 4) began testing Nov. 8, is reported by mgr.
J.W. Woodruff Jr
to be all ready for commercial debut Nov. 15 as CBS affiliate. It
has 5-kw GE transmitter, 460-ft. Ideco tower, but temporarily is using 1-bay antenna
Nevertheless, said Woodruff,
and putting out only about third of power potential.
signals have been seen beyond the Florida border, 128-150-mi. Station is result of
merger of Woodruff radio family (also identified with Coca-Cola Corp. and R.W. Page
owners of WGBA (which will be sold) and of Columbus Enquirer & Herald. (PubCorp
just 6 hours
lisher of the newspapers, James Edward Page, 58, died on Nov. 10
Station's operations director is George
before his wife, both of heart attacks.)
Rep is Hollingbery.
Base rate is $200.
Gingell, program director Ridley Bell.
WFIE Evansville, Ind
(Ch. 62) began test patterns Nov. 8 from RCA transmitter plant and 527-ft. tower, less than 3 months from time ground was broken for
It's second uhf in area, WEHT, Henderson, Ky.
entire project (no AM affiliation).
WFIE is owned by the
(Ch. 50), just across Ohio River, having started Sept. 11.
ex-Polan
Industries. It affilJesse D. Fine theatre family managed by Ted Nelson
Rep is O.L. Taylor.
iates with ABC, DuMont & NBC, starts with $200 base rate.
(Ch. 49), city's second uhf, began test patterns Nov. 9
WNOW-TV, York, Pa
It was long delayed by
about 3 weeks after delivery of DuMont 1-kw transmitter.
getting
started
in Dec. of 1952.
WSBA-TV
(Ch.
rival
43)
slowness of transmitter,
commercial
mgr., Glenn Winter
Border
as
John
It's headed by Lowell W. William s, with
Rep
Hollingbery.
is
Network is DuMont, base rate $200.
chief engineer.
(Ch. 32) is now on commercial schedule, located on the
KTVE, Longview, Tex
It
coaxial just 32 mi. east of Tyler, where KETX (Ch. 19) began operating Aug. 24.
James
Henry
dealer
A.
appliance
is
Owner
however.
affiliation,
network
no
reports
Equipment is GE, base rate $150, rep Forjoe.
Wm. M. Morrow Jr. is commercial mgr.
.
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COURT OKAYS PRO FOOTBALL TV BLACKOUTS:

Whoever was winner in this week's decision
against
National
Football League's TV restrictions
and
suit
anti-trust
in govt,
who
little
doubt
about
the
losers
debated
there's
were
still
being
question is
in varying degrees
the TV networks
lost
T he publ ic, the TV stations
the case, on basis of complex 21-page decision handed down in Philadelphia Federal
For despite fact that Govt, won some points in suit,
Court by Judge Allen K. Grim
initiated 2 years ago by Truman Administration, court rejected its major contention:
That all restrictions on TV & radio imposed by a league on its member teams
When it brought suit. Govt, made clear that if it won, next step was
are unlawful.
to proceed against restraints on telecasts of college football, professional boxing
"all restrictions of this type, wherever imposed" (Vol. 7:41).
Judge Grim refused to give Govt, the blank check it wanted . Each such case,
Some TV restrictions are unreahe said, must be decided on its own set of facts.
sonable and illegal; others are perfectly reasonable and legal, even desirable.
Principal points in Judge Grim's decision:

—

—

:

—

—

,

.

—

(1) NFL has right to black out telecast s of League games to stations within
NFL Commissioner Bert
75 mi. of areas where League football games are in progress.
Bell hailed this ruling, said "we won the most important part of our case."

NFL cannot restrict telecasts of games to League cities when home team
is playing out of town (beyond 75 mi.).
(3) NFL must wipe all radio restrictions from its books because "there is no
evidence whatsoever indicating any adverse effects of radio broadcasting" on gate.
(2)

*

#

*

*

Upholding blackouts Judge Grim ruled: "An allocation of marketing terrifor
the purpose of restricting competition is not always illegal.
tories
This particular restriction promotes competition more than it restrains it, is a reasonable
one and a legal restraint of trade."
In its other major point s, decision appeared to conflict with Supreme Court
ruling 3 days earlier that professional baseball was outside the scope of anti-trust
laws.
Judge Grim made this comment: " The only restriction alleged in the baseball
case was in the internal operation of professional baseball itself.
The present
case, on the other hand, primarily concerns restrictions imposed by NFL on the sale
Therefore, the present case basically concerns the League's
of radio & TV rights
restraint of interstate commerce in the radio & TV industries."
Neither side has i n dicated whether it plans to appeal and attorneys for
both sides as well as TV networks and NARTB withheld comment pending study of decision.
Govt, and NFL attorneys have 30 days to submit briefs to be used in formuwhich will help clear up some disputed points in decision.
lating formal decree
There probably won't be any
As to the immediate pro football TV picture
Individual teams' right to
noticeable change for some time, for better or worse.
ban TV never was questioned by Govt., which explained its case thus in 1951:
"I t is hoped that this action will make broadcasts and telecasts of professional football games more readily available to the public by removing restrictions
on the right of each football club to determine for itself whether and on what terms
it will sell its broadcast and telecast rights."
,

.

,

—
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GRANTED,

PROPOSED, 2 GIVEN UP:
FCC produced 4 CPs this week one of them
educational, issued 3 ini t ial decisions had one CP turned back and prepared to take
CP away from another grantee who failed to build.
The grants

4 CPs

3

,

,

:

WTBO, Ch. 17; Pittsfield
Lake Charles, La ., KPLC, Ch. 7; Cumberland, Md
Lindsey
Hopkins
School, Ch. 2 (educational).
WBEC Ch. 64; Miami, Fla .,
Mass
The
winners of initial decisions: Sacramento, Cal ., KFBK, Ch. 10; Portland, Me ., WGAN,
CP relinquished was for WOTV, Lakeland, Fla
Ch. 13; Amarillo, Tex ., KLYN, Ch. 7.
(Ch. 16). Initial decision requiring KIRV, Denve r (Ch. 20) to turn in its grant was
issued when grantee failed to show up at hearing to refute charges of malingering.
.

.

,

,

,

,

.

In Lake Charle s, competitor Sowela TV Inc. dropped out under option to purchase 50% of grant.
Cumberland grantee is 32.5% owned by Howard Chernoff who also

4
owns 42.5‘S of new WTAP, Parkersburg, W.Va. (Ch. 15) and who last week resigned as
Of the initial decisions
only Sacramento's came after
mgr. of KFMB-TV, San Diego.
hearing; other 2 resulted from dropouts, should be finalized shortly.
,

Exceptional accolade was presented McClatchy organization and KFBK by examiner Thomas Donahue in initial decision favoring it over Sacramento Telecasters,
Citing McClatchy' s long hiswhose ownership includes principals of KMOD, Modesto.
Donahue
activity,
said:
of
radio
and
newspaper
tory
"
Viewed in its en ti rety, [McClatchy' s record ] is symbolic of the type of
To those v/ho would say
activity that has made radio the great medium it is today.
such activity has been dictated by self-interest we reply that, if so, it has been
an enlightened self-interest and highly beneficial to the public."
This record, he
said, more than offsets fact that McClatchy owns AM and newspaper in Sacramento.
F CC's denial of addition of Ch. 6 to Logansport, Ind
last week (Vol. 9:45)
was followed by text of opinion this week. One statement is particularly noteworthy:
"It should be kept in mind that [WSAL] is not quarreling with the number of
assignments to Logansport but merely to the fact that a vhf channel has not been
assigned, asserting -that the uhf channel assigned there is worthless. In making the
numerous assignments in the Sixth Report, the Commission recognized that many of
these assignments would not be utilized for a number of years.
The mere fact that
applications for many of the channels assigned have not yet been filed in the relatively short period since the lifting of the freeze is no indication that such
assignments are wasted or worthless."
In other action s. Commission: (1) Granted WNHC-TV, New Haven, Conn ., permission to operate simultaneously on both Ch. 6 and new Ch. 8 for 30 days before
switching completely to latter. FCC saw no objection to such operation which is for
purpose of giving viewers time to adjust to new channel. (2) Issued initial decision
proposing to deny application of WLAN, Lancaster, Fa for WGAL-TV's Ch. 8.
In the
most litigious case since freeze, examiner J.D. Bond said WLAN should be "denied for
default" for failing to come forward at hearing with evidence on its financial qualSt. Louis, Mo ., Ch. 4
ifications. (3) Set Dec. 11 for start of follo w ing hearings
Decided
to
meet
Houston, Tex
Nov. 17 and hammer
Ch. 13; Ogden, Utah
Ch. 9.
(4)
if possible.
out a final decision on multiple ownership rules
.

.

—

.

,

,

James M. Gaines, onetime NBC v.p.
resigned to become v.p. in charge of General Teleradio’s
& WOR-TV div. and member of MBS board,
leaves Dec. 31 to become gen. mgr. of WOAI-TV & WOAI,
San Antonio, succeeding Arden X. Pangborn, now editor
of Portland Oregon Journal
Cyril M. Braum resigns
as chief of TV div., FCC, to become engineering consultant for Joint Committee on Educational TV leading
contender as successor is Joseph Nelson, chief of TV applications branch. Resignation is second major one in recent months, hearing div. chief Frederick Ford having
joined Justice Dept.; top candidate for that vacancy is asst,
chief Robert Rawson
Samuel B. Groner, for last 6
months law secy, to FCC Comr. Hennock, and before that
for 7 years in Dept, of Justice, has resigned to enter private practice; successor is Arthur Blooston, from FCC
Jack R. Poppele,
Bureau of Safety & Special Services
ex-engineering v.p., WOR-TV & WOR, named v.p. in
charge of industrial advertising, Scheck Adv. Agency,
Newark
Henry E. Rhea promoted to chief engineer,
T
operations & maintenance,
FIL-TV & WFIL, succeeding
Louis E. Littlejohn, now chief engineer of WHUM-TV,
Reading
James Richards named eastern sales mgr. of
Personal Moles:

who

WOR

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

mgr. of

TV

.

.

.

& WBT,

Charlotte, to

operations for

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WFTV
WEBC

.

.

journalism instructor at Brigham

.

WBTV

.

Charlotte, ap-

General Teleradio’s Don Lee network and KHJ-TV, Los
Angeles, succeeding George Whitney, now gen. mgr. of
A1 ConKFMB-TV & KFMB, San Diego (Vol. 9:45)
stant promoted from operations mgr. to station mgr. of
Larry Walker resigns as v.p. & secy.KONA, Honolulu
treas. of Jefferson Standard Bcstg. Co. and asst. gen. mgr.
of its

.

promoted from sales mgr. to asst. gen. mgr. of WTVN,
Columbus, under J. W. McGough; Edward G. Richter Jr.
now sales mgr.
John E. North, ex-WOR-TV, appointed
sales mgr. of new KEDD, Wichita (Ch. 16)
Robert C.
Rheineck appointed chief engineer, CBS-TV newsfilm dept.
George Jenkins, theatrical designer, named head of
CBS color TV design dept.
Andrew Ross named director of graphic arts, ABC-TV
Douglas G. Cole, exWREX, Duluth (not related to mgr. James C. Cole) named

WSOC-AM-FM,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

exec, v.p.-gen.

.

.

.

.

become

.

W

.

plicant for Ch. 9
James Wm. Lucas, ex- World Broadcasting System, named gen. mgr. of new KTAG-TV, Lake
Charles F. Grisham, ex-gen. sales mgr.
Charles, La.
WLWA, Atlanta, named local sales mgr. of WABT, Birmingham (formerly WAFM-TV)
Robert C. Weigand

there, succeeding Normal P. Gill,
Wm. Wood, CBS-TV Washingreturns to
ton director of public affairs, named gen. mgr. of upcoming educational WQED, Pittsburgh (Ch. 13), due in Jan.
Georgia McCarty, ex-WORZ, Orlando, named promoJack
tion mgr. of WVEC-TV, Hampton-Nox-folk, Va.
Ryan, ex-NBC Chicago public relations mgr., named
Francis Coleman
Zenith asst, public relations director
named program director, CBMT, Montreal; Fernand
George
Guerard, program director, CBFT, Toronto .
Diefenderfer promoted to mgr. of network radio sales,
Eugene S. King, ex-program director,
NBC cental div.
WEEI, Boston, named chief of radio branch, U. S. Information Agency, Paris, reporting to director Theodore F.
lleber Wolsev, ex-KSL and recently TVStreibert
radio director of Gilham Adv., Salt Lake City, appointed
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—

chief engineer of
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First of Robert Sherwood’s 9 TV
which he signed 6-figure contract last fall
(Vol. 8:48), will be presented by NBC-TV Dec. 29, 8-9
p.m., under sponsorship of Miller’s Beer, thru Mathisson &
Assoc., Milwaukee.
A comedy titled The Backbone of
America, it originates from new studios at Burbank, Cal.,
with all-star Hollywood cast. Second Sherwood play, on
which Miller has taken option, will be presented around
Swift & Co. (Pard dog food) to sponsor Kukla,
Easter
Fran and Ollie on NBC-TV, starting Dec. 20, Sun. 3:30-4
p.m., thru J. Walter Thompson; program moves from 4
to 3:30 so as not to adjoin Zoo Parade, 4:30-5, sponsored
by competing Quaker Oats (Ken-L Ration) unsponsored
Kelvinator signs as
Excursion moves from 3:30 to 4
4th and final sponsor of Omnibus on CBS-TV, starting
Jan. 3, Sun. 5-6:30 p.m., thru Geyer Adv. other sponsors
are American Machine & Foundry Co., Scott Paper Co.,
General Mills (Sugar Jets cereal)
Greyhound Bus Co.
to sponsor Barker Bill’s Cartoons on CBS-TV, starting
Nov. 18, Wed. & Fri. 5-5:15 p.m., thru Wm. Esty Co.
Realemon-Puritan Co. (Realemon juice) to be co-sponsor,
with American Home Products Corp. (G. Washington coffee), of Tue. & Thu. segments of John Daly Show on

Network Accounts:

plays,

for

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

ABC-TV, starting Dec. 8, Mon.-thru-Fri. 7-7:15 p.m., thru
Snow Crop frozen foods
Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago
.

.

.

renews TV-radio sponsorship of 10:15-10:30 portion of
Arthur Godfrey Show on CBS, Mon.-thru-Fri. 10-11:30
a.m., thru Maxon Inc. ... 2 more sponsors for NBC-TV’s
7-9 a.m. Today: Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. (Scotch
tape), 9 partic. starting Nov. 24, thru BBDO, and S.O.S.
cleanser, 12 starting Nov. 23, thru McCann-Erickson.

ASCAP-BMI

feud flared anew this week as
group of 33 composers and songwriters filed $150,000,000
anti-trust suit against TV-radio networks, record companies and music publishers and asked dissolution of
NARTB and BMI. Long list of defendants includes ABC,
CBS, RCA, NBC, MBS, Storer Broadcasting Co., Columbia
Records, as well as NARTB and BMI. Plaintiffs, calling
themselves Songwriters of America and claiming to represent 3000 authors and composers hurt by alleged monopoly,
charged defendants control BMI through NARTB and use
control to give preference to BMI music while limiting
broadcasting of non-BMI music. Plaintiffs, all said to be
ASCAP members, include Ira Gershwin, Dorothy Fields,
Virgil Thomson and Gian Carlo Menotti. BMI pres. Carl
Haverlin called charges “rehash that ASCAP has been
making for years and has never been able to substantiate,”
added BMI actually broke up songwriting monopoly. More
discordant notes were heard in broadcast music field when
All-Industry Local TV License Committee voiced opposition to ASCAP proposal that TV stations renew blanket
license agreements under present terms for another 4
years.
Committee called proposal “unilateral action by
ASCAP,” advised stations not to be hasty in signing up.
Bitter

campus TV system
when it made
debut last week, reports Nov. 9 Newsweek. At cost of $25,
it put on 2-hour variety show for which sponsor Pabst
paid $725. Sponsor Magaine contributed $3000 DuMont
vidicon camera (Vol. 9:43) and talent included Morey
Amsterdam, Jerry Lester, Gene Rayburn. Students rigged
Yale’s

WYBC-TV,

country’s only

(closed-circuit), started out in the black

up 20x20-ft. basement studio “soundproofed” with mattresses and blankets, employed aluminum foil for reflectors, piped sound via WYBC radio, and cameraman covered
lens with hand when scenes were shifted.
Says Newsweek: Picture quality was “like that of an old English
movie and the sound was reminiscent of The Jazz Singer
[but] it was a honey of a show.” Students plan 2 halfhour shows weekly, costing sponsors $50 each.

P
TV

OLICIES

of ad agencies and networks toward uhf sta-

new Ultra High Frequency
Assn, in series of discussions now being held in New
York. Exec. secy. Melvin A. Goldberg has talked with
some of the networks, is now embarking on series of talks
with leading agencies to get their viewpoints, and perhaps get in a few licks for the uhf operators. Assn. pres.
Lou Poller of WCAN-TV, Milwaukee, is participating in
some of these interviews. It hasn’t been announced yet,
but purpose of interviews is to pave way for big meeting
in New York to which all uhf station owners will be inTwo-day meeting probably will be held in next
vited.
few weeks, is slated to explore all common problems of
uhf operations. Station owners, whether or not they are
members of assn., will be asked to give their ideas on what
goals, policy and program of organization should be. Assn,
plans to invite representatives of networks and leading
agencies to address group, and answer questions and
gripes of station operators. Results of preliminary conferences with some network representatives were said to
have been “quite favorable.”
tions are being felt out by

Increasing popularity of theatre-TV football presented
Office TV Inc.
which showed sharp pickup after
first flop Oct. 17 (Vol. 9:43)
prompted N. Y. Herald
Tribune syndicate’s TV-radio columnist John Crosby to
journey to a Brooklyn theatre for a look-see. He was impressed by spirited audience of Notre Dame “subway
alumni,” and reported: “Notre Dame has been the greatest
thing to happen to these theatres since double features.
[The] management charges $1 for a seat on the main
floor and $1.50 for the balcony
and is doing turnaway

—

by Box

—

—

Encouraged by success of

business.”

its

Notre

Dame

presentations after their halting start, BOTV laid plans
for nationwide and regional theatre hookups, renting
portable TV equipment to movie houses.
Meanwhile,

TV

Theatre Network
Inc. announced it will use CBS
closed-circuit color projection with 5x6-ft. screens at Dec.
4
meeting in New York’s Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.

NAM

New low-priced TV film camera is now getting final
use tests by Dage Eelectronics Corp., Beech Grove, Ind.,
as counterpart of inexpensive Dage vidicon studio camera.
It uses multiplexing device which can accommodate up to
4 projectors for rapid switchovers, fades, etc, adds about
$300 to the $4200 price of standard Dage camera. It will
be announced by Dage in week or so as giving film reproduction “equal to conventional film cameras for less than
one-third the price.”
Camera used is interchangeable
with live studio model, can do service as spare studio
camera. Meanwhile, GE announced $235 “image box” for
use by TV stations to televise films and slides on emergency
basis if film camera gear fails, using regular studio camera.

Power increases: Crosley’s WLWA, Atlanta (Ch. 11),
has ordered 50-kw transmitter from Standard Electronics,
to permit increase to full 316-kw ERP in Dec.
Contract
contains guarantee that transmitter will operate properly
on color TV. RCA Nov. 9 shipped 25-kw transmitter to
WEWS, Cleveland (Ch. 5). GE Nov. 6 delivered 12-kw
amplifier to KSTM-TV, St. Louis (Ch. 36).
AY-TV,
Green Bay, Wis. (Ch. 2) this week turned on RCA 25-kw
transmitter, increasing ERP from 5.74 to 100 kw.

WB

FCC by broadby Commission for some time (Vol.

Briefer revenue-expense reports to
casters, contemplated

9:41), were proposed in rule-making initiated this week.

Commission
10-A & 10-B

also proposed to delete entirely its Schedules

—Employes and Their Compensation.

Though

be collected, FCC
proposes drastically reduced requirements in new Form
324 and proposes to drop preliminary report Form 324-A
basic revenue-expense data would

altogether.

Comments due

Dec.

7,

still

counter-comments Dec.

17.

6

IRST GE DIRECTIONAL uhf antennas are now in use
by 3 stations, producing gains of more than 40 within
the directional patterns and making possible ERP of about
500 kw in the direction of principal service, when used with
12-kw transmitters. In one sense, this makes them highest
powered TV stations in country. The helical antennas,
individually tailored to stations, have been installed by

F

KACY,

Festus-St. Louis (Ch. 14)

;

KTVU,

and upcoming KCOK-TV, Tulare, Cal.
which have GE 12-kw transmitters.

KACY’s

54-ft.

antenna on

688-ft.

Stockton, Cal.,

(Ch. 27),

all

of

them for other

stations.

GE

Only

transmitter shipment this week went to
74), 12-kw, which hopes to
get klystrons by early Dec. and begin commercial operation by Xmas, weather on Mt. Greylock permitting.
GE
also reports order for 5-kw Ch. 13 transmitter from
Central Ontario TV Ltd., Kitchener, Ont. (headed by Carl
A. Pollock, pres, of Dominion Electrohome Industries
Ltd.), for early Dec. delivery and possible start by Xmas.
Only RCA shipment reported this week went Nov. 12 to
WRTV, Asbury Park, N. J. (Ch. 58), due on air in Dec.

WMGT,

Adams, Mass. (Ch.

*

*

*

*

In our continuing survey of upcoming stations, these
were the reports received this week:

KGLO-TV, Mason City, la. (Ch. 3), 25-kw DuMont
transmitter and Truscon tower on order, has begun work
at Kensett (la.) site, 15-mi. north of Mason City, also
is remodeling space for combined TV-radio studios in
Mason City, plans start next spring, according to exec,
Ownership interlocks with
v.p.-gen. mgr. Herb R. Ohrt.
Mason City Globe-Gazette. Weed will be rep.

WAIM-TV, Anderson, S. C. (Ch. 40) has its 1-kw
Federal transmitter, plans Dec. 1 tests, goes commercial
about Dec. 15, according to managing director Glenn P.
Warnock. Owner Wilton E. Hall also publishes Anderson
Independent and Mail. John Willis is engineering director; Marshall Gailliard, program director; V. Barath,
promotion; Adam C. Welborn, sales mgr.; Jimmy Scribner,
production mgr. Burn-Smith will be rep.
IRST RUSSIAN-BUILT TV set known to be in this
country has undergone thorough analysis by Bendix
Radio for Air Force Intelligence, which brought it over
from Germany about month ago. Known as Leningrad
T-2, it’s walnut veneer table model with 8-in. round tube
masked to give rectangular picture and coated with green
phosphor. It also incorporates AM-FM radio with comTV tuning is fixed to single
pletely separate chasis.
channel, but it can be adjusted internally to change

F

channels.

Produced

in

1951 on

assembly

Ida. (Ch. 6), which discontinued
(Vol. 9:34), will be back on air under new

ownership if FCC approves. Grantee Frank E. Hurt &
Sons this week filed application for transfer to Idaho
Bcstg. & TV Co., of neighboring Boise, which holds CP
for

KTVI

(Ch. 9), latter

line,

set

has been

CP

to be relinquished.

KTVI

had loaned KFXD-TV transmitter and other equipment,
and KFXD-TV is ready to turn station over to KTVI in
KTVI would move
return for past use of equipment.
transmitter to

Johnny Andrews

tower has gain cf 46 in direction of St. Louis, 15 mi.
north, providing about 500-kw ERP in that direction In
other directions, of course, gain and power are considerably lower. KTVU’s directional antenna also is designed
to produce 500 kw in northerly direction toward Stockton.
KCOK-TV’s transmitter, mile high on ridge overlooking
San Joaquin valley, is directionalized to spray maximum
signal toward Fresno to the north, Bakersfield to the
south, with gain of 40 in each direction.
GE has order
for directional antenna for WLAV-TV, Grand Rapids (Ch.
35), is offering to build

KFXD-TV, Nampa,
operations

its

Ch. 9

site.

KISJ, Pocatello, Ida. (Ch. 6), first planned for this
Reports pres. Robert
fall, now has target well into 1954.
S. Howard, also publisher of Idaho State Journal “Probably not before late spring or summer of 1954.” RCA
equipment was specified, but hasn’t been ordered yet, nor
has rep been chosen. Pocatello’s other grantee, KWIK-TV,
(Ch. 10), is aiming for early Dec. start.

WDBO-TV,

Orlando, Fla. (Ch. 6), has set test target

of April 15, 1954, programming to begin April 25, reports
pres.-gen. mgr. Harold P. Danforth.
Make of equipment

not reported, rep not yet chosen.
KATV, Pine Bluff, Ark. (Ch. 7), with transmitter
house near Jefferson Springs and downtown studios nearly
ready, is speeding erection of 922-ft. tower to be topped
by 12-bay antenna, now plans Dec. 1 tests with 5-kw GE
transmitter, begins programming Dec. 15, reports promotion mgr. Don B. Curran.
GE ships 20-kw amplifier in
Dec. Hour rate will be $300. Rep will be Avery-Knodel.
Chicago Educational Television Foundation (Ch. 11),
last week’s grantee, hasn’t ordered equipment or selected
call letters yet but expects to have studios in Manly Technical High and has Oct. 1, 1954 target, according to secy.
Robert L. Foote.
WILL-TV, Champaign-Urbana, 111. (Ch. 12, educational), granted last week to U. of Illinois, is already using
2-GPL camera chain and other equipment in studio setup
in Memorial Stadium.
Transmitter donated in 1951 by
GE will be used, but debut isn’t scheduled before “late
1954,” according to mgr. Frank E. Schooley.
WUOM-TV, Ann Arbor, Mich. (Ch. 26, educational),
granted last week to U of Michigan, awaits legislative
approval of $500,000 requested for construction of facilities on campus, according to TV director Garnet R. Garrison. The $100,000 already authorized by board of regents
is being used to buy kinescope and film projection equipment to supplement 3 RCA camera chains already on hand
and to remodel former funeral home on Maynard St. into
TV studio. This is scheduled to be in operation by Feb. 1.
allowing for feeding of live and kinescope educational
broadcasts to state’s commercial stations begun in 1948
on WWJ-TV, Detroit, and carried regularly last 3 years.

—

to

accommodate wide band

(8

me) used

in

Russia and

eastern Europe, it is capable of very high definition picture, has “excellent” speaker and power supply.
But
Air Force Technical Intelligence Center rates it as “only
fair” by U. S. standards, comparable over-all to pre-war

U.

S. sets.

Set was shown to American public Nov. 9 on NBC-TV’s
Today program, announcer Tom White interviewing Bendix research & engineering director Arthur C. Omberg in
Baltimore.
For purposes of picture analysis and comparison, Bendix engineers have converted set to U. S.

described as similar to early postwar Philco 1001 from
standpoint of component layout, tube types and manufacturing techniques. But several U. S. postwar TV refinements such as sync smoothing and recovery of power

standards. Engineers’ conclusions: Considering the Russians’ oft-repeated claims that they “invented” TV, they
haven’t gotten very far in improving it.

from sweep

TV newsreel cameras were barred from Nov. 12 Hollywood luncheon reception for King Paul and Queen Fred-

—

—are

circuits

not incorporated.

—

Entire set has 32 tubes 26 for TV, 6 for radio
weighs 110 lbs., is 33 in. long, 19-in. wide, 19-in. high.
Sensitivity is very low, say Bendix engineers “it defiMade
nitely wouldn’t be satisfactory in a fringe area.”

—

erika of Greece, sponsored by Assn, of Motion Picture Producers, but 5 theatre newsreel companies were allowed to

have cameramen there.

)

HOW TUBE MAKERS ARE TACKLING

COLOR: No major change in prospects for color tubes
has occurred since our last roundup of prime movers in the industry (Vol.9:39). The
situation is boiling and churning, no question of it, but bulk of initial production
is more certain than ever to be 15-in. round (11%-in. picture) mask-&-dot type.
Guesses as to total production in 1954-55 have been revised upward a bit
Many tube makers expect 100-200,000 next year rather than 50-100,000, and
lately.
quite a few look for 1-2,000,000 the following yea r.
As producers point out however, public demand is the unknown factor that
up or down. Here s what a good
can knock all current guesses into a cocked hat
cross-section of tube producers told us this week :
RCA makes no change in its statement that it expects to produce some 2000
tubes monthly by 6-9 months after FCC decision.
Dr. Allen B. DuMont retains his low regard for smaller pictures, is aiming
doesn't say what kind.
for big ones
GE v.p. Dr. W.R.G. Bake r says 15-in. mask-type will be GE's initial output,
"but I'm not going to tell you what we have in the labs."
,

—

'

—

Another tube manu f acturer is planning on RCA-type 15-in initially "because
most of our customers are setting up to use it." Beyond that, he says, "we're working in several directions." His guess is 50-100,000 sets in 1954, 1,000,000 in 1955
Another manufacturer is also setting up for RCA-type 15-in., says "we have
He, too, is investito learn how to produce them before we consider the 19-in."
no decision yet.
gating CBS and Lawrence approaches
.

.

—

*

*

*

*

Kenneth Meinken, pres, of National Union says he's in pilot production of
both RCA and CBS types is not planning on Lawrence tube at present. He termed the
"completely chaotic".
current tube picture situation, including black-&-white
"
Black-&-white prices are being cut ," Meinken goes on, "and manufacturers
It's repeat of the radio tube business, and it's
are cutting each other's throats.
with such a fine product as a picture tube." He expects color tubes to
a shame
be "a very, very serious bottleneck" of color set production.
"
The 15-in. color tube will die a quick death just as the 14-in. black-&"
The 19-in. bulb is okay but components for it
white did," Meinken predicts.
are something else." So difficult and costly is color tube
particularly the mask
production, he added, "that it's dubious whether all of the black-&-white tube makers
will try it." He expects 50-75,000 color tubes next year, perhaps 500,000 in 1955
,

,

,

—

,

,

—

—

.

*

*

*

*

CBS-Hytron pres. Bruce Coffin feels industry will exceed 100,000 sets next
year, says his company will meet pilot production target of next February but will
beat original estimate of fall-1954 for regular production (Vol. 9:41).
He stoutly
He laughs off competitors' charges
maintains his tube has adva ntages over RCA's
that photographic method of placing dots is too complex, that it's awkward to send
each face-plate through the lines with its individual mask. In fact, he says, one big
advantage is that it permits use of much more of tube makers' present equipment.
CBS has put out feelers to a few other tube makers, offering license to make
the tube.
Coffin says it's too early to report reaction to the offer, which involves r oyalty of "about 1 %% ," with reported minimum of $25,000 a year.
(RCA royalty on CR tubes, including color, is 1%%.
Leonard Cramer, of Crosley which took first license for the Lawrence tube
(Vol. 9:45), says the 2% royalty is worth it not only for patent rights but for
know-how of developer Chromatic TV Labs. He says Crosley sets will take all color
output of Batavia, 111. plant, with production expected to start mid-1954.
Plant
.

,

7

- 8 is also producing mask-type tubes. Cramer reports little difference in set circuitry
required for both kinds of tubes. He expects more than 100,000 color set in 1954
Asher Cole, pres, of National Video reports delivering samples of RCA-type,
working on Lawrence units plans to sample CBS-type by year's end. He says one
shortcoming of Lawrence tube, radiation, has been cleared up. Another, lower resolution of black-&-white pictures, is being licked.
That factor. Cole says, isn't
getting enough attention from industry.
"
During the initial period
Cole says, "at least 90% of programs are going
And if a man spends §800-§1000 for a color set, he should
to be in black-&-white.
be told that black-&-white reception on it isn't going to be as good as on a regular
black-&-white set." As for cost of tubes he says currently quoted prices (§175"Mine cost me about §1200 each
§200) bear no relation to actual production costs.
his cost §2000."
and a competitor of mine says I'm lucky
Cole expects $200-§250 to be realistic price by end of next year.
He estiRegarding CBS mask-type tube, Cole
mates 100,000 sets next year, 2,000,000 in 1955
Their method of putting the
states: "So far, it's not more economical than RCA's.
dots on is so complex that it seems to offset other possible advantages of weight,
exhausting, etc." He's considering Lawrence tube license
2% and 5-year contract.
Kimble and Corning the glass bulb makers, confirm that big push is behind
15-in. initially, say they're w orking on 19-in
"and everything else." Beyond
that? "It would take a genius to determine the trend," says J.P. Kearney, Kimble's
industrial & electronic div. sales mgr.
.

,

,

11

,

,

—

,

.

—

,

.

—

NO MORE PRICE CUTS SEEN-NOW, THAT IS: From where we sit TV prices look fairly firm
for rest of year at least, with industry as a whole indicating little disposition to
follow Westinghouse s action this week in cutting prices.
It's a fast-changing
,

'

—

trade picture, to be sure, with today's decision becoming tomorrow's revision
but
as of now other manufacturers say they plan no changes in prices this year.
Westinghouse s pric e slash was a lulu got oceans of publicity
undoubtedly
due more to respect its brand name commands than to its comparatively low rank among
TV manufacturers, since by its own admission it made only 4% of all TVs last year
At same time, it left lists
(Vol. 9:43). It reduced 6 o f its 21-in. by §80 to §200
unchanged on remaining 26 of its 17, 21, 24 & 27-in. models, while reducing their
(For list of 6 models reduced, see p. 11).
price to distributors by unspecified sums.
What prompted West i nghouse action ? Soft markets and high inventories, was
official company explanation, though industry speculation was that it had far overA Westinghouse spokesman disclosed, too, that company plans to introduce
produced.
in contrast to most top TV makers, who have indicated
completely new line in Jan
they will adopt one-line-a-year policy, with full new lines planned next spring.
That Westinghouse is making big pitch now to franchise more distributors and
Its TV line is now
dealers, was also frankly acknowledged as factor by spokesman.
handled by about 100 Westinghouse Electric Supply Co. branches and 23 independent
distributors, plus some 7500 dealers. It's shooting to add private distributors and
more dealers between now and Christmas, the spokesman said.
'

—

,

.

.

—

*

i*

*

*

—

these were outward manifestations of
Cutbacks, layoffs, deals, gimmicks
growing restiveness in trade this week. Syl vania eliminated one of its 7 TV production lines, dropped 100 worker s at Buffalo receiver plant, spokesman explaining:
"Our distribution pipelines are pretty well filled up and the weather has been good,
which normally discourages TV sales." Sylvania thus joined RCA, Crosley, GE, Arvin
& Raytheon as set makers ordering layoffs and cutbacks recently (Vol. 9:45).
New reports of price reductions disguised as "deals" filtered in all week.
Dumping was reported on increase on West Coast large promotional ads flourished
everywhere, featuring huge price reductions. And there were the gimmicks to attract
sales: Newark TV store owner, also proprietor of 2 used car lots, offered used car
(1940-47 vintage) free with each purchase of 21-in. set; Chicago dept, store offered
model railroad equipment in lieu of part or all of allowance on TV trade-in.
;

9

Softness of TV market might well be part of national economic trend, judging
from results of survey of 155 large manufacturing companies by National Industrial
Conference Board showing more consumer buying resistance today than in many years.
*

*

*

*

Any big cutback in TV production is yet to be reflected in RETMA statistics.
TV production totaled 161,537 week ended Nov. 6 compared to 158,052 preceding week
It was year’s 44th week and brought year’s output
and 173,114 week ended Oct. 30.
Output for all 1952 was 6,096,279.
Radio production
to date to about 6,570,000 .
advanced to 285,340, increase from 261,614 week ended Oct. 30 and 273,882 in week
before.
It brought year’s production to date to about 11,600,000.
TVs so ld at retail in first 9 months totaled 4,500,560 well up from the
3,444,674 in same period year ago, according to RETMA report released this week.
For Sept, alone, retail TV sales were 753,953, down from 875,290 in Sept, year ago.
Radio sales, exclusive of auto radios, totaled 4,526,186 in first 9 months, compared
Sept, sales were 892,761 vs. 650,898 same month of 1952.
to 4,296,982 last year.
,

,

NE MANUFACTURER’S

viewpoints on color TV
to the current discussion
about its trade impact, and well worth repeating because
he’s unusually articulate and so neatly points up what many
in the trade are thinking. We asked Hoffman Radio’s
youthful H. Leslie Hoffman, as we sat together watching
the transcontinental color demonstration in Los Angeles
Nov. 3 (Col. 9:45), to set down his frank reactions later.
Here’s essence of what he wrote us:
He and his staff had also seen Carmen Oct. 31 on their
own experimental set, and were deeply impressed by both
demonstrations. “[These] indicate that the color art has
reached a stage of perfection where the programming and
the receivers are marketable
The most significant
phase of the NTSC System is the fact, as was clearly
demonstrated, that today’s receiver gives an excellent picture in blaek-&-white when the telecast is in color, and
conversely the color receiver gave a good black-&-white

O

seem particularly pertinent

.

.

.

picture.”

But

it’s

silly “to

write the obituary of black-&-white

prematurely [and] before we get too disturbed we should
have a pretty good look at what has happened in our own

TV did not kill off radio; from 1946-53,
the industry built and sold 110,000,000 radio sets and each
year since the war has built more sets than before the
radio industry.”

war.

TV’s main

effect

on radio was to “practically elim-

and color’s effect on black-&-white
will be to “force more sales into lower priced brackets.”
Just as black-&-white TV moved into the living room and
radio into the bedroom, so will color sets more into the
living room and the black-&-white into the dens and bedrooms,” said Hoffman.
“We are about to hear the whistle blown on the start
inate console

sales”

new

industry, but do not make the mistake of
assuming that it will eliminate its 2 ancestors radio and
of a great

—

black-&-white TV.
the public, and

We

will

have

we should be

3 services available for

able to

services in the proper perspectives.

make and

sell

all

3

In order to do this,

however, we have a major education job for the people
within the industry and the public.
“I think the first phase in this education job is to remove the fear of obsolescence of their present sets by
telling the compatible story in a non-technical way. The
next phase is to explain the timing problem that exists,
both from a program and receiving set viewpoint.
“It would appear, assuming FCC approval is received
before Jan. 1, 1954, that it would take RCA, by their own
statement, 6 months to get equipment to their stations to
even handle a network color show. [Editor’s Note: Networking equipment is expected to reach about 25 stations
in 14 cities by Jan. 1, well ahead of availability of receiv-

ers for general public.] This would certainly mean they
would not start out with color shows in the summertime,
when everyone is on vaction. So it would probably mean
that before any color shows are actually scheduled on a
regular basis, it would be the fall of 1954.
“It would appear that the general pattern will be for
the vai-ious companies to introduce color receivers in their
1955 showings in June or July for delivery in July, Aug.
or Sept. It appears that there is little likelihood of any
quantity production of any other tube than the RCA 15-in.
3-gun in 1954. However, I think that 1955 will see other

types of tubes available in a larger picture size.”
Estimates of 50-100,000 color tubes available in 1954
are regarded as low by Hoffman, who thinks there may
be twice that many.
But in sets costing $800 to $1000
they’re merely “a luxury item.”
He thinks the 15-in.

and “a salable
unit” but that “only the more venturesome of the buyers
will want to own one.”
He continued:
“We should start educating the public that the service
problems and the maintenance of a color set will be more
expensive than black-&-white.
Color will take twice as
many receiving tubes and, at present, there are approxitube’s 12-in. picture “is not objectionable”

mately twice as many controls to adjust and tune.
“There is no question but what larger screens,
lower cost, less complex circuits will be produced but
these miracles won’t happen overnight, and in the meantime the customer should continue to buy black-&-white
sets, get the utmost enjoyment out of them, and know that
when and if he gets ready to buy color the trade-in will
obviously be better. This pattern has held for white goods
and automobiles, and I see no reason why it should not

—

hold for

TV.”

The

educational program, in Hoffman’s opinion,
should be undertaken by someone outside the industry.
At RETMA’s Chicago convention next week (Nov. 17-19),
he will recommend Better Business Bureau do the job
“because their contact is directly with the public and they
have no particular ax to grind for any particular industry
or group.”
It’s not an easy job, he continued.
“I think right

now we have the public feeling that color is just around
the corner and that there is some indefinite and vague
reason
to

why

they cannot have

them that the

it.

We

have to get across

telecast for color today is in the same
exhibition by General Motors of their

category as the
Sabre-Jet and the other special show models that point
to the future. Somehow, the automotive industry has gotten the idea across without having it act as a sales deterrent to present cars.
“I personally believe that the timing of the publicity

10
on the actual telecasting of color could not have been
worse. It is hard for me to believe it was necessary to
do it this fall, right in the midst of the fall and Christmas
business. Whoever called these signals undoubtedly had
a reason, but to me it should have and could have been
avoided.
“I also believe that RCA is making a mistake in referring, in all of their publicity, to the RCA color compatibility system, as against the industry (NTSC) system.
This cannot help but arouse the animosity of the various
members of the industry.”
*

*

—

is

America, 122 E. 42nd St., N. Y. (formerly Industrial Surveys Co.). Total sets-in-use aren’t given, but breakdowns
by its National Consumers Panel shows:

TV SET OWNERSHIP
% of
in

Type of Family

Packard-Bell’s sales mgr. Kenneth R. Johnson
came this comment Nov. 10 following our report on the
Hollywood color demonstrations:
“Your issue of Nov. 7 outlined an excellent account of
the color showing in Burbank. You are to be congratu-

commendable

Pacific

CITY SIZE
Farm

.

.

was personally

July

1953

1953

...

65
24
46
27
43

69
30
50
31
47

..

18

22
26
47
75

23
26
31
51
77

._

55
50
45
29

58
55
50
32

10
11
10

43
57

13
8

...

38
53
45

48

7

53
49
56

4
10

47
16

55
54
61
54
20

34
47
54
47

38
52
58
53

12
11

54
55
47
35

58
58
51
39

7
5

9
11

44%

49%

11%

Under 2500

job.

2500 to 50,000

your comments
regarding the lack of scare headlines in newspaper's and
trade papers. Our writers on the Coast certainly do have
far greater comprehension of this complex advancement
One reason [is] the fact that the Electric League
of Los Angeles met with the press and the Radio & TV
Broadcasters Assn, some weeks ago to discuss the coming
of color and all the problems involved.
“A panel of color experts connected with West Coast
TV manufacturing firms answered questions and discussed TV [and] by pulling no punches, I feel we performed an excellent service for the industry. Being chairman of the committee of the Electric League, I personally
felt that after the meeting we had the press and the
radio-TV association members well enough informed so
that they could analyze color developments as they occur
and in a calm manner.
“Perhaps other major cities could do well to call
similar panel meetings at an early date.”
“I

Jan.

Northeast
South
North Central
Mtn. & Southwest

From

lated, as always, for a

Total Families

Each Market Division

REGIONS

*

*

—

HERE THE

TV SETS were located as of July 1 by
regions, economic classes, education, occupation, etc.
analyzed in latest report of Market Research Corp. of

...

50,000 to 500,000
500,000 & Over

gratified to read

....

% Increase
6

25
9
15
9

28
18
19
9
3

ECONOMIC CLASS
A

(High)

...

..

B
C

.

.

.

D (Low)

....

5

EDUCATION
Grammar

School

High School
College

OCCUPATION
Professional & Executive
Clei’ical, Sales & Service
Crafts, Skilled Labor

Laborer

&

...
...

Operator

Farmer
SIZE OF FAMILY
1 & 2 Members
3 Members
4 & 5 Members
6 Members & Over

...

...
...
.

9

15
25

7

13

PRESENCE OF CHILDREN
Years & Under
Thru 12 Years
13 Thru 20 Years

August excise tax collections on TVs, radios & phonos
were $9,535,000, compared with $8,152,000 in Aug. 1952.

5
6

On

No

refrigerators,

air

conditioners,

Govt,

etc.,

collected

$8,001,000 vs. $9,862,000 in Aug. 1952.

Trade Personals:
pres,

Frederick

at&t

Kappei,

r.

v.p.,

of

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

tral sales mgr., Zenith Radio, out of Chicago, succeeding

Martin Toohill, now mgr. of market development dept.
D. H. Tyson, ex-Sylvania controller, appointed asst,
treas. & controller, Botany Mills Inc., Passaic, N. J.
Ronello B. Lewis resigns as RCA controller to become v.p.
& controller of Mathieson Chemical Co., Baltimore
Dr. P. S. Christaldo promoted to mgr. of DuMont instruDr. Adair
ment div., replacing Rudolf Feldt, resigned
Morrison, ex-Arthur D. Little Co., heads research section
of Sprague Electric research & engineering dept.
Howard L. Bredlow, ex-Hoffman Radio, appointed Los
P. G. McCauley
Angeles district sales mgr., Magnavox
named northwest district merchandiser, Stromberg-Carlson
C. G. Barker, ex-Magnecord, named distribution mgr.,
David H. Grigsby resigns
National Co., Malden, Mass.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

as Zenith adv. mgr. to join Conventry, Miller & Olzak,
Chicago agency
Albert C. Allen resigns as DuMont
central regional mgr., Chicago, to form new distributing
.

.

.

firm in east.

.

.

.

..

..

UNITED STATES TOTAL

Western Electric, succeeding Stanley
Bracken, now chairman
Ross Siragusa, Admiral pres.,
returns from European trip Dec. 1
Frank Folsom, RCA
pres., subject of sketch in Nov. 1 Sacramento Union as
part of series on famous men from Sacramento County
R. A. Rich, Philco v.p., elected pres., NEMA major appliance div., succeeding J. R. Poteat, GE, under new NEMA
David Bell, ex-Capepres. J. IT. Jewell, Westinghouse
hart-Farnsworth mgr. of quality control, named mgr. of
Vernon A. Kamin,
Raytheon quality control dept.
ex-RCA Victor west central mgr., Kansas City, named cenelected

Children

.....

.

.

Mm. R. Hewlett, v.p. of Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo
Alto, Cal., elected 1954 pres, of IRE, succeeding Dr. James
W. McRae,

Sandia Corp. & v.p. of Western ElecH. Ponte, of France, succeeds S. R.
Kantebet, India, as v.p. Also elected in the mail balloting
of 35,000 members were 1954-56 directors Axel G. Jensen,
Bell Labs, and George Rappaport, Aircraft Radiation Lab.
Following are new 1954-55 regional directors: Lucius E.
Packard, Technical Instrument Corp., North Atlantic, Region 1
Harry W. Wells, Carnegie Institution, Central
Atlantic, 3; Charles J. Marshall, Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, Central, 5; Joseph M. Pettit, Stanford U,
tric.

pres, of

Maurice

J.

;

Pacific

7.

National Electronic Distributors Assn, will hold first
in series of regional technical conferences for distributors,
both members and non-members, at Hotel New Yorker,
Feb. 8. W. D. Jenkins, Radio Supply Co., Richmond, is in
charge of conferences. Association has alerted its 350-odd
members, in special bulletin, that Army is currently drawing up program for disposal of surplus electronic parts &
equipment, and asks Defense Dept, to inform NEDA members of sale dates so they can bid.

:
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Topics

&

Trends

of

TV

Trade:

Headlines about color

that mislead worried Motorola Inc. enough this week
to impel director of public relations Allen Center to address letter to all Motorola distributors suggesting: “To
cope with this particular situation at the local level, where

TV

formed from local news reports, an
approach to the press must needs be made locally. Attached is a letter. It is our hope that you will have this
letter, or a rephrasing of the thoughts in it, typed on your
local letterhead, signed by you, and mailed to the managBeyond that, you
ing editor of your local newspaper.
can ask some of the key retailers through your area to do
the same thing, on their letterheads, within their compublic opinions are

The prototype

munities.”

letter reads:

Dear Mr. (Managing Editor)
As a television distributor in this market

television.

In writing to you I have no desire to influence your ediapply pressure for reasons of personal gain.
Bather, I am seeking only to direct your attention toward a degree
of accuracy in handling the news which will preclude any inadvertent hurt to local television business on your part.
Specifically, this refers to the writing of headlines on stories
about color television. As an example, quite recently a nationally
circulated Sunday supplement carried a story about the status of
color TV evolution. The story was essentially accurate in context.
But, the headline screamed “COLOR TELEVISION IS HERE.”
You and I know that many people get much of their news
impressions from headlines, and often they don’t explore beyond
the first paragraph unless they have an immediate compelling
interest.
For these people, and for all people in such circumstances. sensational, attention-seeking headlines do not portray
color TV in proper perspective. To be accurate, such a headline
as mentioned above should indicate that color TV is here experimentally rather than imply its presence or imminent appearance
in the majority of U. S. living rooms.
If at any time you would like to obtain authoritative verification of reports on color TV, I will be glad to help by contacting, at
no expense to you, a Radio and Television Manufacturers’ Association member of unimpeachable integrity. Please don’t hesitate to
torial policy or to

on me.
Meanwhile, thanks in advance for your cooperation.
*

*

*

*

Distributor Notes: Capehart-Farnsworth

&

names Gor-

Houston (H. J. McKinnon, sales mgr.)
CBS-Columbia appoints Great Western Fuel Co., 210
E. Boone St., Spokane (Roy S. Roberts, pres.) and American Coal & Supply Co., Ft. Wayne (Louis J. Novitsky,
pres.)
S. S. Fretz Co., Philadelphia (CBS-Columbia)
don-Sewall
.

.

Co.,

.

.

.

.

appoints Blyss R. Gates v.p. in charge of wholesale appliance div., replacing Richard A. Furniss, who resumes
duties as mgr. of industrial div.
DuMont appoints Ben
Cappiello to new post of distributors’ finance coordinator
DuMont appoints Irving Sarlin, mgr. of N. J. factory
. .
branch, to additional duties as mgr. of Florida branch, replacing Morris D. Snow, resigned; DuMont Chicago names
Clyde Slease service mgr.
Raytheon Distributor Inc.
appoints Henry S. Gray, ex-Admiral, as national credit
mgr. .
Pittsburgh Products Tri-State Co. (Crosley-Bendix) appoints Richard Gombert as district mgr., succeeding
Jack Baumgartner, resigned
Tele King Distributing
Co. of California announces resignation of pres. Herbert
J. Ravis.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Westinghouse list price cuts (see p. 8) were on following 21-in. sets: Model 770, mahogany table, reduced from
$280 to $200; 771, blonde table $290 to $200; 772, openface mahogany console $350 to $250; 773, blonde openface console $370 to $250; 784, full-door deluxe mahogany
console $480 to $300; 785, full-door blonde $500 to $300.

W. Hubbard St., ChiFebruary of permanent magnets for electronics, headed by A. D. Plamondon Jr., expres. of Indiana Steel Products Co., Valparaiso, Ind. About
50 will be employed in 21,000-sq. ft. plant.
Plamondon Magnetics

Co., 1850

cago, will start production in

World’s most powerful radio transmitter, RCA-built
“Big Jim,” 1.2 megawatts, will be put into service in
Seattle by Navy Nov. 18.
Installation cost $14,000,000,
took 6 years to build. Its VLF voice (very low frequency
below 30 kc) will keep Navy in contact with ships any-

—

where in world.

RETMA elec-

and hiring of gen. mgr. for elecfeature 26 fall quarterly meetings of all
divs. at Chicago’s Palmer House, Nov. 17-19.
Board meeting is final day. Expansion would implement
recent reorganization of old RTMA, which changed name
of organization and created Electronics Industry Committee on parallel level with Radio-TV Industry Committee (Vol. 9:31). Also up for consideration are review of
ditional electronics divs.
tronics,

will

RETMA

color developments since NTSC petition (Vol. 9:30), and
recommendations for minimum standards of high-fidelity
equipment (Vol. 9:36) f or inclusion in trade practice rules
now under consideration by Federal Trade Commission
(Vol. 9:41).

my

business will
be pretty much at the mercy of public reactions to the news disseminated locally the next several months concerning color

call

Electronics Reports: Further expansion of

tronics services, including proposed establishment of 2 ad-

Thompson Products Inc., originally a manufacturer
of auto parts, whose 23 divisions now devote 70% of their
output to the military, hopes to become big factor in both
military and civilian electronics, according to “profile” in

Nov. 12 N. Y. Journal of Commerce. Last Sept., Thompson formed Ramo-Woolridge Corp. for research and production in advanced electronics and guided missiles. Recent acquisition has been Bell Sound Systems, manufacturer of public address and high fidelity equipment. Reports article: “Arch T. Colwell, v.p., says that eventually
electronics will be an activity as big as any division the

company has today. This would mean that in the next
10-20 years, Thompson Products expects to build its elecvolume of between $60,000,000-$70,000,000 a year.” Company’s total sales this year are estimated at nearly $315,000,000, net profit $10,000,000.
tronics divisions to a

New officers of National Electrical Mfrs. Assn., elected
Nov. 11 at Atlantic City convention: Pres. J. H. Jewell,
Westinghouse, succeeding L. G. Hall, Stackpole Carbon.
Vice presidents Hoyt Post Steele, Benjamin Electric Mfg.
Co.; W. A. Elliott, Elliott Co.; F. F. Loock, Allen-Bradley
Co.; J. W. Corey, Reliance Electric; J. L. Busey, GE.
Treas. A. F. Metz, Okonite Co. Annual James H. McGraw awards were presented to GE v.p. Harry A. Winne

—

—

—

for contributions to “advancement of the electrical manufacturing industry in the fields of engineering and nuclear
research,” and to Bonnell W. Clark, retired Westinghouse
[in] mobilizing
v.p., for “outstanding accomplishments
the resources of the electrical industry to the service of
the nation.”

home of the future, as described Nov. 11 by
Dr. Charles B. Jolliffe to Scarsdale (N. Y.)
Woman’s Club: It will have phosphor-coated walls responding to “black light” or ultra-violet rays, electronic
air conditioners with no moving parts, an electronic stove
operated by remote control and capable of preparing meals
on a pre-set schedule, facsimile newspapers broadcast during the night, electronic highway controls capable of driving the family automobile, a magnetic recorder of TV
programs, electronic accounting system compiling the
family’s monthly bills into a single statement (principal
Electronic

RCA

item,

v.p.

we assume,

will be the electric bill).

Purchase of Phillips Control Corp., Joliet, 111., manufacturer of Phil-Trol components for electronic industry,
was disclosed last week by Thor Corp. (home laundry
kitchen appliances) which will operate it as wholly-owned
subsidiary. John E. Mossman, Phillips founder, remains
,

as president; all other officers retain their positions.

Dividends: Television-Electronics Fund Inc., 18(i plus
year-end 40<* payable Nov. 30 to stockholders of record
Nov. 30 to holders Nov. 18;
Nov. 13; Sentinel Radio,
1TE Circuit Breaker, 31%^ plus 5% stock Dec. 1 to holders
Nov. 19; ABC-Paramount, 25<) Dec. 21 to holders Nov. 25;
plus 4% stock Dec. 21 to holders
Radio Condenser Co.,
Dec. 1; Storer Bcstg. Co., 25 f Dec. 14 to holders Dec. 1.
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Telecasting Notes:
by showing of color

Film producers for TV, impressed
Hollywood last week (Vol. 9:45),

in

especially the reproduction of color film, are

now thinking

terms of color for subjects that won’t “date.” It costs
“only a few thousand dollars extra” to shoot in color, as
one producer put it to us, and even if colorcasting of films
is several years away, the investment is sound when you
contemplate re-runs. It’s on second and third runs that
Up-&-coming
the producers realize their main profit
Gross-Krasne, Hollywood, is going to color, as are several others; top-ranking Dragnet reported being shot in
color
“CBS on ‘Color Cadre’ Binge” headlines Nov. 11
Variety article describing 3-platoon system in operation in
feverish preparation for color program test premiere Nov.
15 on WCBS-TV 5:30-6 p.m. Richard Lewine, supervisor
of daytime programming, heads “color cadre” charged
with developing formats for series of daytime program
tests, assisted by production mgr. Carlton Winckler and
new color design chief George Jenkins; trio will then
fan out to teach other staff personnel color techniques.
Present plans call for Fi'i.-only tests for 3 weeks, then
in

.

.

.

.

.

.

Wm.
thrice-weekly colorcast tests, times unspecified
Esty agency, with CBS, has acquired 112 Terrytoon
shorts from producer Paul Ten-y, will use them in Barker
Bill’s Cartoons for General Mills
Three John Steinbeck telefilms, after being shown on Omnibus on CBSTV, will be tied together as a 90-min. feature and released for theatrical showings by Solar Productions,
“TV’s Most Surprising
Hollywood (Bewster Morgan)
Hit” titles article in Nov. 14 Saturday Evening Post, all
about “the most widely telecast program in the world”
Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod’s This Is the Life, weekly
filmed half-hour being carried by 125 U. S. stations plus
Canadian stations and BBC as public service feature
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WATV

becomes sixth station with antenna on Empire
State Bldg., Nov. 14, inaugural telecast being all-night

Lighthouse for the Blind; construction of
KGNCthere is still in progress
TV, Amarillo, and KFYO-TV (CP), Lubbock, Tex., along
with newspaper owners, switch rep to Katz as of Dec. 1.
telethon for

WOR-TV’s antenna

.

“Unsponsored” commercial

TV

for Britain

.

.

was pro-

posed by Govt, this week in long-awaited White Paper
outlining official policy toward hot issue which has been
raging in England for 2 years. To assuage critics who
pointed to American TV as “horrible example of what
might happen here,” White Paper takes extremely cautious approach: Govt, would establish public corporation
similiar to BBC, its governors appointed by Govt., to own
and operate new transmitters, have veto power over scripts
and advertising copy. Only spot announcements would be
permitted on commercial outlets, and they would be separated from entertainment part of program, with probably no more than 4-5 minutes of commercials an hour.
Since British TV sets have no channel selectors being
capable of picking up only the BBC adapters costing
$16-$40 would be necessary. Govt, will put its proposals
in form of bill to be presented to Parliament early next
year, with final action expected next June or later and
There’s still big battle
first commercial programs in 1955.
pending, since Labor Party has indicated it will fight any
type of commercialization and strong opposition to commercial TV has also been expressed by some important
Conservative Party spokesmen.

—

CBS

—

Frank Stanton, 1930 graduate of Ohio
Wesleyan, told reporters for the Wesleyan Transcript, according to Nov. 11 UP dispatch, that he has resigned from

Sale of KLAC-TV, Los Angeles (Ch. 13) was in final
negotiation stages this week, with Copley Press Inc. the
probable purchaser for $1,375,000 from Mrs. Dorothy
SchifT Sonneborn, publisher of Neiv York Post, whose
son Mortimer W. Hall is mgr. Copley Press, with headquarters in Aurora, 111., publishes 4 newspapers in Illinois as well as Scm Diego Union and Tribune and 9 Los

Angeles County dailies: Alhambra Post-Advocate, Burbank Review, Glendale News-Press, Culver City StarNeivs, Monrovia Neivs-Post, Redondo Breeze, Venice Vanguard, San Pedro News-Pilot. It’s newspaper chain’s first
venture into TV. Deal involves only KLAC-TV, reported
to be heavy loser ever since it was established in Sept.
1948, does not include profitable AM counterpart KLAC.

Major ownership transfers approved by FCC this
week: (1) WWNC, Asheville, N. C., with Asheville Citizen and Times, applicant for Ch. 13 acquired by company
headed by Roger Peace, publisher of Greenville (S. C.)
News-Piedmont, operator of WFBC and holder of Ch. 4
CP in Greenville; total consideration, with newspapers,
$2,300,000 (Vol. 9:40).
(2) KCMO-TV & KCMO, Kansas
City, from Tom Evans and Lester Cox to Meredith Engineering Co.; consideration, $2,000,000 (Vol. 9:41-42).
(3) One-third interest in KFSD-TV & KFSD, San Diego,
transferred from Thomas E. Sharp to T.B.C. group headed
by Harrison G. Sloan; consideration, about $351,984.

New TV ownership survey by A. C. Nielsen Co. (Vol.
9:44) is disclosed as being underwritten by CBS-TV, will
be released after Jan. 1. Dated Nov. 15, it will be first
such count since networks released their May 15 sets-in-use
tabulations (TV Factbook No. 17) and first to include
both vhf & uhf owners. Figures will be by counties and
county clusters. Said Oscar Katz, CBS research chief, who
is directing the job: “Conflicting estimates of ownership,
the vapid rise in set sales, the opening of many new stations, and the development of uhf have all pointed to the
urgent need for this survey. CBS-TV is sponsoring the
study as a service to advertising and broadcasting.”
Two TV

Phi Delta Theta, because of

its

provision barring membership to persons
“not of pure Aryan blood.” He said he has unsuccessfully
tried for years to get the provision changed.
constitutional

FCC

this

week were

KCOR, and for
WTIP, Charles-

WMON,

and
Montgomery. Ten applications were
dismissed, leaving 421 pending FCC action, of which 100
are for uhf stations. [For further details about these apton,

plications, see
listings

of

all

TV

Addenda 17-S herewith; for complete

grants,

new

missals, hearings, etc., see

denda

stations,

TV

applications,

dis-

Factbook No. 17 with Ad-

to date.]

TV service was extended Nov. 12 to new
York, Pa., making total of 218 stations in
139 cities equipped to receive network programs by AT&T
and private interconnections. Other stations tentatively
scheduled to be interconnected this week end: WIBW-TV,
Topeka, Kan.; KLPR-TV, Oklahoma City; WCIA, ChamNetwork

WNOW-TV,

111.; WKJG-TV, Ft. Wayne, Ind.; WSIX-TV, NashKGTV, Des Moines; WTAC-TV, Flint, Mich.
KFDA-TV & KFDA, Amarillo, Tex., already owned
25% by Gene Cagle and 25% by Charles Jordan, both

paign,

ville;

executives of Texas State Network, will be transferred to
TSN control for reported consideration of $550,000, if

FCC approves. Chief stockholder in TSN is oilman S. W.
Richardson, Cagle owning about one-third. Jordan would
retain his

pres.

his national fraternity,

applications filed with

for San Antonio, Tex., Ch. 41, by radio
Montgomery, W. Va., Ch. 2, by licensees of

25%

NARTB

in

new

setup.

code review board issues

first

report “to the

people of the United States,” detailing precautions sta-

programs and comAvailable from NARTB,
188 subscriber by call letters,

tion subscribers are taking to screen

mercials for possible violations.
report reprints code,
cites

lists

Congressional and public comments on compliance.

'
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WHICH STATIONS WILL BE FIRST WITH COLOR? Lineup for the station color sweepstakes
Initial aim is to enable stations to rebroadcast network color
becomes clearer.
and it looks as if this will be done rather quickly for those on microwave.
For biggest color presentation currently on tap, NBC's telecast of Jan. 1
Tournament of Roses from Pasadena, 14 stations in as many cities are most likely to
both from standpoint of station equipment and AT&T's ability to equip
be ready
Only the parade, sponsored by Woolworth, will be carried in
microwave for color.
color; Rose Bowl game, sponsored by Gillette, will be monochrome.
Studying microwave setup weighing stations' reports on equipment priorities, we deduce that these 14 cities will receive and rebroadcast the program in
and we're willing to wager we're within one or 2 of the final setup:
color
Los A ngele s, San Francisc o, Salt Lake City Denver Omaha Chicago Toledo
Cleveland Pittsburgh New York Philadelphi a, Wilmington Baltimore Washington .
It all depends on
That a few more may be added is conceivable but unlikely.
Initially, only stations
AT&T's ability to equip microwave and local station loops.
TV networks expect
on the microwave "backbone," or main line, are being equipped.
25 more cities to get color network service within 3 months after Jan. 1.
S tations now served by networks with coaxial cable anywhere between them and
It takes more work to get color through coax.
origination point have a longer wait.
Other networks beside NBC aren't saying much about color plans.
CBS has New
York equipped, hopes to have Hollywood and Chicago ready by February, hasn't yet
nor have ABC or DuMont ordered such service.
ordered any color service from AT&T
First commercial program in color was to be NBC-TV's "Colgate Comedy Hour"
Nov. 22.
Up to now, FCC has limited colorcasts to sustainers only.
Commission gave
permission on the Colgate show "subject to announcement by the originating station
at the beginning and end of the program that this color test (which can be received
in monochrome but not in color on standard TV receivers) is 'pursuant to special
authorization by the FCC as a test of the National Television System Committee technical signal specifications.'"
Comrs. Webster and Bartley dissented saying: "It appears from the petition
of the NTSC formally filed with the Commission that sufficient experimentation with
its proposed color signal specifications has been conducted."
They would not have
granted the permission, couldn't see how it would aid FCC deliberations.
When will FCC fo rm ally approve compatible color ? No one knows
not even
This week, it set Nov. 27 for meeting on color but approval is not
at Commission.
expected to come from that single session.
Nothing more definite than "a decision
by Christmas" can be extracted from those at FCC best able to judge.
It's presumed R CA -NBC will prom o te to beat the band in cities carrying the
Tournament of Roses, demonstrating receivers to press, VIPs, etc.
It's expected,
too, that other manufacturers with enough color sets will do likewise.

—
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DROPPED: Four CPs and 2 initial decisions from FCC
this week, while 3 grants (2 uhf, 1 vhf) were politely returned to Commission by
grantees who concluded economics were against them: The CPs:
WQXI, Ch. 56; Portland, Me ., WGAN, Ch. 13; Detroit Mich
Atlanta, Ga .
WMAM, Ch. 11.
Favored in initial decisions were:
UAW-CIO, Ch. 62; Marinette Wis .
Standard Radio & TV Co., Ch. 11; Portland, Ore ., Oregon TV, Ch. 12.
San Jose Cal
4 GRANTS, 2 INITIAL DECISIONS, 3

,

,

,

.

.

,

,

,

Grants relinquishe d: Davenport, la ., KDIO, Ch. 36; Flint, Mich ., WCTV, Ch.
KTVK, Ch. 2.
28; Santa Fe, N.M .
Final decisions produced the CPs in Atlanta, Portland, Me. & Detroit after
opposition dropped out. Marinette CP came from merger; WMAW, Green Bay, applicant
for Menominee, Mich., has option to purchase 20% of grant within 20 months.
The San Jose decision was rendered after Examiner Poindexter concluded that
FM Radio & TV Corp. waited until too near hearing time to try to amend its appliIn proposing to award Portland, Ore. Ch. 12 to Oregon TV Inc., Examiner
cation.
Smith cited local ownership, civic activities, diversification of business interests, ownership-management integration, program proposal, facilities and staff, lack
of ownership of AM, newspaper or other media.
,

Oregon TV is heade d by retired banke r and shipbuilder Henry A. White and
includes Stephen E. Thompson, owner of lumber and paper businesses Julius L. Meier,
Robert L. Sabin,
of Meier & Frank dept, store family; Wm. A. Healy, furniture mfr.
Of proposed losers
attorney with interests in woodworking and lumber businesses.
Columbia Empire Telecasters is controlled by Portland Journal and Wesley I. Dumm,
latter owner of KPIX, San Francisco; and Northwest TV & Broadcasting Co. is owned by
stationery business owner Lester L.
broadcaster John Keating (KONA- TV, Honolulu)
Winston
W.
owner
Casey.
works
iron
Hunter,
;

;

,

,

*

*

*

*

Commission also tightened up its rules on granting extension of time to
build stations by ordering grantees to ask for exactly as much time as they need,
CP-holders may request either more or less than 6
rather than arbitrary 6 months.
"Most important of all, this notice should not be
months, but Commission warned
interpreted as according permittees greater leeway than is presently provided..."
Purpose o f chang e, FCC said, is to obviate "an unnecessary burden upon both
and the permittee," i.e., repeated requests for more time.
Commission
the
:

240 FOR YEAR:
Though there are just 40 days left to year
more
new
stations
have been promised in that time
70
but
at this writing, nearly
simply
won't
Many
make their announced target dates,
we'll settle for 40 or less.
some haven't been able to get equipment, a few haven't even ordered equipment and may
never be built. But if 40 do start by Jan. 1, it will mean approximately 240 new
a quite gratifying record for both FCC and industry.
stations added this year

7

MORE START, LOOKS LIKE

—

,

—

Between lifting of freeze in July, 1952
Pre-freeze, there were 108 on air .
This
week's
7 bring total to 324
were
added.
exactly 3 times
and end of year, 17
week
one
this
in Canada —: CFPL-TV, London, Ont
There was also
pre-freeze number.
Thi s week's new starter s:
(Ch. 10).

—

.

KOMO-TV, Seattle (Ch. 4) began test patterns as city's second vhf station
Nov. 17, with RCA's Gen. Sarnoff, in town for dedication of Navy's new superpower
transmitting station, throwing switch that started 25-kw RCA transmitter at full
Owned by Fisher Flour Mills family, station goes commercial Dec.
100-kw power ERP.
11 as basic NBC outlet at base rate of $700 running test patterns 12 hours daily
It has 82-ft. 6-bay superturnstile on 552-ft. Ideco tower located atop
until then.
Queen Anne Hill, or 1000-ft. above sea level. Headed by O.W. Fisher as pres., KOMODave
TV' s v.p. & gen. mgr. is W. W. Warre n, with Ray Baker as v.p. & commercial mgr.
Rep is Hollingbery.
S.O. Bennett, chief engineer.
Crockett, program mgr.
WWOR-TV, Worcester, Mas s. (Ch. 14), city's first station, began testing Nov.
16 and goes commercial Dec. 4, affiliated with ABC & DuMont. It has RCA transmitter
with 200-ft. Stainless tower on Asnebumskit Hill at Paxton, about 5 mi. from center
of Worcester. Controlled by banking-manufacturing group, including Fox, Wells & Co .,
,

;

;

- 3 -

investment house identified with Olympic Radio, its manager is Ansel E. Gridley who
Donald
controls WFGM, Fitchburg, with Leonard V. Corwin, ex-Ziv, as commercial mgr.
chief
engineer.
Base
rate
is
Rep
$250.
is
Raymer.
Boston,
ex-WBZ-TV,
P. Wise,
(Ch. 27), one of first 3 to get GE's new directional
K COK-TV, Tulare, Cal
Sheldon Anderson
uhf antennas, began operation Nov. 16 with GE 12-kw transmitter.
owner, who recently sold control of KAFY-TV, Bakersfield (Ch. 29) to San Francisco
Chronicle group, jubilantly reports: "We are covering entire San Joaquin Valley from
First uhf station in the
our [5000-ft.] site and reaching solidly over 150 mi.
country to either equal or exceed vhf." He's gen. mgr., with Alan Rinehart as staStan Simpson, sales mgr. Ron Oakley, chief engineer. Base rate is $250,
tion mgr.
Forjoe is rep.
DuMont.
network is
KGTV, Des Moines (Ch. 17), first station in that city, hitherto served primarily by Iowa State College's pioneer commercial WOI-TV, Ames (Ch. 5), began reguIt's owned by Morgan Murphy-Waiter Bridges
lar schedule Nov. 15 with ABC service.
interests (WEBC, Duluth) who also hold CP for WEAU-TV, Eau Claire, Wis. (Ch. 13),
Gen. mgr. is S.H. McGovern with Bernice Hulin as program mgr.
W.M.
due in Dec.
Base rate is $200.
Rep is Hollingbery.
Equipment is RCA.
Greely, chief engineer.
(Ch. 7) began test patterns Nov. 15, will definitely
KWWL-TV, Waterloo, la
carrying NBC and
be ready to go commercial Nov. 29, reports sales mgr. Don Inman
Equipment is DuMont,
Chief owner & gen. mgr. is Ralph J. McElroy
DuMont networks.
Rep is Headley-Reed.
base rate is $300.
(Ch. 33), city's first, began testing Nov. 14, is
WKJG-TV, Ft.. Wayne, Ind
due to go commercial Nov. 22 as an NBC interconnected, expects also to carry shows
It's the station that won over local newspaper competitor
of other 3 networks.
(WGL) in competitive hearing (Vol. 9:17,21), controlled by Clarence L. Schust and
H. Leslie Popp (28.5% each), with Edward G. Thoms as v.p. & gen. mgr.
Carleton
It has 12-kw GE transmitter.
Evans, commercial mgr.
Eugene Chase, chief engineer.
Base rate is $250.
Rep is Raymer.
KBOI, Meridian, Ida
(Ch. 2), which for all practical purposes is second
Boise station, began test patterns Nov. 15 and reports that it will start regular
programming Thanksgiving Day with remote of Boise-Nampa high school football game.
It has DuMont equipment, is managed by H. Westerman Whillock
with Earl Glade Jr.
It competes with Boise's KIDO-TV (Ch. 7), on air since
as station and sales mgr.
July 7 (Vol. 9:28), starts with same base rate ($150). Rep is Free & Peters.
,

;

.

,

;

;

,

;

.

,

.

.

;

;

.

,

*

*

*

*

(Ch. 10), Canada's second commercial outlet (first
C FP L- TV, London, Ont
was CKSO-TV, Sudbury, Ont., Ch. 5) began testing Nov. 17, goes commercial Nov. 28
with RCA transmitter and 76-ft. 12-bay superturnstile antenna surmounting 500-ft.
It's owned by London Free Press
Canadian Bridge Cc. tower.
Walter J. Blackburn,
pres., with M urray T. Brown as station mgr.
Robert A. Reinhart, operations mgr.
Glen Robitaille, technical director.
Base rate is $200, reps Weed & All-Canada.
Note: Havana's CM T V (Ch. 11
licensed as Television del Caribe and headed
by veteran Cuban broadcaster Manuel D. Autran was dedicated Armistice Day
its 3story structure on Rio Almendares specially equipped for outdoor programs. Financial
backer, to tune of reported $500,000, is U.S. broadcaster George B. Storer
.
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'CLASS OF OWNERSHIP' NO BAR AT FCC: Early fears of AM, newspaper- theatre operators
that FCC might discriminate against them in competitive hearings have proved, since
lifting of freeze, to have little justification.

FCC’s final decisions and examiners' initial decisions, with few exceptions,
haven't hinged on applicants' ownership of AM, newspapers or theatres.
It should be kept in mind
of course, that examiners' decisions are subject
to reversal by Commission in its final decisions.
It should be noted, too, that no
"ultimate" case has been up for decision yet
involving applicant owning sole AMand-newspaper in town, opposed by others equally qualified but without such interests.
T rend at t he moment
however, is definitely not towards discrimination
against applicants with interests in other media.
Particularly in the case of radio broadcasters in fact, their records of
,

—

,

,

- 4 co m munity serv ice have at times been the clincher in the face of opposition from
strong competitors with no ownership of news or entertainment media.

Nat urally regarding TV as their "rightful heritage ", the AM operators are
delighted to find indications that FCC isn't over-zealously pursuing the theory of
"diversification of the ownership of mass media of communications."
Here's the post-freeze record of hearing case s to date, excluding those
"paper" decisions rendered after competition merged or dismissed, and limited to
those wherein the AM, newspaper or theatre factor was pertinent:
Final decisions F or Denver's Ch. 7, FCC upheld Examiner Cunningham's findings and c hose KLZ over Wolfberg Theatres, saying KLZ's superior record and other
qualifications outweighed Wolfberg' s lack of broadcast interests.
In passing, FCC
said nothing in the record mitigated against theatre ownership of TV.
Fo r Ft. Wayne's Ch. 33
competition was between WKJG and WGL. FCC agreed
with Examiner Litvin's reasoning, picked WKJG for several reasons, one of which was
that WGL was owned or controlled by ownership of both local papers.
:

,

*

*

*

*

Foll o wing are the initial decisions awaiting final ruling
When Commission
Some may be reversed
rules on these, trend should become much clearer.
but not
necessarily on the "diversification" issue:
For Flint's Ch. 12 Examiner Gaguine picked WFDF over Detroit's WJR and the
Butterfield Theatres for variety of reasons. But, while noting that no contestant
was locally owned, he said WFDF's proposal was more impressive because of local
contacts it had gained through AM operation.
Fo r Tampa-St. Pete rs burg's Ch. 8 Examiner Cooper liked WFLA-Tribune against
WTSP--Times and Tampa Bay Area Telecasting, despite Tampa Bay's absence of media ownSuch absence, he said, "might be persuasive" if it had proved itself equal
ership.
to the other 2 in other qualifications.
For Ft. Wayne's Ch. 69 in choosing partners Paul McNutt & James Fleming over
WANE, Examiner Huntting said newspaper interests of former and AM of latter cancelled out. In this case, past record didn't help WANE, Mrs. Huntting said, stating
that it hadn't "fully effectuated" programming promises to FCC.
For Wichita's Ch. 10 Examiner Hutchinson picked KAKE over non-radio midContinent TV, mentioning, among other factors, KAKE's broadcast experience in Wichita and fact that city already has considerable TV-AM-newspaper competition.
For Sacram en to's Ch. 10 Examiner Donahue last week went all out in preferring McClatchy, which has both AM and newspaper there, because of its community record and TV plans.
He chose it over Sacramento Telecasters which has no local AM.
Even this week though non-broadcaster Oregon TV was picked over broadcasters Columbia Empire and Northwest TV & Bcstg. in Portland, Examiner Smith mentioned
the "diversification" factor as only one of many in Oregon TV's favor.
.
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Personal Notes:

Harold Botkin, on leave as

asst, operalong lines dept., named consultant
in Defense Dept, office of transportation & communicaWm. B. Ryan resigns as BAB pres., effective
tions
Feb. 1
Leonard Goldenson, pres, of ABC-Paramount
and a founder of United Cerebral Palsy organization, reelected its pres, for fifth term
Brig. Gen. Clarence P.
Talbot, USA ret., recent deputy commander of McClellan
Air Force Base, wartime deputy chief of staff of Flying
Tigers and commander of China Air Service Command,
joins new KCCC-TV, Sacramento, as director of public
relations
Heber Smith Jr. named mgr. of San Francisco
office, John Blair & Co., effective Dec. 1, replacing James
Richards, resigned to join General Teleradio Inc., N. Y.
Wm. L. Clark, ex-asst. sales mgr., WPIX, named western mgr., ABC-TV film syndication dept., Los Angeles
John I*. Carr, Francis X. McDonough, Wm. P. Sims Jr.,
Earl R. Stanley, Thomas H. Wall elevated to members of
Washington law firm of Dow, Lohnes & Albertson

tions director,
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promoted to gen. mgr. of KIVA, Yuma. Ariz.,
Bob Schofield replacing him as chief engineer; Bill Geddes
Morris C. Barton Jr., ex-DuMont,
named sales mgr.
.Tack Fleet

.

.

.

WFAA-TV,

Dallas, named chief engineer of
Dan Durniak, ex-KFAZ-TV,
new KSLA, Shreveport
Monroe, La., named production mgr. of new WTOV-TV,
Ann Janowicz, ex-Benton & Bowles,
Norfolk (Ch. 27)
now TV-radio timebuyer, Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson &

recently with

.

.

.

.

.

.

lack Donahue promoted to mgr. of San
Mather, N. Y
Francisco office of CBS Radio Sales, succeeding Bert S.
Dick
West, now gen. sales mgr. of KNX, Hollywood
Coon, ex-WROV-TV, Roanoke, Va., named program director of upcoming KGVO-TV, Missoula, Mont.
.

.

.

Charles A. (Tony) Wakeman, 43, early Washington
sportseaster and first sports editor of WTTG, died in
Miami Nov. 17 after a brief illness.
Licensed TV sets in Britain totaled 2,539,103 Sept.
increase of 59,649 during Aug.

1,

—

D
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won’t deliver any more 5-kw uhf transmitand has so notified

ters before first quarter 1954,

customers. Thus far only ones delivered went to WGLV,
Easton, Pa. (Ch. 57) and WNOK-TV, Columbia, S. C. (Ch.
67), both now on air. This week, DuMont reports orders
for 5-kw vhf, transmitters from KULA-TV, Honolulu
(Ch. 4), to be shipped Dec. 15, and IvFBC-TV, Cheyenne,
Wyo. (Ch. 5), to be shipped week of Nov. 28. Both are
interim installations, pending 25-kw later.
GE’s only new order reported is for 12-kw transmitter
to WINT, Waterloo, Ind. (Ch. 15), due for Jan. delivery.
This week it shipped 12-kw to WKAR-TV, E. Lansing,
Mich. (Ch. 60), which in Oct. got 100-watter, and 5-kw
to

WAPA-TV, San

Juan, P. R. (Ch. 11) due to start about

Dec. 15.

RCA reported shipment of complete new' 10-kw transmitter to KWTV, Oklahoma City (Ch. 9), w'ith 6-section
superturnstile still being assembled, and 25-kw transmitter to WSTV-TV, Steubenville, 0. (Ch. 9). Both sta-

hopes to start next summer, according to pres. Charles E.
Smith.
WSIX-TV, Nashville (Ch. 8) has its 20-kw GE transmitter, plans Nov. 25 tests, goes commercial Nov. 29, according to opei’ations director Shelton Weaver. It’s a CBS
affiliate, will be first competition for WSM-TV.
Hour rate
will be $425. Hollingbery will be rep.
KBID-TV, Fresno, Cal. (Ch. 53), the John Poole station whose call letters have been changed again (originally were KBIF-TV, then KCAF), is due to begin operating some time in Dec. city’s third uhf.
It will share
KMJ-TV tow'er on Bear Mt., 28 mi. from city, using GE
transmitter. Executive staff are Robt. H. Wesson, mgr.;
Ralph Smith, chief engineer; Hal Davis, program director; Bud Lilly, production mgr.
Base rate is $225. Rep
is
Meeker.
Poole’s KBIC-TV, Los Angeles (Ch. 22),
originally KPIK, has pushed forward its target to “spring
of 1954,” and plans are still indefinite for his KBIK-TV,

—

Sacramento (Ch. 46), originally KBIC-TV.

tions are due on air in Dec.
s|c

$

$

$

upcoming new' stations,
these were the reports received this week:
WTHS-TV, Miami (Ch. 2, educational), granted last
week to Lindsey Hopkins Vocational School, gets Ch. 4
GE transmitter and antenna from WTVJ after that station has its new' equipment operating next Jan., hopes to
In our continuing survey of

begin next spring after converting it to Ch. 2, according
It already has studio,
to asst, director Vernon Bronson.
2 DuMont camera chains and transmitter now used for
closed-circuit work by school’s TV-broadcasting dept.
KXJB-TV, Valley City, N. D. (Ch. 4) hasn’t ordered
equipment as yet, will have studio-office building ready by
Dec. 1, transmitter house by end of 1953, plans July 1,
1954 test target, Aug. 1 commercial debut, according to
pres. John W. Boler, who also operates KCJB-TV, Minot,

Rep not yet chosen.
Weslaco, Tex. (Ch. 5), last reporting late
Nov. start, awaits shipment of 750-ft. Phillips tower and
GE antenna, now hasn’t definite target date, according to
director Millman Rochester. GE 5-kw' transmitter is beingOwner
installed, studios and offices are 90% complete.
0. L. Taylor, head of l’ep fii'm bearing name, also is applicant for Ch. 3 in Wichita, Kan. Taylor Co. will be rep.
KOAM-TV, Pittsburg, Kan. (Ch. 7) has its 10-kw RCA
transmitter, begins testing soon, goes commercial Dec. 13,
reports program director Louis R. Martin. R. E. Wade is
mgr.; Leo Staff ox-d, chief engineer. Hour rate will be $200.
Rep will be Katz.
WTBO-TV, Cumberland, Md. (Ch. 17), granted last
week, hasn’t ordered equipment or selected rep as yet but
N. D. (Ch. 13).

KRGV-TV,

r

Waveguide is being used by more and more uhf stations in place of conventional transmission line
particularly those stations with high power and tall towers
be-

—

—

cause of its low-loss characteristics. Prodelin Inc., Kearny,
N. J., a leading manufacturer of uhf waveguide, reports
these 10 stations so equipped: KACY, Festus-St. Louis;
KSTM, St. Louis; KETX, Tyler, Tex.; KNUZ-TV, Houston; WEEU-TV & WHUM-TV, Reading, Pa.; WGLV,
Easton, Pa.; WROW-TV, Albany; WTVU, Scranton; and
upcoming WJHP-TV, Jacksonville.
Prodelin has supplied coaxial transmission line for 26 other operating and

upcoming uhf
Highest

stations.

TV

station in the world,

XEQ-TV,

at Mexico’s

become most powerful
With new 50-kw amplifier and

13,405-ft. Cortez Pass, will also

600

kw— DuMont

reports.

12-section superturnstile antenna,

it will reach 13,600 ft.
extend present Grade A contour from 103
mi. to 147 mi., Grade B from 147 mi. to 168 mi. According
to Ernest A. Marx, director of DuMont international div.,
signal is already being received at Vera Cruz, 270 mi.
Transmitter is located between famed extinct volcanoes
Popocatepetl and Ixtaecihuatl.

above sea

level,

Power increases:
TV, Ames,

GE

shipped 35-kw amplifier to

WOI-

and 12-kw amplifier to KJEO,
Fresno, Cal. (Ch. 47), both Nov. 20. Antenna shipments
by GE this week: KDUB-TV, Lubbock, Tex. (Ch. 13), 6
la.

(Ch.

5)

bay; WSLI-TV, Jackson, Miss. (Ch. 12), 12 bay.
RCA
shipped 25-kw transmitter to WTVR, Richmond (Ch. 6)
Nov. 19, making possible increase from 17.2 to FCC’s

100-kw maximum ERP; and 25-kw unit to WBNS-TV,
Columbus, O. (Ch. 10), which will go from 24.3 to 219 kw.

New

TV

Largest community antenna system in the world is
being installed in Vancouver, B. C., will eventually feed
100.000 TV sets, reports Spencer-Kennedy Labs. System
is being built for Tru Vu Television Ltd., headed by
George Chandler, owner of CJOR; installation is supervised by SKL licensee Research Industries, Ltd. (D. D.
Carpenter, pres.).
About 2500 homes are now beingserved, and cable stringers have put in 30,000 ft. of K-14,

camera, complete in one
this week by
Dage Electronics Corp., Beech Grove, Ind. New Model
50-A is 6% in. high, 9% in. long, costs $845 including
vidicon pickup tube. Available for new camera is complete line of accessories, including remote electrical and
optical controls, remote pan & tilt, auxiliary sound unit.

RG-59/U. When in full
operation, system will supply Ch. 2 from Vancouver, Ch.
4, 5 & 7 from Seattle (113 mi.), Ch. 12 from Bellingham
(90 mi.), Ch. 11 & 13 from Tacoma (153 mi.), plus an
extra channel. Longest cable run will be 14 mi., and area

new uhf stations, according to mgr. Wm. J. Calsarn, who also is treas, of
National Community TV Assn.
He reports one station

50.000

ft.

of

RG-ll/U, 25,000

ft.

of

covered will be 20 mi. long, 8 mi. wide.

Completion of costly community antenna system in
Casper, Wyo., to be served by signals from Denver brought
to city via AT&T microwave, is due about Dec. 1, according to Bill Daniels, pres, of Community TV Systems of

Wyoming

Inc.

low-cost industrial

unit and weighing

7%

lbs,

was announced

Community antenna operation
Pa. has been quite unaffected by

in

Schuylkill

Haven,

with good signal in town, another fair-to-poor, third very
poor. Town has about 1300 TV sets and Calsarn expects
to have more than 1000 subscribers by year’s end.

Chockful of reference and statistical data on adverwhole, virtually a textbook-workbook of the
trade, is 520-p. Advertisers’ Annual 1954 edition of
Printers’ Ink; it’s carefully indexed, a “must” for every
adman’s library, actually ought to be cloth-bound.
tising as a
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EW FACTS ABOUT UHF

keep cropping up, based
This week’s
on surveys and technical research.
batch is highlighted by American Research Bureau survey for ABC-TV indicating that families with uhfequipped sets spend 25% more time viewing TV than
families with vhf-only sets in

—

—

same

cities.

Cities

sur-

vhf-uhf markets were Pittsburgh, Buffalo,
St. Louis, Milwaukee, Kansas City, Norfolk.
ARB survey showed that families with vhf-uhf sets
average 34.96 hours a week at their TV sets while families
with vhf-only sets spend 27.83 hours a week viewing. ABCTV researchers attribute this to (1) larger choice of programming available to uhf homes, (2) greater interest in
TV by those who were anxious to spend the extra money to

veyed

all

convert their sets.
Results of another survey are worth quoting, too, because they show the speed with which uhf conversions are
building up in at least one big-city vhf-uhf market
Milwaukee, which has one vhf and 2 uhf stations. Lou

mgr. of WCAN-TV there, writes:
“The strange thing about surveys an ARB survey,
completed the week of Oct. 22 showed us to have 29.6%
[This] was followed by results of a survey
conversion.
made by Dr. Ella Clark of Marquette U which showed
26.7% for the week preceding the ARB survey. [Another] survey made the first week in Nov. showed 32.2%,
and now in the second week of Nov. we have another survey by Dr. Clark which shows 35.2%. Since all surveys
run so closely parallel, I have reason to feel that the 4
surveys in 30 days give a pretty accurate picture and indicate a weekly growth of approximately 3%. At this rate
we should have about 55% by the first of the year and a
Poller, gen.

—

conversion about Easter.”
Technical characteristics of uhf as compared to vhf
have been getting less attention these days, now that over
100 uhf stations have convinced just about everybody that
uhf can give good service. While foliage is not the bar
to uhf reception that engineers once feared it might be,

total

the presence of evergreen trees in some locations has
given servicemen plenty of trouble. Technical publishers
Howard W. Sams & Co. recently sent crew to Norfolk area
for uhf field tests. Reports to be published next month in
Nov.-Dee. issue of PF Index & Technical Digest concludes
“The results obtained at this test position located in

an area having an abundance of pine trees were so different from those which were previously experienced that
Confidence in future of uhf was expressed by Comr.
Doerfer in address to Radio & TV Executive Assn, of New
England in Boston Nov. 16. “Now the advertisers know
that uhf is definitely part of the picture of the future
and in order to secure favorable franchises are buying
“An examination of the sponsor lists
time,” he said.
leading
[of uhf stations] reveals a good cross-section of

data on TV stations
operating at loss
stations
vhf
14
the
showed that 11 of
were in markets with 4 or more stations, ho said, stressing that “competition and not the nature of the frequency
of uhf in
will have an important bearing upon the future
any locality.” As to conversion, “it does not appear to be
an insurmountable problem people are willing to speno
more money if it means better reception, better programs,
and greater choice of programs.” Comr. Doerfer restated
rather than
his philosophy that “self-reliance on your part
problems,”
your
to
key
the
is
Washington
paternalism in
industries.”

FCC’s 1952

financial

—

competition to radio by new TV
interstations “is primarily the concern of the competing
the FCC.”
from
protection
warrant
not
does
[and]
ests
He added there is no indication TV will put radio out of
than
business. As to new TV stations, he saw not more

and that increase

in

“750 authorized and on air in

the immediate future.”

felt an explanation was imperative.
It was concluded,
after checking the surrounding terrain, that there was
nothing which could have contributed to the critical

we

pattern except the pine trees themselves.
We had not
encountered this type of tree in any abundance on previous field tests; therefore a test was made at a site having
similar terrain but devoid of pine trees.
The results
proved conclusively that a uhf signal is extremely attenuated by pine trees.”
This phenomenon was substantiated by a Howard W.
Sams engineer who conducted field survey in Columbia,
S. C. Nov. 9-11 with same results.
An independent engineer got similar results in his tests, but he reported there
was not a single instance where good uhf picture wasn’t
available through proper placement of receiving antenna
to pick up signal from either above or below the level of
the pine needles.

New Ultra High Frequency TV Assn, next week
takes first steps toward formulation of concrete program
with meeting Nov. 23-24 in New York’s Lexington Hotel
to

which

all

uhf station operators and

been invited “to discuss

CP

holders have

common problems.”

Some

set

manufacturers and networks have also been invited to
the open session on Nov. 24.
In identical letters to all 4 TV networks and setmakers RCA, DuMont, CBS-Columbia, GE and Westinghouse copies of which were sent to all FCC commissioners the Association this week urged: (1) “Produc-

—
—

tion of ‘genuine all-channel’ sets in all price ranges.”

(2)

“Transmitting equipment with greater power, comparable
to the vhf equipment now available”
by Jan. 1, 1954, if
possible.
(3) “Development of boosters for use in low
spots in rugged country as an integral part of the transmitting equipment.”
(4) Training by manufacturers of
installation and repair crews for local areas.
The letter, basically conciliatory, criticized networks
for “refusing to stand by affiliation agreements with uhf
stations, or to make firm agreements with uhf stations.”
It warned against “restrictive practices” by TV film distributors, and restated its aim to seek to prevent FCC
from adding more vhf channels to cities with uhf allocations. Letter was written by gen. counsel Wm. A. Roberts.
Meanwhile, another uhf station KQTV, Ft. Dodge,

—

—

—

joined 8 other grantees in petition to FCC
(Ch. 21)
for establishment of subscription TV service (Vol. 9:32,
35-38,41,43).
la.

Hot battle over proposal to add new vhf channel to
Milwaukee area continued this week as Hearst Corp. filed
reply to objections of WCAN-TV (Ch. 5) and Ultra High
Frequency TV Assn. (Vol. 9:44). Defending plan to put
Ch. 6 in nearby Whitefish Bay, Hearst petition said:
“WCAN-TV would now have the Commission construe its
binding on the Commission to
license as a contract
make no changes in the Table of Assignments which
would increase the number of TV services available to the
Hearst also answered
public in the Milwaukee area.”
objections by WOC-TV, Davenport, la. (Ch. 5) and WJIMTV, Lansing (Ch. 6) which argued new channel would
reduce their coverage by pointing out pi'oposal com.

.

.

—
—

with

plies

FCC

Directional

rules.

uhf antennas producing gains of 50-60

were described by RCA’s Owen Fiet at Nov. 16 IRE broadcast symposium at Franklin Institute, Philadelphia. For
Pylon antenna, such gains are achieved by arrangement
of slots around cylinder. Fiet noted that ERPs of up to
700 kw in maximum direction are now possible with 12-kw
transmitters.
Sets-in-use totaled 25,690,000 as of Oct.

from

Sept.

1,

reports

NBC

Research.

1,

up 457,000
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Network Accounts:

network program patterned on format of NBC-TV’s Today debuts Nov. 23 on
CBS-TV’s Pacific network Mon.-thru-Fri. 7-9 a.m. New
show, Panorama Pacific, presents such segmented features
as newscasts, time & weather reports, sports, etc. Originating from KNXT, Los Angeles, hookup takes in KPIX, San
Francisco, and KFMB-TV, San Diego. Participating sponRegional

sors already signed are General Mills, Lincoln-Mercury,
Amoco sponsors anOld Dutch cleanser, Dow Chemical
nual Year of Crisis program on CBS-TV Jan. 3, Sun. 3-4
.

.

.

Lady Esther cosmetics and
comedy series I Boni.no on
NBC-TV Dec. 26, Sat. 8-8:30 p.m.; Plymouth reported buyAmerican
ing time for new Mickey Rooney film series
Machine & Foundry Co., at end of year, drops partic. in
Omnibus on CBS-TV, Sun. 5-6:30 p.m., leaving Greyhound
Bus Co., Scott Paper and Kelvinator other 3 sponsors
American Flyer (toy electric trains) buys 9 partic. on
p.m., thru

Joseph Katz Co.

.

.

.

Phillip Morris drop Ezio Pinza

.

.

.

.

.

.

Pillsbury
Today, starting Nov. 24, thru Erwin, Wasey
Mills (Ballard biscuits) renews sponsorship of Tue. 1:45-2
.

.

.

p.m. segment of Garry Moore Shovo on CBS-TV, Mon.thru-Fri. 1 30-2, thru Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis
Army’s public service program Guide Right on DuMont
changes name to Stars on Pomade Nov. 25, Wed. 10-10:30.
.

:

Siation Accounts:
mercial dept, of all
stox- e

admen:

U

Recommended reading

TV

.

.

for entire com-

stations, to say nothing of dept.

of Illinois Prof. Robert H. Cole’s article
Stores Use Television” in No-

“How Department

titled

NRDGA,

vember Stores, published by

reprinted as a Spe-

Report herewith with permission of the magazine and
Rike-Kumer Dept. Store, Dayton, which has
author
own studios on 9th floor and regularly telecasts over
WLWD, drew 50,000 shoppers this week for annual “open
house” marking start of Xmas shopping season, with
station stars throughout store to sign autographs;
Wolff & Marx, San Antonio
buildup was via TV-radio
dept, store, drew 6000 housewives to its 90-min. Lucky
Friday 13th show this week from municipal auditorium
it
also sponsored
Tommy Reynolds’
on KEYL-TV
Mothers Day Party in downtown theatre in May, drawing
TV’s impact is credited with boosting annual
3000
(sporting
sales of Mages Stores for Sport, Chicago
cial

.

.

.

WLWT

.

.

.

;

.

A

.

.

—

’CCENT

goods) from $3,000,000 to $5,000,000 in the 2 years it has
sponsoi-ed Mages Playhouse on WGN-TV, Mon. 10-10:30
p.m. & Thu. 11-11:30 p.m., thru Malcolm-Howard.
Nov.
16 Sponsor Magazine, describing it as one of largest sporting goods chains in midwest (7 stores in Chicago area),
states it allocates more than two-thirds of current $300,000 annual ad budget to TV, 10% to radio, rest to printed
media, plans to increase over-all sum while keeping same
percentage ratio next year
Canada Dry Ginger Ale Inc.
buys CBS-TV Annie Oakley film series on 80 stations for
52 weeks starting Jan. 2, thru J. M. Mathes Inc.; Canada
Dry will sponsor alt. weeks, with show available for local
sponsorship every other week
Union Pharmaceutical
Co. (Inhiston tablets) buys Ted Malone’s Weekend in
New York for 13 weeks on WCBS-TV, Sat. 6:25-6:30 p.m.,
and Alex Dreier newscasts on WNBQ, Chicago, 5-min.
twice weekly, thru Grey Adv., N. Y.
Orange Julius
Sales Co. (beverage), following big success on Coast, is
going national, using TV-radio with other media, thru
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Beckman, Hamilton

&

.

.

Assoc., Los Angeles

.

.

.

Among

other advertisers reported using or preparing to use TV:
Pro-Fresh Products Inc. (Pro-Fresh spot remover & dry
cleaner), thru Fairfax Inc., N. Y.; Stortz Brewing Co.,
Omaha (Stortz-ette women’s beer), thru Bozell & Jacobs,
Omaha; Resistol Hats Inc., Garland, Tex. (self-conforming hats for men), thru Tracy-Locke Co., Dallas; Van
Munching Co. (Heinekens beer), thru Hirshon-Garfield,
N. Y.; Western Wax Co., San Francisco (candles), thru
Jack Wyman Adv., San Francisco; A. S. Jaffe Co., San
Francisco (Annabelle’s Rocky Road candy), thru UmlandEasterman-Becker, San Francisco; Marlie Trading Co.
(Tyler Magic Saw kits), thru Wm. Warren, Jackson &
Delaney, N. Y.; Advance Products Corp., Beverly Hills,
Cal. (Jet-Glow wax spray), thru Yambert-Prochow, Beverly Hills; Drennon Food Products Co., Atlanta (Jake’s
potato chips, crackers), thru Crawford & Porter, Atlanta;
Sweet Candy Co., Salt Lake City, thru Gillham Adv.

Agency, Salt Lake City; Joseph Martinson & Son, New
York (Jomar instant coffee), thru Anderson & Cairns,
N. Y.; National Builders Inc., Des Moines (pre-fabricated
garages), thru Jere Bayard Adv., Los Angeles; Mountain
States Telephone & Telegraph Co., Denver, thru Arthur G.

Rippey

&

Co.,

Denver.

on participating sponsorships which are becoming more and more successful locally and which
this year will account for some $5,000,000 in billings on
NBC-TV’s 7-9 a.m. Today alone was one of major facets
of discussions of commercial progress at NBC-TV affiliates’ semi-annual meeting with network executives this
week in Chicago’s Drake Hotel. That and desirability of
network control of shows and talent, with less dependence
on advertiser control, were among the major topics at
Nov. 17-18 meetings, from which newsmen were barred
and at which delegates were asked not to discuss “family
matters” on outside.
Out of meetings came resolution reaffirming expressions last May of “confidence in NBC’s leadership and our
enthusiastic endorsement of its program as outlined to
us at that time by Gen. Sarnoff” and stating that “NBC’s
accomplishments since the Princeton meeting are a source
of deep satisfaction to us and continue our conviction
that it is on the threshold of the greatest period of achieve-

This observer said he was also impressed by new
techniques being undertaken by NBC-TV, being
himself convinced that “old run-of-mill radio techniques
simply won’t work for TV.” It was an amicable meeting
throughout, with top NBC executives all on hand, headed

ment

Collough,

—

in its history.”

Resolution doesn’t mention color, but it was considerably discussed and it was clear many affiliates are
banking on NBC’s guidance in that field as well as promises of increased billings, which sales v.p. Jack Herbert
with all night time
reported will be up 20G for year
sold.
One delegate characterized the conference thus:
“It was another step in establishing that NBC and its

—

cannot do a big job by walking down opposite
women who won’t talk to one
another.” This delegate stated he was particularly impressed by the job NBC’s owned-&-operated stations are
doing in TV, said the managers are now actually turning
down network in favor of local commitments even occaaffiliates

sides

of the street, like

—

sionally in optional time!
selling

by vice chairman Pat Weaver.
people, including delegates

NBC-TV

Attending were 72 station
all but 2 of the 51 basic

from

and from 17 of the 55 optional affiliates.
annually have more or less
superseded NBC’s own former annual conventions, and
affiliates have set up own organization. Walter J. Damm,
WTMJ-TV. Milwaukee, was elected chairman; Clair Mcaffiliates

Affiliates conferences twice

WGAL-TV,

Lancaster, Pa., vice-chairman; Wm.
Rochester, secy. Three delegates from
basic affiliates are Jack Harris, KPRC-TV, Houston; E.

Fay,

R.

WHAM-TV,

Vadeboncoeur,

WSYR-TV,

Syracuse; Harold See,
Three elected from optional
affiliates are Joseph
H. Rohrer, KRDO-TV, Colorado
Springs; Fred Mueller, WEEK-TV, Peoria; David Balti-

KRON-TV, San

more,

Francisco.

WBRE-TV,

Wilkes-Barre.

TRADE SHAPING UP PLANS TO TACKLE COLOR:

Tempo of color preparation speeded up at
all levels of the industry this week as ways and means of minimizing its impact on
There were these developments:
black-&-white sales were being formulated.

after survey of manufacturers,
(1) National Better Business Bureaus Assn
prepared to publish inform a tion booklet pitched on theme: "Don't Wait for Color ."
Publication of booklet, with initial run of about 500,000 copies, is expected tentaIt gives A-B-C's of color
tells consumer he'll be missing a
tively about Dec. 15.
lot of good entertainment at relatively low cost if he refrains from buying a monochrome set while waiting for the far-off day when color appears at popular price.
(2) RE TMA service c ommittee went ahead with plans for own public relations
campaign on color for servicemen establishing subcommittees in east and midwest to
distribute data to dealers and technicians. RETMA members also agreed to loan their
field engineers and technicians to demonstrate service problems and their solutions.
(NARDA) started series of
(3) National Appliance & Radio-TV Dealers Assn
It led off with
liaison meetings with manufacturers, with color high on agenda.
Zenith Nov. 11, will meet with Motorola Nov. 23, Admiral and RCA in following weeks.
NARDA is asking manufacturers for dealer markup of 40% on all color sets "to allow
for higher service costs, set better historic pattern than monochrome and facilitate
sales of monochrome." NARDA spokesman said he was hopeful, not optimistic.
(4) Distributors and dealers were pressuring manufacturers for at least one
set for display purposes in time for NBC-TV colorcast of Tournament of Roses Parade
New Year's Day (see p. 1). Raytheon Los Angeles distributor James Kerwin Co. was
reportedly planning to give away 3 of the 4 color sets he had on hand to dealers as
incentive for purchase of black-&-white sets rest of year.
.

,

,

,

.

=&

*

*

*

Color easily dominated RETMA meetings this week at Chicago's Palmer House,
though organization, treading lightly in fear of possible anti-trust repercussions,
But there was plenty of unofficial comment by set makers.
took no official action
"Let's not rock the boat until Christmas." Others: "Our ads should
Said one
I'm going to stress that color signals will imemphasize the positive approach.
"My emphasis will be on black-&-white but I'm not
prove black-&-white reception."
going to play down color because 6, 7 or 8 months later I'm going to have to play
it up."
(For other RETMA news, see p. 10.)
RE TMA members did make their usual "guessti m ates " about market next year
Here are
more interesting than ever now because of color being the unknown factor.
the median guesses: TV-radio committee, production of 4,860,000 black-&-white sets,
Tube division guesstimates :
192,600 col or, with black-&-white sales of 4,90*0,000.
Sales managers
5,100,000 monochrome, 171, 0 00 c o lor production, no sales estimates.
5,000,000 monochrome sales, 120,000 color production.
.

:

:

*

$

$

*

That vagaries of color are forcing set makers to think "very conservatively"
in marketing plans for next year, particularly first quarter, is manifest in penetrating analysis we got this week from a top-level TV marketing man whose sliderules
His major points :
are extremely sensitive to caprices of trade winds.

After
(1) Co lor will h it with greatest impact, by far, in first quarter
industry's ads will gradually take effect, with "pretty good" pickup in sales
remaining 9 months of year. His full-year sales estimate: 5,000,000.
but
(2) R etail sale s in first quarter next year will be about 1,600,000
a "very large" percentage will be "distress sales" of low-priced merchandise resultFirst-quarter
ing from industry's "hopelessly overproduced condition right now."
.

that,

—

- 8 -

- 9 -

Production in first quarter
retail sales this year, by comparison, were 1,780,899.
will be between 1,000,000-1,500,000, compared to current year's 1,574,293.
cheaper models will be evident in additions to
(3) Concentration on low-end
new lines and any all-new lines which will be introduced.
,

*

*

*

*

Sylvania laid off 100 more employes at
Mo re layoffs and cutbacks this week .
its Buffalo receiver plant, in addition to 100 furloughed 2 weeks ago.
Corning
Glass Works laid off 350 at its 2 TV bulb plants in Corning, N.Y. and Albion, Mich.
Muntz TV closed down its Los Angeles plant, where reported 150-200 sets a day were
And RCA Victor announced it
being produced, will concentrate output at Chicago.
would close down Cincinnati tube plant from Dec. 11 to Jan. 4.
Set makers and distributors continued to hold firm price line
but dealers
hog-wild
went
with price cuts and gimmicks in eager zeal to tempt Christmas buyers.
Manufacturers held fast in aftermath of Westinghouse s big price slash last week
(Vol. 9:46).
Admiral, for one, made point of informing distributors by telegram it
Capehart-Farnsworth was only set maker announcing reducwould not cut list prices,
tions this week, cutting 8 models (for list of models cut, see below).
,

'

*

*

*

*

—

Talk of reducing production rate in December continues
but so far there
doesn't seem to have been much diminution of output.
TVs turned out week ended Nov.
13 totaled 149,724, down from 161,337 preceding week and 158,052 week ended Oct. 30.
It was year's 45th week, compared with 198,917 same week year ago and brought 1953
production to date to about 6,520,000.
Radio production totaled 276,657 compared to 285,340 week ended Nov. 6 and
261,614 week before.
It brought year's output to date to about 11,860,000.
,

Trade Personals:

Eugene

J.

AT&T

McNeely,

person-

nel relations v.p., appointed v.p. in charge of operation

& engineering dept., succeeding Frederick R. Kappel, recently elected pres, of Western Electric
Joseph H.
.
Gillies, Philco, named chairman of RETMA’s new govt,
relations dept.; Abraham Blumenkrantz, General Instru.

.

ment, elected director of parts div.; Louis Hausman, CBSColumbia, to exec, committee of set div.
John J. Farrell
appointed gen. mgr. of GE electronics div.’s newly formed
heavy military electronic equipment dept., Syracuse; Her.

man

.

.

Konig named gen. mgr. of new light military electronic equipment dept., Utica.
Vernard M. Lucas continues as mgr. of govt, equipment marketing section,
F.

Syracuse

Wm.

H. Kelley, ex-Motorola v.p., reported
this week as DuMont v.p. in charge of marketing
G.
Robert Mezger promoted to asst. mgr. of DuMont instrument div.; Morris Harris, to mgr. of procurement & planning; Arthur J. Talamini Jr., to engineering mgr.
Ross
Siragusa, Admiral pres., returned from Europe this week,
2 weeks earlier than first planned
Joseph P. Halpin,
ex-Crosley New York, appointed sales mgr. of Admiral’s
new contract div., in charge of appliance sales to apartment houses and builders
Thomas A. Moore, exec, v.p.,
RCA Victor Co. Ltd., Montreal, elected a director
Lynn Eaton, ex-Andrea Radio, named sales v.p. of National Co., Malden, Mass.
H. James Tait promoted to
eastern sales mgr., Capehart-Farnsworth consumer products div.
Fred J. Nataly named promotion supervisor
of GE replacement tube sales, succeeding A. L. Champigny, now adv. mgr. of tube dept.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Capehart-Farnsworth reduced list prices on 8 models
week. Cuts were $20 to $295 on 7 consoles and one
combination out of its 18 models.
Sales mgr. E. W.
Gaughan explained they were designed solely to stimulate
Christmas sales. The cuts: 17-in. open-face mahogany,
reduced from $270 to $250; 17-in. open mahogany, $300 to
$280; 21-in. open mahogany, $350 to $300; 21-in. open
blonde, $370 to $340; 21-in. open mahogany, $420 to
$400;
this

21-in. full -door blonde, $450 to $300; 21-in. full-door blonde,
$475 to $300; 21-in. combination, $795 to $500.

.

.

Irving Herriott, 67, director and gen. counsel of Zenith
Radio Corp. since its inception in 1923, died Nov. 17. He
was one of organizers of National Assn, of Broadcasters
in 1923,

Distributor
Notes:
Admiral establishes factory
branches at 1030 Dragon St., Dallas (Marshall Wells, v.p.gen. mgr.), and 1017 W. Reno St., Oklahoma City, both
areas formerly served by Capitol Distributors Inc., Oklahoma City
Raytheon appoints Valeo Distributors, Spokane (Leslie K. Valandingham, pres.)
Bendix Radio
appoints J. H. S. Distributing Co., Atlanta (James Simpson, pres.)
Graybar, Omaha (Raytheon) opens new
branch at 510 Pearl St., Sioux City, la.
Motorola Detroit moves to new headquarters at 13131 Lyndon Ave.
Philco Chicago appoints Preston Shivers Jr. as asst. mgr.
Henry N. Clark Co., Boston (Capehart-Farnsworth)
announces resignation of sales mgr. Sol Goldin.
Raytheon appoints No. Louisiana Distributing Co., Monroe, La.
(Claude Harrison, pres.).

member of Chicago law
& Herriott.

firm of

Montgomery, Hart,

Pritchard

James J. Ashworth, 85, retired gen. mgr. of Canadian
GE, died in Toronto Nov. 17.

Henry C. Roemer, 55, named in Sept, as IT&T v.p. in
charge of its domestic divisions, and from 1951-53 pres, of
Federal Telephone & Radio Co., died suddenly Nov. 16.
He rose from comptroller’s dept., which he joined in 1927,

was elected IT&T director in 1943, v.p. in 1944.
vived by his wife and a son.

He

is

sur-

Dr. Herbert E. Ives, 71, who was in charge of Bell
Labs’ first closed-circuit TV transmission between Washington and N. Y. in 1927, died at his home in Upper Montclaii, N. J., Nov. 13.
He retired from Bell Labs 6 years
ago, following notable work on color TV, 3-dimensional
movies, etc.
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Topics

Trends

oi

TV

Trade:

dealers totaled 4,614,361 in first 9

Shipments of TVs to
months of 1953, when

production was 5,524,370, according to RETMA’s state-bystate and county-by-county tables released this week. They
represent 30% gain over first 9 months of 1952, when shipments were 3,537,980, as against production of 3,670,590.
Every state in nation shared in shipments, New York leadWyoming,
ing, Pennsylvania second, California third.
where Cheyenne’s KFBC-TV (Ch. 5) is expected on air
For
in Dec. as state’s first station, was last with 2404.
Sept, alone, shipments went to record 816,529, compared
to 815,981 in Sept. 1952 and 77% ahead of the 462,570
shipped in Aug. State-by-state figures for 9 months (county-by-county tables available from RETMA on request)
TotaJ

State

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas

—

California

Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
of

District

.

Columbia

Florida

Georgia
Idaho
Illinois

Indiana

Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky

-

Louisiana

Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi

Missouri

Montana

70,423
29,440
30,628
371,909
55,222
68,835
11,359
36,791
86,838
77,936
12,951
276,490
150,169
101,256
59,962
64,942
68,369
37,695
56,599
142,203
188,046
82,009
33,308
110,374
5,364

Total

State

Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire

41,253
5,698
15,142
126,769
13,917
434,776
85,362
11,176
272,581
83,628
57,553
406,178
21,135
41,729
12,604
68.738
283,343
28,260
8,098
98,147
104,555
60,492
101,705
2,404
4,614,361

New Jersey
New Mexico
New York

North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

_

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania

Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas

Utah
Vermont
Virginia

Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

Wyoming
Grand Total

Trade Miscellany: Admiral, Philco and RCA state
they’ll introduce fill-in models only at American Furniture
Motorola distributors
Mart in Chicago, Jan. 4-15
convene in Chicago’s Conrad Hilton Dec. 14 to plan 1954
.Philco
marketing; no new sets are to be announced
.

.

.

.

.

winter distributor convention slated in Atlantic City, Jan.
4-8
Denver first got TV in July 1952 and grand total
sets sold there to Nov. 1 was 180,825, reports Rocky
Mountain Electrical League; 1953 sales were 65,526
Giant Motorola sign on Chicago’s Outer Drive & Randolph St., with 34-ft. letters, was illuminated Nov. 19; it
has clock (framed in modern TV receiver) that’s said to be
Story of
largest in world, measuring 62 ft. across
DuMont’s growth from $70 income in 1931 to $100,000,000
in 1953 appears in Nov. Oilways, Standard Oil industrial
publication, under title “At Home With the DuMonts”
Radio Condenser Co., 1522 Locust St., Philadelphia,
announces availability of new uhf continuous tuner, now
Blonderin pilot production at Camden, N. J. plant
Tongue, Westfield, N. J., offers dealers and technicians
.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Announcing color tube price of $125, compared with
CBS-Hytron aims to win more set makers over to its version of mask-&-dot type of tube (Vol.
9:41-42). CBS spokesmen say price is only for samples but
that they expect to bring price down as pilot and mass
production is reached and they indicate hopes for bettering previously announced target dates of February for
pilot, “fall” for regular production.
RCA spokesmen had
no comment on CBS price announcement, but others noted
others’ $175-$200,

—

that quantity as well as price figure in the competitive picMeanwhile, Crosley planned showing of sets with
ture.
Lawrence tube (Vol. 9:45) and RCA tube in New York’s
Hotel Pierre Nov. 22 for select group of top dealers. In

Crosley is asking them for their judgment as to
which will sell best for what price. Sets w ere to be
demonstrated receiving NBC-TV’s Colgate Comedy Hour.
effect,

r

Harvey-Wells

Electronics

Inc.,

Southbridge,

Mass.,

enters consumer products merchandising field by taking
over distribution of uhf converters which it has been manufacturing for Electro-Voice Inc., Buchanan, Mich. Former

Electro-Voice converter has been rechristened the “suburban”, listing at $32.50, and “urban” model at $23.50 has
been added to line, which will be plugged by “one of the
most aggressive campaigns ever conducted in the industry
to make the Harvey-Wells line dominant in the converter
field,” says pres. Richard A. Mahler.
Also introduced by

Harvey-Wells

is

new loudspeaker system “which we

answer

believe

high fidelity,” according
to v.p. Marvin Hobbs. Principal feature of system is condenser-type speaker of German design carrying the higher
audio frequencies.
to be the real

to low-cost

RETMA

committee couldn’t agree this week on
meaning even further delays of
draft of fair practices for TV-radio industry under consideration by Federal Trade Commission since 1951 (Vol.
9:37,41). RETMA had hoped to submit definition at next
FTC hearing Dec. 7 but request for further postponement
now seems inevitable. Committee did agree to continue
plans for consumer education booklet on “hi-fi” and for
drawing up standards of measurement of components.
Special

definition of high-fidelity,

—

.

Insuline Corp. of America, manufacturer of TV-radio
antennas and parts, has bought 281,000-sq. ft. 4-story
building in Manchester, N. H. from Amoskeag Industries,
plans to begin operations there by end of month, reportedly

.

will

employ

700. Insuline

to turn out 10 times as

now,

3

times as

many

spokesman said company expects
as it makes

many TV antennas

auto antennas, 4 times as

many

sheet metal fabrications for TV-radio-electronics.

.

.

free

“TV

calculator,”

.

.

which includes table to compute

TV

transmission line losses at vhf & uhf channel frequencies,
along with other useful charts and diagrams.

European
furious” to get

TV

manufacturers are working “fast and
mass production underway so fast, in fact,

—

that American set manufacturers aren’t finding much of
a market for sets in Europe. That’s opinion of Ernest A.
Marx, director of DuMont international div., just returned
from 9-country survey tour. However, there is market for
U. S. picture tubes and other components as well as for

our TV station equipment, he said. TV in Europe is at
about same stage it was in U. S. in 1946 or 1947, in Marx’s
opinion, and future expansion won’t match growth here
because of lower consumer buying power, absence of commercial programming and different transmission standards
from country to country. He also expressed opinion that

output in Netherlands and Germany may be sufficient in
next few years to begin exports that might invade the
American market.

E. A. Mattison

&

Assoc., 38 So.

new organization formed

Dearborn

Chicago,

St.,

bank
ment financing for TV-appliance distributors and

is

to specialize in

install-

dealers.

provides financing for sales to distributor, dealer and
consumer, covering product from manufacturer to consumer. Partners: E. A. Mattison and Paul V. Bolton, both
from Bank of America, and E. J. McGowan, gen. mgr.
and eastern resident partner.
It

Census Bureau expands its reporting service early
next year to include monthly information on dollar sales

volume and month-end inventories of distributors of TVradio sets and electronic pai’ts. Acting independently of
any ti'ade organizations, Census will sample distributors
on nation-wide basis and publish reports 30 days after
month covered. It’s part of new Census plan to report on
about 30 categories of business next year vs. present 14.
Mrs. Martha Kinzie, secy, of GE v.p. Dr. W. R. G.
Baker and NTSC which he heads, was awarded RETMA
plaque for “untiring efforts on behalf of the NTSC in its
of formulation of a successful compatible standard
for color TV.”
She’s first woman ever to receive a
RETMA award.

work
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Trada Notes: Philco earnings and sales
both 9-mo. and 3-mo. periods ended Sept.
for
records
set
Nine-month earnings were $15,418,000 ($4.29 a share
30.
on 3,525,372 common shares outstanding) after taxes of
Financial

on sales of $335,171,000, up from profit of
after $8,241,000 taxes on $247,383,000
sales corresponding period year ago and $7,963,000 ($2.18)
after $7,835,000 on $228,431,000 same period of 1951.
Earnings in first 9 months this year included non-recurring income, after taxes, of $5,316,000 ($1.51 a common
share) from $8,500,000 sale of WPTZ, Philadelphia, in Feb.
$20,731,000
$6,073,000

($1.64)

(Vol. 9:8) and prior years’ adjustments in second quarter.
Third-quarter earnings were $3,202,000 (884) after taxes
of $2,896,000 on sales of $96,649,000 vs. $1,784,000 (484)
after $2,181,000 on $82,227,000 corresponding 1952 quarter
and $2,222,000 (604) after tax credit of $812,000 on
$57,408,000 in 1951. Philco also declared special 5% stock
dividend payable Dec. 23 to holders Nov. 27 in addition
to regular quarterly 404. Pres. Wm. Balderston, acknowl-

edging that “increased competition

is

making

itself felt,”

and those of its distributors and
good balance with consumer demand.”

said Philco’s inventories,
dealers, “are in

P. R. Mallory & Co. sales for 1953 are expected to
reach $72,000,000, with net profit around $4 a share,
compared with $55,000,000 and $3.12 last year, according
He attributed drop in Sept,
to pres. Joseph E. Cain.
quarter earnings (534 a share) from June quarter’s $1.17
Dec. quarter should see
to seasonal TV-radio decline.
earnings of about 804, he said. Mallory’s working capital
is $17,000,000 and its tax liability is completely covered
by U. S. tax certificates. Cain predicted 1954 business

volume would be about same as 1953, with improvement
in net operating profit.

volume

sales

He

to research

last 10 years, said his

attributed $40,000,000 of 1953

and development programs

company

is

of

continuing this invest-

of 4% of each sales dollar. Mallory-Sharon
Titanium Corp., owned jointly by Mallory and Sharon Steel
Corp., reached break-even point 2 years ahead of target
date, and Cain expressed belief that ultimately Mallory’s
income from the titanium company may be as great as
that of the parent company.

ment at rate

Hallicrafters achieved record sales of $43,744,074 in
year ended Aug. 31, up 4.2% from the $42,001,023

fiscal

volume of preceding year, ending 1953 fiscal year with
consolidated capital of $5,097,681, up $552,236 in year.
Net income after $880,000 taxes was $794,855 (964 a share
on 825,000 shares of common stock outstanding) vs. $378,460 (464) after taxes of $415,000 for preceding fiscal year.
Said pres. Wm. Halligan in report to stockholders: “In
1956, when color TV really begins to hit its stride, our
industry will enter the greatest boom period it has ever
seen. The outlook for black-&-white TV sales will remain

good

in the transitional period.”

Standard Coil Products Co. reports sales of $69,677,133

and profit of $3,306,963

($2.25

a

share)

after

Federal

taxes of $5,173,000 for first 9 months of 1953, compared
with $43,869,180 sales, $1,963,945 ($1.34) net profit,
$2,548,000 taxes same 1952 period. For 6 months ended

June

3C, net

($1.01)

income was $2,736,431 ($1.86) vs. $1,490,547
period.
Pres. Glen E. Swanson fore-

same 1952

cast $90,000,000 for full year.

Dividends: Hazeltine, 754 payable Dec. 15 to stockholdDec. 1; Philco, 5% stock div. Dec. 23 to
holders Nov. 27 and 40 4 Dec. 12 to holders Nov. 27; Storer
Broadcasting Co. B, 6144 Dec. 14 to holders Dec. 1;
Clevite, 154 Dec. 10 to holders Nov. 27; Aerovox, 154 Dec.
15 to holders Dec. 1, Cornell-Dubilier, 304 plus 154 extra
Dec. 31 to holders Dec. 15; GE, $1 Jan. 25 to holders Dec.
stock div. Dec. 10 to
18; Globe-Union 304 plus 2(4
holders Dec. 1.
ers of record

%

Electronics Reports: IRE awards to be presented during national convention in N. Y., March 24 Dr. Alfred N.
Goldsmith, Founders Award; Alda V. Bedford, RCA Labs,
Vladimir K. Zworykin Prize; Dr. Robert R. Warnecke,
Paris, Morris Liebmann Memorial Prize; Dr. Harold A.
Zahl, Signal Corps Labs, Ft. Monmouth, N. J., Harry
Diamond Memorial Award. Among the 76 fellow awards
for 1954: J. E. Hayes, chief engineer, BBC; Dr. F. M. Doolittle, WDRC, Hartford; W. F. Bailey, Hazeltine; W. L.
Dunn, I. A. Getting, Raytheon; N. L. Harvey, R. G. E.
Hutter, K. R. Wendt, Sylvania; Kurt Schlesinger, Motorola; J. O. Weldon, Continental Electronics Mfg. Co.; D. S.
Bond, M. S. Corrington, D. H. Ewing, C. A. Gunther, E. I.
Anderson, W. R. Koch, G. M. Rose Jr., I. F. Byrnes, J. L.
Finch, G. R. Shaw, H. J. Schrader, A. C. Schroeder, RCA;
J. R. Wilson, W. D. Lewis, E. P. Felch, J. G. Chaffee, Bell
Labs; M. A. Edwards, Walter Hausz, J. M. Lafferty, T. C.
Rives, R. F. Shea, GE; P. C. Sandretto, Federal; Reuben
Lee, M. R. Briggs, Westinghouse.
:

World-wide network of military TV communication
RCA chairman David Sarnoff in address Nov. 18 dedicating world’s most powerful radio
transmitter, Navy’s 1.2-megawatt RCA-built installation
at Jim Creek, Wash. (Vol. 9:46). First message flashed
from new transmitter to Navy ships and installations
around globe was dictated by Adm. Robert B. Carney
chief of naval operations, to Gen. Sarnoff, who tapped it

was envisioned by

out in code.

New electronics books, out recently: Principles of
Transistor Circuits by 9 GE transistor experts, edited by
Richard F. Shea (Wiley, 535 pp., $11). Handbook of Industrial Electronic Circuits, by John Markus & Vin Zeluff
(McGraw-Hill, 272 pp., 433 circuit diagrams, $7.50).
New

& Their AppliElectronics by Louis E. Garner Jr.
(102 pp., $1.50), has just been published by Coyne Electrical School, Chicago, is being distributed by Howard W.
Sams & Co., Indianapolis.
cations in

transistor textbook, Transistors

TV -Radio &

Servomechanisms

Inc.,

Garden City, N.

Y.,

has ac-

quired Industrial Electronics of Canada Ltd., which will
continue to operate under own name as wholly owned
subsidiary.
Alexander S. Mackie continues as pres, of

Canadian

firm.

Stanford Research Institute has acquired facilities of
Microwave Engineering Co. of Los Angeles, atop Mt. Lee
in Hollywood district. Latter’s staff of 15 is being retained
to continue antenna & microwave component research.
Processes of courts in deciding scientific matters, parby a committee
under $50,000 grant to Columbia
by inventor Edwr in H.
Armstrong. In making grant, Armstrong said scientific
facts are frequently “beyond the comprehension of laymen,” sometimes resulting in erroneous decisions. Committee comprises: Wm. C. Warren, dean of Columbia Law
School, chairman; Dr. Karl T. Compton, physicist and
ex-pres. of MIT; Bethuel M. Webster, pres, of Assn, of
the Bar of City of New York; Young B. Smith, Columbia
professor and former dean of its law school.
John G.
Palfrey, former member of Atomic Energy Commission
legal staff, will direct research.
ticularly in patent suits, are to be studied

U

Howard W. Sams & Co. besides declaring fifth cash
dividend of 104 payable Nov. 16, has voted 100% common
stock dividend payable Nov. 30 to holders Nov. 19, and in
Nov. 19 report to stockholders shows net profit after taxes
of $27,500 for first 6 months of year vs. $16,800 same 1952
period.
Federal income taxes continue to take 704 of
every profit dollar, Mr. Sams reports, but expiration of
EPT on Dec. 31 should permit more profit to be used to
finance

growth and pay dividends.

12
Telecasting Notes: How about TV advertising costs?
This answer, from Tide Magazine “If you still wonder
about the future costs of black-&-white TV, this view
from CBS pres. Frank Stanton
may reassure you:
Costs-per-thousand have reached their ceiling for the foreseeable future. Upcoming increases will be based only and
entirely on gains in circulation, as new stations or more
Costs for color, Stanton also is quoted
sets are added”
as believing, will run only 8-10% above present total

—

.

.

.

(time & talent) costs for black-&- white, a lower premium
for color than most other national media (i.e., magazines)
charge today.
Exception outdoor and carcards, which
:

Estimated weekly
charge no space premium for color
network TV programs (sans time charges)
are tabulated in Nov. 18 Variety; handy reference lists
program, network, cost, sponsor, agency, producer, origiMore film producers “converting” to color
nation point
(Vol. 9:46): Motion Pictures for TV Inc.’s new series of
117 half hour dramas, Paris Precinct, to be shot in color
on locations in France; Technicolor contracts to shoot new
episode in Pacific Coast Borax Co.’s Death Valley Days
in color, also with Screen Gems for American Tobacco Co.
Academy Awards of motion
film commercials in color
picture industry, due in March, will again be canned on
NBC-TV, probably in color, sponsor not yet signed; last
Rochaffair, first ever telecast, was RCA-sponsored
.

.

.

costs of all

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ester’s

pre-freeze

WHAM-TV

.

.

graciously welcomed

new

time-sharing Ch. 10 competitors WHEC-TV & WVET-TV
(Vol. 9:44) with newspaper ad reading, “Running the only
In fact, it’s
station in town is not an unmixed blessing.
a lot like being the old-time king with a hundred wives.
He may have seemed lucky to some of us until we remember that he had to live by a hundred sets of household
We haven’t had a hundred wives, but we have
rules.
been wedded, since 1949, to 4 networks [which offer] too
Cleveland
many programs for one telecaster to handle”
Indians, blaming reduced attendance, won’t permit telecasts of home games next season, and sponsor Pfeiffer
Beer has dropped option; 77 road games will go on TV
Educational TV advances: Wayne U, Detroit, staging
Designs for Living weekly on WJBK-TV, featuring city
planning, house planning, interior decoration, etc.; U of
Kansas City starts weekly college course You and the
Ford Foundation planning to
Law on KCMO-TV
underwrite series of cartoon adaptations by United Productions of America of James Thurber’s Fables for Our
Times, for showing on Omnibus (CBS-TV, Sun. 5-6:30).
.

.

.

.

with Commission this week. Principal owner of Miami
application is Jack C. Stein, whose application for same
channel was dismissed this week.
Other applications

week were

this

for Jacksonville, Ch. 7 (educational), by

group; for Orlando, Fla., Ch. 9, by Joseph L. Brechner, John W. Kluge and other owners of radio WGAY,
Silver Spring, Md.; for West Palm Beach, Ch. 12 by local
group headed by James R. Meacham, owner of radio
local

WE AT,

Lake Worth; for Muskogee, Okla., Ch. 8, by Ash28% owner of KCCC-TV, Sacramento, Cal.;
for Toledo, Ch. 11, by business and professional group
headed by adman Wellington F. Roemer; for Bangor,
Me., Ch. 2, by hotel owner Adeline B. Rines, who also owns
ley C. Robison,

WCSH, Portland (holding CP for TV) & WRDO,
Augusta, Me. There were 7 dismissals this week, leaving
417 applications pending, of which 96 are uhf. [For further details about these applications, see TV Addenda
17-T herewith; for complete listings of all grants, new
radio

stations,

applications, dismissals, hearings, etc., see

Factbook No. 17 with Addenda

TV

to date.]

Splendid public service promotion of combined broadcasters-manufacturers annual Voice of Democracy contest sponsored by RETMA, NARTB and U. S. Junior
Chamber of Commerce was launched in nation’s schools
during National Radio & Television Week, Nov. 1-8, will
be climaxed with awards to 4 national winners in Washington week of Feb. 19. In addition to $500 cash awards
for national winners, each of 52 state and territorial winners will receive TV or radio receiver donated by 23
manufacturers in response to request from John F. Gilligan, Philco, chairman of RETMA public relations & adv.
committee. More than 5,000,000 high school students have
participated in speaking and writing contest on “I Speak

—
—

.

for

Democracy”

since its start in 1947.

Just spreading the facts: Houston Judge W. C. Ragan
reports he helped break up teen-age crime ring by ordering parents of defendants to listen to courtroom transcrip-

.

.

.

.

—

FM

broadcast band, perhaps other frequenPiece of
cies too, is expected to be requested in petition to be filed
with FCC in 3 weeks by Committee on Mfrs. Radio Use,
under aegis of National Assn, of Mfrs. as hinted re-

—

cently in speeches of Comr. Edward Webster (Vol. 9:38,
44). This week, for FCC and press, committee conducted

demonstration in Washington’s Hotel Statler, showing
dustrial uses of radio.

Network

TV

service

is

—latest

now

in-

available to 221 stations

hooked up by AT&T beiing
WCIA-TV, Champaign, 111.; KGTV, Des Moines; WIBWTV, Topeka, Kan. Slated for inauguration of network
service next week are new WK.JG-TV, Ft. Wayne, Ind.
and upcoming WSIX-TV, Nashville.
in

New application for Miami’s Ch. 7, with ex-FCC chairman James L. Fly as 13.04% owner, was among 7 filed

137 U.

S.

cities

of a Dragnet program dramatizing similar Los
Angeles case which resulted in murder.
Replying to
NARTB TV information committee query, Judge Ragan
cited “most lasting effect” of Dragnet on parents in closer
supervision of their children, added Houston police training school uses it for instruction of officers. Challenging
publicity about large proportion of TV crime programs,
committee also reported that of 531 programs carried on
Washington’s 4 stations in sample week of Sept. 27, only
69 had some element of crime.
tions

Storer Broadcasting Co.’s offering of 200,000 shares of
stock at $14 a share (Vol. 9:45) was oversubscribed this week, handled by syndicate headed by Reynolds & Co., N. Y. Outstanding funded debt of company
on Oct. 22, 1953 was $5,133,135 and outstanding capital
stock was 262,750 shares of $1 par common, 843,250 of
$1 par B common, 15,000 of $100 par 7% cumulative convertible preferred, nearly all of latter owned by Jefferson
Standard Life Insurance Co.

common

Gene O’ Fallon’s $350,000 deal
Crouch’s

KDZA

KDZA-TV,

tion is

11, sustaining.

KVAN-TV,

Devoted to color TV, January Proceedings of the IRE
15 NTSC monographs and 25 other papers

buy control of Dee

—

(Vol. 9:31), has been dropped
but Pueblo stataking off-the-air relays, including network,

Thanksgiving Day parade in Philadelphia to be carried on WPTZ, 10:15 a.m.-12:15 p.m.,
sponsored by Gimbel’s, and on 40 NBC-TV affiliates 10:30-

Gimbel Bros.

to

Pueblo, Colo. (Ch. 3), with 250-watt

still

from O’Fallon’s KFEL-TV, Denver.
F. Sackett, Oregon publisher, grantee of
Vanouver, Wash., and applicant for Ch. 2
Oakland, Cal., has sued publisher of Los Angeles Daily

Sheldon

in

will include

News

on subject.

sale of control of

for $5,604,000, alleging he repudiated contract for

newspaper.

Special Report

November 21,1953

HOW DEPARTMENT STORES
USE TELEVISION
By Robert H. Cole
Assistant Professor of Marketing, University of Illinois

T>Y

mid-1953 there were at

-^department

least 126

The department

stores using television

was one of the early pioneers

an advertising medium. For some

television as

an advertising medium.* These 126
were surveyed, by means of a mail
questionnaire supplemented by per-

as

store

highly successful, for others adequate, and for
failure.

obviously existing in the

methods and experience with
this medium. Sixty-one of the stores
answered the questionnaire, and their

The

stores vary in size

sections of the country.

widely,

of course,

policies,

They

TV

it

presents. After five years,

it is

promotion medium, although there

stations in operation

and more than 24.8

million receiving sets in use. This survey

makes no predictions

are about 250

from an an-

others a

;

in its infancy as a store

response forms the basis of this report.

nual volume of $1 million to more
than $50 million and are located in all

still

men are teased by the possibilities
TV medium but they have not by any

means conquered the problems
still

has proved

Store promotion

sonal interviews, to get a picture of
their

it

in the use of

about TV’s future in retailing; merely reports some straight

also vary

facts gathered

in merchandising

management techniques and

from 61

now

stores that are

21 stores that have tried

and dropped

it

using.

TV

and from

it.

promotional programs. Bearing these
differences in mind, it is still possible
to construct a picture of the “typical”

department store TV-user.
This “typical” store has been using
the medium from two to four years.

announcement type
and news
rather common. One

It favors the spot

This comes either from an advertising
agency or a television station; and the

more

larger the store the
that

an ad agency

Most of the

is

stores

broadcasts are

objective,

is

for a spot,

than

The

either

30 minutes.

15 or

run

are

commonly

The

is

a

TABLE

for

TV

advertising

is

still

(in Millions

Under
1

Retail Sales

of Dollars)

Volume
10 to

1

to 2

2 to 5

5 to 10

20

Over “Typical"
20

Retailer**

week

is

•This figure of 126 department store users
was obtained from existing data and from a

a

1

Respondent with 1952

once

used.

check of individual television stations.

Determining the best day of the
puzzler for most store users of the me-

for

probably receiving outside professional help in the preparation of its programs and commercials.
store

characterize

six

THE ADVERTISING BUDGET

The most

popular frequency of programs
a week, but two and five days

only

their results as “excellent.”

institutional

other pro-

will

specific items report “satisfac-

results;

week

ably devoting his entire time to a sales
talk 'or commercial.

on

tory”

the quick
primary TV

the most popular length
and the spot user is prob-

grams used generally

trate

is

make

sale of specific items their

minute

it

the source of help.

of ad, although feature films

rather

likely

publicity. Thirty of those that concen-

How

it

1953 Budget Divided

Among Media Used?

(%)

4%

7%

6%

4

5

—

9%

Radio
Newspapers

6

3

3

73

79

80

81

77

81

Direct Mail

—

10

—

—

—

2

7

4

13

22%

Television

All

Other

1

13%

4
80
3

10

**This figure includes the reports of eight stores that did not indicate their volume group.

Editor’s Note: This article is reprinted with permission from November issue of Stores, official publication of
National Retail Dry Goods Assn. It is a condensation of a more complete study published as Survey No. 4
by the Business Management Service, College of Commerce & Business Administration, University of Illinois,
Urbana, 111., which will make it available on request without charge.
1

9%

4

.

dium. There

more

is

certainty about

TABLE 2

the best time of day: evening hours

SUMMARY OF HOW DEPARTMENT

have die edge. This question is complicated by many uncontrollable fac-

Number

including the popularity of the

tors,

programs immediately

preceding

his

or

budget in order

TV. Those

to use

ward probably cut back

their news-

The

paper expenditures.

percentage

budget allotted

of the advertising

TV

to

varies widely according to store

size.

Averaging the responses

to diis

questionnaire, the results are nine per

TV; 80 per

cent for

cent for news-

papers; four per cent for radio; three

per cent for direct mail, and four per
cent for

other media. (See Table

all

What

1.)

advantages does the typical

merchant find

in

TV?

First, the visual

demonstration; second, the personal
touch. Prestige value

and

portant,

so

is

is

to

contacted by other advertising media.
Satisfaction with

TV

is

tempered by

a general objection to high costs;

many

merchants also mention the lack of
time

available

for

local

pro-

grams, the shortage of trained person-

and coordinate the adand the shortage of good

nel to prepare
vertising,

local talent.

Sixteen stores said they

had no complaints of any kind; 40

list-

ed various objections.

The

department

typical

TV-

manufacturers, although some whole-

have cooperative financing arrangements for such programs. The

salers

percentage receiving outside financing

help increases with increase in store

volume.
of the problems involved in

TV,

any advertising
program, differ according to the store’s
size.
Further on in this article, the
the use of

stores’

as in

responses are studied on

basis of 1952

Less than 6 mos
6 mos. to 1 yr.
1

the

supplement

these

findings,

a

made among another group

—46 department stores that had used
TV some time during the past few
had discontinued it by June,
1953. Twenty-one stores responded,
giving their reasons for abandoning
years but

Over

20

20

6

4

9

12

10

12

—

2

3-21
113
-543
112
-111
12 12
--24
1111

2 yrs. to 3 yrs.

3

3 yrs. to 4 yrs.
Over 4 yrs

1

1

—
1

Feature films

2

News

—

Spots

5

4

—
—

Fashion show
Shopping guide
Variety show

3

1

8 (or 10) seconds
20 seconds

1

minute
15 minutes
30 minutes

4

1

,

.

All other

.

4

week

Two days per week
Three days per week
Five days per week
All other

10%
13%

-

All other

2

—
—
—

1

2

3

Receive help

From advertising agency
From TV station
From other sources
not receive help
TV

Objective of

Quick

3
1

3

good

5

3

10

2

13

2

15

6

12

-

4

5

4

3

-

-

4

3

1

4

4

1

4-5
9

14

1

7
3

30
22

-756
2-11
3

3

1

6

2-2

4

4
2

2

9

3

4

6

4

1

6
34

1

5

1

6

1

2

3

8

1

3

4

4

8

8

2

5

3

2

1

14

2

7

4

28

2

13

1

5
12

1

6

4
4

25
5

4
2

7

5
12

4
4

38
23
17
5

5

3

2

4

3

21

will

6

3

6

10

10

9

6

1

1

6

8

3

8

2

50
29

Objective

Is

2

7

3

30

2

Unsatisfactory

2

1

—

Fair

Not known
Week

1

for

TV

1

2
1

1

known

3

3

2

2

-

-

2

4

9

6

4

-12

2

1

6

3

-

1

2

8

Advertising:

Believe there is a best day
Do not believe there is a best day
Best day not

1-31

Quick Sale:

2

of

12
1

1

Satisfactory

Day

3

61

3

Excellent

Best

2

1

—

When

8

Advertising:

sale of specific items

Increase

3

—

1

4

2

2

Preparing Programs:

in

4

1115
-111
-112
-3-1
1111
5

-

1

Outside Help

Do

2

1

-

%

5

1

1

%

3314

3
3

for Commercials:

Entire program

-

2

4

6

6

1112

1

1

Irregular

20

5

2

Frequency of Programs:

a

4

—

All other

Once

2

Not
Given Total

2

Programs Used:

Music

15- 13

2

1

1

All other

volume.

FORMER USERS

To

10 to

10

1

yr. to 2 yrs.

Results

survey was

of respondents

5 to

5

to

Length of Time TV Has Been Used:

Program Time Spent

store

user gets financial help, generally from

Many

Number

2 to

2

1

Length of Programs:

TV

Volume

1

considered im-

the ability of

reach a different audience than that

good

Under

Questions Asked

“typical” retailer has increased

that did not adjust their budgets up-

of Respondents with 1952 Retail

Sales (in Millions of Dollars)

following the store’s advertising.

The

STORES USE TV

(Based upon 61 returns)

12 3-

2
5

3

7

2

4

4
7

1

14

-

8

6

35

)

medium. In every

the

TABLE 2 Continued
(

SUMMARY OF HOW DEPARTMENT STORES

USE TV

These

of Respondents with 1952 Retail

Sales (in Millions of Dollars)

Under

Questions Asked

1

—

Wednesday
Friday

1

Sunday

1

—

All other days specified

Day

Belt Time of

TV

for

5 to

10 to

Over

Not

2

5

10

20

20

Given

—
—

—
—

2

—

—
—
2

—
—
—

1

i

1

—
—

1
1

—
—
—

1

2

—

2

2

3

8

5

Do

2

-

-

—

—

1

2

2

5

4

4

7

1

1

2

-

is a best time
not believe there is a Trest time
Best time not known
Evening (hours not specified)

Mid-morning
4 to 5 p.m.

Noon
7 to 10

without qualification.

2

p.m

—
—
—
i

Other evening (hours specified)
Afternoon and/or evening

i

—
—
—
1

—

1

—
2

—

1

—

—

would pay

1
l

1

27
3

4

28

2

—
—
—

—
—
-

1

—
-

1

2

—

2

—

l

1

1

7

2
2
1

3

6
5

Increased Budget to Use TV:

Yes

3

1

5

6

4

10

4

33

No

3

3

4

6

6

2

3

27

Media reduced if no increase
Newspapers
Both newspapers and radio
All other combinations

2

1

2

—

1

1

1

1

—

1

1

2

2

-

i

2

2

they

if

develop

to

could afford a

1

-

10
5
7

TV

it

For example, one said

off.

that

TV

doesn’t get a fair trial

only

five

per cent of an ad budget can

be allotted to
a

way

if

it;

to give

when

this store

can find

medium

a better

the

budget it will try again. But another
says: “Perhaps trained personnel could
make TV bring better returns, but

would add

that

still

more

to already

“For every $100 of program time,” says another, “we were
spending another $40 in production
high

costs.”

time.”

The high and

rising costs

which are

the most discouraging aspect of
1

the

some obvious-

generous investment in

2

3

1

that

feel

ly

6
3

inability

necessarily

medium itself
They mention

right kind of program;

really

—

4

own

their

Total

Advertising:

Believe there

not

did

stores

place the blame on the

Volume

2 to

to

produced.

results

(Based upon 61 returns)

Number

case, the basic

objection was high cost in relation to

these stores include

more than

TV for
just the

and programming. Here
an excerpt from one report:
“Our program was a straight 30minute shopping program, with special telephone order set-up. We did a
very good volume; however, most of it
proved to be COD, delivered with exorbitant costs. ... It required an
enormous amount of merchandising
and planning to fill five half-hour programs a week, eight or 10 items a day.
Our buyers did not get behind the program, and without their enthusiasm
the expense involved seemed wasted.
cost of time
is

Plan Future Changes

in

TV Budget:

Yes

2

No

1

Not known

2

TV
TV

Plan to increase
Plan to decrease
Advantages Peculiar
Sight, sound,

to

percentage
percentage

i
i

15

2

3

2

3

2

-

3

5

1

3

2

15

2

3

3

6

6

2

24

2

1

2

2

2

—

—

—

-

1

1

2

12

-

2

30

TV Advertising:

and action combined

Choice of audience
Personal touch

promote new merchandise
Different audience than other media
Ability to

Prestige factor
All others

2

2

4

6

7

7

2

—
—
—
-

—

1

1

—

—

—
—
-

2

2

1

2

-

1

—

—
—
—

2

1

4

2

1

4
1

1

—

2

—

-

1

2

3

2

1

2

5

6

1

4

6

1

—

1

2
7

4

2

2

13

7

11

5

40

2

1

1

16

Objections to TV Advertising:

Have

objections
not have objections
Objections:
Lack of trained personnel
Lack of good time available
.

Do

Poor
Lack
Poor
High
Lack
Lack

knowledge on use of

1
1
1

TV

programming
cost

of color
of station cooperation

All others

Receive outside financial aid
From manufacturers

Do

wholesalers
all

out of the reach of

1

2
4
1

—
1

others

not get outside financial aid

rfiost

3

3

4

—

12

cooperative

2

3

4

3

13

turers control our program.

1

3

1

3

1

10

1

1

2

1

1

-

2

1

1

2

5

4

5

9

—
-

—

1

2

4

-

1

1

I

--

1

2

1

-

1

-

6

4

33

—
—
-

8
3

6

3

6

7

8

9

1

37

3

5

6

7

7

1

30

2

2

2

3

2

1

—

—

2

3

3

5

2

1

12

1

—
_

2

5

21

7

Note: Some department stores have not answered every question. Some have replied in
more than one category in a single question. (For example: one department store may
have two or more objections to TV advertising.) Consequently, it is possible to get replies
listed for one question that do not tally with the number of reporting stores.

to

money and

let

manufac-

difficult decision to

discontinhe

make

but we have not

it,

noticed any great loss in business
Buyers’

.

more than

attitudes

once.

One

.

.

.”

were mentioned
store

had

a daily,

popular shopping program for two
and a half years. As long as management subsidized it, not charging back
the full cost of the program

to

the

were enthusiastic
about participating, but they were unwilling to do so on a no-subsidy basis.
This store concludes: “Since the measdepartments,

ure of
after

3

was a

“It

7

-

depart-

did not care to use

1

1

3

We

—

3

1

stores.

—
—
—

Concerns Helping Pay for TV Programs:

From
From

believe that television has priced

itself

ment

local talent

of

We

all

they

publicity

media

in this store,

an experimental period,

rests

with

manathem and absorb the cost,
the program was dropped.” This ad
manager makes some other interesting
points: that TV’s successes are with
brand name stores; that the briefest

in this group is far larger than for
any other group. Half of these stores
have some kind of cooperative financing help from manufacturers or other
sources. Four out of five have some
complaints, with high cost and poor

of the ad budget

mechanical failure can wipe out an

programming leading the

selves.

the willingness of department
gers to use

list.

allotted to

is

TV,

81

per cent to newspapers, six per cent to
radio and four per cent to all other

media.

Seven finance their programs

with outside help, mostly from manufacturers; five pay all the costs them-

expensive 20-second spot; that “at the
present time saturation radio

more productive
Several stores

with

all

media

for us than

made

much

is

TV.”

the point that

costs rising they

had

to

Four $1 to $2 Million Stores. Three
of these stores have been using the

medium
ly

for less than

commercial

spots,

one

year.

and would not sacrifice
newspaper dominance to support tele-

week, are used exclusively.

vision.

cent for

make

a choice,

None

of the stores that have discon-

tinued television criticized the cooper-

TV

ation offered by their

stations in

programming. But criticism did come
from one current TV-user, who said:
“The TV medium has made no effort
to supply adequate information or
data for its use on the retail level.
Stations have no understanding or
appreciation of retailers’ problems
and needs.”

THE USERS

TV, and

Stores of all sizes use

naturally, has something

the

volume

aver-

only four per

is

get cooperative financial support.

these rely

advice;

of

five

on ad agencies. Seven

stores

the quick sale of items as their sole

with high cost and lack of good local

an

uses

agency.

advertising

Six of the ten stores in this group
have cut down other ad allotments in

order to use
gets, the

TV. In

their 1953 bud-

average for television

is

seven

per cent; for newspapers, 77 per cent;
for radio, three per cent, and for all
other media, 13 per cent.

Seven have some criticisms of TV,

Only two

grams completely; the others get help
from cooperative arrangements.

Under $1

Million.

TV

one ranked the increase of
an equally important pur-

only store that reports un-

satisfactory results

is

using a 15-min-

show once

Those

a week.

having “excellent” results are using

and feature films. Three
fessional help from the station; none
uses an ad agency.
get pro-

spots

those

who

reported to

tribution of their budget

among

dis-

adver-

media, the average allotment is
22 per cent for television; four per
cent for radio; 73 per cent for newspapers, and one per cent for all other
tising

The

Eight out of ten get

talk.

professional

of these stores receive outside financial

items as the only objective of their

media.

time to sales
outside

shows from the “typical”

following

Three of
been using TV
from two to three years; one has used
it three to four years; the other two
are comparative newcomers. All but
one gave immediate sales of specific

Among

stores

time leading the

The

it.

the variations

these six stores have

ute musical

four

are

None

Manufacturers are the most im-

ing.

The

there

objective.

portant source of cooperative financ-

pose.

but

which devote only one-third of their

list

ume.)

will as

common

Four of the
time entirely to com-

Nine $2 to $5 Million Stores. Two
thirds of these stores have been advertising on TV for less titan two years.
Spots are most frequently used, but
feature films, fashion shows and public
service programs are reported. More
of these stores are doing their programs entirely by themselves than are
obtaining aid from outside sources.

the stores did not disclose their vol-

good

ten devote their
mercials;

help.

advertising;

times a week are the most

frequencies of programs.

program
help from an ad agency; two from the
TV station; one gets no outside professional advice. Three out of four
store gets

picture presented heretofore. (Eight of

Six Stores

five

Television received 13 per cent of the
ad budget of this group. Two-thirds

stresses
class

do with

The

each

way they use

analysis

to

size,

age budget allocation

TV. One

Strict-

once or twice a

Ten $10 to $20 Million Stores. Six of
this group have been on TV for more
than three years. Once a week and

22 per cent figure for

TV

list.

these ten stores finance their

own

of

pro-

group spots are used more than any
other type of program, but there is

Twelve Stores Over $20 Million. News
broadcasts, spots and shopping guides
are the most commonly used programs; 15 minutes the most popular
program length, and once and twice a
week the most common frequencies.
Ten of the 12 have increased their
ad budgets to provide for TV. They

great variety— including a musical pro-

average

Twelve $5

to

$10 Million

Five

Stores.

of these stores have used

TV

for less

than six months; six have been on

TV

for three years or

gram, a feature

more.

In

film, a fashion

this

show,

sporting events, weather reports, and
a decorating program.
the most

common

and three days

a

Once

a

week

frequency, but

is

five

week are popular

six

per cent

television,

for

three per cent for radio, 81 per cent

newspapers,

for

10 per cent for

all

other media. Only two out of 12 maintain their

TV

programs without out-

side financial support. Eight of the 12

use outside professional help; six get

timings.

Three-fourths

of

these

stores

use

it

from ad agencies.

Four of

these

outside professional help, mostly from

larger stores stage their programs on

ad agencies, sometimes from the TV
station as well. Half of the stores in

their

this

group

say they are as interested

It

this

own.
is

among

the

from TV as in
Nine out of
ten say they get satisfactory results on

of their objections to

the quick sale objective.

Four

in institutional results

the quick sale of items.

In this volume group nine per cent

4

larger

stores— in

group, and to some extent in the

$10 to $20 million group— that lack of
color assumes some importance as one
stores in this

factor as a

TV

advertising.

group mention

major drawback.

this

'
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HANDY LOG OF STATIONS AND GP HOLDERS: Between

next
our semi-annual TV Factbooks
and
of
operating
publishing
interim
lists
we’ve
been
mid-January
in
edition due
who’s
to
know
convenience
of
whose
business
it
is
the
those
for
upcoming stations
Our weekly Newsletters report regularly on new
on the air and who’s coming next.
stations starting and planned as fast as data is received, thus enabling you to keep
the interim list up-to-the-minute.

—

Herewith another s uch Special Report superseding the last one of Sept. 12,
It’s the last until next Factbook.
showing status of all grants to Nov. 28, 1955
Altogether the log lists 528 now operating commercially and/or testing. (We
count them as being on the air from time of first test patterns, thus giving trade
and timebuyers plenty of advance notice of commercial debut.) It also lists all 248
Radio affiliates and national sales reps, if any, are shown
CPs not yet on the air
and, in the case of CPs, proposed starting dates are given as reported to us.
We do not guarantee accuracy of stated target dates and again we caution
that experience has shown most won’t make these dates and some won’t even be built
The Special Report also lists the 26 grantees who relinqu is hed their CPs noting the
2 (in Roanoke, Va. & Nampa, Ida.) which started but quit for economic reasons.
The 5 stations on the air in Canada the 15 CPs outstanding there and the 2
Mexican border stations are also listed. Educational stations are indicated.
It’s interesting to note that 76 new U.S. stations and 2 in Canada have gone
on the air since our Sept. 12 log when we listed 252 stations then operating, 293
testifying to swift pace of TV’s growth. We
CPs outstanding, 15 CPs surrendered
might add, parenthetically, that our weekly Addenda (blue sheets) have revealed a
corresponding reduction of new-station applications filed and pending
402 now as
against 492 last Sept. 12 and 576 in our mid-July TV Factbook.
Note
Extra co p ies of the new log are available at $1 each; 10 copies,
$7.50; 25 copies, $12.50; more than 50 copies, 350 each.
,

.

.

—

,

.

,

,

,

—

—
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STRICT MULTIPLE OWNERSHIP RULES ISSUED: FCC tightened its multiple ownership rules
surprisingly, instead of relaxing them as many expected.
In decision issued this
week, it limited any entity to ownership of 5 TV stations 7 AM 7 FM
majority
or minority interest.
Thus, new rules not only discard the relaxation proposed in
rule-making pending since 1948 but they limit ownership more sharply than did the
rules which have been in effect until now.
Commission wasn 't at all tentative or split on decision which has been in
Vote was unanimous by all 7 commissioners, despite the speculation
mills 5 years.
that Republican-dominated Commission would tend to be more lenient.
New rules are
final, effective 30 days after publication in Federal Register.
One aspect is left open
distinction between vhf and uhf if any.
Commission said that's being deferred pending "an overall uhf study". This leaves open
,

—

,

,

—
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,

,

C

C
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possibility, even probability, that owners of 5 vhf stations may acquire several
uhf, as suggested by various petitioners in course of allocations proceedings during
freeze.
Also left open is question of overlap, now under study.
No group is hurt i n TV
in the sense that it must now divest itself of ownership in any stations.
CBS is most directly affected
It owns 100% of 3 stations,
minority of 2, plus 100% of 2 applications and minority of a third.
T hough new rule limits ownership to 5 stations or applications, CBS gets
waiver because "rules of the game" were changed after it applied for more.
It's
permitted to pursue current applications but if one is granted it must dispose of
Same procedure applies to all 3 of its pending TV
ownership in one station or CP.
file for more than it now has.
It's
not
allowed
to
applications.
No other group
was in CBS's position, nor will there be, since none will be permitted to have more
than 5 grants and/or applications pending at one time.
Storer Bcstg. Co.'s application for Miami was dismissed by FCC this week,
Since Storer already fully controlled 5 stations, Miami
but not under new rules.
application was regarded as dismissable under old rules.
,

.

,

*

*

*

*

CB S is hit directl y in AM however. It owns 100% of 6 stations, minority in
who holds interests in 8. Both were directed to come
3. Also hit is J. Elroy McCaw
forth and "show cause" by Dec. 31 why they shouldn't be required to divest themselves of ownership to bring them down to interests in 7 each.
Commission would
In the show-cause orders, FCC said:
give them 3 years to sell off excess stations.
"Decision as to whether divestment will be required will be made on the basis of
the arguments adduced and the factors involved in each case."
,

,

text of new rules affecting TV and list of TV & AM stations most di[ For
affected,
see p. 5.
Copies of full decision (Notice 53-1570, Mimeo. 97842)
rectly
available
from
are
Commission, or we'll get them for you.]
,

*

*

*

*

Ownership of any portion of a station counts as much as 100% ownership under
new rules
except where there are more than 50 voting stockholders.
In latter
There's an exception to this, too; if stockholder is an officase, 1% is minimum.
cer or director, any degree of ownership counts.
For example, FCC this week
Yet this is all going to take some i nterpreting
Standard
Florence,
to
Jefferson
Bcstg.
Co., which recently purgranted Ch. 8,
S.C.,
chased part of Storer 's public stock offering (Vol. 9:47).
Comr. Bartley stated
belief grant contravenes new multiple ownership rule.
Principal difference between old rules and new is that former didn't count
minority holdings in limit of 5 unless FCC was satisfied that minority controlled
or could control station.
Rules proposed in 194-8 would have placed limit at 5 but count minority ownership as one-half a station.
Thus, had rule passed, one could have owned majority
interests in 5 stations or minority in 10
or combinations in between.

—

.

—

GRANTS, INITIAL DECISION FROM FCC: Commission issued 5 CPs one initial decision
this week, and tentatively denied another grantee's request for more time to build.
WORD, Ch. 7; Florence
S
S. .
The week's CPs : Sp artanburg
.
Jefferson
WTCM, Ch. 7.
Standard Bcstg. Co., Ch. 8; Traverse City, Mich

3

,

,

.

,

,

,

.

,

Initial decision f avore d Tri-City Bcstg. Co., Newport, Ky. for Cincinnati's
Ch. 74, after competing Gordon Bcstg. Co. dropped out.
Spartanburg grant arose from complex agreement under which competitor WSPA
dropped application, WORD agreeing to buy WSPA for $400,000 within 30 days after the
provided, of
grant if sale deal falls through, WSPA would simply take over CP
FCC made it clear that grant doesn't prejudice any action
course, that FCC agrees.
Latter station is owned by Bcstg. Co. of the
it may take on proposal to sell WSPA.
S.C. and radio WIST, Charlotte.
WIS,
Columbia,
of
WIS-TV
&
South, licensee
Jefferson Standard Life Insurance Co ., owner of Florence grantee, also owns
In statement accompanying
WBTV & WBT, Charlotte, and 16.5% of WFMY-TV, Greensboro.
,

;

—

;

3

grant, Comr. Bartley raised question whether Jefferson Standard’s ownership of some
Storer Bcstg. stock places it in conflict with new TV ownership rules (see pp. 1-2).
Gr antee ca l led on c arpet was WHFB-TV, Benton Harbor, Mich . (Ch. 42), which
was told Commission can't grant its application for additional time to build on the
It gets opportunity to reply.
basis of available information.

MANY IMMINENT AS

—

MORE GET UNDER WAY:

but there
Only 4 new starters this week
were several dozen with equipment delivered who said they would begin in November
or early December, and cur records show 44 with equipment on hand who have promised
Not all will make it, of course, but it looks like
to be on air b efore end o f year
the month of December will be exceptionally active in the way of new stations.
Ex c ept for a sort of satellite operation in Maine week's starters meant no
They brought to 328 the total now
new TV areas, included second vhf in Nashville.
--86
vhf, 162 uhf. Latest starters
total
248
on air, 216 of them vhf, 112 uhf. CPs
WS IX-TV, Nashvill e (Ch. 8), city's second, began testing Nov. 26, using old
247-ft. FM tower on hill about 8 mi. south of Nashville with GE transmitter and antenna. Planned on same site is 630-ft. tower, as well as new combined office-studio
Commercials start Dec. 1 with CBS affiliation and
building in downtown Nashville.
Chief owner-gen. mgr. is Louis R. Draugho n, with E.S. Tanner as
base rate of $425.
Charles Duke, chief engineer.
commercial mgr.
Shelton Weaver, operations mgr.
WMAK
to acquire 25%.
Rep is Hollinbery.
Grant last July permits withdrawn applicant
WITV, Ft. Lauderda l e, Fla
(Ch. 17) began tests Nov. 25 for Thanksgiving Day
commercial debut, following closed-circuit testing since Sept, and heavy promotion
via theatre trailers, newspaper ads, radio spots, window cards, direct mail.
It
gives city its second uhf, WFTL-TV (Ch. 23) having started last April. Located just
8 mi. north of Miami, 6 mi. south of Ft. Lauderdale, with 762-ft. Ideco tower having
RCA " peanu t pattern" antenn a, station is designed for maximum effect "below Miami to
beyond Palm Beach" and will sell that area at $150 rate.
It affiliates with ABC &
DuMont.
Its prime mover is Comdr. Mortimer E. Loewi
ex-DuMont executive, who with
son Bob operates resort known as Out-of-This-World at nearby Hallandale.
He owns
25%, along with similar holdings by realtor L.C. Judd, contractor E.J. Richardson,
lawyer George English. Robert W, Standart is gen. mgr. Wallace E. Stone, sales mgr.
J.R. Troxel, operations; Stan Shaw, programs; Wm. Latham, chief engr. Rep is Taylor.
WLAM - TV, Lewiston, Me
(Ch. 17) began test patterns Nov. 22, regular prowith unique "interconnection " whereby it operates as
gramming Thanksgiving Day
both stations controlled by broada virtual satellite of WPMT, Portland (Ch. 53)
WLAM-TV picks up WMPT
caster Frank S. Hoy their transmitters only 35 mi. apart.
directly off the air and rebroadcasts them at
network, film and local
programs
WLAM-TV base rate is $150, WMPT's $200, but in combination they
option of sponsor.
They carry ABC, DuMont & NBC shows, and Hoy has arranged
are available for $225.
with 4 big film distributors for special combination purchases. His station mgr. is
Elden H. Shute Jr. with Lester J. Richards as program director and Henry G. Root
Equipment is RCA. Rep is Everett-McKinney.
as chief engineer.
KTVA, Anchorage, Alaska (Ch. 11), second outlet in that boom town, started
test patterns Nov. 26, and gen. mgr. A. G. Hieber t, who also heads KENI there, wires
it gets "excellent coverage of all Anchorage and vicinity plus Palmer and Matanuska
Valley, 40 mi. distant." First station in city was Kiggins & Rollins' KFIA (Ch. 2)
which started Oct. 16. New KTVA has DuMont transmitter with GE studio equipment,
C.M. Connor is commercial mgr.
will get NBC & DuMont programs.
Jack Walden, chief
engineer.
Neither rate card nor rep has yet been announced.
4
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O ur r e cords show these promised November starters
who may be delayed into
December but who have equipment ordered and delivered: KTVU, Stockton, Cal (Ch. 36)
WJDN, Panama City, Fl a. (Ch. 7)
WJHP-TV, Jacks o nville, F la. (Ch. 36)
WBLN, BloomKOAM-TV, Pittsburg, Kan
(Ch. 7)
KSLA, Shreveport, La
ington, 111. (Ch. 15)
(Ch.
WWTV Cadillac, Mic h. (Ch. 13) KOMU-TV, Columbus, Mo
(Ch. 8)
WAYS-TV, Char12)
(Ch. 36); WNAM-TV, Neenah, Wi s. (Ch. 42).
N.C
lo tte
,

.

;

.

;

;

,

;

,

;

.

.

;

.

These have stated they will start in early December

,

all having equipment:

;

J

?

- 4 -

KID-TV, I daho Falls, Ida
(Ch. 3)
KWIK-TV, Poca KATV, Pine Bluff, Ark . (Ch. 7)
(Ch. 15); WCSH-TV, Portland, Me . (Ch. 6)
tello, Id a. (Ch. 10); WINT, Waterloo, Ind
KHOL-TV, Kearney, Neb
KDP.O-TV, Sedalia, Mo . (Ch. 6)
(Ch. 13)
WRTV, Asbury Park
KFYR-TV, Bi smarck, N.D
(Ch. 5)
WMAC-TV, Massillon, 0 . (Ch. 23)
N.
(Ch. 58)
KWTV, Oklahoma City (Ch. 9)
WAIM-TV, Anderson
WSTV-TV, Steube n ville, 0 . (Ch. 9)
KMID-TV, Midland, Tex . (Ch. 2)
WBTM-TV, Danville, Va . (Ch. 24)
S.C
(Ch. 40)
WEAU-TV, Eau Claire, Wi s. (Ch. 13); WCOC-TV, Meridian, Miss . (Ch. 30).
.

;

;

.

.

;

.

.

;

;

;

;
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;

;

;
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;

;

There may be other s, and not all of foregoing will make it
the best available lineup of "imminents" as of this writing.

—

but that's

LITTLE INTEREST IN COLOR PROJECTIONS: What are prospects for color projection set s
because they seem to suffer the same limitations, as against
Slim, at the moment
direct-view color, that they suffered in respect to black-&-white direct-view sets.
Direct-view color t ubes will be bottleneck from both quantity and picturefor long time to come
standpoint,
most set makers are agreed on that.
size
So
naturally
arises
whether
pro
ections
will enjoy a rebirth in color and then
question
j
escape the dreary demise they suffered in monochrome.
Several manufact urer s are exploring color projections but we can find no
evidence that any have found a way to make them competitive or superior to directSince some were very badly burned with black-&-white projections, you can
view.
well imagine they're loathe to stick out their corporate necks in color projections.
color projections may appear to have a superficial attracTo the layman
tiveness. It would be no trick to turn out the 3 little (2%-to-5-in. ) tubes required
and, ergo, the tube bottleneck is
for each set, each having one colored phosphor
broken! "Sure," says one tube maker, "we could turn out zillions of them a minute,"
but he recoiled in horror at thought of registering 3 color tubes.
demonstrated a few
I t's recalled that RCA made several color projections
But unduring FCC's 1949-50 color hearings, as did luckless Color Television Inc.
satisfactory signal made it impossible to determine whether sets were getting fair
As soon as RCA pioneered a good direct-view tube, projections were pulled
showing.
back into the labs and RCA has put its emphasis into direct-view tubes since.
No rth American Phil ips Co ., once a vigorous protagonist of projections,
selling a few "Protelgram" tube-&-optical systems to set makers, is doing nothing
in color projections, though it reports a few unidentified set manufacturers showing considerable enthusiasm for them.
who proved right-as-rain in kissing off projections
Dr. Allen B. DuMont
when a lot of his big competitors wasted time and money on them, has merely this to
The picture is not very good."
say now: "Same as in black-&-white.
"They have the same limitations, technical and
GE's Dr. W.R.G. Baker agrees
They'd be damned expensive.
I think
commercial, that they did in black-&-white.
big
direct-view
tubes."
making
concentrate
on
to
ought
industry
the
A Syl v ania o f ficial can't see pro j ections as a permanent thing in color, can
scarcely visualize them even as a temporary expedient. "Registration is the thing,"
The home is something else."
he said, "You may be able to control it in the lab.
sequential
system, still does for
CBS once showed color projectio n on field
It doesn't indicate plans, if any, for home receivers.
industrial uses.
knows of others hepped about color projections, though
foregoing
of
None
"the usual rumors."
hear
that
they
some report
It's a lw ays dangerous to write anything off in this business, and there's
always possibility someone will win on a long shot, but if there's anything hot in
it's well concealed.
the works
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When

pay to advertise: John Begue, anSpringfield, 111., as part of a commercial, took a knife and ripped apart 2 mattresses to
reveal the voluminous interior foam padding, reports AP.
Coming home, he learned that his young son Johnny, having watched the commercial on the TV, had duplicated his
daddy’s performance on 2 family mattresses.
nouncer of

it

didn’t

WICS-TV,

Chesapeake Industries Inc., holding company which
owns Pathe Laboratories, N. Y. film processor, has bought
Lady Esther Ltd., Chicago cosmetics firm and onetime
leading radio advertiser, for reported $3,275,000.

Storer

Broadcasting Co. has completed removal of

executive offices from Birmingham, Mich, to 1005 Kane
Concourse, Bay Harbor Island, Miami Beach 41, Fla.

:

5
Personal Notes: John J. Fitzgibbons, pres, of Famous
Players of Canada and prime mover in grant of upcoming CFCM-TV, Toronto (Ch. 4), named “Film Pioneer of
the Year” at Canadian Picture Pioneers Assn, testimonial
banquet Nov. 25
Richai’d D. Buckley resigns as pres.,
John Blair & Co., and Mr. Blair has resumed presidency
Gordon Gray, WJR &
eastern sales v.p., succeeds James Gaines as v.p. in charge of operations of
WOR-TV & WOR, N. Y., when Gaines leaves Dec. 31 to
head WOAI-TV & WOAI, San Antonio; Teleradio’s Mutual network, meanwhile, has named Glen Taylor as administrative v.p. in charge of policy, under pres. Tom
O’Neil
J. G. (Gus) Rountree, onetime FCC field engineer, with A. Earl Cullum consulting engineers since
1946, is establishing his own TY-radio consulting engineering practice in Prentice Bldg., Dallas, effective Dec. 1
Clarence L. (Chick) Doty resigns from Edward Petry
.
.

.

.

.

WGAR

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

become v.p. & gen. mgr. of WSBA-TV & WSBA,
York, Pa.
Robert H. Boulware, mgr. of WLWT, Cincinnati, hospitalized as result of auto accident Nov. 17,
Martin H. Percival prowas to be released this week
moted to mgr. of San Francisco office, NBC Spot Sales,
succeeding Heber H. Smith Jr., named mgr. there of John

&

Co. to

.

.

.

.

&

Blair

Co.

.

.

.

.

.

Rev. Charles Brackbill Jr.

of TV-radio committee of Presbyterian

named

director

Synod of N.

J.,

Princeton, which is headed by Jack Poppele, now with
Herbert A. Carlborg named CBSScheck Adv., Newark
TV director of editing, succeeding James Shattuck, now assigned to color sales . John McCormick, ex-gen. mgr. of
WNBK, Cleveland, joins Screen Gems Inc. as midwest
.

.

.

.

.

James A. Lilly, ex-KOY-TV,
sales mgr., Chicago
Phoenix, named production mgr. of new KBID-TV, Fresno
Warren Park named direc(Ch. 53), due on air in Dec.
Donald H.
tor of color TV by WJAR-TV, Providence
Saunders, engineer in charge of technical operations, appointed to new post of station exec., WTOP-TV & WTOP,
Washington, in charge of operations evenings & weekends
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

T

EXT OF
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.

TV multiple ownership rule (see
30 days after publication in Federal

FCC’s new

p. 1), effective

Register
(a) No license
Section 3.636 Multiple Ownership
for a television broadcast station shall be granted to any
party (including all parties under common control 1 ) if
(1) such party directly or indii’ectly owns, operates,
or controls another TV broadcast station which serves
substantially the same area; or
(2) such party, or any stockholder, officer or director
of such party, directly or indirectly owns, operates, controls, or has any interest in, or is an officer or director
of any other TV broadcast station if the grant of such
license would result in a concentration of control of TV
broadcasting in a manner inconsistent with public interest,
convenience, or necessity. In determining whether there
is such a concentration of control, consideration will be
given to the facts of each case with particular reference
to such factors as the size, extent and location of areas
served, the number of people served, and the extent of
other competitive service to the areas in question.
The
Commission, however, will in any event consider that
there would be such a concentration of control contrary
to the public interest, convenience or necessity for any
party or any of its stockholders, officers or directors to
have a direct or indirect interest in, or be stockholders,
2
officers, or directors of, more than 5 TV broadcast stations.
(b) Pai'agraph (a) of this section is not applicable to
non-commercial educational stations.

—

1
The word "control” as used herein Is not limited to majority
stock ownership, but includes actual working control in whatever

manner

exercised.

In applying the provisions of paragraph (a) of tills section to
the stockholders of a corporation which has more than 50 voting
stockholders, only those stockholders need be considered who are
officers or directors or who directly or indirectly own 1% or more
of the outstanding voting stock.

.

.

Ansel E. Gridley, gen. mgr. of new WWOR-TV, WorMass. (Vol. 9:47), no longer controls radio WGFM,

.

cester,

Fitchburg, Mass., whose principal stockholder is now F. D.
Edes, with Raytheon, Chicago
Charles R. Freburg
named administrative asst, in charge of programming of
new KWWL-TV, Waterloo, la. (Ch. 7); Ralph Mlaska,
chief engineer; Jack Turley, production mgr.; Warren
Mead, program director
Allen Preville named sales
mgr. of WRTV, Asbury Park, N. J. (Ch. 58) due shortly;
Richard Behrman, production mgr.
John Grant, exCBS, N. Y., joins Desilu Productions Inc. as house attorney and asst, to Martin Leeds, exec. v.p.
Will Williams,
ex-Better Business Bureau, named mgr. of adv. & publicity, KGO-TV, San Francisco
John Hitt, ex-WFAA-TV,
Dallas, named asst, chief engineer of new KSLA, Shreveport
Edward F. Lethen Jr., ex-CBS Radio sales exten.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

named asst, to Leonard F. Erikson, director
of Voice of America ... Dr. Benjamin Shimberg, ex-Public
sion director,

Health Service, joins Educational Testing Service, Princeton, N. J., as director of educational TV research
Alvin
Kabaker, TV-radio director, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
named TV chairman and Wm. B. Templeton, Sherman &
Marquette, named radio chairman of 1954 Heart Fund
John G. Cole, ex-Ruthrauff & Ryan, named asst, director
of Hollywood office, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles
Wendell Adams named radio director, Wm. Esty Co.,
as George I. Chatfield is promoted to exec. v.p. and James
Behane & John Peace to v.p.
Harold L. Maddox, TVradio executive, named to head new midwest branch office
in St. Paul set up by Western Adv. Agency, Los
Angeles.
Dale Hart, ex-WBAP-TV, Ft. Worth, named program
director of upcoming KARK-TV, Little Rock, Ark.
Mary Dunlavey, ex-Harry B. Cohen Adv., N. Y., named
TV-radio director of Town Adv. Agency, Philadelphia
Nadine Miller resigns as administrative v.p., C. E. Hooper
Inc.
Allan H. Kalmus, onetime NBC publicity, resigns
as mgr. of Lever Bros, news bureau.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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New multiple ownership rules (see p. 1) involve these
groups most directly: (1) CBS-TV owns 100% of WCBSTV, New York; WBBM-TV, Chicago; KNXT, Los Angeles;
47% of WCCO-TV, Minneapolis; 45% of WTOP-TV, Washington; 100% of applications for Boston & St. Louis;
45%
of application for Pittsburgh.

CBS-AM owns 100% of
WCBS, New York; WBBM, Chicago; KNX, Los Angeles;
KCBS, San Francisco; WEEI, Boston; KMOX, St. Louis;
47%, of WCCO, Minneapolis; 45%, of WTOP, Washington;
45% of KQV, Pittsburgh. (2) J. Elroy McCaw owns
100%, of AMs KORC, Mineral Wells, Tex.; 50%, of
KYA,
San Francisco; 50%, of KELA, Centralia, Wash.; 50%, of
KPOA, Honolulu; 50%, of KILA, Hilo, Hawaii, 33%%, of
ICYAK, Yakima, Wash.; 33%%, of KALE, Richland, Wash.;
20.369% of KLZ, Denver. He also has application pending for purchase of 75%, of WINS, New York,
and is required to drop ownership in KPOA as condition
of purchase of KONA (TV), Honolulu.

Of 30 channel
stations under

and most

shifts ordered

by

FCC

for pre-freeze

new

allocation plan, 21 have already moved
of rest are due shortly. Here’s FCC’s informal

information about plans of the 9 remaining: WNHC-TV,
New Haven, Ch. 6 to 8, was due to shift Nov. 25; WOC-TV,'
Davenport, Ch. 5 to 6, this weekend; WOOD-TV,
Grand
Rapids, Ch. 7 to 8, Dec. 8; WTTV, Bloomington,
Ch. 10 to
4, mid-Dec.; WNBK, Cleveland, Ch. 4 to
3, Dec.; WXEL,
Cleveland, Ch. 9 to 8, Dec.; WRGB, Schenectady,
Ch. 4 to
6, Jan. 3; WTAR-TV, Norfolk, Jan.; WHAM-TV,
Rochester, Ch. 6 to 5, spring.

FCC

Broadcast Bureau’s

consolidated this

week

into

TV

and aural divisions were

new broadcast

facilities

div.

under James E. Barr, former chief of aural facilities div.
Cyril M. Braum, ex-TV div. chief, is now engineering
consultant, Joint Committee on Educational TV (Vol.
9:46).

6

G

E SHIPPED

5-kw transmitter Nov. 21 to Guy Gannett newspapers’ newly-authorized WGAN-TV, Portland, Me. (Ch. 13), along with temporary 2-bay antenna, to
be followed Dec. 20 with 20-kw amplifier. This pointed to
race with hotelman Wm. H. Rines’ WCSH-TV (Ch. 6),

RCA

transmitter in Oct., announced tests
GE’s only other vhf shipment this week
was antenna that went out Nov. 23 to complete installation of 5-kw KHOL-TV, Kearney, Neb. (Ch. 13).
Only new uhf shipment reported this week was 12-kw
amplifier for WCAN-TV, Milwaukee (Ch. 25), which went

which got 10-kw
to begin Dec.

1.

on air Sept. 6; also reported was order for 100-watt driver
for Dec. 4-5 shipment. Old orders shipped this week included 12-kw amplifiers to WKAR-TV, E. Lansing, Mich.
(Ch. 60), and 5-bay antenna to complete
tion of WJHP-TV, Jacksonville (Ch. 36).
shipped only one uhf this week

RCA

Scranton, Pa. (Ch. 16)

—but reports

12-kw

—

6

to

installa-

WARM-TV,

more vhf that have
Oklahoma City (Ch.

gone out: 10-kw last week to KWTV,
9), which has order for 50-kw later; 10-kw to WEAR-TV,
and 25-kw units this week to
Pensacola, Fla. (Ch. 3)
KOA-TV, Denver (Ch. 4) WJDX-TV, Jackson, Miss.
;

;

WSTV-TV, Steubenville, 0. (Ch. 9) ; WGCT,
(Ch. 3)
Greenville, S. C. (Ch. 4). Also shipped by RCA this week
was 10-kw driver to WBAP-TV, Ft. Worth (Ch. 5), with
25-kw amplifier to follow shortly.
DuMont reports new order for 5-kw uhf from WFMZTV, Allentown, Pa. (Ch. 67), also reports 5-kw transmitter
to be shipped shortly to new WNEM-TV, Bay City, Mich.
;

(Ch. 5).
*

*

*

*

In our continuing survey of upcoming new stations,
these were the reports received this week:
KMID-TV, Midland, Tex. (Ch. 2), reports its 5-kw
RCA transmitter is installed, plans Dec. 1 tests, goes comOwnership interlocks with KWSO-TV,
mercial Dec. 6.

Lawton, Okla.

Rep

will be Taylor.

Greenville, S. C. (Ch. 4), has transmitter and
driver on hand, 25-kw
studio building all ready, 10-kw
antenna due Nov.
week,
this
delivery
for
due
amplifier

WGCT,

RCA

30.

Thus

it

mercial Jan.

hopes to begin testing by mid-Dec., go com1

as

NBC

of 3-way merger
divesting itself of 5-kw
silent, whose physical facilities are

outlet.

under which Textile Bcstg. Co.

WMRC

(1440 kc), now
being taken over by KAKE.

It’s result
is

New

ownership will com-

prise Textile Bcstg. Co. group headed by Robert A. Jolley,
39%; Roger Peace’s Greenville News-Piedmont (WFBC),

39%; Carolina Television Inc. group headed by Alester
G. Furman Jr., 22%. WFBC (AM) gen. mgr. B. T. (Bevo)
“3-D TV” without any added cost or equipment to stais claim of Geneoscope Co., Bloomington, 111., which
plans national distribution of its viewing glasses ($1.50)
beginning Dec. 5. So far, one station WEEK-TV, Peoria
has signed up to use “Geneoscope Video Technique,”
with appropriate on-air announcements. System was developed by Mrs. Genevieve L. Fuller, who heads Geneoscope
Co. and describes technique as combination of 3 factors:
“Studio camera coordination with certain specific transtion

—

—

verse speed travel in relation to the scene being televised,
TV receiver and viewing through optical arrangements.” She further describes system thus: “Geneo-

masking of

scope consists of a pair of glasses or lens, mounted in
shadow boxes [composed so that] one eye sees the
image a fraction of a second later than the other eye.
When a character is in motion, or the camera scans a
.”
She adds that
scene, the picture is in 3 dimensions
“3,000,000
every 6 weeks
is
now
viewers
output
of
present
and we hope to cover the trade in the coming year.” Mrs.
Fuller says company is now negotiating with 18 eastern
stations “and we will possibly put them all on the air at
.

the

same time.”

mgr. of new station, whose call letters
changed to WFBC-TV. Weed will be rep.
KFBB-TV, Great Falls, Mont. (Ch. 5), last report-

Whitmire

may

will be

later be

ing Dec. start with DuMont equipment, has experienced
delay in antenna delivery, now plans “early 1954” debut,

TV director LeRoy Stahl. Weed will be rep.
KWTV, Oklahoma City (Ch. 9), rushing to be second
in town, has RCA engineers due to arrive Nov. 30 to

according to

vhf
complete installation of newly-arrived 10-kw transmitter
and 6-bay superturnstile. Gen. mgr. Edgar T. Bell says
most of equipment is installed, tower will be completed
within 10 days, target date is now Dec. 15. It’s scheduled
to go on CBS, has base rate of $465, will be represented by
Avery-Knodel.
KHOL-TV, Kearney-Holdrege, Neb. (Ch. 13), last
reporting Nov. start, was due to get its 5-kw GE transmitter Nov. 24, now plans to turn on the test juice during
first ten days of Dec., according to mgr. Duane L. Watts.
It begins with filmed CBS & DuMont programs, gets interconnection next March. Hour rate will be $200. Meeker
will be rep.
WBOC-TV, Salisbury, Md. (Ch. 16), has ordered RCA
equipment for Jan. -Feb. delivery, plans tests March 1,
1954, goes commercial March 15, according to gen. mgr.
Charles Truitt. Rep not yet chosen.
WHCU-TV, Ithaca, N. Y. (Ch. 20), Cornell U commercial grantee last reporting Nov. start, has had CP extended to next March and may not get on air until late
1954, according to gen. mgr. Michael R. Hanna.
WBTM-TV, Danville, Va. (Ch. 24), expects to begin
tests Dec. 10 with 1-kw RCA transmitter, will go commercial by mid-Jan., reports program director Milton N.

Adams.

Rep

will be Hollingbery.

WMIL-TV, Milwaukee
start with

(Ch. 31), last reporting Dec.

GE

equipment (Vol. 9:36), has stopped all construction pending FCC final decision on Ch. 6 allocation
to Milwaukee area, according to gen. mgr. Jerome Sill.
WCIG-TV, Durham, N. C. (Ch. 46), which got FCC
go-ahead last June when protest by applicant WSSB for
Ch. 73

was

overruled, hasn’t set target date, reports gen.

mgr. John G. Johnson. It’s waiting to see how WTOBTV, Winston-Salem (Ch. 26), which began in Sept., fares
in competition with vhf there which got going same month.
WCIG-TV ownership interlocks with WTOB-TV.
WPAQ-TV, Mt. Airy, N. C. (Ch. 55), last reporting
start sometime this fall (Vol. 9:12), has been delayed but
is “still interested in completing construction” and has requested an extension of CP, according to gen. mgr. Ralph
D. Epperson. Thomas F. Clark Co. will be rep.
Increases to
cost will be

maximum

made

transmitter power at moderate
new 25-kw vhf tetrode now
New tube, type
to GE officials.
excess of 10,” is most powerful
channels, says GE. Only 5 kw is
of the tubes, which can deliver
power of 50 kw. Therefore, low-

possible by

in production, aceoi-ding

GL-6251, with gain “in
able to operate in all vhf
needed to drive a pair
maximum antenna input
power stations now on air can increase power to top FCCauthorized levels by adding 2 of the new tubes in an
amplifier stage, says tube dept, marketing mgr. Grady L.
Roark. Heretofore, 5-kw stations have been required to
add both a driver and an amplifier to reach maximum
power. New tube and associated equipment are expected
to be available first quarter next year, and GE will also
offer new 50-kw transmitter incorporating new tube.

Low-priced

studio

vidicon

cameras and equipment

.

made by Dage

now in
Dan Meadows. First

Electronics, Beech Grove, Ind., are

use by 37 stations, reports sales mgr.
installation of Dage’s

new

optical multiplexer with film

camera (Vol. 9:46) has been completed at
Chambersburg, Pa.

WCHA-TV,

7
Station Accounts: Hawley & Hoops Inc. (M&M candies)
has ordered 30 more stations for its Johnny Jupiter children’s series, extending present contracts in 35 markets
from 26 to 39 weeks, thru Roy S. Durstine, N. Y.; program, filmed by Kagran Corp. (Martin Stone), was originally carried sustaining on DuMont, may also be offered
Coca-Cola sponsorfor syndication to non-M&M areas
ing 24-time Santa Claus at Macy’s on WABD, N. Y.,
starting Dec. 1, Mon.-Fri. 5:45-6 p.m., series leading up
to remote of party for underprivileged children in Macy’s
Illinois-Bell Telephone Co.,
store just before Xmas
sponsoring re-run of Victory at Sea on WNBQ, Chicago,
inserts plugs for show in its recorded weather service
Among other advertisers reported using or preparing to
use TV: Gem Fisheries, Boston (Gem O’ the Sea frozen
fish), thru Ben B. Bliss Co., Boston; So. California Pharmaceutical Assn., thru Tullis Co., Los Angeles; Paramount
Macaroni Mfg. Co. (macaroni & egg products), thru J.
Franklyn Viola & Co., N. Y.; Charles of the Ritz (Empty
Powder Box gift package), thru Peck Adv., N. Y.; Glamorene Inc. (rug cleaner), thru Hicks & Greist, N. Y.; Diamond Hosiery Corp. (Fruit of the Loom hosiery), thru
Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y.; John Morrell & Co. (Red
Heart dog food), thru N. W. Ayer, N. Y.; Sessions Clock
Co. (industrial products), thru C. J. LaRoche, N. Y.;
Plumrose Inc., Boston (Denmark dairy producer), thru
Ben B. Bliss Co., Boston; Wizard Mfg. Co., Los Angeles
(radio controlled garage doors), thru Walter McCreery,
Beverly Hills, Cal.; Vita-Cell Products Co., Los Angeles
(pharmaceuticals & Godissart’s cosmetics), direct; Tasty
Baking Co., thru Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia; Deko
Chemical Co., Hawthorne, Cal. (Dish-A-Way liquid suds,
Arko industrial detergents), thru Jimmy Fritz & Assoc.,
Hollywood.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Network Accounts: Gillette will sponsor Orange Bowl
from Miami New Year’s Day on CBS-TV, starting at
1 :45 p.m., in addition to Rose Bowl game from Pasadena
Calgon Inc.
on NBC-TV (Vol. 9:47), both thru Maxon
(water softener), in first TV sponsorship, buys Wed. 3:303:45 p.m. segment of Bob Crosby Show on CBS-TV, starting in Jan., 3:30-4 p.m., thru Ketchum, McLeod & Grove,
Parker Bros, (games) buys 6 partic. on alt.
Pittsburgh
Wed. 3:15-3:30 segment of Kate Smith Hour on NBC-TV,
Mon.-thru-Fri. 3-4 p.m., starting Dec. 23, thru Badger &
Browning & Parcher, Boston; American Hair & Felt Co.
(Ozite carpet cushions), buys 9 partic. on same segment,
Wembley
starting Jan. 14, thru Grant Adv., Chicago
Inc. (ties) buys one partic. a week for 52 weeks on NBCTV’s Today, starting Feb. 3, thru Fitzgerald Adv., New
Allis-Chalmers, for 6th straight year, sponOrleans
sors championship judging at Chicago’s International
Livestock Exposition on NBC-TV Tue. Dec. 1, 2-3 p.m.
Pabst Beer thru Warwick & Legler, Hill Bros. Coffee thru
N. W. Ayer & Son, and Pontiac thru McManus, John &
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Adams, are new partic. sponsors of Panorama Pacific, new
show on CBS-TV’s Pacific Network (Vol. 9:47)
Procter & Gamble (Tide) buys The Brighter Day on
CBS-TV, starting Jan. 4, Mon.-thru-Fri. 1-1:15 p.m., thru
Sealtest Products will omit all comYoung & Rubicam
mercials on Christmas Day Big Top on CBS-TV, 3-4 p.m.

7-9 a.m.
.

.

.

.

More

.

.

rate card increases, effective in Nov., Dec.

&

H

IGHEST RATE

TV

in

is

that of

NBC’s WNBT, New

York, whose Rate Card No. 13, effective Dec. 1, calls
for $5500 an hour for Class AA time (10:30-11 p.m. daily,
and also contains new and higher B,
6-7:30 p.m. Sun.)
C & D rates. New rate card is based on anticipated total
of 4,043,000 sets in N. Y. area by Dec. 1, an increase of
area since Jan. 1, 1953.
275,000 new TV families in
It’s WNBT's fifth rate increase since Nov. 1, 1950.

—

WNBT

A

continues at $4250, and station-break rates
sec. and $565 for 10 sec. in Class
AA time (7:30-10:30 p.m. Mon.-Sat., 6-10:30 p.m. Sun.).
CBS’s WCBS-TV recently issued Rate Card No. 13, effective Sept. 15, upping Class A rate from $4500 to $4800
(7-11 p.m., Mon.-Sat., 6-11 p.m. Sun.), with $1075 for
Class A 1-min. film or 20-sec. sound spots (Vol. 9:36).
These are the
Rate Card No. 13 station time
charges, all save Class AA station breaks being subject
to frequency discounts:
Class

from $1095 for 20

start

WNBT

AA— 10:30-11

Class

Hour
$5500.00
Class A
4250.00

p.m., dally; 6-7:30 p.m., Sun.
15 Min.
30 Min.
10 Min.
5 Min.
$2200.00
$1925.00
$3300.00
$1375.00
7-7:30 p.m., Mon.-Sat.
2550.00
1700.00
1487.50
1062.50
6-7 p.m., Mon.-Sat.
1890.00
1260.00
1102.50
787.50
All other times.
1110.00
740.00
647.50
462.50
:

—
Class B —
3150.00
Class C —
1850.00

20 Sec.*
$1095.00

10 Sec.*

$565.00

750.00

350.00

575.00

260.00

350.00

150.00

Class AA—7:30-10:30

p.m., Mon.-Sat.: 6-10:30 p.m., Sun.
Class
A 7-7:30 p.m., Mon.-Sat.; 10:30-11 p.m., daily. Class B 6-7 pm.,
Mon.-Sat.; 11-11:15 p.m., daily; 3-6 p.m.. Sun. Class C 3-6 p.m.,
Mon.-Sat.; sign-on-3 p.m., Sun.; 11:15 p.m. -sign-off, dally. Also
has Class D (sign-on-3 p.m., Mon.-Sat.), 20-Sec., $250, 10-Sec., $65.
Time res. for network: Class A (7:30-10:30 p.m., daily; 5-6 p.m.,
Sat.
Sun.).
Class B (5-6 p.m., Mon.-Fri.; 3-5 p.m., Sat.
Sun.). Class C (10 a.m.-l p.m., daily; 3-5 p.m., Mon.-Fri.).

—
—

—

&

&

Paul H. Raymer Co. has taken over O. L. Taylor rep
assuming representation of 5 of its TV and 9 radio
stations while continuing the Taylor firm with rest of
its list under Taylor pres. Lloyd George Venard.
At same
time, Taylor’s Dallas office is taken over by Raymer. No
price was disclosed, and reasons for half-way “merger”
was stated as “taxes” and O. L. Taylor’s desire to concentrate on his own stations KRGV-TV (CP) & KRGV,
Weslaco, and KANS, Wichita, an applicant for TV. Taylor
recently lost KGNC-TV & KGNC, Amarillo; KFYO-TV &
KFYO, Lubbock; KROD-TV & KROD, El Paso former
2 going to Katz, latter to Branham. Its TV & radio stations now coming under Raymer aegis: KTBC-TV &
KTBC, Austin, Tex.; KFDX-TV & KFDX, Wichita Falls;
KELO-TV & KELO, Sioux Falls, S. D.; WKBH-TV (CP)
& WKBH, LaCrosse, Wis.; KRGV-TV (CP) & KRGV,
Weslaco; KANS, Wichita; KEYS, Corpus Christi; KLRA,
Little Rock; KTOK, Oklahoma City. This brings Raymer
TV list to 20, of which 5 are still CPs. Remaining on
Taylor TV list are WCOV-TV, Montgomery, Ala.; KTXLTV, San Angelo, Tex.; WILS-TV, Lansing, Mich.; WKLOTV, Louisville; WCAN-TV, Milwaukee; WFIE, Evansville, Ind.
KCMC-TV, Texarkana, Tex.; and CP holders
WERE-TV, Cleveland; WITV, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.;
KTRE-TV, Lufkin, Tex.; KMID-TV, Midland, Tex.
firm,

—

;

TV

pickup from U. S. by Mexican station
when XETV, Tiajuana, carried 3hour pageant from Miramar Naval Air Station, near San
Diego. XETV sales director Alvin Flanagan received permission from FCC for special telecast. Commission sources
said this action does not in any way affect XETV’s longstanding petition to set up studios in San Diego and carry
U. S. network programs, which has been vigorously opposed by San Diego stations and applicants.
First remote

was

telecast Nov. 22

add to those previously reported (Vol. 9:44-45):
KLZ-TV, Denver, Class A hour from $380 to $500, min.
from $80 to $100; KBTV, Denver, $350 to $450 & $70 to
$90; KM.T-TV, Fresno, $250 to $300 & $50 to $60; WFBGTV, Altoona, $300 to $400 & $60 to $90; WBRC-TV, Birmingham, $400 to $550 & $80 to $100; WFTL-TV, Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla., $150 to $300 & $25 to $60; WNBK, Cleveland, $1000 to $1100 & $175 to $225 (new Class AA, $1300

Three new vhf educational channels for Tennessee
were proposed this welc by FCC in response to petition by
Tennessee Educational TV Commission. Proposed additions are: Lexington, Ch. 11; Rock Island, Ch. 7; Sneedville,
Ch. 2. No changes in other allocations would be required

hour, $300 min.).

as result of additions.

Jan., to

Deadline for comments

is

Dec. 31.

8
Telecasting Notes: Ed Murrow, TV’s No. 1 journalist,
had the great satisfaction of seeing Secy, of the Air Force
Harold E. Talbott go on his See It Now Nov. 24 to announce
overruling of 3 colonels in “The Case of Milo Radulovich” involving proposed dismissal from Air Force Reserve of young U of Michigan GI because his aged father
read a Communist-tinged foreign-language newspaper
(because he “liked the comics”) and his sister was alleged
It was Murto have leftist leanings (which she denied)
row and his producer Fred Friendly who “exposed” this
case of “guilt by kinship” on Oct. 20 See It Now (Vol.
9:43) in one of rare instances of outright crusading by
TV-radio, using technique of letting those involved have
After Talbott, Murrow
their say before the camera
turned cameras on both sides of Indianapolis row over
American Legion’s refusal to permit local American Civil
Liberties Union group hire a hall again letting viewers
decide for themselves after hearing conflicting arguments

—

.

.

.

.

—

RCA hierarchy is still tight-lipped, but ace Variety
reporter George Rosen continues to plump for “Pat &
Bob: NBC Prexy Package” and sees former’s handling
of week’s affiliates’ meetings in Chicago (Vol. 9:47) as
.

.

.

—

Rosen calls Weaver “strong possibility” for next
with film v.p. Robert Sarnoff, son of RCA
“Weaver
chairman, “perhaps second only to Weaver”
invaded the affiliate den,” writes Rosen, “and came out a
Appointment is due Jan. 1 or March 1, with
winner”
guessing now that Gen. Sarnoff won’t go outside to pick
topkick; good guess is that there will not only be a new
president but also new heads (maybe even called “presidents,” as does CBS) of NBC’s now-separated TV and
Recipe for an independent TV station,
radio operations
by Klaus Landsberg, gen. mgr. of KTLA, Los Angeles who
abhors the “thrown-in” or artificial sales talk: “We have
built personalities and they are selling the sponsor’s product effectively. We have integrated commercials into the
live performances, not in the form of spot announcements
such as in film programs. Sales results depend not only
on commercial copy, but on the believability of presentaBelievability of a program performer far surpasses
tion.
that of a commercial announcer, and rules out the appearance of a pitchman, whose effectiveness is a thing of the
New KPMT, Oklahoma City (Ch. 19), which
past”
Nov. 8, has issued Rate Card No. 2, changtesting
began
ing base hour rate from $400 to $250, min. from $80 to

tipoff.

NBC

pres.,

.

.

.

.

$50

.

.

install

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WHBF-TV, Rock

UP

Island,

111.,

first

U.

S. station to

facsimile.

NARTB sports committee, after 2-day meeting this
week, sent telegram to NCAA’s TV committee urging reconsideration of game-of-the-week setup in planning next
year’s schedule, asking greater flexibility to permit regional televising of sell-out games in nearby communities.
Citing possibility of more than 400 stations being on air
by next fall, committee said “nearly all of these stations
will be located near colleges and universities which have
and near audiences which include thoufootball teams
sands of individuals who can become fans of the game

—

through exposure to it via TV.”
Novel TV prompting device, involving letters typed
backwards on script and one-way mirror in front of camera, will be offered soon to stations by Eye-Cue Sales Inc.,
218 E. Huron St., Chicago. Director Edwin James says
system is already being used by several midwestern stations, will be rented for $25-$75 a week, depending on
Principal application is for newscasters
size of station.
and other “desk speakers,” who turn pages of own script,
see lines reflected in mirror directly in front of camera.

Tenth uhf grantee to ask FCC for subscription-TV
proceedings is WTVU, Scranton (Ch. 73), which filed petition this week.

C

ONFIDENCE IN UHF was

predominant theme of
Nov. 23-24 New York meeting of 22 uhf telecasters
and grantees under aegis of new Ultra High Frequency
TV Assn. As station owners and operators discussed
common problems, it was evident most faced future with
guarded optimism, although there was some singing of the
blues by telecasters with stiff vhf competition.
Meeting was called to set up program for association, and, under chairmanship of pres. Lou Poller, owner of
Milwaukee’s WCAN-TV, group voted uhf’s No. 1 need
was development of “efficient” all-channel receivers and
high-power transmitters, pledged to cooperate with manufacturers toward this end. Other planks in 9-point pro-

gram adopted:
(1) To “center

public attention on the positive su-

periority of uhf reception over vhf and the greater promise

for the future of uhf.” (2) “Legal action within the FCC
to restore the balance between uhf & vhf facilities and to
prevent new allocations or regulatory actions harmful to
the public and the uhf industry.” (3) “Negotiations with
the Commission and with networks to achieve better and
more stable affiliation agreements for uhf stations.” (4)
Research into receiver production and conversion to encourage uhf advertisers.
(5) “Cooperative liaison with other trade associations
in the TV field to provide better programming, more economical station operation, compliance with program codes
[and] improved service ...”
(6) Presentation to govt,

tax agencies of special equipment obsolescence problems
faced by uhf telecasters, “to obtain more realistic treatment of depreciation bases.” (7) “Cooperation with all
govt, agencies to establish uhf as a fully competitive, inde.”
pendent TV service, integrated with national defense
(8) Fifty new association members by next meeting in Feb.
Present as observers were representatives of ABC,
.

CBS & NBC,

.

several station reps, and equipment makers
Industrial TV Inc.
Stations represented

RCA, Gates &
were

all

but

uhf,

WCAN-TV,

not

necessarily

UHFTA

members:

Milwaukee; KLPR-TV, Oklahoma City;

Greenville, S. C.;

WGVL,

WENS,

Pittsburgh; KACY, Festus-St.
St. Louis; WTVI, Belleville-St. Louis;

Louis; KSTM-TV,
WTAO-TV, Cambridge-Boston; WAKR-TV, Akron; WIFE,
Dayton; WITV. Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.; WLOK-TV, Lima, O.;
WKLO-TV, Louisville; WFTV, Duluth; WICS, Springfield,
111.; WKNB-TV, New Britain, Conn.; WICC-TV, Bridgeport; WWOR-TV, Worcester, Mass.; WGLV, Easton, Pa.;
KCTY, Kansas City; and CP-holders WIP, Philadelphia,
& WTBO-TV, Cumberland, Md.
Two new regional representatives were elected to

UHFTA

—

board Byrne Ross, KLPR-TV, Oklahoma City,
and Ben McKinnon, WGVL, Greenville, S. C.

Theatre-TV “network” operating by next March with
at least 4 attractions a month is aim of Box Office TV Inc.,
as expressed this week by exec. v.p. Wm. Rosensohn.
Heartened by increasing audience buildup for Notre Dame
theatrecasts this fall, BOTV is embarked on program to
up own network of TV-equipped theatres, l-enting TV
equipment to theatres at low price ($50-$100 per show) in
return for agreement to accept good portion of BOTV attractions over 2-year period. Rosensohn says more than
125 theatres already have agreed to install equipment and
join network as soon as AT&T terminal facilities can be
arranged. BOTV timetable calls for 50 installations by
March, 100 by June, 200 by Sept. As for programming,
Rosensohn hopes to present N. Y. City Center operas,
plays & ballets, N. Y. Philharmonic & Philadelphia Symphonies, Sadler Wells Ballet, Ringling Bros. Circus, major
league baseball games, weekly fights and 2 Broadway
set

—

plays with negotiations for these attractions now in
progress. BOTV network would be closed-circuit operation

through

AT&T.

9

—

was subject of FCC meeting Fi'i. Nov. 27 but
the members got no further than mere “primer” discussion of transmission fundamentals before Comrs. Webster and Sterling had to leave for a meeting on internaso next session is set for Mon.,
tional communications
Nov. 30. Current belief at Commission is that it’s unlikely decision will be rendered next week. Industry seethes

C

OLOR

—

with activity, meanwhile, anticipating decision. Items:
RCA-NBC continue to press on every front.
(1)
NBC’s Barry Wood, Dick Day and Stan Parian painted
rosy picture of color to ad agencies at AAAA conference
in New York this week, threw their facilities open to agencies

working with

color.

Color coordinator Wood reported that NBC has held
21 clinics for agencies, would continue “educating” them
and its staff in color. Enlarging on plans, he visualized

coverage of Washington’s Cherry Blossom Festival, New
He disclosed that a 4-camera
Orleans’ Mardi Gras, etc.
color mobile unit is in the works.
Consultant Day stated that special studio is being prepared for commercials, said he was amazed by the revolutionary developments in TV after his years of working in
Film consultant Stan Parian told
color for Hollywood.
agencies that color film already offers satisfactory fidelity,
gave hints on how best to prepare color TV film. He said
NBC would conduct series of film demonstrations, stood
ready to test agencies’ color output on closed-circuit equipment.
NBC-TV continues plans for “color premieres” of its
big shows. If they come after FCC decision, they’ll go out
in color.
Otherwise, they’ll be color dress rehearsals unless, as in case of Comedy Hour, special FCC permission
Following are premieres scheduled: Dec. 5,
is obtained.
Show of Shows; Dec. 9, This Is Your Life; Dec. 20, Amahl
and the Night Visitors; Jan. 1, Tournament of Roses;
Jan. 11, Kate Smith; Jan. 21, Dinah Shore.
(2) Crosley showed off Lawrence tube Nov. 22, under
extremely difficult conditions, got indifferent results. For
top New York area dealers and Crosley distributors, Crosley displayed a set with the tube and another with RCA
Technicians had
tube, picking up Comedy Hour in color.
no NBC color signal with which to line up sets before show
started, and Hotel Pierre’s antenna was faulty.
As we judged picture there, results were drab colors,
considerable misregistration and “pincushioning” (bowing
in of top, bottom and sides).
RCA tube had good colors

Trade Personals: R. D. (Dick) Payne, national sales
mgr. of CBS-Columbia and with company when it was Air
King, resigns as of Dec. 31, his duties being taken over by
Harry Schecter, recently named sales v.p.
Rollie J.
Sherwood, ex-Hallicx-afters sales v.p. who formed own auto
parts manufacturing firm year ago, returns to electronics
.

.

.

as Crosley TV-radio sales consultant
Joseph
Wright succeeds late Irving Herriott as gen. counsel of
Zenith Radio Corp.; Francis Crotty named asst. gen. counJohn A. Curtis, ex-Pullmansel in charge of patents
Standard Car Mfg. Co. and onetime Farnsworth Radio
Corp., appointed gen. sales mgr. of Westinghouse electi-onic tube div., Elmira, N. Y., succeeding Harold G.
H. E. Crow,
Cheney, now asst, to div. v.p. E. W. Ritter
ex-WHEN, Syracuse, and WBKB, Chicago, named chief
field

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

engineer of Dage Laboratories Inc., Decatur, 111. (TV
cameras); Clifford Bruhn, ex-AC Spark Plug Co., named
Joseph P. Delaney, ex-Cox-al & Decca
production mgr.
.

.

.

Records, named gen. sales mgr. of RCA Victor’s foxthMyles Spector rejoins
coming “Label X” record line
.

.

components) in chax-ge of
J. T. Calviezel, ex-Crosley,
lowing Air Foxce duty
named to new post of western sales mgr., Capehart-Farns.

.

Crosley

officials

—

mittee (Vol. 9:16).
Crosley will invest millions in a tube plant, v.p. Leonard Cramer told the group. Pilot px-oduction is expected
by February, he said, and Crosley will introduce its sets in
August. He doubted there will be many sets out before
then.
(3) GE announced that delivery of first color camera
CBS, using CBS’s field-sequential and coder system
(Vol. 9:41) will come in February.
GE declined to indicate plans beyond that, reiterated that it will also make
to

3-tube cameras. GE is also taking 2-page ads in technical press, stating: “Brand New Tubes for Color TV
GE Will Have Them For You!” Referring to receiving
tubes, ad notes that first sets will employ conventional
.

.

.

tubes developed for black-&-white, says it’s working on
tubes especially tailored for color receivers.
(4)

AAAA,
an

Debating east-vs.-west for film production before
west’s Ralph Cohn, Screens Gems, said that “color

comfortable, usable tool to Hollywood and we’ll
it when it comes.”
East’s Max-ion Parsonnet,
of company bearing his name, countered by expx-essing
hope for great things from color magnetic tape in the

is

old,

be ready for

Rounding up color

film progress in Hollywood and
that Technicolor is finally sharing its secrets
by licensing 20th Century-Fox, Wall St. Journal says it’s
estimated Hollywood’s color film output for all purposes
will iise to 730,000,000 ft. this year fx-orn 461,000,000 ft.
in 1952.
It noted that black-&-white TV filixi max-ket is
440-465,000,000 ft. yearly.
east.

x-eporting

(5) Our list of cities expected to get colorcast Tournament of Roses Jan. 1 (Vol. 9:47) brought vehement reaction from Walter Damm, WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee, who

says his station should be included. Station did receive
Nov. 22 Colgate Comedy Hour on color set in studio, and
Damixi says he’ll be ready to transmit color before Jan. 1.

Another

possibility is

WNHC-TV, New

Haven.

AT&T

should shox-tly reveal cities to be sei-ved.
(6) Trade seeks to stave off depx-essing effects of
“color talk” on black-&-white sales (see p. 10), considers

ways and means

of producing

way and

goes for them in big

more

color sets if public

won’t buy monochi-ome (see

p. 4).

worth

Nate Hast, ex-Olympic Radio, named Majestic
mgr.
John R. Thompson
named mgr. of commex-cial electronic sales, Hycon Mfg. Co.
Fred D. Pinotti, engineering asst, to gen. factories
mgr., Kimble Glass, elected v.p. and member of board of
.

.

.

Pacific coast x-egional sales

.

.

.

.

.

.

directors.

Armistice Day reunion dinner of Emil J. Simon orwas held Nov. 11 in N. Y.,
honoring late pioneer aix-craft radio manufacturer and
developer of Kolster loop antenna and other devices.
Among those attending: Benj. F. Meissner, who developed
first radio filter circuit; Edwin K. Oxner, now with Air
Force, Rome, N. Y. Douglas Rigney, Signal Corps, Ft.
Monmouth; Fx-ank A. Hinners, Hinners-Galanek Radio
Corp., Long Island City; Mrs. J. D. R. Fx-eed; George
Clark, recently retired from RCA; Frank A. D. Andrea;
Maurice Raphael, Wilcox-Gay v.p. (toastxnaster)
Unable
to attend: Dr. Lee DeFox-est, now in Los Angeles; Adm.
S. C. Hooper, USN ret., now in Florida.
ganization, first in 10 years,

;

.

—

DuMont board

.

Long Island City (electronic
new product development, fol-

Insuline Corp. of America,

.

but resolution was down considerably.

were understandably glum, because Lawrence tube has
performed brilliantly as far back as last April when we
viewed it along with members of House Commerce Com-

T.

Goldsmith

govt.;

S.

Edwin

Dr. Goldsmith
tronics

Jr.,

Ltd.,

is

elected 3 new v.p.’s last week
Thoxxxas
research; Irving G. Rosenberg, tubes &
Williams, instruments & transmitters.

also pres, of

DuMont

Canadian subsidiary.

Television

&

Elec-

Trade Report
November

28,

1953

HIGHER SALES SPUR TRADE'S XNAS HOPES: steady pickup in business last week or 10
days has aroused trade to hope that Christmas season won’t be as bad as was first
giving rise to the corollary hope that year-end inventories can be cut and
feared
thereby minimize possible impact of color on black-&-white sales next year.
Upsurge was attri b utable not only to colder weather but by some industry
people to the refusal of trade to slash prices after Westinghouse s much-publicized
$80 to $200 cuts on lists of six 21-in. models (Vol.9:46). In opinion of some major
manufacturers, when public became aware that Westinghouse s action was an isolated
Said one:
one, not part of a trend, then sets began to move again.
"
The industry deserves a lot of credit for not being stampeded into hasty,
ill-advised price cuts after Westinghouse made its move. We could have picked up a

—

,

’

’

little extra business, perhaps, but in the long run we’d be cutting our throats."
And this from a prominent dealer spokesman who more often is seen crying
blues than jumping with joy: "Bu siness is better now than it’s been in a couple of
months and I think the industry’s firm stand after Westinghouse s cut had a lot to
At least, the upswing seemed to start just about that time.
We have
do with it.
plenty of price-cutting in our end of the business, I'll admit, but, thank goodness,
consumers proved to be more brand-conscious than price-conscious.
"
Some folks did take advantage of Westinghouse s bargain basement price the
first day or so after it was announced but it was just a flurry. The solid business
went and is still going to established-name manufacturers..."
Extent of the business pickup was difficult to measure
but all agreed
business over-all certainly isn’t as good now as this time last year. RETMA spokesman said business in 17 & 21-in sets had shown some improvement at manufacturers'
NARDA spokeslevel -- but he couldn't find any 2 set makers to agree on how much.
now
is
running
that
retail
business
about
guess
hazarded
of
year
man
ago
80%
but
he said it was strictly a guess, based only on talks with individual dealers.
Though cutbacks and layoffs were still being made, they were on somewhat reduced scale and trade hoped worst was over. Avco laid off additional 200 workers
at Crosley set plant in Cincinnati, where 500 were furloughed last month.
Rational
Union Radio announced it had cut its TV tube output by 50% from past few months due
to slackening of demand, said cutbacks were made in 3 stages since mid-summer.
,

’

’

—

.

—

*

*

*

*

Industry stepped up tempo of its preparedness for color in future, while
hopefully examining signs of better business at present. Most of preparation still
Am ong developments
took form of spreading opinions about trends.
in letter to his N.Y. factory branch, said he feels
(1) Dr. Allen B. D uMont
demonstrator color mode ls next year will build a tremendous amount of traffic in
stores and advised dealers to take advantage of it "to sell DuMont monochrome popuHe reiterated his estimate that 50,000 color sets will be
lar priced television".
produced next year, to retail at about $1000.
(2) Pressure by d e alers to get color set on floor in time for colorcast of
Tournament of Roses parade New Year's Day was widely reported. An urgent request
to supply about 40 color sets for an 11-state western retail operation was reportedIn St. Louis, an announcement by KSD-TV that it
ly sent to one TV manufacturer.
will carry the parade in color "if our plans work out" got mixed reaction from the
city's dealers, some saying it would help business, others saying it would hurt.
(3) Philc o exec, v.p. James H. Carmine told Retailing Daily he felt effects
of color speculation on current sales have been "greatly exaggerated", noting that
New York, where color publicity has been greatest, is still a good black-&-white
sales market. He added that color won't greatly affect lower-priced sets next year.
:

,
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328 Television Stations in Operation In *ihe U.S.
and the

248

CFs

New

lor

As
With

And

of

Stations Outstanding

Nov.

1953

20,

Name of Grantee, AM Affiliate (if any) and National Sales Representative
Mexican Border Stations on Air and Canadian Station Grantees to Date

Call Letters, Channel,

Lists of Canadian

&

Dagger
For further

(f) indicates non-commercial educational station.

details about these stations, consult station directory and application listings
Factbook No. 17 with Weekly Addenda to date.
in

TV

Editor’s Note: This log is another interim tabulation, published for your convenience, pending
our next semi-annual TV Factbook of Jan. 15, 1954 and brings up to date our status reports on
all operating stations and CPs to Nov. 28, 1953.
All grantees have been queried at regular
intervals about their starting plans, names of representatives, etc.
Data here given was received directly from principals and/or from FCC, stations’ counsel and trade sources deemed
reliable. Where no starting date is given, or no national rep mentioned, principal would not or
could not reply as yet. We do not guarantee accuracy of information on starting dates; in fact,
we caution that these more often than not are optimistic expectations, and experience has shown
that you can often add a month or more to estimates given. In some cases, where no starting
date is given, it’s possible station will never be constructed, for appended list of 26 CPs thus far
relinquished bears evidence that not all CPs will be pursued.
The weekly Television Digest
Newsletters will continue to report latest data on new stations starting and upcoming new sta-

—

tions as fast as received.

Stations in Operation as of Nov. 28, 1953
Total 328 (216

ALABAMA
WABT, Birmingham
[Call letters
Sales.

<

Ch.

13)

KHSL-TV, Chico

—Birmingham

changed from WAFM-TV.]

News

(WAPI).
Rep: CBS-TV Spot
Co.

(Ch. 6)

—Storer

Bcstg.

(WBRC).

Corp.

Rep: Raymer.
WALA-TV, Mobile (Ch. 11)—Pape Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WALA). Rep:
Headley-Reed.
WKAB-TV, Mobile (Ch. 48) Pursley Bcstg. Service (WKAB). Rep:
For Joe.

—

WCOV-TV, Montgomery
:

(Ch.

20)—Capitol

Bcstg.

(WCOV).

Co.

Bcstg. Inc.

(KTYL).

Rep: Avery-Knodel.

KOOL-TV, Phoenix (Ch. 10) —Maricopa Bcstrs. Inc. (KOOL);
shares time with KOY-TV. Rep: Blair.
KOY-TV, Phoenix (Ch. 10) — KOY Bcstg. Co. (KOY); shares time
with KOOL-TV. Rep: Blair.
KPHO-TV, Phoenix (Ch. 5)— Meredith Engineering Co. (KPHO).
Rep: Katz.

KOPO-TV, Tucson

KVOA-TV, Tucson
Raymer.
KIVA, Yuma (Ch.

—Old Pueblo Bcstg. Co. (KOPO).
4) — Arizona Bcstg. Co. (KVOA).

(Ch. 13)

Forjoe.

(Ch.

11)

Rep:
Rep:

—Valley Telecasting Co. Rep: W. S. Grant Co.
22)

—Southwestern

Publishing

Co.

Rock (Ch.

17)

—Rowley-Brown

Bcstg.

Co.

Rep:

(Ch.

29)—Bakersfield Bcstg. Co. (KAFY).

Rep: Forjoe.

KERO-TV,

Bakersfield (Ch. 10)

Rep: Avery-Knodel.

—Kern

County

Bcstg. Co. (KECA). Rep:

KHJ-TV, Los Angeles

H-R

(Ch. 9)

—General Teleradlo Inc.

(KHJ). Rep:

Television Inc.

13)—Dorothy

(Ch.

(KLAC).

Schiff

Rep:

(Ch. 4)

TV Spot Sales.
KNXT, Los Angeles

—National

Bcstg. Co. Inc.

Rep: NBC-

—

(Ch. 2) Columbia Bcstg. System Inc. (KNX).
Rep: CBS-TV Spot Sales.
tKTHE, Los Angeles (Ch. 28) Unlv. of Southern California, Allan
Hancock Foundation (KUSC-FM).
KTLA, Los Angeles (Ch. 5) Paramount Television Productions Inc.
Rep: Raymer.
KTTV, Los Angeles (Ch. 11)—KTTV Inc. Rep: Blair.
KMBY-TV, Monterey (Ch. 8)—Monterey Radio-Television Co.
(KMBY); shares time with KSBW-TV, Salinas. Rep: Holllng-

—

—

bery.

KCCC-TV, Sacramento (Ch. 40) —Capitol City TV Corp. Rep: Weed.
KSBW-TV, Salinas (Ch. 8)—Salinas Bcstg. Corp. (KSBW); shares
Rep: Petry.

—Alrfan

(Ch. 10)

Radio Corp. Ltd. (KFSD).

Rep: Katz.

KGO-TV, San

Francisco

(Ch.

7)—American

Bcstg.

Co.

(KGO).

Rep: Petry.

CALIFORNIA
Bakersfield

7)—American

(Ch.

Petry.

KFSD-TV, San Diego

Rep: Pearson.

Pearson.

KAFY-TV,

KECA-TV, Los Angeles

time with KMBY-TV, Monterey. Rep: Holllngbery.
KFMB-TV, San Diego (Ch. 8) —Wrather-Alvarez Inc. (KFMB).

ARKANSAS
KFSA-TV, Fort Smith (Ch.

Rep:

Raymer.

KNBH, Los Angeles

KTYL-TV, Mesa (Phoenix)— (Ch. 12)—Harkins

Little

—

KJEO, Fresno (Ch. 47) — O’Neill Bcstg. Co. Rep: Branham.
KMJ-TV, Fresno (Ch. 24)—McClatcfcy Bcstg. Co. (KMJ).

Katz.

ARIZONA

KRTV,

S.

KLAC-TV, Los Angeles

Taylor.

(KFSA).

(Ch. 12)— Golden Empire Bcstg. Co. (KHSL).
Grant Co.
KIEM-TV, Eureka (Ch. 3) Redwood Bcstg. Co. Inc. (KIEM). Rep:

Rep: W.
Blair.

WBRC-TV, Birmingham

Rep

VHF, 112 UHF)

Bcstrs. Inc.

(KERO).

—

KPIX, San Francisco (Ch. 5) KPIX
KRON-TV, San Francisco (Ch. 4)

Inc.

(KSFO).

—Chronicle

(KRON-FM). Rep: Free & Peters.
KVEC-TV, San Luis Obispo (Ch. 6)—Valley
Rep: W. S. Grant Co.

Extra Copies of this Report are available at $1 each; 10 copies, $7.50; 25 copies, $12.50;

more than 50

Rep: Katz.
Publishing Oo.

Electric Co.

(KVEC).

copies, 35c each,

.

CALIFORNIA— (Continued)

—

KEYT. Santa Barbara

WBKB, Chicago (Ch. 7)—American Bcstg. Co. (WENR). Rep: Elair.
WGN-TV, Chicago (Ch. 9)—WGN Inc. (WGN). Rep: Hollingbery

&

(Ch. 3) Santa Barbara Bcstg.
Television
Corp. (KIST). Rep: Hollingbery.
KCOK-TV, Tulare (Ch. 27)—Sheldon Anderson (KCOK). Rep:
Forjoe.

KKTV,

COLORADO
11) — TV

Colorado Springs

Colorado Inc.

(Ch.

and

(KVOR).

—

WTVH-TV,

KLZ-TV, Denver

—Eugene P. O'Fallon Inc. (KFEL).
7) — Aladdin Radio & TV Inc. (KLZ).

(Ch.

KCSJ-TV, Pueblo (Ch. 5)—Star

(Ch.

19)—Hilltop Bcstg. Co. (WTVH).

Rep:

10)—Quincy Bcstg. Co. (WGEM).

Rep:

(Ch.

Rep:

Bcstg.

Co.

3)—Pueblo Radio

(KCSJ).

Inc.

(KDZA).

Co. Inc.

Rep:

Rep: Avery-Knodel.

Rep:

WICS, Springfield (Ch.
Young.

20)

—Plains

(Ch.

43)

(Ch. 6)—Elm City Bcstg. Corp.
[Due to shift to Ch. 8 momentarily.]

Rep: Katz.

WATR-TV. Waterbury

(WKJG).

53)—WATR

(Ch.

(WATR).

Inc.

WFBM-TV,
WFAM-TV,

(WNHC).

62)

Wayne

Fort

(Ch. 33)

Lafayette (Ch. 59)— WFAM Inc. (WASK).

Rep:

Ram-

(Ch. 49)— Tri-City Radio Corp. (WLBC).
Walker, N. Y.; Hal Holman, Chicago.

Rep:

(WDEL).

Inc.

WSBT-TV, South Bend

Rep:

(Ch. 34)

—National

4)

Bcstg.
Co.

Bcstg.

Inc.

Co.

WOI-TV, Ames

Inc.

—Gerico

17)

23)

—Tri-County

Bcstg.

Co.

Investment Co. (WBRD)

Rep: Katz.
Waterloo (Ch. 7)—Black
Rep: Headley-Reed.

KWWL-TV,

KTVH, Hutchinson

Pensacola (Ch. 15)— WPFA-TV Inc. Rep: Adam Young.
City of St. Petersburg
St. Petersburg, Fla. (Ch. 38)

—

(Ch.

21)—WIRK-TV

Inc.

(Ch. 12)

Katz.

WLWA.

Atlanta (Ch. 8)

5)—Storer

(Ch.

(WAGA).

—Crosley Bcstg. of Atlanta Inc.

Rep:

(Ch. 50, allocated to Evansville, Ind.)
Valley Television Co. (WSON). Rep: Meeker.

Rep: Cros-

2)—Atlanta Newspapers

Inc.

(WSB).

WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV,

Louisville (Ch. 11)—
rington, Righter
Parsons.

&

(Ch. 6)

WKLO-TV,

(WMAZ).

13)

NBC-TV

WHAS

Inc.

21)—Mid-America

(WHAS).

Rep: Har-

Bcstg. Corp.

(WKLO).

(Ch. 28)

—

Inc.

—

—

Television Inc.

WDSU-TV, New Orleans
Rep:

(Ch. 6)

Blair.

WJMR-TV, New

Blair.

(WJMR).

allocated to Caldwell)— Boise Valley
Peters.
Rep: Free

Orleans

(WABI).

Bcstg.

Co.

Inc.

—

Bangor (Ch. 5) Community Telecasting Service
Rep: Holllngberry and Kettell-Carter Inc. (New Eng-

Rep: Holling-

land only).
WLAM-TV, Lewiston (Ch. 17) Lewiston-Auburn
(WLAM). Rep: Everett-McKinney.

System

WPMT,

—

bery.

Chicago (Ch. 2)— Columbia
(WBBM). Rep: CBS-TV Spot Sales.

(WDSU).

MAINE
WABI-TV,

Television Inc.

(Ch.

— WD8U Bcstg. Corp.
61) —Supreme Bcstg.

Rep: Bolling.

&

ILLINOIS

WBBM-TV,

Rep:

Modern Bcstg. Co. of Baton
(WAFB). Rep: Adam Young.
KTAG-TV, Lake Charles (Ch. 25)— KTAG-TV Inc. Rep: Adam
Young.
KFAZ, Monroe (Ch. 43) Delta Television Inc.
KNOE-TV, Monroe (Ch. 8) James A. Noe (KNOE). Rep: H-R
Rouge

— Southeastern

IDAHO
7) —KIDO Inc. (KIDO). Rep:

WTVI, Belleville—see St. Louis, Mo.
WCIA, Champaign (Ch. 3) —Midwest

(WAVE).

LOUISIANA

Rep: Katz.

KIDO-TV, Boise (Ch.
KBOI, Merldian-Boise (Ch. 2,
Bcstrs. Inc. (KDSH, Boise).

Louisville (Ch.

WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge

(WROM). Rep: Weed.

Inc.

— (Ch.

Inc.

Rep: Taylor.

Rep: Headley-Reed.

WROM-TV, Rome (Ch. 9)—WROM-TV
WMAZ-TV, Warner Robins (Macon)

3)— WAVE

Louisville (Ch.

—Ohio

Spot Sales.

Rep:

—Georgia-Carolina Bcstg. Co. (WJBF).
Rep: Hollingbery.
WDAK-TV, Columbus (Ch. 28) —Television Columbus (WDAK).
Rep: Headley-Reed.
WRBL-TV, Columbus (Ch. 4) —Columbus Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WRBL).
Rep: Hollingbery.
WE TV, Macon (Ch. 47) —Macon Television Co. (WBML and WNEZ).
Bcstg. Co.

Rep: H-R Tele-

WEHT, Henderson

Petry.

WJBF-TV, Augusta

Inc.

KENTUCKY
Co.

Bcstg.

ley Bcstg.

WSB-TV, Atlanta

TV

(Ch. 13) Topeka Bcstg. Assoc. Inc. (WIBW).
Rep: Capper Publications Inc.
KEDD, Wichita (Ch. 16)—KEDD Inc. Rep: Petry.

GEORGIA
(Ch.

—Hutchinson

—

WIBW-TV, Topeka

(WIRK).

Rep: Weed.
Atlanta

(KWWL).

Bcstg. Co.

vision Inc.

Rep: Weed.

WIRK-TV, West Palm Beach

Hawk

KANSAS

Peters.

WAGA-TV,

Me-

S. D.).

WMBR-TV, Jacksonville (Ch. 4)—Florida Bcstg. Co. (WMBR).
Rep: CBS -TV Spot Sales.
WTVJ, Miami (Ch. 4)—Southern Radio & TV Equipment Co. Rep:

(WSUN).

&

—
KGTV, Des Moines (Ch. 17) —Rib Mountain Radio Inc. Rep:
Hollingbery.
KQTV, Fort Dodge (Ch. 21) —Northwest Television Co. (KVFD).
Rep: Pearson.
KVTV, Sioux City (Ch. 9) —Cowles Bcstg. Co. (WNAX, Yankton,

FLORIDA
(Ch.

State College of Agriculture

(

Blair.

Rep: Weed.
WITV, Ft. Lauderdale (Ch.
Rep: Taylor.

—Iowa

—
—

(WRC).

NBC-TV Spot Sales.
WTOP-TV, Washington (Ch. 9) —WTOP Inc. (WTOP). Rep: CBSTV Spot Sales.
WTTG, Washington (Ch. 5) —Allen B. DuMont Laboratories Inc.

(WFTL).

(Ch. 5)

chanic Arts (WOI). Rep: Weed.
KCRI-TV, Cedar Rapids (Ch. 9) Cedar Rapids Television Co.
Rep: H-R Television Inc.
WMT-TV, Cedar Rapids (Ch. 2) American Bcstg. Stations Inc.
WMT). Rep: Katz.
WOC-TV, Davenport (Ch. 6) Central Bcstg. Co. (WOC). Rep:
Free & Peters.

Rep:

WFTL-TV, Fort Lauderdale

Bend Tribune (WSBT).

IOWA

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WMAL-TV, Washington (Ch. 7)—Evening Star
(WMAL). Rep: Katz.
Washington (Ch.

—South

Rep: Raymer.

Meeker.

WPFA-TV,
WSUN-TV,

Rep:

WLBC-TV, Muncle

DELAWARE
(Ch. 12) — WDEL

WDEL-TV, Wilmington

&

(WTTS).

beau.

Rep:

Rambeau.

Free

Adam

—Premier Television Inc. Rep: Taylor.
—Northeastern Indiana Bcstg. Co.
Rep: Raymer.
Indianapolis (Ch. 6) — WFBM Inc. (WFBM). Rep: Katz.

WFIE, Evansville (Ch.

WKJG-TV,

Rep: Bolling.

WNHC-TV, New Haven

(Ch. 10) Sarkes Tarzian Inc.
[Shifts to Ch. 4 in Dec.]

Meeker.

—Southern Connecticut & Long
Island Television Co. (WICC). Rep: Adam Young.
WKNB-TV, New Britain (Ch. 30) —New Britain Bcstg. Co. (WKNB).

WICC-TV, Bridgeport

—

WTTV, Bloomington

CONNECTICUT

Rep:

Rep:

Television Corp.

INDIANA

McGillvra.

WNBW,

Rep: Geo. W. Clark.
(WEEK). Rep:

Bcstg. Co.

WREX-TV, Rockford (Ch. 13) —Greater Rockford Television Inc.
Rep: H-R Television Inc.
WTVO, Rockford (Ch. 39) —Winnebago Television Corp. Rep: Weed.
WHBF-TV, Rock Island (Ch. 4)—Rock Island Bcstg. Co. (WHBF).

Rep:

Katz.

Avery-Knodel.
KDZA-TV, Pueblo (Ch.

(WMAQ). Rep:

Walker.

(Ch. 2)

Blair.

Peoria

WGEM-TV, Quincy

Peters.

KFEL-TV, Denver

Co. Inc.

Petry.

—

&

Free

Sales.

Headley-Reed.

Rep: Hollingbery.
Colorado Springs (Ch. 13) Pikes Peak Bcstg. Co.
(KRDO). Rep: McGill vra.
KBTV, Denver (Ch. 9) Colorado Television Corp. (KVOD). Rep:

KRDO-TV,

WGN-TV

WNBQ, Chicago (Ch. 5) —National Bcstg.
NBC-TV Spot Sales.
WTVP, Decatur (Ch. 17)—Prairie TV Co.
WEEK-TV, Peoria (Ch. 43)—West Central

Inc.

Portland

(Ch.

53)

—Portland

Telecasting

Everett-McKinney and Kettel-Carter (Boston).

2

Bcstg.

Corp.

Corp.

Rep:

;

MARYLAND

MONTANA

— WAAM Inc. Rep: Harrington. Rlghter
& Parsons.
WBAL-TV, Baltimore (Ch. 11) —Hearst Corp. (WBAL). Rep: Petry.
WMAR-TV, Baltimore (Ch. 2) —A. S. Abell Co. Rep: Katz.
WAAM,

Baltimore (Ch.

13)

KOOK-TV,

(WBZ).

Rep:

(Ch.

NBC-TV Spot

Radio

Sales (after Jan.

Montana Network

4)—Copper

(KOOK).

(KOPR).

Rep:

6)—Television Montana (KXLF).

Ren-

Bcstg.

Co.

(Ch.

NEBRASKA
KFOR-TV, Lincoln

Peters).

—Combelt Bcstg. Corp. (KFOR).
12) —Cornhusker Radio & Television

(Ch. 10)

Raymer.

WNAC-TV, Boston (Ch. 7)—General Teleradio Inc. (WNAC). Rep:
H-R Television Inc.
WTAO-TV, Cambridge (Ch. 56) —Middlesex Bcstg. Corp. (WTAO).

KOLN-TV, Lincoln
(KOLN).

—Hampden-Hampshlre Corp. (WHYN).
Rep: Branham: Weed (New England only).
WWLP, Springfield (Ch. 61) —Springfield Television Bcstg. Corp.
(WSPR). Rep: Hollingbery.
WWOR-TV, Worcester (Ch. 14) —Salisbury Bcstg. Corp. Rep:

(Ch.

Rep: Weed.

KMTV, Omaha

Rep: Everett-McKinney.

WHYN-TV, Holyoke

—The

Walker.

Stations Inc.
1954, Free &

1,

2)

Hollingbery.

KXLF-TV, Butte

—Westlnghouse

4)

(Ch.

Rep: Headley-Reed.
KOPR-TV, Butte (Ch.

MASSACHUSETTS
WBZ-TV, Boston

Billings

3)—May

(Oh.

Bcstg. Co.

(KMA, Shenandoah,

Rep:
Corp
la.).

Rep: Petry.

(Ch. 55)

WOW-TV, Omaha

(Ch. 6)

—Meredith WOW

(WOW)

Inc.

Rep:

Blair.

NEVADA
KLAS-TV, Las Vegas (Ch.

8)

—Las

Vegas Television Inc. (KLAS).

Rep: Weed.

Raymer.

MICHIGAN
WPAG-TV, Ann Arbor

(Ch. 20)

—Washtenaw

KZTV, Reno
Bcstg. Co.

(Ch.
Rep: Pearson.

(WPAG).

8)

—Nevada

WBKZ-TV,

64)—Booth Radio

Battle Creek (Ch.

&

WFPG-TV,

Television Sta-

Rep: Weed.

tions Inc.

WJBK-TV, Detroit
WWJ-TV, Detroit

(Ch. 2)
(Ch.

(WJBK). Rep: Katz.
News Assn. (WWJ). Rep:

—Evening

Atlantic City (Ch. 46)

WATV, Newark

7)—WXYZ

Detroit (Ch.

(WXYZ). Rep:

Inc.

Rep: Raymer.

—

WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids
Rep: Katz.

(Ch. 7) Grandwood Bcstg. Co.
[Shifts to Ch. 8 in Dec.]

WKZO-TV, Kalamazoo

—Fetzer
—Lansing

(Ch. 3)

Avery-Knodel.
WILS-TV, Lansing (Ch. 54)

(Ch.

13)

—Bremer

(WKZO).

Rep:

Bcstg. Co.

(WILS).

Rep:

(Ch.

6)—WJIM

Inc.

(WJIM).

H-R

Rep:

(Ch.
Rep: Gill-Perna Inc.

(Ch.

(KGGM). Rep: Weed.
KOAT-TV, Albuquerque

13)—New Mexico Bcstg. Co.

Inc.

(Ch.

7)— Alvarado

Inc.

WROW-TV, Albany
(WROW). Rep:

57)—Lake Huron Bcstg. Corp. (WKNX).

Television

Co.

41)—Hudson Valley

Bcstg.

Co.

Inc.

Bolling.

(Ch. 12)— Clark Associates Inc.

,

(WNBF).

Rep: Bolling.

WBEN-TV,

6)

(WTCN); shares time with WMIN-TV,

Public Service Corp.
Paul. Rep: Blair.

(Ch.

WNBF-TV Binghamton

—Minnesota-Iowa Television Co. (KAUS).
WFTV. Duluth (Ch. 38) —Great Plains Television Properties of
Minnesota Inc. Rep: Adam Young.
WCCO-TV, Mlnneapolls-St. Paul (Ch. 4) —Midwest Radio-Television Inc. (WCCO). Rep: Free & Peters.
WTCN-TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul (Ch. 11) —Minnesota Television
Austin (Ch.
Rep: Pearson.

Rep:

NEW YORK

Tele-

MINNESOTA

KMMT,

(WAAT).

Meeker; Clyde Melville Co. (Southwest only).

vision Inc.

WKNX-TV, Saginaw

Corp.

(KOAT). Rep: Hollingbery.
KOB-TV, Albuquerque (Ch. 4)—Albuquerque Bcstg. Co. (KOB).
Rep: Branham.
KSWS-TV, Roswell (Ch. 8)—John A. Barnett (KSWS). Rep:

(WOOD).

Bcstg. Co.

Bcstg.

(WFPG).

KGGM-TV, Albuquerque

Taylor.

WJIM-TV, Lansing

Bcstg. Corp.

NEW MEXICO

Blair.

16)—Trendle-Campbell Bcstg. Corp. (WTAC).

Flint (Ch.

(KWRN).

Weed.

Hollingbery.

WXYZ-TV,
WTAC-TV,

—Neptune

Rep: Pearson.

—Storer Bcstg. Co.

4)

Radio-Television Corp.

NEW JERSEY

Rep: Weed.

—

Buffalo (Ch. 4) WBEN Inc. (WBEN). Rep: Harring& Parsons.
Buffalo (Ch. 59) Buffalo-Niagara Television Corp.

ton, Rlghter

WBES-TV,

—

Rep: Bolling.

WBUF-TV,

Buffalo (Ch. 17)— WBUF-TV Inc.

Rep: H-R Television

Inc.

WECT, Elmira

18)—El-Cor Television

(Ch.

Inc.

Rep: Everett-

McKinney.

St.

Minnesota Bcstg. Co. (KROC).

WTVE, Elmira (Ch. 24)—Elmira Television. Rep: For]oe.
WABC-TV, New York (Ch. 7)—American Bcstg. Co. (WABC). Rep:

Rep: Meeker.
St. Paul-Mlnneapolls (Ch. 5)—KSTP Inc. (KSTP). Rep:

Y. (Petry outside N. Y.).
5)
Allen B. DuMont Laboratories Inc.

KROC-TV, Rochester

—So.

(Ch. 10)

WABC-TV Sales in N.
WABD, New York (Ch.

KSTP-TV,

WMIN-TV,

St.

Paul-Minneapolis (Ch.

11)

— WMIN

WCBS-TV, New York (Ch. 2) — Columbia Bcstg. System (WCBS).
Rep: CBS-TV Spot Sales.
WNBT, New York (Ch. 4)—National Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WNBC). Rep:

Bcstg. Co. Inc.

(WMIN); shares time with WTCN-TV, Minneapolis.

Rep: Tay-

lor.

MISSISSIPPI

WJTV, Jackson

(Ch. 25)

—Mississippi

NBC-TV Spot Sales.
WOR-TV, New York (Ch. 9)—General Teleradio Inc. (WOR). Rep:
WOR Sales; H-R Television Inc. (West Coast).
WPIX, New York (Ch. 11)—WPIX Inc. Rep: Free & Peters.
WHAM-TV, Rochester (Ch. 6) —Stromberg-Carlson Co. (WHAM).

Rep: Katz.

Publishers Corp.

WTOK-TV,

Meridian (Ch. 11)—Southern Television Corp. (WTOK).
Rep: Headley -Reed.

MISSOURI
KACY, Festus— see St. Louis.
KHQA-TV, Hannibal (Ch. 7) —Lee Bcstg.

Rep: Hollingbery.

Inc.

KCMO-TV, Kansas

5)—KCMO

City (Ch.

Bcstg. Co.

W VET-TV,

(KCMO). Rep:

City,

Mo. (Ch.

25)

—Empire

Coil Co.

Inc.

Rep:

Avery-Knodel.

KMBC-TV, Kansas
shares time with

WDAF-TV, Kansas

City (Ch. 9)— Midland Bcstg.
WHB-TV. Rep: Free & Peters.

Co.

—

City (Ch. 4) Kansas City Star Co.
& Parsons.

(KMBC)
(WDAF).

Rep: Harrington, Rlghter

—

WHB-TV, Kansas City (Ch. 9)— WHB Bcstg. Co. (WHB); shares
time with KMBC-TV. Rep: Blair.
KFEQ-TV, St. Joseph (Ch. 2) — KFEQ Inc. (KFEQ). Rep: Headley-

NORTH CAROLINA

Reed.

WISE-TV, Asheville (Ch. 62)—Radio Station WISE

Louis (Ch. 5)— The Pulitzer Publishing Co. (KSD).
Rep: NBC-TV Spot Sales.
KSTM-TV, St. Louis (Ch. 36) Broadcast House Inc. (KSTL). Rep:

KSD-TV,

St.

Rep: Bolling.

WTVI,

WBTV,

Television Inc.
St.

Louls-Belleville,

111.

Corp. Rep: Weed.
KACY', St. Louls-Festus (Ch.

(Ch.
14)

54)—Signal

—Ozark

Hill

Telecasting

Television Corp.

Rep:

Springfield (Ch. 10)

—Independent

WSJS-TV, Winston-Salem (Ch. 12)—Triangle

Bcstg. Co. (KTT8).

Bcstg. Corp. (WSJS).
Rep: Headley-Reed.
WTOB-TV, Winston-Salem (Ch. 26)—Winston-Salem Bcstg. Co.
(WTOB). Rep: H-R Television Inc.

Rep: Weed.

KYTV,

(WISE)

Charlotte (Ch. 3)

Avery-Knodel.

Raymer.

KTT8-TV,

Inc.

—Jefferson Standard Bcstg. Co. (WBT).
Rep: CBS-TV Spot Sales.
WFMY-TV, Greensboro (Ch. 2) —Greensboro News Co. Rep: Harrington, Rlghter & Parsons.
WNAO-TV, Raleigh (Ch. 28) —Sir Walter Television Co. (WNAO).
Rep:

—

H-R

shares time

—

Rochester (Ch. 10) Veterans Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WVET);
shares time with WHEC-TV. Rep: Bolling.
WRGB, Schenectady (Ch. 4)—General Electric Co. (WGY). Rep:
NBC-TV Spot Sales. [Shifts to Ch. 6 in Dec.]
WHEN, Syracuse (Ch. 8)—Meredith Syracuse Television Corp.
Rep: Katz.
WSYR-TV, Syracuse (Ch. 3)—Central N. Y. Bcstg. Corp. (WSYR).
Rep: Headley-Reed; Kettell-Carter (Boston).
WKTV, Utica (Ch. 13) Copper City Bcstg. Corp. (WKAL, Rome,
N. Y.). Rep: Donald Cook.

Katz.

KCTY, Kansas

[Shifts to Ch. 5 in spring 1954.]

WHEC-TV, Rochester (Ch. 10)— WHEC Inc. (WHEC);
with WVET-TV. Rep: Everett-McKinney.

(WTAD, Quincy,

Rep: Weed.

111.).

—

Rep: Avery-Knodel.

Petry.

Springfield (Ch. 3)
Rep: Hollingbery.

—Springfield

Television Inc.

(KGBS).

3

.

WENS, Pittsburgh (Ch. 16) —Telecasting
WKJF-TV, Pittsburgh (Ch. 53)—Agnes

NORTH DAKOTA
WDAY-TV, Fargo

6)—WDAY

(Ch.

(WDAY).

Inc.

Rep: Free

&

FM).

Peters.

KCJB-TV, Minot

—North

(Ch. 13)

Rep: Weed.

—Hawley Bcstg. Co. (WEEU). Rep:
—Eastern Radio Corp. (WHOM). Rep:
WGBI-TV, Scranton, Pa. (Ch. 22) —Scranton Bcstrs. Inc. (WGBI).
Rep: Blair.
WTVU, Scranton (Ch. 73) —Appalachian Co. Rep: Bolling.
WB RE-TV, Wilkes-Barre (Ch. 28) —Louis G. Baltimore (WBRE).

WEEU-TV, Reading

Dakota Bcstg. Co. Inc. (KCJB).

Rep: Weed.

(Ch. 33)

Headley-Reed.

OHIO
49) —Summit Radio

WAKR-TV,

WHUM-TV, Reading (Ch.
H-R Television Inc.

Akron, O. (Ch.
Corp. (WAKR).
Rep: Weed.
WICA-TV, Ashtabula (Ch. 15)—WICA Inc. (WICA). Rep: GlllPerna.

—Scrlpps-Howard Radio (WCPO).
WKRC-TV, Cincinnati (Ch. 12) —Radio Cincinnati Inc. (WKRC).
Rep: Katz.
WLWT, Cincinnati (Ch. 5) — Crosley Bcstg. Corp. (WLW). Rep:
Crosley Bcstg.
WEWS, Cleveland (Ch. 5) —Scrlpps-Howard Radio Inc. Rep: Branham.
WNBK, Cleveland (Ch. 4) —National Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WTAM). Rep
WCPO-TV,

Rep: Petry.
Reeves Greer (WKJF-

Inc.
J.

Cincinnati

(Ch.

9)

Rep: Branham.

61)

Rep: Headley-Reed.

WILK-TV, Wilkes-Barre
(WILK).

34)— Wyoming Valley Bcstg. Co.

(Ch.

Rep: Avery-Knodel.
York (Ch. 49)—Helm Coal Co. (WNOW).

WNOW-TV,

Rep: Hol-

llngbery.

—

WSBA-TV, York

(Ch. 43) Susquehanna Bcstg. Co. (WSBA). Rep:
Radlo-TV Representatives Inc.

4

NBC-TV Spot Sales. [Shifts to Ch.
WXEL, Cleveland (Ch. 9) —Empire

RHODE ISLAND

3 In Dec.].

Co.

Coll

Rep:

Inc.

WJAR-TV, Providence

Katz.

WBNS-TV, Columbus (Ch. 10) —Dispatch Printing Co. (WBNS).
Rep: Blair.
WLWC, Columbus (Ch. 4) —Crosley Bcstg. Corp. Rep: Crosley
Bcstg.
WTVN, Columbus (Ch. 6) —WTVN Inc. Rep: Katz.
WHIO-TV, Dayton (Ch. 7) —Miami Valley Bcstg. Corp. (WHIO).
Rep: Holllngbery.
WIFE, Dayton (Ch. 22) —Skyland Bcstg. Corp. (WONE). Rep:
Headley-Reed.
WLWD, Dayton (Ch. 2) — Crosley Bcstg. Corp. Rep: Crosley Bcstg.
(Ch.

73)—WLOK

Inc.

(WLOK). Rep: H-R

SOUTH CAROLINA
(Ch. 5)— WCSC Inc. (WCSC).

WCSC-TV, Charleston

WCOS-TV, Columbia

Bcstg. Corp.

(

WIS-TV, Columbia (Ch. 10)—WIS-TV Corp. (WIS).

WNOK-TV, Columbia
WGVL,

Greenville
Television Inc.

Tele-

Falls (Ch. 11)

H-R

Bcstg. Co. (KELO).

City

(Ch.

11)

— WJHL

Inc.

(WJHL).

Rep:

(Ch. 7)

—

—Oklahoma Quality Bcstg. Co.

(KSWO).

WHBQ-TV, Memphis

WMCT, Memphis

—Southern Oregon Bcstg. Co.
—Mt. Hood Radio & Television

Rep: Avery-Knodel.
27)—Empire Coll Co. Inc.

Rep:

(Ch.

WSM-TV,

Co.

NBC-TV
Rep:

—
—

Associated

Bcstrs.

—Harrisburg Bcstrs.

9)

Rep:

Rep:
Inc.

Rep:
Rep:

Inc.

Rep: Headley-

(Ch.

45)—WKST

Inc.

(WKST).

Rep:

(Ch.

10)— WCAU

Inc.

(WCAU).

Rep:

Dallas (Ch.

8)—A.

El Paso (Ch. 4)

Fort Worth (Ch. 5)

Rep: Petry.
Rep:

(KROD).

—Carter Publications

Inc.

(WBAP).

Forjoe.

KPRC-TV, Houston

(Ch.

2)

—Houston

Post

Co.

(KPRC).

Rep:

Petry.

tKUHT, Houston (Ch. 8) —University of Houston (KUHF-FM).
KTVE, Longview (Ch. 32) —East Texas Television Co. Rep: Forjoe.
KCBD-TV, Lubbock (Ch. 11) —Bryant Radio & Television Inc.
(KCBD).

Rep: Pearson.

KDUB-TV, Lubbock

—

(Ch. 13)

—Texas

Telecasting Inc. Rep: Avery-

Knodel.

Triangle Publications Inc.
Philadelphia
6)
(Ch.
(WFIL). Rep: Katz.
WPTZ, Philadelphia (Ch. 3) Westlnghouse Radio Stations Inc.
Rep: NBC-TV Spot Sales (after Jan. 1, 1954, Free &
(K
)

—

.

KTXL-TV, San Angelo

(Ch.

Rep: Taylor.
KEYL, San Antonio (Ch.

5)

Katz.

Peters).

DuMont

Bcstg. Corp.

—

Meeker.

B.

H. Belo Corp. (WFAA).

—Roderick

Rep: Free & Peters.
KGUL-TV, Galveston (Ch. 11)—Gulf Television Co. Rep: CBS-TV
Spot Sales.
KGBS-TV, Harlingen (Ch. 4) Harbenlto Bcstg. Co. Inc. (KGBS).
Rep: Pearson.
KNUZ-TV, Houston (Ch. 39)—KNUZ Television Co. (KNUZ). Rep:

Rep: Pearson.

—Allen

Petry.

El Paso (Ch. 9)—Tri-State Bcstg. Co. Inc. (KTSM).
Rep: Holllngbery.

—Rlvoli Realty Co. (WARD). Rep:
Johnstown (Ch. 6) —WJAC Inc. (WJAC). Rep: Katz.
Lancaster (Ch. 8) — WGAL Inc. (WGAL). Rep: Meeker.
Lebanon (Ch. 14) —Lebanon Television Corp. (WLBR).

Pittsburgh (Ch. 2)

(WSM). Rep:

Branham.

(Ch. 56)

Rep: DuMont-TV Spot

Inc.

(WSIX).

KTSM-TV,

Reed.

WFIL-TV,

4)—WSM

Abilene (Ch.

WFAA-TV,
KROD-TV,

Inc.

WBAP-TV,

WCAU-TV, Philadelphia
CBS-TV Spot Sales.

Rep:

Co.

.

WICU, Erie (Ch. 12)—Dispatch Inc. (WIKK). Rep: Petry.
WHP-TV, Harrisburg (Ch. 55) —WHP Inc. (WHP). Rep: Bolling.

Castle

Publishing Co. (WMC).

8)—WSIX Broadcasting

Branham.

Headley-Reed.

WARD-TV, Johnstown

Rep:

TEXAS

(WEST, Easton). Rep: Meeker.
WCHA-TV, Chambersburg (Ch. 46) Chambersburg Bcstg. Co.
(WCHA). Rep: Forjoe.
WGLV, Easton (Ch. 57)—Easton Publishing Co. (WEEX-FM). Rep:

Harrisburg (Ch. 71)

(WHBQ).

College

—Reporter Bcstg. Co. (KRBC).
Pearson.
KFDA-TV, Amarillo (Ch. 10) —Amarillo Bcstg. Corp. (KFDA).
Branham.
KGNC-TV, Amarillo (Ch. 4) —Globe-News Publishing Co.
(KGNC). Rep: Katz.
KTBC-TV, Austin (Ch. 7) —Texas Bcstg. Corp. (KTBC).
Taylor.
KRLD-TV, Dallas (Ch. 4) —KRLD Radio Corp. (KRLD)

Bcstg.

(WFBG).

—Harding

—Memphis

(Ch.

Nashville (Ch.

KRBC-TV,

PENNSYLVANIA
Bcstg.

(Ch. 5)

Nashville
Rep: Holllngbery.

Spot Sales.

WFBG-TV, Altoona (Ch. 10)—Gable
H-R Television Inc.
WLFV-TV, Bethlehem, Pa. (Ch. 51)

13)

Branham.

WSIX-TV,

(Ch. 5)

(Ch. 6)

(Ch.

Blair.

OREGON
KBES-TV, Medford
KOIN-TV, Portland

—

Knoxville (Ch. 6) Mountcastle Bcstg. Co. Inc.
Rep: Avery-Knodel.
WTSK-TV, Knoxville (Ch. 26) Television Services of Knoxville.
Rep: Pearson.

(WROL).

—

WDTV,

—Midcontinent

WROL-TV,

Television Sys-

—

YW

Television Co. Rep:

TENNESSEE
WJHL-TV, Johnson

WKBN)

—

WKST-TV, New

—Greenville

(Ch. 23)

Rep: Raymer.

Rep: Everett-McKlnney and Clyde Melville Co. (Southwest only).
City (Ch. 19)— KLPR Television Inc. (KLPR).
Rep: Bolling.
KTVQ, Oklahoma City (Ch. 25) Republic Television & Radio Co.
Rep: H-R Television Inc.
WKY-TV, Oklahoma City (Ch. 4) WKY Radiophone Co. (WKY).
Rep: Katz.
KOTV, Tulsa (Ch. 6) Wrather-Alvarez- Inc. Rep: Petry.

Weed.

67)—Palmetto Radio Corp. (WNOK).

(Ch.

SOUTH DAKOTA
KELO-TV, Sioux

KLPR-TV Oklahoma

WJAC-TV,
WGAL-TV,
WLBR-TV,

&

Rep: Raymer.

OKLAHOMA
KSWO-TV, Lawton

WTPA,

Rep: Free

Pearson.

WHIZ-TV, Zanesville (Ch. 50) —Southeastern Ohio
tem (WHIZ). Rep: Pearson.

Corp. (KOIN).

Rep:

Peters.

Rep: Raymer.

KPTV, Portland

25)—Radio Columbia (WCOS).

(Ch.

Rep: Headley-Reed.

27)—WKBN

&

Headley-Reed.

vision Inc.

(Ch.

Rep: Free

Peters.

WSPD-TV, Toledo (Ch. 13) —Storer Bcstg. Co. (WSPD). Rep: Katz.
WFMJ-TV, Youngstown (Ch. 73) —Vindicator Printing Co. (WFMJ).

WKBN-TV, Youngstown

Rep:

Weed.

[Shifts to Ch. 8 In Dec.]

WLOK-TV, Lima

10)—The Outlet Co. (WJAR).

(Ch.

WOAI-TV,

Laboratories Inc.

Sales.

(

4

San Antonio
WOAI). Rep: Petry.

8)—Westex

Television Co.

(KTXL).

—San Antonio Bcstg Co. (KABC).
(Ch. 4) —Southland Industries

Rep:
Inc.

—
KCEN-TV, Temple

6)—Bell Publishing

(Ch.

(KTEM).

Co.

WTAP, Parkersburg

Rep:

WTRF-TV, Wheeling

(KFDX). Rep:

3)—Wlchtex Radio

Falls (Ch.
Taylor.

KWFT-TV, Wichita

6)—Wichita

Falls (Ch.

Falls

&

TV

WKOW-TV, Madison

&

Tele-

Salt Lake

City

(Ch.

Service Corp. of

Utah

to Norfolk)

allocated

—Norbertlne Fathers

(WBAY). Rep:

27)—Monona

(Ch.

(WKOW). Rep:

Bcstg. Co.

(Ch.

33)

—Bartell

Television

Corp.

(WMFM).

Harrington, Rlghter & Parsons.
(Ch. 48)— Oshkosh Bcstg. Co. (WOSH).
Headley-Reed.

—

WOSH-TV, Oshkosh

Peninsula Bcstg. Corp. (WVEC). Rep: Rambeau.
WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg (Ch. 3) Shenandoah Valley Bcstg. Corp.

—
—
—

Rep:

TERRITORIES

Rep: Devney & Co.
WLVA-TV, Lynchburg (Ch. 13) Lynchburg Bcstg. Corp. (WLVA).
Rep: Holllngbery.
WACH, Newport News (Ch. 33) Eastern Bcstg. Corp. (WHYU).
Rep: Avery-Knodel.
WTAR-TV, Norfolk (Ch. 4) WTAR Radio Corp. (WTAR). Rep:

(WSVA).

(Ch. 2)

Rep: Meeker.
WCAN-TV, Milwaukee (Ch. 25)—Midwest Bcstg. Co. (WCAN).
Rep: Taylor.
WOKY-TV, Milwaukee (Ch. 19)—Bartell Bcstrs. Inc. (WOKY).
Rep: H-R Television Inc.
WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee (Ch. 4)—The Journal Co. (WTMJ). Rep:

Rep: CBS-TV Spot Sales.

VIRGINIA
WVEC-TV, Hampton-Norfolk (Ch. 15,

Bellalre,

Headley-Reed.

WMTV, Madison

—
5) — Radio

Salt Lake City (Ch. 4) Intermountain Bcstg.
vision Corp. (KDYL). Rep: Blair.

(WTRF,

Weed.

UTAH
KDYL-TV,

Bcstg. Co.

WISCONSIN

(KWFT).

Inc.

7)—Trl-Clty

(Ch.

WBAY-TV, Green Bay

Television Co.

Blair.

(KSL).

Virginia Enterprises Inc. Rep:

Rep: Holllngbery.

O.).

Pearson.

KFDX-TV, Wichita

KSL-TV,

—West

Forjoe.

Holllngbery.

KCMC-TV, Texarkana (Ch. 6)— KCMC Inc. (KCMC). Rep: Taylor.
KETX, Tyler (Ch. 19) —Jacob A. Newborn Jr.
KANG-TV, Waco (Ch. 34) — Central Texas Television Co. Rep:

Rep:

(Ch. 15)

—

KFIA, Anchorage, Alaska (Ch. 2) Klgglns & Rollins. Rep: Weed;
Moore & Lund (Pacific Northwest).
KTVA, Anchorage, Alaska (Ch. 11) Northern Television Inc.

—
9) — Hawaiian

(KENI).

KGMB-TV,

Honolulu, Hawaii (Ch.
Bcstg. System
Rep: Free & Peters.
KONA, Honolulu, Hawaii (Ch. 11)—Radio Honolulu Ltd. (KGU).
Rep: NBC-TV Spot Sales.

—

Ltd.

Petry. [Shifts to Ch. 3 In Jan. 1954.]

WTOV-TV, Norfolk (Ch. 27) — Commonwealth Bcstg. Corp.
WLOW). Rep: Forjoe.
WTVR, Richmond (Ch. 6) —Havens & Martin Inc. (WMBG). Rep:

(KGMB).

(

Blair.

WSLS-TV, Roanoke
(WSLS).

(Ch.

10)

—Shenandoah

Stations

Life

Canadian Stations

Inc.

Rep: Avery-Knodel.

CFPL-TV, London, Ontario (Ch.

Rep: Holllngbery.

KHQ-TV, Spokane (Ch. 6) —KHQ Inc. (KHQ). Rep. Katz.
KXLY-TV, Spokane (Ch. 4) —KXLY-TV (KXLY). Rep: Walker.
KMO-TV, Tacoma (Ch. 13) —KMO Inc. (KMO). Rep: Branham.
KTNT-TV, Tacoma (Ch. 11)—Tribune Publishing Co. (KTNT).
29)

Mexican Border Stations

—Cascade

Bcstg.

Co.

Inc.

(KIMA).

XELD-TV, Matamoros, Mexico,

Rep: Weed.

opposite Brownsville, Tex. (Ch. 7)
Licensed by Mexican Govt, to Romulo O’Farrill Sr., Mexico City.

WEST VIRGINIA
WKNA-TV,

Rep:

Charleston (Ch. 49)— Joe L. Smith

Jr. Inc.

(WKNA).

3)—WSAZ

(Ch.

Inc.

(WSAZ).

Adam Young.

XETV, Tijuana, Mexico, near San Diego

Rep: Weed.

W8AZ-TV, Huntington

Free Press Printing

—

Rep: Weed.
(Ch.

—London

.

—
—

KVOS-TV, Bellingham
(KVOS). Rep: Forjoe.
KING-TV, Seattle (Ch. 5)—KING Bcstg. Co. (KING). Rep: Blair.
KOMO-TV, Seattle (Ch. 4)—Fisher’s Blend Station Inc. (KOMO).

KIMA-TV, Yakima

10)

Rep: Weed (for U. S.) & All-Canada Television.
CBFT, Montreal, Quebec (Ch. 2) Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
(CBF & CBM). Rep: CBC.
CBOT, Ottawa, Ontario (Ch. 4) Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
(CBO). Rep. CBC.
CKSO-TV, Sudbury, Ontario (Ch. 5)—CKSO Radio Ltd. (CKSO).
Rep: Weed (for U. S.) & All-Canada Television.
CBLT, Toronto, Ontario (Ch. 9) Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
(CBL & CJBC). Rep. CBC.
Co. Ltd. (CFPL)

WASHINGTON
(Ch. 12)— KVOS Inc.

can Govt, to Radio-Television,
Weed.

Rep: Katz.

S.A.

—

(Ch. 6) Licensed by Mexi(Emilio Azcarraga). Rep:

Construction Permits Outstanding and Starting Dates as Reported
Total as of Nov. 28

—248

ALABAMA

—

WJLN-TV, Birmingham

(Ch. 48) Johnston Bcstg. Co. (WJLD).
[Cited by FCC on extension of CP; Television Digest, Vol. 9:34.]
WSGN-TV, Birmingham (Ch. 42) Jemlson Bcstg. Co. Inc.
Early In 1954.
( WSGN).
WMSL-TV, Decatur (Ch. 23)—Tennessee Valley Bcstg. Co. (WMSL).

Rock (Ch.

4)

—

KAGR-TV, Yuba

—Arkansas

Radio

(KARK). January or February, 1954.
KETV, Little Rock (Ch. 23) — Great Plains
Rep:

Arkansas Inc.

KATV, Pine
Knodel.

Adam Young.

Bluff (Ch. 7)

December,

&

December,

decision of

1953.

December,

9,

—KOWL
53) — John

Poole Bcstg.

Co.

—

Rep: Meeker.

1953.

KBIC-TV, Los Angeles (Ch.
Meeker.

—
—

(Ch. 4) Metropolitan Television Co. (KOA).
Rep: Petry. December, 1953.
tKRMA-TV, Denver (Ch. 6) School District No. 1 In the City &
County of Denver and State of Colorado School District.
KFXJ-TV, Grand Junction (Ch. 5) Western Slope Bcstg. Co. Inc.
(KFXJ). Rep: Hal Holman.

—

allocated to San Francisco)
Bay Area
Educational Television Assn. "Before end of 1953.”
KCOA, Corona (Ch. 52)
Bcstg. Co. (KOWL, Santa Monica).

December,

FCC

Co.
[Cited
of CP; Television Digest, Vol. 9:34; initial
proposes to withdraw grant, Vol. 9:46.]

KOA-TV, Denver

CALIFORNIA

KBID, Fresno (Ch.

—Empire Coll Co. Inc.
20) —Mountain States Television

(Ch. 26)

KIRV, Denver (Ch.
by FCC on extension

Rep: Avery-

1953.

fKQED, Berkeley (Ch.

(KSTN).

COLORADO
KDEN, Denver

1954.

Sales Co.

Rep:

City (Ch. 52)— John Steventon.

Equipment Co.

Television Properties of

—Central-South

—Lawrence A. Harvey.
—S. H. Patterson (KSAN).

(Ch. 20)
(Ch. 32)

KVIE, San Jose (Ch. 48)— John A. Vletor Jr.
KTVU, Stockton (Ch. 36) San Joaquin Telecasters
Rep: Holllngbery. November-December, 1953.

ARKANSAS
Little

VHF, 162 UHF)

McGlllvra.

—

KARK-TV,

(86

KBAY-TV, San Francisco
KSAN-TV, San Francisco

Spring of

KMER, Merced

22)

—John

Poole Bcstg.

Co.

CONNECTICUT

Rep:

1954.

(Ch. 34)

—Merced Tele-Vlslon
—

WSJL-Bridgeport (Ch.
Corp.

KBIK-TV, Sacramento (Ch. 46) John Poole Bcstg. Co.
KICU, Salinas (Ch. 28) —Sallnas-Monterey Television Co.

WONS-TV,

Hartford

49)

—Harry

(WONS).
WELI-TV, New Haven (Ch.

Rep:

Bolling. [Cited by FCC on extension of CP. Television Digest,
Vol. 9:38: granted extension to March 1, 1954.]
KITO-TV, San Bernardino (Ch. 18)—KITO Inc. (KITO). Rep:
Holllngbery. [Cited by FCC on extension of CP; Television
Digest, Vol. 9:34. Ordered to hearing.]

Inc.

(WELI).

Rep:

H-R

WNLC-TV, New London

L. Llftig.

18)—General-Times Television Corp.

(Ch.

—Connecticut Radio Foundation
26) — Thames Bcstg. Corp. (WNLC).

59)

Television Inc.

(Ch.

Early in 1954.

WSTF, Stamford
5

(Ch. 27)

—Stamford-Norwalk

Television Corp.

City (Ch. 3)— Lee Radio Inc. (KGLO). Rep:
Spring of 1954.
KCTV, Sioux City (Ch. 36) Great Plains Television Properties of
Iowa, Inc. Rep: Adam Young.

KGLO-TV, Mason

CONNECTICUT— (Continued)

Weed.

fWCBE, Bridgeport (Ch. 71) —Conn. State Board of Education.
tWCHF, Hartford (Ch. 24) — Conn. State Board of Education.
fWCNE, Norwich (Ch. 63) —Conn. State Board of Education.

—

KANSAS

DELAWARE
WHEN,

Dover (Ch.

40)

—Rollins

WILM-TV, Wilmington

Bcstg. Co.

ture

(WILM).

FLORIDA

—Fort Myers Bcstg. Co.
WJHP-TV, Jacksonville (Ch. 36) —Jacksonville Journal Co.

WTNK-TV, Fort Myers

,

7)—J.

(Ch.

City

D. Manly.

Rep: Forjoe. “Sometime in 1954.”

WTLK, Paducah

LOUISIANA

—

Rep: Holllngbery

KLFY-TV, Lafayette

1953.

WRDW-TV,

Augusta

WTOC-TV, Savannah

(Ch.

11)

January, 1954.
WGOV-TV, Valdosta (Ch. 37)
ber-December. 1953.

Rep: Katz.

—Savannah

—WGOV-TV

Bcstg.

Inc.

WCNO-TV, New

Novem-

air

Aug.

reverting to

&

status;

for details, see

MARYLAND

— WITH-TV
WTBO-TV, Cumberland (Ch. 17) —Maryland
Summer of 1954.
WFMD-TV, Frederick (Ch. 62) —Monocacy
WBOC-TV, Salisbury (Ch. 16) — Peninsula

May,

Rep: Hollingbery.

Rep: Burn-Smith.

WMGT, Adams

ILLINOIS
Cecil W. Roberts.

26)—WHFC
20)— WIND

Inc.
Inc.

,

Chicago (Ch.

Foundation.

December,

WJOL-TV,

74)—Greylock

(Ch.

—E.

(WGBH).

Co.

(WFMD).
(WBOC).

Bcstg.

Co.

(WBRK).

Rep:

2)

Anthony

—WGBH

&

Sons Inc.
Education Foundation

October, 1954.

—

(WHFC).
(WIND).

Fall of 1954.

—General Bcstg. Co.
—E. Anthony & Sons Inc. (WNBH)
Rep: Walker.
WBEC-TV, Pittsfield (Ch. 64) —Western Massachusetts Bcstg. Co.
(WBEC1.
WAAB-TV, Worcester (Ch. 20) —Wilson Enterprises Inc. (WAAB).
WGLM,

11)

Lawrence (Ch.

WTEV, New Bedford

Rep: Hollingbery.

72)

(Ch. 28)

April,

1954.

MICHIGAN
(Ch.

48)—Joliet Television

(WJOL).

Inc.

tWUOM-TV, Ann Arbor

of the Univ. of Michi-

Battle Creek (Ch. 58)— Michigan Bcstg. Co. (WBCK).
Rep: Headley-Reed. December-January.
WNEM-TV, Bay City (Ch. 5) North Eastern Michigan Corp.
WHFB-TV, Benton Harbor (Ch. 42) Palladium Publishing Co.
WHFB
[Extension of CP tentatively rejected by FCC; see

—

—

—

—

WWTV,

—Sparton Bcstg. Co. Rep: Weed. Decem(Ch. 62) — UAW-CIO Bcstg. Corp. of Michigan.
Lansing (Ch. 60) — Michigan State Board of Agri-

Cadillac (Ch. 13)

ber, 1953.
,

Detroit

WKAR-TV,

East

(WKAR). [Commercial chanDecember, 1953.
WIBM-TV, Jackson (Ch. 48)—WIBM Inc. (WIBM). Rep: Forjoe.
WTVM, Muskegon (Ch. 35) Versluls Radio & Television Inc.
culture, Michigan State College
nel.]

15,

1953.

—
WSBM-TV, Saginaw (Ch. 51) —Booth Radio & Television Stations
Inc. (WSGW). Rep: Pearson. June, 1954.
WTCM-TV, Traverse City (Ch. 7) —Midwestern Bcstg. Co. (WTCM).
(WLAV, Grand Rapids).

IOWA
KEYC, Cedar Rapids (Ch. 20) —Hawkeye
WHO-TV, Des Moines (Ch. 13) —Central
Free & Peters.

.

Television Digest, Vol. 9:48.1

—
WRAY-TV, Princeton (Ch. 52) —Southern Indiana Tele-Casting
Inc. (WRAY). Rep: Walker. November-December, 1953.
WTHI-TV, Terre Haute (Ch. 10) —Wabash Valley Bcstg. Corp.
(WTHI).
allocated to Angola, Ind.) —Tri-State
WINT, Waterloo (Ch.
December,

)

(

(WMRI-FM).

Cleveland).

—Regents

WBCK-TV,

52)—Truth Publishing Co. Inc. (WTRC).
February, 1954.
WJRE, Indianapolis (Ch. 26) Marion Bcstg. Corp. (WBAT,
Marion, Ind.). January, 1954.
WNES, Indianapolis (Ch. 67) Empire Coil Co. Inc.
WMRI-TV, Marion (Ch. 29) Chronicle Publishing Co. Inc.
(Ch.

Rep: Pearson.

(WDOK,

(Ch. 26)

gan.

INDIANA

Television Inc.

Co.

Bcstg.

Boston (Ch. 44)— J. D. Wrather Jr.
WHEF-TV, Brockton (Ch. 62) Trans-American Enterprises Inc.

1953.

WSJV, Elkhart

Bcstg.

WJDW,

October, 1954.

Joliet

Radio Corp. (WTBO).

1954.

December, 1953.
WBOS-TV, Boston (Ch. 50)
fWGBH-TV, Boston (Ch.

—Chicago Educational Television
WDAN-TV, Danville (Ch. 24) —Northwestern Publishing Co.
(WDAN). Rep: Everett-McKinney. December, 1953.
WTLE, Evanston (Ch. 32) —Northwestern Television Bcstg. Corp.
June, 1954.
WSIL-TV, Harrisburg. (Ch. 22) —Turner-Farrar Assn. November-

f

Rep:

Walker.

1954.”

(Ch.

(WITH).

Inc.

MASSACHUSETTS

(Ch. 15)

(Ch.

60)

March,

1954.

Rep: McGillvra.
—
November-December, 1953.
WCUT, Champaign (Ch. 21) —Champaign -Urbana Television Inc.
tWTLC, Champaign-Urbana (Ch. 12) —Univ. of Illinois. "Late

WHFC-TV, Chicago
WIND-TV, Chicago

(Ch.

Forjoe.

— Tribune-Journal Co. Inc. (KJRL). “Late
spring or
KWIK-TV, Pocatello (Ch. 10) —Eastern Idaho Bcstg. & Television
Co. (KWIK). Rep: Hollingbery. December, 1953.
KLIX-TV, Twin Falls (Ch. 11) —Southern Idaho Bcstg. & TeleviWBLN, Bloomington

—

—

WITH-TV, Baltimore

Television

of 1954.”

sion Co. (KLIX).

Television Corp.

—

6)

summer

—Community

—

Decem-

Digest, Vol. 9:34.]

KISJ, Pocatello (Ch.

32)

(WMRY). Rep:

MAINE

—
—

12,

(Ch.

Co.

Poland (Ch. 8, allocated to Lewiston) Mt. Washington
TV Inc. September, 1954.
WCSH-TV, Portland (Ch. 6) Congress Square Hotel Co. (WCSH).
Rep: Weed. December, 1953.
WGAN-TV, Portland (Ch. 13) Guy Gannett Bcstg. Services
(WGAN). December-January.

KIFT, Idaho Falls (Ch. 8) Idaho Falls Television Inc. (KIFI).
Rep: Hollingbery. April, 1954.
KFXD-TV, Nampa (Ch. 6) Frank E. Hurt & Sons Inc. (KFXD).
[Note: This station began operating June 18, 1953 but quit the

CP

Orleans

WMTW,

(KGEM).

Co.

Television

Rep: Hollingbery. Spring of 1954.
KID-TV, Idaho Falls (Ch. 3)—Idaho Radio Corp. (KID).
ber, 1953.

26)—CKG Television

—

IDAHO
KTVI, Boise (Ch. 9)—Idaho Bcstg.

(Ch.

Rep: Forjoe. January, 1954.
WTLO, New Orleans (Ch. 20) New Orleans Television Co.
KSLA, Shreveport (Ch. 12) Interim Television Corp. Rep: Raymer. December, 1953.

(WTOC).

(WGOV).

Co.

—

WCKG, New Orleans
Adam Young.

—Robert W. Rounsaville (WQXI).
—Radio Augusta Inc. (WRDW). Rep:
Co.

Bcstg.

Bcstg. Co. Inc. (KLFY);
“Early spring of 1954.”

Lafayette (Ch. 10) Evangeline Bcstg. Co. Inc. iKVOL);
will share time with KLFY-TV.
“Early spring of 1954.”
KPLC-TV, Lake Charles (Ch. 7) Calcasieu Bcstg. Co. (KPLC).

(Ch. 12)

Headley-Reed.

&

—Camelia

—

KVOL-TV,

GEORGIA
(Ch. 36)

(Ch. 10)

time with KVOL-TV.

will share

Pensacola (Ch.

(WJNO).

43)—Paducah Television Corp.

—

Rep: Hollingbery.

WQXI-TV, Atlanta

(Ch.

KSPJ, Alexandria (Ch. 62) Barnet Brezner.
KHTV, Baton Rouge (Ch. 40) Capital Television

3)— Gulfport Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WEAR).
December, 1953.
WJNO-TV, West Palm Beach (Ch. 5)—Palm Beach Television Inc.

WEAR-TV,

M. Landon.

WPTV, Ashland (Ch. 59)—Polan Industries.
WLOU-TV, Louisville (Ch. 41)—Robert W. Rounsaville (WLOU).

April, 1954.

November-December,

—Alf

(WJHP).

Co. (WOBS).
fWTHS-TV, Miami (Ch. 2) —Lindsey Hopkins Vocational School of
Dade County (WTHS). Spring of 1954.
WDBO-TV, Orlando (Ch. 6) — Orlando Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WDBO).

WJDM, Panama

42)

KENTUCKY

—

Blair.

Topeka (Ch.

1953.

Rep: John H. Perry Assoc. November-December, 1953.
WOBS-TV, Jacksonville (Ch. 30) Southern Radio & Equipment

Rep:

&

(WINK).

(Ch. 11)

December,

Rep: Weed.

—

8)
Kansas State College of AgriculApplied Science (KSAC).
KOAM-TV, Pittsburg (Ch. 7)—Pittsburg Bcstg. Co. (KOAM).
Rep: Katz. November-December, 1953.

Bcstg. Inc.

83)—Delaware

(Ch.

tKSAC-TV, Manhattan (Ch.

Television Corp.
Bcstg. Co.

(WHO). Rep:
6

NORTH CAROLINA

MINNESOTA
WDSM-TV, Duluth-Superior
Rep: Free

&

(Wls.)

(Ch. 6)

—Rldson

Inc.

(WDSM).

tWUNC-TV, Chapel Hill (Ch.
Carolina. September, 1954.

Peters.

—
—

WAYS-TV,

Granite City Bcstg. Co. (WJON).
St. Cloud (Ch. 7)
Rep: Rambeau. March, 1954.
WCOW-TV, St. Paul (Ch. 17) WCOW Telecasting Co. (WCOW).

WJON-TV,

—Blrney Imes Jr.
56) —WGCM Television

McGUlvra.

WCIG-TV, Durham

—

December, 1953.
WSLI-TV, Jackson (Ch. 12) Standard Life Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WSLI).
Rep: Weed. January, 1954.
WCOC-TV, Meridian (Ch. 30)—Mississippi Bcstg. Co. (WCOC).
December, 1953.

—

KFYR-TV, Bismarck

(KGMO).
KFUO-TV, Clayton

KXJB-TV,

—

Church

—Missouri

allocated

Louis)

St.

Blair.

—Lutheran

(Ch. 8)

—Curators

[Commercial grant.]

ber-January.
fKETC, St. Louis (Ch.
St.

9)

Rep:

Co.

—St.

(Ch.

December,

Louis Educational Television

Com-

—Missouri
6) —Milton

Bcstg. Corp. (WIL).

Rep:

(KDRO).

Rep:

Hinlein

J.

(Ch.

KMTV, Miami

13)

—Bi-States

Co.

Rep:

December,

WOCN, Atlantic City (Ch. 52) —Matta Enterprises.
WDHN, New Brunswick (Ch. 47) —Home News Publishing Co.
tWTLV, New Brunswick (Ch. 19) —Dept, of Education, State
Corp.

—

Rep:

1953.

—Elfred

Beck.

November-

Rep: Bolling.

20)—W. Gordon

(Ch.

—Eugene

Allen.

Television Inc. Rep: Holling-

24)

—Lawrence A.

November-December,

Harvey.

1953.

KSLM-TV, Salem

3)—Oregon Radio

(Ch.

Inc.

(KSLM).

PENNSYLVANIA
WFMZ-TV, Allentown (Ch. 67)—Penn-Alien
WQCY, Allentown (Ch. 39) — Queen City

of

WSEE,

(WTTM). Rep:

Erie

WCMB-TV,

(Ch. 35)

—Great

Harrisburg

Bcstg. Co.

(WFMZ).

Television

Co.

(Ch. 27)

—Rossmoyne

Inc.

(WERC).

Lakes Television Co.
Corp.

(WCMB,

Le-

Rep: Donald Cooke.
WAZL-TV, Hazleton (Ch. 63) Hazleton Television Corp. (WAZL).
Rep: Meeker.
WWLA, Lancaster (Ch. 21) Harold C. Burke.
WMRF-TV, Lewistown (Ch. 38) Lewistown Bcstg. Co. (WMRF).
Rep: Burn-Smith.
moyne).

—

Bcstg. Co.

—

(Ch. 23)— Patroon Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WPTR).
(Ch. 20) Cornell University (WHCU). [Commercial channel.] Late In 1954.

—

WTBG-TV,

(WJTN).

Bcstg. Co. Inc.

—

Co.

Inc.

(Ch.

23)

—Daily

News

Television

Co.

—

(

Bcstg.

Philadelphia

—

(WIBG).
WIP-TV, Philadelphia (Ch. 29) Pennsylvania Bcstg. Co. (WIP).
[Cited by FCC on extension of CP; Television Digest, Vol. 9:34;
granted CP extension from July 29 to Dec. 26, 1953.]

Rep: Taylor.
WKNY-TV, Kingston (Ch. 66)—Kingston Bcstg. Corp. WKNY).
Rep: Meeker. December, 1953.
WEOK-TV, Poughkeepsie (Ch. 21)
Mid-Hudson Bcstrs. Inc.
(WEOK). Rep: Everett-McKlnney. Latter 1953. [Cited by FCC
on extension of CP; Television Digest, Vol. 9:34; granted ex-

—

fWQED, Pittsburgh

(Ch. 13) Metropolitan Pittsburgh Educational
Television Station. January, 1954.
WTVQ, Pittsburgh (Ch. 47) Golden Triangle Television Corp.
Rep: Headley-Reed. [Transfer of ownership pending; Television

—

(WGVA).

Rep: Donald Cooke.
WRNY-TV, Rochester (Ch. 27) Genesee Valley Television Corp.
WTRI, Schenectady (Ch. 35) Van Curler Bcstg. Corp. January,

—

Rep: Avery-

bery.

NEW YORK

tension to May 26, 1954.1
WCBF-TV, Rochester (Ch. 15)—Star

(Ch. 23)

KPIC, Salem (Ch.

NEW MEXICO

—James

De-

Rep: Petry.

Co.

OREGON

Forjoe.

(Ch. 58)

TV

1953.

KTVF, Eugene-Sprlngfield
KVAL-TV, Eugene (Ch. 13)

N. J.

—People’s Bcstg.

City (Ch. 9)

December,

Avery-Knodel.

1953.

WJTN-TV, Jamestown

(WERE).

58)—Miami Television Co.
Oklahoma Television Corp.

(Ch.

KWTV, Oklahoma

WKNE-TV, Keene (Ch.
Rep: Meeker.
WMUR-TV, Manchester (Ch. 9) —Radio Voice of New Hampshire
Inc. (WMUR). Christmas, 1953.
NEW JERSEY
WRTV, Asbury Park (Ch. 58) —Atlantic Video Corp. December,

WPTR-TV, Albany
WHCU-TV, Ithaca

—

KCEB, Tulsa

—Telepolltan

Inc.

—

NEW HAMPSHIRE
45) — WKNE Corp. (WKNE).

(Ch. 41)

Television

OKLAHOMA

NEBRASKA
Keamey-Holdredge
Meeker. December, 1953.

Bcstg.

cember, 1953.
WSTV-TV, SteubenviUe (Ch. 9)—WSTV Inc. (WSTV).
Knodel. December, 1953.
Wli TV, Youngstown (Ch. 21) Polan Industries.

1954.

Clovis (Ch. 12)

Rep: Weed. January, 1954.
Massillon (Ch. 23) Midwest

WMAC-TV,

KHOL-TV,

—
—Cleveland

54)
Rounsaville-&-Clark
1954.

(Ch.

January,
Cleveland (Ch. 65)

(WIMA).

1953.

—Rudman-Hayutin Television Co.
—Buttrey Broadcast Inc. (KFBB).
Rep: Weed.
KMON-TV, Great Falls (Ch. 3) —Montana Farmer Inc. (KMON).
KGVO-TV, Missoula (Ch. 13) —Mosby’s Inc. (KGVO). Rep: Gill-

Digest, Vol. 9:30.]

—

WARM-TV, Scranton
Hollingbery.

16)—Union Bcstg. Co. (WARM).

(Ch.

December,

Rep:

1953.

Williamsport (Ch. 36)— WRAK Inc. (WRAK). Rep:
Everett-McKinney. [Cited by FCC on extension of CP; Television Digest, Vol. 9:34; granted CP extension to Jan. 12, 1954.]

1954.

WFRB,

Bcstg. Co. (KSJB,

tWOSU-TV, Columbus (Ch. 34)—Ohio State University (WOSU).
WIMA-TV, Lima (Ch. 35) —Northwestern Ohio Bcstg. Corp.

Falls (Ch. 5)
“Early in 1954.”

KNEH,

Rep:

Rep: Taylor.

Billings (Ch. 8)

WTTM-TV, Trenton

4)—North Dakota

Rep: Forjoe.

WERE-TV,

KFBB-TV, Great

Pema. June,

(KFYR).

Co.

July, 1954.

WCIN-TV, Cincinnati

MONTANA
KRHT,

Bcstg.

OHIO

of the University of MisTelevision Inc. Decern -

H-R

Louis (Ch. 42)

Adam Young.
KDRO-TV, Sedalia
Forjoe.

5)—Meyer

1953.

Valley City (Ch.

Jamestown).

mission.

WIL-TV,

December,

(Ch.

Synod (KFUO).

KOMU-TV, Columbia
souri.

to

of

NORTH DAKOTA

12)—Hlrsch Bcstg. Co. (KFVS).
KGMO-TV, Cape Girardeau (Ch. 18) KGMO Radio Television Inc.
(Ch.

30,

Co.

(Ch.

of 1954.

MISSOURI

(Ch.

—Goldsboro Television Corp.
57) —Inter-City Advertising

34)

Greensboro, N. C. Inc. (WCOG). Rep: Bolling. January or early
February, 1954.
WNCT, Greenville (Ch. 9)—Carolina Bcstg. System Inc. (WGTC).
Rep: Pearson. December, 1953.
WPAQ-TV, Mt. Airy (Ch. 55)—Ralph D. Epperson (WPAQ). Rep:
Thomas F. Clark Co.
WMFD-TV, Wilmington (Ch. 6)—WMFD-TV Inc. (WMFD). Spring

Hollingbery.

KFVS-TV, Cape Girardeau

—Inter-City Advertising Co. of CharBolling. December, 1953.
46) — T. E. Allen & Sons Inc. Rep: H-R

(Ch.

WTVX, Goldsboro (Ch.
WCOG-TV, Greensboro

Rep:

Corp. (WGCM).
Gulfport (Ch.
Jackson (Ch. 3) Lamar Life Bcstg. Co. (WRBC). Rep:

WGCM-TV,
WJDT,

(WCBI).

Unlv. of North

(WAYS). Rep:

Television Inc.

(Ch. 28)

—Consolidated

Charlotte (Ch. 36)

lotte, N. C. Inc.

MISSISSIPPI

WCBI-TV, Columbus

4)

WRAK-TV,
Utica (Ch. 19)—Richard H. Balch. About July, 1954.
(Ch. 48) Brockway Co. (WWNY). Rep:

WWNY-TV, Watertown

—

Weed.

RHODE ISLAND
WNET, Providence (Ch. 16) —Channel 16 of Rhode Island Inc.
WPRO-TV, Providence (Ch. 12) — Cherry & Webb Bcstg. Co.
(WPRO) Rep: Blair. (Delayed by protest.)
SOUTH CAROLINA
WAKN-TV, Aiken (Ch. 54) —Aiken Electronics Corp. (WAKN).

•

—University of the State of New York.
tWQTV, Binghamton (Ch. 46) —University of the State of N. Y.
tWTVF, Buffalo (Ch. 23) — University of the State of New York.
tWTET, Ithaca (Ch. 14) —University of the State of New York.
tWGTV, New York (Ch. 25) —University of the State of New York.
tWROH, Rochester (Ch. 21) —University of the State of New York.
tWHTV, Syracuse (Ch. 43) —University of the State of New York.
tWTVZ, Albany (Ch.

17)

.

W AIM-TV,

Anderson (Ch.
Burn-Smith. December,

Note: Funds have not yet been made available for the construction and operation of these non -commercial stations and majority of Special Legislative Commission has recommended
against state grants. [See Television Digest, Vol. 9:9.]

WACA-TV, Camden
January
7

1954.

—Wilton E. Hall
— Camden Bcstg.

40)
1953.

(Ch. 14)

(WAIM).
Corp.

Rep:

(WACA).

—

-

..

NEW CANADIAN

SOUTH CAROLINA— (Continued)

—

Florence, S. C. (Ch. 8) Jefferson Standard Bcstg. Co.
Greenville (Ch. 4) Carolina Television Inc. Rep: Weed.
,

—

WGCT,

December,

(Ch.

Rep: Pearson.

WTVT, Chattanooga
WLAC-TV, Nashville

Canada Televison. December,

CKWS-TV,
CKOC-TV,

(Ch.

—Chattanooga
43) — Tom Potter.

T-V

49)

Inc.

&

January, 1954.

CJBR-TV, Rimouski, Que. (Ch. 3) —Lower St. Lawrence Radio Inc.
CJBR) Rep: Adam Young (for U. S.); H. N. Stovin & Co. April,

Inc.

(

CHSJ-TV, Saint John, N.

Television Inc.

13)—KEPO

Inc.

(KEPO).

Rep:

Ltd. (CHSJ).

A very

KTCO, Fort Worth (Ch. 20) —Tarrant County
KTVP, Houston (Ch. 23) —UHF Television Co.
KXYZ-TV, Houston (Ch. 29) —Shamrock Bcstg.

&

(KXYZ). Rep:

Peters.

—

Avery-Knodel.
Victoria

Spring of

(Ch.

1954.

—

19)

KNAL

Television

—KRGV

KRGV-TV, Weslaco
Raymer.

CBWT, Winnipeg, Man.

Co.

Lake City (Ch.

Salt

Rep: Hollingbery.

WCHV-TV,

2)

—Utah

VIRGINIA
—Barham

Rep: Walker.
(Ch. 24)

Danville

—Piedmont

&

Inc.

WTVS, Gadsden, Ala. (Ch. 21)
May 26, 1953.
KCNA-TV, Tucson, Ariz. (Ch.

Rep:

(KNAL).

Sept.

WOTV,

Corp.

(WBTM).

Sept.

Jr.

FCC)
Dropped

Bcstg. Co.

Dropped

Jacob A. Newborn
9)

—Catalina

1953.

Lakeland, Fla. (Ch. 16)— WONN-TV Inc.

Dropped Nov.

13,

18, 1953.

—

Flint, Mich. (Ch. 28) Trans-American Television Corp.
Dropped Nov. 20, 1953.
WKMI-TV, Kalamazoo, Mich. (Ch. 36) Howard D. Steere. Dropped

—

—

Aug.

12, 1953.

KTVK, Santa

November-December,

Fe, N.

M. (Ch.

2)

—Greer &

Greer.

Dropped Nov.

20,

1953.

WEST VIRGINIA

—Appalachian Television Corp.
WJPB-TV, Fairmont (Ch. 35) —Fairmont Bcstg. Co.
Rep: Headley-Reed. January, 1954.
WLTV, Wheeling (Ch. 51) —Polan Industries.

WHKP-TV,
Inc.

Beckley (Ch. 21)

—

13)
Central
December, 1953.

Claire

(Ch.

KBFM,

Sept.

Co.

(WEAU).

19,

WYOMING

Dropped May

KSPR-TV, Casper (Ch. 2) —Donald Lewis Hathaway (KSPR).
KFBC-TV, Cheyenne (Ch. 5) —Frontier Bcstg. Co. (KFBC). Rep:

6,

1953.

[Channel and

call letters

reassigned to

Midessa Television Co.]

—KGKL Inc. Dropped March
KTVW, Wichita Falls, Tex. (Ch. 22) — White Television Co. Dropped
July 28, 1953.
WWOD-TV, Lynchburg, Va. (Ch. 16) —Old Dominion Bcstg. Corp.
Dropped July
1953.
WROV-TV, Roanoke, Va. (Ch. 27) —Radio Roanoke Inc. [Note:
KGKL-TV, San

1953.

Angelo, Tex. (Ch. 3)

27, 1953.

TERRITORIES

—

KFIF, Fairbanks, Alaska (Ch. 2) Kigglns & Rollins. Rep: Weed;
Moore & Lund (Pacific Northwest). January, 1954.
KULA-TV, Honolulu, Hawaii (Ch. 4) Pacific Frontier Bcstg. Co.
Ltd. (KULA). Rep: Adam Young.
WAPA-TV, San Juan, P. R. (Ch. 4) Jose Ramon Quinones
(WAPA). Caribbean Networks Inc. December, 1953.

—

(WKAQ).

1953.

15,

—

Appleton) NeenahClark Inc. Decem-

ber, 1953.

WKAQ-TV, San

11,

21,

)

December,

Bismarck, N.D. (Ch. 12)

4,

M

WNAM-TV, Neenah (Ch. 42, allocated to
Menasha Bcstg. (WNAM). Rep: George W.

McGillvra.

Hendersonville

10,

—

WMIL

—Radio

1953.

25,

—

M

5,

11,

Bcstg.

Rep: Hollingbery.
LaCrosse (Ch. 8) WKBH Television Inc. (WKBH).
Rep: Raymer. Summer of 1954.
tWHA-TV, Madison (Ch. 21) Wisconsin State Radio Council
(WHA). January, 1954.
Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WMAM).
WMAM-TV, Marinette (Ch. 11)— &
WMIL-TV, Milwaukee (Ch. 31)—Cream City Bcstg. Co.. Inc.

WKBH-TV,

Hendersonville, N. C. (Ch. 27)

Dropped Nov.

—Rudman Television Co. Dropped
KNDK, Minot, N.D. (Ch. 10) —Rudman Television Co. Dropped
Sept.
1953.
WLEC-TV, Sandusky, O. (Ch. 42) —Lake Erie Bcstg. Co. Dropped
Aug.
1953.
WHHH-TV, Warren, O. (Ch. 67) —Warren Tribune Radio Station
Inc. Dropped July
1953.
KCTV, Austin, Tex. (Ch. 18) —Capital City Television Co. Dropped
June
1953.
KTVA, Austin, Tex. (Ch. 24) —Tom Potter. Dropped May
1953.
KTVR, Galveston, Tex. (Ch. 41) —Rudman Television Co. Cancelled by FCC Oct.
1953.
KRIO-TV, McAllen, Tex. (Ch. 20) —Texas State Network Inc.
Dropped June
1953.
KMID-TV, Midland, Tex. (Ch. 2) —Permian Basin Television Co.

(WWW).

WISCONSIN
WEAU-TV, Eau

(

2,

WCTV,

1953.

WBEY,

Corp.

—
—
—

Barham (WCHV).

(Ch. 21, allocated to Portland, Ore.) VanRep: Bolling. January, 1954.
Inc. (KIT).

Broadcasting

—

couver Radio Corp. (KVAN).

—KIT

—Canadian

—

WASHINGTON
23)

Canada Tele-

KDIO, Davenport, la. (Ch. 36) Mel Foster-Harold Hoersch.
Dropped Nov. 18, 1953.
WVJS-TV, Owensboro, Ky. (Ch. 14) Owensboro On The Air.
Dropped Sept. 25, 1953.
WBGT, Richmond, Ky. (Ch. 60) Blue Grass Television Co.
Dropped Nov. 6, 1953.
WSEE-TV, Fall River, Mass. (Ch. 46) New England Television Co.
Inc. Dropped Nov. 4, 1953.
WNOH, Northampton, Mass. (Ch. 36) Regional TV Corp. Dropped

—

KIT-TV, Yakima (Ch.

All

1953.

Rep: Hollingbery. December, 1953.
Mountain Empire Bcstg. Corp.
WMEV-TV, Marion (Ch. 50)
(WMEV). Rep: Donald Cooke.

KVAN-TV, Vancouver

&

CONSTRUCTION PERMITS RELINQUISHED

Television Corp.

Bcstg.

(for U. S.)

(Cancelled at Request of Grantee or Dropped by

Spring of 1954.

Charlottesville (Ch. 64)

WBTM-TV,

&

Bcstg.

1954.

Sons Ltd.

•

(KRGV). Rep:

Television Inc.
(Ch. 5)
November or December, 1953.

&

(CBW).

UTAH
KUTV,

(Ch.

4)

—

—

KNAL-TV,

1953.

February,

Murphy

vision.

1953.

KALA, San Antonio (Ch. 35) —Alamo Television Co.
KSHM, Sherman (Ch. 46) Sherman Television Co.
Texas Telecasting
KPAR-TV, Sweetwater (Ch. 12)

Brunswick Bcstg. Co.

—Cape Breton Bcstrs. Ltd. (CJCB).
2) —Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
(Ch. 9) —Western Ontario Bcstg. Co.

CKLW-TV, Windsor, Ont.
Ltd. (CKLW). Rep: Adam Young

—

December,

December,

(CBU).

—

Globe-News Publishing Co. Inc.
(Ch. 5)
(KFYO). Rep: Katz.
KTRE-TV, Lufkin (Ch. 9) Forest Capital Bcstg. Co. (KTRE).
Rep: Taylor.
KMSL, Marshall (Ch. 16) Marshall Television Corp.
KMID-TV, Midland (Ch. 2) Midessa Television Co. Rep: Taylor.

—

Sask. (Ch.

(CFCQ). Rep: Adam Young.
CJCB-TV, Sydney, N. S. (Ch. 4)
Rep: All Canada Television.
CBUT, Vancouver, B. C. (Ch.

Television Co.
Co.

—New
8) — A. A.

B. (Ch. 4)

Rep: All-Canada Television.

CFCQ-TV, Saskatoon,

Knodel.

KFYO-TV, Lubbock

.

1954.

Rep:

KLIP-TV, Dallas (Ch. 29)—Trinity Bcstg. Corp. (KLIF).
(Ch.

—
—

Ltd.

.

TEXAS
KMBT, Beaumont (Ch. 31) —Television Bcstrs.
KDTX, Dallas (Ch. 23) — UHF Television Co.
El Paso

1953.

Kingston, Ont. (Ch. 11)— Brookland Co. Ltd. (CKW6).
Kitchener, Ont. (Ch. 13) Central Ontario Television

(CKCR). Rep: Joseph Hardy & Co.
CFCM-TV, Quebec City, Que. (Ch. 4) Television de Quebec Llmitee (CHRC, CJQC, CKCV)
Rep: Weed (for U. S.); Joseph
Hardy & Co. April, 1954.
CKCK-TV, Regina, Sask. (Ch. 2)—Trans-Canada Communications
Ltd. (CKCK).
Rep: Weed (for U. S.); All-Canada Television.

(WMFS).

(Ch. 5, allocated to Old Hickory)— Life
Casualty Insurance Co. of Tennessee (WLAC).

Free

3)

CBHT, Halifax, N. S. (Ch. 3) —Canadian Broadcasting Corp. (CBH).
CHCH-TV, Hamilton, Ont. (Ch. 13)—Niagara Television Ltd.
(CKOC, CHML, CJSH-FM). Rep: Adam Young (for U. S.); All

TENNESSEE

WOUC, Chattanooga

H-R

—Calgary Television Ltd. (CFAC).
—Sunwapta Bcstg. Co. Ltd.

(Ch.

Alta.

(CFRN).

1953.

S. C.).

KEPO-TV,

Edmonton,

,

WCRS-TV, Greenwood (Ch. 21) —Grenco Inc. (WCRS).
WORD-TV, Spartanburg (Ch. 7) — Spartan Radiocasting Co.
(WORD)
WSCV, Spartanburg (Ch. 17) —Sterling Telecasting Co. (WBCXJ,
Union,

STATIONS AUTHORIZED

Calgary, Alta. (Ch. 2)

,

10,

—
2) — El

This station began operating Feb. 15, 1953, but quit the air permanently July 18; for details, see Television Digest, Vol. 9:29.]

WRBJ,

Juan, P. R. (Ch.
Mundo Bcstg. Corp.
Rep: Inter- America Publications Inc. January, 1954.

1953.

8

Beloit, Wls.

(Ch. 57)

—Beloit

Bcstg. Co.

Dropped Oct.

8,

11 -

Zenith v.p. H C. Bonfig said mass market for color sets is at least 2
years away, added Zenith is producing 100 color receivers for January showing.
He
said they would cost Zenith about $2000 each, in prime labor and material.
(4)

.

(5) Illustrating industry’s "truth" campaign was having effec t, was the increasing use of the "Do n't Wait for Colo r theme in newspaper ads and editorials.
Nov. 27 Chicago American editorial said there will be no mass production of color
sets before 1958, advised consumers to "get one of the excellent" black-&-white sets
Editorial was deemed result of Motorola appeal to press for caution
now on market.
in handling news of color, as means of protecting trade and public (Vol. 9:46).
11

(6) Better Business Bureaus' booklet on colo r (Vol. 9:47) moved closer to
publication, with indications initial 500,000 may be printed in fortnight.
*

*

*

*

TV p ro duction still shows no signs of tapering off much
Output was 146,727
week ended Nov. 20, compared to 149,724 preceding week, 161,337 week ended Nov. 6.
compared with 198,917 corresponding week year ago, and
It was year's 4 6th week
600,000 more than all of 1952.
brought 1953 output to date to about 6,670,000
.

,

—

Radio production totaled 280,244 compared to 276,657 week ended Nov. 13 and
It compared with 220,339 corresponding week of 1952, brought
285,340 week before.
compared to 10,934,872 all of last year.
to
date
to
about 12,140,000
1953 output
,

—

Topics & Trends of TV Trade: How the “average consumer” might feel about buying a color set may be illuminated by survey, first of its kind, conducted among the 545
employes of rectifier div. of Sarkes Tarzian Inc., Bloomington, Ind., by div. director G. Eannarino. It can be presumed most of them have never seen color TV at least
not the recent experimental colorcasts from New York as
seen on 12-in. screens. These questions were asked:
470 an(1) What would you pay for a color set?

—

swered $500; 62 said $750; 10 said $1000; 3 said over $1000.
(2) Would you be satisfied to wait 2 years for the price
Yes, answered 500; no,
of color set to reduce to $300?
replied 45.
(3) If your present black-&-white set were to fail
beyond repair, or if you were buying a new set, what kind
would you buy? 263 answered large console, 150 said

small console, 132 table model.
Average pay of employes, who’ve had no layoffs in 4
years, is $60 a week befoi’e taxes.
Most are women and
live on farms or in low-rent rural areas.
*

Appeal to

*

*

*

buying was made this week
Wallace Johnston, in identical letters to
AFL pres. George Meany and CIO pres. Walter Reuther.
Group buying and union discount stores were special
targets of Johnston, who wrote: “We are handicapped in
our work by people with ‘connections,’ group buying, such
activities as ‘union discount stores,’ many of which have no
official sanction.
The salesman who creates a sale only to
find it deflected by someone who could get it for the customer wholesale is soon discouraged and he quits selling.”
He added: “We recognize, of course, the importance of
marginal benefits to labor in addition to substantial wages
and steady employment. But we urge you to seek those
benefits which do not result in laying the groundwork for
what could be an eventual logjam that hurts us all.”
by

NARDA

Don

curtail discount

pi'es.

Ferraro’s 3 companies— Fidelity Tube Co., Gem
Television Corp., Jewel Radio Corp., all located at
.1.

Radio &
900 Passaic Ave., E. Newark, N. J. this week filed petitions under Chapter XI of the Bankruptcy Act in U. S.
Federal Court in Newark. Fidelity, maker of CR tubes,
proposes to pay unsecured creditors 20%
5% on confirmation and 5% every 6 months; Gem, maker of TVs and
radios, 5% on confirmation; Jewel, maker of radios, 5% on

—

—

confirmation.

Admiral’s Ross Siragusa, back from Europe, doesn’t
see
sets

much of an export market
for main reason that wages

there for American TV
are low and costs of reIn Italy, for example, the average

ceivers relatively high.

wage

of girls working in

$65.

A

17-in.

TV

TV

plants

is

$35 a month,

set costs about $400.

men

“It doesn’t re-

quire too much mathematics,” he observes, “to ascertain
that the average worker has enough of a problem trying
to eat, let alone trying to entertain himself

with a TV
Another major factor in what Siragusa sees as
the “poor outlook for TV in Europe” is “the lack of commercial sponsorship and with it the short periods of programming.”
receiver.”

Blow against trans-shipping was struck last week by
Jersey legislature, which enacted law (S 364) making
it misdemeanor for anyone to remove or alter
serial number or trade-marks of TVs and appliances for resale purposes.
State was first to enact such a law, which was

New

strongly pushed by

DuMont

*

gen. mgr. Irving Sarlin.

*

*

*

Distributor Notes: Admiral establishes factory branch
at Sixth Ave. & E St., Anchorage, Alaska (Wm. W.
Winkels, gen. mgr.)
Raytheon appoints H.
Tower
.

Corp.,

Distributing Co., Ft.
.

.

.

.

M

.

New Haven (Wm.

and Wayne
Wayne (Kenneth C. Burtner, owner)
G.

Miller,

pres.)

CBS-Columbia appoints Peninsular Distributing
.Emerson appoints Appliance Wholesalers

Detroit

.

.

Portland, Me. (Peter A. Anderson, pres.)

Co.,
Inc.,

.Arvin names
Banks-Miller Supply Co., Huntington, W. Va.
WarrenConnolly Co. Inc., N. Y. (Hallicrafters) appoints Ronald
Caiani sales v.p. and James Mannix v.p.-treas.
Westinghouse Electric Supply Co., N. Y., names Howard E.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Oakes gen.

specialties sales

.

.

mgr.

Dividends: Wells-Gardner, 15<f plus 15^ extra payable
Dec. 15 to stockholders of record Dec. 4; Sprague Electric,
40<? Dec. 14 to holders Nov. 27; Bendix Aviation,
75<? Dec.
14 to holders Nov. 27 and 7% stock Jan. 16 to holders Dec.
3;

Electronic

Assoc., 20<- to holders Dec. 21;

WJR, The

Goodwill Station Inc., 40*? Dec. 11 to holders Dec. 4; Strom berg-Carlson, 37%
Dec. 31 to holders Dec. 15; Standard
Radio Ltd. A, 10<? Jan. 8 to holders Dec. 18; Aircraft Radio,
J 5(1 Dec. 14 to holders Dec. 4; Canadian Westinghouse, 50^
Jan. 2 to holders Dec. 14.

12 Plenty of “shoppers” are out trying to buy up
stations, particularly the well-established ones with network
affiliations
but there aren’t many sellers in immediate

TV

Network TV-Badio Billings

—

October 1953 and January-October 1953
(For September report see Television Digest, Vol. 9:44)

EW RECORD

billings

for

TV

all

networks were

achieved during- October, according to Publishers Information Bureau report, with NBC-TV for first time
Month also
since May regaining lead from CBS-TV.
showed network radio well up from September, though
lagging behind October 1952 and slightly behind 10-month
1952 total.
NBC-TV hit $10,394,200, up from $7,748,619 in September and comparing with $8,076,848 in October 1952.

CBS-TV jumped to $9,421,202 from $8,503,620 in September and $6,896,206 in October 1952. It makes 5 times each
has held monthly leadership this year. ABC-TV broke
$2,000,000 mark for first time this year, DuMont $1 ,000,000
for second time.
Aggregate October billings for the 4 TV networks
were $23,487,072 vs. $17,385,539 in October 1952; first 10
months, $178,975,411

Network

vs. $146,228,170.

radio’s leadership continues to be held

by

margin. The PIB breakdowns follow (for
preceding years, see tables on p. 350, TV Factbook No. 17)

prospect, apparently.
Other than Westinghouse’s projected purchase of 49 £/c of KPIX in San Francisco for
$2,450,000 (Vol. 9:45), impending sale of Los Angeles'
KLAC-TV to Copley Press for $1,375,000 (Vol. 9:46) and
plan of Springfield Union and Rejmblican interests to buy
into

WHYN-TV

FCC

for approval

NETWORK TELEVISION
NBC
CBS
__
ABC
DuMont

-

—

.

-

Total

October

October

1953

1952
$ 8,076,848

$10,394,200
9,421,202
2,297,862
1,373,808
$23,487,072

-

Jan.-Oct.

Jan.-Oct.
1953

1952

6,896,206
1,453,811
958,674

$ 76,979,840
77,367,723
16,094,615
8,533,233

$ 67,385,750
55,315,230
15,624,416
7,902,774

$17,385,539

$178,975,411

$146,228,170

NETWORK RADIO
CBS

NBC
ABC
MBS

-

.

Total

$ 5,477,711
3,395,554
2,653,079
2,172,526

$ 5,851,106
4,371,569
2,914,322
2,304,804

$ 51,433,455
38,047,598
24,155,393
18,927,729

$ 48,287,237
39,417,871
29,506,385
16,839,304

$13,699,270

$15,441,801

$132,564,180

$134,050,797

NETWORK TELEVISION— January-October
ABC
Jan.
Feb.

Mar.
Apr.

May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.

$ 7,604,638
6,876,029
7,998,131
7,513,430
8,052,545
7,324,315
6,903,092
6,564,841
7,748,619
10,394,200

$ 17,275,943

$77,367,723

$76,979,840

$178,975,411

_
_

$ 8,533,233

NETWORK RADIO— January-October
ABC
Jan.
Feb.

Mar.
Apr.

May

June

_

July

Aug.
Sept.
Oct.

$ 5,156,404

2,538,663
2,797,544
2,637,364
2,593,923
2,113,725
2,030,989
1,958,683
2,156,806*
2,653,079

Total $24,155,398

MBS

CBS

-_..$ 2,674,622

_
_

Total

932,794
$ 7,083,619 $
862,299
6,621,620
7,739,812
1,054,857
819,398
7,770,181
7,622,432
864,870
7,399,078
803,848
511,047
7,422,337
7,783,813
657,746
8,503,620*
602,566
9,421,202
1,373,808

$ 1,604,892
1,481,032
1,728,446
. .
..
1,640,597
_
1,813,985
1,607,320
1,299,471
_
1,244,993
1,376,017
__ 2,297,862

Total $16,094,615

NBC

DuMont

CBS

_

1953

$51,433,455

1953

NBC

Total

$ 1,786,134 $ 4,260,555 $ 13,877,715
12,660,429
1,638,075
3,813,602
1,995,478
4,342,082
14,661,464
2,008,990
4,196,009
14,217,606
2,038,210
4,141,070
14,106,684
1,926,865
3,979 471
13,246,157
1,830,467
3,494,330
12,225,505
1,738,248
3,219,250
11,706,295
1.792,736*
3,205,675*
12,163,455*
2,172,526
3,395,554
13,699,270

4,670,089
5,526.360
5,375,243
5,333,481
5,226,098
4,869,719
4,790,114
5,008,238*
5,477,711
:

15,840,989
18,521,246
17,743,606
18,353,832
17,134,561
16,135,947
16,251,393
18,230,822*
23,487,072

:

$18,927,729

$38,047,598

:

$132,564,180

Revised as of Nov. 25, 1953.
Note: These figures do not represent actual revenues to the networks, which do not divulge their actual net dollar incomes.
They're compiled by PIB on basis of one-time network rates, or
before frequency or cash discounts. Therefore, in terms of dollars
actually paid to networks they may be inflated by as much as 40%.
Figures are accepted by networks themselves, however, and by the
Industry generally, as satisfactory index for comparisons & trends.
*

Five

AT&T

stations

network

were

facilities,

interconnected

making

this

week with

total of 227 stations in

141 cities now hooked up for live network shows. Newly
connected: WKJG-TV, Ft. Wayne, Ind. KCRI-TV, Cedar
Rapids, la.; WJBF-TV, Augusta, Ga.; WITV, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.; WIRK-TV, West Palm Beach. Next on AT&T’s
list, possibly for next week: WSIX-TV, Nashville; KFDATV, Amarillo; KFOR-TV, Lincoln, Neb.; KHQ-TV &
KXLY-TV, Spokane; WWOR-TV, Worcester, Mass.
;

—none

of which has yet reached
seems to have jelled to date.
This week, however, Variety, reporting “Lotsa Fabulous
Offers Rejected,” states that a N. Y. syndicate recently
tried to buy KSTP-T V, St. Paul, for $6,000,000 that TimeLife (with stations in Albuquerque & Salt Lake City)
offered $5,000,000 for WAAM, Baltimore; that Bill Pape’s
ALA-TV, Mobile, “could have fetched him a tidy $2,000,000”; that George Storer sought to buy WATV,
Newark, for $3,000,000.
It also repeats
oft-rumored
story, always denied by Dr. Allen DuMont, that
Westinghouse has offered $8,000,000 for DuMont’s WDTV, Pittsburgh. Note: KLAC-TV deal is understood to be
com-

— nothing

;

W

pleted, essentially as reported in our Vol.
9:45, with transfer papers due to go to FCC next week.

CBS by wide

:

there

British plan for commercial

26

TV

passed

first test

Nov.

when House

of Lords, by 157-87 vote, upheld govt,
scheme to set up network competitive with BBC after
acrimonious debate during which group of influential Conservatives led by Earl of Halifax joined Laborites in opposition.
Despite heavy vote in favor of commercial TV,

opponents claimed moral victory, contending that between
80 and 150 peers abstained from voting. Govt, proposal
would permit only spot announcements on commercial
network, no “sponsored” shows as such, and would continue BBC’s non-commercial operation (Vol. 9:46). Fullscale debate on issue is scheduled in House of Commons,
where anti-commercial forces are again expected to cite
American TV as “horrible example.” Earl Jowett, Labor
Party leader in House of Lords, quoted article by humorist
P. G. Wodehouse describing U. S. and Canadian TV
as
“the foulest, ghastliest, loathesomest nightmare ever inflicted by science on a suffering human race.”

Three new applications for TV stations were filed this
week with FCC: for San Antonio, Ch. 12, by owners of

KONO; for Ardmore, Okla., Ch. 12, by KVSO (John F.
Easley); for Seattle, Ch. 20, by Seattle Construction Co.
Among week’s 15 dismissals was application for Ch. 11 in
E. St. Louis, 111., by KSTM-TV, St. Louis, now operating
on Ch. 36 (Vol. 9:45); Commission returned it as “not
acceptable for filing.” Pending FCC action are 402 applications, including 95 uhf. [For further details about these
applications, see TV Addenda 17-U herewith; for com-

plete

listings

of

all

dismissals, hearings,

denda

grants,
etc.,

see

new

TV

stations,

applications,

Factbook No. 17 with Ad-

to date.]

TV

tape recording to be demonstrated by RCA at
Princeton labs Dec. 1-2 (Vol. 9:45) has excited enormous
interest, being first public showing of TV tape in east. We
haven’t seen the tape, but those who have assert it’s comparable with, or even “superior” to, televised film.
TV
film producer Marion Parsonnet, speaking to AAAA conference in New York this week, stated that RCA’s tape is

“way ahead”

of Bing Crosby Enterprises.
Press and
movie representatives will attend Dec. 1 session, Govt,
and industry Dec. 2.

New FCC

hearing examiners, bringing total to 17:
Frederick, 44, ex-asst. attorney general of Iowa
and ex-CAB; Isadore A. Honig, 42, ex-Office of Rent Stabilization and Office of Housing Expediter; Harold L.
Charles

J.

Schilz, 47,

Clagett

&

ex-NPA and ex-member
Schilz.

of

Washington law firm
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TAPE TV-ERA OF ELECTRONIC PHOTOGRAPHY':

In the burst of speculation about future
unleashed by RCA's brilliant demonstrations in Princeton Dec. 1-2, it's
sometimes forgotten that initial and major purpose of tape is to record color TV
Tape opens many enticing avenues but its first job is to provide color TV
with a fast, cheap, good equivalent of black-&-white kinescope recordings and film
made specifically for TV. While it is possible for TV networks, stations and film
producers to make color film and kines, the technical and economic difficulties loom
that something else seems mandatory.
as compared with black-&-white
so great
And tape looks like the answer to an industry’s prayer
One of tape's many missions is to relieve TV industry of dependence on the
relatively few color film processing laboratories in the country.
Since RCA officials expect tape to reach comm erc ial stage in 2 years
it will be ready by time
when distribution of color sets has become significant.
it's really needed
To illustrate enormous savings in money foreseen, RCA says that tape should
cost only 5-10% as much as color film for same program, 10-20% as much as black-& white film
These savings are made possible through elimination of film processing
and through re-use of tape almost indefinitely, by magnetic "erasure".
Savings in time are equally impressive perhaps more important.
After proin minutes.
gram is put on tape, it can be telecast as fast as it can be rewound
Tape simply eliminates film developing and all it connotes in terms of cost, time
and introduction of picture-degrading factors.
Elaborating on costs research v.p. E.W. Engstrom said it's RCA's guess that
Actual tape itself, if
tape apparatus would cost about same as fil m equipment
Add cost of processing
used only once, would cost more than equivalent film stock
Then, considering re-use of
film, unnecessary with tape, and cost is about same.
tape becomes 10-20% of monochrome film, 5-10% of
tape
up to 25 times or more
To illustrate flexibility of tape, Dr. Engstrom said it seems almost
color film.
impossible to produce color kines fast enough for delayed network broadcasts.
of TV tape

,

.

,

—

—

.

,

—

.

,

—

,

.

.

—

—

*

*

*

*

What is the status of tape as of today ? We can't recall ever having seen a
Both black-3c-white
development so highly refined in a first public demonstration.
color
were
shown
both
on
receivers.
recordings
No
color
black-&-white sets
and
opinion,
black-&-white
In
our
the
was
better
than most kines and as
were employed.
good as some fil m comparison was somewhat difficult in that all black-&-white even
live programs, have less quality on color tube. Dr. Engstrom termed results "better
than the poorest kines, not as good as the best."

—

;

,

Color was very acceptabl e, though clearly not as good as live or the TechniComparison here was direct, same
color film we saw in Los Angeles (Vol. 9:45).
being
shown
live
and
from
tape
simultaneously.
scene
COPYRIGHT 198* BY RADIO NEWS BUREAU
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How color tape compares with color kines we don't know.
Only color kines
we've ever seen were made by Navy, using CBS field-sequential system, and projected
on screen (not telecast) during 1949-50 color hearings (Vol. 6:12).
Results were
good under those conditions, considering capabilities of field-sequential system.
Sound on tape was so good comparable with audio of live telecast, that it
acutally increased observers' impression of picture fidelity.
Considering tremendous strides to date it's not unreasonable to expect tape
eventually to produce pictures completely indistinguishable from live pickups.
One important step remains to be taken
Though black-&-white tape is now
ready to be fed through station and telecast, color tape isn't. However, both RCA
chairman David Sarnoff and Dr. Engstrom emphasized that there's no obstacle in sight
and that telecasting color tape is "just a job of doing it."
.

,

,

.

*

*

*

#

Next comes question of impact on film industry in this "era of electronic
photography," to use Gen. Sarnoff 's phrase. For TV film producers, tape will be
When stations are equipped for tape, there will be no reason at
quite significant.
Furthermore, TV film makers must immediately quesall to put TV programs on film
of
producing
color
film now
if stations are to be equipped with
advisability
tion
tape reproducers rather than color film scanners.
TV film men have a great deal to ponder in next few years, about obsolescence of equipment, learning production techniques with "electronic photography," etc.
For producers of feature film for theatre exhibition impact is considerably
Cost of film stock and its processing is small fraction of cost of making a
less.
Big factors are salaries, scenery, travel, etc.
picture, about 8-10%.
However, if
a director records scenes on film and tape simultaneously, he can check tape immeSavings in salaries, minidiately, needn't wait for film "rushes " next day or so.
mization of weather vagaries, etc. could be substantial.
If pay-as-you-look TV ever develops into something big, tape could mean a
It might then be desirable to put show on tape for boxlot to movie producers.
office TV, on film for theatre exhibition.
Effects on exhibitors are in more distant future Dr. Engstrom said. He
visualized day when tape would have quality high enough to project theatre pictures
It's manifest, however, that it will be a long time becomparable with 35mm film.
fore tape offers exhibitors such great economic advantages that it will justify the
investment in tape reproducers and theatre-TV projectors.
Also in the future is possibility of equipping home TV sets to record proAnother home use visualized by Gen. Sarnoff is the taking of home movies
grams.
with a recorder and small TV camera such as vidicon unit.
.

—

,

,

.

*

*

*

*

How does RCA tape work ? Dr. Engstrom gave a few details.
Tape is ^-in
wide for color %-in. wide for black-&-white runs at 50 ft. per second (vs. 1 % ft.
for sound tape). Made by Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., it uses same magnetic material as sound tape. Reels are 17-in., contain 5 minutes of program.
H.P. Buetow
pres, of MMM, told us tape is not difficult to make, said "it's pretty much a standard tape." He says tape engineers haven't been too successful in making many copies
but "we're working with people who believe they know how."
Current goals Dr. Engstrom said, are to re duce speed to 20 ft per second
and less, and to put 15 minutes of program on a 19-in. reel.
Black-&-white is recorded in 2 tracks one for picture, other for sound.
one for each color, one for sync, one for sound.
Color sigColor has 5 tracks
nals were fed directly to respective color guns in picture tube, sync circuits and
Still remaining is task of extending the response
Bandwidth is 3 me
loudspeaker.
combining signals into NTSC specifications.
3.6-mc
color
subcarrier
and
beyond
Dr. Engstrom revealed little about heart of technique s, except to mention
latter achieved
use of new type of recording heads and extreme constancy of speed
with servomechanisms and other complicated equipment. Whole equipment is in 3 racks
one with the reels, one for recording, one for reproducing.
about 7-ft. high
.

,
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Program came from studios of WNBT New York, via temporary AT&T microwave.
To avoid distracting audience by program content, performance was limited to activity of only one person, actress Margaret Hayes.
,

Programs recorded a few days previously both black-&-white and color, were
Then came live color on both sets; during this phase, which was being refirst.
corded in Princeton, one receiver was switched to tape so that audience could watch
Noticeable in tape was some reduction in resoboth live and tape simultaneously.
lution, plus slight change in colors and tendency of picture to jiggle a bit.
,

Huge audience of top newsmen applauded spontaneously several times, bubbled
and their stories reflected tremendous enthusiasm.
Unfortuover with questions
nately, reporters for New York dailies were mute because of newspaper strike.

—

*

*

*

*

Large audience of movie executives attended afternoon session Dec. 1 and
reacted very much the way newsmen did. Despite the unknowns tape presents to their
industry, they applauded vigorously.
We recalled the doleful remark we heard after one of the Hollywood color
when we heard quip by one big chain
"This is the end" (Vol. 9:45)
showings
referring to the flamboyant
operator: " This is more frightening than Spyros "
Spyros Skouras, pres, of 20th Century-Fox.
Scanning the audience, we saw : Nicholas Schenck, Joseph Vogel & Edward Mannix, MGM David Selznick; Wm. Goetz, ex-Universal Loren Ryder, Paramount; Herbert
Barnett, pres, of SMPTE Wm. P. Kelley, Motion Picture Research Council; Harry KalJack Clark,
mine, Warners; Sol Schwartz, RKO Edward Cooper, Motion Picture Assn.
Technicolor; Dr. C. J. Staub, research director, Eastman Kodak; Joseph Hazen,
among others.
Wallis-Hazen Frank Cahill, Warners; Alex Harrison, 20th Century
Also attending the second showing were CBS pres. Frank Stanton with major
stockholder Leon Levy and onetime stockholder Isaac Levy.

—

—

—
;

;

;

;

;

—

;

,

*

*

*

*

We asked Eastman Kodak v.p. Edward P. Curtis to evaluate possible impact of
He said merely: " We don't know .
kines
and TV film.
It was an extremely
tape on
demonstration,
but
a
lot
of
work
laboratory
needs to be done before it's
interesting
commercial. Assuming it becomes commercial, I'd say it has a potential of replacing
kines, but I don't know about film."
No one has made color kines yet except experimentally, Curtis said, adding:
"I'd hope kines could be made better in color than in black-&-white.
,

Technicolor pres. Herbert T. Kalmus foresaw no adverse effect on his company's business, though he did say tape could "reduce the amount of photographic
film that will be used in the TV business" and produce savings by enabling directors
to view scenes immediately after shooting.
Credited with development was team under Dr. Harry F. Olso n and William D.
Houghton, including Maurice Artzt, J.T. Fischer, A.R. Morgan, J.G. Woodward and
Joseph Zenel. Dr. Olson is famed for work on speakers and microphones.
Credit for first public showing of tape goes to Bing Crosby Labs (Vol. 9:1),
though RCA is first to show color. We didn't see Crosby demonstration, but some who
Not that others have
did tell us that RCA's work is considerably more advanced.
GE, for one, is known to have made progress.
been asleep, either.
CITIES DEFINITE FOR COLOR BY
(Vol. 9:47) was confirmed this
definitely promised to deliver
from Pasadena to the following
13

JAN. 1: Our story listing first cities to get color
week, with one exception
Pittsburgh. AT&T has
NBC-TV's colorcast of Jan. 1 Tournament of Roses
13 cities and stations, no others:

—

Los Angeles KNBH San Francisco KRON-TV Salt Lake City KDYL-TV Denver
KFEL-TV Omaha WOW-TV; Chicago WNBQ Toledo WSPD-TV Cleveland WNBK New York
WNBT; Philadelphia WPTZ Wilmington WDEL-TV Baltimore WBAL-TV Washington WNBW.
What complicates situation is fact that stations can receive certain amount
of color signal over the networks, even if AT&T doesn't do a thing to its facilities
,

;

;

,

,

;

,

,

;

,

;

,

;

,

;

,

,

;

,

;

;

,
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—

leading to those stations
provided there's only microwave, no coaxial, from the
origination point to the stations.
Quality of this "uncorrected" color is something else. Engineers say that
50-65% of color burst can get through ordinary microwave.
This gives fair color in
some instances. However, if phase is not corrected, color loses varying degrees of
fidelity.
Yet, picture of 50-75% color quality can be obtained by adjusting chroma
control on receiver.
This is how WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, got Nov. 22 Colgate Comedy
Hour in color, first commercial colorcast (Vol. 9:48).
Even though AT&T doesn't spruce up its facilities to such stations as WTMJTV, by Jan. 1, there's nothing to stop them from telecasting color received if their
transmitters have been equipped to do so. How many stations will be so equipped
and plan to transmit color by Jan. 1 is unknown.
With so much attention on Jan. 1 show it's sometimes forgotten that about
a dozen affiliates of other networks in the 13 cities have priorities for RCA color
as high as that of NBC affiliates, or higher.
Therefore, it
equipment too
would not be surprising if CBS pulled a big color whingding on or before Jan. 1.
NBC-TV has no plans meanwhile, to feed network any more commercial color
programs, like Comedy Hour, until FCC approval of compatible system is obtained.
Though actual commercialization of color will come about 50 days after the system
is approved, networks and stations will have no trouble getting FCC to waive rules
to permit commercial colorcasts before new rules are legally effective.
Commission discussed color
Date of FCC approval is still anyone's guess .
Mon. Nov. 30, meets again on it next week, probably Thursday-Friday.
Again, chances
but it's getting mighty hot
All anyone at FCC
are against approval next week
There is no fixed target date.
can say is that it can come any time now.
At the manufacturing and trade levels meanwhile, color demands greater and
greater share of attention (see p. 11).
,

,

—

,

,

—

.

,

In exceptionally active week
10 CPs were
10 CPs, 3 DROPPED, ALLOCATIONS CHANCES:
At same time, 3 uhf CPs were surissued by FCC, along with 2 initial decisions
The CPs
rendered, while several important allocations changes were made final.
Gulf
TV
Bcstrs.,
Miami
Ch. 32;
WMIE, Ch. 27;
Clearwater, Fla ., Pioneer
WLAP, Ch. 27; Bloomingdale N. Y ., WIRY, Ch. 5; Cleveland, 0 ., WHK,
Lexington, Ky
WTOB
Ch. 19; Jackson, Tenn ., WDXI, Ch. 9; Provo, Utah KOVO, Ch. 11; Richmond, Va .
(Winston-Salem), Ch. 29. Educational grants were Cincinnati Greater Cincinnati TV
Educational Foundation, Ch. 48; Oklahoma City Okla. Educational TV Authority, Ch. 13.
Initial decisions were awarded to WDAE, Tampa Ch. 13, and WDAL Duluth
WDAL received approval when opposition dropped out, but WDAE was favored
Ch. 3.
after fight with Orange TV Bcstg. Co. and Tampa TV Co.
In Tampa case Examiner Cooper favored WDAE-Tampa Times because of "superiority of experience, local ownership, and integration of ownership and management." Examiner also felt it would have better staff, build and operate the way it
He said that Orange TV couldn't possibly operate as promised, and
said it would.
he asserted that W. Walter Tison, owner of WALT and largest stockholder of Tampa
TV (20%), had done poor job of operating AM.
,

.
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KIT-TV, YaCPs dropped this week were : WIBM-TV, Jackson, Mich. (Ch. 48)
Carl Haymond, holder of Yakima
WMIL-TV, Milwaukee (Ch. 31).
kima, Wash., (Ch.23)
CP and operator of vhf KMO-TV, Tacoma, told FCC uhf isn't suited to Yakima, immediately filed petition asking assignment of Ch. 2 or 5 to Yakima . WMIL-TV, Milwaukee, dropped CP same day Commission finalized assignment of Ch. 6 to suburban
Whitefish Bay, filed application for the new channel.
;

;

In assigning Ch. 6 to Whitefish Bay acting on petition of WISN, Commission
rejected argument of WCAN-TV (Ch. 25) and UHF Assn., stating that no licensee is
entitled "to a 'freeze' on changes [in allocations] because of a possible adverse
effect on private commercial interests."
In complicated Wisconsin-Minnesota allocations squabble. Commission ended up
proposals to add Ch. 10 or 12 to Duluth and Ch. 10 to Virginia, Minn.
rejecting
by
,

—
- 5 -

Final setup add Ch. 13 to Bemidji, Minn, and 12 to Ironwood, Mich.
substitute Ch.
11 for Ch. 13 in Fargo, N.D. and Ch. 33 for Ch. 12 in Iron River, Mich.
In another
action, FCC added Ch. 7 to Carthage, N.Y.
Indianapolis Ch. 8 situation erupted this week when Crosley dismissed application, leaving WISH free for grant, and filed immediately for Ch. 13.
This stirred
Midwest TV Corp., applicant for Ch. 13, into asking FCC to review its dismissal of
Crosley Ch. 8 application, dismiss it with prejudice instead barring it from applyMidwest claims that Crosley should have informed Commission of its
ing for Ch. 13.
intention to file immediately for Ch. 13, said Crosley is "trifling” with FCC.
:

;

,

PORTLAND, MS. SETS VHF; 3 OTHERS START: Three small-town outlets 2 of them uhf without network affiliations, plus first vhf in Portland, Me., comprise this week's list
making total of 352 now operating 218 of them vhf and 114 uhf.
of new starters
changes
that should be made to log of all operating stations and CPs
first
They are
an
8-p. Special Report last week.
which we published as
Latest starters
(Ch. 6), after intermittent tests, got RCA 25-kw
WCSH-TV, Portland, Me
transmitter on regular test patterns Dec. 1, and gen. mgr. William H, Rines of pioneer Rines hotel and radio family (Congress Square Hotel & WCSH, Portland; WRDO,
Augusta; WLBZ, Bangor) reports excellent reception in southern, western and central
It's Portland's second outlet, first being Frank
Maine and western New Hampshire.
Hoy's WPMT (Ch. 53) which started in Aug. (Vol.9:35), next to come being WGAN-TV
New station uses 6-bay antenna on 300-ft. Blaw-Knox tower atop
(Ch. 13) due in Feb.
Asst. gen. mgr. is Jack At420-ft. Blackstrap Hill 8 mi. due north of Portland.
It becomes
wood, program director Arthur Owens, chief engineer Daniel H. Smith.
National rep is Weed.
NBC basic outlet, has base rate of $250.
(Ch. 7), first outlet in the long reach of northern
WJDM, Panama City, Fla
Florida between Jacksonville & Pensacola, got test patterns going Dec. 1, goes comOwned by construction man J.D. Manly it is
mercial Dec. 6 with ABC & CBS service.
managed by Mel Wheeler who will also be gen. mgr. of upcoming WEAR-TV, Pensacola,
George Blackwell is commercial mgr. and James
due on air before end of this month.
doubling
also
at WEAR-TV, though the latter station is
both
Smith chief engineer
under separate ownership. WJDM is RCA equipped, has base rate of $140, is repre*
sented nationally by Hollingbery.
(Ch. 15), oft-delayed, finally got regular testing
WBLN, Bloomington, 111
programming
Dec. 6, has elected to remain independent with
begins
under way Dec. 1,
no network affiliation, reports owner Cecil W, Roberts who also has string of 5 AM
stations in Missouri & Kansas. Base rate is $200 and, reports Mr. Roberts: "We will
begin operations definitely in the black on purely local and regional business." GE
Jerrell Henry is mgr.
There is no national rep.
equipment is us.ed throughout.
is
WRAY-TV, Princeton, Ind
(Ch. 52)
another small-town outlet starting off
with no network affiliation, going on schedule Dec. 6.
It's located only 26 mi.
due north of Evansville, Ind., where Ch. 62 WFIE has been operating several weeks,
as is Ch. 50 WEHT, across Ohio River in Henderson, Ky.
Chicken farmer Ray J. Lank ford is owner Robert L. Epstein gen. mgr. Warren Wittekind, program director;
Ray Shigley, chief engineer. Equipment is RCA. Base rate is $250. Rep is Walker.
,
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New England uhf “network” gets first technical and
programming test Dec. 14 when 3 Massachusetts stations
carry same film program via off-the-air pickup. Sparkplug

;

and upcoming

anticipates,

tives of 5 other stations to discuss possibility of 6-station

directly

regional tieup.

gram

The

3 stations carrying initial trial pro-

WWOR-TV, WHYN-TV,

Holyoke- Springfield (Ch. 55) and WTAO-TV, Cambridge-Boston (Ch. 56).
Film will originate from WHYN-TV, then will be followed
by newscast from WTAO-TV.
Other stations showing
interest in plan are WATR-TV, Waterbury, Conn. (Ch. 53);
WMGT, Adams, Mass. (Ch. 74), due on air this month,
will

be

Providence, R.

regional interest as network features.

is Ansel Gridley, gen. mgr. of new WWOR-TV,
Worcester (Ch. 14), who met this week with representa-

of plan

WNET,

(Ch. 16). Gridley

I.

visualizes not only films but local live

programming of
Most programs, he

would originate from WWOR-TV, since it’s
any of the other stations
but programs could originate from any partici-

centrally located and could feed

plans work out, he says, special adverbe set for the net
“in fact, we’ve
already had some inquiries from regional and national

pating station.

If

—

tising rates will

advertisers.” Meanwhile,

WMGT

became third uhf station
up and rebroadcast sports programs from
New York’s WPIX, others being Scranton’s WTVU and
Bethlehem’s WLEV-TV (Vol. 9:45).
to sign to pick

;

6
Personal Notes:

Page, Washington consulting
from 6-month honeymoon trip to
Okinawa and the Philippines, where he supervised completion of Voice of America’s 1000-kw “beam” transmitters; he and his bride, the former Virginia Erwin, also a
E.

C.

engineer, has returned

made the return a round-the-world flight
Michael Dann, ex-asst. to Pat Weaver, named NBC-TV
network program mgr., succeeding Jack Rayle, now producing new noon-1 p.m. Home show, counterpart of 7-9 a.m.
Today, starting Jan. 18; Dann reports to Toni McAvity,
director of TV programs
Lloyd George Venard, pres,
of 0. L. Taylor Co., rep firm recently taken over by RayWayne Kearl, ex-asst. gen.
mer, resigns as of Jan. 1
mgr., named mgr. of KGMB-TV, Honolulu, in separation
of TV-radio ordered by v.p. C. Richard Evans; Melvin B.
Wright, ex-merchandising mgr., named mgr. of KGMB
Edward
(AM) and K. C. Wong becomes office mgr.
Lamb, owner of WICU, Erie, and holder of CP for
WMAC-TV, Massillon, 0., as well as publisher of Erie
Dispatch, with his new exec. v.p. J. Howard McGrath, exAttorney General, were guests of honor at a cocktail party
Nov. 29 given by Washington bureau chief J. Lacy Reynolds
Will Baltin, recently in consulting work after
leaving Screen Gems Inc., joins International Telemeter
Corp. (pay-as-you-look TV) as aide to exec. v.p. Carl
Win. Robinson, mgr.
Leserman at Los Angeles plant
of WLWA, Atlanta, elected pres, of local chapter, Sons of
Robert E. Holt named prothe American Revolution
gram mgr. of WSTV-TV, Steubenville, 0. (Ch. 9), due on
E. S. Coatsworth, ex-CBLT, Toronto,
air by Dec. 10
radio engineer,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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ED INK

KXLY-TV (Ch. 4)
(Ch. 13) fetched handprices in sale deals for which transfer papers were
operators both, Spokane's

and Los Angeles’

some

KLAC-TV

with FCC this week. Spokane outlet (CBS) which
began operating last Jan. and shows deficit of $81,296
for 9 months ended Sept. 30, was sold for $1,750,000
filed

along with profitable KXLY radio (5 kw on 920 kc, CBS).
Los Angeles independent, a consistent loser since it was
founded in 1948, with deficit of $273,419 for 10 months
ended Oct. 31, was sold for $1,375,000 without its
counterpart. Blackburn-Hamilton handled both deals.

AM

KXLY

Buyers of KXLY-TV &
are Northern Pacific
Television Corp., 57%%, and Northern Pacific Radio Corp.,

42%% —both

with same

Harris, chairman,

officers

and stockholders: Joseph

45%, ex-N. Y. insurance man, one

of

Barry McDonald,
procurement officer
ex-mgr. of CBI, Sydney, N. S., named asst, to CBC direcGeorge T. Fry,
tor of programs Charles Jennings
Kenyon & Eckhardt v.p. and ex-ABC network radio sales
Don Blauhut, exdirector, elected to board of agency
TV-radio director of Spector and Peck agency, joins EdJames
ward Kletter Assoc., N. Y., in similar capacity
A. Silin merges adv. firm bearing his name with Boston’s
John C. Dowd Inc., now is Dowd v.p. and associate of firm’s
New York branch, Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone Inc.
Maurice E. McMurray, ex-CBS, NBC & C. E. Hooper,
Kal Ross, N. Y.
named sales mgr., WJBK-TV, Detroit
sportsmaster, .named director of operations and asst, to
gen. mgr. Lou Poller at WCAN-TV & WCAN, Milwaukee
Paul A. Walker, ex-FCC chairman, has opened law
Metropolitan
office in 401 Warner Bldg., Washington;

major owners of Motion Pictures for Television Inc.;
Norman Eisenstein, pres., 45%, N. Y. investor, who owns
half of Kiddie Coat Inc. (clothing mfr.) and various
other enterprises; Richard E. Jones, v.p. & gen. mgr.,
10%, recently mgr. of DuMont’s WABD, N. Y., and before that mgr. of Storer’s WJBK-TV, Detroit; James B.
Harris, secy.-treas., son of Joseph Harris and an MPTV
v.p.; Alex Alexander, director, 50% owner of Kiddie Coat
Inc., owner of Miami’s Hyde Park Hotel and various other
enterprises; C. D. Randall, director, Spokane attorney.
Sellers get $50,000 down, then $450,000 on FCC approval, remainder in installments over 7 years. They are
Symons Bcstg. Co., 50%; Bing Crosby, 47.6%; Dr. Joseph
Lynch, Robert P. Porter & Mahlon Rucker, local friends
of Crosby’s, 2.4%. Symons Bcstg. Co. is 49.6% owned by
E. B. Craney, Montana broadcaster; 33.23% by Mrs. Burton K. Wheeler, wife of the ex-Senator from Montana;
16.37% by John L. Wheeler, son, now a Pasadena attorney;
.8% by Wm. Marshall, Spokane. Combined capital investment in the stations was $449,414.
Buyer of KLAC-TV is Copley Press Inc., which proposes to change its call letters to KCOP and to operate it
in conjunction with its string of Los Angeles County
dailies: Alhambra Post-AdvocoJe, Burbank Daily Review,
Culvew City Star-News, Glendale News-Press, Monrovia
News-Post, Redondo Daily Breeze, Venice Evening Vanguard. Company also owns 60% of San Pedro (Cal.) NewsPilot and half of KSDO, San Diego independent AM. It
also owns Illinois dailies Aurora Beacon-News, Elgin
Courier-News, Joliet Herald News, and publishes Springfield (111.) State Register under 15-year lease.
Its pres,

8-1899.
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New FCC

personnel reporting for duty in last few
weeks, mostly in Broadcast Bureau, include 5 attorneys
and 6 engineers. Attorneys: Charles Finley, ex-Treasury
Dept, and Govt. Employes Insurance Co., to renewal div.

John H. Bass, ex-FTC, to hearing div.; Arthur J. Schissel,
ex-House Ways & Means Committee staff, to TV div.; Edward Brown, ex-private practice in Cody, Wyo. (previously also in San Diego, Pensacola & Wisconsin Dells,
Wis.), to hearing div.; Earl Walck, ex-private practice in
Washington, to hearing div. Engineers, all coming from
FCC field offices and all assigned to TV div.: Robert Ochs,
Detroit; Clarence F. Heister, Kansas City; Mark GreenComing to common carrier div. from
blatt, New York.

New York field office is Sidney Kessler;
quarters from Norfolk, Hilary H. Hayes.

to

field

head-

Jay Strong, ex-Maxon and Gibraltar agencies, onetime with WABD, New York, died Dec. 1 in N. Y. His
widow, Mrs. Doris Strong, is secy, to E. M. Johnson, MBS
vice president.

Edgar W. Hopf, killed recently in accident while
climbing Mt. Shasta with group led by Jon Lindbergh,
was color TV research engineer at Stanford Research
Institute.

Shipton.

Mrs. Dorothy Schiff Sonneborn, publisher of
who has operated it at loss ever since
it was founded
this year’s loss said to be lowest of any
year. Her son Mortimer W. Hall is mgr., presumably will
continue to manage highly profitable KLAC radio (5 kw D,
1-kw N on 670 kc, independent).
Payments include
$100,000 down, $300,000 on FCC approval, $975,000 in 29
notes of 4% payable quarterly.
Seller

is

the Neiv York Post,

—

More remote pickup channels for TV use were proposed by FCC this week, which revised its proposals of
Nov. 1952 to meet industry objections. New proposal
(Public Notice 98624) would make available for TV auxiliary use, assignable on case-to-case basis, 10 channels
each in 1990-2110 me & 2450-2500 me bands, 8 in 10,500Channels
10,700 me and 20 in 12,700-13,200 me bands.
would be available to broadcasters and common carriers
providing auxiliary service to TV stations. Commission
dropped its proposal to stipulate polarization for each
channel.
Also dropped was plan to set aside 3 of the
channels exclusively for common carrier use. In separate
notice (98625) FCC proposed separate allocation of exclusive channels to common carriers for TV pickup and
other uses. Comments on both proposals due Feb. 15.

—
7
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ELEMETER

method of pay-as-you-look TV had its
in Palm Springs, Cal., accompanied by appropriate Hollywood hoopla. Of 351 homes
connected to community antenna closed-circuit system, 73
were equipped with coinboxes into which viewers could
drop $1.35 to watch premiere of Forever Female, starring
commei'cial

bow Nov. 28

Ginger Rogers, while exhibitor Earl Strebe charged moviegoers $1.15 to see it in his theatre.
Viewers also had opportunity to pay $1 to watch
Notre Dame-USC game same day, microwaved from Los
Angeles only telecast of game permitted.
In addition to cost of specific programs, subscribers
pay $4-5 monthly for regular community antenna service
supplying signals of Los Angeles stations, plus $21.75 for
lease of coinbox.
Next movie is Moon Is Blue ($1.10 at home, 80d at
theatre), then Flight to Tangiers and All The Brothers
Were Valiant. All major movie producers are reported
to have made their features available, except 20th CenturyFox which is said to be weakening.
Premiere was eminently successful, attracted heavy
contingent of movie executives, stars and press. Included
was patriarch Sam Goldwyn who reiterated his faith in
fee-TV “I’ve believed for years that paid TV must come
and this is a historic event. And if some exhibitors
have to go out of busines, well, that’s as bad as some
producers going out of business. Nobody has cried about

—

:

—

that.”

Telemeter’s experience in

Palm Springs

in next 6-12

months or so should go long way toward proving or
disproving subscription-TV proponents’ claims of enormous

Telemeter exec.

Carl Leserman made no mention
permit boxoflke TV on regular
stations, stating that the 250 community systems in country, alone, can provide substantial market.
He said he’s
considering wiring Glendale and Burbank, Cal.
Seeking to calm exhibitors, who have most to fear
from fee-TV, officials of Telemeter and Paramount Pictures (which controls Telemeter) said they are considering
system of franchising exhibitors to share in financing, operating and profit from pay-as-you-look. Commission now
has petitions from 10 uhf grantees, asking approval of
principle, but has given no indication when it will conv.p.

FCC

petitioning

of

sider matter.

to

Speculation

is

that

will

it

come up next

spring.

Coincident with premiere, film trade press buzzed
with reports that other studios and exhibitor groups
such as Warners, 20th Century-Fox, Fabian have become convinced they must get into the new field.
Since only 3 groups have promoted their particular
systems Telemeter, Skiatron, Zenith word is that movie
groups are going after Skiatron because other 2 are already amply financed. Such speculation ignores the cer-

—

—

—

tainty that
brought out

many

other systems and techniques will be
and when it appears that subscription TV
will amount to something big.
It’s inconceivable that CBS, RCA-NBC and ABC, for
example, would fail to come forth with their own methods.
In community antenna field alone, Telemeter has poten-

—

if

competitor in Jerrold Electronics Corp. Latter has
supplied equipment to 80% of community systems, and

tial

International Telemeter Corp.
officials feel they have good cross-section of public among
their subscribers, though resort town itself is hardly an

Shapp says he has developed subscription system with many advantages over Telemeter. Shapp operates several conventional community setups himself, including Williamsport, Pa., which he says will reach total

average community.

of 4000 subscribers in next

“Gratuities Are a Growing Menace
Costs” headlines an editorial in Nov. 30 Advertising
Age, which observes: “A danger flag is flying from the
LaBrea tarpits to Radio City that threatens ultimately to
bring an investigating committee to the TV industry. It
is the bribe or payment to crews for a job they are already
paid handsomely to perform. If you don’t pay, there are
diabolical slowdowns that add to the costs”
As all
rackets do, this sort of thing started innocently enough
when radio engineers or assistant directors were occasionally rewarded for an outstanding job, the producer
personally paying anything from $10 to $50 a week. Then,
when TV came: “First the technical director hit the producer for the kickback [and] for $25 a week he would see
that all went well. The networks didn’t like this but they
didn’t do anything to discourage it, either.
Most people
paid off. There were stories about what happened to those
who didn’t missed shots, bad cues, carelessness. If somebody had been tossed out right then and there into the
cold cruel world, it might have stopped but, like all unclean acts, it spread. The stagehands, cameramen, lighting men, makeup girls and boys, dressers, pages, stage
managers etc. ad nauseam heard about the handout and
greed ran rampant” ... In Hollywood, Advertising Age
adds, this doesn’t seem to go on in the making of films or
perhaps “because the
in the commercial film studios”
dignity of the job there and the uniformly high salaries
have had years to standardize the social status of the line
workers.” Advertisers and agencies are told they pay the
bill, in final analysis
“a large client can be paying as
much as $500,000 a year for this luxury” and warned:
Big, wealthy
“If we don’t fix it somebody else will”

in its dept, of

potential for the service.

Telecasting Notes:

to

TV

.

.

.

—

pres. Milton

few weeks.

communication headed by Willett Kempton;
is on campus
WFTV, Duluth,
city’s first TV outlet, has leased new building opposite
Hotel Duluth, will shortly sever studio arrangements with
WEBC
Denver’s new KOA-TV (Ch. 4), due to start
sometime this month, has made tieup with Denver Post
whereby it gets exclusive TV use of newspaper’s photos
and will carry Post personalities on regular programs
Chicago Cubs’ 77 home games for 7th season will be
carried exclusively on WGN-TV, station paying reported

WMAL-TV
.

.

.

.

transmitter

.

.

.

.

.

$100,000 for rights; Chesterfield & Hamm’s Beer again
expected to sponsor
New call letters of ABC’s RECATV & KECA, Los Angeles, will be KABC-TV & EABC,
after FCC approval, with Storer’s KEYL-TV & KABC
(AM), San Antonio, agreeing to become EGBS-TV &
RGBS and present RGBS (AM), Harlingen, Tex., becoming RG\ S
WAVE-TV & WAVE, Louisville, quit
Free & Peters Jan. 1 to join NBC Spot Sales list; latter
.

.

.

.

.

.

recently also added RSD-TV & RSD, St Louis, but on Jan.
31 lose Westinghouse’s WBZ-TV & WBZ, Boston, and

WPTZ & RYW,

Philadelphia, to Free & Peters
WTMJMilwaukee, Rate Card No. 14, effective Jan. 1, raises
Class A hour from $960 to $1050; $180 min. rate remains
El TV, Sioux City, on Jan. 1 raises Class A hour
same
from $200 to $260, min. from $40 to $52.

T1

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

—

—

—

.

.

.

Washington Star, though its WMAL-TV isn’t much of
a money maker, is building a $250,000 TV-radio workshop
for American U, Washington, which offers credit courses

Sales of “Blab-Off,” remote-control switch that enables
viewers to turn off sound on objectionable TV commercials,
went from 200 to 2000 a day since Nov. Reader’s Digest
devoted article to $2.98 gadget, says Robert Grant, sales

mgr. of Audio Controls Corp., 413 Race St., Cincinnati,
manufacturer and distributor. Easily installed, gadget
attached to sound wire on loudspeaker and extends by
20-ft. cord to remote control switch; picture remains undisturbed so viewer can see when commercial ends.

;

;

8

Farm programs

Station Accounts:
ried on 60

TV

are currently car-

them
and quoting research firms as stating one out of 4 farm
families already has a TV that rate of TV set buying is
now faster among farm than among other families; that
sponsors like Allis-Chalmers, Ralston-Purina and Lederle
Laboratories are already experimenting with farm TV
stations, reports Dec. 5 Tide, listing

;

Charles Calkins, TV-radio director of Conklin Mann
Son, N. Y. agency, who recently toured farm TV stations, found chief handicap that their programs “ape aural
.

.

.

&

radio” and concluded such shows might just as well air on
radio at lower cost-per-thousand
Best farm shows, in
Calkins’ opinion: Oklahoma Farmer, 12:30-1 p.m. daily
on WKY-TV, Oklahoma City; Farmtime, noon daily on
WBNS-TV, Columbus; Farm Furrows, Wed. 5:15 p.m. on
WSM-TV, Nashville; RFD No. U, Sat. noon on WWJ-TV,
Detroit; Farm Reporter, 12:30-12:45 p.m. daily on
TV, Omaha; Farm & Home Editor, noon daily, on WBAPHeavy local spot buying in N. Y. by
TV, Ft. Worth
Ford and Buick indicate auto advertising via TV-radio
“on strong up-beat,” reports Billboard, with 1954 expected
Ford &
to be most competitive year for new car sales
Chevrolet “locked in a battle for the low-price car purchaser” and Nash, Kaiser, Hudson & Studebaker “in a
struggle to recapture some of the customers they have lost
Vaughan Motors, dealing in foreign cars,
to the majors”
.

.

.

WOW-

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

sponsoring Wire Wheels, first program devoted entirely
to motor sports, Thu. 7:45-8 p.m. on WABD, N. Y.
Heileman Brewing Co. (Old Style Lager), for 13 midwest
markets, and Pure Oil Co., for 9 midwest & southern, have
bought ABC film syndication div.’s Racket Squad, thru
Among other advertisers reLeo Burnett, Chicago
ported using or preparing to use TV Armour & Co. (Suds
detergent), thru John W. Shaw Adv., Chicago; Foremost
Kosher Sausage Co., Philadelphia (meat products), thru
Weightman Adv., Philadelphia; Sherrill Corp., Chicago
thru Robertson Potter Co., Chi(precision compasses)
cago; Margo Wine Co., Philadelphia (Margo wines), thru
J. M. Korn & Co., Philadelphia; Sta-Nu Corp., Chicago
(dry cleaning system), thru Lester L. Jacobs, Chicago;
Aluminum Goods Mfg. Co., Manitowoc, Wis. (Mirro cookie
press), thru Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee; Toy Mfrs.
of USA Inc. (American-made toys), thru Grey Adv.,
N. Y.; American Character Doll Co. (Rickey Jr. doll), thru
Fanny Farmer Candy Shops Inc.,
Sterling Adv., N. Y.
Rochester, N. Y., thru Charles L. Rumrill & Co., Rochester; Caryn Gae Inc. (chlorophyll lipstick), thru Preiss &
Brown, N. Y.; Comstock Canning Corp., Newark, N. Y.
(canned fruits), thru Leo Burnett Co., Chicago; Grove
Laboratories (Antamine cold remedy), thru Harry B.
Cohen Adv., N. Y. Block Drug Co. (Polident tooth powder), thru Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y.; Cristy Chemical Corp.,
Worcester, Mass. (Cristy Dry Gas anti-freeze for gas
Banner Candy Mfg.
line), thru Humbert & Jones, N. Y.
Laboratories
Co., thru H. L. Mihic & Co., N. Y.
Q &
(Quettes face cloths), thru Gregory Ruffa Co., N. Y.
Dri-Zit Co., San Jose (Dri-Zit deodorizing products for
garbage cans), thru Long Adv. Service, San Francisco;
Jet-O-Mat Inc., Minneapolis (Duncan Hines automatic
coffee maker), thru Addison Lewis Co., Minneapolis;
Relaxacizor Sales Inc. (reducing aid), thru Wm. Warren,
Jackson & Delaney, N. Y.
.

.

.

.

.

Network Accounts: Importance of advertising will be
discussed by top ad executives in 2-min. films inserted on
3 NBC-TV sustaining programs each Sunday for 13 weeks
starting Dec. 6, when leadoff speakers will be Foote, Cone
& Belding’s Fairfax M. Cone; J. Walter Thompson’s James

Webb Young, and Bristol-Myers’ Lee Bristol. Conceived by Jacob A. Evans, NBC-TV adv. & promotion director, idea is to stress value and necessity of advertising
in the American economy.
Spots will be seen each week
American Inventory

on

(2-2:30 p.m.) and American
of the Air (2:30-3 p.m.) and on alt. weeks on Meet

Forum

the Press

(6-6:30 p.m.)
Bucking top variety shows,
launches unusual-format whodunit series, The
Mask, starting Jan. 3, with central character as host narrator, Sun. 8-9 p.m., opposite NBC-TV’s Colgate Comedy
Hour and CBS-TV’s Toast of the Town no sponsor yet
Rybutol (vitamins) sponsors Up for Adoption, new
human interest program on ABC-TV starting Jan. 16,
Sat. 7-7 :30 p.m., thru BBDO
Texaco buys Cotton Bowl
game in Dallas New Year’s Day on NBC-TV starting at
2:45 p.m., sandwiched between projected colorcast of Tournament of Roses (Woolworth’s) and monochrome Rose
Bowl game (Gillette) from Pasadena, thru Cunningham
& Walsh
Anacin buys alt. wk. 10 min. of Show of ShowsAll Star Revue on NBC-TV starting Dec. 5, Sat. 9-10:30
p.m., thru John F. Murray Adv.
Gold Seal Co. (glass
wax) sponsors Jo Stafford Show on CBS-TV starting Feb.
2, Tue. 7:45-8 p.m., thru Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis
Sweets Co. of America (Tootsie Rolls) Dec. 13 shifts
Paul Whiteman TV Teen Club on ABC-TV from Sat.
7-7:30 p.m. to Sun. 7:30-8 p.m.
.

.

.

ABC-TV

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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;

;
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Motion Pictures for Television Inc. has formed MPTV
(Canada) Ltd. with Paul Nathanson, Alf Perry and Alex
Metcalf, of Sovereign Film Distributors, offering Canadian
stations its services through offices in Toronto, Montreal
& Winnipeg.

CBS-Columbia signs contract for

TV

Sylvania’s annual awards, presented at New York’s
Hotel Pierre Dec. 1 comedy, Make Room for Daddy (ABC:

TV)

new

Person to Person (CBS-TV); panel,
Line? (CBS-TV)
public service, American
Forum of the Air (NBC-TV); documentary melodrama,
Dragnet (NBC-TV) children’s series, Ding Dong School
(NBC-TV) local education, Shakespeare on TV (KNXT,
Los Angeles) creative technique, Ford Foundation’s Omnibus (CBS-TV) & Excursion (NBC-TV) variety artist,
Donald O’Connor; individual performance, Mary Martin,
on Ford Motor Co.’s The American Road; actor, Rod
Steiger, for Marty, on Goodyear TV Playhouse; writer,
Irving Gaynor Neiman, for adaptation of John O’Hara’s
Appointment in Samara, on Robert Montgomery Presents.
In addition, ABC, BBC & CBC were honored for coverage
;

What’s

series,

My

;

;

;

;

;

of Coronation.

No grand

prize

was awarded by

selection

committee headed by Deems Taylor.

New York TV-radio stations reaped bonanza in heavy
pre-Xmas advertising as result of strike which shut down
city’s 7 big daily newspapers
but they also took on

—

greater responsibilities in keeping public informed via
vastly increased schedules of newscasts. Some TV stations
even read comics, newspaper editorial columnists, etc.
While radio got greatest increase in advertising, most TV
stations were sold out, or close to it stores being biggest
customers, but theaters and auto dealers also made heavy
time purchases. Stations were hoping current test of TV’s
impact would sell dept, stores on continued heavy use of
medium, even after newspapers are back in business.

—

Six

grants-in-aid for

were made

this

educational

TV programming
TV & Radio

week by Ford Foundation’s

U

Center, Ann Ai'bor, Mich. Recipients:
of Nebraska,
$9000, for 39 programs explaining significance of Great
Plains area in American history;
of Illinois, $8500, for
agricultural economics series; Stanford U, $8000, for series
on modern application of Constitution; New York U, $6500

U

standard built-in equipment for mobile home units of

for series on archeology; St. Louis School Board, $3500
for foreign language instruction.
In addition, 8 colleges

Pacemaker Trailer

received grants for radio programming.

Co., Elkhart, Ind.

receivers

as
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CA SHIPPED

25-kw amplifier Nov. 30 to KID-TV,
Idaho Falls, Ida. (Ch. 3), to be used in conjunction
with GE 5-kw transmitter formerly used by KSL-TV, Salt
Lake City, and station is aiming for early Dec. start. Its
ownership interlocks with KSL-TV, and it’s headed by
RCA on Nov. 30 also shipped 10-kw transC. N. Layne.
mitter to CBWT, Winnipeg, Man. (Ch. 4), being built by
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
There were no other shipment reports from the transmitter manufacturers this week, though at least one stated
it has equipment ready to ship but has been asked by
customers to hold it up while transmitter houses, towers,
etc. were being built.

R

-

*

*

*

upcoming new

stations,

these were the reports received this week:

Ark. (Ch. 4), is remodeling
recently purchased 1001 Spring St. building for combined
TV-AM offices & studios, now plans start next March or
April with RCA equipment, reports v.p.-gen. mgr. T. K.
Barton. It will be first vhf competitor for KRTV (Ch. 17),
which started last April. Rep not yet chosen.
WPBN-TV, Traverse City, Mich. (Ch. 7), granted
last week to Paul Bunyan Radio Network (operating 5
locals), has ordered RCA studio equipment only, will
choose transmitter, antenna and tower makes later, according to
pres.-gen. mgr. Lee Biederman.
Construction of transmitter house and adjacent 6,000-sq. ft.
studio is expected to require approximately 2 months during winter; tower construction is scheduled for April 15
start; tests patterns for May 15. Hal Holman will be rep.
KETC, St. Louis (Ch. 9, educational), didn’t make
previously promised fall start because of delays in RCA
equipment deliveries and move of Ideco tower from main
campus to site between St. Louis U High School and Oakland Stadium, now has target “at least 2 or 3 months off,”
according to gen. mgr. Richard J. Goggin. Charles Guggenheim named operations & production director; John F.
White, business mgr.; Jack Chenoweth, chief engineer.
WMAM-TV, Marinette, Wis. (Ch. 11), has part of its
equipment on order from RCA, has begun construction,
plans start 6-9 months from now, according to pres. William E. Walker. Call letters may be changed before debut.
Rep not yet chosen.
KPAR-TV, Sweetwater, Tex. (Ch. 12), has ordered
DuMont equipment for mid-Jan. delivery, but hasn’t set
target date yet, according to pres. W. D. Rogers. Same
owners also operate KDUB-TV, Lubbock. Rep will be
Avery-Knodel.
WGAN-TV, Portland, Me. (Ch. 13), already has 5-kw
GE transmitter and temporary 2-bay antenna, gets Dec. 20
shipment of 20-kw amplifier, plans first tests Feb. 1, goes
on with full power May 1, reports gen. mgr. C. E. Gatchell.
Owner Gannett Co. Inc. publishes Portland Press-Herald
and Express and other Maine newspapers. Avery Knodel
Little Rock,

AM

WTCM

•

will be rep.

KCEB, Tulsa (Ch. 23), first scheduled for Oct. start,
then Nov., now plans to turn on juice shortly after Dec.
15 with 1-kw RCA transmitter atop Lookout Mt., reports
gen. mgr. N. Ray Kelly, ex-NBC. Backed by oilman Elfred Beck, it will be first competitor to pre-freeze KOTV
(Ch. 6). Hourly rate will be $200. Bolling will be rep.
WCOC-TV, Meridian, Miss. (Ch. 30), bucking up
against local Ch. 11 WTOK-TV which went on air Sept. 25
(Vol. 9:40), has had 100-watt GE transmitter since Aug.,
has occasionally tried it out, but won’t go on regular
tests until its new GE 12-kw is ready; it’s now being installed, looks like Jan. 1 starter.
Owner Withers Gavin,
who has 3
stations and publishes weekly religious
Clarke County Tribune in Quitman, Miss., has announced
CBS affiliation, no rep.

AM

WTPA

*

In our continuing survey of

KARK-TV,

WCMB-TV, Harrisburg, Pa. (Ch. 27), awaits FCC approval of increase in tower height to 404 ft. at new location adjacent to
installation, now plans March 1
start with 5-kw DuMont transmitter, according to gen.
mgr. Ed K. Smith, who heads radio WCMB, Lemoyne, Pa.
Building next to present downtown studio-office is being
remodeled for TV. Rep will be Donald Cooke.
WKNY-TV, Kingston, N. Y. (Ch. 66), has its 1-kw
RCA transmitter, is working on 600-ft. Stainless tower
located 3 mi. from Kingston and 10 mi. from Poughkeepsie,
now has tentative mid-Jan. target, weather permitting,
according to TV operations mgr. Robert L. Sabin. Base
rate will be $100. Rep will be Meeker.
*

CBUT, Vancouver,

*

*

B. C. (Ch. 2), plans to start on or

about Dec. 16 as CBC’s fourth outlet, transmitting from
Seymour with old RCA antenna of
CFBT, Montreal, permitting 2%-kw ERP pending installation of 12-bay Canadian Marconi antenna allowing for
100-kw.
Unique construction feat was laying of 16,000
ft. of power cable in 2-ft. trench along rugged mountain
side.
Two-story chalet type transmitter house has living
quarters because weather and remoteness render transportation difficult.
Communication with downtown studiooffice building will be by radiophone.
Peter McDonald has
been named director; Marce L. Munro, program director;
Ross L. Whiteside, technical director; R. L. Elson, newsreel editor.
Hour rate will be $175, and CBC will be rep.
CFCM-TV, Quebec City (Ch. 4), recently got city
council’s approval of transmitter site near suburban Ste.
Foye, where construction is now underway, according to
technical director Ernest Miller.
Its 500-watt DuMont
transmitter is on hand and programming is scheduled for
next April. Weed will be U. S. rep.
a
Amplifiers permitting transmitter power boosts directly from 5 to 50-kw are being produced and installed
“right now,” Standard Electronics Corp. reminds us, taking issue with item in last week’s Newsletter (Vol. 9:48).
Writes Standard sales engineering mgr. Edward W.
Stone: “A Standard Electronics amplifier (operating at
about 40 kw) enabled
[Birmingham] to go to the
maximum 316-kw ERP on Ch. 13 in Sept. This amplifier
is driven directly by [a 5-kw] transmitter.
The Empire
State installation of WOR-TV, presently under test, uses
a Standard Electronics 50-kw transmitter. Here the final
2700-ft. level of Mt.

—

WABT

from a 5-kw driver. In Jan., Crosley’s
[Atlanta] will install a Standard Electronics
50-kw transmitter.” Last week’s item described new GE
amplifier operates

WLWA

25-kw vhf tetrodes making possible 50-kw transmitter
driven directly by 5-kw driver.
Transatlantic telephone cable, announced this week by

AT&T for completion in 3 years, cannot be used or
equipped for TV because it won’t be able to accommodate
sufficiently wide band.
Nor will it be equipped with the
proper repeaters for TV. However, it’s expected to be
used to supplement overseas radio program service, currently carried by shortwave.
Jointly owned by AT&T,
British Postoffice and Canadian Overseas Telecommunication Corp., cable project will cost $35,000,000, involves
laying 2300 miles of cable and numerous electron tube repeaters on ocean floor, will be capable of handling 36
simultaneous conversations. Undersea cable from Britain
will connect with 350-mi. overland microwave system from

Nova Scotia to U. S. border. Although this microwave
route could conceivably some day be converted for TV,
AT&T says this move is “not contemplated.”

FCC

extended deadline for compliance with new reguTV stations’ upper sideband radiation to
July 1, 1954, because of unavailability of filters needed
to do the job in some transmitters (Notice 53-1567).
lation limiting

INVENTORY DROP BUOYS HOPES OF TRADE:

Those clogged TV pipelines were shaken loose
preliminary estimates placing total between 2,000,000
somewhat during November
and 2,100,000 at end of month, as against about 2,350,000 end of Oct. (Vol. 9:45).
Both factory and distributor inventories showed sizable reductions from the
520,000 and 825,000 levels, respectively, at end of Oct. Full report on stocks of
but first returns from key retailers indicate they'll show
dealers isn't in yet
healthy decline from the 1,000,000 estimate reported last month.
Cutbacks in production modest business pickup, flurry of retail activity
generated by Westinghouse price slash (Vol. 9:46), were credited by trade sources as
main reasons for decline in inventory. Planned cutbacks and short Thanksgiving week
combined to limit TV output to 103,692 week ended Nov. 27, way down from 146,727 in
It brought TV production for RETMA
preceding week and 161,337 first week of month.
statistical month to about 570,000, and for year to date to about 6,770,000 (with 5
compared to 6,096,279 for all of 1952.
weeks to go)
How much further inventories will decline in December is moot question.
In
opinion of one highly-placed source, stocks probably won't show much additional
drop, sending color-conscious industry into 1954 with about 2,000,000 sets in all
That's not too high, he opined, conpipelines, or about the same as midyear 1953
sidering fact there are 1500 more dealers today than year ago.
Other sources disagree say Christmas month should bring down inventories,
especially if production remains at reduced levels as expected. Time will tell
who's right, but as a guide it should be noted that factory inventories increased
from 78,200 to 143,800 in Dec. 1950, declined from 287,000 to 216,710 in Dec. 1951,
increased from 105,170 to 119,345 last year; distributor inventories increased from
287,900 to 363,500 in Dec. 1950, from 405,469 to 439,340 in 1951, and declined from
468,341 to 404,315 last year. Retail stocks have always declined in December.
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Picture tube price trend is definitely downward . Without fanfare, nearly
all tube makers have put into effect price reductions on 21 & 24-in. CR tubes during
No announcement accompanied actions, but when pressed by newsmen for
last 6 weeks.
reasons, companies cited lower costs of glass bulbs, cuts in production cost of
aluminized tubes and normal seasonal reductions in orders by set manufacturers.
"
Set makers usually stock up on tubes in September and October, then live
"I- expect
off their 'fat' in November and December," said one major tube maker.
It usually does."
business will pick up again after the first of the year.
Price cuts averaged about 7% on selected tubes, few if any manufacturers
making across-the-board slashes. All companies agreed oversupply of these tubes
And as further indication of sluggish movement of large-screen sets,
was a factor.
RCA Victor revealed this week it's discontinuing 27-in . output.
Nearly all tube makers are now operating at reduced pace . For example:
RCA Victor has laid off 300 workers at Cincinnati plant. National Video Corp has
furloughed 300, Rauland and DuMont are producing at about 80% of capacity. Receivreflecting tubes, still in relatively short supply, apparently aren't affected
ing continuing good radio output and military procurement.
.

—

*

*
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*

Belief that slowness of TV trade is part of national economic letdown is
strengthened by release this week of Federal Reserve Board report showing industrial
with consumer durables
output registered third consecutive monthly decline in Nov.
that
Nov.
output
was
of prewar base average,
estimated
228%
leading downturn. Board
in
November
1952.
compared to 231% in October and 234%
Labor Dept.'s Bureau of Employment Security in another report, revealed a
number of areas among 149 recently surveyed reporting small to moderate declines in
,

,

10

- 11 -

employment

and many others did not show the usual employment upswing characteristic
Hours worked showed declines in still other regions.

,

of the Christmas season.

#

*

*

*

Like TV, radio production also dropped week of Nov. 27 totaling 219,156,
down from 280,244 preceding week and 276,657 week ended Nov. 13.
It brought month's
production to about 1,060,000 and for year to date to about 12,415,000 compared to
10,934,872 for all of 1952.
.

.

&

Trends oi TV Trade: Full new tv lines will
Topics
be rarities and even additions to lines are spoken of only
in whispers, as manufacturers prepare for annual winter
exhibitions at American Furniture Mart and Merchandise
Mart in Chicago, Jan. 4-15. Set makers are generally
maintaining competitive silence on their plans.
Advent of color, of course, has accelerated industry’s
drift to one line a year.
As one manufacturer put it:
“With everybody’s mind on color now, introducing a lot
of black-&-white models is like swimming upstream. You’re
wasting your time.” Only Westinghouse, in wake of big
price cut on six 21-in. models (Vol. 9:46), has revealed
plans for full new line.
Admiral will introduce a few supplementary models
at national distributors’ convention at Chicago’s Conrad
Hilton Hotel, Dec. 28-30. Philco plans to introduce additions via closed-circuit telecast shortly after first of year;
its Jan. 4-8 Atlantic City convention is said to be for
white goods only. RCA conducts quarterly field sales meeting at Atlantic City’s Haddon Hall Hotel, Dec. 7-11, will
introduce only one new set a 24-in. console at the Marts.
American Furniture Mart will have these TV-radio
exhibitors: Admiral, Arvin, Bendix Radio, DuMont, Hallicrafters, Jackson Electronics, Motorola, Philco, RCA Victor, Sparton, Westinghouse, Zenith. At Merchandise Mart,
permanent exhibitors include Capehart-Farnsworth, CBSColumbia, Crosley, GE, Magnavox.

—

—

—

*

*

*

*

Applicable to TV, Federal Trade Commission this week
approved new trade practice rule permitting use of word
“free” in ads even though “receipt of article or service
described is contingent on compliance with certain conditions,” provided all conditions are “clearly and conspicuously disclosed at the outset” of the ad. Heretofore,
FTC rules prohibited use of “free” if any conditions were
attached. Rule forbids use of “free” to describe gift if
increase in price of tie-in merchandise has been made to
cover cost of gift. Rule is available on request of FTC.
Electronics industry prospects for 1954 look good to
Sylvania chairman Don G. Mitchell, who told his salesmen
at national conference in Rye, N. Y. that heavy expansion
is contemplated next year.
But he warned that 1954 will
mark “the first year in entirely too many years that business will have to get back to selling” and that a salesman
“will have to stop thinking about his product only and
concentrate instead on the customer’s needs.”

—

About 40,000 TVs

Puerto Rico first year
after telecasting starts, according to Admiral’s Joe Marty
Jr., who planned this week end to hold big “sendoff” meeting with Admiral’s distributor, Tartak Distributors Corp.
New WAPA-TV (Ch. 4) is due to start in San Juan before end of month.
will be sold in

“Three-for-one” coin box is being offered its distributors by Raytheon in 1954 TV line. It permits 3 minutes
of free viewing as come-on to hotel or motel guest to insert coin for 30 minutes.

RCA

Victor tube dept., following recent reorganiza-

N

O DEARTH

of color activity and talk this week. Examples from various fronts:
(1) GE announced “limited quantities” of color tubes

will be offered first quarter 1954. Made in Syracuse,
they’ll
be conventional 15-in. glass mask type, sell for “about
10

times” price of black-&-white tubes.
(2) RCA has scheduled 2 more color clinics in Camden for engineers from stations ordering color equipment.
About 75 are expected at Dec. 7-8 and Dec. 14-15 sessions.
(3) Packard-Bell took nearly full-page ads in Los
Angeles papers, much like recent ads of Magnavox (Vol.
9:44), designed to urge public to buy black-&-white instead of holding off for color. It stressed expected
cost

and

size of color sets, compatibility of black-&-white,
etc.

Also in Los Angeles, Electric League sponsored
dealersei vicemen meeting at which industry
speakers expressed
great hopes in future of color but stated that growth
is
bound to be gradual.
(4) DuMont network director Ted Bergmann, in Dec.
talk befoz’e Dayton Ad Club, dwelled
particularly on
fact that stations won’t be able to telecast local
commercials without substantial equipment investment
and that
advertisers won’t shell out heavily for color
until color
set saturation is substantial
which will take time.
(5)
took occasion to deny reports, in Time
Magazine and Tide, that it will guarantee current purchasers of black-&-white sets 80% of purchase
price
toward cost of color set bought next year. Though
some
distributors are advertising such guarantees,
o

RCA

emphasized

RCA

has not adopted such policy nationally.
(6) Dec. 7 Newsiveek included color roundup, nub
of
which was: “Color, for the average family, will be a
long
time coming” and “Black-&-white TV is here to
stay for
a while.
sizes.

it

Article shows considerable confusion over
tube
be offered by

’

It tabulates size of color pictures to

18 manufacturers, showing range from 11% -in. on
up.
Fact is, of course, that 17 of the 18 will use exactly same
size tube— 15-in. envelope with 11%-in. picture.
Crosley
promises 17-in. on Lawrence tube. In same article,
TVradio editor Joan Walker comments on color quality,
finds
best “pure magic,” poorest “tough on the eyes.”
(7) Dec. 5 Tide polled manufacturers, found 150,000
color sets to be average estimate for 1954
with range between 50,000 for Seymour Mintz of Admiral to 200,000 for
Frank Stanton of CBS.

—

m
Radio shipments to dealers in
sive of auto

radios—totaled

—

months exclucompared with 4,-

first 9

4,807,332,

599,083 in corresponding period year ago, reports
(state-by-state and county-by-county tables available from
on request). For third quarter ended Sept. 30,
shipments totaled 1,593,308 vs. 1,614,697 for the same 1952
quarter.

RETMA

RETMA

Special 13-page article on color in
tronics

Magazine

December Elec-

devoted to “what design engineers
need to know” about NTSC standards, by Donald G. Fink,
ex-editor of Electronics, now Philco director of research
for TV-radio-appliances.

move headquarters of newly-created
CR-power tube operations & marketing divs. from Harri-

Addison

son, N. J. to Lancaster, Pa.

slide projectors

tion (Vol. 9:44), will

—

RCA

Bell

&
St.,

is

Howell acquires Three Dimension Co., 4555
Chicago, manufacturer of tape recorders,

&

viewers.

.
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Trade Personals:
Frank Folsom, RCA pres., to be
guest of honor at dinner given by chairman David Sarnoff
Dec. 14 in Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., celebrating Folsom’s
10th anniversary with company; about 350 men have been
invited to black- tie affair
George Laux, ex-Federal
Telephone & Radio, named mfg. v.p., National Co., Malden,
Mass.; E. MacDonald Nyhen, ex-NPA Electronics Div.,
now in charge of National’s industx-ial sales; R. A. Van
Valkenburgh, ex-DPA electronics office, in charge of govt,
sales
Robert C. Sprague, chairman of Sprague Electric, North Adams, Mass., retires as pres., Associated Industries of Massachusetts, after 2 years in post
C. E.
Burnett, ex-kinescope equipment sales mgr., promoted to
new post of mgr. of CR & power tube operations div.,
Daniel J. Webster, ex-Westinghouse, apRCA Victor
pointed marketing mgr., Raytheon equipment div., Waltham, Mass.
Kenneth G. Gillespie, Jenkins Music Co.,
Kansas City, elected chairman of TV-radio committee,
National Assn, of Music Merchants; Ted Leyden, HockettCowan Music Co., Fresno, elected vice-chairman
Erik
Isgrig promoted to new post of adv. v.p., Zenith Radio
F. D. Pinotti, chief engineer, Kimble Glass Co., elected v.p.
John H. Hocter resigns as sales v.p. of Jewel Radio,
James A. Egan, exnow in bankruptcy (Vol. 9:48)
Bendix appliances, appointed Chicago district sales mgr.,
Justin R. (Ted) Sypher, fox-mer secy., DPA
Magnavox
Electronics Production Board, now field engineer, Micamold Radio Corp., Brooklyn, with offices in Wyatt Bldg.,
.
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Washington.

discovery

of

the

point-contact

tran-

—

10 to 100 times as high as obtainable with older alloy
junction transistors.”
(2) Precision which can be attained in manufacture
of surface-barrier transistor gives promise of real mass
production of reliable transistors.

Development was announced at IRE-Defense Dept.Franklin Institute meeting in Philadelphia.
tion

New

produc-

method consists of etching germanium crystals with

current passed through tiny streams of liquid
Thickness of germanium can be controlled
to tolerance of 10 millionths of an inch.
Because transistor can operate reliably on 20-58 me military vhf communication band, it now makes possible “a portable military communications receiver powered solely by 2 flashelectric

indium

salt.

light cells,” said

Woods.

Philco research v.p. David Smith predicted new type
transistor is “the beginning of a whole family of transistors based

on this principle.” Philco statement added:

“The patents on these important transistor developments
will add additional strength to Philco’s major patent posi*

Boyd Distributing

ex-Motorola Denver outlet, replacing Walter Slagle
Allied Appliances Inc., Denver, relinquishes AdArvin appoints D’Elia Distributors
miral franchise
Inc., Bridgeport, Conn. (Charles A. D’Elia, pres.), replacing Capital Light & Supply Co., Hartford, now CBSColumbia; Harris Supply Co., Mobile (M. T. Harris, pres.),
Co.,

.

since

Based on entirely new method of processing
germanium, these features are claimed for it:
(1) Operating characteristics make possible reliable
operation in frequency ranges up to 70 me “frequencies

*

Distributor Notes: Philco appoints

.

electronics
sistor.”

tion in the electronic industry.”
*

*

*

Co.

Electronics Reports: New “surface-barrier” transistor,
announced Dec. 3 by Philco, was hailed by engineering
v.p. Leslie J. Woods as “the most important advance in

.

.

.

.

replacing Moore-Handley Co., Birmingham; Ogilvie Hard-

CBS-CoCo., Shreveport (R. S. Ogilvie, pres.)
lumbia appoints Roberts & Knapp, 210 Boone Ave., SpoBendix Radio names
kane, replacing Love Electric Co.
Simon Distributing Co.,
Lynn Dickerson Co., Houston
Washington (Zenith), opens branch at 405 No. Warwick
Stern & Co.,
Ave., Baltimore (Thomas Scanlan, mgr.)
Hartford (Zenith), announces retirement of pres. Francis
Pacific MerE. Stern, succeeded by J. Donald Cohon
cury Sales Corp., Los Angeles, promotes Stanley Cohen
to national sales mgr.; Daniel Pollack named adv. director & field sales mgr., replacing Ross Mason, now PhilcoLos Angeles.
ware

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Printed circuits and automatic production of radios
get thorough Wall Street Journal treatment in Dec. 4
lead article, which reports that Raytheon “is putting finishing touches on an automatic radio assembly line geared
to produce 1000 radios a day, with only 2 workers needed
to run the line.”
To maintain that production rate by
hand assembly would require 200 workers. Hallicrafters
has turned out nearly 70,000 home radios with printed circuits.
Motorola, which brought out printed circuit radio
in 1952 (Vol. 8:31,33), sold 75,000 last year, hopes to
make total of 110,000 more by end of 1953, hasn’t had
single one returned as defective. Motorola plans to introduce printed circuit portables and auto radios next year.

.

.

RETMA

service committee, implementing its plans
for public relations campaign on color for servicemen (Vol.
9:47), will meet at New York’s Hotel Roosevelt, Tue. Dec.
15, to consider color service pamphlet drafted by 2 reIt’s expected pamphlet will be
gional subcommittees.

used by manufacturers as basis for lectures to servicemen
early next year.

Phono record industry’s best year, with sales of $225,up 12% from year ago, is certainty for 1953, reports Dec. 1 Wall Street Journal, which lists 3 big reasons
for boom: low prices, product improvements, aggressive
000,000,

promotions. At least 15 x-ecords each will pass 1,000,000unit sales mark this year, story adds.
July-Sept. excise tax collections on TVs, radios &
phonos were $17,765,000, compared with $22,729,000 in
On refrigerators, air condicorresponding 1952 period.
tioners, etc., Govt, collected $17,637,000 vs. $22,201,000 in

July-Sept. 1952.

Dun & Bradstreet

*

reports bankruptcies in appliance
and TV-radio categories lead all others in retail business
this year; third is furniture & home furnishings category.

Printed circuits occupy good pax-t of December TeleIn addition to directory of printed-circuit manufacturers, there are articles on “Printed-Wix'ing Multiple
Soldering Methods” by Methode Mfg. Corp’s Alvin E.
Stones, “Embossed Wiring” by Erie Resistor’s O. I. Steigerwalt, “Economics of Printed Wiring” by Photocircuits
Corp.’s Robert L. Swiggett & James F. Carberry, “Protective Coatings for Etched Cix-cuits” by PCA Electronics’
Morris Weinberg & Hughes Aircx’aft’s L. J. Martin.
Tech.

“Automatic transistor machinery” capable of producing 900-1200 sealed-in-glass transistors an hour are being
advertised in technical publications by Kahle Engineering
Co., North Bergen, N.
production equipment.

J.,

manufacturer of electron tube

RCA dedicated new modern plant for engineering and
development of radar techniques with ceremonies Dec. 5.
Plant buildings, with 145,000 sq. ft. of floor space, ax e
located on 420-acre tract in Moorestown, N. J. Plant already employs 600.
-

Collins Radio Co., Cedar Rapids, establishes wholly-

owned

subsidiary, Collins Radio Co. of Canada Ltd., Ottawa, to provide technical assistance to Canadian manufacturers of military equipment.

Superior Tube Co., Norristown, Pa. (tube parts) buys
Fine Tube Ltd., Surbitoix, Sui-rey,
one of England’s largest producers of seamless nickel
cathodes (Malcolm A. Rowe, managing director).

contx-olling interest in

—
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Trade Notes:

Television-Electronics

Fund

reports assets of $27,835,082 ($15.10 on 2,009,920
shares) as of Oct. 31 compared with $26,301,767 ($14.56
on 1,806,158) last Jan. 31 and $22,503 516 ($13.57) Oct.
30, 1952. It also recommended to stockholders an increase
Inc.

in authorized

capital stock

from 5,000,000 to 10,000,000
split.
Annual meeting is

shares, providing for 2-for-l

Dec. 21 in Chicago.

Following

portfolio as of Oct. 30

is

:

Admiral 32,500

17,500, Aircraft Radio 9000, American
Bosch 15,000 common & 1300 pfd., AB-PT 12,500, American Phenolic 20,300, AT&T 2000 (plus 2000 rts.), Beckman Instruments 10,000, Bendix Aviation 10,000, Boeing
10.000, George W. Borg 7000, Burroughs 20,000, Carborundum 5100, Clark Controller 21,000, Clevite 26,500, CBS
“A” 9000, Conrac 9000, Consolidated Engineering 19,000,
Consolidated Vultee 22,500, Cornell-Dubilier 9000, CutlerHammer 12,000, Disney 8000, Douglas Aircraft 7400, Du-

shares,

Aerovox

Mont “A” 8000, Eastman 9000, Eaton Mfg. 1500, Electronic Associates 5000, Emerson Radio 15,000, Erie Re8300, Federal Enterprises 10,000, Garrett Corp.
3500, General Controls 15,000, GE 10,000, General Railway Signal 13,500, Giannini & Co. 5000, Globe-Union 1300,
sistor

Haloid 1500, Hammond Organ 15,000, Hazeltine 23,500,
Indiana Steel 12,600, IBM 3300, International Resistance
26.000, IT&T 18,600, Mallory 4000, Minneapolis-Honeywell
3000, Minnesota Mining 15,000, Motorola 26,700, Muter
4000, National Cash Register 15,000, Northrop Aircraft
20.000, Oak Mfg. 12,000, Otis Elevator 13,700, Owens-Illi-

RCA

nois 2000, Philco 18,400, Photon 7800,
46,500, Raytheon 15,000 common & 2000 pfd., Remington Rand 10,000,

Robertshaw-Fulton 20,000, San Diego Corp. 2000, Servomechanisms 20,000, Speer Carbon 7000, Sperry 10,000,
Sprague Electric 3900, Sylvania 32,100, Technicolor 13,300,
Telecomputing Corp. 15,000, Television Associates 2400,
Thompson Products 16,500, Tung-Sol 11,000, United-Carr
Fastener 15,000, Vitro Mfg. 3030, Western Union “A”
9500, Westinghouse 24,000, Westinghouse Air Brake 21,000,

Weston

Electrical 32,000, Zenith 9800.
*

*

Teleprompter Corp., in Nov.

*

*

progress report to stockgrown to average
of $5500 first half of 1953 from $5200 second half of 1952,
$4500 first half 1952. Week ended Oct. 18 ($7500) represents more than 50 TV shows and about 1000 unit hours
Operations first 9 months of year
of Teleprompter use.
have been profitable, states chairman Irving B. Kahn, and
despite expansion expenses and equipment delay year’s
net profit should compare with the $50,000 earned in 1952,
or about 50tf a share on 100,000 shares outstanding.
1

holders, states weekly gross income has

Among officers’ and directors’ stock transactions reSEC for Oct.: Victor Emanuel sold 2250 Avco
(Sept. & Oct.), holds none; Morton P. Rome bought

ported by
pfd.

100 Emerson, holds 100; Harvey Tullo bought 500 EmerRoyal Firman Jr. bought 100 Gabriel Co.,
holds 700; Earle G. Hines bought 100 General Precision
son, holds 2678;

Equipment, holds 600; Harold W. Brown sold 1900 Muntz
TV, holds 4100; Louise A. Woodward sold 325 Muntz TV.
Dividends: Webster-Chicago, 10% stock div. payable
Dec. 21 to stockholders of record Dec. 10; Zenith Radio,
50 <t and $1 extra Dec. 28 to holders Dec. 11; Hoffman
Radio, 25<f Dec. 30 to holders Dec. 16; General Instrument,
25(* Jan. 15 to holders Jan. 4; Muter Co., 3% stock div. Dec.
31 to holders Dec. 15; Reeves Ely Lab, 10<? Dec. 31 to
holders Dec. 17; RCA, 25<* quarterly and 20<! extra, Jan.
25 to holders Jan.

5.

Sparks-Withington sales to Oct. 31, first 4 months of
fiscal year, were $9,480,000 compared with $9,580,000 year
ago, but pres. John J. Smith explained at annual meeting
last week that plant was shut down by strike during first
5 weeks of the 1953 period.

W

HEN WILL HOLLYWOOD open its feature film
waults to TV ? Probably not in near future, in
opinion of 3 top distributors of TV film. Hardly a week
goes by without a rumor that one major producer or
another is getting ready to turn some of his backlog of
film over to TV
but those closest to film industry have
learned to ignore these rumors.
Principal reason for
movie companies’ reluctance, in unanimous opinion of film
people who should know, is summed up in one word
economics.
Old features can still bring in much more money
on theatre re-run basis than on TV. For example, recent
re-release of RKO’s King Kong grossed $2,000,000 in theatres, whereas Peerless TV Productions’ package of 26 top
features grossed only about $800,000 on TV last year.
E. H. Ezzes, v.p. & sales mgr. of Motion Pictures for
TV Inc., points out that another factor involved in big
producers’ reluctance is unwillingness to risk disfavor
of exhibitors and stockholders.
With some $75,000,000
worth of current film inventories (now in distribution or
ready for release), producers obviously will think twice
before angering exhibitors into boycotting their product.
Ralph M. Cohn, head of Columbia Pictures’ TV film
subsidiary Screen Gems Inc., expresses similar viewpoint,
and adds that chances for early release of majors’ backlog
“get smaller as talk about subscription TV gets larger.”
With pay-as-you-see TV looming on horizon, as many producers believe it is, it would be folly to release good features to free TV. However, Cohn points out that widespread adoption of new widescreen techniques by theatres
and producers would tend to depress residual theatrical
value of film backlogs. And imminence of color TV, too,

—

—

is

certainly

making movie companies

re-assess advisability

TV while there’s still market for black-&on TV (Vol. 9:46). Question of release to

of selling to

white films

TV

is

known

to be constantly

under review by

all

major

studios.

“No new evidence of any crack in the Hollywood dike,”
reported Billboard in recent interview with Arche Mayers,
head of Unity TV Corp., one of biggest distributors of
feature films to TV. Despite talk that color and TV tape
recording will hasten release of Hollywood’s old feature
films to TV, Mayers also thinks film vaults will remain
shut for some time because of (1) control of theatres
by major

studios,

and

(2)

TV’s inability

to

compete dollar-

wise with theatres even for old features.
Mayers says
average good feature can barely return $35,000 from TV
showings, but can take in $150,000-$200,000 when rereleased for theatre presentation. Meanwhile, Walt Disney Productions v.p.-gen. counsel Gunther Lessing is
quoted in Variety as saying his company has no current
plans to release any old films to TV, because (1) it doesn’t
pay enough, and (2) “there’s no use competing against
ourselves.”

Films made especially for TV are getting more “respectable” every year, according to annual poll conducted
by Hollywood consultant Gordon Levoy. His 1953 survey,
released this week, indicates majority of agencies, stations

TV programming to live.
Of agencies, 56% preferred film, as compared to 48% in
Of the stations
1952, 40% in 1951 and 35% in 1950.
queried, 51.5% preferred film this year, 40% last year,
47% in 1951 and 50% in 1950.
and sponsors polled prefer filmed

—

Sponsors, too, gave edge to film 55% preferring it in
current survey, as against 45% last year, 10% in 1951.
Even attitude of TV editors toward film was softening
40% preferred it this year, only 20% last year.

Wilcox-Gay, parent of Majestic & Garod, reports net
of $287,776 on sales of $14,382,102 in 10 months
ended Oct. 31 vs. $327,440 on $14,434,343 same 1952 period.
profit
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NEW PRESIDENT

BC’s

is

Sylvester

(Pat)

L.

Weaver, with Robert W. Sarnoff as executive v.p.,
both elected at board meeting Dec. 4, effective immediately.
Selections weren’t unexpected, may be followed by further
shuffling of top staff

—including

probably separate execu-

heads in charge of TV and radio operations. Weaver
continues to be vice chairman of NBC board, reports to
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA-NBC chairman, who
stated he will continue to take an “active interest” in
NBC. Gen. Sarnoff has been acting pres, since resignation of Frank White in July after serving only 6 months
(Vol. 9:30).
Pat Weaver is 44, Bob Sarnoff 35 a team which
tive

—

Weaver, in closed-circuit broadcast to NBC affiliates,
said aims to “make NBC the greatest social force
and the greatest selling force in the nation.” Weaver has
been in charge of both TV and radio networks since summer of 1952, recently detailed to color. He has been responsible for

many

innovations, including the 7-9

a.m.

Today with Dave Garroway, which he started 2 years ago
in face of strong criticism both within and outside his
company and which he saw grow into a participating show
that not only is “changing the habits of America” but accounts for some $5,000,000 in annual billings—the largest
in TV.
Weaver is a native of Los Angeles, Phi Beta Kappa
graduate of Dartmouth ’30. He started in radio in 1932
as a writer for KHJ, Los Angeles, became N. Y. mgr. for
Young & Rubicam in 1935, and in 1938 (at 30) adv. mgr.
He served in the Navy 2
of big American Tobacco Co.
years, commanding an escort vessel, rejoining American
Tobacco after the war, returning
radio

v.p.,

joining

NBC

Young Sarnoff

is

to

Y&R

in 1947 as

TV-

in 1949.

eldest of 3 sons of Gen. Sarnoff,

graduated from Harvard in 1939, attended Columbia

was

Law

School for a year, was in the Navy 3 years, returned in
1945 to be asst, to Gardner Cowles Jr., publisher of Look.
He joined NBC in 1948, was elected a v.p. in 1951, named
head of film div. in 1952. He was prime mover in production of NBC-Navy documentary Victory at Sea, for which
he received the Navy’s distinguished service award. He’s
likely to be succeeded as head of film division by Carl L.
Stanton, his right-hand man there.
SB

Plane crash in which Michigan’s ex-Gov. Kim Sigler
and 3 companions were killed after hitting 550-ft. tower
of upcoming WBCK-TV, Battle Creek (Ch. 58), was third
such tragedy involving TV or radio tower in 4 months.
CAA officials said ceiling was only 400 ft. at time of
Michigan crash, allowing some 150 feet of tower to project into overcast. WBCK-TV tower was knocked dovto.
It had Jan. 1 target date, hasn’t yet estimated how long
debut will be delayed. Two previous crashes this year
were fatal for 30 persons: 2 were killed Aug. 8 when light
plane struck guy wire of 1036-ft. tower of WHUM-TV,
Reading, Pa. (Vol. 9:33); 28 died Sept. 16 when airliner
hit two 346-ft. towers of radio WPTR, Albany. CAB this
week released results of investigation of Aug. 8 crash,
placing all blame on pilot. It said ceiling was only 200
ft., yet pilot attempted to fly by visual flight rules (without instruments). CAB staff analysis also blamed pilot
for “failure to observe objects.” CAB has completed public hearings on Albany crash, and has begun probe of

Michigan disaster.
Besides “inventing” TV, these Soviet “firsts” as reported by AP from London monitor of Russian radio:
“Soviet TV has outstripped American TV as regards clearness of reception. Color TV is being worked on. It is the
aim of the designers to bring color TV out of the experimental stage in 1954-55.” (Presumably that’s time enough
for Soviet agents to deliver the specifications on U. S.

equipment.)

this

Three of the 5 applicants for Buffalo’s Ch. 7 withdrew
week and formed new corporation, Great Lakes TV

Inc., filing new application for the channel.
New firm is
equally owned by the 3 dropouts Buffalo Courier-Exrrres *
(WEBR), Copper City Bcstg. Co. (WKTV, Utica & WKAL,
Rome, N. Y.) and Cataract Theatre Corp. & WPIT, Pittsburgh (each of which had 50% of old Frontier TV Inc.
application). Also filed this week was application for

—

newly assigned Ch. 6 in Milwaukee (allocated to nearby
Whitefish Bay) by WMIL, which also filed request to
dismiss its CP for Milwaukee’s Ch. 31 (see p. 4) application for Selma, Ala., Ch. 8, by group led by Wm. E. Benns
Jr., half owner of Vulcan Tower Co. and Wm. J. Brennan,
mgr. of WBAM, Montgomery; application for Indianapolis, Ch. 13, by Crosley Bcstg. Co., whose application for
;

Ch. 8 there was dismissed this week at applicant’s reThese 4 applications, together with 10 dismissals
and week’s 10 grants, left total applications pending at
386, including 86 uhf.
[For further details about these
applications, see TV Addenda 17 -V herewith; for complete listings of all grants, new stations, applications, dismissals, hearings, etc., see TV Factbook No. 17 with Adquest.

denda

to date.]

Restoration of baseball TV-radio curbs, scrapped in
1951 under pressure from Justice Dept., was urged by
minor leagues, meeting this week in Atlanta. Resolution

by Sen. Johnson

Western League,
next week to
major league meeting. Principal points: (1) Commercial
TV-radio broadcasts of big league games would be barred
in minor league cities on dates when the minor league
club is playing at home or away, unless minor league club
gives its consent. (2) Sustaining TV-radio coverage would
be permitted without restrictions. Major league meeting
next week may consider proposal for NCAA-type “game
of the week” TV series on Saturday afternoons, involving
(D-Colo.),

was passed unanimously,

pres,

of

will be submitted

16 big league clubs, to be sold to sponsor for about

all

$ 2 000 000
,

,

.

Chemical Bank & Trust Co., N. Y., reported to be
planning to become active in TV picture financing, following announcement it’s backing Telemount-Mutual Productions’ series of 13 Cowboy G-Men.
Bankers Trust Co. is
bankrolling Mark VII Productions’ Dragnet, and expansion of more big banks into TV films is regarded as certain.
Channel shifts & power increases: WXEL, Cleveland,
Dec. 10 moves from Ch. 9 to 8, increases antenna height
from 437 to 778 ft., changes from 6 to 12-bay antenna.
KFOR-TV, Lincoln, Neb., has increased ERP from 11 to
59 kw. RCA Dec. 3 shipped 50-kw amplifier to WAAM,
Baltimore.

Added to AT&T’s TV network facilities this week
were KFDA-TV, Amarillo, Tex. and WSIX-TV, Nashville,
making total of 230 interconnected stations in 143 cities.
Next on list to be interconnected are WWOR-TV, Worcester, Mass, and WTOV-TV, Norfolk.

KSTM-TV,
interest to

East

St.

St.

Louis (Ch. 36) announces sale of 10%
Louis Journal, one of Lindsay-Schaub

newspaper group.

Bound and Indexed

We

and bind, between embossed hard
book covers, a limited quantity of all 1953 issues of
the Television Digest Weekly Newsletters, plus the
semi-annual TV Factbooks with all Addenda, plus
all Supplements and Special Reports.
This volume
will provide a handy and handsome permanent refence for your own or your company library. Orders
will be taken only until Jan. 5. Price: $25 per volume.
will index
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MORE START TESTING, CANADA ADDS

ONE: Opening new TV areas mainly 9 more stations
them
vhf)
along with another in Canada
week
of
making total
went on air this
(5
on
the
air
with
test
patterns, 223 vhf, 118 uhf.
of 341 now in regular operation or
That makes 216 starters so far this year, 132 in the 154 days since Aug. 1 when we
still a good prediction.
This week's
predicted one-a-day for rest of year
KWTV, Oklahoma City (Ch. 9), first vhf competitor of Daily Oklahoman's prefreeze WKY-TV (Ch. 4), was all ready to start testing Sat. Dec. 12 with RCA 10-kw
transmitter telecasting from 6-bay antenna atop temporary 340-ft. Andrews tower pendBacked by
ing construction of super-dooper 1572-ft. Ideco tower starting in Jan.
and F. E.
John T. Griffin radio interests, oilmen Roy H. Turner (ex-Gov. of Okla.
Harper, theatreman Henry S. Griffing, station is managed by ex-Oklahoman executive
Sales mgr. is Fred L. Vance, and
Edgar T. Bell who owns all its Class B stock.
It joins CBS-TV as basic outlet Dec. 20 when
chief engineer is Morris L. Thomas.
regular programming begins. Base rate is $465. Rep is Avery-Knodel.
(Ch. 13), opening up entirely new TV area more than
WWTV, Cadillac, Mich
100 mi. from nearest other stations, put first test signals on air Dec. 11 and v.p.gen. mgr. Lee T. Matthews wired: "Dealers reported generally excellent reception
throughout predicted Grade A and Grade B coverage areas and usable picture from as
far as 120 mi. away along the northeastern portion of the Michigan Lower Peninsula."
Jackson, Mich.
Federal-equipped, station is owned by Sparks-Withington Co
TVIt uses temporary 450-ft. tower pending 1200-ft. planned next
radio manufacturer.
It becomes a primary affiliate of CBS, also will get ABC & DuMont programs.
spring.
Regular programs start about Jan. 1. Base rate is $200. Rep is Weed.
(Ch. 9), just 35 mi. due west of Pittsburgh and
WSTV-TV, Steubenville, 0
only 50 mi. south of Youngstown, began first test patterns Dec. 10, starts programs
It's owned by group headed by exec. v.p. John J. Laux
(CBS affiliation) Dec. 24.
It's RCA equipped with 12-section superwhich controls WFPG-TV, Atlantic City.
Rep is Avery-Knodel.
Base rate is $400.
turnstile atop 800-ft. tower.
WNAM-TV, Neenah, Wis
(Ch. 42), on the shores of Lake Winnebago just 11 mi.
north of Oshkosh, where uhf was opened up by WOSH-TV (Ch. 48) in June, began test
patterns night of Dec. 10 and gen. mgr. Don C. Wirth wires: "Terrific response from
viewers and dealers in Green Bay, Fond du Lac, Oshkosh and dealers in tri-city area
of Neenah-Appleton and Menasha report solid signal in all locations." Station owner
banker and paper mill owner. Station mgr. is Louis W. Pozgay,
is Samuel N. Pickard
"We are having no trouble selling time here," states
chief engineer Harry W. Hill.
Wirth, "and we look to break-even point within 30 days after we are on the air."
Base rate is $150.
Rep is George W. Clarke Inc.
Equipment is RCA.
f
KFYR-TV, Bismarck, N.D
(Ch. 5), opening up brand new TV area in south central section of state, began test patterns Dec. 8 with RCA 10-kw transmitter and
temporary 20-ft. single-bay antenna mounted atop 240-ft. State Capitol on edge of
town, pending completion of new 12-bay superturnstile to go on 500-ft. Truscon tower
9

,

—

—
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later.
Gen. mgr. is F.E. Fitzsimmonds
with Alvin Anderson, sales mgr. Cal Culver,
program director; Ivar Nelson, chief engineer. Station will get NBC & CBS programs,
starts with §150 base rate.
Blair is rep.
WAYS-TV, Charlotte, N.C
(Ch. 36), first competitor of pre-freeze vhf WBTV,
began testing Dec. 7, expects to go commercial between Dec. 15-30, reports gen. mgr.
James P. Poston native of Durham and onetime Broadway actor.
Roy Thomas is sales
mgr., B.C. Stewart chief engineer.
Same group (Geo. W. Dowdy, B.T. Whitmire, J.H.
Doughton, Harold Thoms) also holds CP for WCOG-TV, Greensboro. RCA-equipped, new
outlet will join ABC, has §300 rate.
Rep is Bolling.
WSIL-TV, Harrisburg, 111
(Ch. 22), at extreme southern end of heavily uhfpopulated state, began independent commercial operation Dec. 6. It's owned by partnership called Turner-Farrar Assn., with Oscar L. Turner as president, operating 17
theatres in 11 Illinois communities. Rate is §150, no network or rep announced.
KOAM-TV, Pittsburg, Kan
(Ch. 7), located on Missouri border just 79 mi.
west of Springfield, began operating Dec. 5, will get service from all 4 networks.
Owned 20% by E.V. Baxter it's 10% owned by Lester E. Cox, who recently sold interest in KCMO-TV & KCMO, Kansas City, and 10% by son Lester Lee Cox; former owns 49%
Joplin Globe Publishing Co. has option to buy 30%. Louis
of KWTO, Springfield, Mo.
R. Martin is program mgr., Leo Stafford chief engineer.
RCA-equipped, the station
starts with §200 base rate.
Rep is Katz.
WAIM-TV, Anderson, S.C
(Ch. 40), located 28 mi. south of Greenville's new
WGVL (Ch. 23) and 84 mi. northwest of Augusta's WJBF-TV (Ch. 6), has been testing
intermittently since Dec. 1, begins programs Dec. 15.
Gen. mgr. Glenn P. Warnock
reports "response to coverage wonderful up to 50 miles," and adds, "41 days ago we
Owned by Wilton Hall's Anderson Independent, station uses Federal
were a mudhole."
1-kw transmitter, joins CBS, has §200 base rate, is represented by Burn-Smith.
,

;

.

,

.

.

,

.
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*

*

CBUT, Vancouver, B.C. (Ch. 2 ), Canada's 6th station, began testing Dec. 7,
starts 5-hours-a-day program operation Dec. 16 with official ceremonies attended by
It's CBC's 4th outlet Marconi
A.D. Dunton, Canadian Broadcasting Corp. chairman.
equipped with temporary 16-ft. wooden tower and RCA antenna (old temporary of Montreal's CBFT) atop 2-story chalet-type house at the 2700-ft. level of Mt. Seymour.
Kenneth C. Caple has been assigned as CBC regional representative at Vancouver and
Peter McDonald is CBUT director. Base rate is §175.
Note CBC has recommended 2 more CPs be granted in Canada
to Ralph H.
Parker, CFPA, Port Arthur, Ont., for Ch. 2 and to La Tribune Limitee, operator of
Latter is headed by Senator J. Nicol.
CHLT, Sherbrooke, Que., for Ch. 7
Stations
presumably will simply add "TV" suffix to AM call letters. CBC recommendation is
tantamount to grant since Canadian cabinet usually ratifies. With CBUT now on air,
these make 17 CPs still outstanding (see list, p. 8, our Nov. 28 Special Report).
,

—

:

,
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THE BLUE CHIP BUSINESS OF TELECASTING?

It's been a rule-of-thumb
in contemplating
the start of a TV station, that you have to figure on §250,000 to §1,000,000 to go
the range depending on costliness of getting the CP,
into full-fledged operation
elaborateness of the preparations, cost of real estate, cost of transmitter, tower,
Fact is, minimum figure for equipment alone is usually
studio equipment, etc. etc.
around §200,000 not always including camera chain. And a TV station requires a
bigger staff, costs more for programs (notably film rentals), burns out costlier
tubes more rapidly than does a radio broadcasting station.
,

—

,

Hence the hesitancy of many enterprisers not in high income tax brackets to
venture into telecasting. So far, we've heard of very few who got into the business
and of course there have been the examples of 2 who started but quit
on the cheap
cause they couldn't make a go of it (in Roanoke, Va. and Nampa, Ida.).
Our mail this week brings an astonishing report from a prospective telecaster, operator of 3 smalltown radio stations, who tells us he expects to increase
the staff of his WJPB, Fairmont, W. Va. by only 6, is spending only §117,565 for all
the basic equipment for his new WJPB-TV (Ch. 35), has budgeted it for $75,000 operating costs, expects gross revenues in excess of §100,000 first year. At least:

—

¥

3

That is the picture as it looks from here just prior to going on the air
"We purchased a Continental
28, 1954," writes owner-mgr. J. Patrick Beacom.
1-kw transmitter, RCA antenna, GPL image orthicon camera chain, GPL film equipment,
General Radio Co. monitors and RCA audio equipment for a total cost of $117,565.
This is probably the lowest cost for a completely equipped station with camera chain,
etc. By keeping costs down we have every reason to believe we will be able to make
WJPB-TV pay its way in the small Fairmont-Morgantown market."
"

Jan.

,

Base rate will be $200 network will be ABC but no interconnection promised
Rep will be Headley-Reed.
before April and with some programs from DuMont & NBC.
Nearest stations are Wheeling's WTRF-TV (Ch. 7), 51 mi. away, and WTAP, Parkersburg
(Ch. 15), 77 mi., so that for all practical purposes it opens up a new TV area.
Not e When he started KVOS-TV, Bellingham, Wash
(Ch. 12) last May, Rogan
Jones boasted that with home-built transmitting equipment and no live camera he had
added TV to his radio plant for only $82,000 published $90 Class A hour rate, still
Next lowest rate seems to be the $100 published by upcoming new
lowest of record.
If there are any lower, we haven't heard of them,
WKNY- T V, Kingston, N.Y (Ch. 66).
though one respondent to our Factbook questionnaires, on the air since last spring,
for whatever that connotes
actually reported he publishes no rate card
,

:

.

,

.
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COLOR STILL 'IMMINENT'; CBS & NBC PLANS: Date of FCC color decision still can't be
The only thing sure is that "it's closer" through the mere passage of
pin-pointed
time — and there's a fair possibility it won't come until after Christmas.
Commission has been sandwiching the color discussions in its huge agenda of
Betimes, it has been
business, some of which it obviously considers more urgent.
subjected to considerable urging from both the "fast" and "slow" color schools.
Remember NARDA's frank letter to FCC about month ago? On behalf of heavily
stocked retail dealers, it expressed hope decision would be delayed until as close
to Christmas as possible so as not to disrupt normal trade (Vol. 9:45).
None other than Sen. Johnson (D-Colo.), who has long been needling FCC and
the industry for speed on color, wrote NARDA from Denver Nov. 30 that he hopes the
decision comes Dec. 31 or shortly thereafter.
Comm ission may well have eye out for trade therefore, in belief that the
healthier the industry the better able it will be to introduce color
that a few
iveeks more or less can mean little as far as the long-term growth of color is conIt's a far cry from the hell-in-a-hack demand for color of recent memory.
cerned.
.

-

,

*

*’

*

—

*

Game of "who's first" in color among stations meanwhile, has become quite
frenetic last week or two.
Even more close-mouthed than NBC on color plans, CBS h as
been quietly colorcasting in New York only 5:30-6 p.m. Fridays, is now aiming for
Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 5:30-6 series to start Jan. 15 including only New York and Baltimore
at first, then on Feb. 1 extending to Chicago and Los Angeles.
,

,

Though AT&T promised to bring Jan. 1 Tournament of Roses to only 13 NBC-TV
affiliates (Vol. 9:49), the irrepressible Walter Damm, WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee finally
wangled a regular color hookup. Not to be outdone by his northern colleague, the
manager of another old-line NBC affiliate, George Burbach, KSD-TV, St. Louis went
into action and got guarantee he wouldn't be left out in the monochrome cold.
Then
Alvin Schrott, W JAC-TV Johnstown, Pa
reported: "We will be the first TV station
in the country to be fully converted for the transmission of network color"
though
he does say AT&T will be able to supply a "90%" signal instead of 100%.
But AT&T isn't guaranteeing signal to WJAC-TV, so station is in same position as many others with only microwave between them and color origination point.
At the moment, only 15 stations (Vol. 9:49) are guaranteed by AT&T, though other
NBC-TV affiliates are still in there pitching
notably Stanley Hubbard's KSTP-TV,
St
Paul whose chances appear slim at this late date.
Another chan ge aff e cts Denver where KOA-TV is due on air Dec. 24.
It will
replace KFEL-TV as NBC affiliate and take color Jan. 1.
As example of color promotion among stations, KOA-TV has invited 1500 guests to see program, closed circuit,
on 3 color sets in Cosmopolitan Hotel.
color's impact on trade see p. 8.]
[ For
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FCC GRANTS 6, LEERY OF BUFFALO DEAL: S ix CPs, 5 initial decisions, 3 CPs dropped
FCC score this week might have included Ch. 2 grant in Buffalo too except that it
smelled "strike" application there and set case for hearing.
The week's grants
:

Miami Miami Biscayne TV Corp., Ch. 33; Baltimore, WSID (Essex, Md.), Ch.
WLOS, Ch. 13; Amarillo
KDAL, Ch. 3; Asheville N. .
Tex . KLYN,
18; Duluth, Min n.
Ch. 7; Corpus Christi, Tex ., H.L. Hunt, Ch. 43.
,

,

,

,

,

,

Initial decision s proposed grants to: Indianapolis WISH, Ch. 8; Erie Pa
WLEU, Ch. 66; Corpus Christi Coastal Bend TV Co., Ch. 22.
The applicant which came close to grant was Niagara Frontier Amusement
competitors WGR, WHLD, Victory IV
Corp., Buffalo
As result of merger agreement
but Commission questioned whether
Corp. and Enterprise Transmission Inc. dismissed
Enterprise had filed in good faith and whether it received "additional consideraAs part of agreement, Niagara Frontier was to buy WGR for
tion" for dropping out.
$1,450,000. Reportedly, WBES-TV (Ch. 59) was to discontinue operations, sell part
Hearing was set for Jan. 8.
of equipment to new vhf grantee.
,

.

,

,

.

,

—

Miami grant resulted from FCC's dismissal of competitor for lack of proseDuluth and Amarillo CPs were final decisions after opponents dropped out.
cution.
Asheville grant stemmed from merger with WWNC and dismissal of application by Wm. W.
WWNC has option to buy 31.25%, gets $5558 from WLOS for
Orr, who received $5000.
expenses, sells WLOS parcel of land for $10,000.
Oilman H.L. Hunt received Corpus Christi CP after amending to newly assigned
Indian Ch. 43 from Ch. 22, then Ch. 22 was proposed to be granted to Coastal Bend.
apolis and Erie initial decisions followed dismissals by opponents.
*

*

*

*

Among other actions the FCC: (1) Officially cancelled CP of KIRV, Denver
20) for failure to build.
(2) Proposed assignment of Ch. 18 to Zanesville, 0 .,
station had asserted that high channel
at request of uhf grantee WHIZ-TV (Ch. 50)
was unsuited to terrain, and there's good chance FCC will waive rules to permit it
(3) Set Jan. 8 for start of hearto operate on old channel while applying for new.
ing on Ch. 10 for 3 competing Norfolk area applicants.
,

(Ch.

;

—

WJON-TV, St. Cloud, Minn.
Two more grantees dropped their CPs this week
Since
freeze,
(Ch.
32 CPs have been canFrederick,
Md.
62).
WFMD-TV,
and
(Ch. 7)
for
vhf
channels.
celled, including 7
Telecasting Notes: “Is TV over-commercialized?” asked
Sponsor Magazine in postcard survey of admen and station executives, with these results: 59.5% said yes, 12.3%
Critic John Crosby, calling
said maybe, 28.2% said no.
Sponsor “the conscience of the industry” and deeply impressed by this reaction from the folks who earn their living by the commercialism of TV, draws these conclusions:
“The principal offenders, though, are not networks but
individual stations which are wallowing in income from
these malpractices. When 6 out of 10 admen and station
executives feel that TV is over-commercialized, something is clearly wrong. Eventually, there will be an outcry from the public of even greater dimension. Then some
Congressman will start a crusade to determine just how
much advertising is good for the public [which] ought to
drive the more responsible members of the industry of

—

—

there are quite a lot to clean their own houses
MPAA-ABC
before someone else does it for them”
half-hour film series glorifying Hollywood and presenting
clips from new movies (Vol. 9:25) “appears dodo-dead.”
reports Dec. 9 Variety, principally because of lack of enthusiasm by movie producers and inability to arrange per-

whom

.

.

.

sonal appearances by stars featured in the film clips now
New NBC-TV studio 5-H in Radio City, deavailable
signed for “the new horizons of tomorrow’s TV” at cost
of $375,000, boasts ability to assemble and coordinate
multiple originations from as many as 10 outside sources
simultaneously as well as 2 new-type vidicon film camera
.

.

.

chains and 2 iconoscope chains

.

.

.

Variety Dec. 9 surveys

“bylines and cushy sidelines” of newspaper folk on

programs

roundup from N.

in

Y.,

TV

Hollywood, Chicago,
Detroit, Minneapolis

Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh,
correspondents detailing surprising number of editorial
staffers earning extra money on all kinds of shows, sponsored and unsponsored
Historical TV series of 13 programs produced by U of Utah library and underwritten by
$3900 grant from American Library Assn, will be presented by KDYL-TV, Salt Lake City, beginning late in
Jan.
Ed Marrow, with reporters Ed Scott & Bob Pierpoint, will again do a “Christmas in Korea” on CBS-TV
See It Nov> Dec. 29, repeating assignment that won so
much great acclaim last year
All 7 N. Y. stations
slated to be telecasting from Empire State Bldg, antennas
by Dec. 12, when WOR-TV begins transmission from new
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

antenna there.
s

For “insulting” sponsor’s product with a cute nosethumbing on WOR-TV’s Broadway TV Theatre, actor
Ian Keith has been suspended by AFTRA for 3 months,
union holding his action was “detrimental to the welfare
of the acting profession”

and “endangered the

livelihood

members of the cast.” Charges were brought by
producer Warren Wade and players Sylvia Sidney, James
Blaine, Edward Peck, Christopher Plummer. Keith failed
of fellow

to appear at hearing, replied to charges in writing. Union
board stated “Such conduct cannot be countenanced and
the union cannot condone Mr. Keith’s conduct toward hi*
fellow actors, his producer and his sponsor.”
:

—

—
5

P

RESENT LIMIT

of 5

TV

stations under

common owner-

expected to be changed by FCC
within 2 weeks to permit any single group to acquire 2
uhf stations for total of 7 holdings. Commission debate
on subject has been vigorous; vote is likely to be 5-2—
Decision may
Comrs. Bartley and Hennock dissenting.
come in form of proposed rule-making, though it may be
ship

9:48)

(Vol.

is

a full-fledged final action.
Commission’s thinking, in planning move, is that
there’s everything to gain, nothing to lose. Actually, there
are very few groups with full complement of 5 stations
now, but several are extremely influential and FCC rea-

more direct their stake in uhf the better.
Networks have long maintained that their real profits
come from station ownership, rather than network operations, so Commission figures that networks may see longterm advantages in uhf ownership.
Five groups had asked Commission to up limit from
5
all of them in Jan.-Feb. 1952, before freeze was lifted:
NBC, ABC, DuMont, Storer and group in northwest
which includes Grant Wrathall. All asked for limit of 7,
Some said vhf holdexcept DuMont which requested 8.
ings should be limited to 5; others asked that no distinction be made between vhf & uhf.
Commission doesn’t delude itself that multiple owners
will push uhf where economic cards are stacked against
sons that the

—

uhf, nor does it ignore possible psychological adverse reaction if multiple owners ignore uhf opportunities. However, it does hope that well-heeled groups can get uhf over

the

hump

in

cities

where small fry would be unable

to

weather temporary i’ed-ink period.
Commission is also aware of fact that networks conprograms
trol the most powerful factor for uhf success
and over long haul could put uhf across in heavily saturated vhf cities if they choose to take affiliations away
from vhf.

—

An additional factor impelling FCC to raise limit is
that such organizations as NBC, CBS and DuMont also
make TV sets, so may be inclined to put greater stress on
uhf

if

they have a direct interest in uhf stations.

Network Accounts: CBS-TV’s answer to Dave Galloway’s successful 7-9 a.m. Today on NBC-TV probably will
be forthcoming in Jan., with kine expected to be cut next
week.
Format is almost identical, will use same hours,
same partic. sponsorship setup. Talent lined up so far
includes Walt Kelly and Baird puppets, with possibility
Edith Adams will be starred as female disc jockey. Unnamed as yet, it’s under direction of special events director
Turns buys two 15-min. segments, Gillette
Paul Levitan
another, on Season’s Greetings, special Xmas all-star variety show on NBC-TV Dec. 22, 8-9 p.m., former thru
Nestle’s
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, latter thru Maxon
to be alt.-week sponsor (with Ralston cereals) of Space
Patrol on ABC-TV starting Jan. 16, Sat. 11-11:30 a.m.,
See’s Candy Shoppes Inc., Los
thru Cecil & Presbrey
Angeles, sponsors monochrome Tournament of Roses Parade New Year’s Day on ABC-TV western regional netU. S. Enwork only, thru Geoffrey Wade Adv., L. A.
velope Co. buys 7% min. of alt. Wed. 3:15-3:30 p.m. segment of Kate Smith Hour on NBC-TV, starting March 3,
Seeman
Mon.-thru-Fri. 3-4 p.m., thru S. R. Leon Co.
Bros. (White Rose tea) sponsors Thu. 2-2:15 p.m. segment
of Garry Moore Show on CBS-TV starting Dec. 17, Mon.Wed.-Fri. 1:30-2, Tue. & Thu. 1:30-2:30, thru Wm. WeinAdd bowl lineup: ABC-TV airs Sugar Bowl
traub Co.
game from New Orleans New Year’s Day, starting at 1:45
Capital Airlines buys 39 partic.
p.m.; no sponsor yet
on NBC-TV’s 7-9 a.m. Today starting Jan. 18 thru Lewis
With regional sponEdward Ryan Adv.. Washington
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

sors, Sat. basketball

— starts

game

of

week

.

.

—chiefly

Dec. 12 at 2:30 p.m. on

Army & Navy

ABC-TV.

—

Many commercials

are too long but in other respects
code subscribers “are abiding by the
standards which they have adopted.” That was verdict of
TV Code Review Board after special meeting Dec. 9-10

NARTB TV

most

which reviewed reports on 2-month off-the-air monitoring
pi'oject to check whether subscribers are living up to the
Code (Vol. 9:37). Board voted to send full report on its
findings directly to stations and networks monitored, to
extend monitoring operation to include more stations and
areas and to send all subscribers “monitoring logs” and
urge “self-examination.”
Reporting on meeting, board
chairman John E. Fetzer (WKZO-TV, Kalamazoo, Mich.)
said: “We find that the majority of the subscribers [are]
abiding by the standards
There is every evidence
.

formance with

.

is

the

There

taste in the Code.

.

being made to program [in] congeneral provisions governing good

that a sincere effort

is

—

too

much commercialism

-

our findings indicate in the sense that advertising messages in too many instances are exceeding the maximum
length contained in the code.
[The] main task we face
as TV broadcasters at the network and local level is to
clean up bad commercials and restore length of copy to
the sensible limits contained in the Code.”

More

new
Class

AA

rate increases as of Jan. 1:

Class

A

AA

$1215

KNBH,

Los Angeles,

rate of $2000 per hour, $450 for 20 sec.,

&

$350;

WNBW,

Washington, new Class

$200, Class A remaining $725 but 1-min.
dropped in favor of 20-sec. at $175; KSD-TV, St. Louis,

of $900

&

A

hour from $950 to $1000, min. remains $175;
Huntington. W. Va., Class A hour from $500
to $600, min. from $100 to $120; new WITV, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., Class A hour from $150 to $250.
Class

WSAZ-TV,

Ralph Hess, ex-Al Paul Lefton Co., Philadelphia, has
purchased radio WFAI, Fayetteville, N. C. (250 watts on
1230 kc,

CBS)

for $125,000

cently purchasers of

.

.

games

.

and know-how.”

.

.

.

NBC’s new president Pat Weaver has stirred some
extraordinary loyalties among N. Y. trade newsmen, judging from their reports on his selection (Vol. 9:49). Billhoard’s Sam Chase sees Weaver’s election, along with
Robert W. Sarnoff as exec, v.p., as portending “drive to
regain the initiative for the web in its battle for primacy
with CBS, an initiative largely lost since the period of
He sees Weaver as “a
Niles Trammell’s presidency.”
new, youthful Trammell” in capturing the respect and
affection of affiliates, talent, clients, ad agencies and other
broadcasters. Billboard predicts network TV program
chief Tom McAvity will now become a v.p., with Wm.
Fineshriber continuing as v.p. in charge of radio and a
chief of TV operations to be chosen. Variety’s George
Rosen, who predicted the “Pat & Bob package command”
week before it was announced, and who has publicized
the “Weaver for prexy boom” ever since the Chicago
affiliates’ meeting in Nov., said that at Chicago Weaver
“not only won a complete vote of confidence, but the
majority of the affiliate body took a fancy to the Weavertype leadership as an imaginative creator in his envisionment of future vistas.” Selection was also a popular one
with NBC executive staff generally; one v.p. observed:
“It’s time we had a production man running things.
You’ll notice that General Motors always has had a production man as president, and he chooses his operating
executives on the basis of his own practical experience

will

reapply for

TV

from Rollins Bcstg.

WNJR, Newark;

Co., re-

he plans to run

it,

Ch. 18.

NBC and sponsor Gillette each signed 3-year contract
continue exclusive TV-radio coverage of Rose Bowl
football games from Pasadena New Year’s Day. Contract
with Pasadena Tournament of Roses Assn, runs through
Jan. 1, 1957.
to

- 6 Personal Notes:

John H. Bachem, DuMont Network nanamed network gen. mgr. to succeed Ted
Bergmann, who becomes managing director Jan. 1 when
tional sales mgr.,

Chris Witting leaves to head Westinghouse Radio Stations
Inc.
Jack Heintz, mgr. of radio KSDO, San Diego, will
become mgr. of KLAC-TV, Los Angeles, succeeding Mortimer W. Hall, who remains as mgr. of radio KLAC, when
FCC approves transfer of ownership to Copley Press Inc.
(Vol. 9:49); plan is to change call letters to KCOP
.

.

.

.

Kevin B. Sweeney upped

BAB

.

.

assuming
duties of resigned pres. Wm. B. Ryan Jan. 1; John F.
Hardesty resigns Dec. 31 as director of local promotion
to become N. Y. sales mgr. of Westinghouse Stations, succeeding Eldon Campbell, being promoted to new post
Carl M. Stanton, promoted to chief of NBC-TV film
.

.

to

exec, v.p.,

.

succeeding new exec. v.p. Robert W. Sarnoff, has appointed Edgar G. (Ted) Sisson, ex-N. W. Ayer and onetime Pedlar & Ryan TV-radio v.p., as associate director of
Frederic Wm. Wile Jr., NBC-TV production
the div.
v.p., shifts to Hollywood to take over similar duties, with
Earl Rettig, Hollywood program business mgr., assuming
N. Y. duties
Les Dana, ex-WSPD-TV, Toledo, becomes
gen. administrator for Storer’s new CMTV, Havana, Cuba
(Ch. 11) which began Nov. 11; A1 Ruhfel takes his place
Vicente Ramos named gen. mgr.
as program director
of new Caribbean Netwoi'ks Inc., 200 W. 57th St., N. Y.,
A
rep firm set up by Jose Ramon Quinones, pres, of
& upcoming WAPA-TV, San Juan, Puerto Rico
Barry Keit named TV sales supervisor, Headley-Reed Co.
Steve Beard, ex-Dallas office of Blair TV, joins N. Y.
Wm. E.
staff, succeeded at Dallas by Frank Carter
Ellwell, ex-WTIX, New Orleans, named mgr. of HeadleyYale Roe, continuity director
Reed New Orleans office
div.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WAP
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

After testing satellite transmitter at Clinton, Md.
9:45), Jerrold Electronics Corp. delivered it to
Mexico’s Emilio Azcarraga, who plans to install many
During Clinton tests, Ch. 9 signals of
in small towns.
WTOP-TV, Washington, were received then retransmitTransmissions from
ted on Ch. 3 with 5 watts ERP.
antenna 255 ft. above sea level were received at several
Following are signal
points 234 ft. above sea level.
strengths at various distances, with signal generally traveling through wet woods: 1.6 mi., 660 uv/m; 2.25 mi., 200
uv/m; 4.25 mi., 48 uv/m; 5.1 mi., 20 uv/m. Though tests
showed signal dropping off rapidly, Jerrold engineers
expect that coverage will be satisfactory under planned
(Vol.

line-of-sight operations.

Reporting on community antenna system

in

Vancouver,

B. C. (Vol. 9:47), pres. G. C. Chandler, of operator TruVu
Ltd. and CJOR, says sales of sets in “shadow” area

TV

served by system are substantially higher than in parts
He
of city where good “free” signals can be received.
says that ultimate plans call for receiving antenna on
1100-ft. mountain and institution of a pay-as-vou-look
service for movies, etc.

when number

of subscribers jus-

tifies it.

NARTB takes battle for more extensive TV football
coverage (Vol. 9:48) to NCAA conference of coaches and
athletic directors at Cincinnati’s Netherland-Plaza Hotel
Jan. 5, accepting invitation to present panel on its viewpoint. Panelists: George J. Higgins, KMBC-TV, Kansas
City, chairman of NARTB sports committee; Thad H.
Brown Jr., NARTB v.p. in charge of TV; Robert K.
Richards, NARTB administrative v.p.; Richard Larkins,
Ohio State

U

athletic director.

New

low-loss coaxial transmission lines and fittings
for uhf stations are described and illustrated, together

with information on layout and installation, in 28-p.
catalog now available from Broadcast Equipment Sales,
RCA Victor, Camden 2, N. J.

WABC-TV, N. Y., appointed film director
James
Beach, ex-BBDO & Biow, named program mgr., ABC-TV,
Hollywood, reporting to Donn Tatum, TV director of western div.
Norman H. Sloane named TV sales service
mgr., ABC-TV western div. & KECA-TV (now KABCof

.

.

.

.

.

.

TV), Los Angeles
Dupuy G. Warrick, counsel & board
member, elected v.p. of Midland Bcstg. Co., licensee of
KMBC-TV, Kansas City (Ch. 9); Arthur B. Church Jr.,
4.37% owner and son of president, elected secy. & director; .1. Noland Franz, controller, elected treas.; George J.
.

.

.

& managing

Higgins, v.p.

director, elected to board

John E. Scott named sales mgr. of
Louisville

Wm.

.

.

.

WKLO-TV & WKLO,

P. Geary, ex-El

Paso chamber of commgr. of upcoming WMGT, Adams,
John Fitzgerald, sportscaster, named promotion
mgr. of WXEL, Cleveland
John Burr, ex-KGO-TV,
San Francisco, named national adv. mgr. of Smullin stations KIEM-TV, Eureka, Cal., & KBES-TV, Medford, Ore.
Robert Martin appointed program director, KPHO-TV,
Phoenix, replacing Arthur Sprinkle, resigned
Maurice
Wynne, ex-WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge, named chief engineer of KTAG-TV, Lake Charles, La.
John Pindell,
ex-KING-TV, Seattle, becomes commercial mgr. of KHQTV, Spokane
Sid Grayson, ex-KWFT-TV, Wichita
Falls, named gen. mgr. of upcoming KMID-TV, Midland,
Tex. (Ch. 2)
E. C. Cheviot, commercial mgr., WOAITV, San Antonio, elected pres, of San Antonio Ad Club
Linnea Nelson. ex-J. Walter Thompson, named TV
analyst, Kudner Agency
Neil M. Morrison promoted
to director of new audience research bureau, Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.
Frank Amy named sales service
mgr., WPIX, N. Y.
David Lasly, ex-DuMont Chicago
div. sales mgr., joins CBS Radio spot sales, San Francisco.
merce,
Mass.

.

.

.

named

.

.

sales

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.
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.
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Supreme Court upheld

firing of 9

TV

station tech-

passing out handbills disparaging station’s
programming during labor dispute. In case involving
IBEW engineers fired in 1949 by Jefferson Standard Life
Insurance Co.’s WBTV, Charlotte, N. C., court split 6-3
this week, Justice Burton asserting in majority opinion
that technicians’ attack on WBTV’s programs “related
itself to no labor practice of the company [and] made no
reference to wages, hours and working conditions.” Justices Frankfurter, Black & Douglas dissented.
NLRB
had upheld firings, was overruled by Appeals Court.
nicians

for

An ex-POW has

sued

WHAM-TV,

Rochester, N. Y.
newscast which he says
stated he had admitted Communist germ warfare charges.
Former Air Force Capt. Wm. Preston, of nearby Batavia,
N. Y., filed suit in county court and it’s calendared for
Feb. 1 term. WHAM-TV mgr. Wm. Fay says case has
no merit since newscast was highly commendatory of Capt.
for

$100,000.

alleging libel

in

Preston.

Chunk

of Citizens Radio Service band (40 channels of

me) was requested by NAM’s Commiton Mfrs. Radio Use in petition filed with FCC this
week (Vol. 9:47). No FM spectrum was requested, though
petition says: “The frequencies deleted from the Citizens
Radio Service could very possibly be redeemed if the
Commission were to undertake a re-examination into the
amount of spectrum space assigned for the use of govt,
stations and the FM Broadcast Service.”
Petition, supported by 56 manufacturers, cites value of point-to-point
the 100 in 460-470
tee

radio in manufacturing processes, gives Detroit as prime
example of area where need is greatest. Among petitioners are such giants as General Motors, Ford, Alcoa, the

Included are 3 TV-radio manuMotorola, Philco. Chairman of committee
is Herbert E. Markley, Timken Roller Bearing Co.; counsel is Jeremiah Courtney; engineering consultants. Jansky

aircraft companies, etc.

facturers

&

— GE,

Bailey.

—
7

TV ANTENNA

towers blew down this week
both belonging to stations shooting for Xmas debuts
Denver s
as high winds lashed Rocky Mountain area.
KOA-TV (Ch. 4), whose 300-ft. structure atop Lookout
Mt. was flattened Dec. 7 by 80-mph wind, promises it
nevertheless “will definitely be on the air as scheduled
Xmas Eve,” with tests before Dec. 20. Temporary tower
and “work
is being built to accommodate 6-bay antenna,
to our
damage
the
repair
to
clock
the
around
proceed
will
building, with the expectation of installing our 25-kw amplifier to give us our full power of 100-kw as of our debut,”

T
—

WO

writes exec. v.p.

NBC

Don

Searlc.

KOA-TV

will

become basic

outlet.

Day

after the Denver catastrophe, partially erected

tower of KFBC-TV, Cheyenne, Wyo. (Ch. 5), 100 mi. away,
It had been built up to height of 100 ft. of a
bit the dust.
planned 500 ft. on promontory 7000 ft. above sea level 10
mi. west of city. Mgr. Wm. C. Grove wired: “Transmitter
building and 10,000-sq. ft. studio building completed and
technical installations nearly completed for scheduled

Xmas

starting date.

Tower

will be rebuilt quickly as pos-

Station will
in starting date.”
carry CBS & ABC programs. Nobody was reported injured in either tower accident.
Neither GE nor RCA reported any new orders or shipments this week, but DuMont reported 5-kw and associated
equipment ready to leave Dec. 15 for KFBB-TV, Great
Falls, Mont. (Ch. 5) and order for 5-l<w with studio equipment for WQED, Pittsburgh educational station (Ch. 13)
sible so as to

reduce delay

due for Dec. 27 delivery.
In our continuing survey of upcoming new stations,
these were the reports received from principals this week:

WKAQ-TV, San

Juan, Puerto Rico (Ch. 2) expects
with already-installed GE 5-kw
transmitter Jan. 15 or immediately thereafter. Owned by
El Mzindo publisher Angel Ramos, its gen. mgr. is R.
Delgado Marquez and commercial mgr. is David Polinger,
formerly with No. Carolina stations. San Juan’s WAPATV (Ch. 4), managed by Charles E. Bell, ex-WBTV, Charlotte, is also due on air sometime during first quarter
1954, probably about mid-Feb. WAPA-TV, with $200 rate,
will be represented by newly formed Caribbean Networks
to begin interim operation

Inc.,

Jose

200 W. 57th St., N. Y., established by WAPA owner
Ramon Quinones with Vicente Ramos as gen. mgr.

KOMU-TV, Columbia, Mo. (Ch. 8), U of Missouri’s
commercial grant, has its 5-kw GE transmitter, hopes to
get going before Jan. 1, but bad weather is holding up installation of antenna atop 700-ft. tower, reports mgr.
George J. Kapel. It will be primary NBC affiliate, but will
feed from other 3 networks. Hour rate will be $200. Rep
will be H-R Television.
WIRY-TV, Bloomingdale, N. Y. (Ch. 5), last week’s
grant to Great Northern Television Inc., which interlocks
with radio WIRY, Plattsburg, hasn’t begun construction or
ordered equipment, has “summer of 1954” as earliest target date, according to pres.-gcn. mgr. Joel Scheier. Call
letters may be changed to WGNT. Rep not yet chosen.
WINK-TV, Ft. Myers, Fla. (Ch. 11), oft delayed, now
plans Feb. start with 2-kw RCA transmitter, according to
gen. mgr. A. J. Bauer. Owner is United Garage & Service
Corp., Yellow Cab operators of Cleveland (Daniel Sherby,
Hour rate will be $150.
It will be ABC affiliate.
pres.).
Weed will be rep.
KBID, Fresno, Cal. (Ch. 53) now plans Jan. 16 start
with 12-kw GE transmitter. It will be city’s third uhf,
will share KM-J-TV tower on Bear Mt.
Hour rate will be
$225. Rep will be Meeker. It’s first of 3 John Poole CPs
to begin operation— KBIC-TV, Los Angeles (Ch.22) beingdue in spring of 1954 and plans still indefinite for KBIK-

TV, Sacramento (Ch.

46).

WQED, Pittsburgh, Pa. (Ch. 13, educational) has
transmitter house ready for 5-kw DuMont transmitter due
by Jan. 15, has begun work on studios, plans start before
Feb. 1, according to newly appointed gen. mgr. William A.
Wood, ex-CBS-TV Washington director of public

affairs.

WINT,

Waterloo, Ind. (Ch. 15) won’t get started this
Dec., as originally scheduled, now plans early March tests
with 12-kw GE transmitter due in Jan., according to pres.
R. Moms Pierce, who operates radio WDOK, Cleveland.
Last week, request was filed to change to 800-ft. tower
Rep not yet chosen.
7 mi. closer to Ft. Wayne.
WSID-TV, Baltimore (Ch. 18), granted this week to
operator of suburban radio WSID, Essex, Md. (Richard
Eaton), has tentative order for Federal equipment, will use
tower, aims to get on
present
studio and Truscon

AM

AM

summer

company spokesman. It will
be represented by United Bcstg. Co., N. Y., also owned by
Mr. Eaton, who also operates radio WOOK, Washington;
VUNX, Rockville, Md.; WARK, Hagerstown, Md.; V’ANT,

air in

of 1954, said

Richmond, Va.; WJMO, Cleveland, O. This is second Baltimore uhf grant, other having been in Dec. 1952 for Tom

WITH-TV (Ch. 60).
WMAC-TV, Massillon, O. (Ch. 23), last reporting Dec.
7 debut with 1-kw GE transmitter (Vol. 9:42), still awaits
FCC approval of changed site and lower power, now plans

Tinsley’s

April 15 start, according to mgr. Jim

Rep

tion.

Ed Lamb
DuMont affilia-

Bushman.

station has set $200 hour rate and signed
will be Petry.

WDAN-TV,

Danville,

111.

(Ch. 24) hopes to test

RCA

1-kw transmitter before Jan. 1, reports gen. mgr. Robert
J. Burow.
It’s owned by Danville Commercial-News of
Frank Gannett chain, which also owns WHEC-TV, Rochester, and party of WECT-TV, Elmira, N. Y.
Hour rate will
be $150. Everett-McKinney will be rep.
WNLC-TV, New London, Conn. (Ch. 26), oft delayed,
again changes target from early 1954 to “sometime in
1954.”
Mgr. Gerald J. Morey reports RCA equipment
has been ordered, studios ready, transmitter site purchased.
Class A hour will be $150.
Headley-Reed will
be rep.
WTRI, Schenectady, N. Y. (Ch. 35), with 12-kw GE
transmitter ready for shipment, has transmitter house on
1200-ft. Bald Mt. near Troy nearly ready, awaits shipment
of 500-ft. Blaw-Knox tower, expects to meet Jan. target
date, reports asst. gen. mgr. Paul L. Jacobson. Richard B.
Wheeler is gen. mgr.; Albert Chismark, chief engineer.
Owners are Fabian theatre interests and Col. Harry C.
Wilder, founded and ex-owner of WSYR-TV, Syracuse,
who operates WTRY, Troy. Rep not yet chosen.
WQXI-TV, Atlanta (Ch. 36) hasn’t reported on equipment, construction plans or sales rep, but hopes to get
going by June, 1954, according to owner Robert W. Rounsaville

who

CP for WLOU-TV, Louisville (Ch.
50% of WCIN-TV, Cincinnati (Ch. 54)

also holds

41) due in 1954 and

scheduled for next Jan.
WFMZ-TV, Allentown, Pa. (Ch. 67), with 5-kw DuMont transmitter due March-April, 1954, and construction
underway, plans tests late next spring, programming
in early summer, according to pres. Raymond F. Kohn.

Rep

will be

Avery-Knodel.

Channel shifts & power boosts:
Haven, has begun test pattern on Ch.

WNHC-TV, New

with RCA 10-kw
transmitter while continuing operation on Ch. 6 in accordance with permission from FCC to operate simultaneously
on both channels up to 30 days (Vol. 9:48). WCSH-TV,
Portland, Me. (Ch. 6), which began test pattern Dec. 1
with 60-kw ERP, installs 25-kw amplifier this week end,
plans 100-kw by start of programming Dec. 20.
RCA
this week shipped 25-kw amplifier to WBAP-TV, Ft.
Worth (Ch. 5) GE shipped 20-kw to share-time
&
WHEC-TV, Rochester, N. Y. (Ch. 10).
;

8
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TRADE MARKS TIME, GEARING FOR COLOR:

T V business continued to follow the ge neral
trade trends getting nice pre-Xmas shot-in-arm and hoping expected downturn early
part of next year will be no more than seasonal.
Excellent in some parts of the country especially winter-bound areas, the
movement of new TV sets into homes was spotty over the nation as whole, without any
definite pattern.
There were plenty of sets output continued fairly high, people
shopped "bargains" under the stimulus of inventory sales, best sellers were the
low-priced units, larger and costlier models weren't moving too well.
While the holidays will put a nice dent into unit inventories the glut of
larger models led to the remark, "We're badly constipated and need a dose of salts."
Overshadowing all forward considerations was the color situation everybody
asking when FCC will give color the go-ahead.
The trade generally seemed gratified
that FCC did not muddy holiday waters with flashing headlines (see p. 3), holding
off its decision
for whatever reasons.
,

,

,

,

,

—

*

*

*
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Nearly all set and tube makers were preparing for color production and demonstrations, if not already at it.
At same time, combined manufacturers, distributors and dealers were working on ways and means of keeping black-&-white markets
reasonably stable until the supply of color receivers is sufficient to amount to
something in a sales way.
This week's developments
(1) Foreshadowing closer liaiso n at all levels of the trade in putting over
the industry's "color facts" campaign, RETMA is setting up panel on subject at NARD A
convention in Chicago's Conrad Hilton Hotel, Jan. 12. Basically, the story is that
there will be miniscule number of small-screen sets (certainly no more than 200,000)
during 1954; that costs will be very high ($800 to $1000 minimum)
that c olor pro grams will be few and far between for long while. Meanwhile, Better Business Bureau
booklet on color for public (Vol. 9:47) awaits release after FCC decision.
refusing to say how many sets and tubes it
(2) Prime color protagonist RCA
scuttlebutt has its
has turned out beyond the sampling to all its tube customers
Bloomington plant alone now assembling 10 receivers a day
prepared to pop a big
ad campaign to tell the public it can safely buy today's monochrome without fear of
obsolescence from tomorrow's color sets.
Other manufacturers were getting ready to
follow same line, meanwhile gearing down their black-&-white output to what one said
would be "very modest levels" next year.
will start color school for
(3) Admiral pushed for 100 color sets by Jan
distributor servicemen Feb. 1, said it would offer service policy with color sets.
(4) Dr. Allen B. DuMont asked and answered 11 questions on color, in letter
all pointing to thesis: "Buy black-&-white now, color later."
to distributors
He reiterated plans to deliver small number of color receivers for "demonstration
purposes" next year, said 97%% of DuMont monochrome output in 1954 will be table
models and open-face consoles, at $200-$400. (For DuMont's 4 new models, seep. 10.)
(5) Picture tube maker Thomas Electronics Inc ., Passaic, N.J., took license
second to sign.
Crosley was
from Chromatic TV Labs to make Lawrence color tube
now
sampling
Robert E. Burrows, gen. sales mgr., says Thomas is
first (Vol. 9:45).
We have a
22-in. Lawrence round tube, comments: "It has terrific possibilities.
It lends itself to mass production more than any other
great deal of faith in it.
But he said Thomas will also continue to make RCA-type color tubes.
tube."
went to an un(6) First color tube delivery by National Union Radio Corp
soon
was
promised
"as
as we can
production
quantity
customer
this
week,
and
named
were
promotions
announced
Also
suppliers."
obtain bulbs and other materials from
of research chief A. Melvin Skellett to v.p. in charge of manufacturing & engineer:

;

,

—
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—
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Orange, N.J., as moves
ing, and Lawrence L. Hardin Jr. to director of research div.
of
color
TV
challenge
and
other industry developments."
"to meet the competitive
,

(7)

Raytheon disclosed it too was making color tubes

on floor of its Los Angeles distributor James Kerwin Co.
Roses parade colorcast, to be carried locally on KNBH.

said 4 sets would be
for Jan. 1 Tournament of
,

Most ma.j or set manufacturers were silent about plans, but a few smaller ones
Muntz TV demonstrated color set using Lawrence tube at
spoke out in various ways.
Chicago, and pres. Earl Muntz told us he plans to sell, starting in Jan., 27-in.
black-&-white set for $500 which can be converted to color later simply by replacing
monochrome tube with color tube his current 27-in. sells for $300.
Accenting the high cost of color Scott Radio pres. John Meek announced he
plans to start production of color set costing $1485 retail with gradual reduction
It utilizes standard 14-in. tri-color tube, giving a
to $1285 in first 6 months.
12-in. picture, and will be used for display purposes only.
;

,

,

*

*

*

*

TV production moved inexorably toward 7,000,000 mark with slim possibility
Output week of Dec. 4
that total 1953 output will break 1950' s record 7,463,800.
totaled 126,443 up from Thanksgiving week of 103,692, but down from 146,729 week
ended Nov. 20. With 4 weeks to go total output for year to date is about 6,900,000.
RETMA's final figures for first 10 months show record 6,204,805 for that period, of
(For analysis of uhf production & markets, see
which 1,222,507 were uhf-equipped
below.)
For Oct. alone, output was 680,433, of which 202,605 were uhf-equipped.
,

,

,

.

Radio production for week ended Dec. 4 totaled 241,549, up from 219,156 in
preceding week and down from 280,244 week before. It brought total radio production
Revised 10-month radio output was 11,201,656.
to date to about 12,250,000.

UHF-EQUIPPED SETS HOW 30% OF OUTPUT: with some 11,000,000 families now within range
of good uhf reception, industry's output of vhf-uhf sets continues to accelerate.
Just 15 % of TV receivers produced first 7 months of this year had uhf tuners
For August, figure was 15.6%.
Then in September, it jumped to
built-in at factory
And in October, according to just-released RETMA
slightly over 25% (Vol.9:45).
figures, some 50% of TV sets produced had uhf tuners in them.
Industry production of vhf-uhf sets increased from September to October, deOf 770,212 TV sets built in Sepspite a drop in total number of TV sets produced.
In
had
uhf.
October,
sets
were
made, of which 202,605 had
tember, 193,212
680,433
For the first 10 months of 1953, uhf tuners were built into 1,122,507 of the
uhf.
or about 18%.
6,204,803 TVs produced
Adding uhf-equipped sets to an estimated 1,733,800 uhf " conversion units "
(converters and sets of uhf strips) produced so far this year
plus about 100,000
we estimate that very close to 5,000,000 uhf
uhf sets and units made last year
By year's end, figure
receivers and conversion units have been turned out to date
should be at least 3,730,000.
How many of these uhf sets and converters are now in use is a matter of
educated guessing; we'd say something more than 2,000,000.
Potential market for uhf sets and converters grew from zero a little over a
This is our estimate based on the
year ago to at least 11,000.000 families today
number of households within the 93 primary market areas or counties of the 118 uhf
Population figures are from 1950 Census as brought up to date
stations now on air
We consider these estimates conby Sales Management's "Survey of Buying Power."
servative, since many uhf stations reach out beyond their immediate trading areas.
Some 2,000,000 or more of these 11,000,000 families already own sets with
uhf tuners, converters or uhf strips. About 80% still remain as prospects for sales
of all-channel sets or uhf converters.
Therefore, the sales potential for uhf sets
and conversions is about 9,000,000 families, as of now.
As uhf stations go on air
in new communities, this potential continues to increase.
About 38,000,000 families are now within range of at least one TV station
(vhf or uhf)
some 85% of nation's 45,640,000 families.
Saturation of all U.S. TV
areas is about 67%. Some 12,000,000 families within range of TV have no sets at all.
.

—
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Trends

TV

Trade: Fiat ban on “bait”
particularly those which proclaim “no down payment”

Topics

of

—

merely as lure to increase store traffic looms as at least
one concrete result of series of fair practice rules meetings
concluded by Federal Trade Commission Dec. 7.
Though industry representatives differed on other
rules in the proposed code, remarkable chorus of agreement
followed suggestion by NARDA’s Mort Farr to ban such
ads as deceptive trade practice. And FTC attorney Paul
Butz, who has conducted drawn-out hearings dating back
to 1951 (Vol. 7:25, 8:19, 9:41), told us the ban will surely
be written into the code he’ll submit for final FTC approval in

month

or so.

commissioners approve, rules could be effective by
mid-1954. Rules aren’t legally binding, depend on voluntary compliance. Violators can be prosecuted only if FTC
believes trade laws have been broken.
FTC plan is to make rules so general and all-inclusive
that color and other subsequent electronic developments
could fit into the framework with few, if any, amendments.
RETMA’s Glen McDaniel said he had considered asking
further postponement to cover future developments but
deemed it wiser to allow the rules to take effect, then
If

amend them later if necessary.
One of biggest FTC headaches will be to determine
how many times a demonstrator model can be played and
called “new”. Kenneth Wilson, representing National
Assn, of Better Business Bureaus, suggested FTC ban use
of “new” to describe any demonstrator; NARDA’s Fred
Walker objected, saying mere fact sets were played a few
times didn’t make them used, added hundreds of dealers
would be forced out of business if forced to sell demonstrators as low-priced used sets.
still

*

*

*

home laundry

*

week, disclosing
purchase of Dexter Co., Fairfield, la., manufacturers of
washing machines & dryers (Tom B. Hunt, president) for
undisclosed sum. Philco announcement said that “in exchange for plant facilities, patents and other assets of
Dexter, Philco will tender 70,000 shares of its authorized
but unissued common stock, or 1.05 shares of Philco stock
for 3 shares of Dexter stock, of which there are 200,000
shares outstanding.” Agreement is subject to approval of
Dexter stockholders. Philco will operate Dexter as whollyowned subsidiary under present management, with equipment marketed under Dexter brand. With 59-year experience in laundry equipment production, Dexter has plants
Last year, when it proin Fairfield, la. and Alliance, O.
duced 125,471 washing machines, its profit was $68,849 on
Philco entered

Westinghouse’s reduction of $80-$200 in prices of six
21-in. models in early Nov. (Vol. 9:46), along with larger
promotion allowances to dealers on all other sets, resulted in threefold increase in sales over Oct., reports TVradio div. sales mgr. R. L. Sandefur. Factory stocks have
been reduced considerably, he added, though he said Westinghouse “never was overloaded.”

Muntz TVs likely will be sold by independent dealers
in newer TV markets after first of year, according to pres.
Earl Muntz, who says his own retail distribution system
His
hasn’t proved adequate to meet market expansion.
statement followed disclosure that Muntz sets were being
sold on “test basis” by Western Tire Auto Stores chain in
111.

and by East

TV

in Peoria.

Federal Trade Commission this week approved consent order ending complaint charging National Electronic
Distributors Assn, and 37 wholesaler-distributor members
with eonsphacy to create monopoly in sale of TV-radio-

NEDA

consented to
parts (Vol. 9:16,32).
issuance of order without admitting or denying any violation of anti-trust laws.

electronics

DuMont introduced four 21-in. additions to 1954 line
at convention of regional and factory branch salesmen at
Waldorf-Astoria this week, at same time raising list prices
on 2 models in current line. New models: Benton, walnutfinish table $260, mahogany $270, blonde $280; Preston,
mahogany-finish table $290, blonde $300; Garfield, openface walnut console $330, mahogany $340, blonde $350;
Newport, full-door mahogany console $450, blonde $470.
Those raised were Summit, 17-in. table model, from $210
to $220 in mahogany & blonde, remaining at $200 in walnut, and New Yorker, 24-in. open-face console, from $500
to $550 in mahogany and from $530 to $580 in maple &
blonde. Sales mgr. Dan Halpin said increases were made
to give dealer greater discounts.

field this

sales of $12,152,212.

Rockford,

M ass-production of printed-circuit TV sets is promised
within 3-4 months by Kaye-Halbert TV Corp., Culver City,
Cal.
First showing of set will be at Chicago’s Conrad
Hilton Hotel, Jan. 4. Kaye-Halbert officials describe new
chassis thus: It’s divided into 9 major sections, printed by
silk screen etched method on copper lined phenolic plates.
Standard components are used, with dip-soldering for connections. The sections snap into phenolic frame which is
mounted vertically behind picture tube for easy accessibility from rear of cabinet.
Company estimates 95% of all
servicing can be done in the home, the serviceman snapping out the ailing section of the circuit for repair or
replacement. While initial materials costs will be higher
than for conventional wiring, officials say they expect substantial savings in labor costs from the start, with other
benefits expected to be complete standardization and freedom from many of the ailments common to hand-wired
sets.
No price has been established. TV sets have used
printed circuits in the past, but no production model set
has had completely printed circuitry. RCA is manufacturing and selling to the trade a printed IF circuit for TV.

New' 12-channel turret tuner has been announced by
Anchor Radio Corp., 2215 St. Louis Ave., Chicago, for production in mid-Jan. Anchor claims tuner is first with RF
amplifier operating for both uhf & vhf channels, and that
no adjustments are required when strips are installed.
Tuner is expected to list for $20-$24, strips about $3 each.
Anchor is said to be negotiating with Muter Co. to manufacture the tuner, Anchor to handle jobber sales.
*

*

*

*

Picture tube sales in first 10 months of year totaled
8,501,455 valued at $203,127,855, compared to 4,954,031
worth $108,866,565 in same 1952 period, reports RETMA.
Rectangular 20-in. and larger represented 79% of sales.
Oct. picture tube sales totaled 948,593 worth $23,994,184,
compared to 875,712 at $20,524,677 in Sept, and 1,045,286
at $23,340,340 in Oct. 1952.

Receiving tube sales in first 10 months totaled 382,080,588 valued at $263,328,699, compared to 287.569,947
worth $205,318,181 in same 1952 period. Of sales, 258,224,844 went for new sets. 97,333,270 replacement, 17,469.046 export, 9,053,398 Govt. For Oct., receiving tube sales
totaled 34,928,108 worth $25,393,879, compared to 38,929.539 at $27,401,566

in Sept,

and 41,880,318 at $28,379,281

Oct. 1952.

Bound and Indexed

We will index and bind, between embossed hard
book covers, a limited quantity of all 1953 issues of
the Television Digest Weekly Newsletters, plus the
semi-annual TV Factbooks with all Addenda, plus
all Supplements and Special Reports.
This volume
will provide a handy and handsome permanent refence for your own or your company library. Orders
will be taken only until Jan. 5. Price: $25 per volume.
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Wm. H. Martin, Bell Labs v.p., Jan.
becomes Deputy Asst. Defense Secy, for applications
engineering
Harry W. McCullough resigns as Crosley
TV-radio gen. sales mgr. after 5 years in top-level Crosley
sales posts
John C. Marshall elected Arvin v.p. &
TV-radio sales director; Herbert A. Holmes promoted to
sales mgr. of special products div.
Ralph R. Stubbe
named chief engineer, General Instrument Corp.
Douglas Day, recently adv. mgr. of DuMont, onetime
Buchanan account executive, is now Chrysler-Plymouth
dealer in his home town of Carmel, N. Y.
Arthur T.
Baxter resigns as Hoffman Radio purchasing director to
join S. L. Spraggins Co., Beverly Hills manufacturers’ rep
H. Leslie Hoffman, pres, of Hoffman Radio, awarded
engraved hour glass Dec. 1 by Los Angeles business magazine Minute in recognition of “technological leadership in
George W. Fenimore, ex-Hughes
TV and electronics”
Aircraft, named special asst, to Packard-Bell pres. H. A.
Bell
Dean W. Phillips, southern California district
sales mgr., Packard-Bell, named sales mgr. of its new
Kenneth Irwin, Los
Bellair room air conditioner div.
Angeles factory rep, named San Joaquin Valley district
sales mgr., Kaye-Halbert, headquartering in Fresno
John C. Bibbs named mgr. of Westinghouse Ft. Worth
sales office, replacing W. R. Dixon, now mgr. of Little Rock
Ray Turner succeeds R. Race as chief engineer,
branch
Charles P. Lloyd named Motorola
Motorola Canada
regional mgr. out of Chattanooga, succeeding Verne May,
resigned
Dr. Leslie Hill joins Pentron Corp., Chicago,
Clayton Ryder promoted to Boston
as research director
district mgr., GE replacement tube sales, replacing Paul
Donald H.
P. Wickman, now at tube dept., Syracuse
Rogers, ex-Western Electric, named chief engineer,
Robert Caswell
Blonder-Tongue Labs, Westfield, N. J.
Murray
resigns as central zone mgr., CBS-Columbia
Platt, pres, of Platt Mfg. Corp., elected pres, of Link
Robert E.
Radio Corp. in merger of the companies
Ricketts, ex-DuMont, named chief engineer, Radio City
Wm. H. Kelley, recently resigned
Products, N. Y.
Motorola v.p. who becomes DuMont sales v.p. Jan. 1, was
presented with certificate for a 1954 Cadillac by Motorola
Wm. C.
distributors as farewell gift at N. Y. party

Financial

profit of $1,139,642 ($1.65 a share) after taxes of $2,345,000 on record sales of $32,152,750 in fiscal year ended Sept.
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compared

to

$968,051

Packard-Bell

($1.40)

reports

net

after $2,103,720 taxes

on $22,724,273 sales during preceding fiscal year. Profit
was second only to 1950’s record $1,308,510 ($2.61). In
annual statement, pres. H. A. Bell said company will begin deliveries of own “Bellair” room air conditioners in
Feb. as “our first step in the direction of entering the air
conditioning and refrigerating field, which appears from

and economic studies to be the most promishard goods for home use.” Company
makes own furniture in Los Angeles plant, and recently
began manufacturing hollow core doors for the building
industry in plant at Santa Ana as part of program of
diversification. In last year, it has doubled manufacturing
all statistical

ing growth

field in

space, with 116,000-sq. ft. more for new mill & cabinet
plant, 30,000-sq. ft. for research & development facilities.

Hoffman Radio reports net income of $1,115,533
($1.92 a share on 574,726 common shares outstanding)
after taxes of $1,901,741 on sales of $38,153,871 in first 9
months of 1953, compared to $994,282 ($1.73) after taxes
of $1,242,527 on sales of $25,728,140 in same 1952 period.
Earnings in third quarter ended Sept. 30 were $418,213
(73<0 on sales of $13,465,636.
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Cothron, ex-DuMont & RCA, recently supervisory engineer for JO AX -TV, Tokyo, joins Graybar as TV equipStanley Adams, mgr. of
ment sales rep in Washington
Bangor plant, promoted to gen. mgr. of Standard Coil
Products Co. Chicago plants.
.

*

*

Davega Stores reports net loss of $108,093 on sales
of $11,830,531 in 6 months ended Sept. 30, compared to
loss of $601

and

.

.

*

.

*

.

*

Notes: I’hilco appoints Electro-Pliance
ex-Motorola Milwaukee outlet, replacing Radio Spe-

Distributor
Inc.,

30,

Trade Notes:

cialties Inc.; Philco Distributors Inc., Philadelphia,

names

on $12,260,573 in corresponding 1952 period
(22 d a share) on $13,074,000 same

profit of $12,712

1951 period.

Dividends: Admiral, 25^ Dec. 31 to stockholders of
record Dec. 17; Audio Devices Inc., 3^ Jan. 4 to holders
Dec. 21; Electronic Associates, 20<i Dec. 31 to holders Dec.
21; Capitol Records, 15^ quarterly Jan. 1 to holders Dec. 15

and 20

extra Dec. 24 to holders Dec. 15; IT&T, 25tf Jan.
15 to holders Dec. 18; Technicolor, 10^ year-end Dec. 30 to
holders Dec. 18; Paramount Pictures, 50(5 Dec. 26 to
holders Dec. 18.

“The

little lady who wasn’t there” isn’t there any
After providing 2 days of fascinating mystery
and newspaper headlines, she vanished as suddenly as
she appeared, just as WNBT’s publicity dept, was about
to cash in on her
proving that even ion burns don’t like
to be exploited.
The ghostly face which appeared on the
TV screen of Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Travers, Blue Point, L. I.
Dec. 9 and wouldn’t disappear even with set turned off
and wall plug pulled out, was identified Dec. 11 as belonging to pretty singer Francey Lane, who doesn’t look
the least bit ghostly.
But while studio press agentsand Miss Lane in the flesh were heading for Blue Point
to observe the phenomenon (and get Miss Lane’s name in
the papers), the “ghost” revolted and disappeared after
a 51-hour stand.
Engineers explained phenomenon was
rare, apparently caused by electronic “explosion” in set,
during Miss Lane’s show 2 days earlier, which fixed her
image on screen.

more.

—

—

David McGuckin, ex-sales promotion director, mgr. of ailMotorola appoints Allied Appliances,
conditioning div.
ex-Admiral Denver outlet (Wm. J. Lujan, pres.), replacing
Boyd Distributing Co., now Philco; Motorola-Baltimore
appoints Arthur E. Selnick TV-radio sales mgr.
Bendix
Radio appoints Briece Distributing Co., Kansas City (W. E.
Briece Sr., pres.)
Westinghouse appoints Home Equipment Co., Memphis (George B. Bates, pres.)
Trav-Ler
Radio names Fresno TV Supply Co., Fresno, Cal.
Kinney & Faust, Fresno (Hoffman Radio) appoints Frank
P. Fern TV-radio sales mgr., replacing V. E. Lehman, resigned
Radio Distributing Co., Detroit (Zenith) elects
John W. Miltgen v.p.; he’s gen. mgr. of Grand Rapids
branch
Peninsular Distributing Co., Detroit (CBSColumbia) names J. L. Leeson gen. mgr.
GE Supply
Co. elects R. C. Hawley, ex-St. Paul district mgr., as national treas., headquartering in Bridgeport, Conn.; he replaces R. L. Johnson, now finance mgr. of GE lamp div.,

KPIX (Ch. 5) & KGO-TV (Ch. 7);
KERO-TV (Ch. 10); Chico’s KHSL-TV (Ch.
12); Fresno’s K.IEO (Ch. 47) & KMJ-TV (Ch. 24); Stockton’s KTVU (Ch. 36); Monterey’s KMBY-TV (Ch. 8).
Modesto itself has no TV station, but there are 3 appli-

Cleveland.

cants for Ch. 14 there.
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showmanship: To demonstrate vhf-uhf recepCarroll Miller Appliances, Modesto, Cal., set up 9

Retail
tion,

Raytheon

TV

sets in

show window, each connected

to dif-

ferent antenna and showing picture from different channel. On top of each set was display card showing channel

number and

city

where picture originated. Pictures shown

on window demonstrator sets were from: San Francisco’s

KRON-TV

(Ch. 4),

Bakersfield’s

12
Last week’s sale of Cleveland’s WGAR for approximately SI, 000, 000 (announced purchase price of $1,750,000
included about $750,000 in quick assets) does not mean
even
Detroit’s WJR is also likely to go on the block, too
though third radio station controlled by G. A. Richards
estate, KMPC in Hollywood, was recently disposed of to
Gene Autry and associates. WJR is publicly owned by
WJR The Goodwill Station Inc., with Mrs. Francis S.
Parker, recently remarried widow of the late Mr. Richards,

—

WGAR pres. John F. Patt, who
WGAR along with Mrs. Parker’s 52%%

as chief stockholder.
sells his

35%

in

and other executives’
mainly to WJR but

will devote his attention
continue as a consultant for
Peoples Broadcasting Co., purchaser, subsidiary

WGAR.
of

12%%,

will

Farm Bureau Mutual Insurance

Co.,

Columbus,

is re-

taining gen. mgr. Carl George, reporting to its pres.
Peoples also owns radio WTTM,
Herbert E. Evans.
Fairmont,
Trenton, N. J., where it holds uhf CP;
W. Va. WRFD, Worthington, O.; recently sold WOL,

WMMN,

;

Washington.

As N. Y. newspaper strike ended this week, telecasters
and broadcasters wondered whether dept, stores and theatres had been won over to TV-radio as ad medium. Most
reports indicated theatre business about normal for this
time of year, retail traffic off perhaps a little during strike
when TV & radio were virtually only available major
As for TV-radio’s stepped-up news
advertising media.
coverage during strike, N. Y. Times’ Jack Gould summed
up: “If ever there were doubts over the complementary
rather than competitive nature of the major news media,
they were put at rest during the suspension of newspaper
publication.

TV &

radio

filled

a real public need with

news schedules, but necessarily they fell far short
The
of meeting the public’s hunger for information.
lesson is that broadcasting and the press perform different
services, but both are needed in modern life.”
Connected to AT&T network circuits this week:
their

KFOR-TV,
WTOV-TV,

Lincoln, Neb.;

Norfolk,

WWOR-TV,

Va.

Worcester, Mass.;
Scheduled to be added this

week-end: KOMO-TV, Seattle; WJHP-TV, Jacksonville,
Fla. Meanwhile, CBC announced it had signed joint contract with Canadian National and Canadian Pacific Railways for construction of TV network routes connecting
Toronto, Kitchener, Hamilton, London & Windsor, Ont.,
and Montreal & Quebec City, Que. Temporary link between Toronto’s CBLT and London’s CFPL-TV is slated
to be operating by Xmas, with permanent facilities ready
by time Hamilton and Kitchener stations go on air next
year.
Montreal-Quebec link is also scheduled for completion in 1954, to coincide with debut of CFCM-TV,
Quebec.
Transfer of

KAFY-TV,

Bakersfield, Cal. (Ch. 29) with

KAFY

from control by Sheldon Anderson family was
approved by FCC Dec. 11. Mr. Anderson, new operating
KCOK-TV, Tulare, Cal. (Ch. 27), and family sell 51%%
for $85,000.

New

49%; Charles

stockholders:

San Francisco Chronicle

Thieriot, gen. mgr. of Chronicle’s

,

KRON-

TV, 16.67%; John Hearne, attorney, 25%; Mr. Anderson,
8.3%; Harold See, mgr. of KRON-TV, 1%.
W. D. (Dub) Rogers’ KDUB-TV, Lubbock, Tex., which
has just placed contract with Gates for 250-watt

AM

is believed to be first TV station that started
then applied for and got CP for radio adjunct.

transmitter,
first,

Gross of $1,250,000 by New York’s WNBT (NBCowned) in November is said by Television Age to be highest monthly figure ever recorded by any TV station.

American Assn, of Advertising Agencies, 420 Lexington Ave., N. Y., has reissued its Standards of Practice in

new

booklet, available to advertisers and

media on request.

Newly allocated Ch. 6 in Milwaukee suburb, WhiteBay, Wis., this week got its second applicant in Hearst
Corp., on whose petition channel was added.
At same
time, Hearst filed motion with Appeals Court to dismiss
its appeal from FCC’s action reserving Milwaukee’s Ch.
10 for educational use. Hearst owns Baltimore’s WBALTV & WBAL, Milwaukee’s WISN and Pittsburgh’s
fish

WCAE.

Only other application
Lexington, Ky., Ch. 18, by

filed

WLEX

(J.

this

D.

week was for

Gay

Jr., pres.

&

chief owner).

Twelve applications were dismissed this
week. On file with FCC at week’s end were 368 applications, including 79 for uhf.
[For further details about
these applications, see TV Addenda 17-W herewith; for
complete listings of all grants, new stations, applications,
dismissals, hearings, etc., see TV Factbook No. 17 with

Addenda

to date.]

Northeast Television Network, 3-station off-the-air
hookup to begin program exchange in Massachusetts Mon.,
Dec. 14 (Vol. 9:38), will carry programs from New York’s
WPIX as well as from network “member” stations. WPIX
already is beaming its sports programs to 2 Pennsylvania
uhf stations. Northeast’s guiding lights are Ansel Gridley
of WWOR-TV, Worcester (Ch. 14), Charles DeRose of

WHYN-TV, Springfield-Holyoke (Ch. 55), Frank Lyman
WTAO-TV, Cambridge-Boston (Ch. 56). Network is
expected to be joined later by WATR-TV, Waterbury,
Conn. (Ch. 53) and upcoming WMGT, Adams, Mass. (Ch.
74) and WNET, Providence, R. I. (Ch. 16).
of

Long-sought excess profits tax relief for telecasters
has been granted in new ruling adopted by Internal Revenue Service. Washington attorney Lovell Parker, special tax counsel to NARTB, said effect and application
of complex new rules will vary from case to case. He is
preparing interpretation of new ruling for NARTB TV
members. Text of amendment was published in Dec. 3
Federal Register, available for 15d a copy from Supt. of
Documents, Govt. Printing Office, Washington.

FCC approved call letter changes of ABC’s KECA
(TV-AM-FM) to KABC (TV-AM-FM) this week, at same
time changing George B. Storer’s KABC, San Antonio,
to KGBS, his TV there from KEYL to KGBS-TV, and
switching KGBS-TV & KGBS, Harlingen, Tex., to KGBTTV & KGBT.
FCC budget of about $6,700,000 for next year, compared with $7,400,000 for current year, will be recommended to Congress by President Eisenhower. FCC had
pared its request to $7,100,000, but Budget Bureau lopped
off $400,000 more.

Next

TV

Factbook

—Pre-Print

Orders

Our semi-annual TV Factbook No. 18 will be off
the presses shortly after Jan. 15, 1954 containing
basic data on all U. S., Canadian and Mexican border

—

& networks (including rates) complete
tabulation of applications for new stations, detailing principals involved, facilities requested, etc.
stations

;

(and starting new series of weekly Addenda) list
all new-station grantees (with reported starting
;

of

dates)

;

directories

of station

representatives and

major advertising agencies; directories of
tube manufacturers, transmitter

&

TV

set

&

studio equipment

makers, film & live program suppliers, community
antenna systems, theatres equipped for TV, FCC
personnel, legal & engineering consultants, elec-

many other reference feaeach full-service subscriber.
Extra copies, if pre-print orders for 20 or more are
placed by Jan. 3, cost $1.50 each; single copies, $3.

tronics laboratories; plus
tures.

One copy goes

to
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FCC WISHES INDUSTRY GODSPEED' WITH COLOR: FCC’s color decision on Thursday, Dec. 17,
approving compatible system endorsed by entire industry, has been so long anticipated and pre-digested that its historic significance may be obscured.
There can be little doubt the industry is beginning a new era, just as it
True, there will be a period of transition
did when it began TV itself in 1945-46.
of
which
the extent
is industry's greatest concern
but there's
and dislocation
every indication that color TV will generate a brand new boom reminiscent of TV's
Industry's major effort, at the moment, is to make the transition
inceptive years.
as smooth as possible. We have asked the leaders to forecast position and prospects
of the industry during coming year; their responses are reported on pp. 10-12
Though decision isn't "effective", in a strictly
The wraps are really off
meaning Jan. 23
legal sense, until 30 days after publication in Federal Register
FCC on Dec. 18 decided to permit commercial colorcasting starting
or thereabouts
Stations need merely notify Commission in advance by wire.
immediately.
Sale, advertising and promotion of color sets can also begin immediately
though this could have been done anyway, because FCC has no jurisdiction over the
manufacture or sale of TV-radio receivers.

—

—

.

.

—

—

—

*

*

*

*

Commission certainly didn't go overboard for system in its decision. Here's
whether it meant precisely to do so or not:
the impression FCC gave
but it's kinda complicated.
It's a fine system a miracle of ingenuity
Now, the whole indusWe once adopted the field-sequential system and got nowhere.
and we believe it will
try tells us this compatible system will work
But if
anything happens and this system doesn't get off the ground, we want the record to
We adopted it because it proshow that we gave clear warning of its shortcomings.
vides the sole possibility of bringing color into the home.

—

—

,

—

.

Here's what FCC actually said "The accomplishment of a compatible color TV
system within a 6-mc bandwidth is a tribute to the skill and ingenuity of the elecThe proposed [specifications] produce a reasonably satisfactory
tronics industry.
picture with a good overall picture quality " But NTSC system currently requires
some "extremely complicated and intricate equipment," said Commission.
It w ent on:
:

.

r

"

Although the color reproduction is not completely faithful it is sufficiThe loss in resolution, as compared
ently accurate to be a pleasing reproduction.
with monochrome, is offset by the greater realism resulting from the addition of
color information.
The brightness level on present color equipment, while lower
than on monochrome receivers, is nevertheless within the range of acceptability..."
,

Commission found black-&-white pictures received on monochrome sets from
color transmissions to be poorer than straight black-Sc-whi te
And it said blaek-&.

COPYRIGHT
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white pictures on color sets are degraded.
Furthermore, it found the system to be
m ore susceptible to interference than black-&-white.
On top of all that, it said,
system definitely requires very expensive receivers and transmission equipment that
will require more expert and more frequent attention than monochrome. Notwithstanding the drawbacks, FCC concluded that the following factors impelled approval:
(1) There's "overwhelming" industry support for system.
"
History has demonstrated that American industry is capable of devising
(2)
practical and economical equipment on a mass production basis."
(3) Standards "are broad enough to permit considerable latitude to competing companies in the future development of more economical and efficient equipment
without obsoleting equipment in the hands of the public."
giving public choice of buying or not buying a
(4) System is compatible
color set and assuring public its present sets will receive all programs in black-&regardless whether they're transmitted in black-&-white or color.
white
,

—

*

*

*

*

Decision was approved by all commissioners except Hennock after long Dec.
Comrs. Webster, Sterling and Lee issued
16-17 discussions.
She declined to vote.
separate concurring statements.
Comr. Webster reiterated concern about disadvantages FCC found in system,
but concluded that problems are temporary "equipment limitations " rather than permanent "system limitations."
Comr. Sterling expressed confidence standards will provide a "fine compatible system" and cited automobile as example of an initially expensive and complex
He said he's certain good, inexpensive color sets will be
product now in mass use.
"In
the
meantime," he added, "the public can buy black-&-white TV
2-5
years
out in
market,
and which will continue for the next 3 or 4 years to
receivers now on the
represent the greatest percent of production of TV receivers, confident that when
programs are broadcast in color they may view them in black-fc-white. " He laid great
stress on need for proper suppression of interference.
.

Newest commissioner, Robert E. Lee, said "I concur completely with the Commission's decision. .. The defects and imperfections [are] carefully pointed out and
[It is apparent] that color TV will not be available to
this is as it should be.
to
come but 'this was also true in the early days of blackfor
some
time
most of us
shortcomings that may now exist will evaporate in the
and
y-white TV... The defects
coming months as industry takes on mass production.
The ever-erratic Miss Hennock didn't disclose why she chose not to vote.
:

*

*

*

*

FCCs decision was distinguished by its final and complete recognition of
the basic importance of compatibility and the air of finality with which it buried
In press release accompanying decision, the Commission
the field-sequential system
pointedly noted that it will take time to produce receivers and equip stations; that
"meanwhile, existing TV sets, in addition to continuing to receive monochrome transmissions, will be able to receive color programs in black-&-white without change or
other adjustment to the receivers."
,

.

Decision was also a milestone in restoration of good relations with indusThe whole calm, efficient deliberation was in striking contrast to Commission's outright hostility and distrust when it tried unsuccessfully to cram the
incompatible system down throat of industry in 1950.
try.

Whole affair was handled on paper i.e., through written comments, and it
ivoided the delays and exhibitionism usually produced by oral hearings.
Major credit for staff work should go to Arthur Scheiner chief of rules &
standards div. and his very small group of assistants, under general supervision
of Curtis Plummer, chief of broadcast bureau.
,

,

,

*

*

*

*

Reaction from all segments of industry is yet to come. RCA was jubilant of
course, chairman David Sarnoff viewing decision as final vindication of his consistCBS pres. Frank Stanton hailed decision as
ent and adamant stand on compatibility.
,

s

- 3 -

an end to controversy and uncertainty, looked forward to bringing color to fruition.
Both NBC and CBS raced to be first to colorcast bulletins and special programs, and
both played the news up heavily in their Dec. 17 radio newscasts.
NBC will step up its program of giving all sponsors opportunity to colorcast
at least once during "introductory year." Opera "Amahl and the Night Visitors" goes
on Dec. 20, special all-star "Season's Greetings" Dec. 22, color film of "Dragnet"
Dec. 24, mobile unit pickups of "Tournament of Roses" from Pasadena Jan. 1.
C BS
will introduce similar rotating system for its sponsors in addition to regular dayit has leased RKO 81st St. Theatre, will convert it
time color series (Vol. 9:50)
to color within about 4 months.
First 2 stations to ask permission to colorcast were WPTZ, Philadelphia
(NBC) and WMAR-TV, Baltimore (CBS). Both are equipped to rebroadcast network color,
originate slides, with Telechrome gear. FCC granted both, along with NBC's requests.
AT&T has added 5 more cities for NBC-TV's Jan. 1 colorcast from Pasadena
That makes total o f 18
Cincinnati (WLWT), St. Paul (KSTP-TV).
Detroit (WWJ-TV)
NBC had also asked for Columbus, Dayton & Wheeling, but AT&T said
(Vol. 9:49-50).
WBRE-TV are reportedly
New Haven's WNHC-TV and W ilkes-Barre
it couldn't make it.
planning to rebroadcast signals picked out of air from New York's WNBT.
;

—

,

'

BUFFALO UHF STATION QUITS,

4 CPs ISSUED:
WBES-TV, Buffalo (Ch. 59) turned off juice
this week, becoming third station to throw in the sponge
even as FCC was granting
4 more CPs and prodding 5 old grantees for failure to build. Commission also started
ball rolling to issue proposed rule-making next week permitting owners of 5 stations
It decided against making action a final decision.
to acquire 2 uhf (Vol. 9:50).
follows
WROV-TV, Roanoke (Ch. 27) and KFXD-TV, Nampa, Ida
Buffalo station
KONA, Honolulu (Ch. 11) got into
Ch. 11) in suspending operations permanently.
fiscal trouble and suspended, but was resuscitated by new owners (Vol. 9:11,23).
WBES-TV told Commission : "We recently concluded that [a network affiliation]
is not possible, and two things became apparent to us: firstly, that this operation
and secondly, that the major net-o uld not succeed without a basic major network
works were awaiting the outcome of the contests for vhf channels in Buffalo, so as
to make an arrangement with the successful applicant."
In big merger deal last week 4 Buffalo applicants dismissed and Niagara
Frontier Amusement Corp. stood alone awaiting Ch. 2 grant.
But FCC suspected that
one applicant. Enterprise Transmission Inc., had not filed "in good faith," ordered
Niagara to hearing. WBES-TV was to sell Niagara its equipment for reported $500,000.
Station took to air only 5% months ago Sept. 5, was owned by banker Chas.
Diebold, heating-refrigeration contractor Joseph Davis and attorney Vincent Gaughan.
There were reports they plan to file for Ch. 7.

—

.

;

,

.

KBIZ, Ch. 3; Ada, O kla
New CPS went to Kirksville, Mo
KADA, Ch. 10;
Streets Electronics, Ch. 5; La Crosse Wis
Enid, Okla
La Crosse TV Corp., Ch. 38.
Enid grant was merger KCRC dropping application under option to buy 20% of
La Crosse CP is one of many in which New York
grant held by Streets (appliances).
attorney George Becker holds interest he must reduce holdings to 5 stations or CPs.
Biggest stockholder of La Crosse CP is Wm. Zeckendor f, noted New York realtor.
:

.

.

,

.

,

.

,

,

,

,

;

*

*

*

*

—

—

the carpet this week
4 of them uhf
tellto build can't be granted on basis of current
WMSL-TV, Decatur, Ala
55)
(Ch.23); WCRS-TV,
Paul (Ch. 17)
KNEH, Clovis, N. M. (Ch. 12).
Recent petition by KIT-TV, which gave up Yakima, Wash. Ch. 23 grant
saying area wasn't suited for uhf and asking for assignment of Ch. 2 or 3 there (Vol.
drew objection this week from uhf station now operating in Yakima. KIMA-TV
9:48)
Ch. 29) told FCC it spent $350,000 on station, now is successfully serving 95% of
trading area's population.
If Commission should allocate vhf channel to Yakima,
KIMA-TV asked permission to apply while still telecasting on Ch. 29. Meanwhile, FCC
again rejected similar request by KSTM-TV, St. Louis (Ch. 36), for permission to
file for Ch. 11 in East St. Louis, returned its Ch. 11 application.

FCC called 5 more grantees on
ing them their requests for more time
(Ch.
evidence: WPAQ-TV, Mt. Airy, N.C
Greenwood, S.C
WCOW-TV, St.
(Ch. 21)
.

.

;

.

;

;

—

—

(
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COMMISSION'S SURVEY OF UHF ECONOMICS: First docu me nted figures on the economic s of
within the
p ost-freeze telecasting show uhf & vhf stations faring equally well
framework of a rather limited study.

—

Highlights of FCC's recent survey of post-freeze stations (Vol. 9 :31, 33-34)
were revealed by Comr. John C. Doerfer in address to Maryland-D. C. broadcasters. He
said 83 of the 101 post-freeze stations operating Aug. 1 returned Commission questionnaire, and their replies showed post-freeze uhf & vhf stations evenly matched
from standpoint of profitability, average revenues and revenues from network shows.
More data on survey is expected from FCC next week, presumably including
breakdowns of such factors as size of markets, number of stations in markets, etc.
Majority of vhf & uhf stations surveyed had reached or were well on way to
profitable operation Doerfer said. Responding stations were evenly divided
42
Already operating at a profit were 8 vhf, 8 uhf.
vhf, 41 uhf.
Cautioning against drawing quick conclusions from survey, Doerfer pointed
out that figures aren't necessarily typical.
Lending credence to optimistic interAverage
pretation: (1)
station surveyed was only 5 months old.
(2) Survey period
included traditionally poor summer months of June, July and August.
There are these caution signals on other hand: (1) Stations covered were
only about one-fourth of the total post-freeze CPs.
(2) Only 2 respondents were in
markets which have pre-freeze stations.
Real problem for both vhf & uhf post-freeze stations
on which this report
is in old TV markets
Today, about one-fourth of uhf grantees
sheds little light
are in such markets, and FCC can be expected to make further surveys to check particularly on economic health of new stations in such competitive situations.
Comparing current situation with vhf s early days Doerfer pointed out that
the 40 stations which operated for full year of 1948 lost $8,500,000
Commission's
records show that no TV station made profit in 1948, only 6 of 98 stations operating
first year TV stations showed aggregate
in 1949 were in the black, and in 1950
Even now Doerfer
profit
53 of the 107 stations were still running in the red.
noted, some pre-freeze stations in highly competitive markets such as New York and
Los Angeles are on a loss basis.
Obvious l y directing his remarks to the uhf operators who have been asking
FCC to protect them from further vhf competition or let them switch to vhf channels,
The only time
Doerfer declared: " We can't be conce rned with individual inequities.
you can invoke the regulating function is where the whole industry is threatened
and the public interest is involved."
Doerfer had words of advice. He said, in esTo both vhf & uhf aspirants
sence: It's common sense not to expect quick prof itable operation in markets already
heavily served by pre-freeze stations. Principal factors making for success in long
run will be "programming and intelligent managerial operation."

—

,

,

—

—

.
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,

.

—

—
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MORE NEW STARTERS, MOSTLY SMALL TOWNS: Taking into account dropout of Buffalo's
WBES-TV (p. 3), on-air total rose to exactly 547 this week (227 vhf, 120 uhf) as 7
Four of the new starters were vhf and most are in relatively
more began testing.
Most significant about the new
small communities but with populous service areas.
starters was fact that a state university grantee goes into full-fledged commercial
operation, while a new uhf owned by theatre interests undertakes operation right
The newest starters
"under the gun" of New York & Philadelphia stations.
(Ch. 8), U of Missouri's commercial station, is all
KOMU-TV. Columbia, Mo
Dec. 20,
set for a few hours of preliminary testing on air of GE transmitter, Sun.
Getting service from all 4 networks,
definitely begins program operation Dec. 21.
It opens
it starts with 25 network shows and imposing array of other sponsorships.
new TV area in center of state, 123 mi. west of St. Louis, 131 east of Kansas City.
George J. Kapel is station mgr.
University's TV director is Dr. Edward C. Lambert
Duane Weise, chief engineer. Base rate is $200. Rep is
Wm. A. Vaughn, program mgr.
N ote
Not in the slightest abashed that it has elected to operate
K-R Television.
commercially (as does Iowa State's WOI-TV, too) rather than go along with the non7

:

.

,

.

;

:

;

5

commercial educational protagonists, KOMU-TV emblazons across its news releases, in
capital letters: "The Commercial Television Station of the University of Missouri."
(Ch. 58) began test patterns Dec. 14, is continuing
WRTV, Asbury Park, N.J
on daily 10 a.m.-5 p.m. schedule until commercial programming starts Jan. 9.
Only
vhf
service
from
area
getting
all
N.Y.
New
York
City
its
and
mi.
from
some
Phil57
adelphia stations, RCA transmitter and 465-ft. tower are located in Eatontown, N.J.
Station's debut is being preceded
drive-in theatre owned by licensee Walter Reade
by enormous promotion campaign, via theatres and local newspapers largely, accenting
fact that WRTV will feature community service rather than try to compete with bigAll commercials thus far sold are local, reports v.p.city and network stations.
onetime
Burke
mgr. of WBAL-TV, Baltimore, whose staff includes
gen. mgr. Harold C.
Allen Preville, sales mgr. Richard Behrman, production mgr. Donald Volkman, techNo national rep.
nical director.
Base rate is $150.
(Ch. 7) got on the air with test patterns night of
KATV, Pine Bluff, Ark
Dec. 18, was to go commercial next day. With GE transmitter only 25 mi. from Little
Rock, that community (now uhf-served) is being covered, and mgr. James A. Walker
Area also gets some
reports "wonderful signal" all the way to Houma, La., 125 mi.
Ownership interlocks with John Griffin Tulsa
service from Memphis and Monroe, La.
Pine Bluff outlet's
interests, which recently started KWTV, Oklahoma City (Ch. 9).
chief
program
mgr.
Roy
Pickett,
engineer
Compton,
Louis Brown.
Bruce
sales mgr. is
Rep is Avery-Knodel.
Base rate is $300.
(Ch. 24) began first tests Dec. 13, is due on air
WDAN-TV, Danville, 111
second outlet owned by the Gannett newspaper interests, who
with programs Dec. 27
publish Danville Commercial-News and operate WHEC-TV in home city Rochester, N.Y.
It's RCA-equipped has newspaper's Robert J. Burow as gen. mgr.. Max Shaffer as
It's directly on AT&T's Chicago-Terre Hautestation mgr., John Eckert, sales mgr.
Base rate is $150.
Rep is Everett-McKinney.
St. Louis circuit, joins ABC.
WEAU-TV, Eau Claire, Wis
(Ch. 13) began testing Dec. 17 with 10-kw RCA
transmitter, first outlet in western Wisconsin, about 75 mi. from Twin Cities. It's
owned by Morgan Murphy-Waiter Bridges group, who recently started KGTV, Des Moines
Harry S. Hyett is gen. mgr. Dick Kepler, program mgr. Mervin Greeley,
(Ch. 17).
Base rate is $150.
Rep is Hollingbery.
chief engineer.
KID-TV, Idaho Falls, Ida
(Ch. 3), in southeastern corner of state, several
hundred miles from Boise and about 150 mi. north of Salt Lake City, started testing
Dec. 17, goes commercial Dec. 20 with kine service from all networks. Its ownership
interlocks with KSL-TV, Salt Lake, whose old 5-kw transmitter it's using along with
25-kw RCA amplifier. C.N. Layne is gen. mgr.
Claude Cain, commercial mgr.
Carroll
Base rate is $150.
Secrist, chief engineer.
Rep is Gill-Perna.
WJHP-TV, Jacksonville, Fla
(Ch. 36), which was one of the 3 local radio
stations which held pre-freeze vhf CPs but turned them in, began operating Dec. 13
It gets service from ABC, DuMont, NBC,
with 12-kw GE transmitter, 5-bay antenna.
since pre-freeze WMBR-TV (Ch. 4) is basic CBS.
Owned by Perry newspaper interests
(Jacksonville Journal), its gen. mgr. is T.S. Gilchrist Jr., sales mgr. Bill Fraker.
Rep is John H. Perry Associates (newspaper rep).
Base rate is $200.
.
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“Aware Inc.,” taking up where Red Channels left off,
new group formed to “combat the Communist conspiracy

entertainment world.” Its president, attorney Godfrey P. Schmidt, says organization’s functions will include dissemination of “facts on the organizations and
individuals [in TV-radio, films, stage, etc.] employing
in the

Communists and fellow travelers and denying employment
non-Communists.” Group, which has not yet set up
permanent offices, will be financed by contributions and
$10 annual membership dues. Other officers: Ned Weaver,
actor, 1st v.p.; Paul R. Milton, writer, 2nd v.p.; Richard
Keith, actor, secy.; Jeanne Somerville, trcas. Member of

to

board
of

is

Vincent

Red Channels.

W.

Hartnett,

who

assisted in preparation

Use of “passive antenna systems”

to deflect

nals into valleys and behind obstructions

TV

sig-

permissible
without FCC licensing, provided they don’t cause “harmful
interference” to TV-radio stations, according to FCC Public Notice 53-1591 issued recently.
FCC said it had received inquiries about use of such devices, apparently was
referring to antenna arrays such as the rhombic developed by Dr. Richard C. Webb of Denver U to pick up
signals on mountaintop, re-radiate them into valley without any amplification (Vol. 9:35). Commission emphasized
that its ruling was tentative, that it was “not in any way
passing judgment on the effectiveness of the systems,”
and it cautioned against use of any apparatus which would

amplify signal.

is

6

Personal Holes: Thomas McAvity, NBC-TV national
program director, placed in charge of TV network programs div., taking over new pres. Pat Weaver’s former
operational functions; he will soon be named v.p., and reporting to him will be new Hollywood program v.p. Frederic Wm. Wile Jr., talent v.p. Gus Margraf, et al.
Harmon 0. Nelson resigns as program mgr. of KNBH, Los
Angeles
Andrew W. Smith, ex-20th Century-Fox v.p.
and veteran of 40 years in motion picture industry, named
.

.

.

.

.

.

chief of motion picture service, U. S. Information Agency,

replacing Herbert Edwards and reporting to USIA director Theodore C. Streibert
John Byram, ex-Paramount
Pictures, appointed ABC-TV story editor, reporting to
program v.p. Charles M. Underhill
Henry Howard
named director of network program business affairs, CBS
Radio, with Kenneth Craig holding same title in Hollywood
Edgar Rosenberg, ex-NBC, joins Box Office Television Inc. to handle negotiations with theatrical craft
unions for theatre-TV presentation of Broadway plays
John A. Shay promoted to v.p. in charge of operations,
Richard H. Mason elected pres. & gen.
WTVJ, Miami
mgr. of
Radio Co., subsidiary of Durham Life Insurance Co.; Graham B. Poyner, v.p. & asst. gen. mgr. It’s
Harold Singleton has
applicant for Ch. 5 in Raleigh
resigned as chief engineer of KGW, Portland, Ore., to
devote full time to his consulting practice; Earl Peterson
George T. Shupert, ABC-TV film div. v.p.,
succeeds him
elected pres., N. Y. Radio & Television Executives Society,
succeeding James M. Gaines, WOR-TV, who leaves Jan. 1
Dr. Kenneth
to head WOAI-TV & WOAI, San Antonio
Christianson, on leave as chairman of TV-radio education
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Stephens College, Columbia, Mo. and ex-U of So.
Dakota faculty member, returns to Vermillion, S. D. to
head S. D. Regional Education Board’s project for eduRalph B. Austrian is now on leave from
cational TV
Periera & Luckman, Los Angeles architects, where he
handled TV-radio accounts, to be v.p. of Paco Inc., 745
Fifth Ave., N. Y. formed to design, build and finance ofHarold (Hap)
fice buildings, factoi’ies, dept, stores, etc.
Anderson, mgr. of KOLN-TV & KOLN, resigns to join
.

.

.

WDEF,
plication

Chattanooga, Tenn.,
.

.

.

in

.

.

pursuit of

its

Ch. 12 ap-

George X. Smith has resigned as

KFOR-TV & KFOR,

v.p.-gen.

W.

G. McLaren.
of upcoming KCEB, Tulsa (Ch. 23) ... Adolph Schneider, exchief of NBC-TV news & special events, joins Hack Swain
Productions, Sarasota, Fla., TV film producer, as v.p.

mgr. of

Lincoln

.

.

.

.

Davis,

ex-KFDX-TV, Wichita

Falls,

the land, at this writing,

is

(Ch. 5), whose 83-ft. 6-bay
antenna atop 1005-ft. Blnw-Knox tower gives it an overall
height of 1088 ft. above ground, 1013 ft. above average
texrain, 1335 ft.

above sea level. It went into operation
Dec. 11, mgr. Henry Slavick reporting outer fringe coverage to 135 mi. (including favorable response from Little
Rock, Ark.) as RCA transmitter power was also increased
100 kw ERP from 60 kw. Old 750-ft. Blaw-Ifnox tower
was dismantled, sent to WEWS, Cleveland,
swapping it for used 5-kw DuMont transmitter which it has
to

WMCT

with

installed

360-ft.

3-bay

antenna

as

an

auxiliary

standby.

New

tower cost $200,000. is located 11 mi. northeast
also used by
counterpart
(5 kw on
790 kc) and by FM station WMCF (300 kw ERP on
of city,

AM

is

WMC

99.7 kc).

World’s tallest tower is Air Force’s 1212-ft. loran
near Rome, N. Y. (Vol. 9:32) and of course there are
7 TV stations now operating from 1465-ft. Empire State
Bldg, mast
Next highest TV towers in use are those
of WSB-TV, Atlanta (1059 ft. above ground); WBEN-TV,

WHUM-TV, Reading (1034); WTMJ-TV,
Milwaukee (1032). Miami’s WTVJ is now building 1000ft.
Lehigh tower having Otis building-type elevator.
Oklahoma City’s new KWTV plans to get started on
Buffalo (1057);

1572-ft. Ideco shortly after Jan. 1.

Tallest ever proposed

was for WFAA-TV, Dallas— 1747 ft.—but Airspace Subcommittee tui-ned it down (Vol. 9:32).
a

More new FCC attorneys reporting for duty in last 2
weeks: Rules & Standards Div. Jerome S. Box-os, exCAB; Richard E. Ely, ex-FTC; Lynne A. Kaufman, exprivate practice with Bert B. Rand & Hans Nathan, Washington.
Aural Facilities Div. Wm. J. Huff, ex-War

—

—

Claims Commission; Ray R. Paul, ex-private practice,
Tx-oy, Ala.; Warrexx D. Quenstedt, ex-private practice with
Blair & Blair, Washington.
Hearing Div. George M.
Martin, ex-FTC; John M. Webster, ex-Govt. of Guam.
Renewal & Transfer Div. James H. Murphy, ex-private
practice and OPS, Charleston. W. Va.
Most of new attorneys will work in TV Div. from time to time.

—

—

ex-KLAC-TV, CBS & NBC, named program mgr.

Hank

ALLEST TV TOWER in
WMCT, Memphis

that of

.

dept.,

.

T

.

.

named program

upcoming KSLA, Shreveport, La. (Ch. 12)
Richard E. Goebel has l'esigned from KOY-TV, Phoenix,
director of

.

.

.

Annual

TV

See

It

affaix-s,

awards of Look Magazine: news

Now (CBS-TV)

&

public

Toast of the
Town (CBS-TV); panel, What’s My Line? (CBS-TV);
educational, Omnibus (CBS-TV); sports, Pabst Beer,
boxing (CBS-TV) comedy, Show of Shows (NBC-TV)
children’s, Ding Dong School (NBC-TV)
religious, Life
Is Worth Living (DuMont)
dix-ector, Jack Webb, Dragnet
;

variety,

;

:

;

;

to rejoin Advertising Counselors of Arizona,

Phoenix

.

.

.

L. C. Smith, ex-WBAP-TV, Fox-t Worth, named chief engineer of KARK-TV, Little Rock (Ch. 4) due next March
Robert T. Richardson named film production super.

.

.

Ralph
TV-radio dept., Leo Burnett Co., Chicago
Kanna, ex-WRGB, named program dix-ector, WKNB-TV,
visor,

New

.

.

.

Britain, Conn.
a

Richard C. (Dick) Patterson

Jr.,

67,

who was NBC

exec. v.p. 1932-36, later ambassador to Yugoslavia, Guatemala & Switzerland, will become New York City’s official
“greeter” as chairman of the Mayor’s Reception Committee, succeeding famed Grover Whalen, when mayor-elect

Robert F. Wagner

Edward

J.

Jr.

assumes

office.

Noble, ex-chairman of

ABC, now head

of

AB-PT

finance committee and chairman of Life Savers
Corp., has gifted $2,000,000 more to the Edward J. Noble
Foundation, established for charities and education in 1940.

TV

Stephen Slesinger, 53, head of the N. Y.
film production firm bearing his name,

Angeles Dec.

17.

&

Hollywood
Los

died in

(NBC-TV)

TV

Fred Coe, Mr. Peepers, I Bonino.
Playhouse (NBC-TV) nx.c., John Daly, What’s My
;

px-oducer,

;

to Me (ABC-TV).
“Uhf information center” is being set up by Ultra
High Fx-equency TV Assn, in De Sales Bldg., Washington,

Line? (CBS-TV),

It’s

News

“to provide advertisers, agencies, netwox-k executives and
others with the factual information they need to plan

sound use of the selling power of [uhf] outlets.” Associis sending questionnaires to all uhf stations, asking
data covering equipment and facilities, TV set circulation
and station coverage. Exec. secy. Melvin A. Goldbex-g said
center’s function will be to “sex-vice inquirers with specific information desired.”
ation

CPs for 540 kc, new AM fx-equency, gx-anted by
week: Clarksville, Tenn., Clarksville, Bcstg. Co..
250-w, daytime; San Diego, KFMB, shift from 550 kc and
power increase from 1 kw to 5 kw; Richlands, Va.. WRIC,
shift from 1050 kc, using same 1-kw power, daytime.
Twelve other applicants, mutually exclusive, were noFirst

FCC

tified

this

that hearings are required.

7
Station Accounts: How about “repeats” of TV film
will they antagonize large number of viewers who
have already seen same show? A. C. Nielsen Co. describes
survey made for client who had run 21 episodes of film
show, was considering re-run on 13 or 26-week basis: 77%
of homes in all markets reached had seen at least one of
the telecasts; but 64% of viewing homes saw average of
only 2.2 broadcasts, 24% 'saw 7.7, 10% saw 12.5, only 2%
saw 16 to 21. Since 88% of viewing homes were reached
by average of only 3.7 of the programs, advertiser conGeneral Tire & Rubber
cluded he could safely re-run
Co., for 38 markets, buys The Greatest Drama, 15-min.
documentary, thru General Teleradio, which has made
tieup with Fox Movietone News to produce 26-week series
reviewing lives of famous news personalities and events
based on newsreel footage; General Teleradio will make
shows available to other sponsors in other markets
Ziv’s Favorite Story, starring Adolph Menjou, is claimed
as No. 1 syndicated non-network film show as it enters
second year with renewals for 59 markets by Schaefer,
Genessee, Drewrys, Blatz, Gunther, Olympic beers among
Philadelphia Gas Works,
the 116 markets carrying it
already sponsoring Dione Lucas cooking school Thu.
2:30-3 p.m. on WPTZ, Philadelphia, has taken another
52-week show starting Dec. 20, Sun. 7-7 :30 p.m., featuring
TV-film
film dramas, thru John Falkner Arndt Adv.
star Wendy Barrie has been “imported” to Dayton to
handle Mon.-thru-Fri. 4-5 p.m. partic. show on WHIO-TV,
to be piped also to WKRC-TV, Cincinnati, and WTVN, CoUniversal-International’s v.p. David A. Lipton,
lumbus
announcing $1,500,000 ad budget for major film releases
during first 4 months of 1954, says TV-radio will be inAllied Artists will use saturation TV-radio
cluded
series

—
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All NBC-TV sustaining programs
carry 1-min. filmed pi-omotions plugging network’s
shows & stars, effective Dec. 20. It’s idea of adv. & promotion director Jacob A. Evans, who says: “If a show isn’t
working for an advertiser, •we’ll put it to work for us.”
Promotion material consists of clips from other NBC-TV
shows, appearances of stars, talks by NBC executives on
Turns buys full-hour
value of TV advertising, etc.
sponsorship of colorcast of Season’s Greetings, special
Xmas all-star variety show on NBC-TV Dec. 22, 8-9 p.m.,
thru Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample; Gillette had signed for
15-min. segment (Vol. 9:50) but dropped out this week
Rybutol (vitamins) sponsors Up for Adoption, starring Arthur Godfrey’s sister Kathy, on ABC-TV starting
Geritol (drugs)
Jan. 16, Sat. 7-7:30 p.m., thru BBDO
to be co-sponsor, with American Chicle Co., of Rocky King,
Detective, on DuMont starting Jan. 3, Sun. 9-9:30 p.m.,
S.O.S. Co. (scouring pads)
thru Edward Kletter Assoc.
buys alt. Mon. of Hawkins Falls on NBC-TV starting
Jan. 4, 11-11:15 a.m. one partic. a week for 52 weeks on
Today starting Jan. 7, 7-9 a.m.; alt. Wed. IVz min. of
Kate Smith Show starting Jan. 13, 3-4 p.m., thru McCannGeneral Motors paying $100,000 in time &
Erickson
talent to put on annual Motorama show starring Arthur
Godfrey on CBS-TV Jan. 20, 10-10:45 p.m., thru Kudner
GE eliminates all commercials on Bing Crosby’s first TV
show on CBS-TV Jan. 3, 9-9:30 p.m.
Esso sponsors
annual East-West Shrine football game from San Francisco on DuMont Jan. 2 thru McCann-Erickson.

Network Accounts:

will

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

bell-Ewald
Among other advertisers reported using
or preparing to use TV: CVA Corp., San Francisco (Cresta
Blanca wines), thru J. J. Weiner Co., San Francisco; Dell
Publishing Co. Inc. (Modern Romances), thru Michael
Roshking Co., N. Y.; Liggett & Myers (L &
filter cigarettes), thru Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y.; Maybelline Co.,
Chicago (toilet products), thru Gordon Best Co., Chicago;
Personal Products Corp., Milltown, N. J. (Yes tissues),
thru Compton Adv., N. Y.; Keebler Weyl Baking Co., thru
McKee & Albright, Philadelphia; Alamont Labs. Inc.,
Montgomery, Ala. (Diximint disinfectant & Diximaid
cleaner), thru Philip E. Lindsay Agency, Kansas City;
Buckfield Packing Co., Buckfield, Me. (Bessey’s cider, preserves, fruit juices), thru Daniel F. Sullivan Co., Boston;
Holiday Delight Baking Co., Chicago (confection roll,
cheese & coffee cakes), thru Marvin Gordon & Assoc.,
Chicago; Locks Labs Inc., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. (Robert Curley hair conditioning shampoos), thru Don Harrington
Assoc., N. Y.; Rigident Products Co., Los Angeles (denture
retainer), thru Harry G. Willis & Assoc., Glendale, Cal.
Among other advertisers reported using or preparing
to use TV: Cigar Institute of America, thru Benton &
Bowles, N. Y.; Durkee Famous Food Div., Glidden Co.,
thru Meldrum & Fewsmith, Cleveland; Van Munching &
Co. Inc. (Heineken’s Holland beer), thru Hirshon-Garfield,
N. Y.; Monarch Wine Co. (Manischewitz kosher wine),
thru Emil Mogul Co., N. Y. (formerly Donahue & Coe);
Trico Products Corp. (auto accessories), thru Baldwin,
Bowers & Strachan, Buffalo; Orkin Exterminating Co.,
Atlanta (termite & pest control), thru Bearden-ThompsonFrankel Adv., Atlanta.
.

.

.

M

.

.

.

Televised Presidential news conferences moved step
week with release of tape recording of President’s full conference Dec. 16 to TV-radio networks. Said

closer this

White House press

secy. James C. Hagerty: “I think this
the first step in opening the news conference up to
other media.” He added “from time to time we’ll probably do the same thing” though no advance notice would
be given. Army Signal Corps unit has been taping conferences for several years and has made excerpts available to media when direct quotation was authorized. Under
plan this week, President could be quoted directly by
is

newspapers only after

to

put tape on

at

6 p.m., when networks began
Though no pictures were permitted

air.

conference, several TV stations embellished tape recordings with still pictures.

1954

.

;

.

spots in Jan. to promote local releases of Walter Wanger’s
Riot in Cell Block 11 .
Chevrolet preparing big campaign, supported by TV-radio, for new cars, thru Camp-

AM-FM

Station Directory

TV-AM-FM services
Television Digest will, in mid-January, receive
copies of our 1951/.
Station Directory, revised to Jan. 1, loose-leaf, printed on single sheets
so that changes and corrections may be added on
All subscribers to the full

of

AM-FM

opposite

blank

pages as they’re reported in our
Addenda. New directory lists not
only all North American AM-FM stations by states
and cities (with company names, addresses, frequencies, powers, FM antenna heights, network affil-

weekly

AM-FM

iations) but also includes lists of

More

KGO-TV, San

Francisco, from
$9C0 to $1100 per Class A hour, $90 to $100 for 10 sec.;
WDAF-TV, Kansas City, from $785 to $860 Class A hour,
$157 to $172 per min.; WFAA-TV, Dallas, from $650 to
$800 & $130 to $160; WEWS, Cleveland, from $950 to
rate increases:

$1200 & $200 to $300; KDUB-TV, Lubbock, Tex., from
$200 to $250 & $20 to $35.

AM & FM

stations

by frequencies, AM & FM applications by states &
frequencies pending as of Jan. 1, AM & FM stations
alphabetically by call letters. It’s only handy volume
of its kind, and carries no advertising. Extra copies,
if
5,

pre-print orders for 10 or more are placed by Jan.
cost $5.00 each; single copies $7.50.

—
8

HIPMENTS OF UHF

transmitters have all but halted
nor have many new orders been reOne reason given is that
ported by the manufacturers.
grantees are inclined to wait for promised higher powers
before placing orders. Another is that winter has set in,
and CP holders in the colder climes at least are not inclined to push construction until spring.
This week GE reported order for 1-kw unit from
KSAN-TV, San Francisco (Ch. 32) for delivery before
Jan. 15, but neither RCA nor DuMont reported any uhf
orders or shipments. GE also stated that it shipped 5-kw

S

in recent weeks,

vhf transmitters for CKCO-TV, Kitchener, Ont. (Ch. 13)
and WTOC-TV, Savannah, Ga. (Ch. 11). GE also sent
out 6-bay antenna to KRGV-TV, Weslaco, Tex. (Ch. 5),
which got its 5-kw transmitter Oct. 24.
DuMont shipped 5-kw this week to WNEM-TV, Bay
City, Mich. (Ch. 5) and KFBB-TV, Great Falls, Mont.
(Ch. 5), and week of Dec. 22 is due to send one to WQED,
Pittsburgh (Ch. 13). RCA reported only one shipment
25-kw transmitter to KARK-TV, Little Rock, Ark. (Ch.
4), due on air next March.
*

*

*

*

new

stations,

(Ch. 5), with

DuMont

In our continuing survey of upcoming
these were the reports received this week:

WNEM-TV, Bay

City, Mich.

5-kw transmitter shipped Dec. 14, plans tests later this
month, goes commercial in Jan., reports commercial mgr.
Harley M. West Jr. Headley-Reed will be rep.

WHK-TV, Cleveland (Ch. 19), granted Dec. 2, hasn’t
ordered equipment or begun construction, may take until
next summer to get going, reports exec. v.p. H. K. Carpenter. Grantee United Bcstg. Co., owned by Forest City
Publishing Co. (Cleveland Plain Dealer and News), also
owns 40% of highly successful uhf WKBN-TV & WKBN,
Youngstown. Rep not yet chosen.
KBAY-TV, San Francisco (Ch. 20) and KPIC, Salem,
Ore. (Ch. 24), both with 12-kw GE transmitters ordered
for early delivery, now plan Feb. start, according to v.p.
Joseph Brenner, onetime FCC attorney now practicing in
Los Angeles. Lawrence A. Harvey, attorney & grantee
of both stations and Ch. 34 applicant in Los Angeles, is
son of Leo Harvey, pres, of Harvey Machine Co., Torrance,
Rep not yet chosen
Cal. (aluminum & brass products).
for either station, but both will have $250 base rate.
WLAP-TV, Lexington, Ky. (Ch. 27), granted Dec. 3,
already has 500-ft. Stainless tower en route, has GE 12-kw
transmitter and antenna scheduled for shipment in “immediate future,” plans March 15 tests, programming
around April 1, according to pres. Gilmore N. Nunn. Construction has begun of new transmitter-studio-office to
Nunn family also owns
house TV-AM-FM operations.
WCMI, Ashland, Ky., and 30% of WBIR, Knoxville, Tenn.,
both TV applicants. Pearson will be rep.

KLIF-TV, Dallas

plans to get going next
transmitter located between Dallas

(Ch. 29)

with 12-kw GE
Worth, reports v.p. Gordon McLendon. It’s headed
by theatreman Barton R. McLendon, pres, of old Liberty

Aug.

&

1,

Ft.

Bcstg. System.

WCIN-TV, Cincinnati (Ch. 54), 50% owned by broadcaster Robert W. Rounsaville and first of his 3 CPs scheduled to get going, won’t make Jan. target in fact, none
of the 3 will start before “latter part of Feb. or after,”
he reports. Others are WQXI-TV, Atlanta (Ch. 36), last
reporting June target, and WLOU-TV, Louisville (Ch.

—

WCIN-TV
WBCK-TV,

rep will be For joe.
Battle Creek, Mich. (Ch. 58), delayed by
the plane crash into its tower resulting in death of ex-Gov.
Kim Sigler (Vol. 9:49), now plans start next summer
41).

with DuMont equipment, according to pres. Robert
Holmes. Headley-Reed will be rep.

FI.

&

Financial

Trade Holes:

rca’s march toward

“bil-

stature was recounted by chairman David
Sarnoff to N. Y. Society of Security Analysts Dec. 14,
and again before Waldorf-Astoria dinner he gave same
evening for 350 friends and associates of RCA pres. Frank
Folsom on occasion of latter’s 10th anniversary with
company. Gen. Sarnoff disclosed that RCA’s gross earnings for 1953 will approximate $830,000,000, compared
lion

dollar”

with $690,641,130 last year, and that net earnings will be
about $34,700,000 ($2.25 a share) compared with $32,425,299 ($2.10) in 1952.
In the electronics fields, you “ain’t seen nothing yet,”
Gen. Sarnoff in effect told both audiences, forecasting
that everything now electrified will in one way or another
be “electronified” in future and that great growth will
come in things that do not even exist now. He estimated
annual volume of whole electronics industry at $8 billion
now, of which TV-radio account for $3 billion, TV alone
representing some 80% of that amount.
The important growth in the future, he said, will be
in color TV, transistors, magnetic tape recording, industrial TV, electronic household products (such as an allelectronic air conditioner), microwave radio relay communications, transportation controls, business machines,
war materiel, atomic energy applications.
Industrial applications of TV, Gen. Sarnoff predicted,
within a few years will be more important in RCA’s business than entertainment TV today.
Of RCA’s income, 70% of gross and net came from
manufacturing, TV accounting for 55%; 20% of gross and
15% of net from broadcasting (TV & radio) 5% of gross
and 5% of net from communications (international, maritime, etc.) 5% of gross and 10% of net from other operations.
Backlog of govt, business, which was $160,000,000,
or 19% of this year’s volume, is about $500,000,00.
There has been a misconception, he said, about
amounts RCA derives from patent royalties. From 194753, they averaged about $3.5 million a year, and for 1953
they will be about $2.5 million, he said. By end of 1954,
he added, RCA will have spent more than $30,000,000 on
color TV alone without “making a dime on its investment up until then.” But he foresees color TV becoming
a commercial factor within 6 months, and the industry
selling more color than black-&-white sets 7 years from
now.
;

;

*

Indiana
$355,541

Steel

*

*

*

Products Co. reports net income of

($2.50 a share) after Federal taxes of $831,000

months ended Oct. 31, with $243,276 increase in
working capital since end of 1952. No comparison with
same 1952 period is available, but for 9 months ended
Sept. 30, 1952, net income was $197,575 ($1.39).

for 10

30,
(

International Resistance Co., for 9 months ended Sept.
sales of $8,989,819, net income of $315,199

reports

23C a share). No direct comparison is available, but for
of 1952 sales were $11,778,836, profit $577,877 (44c).

all

Raytheon has borrowed S7, 500, 000 from group of insurance companies at 4%%, to be amortized in not more
than 12 years, proceeds to be used for working capital
and to pay existing insurance loans of about $3,300,000.

DuMont has established revolving credit of $6,000,000
with 4 banks, headed by Bank of New York, borrowing on
4% notes expiring Dec. 1, 1954.
Dividends: Motorola, 37%<! payable Jan. 5 to stockholders of record Dec. 30; Packard-Bell, 25c Jan. 25 to
holders Jan. 11; Emerson Radio, lOc quarterly and extra
5c year-end Jan. 15 to holders Jan. 5; Trav-Ler, 10<* Dec.
1

31

to

holders

Clarostat,

15tf

Dec. 24 (first div. since
Jan. 8 to holders Dec. 28.

March 1951);

with Electronics

Trade Beporl

Reports

December
wyatt building {/

Washington

a.

•

o c

19,

1953

telephone sterling 3-1755

]

THERE'S PLENTY OF LIFE IN TV TRADE— FOR 1954: " Pay no heed to the prophets of gloom
This rather colorful comment
This industry's not going to hell in a hand basket."
on the current and upcoming TV market by a manufacturing research expert for whose
He's a man who
judgment we have the highest regard on basis of past observations.
his conHe
buttressed
from
inception.
TV
industry
of
the
downs
charted
and
ups
has
following
reasoning:
clusion with the
"
They totaled between
Our inventories today are not in bad shape at all
2,000,000 and 2,100,000 in all pipelines on Dec. 4, and I'm willing to bet we leave
I believe that's very good.
the year with less than 2,000,000
"
Remember, we went into this year with about 1,200,000 sets in all pipelines
We had people standing in line to buy a TV set and that
and that was far too few.
shouldn't happen in our industry or any other industry. Remember, too, that we have
about 100,000 dealers handling TV now, as compared to about 85,000 a year ago."
He cited need to keep inventory in balance as reason for recent wave of TV
"the manufacturers are just now catching up with their sins
production cutbacks
especially not the
for making too many sets." He said nobody is overloaded now
dealers, citing fact that 185,000 sets were sold by distributors to dealers in week
So
"and, brother, dealers aren't buying more than they're selling
ended Dec. 4
wouldn't you say that business was pretty good now?"
"I fail to see why we shouldn't sell 6,000,000 to
Turning to next year
In
other
words, just about what we're doing this year."
at
retail.
6,500,000 sets
on
production, saying "10 top set makers really
He declined to make any forecast
but
make the decision on how many receivers will be produced in this industry
150,000,000 consumers decide how many will be sold."
.

.

.

—

—

—

.

:

—

*

*

*

*

Even while FCC was approving compatible color system this week, that school
of trade which believes antidote to color's impact on black-&-white sales is larger
There was scuttlebutt, unverisets at lower prices seemed to be asserting itself.
fiable but probably with some substance, that several of the big manufacturers may

shortly introduce 21-in. table models as low as $200
Move would follow logically in wake of recent tube price dec l ines growing
popularity of 21-in. and reluctance of consumers to sink a lot of money into expensive black-&-white models w ith color in offing
to say nothing of sluggish performance, saleswise, of 24 & 27-in.
Attesting to popularity of 21-in., Motorola
Several other majors say the same
this week said it was short on that size models.
thing, and there's no secret about fact that all have been producing progressively
fewer 24 & 27-in. over last few months.
.

,

—

*

*

*

*

TV production passed 7,000,000 mark week ended Dec. 11, totaling 131,893,
up from 126,443 preceding week and 103,692 Thanksgiving week. It brought unofficial
tally for year's production to date to about 7,050,000
With 3 weeks to go
2 of
them short holiday weeks
record
1950' s
7,463,800 seems certain to stand.
Radio
production in week totaled 278,815 up from 241,549 week ended Dec. 4 and 219,156
week before.
It brought year's radio production to date to about 12,525,000
Retail TV sales in the first 10 months topped radio sales
excluding auto
for first time over such a period, according to RETMA report released this
radios
week.
It tallied 4.922,128 TVs at retail
compared to 4,911,415 radio s.
They compared with 4,291,893 TVs, 4,877,059 radios, sold in corresponding 1952 period.
For
-Oct. alone, TV sales were 621,768, down from 753,953 in Sept.
Radio sales in Oct.
totaled 385,299, way down from 650,898 in Sept.

—

.

—

,

.

—

—
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COLOR & 1954— WHAT TRADE LEADERS THINK: Cautious restraint marked reaction of those
most immediately and directly affected by FCC color decision
the manufacturers
Few were willing to go out on a limb with preand their distributors and dealers.
dictions and miscalculations that might rise to haunt them later. No one wanted to
rock the trade boat, currently quite steady; not even the FCC, judging from the
careful wording of its release
a far cry from its former attitude.
Best example of studied restraint was the statement by RETMA's TV committee
chairman Dr. W.R.G. Baker who is also chairman of the NTSC.
It noted with wellworded gratification that FCC "wisely has emphasized that the publics $7 billion
investment in black-&-white receivers has been fully protected," thanks to a single
It added:
and compatibility.
set of standards
"
The millions who now own black-&-white receivers together with those who
are interested in purchasing black-&-white receivers, now have official assurance
that they will lose nothing by the Commission's action on color.
Their sets will
continue to receive all the transmissions now available. Even more important, when
color transmissions are made by these stations, the quality of black-&-white reception of these sets will actually be improved.
"
It should be understood that while the Commission has approved basic color
standards today, it will take manufacturers of color transmitting equipment and home
receivers considerable time to develop, field test and mass produce color equipment
It will be some time before more than a few hours weekly are devoted to color broadFor a long time to come, most TV programs will continue in black-&-white.
casts.
"
Color TV is one more stage in the orderly evolution of the TV industry. It
will not destroy or impair the value of TV receivers now in use.
Only a trickle of
color TV receivers will be manufactured during 1954
It may be years before quantity production can be reached. Likewise, early color TV receivers will be expensive
most manufacturers estimate that small screen sets giving a 12%-in. picture will
cost in the neighborhood of $1000.
"
Meanwhile, the entertainment and cultural advantages which TV offers now
will continue to be available on large-screen, high quality black-&-white receivers
at values never before offered."
The simple fact of a tube botThere you have the basic industry thinking
tleneck that means 200,000 sets at the most in 1954 the removal of stupid political
pressures, the obvious understanding now of compatibility by press and public alike
all point to a rational, sensible and orderly approach to the most fabulous of
the amazing series of "TV revolutions."
Considering the complexity of the color tube and its production, some of
the best-informed opinion sees only 500,000 to 1,500,000 of them available in 1955
That might indicate repetition of the same cycle as black-&-white TV originally
also dependent largely on the CR tube.
TV's first year, 1947, saw only 178,571 sets produced; 1948 only 975,000;
Then came 1950 with its record of 7,000,000-plus.
Production has
1949 3,000,000.
continued at 5-7,000,000 since then, which some think will be range again next year.
We asked the l eading manufacturers to comment on the outlook, particularly
Digests of their observations are on next page.
as related to the advent of color.

—
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OVEL TECHNIQUE

for

making sure

color signal

and equipment are “right” was suggested to FCC
week by Telechrome Inc., Amityville, N. Y., makers

Pres. Ray Clurman proposed that
of color equipment.
networks and stations be permitted to transmit 10-12
lines at top of picture in color bars, bottom 10-12 lines

other components of color picture (I, R-Y, black-&simultaneously with regular color or black-&white)
white programs.
Purpose of such transmission, he said, is to give everyone from origination point, through interconnecting fathe
cilities and stations, to servicemen and the viewer
in

—

—

—

check performance. He
said that this would not only assure accurate transmission

same standard of comparison

to

much complex and expensive
checking instruments by all “links” in the color chain.
Transmissions could be continuous, he said, without
of color but would eliminate

programming or distracting viewer. Clurman
noted that on 21-in. tube, 10-12 lines would take mere
%-in. or so at top and bottom in areas generally covered
by mask. He says that serviceman can stretch those
lines out of picture, if need be, after adjusting picture
with aid of the special signals.
One criticism that may be raised, Clurman stated,
is that new transmissions won’t be “locked” to a crystal.
But he says his tests indicate this isn’t necessary. He
believes that both NBC and CBS could readily adapt
their present equipment for transmission of the signals.
affecting
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PINIONS VARY

on the impact of color on the TV
everyone is agreed the few sets available
next year will be expensive and most think it will be
several years before color becomes an important factor
in public demand and dollar volume.
We asked the leading manufacturers for year-end comments on the trade
generally, which we were preparing to publish this week
and next. When the FCC color decision broke, we dec'ded simply to excerpt their observations on color, about
which nearly all had something to say. Here’s essence of
what they said, plus some statements released this week:
trade

—but

Ross Siragusa, Admiral Corp. “My guess is that the
industry will turn out more nearly 200,000 than the outA.dmiral will make
side 150,000 others have predicted.
its share; in fact, we’ve gotten a good start already,
and have made about 100 sets. I’m not one of those
who is worried about the impact on black-&-white sales.
If there has been any damage, it has already been done—
yet our mai’kets are still doing nicely.”
Admiral’s exec,
v.p. John Huarisa added Dec. 18 that Admiral plans to
introduce its pilot sets (15-in. tube, 12-in. picture) to distributors at sales convention in Chicago’s Conrad Hilton,
Dec. 30. Price will be announced then, is expected to be
“over $1000,” he stated. By second quarter 1954, Huarisa
promises a “sample for every dealer in cities that will be
He also predicted approximately
on the color cable.”
200,000 color sets in 1954 “barring shortages of picture
tuhes and color components” and said Admiral’s production goal is more than 30,000 color sets next 12 months.

new era

a

equalled.”

of prosperity for our industry

He added

:

“The immediate

never before

effect of this an-

nouncement must result

in increased sales of table model
black-&-white receivers [at] $150 & $250 for 17-&-21-in.
By contrast, color receivers will sell for $700-81000
sets.
Color receivers will be available within a few weeks
for demonstration purposes only.
Mass production may
not be reached for at least a year. Total production for
industry may not exceed 50,000, which is equivalent to
not more than one set per dealer for all of 1954, and the
major part of this will be produced within the last months
of the year.”
.

.

.

:

David H. Cogan, CBS-Columbia
be able to

make over

“The industry

:

will

100,000 color receivers within one

year [of FCC approval date]. The important problems
facing the industry are engineering, testing and efficient
production techniques. Once color receivers get out into
the field, servicemen will need extensive equipment and
considerable re-training to service them properly. There
will be a temporary dropoff in black-&-white sales when
color appears on the dealer’s floor.
However, once the
novelty of color has worn off, monochrome sales will go
back to their regular levels. In 1954 the industry will
be able to sell some 5,000,000 receivers; 21-in. sets will
account for 70% and 17-in. for 20%.” CBS pres. Frank
Stanton revealed, during a Dec. 17 colorcast, that CBSHytron will start “mass production” of color tubes next
March, CBS-Columbia of color sets by mid-1954.

Leonard F. Cramer, Avco (Crosley)
least 5 years before color broadcasting

:

“It will be at

makes

sufficient

progress in programming to stimulate receiver sales in
the volumes of black-&-white.”
He predicted 5,500,000
black-&-white sales in 1954, with “a consumer move
toward merchandise priced at the low end of the line.”
Dr. Allen

B.

DuMont: “The FCC

decision

is

ahead

of the industry’s ability to deliver commercially practical
color

TV

equipment and programs

demand large-screen
production and introduce

will

in 1954.

in

any appreciable

We believe that the public
color TV [and we] shall go into
a large-screen color TV receiver

quantities for several years

.

.

.

However, the public should recognize that neither

DuMont nor

the rest

of the

industry will

be

able

to

Herbert Riegelman, GE TV-radio gen. mgr.; “In attempting to evaluate 1954 monochrome sales, it is necessary to gauge the effect of the introduction of color TV
on saturated markets, at the same time realizing there
will be opportunities in new markets where color will not
have the same effect as in old markets.” He estimated
close to 5,500,000 black-&-white sets will be sold in 1954
and “minimum sales” of 100,000 color sets.
Hallicrafters

receiver manufacturing will exceed 4,000,000 to 4,500,000,
with the emphasis on 17-in. and 21-in. tubes.”

H. L. Hoffman, Hoffman Radio: “It certainly is a challenge to the industry to harness the interest in color in

way and sell more black-&-white. I think
can be done because certainly the display of color sets
the store will start people talking about TV and will

a constructive
it

in

create traffic at the dealer level.”

Paul V. Galvin, Motorola: “The public’s initial curiosabout color TV will be answered. But the purchase of
a color receiver within the limits of the family budget will
be years away.”
His son, exec. v.p. Robert W. Galvin,
added: “Color will principally influence the mix of sets.
Lower list price merchandise will represent a considerably
higher percentage of the TV volume. Sales of black-& r
white should approximate 3,000,000; of color receivers,
ity

over 100,000.”

company attitude was that the
must be studied before any formal comment
would be made, but a spokesman told Wall Street Journal:
“It will take us 9 months to tool up and then we’ll only be
producing a trickle for several months.” Exec. v.p. James
H. Carmine told Retailing Daily a few days earlier that
“8 to 9 months will be required for broadcasting changePhilco Corp.: Official

color decision

FCC finally approves color standards”
and added his opinion that the effect of color talk on current sales has been greatly exaggerated.
overs even after the

Frank Folsom, RCA: “Color TV sets will begin to
come off the production lines in small quantities in approximately 6 months from today [and] it will probably
be at least an additional year until mass production is
reached.
First color sets manufactured by RCA will
have a 14-in. picture size and will be priced between $800

&

this

a

large

receiver

investment until

they’re available in quantity.”

Abrams

Considering the relative values of the dollar,

$1000.

compares favorably with the price of the

first 12-in.

introduced in 1939. When mass production of receivers and tri-color tubes gets under way, the prices will
come down as they did with black-&-white receivers [but]
it will take several years to reach this goal.”
sets

Benjamin Abrams, Emerson Radio: “It [the 1954
market] will not be a pink tea party. Instead, it will
take all the sales and business ingenuity the industry
can muster to come within 10% of 1953 sales. Beyond
1954, the prospects are much brighter.”
In telegram to
distributors Dec. 18,

if

—

broadcast to

justify

“The production of color

not entirely, on the tube
manufacturers’ ability to supply us with color picture
tubes.
The consensus among manufacturers is that only
a token quantity of color sets will be manufactured next
year in the neighborhood of 150.000, with which figure
we concur. We do not believe that 1954 blaek-&-white

any substantial number of color receivers of any
sizes at prices which the general public can afford for
several years. Nor will there be enough color programs
deliver

spokesman:

sets hinges to a great extent,

said color decision

“marks

H.

Baker, RCA Victor home instruments v.p.:
doubt that 1954 will be a black-&-white
It has been estimated the industry during 1954

G.

“There is
year ...

little

—
12 produce only about 50,000 to 75,000 color
be costly, probably between $800
to $1000.
Beyond 1954, production will increase and color
broadcasting- will expand, of course, but it can be expected
that it will take considerable time before color TV develops
into mass market proportions
Today’s black-&-white
receivers, particularly in the large-screen sizes, represent
greater value for less money.”
will be able to
sets,

and

initial sets will

.

.

Adams

.

Raytheon: “While early color sets
majr be expensive and not altogether attractive, and may
C. F.

Jr.,

continue at least for a brief period to affect black-&-white
sales, the company believes that in the long run color will
add a substantial increment to the TV industry.”

Sylvania spokesman: “[Color] certainly will depress
black-&-white sales early in the year, but I believe that as
people realize the size picture they will get and the cost of
initial color sets there will be a revival of interest in black&-white so that the overall sales for the year will reach
Certainly there is no question about the fact
5,000,000.
that people who are willing to pay something in excess of
$500 for sets will be substantially out of the market during the entire year and such sets as will be sold will be
almost entirely in the medium and low-price category.”

Tirade Personals!
James T. Buckley, chairman of Philco
board, appointed to President’s Committee on Employment
of the Physically Handicapped; he’s also national chair-

man of Goodwill Industries of America Inc.
Charles G.
Sherwood, ex-purchasing director, named v.p. of Federal
Telephone & Radio Co.
Richard A. Graver, sales v.p.,
and David P. Higgins, v.p. in charge of govt, work, elected
.

.

.

:

bow

to the public.

try

unit

production

receivers,

Topics

However,
in

1954

my
is

‘guesstimate’ for indus5,000,000

and approximately 100,000 color

&

Trends

of

TV

Trade:

what

black-&-white
sets.”

does 1954 hold

Without
the TV-radio-appliance dealer?
breaking down estimate by products, Richard E. Snyder,
economic marketing specialist, director of Snyder Business
in

store

for

Research Reports and economic consultant to NARDA,
this week released forecast in report, Estimated 195U
Sales Potentials for Appliance -Radio -TV Dealers in 170
Metropolitan Areas, available for $10 from his office, 11
Though it’s based on data
So. La Salle St., Chicago.
from 170 markets, report projects findings for retailers
everywhere. Major predictions:
(1) Sales will total $3,806 billion, or 6.5% below
1953’s estimated $4,069 billion. This will represent 2.28%
of the total national retail sales estimate of $167 billion
for all items in the economy.
(2) The 170 metropolitan markets will account for
64.1% cf all TV-radio-appliance sales, compared with
62.1% this year. Continued growth of suburban communities may boost total to 70-75% by 1960.
(3) Middle Atlantic states will lead all regions in
sales, with 25.37% of total; east north central area second, 20.25%; Pacific coast, 11.53%.
*

Two new

*

*

*

—

tube types about 3-in. shorter
than corresponding types because of 90-degree deflection
angles were disclosed this week by GE, which announced
they’ll enable set manufacturers to design narrower cabinets in future. Labeled 21ACP4 and 21ACP4-A (aluminized), tubes are 4th & 5th GE types to incorporate 9021 -in. picture

—

degree deflection feature, according to marketing mgr.
Grady L. Roark, who said production of both will begin
shortly.

Xmas bonus of up to 5% of individual earnings for
year is again being paid by Andrea Radio Corp. to all
employes.

.

.

directors of Hallierafters Co.

R. B. Sayre, 32 years
with Graybar, elected v.p.
E. R. Glauber, ex-AdmiralN. Y., director of Emerson distributing companies since
Oct. 5, adds duties of national sales mgr. for Emerson’s
new air-conditioning to be introduced in Jan.
Robert
E. Peterson resigns Dec. 31 as exec. v.p. of Standard Coil
Products Inc. due to ill health, continues as a principal
stockholder and member of board
Harold P. Gilpin,
gen. mgr. of Sylvania electronic sales div., retires Dec. 31
after 21 years with company
S. Roy Chilton, ex-pres.
of Key Co., Seattle TV-radio distributor, named gen.
merchandising mgr., Pacific Mercury
Phil Stone re.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

signs as Philco Milwaukee district mgr.
John F. Mehr
resigns as gen. sales mgr. of Simon Distributing Co.,
Washington (Zenith Radio) to become Zenith regional
sales mgr., headquartering in Washington
Dick Klein,
.

.

.

.

Robert Tait, Stromberg-Carlson “I believe that the
FCC approval of compatible color, the start of color broadcasting in a few markets, and the introduction of high
priced small screen color receivers, with limited distribution late in the year, wall do much to eliminate the present confusion and revitalize the black-&-white TV business. The first 6 or 8 months of 1954 will probably prove
a hectic period for our industry as color TV makes its

.

.

.

&

gen. mgr. of Raytheon distributing div., appointed
director of marketing, TV-radio div., and named asst. v.p.

v.p.

company supervising

of parent

sales, advertising

&

all

Raytheon

servicing activities

.

.

.

TV

national

Herman Kaye.

ex-Kaye-Halbert secy., forms Caltech Electronics Corp.,
8930 Lindblade St., Culver City, Cal. (high-fidelity equipment).
a

Glenn M. Nutter, 54, pres, of G. M. Nutter Inc.,
Cleveland DuMont distributor, died Dec. 15 in Lakewood
Hospital.

Exuding optimism about TV’s future growth, Sylvania
chairman Don. G. Mitchell writes in Dec. The Exchange.
official magazine of N. Y. Stock Exchange: “By 1961,

we think there will be nearly twice as many sets in use
about 48,000.000. Even though 8 years from now there
probably will be about 22,000,000 more TV sets in use
than there are today, we are not at all sure that sales
will be reaching a saturation point for a number of reasons.
The entire concept of home TV installations may
be entirely different by that time, and you
for example, entire

may

well find,

TV

systems in the home, with several
screens throughout the house, not only for entertainment
but communications.” Other reasons cited for TV’s development: color, uhf, improved programming, better
merchandising techniques.

More layoffs and cutbacks: (1) GE furloughs 4000
employes from Dec. 23 to Jan. 4 at tube and TV-radio
receiver depts. in Syracuse because of holidays and cutbacks in orders.
(2) Raytheon announced that since
fall 400 have been laid off at Chicago TV-radio div., 650
at Newton, Mass, receiving tube plant. (3) CBS-Hytron
puts 4-day work week into effect for 1400 receiving tube
employes at Danvers & Salem, Mass.
Jacob Friedus, ex-Starrett Television Corp., was convicted by a jury of Federal district court of the District

of Columbia last

week of

statement
purchase of Aireon Mfg.
Corp., Kansas City, which the govt, agency had taken over
Larry Knohl, cofor non-payment of a $1,500,000 loan.
with the

RFC

defendant,

filing a false financial

in proceedings for

was

acquitted.

National Assn, of Electrical Distributors’ annual committee meeting schedule: TV-radio, at NAED headquarters.
290 Madison Ave., N. Y., Feb. 2; major appliances, Jan. 12,
and electric housewares, Jan. 15, both days at Chicago’s
Conrad Hilton Hotel.

—
Distributor Notes: Hoffman Radio establishes factory
branch at 450 Ninth St., San Francisco (John N. Barker,
mgr.), replacing McCormack & Co.; Hoffman also appoints
Broyles-Milner Co., Knoxville (A. C. Broyles Jr. and Orvis
Harper-Meggee Inc., Seattle, disconMilner, owners)
Motorola appoints Kenrowtinues RCA Victor line
Stromberg-Carlson names GarGeorgia Inc., Atlanta
field Distributors, Enid, Okla. (Walter A. Norman, owner)
Pacific Mercury establishes factory branches in Portland, Ore. (Kenneth Chilton, mgr.), Seattle (Dean Hillbum, mgr.) and Spokane (Wm. Ferguson, mgr.)
Simon Distributing Co., Washington (Zenith Radio) appoints Saul Greber, ex-pres. of Greber Bros. (Motorola),
as gen. sales mgr., succeeding John F. Mehr, now Zenith
GE Appliances Co.,
Washington regional sales mgr.
Louisville, names John H. O’Toole gen. sales mgr.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

TV

set sales by

.

.

.

.

Canadian factories totaled 258,445

in

10 months, at average price of $411, compared to proProjected
duction of 302,725, reports Canadian RTMA.
production estimate is that 168,951 more sets will be turned
first

For Oct. alone, sales were 59,069,
out next 3 months.
production 49,399, inventory 50,634 at month’s end. Quebec
led in sales with 24,170; Toronto second, 13,637; Hamilton-

Ottawa & eastern Ontario, 6015;
Windsor, 3029; British Columbia,
Prairies, 281; Maritime Provinces, 138.
Niagara, 6249;

Ontario,

3592;

other
1958;

Old-timer Frank A. D. Andrea, head of Andrea Radio
owned “Fada” trademark based on his initials
—but it wasn’t until Dec. 14 Waldorf-Astoria banquet
in honor of RCA pres. Frank Folsom that he met the
rival TV -radio set manufacturer who now owns and uses
it
Jack Marks, pres, of Fada Radio & Electric Co. They
happened to be assigned to same table, were “formally”
introduced by fellow old-timer Jack Binns, Hazeltine, and
industry youngster Joe Elliott, RCA, also at same table.
Oorp., once

—

Better Business Bureaus Assn, released handy 10-p.
consumer information booklet. The Facts About Color TV.
available free from local BBB offices or from national
headquarters, Chrysler Bldg., New York 17. About 800,000 copies were printed in first run. Based on survey of
manufacturers, it answers many basic questions about

black-&-white reor contemplate purchasing.”

color, stresses “it will not obsolete the

ceiving set you

now own

Uhf on installment plan: Public Loan Corp., St. Louis,
takes half-page newspaper ads to boost sales of uhf converters and antennas on time payment plan “gives you

—

4 stations for as

cluding

little

installation

dealers.

as $12 a month.”

cost,

handled

is

Stations cited are uhf

KACY

(Ch. 54).

(Ch.

14),

in

Financing,

through

KSTM-TV
addition

vhf

TV
WTVI

local

(Ch. 36),
to

in-

KSD-TV

(Ch. 5).

Construction of new

RCA

administration and laboradept, and
Service Co. has been started on 58-acre tract in sub-

tory headquarters for Victor

RCA

home instrument

Five ultraHill section of Camden. N. J.
modern buildings with 325,000-sq. ft. of floor space will be

urban Cherry
completed

in fall of 1954,

housing 1400 workers.
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Electronics Reports: Military decl ronics procurement
shows no sign of slackening, though further cutbacks and
economies are expected in other phases of defense buying.
Those in position to know say dollar volume of electronics
procurement in budget recommendations to President
Eisenhower for coming fiscal year won’t be less than this
year’s, possibly will be greater.
Electronic research and
development, too, is expected to stay at current high level.
As for actual military electronics production, it has
finally hit its stride, is either at all-time high or very close
to it. It’s expected to level off soon and reach a plateau
but the decline, if any, will be very slight.
This outlook applies generally to all phases of defense
electronics
including guided missiles, atomic, etc. although procurement of certain isolated expendable items,
such as handie-talkies, is obviously being curtailed as
result of Korea ti’uce.

—

—

Hitherto secret data on Army’s deadly “Nike” groundtarget-tracking missile were released this week,
along with the information that first Nike operational
unit will be installed soon at Ft. Meade, Md. to guard approaches to Washington and Baltimore. Missile is about
20 ft. long and 1 ft. in diameter, carries 2 sets of fins for
guidance and steering. It’s launched vertically, can “outmaneuver bombers, fighters or transport planes” and functions regardless of weather conditions and visibility. Research for missile was begun by Bell Labs in 1945; missile
itself was designed and is now mass produced by Douglas
Aircraft Co. Western Electric makes most of Nike’s control equipment.
to-air

Brush Electronics Co. president W. Russell Burwell
announces these top management promotions, effective
Jan. 1: Douglas C. Lynch, from sales v.p. to exec, v.p.;
C. J. Mayers, from treasurer-controller to v.p.-treas.;
B. H. VanHouten, director of employe relations, employe
relations v.p.; A. J. W. Novak, from asst, sales mgr. to
gen. sales mgr.; W. C. Hall, from budget director to controller.
Brush is subsidiary of Clevite Corp.

Emerson Research Laboratories will be established
Tan. 1 at 701 Lamont St., Washington, by Emerson Radio
for research and development in electronics.
Dr. Harold
Goldberg and Dr. Donald Burcham, both of whom formerly directed ordnance electronics div. (guided missiles)
of National Bureau of Standards, will be director and
asst,

director, respectively.

Manual on

electronic circuits for commercial and mil-

volume in RCA Electronic Training
more than 100 pages of text, diagrams

itary personnel, latest
Series, contains

and analyses of 77 basic circuits. It’s available for $1.60
from RCA Service Co.’s govt, service div., Camden, N. J.
Philco’s surface-barrier transistor (Vol. 9:49) is described in 5-part article in Dec. Proceedings of the IRE.
B
Vice Adm. Walter S. Anderson, director of Automatic
Electric Co., elected pres., N. Y. chapter, Armed Forces

—

Communications Assn., succeeding Donald F. McClure,
asst, v.p., N. Y. Telephone Co. Emmett R. Shute, Western
Union v.p., was named a v.p., all other officers reelected.

Dun &

Bradstreet, on basis of first 9 months, reports
104 out of every 10,000 TV-appliance retailers will have
failed this year, compared with 70 out of 10,000 in 1952
(not counting voluntarily liquidations or changes of ownership involving no losses to creditors).

Trav-Ler Radio to take 200 guests via special train
French Lick Springs, Ind., Jan. 4-7, for 4-day preview'
of new 1954 line of TVs, radios, phonographs, with side
trip to its plant at nearby Orleans, Ind.
to

Workshop Associates Div., The Gabriel Co., Norwood,
Mass, (transmitting & receiving antennas) changes name
Jan. 1 to Gabriel Electronics Div.

Bound and Indexed

We will index and bind, between embossed hard
book covers, a limited quantity of all 1953 issues of
the Television Digest Weekly Newsletters, plus the
semi-annual TV Factbooks with all Addenda, plus
all Supplements and Special Reports.
This volume
will provide a handy and handsome permanent refence for your own or your company library Orders
will be taken only until Jan 6 Price $26 per volume
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Telecasting Notes: Importance of TV film industry to
Hollywood emphasized this week in announcements that 2
big movie studios have changed hands and will be used
exclusively to make films for TV. Eagle Lion Studios, fi
stages, was bought from Chesapeake Industries for $1,100,000 by newly formed First National Studios Inc.,
whose pres, is TV producer Bernard Prockter, owner of
several network TV shows, including The Big Story and
Treasury Men in Action. Edward Conne, Los Angeles TV
film & radio producer is exec. v.p. and Los Angeles financier and realtor Fred Levy Jr. is treas. & board chairman.
Also on board are oilman Edwin W. Pauley, ex-Democratic
national chairman; Los Angeles Rams pres. Daniel F.
Reeves; Western Auto Supply pres. Bertram Gamble;
Metal Moss Corp. (Chicago) pres. Edward Maltz; oilman
F. R. Long.
Company will produce own films and rent
Other
studio space to some outside TV film producers
.

.

.

big transaction this week was lease of Charles Chaplin
Studios, 2 stages, on long-term basis to Kling Studios by
realtors Webb & Knapp.
Kling pres. Robert Eirinberg
said acquisition makes his firm “the country’s largest motion

picture

facility,

Hollywood studios.”
and Hollywood

with the exception of the major
Kling has other studios in Chicago

Distributors of TV film see 1954
volume, thanks to more stations, jumping 50% over the
neai'ly $50,000,000 they grossed this year, says Dec. 19
Billboard.
Syndication of 30 & 15-min. series alone
brought in about $30,000,000; features and westerns,
about $15,000,000; musical libraries & shorts, about
“In the feature film field,” says Billboard,
$4,000,000
“some 150 titles were brought into TV distribution for
the first time.
This was a mere trickle in an industryconsisting of about 2000 features and about 500 westerns”
No great promise for more feature film is seen for
1954, though magazine sees “possibility that Samuel Goldwyn will set up his own TV distribution subsidiary, and
at the same time may go into production of TV film
series”; and reports current bidding for small group of
Eagle Lion pictures, current distribution by Vitapix Corp.
of 2 feature films, release soon by Tele-Pictures Inc. of
Gross-Krasne Inc., up-&20 new films, mostly Lippert
coming TV film producer-distributor, expands into production of filmed commercials, Vernon E. Clark heading commercial dept, in Hollywood, Hampton W. Howard in N. Y.
Eddie Cantor reported from Hollywood to be planning
half-hour film show, a la Groucho Marx, won’t renew live
Thanks to TV, American
on Colgate Comedy Hour
Museum of Natural History has been converted from a
N. Y. city institution to a national educational medium,
notes Museum pres. Alexander White in annual report
which estimates some 5.000,000 viewers “toured” museum
Senate
through CBS-TV’s weekly Adventure series
Judiciary Committee hearing into political dynamite-laden
Smaldone jury tampering case Dec. 12 was carried live
in its entirety from Denver Appeals Court 10 a.m.-8:30
N. Y. News’ WPIX, independent, rep.m. by KBTV
reported by Variety to have grossed record $374,000 in
Nov., up 43% from same 1952 month.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ling, filed first application for

headed

by

Richard

Chicago’s Ch. 44 and

Eaton,

WOOK.

Washington’s

newlyassigned Ch. 50. Eaton last week received CP for Baltimore’s Ch. 18.
Other applications were for Miami, Ch.
7 (5th application for that channel), by Sunbeam Television Corp., local group headed by shoe manufacturer
Sidney D. Ansin; for Charlotte, N. C., Ch. 9, by Carolinas’
Television Corp. (G. Richard Shafto, WIS-TV, Columbia.
S. C., pres.), where application by Bcstg. Co. of the South
was dismissed this week; for Palm Springs, Cal., Ch. 14,
by investor Florence P. Raley; for Carthage, N. Y., Ch. 7,
by Brockway Co., grantee of WWNY-TV, Watertown,
N. Y. (Ch. 48), and publisher of Watertown Daily Times.
Latter promises to relinquish uhf CP if granted Carthage;
FCC has thus far refused to accept applications on such
condition.
Seven applications were dismissed this week.
On file with FCC at week’s end were 363 applications, including 79 for uhf. [For further details about these applications, see TV Addenda 17 -X herewith; for complete
listings of all grants, new stations, applications, dismissals, hearings, etc., see TV Factbook No. 17 with Addenda
for

.

.

.

Six applications for new TV stations were filed with
this week.
WOPA-TV Inc., operating WOPA, Oak
Park, 111., and headed by TV film producer Egmont Sonder-

FCC

.

.

to date.]

Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc. has changed corname to Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. Inc., will
be headed as of Jan. 1 by Chris .1. Witting, ex-DuMont
Network director, succeeding E. V. Huggins, who will
devote fulltime to his duties as v.p. in charge of corporate
affairs for parent Westinghouse Electric Corp. Broadcasting subsidiary, which operates 2 TV and 5 AM stations,
will move headquarters from Washington to New York
sometime next year.
porate

Commercial

TV

for

Britain

was approved by House

Commons

Dec. 16 on strict party-line vote, 302-280Govt.’s proposal for limited advertising on new TV chain

of

competitive with

BBC was

previously approved by House

of Lords (Vol. 9:46,48).

Iowa State College’s WOI-TV, though colleges are exempt from taxation, must pay income taxes on profits from
commercial income, according to Federal ruling, which

its

impelled Iowa’s Attorney General to ask those of other
states to join in test suit in U. S. Tax Court.
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Total sets-in-use jumped to 26,364,000 as of Nov. 1.
increasing 674,000 during Oct., reports NBC Research.
Neai’ly half the Oct. installations, which were equalled

areas opened up
only 4 times in TV history, were
since lifting of freeze. The 674,000 compare with 626,000
New set installations first 10 months of
in Oct. 1952.
1953 were 5,130,000, compared with 3,974,000 same 1952
NBC Research no longer releases area-by-area
period.
monthly figures, but prepared county-by-county “census”
as of last May 1 (published in TV Factbook No. 17 of
July 15, 1953). Area figures updated to latter 1953 are
now being gathered for CBS-TV by Nielsen, will be rein

leased at end of Jan.

AT&T
tle;

interconnections this week: KOMO-TV, SeatJacksonville, Fla.
Next to begin network

WJHP-TV,

service probably will be:

TV, Danville,

Next

111.;

TV

KSLA,

KWTV.

Factbook

Our semi-annual

Shreveport. La.:

Oklahoma

TV

WDAN-

City.

—Pre-Print

Orders

Factbook No. 18

will be off
the presses shortly after Jan. 15, 1954 containing
basic data on all U. S., Canadian and Mexican border
stations & networks (including rates)
complete

—
;

tabulation of applications for new stations, detailing principals involved, facilities requested, etc.
(and starting new series of weekly Addenda) ; list
of all new-station grantees (with reported starting
dates)

;

directories

of station representatives

major advertising agencies; directories of
tube manufacturers, transmitter

&

TV

and
set

&

studio equipment

makers, film & live program suppliers, community
antenna systems, theatres equipped for TV, FCC
personnel, legal & engineering consultants, electronics laboratories; plus
tures.

One copy goes

many

other reference fea-

each full-service subscriber.
pre-print orders for 20 or more are
to

Extra copies, if
placed by Jan. 3, cost $1.50 each; single

copies, $S.

.
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Final Color Report

December
WASHINGTON
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)
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Full Text of FCC's

FINAL COLOR TELEVISION DECISION
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17,

1953 and Released as
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Public Notice No. 53-1663,

With Appendix Describing Operation
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(,D 0C k e t

No. 10637

(

/

the Commission: Commissioners Webster, Sterling and
Lee concurring with separate statements Commissioner Hennock present but not voting.
;

— PRELIMINARY

STATEMENT
proceedings lookspecifications for

color television transmissions to replace the present rules
and standards. Petitions requesting such action had been
filed by the Radio Corporation of America (RCA) and the
National Broadcasting Company, Inc. (NBC), jointly; the

A

7.
number of circumstances, not necessary to detail
here, combined to prevent the commercial development of
color television on the field sequential standards.
The
limited amount of commercial color broadcasting on these
standards was short-lived, and color television broadcast

the
National Television System Committee (NTSC)
Philco Corporation; Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.; the
General Electric Company; and Motorola, Inc. All of the
above petitioners urged the adoption of color television
signal specifications advanced by the NTSC.
2. In accordance with the Commission’s Notice formal
comments supporting the adoption of the proposed new
signal specifications for color television transmissions were
System, Inc. (CBS)
filed by Columbia Broadcasting
Hazeltine Corporation; Admiral Corporation; Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc.; and Harry R. Lubcke. In addition, the Commission accepted as comments in the proceeding the petitions referred to above; and NTSC filed additional material in support of the adoption of new rules.
4

;

equipment for the field sequential system has never been
produced in quantity and is not now being produced, nor
are color transmissions in accordance with the field sequential standards being broadcast or contemplated.
8. When the Commission adopted rules for color television in 1950, it recognized the need for further research
and experimentation in this field. In a Public Notice (FCC
51-592) of June 11, 1951, the Commission pointed out that
“In a field as relatively new as radio in general and television, in particular, there is always room for genuine
programs of experimentation.” In that Notice, the Commission stated, however, that in the interests of orderly
procedure and stability, the following steps would be required of the proponents of new color systems:

;

3. Oppositions to, the adoption of the signal specifications as proposed were filed by Paramount Television Productions, Inc.; Chromatic Television Laboratories, Inc.;
American Television, Inc.; and Marshall Soghoian and
2
S. L. Cooke, Jr., Richmond, Va.

(a) An appropriate petition must be filed requesting
rule making proceedings with respect to color television

standards.
(b) Representative receiver apparatus must be delivered
to the Commission’s laboratory at Laurel, Maryland.
(c) Pi. signal must be put on the air in Washington,
D. C. for the purpose of demonstrating the system. 4
(d) The above tests must show to the Commission’s
satisfaction that the proposed system has a reasonable
prospect of satisfying all of the criteria for a color tele-

We

believe that a brief review of prior Commission
proceedings and activity relating to color television will be
helpful.
4.

Incorporate Color

6. The field sequential system which the Commission
standarized was, however, an incompatible system in the
sense that existing receivers could not receive color transmissions in monochrome without adaptation. The Commission recognized the practical difficulties involved in commercializing an incompatible color system and indicated
that had a satisfactory compatible system been ready at
that time it would certainly have been desirable to adopt it.

1953, the Commission issued a Notice

1. On August 7,
(FCC 53-1015) instituting rule-making
ing toward the adoption of new signal

to

and

adopted Rules and Engineering Standards for color television based upon the “field sequential’’ system of color
television, one of the systems proposed in the hearing in
Docket 8736. The Commission found that of the systems
then before it only this system produced an acceptable
color picture and that neither of the other two systems in
that hearing satisfied the Commission’s minimum requirements.

1

REPORT AND ORDER

I

New System

FCC Technical Standards Amended

In the Matter of
Amendment of the Commission’s
Rules Governing Color
Television Transmissions

By

of

Mimeo 98948

5. The Commission has concerned itself with the development of a commercially practicable color television
system in formal proceedings since 1940. 3 In addition, the
Commission and the industry have conducted studies, investigations, and experimentation in the field of color television.
Finally, on October 10, 1950, the Commission

4
Waiver of this requirement was requested. In the Notice of
Proposed Rule Making (FCC 53-1015) issued in these proceedings
the Commission determined that it was not necessary that a signal
be put on the air in Washington prior to the institution of rule
making. The Commission stated, however, that it would determine at a later date whether during the course of the proceeding
a signal on the air in Washington will be required. It is now our
view in light of all the circumstances, and particularly the demonstration held in these proceedings and the broadcast of several
color programs in Washington and elsewhere that no useful purpose would be served by requiring petitioners to put a signal on
the air in Washington for evaluation in these proceedings.

1
The NTSC Is an association of engineers and scientists interested In the development of television and its members Include
representatives of many of the companies engaged in the manufacture of television equipment.

2 Marshall Soghoian
and S. L. Cooke, Jr., and Otto Luther, New
Preston. Connecticut, proposed alternative color television systems.
In a Memorandum Opinion and Order (FCC 53-1325)
adopted
October 7, 1953, the Commission dismissed these comments Insofar
as they proposed new color systems on the grounds that the proposed color systems did not meet the specified requirements for
receiving consideration by the Commission In these proceedings.
(The requirements referred to are set forth below In par. 8.)
1
1940 (Docket No. 5806), 1944-45 (Docket No. 6651), 1946-47
(Docket No. 7896), 1949-50 (Docket No. 8736 et al.)
,

This Supplement

is

published for

its

subscribers by

Television Digest; extra copies $2 each.

1

:

vision system set forth in the reports.

These criteria are

Proponents of the new signal specifications for color
which are urged in place of the present rules
governing color transmission, contend that the new signal
specifications meet or are capable of meeting all of the
Commission’s criteria for a satisfactory color system, and
that these specifications, in addition, are compatible with
the Commission’s present rules and standards for monochrome transmission. Thus, RCA-NBC states that all of
the criteria are met by the proposed color specifications.
Substantially the same position is advanced by Sylvania,
Motorola, Admiral, Westinghouse Radio Stations, and by
Harry R. Lubcke. NTSC states that the new color specifications meet Commission’s criteria (1), (2), (3), (6) and
(7); that transmitters and receivers of a number of manufacturers have been successfully demonstrated; but no
comment is directed to the possibilities of producing lowcost receiving and transmitting equipment [criteria (4)
and (5)]. Philco alleges that the new signal specifications
meet the Commission’s technical criteria but that inexpensive receivers are not now available and the Commission
should waive criterion (4). Philco concludes that adoption of these signal specifications will give a strong impetus to the scientists and engineers “to develop a satisfactory color receiving tube, capable of economical mass
production, and hence color receivers that will be within
the price range of the great mass of the American people.”
CBS maintains that the new signal specifications do not
meet criteria (4) and (5), but that basic changes in circumstances warrant “less rigid application” of the criteria
now than in 1950 and 1951, and that adoption of the new
specifications will provide a tremendous challenge to the
industry to meet the criteria sometime in the future. The
views advanced by General Electric were generally similar
11.

as follows

television,

(1) It must be capable of operating within a 6-megacycle channel allocation structure.
(2) It must be capable of producing a color picture
which has a high quality of color fidelity, has adequate
apparent definition, has good picture texture, and is not
marred by such defects as misregistration, line crawl,
jitter or unduly prominent dot or other structure.
(3) The color picture must be sufficiently bright so as to
permit an adequate contrast range and so as to be capable
of being viewed under normal home conditions without

objectionable flicker.
(4) It must be capable of operating through receiver
apparatus that is simple to operate in the home, does not
have critical registration or color controls, and is cheap
enough in price to be available to the great mass of the

American purchasing public.
(5) It must be capable of operating through apparatus
at the station that is technically within the competence of
the type of trained personnel hired by a station owner who
does not have an extensive research or engineering staff
at his disposal and the costs of purchase, operation, and
maintenance of such equipment must not be so high as
unduly to restrict the class of persons who can afford to
operate a television station.
(6) It must not be unduly susceptible to interference as
compared with the present monochrome system.
(7) It must be capable of transmitting color programs

over inter-city relay facilities presently in existence or
which may be developed in the foreseeable future.
9. In the early part of 1950 the NTSC, among other
undertakings, commenced studies looking toward the development of a commercially practicable system of color

The signal specifications now proposed for
adoption are the product of a program of study and experimentation lasting for a period of more than two years.
The NTSC during this period considered and evaluated

television.

to those of
12.

new

color

specifications

been advanced by Paramount Television Productions,

several sets of signal specifications which employed variOn January 13,
ous alternative techniques and values.
1953, the NTSC adopted the specifications now proposed
Numerous
in this proceeding for field testing purposes.

have
Inc.;

Chromatic Television Laboratories, Inc.; American Television, Inc. and Marshall Soghoian and S. L. Cooke Jr.
These oppositions, in common, contend that little basis now
exists for a reasonable assurance that receivers under the
proposed color specifications will be “cheap enough in price

tests and demonstrations have been conducted to determine
whether the signal specifications under consideration
satisfy the Commission’s criteria for a color television
system.5 Subsequent to the adoption of the proposed signal specifications for field testing, shake-down tests were
first held to determine whether the specifications merited
formal testing. Thereafter, formal tests were held and
the data obtained in such tests have been submitted to the
Commission in this proceeding.
10. The Commission was kept advised of the progress
of the NTSC in this field by means of various reports
submitted to the Commission and by attendance at tests
and demonstrations. Following a conference with the
parties to this proceeding the Commission ordered a dem-

mass of the American purchasing public” and that the Commission should not adopt
the proposed color specifications until such assurance is
to be available to the great

possible.
II

— EVALUATION

OF PROPOSED SIGNAL

SPECIFICATIONS
13. The Commission has before it for consideration proposed new signal specifications for color television to replace its present rules and standards governing color

television.

The standardization of signal

specifications for

always a grave
undertaking with important consequences to the public and
the utilization

onstration of the color television signal specifications proposed in this proceeding to be held in New York City under
the auspices of the NTSC. Programs were transmitted
(National Broadcasting Company,
over Stations

of

radio frequencies

is

the electronics industry.
Such standardization for color
television is particularly important in view of the emergence of the television service as a powerful medium of
mass communications. The ultimate question presented is
whether the proposed signal specifications provide a reasonable basis for the development of a color television system in the public interest. In order to aid in the resolution
of that question we have in our earlier considerations of
the problem formulated certain criteria to serve as guide
6
lines in the evaluation of proposed signal specifications.
In the discussion that follows the proposed signal specifications are evaluated in the light of the Commission’s criteria based upon the evidence in the record and the observations of the Commission at the demonstrations and at
7
the Commission’s laboratory.

WNBT

WCBS-TV (Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.)
KE2XDR (Allan B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc.). The

Inc.),

and

CBS.

Oppositions to the

program material consisted of representative indoor and
outdoor scenes and color slides and covered a wide range
of hue and chroma including strongly contrasting color
patterns.
6 In order to conduct the field testing of the NTSC signal speciThe refications for color television, Panel 16 was established.
sponsibility for insuring “by actual observations during field tests
that the proposed standards would result in a signal which will
satisfactorily operate color receivers and provide the public with
service which, in color, is comparable in performance to that
established by the monochrome standards” was delegated to this
Panel. At the conclusion of its field test program, Panel 16 was
composed of 109 engineers. The group averaged from 15 to 20
years' experience and included among its members 18 Fellows and
The Panel was in existence for
30 Senior Members of the IRE.
more than 2 years and a total of 126 engineers were in some way
officially connected with it; and many other persons actively participated in its work as receiver operators, unofficial observers, or
In some other capacity. In addition, RCA-NBC held several tests
to obtain (1) an engineering evaluation of the proposed specifications by trained technical personnel; and (2) reaction of public
opinion with respect to the color picture (conducted by Opinion

Operation Within a 6-Megacycle Channel Structure.
first criterion for evaluating signal
specifications for the transmission of color television is
that it must be capable of operating within a 6 megacycle
14.

The Commission’s

Criteria are set forth above, paragraph 8.
A description of color television transmissions in accordance
with the proposed signal specifications is attached hereto in
Appendix A.
"
7

Research Corporation).

2

conclusion despite some apparent deficiencies of the color
pictures as viewed on presently available receivers. None
of the deficiencies present is sufficiently grave, however,
to interfere seriously with the over-all enjoyment which
may be derived from viewing the color pictures. Although
the color reproduction is not completely faithful, it is
sufficiently accurate to be a pleasing reproduction.
The
loss in resolution, as compared to monochrome, is offset
by the greater realism resulting from the addition of color
information. The brightness level on present color equipment, while lower than on monochrome receivers, is nevertheless within the range of acceptability for home viewing.

8
The signal specifications
channel allocation structure.
consideration meet this objective. Within the
same bandwidth that had been allocated to monochrome
alone, the proposed system has succeeded in adding color
information, while maintaining compatibility with present
monochrome standards. This has been achieved by “interlacing” the color information with the luminance signal
when portrayed on a picture tube in either color or monochrome; 8 and by taking advantage of the relative insensitivity of the eye to changes in hue and saturation in small

now under

areas.
15. To “interlace” the color information, a color subcarrier within the 6 megacycle channel is used. The location of this subcarrier is critical in that it must be selected
so as to minimize color information visible on monochrome
receivers in order to maintain to the greatest extent posIn addition,
sible the quality of the monochrome picture.
the location of the subcarrier must be well removed fi’om
the picture carrier and sufficiently removed from the sound
carrier to avoid interference. The objectives with respect
to the location of the subcarrier, although not fully attained, have been met to a satisfactory degree.

16.

The second technique

tem relates

relied

upon

in the

NTSC

to the demonstrated fact that the eye

is

18.

Receiver Apparatus.

The Commission’s fourth

cri-

terion relates to receiver apparatus and is a two-fold objective. First, the receiver apparatus must be simple to operate in the home and must not have critical registration or
color controls, and second, it must be cheap enough in
price to be available to the great mass of the American
purchasing public.
19. Our evaluation of the receiver apparatus with relation to the first of the foregoing objectives is based on

our examination of the receivers furnished by 13 manufacturers for use in the demonstration held in these
proceedings and the receivers offered by three manufacturers to the Commission’s laboratory and on our
consideration of the data submitted in the proceedings.
The inherent complexity of the proposed signal specifications is, in large part, reflected in the receiver.
The
color tube, and the attendant circuitry, is of complicated
and intricate design and will impose a substantially
greater burden in the servicing and maintenance of the
color receiver as compared with monochrome receivers.
The viewer controls on the front panel of the receiver
apparatus are l-elatively simple to operate in light of
the complexity of the equipment, and color controls do
not appear to be critical.
The reception of color television transmissions on color receivers demonstrated and
examined does require a finer adjustment of the tuner
control than is necessary on a monochrome receiver, for
by moving this control too far in either direction, a
considerable change can be effected in the color balance
of the picture.
This necessity for finer tuning, however,
does not add significantly to the complexity of operation; and such adjustment would appear to be well within
the competence of the normal home viewer. In addition
to the controls required for monochrome reception, all
of the receivers have an additional “chroma” control
which requires adjustment by the viewer. The chroma
control, which is not critical, determines the saturation
of the colors.
At one extreme position, the colors are
fully saturated, while at the other extreme position, the
colors are washed out.
Some of the receivers also have
a hue control installed on the front panel of the receiver
for adjustment by the viewer.
The hue control permits
the hue of the picture to be adjusted to the personal
taste of the viewer.

sys-

much

changes in hue and saturation in small
areas than it is to changes in brightness. The corollary is
that as the size of the viewed object is reduced, the eye
becomes progressively color blind so that ability to distinguish hue deteriorates. It follows that the color components of a picture can be transmitted over a narrow band
less sensitive to

of frequencies since resolution of fine detail is a function
In the NTSC system faithful colors are
of bandwidth.

transmitted over a 0.6 me bandwidth while the monochrome or luminance signal is transmitted over a 4.2 me
bandwidth. In between is a twilight zone where adulterated colors are transmitted. Thus, faithful colors appear in the coarse areas of the picture, adulterated colors
in the medium fine detail and only monochrome in the
The saving of frequencies
finest detail of the picture.
resulting from the use of this technique is obtained at a
cost in terms of the adverse impact on picture quality,
but as indicated below, the overall result meets minimum
standards of acceptability.

The Com17. Quality of the Color Television Picture.
mission’s second and third criteria relate to the quality of
the color television picture in terms of specific characteristics.
In the light of the data of record concerning the
tests and demonstrations conducted by proponents, and the
observations of the Commission at the demonstration in
these proceedings and at the Commission’s laboratory we
are of the view that the color television pictures transmitted are satisfactory and that the signal specifications
merit standardization on this score. We have reached this
8 The amount of picture detail which can be conveyed and the
resulting quality of the television picture, Is delimited by the
bandwidth allocated for the transmission of the video signal.
Each time the scanning beam traverses from a light element of
the picture to a dark element and returns, a complete cycle of
For technical reasons the
video electrical energy is generated.
6 me channel assigned to a television station can only accommodate approximately a 4 me video bandwidth. If the sole objective
to be served were a high quality picture, It would certainly be desirable to Increase the video bandwidth to permit transmission of
greater picture detail. However, spectrum space is severely limited and the bandwidth of television stations must be determined
with a view to the desired number of television stations and the
needs of other services.
» Color is perceived as a conscious sensation In terms of three
major attributes: brightness, hue and saturation. Brightness is
a measure of the light Intensity radiated or reflected from objects,
i.e., their physical "luminance”, and Is the only attribute exhibited
by both colored and non-colored objects. Hue Is the most characteristic attribute of color and determines whether the color Is red
or green or yellow, etc. Finally, saturation distinguishes strong
colors from pale colors of the same hue, as red and pink. Saturation may be considered as related to physical “purity” or freedom
from dilution with white. It Is common knowledge that sunlight
Is a mixture composed of all the various colors of the rainbow
such as red, orange, yellow, green, blue. Indigo and violet. It has
been found that It is not necessary to mix all the colors of the
spectrum to form white light. Three colors properly selected and
mixed In proper proportions will form white and most other colors.
However, It Is not possible to produce colors which are outside the
spectrum area Included by the primaries
For example, If the
three primaries are red, green and blue. It is not possible to produce saturated violet since It Is outside the spectrum area Included
between red and blue. Likewise, If a diluted red or orange were
selected as one of the primaries, It would not be possible to obtain
a saturated red.

20. The data in the record with respect to the estimated
price of the receiver is meager. The cost of the tri-color
kinescope and the complexity of the attendant convergence circuitry, deflection yoke, and high voltage supply
in the receiver, comprise major elements in the price
of the color television receiver. RCA-NBC has furnished
estimates of receivers based on the use of a 16-inch

envelope tri-color tube which has a measui’ed viewing
surface of 8% inches by 11 inches, the equivalent of a
12% inch monochrome tube. 10 The estimated cost of the
16-inch envelope tube to receiver manufacturer’s is between $175 and $200. The estimated introductory price
of the first color receiver will be between $800 and $1000.
We do not believe that the data in the record are sufficient to support the conclusion that the presently available receiver apparatus is “cheap enough in price to be
available to the great mass of the American people”
as contemplated in our criteria. However, several manufacturers have expressed their conviction that when color
10 No
estimates have been furnished on the price of receivers
with larger tubes.

3

television reaches the mass production stage, substantial
reduction in the price of color receivers will follow, as
was the case of the monochrome receiver.
21.

Broadcast Station Apparatus.

proximate total cost of such equipment would be $69,500.
figure, it should be understood, is based on the
utilization of one camera, which is minimum equipment.
Generally, two or more cameras are required for the origThis

The Commission’s

ination of live broadcasts.
In addition, price quotations
have not been furnished for remote pick-up equipment.

criterion pertains to apparatus at the broadcast
station and, like the criterion relating to receiver appaFirst,
ratus, also is expressed as a two-fold objective.
the station apparatus must be technically within the
competence of the type of trained personnel hired by a
station owner who does not have an extensive research
or engineering staff at his disposal, and, second, the costs
fifth

24. The data in the record is meager relating to the
cost of the above equipment, and the costs figures submitted, it should be emphasized, represent only estimates
on the bases of present conditions. This data indicates
that the costs entailed in originating live color programs
with present equipment will substantially increase the
station’s costs above that necessary for monochrome transmissions. However, it is our view that once commercial
production designs are finalized and the production level
for such equipment is increased, substantial reductions
in the costs of such equipment will be feasible.
believe, also, upon our consideration of the evidence in
the record, that the future holds promise for the development of cheaper apparatus.

of purchase, operation, and maintenance of such equipment must not be so high as unduly to restrict the class
of persons who can afford to operate a television station.
22. Upon the basis of our examination of the data in
the record and of our observations, we are of the view
that the color signal specifications proposed by petitioners
are capable of operating through station apparatus technically within the competence of the type of trained
personnel hired by a station owner lacking an extensive
research or engineering staff. Clearly, the operation and
maintenance of color equipment at the station is more
complicated than that employed with monochrome; and
in the initial stages, additional training of technical perNevertheless, it appears that
sonnel will be required.
extensive testing of the proposed signal specifications
has been satisfactorily carried on by personnel recruited
from monochrome operations, and that training of personnel for color operation can be accomplished without
undue difficulty. At a demonstration held in this proceeding, color programs were originated by NBC, DuMont,
and CBS. These organizations do, of course, have available to them research and engineering staffs that would
not be available to the great majority of other broadAnd, for that reason, these organizations may
casters.
not be considered typical or representative of broadcastAt the same time, howers generally for this purpose.
ever, the successful participation of NBC, DuMont, and
CBS in the demonstration is somewhat persuasive that
color transmissions in accordance with the proposed signal specifications can be accomplished by other broadcastters after adequate training of their technical staffs.

We

25.

Operation and maintenance of color television equip-

ment at the transmitter and the studio concededly will be
more complicated than that necessary at a comparable
monochrome station. It appears that additional equipment
and personnel will be required for the operation and
maintenance of the transmitter since it will be necessary to maintain a more careful alignment of the transmitter than is generally required for monochrome transmissions.
In addition, where live programs in color are
originated by the station, additional personnel will be
required to be assigned to each color television camera
as video control technicians, and one or more additional
persons might be required at the studio for other purposes.
26. Interference Characteristics. The Commission’s sixth
criterion is that the color system must not be unduly susceptible to interference as compared with the present
monochrome system. It is apparent from the tests that
have been conducted that susceptibility to interference
related to the signal specifications, but, in addition, it
influenced by equipment design particularly in regard
The significance of the
to adjacent channel interference.
test data submitted to the Commission was limited by the
fact that only one type of receiver with a limited range of
signal conditions was included, and a question is raised as
to the applicability of the data to over-all performance of
all types of receivers which may be produced.
is
is

23. With respect to the cost of purchase of color broadcasting equipment, approximate estimated cost figures
and production plans have been submitted by RCA-NBC.
Such data has been furnished for the following types of
television broadcast transmissions: (1) network color pro-

With respect

to the important factor of co-channel
interference, there is no substantial difference
between color and monochrome reception. Similarly, with
respect to lower adjacent channel interference, impulse
and random noise, no significant differences appear to exWith respect
ist between color and monochrome reception.
to the interference resulting from multipath it appears
that receivers of better design suffer only a negligible increase in interference as compared with monochrome reception.
27.

station

grams; (2) color slide programs; (3) color film programs;
The estimated
and (4) local live programs in color.
total price for the required equipment for these transThe contemplated equipment for
missions is $187,850.
the various types of transmissions, which it is explained
will be produced on a custom basis at first, together with
the approximate prices for each type of transmission are
set out below:

28. In certain respects, however, the more intensive use
of the television channel due to the addition of the chrominance information renders the system more vulnerable
to interference and increases the possibility of causing
interference to other services. Particularly, color receivers
are more vulnerable to interference which falls in the
region of the subcarrier. Such interference to the color receiver could originate from the additional sideband energy
radiated by a color television transmitter on the upper
adjacent channel; or, it could be caused by some other continuous wave source of radio energy. In the first case, the

(1) Network operation only. The equipment needed to
supplement the monochrome facilities of an existing station to enable network programs to be transmitted in color,

consist of the following: Color stabilizing amplifiers, tricolor monitor, phase equalizers, miscellaneous parts, extra
The approximate
side-band filter, and test equipment.
total cost for this equipment would be $24,500.
(2) Color Slides. The additional equipment required to
permit stations to transmit color slides would be the
following: Color slide camera, color frequency standard,
burst flag generator, colorplexer, modification kit for sync
generator, and miscellaneous parts and test equipment.
The approximate total cost for this equipment would be
$43,250.
The additional equipment required by
(3) Color Film.
a station already equipped for Stage 2 to broadcast color
film chain
motion pictures would be the following: 16
and miscellaneous equipment. The approximate total cost
for such additional equipment would be $50,600.
The additional equipment required
(4) Live Pick-up.
by a station already equipped for either Stage 2 or 3 in
order to broadcast simple live programs with one camera
would be the following: Three-tube color camera and
associated control and miscellaneous equipment. The ap-

transmitter manufacturer must expend every effort to
confine the radiations within the limits of the authorized
channel. In the second case, the receiver manufacturers
must utilize the methods known to the art for reducing
this interference susceptibility, even though such methods

mm

may

involve additional manufacturing costs.

A further interference problem is presented by the
radiation from the 3.579545 me subcarrier oscillator in
color receivers. The frequency of this oscillator and several of its harmonics fall in the amateur bands. Here too,
receiver manufacturers must make full use of shielding,
29.

4

appears that the degree of degradation is not substanand we do not believe it will interfere seriously with
the public’s viewing of color programming in black & white.
36. With regard to the second aspect of compatibility
no test data has been sub(i.e. reverse compatibility)
mitted.
A number of parties commented favorably on
the ability of present color receivers in this respect, but
the statements were of a general nature unsupported by

traps and any other known methods to minimize the radiaThe ultimate answer to whether the additional interference susceptibility of color receivers will be a serious
impediment to the establishment of a successful color television system will be furnished in the performance record
of receiver manufacturers and the manufacturers of transmitters and other electronic equipment.

It

tial,

tion.

30. Transmissions over Inter-City Relay Facilities. The
Commission’s seventh criterion is that the signal specifications must be capable of transmitting color television pro-

grams over
or which

data. Our own observation indicates that the monochrome
picture suffers a noticeable loss of definition when received
on a color set.

inter-city relay facilities presently in existence
be developed in the near future.

may

Convertibility. The term convertibility has been
37.
used to describe the changes necessary to enable existing
receivers to receive color transmissions in color. No practical converter has been demonstrated nor does it appear
that proponents of the proposed signal specifications have
any current plans for the production of converters.

our view, based on the data in the record and
the observations of the Commission at the demonstration
in these proceedings and at the Commission’s laboratory
that satisfactory color television pictures can be transmitted over existing inter-city relay facilities. Moreover,
it appears that improved systems of inter-city relay facilities now under development will provide for the transmis31. It is

Ill

color television picture in accordance with the signal specifications under consideration.

sion of a

38.

32. Long distance television transmissions are generally
provided by use of the microwave relay system and the
Existing microwave circuits have
coaxial cable system.
a bandwidth of somewhat more than 4 me and require no
special equipment to transmit color pictures using the proposed signal specifications. The bandwidth of the coaxial
cable currently in use, however, is limited nominally to
Since all the color information in the proposed
2.7 me.
signal specifications is transmitted on the 3.58 me subcarrier, special provision must be made for confining the
This is accomcolor signal within the 2.7 me bandwidth.
plished by the use of cable conversion equipment which
heterodynes the color information down to a frequency
band within the cable pass band for transmission at the
sending end of the circuit and restores it to the original
frequency band at the receiving end. The resulting signal
is limited to a bandwidth of 2 me for the luminance chan-

We

.3 me for the color signal.
33. Color television pictures transmitted in accordance
with the proposed signal specifications over the microwave
system currently in use results in negligible observable
degradation and provides a highly acceptable color intercity transmission service. Transmissions over the coaxial
cable system currently in use results in appreciable degraAlthough the degradation is appreciable it is
dation.
our view that the over-all quality of the pictures presently
meets minimum standards for acceptability. Moreover,
although it appears likely that the coaxial cable currently
will continue to be used for a number of years to provide
network service in some areas, it appears that commercial
and audience pressure may result in replacing this equipment with improved cable carrier and improved microwave equipment. The Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.,
which participated in the activity of the NTSC, stated
that it has under development improved systems of intercity television transmission to provide for the satisfactory
transmission of a color signal in accordance with the
proposed signal specifications.

nel

and

39. Proposed Signal Specifications. The proponents of
the color television signal specifications proposed in this
proceeding have been of the view that a color television
system in order to prove successful must be compatible.
With this premise in mind, petitioners have cooperated in
an industry-wide, intensive program of study, research and
experimentation, lasting over a period of more than two
years, in an effort to evolve and formulate satisfactory
compatible color television signal specifications. To this
end, petitioners have expended millions of dollars and have
employed thousands of man-hours of the most highly
skilled engineers and scientists in the electronics and related fields.

40. The accomplishment of a compatible color television
system within a 6 me bandwidth is a tribute to the skill
and ingenuity of the electronics industry. The proposed
color television signal specifications produce a reasonably
satisfactory picture with a good overall picture quality.
The quality of the picture is not appreciably marred by
such defects as misregistration, line crawl, jitter or unduly
prominent dot structure. The picture is sufficiently bright
to permit a satisfactory contrast range under favorable
ambient light conditions and is capable of being viewed in
the home without objectionable flicker. Color pictures can

34. Compatibility. The term compatibility in its usual
sense l-efers to the satisfactory reception of black and
white pictures from signals broadcast in color on monochrome receivers without alteration. There is, however,
another aspect of compatibility, sometimes referred to as
“reverse compatibility,” which relates to the satisfactory
reception of monochrome signals on color receivers without alteration.

35.

The

first

aspect of compatibility

is

a factor of

— CONCLUSIONS

Field Sequential System. In our consideration of
specifications for the broadcast of color television in the
1949-50 proceedings in Docket 8736 et al., we concluded
that of the three systems under consideration only the
field sequential system met minimum standards of acceptability.
These signal specifications were, however,
incompatible in the sense that receivers outstanding in the
hands of the public could not receive color transmissions
The limited amount
in monochrome without adaptation.
of commercial color broadcasting on these standards was
short-lived, and color television broadcast equipment for
the field sequential system has never been produced in
quantity and is not now being produced, nor are color
transmissions in accordance with the field sequential standards being broadcast or contemplated. Three years have
passed since that decision, and there are now more than
27 million television receivers in the hands of the public,
all of which are incompatible with our present color television standards.
That circumstance serves to nullify
those rules and standards completely.
have concluded,
therefore, that our present rules for the transmission of
color television should be deleted.

more satisfactory

be transmitted satisfactorily over existing inter-city relay
and improvements in inter-city relay facilities
may be reasonably anticipated.

facilities

criti-

importance in view of the fact that there are at the
present time more than 27 million sets in the hands of
the public. No change is required in existing monochrome
receivers for the reception of a black and white picture
from color transmissions on the proposed signal specifications.
It appears, however, that the black and white pic-

41. It has long been recognized that compromises are
necessary when an attempt is made to compress within
a 6 me channel as much information as is required in a
color television system. The achievement of a compatible
system within a 6 me channel has been accomplished only
by the utilization of extremely complicated and intricate
equipment. It relies on a system of circuitry involving
the most advanced techniques in optics, mechanics and
electronics.
The complexity and intricacy of the equipment and circuitry is reflected in the following:

cal

tures suffer some degradation. At distances from the receiver where the line structure is evident there is also a
dot structure visible.
Beyond this critical distance there
appears to be no significant deterioration in the picture.

5

apparatus is high. The estimated reof the receiver is in the luxury range of $800
The heart of the receiver problem lies in the
to $1,000.
The current esticolor tube and its associated circuitry.
mated cost to a receiver manufacturer of a color tube
with a viewing, surface which approximates that of a 12This
inch monochrome tube, is between $175 to $200.
figure alone exceeds the entire cost of several popular
models of monochi’ome receivers. Similarly, the costs to
television broadcasters for transmitting equipment, and
particularly for the origination of color programs, are
substantially higher than the cost of monochrome transmissions.
Second, the maintenance and operation of a compatible
color receiving and trail smitting. apparatus in a 6 me bandwidth will inherently result in greater costs than monochrome alone. Because the proposed signal specifications,
rely on complicated techniques and because the “system
: a" is, in large part, shared by the receiver, it is reasonable to anticipate that receiver failures and service adjustments will be more frequent. Similar difficulties may
also be anticipated at the studio and transmitter.
Third, the additional susceptibility of the color receiver
to interference and the possibility of causing interference to other services from the radiation of the subcarrier
in the receiver, must be given close attention by the reAlso, the transmitter manufacceiver manufacturer.
turer, in order to reduce interference, must take steps to
eliminate, so far as possible, all unnecessary radiation. In
this connection, it is noted that the industry has recently
established committees, which have begun work toward
these ends.
42. In the comments filed in this proceeding a number
of parties urging adoption of the proposed signal specifications have requested that we waive or relax certain of our
It is our view, in light of the changed circumcriteria.
stances, that a rigorous or inflexible application of our
criteria would not be warranted and that, accordingly,
these requests should be granted. It was our view that any
new system would have to sustain the burden of establishing that any improvement which would result from its
adoption must be substantial enough to justify the resulting dislocation to receivers then in the hands of the public.
There are no color receivers in the hands of the public
designed to receive transmissions in accordance with those
standards. And no question is presented with respect to
dislocation or harm because of investment in apparatus.
We believe, therefore, that the change in circumstances
warrants a shift in emphasis and that we are justified
in relying on the representations of petitioners that certain of the inadequacies as presently exist are a function
of “equipment limitations” and are not necessarily inherent “system limitations.”
43.
are persuaded to this view on the basis of the
following factors:
First, included among the NTSC and the other parties

proceeding are the major electronics manufacturing organizations.
Among these parties there is overwhelming support for the proposed specifications. There
is virtual unanimity that these specifications are fundamentally capable of producing satisfactory color television
pictures.
There is also substantial agreement that the
proposed specifications have a potential for growth.
Second, although the major effort has, up to this point,
been directed to the development of the system, approval
of the proposed signal specifications will furnish an incentive and stimulus to manufacturing and research organizations to devote their efforts to the equipment problems. The success of color hinges on mass receiver circulation, and every effort must be made to bring the price
down to the level of the mass purchaser. Every effort
must also be made to design equipment to minimize the
additional interference susceptibility of operations under
the proposed specifications.
History has demonstrated
that American industry is capable of devising practical
and economical equipment on a mass production basis. We
have the assurance of the industry that the enormous engineering and production ingenuity at their command will
be focused on these remaining problems.
Third, the proposed signal specifications are broad
enough to permit considerable latitude to competing companies in the future development of more economical and
efficient equipment without obsoleting equipment in the
hands of the public.
Thirteen manufacturers demonstrated receivers in the proceeding employing several
types of picture tubes.
Thus, the proposed color specifications afford an opportunity and challenge to the industry to implement these specifications with the necessary
equipment innovations.
Fourth, the signal specifications proposed are compatible,
and a compatible system will afford the consumer a greater
degree of freedom than would an incompatible system in
choosing whether or not to purchase a color receiver at
a given price, since the public will, in any event, continue
to receive the program material in monochrome.
44. Upon a careful consideration of the complete record
in this proceeding, we are of the view that the signal
specifications proposed by petitioners provide a reasonable
basis for the development of a color television service
in the public interest.
We have therefore concluded that
the present rules and standards for the broadcast of color
television based on the field sequential signal specifications
should be deleted and that the signal specifications in this
proceeding should be adopted in lieu thereof at this time.
15. Authority for the adoption of the amendments is
contained in Section 303(b), (e) and (g) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended.
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view of the foregoing, IT IS ORDERED, That,
days after publication in the Federal Register,
Subpart E of Part 3 of the Commission’s Rules Governing Television Broadcast Stations, is amended as set out
46. In

effective 30
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CONCURRING STATEMENT OF

Appendix B attached

•MMISSIONER

hereto.

E. M.

WEBSTER

The adoption of standards for color television is an important milestone on the road to expansion of our broadcast industry. As a member of the Commission and one
of the guardians of the public interest I have strong feelings that the adoption of such standards cannot be taken

unanimity

lightly.

receiver manufacturers are obligated to the public to incorporate in color receivers refinements beyond those in
present monochrome receivers necessary to adequately
suppress aggravated receiver radiation and to overcome
the greater susceptibility to interference, particularly in
the region of the color sub-carrier.
While the current system designed around the NTSC
standards may fall short of the established criteria in
some respects, as for example the estimated cost of color
receivers, I believe that compatibility is sufficiently important to warrant a reasonable flexibility in the application of the criteria.
Furthermore, in my opinion those
features which may be believed to be inadequacies in the
current state of development are equipment problems, not
inherent limitations imposed by the standards, and future
improvement can be expected.
Accordingly, I concur with the Commission in its decision adopting the color television standards proposed by
the National Television System Committee.

will prevail with respect to the adequacy of
present color pictures and that some viewers may find the

somewhat less satisfactory than expected.
The adoption of these standards creates certain receiver
problems which must be recognized.
Accordingly, the

results

Consideration of the color standards proposed by the
National Television System Committee indicates to me
that those standards, and any system based thereon, involve certain problems among which are included such
matters as:
1. Estimated high cost of color receivers and station
equipment.
2. Complexity of receivers.
3. Degradation of color transmissions as received on

monochrome

sets.

Degradation of
ceived on color sets.
4.

monochrome transmissions as

re-

Susceptibility of color receivers to interference.
would serve no useful purpose for me to elaborate
upon such problems here as the Commission’s Report and
Order adequately discusses these and other problems.
However, I believe that the public should be forewarned
that in view of the subjective nature of the evaluation of
any color television demonstration it is not likely that
5.

It
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OMMISSIONER GEORGE

ADDITIONAL CONCURRING VIEWS OF

the standards.
History is replete with the initial high cost and complexity of products designed for public consumption,
resulting from the birth of a new industry, for example:
This, too, has been the experience in
the automobile.
With respect to the
the radio and television industry.
complexities and cost of equipment, considering the competition in the manufacturing industry coupled with the
public enthusiasm and acceptance of the television broadcasting service, I am certain that both larger screen
and cheaper color receivers with controls having the ease
of adjustments of current monochrome receivers will be
made available to the public within the next two or three

COMMISSIONER ROBERT
concur completely with the Commission’s decision in
The defects and imperfections of this new
case.
medium are carefully pointed out and this is as it should
be. The factual situation has been given to the public.
It is patently apparent that color television will not be
available to most of us for some time to come but this
was also true in the early days of black and white

LEE CONCURRING

E.
this

I

new miracle

possible.

The defects and shortcomings that may now exist will
evaporate in the coming months as Industry takes on
mass production. The first automobile had many defects.

this

An aeroplane going on the assembly line immediately
takes on some aspects of being outmoded as experience
teaches us new improvements and better methods of production.
We would never learn the new short-cuts if we
kept the basic idea on the drawing board.
Our economy will get a tremendous boost from this
development.
I am delighted at long last to have had a small part in
putting the show on the road.

television.

my own part, I would like to say that I consider
decision a milestone in the fast moving electronics
industry.
The American standard of living rises again.
I would like to pay my own tribute to the Industry and
the able and ingenious men comprising it who have made
For

this
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3.

Description of Color Television Transmissions Under

— INTRODUCTION

Following is a description of color television transmissions in accordance with the proposed signal specifications under consideration.
In attempting to simplify the
description so that it might be intelligible to the lay reader
it has been necessary from time to time to use non-technical terms.
This may have resulted in some technical inaccuracies. However, engineers will find full data and de1.

scriptions in the record.
II

There

— GENERAL

much

similarity in the composition of television pictures and magazine or newspaper pictures.
Printed pictures are composed of small dots and in the
case of black and white pictures these dots are black and
of varying size to give the impression of various shades
of gray.
The presence of the dot structure is not apparent to the eye under normal conditions because the distance between the viewer and the picture is such that the
eye can no longer distinguish the individual dots and sees
the combined effect as a single image. The sharpness of
the picture is determined by the number of dots which
compose the picture. The monochrome television picture,
however, is composed of lines with varying degrees of
grayness throughout their length to correspond to the
brightness of the original object at that point. The sharpness of such an image is determined to a large extent by
the rapidity with which variations in brightness can occur
2.

is

New

Rules

along the line either from black to white, or from white
to black. For a given system there is a maximum rapidity
with which the line can change from black to white and
back again to black, which change would result in a
white dot. The width of this dot determines the number
of such dots which could be reproduced in a particular
line and thus the number of such dots per line is a measure of the sharpness of images which can be reproduced.
The television picture differs from the printed picture in
that the number of equivalent dots in television is independent of the size of the television screen whereas the
printed picture normally uses a fixed number of dots per
inch of picture dimension. In order to create the illusion
of motion it is necessary to transmit a series of still pictures in rapid succession. This principle for creating the
illusion of motion is the same for both motion pictures and
television, and depends upon the well known phenomenon

of Color Television Transmissions in
Accordance with Proposed Signal Specifications

Description

I

STERLING

years, the time necessary to establish a color television
broadcasting service of any consequence. In the meantime, the public can buy black and white television receivers now on the market and which will continue for
the next three or four years to represent the greatest
percent of production of TV receivers, confident that when
programs are broadcast in color they may view them in
In the meantime, the manufacturing
black and white.
industry will move ahead affirmatively to build color receivers within the price range of the great mass of the
American people.
The Commission has, in this decision, pointed out with
considei-able emphasis the necessity of properly shielding
and filtering receivers so that color programs will not be
degraded by interference from radio frequency sources
as well as preventing interference to the important amateur radio service, considering the public service it renders
in several respects.
It is my hope that industry will
continue to give this subject high priority as they proceed to build equipment for public consumption.

have participated in this proceeding and the final
with confidence that a foundation is being laid
that will provide the people of this nation a fine compatible color television system, capable of improvement
without obsolescence of black and white receivers and
color receivers built to receive the programs broadcast
in accordance with the signal specifications embraced in
I

results

Appendix

E.

of persistence of vision.
In television the tools employed for reproducing a
picture are the camera, transmitter, and receiver.
The
function of the camera in a television system is to transform light energy into electrical energy. In principle, the
television camera is not unlike a photographic camera.
However, in place of film, in back of the television camera,
there is substituted an electrical plate which is sensitive
to light.
This plate is composed of thousands of separate
light-sensitive cells.
When the light comes through the
lens of the camera, it forms an image of the scene on the
plate.
The individual cells of the plate store up energy
in proportion to the light which falls upon them.
Thus,
the cells in the bright parts of the image are filled with
7

considerable energy while the darker parts are filled with
less energy.
In order to release this stored energy to the
transmitter, an electron beam is caused to scan the image
from left to right and top to bottom. The beam can be
thought of as an electron gun which successively punctures the individual cells thus releasing the stored energy
to the transmitter. The transmitter provides a vehicle for
transporting the camera signals to the receiver. This is
done by generating a radio frequency signal in a part of
the spectrum which has previously been determined to
have the desired properties with regard to propagation,
available bandwidth, etc.
The camera signals including
the image signals and certain other electrical pulses needed
to maintain synchronism between transmitter and receiver
are then superimposed on this radio frequency carrier.
At the receiver a scanning beam similar to that at the
camera is directed against the face of a viewing screen.
The receiver scanning beam travels from left to right
across each of the lines of the picture in exact synchronism
with the beam at the camera. Therefore, the amount of
electrical energy released at the camera at any instant
will affect the beam at the receiver at that identical point
Thus, the picture is recomposed.
in the picture.
Ill

— THE

red, blue or green filters. Hence, this camera produces an
in each of the primary colors, and changes the
optical images into their equivalent electrical energy.

image

The three components obtained from the camera are
processed in such a manner as to obtain a
brightness signal and two color-minus-brightness signals,
namely red-minus-brightness and blue-minus-brightness.
The brightness signal is channeled into one circuit with
the other two signals being dealt with in a separate circuit.
7.

electrically

(1)

COMMISSION’S STANDARDS

— OPERATION

(2)

subtracting the electrical value of the brightness signal
electrical value of the color signals.
The result
is called the “color-minus-brightness” signal or “color
difference” signal. 2 Thus, the chroma circuits of the transmitter must process two signals, red minus brightness
(E r
Ey'), and blue minus brightness (E B — Ey').
Only two signals are necessary since the similar relation
for the green signal (Eg' — E y ') can be recovered at the
x-eceiver from a mathematical relationship between the
other two. 3 The two signals transmitted are the red minus
brightness and blue minus brightness. This still presents
somewhat of a problem since the two signals must be
transmitted in the same circuits without interaction. The
method used is to modulate 4 the two signals on a selected

from the

'

1

=

.59

Eg'

+

.30

is

Er'

written:

+

.11

Eb'

=
=
=
=

Ey'
brightness signal
Eg'
electrical signal corresponding to the green
of the picture
Eit'
electrical signal corresponding to the red
of the picture
Eh'
electrical signal corresponding to the blue
of the picture

UNDER PROPOSED SIGNAL

components

components
components

- The brightness signal Is not separated from the chroma signal
until after the color image has been transformed by the camera
from an optical quantity to its electrical equivalent. The reason
for this is that the electrical quantity “color-minus-brightness’'
has no physical equivalent since the eye responds only to chroma
accompanied by brightness. Chroma minus brightness would be
invisible.
The subtractions and additions necessary to compose
the brightness and chroma signals are accomplished in a matrix
unit which is a computing machine for units of electricity.
Mathefnatically, the color minus brightness signal of the blue
signal is written:
Eb’
Ey'

colors.

step in the transmission and reception of
primary colors is accomplished in the
The camera generates three different
television camera.
signals from the information in the picture. These may be
the signals corresponding to the red, green and blue components in the picture but other combinations of three
such independent sets of information could be used.

images

’

Where

Since most colors can be duplicated by the mixture of
proper amounts of three properly selected primary colors,
it follows that a color television system can be based on
the transmission and reception of images in the three pri-

The

—

Mathematically, this
Ey'

A. The Camera

5.

The Chroma Component

The color-minus-brightness signals are derived by

9.

SPECIFICATIONS

mary

The Brightness Component

8.
The brightness circuit of the color transmitter is
similar to the conventional monochrome transmitter. Both
have the same function of transmitting the relative brightness of the picture in monochi’ome.
Thus, the two systems may be considered compatible, since a receiver performing satisfactorily on the monochrome system will
also receive the brightness or monochrome signals transmitted in the color system. Since the eye is most sensitive to green, less sensitive to red, and least sensitive to
blue, the brightness is obtained by mixing signals in that
order of proportion. The specific values of the mixture
are 59% green, 30% red, and 11% blue. 1 Such a mixture
will produce a picture on monochrome receivers, in shades
of gray.
In the color system, this mixture accomplishes
the primary objective of transmitting with correct intensity the brightness signal which is one of the two components of the color picture image.

4.
When the monochrome television standards were
adopted, the Commission allocated 6 me (6 million cycles
per second) for each television channel, nearly all of
which is utilized for transmitting the video portion of the
The Commission’s rules
composite video-sound signals.
for monochrome require that thirty complete pictures each
comprising 525 lines be transmitted each second. In a 4
me video bandwidth 4 million pairs of elemental light and
dark areas can be transmitted each second, or 8 million
The number of eleseparate distinguishable elements.
ments is a limiting factor in determining the sharpness
or resolution of the television picture and these may be
arranged vertically or horizontally in an infinite variety of
combinations. If it is decided, and the Commission’s rules
so provide, that it is necessary to scan 30 pictures each
second in order to maintain continuity of motion and prevent flicker, 266,666 elements (i.e. 8 million divided by 30)
are available for each “still” picture. Since the Commission’s standards provide for 525 lines of vertical resolution, the horizontal resolution is fixed at 505 elements (i.e.,
It should be noted that since
266,666 divided by 525).
the picture is 4 units wide for each 3 units of height the
horizontal elements are thus about 40% wider than the
In practice, the values of the number
vertical elements.
of lines and elements are reduced due to the time required
for sending the synchronizing signals, limitation of equipment, and other factors.

IV

The Transmitting System

B.

first

in the three

3

.59

Eg'

—

Ey'
Eg'
Eg'
Ey'

—
= .59 Eg' + .30 Er' + .11 Eb'
= Ey' — .30 Er' — .11 Eb'
= 1.7 Ey' — .51 Er' — .19 Eb'
= Ey' — .51 Ek' — .19 Eb'
= .51 Ey' - .51 Er' -f .19 Ey' — .19 Eb
= - .51 (Er' - Ey') - .19 (Eb' - Ey')
.7

4
The term modulation is used a number of times in the text of
the decision. For those unfamiliar with this fundamental process
the following may be helpful. A radio transmitter generates a
“carrier frequency” on the frequency assigned to the station.
(This carrier might be considered as a replacement for the wire
in a telephone system.)
The intelligence to be transmitted,
whether it is sound, picture or facsimile, is imposed upon this
carrier by the process of modulation.
For radio and television
the intelligence or modulation, always a lower frequency than the
carrier, is imposed upon the higher frequency for more efficient
transportation to the receiver. When the desired intelligence
modulates a carrier wave there results a composite signal which
has the propagation characteristics of the carrier wave but -also

One method that has been used is the equivalent of
three monochrome cameras. These cameras ai-e operated
from a single set of controls so that the view televised by
each camera is identical. In front of each camera lens
there is placed a red, a blue and a green filter, respecThus, while the view in front of each camera is
tively.
6.

reaching the light sensitive plate of
each camera contains only the components passed by the
identical, the scene

8

:

5

Corresponding changes are also made in the
blue.’
receiver circuits so that as long as both color mixture
signals are received, i.e., in the modulation range 0-.6 me,
the circuits could unscramble the mixture and deliver
the red minus brightness, blue minus brightness, and
green minus brightness to the viewing tube. Thus, there
results no change in the coarse detail of the picture.
However, when only one color mixture signal is transmitted, i.e., a .6 me to 1.5 me modulation, the receiver
circuits unable to function as above produce a contaminated color varying from oxange to cyan depending
upon the actual color being televised. This contaminated
color produces less noticeable distoration in the semi-fine
detail of the picture than when a single pure color is
ti’ansmitted.
The luminosity of the picture is approxi-

some

manner designed to prevent interaction.
of the subcarrier is carefully selected to
reduce the visibility of interaction between the chroma information and the brightness signal on the received picsubcarrier in a

The 5frequency
10.

ture.

relative location of the subcarrier within the
If the subalso an important considei’ation.
carrier is placed too near the picture carrier there may
be intei'ference between the two. On the other hand, if the
subcarrier is placed too near the edge of the channel it
will restrict the width of the side-bands and limit the

The

channel

is

information which can be carried. The NTSC has comproxnised on a subcai'rier frequency which is 3.579545 megSince this frequency is
acycles above the video carrier.
approximately .6 me from the edge of the pass band
(see Fig. 3, App. B), if the blue and red chi'oma signals
were transmitted they would be limited to .6 me. Resolution being a function of bandwidth, this would limit
This limithe resolution of color to very coarse detail.
tation to a .6 me bandwidth applies only when two sets
of information such as the two color difference signals
must be modulated on a single subcarrier. The reason
for this is that in the quadrature method of modulating
the subcarrier, both upper and lower side-bands of each
It is, however,
color difference signal must be equal.
possible to send one set of infoi'mation by using a single
sideband. Thus, it would be possible to send two sets of
information up to .6 me and continue to a higher modulating fx equency with a single set of infonnation, e.g., a
single color difference signal, using only one sideband.
This is the method used in the NTSC system with the
result that coarse color detail in the scene being televised
which produces signals of frequency less than .6 me is
(The
reproduced in approximately the original color.
third color difference signal is reci’eated at the receiver.)
Semi-fine color detail in the scene being televised which
produces signals of frequencies greater than .6 me and
less than 1.5 me is reproduced in hues which are contaminated. (With only one color diffierence signal being
transmitted the primaries cannot propei'ly combine at the
receiver.) Very fine color detail in the scene being televised which produces signals of frequency greater than
The NTSC has made
1.5 me is reproduced in monochrome.
a variation in the method of sending the red minus
Instead
brightness and blue minus brightness signals.
of sending the blue minus brightness and the red minus
brightness over the subcarrier, each of these signals is
mixed with the other so that the blue minus brightness
contains some red and the red minus brightness contains

mately uniform throughout

its

range from orange to

cyan, thus further inducing the apparency of

its color
distortion.
This distortion in fine detail is sometimes
called edge distortion, the reason being that fine detail

only occurs at the edge of an object where it contrasts
with the background, or, with other objects or with part of
the same object. Thus, while the eye is relatively insensitive to the color in these edges, nevertheless, if the color is

intense or sharply different from the adjoining area, some
distortion will be apparent. The NTSC system overcomes
this difficulty by using a blended color which does not call
attention to the transition.
(3)

Synchronization

-

The NTSC color system requires no change in the
black and white synchronizing standards except that ad11.

synchronizing information, referred to as the
“color burst,” is added. In order to demodulate the color
subcarrier the receiver must generate a subcarrier of its
own of exactly the same phase and frequency. It is, in
fact, so important that the received subcarrier be identical
with the transmitted subcarrier that it is necessary to
send along a sample of the transmitted subcarrier which
can be used as a reference by the receiver. It is rather
a problem of just where to put this reference “burst” so
that it won’t be in the way of the luminance signal, the
chrominance signals or the other synchronizing pulses.
The place selected was the so-called “back porch” (blanking interval) following the horizontal synchronizing pulse.
This is the shoi-t period during which the picture is blanked
out to prevent visible retrace while the scanning beam is
returning across the picture to its starting point. Only
a few cycles (9 cycles of 3.579545 megacycles) of the
reference burst (derived from the color subcarrier) are
ti’ansmitted.
ditional

6 A sine wave subcarrier can carry two sets of Information by
splitting the sine wave Into two components In quadrature and
amplitude modulating each component with one set of Informa-

(4)

tion.
c
The line frequency Is chosen as 1/286 times the frequency difference between the sound and picture carriers (4.5 mc/sec) or
Since there are 525 lines per frame, the
15,734.26 cycles/second.
frame frequency becomes 29.97 cycles per second and the field
frequency 59.94 cycles per second. The subcarrier frequency is
chosen as an odd multiple of one half the line frequency which
in this case was chosen as 455/2 of the line frequency or 3.579545
mc/sec. It will be noted that the line, field and frame frequencies
are very close to the nominal values used for monochrome, namely.
15,750, 60 and 30 cycles/sec.; thus existing monochrome sets will
be able to respond to such scanning rates. The above combination will result in the beat note between the quiescent sound
carrier and the color subcarrier being an odd multiple of one half
the line frequency. It has been determined that such a relationship results in a minimum visibility, on the received picture, of
such interaction as well as a minimum visibility of the subcarrier
Itself due to a similar relationship of its frequency to that of the

line

scanning

The Combined Signal

Prior to ti’ansmission over the air the various signals mentioned above are combined into a composite signal.
This signal includes the synchi’onizing signals, the brightness signal, and the chroma information on the subcarrier. 8
12.

C.
13.

The Receiver
The following description of receivers now known

how

included to indicate

is

the

signal

can be used to

produce a color picture.
14. The composite color signal arriving at the receiver
antenna consists of a brightness component and a chroma
component.

rate.

The amplitude of these two orthogonal components of the
chrominance signals can be expressed in terms of color difference
signals as follows:
Eq'
.41 (Eb'
Ey')
.48 (Er'
Ey')
Ei'
.27 (Eb'
Ey')
Ey')
.74 (Er'

contains the original intelligence in one form or another. At the
receiver the demodulation process results in recovery of the original intelligence and elimination of the carrier wave which has
served its purpose. This is accomplished in a demodulator (detector) and there are a number of ways of performing the demodulation.
One way is to generate in the receiver another frequency
which is exactly equivalent to the transmitter carrier frequency.
When these two identical carriers (frequencies) are placed in the
same receiver circuit (demodulator) they have the effect of canThis is the
celling each other leaving the original intelligence.
system used in the recovery ol the color signals described above.
(The system of modulation described above is known as amplitude
modulation because the modulation varies the amplitude of the
carrier.)
Other systems based on the same broad principles are
called frequency modulation and phase modulation. In the latter
cases, the modulation varies the frequency or phase characteristics of the carrier rather than the amplitude: however, the objective of the modulation is the same.

—

= -

—

—

+

—

+

—

Where
Eq'
Ei'
8

=

—

narrow-band component of the color signal
wide-band component of the color signal

The complete

color signal has the following composition
Em' = Ey' + Eq' sin ( a) t + 33°) + Ei' cos ( ro t + 33°)
Em' = Ey' + 0.493 (Eb' — Ey') sin w t + 0.877 (En' — Ey') cos (0 t
where the angular frequency 0) is 2 pi times the frequency of the

chrominance subcarrier.
The second equation above is only valid for color difference frequencies below 500 kilocycles since the Eq' signal is removed for
frequencies above that range.
9

(1)

Brightness Component
on a monochrome television
set the brightness component will pass through the receiver circuits and appear on the viewing tube as a monochrome picture. The interference from the chroma component of the incoming signal will be reduced on the
monochrome receiver because of the interlacing principle
0
If the composite color signal is
previously described.
received on a color set the brightness component will be
processed by the receiver brightness circuits and appear
at the viewing tube ready to be combined with the chroma
component.
15.

which recovers the original color difference signals. 11 The
two color difference signals thus derived are fed into a
matrixing unit from which is recovered the third color
difference signal (green minus brightness). In the case of
the three-gun type of color tube, the three color minus

If the signal is received

(2)

brightness signals are routed to the three respective electron beams of the color tube where they are combined
w'ith the brightness signal.
The result color minus
brightness plus brightness equals color, i.e., the original
primary color is restored and projected on the viewing

—

tube.
11
The local oscillator supplies two signals having exactly the
same frequency as the subcarrier. These two signals are placed In
quadrature with each other In the same phase relationship as the
two quadrature components of the subcarrier. Each quadrature
component demodulates the respective color signal with which

Chroma Component

16. When the composite color signal is received on a
color receiver the chroma component must be separated
by means of special filters before it can be processed. 10 The
output of these filters is fed to the chroma demodulator
B

The

color subcarrier frequency selection for

of the color

minimum

information on the luminance channel

is

It

B— Full

Text

in phase.

nance signal. The modulations of the two color difference signals
on the subcarrier remain independent only when the modulated
waves each consist of like upper and lower sidebands. When the
sidebands are not equal, the modulation Eq' and Ei' cross talk on
each other and the color is contaminated. Since the receiver response falls off for the higher video frequencies, compensation Is
necessary to make the upper sideband equal the lower sideband
in the region 0 to 0.6 me from the subcarrier. This compensation
consists usually of peaking colls with a peak of about 6 db in the
4.0 me region and Is inserted In the circuit to the demodulator

visibility

sometimes

called frequency interlacing.
10 The chroma signal is removed from the composite signal at
about the third video amplifier and then fed through a 1.8 me to
4.3 me bandpass filter. This filters out the video carrier frequency
and low frequency components leaving the color subcarrier and
sidebands along with the high frequency components of the lumi-

Appendix

is

grids.

of

FCC Technical Standards Amended

ta

Incorporate Color

ning pattern of two to one, the scanning of the alternate
lines of the picture area once.
(m) Frame. Scanning all of the picture area once. In
the line interlaced scanning pattern of two to one, a frame

as follows:
I. Section 3.681 is amended to read
(a) Amplitude modulation (AM).
§3.681 Definitions
A system of modulation in which the envelope of the transmitted wave contains a component similar to the wave form
of the signal to be transmitted.
The aver(b) Antenna height above average terrain.
age of the antenna heights above the terrain from two to
ten miles from the antenna for the eight directions spaced
evenly for each 45 degrees of azimuth starting with True
(In general, a different antenna height will be
North.
determined in each direction from the antenna. The average of these various heights is considered the antenna
height above the average terrain. In some cases less than
See § 3.684(d)).
8 directions may be used.
The square of the ratio of
(c) Antenna power gain.
the root-mean-square free space field intensity produced at
one mile in the horizontal plane, in millivolts per meter for
one kilowatt antenna input power to 137.6 mv/m. This
ratio should be expressed in decibels (db). (If specified for
a particular direction, antenna power gain is based on the
field strength in that direction only.)
(d) Aspect ratio. The ratio of picture width to picture
height as transmitted.
The radio equipment for the
(e) Aural transmitter.
transmission of the aural signal only.
(f) Aural center frequency.
(1) The average frequency of the emitted wave when modulated by a sinusoidal
signal; (2) the frequency of the emitted wave without
modulation.
(g) Blanking level. The level of the signal during the
blanking interval, except the interval during the scanning
synchronizing pulse and the chrominance subcarrier synchronizing burst.
The colorimetric difference between
(h) Chrominance.
any color and a reference color of equal luminance, the
reference color having a specific chromaticity.

—

consists of two fields.
(n) Free space field intensity. The field intensity that
would exist at a point in the absence of waves reflected
from the earth or other reflecting objects.
(o) Frequency modulation (FM).
system of modulation where the instantaneous radio frequency varies in
proportion to the instantaneous amplitude of the modulating signal (amplitude of modulating signal to be measured after pre-emphasis, if used) and the instantaneous
radio frequency is independent of the frequency of the
modulating signal.
(p) Frequency swing. The instantaneous departure of
the frequency of the emitted wave from the center frequency resulting from modulation.

A

A scanning process in which
(q) Interlaced scanning.
successively scanned lines are spaced an integral number
of line widths, and in which the adjacent lines are scanned
during successive cycles of the field frequency.
(r) Luminance.
Luminous flux emitted, reflected, or
transmitted per unit solid angle per unit projected area
of the source.
(s) Monochrome transmission.
The transmission of
television signals which can be reproduced in gradations
of a single color only.
(t) Negative transmission. Where a decreased in initial
light intensity causes an increase in the transmitted power.
(u) Peak power.
The power over a radio frequency
cycle corresponding in amplitude to synchronizing peaks.
(v) Percentage modulation.
As applied to frequency
modulation, the ratio of the actual frequency swing to the
frequency swing defined as 100 percent modulation, expressed in percentage. For the aural transmitter of television broadcast stations, a frequency swing of
25 kilocycles is defined as 100 percent modulation.
(w) Polarization. The direction of the electric field as
radiated from the transmitting antenna.
(x) Reference black level.
The level corresponding to
the specified maximum excursion of the luminance signal
in the black direction.
(y) Reference white level of the luminance signal. The
level corresponding to the specified maximum excursion of
the luminance signal in the white direction.
(z) Scanning.
The process of analyzing successively,
according to a predetermined method, the light values of
picture elements constituting the total picture area.
(aa) Scanning line. A single continuous narrow strip
of the picture area containing highlights, shadows, and
half-tones, determined by the process of scanning.

±

Chrominance subcarrier. The carrier which is modulated by the chrominance information.
The transmission of color tele(j) Color transmission.
vision signals which can be reproduced with different
values of hue, saturation, and luminance.
(k) Effective radiated power.
The product of the antenna input power and the antenna power gain.
This
product should be expressed in kilowatts and in decibels
(i)

above one kilowatt (dbk). (If specified for a particular
direction, effective radiated power is based on the antenna
power gain in that direction only. The licensed effective
radiated power is based on the average antenna power
gain for each horizontal plane direction.)
Scanning through the picture area once in
(l) Field.
the chosen scanning pattern. In the line interlaced scan10

)

:

Standard

(bb)

television signal.

A

signal which con-

times the horizontal scanning frequency; this corresponds
nominally to 60 cycles per second (the actual value is 59.94
cycles per second).
For monochrome transmissions only,
the nominal values of line and field frequencies may be

transmission standards.
The maintenance of one opera(cc) Synchronization.
tion in step with another.
The frequencies in
(dd) Television broadcast band.
the band extending from 54 to 890 megacycles which are
assignable to television broadcast stations. These frequencies are 54 to 72 megacycles (channels 2 through 4), 76
to 88 megacycles (channels 5 and 6), 174 to 216 megacycles
(channels 7 through 13), and 470 to 890 megacycles (chan-

forms

to the television

used.
(7) The aspect ratio of the transmitted television picture shall be 4 units horizontally to 3 units vertically.
(8) During active scanning intervals, the scene shall
be scanned from left to right horizontally and from top
to bottom vertically, at uniform velocities.

nels 14 through 83).
(ee) Television broadcast station. A station in the television broadcast band transmitting simultaneous visual
and aural signals intended to be received by the general
public.

A

carrier shall be modulated within a single tele(9)
vision channel for both picture and synchronizing signals.

For monochrome transmission, the two signals comprise
different modulation ranges in amplitude, in accordance
with the charts designated as Appendix III, Figures 3
and 4(b). For color transmission, the two signals comprise different moduation ranges in amplitude except
where the chrominance penetrates the synchronizing region and the burst penetrates the picture region, in ac-

Television channel. A band of frequencies 6 megacycles wide in the television broadcast band and designated
either by number or by the extreme lower and upper frequencies.
(gg) Television transmission standards. The standards
which determine the characteristics of a television signal
as radiated by a television broadcast station.
(hh) Television transmitter. The radio transmitter or
transmitters for the transmission of both visual and aural
(ff)

cordance with the charts designated as Appendix III,
Figures 3 and 4(a).
(10) A decrease in initial light intensity shall cause
an increase in radiated power (negative transmission).
(11) The reference black level shall be represented by
a definite carrier level, independent of light and shade in

signals.

A system of
sideband transmission.
(ii) Vestigial
transmission wherein one of the generated sidebands is
partially attenuated at the transmitter and radiated only

the picture.
(12) The blanking level shall be transmitted at 75 ± 2.5
per cent of the peak carrier level.
(13) The reference white level of the luminance signal
shall be 12.5 ± 2.5 per cent of the peak carrier level.
(14) The signals radiated shall have horizontal popu-

in part.

The frequency of the
Visual carrier frequency.
(jj
carrier which is modulated by the picture information.
(kk) Visual transmitter. The radio equipment for the
transmission of the visual signal only.
The peak power output
(11) Visual transmitter power.
when transmitting a standard television signal.

larization.

(15) An effective radiated power of the aural transmitter not less than 50 percent nor more than 70 percent of
the peak radiated power of the visual transmitter shall

amended as follows:
Delete subparagraph (a) and substitute the following:
II.

Section 3.682

is

be employed.

Transmission standards and changes
(a)
Transmission standards. (1) The width of the television
broadcast channel shall be six megacycles per second.
(2) The visual carrier frequency shall be nominally 1.25
me above the lower boundary of the channel.
(3) The aural center frequency shall be 4.5 me higher
than the visual carrier frequency.
(4) The visual transmission amplitude characteristic
shall be in accordance with the chart designated as Appendix III, Figure 3.
§ 3.682.

(16) The peak-to-peak variation of transmitter output
within one frame of video signal due to all causes, including hum, noise, and low-frequency response, measured at
both scanning synchronizing peak and blanking level, shall
not exceed 5 percent of the average scanning synchronizing peak signal amplitude. 20
(17) The reference black level shall be separated from
the blanking level by the setup interval, which shall be
7.5 ± 2.5 percent of the video range from blanking level
to the reference white level.
(18) For monochrome transmission, the transmitter
output shall vary in substantially inverse logarithmic relation to the brightness of the subject. No tolerances are

IDEALIZED PICTURE TRANSMISSION

£
z

AMPLITUDE CHARACTERISTIC

set at this time. 20

UJ

o

h

(19) The color picture signal shall correspond to a
luminance component transmitted as amplitude modulation of the picture carrier and a simultaneous pair of
chrominance components transmitted as the amplitude
modulation sidebands of a pair of suppressed subcarriers

if)

in quadrature.

Equation of complete color signal.
color picture signal has the following composi-

(20)
(i)

The

tion:

Em — Ey

+1

Eg

sin (cot -J-33°)

TEj

cos(cot -f-33°)
^

where

Eg = 0.41 (E;-E;)+0.48 (e;-e^)
e;= -o.27 (e;-e;)+o.74 (e;-e;)
Ey = 0.30 Er+ 0.59 Eg+0.11 Eg
For color-difference frequencies below 500 kc
below), the signal can be represented by:

(5) The chrominance subcarrier frequency shall be
3.579545 me ± 10 cycles per second with a maximum rate
of change not to exceed one-tenth cycle per second per
second.
(6) For monochrome and color transmissions the number of scanning lines per frame shall be 525, interlaced
two to one in successive fields. The horizontal scanning
frequency shall be 2/455 times the chrominance subcarrier
frequency; this corresponds nominally to 15,750 cycles per
second (with an actual value of 15,734.264 ± .044 cycles
per second).
The vertical scanning frequency is 2/525

(see

(Eb — Ey) sin cot-f(Eg-Ey) cos

E M = Ey +
1

(iii)

cot

|

The symbols

in (i) have the following significance:
the total video voltage, corresponding to the scanning of a particular picture element, applied to the modulator of the picture transmitter.
Ex' is the gamma-corrected voltage of the monochrome
(ii)

Em

i

11

is

20 These items are subject to change
but are considered the best
practice under the present state of the art.
They will not be
enforced pending a further determination thereof.

:

:

luminance signal for the same saturated primaries and
their complements shall fall between the limits of 0.8 and

(black-and-white) portion of the color picture signal,
11
corresponding to the given picture element.
Eq' and Ei' are the amplitudes of two orthogonal components of the chrominance signal corresponding respectively
to narrow-band and wide-band axes.
E r ', Eg', and E B are the gamma-corrected voltages corresponding to red, green, and blue signals dui'ing the scanning of the given picture element.
co is the angular frequency and is 2 ji times the frequency

Closer toler1.2 of the values specified for their ratios.
ances may prove to be practicable and desirable with advance in the art.
III. Section 3.687 is amended as follows:
A. Delete subparagraph (a) and substitute the follow-

’

ing:

Transmitters and associated equipment— (a)
transmitter.
(1) For monochrome transmission
only, the over-all attenuation characteristics of the transmitter, measured in the antenna transmission line after
the vestigial sideband filter (if used), shall not be greater
than the following amounts below the ideal demodulated
(See Appendix III, Figure 7.)
curve.
§ 3.687.

of the chrominance subcarrier.
The portion of each expression between brackets in (i)
represents the chrominance subcarrier signal which carries

Visual

the chrominance information.
The phase reference in the Em equation in (i) is the
180°, as shown in Figure 4(c). The
phase of the burst
burst corresponds to amplitude modulation of a continuous sine wave.

+

E^R-Ey]

2

db at

0.5

2 db at 1.25

Ec

3 db at 2.0
6 db at 3.0
12 db at 3.5

me
me
me
me
me

The curve

shall be substantially smooth between these
specified points, exclusive of the region from 0.75 to 1.25

me. 27
(2) For color transmission, the standard given by
3.687(a)(1) applies except as modified by the following:
A sine wave of 3.58 me introduced at those terminals of
the transmitter which are normally fed the composite
color picture signal shall produce a radiated signal having
an amplitude (as measured with a diode on the R.F.
transmission line supplying power to the antenna), which
is down 6 ± 2 db with respect to a signal produced by a
In addition, the amplitude of the
sine wave of 200 kc.
2 db between the
signal shall not vary by more than
modulating frequencies of 2.1 and 4.18 me.
(3) The field strength or voltage of the lower sideband,
as radiated or dissipated and measured as described in
subparagraph (4) of this paragraph, shall not be greater
than —20 db for a modulating frequency of 1.25 me or
greater and in addition, for color, shall not be greater
than —42 db for a modulating frequency of 3.579545 me
(the color subcarrier frequency). For both monochrome
and color, the field strength or voltage of the upper sideband as radiated or dissipated and measured as described
in subparagraph (4) of this paragraph shall not be greater
§

±

REFERENCE
BURST

(iii)

The equivalent bandwidth assigned

lation to the color difference signals Eq'

prior to

and

modu-

Ei' are as

follows

Q-channel bandwidth

down

at 400 kc less than 2 db

at 500 kc less than 6 db down
at 600 kc at least 6 db down

ASSUMED IDEAL DETECTOR OUTPUT

I-channel bandwidth
at 1.8
at 3.6

me
me

less

than 2 db down

at least 20 db

down

(iv) The gamma corrected voltages Er', Eg', and E B
are suitable for a color picture tube having primary colors
with the following chromaticities in the CIE system of
'

specification

X

y

Red (R)
Green (G)

0.67

0.33

0.21

0.71

Blue (B)

0.14

0.08

and having a transfer gradient (gamma exponent) of
22
The voltages
associated with each primary color.
2.2
Er', Eg', and Eb' may be respectively of the form Eb1/y»
Eg1/y» and Eb1/y although other forms may be used with
advances in the state of the art.
(v) The radiated chrominance subcarrier shall vanish
223
on the reference white of the scene.
(vi) Ey', Eq', Ei' and the components of these signals
shall match each other in time to 0.05 microseconds.
(vii) The angles of the subcarrier measured with respect to the burst phase, when reproducing saturated primaries and their complements at 75 per cent of full amplitude, shall be within

±10°

and

their amplitudes shall

±

be within
20 percent of the values specified above. The
ratios of the measured amplitudes of the subcarrier to the

MODULATING FREQUENCY
MEGACYCLES

-i Forming of
the high frequency portion of the monochrome
5 nal in a different manner is permissible and may in fact be
desirable in order to improve the sharpness on saturated colors.
At the present state of the art it is considered inadvisable to
set a tolerance on the value of gamma and correspondingly this
portion of the specification will not be enforced.
a The numerical values of the signal specification assume that
0.310,
this condition will be reproduced as CIE Illuminant C (x
0.316).
y

=

FIGURE

7

shall be made with the transmitter
load of pure resistance 3nd the demodulated voltage measured across this load.
The ideal demodulated
curve is that shown in Appendix III, Figure 7.
27

Output

measurement

operating into a

=

12

dummy

than

—20

greater.

28

db for a modulating frequency of 4.75

me

±

0.1 microseconds down to 0.2 me. "* The tolerance shall
also increase linearly to
0.1 microseconds at 4.18 me.
(6) The radio frequency signal, as radiated, shall have
an envelope as would be produced by a modulating signal
in conformity with Appendix III, Figure 4(a) or (b), as
modified by vestigial sideband operation specified by Ap-

or

2Sa

The attenuation characteristics of a visual transmitter shall be measured by application of a modulating
(4)

signal to the transmitter input terminals in place of
the normal composite television video signal. The signal
applied shall be a composite signal composed of a syn29
chronizing signal
to establish peak output voltage plus
a variable frequency sine wave voltage occupying the
The axis of the
interval between sychronizing pulses.
sine wave in the composite signal observed in the output
monitor shall be maintained at an amplitude 0.5 of the
The amplitude of the
voltage at synchronizing peaks.
This
sine wave input shall be held at a constant value.
constant value should be such that at no modulating frequency does the maximum excursion of the sine wave,
observed in the composite output signal monitor, exceed
the value of 0.75 of peak output voltage. The amplitude
of the 200 kilocycle sideband shall be measured and designated zero db as a basis for comparison. The modulation signal frequency shall then be varied over the desired
range and the field strength or signal voltage of the
As an alternate
corresponding sidebands measured.
method of measuring, in those cases in which the automatic d-c insertion can be replaced by manual control,
the above characteristic may be taken by the use of a
video sweep generator and without the use of pedestal
synchronizing pulses. The d-c level shall be set for midcharacteristic operation.
sine wave, introduced at those terminals of the
(5)
transmitter which are normally fed the composite color
picture signal, shall produce a radiated signal having an
envelope delay, relative to the average envelope delay
between 0.05 and 0.20 me, of zei’o microseconds up to a
frequency of 3.0 me and then linearly decreasing to 4.18
me so as to be equal to —0.17 microseconds at 3.58 me. The
tolerance on the envelope delay shall be
0.05 microseconds at 3.58 me. The tolerance shall increase linearly to
me, and remain at
±. 0.1 microseconds, down to 2.1

±

pendix

III,

Figure

3.

The time

interval between the leading edges of
successive horizontal pulses shall vary less than one half
of one per cent of the average interval, however, for color
transmissions, § 3.682(a)(5) and § 3.682(a)(6) shall be
controlling.
(8) The rate of change of the frequency of recurrence
of the leading edges of the horizontal synchronizing signals shall be not greater than 0.15 per cent per second,
the frequency to be determined by an averaging process
carried out over a period of not less than 20, nor more
than 100 lines, such lines not to include any portion of
the blanking interval. However, for color transmissions,
§ 3.682(a) (5) and § 3.682(a) (6) shall be controlling.
(9) Sufficient monitoring equipment shall be employed
to determine whether the visual signal complies with the
requirements of this subpart.
(10) For color transmission the transfer characteristic
(that is the relationship between the transmitter RF output and video signal input) shall be substantially linear
between the reference black and reference white levels.
B. Delete subparagraph (c)(1) of §3.687 and substitute
the following:
(c) Requirements applicable to both visual and aural
transmitters.
(7)

A

(1) Automatic means shall be provided in the visual
transmitter to maintain the carrier frequency within one
kilocycle of the authorized frequency; automatic means
shall be provided in the aural transmitter to maintain
the carrier frequency within four kilocycles of the assigned aural carrier frequency or, alternatively, 4.5 megacycles above the actual visual carrier frequency within
five kilocycles.
For color transmission the aural carrier
shall be maintained 4.5 megacycles above the visual carrier
within ± 1 kilocycle. When required by § 3.606, the visual
and aural carrier frequencies are to be offset in frequency
by 10 kilocycles (plus or minus, as indicated) from the

±

28 Field strength
measurements are desired. It is anticipated
that these may not yield data which are consistent enough to
prove compliance with the attenuation standards prescribed above.
In that case, measurements with a dummy load of pure resistance,
together with data on the antenna characteristics, shall be taken
in place of over-all field measurements.
'x* Television stations shall have until July
1, 1954 for compliance
with the requirements of this subparagraph with respect to attenuation of the upper sidebands.
29 The “synchronizing signal” referred to in this section means
either a standard synchronizing wave form or any pulse that will
properly set the peak.

normal carrier frequencies.
IV. Appendix III to subpart E is amended as follows:
Delete Figures 3, 4, and 7 and add the attached Figures
3, 4(a), 4(b), 4(c), and 7.
28,1
Tolerances for the interval of 0.0 to 0.2
at the present time.
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Pro £ osal to lift limit on station ownership
no more than 5 of them in vhf
from 5 to 7
was issued by FCC this week, and
there are certain to be "customers" for additional stations if rule is made final.
All using the word "definitely", ABC, CBS and NBC told us they'll go after
Dr. Allen B. DuMont said no decision has been made.
2 uhfs each as soon as possible
The station brokers report
George Storer indicated interest in attractive markets.
None would divulge which cities they're
buyers have eyes on specific stations now.
interested in or whether they plan to buy or to file applications, or both.
Why the Commission chose to propose a rule (FCC Notice 53-1720) rather than
adopt it finally wasn't stated, but fact that Sen. Edwin Johnson filed opposition
although quite some time ago -- may have prompted caution.
to the idea
Reason for proposing change FCC said, is "to encourage the rapid and effective development of the uhf band." Last week (Vol. 9:51), we discussed Commission's
reasons in detail; generally, FCC saw potential for far more good than harm.
Comr. Bartley concurred in
Comments are due Feb. 1 replies 10 days later.
proposing the rule "for the purpose of eliciting current comments and arguments"
but said previous arguments haven't convinced him of wisdom of changing the rules.
Comr. Hennock dissented, wants first to "explore all facets of the uhf problem."

—

—
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—
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COLOR UNLEASHED, ACTIVE ON ALL FRONTS: FCC's color decision last week gave full rein
transmission
to developments in the 3 major phases of the new medium -- programming
(For latest on manufacturing, distribution
and receiver production-distribution
and patent competition, see pp. 9-12.
On transmission end biggest buildup is still towards NBC-TV's coast-to-coast
(Rose Bowl game itself will be in
colorcast of Tournament of Roses Parade Jan. 1
monochrome.) AT&T still guarantees "full" color to only 18: Los Angeles KNBH San
Francisco KRON-TV Salt Lake City KDYL-TV Denver KOA-TV Omaha WOW- TV St
Paul, KSTP-TV St. Louis KSD-TV Milwaukee WTMJ-TV; C hicago WNBQ Detroit WWJ-TV
Toledo WSPD-TV Cincinnati WLWT Cleveland WNBK New York WNBT Philadelphia
WPTZ Wilmington WDEL-TV Baltimore WBAL-TV Washington WNBW.
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But these aren't only stations to be equipped for network rebroadcasts by
Jan. 1, because RCA is committed to equipping stations according to priority of purchase. Therefore, following additional stations are due to be equipped by Jan. 1 -most of which, however, won't get Tournament parade in color:

—
—

Oklah om a City WKY-TV Jackson WJTV Grand
NBC
Ft. Worth WBAP-TV
WOOD-TV; Johnstown WJAC-TV Wilkes-Barre WBRE-TV New Haven WNHC-TV.
Los Angeles KNXT Salt Lake Ci ty, KSL-TV Omaha KMTV Minneapolis
CBS
WCCO-TV Chicago WBBM-TV Cl eveland WEWS Bu ffalo WBEN-TV Baltimore WMAR-TV
Only ABC affiliate is WXEL, Clevel and.
No rfolk WTAR-TV New York WCBS-TV.
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At least 4 of these plan to get the Jan. 1 show without benefit of AT&T:
WNHC-TV, Hew Haven and WBRE-TV, Wilkes-Barre plan to take it off-air from WNBT
WJAC-TV, Johnstown will get it via "unguaranteed" AT&T microwave from Pittsburgh;
700D-TV, Grand Rapids will use its private microwave.
RCA has been operating on "emergency " round-the-clock schedule to equip the
Equipment was rushed from Camden plant to airport, then air-expressed to
stations.
stations where RCA Service Co. technicians worked day and night to install it. Five
Installation crews timed their work and itineraries according to shipments.
This
.eek end. Sat. & Sun., RCA planned to keep going, delivering with its own trucks.
On another equipment front, DuMont has shipped its new "Colcrvision" flyingspot color slide scanners to CBS and to equipment makers Motorola (receivers) and
Sit el-Mc Cull ough (picture tubes).
Scanner provides good picture for transmission
of program material and for testing equipment.
Authoritative report on color film tran sm ission is being readied for release
in January by NTSC Panel 11-A, headed by consultant Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith.
,

,

,

,

*

*

*

*

Here are examples of what stations are doing with their brand new signals:
WOW-TV reported successful color transmission Dec. 20 after 3
(1) Omaha
RCA
and station technicians.
work
by
Opera "Amahl and the Night Visitors"
nights'
wives.
VIPs
and
their
For
Jan.
was shown to
1, some 300 guests are invited, including civic and business leaders, sponsors, ad agencies, press.
Westinghouse s WPTZ claimed to be first with local color
(2) Philadelphia
commercial, with Dec. 18 color slides of "Felso" commercial for Fels & Co. Program
included film clips from Disney's Technicolor "Living Desert", projected via Philco's 35mm continuous scanner (Vol. 9:18) and microwaved from Philco labs.
KOA-TV plans gala Jan. 1 affair for 1500 guests (Vol. 9:50).
(3) Denver
Program will go directly to Cosmopolitan Hotel rather than to station.
.

.

'

.

*

*

*

*

How about the end product ? Is all the fuss and fury about color worth it?
Consider these comments on "Amahl" by a couple of TV-radio columnists who normally
don't enthuse without considerable stimulation:
Jack Gould, New York Times "The beauty and loveliness of full color TV was
bestowed last night on Gian-Carlo Menotti's modern Christmas classic ... The effect
was striking in the home, like a succession of Yuletide cards come to life... The
addition of color [was] much the same as adding another dimension.
[It was] a
moving picture of theatrical grandeur."
Harry MacArthur, Washington Star "Any hesitancy you may have about smallscreen-large-price color TV vanishes when you are face-to-face with it. Color makes
It is something other than the difa difference you can't believe without seeing.
ference between black-&-white and color movies, too.
"
There is nothing artificial about the colo r that glows with life on the
This is just complete TV, delivering to you all the picface of the picture tube.
were
standing beside the camera, and it is exciting stuff.
would
if
you
you
see
ture
[afterwards] was almost a shock, for once your eye is
monochrome
The lapse back into
attuned to color the normal gray picture is a singularly lifeless one... The trade
isn't going to have trouble selling sets once it gets a few demonstration models."
Gould is particularly color-savvy being the only newsman with a color set
His rhapsody over "Amahl" had been preceded by column built
(Emerson) in his home.
around theme "the show's the thing, whether in color or black-&-white. " After viewing Donald O'Connor's "uninspired" job on Nov. 22 Comedy Hour (Vol. 9:48), he wrote:
"
Enthusiasts for color TV are going to have to readjust their sights [because]
the novelty of color can wear off quickly [and] the acid test of the tinted medium
how good is the show
Color by itself will
will be the same as in black-&-white
not save any show. If the quality of the color program is either second rate or not
to individual taste, the set owner indicates no reluctance to turn the color off
and look for something better in black-&-white.
:

:

,

—
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"In song, dance and comedy,
Gould also noted CBS's improvement this week
the CBS colors, for perhaps the first time, had real stability and depth.
Their
texture still may not be up to NBC's tints, but in vividness they now may be ahead."
The importance of the CBS development is that it is employing a much simplified
camera. . .With the color TV race now in full swing, it begins to look as if many advance prognostications may have to be revised."
:

We watched "Amahl " and we shared the columnists' feelings completely.
We
also watched NBC's special "Season's Greetings" Dec. 22, found colors good but the
Sidelight: KSD-TV, St.
Turns commercials extremely distracting and in bad taste.
Louis, invited Turns' president and press to show but color never came through, AT&T
not being quite fully prepared.

Color film of "Dragnet " was to be transmitted in usual time, Thu. Dec. 24
-- but this Letter went to press before we could report on it. From now on, you can
expect at least one color show weekly from NBC, same from CBS, non-simultaneously
Both intend to give each of their
so that sponsors especially can observe results.
advertisers at least one crack at color during 1954.
It took great care to keep the
Color set tuning is still not child's play
Another observation: FCC's statement in its decision
colors properly balanced.
that compatible pictures of color transmissions on monochrome sets are poorer than
certainly wasn't true of "Amahl".
One engineer at FCC
on regular black-&-white
‘cold us he couldn't believe it was being transmitted in color. And "Season's Greetings" also came through very well as we compared it on color and monochrome screens.
.

—

—

FCC GRANTS 5, DEFENDS INTERMIXTURE': Policy of intermixing vhf -uhf channels was
strongly defended this week by FCC, as it issued 5 CPs and an initial decision, and
published third bi-monthly hearing priority list
Thomasville, Ga
E.D. Rivers Sr., Ch. 6; San Diego
Cal
This week's CPs
KSWM, Ch. 12; Seattle U of Washington,
Elliott L. Cushman, Ch. 21; Joplin, Mo
WNOP, Ch. 74 (Cincinnati), final decision.
Ch. 9 (educational); Newport, Ky
Initial decision favored Ch. 2 grant to WJBO, Baton Rouge, La — on condition stockholders divest themselves of holdings in local WLCS -- after competing
Southern TV Co. dismissed.
ex-Gov. of Georgia, is principal owner
Thomasville grantee E.D. Rivers Sr
of upcoming WMIE-TV, Miami (Ch. 27) and WOBS-TV, Jacksonville (Ch. 30).
San Diego
grantee owns San Diego Shopping News and Southwest Color Press.
.

:
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.

.

,

.

,

,
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,

.
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*

*

,

*

*

New hearing priority list is less than half the size of last one issued in
October, signals virtual end of big post-freeze waiting line. (For full list, see TV
In next 2 months, almost entire backlog of applications
Addenda 17-Y herewith.)
will at least have started through Commission's processing line.
Tabulation has only 50 citie s, down from 63 in October (Vol.9:33), indicating FCC has been processing contested applications at rate of about 16 a month.
The 22 cities left in Group A (those with no operating stations) are mostly
starting with Lexington, Ky. (pop. 55,534) and ending with Hatfield,
s mall ones
Ind. (410).
The 8 cities in Group B (those with stations now on air): Las Vegas
with one station; Buffalo San Antonio & Omaha with 2 stations each; San Francisco
Minneapolis, Boston & Pittsburgh, with 3 stations each.
,

,

,

,

*

*

*

*

Faced with new attacks on policy of mixing vhf & uhf channel allocations,
FCC took occasion this week to stress that it still considers "an assignment plan
based on intermixture of vhf & uhf channels both necessary and desirable " Denying
petition of KSTM-TV (Ch. 36) to remove 2 vhf channels from St. Louis and add 4 more
uhf, Commission urged " a long-range view " and asserted:
"
The Commission stated its view in the Sixth Report
and we are still of
this view
that uhf stations will eventually compete on a favorable basis with vhf
stations.
If our nationwide assignment plan is to prove effective, uhf stations
must constitute an integral part of a single, nationwide TV service.
[We] do not
.

—

—

- 4 -

believe that the Commission's principles of TV assignment should be departed from
merely because of some temporary adverse effect on private interests." Chairman
Hyde was absent; Comr. Webster didn't participate in order.
Commission decided against changing mileage separation rules dismissed the
petition of WSAL, Logansport, Ind to permit channel assignments to cities coming
y.-ithin 5 mi
of minimum separation from authorized transmitter sites in other cities
-- provided site of new station complies with the minimum.
Though it had pro pose d to approve the change (Vol. 9:38), FCC now sees no
"necessity at this time" to alter TV assignment principles, but says it will explore
possible changes "at some later date in the light of additional data and experience."
Comr. Bartley dissented.
As result of decision, FCC dismissed petition by WTIP,
Charleston & WMON, Montgomery, W.Va. asking addition of Ch. 2 to Montgomery.
,

.

.

*

*

In other actions

*

i*

the FCC this week:

,

—

including subscription- TV petitioner
(1) Called 4 more grantees on carpet
telling them they can't be given more time to
WDHN, New Brunswick, N.J . (Ch. 47)
Besides WDHN, they were WMRF-TV, Lewistown, Pa . (Ch.
build, on basis of evidence.
(Ch. 29); KMON-TV, Great Falls, Mont . (Ch. 3).
38); WMRI-TV, Marion, Ind
WCBI-TV, Columbus, Miss .
(2) Gave 2 other grantees 6 more months to build
WITH-TV, Baltimore (Ch. 60)
and at same time began proceedings to let
(Ch. 28)
WITH-TV switch to Ch. 72 to permit station to use highest site in area without violating FCC spacing requirements.

—

.

—

—

;

(3) Granted petition by North Shore Bcstg. Co. (Harold R. Murphy) to reinstate its application for Milwaukee's Ch. 31 -- formerly granted to WMIL-TV.
North
Shore dismissed application last August, paving way for WMIL-TV grant, but latter
dropped CP 3 weeks ago to apply for newly assigned Ch. 6 (Vol. 9:49).
Two more CPs were returned this week: KEPO-TV, El Paso (Ch. 13), telling
Commission that city, already served by 2 stations, can't support 3; KTVF, Eugene Springfield, Ore , citing usual economic reasons
"lack of interest" by networks,
vhf competition, sluggishness of set sales, etc.

—

Pac e of new-station starts will doubtless
slow down next few months, even though a half dozen or so more are due before end
of this year and several dozen say they'll get going in January or February. Reasons
for slowdown: (1) Winter weather hampering construction in many parts of country;
(2) Diminishing competitive urge as one-station markets disappear; (3) Stalling on
part of many, particularly uhf grantees proposing to wait-&-see how higher powers
and maybe subscription TV come along.

353

NOW ON

AIR,

FEWER STARTERS

IN 1954:

—

If 1954 brings as many as 200 more stations
it will be surprising
this
despite 239 CPs still outstanding and FCC's continuingly generous grants.
6 more stations were testing
Up to time we went to press Thu, p.m
and
All
one
were
vhf.
Denver
gets its 4th vhf, obviating the
in
Canada
but
is
due
one
likelihood anybody will go ahead with uhf there. Montreal gets second outlet. Other
Total now is 353 on
towns getting stations were medium-sized, mostly new markets.
Latest starters up to Dec. 24:
air, of which 232 are vhf, 121 uhf.
KOA-TV, Denver (Ch. 4) started testing Dec. 22, began programming Xmas Eve,
despite storm that recently wrecked its partially constructed tower atop Lookout Mt.
Though temporary tower is being used with 25-kw RCA transmitter, gen.
(Vol. 9:52).
Station will get huge promgr. Don Se arle reports it starts with full 100-kw ERP.
starting
Jan.
1.
John Henry is sales mgr.
for
NBC-TV
color
boost
as
outlet
motional
chief
Robert
H.
Owen,
engineer.
Station's
Judson Wood, program operations mgr.
owners are actor Bob Hope and large group of local citizens, who combined last year
Rep is Petry.
Base rate is $500.
to purchase 50-kw KOA from NBC.
KSLA, Shreveport (Ch. 12), first TV station in that rich community in northand associate mgr. Deane R. Flett
west corner of Louisiana, began testing Dec. 22
One set dealer in Marwires, "Excellent reception reported in the immediate area.
mv/m
signal."
Station
is licensed to
reported
260
Tex.,
45
mi.
distant,
a
shall,
,

.

—

,

.

;

;

—
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Interim Television Corp. which, as name infers, is combination of rival local groups
(including KRMD&KCIJ) who built and shared costs pending FCC hearing decision that
Pres, is Don George
will decide which one should get CP (Vol. 9:38).
theatreman;
Equipment is RCA.
Base rate is $250, and
chief engineer is Morris C. Barton Jr.
station will be interconnected with all 4 networks. Rep is Raymer.
(Ch. 9), first TV in coastal plain community 71 mi.
WNCI, Greenville, N.C
east of Raleigh, began test patterns Dec. 22 from 10-kw RCA transmitter with 12-bay
antenna and 800-ft. Skyline tower. "Excellent coverage," says report from gen. mgr.
who also manages radio VVGCT, has tower construction business
A. Hartwell Campbell
It affiliates with
and heads big group of local investors underwriting project.
Margaret J. Laughinghouse business
ABC, CBS & DuMont. John G. Clark is sales mgr.
Base rate is $200.
Rep is Pearson.
Hank Tribley, chief engineer.
mgr.
(Ch. 3) began testing Dec. 20 with 25-kw RCA transmitWLBT, Jackson, Miss
It goes commercial Dec. 28 as NBC affiliate. Second
ter and 488-ft. Truscon tower.
it's
station in city (other being Jackson Clarion Ledger and News' Ch. 27 WJTV)
licensed to old-line broadcaster Lamar Life Bcstg. Co. (WJDX) and owned in co-equal
Fred L. Beard secy.-treas. & gen. mgr. Maurice
parts by Wiley P. Harris pres.
Peter Koch Lutken, v.p., pres., Lamar Life Insurance
Thompson, v.p. & program mgr.
Frank Gentry is sales
Co.
Wm. Calvin Wells III, v.p., attorney for Lamar Life.
Rep is Hollingbery.
Base rate is $200.
Robt. Smathers, chief engineer.
mgr.
mi.
east
of
San Francisco and 45 mi.
about
60
XTVU, Stockton, Cal
(Ch. 36),
programming
Dec.
18 after only a few
down valley from uhf-only Sacramento, began
GE transmitter is throwing such good signal, reports gen.
days of test patterns.
that viewer reports have come from 160 mi. north and south.
mgr. Knox LaRue
LaRue
is ex-San Francisco mgr. for Hollingbery, is 20% stockholder, with Fontana (Cal.)
Herald-News owning 75% and L.E. Chennault, of KYNO, Fresno, 5%. Mgr. of operations
Base rate is $250.
Rep is Hollingbery.
is D.M. Greene, ex-KSTN, Stockton.
KMID-TV, Midland, Tex
(Ch. 2), about 125 mi. away from nearest other station (in Abilene, Tex.), began programs Dec. 20, will get service from ABC, DuMont &
NBC. RCA-equipped
it's owned by group (headed by R.H. Drewrv owning KSWO-TV, LawSid Grayson, ex-KWFT, is gen. mgr.
ton, Okla.
Base rate is $200.
Rep is Taylor.
,
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;
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;

;
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CBMT, Montreal (Ch. 6), 5th outlet of Canadian Broadcasting Corp. to get on
air, was all set to begin testing RCA transmitter on Mt. Royal this weekend, regular
programming to start Dec. 28.
It will be the English-language outlet, as original
outlet
CBFT
CBC
(Ch. 2) goes over entirely to French
Francis Coleman is CBMT program mgr. Fernand Guerard his opposite number at CBFT, both reporting to Alphonse
Ouimet, CBC director of TV for Montreal.
CBMT will carry U.S. as well as CBC network shows.
Two more CBC stations are projected
CBWT, Winnipeg (Ch. 4), due in
April; CBHT, Halifax (Ch. 3), in Oct.
Others operate in Toronto, Ottawa, Vancouver.
.

,

—

TELECASTING FAST FORGING AHEAD OF RADIO: There's a chance that telecasting revenues
this year will very nearly equal, may even surpass, those of radio broadcasting. For
it looks like a $450-475,000,000 year for TV's 4 networks and 350-odd stations.
Radio broadcasting's 4 nation-wide networks and 2500-odd AM stations (to say
nothing of some 550 FM), enjoying flourishing business lately too, should come near
to its record 1952 volume of $475,100,000
as reported by FCC auditors.
But there
are some who think its sales curve has flattened out to a "plateau", even though
NARTB's Dick Doherty thinks it may show as much as a 3% increase
to $490,000,000.
Figures are for time sales plus what FCC statisticians call revenues from
"incidental broadcast activities." They do not include incalculable talent and production costs handled and paid for by sponsors & agencies direct. So it's reasonable
to say combined TV-radio broadcasting businesses this year will exceed $1 billion
For TV at least, that's only the beginning
for new stations are being
added every day, old stations are increasing rates, and the business currently is
fairly bursting its britches
like the adolescent offspring of radio that it is.
O nly definite TV re ve nue figure s as yet available are FCC's for previous
years, showing networks-stations combined took in $324,000,000 in 1952 $235,700,000
,

—

.

—

—

,
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in 1951, 3105,900,000 in 1950, 354,500,000 in 1949, 38,700,000 in 1948.
Figures
were on the loss side for inceptive 1947 & 1946.
Comparable radio broadcasting figures 3473,100,000 in 1952, $450,400,000
in 1951, $444,500,000 in 1950, $413,800,000 in 1949, $407,000,000 in 1948. [Both TV
& radio figures, broken down as between networks & stations and showing earnings
before taxes, are tabulated more completely on p. 351 of our TV Factbook No. 17.]
We know how the networks are faring thanks to the Publishers Information
Bureau's monthly reports, which for the 10 months through October show total of very
nearly $180,000,000 for time sales by the 4 TV networks
CBS-TV & NBC-TV accounting
for about $77,000,000 each, ABC-TV $16,000,000, DuMont $8,500,000. But even if they
are projected to an assured $225,000,000 or more for the whole year, these figures
They're based on one-time gross rates, which probably
are more apparent than real.
means that only about 60% of this sum actually goes into network coffers.
They're generally accepted as index to trends however, and on the basis of
the enormous upsurge they represent, the upsurge in national spot and local business
on nearly all TV stations, higher rate cards — and of course the more than doubled
it's a good guesstimate that 1953 gross revenues
number of stations this year
could readily achieve $475,000,000, or even higher.
Note
For 1952, Printers' Ink estimated $580,100,000 spent by advertisers
Good guess is that this figure will go up to
for time, talent and all other costs.
perhaps $700,000,000 this year
Consider the report this week by the authority on
TV film production & syndication, Billboard Magazine. It says that business grossed
about $50,000,000 this year from all types of film alone (see Telecasting Notes).
:

,

—

,
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Personal Notes: Frank White, ex-NBC pres., named
chairman of McCann-Erickson Corp. (International)
George Giese promoted from v.p. to pres, of subsidiary
operating company’s 17 overseas offices
John K. Herbert, NBC v.p. in charge of TV network sales, resigns as
of Jan. 1, will be succeeded by George H. Frey, v.p. & di;

.

.

.

rector of sales; Herbert also quits NBC board, has not yet
Sam Fuller, NBC-TV director of netannounced plans
.

.

.

work programming and producer
promoted
ing

Tom

to director of

McAvity, now

in

of Colgate

Comedy Hour,

TV

network programs, succeedcharge of TV network programs

reporting to him are Mike Dann & Roy Passman,
administrative mgr., respectively, of network proKenneth Craig,
gramming, as well as all producers
ex-exec. asst, to H. Leslie Atlass, v.p. of CBS central div.,
named director of business affairs, CBS Radio, Hollywood,
replacing Jack Meyers, now CBS-TV script coordinator
Guy Herbert promoted to v.p., Stuart MacKay to gen.
mgr., All-Canada Radio Facilities Ltd., national sales reps
Frank A. Carter, from KWFT-TV & KWFT, Wichita
Falls, to Dallas office of Blair-TV, replacing Steve Beard,
Alex Roseman, recently gen. mgr.
shifted to N. Y. office
div.;

mgr.

&

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WCAN-TV & WCAN, Milwaukee, ex-sales
WCAU-TV & WCAU, Philadelphia, becomes N.
of

v.p.

of

Y. business mgr. of new WTVI, St. Louis (Belleville, 111.), workWinston Kirby, exing with national rep firm, Weed
Irvin Paul Sulds,
O. L. Taylor Co., joins Weed & Co.
ex-theatre TV consultant to ABC-Paramount, joins Theatre Network Television Inc. (Nathan L. Halpern, pres.) as
specialist in sales and production of its Tele-Sessions,
Charles W. Stone, ex-WNAO-TV,
closed-circuit system
Raleigh, succeeds Martin Silver as exec. v.p. & gen. mgr.
Howard S. Frazier, Washof WTVU, Scranton, Pa.
ington TV-radio management consultant, named gen. mgr.
of proposed St. Louis Ch. 11 station by applicant 220 Television Inc., due to start hearings Dec. 31 in competition
with KMOX, St. Louis Amusement Co. & St. Louis Tele.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

cast Inc.; he proposes to acquire about

10%

interest in

and continue Washington business under lease
Robert B. Hoag, ex-CBS TV spot sales,
arrangement
replaces W. O. Edholm who resigns as gen. sales mgr. of
licensee

.

.

.

KFMB-TV, San Diego

Lee Ruwitch reelected exec,
addition to election of Jack
Shay as operations v.p., WTVJ, Miami
Robert B. Hoag,
ex-CBS-TV spot sales, on Jan. 4 becomes commercial mgr.
Dixon Harp has resigned as
of KFMB-TV, San Diego
gen. mgr. of WETV, Macon, reports Alfred Lowe, exec,
v.p.; Carl Williams, new sales mgr., replacing Barney
Kobres ... A. Roy Briscoe named asst, production mgr.
of new WSTV-TV, Steubenville, O. (Ch. 9)
Robert E.
Lee (no kin to FCC Comr. Lee), ex-WAAM, Baltimore,
named program mgr., WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg, Va. (Ch.
James Paterson, ex-J. Walter Thompson, recently a
3)
B-29 pilot in Korea, has joined KNXT, Hollywood, as TV
producer
Ralph Bachman joins D. P. Brother & Co.,
Detroit, as TV-radio timebuying asst, to Carl Georgi Jr.,
Don Blahut, ex-Raymond Spector Co.,
media director
named TV-radio director, Edward Kletter Assoc., N. Y.
Charles King, ex-WKAL, Rome, N. Y., named Mutual station relations contact
Alfred R. Stern, from film div.,
named asst, to Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC exec. v.p.
Maurice Unger, mgr. of Ziv west coast operations, promoted to v.p.
James L. Wolcott named exec, v.p.,
James S. Burkett sales mgr., Pathe Laboratories, whose
Pathecolor was used on Dec. 24 colorcast of Dragnet; both
Humphrey Ireland, exare ex-Color Corp. of America
TV director, Ruthrauff & Ryan, joins Brisacher, Wheeler

John Allen elected

v.p.,

.

.

.

v.p., in

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Staff,

.

.

.

San Francisco.

Ernest B. Loveman, 58, Philco
of its

.

.

.

&

.

.

.

.

.

TV

station

WPTZ

v.p.

until its sale to

who was

gen. mgr.
Westinghouse last

year (Vol. 9:8,22), collapsed of a heart attack in the
company’s main plant in Philadelphia Dec. 22 and died
shortly thereafter. He was Philco adv. mgr. from 1928-42,
became head of its TV activities fulltime in 1945. He was
unmarried.

John Blair re-elected pres, of Station Representatives
v.p., Robert Meeker; secy., Adam J. Young Jr.
Directoi’s: Lewis H.
(re-elected)
treas., Joseph J. Weed.
Avery, Avery-Knodel; Russell Woodward, Free & Peters;
Joseph Timlin, Branham.
Assn.;

;

7

ARMED

SERVICES’ own TV

stations

—for

entertain-

ment and education of troops at isolated bases both
in America and overseas
was foreshadowed Dec. 23 as
Strategic Air Command began 6-month trial operation of
low-power TV station at lonely Limestone Air Force Base
.

—

near Caribou, Me. Success of this operation will determine whether Air Force will go ahead with plans for overseas TV installations, patterned after Armed Forces Radio
Sei’vice, to “increase incentive” and help make duty at outof-the-way bases “more attractive to potential enlistees.”
Limestone station on Ch. 8, assigned by FCC to
Presque Isle, 17 mi. away is RCA-built, covers about 3
mi. with its 8-10 watt output. It has vidicon camera and
film chain, will rely principally on kines of network shows
for its 50-60 hours-a-week schedule. It cost $30,000, funds
coming from PX sales and movie receipts. Airmen will
buy their own TV sets.
Though FCC has no authority over assignment of
govt, stations, Air Force has agreed with FCC to cease
operations if any regular TV station begins operating in
area, and to begin no similar operations in any area already served by TV. It’s only installation of kind so far,
though for some time Navy has had booster station near
Inyokern, Cal. to relay signals from Los Angeles stations
to personnel at China Lake Naval Ordnance Station. Army
has discussed building satellite at White Sands, N. M. to
rebroadcast programs from El Paso.

—

—

E

Senator Robert S. Kerr (D-Okla.) and fellow oilman
Dean A. McGee were authorized by FCC this week to sell
their radio KRMG, Tulsa (50-kw D, 25-kw N, on 740 kc,
ABC) to company headed by Frank E. Wimberly, member of Federal Power Commission and publisher of Altus
They get $305,000 for radio
(Okla.) Times-Democrat.
station, and are thus left free to hold interests in Ch. 2
application of Central Plains Enterprises Inc., Tulsa, in
which oilman W. G. Skelly’s KVOO holds 52.5%; Sen.
Kerr, 13.49%; Mrs. Grayce B. Kerr, his wife, 15.31%;
T. M. Kerr, son, 7.09%; Mr. McGee, 7.66%; T. A. Love,
2.09%; C. B. Akers, 1.87%. Ch. 2 competitor Fred Jones

who owns KFMJ,

Tulsa, had
protested sale of radio KRMG, alleging it would overlap
Altus, but FCC held
Mr. Wimberly’s 250-watt
against him. It’s expected Tulsa’s Ch. 2 will be set for
(Oil Capital Television Co.),

KWHW,

hearing shortly, third applicant being Fryer Television
Sen. Kerr and McGee proCo., backed by Texas oilmen.
pose to donate 2% interest in Tulsa TV station, if it’s
granted, to Oklahoma A&M College, and Mr. Skelly promSen. Kerr also controls WEEK-TV
ises 2% to Tulsa U.

& WEEK,

Peoria,

111 .

Formerly co-owned, Havana’s CMA-TV (Ch. 2) and
CMUR-TV (Ch. 4, with Ch. 3 satellites in Santa Clara &
Pinar del Rio) are now separately owned. Amadeo Barletta, publisher of El Mundo and Cuban distributor for
Cadillac, Oldsmobile & Chevrolet, now heads Tele-Mundo,
S.A., licensee of CMA-TV, with Pedro Alvarez Rios as gen.
mgr. and Ventura Montes as technical director. CMURTV and satellites are now operated by Radio Television
Nacional, S.A., with Angel Cambo as pres.; Juan Montaner, v.p.
Carlos Rom, Gustavo Fernandez, Angel Bar;

& Ramiro Gomez Kemp, exec, v.p.’s.
stations are CMQ-TV (Ch. 6), CMBF-TV
ranco

George Storer’s
First 2 are

CMTV

(Ch.

11)

— also

Cuba’s other
in

CMQ

owned by Goar Mestre group, and

satellite outlets:

CMJL-TV, Camaguey

(Ch. 6)

and
Havana.

(Ch. 7)

all

;

has 5

CMKJ-TV,

Holguin (Ch. 4); CMGC-TV, Matanzas (Ch. 9); CMHQTV, Santa Clara (Ch. 5); CMKN-TV, Santiago (Ch. 2).
RCA Victor and NBC ad accounts leave J. Walter
Thompson after June 30, 1954; new agency not yet named,
though Grey Adv. continues to handle NBC film div. account, A1 Paul Lefton some of RCA space.

Network Accounts: Flushed by success of Dave Garroway s 7-9 a.m. Today, NBC-TV now is preparing nighttime version in new program tentatively titled Tonight,
with Steve Allen as m.c., and using similar format. Idea
to expand Steve Allen Show, now on
11.-20-midnight, to a network show from
11:20-12:50 a.m.
Its pet project of new NBC pres. Pat Weaver, guiding

would be

light of

WNBT

Today

Reader’s Digest buys partic. on Pancoast regional 7-9 a.m. show,
starting Jan. 6 thru Schwab & Beatty; Ford Dealers of
So. California, Jan. 6 thru J. Walter Thompson; Accent
(food flavorer) Jan. 4 thru BBDO
Mystic Adhesive
Products Co. (tape) buys Fri. 1:45-2 p.m. portion of

orama

Pacific,

.

.

.

CBS-TV west

.

.

.

Garry Moore Show on CBS-TV starting Jan. 15, thru
George Hartman Co., Chicago; Kellogg Co. moves to
Thu. 2:15-2:30
Congoleum-Nairn Co. (linoleum) buys
alt.-week sponsorship (with Revlon cosmetics) of Mr. and
Mrs. North on NBC-TV starting in Jan., Tue. 10:30-11
p.m., thru McCann-Erickson
With regional sponsors,
DuMont starts weekly pro-basketball games each Sat. 3.

.

.

.

4:15 p.m. in 56 cities

.

.

Variety replacement for I Bonino
Spike Jones Show, starting Jan. 2, Sat.
8-8:30 p.m.; no sponsor yet
Quaker Oats sponsors
Contest Carnival on CBS-TV starting Jan.
3, Sun. 12:301 p.m. thru Sherman & Marquette.

on

NBC-TV

.

.

.

will be

.

.

.

Seeking to settle long-standing ASCAP dispute, AllIndustry Local TV Music Committee is polling all TV
stations on new offer to ASCAP:
(1) Blanket license

agieement for 4 years beginning Jan. 1, involving commercial fee of 2.05% of receipts from sponsors after certain deductions, and monthly sustaining fee equal
to station s highest quarter-hour rate.
(2) Per-program agreement covering same period and retroactive to Jan., 1949,
involving 9% of net receipts from sponsors on certain
programs using ASCAP music, 4% for theatrical type films

ASCAP

in which
music is used incidentally,
plicable rate card for sustaining programs.

3.5% of ap-

General Teleradio Inc., the General Tire & Rubber Co.
subsidiary operating WOR-TV, WNAC-TV & KHJ-TV,
as
well as Yankee & Don Lee networks and various radio
stations,

has purchased Phillips H. Lord

properties include Gangbusters,
t)

We

Inc.,

whose TV-radio
Mr. Dis-

the People,

Attorney and script rights to Kathleen Norris novels.
Lord becomes consultant to General Teleradio for

ict

Phillips

5 years.

“Birthplace of the talking pictures,” old Warner Bros,
studio on Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, was sold this
week to
Paramount Pictures for “more that $1,000,000” to become

home of its KTLA, Los Angeles. Paramount has
agreed to make part of the studio available to Motion Picture Relief Fund for establishment of a motion picture
future

museum.
First 3 feature films of series of 26 to be

TV

made espe-

have been completed by Princess Pictures
Inc. for cooperatively-owned Vitapix Corp., whose
latest
stockholder is Paramount’s KTLA, Los Angeles.
Series,
which will not be shown theatrically prior to TV release'
will be premiered next month on 30 stations; all
26 films
will be delivered first 9 months of 1954.
cially for

First receiving tube type intended primarily for
use
TV sets goes into production at GE’s Owensboro,

in color

Ky. plant in

first

quarter 1954.

triple diode for use as

Type 6BJ7

is

miniature

DC

nels of color sets.

restorer for the 3 signal chanInformation is available from GE tube

dept., Schenectady,

N. Y.

TV

AM: John S. Booth & T. K.
June started WTVE, .Elmira, N. Y. (Ch.
24), have applied for 500-w D on 800 kc there.
Another

Cassell,

who

last

operator seeks

8

H

IGHER-POWERED UHF transmitter now under development by RCA probably won’t be available until

May. Long-awaited tetrode-powered plant, using
A-2500 power tube (Vol. 9:36,44), will be x-ated at least
12% kw, possibly 15. Prototype model is slated to be
shown before May. Meanwhile, Standard Electi-onics now
has prototype 1-kw uhf transmitter, plans to show higher
powered model this summer.
No new transmitter shipments were reported by any
company this week, but 2 more existing stations have inWALA-TV, Mobile, Ala.
creased their power outputs.
(Ch. 10) went from 22 to 112-kw ERP; WOC-TV, Davenport, la. (Ch. 5) from 22.9 to 100 kw. GE’s WRGB plans
to switch Jan. 4 from Ch. 4 to 6, up output from 16.3 to

Seeking “realistic” depreciation base for taxes on uhf
Uhf TV Assn, counsel Wm. A. Roberts
has requested meeting with Internal Revenue officials. In
letter to John II. Fahrenbach, Revenue Service public
utilities engineering chief, Robei’ts wrote: “The extremely
expensive transmitter equipment [for] uhf stations is obsolete almost when installed, and with no certainty as to
the time when ‘maximum’ powers in the oi'der of 50 kw or
above will be available
Uhf broadcasters, having invested heavily, are confronted with great insecurity commercially, instability in their revenue and the certainty of
obsolescence in their initial installations
The uncertainties of the impact of color TV in accelerating obsolescence of transmitting equipment require flexibility of

93 kw.

depreciation rates.”

next

*

*

*

*

In our continuing survey of upcoming
these were the reports received this week:

new

stations,

KBIZ-TV, Kirksville, Mo. (Ch. 3) hasn’t ordered
equipment or begun construction yet, but hopes to get going in 5-6 months, reports owner-gen. mgr. James J.
Conroy who also controls WBIZ, Eau Claire & WLCX, La
Crosse, Wis. CP was granted last week after KBIZ Inc.
switched application from Ch. 15 in Ottumwa,

la.

Rep not

yet chosen.

KQED, Berkeley-San Francisco (Ch. 9, educational)
expects to get converted KPIX transmitter before Jan. 1,
still awaits other equipment, now hopes to get going by
March or April, reports gen. mgr. James Day. It’s planning initial $150,000 fund drive and concurrent campaign
for 6800 $10-a-year dues-paying members a membership

—

2% of potential audience, which it’s
mated would place station on self-sustaining basis.

esti-

goal equal to

Manchester, N. H. (Ch. 9) didn't make
now hopes for Jan. 15 tests, with
RCA equipment due shortly. It’s going to adapt fonner
FM tower for TV. Rep will be Weed.
WSEE, Erie, Pa. (Ch. 35) has ordered 12-kw GE transmitter for Jan. delivery, begins construction any day now,

WMUR-TV,

pi-omised

Xmas

debut,

plans March tests, goes commercial in April, reports v.p.gen. mgr. Charles E. Denny. Rep not yet chosen.
WCET, Cincinnati (Ch. 48, educational), granted
Dec. 2 to Greater Cincinnati Television Educational Foundation, has oi’dered RCA equipment, hopes to begin construction Jan. 15, plans debut after April
ing to gen. mgr. Uberto I. Neely.
*

*

*

1,

1954, accord-

*

Regina, Sask. (Ch. 2), equipment not
plans
July
1 tests, Sept. 1 programming, accordspecified,
ing to mgr. H. A. Crittenden. Weed will be U. S. rep; All-

CKCK-TV,

Dominion.
CFPA-TV, Port Arthur, Ont. (Ch. 2), recommended
by CBC Dec. 7— tantamount to a grant— hasn’t ordered
equipment as yet, plans to buy unused City Fire Hall lo-

Canada Television

in

cated at highest point in city for studio-transmitter house,
hopes to begin next Sept. 3, reports owner Ralph H.
Parker. Rep not yet chosen.
CHCH-TV, Hamilton, Ont. (Ch. 11) reports delay in
equipment deliveries, now plans April start with RCA
transmitter, according to gen. mgr. Kenneth D. Soble, who

heads group of 3 local radio stations which combined to
get grant. Temporary rate card quotes $300 hourly base
Reps will be Adam Young for U. S. and All-Canada
rate.
Television.

New Rider books: UHF TV Antennas & Converters,
by Allan Lytel (128 pp., $1.80); Audio Repi-oduction, by
David Fidelman (240 pp., $3.50) How to Troubleshoot a
TV Receiver, by J. Richard Johnson (128 pp., $1.80) and
Vol. 12 of Rider TV Manual series.
;

;

station equipment,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Annual “Mike” awards by McCall’s Magazine: outstanding woman in TV & radio, Helen Tullis, blind announcer of WMAR-TV, Baltimore, for rehabilitation
series, As You Can See; service to women, Beulah Donohue, WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee, for Your Family’s Health
and Marian Gifford, WHAS-TV, Louisville, for
series, Good Living; service to youth, Judith
Waller, NBC-TV, Chicago, for development of Ding Dong
School, and Jean Sullivan, KMTV, Omaha, for programs
on mentally handicapped children on Woman’s View;
community service, Bea Johnson, KMBC(AM), Kansas
City, for traffic safety reminders on Happy Home, and
sei-ies,

maternity

WHAT

Dolly Banks,
(AM), Philadelphia, for better understanding of Negro problems.

is

Background of every FCC employe, as of July 1, 1953,
included in 180-page supplement to annual report to

Congress submitted by Commission this week under requirements of McFarland Act. Henceforth, annual report
will cover only employes added or dropped during year.
Report includes information on date and place of birth,
education, employment history, other “pertinent
biographical data and experience.” It’s first such submissalary,

FCC, and Commission is believed to be only govt,
agency required to make such report.

sion by

You’ll never guess

who

said this: “I think

The more we have the more we like it.”
National Football League commissioner Bert

rific.

TV

is

ter-

That was

Bell, commenting on NFL-DuMont deal, which, he said “created
thousands of new fans” and helped to make 1953 an alltime record year for pro football. Bell and members of
his league went to court last year to defend League’s right
to restrict members’ football telecasts in recent anti-trust
case (Vol. 7:41, 9:46), in which foi-mal court order is still

pending.

Legal action to tear down old WOR-TV tower on the
Palisades in N. Bergen, N. J., overlooking New York City,
was thi-eatened this week by town’s public safety commissioner Patrick Sullivan. WOR-TV moved transmitter to
Empire State Bldg. Dec. 12, retained 760-ft. tower in JerSullivan said tower, in heavily popusey for standby.
lated area, is possible aircraft hazai’d, added he would

give
to

WOR-TV

have

opportunity to remove
as a menace.

it

before taking steps

it l'azed

Rep. Robert L. Condon (D-Cal.) was denied court order
Dec. 21 in demanding time from

KGO-TV, San

Francisco,

testimony befoi-e House Un-Ameiican Activities Committee alleging he had attended a closed CommuThough he claimed a verbal
nist party meeting in 1948.
agreement with station for time for public answer to
chai’ge, court ruled no “oral contract” existed and denied
court order for proposed telecast.
to reply to

“Determination of VHF Superturnstile Antenna
Gains” is new 70-p. book by RCA’s M. R. Johns, available
from Broadcast Equipment Section, RCA, Camden.

with
V
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FIRST LOW-END PRICE CUTS PRESAGE MORE: Even lower prices of low-end black-&-white
sets all through trade are certain in wake of announcements of cheaper sets by RCA
RCA introduced one 21-in. table model at $200 and reduced two 17-ln
and Philco
Philco disclosed all-new line of 17 models all 21tables to their original $180.
with low-end plastic table at $200, discontinuing production of 17-in. tables.
in.
Prodded by advent of color reduced tube costs and, in varying degrees, inventory positions, prices of other manufacturers may go even lower
with strong
possibility widespread price cuts will be offered at Chicago marts next month.
Master 21
ebony 21-in. table model $200; Modernette
RCA* s 6 new sets
oak
console
limed
open-face
21-in.
$250; Barnes 21-in. open-face maroon console
open-face
blonde
or natural walnut $300; Barrett
21-in.
24-in. open$260; Farrell
Sewell
24-in. full-door mahogany $460, blonde $480.
face mahogany $395, blonde $415;
Craig and Brent 17-in. table models in ebony and maroon, respectively, were reduced
to their original price of $180 after having been raised to $190 two months ago.
Philco 's price slashes are due to be announced on NBC-TV Philco Playhouse
At this writing, it's known only that there will be new line of 17
Sun., Dec. 27.
the low-end plastic table priced at $200 wood console at $280
models, all 21-in
Last low-end 21-in. table was $250, console
No more 17-in. tables will be made.
was
Though Philco says its Atlantic City
table
low-end
17-in.
$180.
$300 last
4-8
devoted
only
to
white goods, custom is to display TVwill be
convention Jan.
and distributor orders aren't likely to be refused.
radio lines there, too
Admiral distributors meet in Chicago Dec. 30
and spokesman said company
may introduce some cheaper sets at that time, though he insisted prices won't be
finally determined until just before meeting. Admiral already has a 17-in. table
selling at $160 and a 21-in. table at $200.
Motorola like Admiral, isn't saying anything officially about prices
but probably will have some news by time of Chicago marts.
And the news
yet
At distributors meeting Dec. 18
should be less about new models than about prices.
in Chicago, Motorola introduced only one model
a 21-in. metal cabinet table at
$230, to replace same-price set with plastic cabinet.
As the Big 4 go so usually goes rest of the industry, who also will be represented in big way at the marts or will hold distributor meetings in January.
.
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Rash of activity broke out following FCC color decision
Metropolitan newspapers for most part played story of color to the hilt
stressing compatibility
and also giving proper prominence to color's immediate limitations for consumer.
Set makers geared to rush such sets as were available to distributors in
cities equipped by AT&T (see p. 1) in time to let dealers watch colorcast of Tournament of Roses, Jan. 1.
RCA dispatched 2 color sets each to distributors on loan
basis in 21 cities, sent out 50 servicemen to install them. Admiral Raytheon &
Hal licraf ters were among those who also announced shipments to distributors. Doubtless there were others
just as more will be added in coming weeks.
Distributors and dealers wil l get another look at color sets at the marts
Virtually every manufacturer who has produced a pilot
and at company conventions.
:olor set will demonstrate it within month.
Some manufacturers moved quickly into the servicing front too.
RCA set up
aeries of 4-day color servicing clinics for its set-making licensees, distributors
& service technicians. Clinics for licensees start in N.Y. Jan. 11
Chicago J an. 25,
Los Angeles Feb. 8
each consisting of 28 hours of instruction by RCA Service Co.
on color theory, color signals, basic circuitry, components and adjustment,.
RCA Service Co also announced 3 other servicing actions: (1) Published new

—

.

,

—

,

,

—

.

9

10

textbook "Practical Color Television for the Service Industry", showing the various
techniques for installation and maintenance, available for $2 through RCA parts and
tube distributors or from company headquarters in Camden.
(2) Offered, through RCA
Institutes, 350 West 4th St., N.Y.
a home study course for technicians.
(3) Developed and installed in factory service branches new type of test equipment called
color signal simulator, to be used for proper phasing and alignment of color sets.
It was also disclosed that RCA service contract for color will cost minimum of S 180.
as compared to $60 for black-&-white sets.
Westinghouse also started 2-week course this week for its key engineers on
problems of color service at TV-radio div. headquarters in Metuchen, N.J. Admiral
starts its school for distributor servicemen in Chicago Feb. 1.
Few distributors had established any allocation plan for color sets, for
simple reason no factory was in position to make any commitments on deliveries. And
besides, with 100,000 or more dealer s handling TV, and with outside guesstimate of
only 200,000 color sets to be produced next year, what chance does a dealer have?
One major Washington distributor, still awaiting first color set, told us: "I know
one priority system I'm going to use
my best-paying accounts get first crack."
,

,

,

—

*

*

*

*

As for consumer reactions
it was still too early to draw any conclusions.
There were widespread reports of considerable curiosity among late Xmas shoppers in
But their interest was dampened when dealers
first few days after FCC decision.
only a comparative trickle of sets next year,
told them the facts of color life
at $800-$1000, only 12-in. screens as yet, few color programs at outset. These facts
are expected to minimize any immediate impact on planned black-&-white purchases.
,

—

Epitomizing approach of trade to prospective set purchasers was significant
paragraph in Philco's full-page ad in Dec. 23 & 24 New York Times and in Dec. 24
Philadelphia Bulletin and Wall Street Journal. Headed "Facts the American People
Should Know About Color Television," ad said, among other things:
"
You should understand that much work still remains to be done and color
receivers will not be available in quantity for a long time. Now that the standards
have been approved, manufacturers can proceed with the problem of developing color
TV receivers with viewing screens large enough in size to interest the buying public
At present, the industry has developed only
and at prices they can afford to pay.
small screen color tubes with approximately 11%-in. viewing screens giving only 89Contrast this with
sq. in. of picture, which will cost from $800 to $1000 each.
today's 21-in. black-2c-white set with an approximate 250-sq. in. picture which sells
for as little as $200."
Retailers were generally appreciative of the timing of FCC decision and all
Said Mort Farr ex-president
seemed agreed Xmas trade was hurt little, if at all.
of National Appliance & Radio-TV Dealers Assn, who had requested FCC to delay decision until as close to Xmas as possible (Vol.9:45): "I'm pleased the FCC gave us
any consideration and think they handled the situation very fairly."
While trade busied itself the few stations that are getting color from network fanned interest by inviting local civic leaders, merchants and press to private showings of color programs (see p. 2).
,

,

,

*

*

*

*

Because of short work week, RETMA staff
No production statistics this week
before
shutting down for weekend Dec. 24.
reports
to
compile
all
able
area
wasn't
.

Shipments of TVs to dealers totaled 5,305,072

when production was

10 months of 1953,

ing

to

RETMA’s

state-by-state

and

in first

6,204,803, accord-

county-by-county

week and available on request. They
represented 20% gain over first 10 months of 1952, when
shipments were 4,451,759, as against production of 3,394,707. New York led with 500,054, Pennsylvania was second
with 458,942, California third with 424,515.
For Oct.
alone, shipments were 690,711, compared to 816,529 in

tables released this

Sept,

and 913,779

in Oct. 1952.

Federal Trade Commission issued initial decision this
week against Sylvania for selling radio tubes to Philco in
1949 at 7-9<‘ less than to its own distributors (Vol. 6:2,
Decision, which must be approved by full FTC,
8:46).
orders Sylvania to stop “discriminatory pricing practices.”
Charges against Philco of “knowingly inducing and receiving” discriminatory prices from Sylvania were dis-

missed by

FTC

examiner Webster Ballinger.

Majestic Radio has acquired 50,000-sq.
Water St., N. Y. for final TV assemblies.

ft.

plant at 41

—
11

NTRA-INDUSTRY

arguments over who did what for
say nothing of hints of more patent suits, are
already being heard and the signs right now don’t augur
any such happy “cooperative relationship” as existed
among the rival manufacturers in their virtually solid
front against FCC’s original adoption of the field sequential system.
This week, for example, Philco stated in full
page ads in New York Times, Wall Street Journal and
Philadelphia Bulletin, which were captioned “Facts the
American People Should Know About Color Television”:
“The standards were developed by the leading scienThey are not the work of
tists of the electronics industry.
any one company [italics Philco’s]. In the words of the
FCC: ‘The accomplishment of a compatible color TV system that can operate within a 6-megacycle bandwidth is a
tribute to the skill and ingenuity of the electronics indus-

I

color, to

—

”

try.’

Ad
tions

then lists 42 companies as “some of the organizawhose combined knowledge and strength are respon-

FCC

approval.” Among
top companies in TV-radio manufacturing and such organizations
as American Radio Relay League, Bell Laboratories, Chromatic Television, Color Television Inc., Gates, General
Aniline, Hazeltine, Mallory, Remington-Rand, Technicolor.
Text then goes on to tell how “Hundreds of scientists
in the electronic industry combined their efforts, developed
one set of standards after another, all of which were subjected to rigorous field tests until the major problems were
overcome and the final result achieved
the color system which the industry committee recommended to the
Commission with confidence in July, 1953. This is the
system the FCC has noiv adopted and made official. Every
electronic laboratory, every TV manufacturer, large or
small, who participated in this gigantic undertaking can
rightfully share in the credit for the final result. It is a
thrilling story of the strength of American industry in
the solution of a highly complex peace-time problem.”
sible for the

them are

system that won

all

NTSC

final

participants

— comprising

.

*

*

*

.
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*

There’s no secret in the trade that the ad was intended
counteract RCA’s claim, also heavily publicized in fullpage ads immediately after FCC’s decision last week, that
it had led the fight for compatible color and that “RCA
has made the basic inventions.” As if in anticipation of
disputation of its leadership in this respect, RCA’s chairman David SarnofF told N. Y. Society of Security Analysts
Dec. 14 that RCA’s net income from patent royalties has
averaged less than $3,500,000 a year from 1947-53 and
will be less than $2,500,000 in 1954 (Vol. 9:51).
He asserted RCA, its Princeton Labs employing more than 1000
plus 2200 other scientists and engineers in RCA Victor
plants, has invested more than $50,000,000 in black-&white TV research and development “before it made a
dime of profit,” and added: “Before the end of next year
we will have spent more than $30,000,000 in research and
to
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HAT

IS

TELEVISION? The word covers more termay think. It’s been registered at

ritory than you

least 10 times at the

many
mark

U.

different products.

S.

Patent

It

was

Office to

first

apply to as

registered as trade-

by Television Corp. of America, St. Louis,
a product described as “a certain novelty

in 1928,

applying to

known as
mark for

Television.”

In 1933

was

registered as trademetal cans; 1942,
sweaters; 1945, a publication; 1948, a permanent wave
machine; 1950, electric clocks and fresh tomatoes; 1952,
bird seed. These trademarks all still stand the only one
dropped was use of the word to apply to fabrics, registered
in 1929. And there’s a “Television Gun,” too
it’s a target
practice gun, which got its trademark registered in 1937.
theatrical

makeup;

it

in 1939,

—

development of color TV, and we cannot possibly hope to
make a dime on color TV in the first year of its life.”
With respect to lawsuit brought by GE and Westinghouse against RCA sublicensing rights under their
patents, which they say expire Dec. 31, 1954, Gen. SarnofF
said AT&T doesn’t take same position and matter is now
before Delaware district court.
“However,” he added,
“without arguing the pending case, I can tell you certain facts concerning it.
“First, no matter what the outcome of the case may
be, no question has been raised as to the fact that both
GE and Westing-house are required to continue to pay
the RCA, after Dec. 31, 1954, royalties on all radio, TV
and other electronic patents in our field which they use
and which were developed by GE, Westinghouse, the telephone company or RCA before Dec. 31, 1954.
“Second, it is the opinion of our experts that the
most important inventions for the future of our business
and for the business of those whom we license are not
the GE and Westinghouse inventions. Among the areas
for licensing which we regard as most important are color
TV and transistors. In color TV, I’m sure you all know
that RCA has made the basic inventions. In transistors,
the basic inventions have been made by RCA and the telephone company.”
He denied RCA takes competitive advantage of its
patent position. “If RCA were not in the business of
licensing its competitors on the inventions which it makes,”
he said, “we would be the only one able to market our own
important developments and to retain for the RCA all the
benefits from such exclusivity. As matters stand now, we
share our inventions with our competitors at a very moderate royalty rate of less than 2% of the manufacturers’
selling price of the apparatus which uses our inventions.
And our very liberal license agreements contain no restrictions at all as to price, quantity, territory or anything else.
“It is this liberality in our licensing policy which has
contributed to making the TV industry the highly competitive industry it is today.
If RCA were to give up its
licensing business and stop licensing the rest of the industry, it would be RCA’s competitors who would suffer
most in relative standing and not the RCA.”
*

Note:

RCA

claims

#
it’s

*

pushing for

*

final

judgment

in

Zenith suit in Wilmington court questioning its patents
and rights to collect royalties, expects adjudication before
end of next year. Meanwhile, Zenith has not paid royalties
and its financial statements show no reserve fund set up
for possible back payments if case goes against it. Meanwhile, too, certain staff efforts within FCC to resume probe
of RCA patent structure, which came to light during early
stages of color fight, have again met cold reception among
commissioners though it’s understood data is still being
transmitted to Dept, of Justice from staff level.

—

There’s been no scramble yet to register trademarks
and slogans for color TV sets and tubes presumably
because a tradename must be used in interstate commerce
before it may be registered.
Only new color trademark

—

we could

submitted for registry was “CBS Colortron,”
Aug. 31, 1953 to describe color TV picture
tube.
Registered or pending registration, however, are
these names, leftovers from an earlier “color TV era”:
find

which was

filed

"Telecolor,” registered by CBS in 1944; “Colorola,” described as “TV receiving apparatus” by registrant Joseph

W. Jones

of

New York

color filter screen

which

in 1951; “Colorvue,” for “multi-

placed over the face of a blacktube to give illusion of color TV,” and “Colorvision eye glasses for viewing TV” (1950).

& white TV

is

:
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& Trends oi TV Trsds: Here’s one manufacwho says he’s “a little more optimistic than my

Topics
turer

brethren in the trade on the outlook for 1954” and comes
up with some unusual reasons why he thinks it should be
“a fairly successful year”. Robert S. Bell, exec. v.p. of
Packard-Bell, Los Angeles, guesstimates 1954 retail sales
will be 5-5,000,000, gives as reasons for his optimism:
(1) “Pent-up desire in purchasing power” by consumers,
which will bear fruit next spring.
(2) Ability of set
makers to adjust their production to consumer demand
more quickly than in past. He says
“There has been a deferment of purchasing by a
rather good-sized segment of the public, apparently, from
all statistics we have, and that means there will be some
pent-up desire in purchasing power for TV sets this spring

when business

psychologically lower. It is the eternal
history of the purchasing public that while they can defer
their purchases for a short time, the money soon burns a
hole in their pockets and they are back in the market
places.
Noxmially, the maximum period they can stay

away

is

about 6 months.
“Industry statistics have become more and more complete and reliable during the past several years and most
of the manufacturers are now willing to rely upon them.
As a result, production has been trimmed very quickly
compared to past history when there were times of slower
sales. While overall industi'y inventory is large, it is not
an impossible burden in most cases so long as the pressure
from the manufacturing end is reduced by the manufacturers trimming their production plans.”
He says prices should be about the same as 1953, but
concedes that cost of CR tubes might go down a bit more,
and concludes: “Most of our other components and labor
certainly are not going down, and even the strongest of
our competitors can’t sell at a loss forever.”
is

*

$

H:

$

Hoffman, Hoffman Radio: “I believe 1954
will not be nearly as bad a year as some seem to feel at
this time.
In my opinion, the industry should produce
about 5,200,000 sets in 1954 and sell at retail approximately 6,000,000
1954 will be a year of challenge
[demanding] more down-to-earth marketing, more value
selling compared to mere price selling, fewer gimmicks,
more education on the value of the show on TV, the facts
on color and high fidelity. The outlook for our national
economy for 1954 is good, with high employment, high
consumer income and high spending by business, the people and govt. We have never had a bad year in the radio
and TV business in an election year.”

Says H.

L.

.

.

.

GE’s Dr. W. R. G. Baker foresees strong demand for
black-&-white equipment maintained as 200 new TV stations go on air in 1954, bringing total to 550.
He also
forecasts limited commercial color telecasting opening new
markets for broadcast equipment and receivers; industryto-distributor sales of 5,200,000 black-&-white, 100,000
color sets; production of about 7,600,000 home and portable radios; further improvement in black-&-white picture tubes, intensified research in color tubes, continued
growth in total tube sales; high level of military electronics output.

Edward

Taylor thinks only 1,000.000
1954 quarter, about half
output of same 1952 quarter, and figures that only about
20% will list over $300. He calculates year-end inventories at 2,100,000, as against 1,200,000 year ago, but high
Xmas trade and good going rate of sales does not make
He agi'ees with exec. v.p.
the higher figure dangerous.
Robert Galvin that year’s output will be about 5,000.000
TV sets (our proofreaders erred last week in quoting
young Galvin as saying 3,000,000). He also sees 1954
sales of 6,775,000 radios, exclusive of auto radios.

Motorola

TV

v.p.

sets will be

produced

I?.

first

Trfldfi Personals:
Don G. Mitchell, Sylvania chairman,
appointed by ex-President Hoover to “task force” of Commission on Organization of Executive Branch, dealing with
govt, personnel
David J. Hopkins, Emerson Radio sales
director and son of late Presidential adviser Harry Hopkins, Jan. 4 joins CBS-Columbia as sales director, reporting to v.p. Harry Schecter and assuming duties of sales
mgr. R. D. Payne, resigned; Leo Hahn promoted to national radio sales mgr., Emerson ... A. Melvin Skellett, exresearch v.p., named to new post of v.p. for manufacturing
& engineering, National Union Radio Corp.; Lawrence L.
Hardin promoted to director of research div.
Harvey
Williams, ex-v.p. of H. J. Heinz Co., named Avco v.p. in
charge of overseas operations, handling relations with
Crosley and Bendix licensees and distributors abroad
Paul T. Wickman, ex-Boston district sales mgr. for replacement tubes, named by GE to new post of merchandising mgr. for dealer products, in charge of distributordealer liaison on electronic tubes, high-fidelity systems,
test equipment & germanium products
Albert C. Allen
resigns as DuMont central regional mgr. to head Allen
Distributing Inc., Providence (appliances)
Otis W.
Murray named west coast operations v.p., James S. Burket
west coast sales mgr., Pathe Laboratories
Dr. George
E. Duvall, ex-GE & MIT, and Dr. Charlotte Zihlman LeMay, ex-Texas Instrument Co. (transistors), join Stanford Research Institute physics engineering staff
Edward Edison, ex-KLAC-TV & NBC Hollywood, named
RCA Victor broadcast field sales rep, Los Angeles
Louis DeLaFleur leaves FCC frequency allocation &
treaty div. after 13 years with Commission to become mgr.
of RETMA international dept., Washington
D. W.
Gunn promoted to gen. sales mgr., Sylvania electronic
products, succeeding Harold P. Gilpin, retired.
.
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Distributor Notes: McCormack & Co., San Francisco,
which relinquished Hoffman line last week, moves headquarters to Western Merchandise Mart, plans to take on
new line shortly
Emerson Radio of Pennsylvania,
.

.

.

Philadelphia, appoints Charles F. Boice as gen. sales mgr.;
he’s succeeded as Tele King Philadelphia branch mgr. by

Joseph Supplee
Gough Industries Inc., Los Angeles
(Sylvania) opens new offices at 560 So. Mission Road, L. A.
Pilot Radio appoints Adolph L. Gross Assoc. Inc., 23
Park Place, N. Y.
Bendix Radio appoints Lynn Dickerson Co., ex-Raytheon Houston outlet
Samson Distributors, Washington (Motorola) appoints C. D. Kendall
Simon Distributing Co., Washington
gen. sales mgr.
(Zenith) appoints M. A. Becker exec. v.p.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

James D. Shouse, Avco

charge of applianceahead like
that which automobile industry went through. Trend in
distribution and marketing is toward full-line companies,
Year should see beginning of consolidations,
he says.
mergers and outi'ight sales as more companies strive to
expand into full lines with strong brand names maintained and others dying out.
v.p. in

electronics operations, sees period of change

—

Service survey by GE among 40,000 service dealers
reveals these details: Average bill for TV service is $8.75$11.50, with parts and labor charges about evenly divided;

two-thirds of service work is done in set owner’s home;
average of 35-40 calls is handled per week per technician.
Every group of service dealers predicted business volume,
in 1953 would exceed last year.

Regal Electronics Corp., 605 W. 130th St., N. Y., has
under Chapter XI of the bankruptcy Act in
Federal court, proposing settlement at 75% 10% on conevery 90 days. Maker of
firmation and balance of
TV and radio sets, it also has several govt, cost-plus confiled petition

—

7%%

tracts,

lists

assets of $1,185,500, liabilities of

$864,000.

.
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Financial

Trade Notes: What does expiration
tax (EPT) at end of this year mean to

excess profits
electronics industry?

We

of

the

asked an expert, consultant
the youthful LaSalle Streeter

Edgar N. Greenebaum Jr.,
who helped set up Television-Electronics Fund Inc., for
a summary and this is what he says:
“There is no hard and fast answer as it depends entirely on which particular company or companies referred
For example, 2 representative manufacturers, GE and
to.
Sprague Electric, one a giant and the other medium-sized,

—

paid taxes last year at close to the maximum rate. GE’s
tax bill was 63.5% of earnings, Sprague’s 69.6%, which
is virtually the 70% tax ceiling.
“Specifically, EPT is a 30% tax added to the 52%
regular corporate income taxes. Showing graphically how

burdensome it is to many companies, Sprague last year
earned $4.18 per share for its 1383 stockholders; without
EPT, the earnings would have been $6.60 per share. So
it’s clear that companies like GE and Sprague will benefit
greatly from the expiration of EPT Dec. 31.
“On the other hand, quite a few companies have satisfactory EPT exemptions, due in part to the work done by
in obtaining a fair shake for corporations which
would have been severely penalized by the inequities of
EPT legislation as originally drawn particularly the set

RETMA

—

makers, most of
in

pre-EPT

whom

enjoyed their most profitable year

EPT

figure, if any, for its fiscal

“Westinghouse

1950.

total 1953 earnings are currently estimated at less

than $4

after all taxes (not including the non-recurring capital
gain of $1.51 per share from the sale of its TV station
WPTZ to Westinghouse)
“Zenith is expected to show net earnings of about $13
per share this year on sales close to $170,000,000; its earnings would be quite a bit higher were it not for EPT since
estimated overall tax rate for 1953 is 58% in contrast to
55.7% paid last year. Emerson will pay a relatively small

Electronics Reports: Nearly $5 billion worth of equipment and components was turned out by electronics industry in 1953 a record exceeding 1952 by nearly $1 billion.
So says year-end summary by RETMA board chairman
Robert C. Sprague, Sprague Electric Co.
Uncle Sam was by far biggest customer, spending between $2.7-$3 billion on military electronics-communicaSprague puts factory value of 1953’s TVs at more
tions.
than $1.25 billion, radios at $250,000,000. TV-radio replacement parts business enjoyed record of nearly $500,000,000. While neither military nor civilian electronics
production set record this year, Sprague said the 2 together constituted an all-time high, easily exceeding peak
years of World War II. For next year, he forecast:
“As for defense production, the industry has good reason to expect that electronics procurement will not be
regardless of an over-all cut in
reduced substantially
military funds.
In the first place, a large backlog of
Secondly, the
military orders will keep deliveries high.
proportion of military expenditures for electronic products
in all probability will increase as the Defense Dept, curtails its spending.
The reason is that electronics is becoming increasingly essential to the operation and control of
almost all modern military weapons as well as to communications, navigation and detection.”

—

.

.

.

is

creased roughly 25% had there been no EPT; this year
Sylvania will again pay the maximum rate. And last of
the Big 10 set makers, Avco (Crosley), had no EPT liability last year and won’t have any again this year.
“Considering one electronics firm not in TV, Beckman
Instruments Inc. earned more than $2,000,000 before taxes,
but after paying 66% tax was left with relatively little to
show for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1953. It even had
to borrow $2,500,000 during that year.
'“More than $2 billion EPT will be paid by all industries this year. Without this burden in 1954, things may
be quite different.
For example, even major sales and
earnings declines in many cases will not result in any decrease in net profits after taxes for many companies.
Quite a few electronic concerns are paying the maximum
70% this year. Their pre-tax earnings can drop as much
as 37.5% next year and they will still earn as much as in
1953.

“This analysis, in some cases, may be an over-simplifor renegotiation may rear its ugly head. However, for those supplying little or no materiel to the Govt.,
the expiration of EPT can truly be a bonanza.”

fication

“Hence Motorola paid an effective tax rate of 55% in
1952, only slightly more than regular income tax rate;
with increases in sales and earnings this year, Motorola
will of course have a greater EPT liability.
“Even though RCA paid more than $35,000,000 in
Federal income taxes last year, none was for EPT. Admiral also had a large enough exemption so that it paid
no EPT last year, nor will it have to for 1953. Philco will
be subject to EPT, though it will be well under $1 per
share; its exemption is slightly below $3.50 per share, and

year ended Oct. 31, 1953;

EPT was

required from Emerson.
subject to a rather steep liability as
its EPT credit base is estimated at $3.50 per share while
earnings should run about $1 per share additional after
taxes. Syl vania paid the maximum tax of 70% last year,
so that its $3.05 per share earnings would have been inthe preceding year no

—

a

DuMont

directors did not vote usual 25$ annual dividend this week, Dr. Allen B. DuMont stating FCC ap-

proval of color standards (Vol. 9:51) makes it “imperative
that DuMont have additional working capital for production of color tubes, receivers and transmitting equipment.”
He said sales for first 11 months of 1953 were 25% ahead

same 1952 period, profits for full year would exceed the
$1,425,000 (55$) on sales of $76,367,000 reported in 1952.
Last DuMont report showed sales for first 40 weeks of
this year were $65,896,000, profit before taxes $1,910,000
of

(Vol. 9:43).

Television-Electronics Fund Inc. has declared 2-for-l
stock dividend payable Jan. 20 to holders of record Jan. 8.
This increases authorized stock from 5,000,000 to 10,000,-

000 shares.
outstanding.

As

of Dec. 22, there were 2,112,716 shares

Control of Johnson Electronics Inc., Orlando, Fla.
& components) has been acquired by 4 executives of
Gramer Transformer Corp., Chicago James M. Black(coils

—

ridge,

pres.;

Burt Anderson, gen. sales mgr.; Ralph L.

Weber, secy.; Fred R. Cooper, chief engineer. Gramer
Transformer will serve as national sales agency for Johnson products, and Blackridge becomes chairman of Johnson Electronics; Anderson, sales v.p.; Cooper, engineering
v.p.; Weber, secy.
E. S. Johnson continues as president.

Chesapeake Industries Inc., investment firm, has acquired Allen D. Cardwell Corp., manufacturer of military
radar, closed-circuit industrial TV equipment and other
electronic products, with plants in Plainville & Stamford,

Conn.

Among

other Chesapeake holdings are Pathe Lab-

oratories Inc. (film processors) and Television Center Inc.

GE

had good and bad news this week for employes

in

& CR

tube depts. at Electronics Park, Syracuse.
It cancelled plans to lay off 4000 workers over holidays
(Vol. 9:51)
but announced 700-800 would be furloughed

receiver

—

indefinitely beginning Jan.

backs in

first

8 because of production cut-

quarter 1954.

Electronic Parts

cago’s Conrad Hilton,

Show next year

May

will be held at Chi-

17-20; booth applications should

be sent to gen. mgr. Kenneth Prince, c/o Conrad Hilton.
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Telecasting Notes: “I only wish we had color TV right
here now, so you could see this in all its real beauty.”
This type of comment, ad-libbed by announcers more and
more on TV these days, is “ill-advised,” says Schwerin Research Corp., which adds: “Promoting a feeling among
viewers that they are being ‘left out’ is one of the quickest ways to build audience resentment against your program or product.” Schwerin Bulletin cites actual case
in which 5 new food commercials were tested; one with
“if-you-could-see-it-in-color”
approach got 48% fewer
viewers to remember brand name and some sales point
than did average other commercial in group
Color TV
will step up use of spot commercials, forecasts rep Joseph
J. Weed; he visualizes color spots sandwiched in between
monochrome shows and ultimately distributed over stations’ time schedules just as color ads are intermixed with
black-&-white in magazines
One of nicest self-introductions we’ve ever heard of, as stated on the air Dec. 20 on
occasion of commercial debut of KWTV, Oklahoma City,
new CBS outlet (Vol. 9:51)— gen. mgr. Edgar T. Bell
speaking: “We are planning to conduct ourselves as honored guests whenever your dial is turned to Channel 9
and you invite us into your home. We plan to make our
station one of real public service to the people of Oklahoma”
Advertest Research reports TV viewers understand why networks go in for alternate sponsorships (e.g.,
Philco & Goodyear Playhouse ) and generally approve; survey showed 3 out of 4 knew they’re due to high cost of
TV time and production. Highest sponsor recall for an
alternately-sponsored program: Lucky Strike Hit Parade,
Catholic Digest for
86%; Buick’s Milton Berle, 79%
Jan. starts monthly “rating” service of program favorites
of its readers, ranks top ones in this order: Bishop Sheen,
I Love Lucy, Toast of the Town, Dragnet, Arthur Godfrey
& His Friends, What’s My Line?, Our Miss Brooks, Mama,
Jackie Gleason Show, Studio One, You Bet Your Life,
Liberace
Unsure what his rates ought to be, v.p. Bill
Hoover of Eastern Okla. Television Co. Inc., grantee of
Ch. 10 in Ada, Okla., this week wrote nation’s 100 top ad
agencies to see if they had any suggestions, informing
them he intends to adopt average of their suggestions as
national rate; he enclosed complete market data on area,
TV set circulation estimates and coverage map
More
rate increases: WBBM-TV, Chicago, Class A hour from
$1550 to $2000, min. from $475 to $500; WSAZ-TV. Huntington, W. Va., $500 to $600 & $100 to $120; KCBD-TV,
KFAZ, Monroe,
Lubbock, $200 to $250 & $20 to $30
La. (Ch. 43), which started last Aug. with $150 rate, has
reduced it to $100, cutting min. also from $22.50 to $14.50.
.
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President and Mrs. Eisenhower got color set last week
as gift from RCA chairman David Sarnoff and promptly
put it to use, watching colorcast of Amahl and the Night
Visitors Dec. 20.
It was placed in White House oval
study, where two 21-in. black-&-white receivers are recessed in wall. Other RCA color sets in Washington are
in Shoreham Hotel suite of Gen. Sarnoff; office and home
of NBC v.p. Frank Russell; home of Carleton Smith,
v.p. & gen. mgr.; viewing room of Sheraton Park
Hotel studios of
plus transmitter monitor there.

—

WNBW

WNBW—

FCC’s color decision

is

legally effective Jan. 22, or 30

days after publication in Federal Register Dec.
course, for
since

all

practical purposes, decision

is

now

23.

Of

effective,

Commission ruled that stations can go ahead com-

mercially immediately, only requirement being that they
notify FCC.
Commission has interpreted its ruling to
mean that notification by network suffices for its affiliates.

Kansas

City’s Sheriff Owsley, buying 12

TV

sets for

quoted in AP dispatch as stating, “Keeps ’em
from thinking about who they’re going to rob when they
get out.”

county

jail, is

Fight over Comr. Robert E. Lee’s confirmation as FCC
to be shaping up as Congress prepares for
second session beginning Jan. 6. Lee holds recess appointment, without pay, subject to approval by Senate. He has
been sharply attacked by several writers, bitter foes of
Sen. McCarthy, because of his friendship with McCarthy
and his alleged activities on behalf of the Senator’s supporters. Among critics of Lee are St. Louis Post-Dispatch,
columnists Marquis Childs and Doris Fleeson. Latest to
blast Lee is free-lance writer Arthur R. Main, with
lead
article in Dec. 19 Nation titled “McCarthy’s
$300,000
Windfall,” referring to free TV-radio time McCarthy ob-

member appears

tained to answer ex-Pres.
White controversy.

Two

applications for

Truman during Harry Dexter
new TV

were filed with
pending applications
were reduced to 351 (74 uhf). Week’s applications were
for Shorewood, Wis., Ch. 31 (allocated to Milwaukee), by
Harold R. Murphy, former applicant for same channel,
whose application was reinstated by order of FCC; for
Fayetteville, N. C., Ch. 18, by adman Ralph E. Hess, whose
purchase of radio WFAI from Rollins Bcstg. Co. pends
FCC approval. [For further details about these applications, see TV Addenda 17 -Y herewith; for complete
list-

FCC

this week.

With

stations

7 dismissals,

ings of all grants, new stations, applications, dismissals,
hearings, see TV Factbook No. 17 & Addenda to date.]

Copley Press

Inc.’s purchase of K LAC-TV, Los Anfrom Mrs. Dorothy Schiff Sonnenborn (Vol.
9:49) was approved by FCC Dec. 23, and station will soon
become known as KCOP and will have Jack Heintz, from
San Diego’s radio KSDO, as new mgr., succeeding Mrs.
Sonnenborn’s son Mortimer W. Hall. Big publishing firm,
whose newspaper chain includes 7 Los Angeles County

geles (Ch. 13)

paid $1,375,000 for

dailies,

sister

AM

station

TV

did not acquire
Hall will continue to

outlet,

KLAC, which

manage.

AT&T to nationwide TV network
week: WDAN-TV, Danville, 111.; KWTV,
Oklahoma City. These make total of 239 stations in 147
U. S. cities on network routes. Next on interconnection
Interconnected by

facilities

this

schedule are
benville, O.;

WLBT,

WOSH-TV, Oshkosh, Wis.; WSTV-TV,
KCEB, Tulsa; KCMC-TV, Texarkana,

Jackson, Miss.;

KOA-TV,

Denver.

AT&T

SteuTex.;
this

week filed application with FCC to construct new OrlandoWest Palm Beach microwave relay, which would make
possible 2 additional TV network channels.
TV-radio will add nearly $1,000,000 to receipts of New
Year’s Day football bowl games, about half as much as
spectators will pay at gate. Associated Press gives this

roundup of TV-radio contributions to major bowl receipts:
Rose Bowl, TV-radio $610,000, gate $340,000; Orange
Bowl, TV-radio $70,000, gate $386,000; Cotton Bowl, $120,000 (including programs & concessions) and $300,000;
Sugar Bowl, $100,000 (estimate) & $365,000; East-West
All-Star (Jan. 2), $65,000

&

Sale of Crosley’s radio

$280,000.

WINS, New York,

to J. Elroy
Keating for $450,000 was approved by
It’s
understood theatreman Charles
Skouras will acquire 50% interest, and McCaw agrees to
divest himself of interests in KPOA, Honolulu; KILO,
Hilo; KORC, Mineral Wells, Tex.

McCaw and Jack
FCC this week.

World’s tallest TV tower now in use is WHIO-TV’s in
Dayton, O., measuring 1104 ft. from base to top of antenna. If it’s possible to overlook a 1104-ft. tower, that’s
exactly what we inadvertently did in story last week on
high towers (Vol. 9:51). WHIO-TV tower has been in
use since late last month.
Color tape recording of Jan. 1 Tournament of Roses
is reportedly being planned by Bing Crosby Lab-

parade

oratories.
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